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The Business of Distributing Medals

Has Rather Got Into a Rut

By Bruce Barton

I MET him in the smoking car, and he told me he was a steel

worker, on his way to find a job in one of the new shipyards.

I remarked that the wages must be very large in the ship-

yards.

"On the contrary," he answered, "I shall be making less than
I made at home—and I'll be away from my family besides.

"But I had to do it," he continued, and his eyes flashed as he
spoke. "It's my way of doing my part—my contribution to the

men that are fighting to make this a safe world for my kids."

When he left the train I reflected that this is one of the un-

fortunate facts of war—that it calls forth the sacrifice of the

whole nation, and honors the sacrifice of only a very few.

We have the Congressional medal for the man who, in one
moment of valor, hurls himself over the trench; and nobly, in

truth, does he deserve it. But where is the medal for the man
who, day after day, quietly, unobtrusively, does his job, as.

conscientiously as if the very safety of the Republic were de-

pendent on it?

"I have talked with great men," said Lincoln, "and I cannot
see wherein they differ from others."

In my humble way, I too have met some men who are counted
great, and some who are counted wealthy.

And the farther I go in the world the more I distrust the mere
outward signs of greatness—the titles and the bank rolls and the
popular applause.

More and more I pin my faith to the spirit in which a man's
life job is done.

"If God were to send two angels to earth," said Stephen
Tyng, "one to sit on the throne of England and the other to

sweep the streets of London, the service of the two would be
equally honored in His sight."

I am not writing to reconcile men who have failed, to failure;

I have no sympathy with any man who weakly contents him-
self with being less in the world than his best.

But I grow very impatient with the kind of talk and writing

which would make us believe that there is only one sort of

courage—the courage of the battlefield; and only one sort of

success—the success of money, and fame.

Every man has in his heart the seeds of courage; and every
man the possibilities of success.

It may be success in finance or in bricklaying; in government
or in gardening. It matters not: the measure of it is the same.

And that measure consists not in wealth or titles, but in a
man's own self-respect, his own deep-lying consciousness that

he has, with the tools that were given him, done his level best.

There lived one time a man named Moses whose experience

with democracy was not altogether encouraging.

He saved his people from slavery; and a good part of the time
they grumbled at him for doing it.

"Would to God that all the Lord's people were prophets!"
he exclaimed one day. By which I take it that he meant,
"Would to God there were a spark of divinity in them that
would make them capable of wider vision, a larger measures of

self-sacrifice."

Had he been able to see a little deeper, Moses might have
discovered that his wish was fulfilled : that there is in every man
precisely the divinity for which he yearned.

War discovers that divinity as no other great experience can.

All around me I see merchants, and day laborers, and farmers
who have risen to a height of self-sacrifice which is a revelation

to themselves and to all who know them.

It is our misfortune that there is no outward symbol with
which to reward that splendor. The business of awarding
medals has fallen into certain well-defined ruts.

Perhaps some day we shall see more clearly and reward with
greater wisdom, honoring equally the sacrifice of the battlefield

and the sacrifice at home.

For both are sparks of the same divinity—twin manifesta-
tions of the presence of the same great Oversoul.
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For Your Roofs
To you as a farm owner, the matter of upkeep
of roofs is not as simple as it is to some men.
You have to consider roofing for many dif-

ferent buildings—some more costly than others,

some more important. Roofing of one price

and one type will not do for all.

To your needs, therefore, SPC Roofings are

especially adapted. You can select a brand of

SPC Roofing which will exactly meet your

requirements and at the price you want to pay.

S-P-C Roofin
is made by The Standard Paint Company, the pioneer

manufacturer of ready roofing. Experience gained
through more than a quarter of a century is back of

every roll. That is why each of the five SPC brands is

the best that can be bought at the price.

These brands are Imp, Cronolite, Zylex, Starex, and
Slatex (slate surfaced shingles, or roll roofing). They
vary in finish and price. From them you can choose one

which exactly fits your needs in both respects.

So, when you buy roofing, buy an SPC brand; look for

the circle trade mark which appears on every roll with the

brand name above it. Ask your dealer about SPC
Roofing. If he hasn't it in stock he will get it for you.

The Standard Paint Company
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30 Days
FREE Trial

No plumbing. Odorless.
Sanitary. Endorsed by
State Health Boards.

Buy Direct from the Maker.

The Kawnear
Sent folly equipped. Any-
body can set it up. No daily
attention. Guaranteed 10
years. Makes home up to date,

comfortable, healthful, at amall
_ -r -t-tiiiii'I""';"-;-^—— r* Try a Kawnear in your own
Tiff) ^tSS^Ttonie 30 days FREE. j>

mr KF*fr DaaIt Send your name and address for— »»«JJ2i DUUM illustrated book and 30 days' free
trial offer. No obligations to you. It's free. Write today.

Federal Sash A Door Co., Dept. 4031, Kansas City, Mo.
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A United States Department of Agriculture bulletin

says: "The best bait usually is food of a kind that
the rats and mice do not get in the vicinity. The
bait should be kept fresh and attractive and the
kind changed when necessary."

"Rough on Rats" mixes with any food. It rids prem-
ises of pests— quickly, thoroughly, cheaply. Get it

at drug' and general stores. "Ending Rats and Mice,"
our booklet, sent free; WRITE,
E. S. WELLS, Chemist, Jersey City, N.J.
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LALLEY LIGHT ana POWER
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Lalley-Light installation in home of S. A. Gibson, Roanoke, Texas

Longer Winter Days;

Real Cheer at Night

ON thousands of American farms, Lalley-Light

is making these short days longer, and saving
labor at every turn.

Its brilliant, utterly safe electric light helps men
finish the morning and evening chores -in-the-dark
in less time; and do better jobs.

Its endless electric power performs much of the

necessary daily work in house and barn.

To the home it brings cheer and comfort not to be
had by any other means.

All with a certainty of low cost and reliability,

assured by more than eight years of every-day use
on every-day farms.

The nearest Lalley-Light dealer will be glad to

show you a plant in operation; and we will mail
descriptive literature if you will send your name
and address.

Lalley Electro-Lighting Corporation, 1£J$%&£Z

LALLEY-LIGHT
The Electric Light And Power For Every Farm
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What the Ships Mean to You

TO FULLY understand just what America's ship-
ping program means to the individual farmer,
when peace is firmly established, it is neces-
sary to tell the whole shipping story from a
world point of view. When it is told, I believe

every farmer who reads it will see what tremendously big
things it means to him.

If we had not entered the war to see it through to the
finish, nevertheless we would to-day be building up an
American merchant marine. Perhaps we wouldn't build
such a big one as we planned on account of the war, but
we would be building one big enough to do our business
with the world, just the same.
When peace is thoroughly here, this American mer-

chant marine is going to work both ways to the benefit
of the farmer. It is going to enable us to get the things
we need from foreign lands at reasonable prices and in
our own ships, and it is going to enable us to sell things
in foreign lands that we have never had a real oppor-
tunity to sell before.
Heretofore America has been in the habit of using ships

that belonged to foreigners in foreign lands, and when the
war came and those ships were turned to other uses for
other governments, we of course felt the pinch and the
necessity for ships of our own.
Just the other day I heard a man complaining about

the price of bananas. "Why," he said, "I used to buy
them for 10 cents a dozen; now I pay 60 cents. Is there
any sound reason why the war should raise their price?
Certainly we're not shipping them to our forces abroad!"
No, we're not. But the ships which used to bring them

from the tropical plantations to America have been
pressed into serivce for transport andsupply-ship duty

—

50 per cent of this fleet; in fact, every bottom capable of

making transatlantic trips.

We've been rigidly rationed as to sugar, not because
there has been a sugar shortage, but because there have
not been enough ships to transfer the tremendous stores
of it in Porto Rican and Cuban ports.
Higher prices to consumers for some of the commonest

articles of food have not in the majority of cases been the
result of crop shortages, but the direct result of pyramid-
ing freight rates growing out of the dearth of tonnage.
From three-fourths cent a pound, the1

freight on China
rice has climbed to three and one-half cents; the freight
on coffee from Brazil is no longer one-half cent a pound,
but three cents. Tens of thousands of tons of hides which
we have imported in the past for making shoes have been
lying dormant in Oriental ports simply because there
were not the ships to bring them here, nor have there
been the ships to bring in materials for tanning.
Hemp from the Philippines comes into our ports

carrying the burden of more than a thousand per cent
increase freight tariff; our cotton industry knows too well
what mounting freight rates on Indian jute have meant
to consumers of manufactured goods from bales of cotton
shipped in jute coverings.
You can multiply this list of illustrations over and over

again. In the end you will realize two things: that as a
people we are dependent upon other peoples for a tremen-
dous proportion of our necessaries, and that because of
this there is ample justification for the building of a power-
ful American merchant marine, war or no war.
But in the past we have ignored the first, and conse-

quently never thought of the second, because there have
been other ships afloat to do our shopping and trading
for us, and we have left it to them. Before the war only
eight per cent of American foreign trade was carried in
bottoms flying the Stars and Stripes from their mastheads.
This means that, while our export trade never had been
more than partially developed, we allowed it to stagger
along under the tremendous burden of well-nigh excessive
freight rates, unsatisfactory schedules, and allowed our
imports to bring with them a tremendous national debt
composed of freight charges.
Then came the war, with the seas heavily infested with

U-boats, when hundreds of thousands of tons of neutral
merchant tonnage were tied up in ports, when Britain's
magnificent fleet of merchantmen was engaged to the
last bottom in carrying strictly war essentials to British
ports and to its hundreds of military bases. We were left

By Edward N. Hurley
Chairman of the United States Shipping Board

Edward N. Hurley. He was born at Gales-
burg, Illinois, and his home now is in Chicago

WITH the coming of peace the American ships

built to help win the war will be turned into

thousands of miles of new railroads connecting Ameri-

can farms with all the markets of the world.

That's what these new ships are—railroads over^ the

high seas. And every time a new boat slides down the

ways with the Stars and Stripes flying from its mast,
the farmers of America ought to stand and cheer. It

means money in their pockets.

When one of the transcontinental lines runs its tracks

through an untapped section of the country, the farmers

there get all excited, values jump, towns spring up, and
there is great rejoicing, because of the new markets that

are opened up.

Just because we can't see the section gangs laying the

ties is no reason why we shouldn't appreciate the sig-

nificance of these new railroads the Government is

building.

America's shipping program spells increased demand,
better prices, and greater opportunity for expansion

than we farmers ever had before. Just how this is go-

ing to work out you will learn by reading Mr. Hurley's

article. We believe it will convince you, as it con-

vinced us, that the peace-time mission of these ships is

one of vital personal interest to every farmer.

The Editor.

high and dry. And the submarines began to take their

toll of the world's shipping—more than two million tons
to date.

This opened our eyes, for with every ship we could
pipe up, our fleet of merchantmen was not equal to the
task of supplying our normal needs with regard to im-
ports, particularly of raw materials.

We needed Spanish pyrites for the manufacture of sul-

phuric acid, which, among other uses, plays a tremendous

role in the production of our phosphatic fertilizers; there
were not the ships to bring these. We needed tens of

thousands of tons Of Chilean nitrates for fertilizer; what
with the ship famine and automatic increase in freight

rates, there has been a nitrate famine here and a conse-
quent mounting in the cost of production of every crop
requiring those fertilizers.

Australian wool has been cut off from us; the result has
been the requisitioning of our domestic supply by the
Government to guarantee the production of uniforms for

our army and navy. The civilian must wear shoddy.
Our home and commercial canning industries have been
severely threatened because of the famine in pig tin,

a product absolutely essential to the manufacture of tin

cans.

And while we were struggling along to find a way out
of this economic dilemma, the black threat against human
liberty compelled Us to throw our entire economic and
military might into the fray, demanded that we translate
the President's message to Congress into millions of fight-

ing men, millions of tons of supplies and food to sus-

tain the better half of the world through the ordeal. And
all these things to be shipped four thousand miles over-

seas despite the fact that we had no merchant marine!
We seized enemy shipping interned in our ports, bought

every neutral bottom we could find, arranged with our
allies to spare us every bottom that could be spared
strictly for transport of food, men, and munitions. And
then we turned our backs upon every mistake we had
made in all the years of peace and laid the foundations
for a merchant marine second to none in the world!
From practically nothing we bid fair to have afloat by

the end of this year more than twenty million tons of

merchant shipping—a fleet as great as England's at the
outbreak of the war. Excluding the fleets of ocean-going
tugs, and the 850,000 dead-weight tons of steel, wood,
and concrete barges on the program, we have planned
for more than two thousand ships. To-day they are

sliding from the ways all over the United States.

Germany miscalculated. Upon the crippling of the
world's available tonnage she depended for winning the
war. She overlooked the possibility of a contented, non-
maritime nation like America suddenly erecting shipways
at every possible port, standardizing the materials and
building methods for these ships, and launching them at

a rate heretofore unheard of.

These ships of ours, combined with the fleets of our
allies, have become the common carriers of democracy.
They helped win the war by stretching our sinews of war
across the seas. They will serve humanity as long as the
war need lasts; they will continue to serve it through the

years of peace.
We mUst look ahead to those peace days. We have

demonstrated what we could do in the hour of emergency;
it rests with us to project the same energy and enthusiasm
into the peaceful courses of world trade. Our ships will

not be sent to sea for any selfish service, any more than
they are serving a selfish end to-day. In the future they
will serve the commerce of the world.

We have had it brought home all too vividly that we
are no longer a nation apart from the rest of the world;

we have paid the price of neglect and indifference to our
best welfare when we delegated our ocean shipping to

others more farsighted. We never again want to be found
in such serious straits as we were found when the war
diverted foreign-owned ships from their established trade

routes and left us without this and that raw material

except at super-famine prices.

The first duty of any nation is to help itself. We can
and will do this in the future by taking our place on the

trade routes of the seven seas and on our own ships.

And while we are doing this, we can and will serve foreign

markets with the products of America.
"Shipbuilding," says Vance McCormick, chairman of

the War Trade Board, "will enable us to fulfill in liberal

measure our obligations toward our allies and to friendly

neighbors in Latin America who are dependent on the

United States for so many of the commodities required

for their well-being or comfort, and for whose products

the natural market is in such large measure offered by
this country. [continued on page 11]
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Have You Been Swindled?
There are some very attractive—and very crooked—stock propositions afloat now

that have trapped some pretty wise men

IV
WILL pay every American farmer big dividends

to be mighty suspicious of any persuasive stock sales-

man he may chance to meet these days. These wily
fellows are reaping a golden harvest among us, and
this article is aimed to show up the most lately de-

veloped tricks of their trade.

No matter how interesting and promising the proposi-
tion he puts up to you, it is a good idea to consider the
stock salesman guilty of having crooked designs on your
pocketbook until he is proved innocent,

j
Don't trust him even if he comes to you with a letter

of recommendation from the local

banker or business man you have
been dealing with for years. Bank-
ers and business men are often as
easily duped as anyone else. Even
if some banking or business asso-

ciate of yours appears on the fel- §1 ( \

low's stationery as secretary-treas- I
urer or some other official of the g;,
company, sift the proposition very

\

•> fll
;

carefully before you invest.

I know of a case where a group
of these grafters organized a fake
company with $10,000 capital

stock, went to the leading banker
of a certain community, pulled the
wool over his eyes, and not only
got a letter of recommendation
from him, but also got his name on
their card as secretary-treasurer of

the company, with the net result

that several of the farmers and
local citizens he had been dealing
with for twenty years were de-
frauded of thousands of dollars.

They invested in the worthless
stock on the strength of their

friend's name as a member of the
company.

I know of another case where a
small town banker was bought
outright for $5,000. In short, he
sold out his friends to this gang of

stock promoters for that amount
of money.

_

N

A pretty good rule to follow, if

you don't want to lose several

hundred dollars to one of these

crooks, is to get a Dun or Brad-
street report on the company, or

look it up through the U. S. dis-

strict attorney nearest you, or

wire or write the financial editor of "The Wall Street
Journal," or "Forbes Magazine," New York, and ask
where you can get a report of the company. A dollar, or
even five or ten dollars, spent in this way may save you
hundreds.
The fact that you, as a farmer, are apt to be tricked by

one of these crafty stock salesmen doesn't necessarily imply
that you are easy. Remember that they spend their lives

and all their talents and energies in figuring out ways to
snare your dollars. Your business is farming, not stock-
jobbing, and the only safe way to deal with the stock
salesman is to prove him up in the financial world.

There are good, legitimate stock-selling propositions

for the farmer to put his money into, but they aren't

usually sold by men traveling from farm to farm or open-
ing temporary offices in near-by towns.
And just because you have escaped the wiles of one bad

salesman don't relax your vigilance for the next one.

Crooked stock salesmen are like weeds: no sooner have
you trimmed one variety out of one field than another
variety crops up in another field.

There is a very bad variety of stock salesman abroad
in the land to-day. He appears in many guises, but
usually with a black leather portfolio under his arm. This
portfolio contains a glittering prospectus well-nigh ex-

hausting the dictionary of superlatives, and always a
commendatory letter from a well-known banker. His
right hand is extended in glad greeting. He can afford to

be well pleased; he is keeping $25 out of every $100 which
the farmer gives him. And the farmer who isn't careful

is giving him his money by the millions of dollars.

Enjoying a prosperity greater, perhaps, than any other
man, the farmer has been singled out as the particular
victim of the unscrupulous stock salesman and promoter
of to-day. The very patriotism of the farmer is one of the
reasons why he is being systematically worked. Answer-
ing the call of Uncle Sam for money with which to carry
on the war, he has dedicated millions of bushels of $1.50
corn and $2 wheat, hundreds of thousands of head of $18
steers and $19 hogs, to the purchase of Liberty bonds.
The stock salesman seeks to clinch his alluring argument
by stating that the farmer has already done his duty to
the Government by taking his full share of bonds bear-
ing only 3M, 4, or per cent interest, and that now is

the time for him to trade these low-interest bonds for

stock in a company which is sure to pay 20 or 25 per cent
the very first year, with no limit to the possibilities later

on. It is to be wondered at, and yet it is true, that hun-
dreds of thousands of farmers throughout the country al-

By Frank G. Moorhead
ready have fallen victims to these unscrupulous salesmen.

For even if their stock were worth what they claim,
the luring of Liberty bonds, from the farm strong box
would be reprehensible. Bifirfew of the stocks offered for
general investment are worth much more than the paper
they are printed on, notwithstanding the gold seal, the
Spencerian flourishes of the president and secretary of
the company, and the attractive picture which usually
adorns the left-hand upper corner of the stock certificate.

The methods of organizing these companies and exploit-
ing them are reprehensible in the extreme. Already there

has been enough of a falling-out among the rascals to
show that the methods generally employed are along the
following lines:

As a rule, only three or four men are involved in the
original inception of these companies. These men, meet-
ing in the privacy of a city office, behind closed doors,
form themselves into a company with a nominal capital-
ization of, say, $5,000 or $10,000. They have nothing
to sell, no invention to put upon the market, nothing
to add to the productiveness or wealth of the state or the
nation. They simply form a company; that is all they
feel called upon to do.
The next step—and the first really important one these

days, even if it were not in the South Sea Bubble days in
England—is to select a good
name, a high-sounding name,
one in which the word Mort-
gage, Investment, "Insur-
ance, Trust, or Guaranty shall

appear, for these are good,
substantial names and carry
weight.
Having selected the name

—

frequently it has been posi-

tively disclosed, with many a
laugh, behind closed doors, at
its sonorous and dignified

sound—there remains only one
more step and the work of

these men is finished: they
must interest a well-known
banker in their scheme. The
banker is absolutely necessary;
the company, whatever it calls

itself, cannot proceed a step without him. Why? Because
the company needs money, and it cannot get money
without the banker's aid. So the organizers step into their

high-powered automobile and drive over to see the
chosen banker in his private office. He lends a listening

ear. They talk glibly of the name of their company and
prate of the big deposits that are sure to result in his bank.
Perhaps they do not beat about the bush or make any
pretense of being honorable or useful. They simply bid
for the banker's name or endorsement, and money talks.

Sometimes the entire $5,000 or $10,000 which the in-

corporators got together to start the ball rolling is handed
over, intact, to the banker for a letter of endorsement or

the use of his name as treasurer of the company. The
president of a national bank in the capital city of one of

THIS article has a message for your pocket-

book. The information in it has saved some
American farmers thousands of dollars; and lack

of it has cost others hundreds of thousands. We
farmers don't have to be "easy marks" to be
tricked by crooked stock salesmen. They are

smart fellows who devote their lives and talents

to figuring out ways to get our cash. The only

way to beat them is to keep in touch with their

latest improved methods of crookedness, just as

we keep in touch with the latest improved
methods of farming. It is an article like this

that keeps you in touch with those methods.
Read it! The Editor.

the Midwestern States has recently admitted that he
has been offered between $75,000 and $100,000 in the
last twelve months for the use of his name as a stock-
holder or for a letter endorsing the men behind the
promoted companies. This particular banker has turned
a deaf ear to every offer-; he knows for a certainty, how-
ever, of rivals who have turned down none.

There are various ways in which the banker's endorse-
ment may be used: he may figure as treasurer of the
company; he may write a letter saying he has known the
promoters all his life, and considers them highlj honorable

men; he may simply pose as the
ostensible owner of a block of stock,

so that the salesman can go about
through the country saying, "Mr.
So-and-so, president or cashier of

the Such-and-such Bank, is a stock-
holder in our company; he is deeply
interested in our company; he has
great faith in the outlook." There
are instances known where stock
salesmen have even used the names
of bankers who had positively

turned them down, until the fact

came to the bankers' ears and they
protested against such open duplic-

ity.

The preliminary steps are now
all taken. The company has been
organized; it has been given a
name; it has secured the aid or
connivance of a well-known banker.
The next step is formally to in-

corporate the big concern thus
born, and then have the company
thus incorporated enter into a con-
tract with the men who gave it

birth to sell the stock for a generous
commission, usually twenty-five
cents on the dollar. In brief, the
men who originated the company

—

not out of whole cloth, for even that
is not necessary, but out of blue
sky—contract with themselves to

sell the stock which they thus
created, paying themselves one
fourth, at least, of the money taken
in from the investors. Then the

battery of cars starts out through
the countryside, a trusted promoter
at each steering wheel, and men
are called from the fields where
they are plowing or reaping, and

from the feed lots, to lean over the fence and listen to

the alluring talk of the promoters, who tell of the fortunes

of Rockefeller and Morgan, of Carnegie and Gary, of

Schwab and Astor, and make such glittering promises that

it is a hard-headed, tight-fisted old miser, indeed, who is

not impelled to give the horses a rest in the shade while

he signs his name to the stock application and to the

notes which turn up, with unfailing promptness, at the

local bank for collection.

Nor must anyone think that this account of the organ-

ization and exploitation of companies offering their stock

to the general public nowadays is exaggerated. In the

first five months of the year more than four hundred
companies were incorporated in one of our large Mid-

western States, where the

rural population exceeds the

urban, and immediately began
the sale of their stock.

A half-dozen of these com-
panies were incorporated for

two million dollars, a score for

one million, dozens for a few
hundred thousand dollars.
This particular State has a
"blue sky law" upon its stat-

ute books, but it applies only
to corporations organized out-
side the State; it fails to cover
companies organized within
the State. And it is not a bit

difficult for stock salesmen to
drive their high-powered cars

from one State to another and
start new companies just as

rapidly as printing presses can turn out new, and different,

certificates

Instances are known where stock in three ostensibly
competing insurance companies, in one State, has been
sold by the same gang of promoters. The application
blanks and the stock receipts are identically the same,
save and except for the name of the company. Aside from
that the same blank sufficed; the men were not even
obliged to use their gray matter any in writing out new
forms; in fact, the greater part of their work consisted in

endorsing the farmer's checks for deposit.

An instance is known where a company was incor-
porated with a million-dollar capital, and promoters were
hired to go out among farmers and sell the stock on a
commission basis, receiving $25 [continued ON PAGE 30]
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Why I Came to the Farm
The story of one of America's rural leaders who hated the old home place when he was

twenty, and loves it now he's fifty

By S. J. Lowell

I
MAY be vastly mistaken, but I don't believe any man
ever becomes a real, genuine farmer until he is forty

years of age. There are a Tew, I suppose, who do, but

the "born farmer " is the exception, just like the "born
poet," or the " born inventor,

'

' or the
'

' born machinist."

Therefore I don't think there was anything unusual

about my dislike of farming as a young fellow. I don't

think many young fellows just naturally take to farming,

almost from the cradle you might say, like a duck to

water. That is proved by the great exodus of young

people from the farms every year, and the result-

ant cry from time to time of "back to the

soil." These young folks grow up with the

idea that they don't want to farm;

they want to do something else,

though they don't know exactly

what. And so they leave.

I know it was that way
with me, and I am writing

these pages from my own
eiperience, in the hope
and belief that they will

explain to some par-

ents their children"

desire to leave the

farm, and to the

children some of the

wonders and op-
portunitiesforsuc-

cess and happi-

ness that lie right

ft hand on the

4rm if they just

lavethe patience

and "stick-to-it-

iveness" to work
and grow toward
t full apprecia-

tion of them.
Of course, I

know that there

is not the incen-

tive for young
folks to leave the

farmnowadays that
there was when I

was a boy. The tele-

phone, rural free de-

livery, community
dubs, the automobile,
electric lights, modern
houses, and general pros-

ferity of farming nowadays
Save done away with a lot of

te unpleasant features. But
$il there exists, in perhaps a great-

S degree than we appreciate offhand,

at urge in the breasts of young farm-
fblk to get away to the town and the city

- 'here things are livelier and more exciting. Not
always is this true, but it is so in enough cases to make
worth while the giving of a few real arguments against it

—

arguments that even impetuous youth can see the logic of.

One thing most of us are apt to forget is that farming is

a business, just like tinsmithing, or store-running, or

manufacturing; that it is also a profession with many
technical branches, like medicine and surgery, or law, or

engineering; and it is one of the hardest businesses to

learn and to excel in, and takes more study and work than
almost anything else. And, also, it yields more in health,

happiness, cash and contentment, in proportion to the
fork and study devoted to it, than anything else.

That is what I mean by saying that the average man
does not learn to be a real farmer under forty. He has to
aerve a longer apprenticeship at a more complicated trade
than other men do. But I'll bet anything that if you
would take all the men in the United States over forty,

fine them up in a row, and ask them whether they con-
sider themselves happy and successful, you will find a
larger percentage of "Yes" among farmers over forty
than among any other class of men over forty.

Personally, I am sixty, so I have had twenty years to
think this thing over, and forty years before that to work
k out. And let me say that during those forty years I

Jovered all of the main roads and most of the byways. It
8 doubtful if there ever was a more discontented, roving,
fretful, impatient disposition than mine.
S Yet to-day, when I go to cities and towns and mingle
Jith all kinds of people in all kinds of affairs, they cannot
pderstand why the Lowell family sticks to plain living

f a house set down in the open country.
I Only a few days ago I was talking business with a man
pone of the larger up-state towns of New York. Toward
the close of our conversation he said:

j (

|And what is your home town, Mr. Lowell?"

|
said I, "we don't live in town."

4 'You mean that you still live in the country altogether;
wat you have no place in town?"
He was assured that such was the case, and he could not

pderstand it. But I can understand it. Just as I despised
p farm for the first thirty years of my life, so I love it
low. I wouldn't live in a town if you gave me one. The

simple answer, and one which it is difficult for those who
have not had the experience, to understand, is that in the
ten years either side of my fortieth birthday I learned to
appreciate what a wonderful place the country really is.

As a boy, on the old home place up near Fredonia,
everything I did was drudgery. I hated the stock and the
barns and the fields. A cow was nothing to me but a pest,

a stupid animal forever bawling around and getting into
forbidden places and having to be chased out. A flock of

chickens was just a lot of brainless birds which laid eggs
that I had to tramp around and gather. And an

acre of grapes was about the most detestable
thing in the world, especially about grap-

ing time, when I had to go in with
the others and getmy hands stained

black and my clothes stiff as a
board with the stick-tights

that grew between the vines.

Any place in the world
was preferable to that
farm, it seemed to me.
You never saw any-
body, you never went
any place, and you
never had any fun,

anyhow. That was
my complaint, prin-

cipally. Of course,

I got a fair district

schooling, but the
associations I had
among the other
farmer boys and
girls there merely
whetted my ap-
petite for more
thrilling adven-
tures in other
parts of the
world.
I remember dis-

tinctly that my
boyhood dream
was to run away to
the city and be a
machinist. I had vi-

sions of myself bossing
a busy shop where all

kinds of things were be-
ing made.

Both as a boy and as a
young man I was like a

great many other people in
this world: I couldn't stand

much of my own company. I
simply did not get acquainted with

myself, didn't realize that real content-
ment, happiness, and success come only

to the man who can find things within
himself to think about and work on, that every

human being, to amount to much, must live himself in-
stead of trying to make others live himself for him.
You have seen people who did that, men who got their

opinions of things
from others without
once stopping to
think about a thing
for themselves and
find out what their

own opinion was;
men who could not
bear to be alone
where they had to
reason things out for

themselves, and go
ahead and do things
without the say-so
of someone else.

The consequence
was that I whooped
with joy when the
time came that I

could get away from
those deadly dull

acres of the old home
place. I rushed mad-
ly for town and the
voices and activities

of fellow men, being
blind, deaf, anddumb
to the far more real,

fascinating voices

and activities and
friendships thatbeck-
oned me on the farm.

It is said that extremes beget extremes. And I guess

it's true, because when I got to town I took the noisiest,

loudest, blaringest part in the community life I possibly

could. I played in the band—and thoroughly enjoyed

it; enjoyed it so much that I kept at it for eight years.

My idea of real life and a good time was the same idea

that so many thousands of young men have—the idea
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S.
J. LOWELL is one of those men who" get through a tre-

mendous amount of work without seeming to work very

hard. We were up to see him at Fredonia recently, and,

honestly, we don't see how under the sun he manages to be

one of the biggest and best grape growers and still keep things

humming as master of the New York State Grange and as a

dozen other important things. But he does. He has been
keeping up this lick steadily for eighteen years now, and he
looks good for many years more.

In 1905 Mr. Lowell was elected master of Grange No. 1,

in his home county, the first Grange ever organized, and hence
the granddaddy of them all. He is a power in the agricul-

tural affairs of New York State, and the East generally. This

is evidenced by the fact that he was elected a member of the

National Grange Executive Committee a year ago last Nov-
ember. He is also a member of the New York State Wood
and Fuel Comnsission, and there hasn't been a state commis-
sion on anything agricultural for years that he hasn't figured

in.

But for all the fun he gets out of farming and Grangeing, he
gets more out of living at home with his family. Mrs. Lowell
and the two boys keep the home fires burning during Mr.
Lowell's frequent trips for the Grange. The Editor.

that a lot of drinks and plenty of loud conversation about
particularly unchoice subjects, coupled with chasing here,
there, and everywhere, and doing this, that, and the other,
can possibly take the place of deciding definitely what
really useful thing you want to do, then setting about
quietly, cheerfully, and earnestly to do it.

There was practically nothing in the category of useless

things that I didn't do, and practically no part of the
eastern United States that I didn't cover in doing them
before I realized that I had deliberately, nay joyfully,

walked away and left the only thing in the world that I

really wanted to do and could do, which was—to farm.

I cut timber in Pennsylvania, having a "good time" the
while with the very rough gang that made up my asso-

ciate timber cutters; then I played semi-professional

ball, spent some time as agent at large for a basket works,
more time as the same for a fertilizer company, and still

more time in a dozen and one other occupations too

numerous to mention.
But even with all that behind me I hadn't learned my

lesson. I knew that I wasn't getting anywhere in particu-

lar, but it never once occurred to me to pick out some-
thing definite and settle down to it. This decision, a very
important one and one which should be made voluntarily

by every young man, was literally forced upon me. I had

to get back to farming and buckle down. And I hated it

as much as ever.

Very gradually my dislike grew less. And little by
little I began to get acquainted with myself and with the

wonders that lay in abundance all round me. At last it

was dawning on me that there was romance and discovery

and possibilities for marvelous invention and progress in

lands and crops and stock.

I think the first thing that opened up this new vision of

farm life to me was an eccentric old vine among the

grapes. This fellow was one of the greatest fakers that

ever lived. He fooled me for several years with his tricks,

and I couldn't help comparing him with a certain human
being I had known. He would start out every spring with

the other vines, strong and brave, making me all kinds of

promises about the grapes he was going to bear. He would
grow the most marvelous suit of leaves and get himself all

dolled up, fit to kill, for all the world like a confidence man
in real life; and then, just as sure as graping time came,

there he would be without a grape. Well, I finally cut off

his head and grafted on another that was on the square

and would grow real grapes without any bluff or bluster.

As time went on I got acquainted with other folks in

the vineyard. There was one puny, gnarled little fellow

who didn't look strong enough to do a tap, and yet every

year up he would come with his twisted arms so full of

grapes he could hardly carry them. I have known men
just like that vine—wiry, frail-looking things, but hard

workers and great producers.
With this as a beginning, my acquaintance with my

farm family grew and prospered day by day, spreading

to trees, and flowers, and animals, to garden truck and to

everything else around the place. There grew up within

me, along with this acquaintanceship, a sort of fatherly

interest in all these struggling friends, and in the crooks and
grafters and shirkers as well as in the steady old wheel

horses in all branches of the farm's life. I got to feeling

that these plants and animals would show me very clearly,

if I would just look,

when they were hap-
py,and contented and
properly taken care

of, and when they
were miserable and
neglected. 77ia£isthe
feeling that makes a
man a real farmer at
heart. No man ever
got it by hating his

farm. Any man can
get it by getting ac-
quainted with his

farm.
There is something

very worth while in

the knowledge that
you personally con-
trol the destinies of

the fruits of so many
acres. It is both a
responsibility and a
joy to know that
you are the master
of these living, grow-
ing things.
From this point I

took another stepfor-
ward. I think this

step came with the
realization that the

cow I had hated so thoroughly as a boy was really one
of the most marvelous creatures of the age, and that it
was farmers like myself who had made her so.
You know you often hear the farmer maligned as the

slowest mortal on the face of the earth. Folks say he is

not progressive, that he travels along a rut. The cow, the
chicken, the apple, the fine [continued on page 25]
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Look Out for Pneumonia in March
Highly dangerous at all times, it is especially so in November and

March, particularly in the South

By John B. Huber, A. M., M. D.

THE GRIPPE, pneumonia, and "Spanish in-
fluenza" epidemic which swept this and other
countries during the fall and early winter make it

peculiarly desirable that everyone—including
those on the farm, yes, indeed—should know as

much as possible about these diseases and how to ward
them off.

There seems to be a feeling among farm folk that be-
cause they live in the open country they are not apt to suf-
fer from diseases which become epidemic in crowded towns
and cities, where dust and dirt harbor billions of germs.
But I want to tell you that it is just as easy to get sick on
the farm as it is in the city. Sometimes it is easier.

It is not your geographical location that makes you im-
mune from disease. It is your physical condition, and the
conditions existing in the house in which you live. And it

is just as easy to prevent or to catch disease on the farm as
in the city. The same precautions will prove equally effec-
tive in both places.

Farmer folk are not altogether free from pneumonia;
and as the country air is generally considered freer of germs -

than city air, one wonders how anybody in the country
could suffer an attack of

pneumonia. I will tell you.
One winter night I stayed

in a northern New York
farmhouse. The people were
good, clean, decent people,

and very prosperous. Their
home was well constructed
and comfortable, and their

scale of living was above the
average. But when I went
to bed I learned some things

about that house that went
far to explain how I happen-
ed to be called there.

I was taken to the guest-

room, and, as I always do in

the city, I prepared to open
a window for the night. Im-
agine my despair when I

found that all four windows
in that bedroom were nailed

down beyond any power of

mine to budge them.
Being used to sleeping in

the fresh air, I therefore

spent most of that night

either dreaming horrors or

meditating over my mis-

spent past. In addition to

that, I nearly suffocated.

All in all, I had a very bad
night of it. In the morning
I understood, so far as that
particular farm was concern-

ed, the saying that the coun-
try air outdoors is so pure.

The people there kept all

the bad air in the house.

I have since learned that it

is a common practice among
farmers to nail down the
bedroom windows come
November, and keep them
that way until spring. That
kind of existence is not really

living at all: it is just hiber-

nating, bear-like; and the re-

sult is enervated bodies

which become ideal abodes
for pneumonia, consumption,
grippe, and many another
kind of germ.

It is by breathing fresh,

clean air, and living fresh,

clean lives, day and night, that we avoid pneumonia
and other diseases.

Pneumonia is also called lung fever, because the disease

settles for the most part in those precious organs by which
the breath of life is supplied to our bodies. But we have
here really to deal with a general infection (that is, a
"catching" malady); and sometimes, besides the lungs,

other organs are gravely involved because the germ and its

poison (its toxin) reaches those organs by way of the lymph
and blood channels. That is why, after recovery takes

place, we have to be content for a long convalescence. For
the heart may continue to be very weak, dangerously so,

perhaps; or the kidneys may be acting so badly that chron-
ic disease of those organs may supervene; or the digestion

may become seriously impaired.
Pneumonia has an enormous death rate. Sometimes,

and in some localities, this exceeds the death rate of that
disease which since the beginning of human history has
been considered the Captain of the Men of Death—the
name John Bunyan, who wrote "The Pilgrim's Progress,"
gave to consumption. Pneumonia, or pneumonitis, is of

very wide distribution, existing in all of our States and
probably prevailing more in our Southland than in the
North.
Long before its germ was discovered doctors realized

—

WE COULD have looked a long time and
not found a man better qualified than Dr.

Huber to tell Farm and Fireside's family the
truth about grippe and pneumonia. He has not
only won his place in "Who's Who in America"
as an authority on this subject, but he is a real

human sort of person, too. He doesn't go to the
medical dictionary for a fifteen-foot word to tell

a man he has a bad cold. He uses plain language.

Dr. Huber divides his time nowadays between
service for the Government and as examining
physician for the Life Extension Institute. He
holds degrees from Hamilton College, the College

of Physicians and Surgeons of New York, was
professor of pulmonary diseases at Fordham
University Medical School, and a lecturer on
tuberculosis for the New York State Health De-
partment and the Board of Education. He was
captain and surgeon of the 112th Regiment, New
York Volunteers, Spanish-American War. He
knows what he is talking about. The Editor.

they just "sensed"—pneumonia to be a catching disease.

They knew certain houses, barracks, jails, schools, to be its

favorite habitations. When we consider how it is contract-

ed we have to take into account two kinds of causes: First,

the specific or the essential cause, the berry-shaped, mi-
croscopic germ which is called by doctors the pneumoeoc-
cus, which was discovered by Dr. Frankel, and without
which pneumonia cannot exist. And, secondly, we have to

think of those agencies by which the body becomes weak-
ened so that it cannot resist the onset of the pneumocoecus.
The pneumocoecus, like the germ of grippe and of sev-

eral other diseases, is found by examination under the mi-
croscope in the secretions from the nose, throat, and lungs,

in the saliva and in the "rusty sputum" coughed up by the

sufferers; and it persists for weeks or months in the upper
air passages of pneumonia convalescents. It is only such
discharges—not the breath of the sufferer—that are

coughed or sneezed or spat out which are the infectious

agencies. Against such material we must guard, and if

this is properly done there is little danger of infection

to those who are in ordinarily good health.

One thing which gives the doctor a lot of worry is

that the pneumonia germ in

many cases becomes mixed
with the germs of other dis-

eases. That is what happens
all too often in the so-called

"Spanish influenza" epi-

demic. And so complica-
tions arise. Instead of a

frank, straightforward case

of pneumonia, we may there-

fore have to deal with pneu-
monia and grippe, or pneu-
monia and pleurisy, in which
event we have to fear the

development of consump-
tion later, for most cases

of neglected pleurisy "turn
into consumption"—or the
pneumonia may be second-

ary to grippe, which is

all too often so nowadays.
Or heart disease, meningitis,

peritonitis, typhoid fever, or

diphtheria, or some other in-

flammation, represented by
its respective germ, present

at the time in the body, may
be secondary to or coinci-

dent with the pneumonia.
Such "mixed infection" will

all too often make very se-

rious a disease that might
otherwise not be so. That is

why some cases of pneu-
monia are practically hope-
less, while others recover
quickly, safely, and pleas-

antly

—

cito, tute et jucunde,

as the old doctors used to

say.
And now about the pre-

dispositions to pneumonia.
Men are more likely to suf-

fer than women, no doubt by
reason of the greater phys-

ical hardships and outdoor
exposure which most men
endure in life. During the

winter months—but espe-

cially when the weather is

changeable and unsettled, as

in November and March

—

there is much pneumonia:
During a long and even
stretch of moderately cold

weather the disease is not, however, suffered so much.
Cold and wet, especially when the extremities get

chilled, lower the vitality, and so make the body sus-

ceptible. Cold alone does not engender pneumonia.
Arctic explorers have been amazingly free of lung fever

while breathing the germ-free Arctic air; but when they
have returned to civilization, where the germs are, they
have been as like as anyone to suffer.

A tired body is easily susceptible. Unhealthy conditions

of the nose and throat—catarrhs—help bring on lung
fever. An injury to the chest, such as a hard blow, may
invite the disease. John Barleycorn is in many cases at

fault, and an "alcoholic pneumonia" is a pretty well-nigh

hopeless case. All too often pneumonia is a terminal

affection where there is heart, stomach, or liver -trouble,

hardening of the arteries, Bright's disease, diabetes, or

some other serious malady. Many of our elderly people

suffer thus of "pneumonia of the aged." It is indeed an
odd experience in medicine that many of us do not die of

the ailment by which we have suffered most; secondary
affections carry off most sufferers from incurable maladies.

Bronchitis sometimes precedes, for several days, an
attack of pneumonia. In most cases, however, the inva-

sion is abrupt, with a severe chill, lasting perhaps an hour,

and with a sudden oncoming of high fever and rapid pulse.

Within a few hours there comes an intense, sharp pain i

the lower part of the chest, and on the right side in mos
cases. This stabbing pain is increased by breathing an
coughing. Then the sufferer's cheeks become flushed, hi

expression anxious, his nostrils dilating. I will not her
describe fully the symptoms—enough only for the famit,

to realize that in such a case no home remedies will d<
that the doctor has to be summoned at once. Until h
comes put the patient to bed.
There must be a day and a night nurse, for even in tlj

favorable cases there may be sudden heart failure o

stopping of the breathing. Fatalities have resulted frot

sleepy, tired attendants, however anxious to be faithful

relaxing their attention for but a few minutes.
The patient's mouth is kept clean ," water or cracked ic

is given in abundance; the diet is milk or broth, with pei

haps eggs. Everything possible is done to preserve th
sufferer's strength ; unnecessary movements are prevent*
Sleep is of great value; but the position has to be changi
from time to time, very gently, so that there will be a
"hypostatic congestion" in the most dependent parts ^
the lungs. Sponging with cold water, or alcohol and wa
equal parts, or vinegar and water equal parts, lowe
fever, relieves the nervous symptoms of the deliriu

improves the heart action.

How shall we prevent pneumonia? In the first
j

predispositions have to be guarded against—an:
thing to say but very hard to put into practice for i

body; for in this anxious, workaday world it is in

to remove all the agencies which weaken the bod
lay it open to germinal attack.

Perhaps I could give no better advice than that yoiL

keep yourself in as good physical condition as possible!

The better a person's general health, the less liable he ij

to fall victim to any disease, because a good, strong bodyl

which gets plenty of nourishment, fresh air, and exercisa

will fight off diseases to which a weaker organization

will easily fall victim.
As to the germ itself, we must proceed much as we d|

against the germs of consumption, grippe, and all othel

maladies in which the upper air passages are the infectioi

centers, the lurking places of the respective micro-organ!

isms. The sputum is invariably cast into a vessel coal

taining fluid, which vessel is invariably scalded y

emptied.
Those who nurse pneumonia patients must keep

mouths and throats very clean, by means of dentif

and gargles. A good mouth cleanser is a norma"

solution (half a teaspoonful of table salt to a tumb
of water as hot as can be borne), or a glass of watet

which a few drops of tincture of iodine are placed,

hands should be washed frequently with soap and watelj

after each ministration and invariably before meals.

After recovery the home is thoroughly disinfected. Bui

use only fresh air and the dear Lord's sunshine—nature I

disinfectants, better than any others and making thl

use of others unnecessary. Fresh air, the sunshine, soanj

water, and lots of elbow grease will assure against fuif \

cases developing.
Remember that it is only the discharges, and not tH

breath of the sufferer, which are contagious. ThereforJ

when coughing, sneezing, or spitting, a cloth or a handj

kerchief must be put in front of the sufferer's face. Ull

cloths that can be burnt are right.

Those who do not need to be with pneumonia pat

had best not visit them, certainly not people worn ou

otherwise susceptible. On the other hand, there is n

reason for ignoble fright as if the plague were about.

A special word at this time about grippe: Pneumonia

and the grippe are the two diseases especially prevalenl

in the winter months. Plain, Spanish, or Russian gripP^J

they are all the same—is an epidemic disease *

spreads with great rapidity. The specific germ

bacillus influenza;. Cold in the head is generally the

ginning. Then there are pains all over, especially

head and the bones, chills and high fever; suffering of

times quite prostrating. The eyes are watery and infla

and the handkerchief is or ought to be in constant r

sition. In most cases there is bronchitis and sore tt

In some cases the digestive apparatus is badly affe

nausea, vomiting, colic, collapse, sometimes; debuit

variably. Too often, alas, grippe leaves in its

chronic ill health, a wobbly heart, a pathetic listle

in erstwhile strong men; and in many cases where pn

monia does not intervene, latent tuberculosis (consu

tion) has to be forewarned against. That is why

always advising a long convalescence, at least unt

doctor finds the pulse return to normal and the ne

be again acting right. . . , .

.

Influenza is not one of those infections wnicn,

smallpox or measles, confers immunity with its

attack; second and third attacks are not uncommo

the individual. And the carriers of the influenza gern

probably numerous; like the typhoid carriers they

not themselves be sufferers, but they are walking £

granaries. Be careful therefore of the man who carele

coughs, sneezes, or sputters while he talks; and do

self never go about without your handkerchief in con

rseidinsss

Grippe' is preventable, therefore don't contrac

Don't let your physical resistance become impaired,

don't seek crowded places.

atienJ

out J
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For a Quicker Start

When you start your car, don't

try to do it all with the starter button,

for that only wastes current. Prime

your cylinders and then:

—

Set your controls right, with

retarded spark, and throttle

slightly open. *

Use your choker to get a

richer mixture and quicker

explosion.

Throw out the clutch and

take some of the load off the

engine.

Then—and not till then-
step on the button, and away
she'll go.

There are lots of other little

wrinkles that prolong your battery's life

and make car operation easier. Drop in

at the Service Station and let us post you

on battery care in winter.

Willard Service.
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The Mystery at Glen Cove
We can't blame Jimmy for being disturbed. His placid bachelor life has been upset, and if

things keep up there's no telling when he will have peace and quiet again

By Howard Vincent O'Brien

WHEN my companion suggested that I re-

turn with him to the house, I acquiesced
readily enough. It was clear that I could
not do otherwise.
"A charming jail, indeed," I observed

amiaoly when we had reached the second floor. "One
couldn't ask better quarters for his incarceration."

" It's not a bad hotel—quiet, secluded, all the comforts
of home—and a proprietor who doesn't know how to
calk!" he added with a significant smile.

Then he swung open a bedroom door.
"This will be your boudoir," he said. "Sorry I can't

give you a room to yourself, but I am sure you'll find

your room-mate a good companion and he'll post you
on all the rules of the house. See you later, old man."
The door closed quietly. I sank into

the nearest chair, covering my face with
my hands. I was weary in body and soul,

discouraged and utterly baffled.

I was aroused by the sound of a cheerily

familiar voice coming from the bathroom,
which opened off the chamber in which I

had been locked.
"Come in here, Jimmy, and watch me

shave. I rise late these days—it makes
them shorter."
With an exclamation of delight I rushed

into the bathroom, and seized my young
friend by the hand.
"At last!" I cried. "I've a million

questions to ask! What happened to

you?"
"Well"^-he paused to wipe his razor,

leisurely
—"you saw them nab me?"

"Yes."
"They had a motor waiting, and we

drove out immediately to this leafy dell

in the woods. I—I—

"

"What about the chloroformed man at

the Trevonia?"
"I found a pretext to look into his room

before they carried me off. He wasn't
there, Jimmy. Nothing but a faint smell

of chloroform to show me that I hadn't
been dreaming."
"You know nothing more about him

—

no theory?"
"Not a thing.

"Well, go on. They drove you out

here—"
"Yes. My next stop was White Plains.

But on the way my poor old brain had a

chance to function, and as we passed near

the railroad station I had an idea. I tore

a page from my notebook, and made a
sort of map from there on. Perhaps you
can understand now why it was rather

sketchy. We came fast, and the machine
bounced all over the road. And I had to

do my drawing without being seen."

"Why the gap in the line? That gave
me a devil of a time!"

"Sorry, but just as we reached those

confounded crossroads my traveling com-
panions elected to bestow upon me their

undivided attention, and my map work
had consequently to be postponed."
"So far it's clear enough—quite amazing, in fact!" I

cried. "But how in the world did you get the telegram

to me?"
"One of the oldest devices known to detective fiction,"

he replied with a grin. "Just as we got out of the machine,

I saw a small boy passing. I stuck the map into a stamped
envelope I happened to have in my pocket, scribbled a

hasty wire to you on the back, wrapped them around my
knife, and tossed it to the lad. Apparently he had a sense

of adventure himself, and—well, here you are."

"And what, if I may ask, is the next step?"

"The next step, Jimmy, old top, is to sit tight and
await developments."
"A delightful prospect, to be sure—cooped up in this

hole. Have you thought of escape?"
"Extremely risky, I fear," he said briefly. "We're deal-

ing with extraordinarily determined people, you know."
"So I begin to gather."

"A useful fact to establish. And now, Jimmy, your

report, if you please."

While he completed his toilet I entered upon a recital

of the adventures which had befallen me since our separa-

tion. I told them in reverse, beginning at the most recent,

and working gradually back to the part I dreaded telling

—the identity of the veiled woman I had trailed from the

Trevonia.
He listened to the story of my interview with the

physician rather indifferently, I thought. But as I pro-

ceeded to tell him of the singular disappearance of Carter

he straightened his necktie with a vicious jerk, and sat

down before me.
"This thing certainly seems to be getting thick!" he

exclaimed.
"Thick is no name for it," I agreed.

"Yes, and you, with your usual facility for muddling

the clearest waters, have made it thicker. Why the devil
don't you tell a story the right side to?" he demanded.
"What do you mean?" I was dumfounded at this un-

expected outburst.
"You haven't even mentioned what success you had

trailing the lady we found in the apartment. I suppose
she gave you the slip right off the reel?"

"No, she didn't give me the slip."

"You found her? You know something about her?"
He leaned forward eagerly.

I nodded, my tongue suddenly failing me.
"Steele, I—"
"Go on, man. Don't try to look like a codfish!"
I placed my hand gently on his knee. "I—I must tell you

something which is extraordinarily painful to me. I
—

"

flask Steele's powerful arms shot from their hiding place

He looked up quickly, startled by the change in my
tone. Then his teeth clicked sharply, and the corners of

his mouth became drawn.
"I understand," he whispered. "I—I—"
"Leslie," I began gently, "doesn't this demonstrate to

you, beyond all doubt, that
—

"

He held up an imperiously restraining hand.
"I know what you're going to say, Jimmy," he said,

"and—and—you needn't say it." .

What Has Gone Before

THE whole thing started at a dinner party at the
home of Admiral Debrett. A stranger called Carter

was there; Agatha Burchard, a young debutante,
brought him. During the evening he was called to the
telephone by the Japanese butler, Toguchi. A moment
later all of the lights went out. Just as they flashed on
again a gasping sound was heard in the telephone booth.
When the guests rushed in they found Carter uncon-
scious. He had been shot. Marks on his throat showed
that someone had attempted to strangle him. During
the excitement Marie Brandt, an attractive young
widow, disappeared. This whirl of events led Leslie

Steele, a bachelor, young and in love with Mrs. Brandt,
and his friend Jimmy to take a hand. They pursued
fleeing automobiles, were themselves pursued, reached
New York, discovered a man in some way connected
with the mystery who had been chloroformed, found
Marie Brandt, only to lose her again. When we left

them Steele was held prisoner by the United States
Secret Service. Jimmy had just discovered his where-
abouts when he himself was taken into custody.

"Then you still insist that although she—

"

"Jimmy," he said seriously, "when I went into
thing you knew the real reason for it." His jaws c
together with a snap, and I realized that further argun
would be worse than futile.

For a long time we sat in painful silence, neither c

daring to risk an attempt at speech. Then, with a 1

chuckle, he leaped to his feet, and the hard, rigid 1

in his face relaxed.
"Come, Jimmy!" he cried, quite cheerfully. "No r

of this gloom stuff. We've got to go on with the jol

didn't bring you down here to be lectured to by a
picious, straight-laced old crab. I had a better
pose."
"Then you know why we are here?" I hazarded.

An expression, half triumphant,
perplexed, flitted over his smooth
head.

"I've been doing some pretty ear:

eavesdropping since I've been h

Jimmy," he murmured quietly, "and
I— well, you might say I havi
hunch."
"Why not share the—er hunch \

me?" I inquired, a trifle testily.

"Because, old boy," he replied mysi
ously, "it would merely confirm
previous suspicions that I was hope!
insane. Furthermore, it would take
mind off more pressing matters. No
you please, listen

.
carefully to what

got to say.

"I am under your orders, sir," I

stiffly.

"Glad to hear it. Get them strai;

they're important. Now listen,

you go down-stairs to dinner to-nigh

your usual "cheerful self. After dii

they'll take us into the living-room f

phonograph concert. Cigars will be
plied. Take one, and as you start to

off the end make the discovery
enough to be heard—that you have
your knife up-stairs. Excuse yo
casually, and go up to get it."

"Suppose someone offers to lend
cutter?"

"Don't hear him. And don't inter

me."
"No, sir."

"Very good. At the left of the st;

as you go up, you'll find a door. Op
and go on up. You will find yourse!

the attic, and over near the south win
there'll be a ladder leading to a trap

which opens on the roof. Keep moun
Then crawl out along the deck to

chimney. You'll find a box there, w.

I have provided. Get up on it. I fo:

to say that you're to take along an
ful of newspapers which you'll find

near the ladder in the attic. Stuff a
of them—very lightly, so they w]

pack—into the chimney. Then—set t.

afire. When the blaze is going well

the rest in on top, packing them this

so that the draft will be stopped off.

come back home, down-stairs, as fast as you can wit'

falling off the roof."

"But won't you even give me a hint of the reaso;

this amazing maneuver?" I demanded.
"You'll see it in good season," he replied with a fj

twinkle in his eyes. "It—it's such fun to mystify

Jimmy."
At dinner the subtlest interrogation failed to elicit

slightest crumb of information. The gentlemen in w:

hands we found ourselves were very far, it soon bee

clear, from being commonplace individuals, and bu'

the equivocal relationship existing between us the e

ing might have been a wholly enjoyable one.

We adjourned to the living-room presently, and
Steele had prophesied, cigars were brought out. I real

then that my cue in the mysterious drama my friend

staging had been given. I fumbled elaborately for

mythical knife, and went up-stairs to get it withou'

my surprise, eliciting any comment whatsoever.

The remainder of my instructions were likewise ca:

out without hitch.

As I hurried down-stairs again, my task, in all its

tails, accomplished as per instructions, I knew that St

was busy with his r61e in the little drama. There wi

confusion of voices, his clear above the others, and
scurry of heavy feet. But the cause of the exciterm

whatever it was, appeared to be gone before I could re

its SC6H6.
"What has happened?" I cried, exhibiting an agital

which was in nowise feigned.

"Oh, nothing," replied one of the Secret Service n
easily. "We thought we smelled fire."

There were traces of smoke in the air, but my fire

either gone out or the fuel had been entirely consur

in the chimney, for no further [continued on page
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iat the Ships Mean
to You

l[CONTINUED PROM PAGE 5]

ick of ships has, during the war, ham-
our trade relations with these neigh-
.ations of the American Continent
than we like to contemplate; ade-

.
American tonnage means an oppor-
Hor full development of the great
iRassibilities between the peoples of

emisphere opened up in consequence
Kir and of that friendship and under-
ing which commercial intercourse
,o much to promote."
' many years our representative live-

breeders have tried with consistent
if success to open to American-bred
the tremendous markets in South

tea. This export trade has long been
i the cornerstones of British agri-

ie, laid by a farseeing policy of ship-
ng and diplomatic and trade negotia-

day our live-stock breeders' associa-
are fully awake to the opportunity
will be theirs once the new American
ant marine has discharged its war
and is available for peaceful trade
oreign ports.

] e believe the building of a merchant
e is our opportunity in South Amer-
a representative breeder said to me
mg ago. "The absence of shipping
en the United States and South
ica, plus the absence, until recently, of

hg facilities for Americans in South
ca, has heretofore been a barrier
fias given all the pure-bred export
i on cattle shipped to South Ameri-
Dimtries, particularly Argentina and
'

f
to Great Britain.

e do not expect that we will be able
e a great deal of export business away
Great Britain in South Africa,

.dia, and New Zealand, where a great
of our kind of cattle have been

i but we see no reason why South
ca, particularly Argentina, Brazil,

lay and Paraguay, and some others,
1 not, if diplomatically handled, de-
dnto great export fields for us.

)t only do we think that the pure-
export business of cattle to South
jean countries should help the United
i in the future, but we believe Mexico
ig to be a tremendously big field after
ir ends.
hile there have been but few exporta-
pf our cattle to South America, the
if shipping and the lack of banking
ies, plus diplomatic handling, have
the cause. There is no reason why
it business could not be immediately
|ed to us for these countries when the
ids—a business which should increase
/ear to year until the great areas of

America are brought up to capacity
ction."

R breeders of live stock have not lost

ight of the fact that vast European
have been wiped out as a result of this
nd that after the declaration of peace,
any years to come, America must
in the task of rebuilding these herds.
' have our manufacturers of farm ma-
y failed to note that with adequate
ng facilities the markets of Europe,
America, and even Africa, will be

;o their products.
'ope will need to import certain
ican fruits. To this end we shall
; the refrigerator ships which now are
launched to carry perishable pro-

s overseas.
though our exports may occasionally
k," says Gustavus Myers, the noted
lan and research writer, "still, on
thole, there is every probability of

Increasing.

irge areas of Europe are depopulated
ievastated. Much of the rich wheat-
frg sections, including all of the winter
: producing areas of Russia, are in the
ans' possession. Conditions in Russia
laotic. The western European Allies
«ed in 1917 about two hundred and
y-two million bushels less than the
il pre-war average. There was a great
also in the wheat production of other
>ean countries. Argentina, Australia,
ndia are producing good crops, but
is no shipping to move them properly.

,

thousands of miles nearer the scene,
nited States is the one country looked
for succor.

1

pile war conditions prevail, there is a
Bough demand from our allies in

[

(e for material of all kinds. We have
; iply coal, steel, oil, cotton, lumber,
I locomotives, and a great many other

[CONTINUED ON PAGE_13]
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International
Kerosene
Tractors

Designed to work with the farm ma-

chines you already have, drawbar and

belt Special hitches for binders, mow-

ers, harrows, spreaders, and wagons.

Three sizes, 8-16, 10-20, and 15-30-h.p„

all operating on kerosene

under all conditions.

Send for instructive trac-

tor books. Attend our

tractor school in your

neighborhood this winter.

Manure Spreaders

Low Corn King,

Cloverleaf,

20th Century

Most effective wide
spreading machines.
Two styleseach ofendless

and return apron spread-

ers in sizes for small,

medium, and large farms.

Light top dressing or

heavy spreading, as de-

sired. Hitches for Inter-

national tractors.

International

Kerosene
Engines

Steady running, de-

pendable farm engines

from 1 to 1 5-h. p., in ap-

proved styles. Operate

on kerosene at all loads

and under all conditions.

High grade engines, up-

to-date in every detail at

reasonable prices. Ask
the local dealerabout the

International Type M
engines.

(Wis hold our customers

Ibflby keeping faith with

them, by giving any instruc-

tion or assistance necessary

to the good work of our

machines in the field, and

by prompt, cheerful service

whenever and wherever

service is needed.

This policy, established

by the founders of the

business 88 years ago,

and faithfully followed, has

brought us the confidence

of thousands of farm-

ers who now are stand-

ardizing on our machines.

International
Tillage

Implements
Disk harrows that can be easily set

level and that stay level in all kinds

of soil. Spring-tooth harrows for cold,

wet soil; adjustable for depth. Smooth-

ing harrows with strengthening bars

and levers for setting

slant of teeth. All work

with International trac-

tors or horses. These

tools prepare the finest

kind of seed beds.

Grain Drills

Hoosier,

Empire Jr.,

Kentucky

Light draft, sure,

steady seeders in any

desired quantityper acre.

Four kinds of inter-

changeable furrow open-

ers; all sizes; planting

all kinds of large and
small grain and grass

seeds. Fertilizer attach-

ments if desired,

Cream
Separators

Primrose, Lily

Close skimming ma-
chines that should be in

every dairy while butter

fat prices are so high.

The saving of cream over

hand setting or a waste-

ful separator will soon

pay for the machine. Ask
the dealer to show you

why these machines get

all the cream, thin or

dense.

GRAIN HARVESTING MACHINES
Binders Headers Reapers
Push Binders Threshers Shockers
Rice Binders Harvester- Threshers

HAYING MACHINES
Mowers Tedders Sweep Rakes
Rakes Loaders Haj Presses
Side Delivery Rakes Stackers
Bunchers Reaping Attachment
Combination Side Rakes and Tedders
Combination Sweep Rakes and Stackers

CORN MACHINES
Planters Binders Pickers
Ensilage Cutters Drills Corn Shellers

Cultivators Huskers and Shredders

The Full Line of International Harvester Quality Machines
PLANTINGAND SEEDING MACHINES
Com Planters Grain Drills

Alfalfa and Grass Seed Drills

Fertilizer and Lime Sowers

TILLAGE IMPLEMENTS
Disk Harrows Spring-tooth Harrows
Comb. Harrows Cultivators (1 horse)
Peg-tooth Harrows Tractor Harrows

Now is the time to plan next year'swork and to place your

orders for the machines you will need. Send for and look

over carefullyourcatalogs on tractors, engines, tillage im-

plements, spreaders, drills, cream separators, wagons, and

motor trucks, all machines you should have, now or soon.

POWER MACHINES
Kerosene Engines Kerosene Tractors
Gasoline Engines Motor Trucks

Motor Cultivators

BELT MACHINES
Ensilage Cutters Threshers
Huskers and Shredders Hay Presses
Com Shellers Feed Grinders

Stone Burr Mills

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES
AND TWINE

Cream Separators Farm Trucks
Manure Spreaders Stalk Cutters
Farm Wagons Knife Grinders

Straw Spreading Attachment
Binder Twine

International Harvester Company of America
(INCORPORATED)

CHICAGO -:- USA

ORNAMENTAL a JL^ FENCE

665 3669699985699668181

6 Cents per Fool and up- Costs less than wood. 40
designs. AH steel. For Lawns, Churches and Ceme-
teries. Write for free Catalog and Special Prices.

Kokomo Fence Machine Co. 427 North St. Kokomo, Ind.

Direct to Farmer
^at Wire Mill Prices

i

CATALOG FREE
KITSELMAN BROS. DEPT. 271 MUNCIE, INDIANA

m
Upper Wisconsin

THE CLOVERLAND OF AMERICA
Prosperous Country—Low Prices—10 Years to Pay

Here you can secure a farm of great productiveness,
on terms that are most attractive. Hundreds of families have

taken advantage of our exceptional offer and are today exceedingly pros-
perouB. You can do the eame. These farm homes are rich in Virgin Soil- abun-

dant crops are assured; goodroadB, markets, schools, churches and social life.

GREAT PROSPERITY FOR FARMERS
Prices for farm produce are high and will continue so. Now and
here is your opportunity to secure a farm splendidly located that will grow
abundantlyeverything grown in the MiddleWest with good markets assured.

Get Our PCS© BOOk Par b°°k "Happy HomeB In Happy
^"T " ' wwwn Land" describee in detail and with-
out exaggeration the many wonders and possibilities of this new land—
the remarkable soil, crops, climate, rainfall. It pictures many homes of
our new settlers and tells how easy they may be secured. There is moremoney in farming than ever before. Take advantage of this opportunity:
be independent—be prosperous. Send for this book today. IT'S FREE.

A. R. CODE. Sales Mgr., Edwird Htnes Farm Land Co.rmm r%. WWWK, 1324-C Otis Building. Chicago, Illinois
LARGEST OWNERS OF WISCONSIN FARM LANDS S
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e Thgine
Selectedbyover
150,000Tarmers

ECORDS made by over 150,000
practical farmers buying over
$10,000,000 worth of Fairbanks-
Morse "Z" Farm Engines have never
been equaled in Engine history.

Demand, as they did:

1. Fairbanks-Morse Quality.
2. Economy in first and fuel cost^

and low upkeep.
3. Simplicity and Staunch Durability.
4. Light-weight, Substantial, Fool-proof.
5. Gun-barrel Cylinder Bore.
6. Leak-proof Compression.
7. Complete with Built-in Magneto.
8. More than Rated Power.

You Also Get Service
fromyour Local Dealer
Your local dealer has just the
type"Z"foryourneeds in stock
—waiting for you. Buy from
him. He is prepared to give
prompt delivery and personal
service right where you live.

The 3 and 6 H. P. sizes

are built to use kerosene,
distillate, stove oil, tops or
gasoline. The 1V2 H.P. size

uses gasoline only.

FAIRBANKS MORSE & CO.
ClUC&S&O " Manufacturers

MODERN DUROC FARMS
Orion Cherry King Gilts, bred and open, Service

•' jars, Pigs of all ages of Orion Cherry King and
Pathfinder Breeding, and bred Sows. Prices and de-
scription upon application. W. R. KIMBALL, Hargrove, N. C.

EMS ' POWERFUL AIR GUN
AND 500 BUCK SHOTS

r- Bier 31-inch lever-action rifle , fine walnut stock , free for
eelltaff 26 beautiful Pictures or 25 pkgrs. Post Cards at 10c.

Order your choice. GATES MFG. CO. DEPT. 520 CHICAGO

The

No horses needed with a Kirstin Puller—no extra help required.
One man alone pulls biggest stumps in 4 to 10 minutes._The

vwonderful Kirstin One-ManPuller pulls little,

tough or green stumps as low as 5c each;
also brush, hedges and trees. Cuts land
k clearing cost way down. Costs Ssi™
jless to buy—less to operate. -^Ori jr

Weighs less—has jrreat-

er strength —
more

Thousands I

of Kirstin*)

Now in

Use!

\One
i
Man
> Alone
%.PuUs
biggest
\Stumpt!,

Quick shipments from
Etcanaba, Mich.

Atlanta, Ga.
Portland, Ore.

Soo, Canada

Get Our Big
power. FREE BOOK

Tells how to clear land quick-
ly and economically. Guides you at

every joint. Worth many dollars to
any farmer. Also get special proposition.

One-Man
Stump Puller

Works on wonderful leverage principle—
]

gives one man giant's power. Its six speeds
and patented cable take-up save time, cable

and machine. All steel—three years' guarantee
against breakage. .Pulls acrefromone anchor.

Sold on SO days' free trial—no money in advance. One
man stvle or HORSE POWER. Shipment from nearest
distributing point saves time and freight. Write for . —
FREE BOOK and Special Agent's Proposition—TODAY. I

st p |{ersj

A. J. KIRSTIN CO., 2104 Lud St., Escanaba, Mich. '

lauuw, aims get £

Kirstin

The New Hayrack
By Charles A. King >
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' WIDTH OF WAGON

THE two-horse hayrack shown in the il-

lustration was made for a wagon bed
four feet wide and sixteen feet long, but

the strength of the sills E will permit the

rack to be used upon a wagon fourteen feet

long. Most wagons, however, require a

longer reach than that furnished when used

with a hayrack. •

In making the rack the top frame of

pieces ABCD and the bottom frame E F
G M should be bolted together; the one-

inch holes in A D G F, which are to receive

the upright bars N, should be bored and

the bars fitted to their places. A piece

should be lightly nailed to the front rails C
and M to hold them in their correct rela-

tion to each other while boring the holes for

the bars.

The boring of these holes is the most diffi-

cult part of the work of making a rack of

this sort, as they must be bored accurately

or there will be trouble in putting the rack

together, and the uneven strain upon the

bars may break one or more of them. By
following the method outlined here there

need be no trouble in doing this.

Mark the centers of the holes upon the

top of the bottom rails E F M and the top

rails B C. The correct angles of the holes

in each of the rails may be found by fasten-

ing a straight-edge to the edges of the rails

as at 0, so its edge will be parallel with an

imaginary line drawn through the centers

of the holes, and extending above the top

rail to guide the bit. It is plain that by
carrying the bit parallel with this straight

edge the corresponding holes in the top and

bottom rails will be in line. The holes in

both the top and bottom rails may be bored

with an ordinary one-inch bit and brace,

boring the top holes first and holding the

bit and brace in line while boring the bot-

tom holes. A bit with a long shank or an

extension long enough to reach through the

holes to the bottom of the rack will be an
advantage in boring the holes in the bot-

tom rails.

The three-fourths-inch iron rod K should

be fitted after the woodwork of the rack has

been completed. The rod H may be put in

place when the rack is set up permanently.
The wood of which this rack was made

was oak, but ash, elm, maple, or any strong

wood will do quite as well.

The following list includes the n.

required for building the rack:

Top Frame

2 pes. (A) W2 in. x 3H in. x 16 ft. 9 in

2 pes. (B) iy2 in. x Zy2 in. x 16 ft. 9 in

2 pes. (C) iy2 in. x Zy2 in. x 7 ft. 8 in

4 pes. (D) \y2 in. x 3J^ in. x 19 in.

Bottom Frame

2 pes. (E) 2% in. x Zy2 in. x 15 ft. lfc

1 pc. (F) 2y2 in. x 3M in. x 7 ft. 8 in.

1 pc. (G) 2 in. x 6 in. x 7- ft. 8 in.

1 pc. (M) 2% in. x Zy2 in. x 4 ft.

32 bars V/2 x \y2 in., length as follows

3 front ends 29 in. 3 back ends 28

6 sides 28 in. 4 uprights (N]

16 sides 27 in.

28 bolts % x Zy2 in. 4 bolts % x 6
4 bolts yg x.5H in. 4 rods (H) %
2 rods (K) % in. by about 3 ft. long, f

work.

The Daily Reminde
By F. T. MacFeely

CLAYTON WEAVER, an Indians

er, has a plan for reminding
things that need attention. He k
small pad of paper and a pencil in his

et, and while he is in the stables or

the field he makes a note of everythir

comes to his mind in the way of rep
new tools that he may require

Time after time Mr. Weaver hac

culty in remembering about makir
tain repairs to fences or sheds or

needed tools when he went to tow X

now he has no more trouble. He mal,

notes wherever he might be at th
they come to his attention, and when
turns to the house he puts the notes

he can find them when wanted
saved himself many a trip to towi

because he always knew just wri

wanted after he got there.

Any old scrap of paper will ser

same purpose just as well as the pa
it is cheaper. This idea has save

Weaver many dollars, and he recom fcr

its use to others.
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[hat the Ships Mean
to You

Continued prom page 11]

l. After the war period, when the
habilitating Europe is put through,
and upon this country for raw and
itured material of all kinds will be

i jfe. We shall also have to replenish
eted herds of Europe from our own
Iflpurs, in fact, will be the task of
lg most of the world."
ps no conjecture about the future
iss of our merchant marine. The
)f its usefulness rests entirely with
in farmers, manufacturers, and
men generally, to whom the

g Board and the Emergency Fleet
ttion is ready to turn over the ships
Id trade immediately these have
,ed the emergency task before them,
nerchant marine is an ail-American
and we must keep it an all-

in institution. To this end the
>f America has been invited to in-
;e its possibilities as a maker of
The manning of these ships will

left to trained merchant mariners
her countries.

jthe war began the tonnage has
vided between the Shipping Board
e Navy, virtually on a fifty-fifty

he ships assigned to the Navy De-
nt being used in its overseas trans-
rvice.

division of tonnage was based on
ement between the Shipping Board
e Navy Department, dating from

making commercial voyages
i the war zone and to all other
f the world are manned by civilian

Shipping Board, since thewarbegan,
built up a training system for mer-
afficers and crews that will now be
) its fullest capacity for producing
n needed in the merchant marine.
system, under the board's recruit-

ivice, now has ten training ships and
ng ships actually in commission, and
ithers authorized, two of the latter
Gulf and the Great Lakes respec-

board's Atlantic training squadron,
at Boston, has three cruising train-
ips which make regular visits to
elphia, New York, Norfolk, and
>orts. A receiving ship is maintained
v York, and another at Norfolk.
. Pacific squadron are four training
, two based at San Francisco and
Seattle. The Gulf training ship will
ed at New Orleans, and the Great
'ship at Cleveland.

- output of these training vessels will
ee thousand men a month. In the
welve months approximately thirty-
>usand will be accepted for training.
.1 thousand have already been trained.
:ers and engineers for our merchant
are being given free technical train-
navigation schools opened at Har-
Massachusetts "Tech," and other
s along the Atlantic, Gulf, and
i coasts and on the Great Lakes. As
3 these men graduate they are sent

ge scales have been worked out for
arious grades of service aboard our
ant ships, merchant seamen's uni-
adopted, chantey singing revived,

he entire scheme of recruiting and
ng this all-American personnel put
oasis calculated to appeal to the im-
bion of the young American, and later
istify this through the personal bene-
be accrued through both training and
[ service at sea.

mg men between the ages of eighteen
verity, inclusive, are accepted as sailors,
, and stewards if they pass through
course of training. The age limit for
s is between nineteen and fifty-five,
ive, while only men who have put in
ears of active duty are eligible to this
)f service. Firemen are recruited from
between twenty-one and thirty-one,
iye; those who have fired six months
>ilers of fifteen pounds pressure will
ven special training as oilers and
tenders.

| of the most cheering developments
e launching of our new merchant
,e has been the rallying to it by the
Its who have been sailing the seas on
>s flying every flag but our own, men
longed for the day when once more
sould walk the decks of American mer-
men made in America and manned
nericans.

5 American merchant marine has
e back," this time to stay.
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T5EATS ANYTHING FOR
CULTIVATING IEVER SAW"

It's Easy and Practical
"I was agreeably surprised at the ease with which

we could cultivate corn with the Moline-Universal,"
says Miles Kinnick of Adel, Iowa. This is the usual
expression from every one who has used the Moline-
Universal for cultivating.
The Moline-Universal Tractor straddles the corn

row and has as much clearance as the ordinary culti-
vator, so corn can be cultivated in all stages of growth.
The tractor is attached to the cultivator and forms one
complete unit—the tractor the front wheels and the
cultivator the rear wheels. The operator sits on the
cultivatoron linewith the rightdrive wheel of the tractor,
where he has a clear, unobstructed view of the row
ahead. This is of the utmost importance for good work.

In cultivating, you follow the same rows as planted
by a two-row planter. As hills in these rows are exact-
ly the same distance apart, only one row need be
watched.
The Tractor is easily held to its position, and by

keeping the right drive wheel, which is in line with the
operator's eyes, a certain distance from the outside
corn row, the only other attention the outfit needs is

an occasional shifting of the gangs by the operator's
feet.

The cultivator is extra heavy and holds to its work
when the cultivator gangs are shifted. The electrical
governor control within easy reach of the operator
enables the tractor to be slowed down to as low as
one-half mile per hour.

Injures Less Corn Than Horses
By using care in turning at the ends of the rows less

corn will be injured than with horses.
"I have often, without hesitation, angled into posi-

tion and proceeded toward the other end of the field

without hitting a hill," says W. A. Marker of Van
Wert, Ohio, who owns a Moline-Universal cultivating
outfit and farmed 80 acres with it, living in town 8
miles away, devoting part of his time to other work.
He goes on to say: "Practice soon will make you expert
if you will but consistently study the game.

"This cultivator, I feel, more than paid for itself the
first season through increased yield due to timely
cultivation."

"There is nothing that will beat the Moline-Universal Tractor. It will
work wherever hitched. For plowing and discing it is fine; beats anything I

ever saw for cultivating, just the thing for the binder and one man can
handle all. Thus A. C. Paul of Middletown, Ohio, sums up in a few terse
words the great advantages of his Moline-Universal Tractor.

This is not the opinion of just one exceptional individual, but is a typi-
cal expression of Moline-Universal owners.

Before designing the Moline-Universal Tractor, as manufacturers of
farm implements, we knew a tractor would be of little value to the majority
of farmers of the United States unless it would cultivate row crops. If a
farmer is forced to keep his full number of horses for cultivating there is
small economy in owning a tractor. Therefore the Moline-Universal was
designed to cultivate as well as do all other work. We reproduce a few ex-
pressions from Moline-Universal owners to show just how well it has
succeeded in cultivating and what bearing the cultivating feature has
had on their farming operations as a whole.

Harley A. Mishler of South Whitley, Ind.,
farms 185 acres. The Moline-Universal
enabled him to dispose of four horses. He
says: "For cultivating a Moline-Universal
Tractor is better than horses a dozen times.
It is steady and stands the hot weather. It
does not stop and switch flies but goes fast
or slow just to please you."

* #
C. R. Barr of Wyaconda, Mo., last sum-

mer had 130 acres in corn and 75 acres in
oats and wheat. Since using the Moline-
Universal he keeps only one team of horses.
He used the Moline-Universal for cultivat-
ing and says: "I don't think we could farm
again without the Moline."

* * #
Ed. Finnegan of Bradford, 111., says: "I

cultivated and tended, from the time corn
came up until it was laid by, 80 acres of corn,
In going over the corn for the first time you
can throttle the motor down slow and not
cover up any hills. After I bought my Mo-
line-Universal I rented 35 acres more ground
and the crops from this extra land paid for
my tractor."

* * *

Another remarkable instance is furnished
by E. E. Fletcher of Krum, Texas, who
farms 500 acres— 100 in cotton—and all the
work is done by two Moline-Universals

—

not a single horse is used.

Even on the small farm the Moline-Uni-
versal is a profitable investment. Mr. Ed-
ward Belshas, Framingham Center, Mass.,
who farms 73 acres, says:"The Moline-Uni-
versal saved a whole lot of time, as 20 per
cent tractor field work was spent in culti-
vating."

* * *

Fred Pabst of Oconomowoc, Wis., farms
1400 acres. He used his Moline-Universal
for a great variety of work including culti-
vating and says: "That the tractor was sat-
isfactory is indicated by the fact that we
ordered a second one during the summer."

* * *

Chris. Walker of Blythe, Cal., raised 80
acres of cotton without a single horse. He
says: "I think the Moline-Universal is the
only tractor built that is practical for gen-
eral farm work on account of its ability to
cultivate. I would not farm in this country
without a tractor, and it is needless to say
that the tractor is a Moline."

Remember the Moline-Universal does all

farm work including cultivating and one
man operates both tractor and implement.

Our tractor catalog gives full information.
Write for free copy and name of your near-
est Moline dealer. Address Dept. 60.

Moline Plow Co., Moline, Illinois

UNIVERSAL TRACTOR

PlOW and Pull
With pQfl[)

0r
Your Other Cars

Pullford $155 o&ftfr

MAKES a practical tractor

out of a Ford or most any
other car. Easily attached to or
removed from the car in thirty

minutes. No holes to drill, no
springs to remove. Practical,

Durable, Reliable.

NewFAN DEVICE PreventsHeating
Hundreds WORKING NOW for Satisfied

and Enthusiastic Owners
Pulls plows, harrows, drills, mowers, binders, hay loaders,
road graders, wagons, trucks, etc. Steel wheels with roller
bearings and tires 10 inches wide, two pairs of hardened
Vanadium steel pinions, one for plowing and one for haul-
ing speed. A tractor with the reliability and durability of
the Ford car. Prompt shipment. Write for catalog.

It was the Pullford attached to Ford cars polling two 12-inch plows
running on Kerosene, equipped with new fan device, that made a naoet
successful demonstration at Fremont, Nebraska.

PULLFORD COMPANY. Box 13C
Telephone No. 84 Walton Heights, QUINCY, ILLINOIS

Get this Big
Money - Saving

Book and sample of BROWN'S
ACID TEST HEAVY GALVAN-
IZED FENCE, both free, postpaid.
See the quality and compare myLOW
FACTORY FREIGHT PREPAID

PRICES. Our prices beat all competition
.—our quality we let you prove before you buy.

LOWEST PRICES—I Pay All Freight Charges

Don't bay a rod of fence this year until you get my
New Bargain Fence Book. Shows 150 styles. Also
Gates, Lawn Fence, Barb Wire—all at startling low prices.
A postal brings sample to test and book free, postpaid.

THE BROWN FENCE & WIRE CO.t"
Department 421 CLEVELAND, OHIO
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dependable.EconomicaTPom^w UnderAll Conditions

WATERLOO
ORIGINAL KEROSENE TRACTOR

Whether your soil is hardpan, black-wax, timothy sod, gumbo or just
loam, the Waterloo Boy Kerosene Burning Tractor has the necessary
power to farm it. Our thousands of satisfied users all over the United
States have given this tractor rigid try outs in every possible soil condi-
tion, and the Waterloo Boy has always pulled through with a record.

Perfect Lubrication Necessary to

Efficient Work and Long Life
The teeth of friction get busy quicker on a tractor than on other machines, because

of the trying circumstances under which it must work. No matter how well your
machine is built, it cannot do good work unless the lubricating system is right.

The Waterloo Boy is equipped with the well known circulating splash
and pump system of lubrication, which is employed on high class auto-
mobiles generally. This constantly maintains a substantial oil flow between
all friction points. With dust-proof gears and bearings, it prevents wear,
increases power, keeps down repair expense, insures smooth, steady work.

High quality material and workmanship throughout guaranteed
Write us for illustrated catalog showing many photographic

views with letters from users, also details of construction.

JOHN DEERE
4302 W. 3rd Ave., Moline, Illinois

12-25
H. P.

Guaranteed.

Tractor Business
SI 00 TO S400 A MONTH Regardless of your age or

draft classification, you
have opportunities in the Motor Mechanic industry, never before known. Out
of the Army as well as in the Army, motor mechanics are urgently demanded.
I porn in R in R U/ppkc We refer you to successful graduates from
LCdlll III U IU O lICCIVo your own section. Thousands have learned
herewho now earn big money as Repairmen, Drivers, and Super-
intendents. Many own their own Garages, making S200 to
S500 a month. In the Army hundreds and hundreds of men

with Rahe Training Certificates have easily passed into the
MotorTransportSections formechanical work behind the lines,

Rnrtlt Write at once for 7-day Trial Offer and Big'
* rcc xjOOFl Free Book fully explaining opportunities.

RAHE AUTO & TRACTOR SCHOOL hansa!
2
!?^' mI^U,

JiEIOER

Plows, Discs, Planters,
Seeders, Cultivators, List-

ers, Hay Tools, Cream
Separators, Manure Spread-
ers, Gasoline Engines, etc

Write for our
Farm Tool
Catalog

Eleven Years
of Big Successes

Steady, flexible power. The result of the

Heider special friction transmission — one of

the biggest successes in the tractor industry. No
stripping of gears, no jerking of machinery— no loss

of power turning needless parts. Low upkeep cost.

Seven speeds, forward or reverse with one lever,

for either tractor or belt, without disconnecting the

power. Write for the Heider Catalog

We have Rock Island Branches, Distributors

|^or Dealers near you for prompt service, jgg^
Rock Island Plow Co.

770 Second Ave., Rock Island, IU.

Established 1855 J

You Should Borrow Mo
The real secret of how to make a staunch friend of

banker is to do business with him

By J. R. Sprague

ROCK ISLAND
No. 38 One-Man
TRACTOR DISC

Clo3e-up levers permit one
man to operate tractor and
disc. Extra strong and
flexible. No clogging.

HAVE you borrowed any money from
your bank during the last year? If
you are a good business man and a

good farmer, and have not thus borrowed,
you have not done your full duty to your-
self.

Most of the instances I use here to make
my point are about business men in
smaller towns in my section of the country,
but the same principles, the same ideas,
apply to farmers and to business men
everywhere just as well as they apply here.

Of course, if you have tried to borrow,
and the cashier would not let you, there is

nothing more to be said. But presuming
that you are reasonably solvent and still

several jumps ahead of the sheriff, you
ought to borrow money from your bank
whether you need it or not.
• Your credit at the bank is just so much
extra capital for you. You may be on easy
street now, discounting all your bills, and
perfectly calm even though you see the
bank collector coming in your front door,
but one of these days you may need some
quick cash money. There may be a long
drought in your sec-

tion which will seri-

ously affect your bus-

iness, or a strike in

the railroad shops, or

a slump in the price

of cotton. Or it may
be that you will want
money for the more
pleasing purpose of

buying merchandise
offered at a bargain.

At any rate, you are

liable to want quick
money at any time,

and your bank is the
place where you will

have to go to get it.

Your bank credit

is not in good work-
ing order unless you
exercise it once in a
while. Possibly you
think you can get

money any time you
want it, simply be-

cause you have never
borrowed. But it

works quite the other

way. When you ask for a loan the first

time the cashier will probably tell you
to come back in a day or so, because the

rules compel him to take all such matters

up with the board of directors. What he
really wants is time to make inquiries

about you and learn, if possible, whether
anything has happened that you should

depart from your usual custom and begin

borrowing.
When you go into your bank you some-

times see a man step up to the cashier's

window, have a word or two of conversa-

tion, walk over to the customer's desk,

where he makes out a note, carry it back to

the cashier, and get the amount set down
in his book as a regular deposit. It looks

almost ridiculously easy. But the man who
puts it over that way is not doing it for the

first time. He is a regular customer.
If you are solvent and honest you do

not ask a favor when you walk up to the

cashier's window and say that you would
like to borrow money. Rather, you are a

welcome customer, just as if you walked
into a shoe store and said that you would
like to buy a pair of low shoes, not too

pointed at the toes. For the bank does not
make anything by keeping people's money
on deposit. All the bank's profits come
from lending money.
A furniture dealer in a southern city

made a practice of borrowing money from
his bank once a year as a sort of insurance
against the time of need. During the fall

when buying his holiday goods he would
borrow enough to pay spot cash for his pur-
chases, and pay the bank after the holidays.
He did not need to do this, because the
manufacturers would have sold him the
goods payable January 1st, but he did it

to keep his credit in good working order.
Last fall one of this furniture dealer's

competitors, located only a few doors from
his store, went bankrupt. A firm of auc-
tioneers, hearing of the failure, came to
town prepared to buy up the stock and put

on a bankrupt sale, bringing in a
of shoddy goods to work off on the
tion of the defunct store.
Such a sale would have been di^

to the furniture man. He went
his bank and asked to see the presid
was told that the gentleman had 1

morning on a business trip to Net
He then explained the situation
cashier, but without much hope th
thing could be done in the absenc
president.
"How much have you got to

asked the cashier.

"Fifteen thousand dollars," rep
merchant, "and those auctioneers
the lawyer right now, waving a N
draft in front of his face."
"Fix up three notes for five t

J

dollars each, payable in thirty, s~*

ninety days," said the cashier, "a
you are doing that I will make ou
tied check for the money."
The bankrupt stock was bought,,

the furniture man a good profit in
it to the public, besides saving him

incidental to)

scrupulous
sale almost

A BANK is just like a store. It

has goods to sell and it is out
for customers, the same as any other
commercial establishment. Its goods,

of course, consist of dollars, silver,

gold, and green paper. The bank will

sell you the use of any stipulated

amount of these goods for a certain

price, called interest. The best way
to keep in the good graces of your
bank is to do business with it, buy
some of its goods—that is, borrow
some of its money. Even if you don't

exactly need it, it is well to borrow
occasionally, so that when you do
need to borrow quickly you will be
established as a borrower and won't
have any trouble. Mr. Sprague's
article gives you the whys and where-
fores of this argument in great shape.
It taught us a lot. We hope it will

help you. The Editor.'

nose.

When he
last note he
the cashier,

accommodat
said he ha
dered how h
the money s

"Becau
rewere a

tomer,'' rep
cashier. "If
never borro
fore, even t

dent would
let you have
money withe
suiting the
directors,

borrowings,
never very 1

always bee
satisfactory,

was merely,
affair and u
discretion."

Sometimes it does a merchant
more ways than one to borrow mon
his bank. A jeweler in an Oklaho
had for some years done business
leading banker, always keeping
factory balance on deposit, and g
being a good customer.
But he could never get the bank

family to do any business with him
a wrist watch was to be purchased
of the daughters, or a silver tea se
wife, the purchase had to be made

'

phis or Little Rock.
When on his annual visit to hi

in St. Louis, the Oklahoma jewel
plained, and was advised to becom
rower at the bank.
The jeweler returned home an

be was told. Rather to his surpris
ceived the money without any
And from that time on the banke
to be a little more cordial to him.
was a line at the receiving windo
he made his deposit, the banke
come out of his private office and
jeweler's money himself. If the
wanted to inquire about anyone's
the bank was always more than
assist him.
One day the banker walked

jeweler's store. It was his first

though the jeweler had been in

more than five years.

"My wedding anniversary co
next week," said the magnate,
want to buy my wife a little pres
course, my family like to get sue'

in the big cities, but I always tell

we ought to patronize our home me
'Spend your money where you ea
my motto."
The jeweler made exactly a

dollars' profit on the diamond rin

the banker bought that day. And
terest on the thousand dollars whic
borrowed from the bank on his s

note was only ten dollars.
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Zero Weather and the

Tractor
By Russell Adams

AFTER you have thawed out the pump
L\vith the teakettle, and broken the ice

on the tank so that the stock can drink,

it's almost the last straw to have to spend

half the morning trying to get the tractor

started in order to grind corn for the

i feeders.

Heating the manifold with a blow torch

ijfrill aid in starting, but there is much dan-

ger of fire in using this method. The intake

can be heated by applying a hot iron, but

ft takes considerable time. Hot water is

helpful too, only it takes time to heat the

water. I have tried all of those methods,

but have placed them in the discard for a

better one.

Take a small container—I have used a

shaving stick box with good results—and

drill a few tiny holes in one end, leaving

the other end entirely open. A small hand-

ful of cotton waste is now dipped into water

and the surplus water squeezed out. Into

this bunch of wet waste three or four grains

!of calcium carbide the size of a pea are

;
placed, and the wet waste wrapped loosely

around them. The bunch of waste is placed

in the open end of the container, and we
lire ready. Prime the engine lightly with

j

jasoline, place the drilled end of the con-

! tainer on air intake of carbuteror, turn the
! jngine over, and away she goes. Carbide
j,£as is highly explosive—a very weak spark
will set it off—yet when used in this way

I

there is very little, if any, danger, and it is

auick and certain.
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A Handy Staple Puller

By L. B. Callahan

THERE are many more or less efficient

staple pullers on the market, but the

cheapest as well as one of the best which I

iave ever found is a plain steel harrow
cooth. I always select as heavy a one as I

uan find, and then grind it down at the
jijoint until it is nearly sharp.

To operate this staple puller the point of

che tooth is placed under the staple and
wire and then the tooth driven with a heavy
lammer. The staple is thus easily wedged
nit of the post with practically no damage
jo itself or the wire.

The Catalpa Put to Test
By W. S. Blake

FOR a generation past, as our local sup-
plies of timber have rapidly diminished

or fence posts, various implement repair

ises, and other purposes, the quick-growing,
lardy jcatalpa has come into wide-spread
mblic notice as a source of farm-timber
Supply. Its adaptability to this purpose
las been both endorsed and questioned by
armers who have put this wood to the
;est. But the difference of opinion concern-
ng catalpa for farm-timber purposes I be-
ieve is mainly due to right and wrong
nethods of seasoning and handling when
)ut to actual use.

My conclusion is that in cases where ca-

;alpa has failed in durability and strength
vhen used for fence posts and farm-imple-
nent repair work, the seasoning of the tim-
>er was at fault. I have found, through a
)eriod of nearly a score of years, that ca-

;alpa of any age, cut when the trees are in a
lealthy conditionandimmediately carefully

leasonedby ricking thefence posts or lumber
© that a free circulation of air is assured
intil the timber is fully seasoned, the
umber resulting is light, strong, and dur-
able.

h Fence posts thus handled are able to re-

sist any reasonable strain, and will hold the
staples securely. Similarly, when used
'or implement tongues, doubletrees, single-

Tees, neckyokes, sled runners, and general
arm repair work, catalpa has satisfactorily

saken the place of oak, ash, chestnut, and
)ther timber formerly most used for fenc-
ng and repair purposes.
' My personal observation of several ca-
;alpa plantations indicated that this tim-
ber should be handled on a sixteen or
iighteen year rotation, so that the trees
nay furnish cuts for three lengths of posts
Sufficiently long for usual fencing purposes.
|So, too, experience has now demon-
strated that late winter and early spring
ire the best and safest times to cut catalpa
trees for timber, and if cut low, with a
ilanting, smooth stump, the succeeding
frowth of sprouts will be free from disease,
md more uniform trees will be the result.

DELCO LIGHT

"We have had our Delco-Light plant for more than
two years now and the work that it is doing out here
saves several hours of time each week.

"The time and labor saved multiplies man-power on
the farm.

"So you see Delco-Light is a good investment.

"By just pressing a button we can start an electric motor that
runs the washing machine for my wife, milks the cows, operates
the cream separator or tumbles the churn.

"Delco-Light gives us running water throughout the house and
barns. It furnishes good, safe, clean electric light everywhere.
We can do our chore work after dark as well as in broad day-
light. And it does not take as long as when we had to lug
lanterns about.

"The old smelly lamps and lanterns have been stored away.
They are nothing but relics now, like the cradle my great-grand-
father used, to harvest grain.

"Electric light eliminates fire risk. I do not fear fire any more.

"And the beauty of it is that we have all of these things at low
cost. The plant runs on KEROSENE. The same kerosene
that we burned in the lamps and lanterns, furnishes both
electric power and light.

"Delco-Light pays for itself. There is no question about it.

"Before I had Delco-Light I did not know much about city con-
veniences. I believe that if I had to give up Delco-Light now
I would move to town. My family would insist on it. Delco-
Light helps every one of us in our work and keeps the children

contented."

The above sums up statements made in over 5000
testimonial letters just received from users—More
than 60,000 such users endorse Delco-Light.

THE DOMESTIC ENGINEERING COMPANY
Makers of DELCO-LIGHT Products

DAYTON, OHIO

A complete Elec-
tric Light and
Power Plant for
Farms and Sub-
urban Homes—
Self-Cranking

—

Air Cooled—Ball
Bearings — No
Belts —Thick
Plate Long Lived
Battery— RUNS
ON KEROSENE

r*\ m n

alOTTAWA
KEROSENE
FNCIMES

Start Easy in any weather. Pull steady.* Carry big overload. All Bizes
and styles. lJi H-P. to 22 H-P. 90 Days' Trial.
Money Back Guarantee. Prompt shipment.

Low Prices Write for presentmoney saving
prices and Free Book, telling

all you want to know about engines. Write today.
1 1 S3 King Street.
OTTAWA. KANS.OTTAWA MFG. CO.

Use Ifour Ford?
GRIND YOUR FEED
FILL YOUR SILO
SAW YOUR WOOD
SHELL YOUR CORN
PUMP YOUR WATER
ELEVATE YOUR GRAIN

Ward Work-a-Ford
Gives you a 12 h. p. engine for less than the cost of

a 2 h. p. Ford builds the best engine in the world-
it will outlast the car— and you might as well save
your money and use it to do all your farm work.

No wear on tires or transmission. Hooks up in 3

minutes. No permanent attachment to car. Cannot
injure car or engine. t

Friction Clutch Pulley on end of shaft.Ward Gover-
nor, run by fan belt, gives perfect control. Money back
if not satisfied. Ask for circular and special price.

THE WARD CO., 2035 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

9 CORDS IN 10 HOURS

BY ONE MAN". It's KING OF THE WOODS. Saves money and
backache. Send for FREE catalog No. B12 showing low price

and latest improvements. First order gets agency.

Folding Sawing Machine Co., 161 West Harrison St., Chicago, III.

Military finish air rifle. Sell 6 boxes
Mentho Nova Salve at 25c.
U. S. Supply Co., Dept. 54, Greenville, Pa.

i to your stove,

I the tank with kero-
, sene or coal oil and it's ready for use.

Economical. Cooks and bakes better
than coal or wood. Gives more heat,

j Turns on and off like gas. No fires to
' start. No kindling, ashes, coal or wood.

J Saves hours of work daily. Absol utely
rSafe. Write For FREE Literature. Agents Wanted.

OLIVER OIL-GAS BURNER & MACHINE CO.,
'117 North Broadway, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Solves the Coal Problem

I WILL SELL YOU AN ENGINE
On Practically Your Own Terms
All CASH Any worthy, creditable person, anywhere

nAnrwTj^lTc^ ^ the u -
s -> can buy on these terms

- ^
JrAKl CA2>Jtl» one can order without risk. I guarantee

OPNO CASH safe delivery to your station. All WITTE
iwiixmi Engines sold on 5-year guarantee, 2 to 30 h-p.

UUwVra My factory is the largest exclusive engine factory m
the world, selling direct to the user, any style-

Stationary, Portable or Saw Rig. I Ship Your
Engine Quick. You choose engine and plan of

payment. WITTE Engines are best looking, best

balanced, easy to operate. Money Back
if Not Satisfied on My New 90

Day Engine Offer—FREE.
6s. —ED. H. WITTE, Pres.

SIGIST^^- WITTE ENGINE WORKS
Tvv-inw-i ^^^Ss^ 2066 Oakland Avenue
IlLKCi ^$?5~^ Kansas City, Mo
FOR FREE BOOK 2066 Empire BIdg.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mail to Witte Engine Works
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Better and bigger crops are needed this year. Get extra

bushels from every acre by giving every seed a chance to

"start off" right. Distribute the seed evenly at a uni-

form depth. Give each grain an even chance at

moisture and perfect germination. The Farmers'
Favorite Force Feed sows the grain in the soil at the bottom of the drill

furrow. No spilling on top or half way covering. No clogging or leav-

ing empty furrows. All the seed sprouts, grows and ripens evenly.

Made in plain grain and fertilizer styles and in all sizes.

Farmers' Favorite Tractor Drills

Adjustable Hitch for use with any tractor. Power lift enables oper-

ator to raise or lower discs while in motion without leaving seat of

tractor by slightly pulling small rope. This Tractor Drill is a great

time and labor saver to the farmer.

Send for the Farmers' Favorite Catalog

and note the special features of this Grain Drill. Strongest angle steel

frame; axle of cold rolled steel shafting; drag-bars of high-carbon steel;

double run force feeds; steel ribbon grain tubes.
Farmers' Favorite Grain Drills have been on the
market for more than 50 years and are used in every
grain growing country in the world.IE kVOR
Call on your dealer and have him show and explain

these and other special features and the merits of

the Farmers' Favorite Grain Drill, which is sold

under the strongest possible warranty.

The American Seeding-Machine Co., Inc.

Springfield, Ohio

EQUIP your FORD for KEROSENE
and all other low grade fuel—You'll save many dollars every month.

(~)NE gallon of cheap kerosene will give greater efficiency with our Burn Oil Device than a gallon of gaso-
v-/ line. You go more than just as far for less than half as much. Cuts fuel cost for approximately
ic per mile.

Thousands Giving Good Service In Operation Today
Following letters are only sample of letters received: Burn Oil Device Co.

Peoria, III.

Center. N. D.,

Sept. 16. '17.

'Burn Oil" 1

i Money Back

No new carburetor required. Easy to attach.
Price is low. Soon pays for itself. No trouble
with spark plugs. Nothing to get out of order.
Nothing mechanical added to your motor. Hence
what our device does on one car, it will do on

Gentlemen—Enclosed find check in full for
ten devices. I con say for your Burn Oil De-
vice that it does more than you claim. I make
28 miles per gallon of cheap kerosene. Yours
truly. N. O. Nelson. P. S. I am waiting for
my contract for Oliver and Marten Counties,
have sold 20 devices without asking anyone to
buy from me.

Burn Oil Device Co., Du Bois. Pa.
Peoria, III. Aug. 24, '17.

Dear Sirs:—I tried the Burn Oil Device out.
and it is working fine. I have run about 300
miles this week and did it on one third the cost
of gasoline. I have advertised the device and
Ford owners are getting anxious for them. I
would like a contract for Jefferson and Clear-
field counties. Yours truly. L. W. Smiley.

another. This is the greatest economy device
for Ford cars ever designed. It pays its pur-
chaser dividends every time he buys fuel. We
want good, live agents everywhere. Get our
proposition now.

BU%N OIL DEVICE CO., Inc., Dept. F. F., PEORIA, ILLINOIS

A Dwarf in Size
A Giant in Power

Only 40 to 60 lbs. per H. P.
Cushman Engines weigh only 40 to 60 pounds per horse-
power, yet have plenty of surplus power.
They weigh only about one-fourth as much as ordinary farm en-
gines, but they are balanced so carefully and governed so accurately
that they run much more steadily and quietly. They are also r
the most durable farm engines in the world, on account of their tasy >° Move from Job to Job
improved design and better material and construction.

CUSHMAN

4 H. P. on Binder
This is the famous All-Purpose
Cushman that has been used on
so many binders. Just as suc-
cessful for all stationary jobs.

4H. P. weighs tnly ISO lb«., being only 48 lbs. per horsepower. Besides
doing all ordinary jobs, it may be attached to any grain binder, saving a

team, and in a wet harvest saving the crop. Also it may be used on corn
binders and potato diggers.

H. P. weighs only 320 lb*., being only 40 lbs. per h. p. For all medium
jobs. Also may be attached to hay presses, corn pickers, saw rigs. etc.
H. p. weighs only 780 lbs., being only 52 lbs. per horsepower. For
heavier farm jobs, such as 6-hole corn shelters, ensilage cutters, large

reed grinders, small threshers, etc.

?O H ' p ' weighs only 1 200 lbs., being only 60 lbs. per h. p. For heavierw duty jobs.such as shredders,shellers,grain separators,heavy sawing. etc.

Cushman Engines do not wear unevenly and lose compression. Every run-
ning part protected from dust and properly lubricated. Equipped with
Throttling Governor. Carburetor, Friction Clutch Pulley and Water Circu-
lating Pump. Ask for Book on Light-Weight Engines.

Cushman Motor Works l^ir^V::^

8
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Saw wood
and serve the

Nation ! Saw it

by machine and save labor. Bigger money
in fuel wood this season than ever. An

Appleton^P
will give you longest service and safety always.
Solid, rigid frame won't get rickety or out of line.

Boxes non-heating—dust-proof—self-adjusting.
Free booklet shows 10 styles and sizes

—

tilting and sliding table types, drag and circular
log saws, complete mounted saw rigs, etc. Write
Appleton Mfg. Co., 609 Fargo St., Batavia, ill.

Branches: Omaha
Minneapolis iiiiinx^^^lk Columbus, 0.

WHITING-ADAMS
BRUSHES

ALWAYS SUIT - NEVER FAIL
>• JiLL KINDS *

FOR SALfPxVERYWHERE

Paint Brushes

Varnish Brushes

Toilet Brushes

Artists' Brushes

Household Brushes

Railroad Brushes

VULCAN

Rubber Cemented

Brushes

Send for Illustrated Literature

JOHN L. WHITING-J. J. ADAMS CO.
BOSTON, U.S. A.

Brush Manufacturers for Ore* 108 Years and
the Largest in the World

FARM AND FIRES1

A Cistern Filter
By William F. Miller

APRACTICAL and cheap cistern
is a four-inch partition wall in

center. It should be built of bricks lai
cement. There should be no crevices ini

joints. Do not plaster either side of
partition wall with cement, as is neci
with the balance of the cistern.

The walls should be built at a
angle, with the opening where the
flows in. On the opposite side of the
tition is the proper place for the pump
suction pipe to supply the plumbing s;.

with soft water must also be placed o:

opposite side.

A cistern should be cleaned at least

second year to obtain good results. U:
there are strainers in the gutters, 1

gather and eventually run into the cis'

In time they will lodge against the filter

and retard the flow of water through it,

Construct the neck and top of the cf

oblong. Have the opening large enougl
a person can pass through in order to

,

inside to do the cleaning. The mistake
making the neck circular is frequen
made. Then the opening on either side

the filter wall is too small for the man
average size to enter.
The filter wall is built from the bottoi

of the cistern to the highest point of
neck. There are some good patenteij

filters on the market. They operate sue
cessfully, but often require a good deal o

attention after being installed.

When the Floor Cracks
By William F. Miller

THE thin hardwood floor laid on com
mon flooring over a cellar frequentl;

cups or opens at the j&ints. That is due t
the moisture in the air in the cellar. %
prevent this, cover the entire sub-i

with a heavy building paper before
finished flooring is applied. This
duce the possibility of the wood's swi

to a minimum.
There is often an unsightly opening

beautiful hardwood floor. You do
know the cause of the crack. Some
it will close tight in the summer and
wide in the winter. That is caused by
wood's swelling in the warm season
drying in the winter when the room
have uniform heat. In most cases, if

common flooring had been covered
heavy building paper, the crack would
have occurred.

Good Bridges
By A. H. Pulver

CONCRETE is rapidly replacing i

rural wooden bridges of the count
The one illustrated is located in Wa
County, New York, and is on a trunk
crossing New York State, so for this reasoi v

the type of construction has perhaps beei

a little more substantial than ordin
found on less important highways.
The bridge replaces one that had al

given much trouble, especially in fn

time. It has a span of about 25 feet

iron girders in the driveway founda
and for the job 400 barrels of cement
used. Including the removing of the ol<

bridge, grading, etc., the finished cost of

the new bridge was about $2,000. Even at.

this seemingly high cost it is expected to

make good on the investment from the

complete stoppage of all repairs and up-

keep.

lai
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Judging Used Cars
By W. V. Relma

\ ICENTLY I sold a car to a man who did
\ not enter into the transaction at all. He
nt an expert around who was to select

id buy the car as his own. This expert
as very arrogant. The car needed certain

ljustments that the expert totally failed

discover. He spent a great deal of time
>on other parts of the car and missed these
itails entirely. He nevertheless bought the
x exactly as it was. Now, if the real buyer
td come to me direct and told me that he
d not understand a car and described
st what he wanted, he would have got
e car with the details mentioned all cor-

cted and in better condition than when
slivered to the "expert."
When a man buys a used car he should

17

ie automobile has no equal for business
and recreation trips

^member it can be doctored in a good
any ways. The usual thing is first to

Lint the car. Frequently the paint covers
great many evidences of excessive wear

iot otherwise discernible.

! The car body proper can be painted and
ade to look very nice if properly done,
he top, whether of mohair or ordinary
ibber, can be dressed and renewed. The
ishions and backs of the seats are fre-

)
jently repainted or dressed and made to

i ok fresh and nice. The radiator can be

j
painted and defects partially covered
» as not to be discovered by the casual

|
jserver.

j

Incidentally, the radiator is sometimes
eated with various compounds so as to

op leaks temporarily and cover up any
(image done by freezing. The engine it-

!
slf can be painted so as to cover defects in

lie casting which have been welded or are

Infective.

j
A car I have in mind which had a broken

laame was repaired in a makeshift manner
) id then a tool box was put on in such a
bay as to obscure the defect entirely.

I

Frequently a used car has the top down
) hen offered for sale, and it is very care-

illy covered by a top hood. This indi-

ites that the general condition is bad or

lat the bows are broken.
Prospective buyers seldom criticize the
lings that are of the most importance. I

ave sold hundreds of used cars, and not
tie in ten makes a really skillful exami-
ation.

A car may have the numbers changed so

lat it appears newer than it really is.

utting an extra amount of oil in the crank
ase will frequently make the motor more
uiet than usual. The addition of ground
ork to the gears in the rear axle or the

ear box in the sliding gear cars will make
hem much less noisy, and is really bene-
cial. However, if a car has little power
nd will not run smoothly, nothing can be
one to it to make it do so.

Sometimes buyers have been deceived
bout the ignition of a car. The car would
e supposed to have a magneto in good
working order, but the buyer would later

nd that the car had been demonstrated
pon the starting batteries and would not
un well or at all upon the magneto.
The seller is very prone to tell how young

he car is. The buyer is also prone to want
o buy something young. When it comes
o the matter of buying, you are buying
he unused mileage of a motor car. You
re buying what the car is yet good for, not
/hat it has done.

Sometimes one year's model is so sim-
lar to the following year's model that a
ery few changes will make it look just like

he newer model. Bodies are sometimes
hanged, but usually this is beneficial, as
o one would be likely to put on a body
ny poorer than the one removed, and
>odies as a rule are rather expensive.

HOLDFAST
ALL RUBBER

STOCK
Repairs all injuries to inner tubes lar&e or
small. Sold in two sizes:

No. 1—30 square inches

No. 2—72 square inches

Each complete with tube of cement and
Firestone metal buffer. This is but one item
in the line of Firestone Accessories—a valu-

able branch of the Firestone "Most Miles
per Dollar" policy which has built Firestone

leadership in tire service.

Firestone Cementless Tube Patches, Firestone Cure
Cut, Firestone Hook-On and Lace-On Boots and the

Firestone Blow-Out Patches are other Firestone

Tire Accessories which every
motorist should carry as travel

insurance.

These bi& helps in little

troubles save expense and un-
necessary road delays.

If your dealer is not supplied
ask him to order direct or
through his jobber.

FIRESTONE TIRE AND
RUBBER COMPANY
FIRESTONE PARK AKRON. OHIO
>,., World's Largest Manufac-
'//. turers of Tire Accessories

and Repair Materials.

Steel Wheels
will make your old farm wagon Dflfllf
as good as new. Save money be- DUUIt
cause they never need repairs. _ — —

—

Write for our big free book tell- r H p p
ing all about them and how they

pay. Empire Mfg. Co.. Box 708, Qulncy, 111.

TRIAL
Let us send this fine Razor for 30 days' free trial. When
satisfied after using, send SI .85 or return razor. Order
Today. JONES MFG. CO., 136 W. Lake St., Dept. 143, CHICAGO

GrowWheat in Western Canada
One Crop Often Pays for the Land

Western Canada offers the greatest advantages to home seekers.
Large profits are assured. You can buy on easy payment terms,

Fertile Land at $15 to $30 per Acre—
land similar to that which through many years has averaged from 20 to 45
bushels of wheat to the acre. Hundreds of cases are on record where in Western
Canada a single crop has paid the cost of land and production. The Govern-
ments of the Dominion and Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta want
the farmer to prosper, and extend every possible encouragement and help to

Grain Growing and Stock Raising.
ThoughWestern Canadaoffers land atsuch low figures, the high

prices of grain, cattle, sheep and hogs will remain.
Loans for the purchase of stock may be had at low interest;

there are good shipping facilities; best of markets; free schools;
churches; splendid climate; low taxation (none on improvements).

For particulars as to location of lands for sale, maps, illustrated literature,
reduced railway rates, etc., apply to Supt. of Immigration, Ottawa, Can., or

F. A. HARRISON, 210 North Third St., Harrisburg. Pa. O. G. RUTLEDGE, 301 E.
Genesee St., Syracuse. N. Y. W. S. NETHERY, Interurban Bide.. Columbus, O.
C. J. BROUGHTON, 112 w. Adams St., Chicago, III. GEORGE A. HALL. 123 Second
St., Milwaukee, Wis. R. A. GARRETT, 311 Jackson St., St. Paul, Minn. )

Canadian Gov't Agents

Free Catalog L
n colors exPlains° how you can save

money on Farm Truck or Road
Wagons, also steel, or wood wheels to fit

any running
gear. Send for
it today.

Electric Wheel Co.

13 Elm St.. Qnincy, 111.

WE'RE not talking re-

newal service to you,

because Hess-Bright Ball

Bearings hardly ever need

it. You will probably for-

get your tractor is Hess-

Bright equipped, for they

do their work without call-

ing attention to it.

re

fBryht

a>®aUIQearings



BALL#BAND
FARM AND FIRESI1

THE Reel Ball Trade Mark is in plain sight on
every "Ball-Band" Boot. Look for it. It means

the highest quality.

This famous rubber footwear is built to carry you
dry-shod through rain, snow, sleet, slush and mud.
"Ball-Band" Rubber Footwear is Vacuum Cured,
made on natural foot-shaped lasts, and gives greatest
comfort and longest wear at the lowest cost per
day's wear.

Ten Million people look for the Red Ball Trade
Mark that appears on every piece of "Ball-Band"
Rubber Footwear. They are the satisfied custorners
of sixty thousand dealers who sell "Ball-Band."

Ask your dealer.

MISHAWAKA WOOLEN MFG. CO., 30S Water St. MitWaka.Ind.

*' The House
That Pay* Millions

for Quality "

WS.S.
TfftR SAYINGS STAMPS

IS SUED BY THE
UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT

»».
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1
to supply you promptly withthe particular type of "Ball-Band" Boots or Arctics youdesire, we can only ask you to be patient. Many of our

jY" JranC
.
e
.
are

.
wea™8 Ball-Band" Rubber Boots'and Arctics Meantime we are doing our utmost to sup.

n
qU

jH
ly and *8 *uU" 31 Possible, the wants ofsail-Band wearers at home.

of Gates
Just send me yourname and address. I will
mail you my big new Gate Book free—postpak
Quotes prices ower than it costs you to build homemade 311
woodgates. Can ' t- Sag Gates are the only farm gates that art

GOOD Enough to Vse ANYWHERE
CHEAP Enough to Vse EVERYWHERE

Always hang straight and true.
Never sag, drag or warp or twist out of

shape. No nails used. No wood joints. Every
board double bolted between eight angle steel up-

rights. Self-locking hinges—won't injure stock—easily
repaired—outlast several all wood, steel, wire or gas pipe gates.
Cost less than any other gates yon can build or buy. Nearly a
million now in ose. Write for free Catalog- today.

(1) ALVIN V. ROWE. President

ROWE MFG. CO., 261 Adams St., Calesburg, III.

ROWE,
President.

^GateSteels -

SHOOT TRUE
No gun will shoot true unless it is always properly cleaned and oiled after

using. 3rin-0ne is the proper oil for cleaning and oiling all shotguns, rifles

and pistols. It's a pure oil compound, greaseless, non-acid, non-gumming.
Cleans out the residue of black powder; prevents rust inside and out; lubricates

the action perfectly; polishes the wooden stock.

3-in-One Oil
is recommended in army text books, and used reg-
ularly by hunters, soldiers and marines. Most
prominent gun manufacturers think so well of 3-in-
One that they pack a bottle with every gun and
pistol. Therefore, use 3-in-One for your gun's sake.

3-in-One also has many other uses every day on r r\ r r
every farm, for oiling all light mechanisms, cleaning V IKLjLj To <»ve postage, write to us on a postal.

THREE-IN-ONE OIL CO., 165 LUG.BROADWAY,NEWYORK CITY
,

and polishing, preventing rust.

Sold at all good stores. East of the Rocky Moun-
tain States, 15c. 2oo and 50c in bottles; also in 25c
Handy Oil Cans.

P*J^^
Generous sample and Dictionary of Uses.

The Mystery at Glen Cove
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10]

evidences of our ruse were discernible. The
talk soon shifted to other matters.
When we had finally been conducted to

our room, with the door locked behind us,
I turned to my companion, my heart pal-
pitating.

"Now then, "I cried, "may I not know
what it's all about?"

Steele laughed exultantly.
"It worked, Jimmy, old top!" he ex-

claimed. "You're a brick!"
"I'm glad of that, of course; but what

worked?"
"I've got it, by thunder! I've got it!"

He broke into a gay whistle, executing a
pirouette of joy before me.
"Got what?" I demanded, with what

must be conceded was quite justifiable
irritation.

"I told you, Jimmy, you old mutton-
head, that I had a hunch as to why we were
guests in this tavern. When smoke began
to drift down into the room through the
fireplace I gave a panicky yell of 'fire!'

Our friends took the hook—and got excited.

The disturbance didn't last long—only
about eighteen seconds—but it was long
enough. You see, there was a desk in the
corner I'd had my eye on for some time,
and when you went up-stairs I contrived
to edge over to a strategic position. Well,
everything went through on wheels. M.
LeCoq and his pals got excited; and I got

—

this! Do you realize what it is, Jimmy?
It's the papers in the case, old boy—the
documents, by thunder!"
With a triumphant gesture he thrust a

crinkled sheet of paper toward me. On it

were half a dozen typewritten lines. I had
read them two or three times before their

tremendous significance filtered through
my excitement-blurred vision. Then my
heart almost stopped beating. I sank into

a chair weakly.
"W-what can it mean?" I gasped in-

credulously.
The smile faded from Steele's eyes and

his brow grew thunderous.
"I haven't got that far, Jimmy," he

murmured. "I can't tell you what it means.
But we've learned one thing for certain—
the trail we've stumbled on leads direct

to Washington, D. C."
"But the signature! What do you

think—"
"I'm thinking," murmured Steele, omi-

nously quiet, "that a certain distinguished
member of the United States Government
is going to have some very tall explaining

on his hands when I begin to talk to him."

IT WAS beyond debate that we had,
through Steele's amazing ingenuity, be-

come possessed of an extraordinarily val-

uable clue, and I expressed an ardent hope
that we might follow it up without delay.

Steele laughed at my eagerness.

"In the first place," was his sarcastic

rejoinder to my brash enthusiasm, "we need
a lot more information before this particular

clue becomes useful. The Honorable Mr.
Bigwig isn't going to tell us all about it

just because we ask him. Then, too, fol-

lowing clues is not quite in harmony with
our present circumstances."

I sighed dismally.
"What do you suppose is the duration

of our sentence here?"
"Probably longer than we intend to

stay."
"Longer than we hope to stay," I cor-

rected.

"No, you old pessimist," he answered
with a faint smile; "I intend to leave not
later than to-night. In about an hour from
now I expect to be taken violently ill. At
the first symptom you will knock on the
door, summoning aid. When one of our
friends.—I'm counting on its being only
one—comes to inquire, you will lead him
to my bedside. I shall have lost my voice,

and he will be obliged to lean over to catch
my whispered message. That movement on
his part will cure my mysterious malady at

once, and I shall endeavor, to the best of

my ability, to strangle him. You, throwing
your bulk on top of the poor chap from
behind, ought to complete the job. Here
is a pretty fair rope, made from a linen

sheet, with which we can make him hog-
tight. And when that is done, Jimmy, we
will move on to more congenial surround-
ings."
"They are provided with weapons, you

know," I suggested.
"To be sure," he replied calmly. "And

they're by no means above using them.
But we've got to take the chance."

*

At about half-past twelve Steele r
and stretched his arms.

"Well, Jimmy," he said placidly, "y<

might as well ring up the curtain. I feel a
great weakness coming over me." With a
grim chuckle he climbed into his bed and
pulled the covers around him.

I knocked firmly at the door. As there
was no immediate response, I repeated the :

signal more vigorously. In a few minutes '.'

I heard footsteps outside, and a voice in- :

quiring none too amiably for an explana- :
'

tion of this midnight disturbance.
In a voice trembling with excitemen

told my little story. The door opened,
I was greatly relieved to see only one fig
ghostly white, against the darkness of
hall.

"What seems to be the trouble
him?" he inquired with a genuineness
sympathy which made me feel rat:

ashamed of the trick we were about to pi
"Something he—er—ate, I suppos

I replied nervously. "Acute indigesti
no doubt."

THE detective proceeded to play his pi^

.

as if he had been rehearsed by Steele
himself. He strode directly to the bed and
leaned forward, exactly as expected.

Like a flash Steele's powerful arms shot
from their hiding-place, and twined around
their victim's neck. Caught off his balance,
the unhappy man fell forward, his sudden;
startled cry effectually stifled in the be
clothes. At the same instant I threw m;
self upon him from behind, and in tl

twinkling of an eye we had gagged s

trussed him thoroughly with the knot
sheet.

Our shoes in our hands, we tiptoed
of the room. The poor fellow's eyes folio
us reproachfully.

"Sorry we had to do it, old ma;
whispered Steele. "But it's all in the g;

you know."
The stairs creaked alarmingly at

descent, and I feared every instant t
our flight would be discovered. It was
however, until we were safely on the _
outside, running at top speed, that we s;

a light up-stairs and heard the patter of

excited feet.

"Safe, I think," panted Steele when
paused for a moment to regain our wind.
"It'll take a few minutes to unwind our
friend from his shroud. And then they
won't know which way to follow us." , m

"But they'll take it for granted that
we'll make for the railway station," I com- \

plained between my labored gasps for

breath. "Why can't they call a machine
and be there waiting for us when we arrive?"
"With your usual acuteness, Jimmy,"

he said, "you may have observed that the
telephone wires entered the house not far

from our window."
"And you cut them?"
"Exactly."
There was manifestly nothing more to be

said on that topic, and I fell in silently
'

side him as he resumed his flight throi

the darkness. We were just in time at tl

station to catch a train for New York, an
within the hour we counted ourselves se-

curely lost in a small hotel of the great
metropolis.

In the morning Steele laid out his plan
of campaign for the future.

"It seems to me," he explained, "that

the first move is to follow up the yarn of

your doctor friend. I have a notion that if

we can find out what Agatha Burchard has

to do with this business, and who the

singular Mr. Carter really is, we'll be gi

ting very close to a solution of the wl
problem."
"Then let's start at once."

"All right. But you mustn't forget t

our White Plains friends may not
through with us. If we're wanted,
most logical place to find us would be
Cove. I think, therefore, that you and
ought to separate for the time being. I'li

go out to Mrs. Carey's boarding house

and you can put up at the Yacht Club.

We'll use that as our rendezvous. Keep it

in your mind all the time, Jimmy, that you
may be followed. Be discreet, old boy!

Be discreet!"

Upon our arrival we separated imme- ^
diately, determined that, although working
independently, we were to concentrate our

efforts upon the part which Agatha played

in the mystery. I, being an old friend of
!;

the family, was to make my inquiries _by
jjj

way of the front door, in contradistinction jpj.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 42]
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How to Save Labor
By William Johnson

^ EVERY township there will be found
one or more farms which employ less

labor than many of the smaller farms, yet

y produce as much per acre and more
man. There are two such farms near

home, and I have learned more from
dying the management of them than
tn all the literature on farm management
ave read in the last ten years. One in

•ticular comprises about 200 acres, and
perated solely by the owner and his two
rs, who are thirteen and fifteen years old.

extra help is hired at any season. They
rer seem to be overworked or badly
hed, either.

?he first striking thing about this farm
he way it is laid out. The buildings are

centrally located, and the fields large

I easily accessible from the farm yard,

at saves considerable time going back
I forth and in working the land. Small
ds eat up time in turning around.
?he next big thing is the wide diversifi-

ion of crops. This distributes labor over

irge portion of the year. Rotation has
er advantages than those relating di-

tly to labor-saving, but right now we
more interested in saving labor. Rota-
l saves labor, too, in a way not com-
nly considered. With free use of ma-
e and other sources of humus it keeps
soil in fine tilth, mellow and dark.

:h soil warms and dries quicker than soil

>r in humus, and it holds moisture better

dry times. It does not break up into

h lumps and clods. Thus it is ready to

•k earlier in the spring, sooner after wet
lis, and makes a better seed bed with
i work. That may mean a week or more
time saved and gained on a moderate-
id farm every spring.

i)ne of the most valuable tips I ever got
farming the owner of this farm gave me.
inish what you are about," he said,

inds simple, doesn't it? But just try it

. Lots of men who have a couple of

bdy fields of corn or potatoes will "give
i a lick," then rush to the other, and

back to the first. Haying, or maybe early

harvesting, comes on, and they have neither

field cleaned, but must leave them both.
Just try doing a thorough job as you go.

If you don't get over all of it, what you do
get over will do more good than all of it

half done. But you will actually cover
more ground. I speak from the experience
of both methods.
By figuring ahead, a man will find many

ways of saving labor. One year we had a
field to manure to which it was very un-
handy to haul loads. We side-stepped a lot

of work by hauling corn out to that field

and feeding it to hogs in self-feeders. The
self-feeders were moved around, and the
hogs did a good job spreading the manure.

Self-feeders will be found a big help in

solving the labor problem on most every
hog farm. If you give the hog access to

the right feeds, he will balance his own
ration as well as it can be done for him, and
save the work of handling it. Hogging
down corn is another labor-saving feeding
method that should be more widely em-
ployed. It may sound like a shiftless prac-
tice, but results have proved that it is more
economical from the viewpoint of profit

than husking out all of the crop and feed-

ing by hand. Of course it has got to be
done right.

One big way to save a great deal of labor
is to take care that nothing is lost through
neglect or carelessness into which labor has
gone. Disease, fire, lightning, rats, mice,
predatory animals, vermin, and like things
destroy the result of days of work on many
farms every year. The result is the same
as hiring a man to do something that yields

no profit.

Forethought is as great a labor saver as

any of the necessary equipment we buy for

that purpose. It sees the need or the danger
that is ahead, and provides for the one and
heads off the other. The man was not far

wrong who said that more of us would be
well off if our foresight was as good as our
hindsight. Practice helps to make it so.

jj
Your Farm Good to Look At?

By John Coleman

, iSK a dozen men who have paid for their

Uk homes under difficulties how they did

[

H it, and the chances are that you will

a dozen answers. I think one fine old

ti in our neighborhood,who has succeeded
hve the average, gives as wise a reason

Juny. "I just tried to make my place so
utiful that I couldn't bear to lose it,"

says.

?here is good, sound sense in that. A
[.a will put up the biggest kind of fight

keep anything that he loves and takes
lie in. There is no doubt that it is the
zj :ction the soldiers of France have for

ir beautiful land that makes them the
;ndid fighters they are to-day. The
e of beautiful things is deeply implanted
he heart of every normal person. When
beauty has been created by their own

irts, the thought of losing it stimulates
m to exertions they could not other-
e make.
said this man whose words I have

)ted had been more than ordinarily suc-

tfful. I do not mean in terms of money,
lough he has a fine little place, well

j
lipped, and some cash ahead for a rainy
i. Other men in that, same neighbor-
>d are richer in the things we commonly
an when we use that word. But none
been a better father or citizen, or a

>nger influence toward making the
ghborhood a pleasant place to live in.-

ne are more happily situated than this
n and his wife in the evening of their
rs. Their children are all on farms close
the old homestead, and they visit back
I forth to the old home they grew up in,
aging a younger generation with them
make the music of young voices about
well-loved old place.
Jone of that family left the farm to go
the city. When they started out for
mselves they took to farming as natur-

I
as ducks take to water. I count that

ane of the greatest factors in this man's
cess, and it was due, beyond a doubt,
lis policy of "making the place so beau-
il that he couldn't bear to lose it."
?his man has had ill health to contend
h, sickness in his family, doctor bills to

pay, and other losses; but he never got
sour or hopeless. And his wife was of the
same fine mettle as himself. Together they
worked through the years, adding a little

more each season, sometimes only by the
greatest effort, to what they had done be-
fore, but always adding that little. Per-
haps it was a few fruit trees planted out,

an unsightly stone pile or thicket removed,
a neat bit of fencing done, or a little paint-
ing or home carpentry. But the end was
gained. People drove out of their way to
see that little farm. Many have offered

several hundred dollars more for the place
than it is, apparently, but not actually,

worth, for beauty has a value.
And the place is beautiful. In one corner

of a quiet generous orchard the quaint old
New England style farmhouse is set. A
pretty sweep of lawn surrounds it, and
trees are set here and there about the
grounds in carefully considered locations.

A curved graveled drive leads in from the
main road. From corner to corner of the
farm there is no unsightly fence row,
thicket, stump, or stone pile. There is

nothing fancy, no useless frills, but a world
of soul-satisfying neatness, order, and
pleasure for the eye.

What a flower garden the lady of that
house has had in years gone by! It is

beautiful yet, but less elaborate—mostly
perennials now, because she is not able to

give it the attention she once could. The
memory of its glories is talked of yet all

through that countryside. For thirty years
no wedding, christening, funeral, or like

occasion took place in that community
without bountiful floral decorations from
this fine old-fashioned garden.
Many of us are inclined, sometimes, to

neglect the beautifying of our homes, and
I cannot feel otherwise than that we are

making a mistake. I believe we would
keep more of our boys and girls on the
farm, and be less inclined to move to town
ourselves, after having made a little money,
if we surrounded our homes and our work
with more beauty. It need not cost a lot

nor take a great amount of time. The will

to do it is the most important thing.

Boys
and
Girls

Name
for

Free Pony
Pictures

Ponies Given Awayl
I am called the Pony King of America because I give away Shetland Ponies to Boys

and Girls. I have already given away more than 500 Ponies.
Now I am going to give away several more Ponies, and I want every family that reads

this paper to have an equal chance.
If you are a Boy or Girl, send in your name. If you are the father or the mother of a

boy or girl, send in your child's name.
No matter where you live—no matter how young—every child stands the same good

chance to get a Pony. Don't let anyone tell you that you cannot get a Pony, because my plan
of giving Ponies is easier and different.

Free Pony Pictures—Write your name and address in the corner below,
or write it on a Postal Card, and send it to me, and I shall send you free

a Colored Pony Picture Circular and tell you how to get
one of the Ponies.

591 Webb Building, ST. PAUL, MINN.

Jus-fc Send Your Name

This Five Passenger 35 H. P. car. 116 in. Whl. base. Goodrich
32x3 1-2—Deled Ign.— Dyneto Stg. and Ltg. Write at once for
particulars of shipment and my 48-page catalog. Agents wanted
to drive and demonstrate. Territory open. Prompt shipments.
Big money. Cars guaranteed or money back. 1919 cars ready.

B n e m Address J. H. Bush, President. Dept. A-24U 9 n MOTOR CO., Bush Temple, Chicago, Illinois

INSYDE TYRES Inner Armor
for Auto Tires. Double mileage, prevent blow-
outs and punctures. Easily applied in any tire.

Thousands sold. Details free. Agents wanted.
Amer. Accessories Co., Dept. 116, Cincinnati

HEAPEST WAY TO GO
Is on a bicycle — a dozen miles for
a cent. That's why in Europe one in
every six persons rides a bicycle. All
armies use them by thousands. It is the
workman's streetcar, with the cost
of the rides saved. A complete out-
door gymnasium that keeps you
fit in mind and muscle.

Mead's Factory to Rider
Sales Plan Saves you 810 to $20 on all

latest war approved Ranger models.
30 Days Free Trial and Free Delivery.
TIDCC Farts, Repairs at half usual prices.
ll««WDon't buy until you get our Big

Free Catalog describing all the wonderful new
offers, liberal terms and low prices. Write a postal now.MCAn CYCLE COMPANYHlbMV Department w 83 CHICAGO

GRINDING
MILLSKELLY DUPLEX

One of the Easiest Running Mills Made
Grinds ear corn, shelled corn, oats,
wheat, barley, rye, kaffir corn,

cotton seed, corn in shucks,
i

alfalfa, sheaf oats, or any
kind of grain. Bagger has a
double spout attached to

either side of mill. We
furnish extra hopper for
grinding small grain and
ear corn at the same time.
Made with double ael
of grinders or burrs-
Have a grinding surface of

I just double that of most
mills of equal size, there-

fore, do twice as much work. Requires 26% less power.
Especially adapted for gasoline engines. We make 7 sizes.
Write for Free Catalog.
DUPLEX MILL * MFG. CO., Box 303, Springfield, Ohio
Western Branch, S03 University Place Station. Dee Moines, Iowa.

NO MORE

PUNCTURES

OR BLOWOUTS

Perfect Tire Filler Takes Place

of Air—Sent for Free

Trial to Car Owners

Car owners can get immediate relief from punctures

and blowouts and from the delay, danger and expense

of air-filled tires by writing to J. A. Jonson, Sales

Mgr., 92-220 W. Superior St., Chicago.

Mr. Jonson's company manufactures a tire filler

(not a liquid) that is in successful use on over 50,000

cars. This solid resilient filler rides like air yet does

not puncture or blow out, doubles the life of tires and

does away with the use of inner tubes. No spare tires

or rims are needed.

Tests made by the Ford Owners Club, Widney
Resiliometer, Technical Universities and over 50,000

users prove that this remarkable tire filler rides (like

air over the roughest roads, that it will not flatten

and that it is not affected by heat, cold, water, sand,

mud or pressure.

Various departments of the Government Munici-

palities like Cleveland, Chicago, and 50,000 others

are using this filler with remarkable success.

Mr. Jonson's free advertising offer is intended for

one car owner in each locality, who will test this

tire filler at the manufacturer's risk, and then tell

others of its wonderful merits. It is suggested that

car owners write Mr. J. A. Jonson, Sales Manager, at

the address above for details of his offer.—Adv.
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PayNothing Down
-Nothing Until 60Days

Combined

Disc and

Wing Bowl

Has 8,000

Revolutions

Per Minute

Built for a

Lifetime

of Service

Skims
to the

Merest
Trace-
Gets 99.

s
o
9o%

Cream

What a
Few Users
"Works to

tion."- F. B.
CenterviUe Sta.,
"More than

fied."— Gilbert
son,Cunningham, Kan.
"Has more than paid

for itself. in the few
months we have had
it."—S. A. Duree, Do-
by Springs, Okla.
"Easiest running

and most perfect
skimming separator
I have ever seen."
—J. S Maginnis.
Holabird, S D.
"A perfect skim-
mer."—E.Hath>
away.Wil-
ton,Me.

Order Direct
From ThisAd
No words thatwe can say—no pictureW that we can show—can convince you boW completely as a trial in your own homeW that the "Majestic" is just the separator

|gj|ggg| you want. At our remarkably low price
the Majestic would be a wonderful money-

saving bargain even were you to pay all cash with
your order. But we do not ask you to send one penny

with your order or make any deposit. You pay nothing at
all for 60 days and then only the first small payment in case yoa
n _ yoa are perfectly satisfied.
Pays TOr

, ^ Just fill out the coupon
«A|f FaetDf IBHlMff^^nlnftUi ,

below. Mail it

•Jf •
a5ier ^^fjfHHI^^n^to as without a

Than YOU ^£$B^^r^^^QmtB&IKr cent of advance

.Paw lie r^^mwrF^ ^payment. We will
«y iiOMBMr^^ at once send you a Majestic Separator

v for you to use as your own for 30 days. Put
it to the severest tests. Skim warm or cold

milk with it and see how closely it skims, The di-

ss- rect Babcock Test (the severest known) proves that the
W Majestic gets 99 and 99-100% cream from whole milk

—

* practically 100%. Notice the simplicity and solidity of con-
struction—nothing to get out of repair and built for a lifetime

of service. See bow easily it runs—how quickly and easily it

is cleaned. If you decide to keep it, make the first small payment 60
days after it arrives and pay balance in 5 equal 60 day payments,
giving you a full

No InterestYear To

Lauber,
N. Y.
satis-
John-

If for any reason at all, you decide not to keep the separator, re-
tarn it. We will pay freight both ways.
The Majestic has the latest improved combined disc and wing

bowl that not only gets the most cream but also skims it in
better condition. Does not break the cream globules, as so
many separators do. This means better quality butter

—

more profits for you. Remarkable inside automatic oiling
device which insures perfect lubrication under all conditions.

Absolutely impossible for the slightest particle of oil to come in
contact with cream. Famous French helical gears produce tre-

mendous speed of bowl—8,000 revolutions per minute—with just mod-
erate turning of crank. No matter how much you pay, you can*t pos-
sibly get a more durable, more practical, more efficient or easier to
run cream separator. It is a mechanical marvel throughout.

Order the size you want. You run no risk. Judge the merits of
the Majestic for yourself. If it isn't all and even more than you ex-
pect, don't keep it. Send it back. You can't possibly lose.

Your Choice of 4 Sizes—No Money Down

$54:2?

$62:1$

$69:Z5

$75:15

No. 452AMA6. Capacity: 375 lbs. Terms: $9.15 in 60days;
balance 5 equal 60-day payments, each $9.16. Total price

No. 452AMA7. Capacity: 6001bs. Terms: $10.50in60days:
balance 6 equal 60-day payments, each $10.45, Total price

No. 452AMA8. Cap.: 750 lbs. Terms: $11.65 in 60 days;
balance 5 equal 60-day payments, each $11.62. Total..

No. 452AMA9. Cap. : 1000 lbs. Terms: $12.65 in 60 days;
balance 5 equal 60-day payments, each $12.62. Total. . .

.

For the average we recommend the 500 lb. size.

Free
Book,

Send post! card or
letterfor Big Cat-
alog of Farm and
Househol d Neces-
sities,Gas Engines,
Separators, etc.

Just

Send the /
THE HARTWAN CO.

4039 LaSalle Street

Dept. 1594 Chicago

Ship Majestic Separator No lbs.
capacity. If satisfactory, I agree to pay one-sixth the price

* 60 days after arrival and balance in 6 equal 60-day payments

uOUflOn w a3 state^ m 'n*s at** ^ not sat isfactorv
•
I will return Separator

/
/

tjkj 3 L a 1. 1 u #11 uus **v* • M.K. uuv iuiuiaviui i , j. "ilium: n

30 days after arrival, you to pay freight charges both ways.

. ' POWERFUL AIRGUN
AND 500 BUCK SHOTS

Big 31-inch lever-action rifle, fine walnut stock, free for

Bellinff 26 beautiful Pictures or 25 pkgs. Post Cards at 10c.

cM«r your choice. GATES MFG. CO. DEPT. 520, CHICftfiO

You are sure of a square deal if

you mention Farm and Fireside
in answering advertisements.

The International
Fur Market

B The reliable Raw Fur merchants of New York, joined together as the Raw Fur Merchants' Association,
pledge you. the shipper, their solemn word, that here in New York, The International Fur Market, you will

realize the utmost that the world's highest price market can afford. New York is eagerly and instantly re-
_^flsponsive to increased demand, which is a guarantee of the greatest net proceeds for you. New York's de-
^Br——— — "i mand for furs was never so great as right now. Your pelts are bound to come here
**V Trapper's Guide eventually because they will be dressed, dyed, manufactured and sold here. Ship

_ "r _ , I them direct to the market that gives you the big, quick money and a square deal. We co-operate with yon
W> Free On ReniieSt I Address the Secretary, THE RAW FUR MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION, 46 West 24th St.,

" I

Your Furs Have
ExtraValueThis Season
Be sure you ship where you get every dollarthey will bring! Correct grad-
ing by experts, proper sorting and handling all mean more to you now
than ever before. It will pay you to ship where these things are done —
and where prices are paid absolutelyon the merits ofthefurs— and in spot
cash! Experienced traders and trappers know—follow their lead.

Ship NOW to

SKUNK.

MU5KRAT

Where Most Shippers Get Most Money
Ask for Free Funsten always makes good! Over 500,000

Shipping Tags,
MarketReports
and Trapper's
Guide.

shippers deal with us each season. We are
agents for big foreign governments — boy and sell

millions of dollars worth of furs yearly— work
to get most value for you— and send check within
24 hours. Ship to Funsten.

FUNSTEN BROS. & CO. ?5s Funsten Q* f .ftllic ]|Ia>
International Fur Exchange Building tjl* liUUllJt Hl«» SflHS

Tips on Trapping for the

Boys

LOTS of you boys on the farm get dis-
j eouraged because you don't think the

hide dealer pays you enough for the skins
you trap. I certainly remember that I
had that feeling, and maybe I have learned
some things about how to handle the skins
to get more money out of them, that I can
pass along to you.

Always remember that the hide dealer
wants to pay you as much as he can. Not
that he has money to throw away, but the
better a skin is the m- -e he can afford to
pay you for it.

And it's up to the farm boys to do a good
job of trapping, because, while there are
many professional trappers who make their
living at the business, the farm boys' catch
every season is a lot bigger than the pro-
fessional catch, and the market depends
on it every year.

Of course, I know you have to go to
school and do chores, and that you can't
spend all your time with the traps and the
hides. It was that way with me, but I
learned that the time I put in was the same
whether I used a little care or whether I
didn't. I also learned that the price I got
per skin was smaller for the simple reason
that I didn't know how to take care of
them properly after I had caught them.
What I want to drive home is that every
extra minute you put in on skinning and
curing your hides carefully will be paid
back to. you in dollars and cents.

I was like the general run of boys: I

thought the main thing was to catch the
animal. *What I did with it afterward
didn't seem -so important. Perhaps your
first year's trapping experience was similar
to mine—rather discouraging. I began to
think I was a failure along that line. One
day I sat down and asked the fur company
to which I had been shipping my stuff why
I didn't get a better price. Their answer
summed up to one thing: They told me I

was too careless in my skinning and curing
methods. After I had thought it over I
decided they were right, .and from then on
I made up my mind I would do my part, at
least.

ALL the skins from the smaller animals
i such as muskrat, mink, skunk, weasel,

etc., I "cased"—that is, I mounted them on
boards of a proper width to stretch the

skin tightly; and you may be sure there

were no splinters in those boards that

would puncture the hide. I had my casing

boards of several widths in order to accom-
modate different sizes of skins. Be care-

ful you don't make one mistake which I

did, however. When I made my boards I

failed to get them quite long enough, and
had to attach wires to hang them up by.

These wires were always getting in the

way, and finally I had to discard my entire

lot and make new ones. These I made
long enough so that I could bore quite a

large hole in the end and slip them over

convenient pegs in the wall.

While you are skinning your catch be

mighty careful not to pull any holes in the

hide, and in places where you have to use a

knife, cut toward the body of the animal,

and not toward the skin. I found that

just a tiny hole made a lot of difference

when I got my fur check.

You probably mount your skins just as I

did, flesh side out. As soon as I got mine
mounted, and before they had time to

dry to any great extent, I carefully re-

moved any flesh or fat that had stuck to

them from the skinning process. I found

that this was important, as all such ma-
terial left on would tend to retard the dry-

ing process, and was very apt to weaken
the skin underneath. After I got them
properly mounted I got Dad's permission

to hang the boards up in the driveway of

the corncrib. I'm sure you can work your
dad the same way.
Here is another point you might remem-

ber, one which it cost me something to find

out: There is a market for skins, just as

there is for eggs or wheat, and the closer

you keep in touch with that market the

more you will get for your pelts. It is a

good plan for you to write your dealer and
find out what he wants. I found that cer-

tain pelts sold better at certain times of the

year, and the dealer will be glad to give

you all the information he can. Remem-
ber, too, when you think you got a pretty

small price for your stuff, that there are

many, many processes and treatments
which every skin has to go through before

it can appear in the shop windows, and the

higher price asked there includes much
more expense than the mere buying of the

skin from you.

Dont Send
a Penny

These Len-Mort Work and Outdoor Shoes ^
are such wonderful value that we will

/

gladly send them to yoa at once,
no money down. You will
find them so well*
made and so stylish
and such a big mon-
ey saving bargain
that you will sure
ly keep them.
No need to pay
higher prices
when you can buy
direct from us.
Why pay $6 and
86 for shoes not
near bo good?

mo
man

outdi
workei
as well i

modern
Built on stj

Blucher last, special
tanning process makes the

ather proof against the acid in
milk, manure, soil , gasoline, etc. They

outwear three ordinary pairs of shoes. Very flexible,

soft and easy on the feet. Made by a special process
which leaves all the "life" in the leather and gives it a
wonderful wear-resisting quality. Double leather Boles
and heels. Dirt and water-proof tongue. Heavy chrome
leather tops. Just slip them on and see if they are not
the most comfortable, easiest .most wonderful shoes yon
ever wore. £985 ^or snoes on arrival. If, after
Pay only fJ careful examination you don't find

them all you expect, send them back and we will return
^

your money. Order by No. XI 5012.

QPHID yonr name and address, and be sure tow11^U state size yon want. You be the; judge
of quality, style and value. Keep them only if satis-

factory in every way. Be sore to give size and width.

LEONARD-MORTON & CO., Dept. X2109, Chicago

\V/E pay the Market's Highest Mark.
Are absolutely reliable — established

1 853—capital. $ 1 . 1 00.000. Write at once
for FREE Price List and Booklet,
" Successful Trapping. " Postal will do.

TRAUGOTT SCHMIDT&SONS
160 Mc Ave. Detroit. Mich.

JlfcrTbpPrices
ShtpUsYourRaw

64 years of continuous growth through
honest dealing is your guarantee that
we pay exactly the high prices that
we quote. We grade your furs cor
rectly. When you ship us a No
skin, you get paid for a No. 1

not for a No. 2 or a No. 3. Get
the facts. Big Illustrated trappi
Folder and Price lAst FREE. Wri
for it now. Address our nearest offk.

JOSEPH ULLMANN, Inc.

Dept. J-58 (Eatabliahed 18M) Dept. J-»
18-20-22 W. 20th St. Car. 5th and Rosabel So.

New York. N. Y. St. Paul. Mlnit

Reference A ny Bank Anywhere

Ship
Your
FURS NOW

This Is the Time of

HIGH PRICES
This is a war market and big

fur buyers are besieging Taylor.

We will pay you the highest price

for every pelt and we can take
all you ship. Every day is pay-
day with Taylor. Your money
goes out by return mail. Write
for our free Market Reports.

F. C. TAYLOR FUR CO.
^ern^iona^lxchan^e 5. Louis> Mq .

riNTERNATIOKiLaffFUR EXCHANGE
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My Farm and Fireside

Index
By M. E. Weaver

LAST January I decided to make a con-

venient workable index that would
enable me to turn readily to any subject

in the year's file which I invariably keep.

I made use of an inexpensive blank book
containing about 800 pages. I indexed the

blank book by putting A at the end of the

top line of the first page, and then I

trimmed this page from the A to the bottom
of the page. The second page I marked
with B at the end of the second line, and
>trimmed it to the bottom of the page. On
page three I put C, on four D, and so on
through the alphabet, and trimmed the

pages as I marked them.
The first one hundred pages I marked

•Poultry, the next one hundred Orchard,

one hundred for Household, one hundred
for Garden, one hundred for Autos, one
hundred for Stock, fifty pages for Home
Devices, and one hundred for Farm Work.

I entered the articles in the index book
like this: The article on "Asparagus" in

the January number on page 17 of Farm
and Fireside I put under A. I turned to

A and wrote, "Asparagus, page 400;" then

I turned to 400 and wrote:

Date
1-2-17

Subject
A Long-Lived Crop

Page
17

The article on "Lath Tomato Supports"
I first put under T in my index book.
There I wrote, " Tomatoes, 400," and under
the other article I wrote:

Date Subject Page
1-2-17 Lath Tomato Support 15

Under N, I put "Nails, 700," and on
page 700 I put:

Date
1-2-17

Subject
Useful Nail Kinks

Page
15

As I read each article I entered it, and
now I have a ready reference to any article

I want in the year's file.

After I had read the magazine it did not
take me more than ten minutes to index
the entire number.

Cost of a Bushel of Oats
By F. S. Lenhart

FOLLOWING are the figures showing
cost of producing 14 acres of oats:

Every hour of work, whether performed by
tman or horse, was kept account of, and
charged for at what we thought to be a
^reasonable rate—55 cents an hour for a man
•with a team and 30 cents an hour for a man.
When a heavy machine was used, such as
the drill and binder, requiring three horses,

65 cents an hour was charged, which in-

cluded the operator's wages.
Forty-five bushels of seed oats were

used, being purchased of a neighbor, and
after making a germination test we found
nthat approximately one third of the oats
would not grow. We sowed the seed be-
cause it was a new variety, and got rather
a thin stand of oats, as will be noted in the
yield. No preparation was given the
sground before seeding. The breaking of

cornstalks was charged to the oats. The
|
ground for which we gave a share rental of

two fifths is in a somewhat run-down con-
dition. The amount left over, after all

work was paid for at the above mentioned
rate, is labor income, but to make the
showing complete, there would have to be
overhead charges considered in value of

land, taxes, upkeep of fencing, draining,
etc.

Fotjkteen Acres of Oats, 1916

Hrs. Rate Cost

Breaking cornstalks 4 $0.55 $2.20
45 bushels seed oats at

75c per bu 33.75
April 10-11, Seeding oats,

3-horse drill 15 .65 9.75
June 8, Cutting dock in

oats 15 .30 4.50
Aug. 2-3, Cutting oats. . . 15 .65 9.75
Aug. 2-3, Shocking oats. . 30 .30 9.00
Aug. 25, Threshing and

marketing 3H 10.50 36.75

Total $105.70

Yield of oats, 461 bushels; average, 32H
bushels an acre. Oats sold at 75 cents
per bushel, $345.75; share rental of f,

$138.30; tenant's share, $207.45; less cost
of production, $105.70, leaves a net income
of $101.75. Cost of producing and market-
ing 14 acres oats, $105.70; cost per acre,

$7.55; cost per bushel, 23 cents.

Earn From^500°-to
$ 1000°-° Per MonthLET US

PLftCE YOU
f £R E

rOU, without previous milling

experience, can earn big money
with this one - man, short-

system, roller flour mill.

Here is the best paying business

in your town and second only to

that of your banker in prestige and
dignity.

You can be the local flour miller

of your community with but a com-
paratively small investment, and
have light, easy, indoor work and
an all year round business.

Everybody wants good flour. Why
not furnish it from wheat grown at home, milled at

home, sold at home, to home people? You save freight and
earn regular milling* profits' and in addition the extra profit of making

Flavo Flour on the American Midget Marvel Mill. We start and guide
you to success in this profitable business.

FLAVO [Americas Community] FLOUR
You are given the free use of this brand. We advertise it for you. We start you in

business with our Confidential Selling Plans and our Service Department, composed of a corps
of skilled milling and flour experts, examines samples of your flour each month,
thus enabling you to keep your product up to our high FLAVO standard.

The American Midget Marvel Mill
is the wonderful, self-contained, one-man flour mill that performs all the milling
functions within itself— grinding, bolting, and purifying. It is so simple that
we teach you in just a few demonstrations how to successfully operate it. A
handsome machine, so sturdily built that it will last a lifetime. It requires but
one-half the power and but one-fourth the labor of the old long system flour

mill. It requires but very little space and can be installed at very little expense.

Because of its improved, patented, short process, this wonderful mill pro-
duces a great yield of creamy white flour that is superior to most flour—

a

flour that creates a demand for itself. It retains most of the wheat oils in

which reside the full nutrition and nu.tlike flavor of the wheat berry.

The American Midget Marvel Mill is built in seven sizes— from 15 to 100
barrels daily capacity. It is sold on a 30-day free trial, you to be the sole

judge as to whether it comes up to your expectations. Thus you are enabled
to operate it and be assured of success before buying.

Over 1,500 of these mills are earning unusual profits for their own
ers throughout the United States. Here is an opportunity for you

in your town if you act at once.

Write today for catalog and full particulars, with our
free booklet, "How We Make You Succeed."

Anglo-American Mill Company
Owensboro, Ky.

Anglo-
American

Mill Co.,519

Central Trust
Bldg.,

Owensboro, Ky.

Gentlemen: Please send
me full particulars regarding

your mill, also your free book-
let, "How We Make You Suc-

ceed."
Name

Address

.

City State

How Does the New Year Find You?
c

Are you farther ahead than you were a year ago? Be honest with yourself: Are you

getting somewhere—or is it the same old grind?

Here are six young men—all from the same Pennsylvannia town, who, like you per-

haps, were not always earning an average of $50 a week. They did not always have

the same extraordinary future to look forward to. Only a few months ago one of them,

%j£ Frank Bennett, was working in a sand quarry for small wages. Another, William

|w Woodruff, was driving a tea wagon. cuP the Coupon

™^ It happens that one of the boys, Walter
J
_, , „. . , . , _

[Kaley, inquired of Farm and Fireside for a
\ I**™™

A *™*lde
'
ASents DcPL

proposition to act as representative. He was then working in a machine shop. He
undertook the work, and was so amazed at his success that he induced the other

five to join him. None of them now earns less than $50 weekly.

We can offer you a proposition that will afford the same extraordinary opportunity. If you really

want to earn more money, then fill out the coupon to-day.

Agents' Dept., Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio

' Springfield, Ohio

Dear Sirs:

Please tell me how I can earn $50 weekly.

Name Street or R. F.D..
I

I

I To .State.
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CHILDREN (1 THE MOVIES

with its parents. This is not to say, of course that the child is not w nimK.

to make any reasonable concessions if it will help th<
i
parent to be tetter

ancTwiser but one thing that must be eliminated is old parental Prejudice

•mTc^uld be sweeter?" Mrs. Jackson was saying, helpless y anent

baby blue. "Blue ages any one," stated Peaches in a tone of finality,

and that ended it.

AND here is

Stephen Oarr.

Thousands of moth-

ers nightly make

âyer that their

?radled Alonzo
,

w 11

grow up mto eight-

fear-old boys just

Eke Stephen here.

Nowonder.Onemo-
ramt finds Stephen

delaying, the bur-

glar with childish

prattle while Aunt

flattie slides down

the bed sheets, to

alarm the police;

the next lie is un-

earthing that Ger-

man spy nest and

saving his country.

Or else-or else-

Wouldn't you like

to have a little

Stephen in you'

home? We would.

A nice, real, au-

roundboy.Stepher..

guaranteed suitable

to any variety ol

home or any van

ty of parent. But

we wouldn't want

him round the of-

fice. We want to

keep our job.

FAKM AND FIRESIDE, JANUARY nn PAGE 23

HERE, readers, is Ivy Ward, delinea

tress of Ibsen and Sardou mov-
ing-picture dramas. She is three

and a half tender summers old

is Ivy. But when she wants

relaxation, does she start

throwing all her toys on

the ground? Not so. In-

stead she calls for a reel

in which she has fig-

ured, and watches

herself expertly and

critically, picking

out any flaws she

may find in her

work. "I have so

much to learn

yet," Baby Ward
says modestly.
Think of all the

actresses a dozen

times her age who
wouldn't admit
that for the world.

OF COURSE tbt
terribleaodwi-

fusing questionnaire

thing didn't sayay
thing about

you a baby in
t

home to support

in case you area

to war?" So

Blum, father of

Rosebud
Blum here,

whispering
to Miss

j uson
that she is

ising a hairpin, i
de-

cided that he wot il

have to claim ^

emption b

Rosebud and Man

But Rosebud, H
ei

,hree, rose up ^

; aid: "Don't to «.

slacker, FatherdJ

Remember, 1

here. I'll can

iome and Mow

WE always went
on the principle

that two of anything
was better than one,

save in the case of

twins, until we met
"the most precious bits

of star-dust in the
films," the famous Lee
sisters, Jane and Kath-
erine. Of course every
golden cloud has a dash
or two of gloom in its

glitters. We realized

that when Mrs. Lee
told us that the devo-
tion of Jane and Kath-
erine was such that
they always simply in-

sisted in having every-
thing in pairs, includ-
ing whooping cough
and tantrums.

AND now the mov-
ing-picture child at

home.Here'sBabyAida
Horton improving a
shining hour or two by
dashing off a little

hemstitching that real-

ly, my dear, should
have been done weeks
ago. Like actresses,

babies have to be left a
good deal to minions
or hirelings, of course;
but Baby Aida Horton
does her best to keep
the proper balance of
things by superintend-
ing everything."Noth-
ing like the personal
touch," says Aida.

SOMETIMES—as when we have to buy

shoes for two of the children out of one

week's salary—we can't help wandering

where all the luck goes to, anyway. .Heres

Bobby Connelly, aged eight, snapping the

elastic on his own check-book, keeping his fam-

ily friendly with the Red Cross, able to say

to his parents if Wall Street flutters or the

delicatessen business totters, "Say, old man,

would a 'thou' help you out? and taking

forty debutantes out to lunch just as casual.

WE HAD our picture taken once for

Grandma's birthday. It looked just like

the one to the right. We remember vivid-

est, though, how our little sister bit us just as

the photographer said " Finished. Does lit-

tle Francis Carpenter look low m his mind

because he fears that Virginia Corbm is go-

hlg to bite him in a minute? We hope not.
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SALZER'S
PAGE SEED
CATALOG
(40 Pages in Natural Colors)

A postcard will bring it. 51

years' quality standard behind

every sale whether
"a packetor carload."

Write for
your copy today

America's Largest Mail Order Seed House

IF IT IS ANYTHING IN SEEDS WE HAVE IT
FOR FARM, GARDEN OR LAWN

Vegetable Seeds—Flower Seeds—Clovers—Alfalfa—Timothy—Sudan.
Seed Corn—Seed Wheat—Seed Oats—Plants—Seed Potatoes—Rape.

It has always been our policy to supply the highest quality seeds
humanly possible to grow, so that every purchase, no matter how
small or how large, will, in results and satisfaction, continue to retain

for us the good will and patronage responsible for our present large

business.

JOHN A. SALZER SEED COMPANY
' ' 'America Headquarter* for Field Seeds '

'

Box 119, La Crosse, Wis.

is the title of our 1919 catalogue—the most beautiful and complete horticultural
publication of the year—really a book of 184 pages, 8 colored plates and over 1000
photo engravings, showing actual results without exaggeration. It is a mine of in-
formation of everything in Gardening, either for pleasure or profit, and embodies the
result of over seventy-two years of practical experience. To give this catalogue the
largest possible distribution we make the following unusual offer

:

Every Empty Envelope
Counts as Cash

To every one who will state where this advertisement was seen and who encloses
10 cents we will mail the catalog

And Also Send Free of Charge
Our Famous "Henderson" Collection of Seeds

containing one pack each of Ponderosa Tomato, Big Boston Lettuce, White Tipped
Scarlet Radish, Henderson's Invincible Asters, Henderson's Brilliant Mixture Pop-
ples and Giant Waved Spencer Sweet Peas, in a coupon envelope, which, when emptied
and returned, will be accepted as a 25-cent cash payment on any order amounting to
#1.00 and upward.

isbell's Catalog
Get this guide for growing a Victory Crop.

Shows you how to get the best seeds that
money can buy at money saving prices. It's

written by experts and takes the guesswork out
of planting. America needs all the food you can grow,

and will pay high prices. Good seed is of first importance.

'As They Gr<

For Garden
fame Grows

For FarmTRADE T MARK

40 years' experience backs Isbell's Seeds. Cease-
less experiments, careful selection and testing has
produced themost hardy, big yieldingvarieties. Only clean,
pure, full life, true to name seed ever reaches an Isbell

Every Ounce Is Guaranteed
Your money back if your own

tests do not prove our claims. More
than 250,000 farmers and
gardeners use Isbell's
seeds. You will too if you
investigate. Write us to-

day. Catalog
FREE.

Free Samples
For your own testswe

willsend you samples of
any Isbell's Farm Seeds
—Clover, Alfalfa, Oats,
Barley, Timothy. It
gives you an opportun-
ity to test Isbell quality
and we'll guarantee the
seeds you buy will be
just as good as sample.
Tell us when you write
which seeds you want.

S. M. Isbell & Co.
1 1 57 Mechanic St.

Jackson, Mich.

Specialized Gardening
By Lee McCrae

AJAPANESE has taught me the ar-
tistic value of limiting my flower
garden to one or just a few species,

and an American eighty-three years old has
taught me the commercial value of so do-
ing.

Ordinarily when once we Americans get
a home and a plot of ground we are so
wildly anxious to raise a little of every-
thing in flowers that all kinds and sizes
and colors are medleyed together, crazy-
quilt fashion, to satisfy our flower hunger
and our speculative craze to see what will
"do best." The result is extremely in-
artistic lawn and house decorations, and
at the end of the season we do not know
any more about one plant than another.
One half-hour spent with old Mr. Flan-

nagan, the gladiola man of Ramona Acres,
in the suburbs of Los Angeles, will con-
vince the most grasping gardener of his
mistake in trying to cover the whole realm
of culture in one plot.

"Choose your flower and make a spe-
cialty of it," he counseled, leading me
eagerly to a shed in the rear of his pretty
home where there were boxes religiously
labeled, holding, literally, bushels of bulbs.
"Here is a new variety of gladiolas, all

my own—the orchid!" he added proudly.
"It is white with a deep purple center.
That box holds all there are in the world.
But I have many other kinds, of course.
All colors. There will be nearly 60,000
gladiolas in bloom on my acre and a half
next May. I place the bulbs six inches

joined heart and hands with Nature, the
miracle-worker. Backed literally by his
acre of bloom, his advice of limited choice
is convincing.

Likewise the Japanese about us here,
except those on large acreage, restrict their
intensive farming to a few varieties, even
in vegetable gardens. When raising
flowers for pleasure one variety satisfies.
It is the chrysanthemum or iris or aster,
usually. Absolutely familiar with its cul-
ture, they have the rarest specimens,
though with many shades and many happy
surprises in kinds.

In vegetable raising we want many
foods for our tables; but even here we can
specialize to a certain extent, especially
if we have much space, putting the most
of our ground into one vegetable, studying
it, and aiming to improve our plants year
after year. There is so much to learn about
gardening that the novice cannot hope to
learn it all in one season.

Currant Trees vs. Bushes
By Sylvanus Van Aken

ARE you planning to set any currantn bushes this spring, or thin out and
renovate currant bushes needing such im-
provement?

Hereafter I intend to have all my cur-
rants grow in tree form instead of in bush
form. Currants grown on shrub-like trees

Here is how we speeded up gooseberry cleaning last summer with a fanning mill.

Try it this year

apart, six inches deep, and in rows twenty
inches from each other. You see, one
must know just how if he would succeed
with things. I know gladiolas. We are
great friends.

"Now these are Frances Pendletons

—

see? " referring to a sign at the end of the
row. " They are the finest grown and easily

worth 60 cents a bulb; but then a ma-
ture bulb will bloom almost indefinitely.

And here is a row of Princeps, a kind orig-

inated years ago by Dr. Fleet, for which
he received $1,000 in gold. Oh, but I

could have made a fortune if ten years
ago I had had some I have now! But I

will reap a harvest next summer with my
beauties."

His enthusiasm was inspiring. Yet
Mr. Flannagan is not raising gladiolas for

mere pleasure and health, though they
bring him both in great measure: he is

earning his living by means of them. His
cut flowers go to the wholesalers in Los
Angeles, and shipments of both bulbs and
blooms go as far east as Chicago and New
Orleans.
"You do all the work yourself?" I pen-

ciled on his tablet. The old gentleman is

stone-deaf.
"All but the deep plowing. I just read

and work, and work and read, from day-
light till dark. I raise a few vegetables,
but no other flowers. Gladiolas come in

such varieties, why should I want others?
Take an old man's advice: know your
plants and what they need." *

Health, vigor, clear mentality, sun-
shine, fragrant air, beauty, joy in the day's
work and a good income next summer are
all for this frail little man because he has

are easier picked, and there is consider-
ably less labor in keeping the ground free

of weeds than is the case when this fruit

is grown in the usual clump form of bushes.
Also, the shrub-like currant trees are orna-
mental as well as useful, and they can be
made to add to the attractiveness of the
grounds about the home.
To secure the tree form, I start the slips

from a single cutting, or else remove all

buds but one from the cutting. Even then
new buds will sometimes develop, causing
side sprouts, which, unless carefully de-
stroyed, will form separate roots and re-

sult in bushes instead of the tree form
wanted.

Unless the grower intends to give his

currants close attention and the best of

care, he will gain nothing by growing them
in tree form. But for a select special trade
the fruit can be easier thinned, and more
sunlight and air admitted to the fruit,

which aids in getting higher quality and
larger sized berries.

Since war requirements cut down our
sugar allowance, the currant has been some-
what under a cloud; but this fruit will come
back into popular favor. One trouble with
currants as grown of late years has been
neglect to keep the bushes opened up to the

sunlight and air. The overthick clumps of

bushes have yielded small fruit of extreme
acid flavor.

My plan of training the currants in tree

form has nearly doubled the size of the
berries, and the flavor is also so much
better and milder as to make our different

varieties of red currants much appreciated

as a breakfast dish with only the lightest

possible sprinkle of sugar.
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Why I Came Back to

the Farm
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7]

peaches, every product of the farm be-

lies such statements, and proves by its

Very existence that the farmer, relatively

speaking, is a true scientist, inventor, de-

veloper, and business man who has made
more progress in the last hundred years in

his line than has been made in any other

field of commerce and industry.

But to return to the cow: "VKhen she was
first taken in hand by the farmer she was
in the habit of having one calf in the

spring and going dry the rest of the year.

She gave only about five quarts of milk

a day, and this for only a short period of

each year. "Now, the farmer is giving us

from one cow to-day what it formerly

took ten cows to produce. All cows
worthy the name nowadays are milked
"rom 'ten to eleven months a year.

Then there are the chickens I so heartily

lespised. The chicken of to-day is really

nothing but the wild prairie chicken of

yesterday, domesticated, civilized, and
developed by the farmer.
When first taken hold of, the chicken

produced naturally only 10 to 14 eggs a

year. The hen of to-day which doesn't lay

100 to 150 eggs isn't looked on as much. I

believe there are individual records of as

high as 200, 250, or 300. All this increased

production had to be accomplished and
still preserve the vigor of the stock.

The problem of producing a hen which
would lay a lot of eggs was easy, but to

produce one which would lay a lot of eggs

which would not hatch weak, sickly chicks

was not so simple.

It is this joy of creating better and better

strains of life, both in animals and in plants,

that has made me an enthusiastic, whole-
souled farmer.

I believe that what I have learned about
the farm is the great lesson of life which
every one of us must learn in whatever
walk we may be; that is, to learn to read
character, to know whether the man or the

farm product you are dealing with is try-

ing to do the square thing by you.

EVERYTHING in plant and animal life

that is valuable and worth while to-day
represents growth and development, under
man's hand, from the wild, uncivilized state.

You know that certain varieties of rasp-
berries will produce their kind ifyou justbury
the tip of the bush in the ground and cut it

off near the base when it has taken root; that
currants will reproduce from a sprig, and
that blackberries grow from their own roots

every season. And yet, if you take the
seeds of any of these and plant them by
themselves they will at once revert to their

wild state.

There is a family of maple trees around
my house that I get more fun out of than
you could shake a stick at. If you were to
ask the average man to look at them and
tell you what he saw in them, he would look
a few minutes and probably reply: "Just
maples." But to me every one of those trees

has an individuality that has to be studied
and watched just like the individuality of

a human being, to be understood. There
is one old girl who is lazy and dreamy, a
sort of genius, I'd say she was. She takes
her time about everything and doesn't
seem to worry at all. There's another the
most energetic, active, hard-working critter

•I ever saw. She pops up every season two
weeks ahead of the others with her leaves.

These are things to study and watch that
make my life as a farmer worth living. I

have never craved great wealth, nor fame,
and the only step I have taken outside my
farm life since I came back to it and looked
upon it with understanding sight has been
my work in the Grange.

Grange work of course has been my con-
tribution to general welfare among my fel-

low farmers. I think that every farmer
owes it to himself and his associates to take
an active interest in co-operative work.
The point I want to make is this: It is

not only a farmer's duty to join co-opera-
tive work among his fellows, but it is to his

immediate individual interest, because it

gets him out among them where experiences
can be exchanged and something may come
his way from an associate which will show
him how he can do his own farmwork to
better advantage.

This is all I have to say. I have tried to
set down what I think might prove helpful
and encouraging to others who are just
starting out in the farming world, or to some
who have started and grown weary of the
work because they did not understand the
fascinating angles of it. If I have suc-
ceeded in only one case, I am happy.

No. 306 Hill or Drill Seeder,
furrowing, planting, covering,.

1
rolling and marking next row

in one operation.

Save Seed
Whenever practicable, plant in hills—save
the seed that would otherwise be wasted

in crops which are widely thinned

—avoid useless buying of high-priced seed, and con-
serve the Nation's supply by using the hill-dropping

feature on the Iron Age Hill and Drill Seeder. This
eaves from a half to three-quarters of the seed used
by drilling and very greatly reduces cost and the labor

of thinning.

Last year we all gardened as a matter of

patriotism. We learned what a fine thing

it is to have our own fresh, succulent vege-
tables, and also that it pays! Now—the

boys are coming home ! New nations are

in the making—new nations for us to lead
and feed! More urgent than ever is the

need for

Bigger Better Gardens

Save Work
Hard work—back-breaking stooping, browbe-
dewing hoeing and cultivating with old fash-

ioned tools—is inefficient, foolish.

Take a hint from the leading market gardeners

in your neighborhood—the men who raise big,

luscious things to eat in a sensible, farm-

like way with Iron Age Combination
Tools like that shown here. Your dealer

can show you many sizes and kinds
for msq in small home gardens,

flower gardens, poultry farms, seed

farms, truck gardens, etc.

Descriptive folders sent on request

Bateman M'f'g Co.
381 Main St. Grenloch, N. J.

Canadian Factory:

THE BATEMAN-WILKINSON CO.. Ltd.

381 Symington Ave., Toronto. Can.

In business over 83 years. Makers of Riding
and Walking Cultivators, Horse Hoes, Culti-

vators and Harrows, Sprayers, Hay Rakes,

Sulky Weeders, Potato Machinery, etc., etc.

Grand Trial Offer
$2.00Samplesonly10c.

We will mail the following 23 Packets choicest
Fresh, Reliable Vegetable and Flower Seeds for 10c.

Money returned if not satisfactory.

BEET, Crosby's Egyptian, best, sweetest early sort.
CABBAGE, New Clory, early, sure header. Large.
CARROT, Perfect, Hail-long, best table sort.
CELERY, Brittle Winter, best, crispest. Keeps well.
CUCUMBER, Emerald white Spine, great favorite.
LETTUCE, Cream Butter, tender, popular heads.
MUSKMELON, Sweetest Gem, best garden melon.
WATERMELON, Deposit Early, earliest, sweetest.
ONION, Prlzetaker, weight 3 lbs., 1000 bus. per acre.
PARSLEY, Triple Curled, best, most ornamental.
PARSNIP, Improved Guernsey, smooth, sweet.
RADISH, White Icicle, best, early, long, tender.
TOMATO, Greater Baltimore, best, large, smooth.
ASTERS, Show mixed. WAVES OF GOLD, fine.
ALYSSUM, Little Gem. PINKS, 50 Grand Sorts.
COSMOS, Early Giant. POPPIES, Showy Sorts.
KOCHIA, Grand foliage. ANNUALS, 500 Sorts.
MIGNONETTE, Sweet. Catalog and 10c check free.

DEPOSIT SEED CO., Deposit. N. Y.
(£r*15 packets Grand Large Flowering Sweet Pe:is, lOcts.

Sow the Best Seeds
Your Money Will Buy
Don't experiment with novel-
tiesor untried sorts. America
must feed the world,andevery
acre must yield to the limit.

Our 1919 Seed Book
lists only standard, tested

StorrsfrHctrrisonSeeds
grains, vegetable and flower
seeds, fruits and plants. 65
years of honorable business
justifyus in saying "nobetter
seeds are sold, few are as
good.'* America's Largest
Departmental Nursery; 1200

Acres; 48 Greenhouses. Send
today for this free catalogue.

1 HARRISON Co., K^aCk

Vfo

BUCKHORM FREE
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
Biggest values in clover ever offer-
ed. Don't fail to write us for aam-
f)les. We can save you many dol-
ors on Clover Seed. Don't pay two

^"o per*' I profits. Buy from World's Largest
S^'Th^V I Mail Order Seed House at Bargain
a9 ' AsKJ Prices. Have new, recleaned Alfal-

1 -"^ fa. 89 bu.; Sweet Clover, S4.05
bu.; Timothy, S4.00 bu., Aloike and

Timothy, »6.B0 bu. Other seeds in propor-
tion. No risk buyine from us. Your money back if

SOU want it. Satisfaction our first aim. Clover crop
short. Write before advance. Send for
free samples and bis* 116-page catalog.

A. A. BERRY SEED CO.
Box 842 CLARINDA. IOWA
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(GROW BUMPER CROPS!
BUCKBEE'S'Tullof Life"SeeoV

are of Highest Quality. None
better at any price. World Beating
Prize Winners at all County and State Fairs.

BUMPER CROP COLLECTION JgKhSSS
Radish—Earliest of All, worth 15c Lettuce—Sensation, worth 15c
Oncnmber—Table Queen, worth 15c Onion—Golden West, worth 15c
Celery—Long Keeper, worth 20c Tomato—Everbearing, worth 20c

This Collection of World Beater* worth $1. 00.
Guaranteed to please. Write to-day; mention this paper.

CP IWT^ 1 A„ to help pay postage and packing and re-

OHil ll/ 1 uC ceive this valuable Bumper Crop Collec-
tion of Seeds, postpaid, together with our big, instructive, beautiful Seed and Plant Book,
all about Buckbee's Famous "Full of Life" Seeds, Plants, Bulbs, etc.

ROCKFORD SEED FARMS
FARM 407

Tells

H. W. BUCKBEE ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

500.000 Ford Owners
NowUse Cork Insert

Makes Fords Run Smoother — Lasts Longer
500,000 owners now have smooth starting and

,

stopping Fords. Why don't YOU try Cork Insert— the better Transmission Lining for Fords?
The buttons of cork give wonderfully smooth friction.
Stop jerk and chatter. Make the brake sure. Cork
Insert costs S3.0O for a set of three but it's the most
economical lining you can boy. Saves the Ford rear
end where most repair expense comes. Puts an end to
frequent replacement of lining. Outwears at least
three sets of the ordinary kind.

Next Time Your Ford Needs New Lining
remember to uy 4 ' Cork Insert' * to your nngeman . He hu
it or can quickly set it, for it's bandied by every jobber.

Tear Oat This Advertisement as a Reminder
to write for our booklet, "The Story of Cork Insert."
Tells why it works better and what aaers say about it.

Advance Automobile Accessories Corporation

Dept. 36, 56 East Randolph Street, Chicago

This :

Book
Tells

Why
Get it

Zhe

ICC*
I

Satl

ford
Cars

VI C K S
ITS TREE several New Features.^ WRITE TODAY

Based on our experience as the
oldest mail order seed concern and largest

growers of Asters and other seeds in America.
500 acres and 12 greenhouses in best seed grow-

ing section. Our Guide is full of helpful informa-
tion about planting, etc.— an invaluable aid to i

successful garden. Illustrates and describes leading
Vegetables, Flowers, Farm Seeds. Plants and Fruits.

With our Guide, the best we have Issued, we will gladly

include interesting booklet, "A Liberty Garden."
Both are absolutely free.

Send for your copies today, before

JAMES VICK'S SONS
31 Stone Street, Rochester, N. T

The Flower City

THERE SHOULD BE A BUNCH OF SHEEP
ON EVERY FARM

The Internationa] Harvester
Company has issued a 96-page
Sheep book that every farmer
should have. It is based on the
experiences of 5,000 farmers
who know the sheep business
from A to Z.

Sheep Eat Weeds
Torn Waste Into Profit

Produce Both Wool and Mutton
The Government has appeal-

ed to the farmers to raise sheep.
It is a patriotic duty as well as
a profitable business.
Send 10c to cover postage and

mailing and we will send you a
copy of the Sheep book.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY
(Incorporated)

Agricultural Extension Department
P. G. HOLDEN, Director

BOX D, HARVESTER BLDG. - - CHICAGO

«

BUNCM
SHEEP
on rurttvFARM

Have satisfied thousands of grow-
ers. Fresh and reliable. No better

seeds can be obtained. Try our

5 Choice Vegetables 10c
1 pkt. each postpaid of the following popular
varieties: Tomato, Early Jewel; Lettuce.
Big Boston; Beet, Detroit Dark Red;
Radish, Scarlet Globe; Carrot, Denver
Half Long. Guaranteed to please.

CATALOG FREE
Contains valuable information on suc-
cessful gardening. Lists all standard I

sorts of vegetable, flower and field seeds.

H0LMES-LEATHERMAN SEED CO •

Box 205
CANTON, OHIO

That there is money in Straw-
berries no one will deny. There is

more money in growing them four
months in the year. A fall crop this

fall from plants set this spring. If you
J

start rightmthBaldwin'svigorousplants,
yon will succeed. They are large, hardy,

I northern grown in new soil, heavily rooted—the I

| euro grow kind. It's your patriotic doty to producemore fruit.
|

Baldwin's Peace Victory Berry Plants
I wfll produce luscious fruit for the home garden . or for mar- I

I ket purposes. Yon can help In this reconstruction period by I

I enlarging your fruit growing operations by Baldwin's rule. I

I Send for our new berry plant book — Information of value to I
I every fruit grower, listing Strawberries. Raspberries, Black- I
I berries. Currants, Grape plants and fruits of standard vari- I

I etfea — Baldwin quality. Save a day — write tonight.

I O. A. D. BALDWIN, ft. R. 23 Brldiman, Mlchlgaa I

GIANT TOMATO-CUCUMBER-PEANUT-IOc
Here Are Seed, ofThree Valuable and Interesting Varieties Yon Should Grow

lu Your Garden This Yean
Giant Climbing Tomato—Is one of the largest grown. Vines grow very

strong and will carry an enormous weight of fruit, very solid, crimson color;
specimens often weighing 2 to 3 lbs. each.
Japanese Climbing Cucumber—Is a grand variety from Japan; can be

trained to fences, trellises or poles and save space In your garden. Fruits early,
growing 10 to 15 Inches long,
and are good for slicing or
pickling.

Early Spanish Pea-
nuts—Earliest variety and
a great F e a n a t for the
North ; easy to grow, enorm-
ous ylelder, and a few hills
In your garden will be very
Interesting to show your'
neighbors.

Special Offer:
lar sized Packet of To-
mato, Cucumber and.
Peanut for only 10c, or
3 Packets of each for 25c.
My new Seed Book of h"1} Bp*""1" ««««««

Garden Seeds la Included free. Order TODAY.
eun. cnmM., T.m... F. B. MILLS, SwU Grower, Dipt, 27 Rose Hill, N.Y. Climbing Oncatt

Growing Our Own Seed
By W. F. Wilcox

THE European war has worked out
marked changes in the seed business.

Heretofore, the United States has relied
largely on European growers for the garden
and flower seed and bulbs used in this
country. We are now steadily demonstrat-
ing that we can grow our own seed.
The sugar-beet industry was the first to

feel the shortage of seed, and it seemed a
calamity that so large an industry, with
millions of capital involved, should be so
handicapped. Before the war we imported
from Germany, Russia, and France about
eight million pounds of beet seed every
year to supply our needs.

In order to insure a beet-seed supply
several of the big sugar-beet manufactur-
ing companies began the practice of storing
thousands of tons of "mother" beets in
the autumn of 1916, to be reset the follow-
ing spring for the production of beet seed,
this trial proved so successful that the big
sugar-beet industry will no longer have to
be apprehensive about its seed supply.
One of the sugar companies operating

in Colorado harvested 1,600 pounds of
beet seed per acre. From one beet-seed
crop of 500 acres harvested last year, the
value of the seed was close to $100,000.
The production of high-quality sugar-

beet seed is not a simple matter. It re-
quires several years of selecting and
testing of the sugar content of the beet
juice to make sure of a heavy production
of sugar from the beets grown for that
purpose. Not less than five or six years is

required to breed up a strain of beets to
insure maximum production of sugar.
What is true of beet seed is proving pos-

sible with garden and flower seed. Until
the war interrupted our supply, we were
in such haste to overtake- the dollar that
things so minute as vegetable and flower
seed were ordered as needed from abroad.
Now it is being found that we have

climate and soil conditions adapted to
growing even better seed, with a very few
exceptions, than we formerly imported,
and this new industry is well suited to fit

in with other lines of production as a prof-
itable side line.

One important requisite of seed growing
is to get the growers to realize the necessity
of keeping the varieties separated in order
to maintain seed true to name. Those
who are entering this new field of pro-
duction can build up a reputation for

pure seed that will make for much future
profit, or by careless growing their seed
crop must soon go a-begging.
The great arid regions of the west are

more and more coming to be the centers

of seed production. Control of moisture
by irrigation, unlimited sunshine, and soil

deep and fertile, all favor production of

hardy, vigorous-growing seed.

In Colorado and other Rocky Mountain
States wholesale methods of seed-growing
have now become a regular industry. For
example, cucumbers are planted with
corn planters in areas of 5,000 acres and
upward, and other cucurbits in proportion.

When ripe they are gathered into windrows
and threshed by machinery, and the seed

pulp is fermented, separated, dried, and
bagged in similar wholesale fashion.

When world peace is restored, much
American grown seed will find its way
abroad as well as supplying our own needs.

A Mountain Garden
By Mrs. Maggie Sumner

I LIVE in a Kentucky mining region well

up in the mountains. The general opin-

ion here has been that raising garden
crops for sale could not be made to pay.

We have always known of the importance
of a good garden for home-consumption.

Last spring the idea of growing garden
crops for sale took possession of me.
Our mountain farm being located be-

tween two coal-mining settlements, I

made my plans to increase my garden-
planting beyond the extent of our family
needs, of all the table garden crops. When
the first vegetables were ready, Husband
helped me load a light wagon and I set

forth. First an effort was made to sell my
load at the local stores, but without suc-

cess. Then I continued on to one of the min-
ing campsand without difficultysold myload
for $20. During the season I sold 15
loads of garden truck which averaged the

same price and furnished a total income of

$300 in addition to Husband's regular

farm crops. Of course, that $300 to the

good means a whole lot more to us up here

on a mountain farm than it would mean to

a corn-belter.

TELLS THE TRUTH
With careful ly written descriptions, true illnstra-
tions and conservative statements, Olds' 1919
Catalog is a true guide and a most valuable
book for everyone needing seeds.

OLDS' SPECIALTIES
Seed Potatoes. The new Olds' White Beauty
and 10 others, choice certified stock. Seed Corn

—

Wisconsin fancy ear corn. Seed Oats, Wheat,
Barley, Clover, Alfalfa, Timothy, Wisconsin
tested, high-grade seed. Samples FREE, all
field seeds. Buy from samples. Garden Seeds,
Rower Seeds, Bulbs, Nursery Stock, Poul-
try Supplies, Tools, etc.

Write today for Olds' 32nd Annual Catalog

L. L. Olds Seed Co.mSZ
SPRAY YOUR FRUIT TREES

AND VINES
Destroy the fungi and worms,

and thus be sure of large yieldi
perfect fruit.

Excelsior Spraying
Outfits and

Prepared Mixtures
are used in large orchard*

and highly endorsed by suc-
cessful growers. Write for our
money-saving catalog, which also
contains a full treatise on spraying
Fruit and Vegetable crops.

WM. STAHX SPRAYER CO.,
Box T1S, Qulncy, IU.

E
YERCREENS

VEROREENS

I vfcri.tr. postpaid $1. Victery or.
I chard, 17 Fruit Tree., Besotted, 3
I yrs. old. forts. 96. Small Fruit bar-

I rain— Strawberries. Raspberries, Blackberries,
I Grapes. 139plapta. t3.26. Write for Frca Catalog.
| EARL FERRIS NURSERY CO.
1 296 Bridge St.. Hampton. Iowa

^ m
~~Seve mOTey-1

LT grower. Now reeleaned Io
/ Grow*. Timothy , free from noxious
./weeds. Guaranteed satisfactory or mon.r
./refunded. Low prices on Clover and crass
it seeds. Bur catalog. Samples free. Write before advance

BERRY SEED CO., Box 342, CLARINDA, IOWA~~~ - - _ —

-

Jbul
Greatest Grass Seed Value Known—Investigate. Alsifce
Clover and Timothy mixed—the finest grass grown for
hay and pasture. Cheapest seeding you can make, growc
everywhere. You will save 1-3 on your grass seed bill by
writing for free sample, circular and big Co-operative
Seed Guide, offering Field Seeds, all kinds. Write todajw
American Mutual Seed Go. Dept. 542 Chicago,HL

CLOVER and TIMOTHY 6b

"HoosierRoses" FREE
This Book explains rose and flower success and how to gt±
Climbing: "American Beauty" Rose Bush. Write for.book.

HOOSIER ROSE CO., Box 184, New Castle, Ind.

We want to eend you this big

Poultry Book, absolutely #

FREE. Written by a former Government I

Poultry Eipert;6bowB how famou-Poultrymen as* I

DARLING'S MEAT CRISPS
for winter eirtta, bigger cbielcs and more pro- I

fits. Don't fail to write for this valuable book
||

today. Sent postpaid. A postcard will do.
Darling* Co.. Dept. so » U.S. Yards.ChIc*go

GRASS
1

SEED
FREE SAMPLESSsa
with customers. Don't fail to investigate these bargains.
Recleaned Tested Timothy*8.50 bo.. Alfalfa $8.90, Alsikc
Clover and Timothy, $6.60. Sweet Clover and other Gnat
and Field Seeds at proportionately low prices.

All sold subject to State or Government Test under ax
absolute MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. We are special-

ists in grass and field seeds. Located so as to save yo»
money and give quick service. Send today for our bi£

profit-sharing, money-saving Seed Guide which explains

all. free. Buy now and save money. Write

American Mutual Seed Co., Dept. 642, Chicago, ID.

G<oen's
Trees
Pedigree Tree«

Grown from Bearing Trees
of highest quality at moderate
prices. 40 years experience.
$100,000 capital. Four nursery

farms. Buy direct from the old and reliable
Green's Nursery Company and

SAVE BIG MONEY
No agents employed. Apple trees, pear.tcherry, plum,
peach, quince, nut trees, grapevines, gooseberry and
currant plants, raspberry, blackberry, strawberry,
shade trees, shrubs, vines and roses for sale. Largest
and oldest nursery selling

DIRECT TO PLANTERS
Write for free catalog, also ask for free Fruit Book.

Read our true-to-name guarantee. Address

GREEN'S NURSERY CO., 19 W*U Street

Rochester, N. Y,
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Plenty of Nitrate

in Chile
The amount of Nitrate in

the Chilean Deposits is

720,000,000 Tons
At present rate of world's con-
sumption, deposits will last for

300 Years
Shipping conditions are improv-
ing. American farmers should
learn the FACTS. Write for in-

formation.

WM. S. MYERS
Chilean Nitrate Committee-
25 Madison Ave. New York

Livingston's Famous

are favorably known.
Many of the best sorts were
introduced by ue. We grow-
more high-grade tomato
seed than any other seeds-
man in the world.

TWO BEST VARIETIES
Livingston's Globe, finest pink,

for slicing and shipping, pki. 5c.
Livingston's Stone, finest bright red, for canning and
catsup, pkt. 5c. Both immense yielders. Try them.

New 96-Page Catalog FREE
Fully describes the beBt varietiea of vegetables and flowers.
Gives 300 true-to-nature illustrations and quotes honest
prices for quality seeds. Tells when to plant and how to
grow big crops. Write for your FREE copy To-day.

Livingston Seed Co. 307 High St. Columbus, Ohio

EVERGREENS
«-38 Hardy Tested Varieties
Best for windbreaks, hedges and lawn
planting. Protect buildings, crops, stock,
gardens and orchards. Hill's Evergreens
are Nursery grown and hardy every-
where. Hill's Evergreen book, illustrated
in colors, sent free. Write today. World's largest
growers. Est. 1855.
D. HILL NURSERY CO., DUNDEE, ILLINOIS

Box 2330 Evergreen Specialists

QFI | PERRY DEPENDABLE TREES AND PLANTS.
DULL Biggest business in years. Persistent men and
women earn large commissions, paid weekly. Investigate.
PERRY NURSERY CO., ROCHESTER, N. Y. Inc. 1895

LAND in Michigan's best counties. 10, 20, 40, 80 acre
hardwood tracts. S15 to S30 per acre. Easy payments.
Good for general crops, poultry, fruit. Big booklet free.

SWIGART LAND CO.
Y 1250 First National Bank Building, Chicago, III.

FARM WAGONS
High or low wheels

—

steel or wood—wide
or narrow tires.
Wagon parts of all

kinds. Wheels to fit

any running gear.
Catalog illaetratedln colors free.

Electric Wheel Co., 13 Elm St., Quincy, llr

PEACH &APPLE
TREES 4c & up
Pear, Plum, Oherry, Small Fruits, Strawberries, Tines, Nnts, etc.

GENUINE HALE BUDDED from Bearing: J. H. HALE TREES.
GEXUINE nelicioos APPLES. Write for free catalog.

TENN. NURSERY CO., Cleveland, Tenn.

As lew as

$10 $10,000.00
Backs This (111/

Hertzler& Zook\A fl
Portable Wood yjri 1

1

Oar No. 1 is the best and
cheapest saw made to which a
ripping table may be attached.

' Guaranteed 1 year
Moneyrefunded ifnotsatisfactory

Write for catalog

Hertzler&Zook Co., Box 9. BcHevilIe,Pa.

EED
Fresh, Reliable, Pore

Guaranteed to Please

Every Gardener and Planter
should test Our Northern-Grown Seeds.

SPECIAL OFFER
T?fXD 1 A— we will mail postpaid our
rvJiv 1UC FAMOUS COLLECTION
1 pkg. 60-Day Tomato] 20c
1 pkg. Princess Radish 10c
1 pkg. Self-Growing Celery • • • • 20c
l;pkg. Early Arrow-head Cabbage • • 15c
1 pkg. Fullerton Market Lettuce • • 10c
Also 12 Varieties Choice Flower Seeds 25c

Write today I Send 10 cents to help
pay postage and packing and receive
the above "Famous Collection"
and our New Instructive
Garden Guide.

Great Northern Seed Co.
202 Rose St. Rockford, Illinois

Diploma Dug Out of a

Garden
By Bertha Snow Adams

ABOUT ten years ago there landed inA this country a frail-looking little

woman with a retiring manner, a mop of

curly hair, and a pair of eager, inquiring
eyes. She seemed scarcely more than a
girl herself, yet she led by the hand two
toddling mites, both under three, and one
of them so beautiful that folks turned to
look at her a second time; and she had come
with them all the way from Russia to make
a home for them and herself in this land of

the free where one might get an education
unmolested.

Her name was Anna Falkoff , and an edu-
cation was the "-big idea" that filled her
mind by day and her dreams by night. She
made a small down-payment on a two-acre
farm in a thriving rural community and,
although unaccustomed to country life,

set herself to the task of becoming a truck
and chicken farmer to occupy the spare
moments when she wasn't studying, or

caring for her children, or peddling the milk
and butter produced by the one cow she
managed to get hold of.

Beginning with 50 chickens, she grad-
ually increased her flock till it numbered
500; and while she trundled her wheel-
barrow to the country store laden with a
case of eggs to be shipped in to the neigh-
boring city, then trundled it back up the

Anna Falkoff at work in her garden

hill to her little farm loaded with a sack of

feed weighing from 100 to 125 pounds, she
planned out what courses she would take
when the time came for her to go to col-

lege.

For years this determined little woman
struggled on alone, putting in from twelve
to sixteen hours a day doing a man's work
on her bit of a farm. The neighbors looked
upon her college course as a joke, and tried

to convince her that a woman with two
small children to support had all she could
do to make ends meet; but Anna Falkoff
only smiled and always dismissed her
"Job's comforters" with "Some day I am
going to the University of Washington.
Wait and see." So folks waited while the
indefatigable little woman worked and
skimped and planned, and one day they did
see—saw her pack up all her meager house-
hold furnishings and move to Seattle.

Such was her eagerness to learn that in

three years she completed the four-year
course, at the same time making up the
four years of high-school work she must
have before she could receive a diploma.

Then she was given special work in the
forestry department of the institution, and
her last year's expenses were mostly paid
with money she earned from her truck
garden on the outskirts of the city. An in-

terested friend put an acre of land at her
disposal, the university had it plowed and
put in shape, the city of Seattle furnished
the seed, and with the cooperation of Dame
Nature Mrs. Falkoff did the rest. Some-
thing like $350 was realized from this met-
ropolitan garden from which Mrs. Falkoff
delivered fresh vegetables direct from pro-
ducer to consumer, getting top prices.

Not content with a degreeless diploma,
Mrs. Falkoff set out to win a master's de-
gree, and last June it was conferred upon
her. Her instructors unanimously prophesy
that she will make a name for herself in the
country at large because, as one of them
put it, "A woman who will work the way
she did for an education has got some-
thing out of the ordinary in her."

Anything About Fruit Growing
Does something seem wrong with your fruit

trees? "Ask Mr. Favor "

Is your yield small and the quality poor? "Ask
Mr. Favor."
Do you want to know how other orchardists

have increased their crops by 500%, 1000% and
even 5000 o in a single season? "Ask Mr.
Favor."

Mr. E. H. Favor, scientific horticulturist, is

nationally famous as a fruit expert. His experi-.
ence has covered many years, as editor of one of
the leading Fruit Journals and in several state
experimental departments. He knows trees and
fruit from every angle. His services are free to

HAYES PUMP & PLANTER CO.
Department O

GALVA, ILLINOIS

any fruit grower in America. No matter what
your trouble is, just "Ask Mr. Favor." He will
answer you in a personal letter.

Get This Wonderful Book
by Mr. Favor

Mr. Favor has prepared a masterful spraying
guide showing exactly when and how to spray
and what to use for big results. This book is a
veritable encyclopedia on spraying. The pub-
lished price is SI 00. To readers of this paper
who act promptly, we'll mail a copy for 25 cents,
stamps or coin. Also catalog, etc. Don't miss
this chance. Write at once.

AT WHOLESALE
We save you money.

Buynow before advance.
Crop short. We expect
higher prices. Don't

bay Field Seeds of any kind until you see our samples and
prices. We specializeon Guaranteed Quality.Tested Clover,
Timothy, Alfalfa, Sweet Clover and Alsike; soldsubjectto
your approval and government test. Write today for
samples, special prices and big Profit-Sharing Seed Guide.

American Mutual Seed Co., Dept. 142, Chicago, Illinois

ANDTIMOTHY
BARGAIN

I

Red Clover and Timothy mixed—the standard
grasses cannot be surpassed for hay_ or pas-
ture. Contains large per cent clover, just right
to sow. Thoroughly cleaned and sold on ap-
proval, subject to government test. Ask for this
mixed seed if you want our greatest bargain.
Have Pore Clover, Sweet Clover. Timothy and

|« all Field and Grass Seeds. Don't buy until yon
write for free samples and 116-page catalog. ^

A. A. BERRY SEEP CO., Box 642, CLARINDA, IOWA

Per

N
DAIRY FEED

?edwith onfy
UsualRoughage
IncreasesMi/kYield
ofAny€ow25%

Your cow needs no corn or other high priced concen-
trates to increase her milk yield when fed on Sucrene Dairy
Feed. Every sack of Sucrene Dairy Feed supplies her with
66 pounds of actual milk making and body maintaining
nutrients, besides necessary ash or mineral matter.

You get more milk per dollar of feed money from Sucrene Dairy Feed
than from any of the high priced grains or concentrates, because

Sucrene Dairy Feed is a Complete

Correctly Balanced Milk Making Ration
Profs. Fraser and Hayden at Illinois Experiment Station dem-

onstrated that cows fed a balanced ration gave 47 per cent more
milk and 39 per cent more butter-fat than cows fed an unbalanced
ration, although both lots received the same quantity of feed.

Sucrene Dairy Feed is composed only of the following stand-
ard quality feeding materials: Cottonseed Meal, Corn Gluten
Feed, Corn Distillers Dried Grains, Palm- Kernel Meal, Finely
Ground and Bolted Grain Screenings, Pure Cane Molasses and
Clipped Oat By-Product for necessary bulk. Correctly propor-
tioned to produce the following guaranteed analysis: Protein
,I6K%, Fat 3H%, Carbohydrates 46%, Fibre 14%.

Sucrene Dairy Feed Heads the List
For Low Cost Milk Production

It !s the original molasses, grain and grain-products feed and
has steadily gained*in popularity, ft bears the most rigid tests in

our own laboratories and on our experimental farms; and has the
unqualified approval of high official experts and of practical men
who have made dairying a profitable lifetime business.

Save Your Grain: .«--..«...«„„„„
cut the cost of milk pro-
duction. Order a ton of

Sucrene Dairy Feed from
your dealer at once, or write us his name and we
will see that you are supplied. The coupon or a
post card brings you full information.

Better lay in your feed supply early to
avoid transportation delays which are
looked for in the near future by shippers.

American Milling Company
Dept. 32 i Peoria, III.

(Sucrene feeds for All Live Stock and
Poultry —18 Years the Standard)

Please send me illustrated literature
on feeds checked below: (32)

Sucrene Dairy Feed
Sucrene Calf Meal
Sucrene Hog Meal
Sucrene Poultry Feeds
Amco Fat Maker (for steers)
Amco Dairy Feed (25% Protein)

My Dealers Name.

P.O.. .State

My Name

.

P.O.. ... . State

.
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Do you think there is

no competition?
Ifanyone thinks there is no com-

petition amongst the big packers
he ought to go through a day's

work with Swift & Company.

Let him begin at the pens when
the live stock comes in; let him try

to buy a nice bunch of fat steers

quietly and at his own price, with-

outsomebody's biddingagainsthim.

Let him realize the scrupulous
care taken at the plant that not one
thing is lost or wasted in order that

costs may be held to a minimum.

Let him go up into the office

where market reports are coming
in — and reports of what other

concerns are doing.

Let him watch the director of

the Swift refrigerator fleet, ma-
neuvering it over the face of the

country like a fleet of battleships

at sea.

Let him take a trip with a Swift
& Company salesman and try to

sell a few orders of meat.

Let him stay at a branch house
for an hour or two and see the

retail meat dealers drive their
bargains to the last penny as
they shop around among the
packers' branch houses, the whole-
sale dealers, and the local packing
plants.

And then, when the day is over,
let him have half an hour in the
accounting department, where he
can see for himself on what small
profits the business is <lone.
(Less than 4 cents on each dollar

of sales.)

If he still thinks there is no
competition in the meat business
it will be because he wants to

think so.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.
A nation-wide organization owned by more than 23,000 stockholders

If Your Horseshoer Uses " Capewell

"

nails it will be the best thing for you
economically, and for the horse's feet.

The Capewell is the safest,

most reliable and easiest
driving nail.

Demand the Capewell—the
world's best nail at a fair price,

not the cheapest regardless
of quality.

Pimm* «!? TRADF MARKS

BINE
TRADE MARK RrG.U.S PAT. OFF

Removes Bursal Enlargements,
Thickened, Swollen Tissues,
Curbs, Filled Tendons, Sore-
ness from any Bruise or Strain;
Stops Spavin Lameness. Allays pain.

Does not Blister, remove the hair or
lay up the horse. J2.50 a bottle,

delivered. Book 1 R free.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F., 23 Temple St.. Springfield, Mass.

Sent on Trial
Upward x/bn&UCH/n, Cream

SEPARATOR
TV%rmc»r»#^c in I Tc<* giving splendid satis-
1 nOUSanaS 111 USe faction justifies inves-

tigating our wonderful offer: a brand new, well made,
easy running, easily cleaned, perfect skimming separator
only $19.95. Skims warm or cold milk closely. Makes
thick or thin cream. Different from picture, which illustrates

our low priced, large capacity machines. Bowl is a sanitary
marvel and embodies all our latest improvements. Our Absolute Guarantee Protects
You. Besides wonderfully low prices and generous trial terms, our offer includes our

—

Easy Monthly Payment Plan
Whether dairy is large or small, or if you have separator of any make to exchange, do not tail t > get
our great offer. Our richly illustrated catalog, sent free on request, is a most complete, elaborate
and interesting book on cream separators. Western orders filled from Western points. Write
today for catalog and see our big money saving proposition.

American Separator Co., Box 1058, Bainbridge, N. Y.

Careful Milking Pays
By Charles E. Richardson

"J NOTICE when you get to the end of
1 the milking of each cow that you do

not do much stripping. Is that the way you
generally do?" an experienced dairyman
asked me one morning.

"Well, I guess I get the most of the
milk," I answered, "and when one is in a
hurry he cannot be too fussy."
"I suppose you do not realize how im-

portant the final part of the milking is," he
told me.

"In what way does it pay to strip a
cow?" I inquired.
"In your case," he told me, "you are

especially interested in the amount of

butterfat you get, for you make butter.
Now, the last milk that comes from a
cow is particularly rich in butterfat, and if

you are fussy and get every drop of the
milk, you will find that at the end of a
year you will have made an appreciable
extra quantity of butter when you have
more than four or five cows."

"Yes; I weigh all of the milk that I

get," I told him, "and I also test each
cow's milk once a month, but I did not
think the little that was left by not strip-

ping would be very much. But since you
called my attention to it I can see that,

while perhaps the loss at one or two milk-
ings might not be much, the total for a year
would be considerable.

"

"All of the record-breaking cows," he
said," are-milked to the last drop, and, as I

A time and labor saver

stated before, its being richer in fat, it

makes the butterfat record look big when
the totals are read."

"It's strange how one will get careless

when he is in a hurry," I said. "But I'm.
going to be more careful after this. I can
see you're right."
"Then there is another thing that the

ordinary farmer does not do," he added.
"He does not know how valuable it is to
massage the udder before and after

milking.

"

"Is there any particular method to

use?" I asked.
"Well, I suppose each expert has his

method, but any sort of a gentle massage
around the upper part of each teat, before
milking, stimulates the milk flow, and some
milkers declare that tipping the bag while
stripping makes the milk flow more freely.

Anyway, if you practice massaging be-
fore and after in an easy, gentle manner,
in any way that seems good to you, it will

certainly make a better milk flow, and, as

in the case of stripping, the totals will

prove that it is not a waste of time. If it

did not pay to do these things you may be
sure that they'd never bother with them,
as is done with most of the record-breaking
cows.

"

"I've read of it, but did not know that

it would be practical for the dairyman
with a few cows," I remarked.

"If it is worth doing for those cows
that give large milk production, it is

surely good for the common cow," he ex-

plained. "And then, again, there are

many persons who complain because they
have cows that dry off too soon. Now, if

they are careful to strip such cows and also

massage as I have explained to you, there

will be fewer cows that stop producing
before they should."

After that I was careful to follow his

advice, and I was pleased to find, through
the help of the scales and the Babcock test,

that he was right, and that my cows on an
average gave enough more milk in the

long run to pay for the extra work and
time. Some day, however, I am going to

install a complete and up-to-date milking-

machine system.
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First Aid to a Horse

AMONG other things neglected in the
. care of horses in winter are the feed

and water. This causes indigestion and
impaction of the bowels. It may be pre-
vented easier than cured.

A heaping tablespoonful of sulphate
of soda in the feed once a day will help
correct the indigestion, and prevent im-
pactions of the bowels. Trouble is ahead
for the horse used to considerable exercise

that is put in the barn and not given any
work. The salts will keep the blood in

good condition.
Livery horses are rarely sick unless over-

driven. Why is this? The feeding methods
practiced by the liveryman, and the exer-
cise the horses get, are the answer. A livery
horse is fed a certain amount of feed reg-
ularly, is watered regularly, and curried
regularly.
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When to Shear
By Fred W. Hooper

THE best time to shear sheep is in the
spring as soon as the weather is settled.

It is necessary to wait for settled weather
because there is danger that the animals
will take cold. This is especially dangerous
if the ewes are suckling lambs. If this is

the case, the flow of milk is very likely to
stop and the lambs will suffer a setback.

It requires an experienced man to shear
sheep by hand, but anyone can do the job
with a machine. More wool can be obtained
in this way than by shearing by hand.
After the fleece has been taken off, the
tags and dust should be removed and the
wool tied in neat bundles, which are later

packed in long wool sacks and held for a
favorable market.

Curing Meat
By W. L. Nelson

IN THE making of good meat on the
farm, curing is of the utmost importance.
Many farmers make the mistake of

allowing meat to remain in the brine too
long—to "take too much salt." For hams
a good rule is to allow a day and a half for

each pound of meat; for instance, eighteen
days for a 12-pound ham. This is for

ordinary winter weather where the meat
is protected from freezing. If the weather
is especially severe, or if the meat freezes,

a longer time should be allowed. However,
meat should not be allowed to freeze,

provided it is possible to prevent it. In
the "dry salt" method it is a good plan to

pack the meat in a box and to repack at
least once during the curing period. In
repacking, the meat that was on top should
be placed near the bottom, so as to insure

an even distribution of salt. Bacon or side

meat that is to be used before summer
should not be left in salt more than a week
or ten days. Where bacon is to be carried

into hot weather, two weeks' time is an
average period. Sides should be split in

two, having a thick or heavy, and a thin

or light bacon. The "heavies" should be
used or sold first, or a better plan is to
render these into lard or to use a part in

adding fat to the sausage.
Smoking has much to do with the flavor

of country-cured meat, and especially hams.
In smoking, almost any kind of hard wood
can be used. Hickory and apple-tree wood
are among the best. The smoking from a
smoldering fire should be kept up for a
few hours each day for two or three weeks,
the object being to allow the meat to take
smoke gradually rather than to hasten the
process. All meat should be hung some
distance above the fire, and bacon should
be near the roof of the smokehouse. Smok-
ing should not be done on damp, "muggy"
days or in rainy weather.

After the hams have been smoked suf
ficiently, wrap them in old newspapers and
place in flour sacks, then hang up in a dark
place. In sacking it is a good plan to first

dip each piece of meat in boiling hot water,
then rub or wipe dry. Next cover the sur-
face with black pepper. A little borax may
also be added, rubbing it in with the
pepper. Mold does not injure hams; in

fact, a fair coat of mold is regarded by
many as a hallmark of a good old ham.
Bacon may be treated much as are hams,
but is hard to keep from getting strong if

kept too long. Personally, we have never
sacked or wrapped bacon, but prefer to
leave it just as it comes from the smoke.
Bacon is best used before the end of the
first summer after being made, but a ham
does not attain its best flavor under one
year.

Read What This Ohio Hog Raiser Says

'I bought 4 stunted do-lb. hogs on Jan.
2 and tried them with Hog-Tone. When
I sold them on April 25 they weighed over
200 pounds each. You can see that they
gained over a pound a day. Hog-Tone
beats anything I ever fed to hogs."

C. T. SMITH, R. If Gibsonburg, Ohio.

Failing Hogs Grow Fat
"I had 80 head of hogs I was feeding.

I took 40 head out and shipped them.
The rest of them were going back and
did not eat scarcely anything. I started
giving them HOG-TONE and they have
done fine. They, are fat and round and
will weigh 27s pounds on the average."
W. L. PERSINGER & SON, Lomax, 111.

Wonderful Hog Growth
"Have been feeding AVALON FARMS

HOG-TONE since January 22nd to three
pigs which were born the last of Octo-
ber. They had not been doing very well
but since getting HOG-TONE they have
been growing like weeds. One of my
neighbors got some pigs from the same
litter as mine. He w'as looking at my pigs
last week and said they beat his by thir-
ty or forty pounds each."

THOS. D. LESNETT, JR..
Bridgeville, Pa.

"T>RETTY as a picture, eh? And fat and
JT round as a ball, too. Bet even you,

Mr. Gandy, haven't any better 4^ months
hogs on your big 1,200-acrehog farm.

"Four months ago they were mighty or-

nery runts. Just couldn't get them to eat
anything worth while. I began to think
there was no use trying to raise them. Just
about that time I saw your 60 days' Free Trial
Offer in my farm paper. Well, that offer looked
mighty fair and square to me. So I got a 60
days' supply and started giving them HOG-
TONE. Well, sir, the way those runts 'picked up' would do
your heart good. When I started with HOG-TONE
they weighed less than 40 pounds each. Today
those very same hogs will weigh over 200
pounds each.

Take A Look At These

HOG-TONE Hogs

Of Mine, Now!" Avalon
Farms HOG-

TONE is a highly
concentrated liquid

medicine for hogs only.
Contains highly important medi-

cinal liquid ingredients which cannot be
combined in Medicated Salts, Stock Foods

or Condition Powders of any kind. Safe.
Easily mixed with any slops, drinking water,

dampened feed. Given only every third day for six weeks
and after that once a week.

Let Me Send YourAll The

A
ma

Your Hogs Will Need
For 60 DAYS rnrr

I will ship you one S1.00 bottle of HOG-TONE B" Mm [^F WF
for each eight hogrs in your herd the day the Mm K_ Icoupon below, filled in, reaches this office. That ™

will be sufficient to treat your hogs 60 days or
more, according: to size. That treatment Is guaranted by me to give you a

n?A%8f
0&
!A[ Marketing time over and above the cost to you of the HOG-

1 ONE, If it doesn't, I don't want you to pay me a penny.> pay me a penny

Don't Send Me A Cent!
Just Mail The Coupon1

w. o.
GANDY
President
AVALON FARMS

"

COMPANY

FREE—With Every Trial T*
Shipment. Dr. Craw- ^
cock's Famous Book at <>a,al*

on Treating Hogs. Far miT ~ ; C«mp«ny
Thoroughly proved on Avalon Farms, near Fort Wayne, Indiana. Almost invari- A>+V» „ »' «*

ably successful In cleaning out Stomach, Bowel and Bronchial Worms that infest hogs. "5?."
hus it protects hogs from easily contracting Cholera, Rheumatism, Scours, Thumps.

ch,c»*°>
caused by worms and indigestion. Enteritis, Indigestion and other diseases. 4?SWonderful tonic and conditioner—gives hogs voracious appetites, aids dlges- X -~ 1 haw

,S. i
tion, makes them thrive and put on flesh fast. No matter how healthy u ^ate N".mber>

your hogs appear to be it wiU make more pork on the same feed. dia
h
t°g?- enough"

0
A^onBest known tome for sows during gestation. Its use insures a/I* F^ W-T^e to treat

strong, healthy pigs. The reliable worm-expeller safe Jk\ them for 60 days. I am to pay
to use at this time. Just fill out and mail the coupon. jStat nothing now except tranapor-

That is all you have to do. jSZr ta*I°n charges. I agree to report
_ _.„_„ _ . ** results to yoa at end of 60 days and
B.-Jf? \ llvalnrl Farme Pn JS \f Pay for the Hog-Tone at that time
President HVaiOH railllS l>0. if it has done all that you claim. If it

8 8 1 Rand McNally Building £ d?e3 not - 1 wU1 retarn tn? labels to you

CHICAGO

w.o.

and you agree to cancel the charge.

ILL. Name.
(Please Print Name)

As you know, FARM AND FIRESIDE Guarantees all

advertisements in their pages. So you have my
guarantee and FARM AND FIRESIDE'S guarantee behind
this special offer. Absolute satisfaction or you pay not
one cent. W. O. GANDY, Pres.

P.O.

R.R.No State.

Shipping Point

Name and address ofmy druggist.

Saves Work, Produces More Butter, Boosts Profits

Saves Mto% usual time. Churns, works, washes, salts

and moistens butter atone time, ready for packing, lnless

than 30 mlnoto». 20% to 25% more hotter from some cream. Won-
derful quality butter brings 10c to
20c above market price per pound.

30 Days* Trial??*'?
Minoetonna Butter Maker 1 month.
Money back if not satisfied. Guar-
anteed by $4,000,000.00 company.
Combination hand or power outfits.

Book FfBC dayj ^^DOok
shows how the Minnetonna pays you
£30 to $60 extra per cow every year.
Show* what users say. Also tells
bow to get a Minnetonna free.

OAVtS-WATKIHS DAIRYMEN'S MFG. CO.

Dept. 61, 130 N. Wells St.. Chicago

How to Breed
Livestock

Free Book
Write
today. A
post card

_ _ will do.
«Get our wonderful freeJbooklet,"How

to Breed Live Stock." Reveals valu-
able information on the breeding and
feeding of horses, cattle, swine and
sheep. Shows .pictures of breeding
organs. Also describes our wonderful
home-study course in Animal Breed-
ing, Sterility, Disease - Prevention,
Contagious Abortion, Artificial Breed-

ing. Systems of Breeding, etc.— all taught in detail. Write today
for free booklet and learn how to master scientific breeding at
home. We have brought the school to the breeder. Get ourTree
booklet. Write today. Just mail a post card.

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF ANIMAL BREEDING
Dept. 691 Pleasant Kill, Ohio

Kalamazoo
VV

"The World's Standard"

are the result of over twenty-eight years
study and experience in ailo con-
struction. They are easily

and quickly erected, and will

keep your silage in -perfect

condition indefinitely. The
famous Kalamazoo Galvan-
ized Steel Door Frames and
Continuous Doors used in
both kinds.
Write for Catalog. It illus-

trates and fully describes the
many exclusive features of
Kalamazoo Silos. You can buy
on easy terms if desired.
Kalamazoo Tank Ss SUo Co.

Dept. 243
Kalamazoo, Mich.

V&POP STAVE/
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CHEAPER THAN AWHIP^ BETTER FOR YOUR HORSES
A horse with bruised, galled and chafed

neck or shoulders can't earn his feed.

Whipping only increases his suffering.

You can prevent such injuries for less than
the price of a good whip. Equip your faithful

animal with Tapatco—the pad made with our

NEW PATENTED HOOK ATTACHMENT
(Found Only on Pads Made by Us)

Consists of wire staple with felt washer.
It gives hook a firmer hold and prevents
pulling off, even though fabric is weakened
by long usage. Life of pad is thus materially
lengthened. This is the greatest improvement
since we invented the hook.

STUFFED COLLAR PADS
Filled with our Special Composite Stuffing

are better than other kinds. They are soft,

springy, absorbent, and serve as a guarantee
against bruised, galled and chafed shoulders.
Ask your dealer for Tapatco Booklet.

THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS MAKING PADS
Look for the Felt Washer

SOLD BY DEALERS EVERYWHERE
The American Pad & Textile Company, Greenfield, Ohio

Canadian Branch : Chatham, Ontario
Pit. in U.S. Dec. 1, 1914

Pat. in Can. Apr. 6, 1915

Dairy FarmerNote
We want to make you a very unusual
and profitable free trial offer. Send us
your name and address and thenjudge
for yourself. Catalog explain* all.

—Get This Book Free
It will pay you well to
know all about what the Pine
Tree MiJker is doing for others
and what it can do for you.
11 you take our trial offer
and then want to keep the
milker you can make a
small payment after trial.

Balance

Per Cow
Per Monthi

Take a full year to
pay if you wish. But
you do not cave to
pay us a cent in ad-
vance to try the
milker. We give you
a liberal demonstra-
tion at your farm

On the
Million Dollar

Pine Tree Milker
Let us prove to you how it makes contented cows
and help, and increases milk production. One man with
a Pine Tree Milker easily does the work of three hand-
milkers. You can save two-thirds on wages alone.

Pays for itself many times over while you pay
us. Solves your milking problems at once, permanently.

Write Get BiS Latest Catalogue and FREE
1 * Farm Demonstration offer today. Sure.

Pine Tree Milking Machine Company
Dept. 4031, 19th St. and California Ave., Chicago

ALittleAd
ButA Bif Bargain

We are Bavins on space and giving it to
you in the goods. Don't buy a cream
separator until yoo get Galloway's
proposition on new 1919 models. We
make our own Separators in our own
factories and sell tbem direct to you
with only one small profit Ask any
Galloway user about the close skim-
ming and easy cleaning. Four Good
Sizes at Four Low Prices.
WRITE TODAY For Low Price

Close shipping points save freight.
WILLIAM GALLOWAY CO,
Box 393 WATERLOO, IOW,

The reading of this FREE!
book has shown thousands
of other horse owners the

way to permanently cure

their lame and useless horses.

It will show you. It tells

in plain language exactly

how to diagnose and treat

58 kinds of lameness—the

sifted -out results of over

24 years' experience with

satisfied users.

more than 250,000

-The-HORSE
lTro<U fnark Registered;

Remedy is backed by a Signed Guarantee-Bond

—

your money refunded—if it fails to cure SPAVIN,
Ringbone, Thoropin or Shoulder, Knee, Ankle,
Hoof, or Tendon Disease—horse works.'

Write today for advice on any horse ailment, and
get BOOK, sample of Guaranteed-Bond—ALL Free.

TROY CHEMICAL CO., 359 State St., Bmghamton, N. Y.

Druggists Everywhere sell Save-The-Horse with
CONTRACT or we send by Parcel Post or Express paid.

Sell UsYour SpareTime
Don't go on wasting time that can be
coined into dollars. You will always be
just where you are now unless you make
an effort to get out of the rut. We will

buy your spare time. We have men on
our staff who are earning

$50 to $75 Weekly
You, too, can add materially to your
present income by following the easy in-

structions we give you. It will cost you
two cents to send a postal and let us

explain. Are you willing to invest that

much?
Address Agents' Department

Farm and Fireside, Springfield. Ohio

_ ^^ W The Practical Collar w

^ BjP^usta^SlB B ^ ^ HBIBBIBMHBI B M

RSSLx Gives Horses
A "Fair Shake"

Here is a collar that makes work easier

for horses, saves them no end of painful injury and
gives them a "Fair Shake."

FitZall Adjustable Collars
Instantly Adjusted to Fit Any Horse, Fat or Thin.

It is the best protection against sweeny, boils, galls, scalds and all the
injuries that come from ill-fitting collars and hot, lumpy sweat pads. If the horse changes
flesh you can change the FitZall collar to suit. Change it from one horse to fit another
as quickly as you can buckle the ordinary collar.

It is simply the ordinary collar with a sensible change that makes it vastly better. Try it.

Every collar is absolutely guaranteed. Dealers sell FitZall Collars at the same prices as

for other collars of equal grades. If yours can't supply you, we will. Write for full

description and prices.

JOHN C. NICHOLS COMPANY ?,t^^,B^^£^5!
Makers of the Famous Master-Brand Harness—America's Best.

Have You Been Swindled?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6]

on each $100. The company proposed to
take over a long idle packing plant, compete
with the big packers, and dress stock several
hundred miles nearer home than had been
the custom. The plan appealed to the
farmers; it was right in line with their own
work. They subscribed eagerly. When the
salesmen came in to report, it was found
that they had already sold over $1,500,000
worth of stock. The company had to amend
its articles of incorporation, increasing its

capital stock, so as to catch up with the
salesmen. This has been done twice, and
to-day the company, having no more than
the same old plant to start with, has an
authorized capital stock of $2,500,000.
The attorney general of one State is now

investigating a company which worked a
scheme all its own, evidently quite profit-

ably. It proposed to carry on a mail-order
business limiting sales to its own stock-
holders. Accordingly it incorporated for

$750,000, offering stock for sale at $25 a
share, no one person to be permitted to buy
more than four shares, or $100 worth.
How good business turned out to be is

shown by the fact that while a "blue sky"
permit was secured in one State to sell

$100,000 worth of stock, before the author-
ities could interfere $400,000 worth of

stock had been sold in that State.

IT WAS not long until the company in-

creased its capital stock from $750,000 to

$10,750,000, with one sweep of the pen,
at one time. Notices were thereupon sent
out to all the stockholders that every
person who had bought one share would
be permitted to buy thirteen more, those
with two shares already could have twenty-
six; those with three shares could get in

for thirty-nine; those with four shares
would be permitted to buy fifty-two. At
the same time, the shares were raised in

price from $25 to $35.
This simply meant that the man who

had spent $25 in order to get the trading
privilege, and in the hopes of reaping some
of the big returns promised, found himself
obliged to increase his investment from $25
to $480 in order to have as proportionate a
share in the company and its earnings as

he had had before.

Another company, which has met with
much success in the Middfe West, was
organized to launch a new automobile.
Its promoter has admitted that the pro-
motion expenses the first year were in

excess of 50 per cent of the capital stock

sold. That means that of every dollar

invested, 50 cents or more went into some-
body's pocket—his own mainly.
On the trial of an indicted motor-car

company in the East, it was disclosed that

one man, whose name was very prominently
used, received $7,000,000 worth of the
company's shares "for plans, drawings, and
designs," while "advisory directors" re-

ceived blocks of stock as gifts. Included

among these "advisory directors" were a

former United States senator and a former
governor. It is quite noticeable that in

many of the States where stock company
flotations are most successful and profit-

able former state officials are to be" found
vying with bankers on the directory board
and as nominal officials. The value of a

name is well known to the men who meet
in the quietness of an office and form a
company the stock of which they then

offer to the general public—farmers mainly.

That this policy often works grave

financial loss and serious injury to the

trusting investors is only too apparent to

those on the inside and to those who in-

vestigate. A case is known of a farm wo-
man who had been confined in a state

asylum for the insane for some time.

Apparently cured, she was discharged,

only to have occasional lapses of insanity,

none serious enough, however, to warrant
her being confined permanently. Her hus-

band carried $12,500 worth of life insuarnce.

On his death the widow had hardly re-

turned to her farm from the cemetery
before she was visited by a stock salesman
who succeeded in selling her $10,000 worth
of stock in companies which have not

proved useful or necessary to this day.

She had dissipated four fifths of her estate

before there was any time for the appoint-

ment of a guardian for her, as was done
shortly thereafter.

Another case is known where a couple of

slick salesmen, glibly quoting big figures

and famous men's fortunes until a farmer
and his wife were absolutely confused,

succeeded in prevailing upon the daughter

standing near-by to sign her father's name
to two notes totaling $5,000, arguing that
the old folks were unable to see the big
possibilities as she could see them.
Another case is on record, litigation

having already been started, showing that
some slick promoters went up north from
the South and organized a new stock
company to buy, for $300,000, a company
of their own, existing down South, which
had not paid a cent of dividends for six
years. They sold over a half-million dollars'
worth of stock in the new Northern con-
cern, pocketed the $300,000 which they
paid themselves for the old Southern con-
cern, and no accounting is likely to be
made unless the efforts of a half-dozen
"investors" succeed in forcing the pro-
moters to come into court and 'explain
their transactions. It is hardly to be won-
dered at that the State Bankers' Associa-
tion of this Northern State, at their last

convention, should have strongly denounc-
ed the practice of the promoters and the
.bankers who make this practice possible
and profitable, passing these ringing reso-

lutions:

"We have within this State a swarm of

private corporation promoters who are
engaged in the business of starting new
corporations for the sole purpose of se-

curing promotion salaries, including ex-
orbitant commissions paid to agents for

the sale of stock; and as a means of reduc-
ing this evil we call upon the bankers of

our State to refuse the inducements now
so freely offered for their influence in mak-
ing sales of stock in these concerns, most of

which are unnecessary, if not unsound.
"We urge the bankers of our State to

refuse to buy notes given for the purchase
of such stock.

"We condemn the practice of any bank
officer or employee receiving or accepting
compensation, directly or indirectly, by
reason of his connection with any pro-
motion scheme.
"We further recommend that a law be

passed altogether prohibiting the payment
of any commission whatever to stock sales-

men, promoters, bankers, or others.

"We especially urge bankers to refuse to

write letters recommending not only the

stock as an investment but also the men
connected with the promotion of the enter-

prise."

The regrettable part is, however, that

many a banker voted in favor of these

resolutions who was guilty of the very

thing they denounced. A member of the

resolutions committee which drew them
up, on his return home, was waited upon
in no pleasant or hospitable manner by a

stock promoter to whom he had himself

"sold" a letter of endorsement; the pro-

moter naturally wanted to know, once and
for all, which side of the fence his banker
friend proposed to occupy. At last reports

he was still a-straddle.

THE Treasury Department of the United
States has issued repeated warnings

against the exchange of Liberty bonds for

these stocks, but the warning has heretofore

fallen on unheeding ears. The allurement

of 20 or 25 per cent annual returns (hardly

ever do the premises fall below this) have

proved too strong.

Moreover, as a rule, the promoter asks

only for one fourth of the stock subscrip-

tion in cash—being his share of the full

amount—taking notes for the balance,

and usually holding out the further induce-

ment that the stock dividends will be so

large the company will never call for the

remaining three fourths of the stockholder's

investment, but will return the notes un-

cashed. They have a habit of showing up

at the bank for collection at maturity,

however. Long before that time the pro-

moter has passed on to other companies

and other fields.

Louis B. Franklm, director of Liberty

Loan organizations for the Treasury, is

authority for the statement that between

80 and 90 per cent of fraudulent securities

are now being marketed by giving stocks

in exchange for Liberty bonds, which are

sold by the promoters. The further state-

ment is made by Richard Morse, represent-

ing the Investment Bankers' Association,

that between $250,000,000 and $500,000-

000 of fraudulent securities, not passed on

by the Capital Issue Committee and not

recognized by organized investment bank-

ers, have been marketed in the United

States within the last year.
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Keep Track

of

KNOW exactly how much yoa
spend for what you buy and

exactly how much you take in for
what you sell. Keep track of
every account easily with Bick-
more's Farm Account Book. En-
ables you to file accurate Income
tax and helps you gruard your pro-
fits. With the book we will send)
you a trial size lot of

Bickmore's Gall Cure
—standard remedy for bruises,
cuts, rope burns or any wounds
on horses or cattle. Cures collar
and saddle grails while the horse
works—no lost time! Fine for
chapped teats on cows. Heats
mange and other skin diseases.
Note the work-horse trademark.
Send • letter now for Farm

Account Book and Trial Size of
Bickmore's Gall Cure. Please
enclose 10c to help pay for post-
age and packing. Address,

SPECIAL FEATURES
The book shows you

how to keep crop costs
by lots; labor charges
against crop; crop ro-
tation records. Con-
tains also a table to
keep accurate record
of your breedin g—
dates, etc. Also a
Workman's Time Sheet
and Wage Table—saves
a world of bother. Also
pages for inventory:
table of standard
weights of all farm pro-
ducts* Also directions
as to how to measure
land; corn on cob in
cribs; hay in different
style stacks, etc., etc.

THE BICKMORE CO., Box 41, Old Town, Maine.

A Real Farm Necessity
Get This

SMOKE
HOUSE
Don't sell all your

bogs and pay big
butchei bills. Save
enough for yourown
use and smoke hams,
bacon, sausages in
the National Giant
Smoke House. This
wonderful smoke house
is portable Can be oper-
ated in and out-doors.
Runs on sawdust, cobs
and little bark for sea-
soning. The

NATIONAL GIANT
' PORTABLE "

SMOKE HOUSE
ib a great success. After amoldng meats use
for store house. Made in 3 sizes of heavy
galvanized steel. Fireproof. Guaranteed.

Send for FREE Book
which gives prize-winning: recipes for Cur-
ing Hams, Bacon. Sausages, at home. Also
getour speciallowprices* write today sure.

PORTABLE ELEVATOR MFG. COMPANY
354McClun Street Bloomlngton, III.

NOTICE
Gettheorig-
inal National
Giant Porta-
ble Smoke
House,

Beware of
Imitations or
Experiments.

TUTTLE THREADER HAY PRESS
Two Men Less
No Block
No Bale Ties

Square End
on Bales

Saves 40%
ing Cost

Write for sni

Cash Oner

THE TUTTLE
1311 Ottawa St.

MOTOR PRESS CO.
LEAVENWORTH, KAN.

"My, what a relief!
"

THAT rheumatic twinge doesn't bother
you long after you've had the aching
part bathed with the old standby

—

Sloan's Liniment. You just put a little on
—it doesn't stain the skin—gently pat it,

and it penetrates, sending a warm, soothing

glow through the tortured part.

It stands alone in promoting Quick relief from after-effects

of exposure, lumbago, sciatica, muscle and joint strains, pain
strains, and stiffness, neuraloia, bruises. There's a success-
ful record of 37 years back of Sloan's Liniment.

Keep, a big bottle ready for use
minute. 30c, 60c and S1.20.

-it may be any

Poultry Windbreaks
By R. G. Kirby

IAST spring a severe windstorm picked
-t up one of our 8x19 colony houses in an

exposed position and turned it over, while
smaller houses in a nearby orchard were
not moved. It proved to me the value of
plantings for protecting small poultry
buildings. Evergreens form one of the
best windbreaks on the poultry farm at all

seasons. I find the farm flock which can
range in an area protected from the wind
will be out scratching when the birds with
an unprotected range must remain in the
house. Frequently on bright days the wind
will be severe. Hens can stand the cold,

Five dozen eggs, unsorted, from the lay-
ing house, as like in shape, color, and
size as peas in a pod. Such uniformity
is not just luck. Selection and breed-
ing turned the trick, and it pays

but they cannot forage in a strong wind.
When the feathers remain close to the
body the bird can keep warm, but when
the cold wind can penetrate the fluff the
bird is soon chilled.

Fruit trees are some protection to poultry
houses even in winter, and furnish shade
during the summer as well as some profit
from the fruit. However, in the winter the
evergreen hedge makes the most satis-

factory windbreak. When a colony house
in a field is turned wrong side up and a
brood coop in an orchard is not moved, it

shows the advantage of wind protection
on a poultry farm.

Ducks and Gardens
By W. B. Collins

I TRIED out a labor-saving practice in

my garden by taking advantage of ducks
as an aid to weed-killing and insect-destroy-
ing. I divided the garden into two parts

—

one in which to pasture the ducks, the
other to be duckless.

In the duck garden, which is enclosed
with poultry netting, garden crops were

"Not supper-time yet, duckies"

grown which were not easily injured by
ducklings—such crops as sugar corn,

potatoes, tomatoes, squash, cucumbers,
rhubarb, and cane and bush fruits. The
ducklings devoured innumerable harmful
insects and were of material help clearing

the garden of multitudes of tender sprout-
ing weeds. Of course, if the garden is very
small, but few ducks could be safely con-
fined in the enclosure. Even though ducks
do not scratch, the continual tramping of

many webbed feet over a small area would
injure small and delicate plants.

Dr. Hess Poultry

PAN-A-CE-A
Will belp make your

liens lay now

Feeding wormy animals is wasting food
They eat more but they do not thrive.

Every farmer wants to be up to the limi

of production now while the hungry worldl
is calling for food. Make every pound of feeo

you feed do its whole duty.

Drive out the worms and condition your stocH
for growth, for milk, for work—for beef, mut
ton and pork, by feeding Dr. Hess Stock Tonic!

Eliminate Waste and Increase Production

Over three million farmers in the United States an(
Canada are feeding Dr. Hess Stock Tonic regularljl

BECAUSE
it means healthy, thrifty animals free from worms 1

It contains Tonics to improve the appetite, Laxatives ml
the bowels, Vermifuges to expel worms, Aids for digest

Hon, Ingredients which have a favorable action on th\§

liver and kidneys.

The dealer in your town will sell you Dr. Hess Stoclf
Tonic according to your needs and refund your mone]|
if it does not do what is claimed. Buy 2 lbs. for eacjfl

average hog, 5 lbs. for each horse, cow or steer, to star||

with. Feedas directedand seehow your animals thrive

Why pay the peddler twice my price? L

25-lb. Pail, $2.25 100-lb. Drum. $7.50

Except in the far West South and Canada
Smaller packages in proportion

Dr. BESS & CLARK, Ashland, Ohi<

Dr.Hess Instant Louse Killer Kills Lice

DEATH TO HEAIfESIKWTON'S
HEAVE, COUGH, DISTEMPER

AND INDIGESTION COMPOUND cures
Heaves by correcting the cause—Indigestion. Prevents Colic,
Staggers, etc. Best Condi-
tioner and WormExpeller.
26 years' sale. Three large
cans guaranteed to cure

Heaves or money refunded. The 1st or
2nd can often cures. S-60 and SI. 10 per can at dealers'

prepaid by parcel post. Booklet free.
THE NEWTON REMEDY COiWPANY, Toledo, Ohio

&PoU
EvilFistula

Approximately 10,000 cases are 1

successfully treated each year with

Fleming's Fistoform ^

No experience necessary: easy and simple; just a lit-

tle attention every fifth day. Price $2.50 a bottle

—

your money refunded iff it falls. Send for free copy of
FLEMING'S VEST-POCKET VETERINARY ADVISER
Valuable for its information upon diseases of horses

, and cattle. 197 pases, 67 illustrations. Write today.

I Fleming Bros., Chemists 4%£%S££?m.

m2\DOWN and
One Year
To Pay

(

ForanySize—Direct from Factory
You can now get one of these splendid money-making, labor-sav-

ing machines on a plan whereby it will earn its own cost and more
before you pay. You won't feel the cost at all.

BUYS
THE

No. 2} Junior—a light running, easy cleaning, close skimming, durable,
fully guaranteed separator. Skims 120 quarts per hour. We also make four other
sizes up to our big 800 lb. capacity machine shown here—all sold at similar low prices

_ and on our liberal terms of only $2 down and a year to pay,

$38 ™s N= BUTTERFLY
^"F No. 2) Junior—a light running, easy cleaning, close skimming, du

PatentedOne-Piece
Aluminum Skim-
ming Device, Rust
Proof and Easily

Cleaned — Low
Down Tank — Oil

Bathed Ball Bear-
ings— Easy Turn-
ing — Sanitary
Frame—Open Milk

and Cream Spouts.

GUARANTEED
A LIFETIME30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

Against defects In material and workmanship
You can have 30 days' FREE trial and see for yourself
how easily one of these splendid machines will earn
its own cost and more before you pay. Try it along-
side of any separator you wish. Keep it if pleased.
If not you can return it at our expense and we will
refund your S2 deposit and pay the freight charges
both ways. You won't be out one penny. You take
no risk. Postal brings Free Catalog Folder and direct
from factory offer. Buy from the manufacturers!
and save money. Write TODAY.

ALBAUGH-D0VER COMPANY, 2139 Marshall Blvd., Chicago, III
!

Liniment
Kills Pain



FARM AND FIRESIDE

|W^njwtoMake

ExtraThisYear
IfOU can do it. Ill help you. Mr. Thos. Ashley, KimbalT,

S. D.. says thatfrom his Old Trusty he sold S350 worth of
eggs, $200 worth of pullets, $200 worth of roosters, has 60 hens
left and does not count what family used.

H. F. McDonald, of Manchester, Iowa, usingr one Old
Trusty, says, "My poultry sales for 10 months are $1084.00. " Poultry
raisers are making money this year. Send me your name and

Get My New Book
About Chickens
and let me put you on the road to a big poultry in-
come. This book is more than a catalog. It's a
poultry book filled with practical information—the
kind that 99 out of 100 poultry raisers want. Size,
9 s 12 inches.

800,000 satisfied customers say that you are not
trying out someone's experiment when you
get Old Trusty. Handy home sizes—with or
without metal cover. Write today.
HARRY JOHNSON, "Incubator Man"

M. M. JOHNSON COMPANY
CLAY CENTER, NEB.

We Pay
Freight or Express on

^ Old Trusty INCUBATORS
and

B ROOD E RS

10
tar

Guarantee

Don't take
^chances. Find
out what an incuba-
tor is made of before
ouying. Catalog and sample of
natenal used sent free. Wewill
end you these two machines,
reight prepaid East of Rock-
;s on 30 DAYS' free trail.

J 1^ Machines $H M
OtJl£SH0nli,I4

Visconsins are made of genuine California
tedwood. Incubatorshave double walls, air
pace between, double glass doors, copper
anks, self-regulating. Shipped complete
rith thermometers, egg tester, lamps,
tc, ready to run. Send today for our
ew 1919 catalog, free and postpaid.
arte Size 180 EGG INCUBATOR
iND BROODER, BOTH $17.25.

MSC0NSIH INCUBATOR CO.
Sox 48 Racine,Wis.

EGGS A DAY FROM

23 HENS, IN WINTER

Duni's Hens Hadn't Laid All Winter,

Until He Tried This Plan

"e have 23 chickens and hadn't had an egg all

;r. In five days after feeding Don Sung, we got
:o five eggs a day; in three weeks, we were getting
12 eggs a day; in five weeks we got 15 to 19 eggs
-."—John Duni, Box 102, Cherry Valley, Pa.
. Duni started giving his hens Don Sung last

;'iry, in zero weather. He now keeps his hens
in cold weather, when hens usually stop laying,
il costs nothing. Here's our offer:

e your hens Don Sung and watch results for one
h. If you don't find that Don Sung pays for

and pays you a good profit besides, simply tell us
I *our money will be refunded,
n Sung (Chinese for egg-laying) works directly on
?g-laying organs, and is also a splendid tonic. It

iily given in the feed, improves the hen's health,

s her stronger and more active in any weather,
tarts her laying.
' Don Sung for 30 days and if it doesn't get you
5gs, no matter how cold or wet the weather, your
y will be refunded by return mail. Send 50 cents
for a packagebymail prepaid. Burrell-Dugger Co.,
Columbia Bldg.. Indianapolis. Ind.

HOW ONE WOMAN MAKES

MONEY WITH HENS
That a few hens will pay household living ex-

penses has been demonstrated by Mrs. John
Hicks, Laurens, S. C, who gathered 678 eggs

from 32 hens in 28 days. Mrs. Hicks accom-
plished this wonderful record by giving her hens
a little Concentrated Egg Tonic in their drink-

ing water every day. Many poultrymen are

doubling their egg yield and profits by using

Rockledge Egg Tonic, which revitalizes the flock

and makes hens lay. If you want to make
money with your hens by all means have Mrs.
Firman L. Carswell, 480 Gateway Station, Kan-
sas, City, Mo., send you a season's supply of

this wonderful Egg Tonic for SI.00 (prepaid).

Two big Kansas City banks guarantee if you
are not absolutely satisfied your dollar will be
returned on request and the Egg Tonic will

cost you nothing. Send a dollar today, or write

Mrs. Carswell for her FREE BOOK, which tell:

how you can make money with poultry.

Mankato Incubator prepaid
A high grade batcher direct from factory
to uBer at bed-rock price, made by experta
of 26 years experience. Haaredwood case,
triple walls, copper hot water tank, self

regulator, nursery .large oil tank-one filling

to hatch, safety lamp. All latest improve-
ments. Safe, simple, durable and a sore
hatcher. All set up ready for use. Fully
guaranteed. Largest factory in northwest.
Write for free book and catalog.

Box 722, Mankato, Minn.

Ex. Prepaid
Quick Delivery

MANKATO INCUBATOR CO

NDIAN RUNNER DUCK CULTURE
Finest illustrated duck book published. Tells
how to hatch and care for greatest egg produc-

ing fowl on earth. How to get a start.
Quotes low prices on stock and eggs of
finest strains. Sent for 5 cent postage.
Berry's Farm. Box 143. Clarinda. Iowa

Chickens Sick?—Use Germozone
Roup, colds, bowel troubles, sore head, limber neck, etc.
At dealers or postpaid 75 cts. with 5-book Poultry Library.
GEO. H. LEE CO., Dept. 450, OMAHA, NEB.

>AbrPOULTI1V
PEARL GRIT—The Double Purpose
Grit—prepares food forgood digestion—gives hens the necessary elements f
egg making, ask your dealer or send 1

for 1 b.pi; g.postpaid. Bookie
of poultry remedies free.^

*

The Ohio Marble Co.,
'ClevelanJSt.Piqua,C

Farm Women!
Your Chance to Serve
Help Uncle Sam by raising more poultry.
Eggs and poultry release "red meats" to
feed the fighters. For best results, equip
your machines with Tycot Incubator and
Tycos Brooder Thermometer*. They are
accurate and easy to read.

Tyco* Incubator Thermometer . . each $ .90
Tycos Certified Incubator Thermometer " 1.25
Tycot Brooder Thermometer ....** .90
Tycot Incubator Hygrometer . . . . " 1.75

m ik jeor dealer. IIhe cannot or vrill not supply yon. remit direct to ui. Send for booklet. jiLg

laybrlmtrwnejaCompame^ 134 Ames St., Rochester, H.Y. 11

Pests, Seen and Unseen
By George D. Horton

AS I go from one poultry farm to another
l in my poultry investigative work, I

find that external poultry parasites and
pests come in for constant attention, but
the enemies of our poultry flocks which are
hidden in the digestive and intestinal

tracts as a rule are but little considered.
Nevertheless, these internal pests are a
constant menace to the thrift and produc-
tiveness of our birds. Worm infested
fowls cannot be prolific layers, and the in-

ternal parasites continue to spread from
from bird to bird.

If it were more generally known that
there is a weed growing in practically every
section of our country which is an excellent

worm remedy for poultry, it would help
much to overcome the common worm
troubles in poultry flocks. This plant is

called the Jerusalem oak, or American
wormseed, which is easily recognized by its

thin, narrow-serrated leaves and peculiar
odor.
The treatment that I find to be successful

is to break the leaves and stems of the plant
into small pieces, then placing them in a
tightly closed glass jar and covering them
with gasoline. After standing three days the
medicated gasoline is used as a stock supply.
Treatment is to give each fowl suspected
of having worms one teaspoonful of the
medicated gasoline in a moist mash fed in

the morning when the birds are hungry.
If the mash containing the medicine is not
readily eaten, reduce the feed for one day,
then distribute the mash so that the fowls
will get an equal quantity.
The following morning give each adult

bird one-third teaspoonful of Epsom salts

dissolved in hot water and mixed with a
small quantity of mash.
As a worm preventive the Jerusalem

oak can be fed effectively as green food to

poultry kept in confinement, as it is readily

eaten and relished by yarded fowls.

If in doubt about the identity of the
plant, get your -druggist to help you.
But while I am on this subject of poultry

hindrances, let me briefly give the exper-
ience of a thoroughgoing poultry-keeping
friend of mine who early in 1916 bought a

new place with which to enlarge his oper-

ations. Here is his account of his winning
fight against external poultry pests which
he had to face on his new farm:

"Poultry with us has always been a
source of nice side-line profit. But after

buying our new farm, the first season's

poultry operations hardly broke even,
practically half of our choice young stock
being destroyed by pests—rats, cats,

weasels, crows, hawks, owls, and foxes.

"In the fall we began a systematic cam-
paign to safeguard our poultry by relaying

concrete floors in every permanent build-

ing in which poultry was to be kept. Like-
wise, the sidewalls were protected by small-

mesh wire screen. Also pest-proof screened

This plant (American wormseed) makes
short work of poultry parasites

yards and runs were supplied for young
stock until beyond the age of greatest

danger. In connection with fencing out
the pests, we have made use of poison,

traps, and shotguns, and have also de-

stroyed every breeding place possible, such
as junk and lumber piles, so that there

were no places in which the pests could
hide. Result: Our losses this season are

not worth considering, and the poultry
saved will pay twice over the cost of im-
provements made.

"Since coming to our new farm I have
hit on a new dust-bath aid for winter use

—

dust from the oiled road adjoining our
place. It does not dry out nearly as much
as ordinary dust. Hens never seem to

mind a dust-laden atmosphere, but the

If yon L
want the Inco-v
bator that will
Rive you the very
most in satisfaction—the
biggest hatches of healthy, I
vigorous chicks at the low-
est cost and with the least
trouble and labor--USE AN X-RAY. It's the!
MODERN, UP-TO-DATE HATCHING MA-
CHINE—with more improvements and refine-
ments than you'll find on any other machine. 20 .

BIG EXCLUSIVE FEATURES—EVERY ONE OF 1

PRACTICAL, PROVEN VALUE. The X-Ray pays
for itself in better hatches and In economy of opera-
tjon. We maintain a Service Department to solve all

poultry problems for our friends.

20 Big Features of the World's Superior
Incubator!
Twenty wonderful Im-
provements—found on
no other machines.
Before buying- any in-
cubator find out about
the X-Ray Radiator
Heater, X-Ray Vapor
Generator, X-Ray Gas
Arrester, X-Ray "One
Fill During Hatch" Ofl

Tank, X-Ray Automatic
Regulator, X-Ray Hinged
Glass Top.and all the other
Improvements.

Write For Big Hew
Catalog No. 212

B»nd»omoTy Illustrated Id
colors. Fall

line of
X-Ray In-
cubators & ]
Broodera.

X-RAY

INCUBATOR
|

CO,

Dei Moines
|

Iowa

Get More Eggs
On Less Feed

Egg prices this winter will undoubtedly be the
highest in the world's history* Those who know
how to feed to get winter eggs will reap enormous
profits, while improper methods mean a loss.

Prof. T. E. Quisenberry, one of the world's great-

est poultry authorities and President of the American
Poultry School, Box 922, Leavenworth, Kansas, has
issued a 16-page bulletin on "How and What to Feed
For Heavy Egg Production and to Cut the Cost of

Feed." This Bulletin will be mailed Free to inter-

ested readers, while they last. Hundreds of hens fed

and cared for under Prof. Quisenberry 's direction

have laid 200 to 298 eggs per year, while the normal
production according to U. S. Government reports is

60 to 80 eggs per year. Write today for your copy
of this valuable Bulletin.

Q A DDrrilC Most Profitable chickens,Ut DnCtUO clucks, geese and tur-
keys. Choice, pure-bred, hardy northern
raised. Fowls, eggs, incubators at low prices,
America's greatest poultry farm. 26 years
in business. Valuble new 112 page Poul-
try Guide and Catalog free. Write today.

NEUBERT CO., Box 829. Mankato, Minn.

$lf|95 buys 140-Egg

|||= Champion

Belle City Incubator
Prize Winning Model— Double Fibre

Board Case, Hot-Water, Cop-
per Tank, Nursery, Self-Reg-
ulated Safety Lamp, Ther-
mometer Holder, Egg Tester. With
$6.35 Hot-Water, Double Walled
140-Chick Irooder-both only $15.95

Freight Prepaid
East of Rockies—allowed towards Express
and to points beyond. I ehip quick from
Buffalo, AI iuneapolis ,Kansas City or Racine.
Used by UncleSam and
Agri'l Colleges.With this i

GuaranteedHatching
Outfit and my Guide
Book for setting up and
operating you can make
a big income.—And my

j

Special Offers
provide ways for

.

you tomake extra
money. Save time

(

—Order now,or
write today for
my Free Catalog,
"Hatching Facts"—
It tells all. Jim Rohan; Pres.

Belle City Incubator Co., Boi 100, Racine, Wis.
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poultry keeper does. The oiled dust, more-
over, is obnoxious to lice, and is a worth-
while ally in combating them. Crude oil

is a dust preventive applied in summer
to many thousands of miles of main roads,
and poultry keepers should give dust from
these oiled roads a trial. Of course, the
same result can be secured by moistening
unoiled road dust or garden soil with a little

crude oil.

Speeding Up the Bee
By B.H. Smith

BEES have a name for being busy; but
L. E. Mercer's bees weren't busy

enough to suit him, so this bee man of
southern California hit on a plan to help
them to more shining hours to improve.
The plan, backed by a big motor truck,

He makes the bees live up to their

reputation

worked so well that last season he added
15 tons of honey to his average yield—

a

$3,600 extra profit.

Mr. Mercer's apiary is in a canyon,
famed for its wild sage, northwest of Los
Angeles. Wild sage makes fine honey, but
it doesn't bloom until midsummer, and so
the springtime hours were wasted—until
one March midnight when Mr. Mercer,
while the bees were fast asleep, slipped
them on board the truck. When they awoke
they were 70 miles away, in the foothills
where the orange groves were in full bloom.
The bees stored orange-blossom honey

until wild sage time, and then one morning
they awoke back at their home workshop.
Then, when the wild sage quit blooming,
they had a trip to the bean fields of Ventura
County. In all, they put in over two
months' extra labor.
Bees have been moved before to lengthen

their season, but going by wagon or
freight train always means the breaking
of comb and the loss of bees, and now and
then a lot of trouble when a few excited
bees would land on, a horse. Motoring
along on a good road, the bees arrive be-
fore they have time to get mad about it,

and then they get right up and go to work,
and never think of striking for overtime.

Sea. Food Saves Meat
By A. H. Pulver

THE present extreme demands being
made on our food supplies is causing

critical attention to be directed to every
possible new source of supply. In New
York the State Conservation Commission
has in recent years placed millions of
"fingerlings" in the "pocket" waters of
Lake Ontario. The result is that the State
is making fish farms along the margins of
the lake. "Greenbacks" are the principal
fish stocked in Lake Ontario proper, though
the commission through the state hatchery
is restocking the inland lakes and smaller
streams of New York with trout, bass, and
other game fish.

During the netting season for green-
backs the fish are taken by the ton. So
great is the catch at times that the boats
have to put back to land and unload be-
fore finishing the net run. These fish are sold
at the docks for a modest price. Generally
they are bought in quantity and salted for
winter use. Each fall the state hatchery
men set nets from which the female fish are
taken for their eggs.
The method of hatching is different from

that used with trout. From one quart of
eggs the average hatch is 100,000. These
are put in glass jars, two feet deep and
eight inches in diameter. A rubber tube
admits water to the bottom of the jar and
the eggs are constantly stirred by its force.
As the fry hatch they rise to the surface

and are carried out through a small spill-

way into a large tank painted black in
order that the little white fish may be more
easily seen.

MAKES

OUT OF
LOAFERS

I $1^2 _

As America's foremost poultry expert I predict that eggs are going
to retail for a dollar a dozen this winter. Right now the retail price is from 50c
to 75c per dozen in some of the large cities. At a dollar a dozen poultry raisers
are going to make tremendous egg profits. You, too, can make sure of a big
egg yield by feeding your hens a few cents' worth of "More Eggs" tonic.
This product has been tried, tested and proven. It is acknowledged the best and most suc-
cessful egg producer on the market today. Every day that you don't use it means that you
are losing money. Don't delay. Start with a few cents' worth of "More Eggs" tonic now.

Got 117 Eggs Instead of 3
That's the experience of one poultry raiser who wrote me. A. P. Woodard of St. Cloud, Fla.,
writes:

. "I get from 40 to 50 eggs a day now. Before using 'More Eggs' I was getting only 8 or 9 eggs
a day. Here are the experiences of a few others of the hundreds who write me:

"160 Hens—125 Dozen Eggs"
E. J. Reefer: Waverly, Mo.

I have fed two boxen of More Egzs Tonic tomy hens and I think my hens have broken the
record for efres. I have 160 White Leghorns and
from March 25 to April 15 I sold 1^5 dozen eces.

MRS. H. M. PATTON.
"15 Hens—310 Eggs"

E. J. Reefer: Turner Falls, Mass.
I used your More Egg-a Tonic and from Decem-

ber 1 to February 1, from 15 hens, I eot 310 eg-g-s.
Your remedies are Just what you claim them to
be. MRS. C. R. STOUGHTON.

"Laid all Winter"
Dear Mr. Reefer: Lackawanna, N. Y.

I gave the tablets to my hens and in three
weeks they began laying and laid all winter. I
never saw anything like them in the world.

Yours truly, MRS. ALBERT SMITH,
Penna. R. R. Ore Docks.

"37 Eggs a Day"
E. J. Reefer: Elwood, Indiana.

That More Eggs Tonic is simply grand. When
I started using it they did not lay at all, now I
get 37 eggs a day. Yours truly.

EDGAR E. J. LINNIGER.

" Increase from 2 to 45 Eggs a Day"
Reefer's Hatchery: Derby, Iowa.

Since I began the use of your More Eggs Tonic
2 weeks ago lam getting 45 eggs a day, and be-
fore I was only getting 2 or 3 a day.

Yours truly, DORA PHILLIPS.

"Doubles Egg Production"
E.J. Reefer: Paradise, Texas.

I have been using More Eggs Tonic 3 or 4
weeks and must say it is fine. My egg production
has been doubled. J. C. KOENINGER.

"48 Dozen in One Week"
Dear Mr. Reefer: Woodbury, Tenn.

I can't express how much I have been bene-
fited by answering your ads. I've got more eggs
than I ever did. I sold 42 1X2 dozen eggs last
week, set 4 dozen, ate some and had 11/2 dozen
left. From your friend, MRS. LENA McBROON.

"Increase From 8 to 36 Eggs a Day"
E. J. Reefer: Shady Bend, Kansas.

I am well pleased with your More Eggs Tonic.
I was only getting 8 or 9 eggs, now I am getting
3 dozen a day. Yours truly, WM. SCHMIDT.

More Eggs Makes Layers Out of Loafers
This is a concentrated tonic, not a food. It consists of every
element that goes toward the making of more eggs. A perfect regulator,
aids digestion, stimulates egg production and builds firm bones and strong
muscles. The foremost authorities in America and poultry raisers from
every state endorse Reefer's " More Eggs " Tonic.

Results Guaranteed!
Here is the facsimile of the guarantee of a million dollar bank|Q
that "More Eggs" will produce results. This million dollar bank guarantees
to refund your money if you are not satisfied. You run no risk,

delay. Every day you wait you are losing money.
So don't

Dollar
Guarantee

Absolute Satisfaction orMoneyBack

National Bank of the Republic

Kansas City, Mo.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN :

I hereby guarantee
that Mr. Reefer will carry-
out his agreement and
this bank further agrees
to return to the customer
the total amount of his
remittance, if Mr. Reefer
fails to do as he agrees.
Very truly yours,

Order Today
Send a dollar today for a
full-sized package of "More
Eggs" tonic; or better yet
send $2.25 at extra special

discount, and get three packages. Three packages is a full season's supply. Don't
put it off. Order now and start your hens making money for you. Remember,
you run no risk. A Million Dollar Bank will refund instantly if you are not
entirely satisfied. If you don't order your More Eggs now at least mark
on the coupon for Mr. Reefer to send you, ABSOLUTELY FREE, his
valuable poultry book that tells the experience of a man who himself has made a
fortune and is helping others to make money out of the poultry business. Act
NOW. Don't wait. Pin a dollar bill to the coupon. Or send $2.25 which will

guarantee your winter's egg supply. Send for this bank-guaranteed egg pro-
ducer NOW. Today! It has helped thousands of othersand will help you, too. Address

E. J. Reefer,
6071 Reefer Building,

Kansas City, Missouri

President

E. J. Reefer,
6071 Reefer Bldg.

Kansas City, Missou':
Enclosed find $ Send I

special discount price, with all charg

prepaid, packages of Mail
Eggs Tonic. Send this with an absolu

Bank Guarantee that you will refund all ri§

money if this tonic is not satisfactory to rrjl

every way.

Name

.

IMPORTANT: If you don't want to try this Bank Guaranteed tor.

at least mail the coupon for my Free valuable poultry books FRE

PnillfrvRnnk Latest and best yet: 1 44r VlflBlI y DUUlt pages, 215 beautiful pictures,
hatching:, rearing, feeding and disease information.
Describes busy Poultry Farm handling 53 pure-bred
varieties and BABY CHICKS. Telia how to choose

fowls, eggs, incubators, sprouters. Mailed for 10 cents.

Berry's Poultry Farm, Box 39, Clarlnda, Iowa

With 30 Days Free Trial Freigkf
An 10 Yr Guarantee Paid
Think of it! Yon can now get this famous

Iron Covered Incubator and California Red-
r wood Brooder on 30 days trial, with a ten-year 1

guarantee, freight paid east of the Rockies.

150 EGG INCUBATOR
CHICK BROODER

Incubator ts covered with galvanized iron, triple walls.
copper tanke, nursery. egrfiT tester. Set up ready to runJ
Brooder is roomy and well made.
Order direct from tbia advertise-
ment—money back if not satis-
fied or Bend for free catalog.

IRONCLAD
INCUBATOR

CO.

POULTRY AND PIGEONS FOR PROFIT
j?\ Foy's big book tells all about it. Contains
s?^5SSISsamany colored plates—an encyclopedia of poul-

try information, poultry nouses, feeding for
eggs, etc. Written by a man who knows.
Sent for 5 cents. Low prices, fowls and eggs.

FRANK F0Y, Box 4, CLINTON, IOWA

Sell More
Poultry

1 Incubators
and

Brooders

Help feed the world
and make more
money for your-
self with
time-
tested ^ ^26 years' expe-

rience. Cabinet-
made— scientifically
itilated. Hot water

heating plant. Write for
^T| II H. Mi*^ Free Catalog—ask about poultry

I IB and eggs, and "Successful" Grain
^kBI^. Sprouters. Famous booklet, "Proper
jH*. Care and Feeding of Chicks, Ducks and

Turkeys," 10 cents.

J. S. Gilcrcsl, President and General Manager
0ES MOINES INCUBATOR CO. 61 Second St., Des Moines, la.

62 BREEDS
Most Profi
Pure-Bred Q u

ens, Geese, Jjji

Turkeys. Hardy fowls, eggs, and Inejf
orsat lowest prices. America's Pioneer PoultrTi

Write for valuable Poultry Book F.i!

F. A. NHUBERT, Box 314, Mankalo,

Hutch!
I Strong
Chick

Greatest Incubator discovery in 50 ye
insures you strong and healthy cm
from all good eggs. Result of 25 yf
experience, and scientific study. ;

Porter Soft-Heat Tubek
Incubator is a combination;

1,

hot water and air—mothers
;

eggs better than anyhen—a|l

heat in any weather overj
eggs. Center heat pJan, onj :

I

quarts of oil. Eggs turn se;J
automatically without red t]

ing tray. Kound egg cham.

_ FREE!—Big Hew Book—FBjj

Tells how you can cut hatching expense m)
_ make poultry raising a pleasant and profiti.

business. Every Porter Soft-Heat Tubeless Incii ....

tor backed with Iron-Clad Guarantee. Write for i ;

*

illustrated book today—it will make you money. .

PORTER INCUBATOR CO. Box 33 BLAIR. NEBRflfg
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Applied Patriotism
Woman has made herself

indispensable to the Nation's

>ar activities. This is being

Jemonstrated daily in many
plendid ways. The telephone

perator takes her place in the

•ont ranks of our "national

rmy" of women.

Back of the scenes, invisi-

ble, her war work is to make
iklephone communication
iossible. Through her the

;
thief of Staff in Washington
peaks to the Cantonment
ommandant in a far-off state.

Ihe touch of her fingers forges

I

I chain of conversation from

hipping Board to shipyard,

Quartermaster General to

apply depot, merchant to

Manufacturer, city to country,

See to home.

Without her this increasing

complexity of military, busi-

ness and civil life could not

be kept smoothly working.

Hers is patriotism applied.

She is performing her part

with enthusiasm and fidelity.

The increasing pressure of

war work continually calls

for more and more telephone

operators, and young women
in every community are an-

swering the summons—
cheerfully and thoughtfully

shouldering the responsibil-

ities of the telephone service

upon which the Nation de-

pends. Each one who an-

swers the call helps speed

up the winning of the war.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

)0ULTRYAmerica
S
nGUIDE

' —tells all about raising chickens, care, teeding,
L Contains beaut i fu 1 colored pictures of bestCDCC'

; : g varieties and best layers, sent absolutely * I*tt
and Poultry lor hatching at special low prices.

MILLER CO., Box 27, Rockford, llllnoi

M
-ANS FOR POULTRY HOUSES!
L STYLES. 160 ILLUSTRATIONS. SEND lOcents.
and Poultry Journal, Dept. 10, Indianapolis, Ind.

inu in Pnnltru Small Investment,
ley in rouiiry Big proms, our
Qnuohc stock pays best. Thousands

, •M|UdUa ol prizes at big shows, best
i, lowest prices, all varieties. Big Free
• tells all about it. Write today.

ent Poultry Farm, Box 31, Des Moines, la.

.UPRISING INCUBATOR
Bargain
ONLY

for the
famous

All I
[Liberty
Hatcher

'GALVANIZED

The greatest in-
cubator valoe at

I any price. Built
|
round with a cen-

I tral heater; nocold
^corners which
mean unhatched

Perfect regulation of heat, ventilation and moiBture,
y chick nursery , visible egg chamber easily accessible,

! wall, water jacketed heat flume, sloping egg tray
i small ends of eggs always downward—enables chicks
velop more perfectly. Economical to oper- & <2 Q£C
>o well-built it lasts a life-time. Priceonly %p\9»*J*9
ler from this advertisement. Send check, money or
*ss order, we ship at once, f . o. b. Quincy, 111. For
oent by parcel post include postage for 17 lbs. weight.

il-sFiED-Ster 30 DAYS' TRIAL
us and we will refund all money you have paid. We
iponsible. In business in Chicago 46 years. Ask your
» You also need our splendid 'Liberty Hover," 70

capacity. oil heated, self regulating. Weighs 14 lb. $4.60x.o.b.
y , III. For larger incubators write today for special catalog.

. Gamp Co., 443 S. Clinton St., Chicago, 111.

INCUBATOR BARGAINS
Before you buy an incubator get our Special Bar-
gain List and new complete catalog of incubators,
brooders, ready built houses, supplies, thoroughbred
poultry, eggs and baby chicks. Write to-day.
Cycle Hatcher Co., 38 Philo Bld'g, Elmira, N. Y.

Turn Stump Land
IntoMoney

Clear your stump land

cheaply— no digging, no

expense for teams and
powder. One man with a

K can rip out any stump
that can be pulled with the

best inch steel cable.

Works by leverage— same
principle as a jack. 100 pound
pull on the lever gives a 48-ton

pull on the stump. Made of the

finest steel—guaranteed against

breakage. Endoned by U. S.

Government experts.

to
Showing

HAND POWER. lasyltvit
oftrationStump

Puller
Write today for special
offer and free booklet on
Land Clearing.

Walter J. Fitzpatrick /.
Box 28

182 Fifth Street
San Francisco
California

Money from Side Lines
By Donald Morton

GIVEN a little plot of ground, either
. in the city or in the country, what
profitable side lines can be had to add

to the income? Herewith will be found the
experiences of a half-dozen landowners,
young and old, no one of the plans being
copyrighted.
A sixteen-year-old boy living at Osh-

kosh, Wisconsin, breeds guinea pigs for

the University laboratory, selling his un-
suspecting subjects for 50 cents a head. He
makes good money and has the pleasure
of realizing that he is helping his parents
pay for the home place by his efforts.

A Georgia girl, a member of the girls'

tomato club of her section, whose story
the United States Department of Agri-
culture vouches for, made one of the most
serious pests of the tomato crop pay all

the expenses of her season's work. She
lives near one of the Southern rivers where
there is good fishing, and one day a couple
of fishermen came to her and offered her
a cent each for all the tomato worms she
would bring them for bait. She had been
catching the worms and killing them any-
way, so in the course of a week she gath-
ered and sold 500. She kept on catching
and selling the worms the remainder of

the season, and when her supply was scanty
she worked in the patches of her neigh-
bors, and was not only paid for her labor
by them, but also for her worms by fisher-

men.
A Kansas City woman makes good

money by raising pheasants for the various
States whose authorities wish to buy the
game birds for their depleted preserves.

that there is more money in raising frogs
than in digging gold. He secures the
necessary food supply in a novel manner,
hanging thick cloths soaked in molasses
around the edge of his ponds, the molasses
catching and holding the flies, which the
frogs eat and thrive upon, with good profit
eventually in their succulent hind legs.

Selecting and sorting rye straws for soda
sippers is the manner in which a young
grain-belt girl makes easy and good pin-
money. She selects straws of uniform
diameter, free from all blemishes, and ties
them up, in even lengths, in neat bundles
of 100 each, selling them through a St.
Louis wholesale drug house which sup-
plies them to soda fountains through the
Middle West generally. The girl is paid
$1.50 a thousand, and finds a ready market
for most of her product, because the compe-
tition is little and her work is good.

Perhaps the Kansan who has turned
the jack rabbit to profit deserves the gold
medal, however, for he is ridding the
country of a pest and making a good living
on the side. He has caught more than
100,000 jack rabbits already, and sold
most of them at an average price of $2
each delivered. Finding a place where
jack rabbits are plentiful, a fence of net-
ting is stretched around 160 acres of land,
with wings extending at intervals at right
angles, the wings ending in a pocket. A
skillful horseman can easily succeed in
driving a jack rabbit into one of these
wings and eventually into one of the pock-
ets, where he is crated and ready for ship-
ment.

A

Speaking' of potatoes, the four loads pictured, grown by A. A. Neale in 1916,

aggregated 41,092 pounds when delivered to his loading station, Montrose, Col-
orado, for which his check was $1,027.30. His entire crop of 40 acres averaged
$596.35 an acre.

No StumpToo B\S

On a few acres in the suburbs she already
has 500 adults and 5,000 baby pheasants,

for which there is a ready and steady
market.

Equally interesting is the case of an
Oklahoma woman who, following the har-

vesting of a mammoth crop of cantaloupes,

shipped six bushels of seed from her melon
patch to one of the largest seed houses in

the country, receiving a good price there-

for. She removed the seeds and dried

them, feeding the melons to her hogs, thus
netting a tidy sum from what otherwise

would have been a loss. Her hogs later

topped the market.
A number of Missouri farmers find it

profitable to haul wagon loads of cobs to

town for shipment to the cob-pipe facto-

ries, which provide a profitable industry
and make the "Missouri Meerschaum"
a classic. According to the State Labor
Bureau, 150,000 bushels of cobs are used
in the manufacture of pipes in a year.

A young city man, a bookkeeper, living

on a suburban tract of three acres near
Des Moines, has discovered good profit

in a few colonies of bees, even going so

far as to keep them on the roof of his

house before he was able to buy the suburb-
an tract which is now his home. Last year,

working before and after store hours, he
sold $1,362 worth of honey, giving him an
income from his bees greater than that
made by keeping books all day long in a
local clothing store.

A California truck gardener has found

Given a little plot of ground, no matter
where, the ambitious and quick-witted
man or woman, boy or girl, can make
good returns if they will only use their

gray matter and hit upon something that
not too many other people are already
doing.

For Better Markets
By John Coleman

RURAL communities organized for

j collective marketing enable the small

producer to obtain good pricess through
-selling products of high quality. The
quality of farm products governs the price

to be obtained, and the efficiency of pro-

duction determines the margin between
cost of production and the selling price.

In producing farm products the farmer is

confronted with the difficulties of supply-

ing a sufficient volume of goods of high

quality to market them individually with

profit. For example, a farmer with a small

portion of a carload of good wheat can

hardly pay the minimum charges on a car

to send his wheat to market without losing

the profit on the superior quality.

If, on the other hand, there were 100

farmers producing a uniformly high grade

of wheat and owning their elevator, it

would be possible for them to secure cars

and fill them to the maximum, thus send-

ing their wheat to market at a miniumm
cost for transportation.
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Does Your Child Get His Rights?
By Helen Johnson Keyes

THIS Age of the Child is making people

think. Wise men and women are

studying him, writing books about
him, making laws for his protection. The
world is determined that children, the men
and women of the near future, shall be
given their rights.

By this, however, is not meant a training

which will allow them to do as they please

—to run wild. Such an education would
not ensure their rights, but destroy them.
Their rights are not acts of license, but a
thorough training for life.

Of course, at all times good parents have
sought to prepare their boys and girls for

usefulness in the world; but there is a de-

cided difference in the way we do it and
the way it used to be done. This difference,

I believe, is a good one. It lies in the fact

that we try to create favorable conditions

in which a child may grow naturally,

whereas, of old, people did not think much
about conditions, but attempted to shape
and mold the child himself by constant
instruction,
punishment,
and rewards.
Our idea now

is to make the
soil—that is, the
home life—as
rich and fertile

as possible for

our youngsters.
Like the farmer
who, when he
has cultivated,
watered, and
drained his gar-
den, feels confi-

dent of a good
crop, so we,
when we have
madehomewhat
it should be,
feel pretty sure
that the char-
acters which we
have planted
will grow into
sturdy men and
women.

If, however,
we are careless
of the home gar-
den and let our
children grow
up in shallow or
unsympathetic
surroundings,
not all the
teaching,
preaching,
and punishing
in the world
will make them
strong and fine,

any more than water and sunshine given
to ripe vegetables after they lie in the pan
ready for cooking will make them large and
of a delicious flavor if they have been grown
in uncultivated soil.

By children's rights, then, we mean a
thorough training for life, and they must
receive this training in good homes—homes
which are good for them.
What does the home which is good for

children have?
It has a spirit of partnership, for this

gives children the training in helpfulness
and in the power to co-operate which is

their right.

All children older than three or four
years can perform certain daily tasks of

real usefulness. Mothers should study the
powers of their children and give them to
do that of which they are capable.

It is at this tender age that little people
are most anxious to help, but because their

efforts are slow and blundering it is natural
to check them and perform the labor one's
self. Then they grow up with the habit of
not doing, and when they are older we
blame them for selfishness.

There ought to be a family council in
which are discussed the best color for the
new barn and the best fencing for the fields.

The children must express their views and
be shown the reasons which guide their
elders. Thus they will feel that the home
is theirs and worth making sacrifices for.

The home which is good for children
allows the young people to own and de-
velop property, for so are cultivated a
sense of responsibility, a perception of the
manner in which we reap what we sow, and
a respect for contracts.

Give them a garden plot, or a calf, or a
pig, or some poultry; let them have the

Here's a youngster who has his own vege-
table patch. He gladly pays rent for the

land he uses, and whatever he makes is his

care of these and the profits from them,
minus rent for the land or the price of

feed which you have supplied.

Make your agreement before they en-
gage in the work, and then be true to it.

If you take from them the crops, or the
milk, or the eggs which they have produced,
without paying them, you perform an act

of injustice which will teach them dis-

honesty and lead them to conclude in their

hearts that "might is right" in this life.

You will deprive them of the training in

honesty which is their due.
The home which is good for children

gives them rooms of their own, as far as is

possible. When children do not know from
night to night in what room they are to
sleep, when they keep their things in "any
old place," sharing closets and drawers
helter-skelter with other members of the
family, they miss their rights—the right

to a training in neatness and refinement
which it is our duty to give them.
You do not need to do much furnishing. If

yougivethe
1 ' girls an empty

room, liberty to
take what they
like from the
attic, a few dol-

lars and some
free time, they
will create a
cozy place of it.

And this cozy
place may make
the girl of dis-

orderly habits
neat, and the
girl of irritable

temper sunny
and good hu-
mored. It is at
least worth a
trial.

A decent mir-
ror and good
washing ar-
rangements will

make a sudden
difference in
your boy's man-
ners; and good
manners are the
right of every
child, for with-
out them no-
body accom-
plishes great
things in the
world.
The home

which is good for

children must
have a welcome
for the boys and
girls of neigh-

bors. There are certain lessons which our
young people need to learn in order to be
successful in life which they can learn
only from other boys and girls. They
must measure their strength against that
of playmates of their own ages, in order to
learn self-control. They must understand
what the consequences of acts are when
these consequences are not produced by
the superior authority of grown-ups, but
by the judgment of equals.
The home which is good for children in-

sists on lots of rest, sleep, play, and fresh
air. Every parent ought to read a few
simple books which tell how much may
fairly be expected of children at different

ages. I am afraid the tendency on the farm
is to work them too hard, just as the tend-
ency in the cities is to give them too little

responsibility.
It is a terrible thing to send little boys

out to plow; it is cruel to fill the early
mornings so full of chores that the boys
and girls go off to school tired. Parents
must learn how much sleep, play, and food
is necessary at different stages of growth.

It will avail nothing to extend the acres
of the farm, to free its mortgages, and put
up fine buildings, if the best crop of the
farm—the children—lose their souls.

We love what is lovable, what is jolly and
just and kind. If we do not make our homes
jolly and just and kind, we need not expect
our children to love them or remain in

them when they arrive at the age of inde-
pendence.

Note: Upon request and receipt of a self-

addressed stamped envelope, sent to Mrs. Keyes
in care of Farm and Fireside, 381 Fourth
Avenue, New York City, a list of books written
to help mothers in bringing up their boys and
girls will be mailed to you.
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The
New

and EasierWay
to Better Housekeeping
T^O away with housekeeping drudg-

ery. Do away with back breaking,

stooping, stretching, bending and climb-

ing. Get an O-Cedar Polish Mop.
With it you clean, dust and polish all at one

time. Use it on the floors, on oil cloth and linoleum,

too. Also for reaching the tops

of doors and other high places.

The O-Cedar Polish Mop makes
housework a pleasure.

does away with hard work. It

gives a hard, dry, lasting lustre

to hard wood, painted or var-

nished floors.

Sold on Trial
Simply deposit the price

—

$1, $1.25 or $1.50 -with your
dealer, for an O-Cedar
Polish Mop on trial.

If you are not de
lighted with the work
it does, and the time

it saves, your
money will be
refunded with
out a ques-
tion.

ililii
FLASHLIGHT

Given
OR CHOICE WATCH,

CAMERA OR RIFLE
/or selling only 30 packs L^s

asstd. Vegetable Seeds at\
10c per large pack. Easy to

sell. EARN BIG MONEY or premiums. We
trust you with seeds until sold. Address;

AMERICAN SEED COMPANY
Lancaster, Pa.

Box 19

GetThis Gas
And the AGENCY
in YOUR Territory
Drive a new 1919 Birch '

SUPER - FOUR and make
jgood money selling- Birch '

cars to your friends and ^
neighbors. They are fully W.B.,32x3>£tlrea
guaranteed. Prompt shipments. Write quick for full information.

RIRPIJ ftflflTAB PJtDC °eo*- 170 - SIE.MadJsonSlDlnUn HSU I UnuAIld Chicago - Illinois

What 15c& YouS Nation's Capital
_ ^r"T? The little matter of 15c in stamps or coin will brine you thePathfind.The little matter of 15c in stamps or coin will brine you the Path And-

13 weeks on trial. The Pathfinder is an illustrated weekly, published
the Nation's center* for the Nation ; a paper that prints all the news oft?

world and tells the truth and only the truth; now in its 26th year. This p
per fills the bill without emptying the purse; it costs but Si a year. If y<.

wantto keep posted on what is going onin the world, attheleastexpen
, _ of time or money, this is your means. If you want a paper in your hon 1

which Is sincere, reliable, entertaining1

, wholesome, the Pathfinder is yours. If you would appreciate a paper which puts everythii

clearly, fairly, briefly—here it is. Send 15c to show that you might like sucha paper, and we will send the Pathfinder on probation t

weeks. The 15c does not repay us, but we are glad to invest in new friends. The Pathfinder, Box 45, Washington, D.
;

Washington, the home of the Pathfinder, is the
nerve center of civilization; history is being
made at this world capital* The Pathfinder's
illustrated weekly review gives you a clear, im-
partial and correct diagnosis of public affairs
during these strenuous, epoch - making days.
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Should Farm Children Stay at Home?
Does ease and modest success in the city compare with work and success on the

old home place? This mother says no

As told to Mary Quint Walker

A BIG magazine recently asked one mother and

s
l\ father in various walks of life if they would
[choose for their children the business they had
j
spent their lives in. The list was made up of

i bankers, lawyers, farmers, doctors, detectives,

jj engineers, politicians, manufacturers, and others,
i Almost without exception they answered no, and
went on to enumerate the disadvantages of their

particular business.

The truth is that we
are too close to the de-

tails of the business we
are in to know whether it

[is desirable or not. It

jisn't so much your actual

{occupation as the atti-

tude in which you ap-

proach it that counts.

jThere is big success in al-

|most any business for

.the person who goes at it

a big way, and likes

Jim laughed in his quiet way, and said that the farm
wasn't such a bad place—one was sure of a square meal,
anyway. This always made me angry, and I would re-
ply that I supposed he thought that food and shelter were
all that were needed, and I would be more determined
than ever that the children should have their chance.
When the girls were but wee tots' of two and three, I
made up my mind that they should never marry farmers.

It sounds silly when I write it, but it is not strange
that I had such thoughts, for thirty-five years ago a farm

m
lit. The Editor.

I
SUPPOSE there are

many mothers, like my-
self, who wish that they
could retrace their

steps. When we begin

(to grow old we see and regret

/our foolish mistakes,

j
I was a farmer's daughter,

'and I am a farmer's wife.

[My father believed in getting

hip in the summertime at

ithree o'clock, and in the

printer at four. Every other

(member of the family had to

"do the same, and he pro-

vided plenty of work to fill

the long hours, too. How I

hated the farm! and in the

imorning, when I went shiv-

ering to the back pasture

after the cows, I vowed that

I would not do such work all

jof my life. I usually milked

out in the pasture, and I

'would warm my bare feet

'by sitting down on the place

made warm by the .cows.

In those days cattle were not

given the care that they re-

ceive to-day, and they some-

times remained out at night

until nearly winter.

As I milked I built air

castles. In the future I was
to be a "city lady" and have

no work to do. No longer

would I have to plant and

dig potatoes, work in the

hayfields, help with the har-

vest, feed pigs, and milk

2ows. I, too, would have

oretty dresses and soft,

white hands. On the rare

occasions that I went to

town I gazed with admira-

tion at the girls who did not

look countrified. Years ago

t was an easy matter to

bick out a farmer's wife or

paughter.
!
But, after all, my dreams

did not come true, for I

oved and married Jim. He
ivas a kind, indulgent hus-

oand and a different type of farmer than my father, so I

oegan to be more satisfied, and almost forgot my former
/earnings. When the children came, however, the
/earnings returned. I would say that the farm was
jood enough for us—all we knew was farming, anyway

—

)ut the children must have a broader life. Our boy,

Robert, must take his place in the big outside world, and
:>e honored and respected as I did not believe that people

iver respected and honored a man who tilled the soil.

'de should have his chance—be given a good education
ind be helped along the road that would lead him to a
blace where he would be inferior to none.

; Thus my thoughts ran while Robert was a tiny baby
in the cradle, and when my daughters were born I planned
[or them in the same way. Polly and Bessie should not

!
pe worn-out drudges, I told Jim, adding that I intended
ny girls should get more out of life than I had.

What Do You Think About It?

WE WILL pay real money for the best letters giving us your opinion on this ques-
tion. We want all angles, Father's, Mother's, and the children's. It's a big

question, and one to which your answer may help other members of Farm and Fire-
side's family to make the right decision.

We want you to get down into your heart of hearts and give us your real experi-

ence, as this mother has given hers. She hated the farm, and vowed that her children
should never live there. Now she is old, and sorry. Her flock has gone out in the
world and found success after a fashion, but she is alone, and lonely. Her sister's

children live on farms near her, and are making more money than her children make in

the city.

We will pay $15, $10, and $5, respectively, for the best three letters, and we will

pay for any others we may use. Keep within 500 words, address Contest Editor,
Farm and Fireside, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City, and don't expect your letter

back if it isn't used. We cannot return them. Awards and letters will be printed in

April. The Editor.

home was a pretty dreary place. Our farm was in central

Wisconsin, and consisted of two hundred acres. • We
did not keep many cows, never more than six, but those
six made more work than do thirty to-day with the mod-
ern way of caring for the milk. The separator had not
come into use then, and when I think of those pans of

milk that were set morning and night, of the everlasting
skimming and churning, I do not wonder that I wished
for something better for my little girls.

Our groceries were paid for with the butter and eggs;

the money received from the crops was put in the bank

—

that is, what was left after buying necessary machinery.
The farm was getting run-down, so every year there was
less money saved. How we did work, with hardly a
pleasure to brighten the way! Twice a week we went to

"The Corners" with the butter and eggs and to get the
mail, and these were the bright spots in our lives, for we

met and talked with other neighbors. On Sunday we
usually stayed at home, for the horses needed a day of rest.
When the children were old enough to go to school, I

insisted that they go to town, though we had a very good
district school. I intended to start them right, and if

they were to make something of themselves a good edu-
cation was absolutely necessary. So I convinced my
husband when he objected to their going to town while
they were so young. Jim hated an argument, and rather
thanhavea "fuss," ashe called it, he letmehavemyownway.

My sister, Anna, and her
husband owned the farm
next to ours. Like us, they
had a family consisting of a
boy and two girls. Anna's
ideas, though, were totally

unlike mine, and many a
dispute did we have as we
discussed the future of our
youngsters. I could not
understand her point of view
and she could not under-
stand mine, and when I ac-

cused her of indifference she
replied by saying that she
was as anxious for their suc-

cess in life as I was for

mine, but she did not believe

in making children look with
scorn upon their own home.

"Neither do I," I retorted

angrily, "but I am not
ashamed to say that I do
hope my boy will be some-
thing higher than a mere
clod, and I would rather

have my girls die while they
are little than to think they
would be slaves as you and I

and all the rest of the women
out here are. I want them
to know something, and
amount to something too."

I can see my sister now as

she answered me, her brown
eyes flashing. "I want my
children to know something
just as much as you do," she

said, "but I do not see why
knowledge cannot be used
on a farm. Country life has

disadvantages, but so has

everything else. The time
is coming when the farmer
'will be regarded just the

same as any business man

—

if he runs his farm in a busi-

nesslike way."
During the years that the

children were growing up
money became more plenti-

ful. We saw where we had
made a mistake, brought
more cows on the place, and
fed what we raised to them
instead of selling the crops.

The milk was sent to a

cheese factory, and, though
of course the prices paid

were not like those of to-day,

other things were not so

high either, and we soon be-

gan to have a bank account
of which we had no need of

being ashamed. All of our
neighbors were also going
into dairying, and the entire

community was becoming
prosperous. Most of the

people built additions to

their houses, bought more
furniture, and my sisiter

even bought a piano for her

girls.

From the time that Robert was four years old he knew
that he was to be a lawyer, and Polly and Bess knew that

they were to go away to school and later teach in the city.

The children often showed a genuine liking for farm
work when they were small, and Robert, especially, could
very easily have been encouraged. He was a hard-work-
ing little chap, and full of life. When John, my sister's

boy, bought a pure-bred Holstein calf with his own
money, Robert was determined to do likewise. He was
so excited and interested in his cousin's venture that for

days he talked of nothing but the pure-bred herd he was
going to have. Though it pleased Jim, he was not the

kind of man to talk to his children, though he loved them
dearly, and as I, the talking member of the family, had
altogether different ideas, the boy gradually forgot his

"pure-bred herd."
And so it was with all of their [continued on page 38]
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Prolonging Shoe Service

By Emma Gary Wallace

LTNLESS you are an invalid and have
) little use for substantial foot coverings,

your shoe bill probably amounts to a good
deal, and you are more than anxious, now
that shoes have gone soaring skyward, to

get all the wear possible for your expendi-

ture.

Most people abuse their shoes, and so

get less service than they should. As a

woman's appearance is judged in a measure

by the condition of her shoes and gloves,

she cannot afford to wear shabby articles

if she can help it.

For black shoes a bottle of polish, a

bottle of vaseline, a pair of shoe trees, and

a bit of old cloth are a necessary equipment.

As soon as the shoes are taken off they

should be put on the shoe trees so that

creases and wrinkles are straightened out

while the shoe is still warm. Before they

are worn again, or as often as necessary,

a little of the vaseline should be rubbed into

the surface t>f the kid or leather to keep

them soft and pliable, and the edges of

the soles and heels should be blackened

neatly. Occasionally the shoe itself may
need polishing, but the frequent treatment

of vaseline will prevent cracking and length-

en the life of the leather.

If the shoe is wet it should be dried at a

distance from the fire, so as not to harden
or crackle the leather. When it is dry it

should be treated with the vaseline

promptly.
Colored or white shoes are not difficult

to keep in order if they are given regular

attention. For most of these it is desirable

to have a bottle of cleaning fluid especially

intended to clean without destroying the

color. A little soap and water, or gasoline

used away from the fire, are often useful

also. When the shoe is perfectly clean it

should then be dressed with a tan, brown,
gray, or bronze dressing, as the case may
be, and careful attention given to the heels

and the edges of the shoes.

Shoes last longer if they are not worn
every day, but one pai# alternated with
another that the leather may "rest."

Rubbers which have begun to break at

the heel should be taken at once to a repair

man. A perfectly good heel can be made
if attention is given in time, and that, too,

at small cost.

Soda to the Rescue
By H. T. Dobbins

HOUSEKEEPERS who have sought to
aid in the food conservation campaign

by drying vegetables, only to find them un-
palatable, will be interested in the result

of experiments conducted by Mrs. Arthur
N. Park of Lincoln, Nebraska.

Mrs. Park tried soaking the dried vege-
tables for varying periods, but could find

no way to make them tender. Eggplant,
recommended as a substitute for meat, was
soaked for as long a period as three days,

and it was tougher than when soaked for

but a short time. Mrs. Park tells the story

thus:
"Fianlly I thought of soda. I had used

it to help remove the hulls from corn for

hominy, so why would it not bring the most
stubborn of dried vegetables into submis-
sion? 1 was fearful of the flavor, so I used
the soda cautiously. I tried fifteen slices

of eggplant with one-eighth teaspoonful of

soda and three cups of boiling water. In
ten minutes the eggplant was tender. I

could hardly believe it. I fried some, and
it was delicious. I grew excited, and tried

eleven different kinds of vegetables that
afternoon. They were a success so far as
tenderness is concerned. The flavor, exact
time, and seasoning had to be worked out
more minutely later, for I was much too
excited then to experiment with any one
vegetable long enough to settle all details.

"Contrary to all authority, the vege-
tables were a success when boiled without
previous soaking, and the flavor was better.
It made dried vegetables an easy and quick
foundation for a meal, while long periods
of soaking are tedious.

"Among the things found to be palatable
under this method were apples, string
beans, cabbage, carrots, celery leaves and
herbs for seasoning, corn, eggplant, greens,
kohl-rabi, onions, peas, pumpkin, rhubarb,
winter varieties of squash, and sweet po-
tatoes. I believe that by varying the
method of cooking or seasoning we can all

Jike these.. The cold-pack method is good,
but it requires ten jars to hold as many
beans as I can put in one after they are
dried."

To Customers of
Montgomery Ward & Co.

The Mid-Winter Special Sale by Mail for 1919 begins

Wednesday, January 1st. The 120-page book of special

bargains—about a thousand in number—should be deliv-

ered in your home by that time. In the selection of mer-

chandise for the sale we tried to be particularly careful both

regarding quality and prices. We knew it would have to be

a bargain book, but more than that, the goods must come
up fully to the standing agreement we have with our

customers

—

satisfaction guaranteed or your money hack.

Purchases for this sale were made
long in advance, and in every case

we have given the customer the

benefit we were able to derive

from our buying early in large

quantities.

It was the plan to have every one

of our customers receive this Sale

Book. However, the United States

Government, through the War In-

dustries Board asked for curtail-

ment in the use of paper, and to

meet with that regulation we have

been compelled to limit the number
of Sale Books issued.

Here and there may be cases where

some of our customers do not re-

ceive this January-February Sale

List. We have reserved some to

send to such of our friends as may

not have received their copy and

are writing us for one. Of course,

we shall be very glad to sendyou one

at your address immediately under

those circumstances, if you will

kindly write as early as possible so

that your request reaches us before

they are exhausted. Meanwhile,

don't wait; get at these bargains

as early as possible. If your book
has not arrived, do not hesitate to

ask your neighbors for theirs; this

Special Sale is so full of bargains

that we do not want any one who
has dealt with us to miss it.

All lines are included, from ladies
9

coats and dry goods, groceries,

furniture, and household equip-

ment, to gasoline engines and farm

machinery.

Chicago Kansas City Fort Worth Portland, Ore.

Please Write the House Nearest You

MEN PETS — Wonder Money Makers
mend leaks instantly in all utensils, hot
water bags, etc. Insert and tighten. 10c and
25c a package, postpaid. Agents Wanted.
Collette Mf£« Co., Box704, Amsterdam, N.Y.

MICH GRADETALKING MACHINE
II AHOC RECORDS EQUALEQUAL

TO ANY
$102?
TALKING
MACHINE

No Toy, A
REAL Talking

' Machine, GUAR-
ANTEED in every respect.

Strong, Durable, Gen-
f uine Full Spring Motor, Mahog-
any Finish, PLAYS ANY SIZE

RECORD. A Gift that will please you. GIVEN FREE tor

selling only two orders of 30 Packs Assorted Vegetable Seeds
at 10c per pack. Easy to Sell. Everybody wants our fine

seeds. EARN BIG MONEY, or Premiums. We trust »eu

with seeds until sold. American Seed Co., -Ben 109, Lincister. Pe.

ComfortMoor Closet
Odorlew—Sanitary-Germ-Proof
Every home without sewerage, plumbing or
running water needs one . Anyone can Install.
Placed In any room In house. 10,000 in use.

U. S. HEALTH BUREAU APPROVES *
Says:- "Chemical Closet compiles with re-
guirementa. " Abolish cold outdoor closet,
erm-llfe killed by chemicals. State Boards

of Health endorse It. 10,000 In nao. AGENTS
WANTED. Exclusive territory. CATALX
ComfortChemlcalCtoiitCo.. 881 FactorleiBldg.Tolcdo.O

Music Taught in Your Home FREE

m
y"i> con M-out ttluAix, W(* tt5 quufc&».

Piano, Ortjan, Violin, Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, Etc. Beginners
or advanced players. One lesson weekly. Illustrations make
everything- plain. Only expense about. 2c per day to cover cost of
postage and music used. Write for FREE booklet which explains
everything in full.

American School of Music, 19 Lakteide Bldg., Chicago

Stem wind and set watch, guaranteed
5 years, for selling 26 art and relig-
ious pictures or 25 pkgs. postcards
at 10c each. Order your choice.

Geo. Gates Co., Dept. 220, Chicago

AGENTS: $10.00 a Day
2 in 1 Reversible Raincoat

Something new. Not sold in stores. Heavy,
warm, positively guaranteed water-proof. One

side a handsome black raincoat, reverse side

a fine dress coat. Takes the place of an expen-
sive overcoat. Elegant style. For business
men, clerks, farmers, teamsters, truck drivers..

Every Man a Prospect
Everybody pleased. Binford sold 26 coats in I

5 days. Don't fail to get this big money maker I

quick. Right now is the season for this new, .

big seller. Be first in your territory to intro- -J

duce this reversible coat and our new line of

fancy guaranteed raincoats. Send at one
for our offer and sample.

THOMAS RAINCOAT CO.
746 Jane St. Dayton, Ohio
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Colgate's « recom-

mended by more
dentists than any
ether dentifrice.
Send for leaflet

which tells of the

impartial investiga.

tion among thou-

sands ofdentists.

What about your

Teeth?
YOUR physician will tell you sound

teeth are necessary to chew food
properly and maintain good health.

He will assure you, too, that a denti-

frice is necessary to keep teeth clean.

And a safe dentifrice is necessary to

clean the teeth safely.

Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream is both
thorough and pleasant—and it is safe. It

contains no risky drugs to do possible harm
by trying to "cure" abnormal conditions. For
"Good Teeth—Good Health," see your den-
tist twice a year,and use Colgate's twice a day.

COLGATE 6c CO.
Established 1806

New York

closer

a»

1

The original
chemical closet. More

comfortable, healthful, conven-
ient. Takes the place of all outdoor
toilets, where germs breed. Be
ready for the long, cold winter.
Have a warm, sanitary, comfort-
able, odorless toilet right in the
house anywhere you want it. Don't

go out in the cold. A boon to
invalids.

GUARANTEED ODORLESS
The germs are killed by a

chemical in water in the
container. Empty once a
month as easy as ashes.
Closet guaranteed. Thirty
days' trial. Ask for cata-
log and price.

ROWE SANITARY MFG. CO.
4001 6th St., Detroit, Mich.

Ask about Ro-Sau Wsshstand—
K Hot and Cold Running Water
a^aw.^ Without Plumbing.

m"M

We Want
a High Calibre Man
THERE is an opening in our sales

organization for a man of good

presence who has had selling ex-

perience and can organize and super-

vise other salesmen. Liberal salary

and expense allowance to right party.

Give full details in first letter.
'

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Mgr. Salesmen SPRINGFIELD. OHIO

A Year
To Pay Pay Nothing

Until 60 Days
Send no money—just mail coupon—and we will send

you this strong, datable Majestic Hand Feed Grinder
for Table Meal and Poultry Feed, for SO days' free
use. If you decide to keep it, make first small pay*
ment in 60 days and take a full year to pay. If not
satisfactory, return it in 30 days at our expense and
we will pay transportation both ways.

MAJESTIC
HAND FEED
For Table Meal (All Grains) and Poultry Feed

Grinder

Book of Farm
Necessities
Shows wonder

ful bargains in
cream separa-
tors, drills, cul-
tivators, saw
irames, circu-
lar saws, feed
cookers,in-
cubators,
"brooders,
•paints,roof-
ing, etc. Write
ior copy.

ehip the grinder on the 30 days* free triaf—and give you • year
to pay if you keep it. No fairer offer ever made. Send now.

Has special universal grinding plates which are
quickly and easily adjusted for line or coarse grind-
ing. Burrs made of . —__ . , -
special white metal / tiic UADTUAII Pfl
rigidly tested and / I tit MAN I MAPI bU.

inspected. Grinds / 4039 LaSalle Street
fine table meal ' Dept , 1595 Chicago, III.
from oats, barley, / „ , — . , „

corn.wheat.ryeor / Send Feed Grinder No. 453TMAB3.

any other grain; / M satisfactory, I will pay $1.10 in

same grains coarse / .*0,2ays \ balance in 5 payments of

and also dry bone. / S
1^2 *^0 eY^« days until price

shells, etc., for / of $6.70 is paid in full. If not sat-

poultry. See cou- / Isf&ctory. will return in 30 days and

pon for price and * «

our liberal year-to-pay terms.
J

you will pay transportation both ways*

SEJVD-*
only coupon—no money—we will

/
Name

.

/
If yoo don't order grinder send post card for big Free Catalog.

4039 LaSalle St.

Dept. 1595, Chicago/The Hartman Co.,
/

Address.

Should Farm Children Stay at Home?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36]

Nearest shipping point..

plans. I do not remember that I ever de-
liberately turned themfrom an undertaking,
but I was indifferent and by my actions
dampened their enthusiasm. From their
earliest years they heard country life spoken
of with contempt, so it was not strange that
they should not think very highly of it.

They became more and more engrossed
with their town friends and the pleasures
that the town could give them, and,
though they helped with the work after
school hours, they were not interested, and
waited eagerly for the day when they would
be free from the despised tasks.

Robert finished high school, went to the
State University at Madison, and then took
a law course of two years. Polly and Bessie
also finished High, and Polly was graduated
from the university the year after Robert.
Bessie went to Normal at Milwaukee.

John, Anna's boy, completed high school
the same year my boy did, and then went
back to the farm, where he worked with
his father for two years. Later he went
down to Madison to the agricultural college

two winters. Mildred and Bernice also

finished High, but to my surprise and in-

dignation did not go any farther. I again
told my sister that she was a selfish mother.
She laughed, and said that she thought a
course at home with her, in which they
would be taught cooking, sewing, and
household management, might not be a bad
thing. She added that if they really were
very desirous of going on with their educa-
tion she and their father were willing to
help them. "But they must help them-
selves too," she said. " If they do not want
it bad enough for that, they do not want it

very bad."
Evidently, the girls were perfectly willing

to stay home and help their mother—those
girls certainly loved their home!—for that
is what they did until they were married.
" I need them, so why should they go some-
where else?" said Anna during one of our
arguments. "Home-making is rather an
important work, and why should they not
be learning it?"

How proud I was of my children, and
how inferior the other lads and lassies

seemed! I almost pitied their parents, but
as the years pass I know that my sister was
a wise woman, and I was the pne that de-
served pity for being so blind.

All of Anna's children live near her, but
Jim says we might as well never have had
any, for we never see them. Robert lives

in a Western city, and has a very successful
law practice. He has married, and he and
his wife have two little daughters, whom
we have not seen. Robert is a busy man,
and it is hard for him to spare time to come
for the visit which he is always promising.

POLLY taught for two years after grad-
uation from college, but now all of her

time is given to writing and lecturing. She
has not married. Her life is devoted to the
cause of Woman Suffrage, and all of her
strength and energy are given to it. Polly is

prominent among the club women of the
State, and is considered a leader. Of course

I am proud of my brilliant, talented girl,

though I wish sometimes that she were
more of a home body. For two weeks we
have her with us in the summer, but she
spends most of that time resting. Talk of

work! Never in my hardest days did I

utterly collapse as I have seen Polly do
after a strenuous campaign.
And Bessie, my youngest child! She is

enjoying all of the luxuries I wished for her,

for she is the wife of a wealthy business man
whom she met while teaching. I try to be
content, though I have not seen her since

she was married, and that was four years

ago. She, too, has a baby daughter, and
she has promised that she surely will come
next summer. Jim and I are not planning
on the visit, though, for we have been dis-

appointed so often. She has not forgotten

us—she means to come, but, like Robert,
she is busy.

Yes, I have realized my hopes for my
children. As I planned and dreamed, they
are out in the world, respected and honored.
I should be a happy woman. I was at first,

but it is hard to be very happy when you
are lonesome.
"What if I am lonesome; what if we do

miss them?" I would say to myself during
the first years that they were gone. "We
are willing to be lonely in our old age—will-

ing to do without the companionship of our
children, knowing that they have escaped
the treadmill existence of their parents."

Gradually, however, it has come to me
that we need not have turned their faces

cityward. Our children could have re-
mained in the country, and we still could
have felt that their lives were successful. I
would be a foolish woman if I were to think
otherwise. My nephew, John, is an up-to-
date business man, and his business, of
which he is proud, is farming. His sisters,
Mildred and Bernice, both of whom mar-
ried country boys, do not lead narrow, re-
stricted lives: they are wide-awake, modern
young women, and their bright eyes and
rosy cheeks testify that they are healthy
ones.

DURING Polly's last visit we spent a day
with her cousin Milly. As I looked at the

two girls as they stood side by side, I
thought of my old saying, "I do not want
my girls to be worn-out drudges," and I
sighed, for it was not the farmer's wife that
was worn out, but my own daughter. Mil-
dred and Polly are the same age, but I had
to admit to myself that Polly looked ten
years older than her cousin.
The day that we were there, Milly had

six extra men to dinner, and, although she
keeps a girl through the summer, she was a
pretty busy woman. As far as work is con-
cerned, matters have not changed much for
the farmer's wife. Haying and harvesting
mean just the same to her, for hungry men
must be fed. But I know now that it was
not the work in the old days that broke
down the women. A young, healthy-
woman can stand a great deal if there is

something to which she can look forward.
It was the monotony, the days and days
that were just alike, with no pleasure, no
change—nothing but the same old thing
week after week, month after month, and
year after year. And the isolation—that
was what caused the hungry, wistful look
which was so often seen on the faces of the
farm women. The telephone, the rural de-
livery, and the automobile have changed
all that, and tb£ country woman to-day
can get as muchWorn life as her city sisters;

if she is a "slave"—my favorite word in
the old days—it is her own fault.

These thoughts passed through my mind
as we sat in Milly's cheery living-room

—

she hasn't such a thing as a prim, formal
parlor. A piano stood open, and the piles

of well-thumbed music upon it showed that
it was used. The latest and best magazines
were upon the library table, and the sec-

tional bookcase was well filled with good
books. A phonograph and a camera proved
that the family did not give all of their time
to work. What if Milly does get tired dur-
ing the day, and what if her feet do begin
to ache? It is all forgotten when she, her
husband, and children go out for a ride in

the big, roomy car, and she is rested far

more than she would be if she went to bed.
Perhaps they will go to town or call on

some friends, or it may be that they will

just enjoy the ride. Anyway, it is a change,
a pleasure.

In the fall Milly and her husband take a
two weeks' vacation, and go for a trip by
themselves, leaving the children with their
grandmother, who is glad and willing to
keep them. They leave all cares behind
when they go on this vacation journey.
Consequently, when they return, they are
refreshed and full of new ideas and ready
for the work which must be done. My
niece Milly, although she is a farmer's
wife, is not in need of pity—no, indeed.

Polly and I also spent a day with Ber-
nice, who lives five miles from her childhood
home. The husband of Bernice is not a
rich farmer, but is young and progressive,
and that means practically the same thing.

He has a fine herd of cows, but his hobby
is pigs, and he has one, Sir Walter, for
which he paid twelve hundred dollars.

When I told him I did not think there was
a pig on earth worth so much, he laughed,
and said Sir Walter would make more than
that for him. I remember one fall that we
sold some pigs for fifty cents apiece and
were glad to get rid of them.
But it is when*I go to John's home that

I really regret that we made a lawyer out
of our boy. Anna said her son would be on
top by sticking to his father's business, and
her words have come true. That little Hol-
stein calf that John bought when he was
fourteen was the foundation of what is now
known as "The Hope Farm Holsteins,"
and John is one of the most successful
breeders in Wisconsin.
When he married, his father deeded him

an eighty, and advised him to buy an ad-
joining eighty that was for sale. The pur-
chase price was twelve thousand, but they
did not think that it was too much, as
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.ere were good buildings on the place. It

ight have puzzled some boys to get that

reive thousand, but John had come a long

.ays since he bought his first calf, and, in-

tead of one Holstein, he had twelve cows,

iine yearling heifers, a three-year-old fel-

ow, and some calves of both sexes. These
vere all registered pure-bred animals, and
ome of his cows had made exceptionally

ood records, so he did not have any diffi-

ulty in selling them for good prices. Four
ows brought him two thousand dollars,

n average of five hundred apiece; his three-

ear-old bull was sold for a thousand, one
eifer for three hundred, one for two hun-
red, and some calves for prices ranging

rom fifty up to two hundred. Thus he had
raough money to pay almost half of his

ebt, and had the best of his stock left. He
orrowed the money needed at the bank,
iving a mortgage on the place.

That was ten years ago, and for five of

hem John has been out of debt. He
fanned to buy more land, but his father

ranted him to work the home farm, so he
as that in addition to his own one hundred
nd sixty acres. There was a wistful ex-

pression on Jim's face when John's father

aid, with his arm about his son's shoulder,

'This lad of mine will make dollars where
made cents, and have more fun doing it.'

There are Holstein sales held in our part

f the State every spring- and fall, and my
ephew always has a consignment. He has
tuilt up so good a reputation as a dealer

nd breeder that his stock goes quickly and
t high prices. People from all over the
nited States come to these sales, and a
:ow of John's that made a seven-day record

:f thirty-eight pounds of butterfat was sold

;ast year to a Texas man for fifteen hun-
dred dollars. At the same sale a son of hers

ent for the same price, and a daughter for

welve hundred.
Besides the money he receives for his

reeding stock, John's cream check is equal
o the income of most professional men.
ome mighty smart people come to Hope
'arm to talk and confer with that boy who
aw the opportunity at the farmhouse door.
My sister, Anna, is the happiest woman
the world, and takes more comfort with

,er grandchildren than she did with her
hildren, and that is saying a great deal. A
lath across the fields, worn by little feet,

ells of the many visits to "Grandma's
house," and sometimes I see the grown-up
boy taking the same path for a little chat
,nd perhaps a lunch with "Ma." Anna is

as enthusiastic and inspiring as she was
when he was a little boy, and she is reaping
her reward in the love and confidence that
John gives her.

My husband and I are growing old, and
;the farmwork is getting too much for Jim.
We have come to the conclusion that we
must either rent or sell; and, though Jim
does not talk much about it, I know it

breaks his heart to think of. parting with
the old home. But we might as well, for

here is nobody who cares enough about the
arm to live here when we are gone. We did
not raise our children to be farmers.

If I could but go over the road again!
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Bringing the Home into

the Church
By F. L. Garside

USUALLY you hear discussions of how
to bring the church into the home;

!but it was the reverse of that problem
that confronted Mr. and Mrs. William

;
Milton Hess when Mr. Hess became pastor
of Trinity Church, the Bronx, New York
City.
There wasn't any parsonage, the con-

gregation couldn't afford to build one,
and the pastor and his wife wanted to live

near the church. They ended by living
right in it. A room in the tower 16 feet
square was remodeled into a living-room

—

and a mighty pleas-
ant room it is, with
Oriental rugs, good
pictures, and an
open fireplace.

A tiny spiral
stairway leads to a
mezzanine just
large enough to
hold a chair and a
writing desk. This
is the parson's
"study." And
above it the stair-

way leads to a bed-
room.

There is also a
bath, steam heat,
electric lights, and
all the other things

that go with less churchly homes. Mrs. Hess
cooks by electricity. She has had six guests
for dinner, and served no apologies with
the coffee.

Her husband is now at one of the army
camps, and in his absence Mrs. Hess con-
ducts all the activities of the church.

Easy Home-Made Soap
By Pearl Sims

ASOAP which is excellent for laundry
purposes can be made from bits of

rancid fat. The process is simple: Dissolve
two and one-half tablespoons lye in eight
tablespoons water. Add to one cup melted
fat. Beat with an egg beater for about
ten minutes. Pour out and let harden.
It is best not to use it for a month or two.
This soap can be made in small quantities,
and it also has the advantage of not re-

quiring cooking.

Economy in Fats
By Emma Gary Wallace

NOW that the demand "Don't Stop
Saving Food!" greets us wherever we

turn, it behooves us to school ourselves
against reverting to the careless ways of

pre-war days. Mr. Hoover tells us that
fats are scarce, so of course we must con-
tinue to economize in the use of butter.
We can do a great deal in this direction by
utilizing vegetable and meat fats.

Many of us have been prejudiced against
the use of oleomargarine, especially when
we have been accustomed to plenty of good
butter to use at all times, but a good qual-
ity of oleomargarine is much more eco-
nomical for many uses than butter. We
must not lose sight of the fact that oleo-

margarine made from vegetable fats can
be very pure and wholesome indeed, and
for cake-making, frying, shortening, veg-
etable seasoning, etc., it answers every
purpose at a substantial saving.
The clarified fat from chickens, ducks,

turkeys, and geese makes the most delicious

of cooky shortening and the flavor of the
fowl cannot be detected in the finished

food. All drippings from meat should be
carefully saved, clarified by being heated
with sliced raw potato, and strained. The
drippings from beef and pork will go very
nicely together, but the hard fat of lamb
or mutton has not been in favor in the fam-
ily household for the reason that its tallow
flavor and consistency were not relished,

but war-time measures have taught us that
we can use mutton fat to good purpose by
taking a little trouble.
Take equal parts of hard or mutton fat

and soft fat, such as beef suet and pork.
Cut into small pieces, and melt together in

the double boiler. For every two pounds
slice in an onion, an apple, a potato, and
put in three or four cloves, a bay leaf, and
a teaspoonful of salt. Cook until the fat is

thoroughly extracted and the potato and
apple seared. Strain the melted fat into a
bowl through muslin. Set aside to cool.

Keep watch of it, however, and just when
the edges begin to harden beat briskly with
an egg beater until almost cold. This beat-
ing prevents the hard and soft fats from
separating and makes the "savory shorten-
ing" light and fluffy. This is especially de-
sirable for use in cooking, and even in
pastry-making. Less onion may be used
if desired.

This is the only church known to us that
has a shower hath in the steeple

Maple Chews—Boil, until crisp in cold
water, two cups maple syrup, one table-
spoon vinegar, and two tablespoons water;
add one tablespoon melted butter or oleo-

margarine, and pour into greased tins.

When cool, pull until light.

Popcorn Candy—For making popcorn
candy, either honey, maple syrup, molasses,

white cane syrup, or
corn syrup may be
used instead of sug-
ar. To one cup
syrup allow one
tablespoon vinegar.
Boil together until

the syrup hardens
when dropped into
cold water. Pour
over freshly popped
corn, and mold into
balls or fancy
shapes. Little pop-
corn men will
please the children.
Mark in the fea-
tures and the out-
lines with melted
chocolate.

"Some more of

those stockings

that wear so well"

—

More Durable-DURHAM Stock-

ings - the kind that everybody in the

family likes so well because they

are good looking and long-wearing.

A mother soon learns to know good stock-

ings. She sees where they wear out first.

She sees that Durable-DURHAM stockings

are extra strongly reinforced at these points

of hardest wear.

She learns that money is saved and darning

is avoided by purchasing

DURABLE
DURHAM HOSIERY

FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
Made strongest where the wear is hardest

This hosiery is not only extra strongly rein-

forced tomake it wear longer but is superior in

other ways. Legs are full length and tops are

wide and elastic. All sizes are correctly marked.
Feet and toes are smooth,

seamless and even. The
Durham Dyes are fast so

that colors will not fade

from wearing or washing.

Durable-DURHAM Hosiery
includes styles for every
member of the family, for

work, play or dress, for every
season of the year, retailing

at 25, 35, 40 and 50 cents

per pair.

For coldest weather,
Durable •DURHAM

Fleecy-lined Hosiery
gives comfort

This hosiery is strong and
warm, with thick, soft fleecing

that protects fromWintry cold.

You should be able to buy
Durable-DURHAM Hosiery
at any dealer's.

If you do not find it,

write to our Sales De-
partment, 88 Leonard
St. , New York, andwe will

see that you are supplied.

Free Catalog, showing all styles, mailed on request.

DURHAM HOSIERY MILLS, Durham, N. C.

ROVER LAD
A good medium weight

substantial stocking for

children. Triple reinforced

knees. Strongly double rein-

forced heels and toes. Feet
and toes smooth, seamless
and even. Black and white.

Price 40c pair

ALPINE
A warm and comfortable

stocking. Double fleecy-

lined throughout. Full of

warmth and full of wear.
Extra wide and elastic flare

top. Double reinforced

heels and toes. Black only.

Price 35c pair

TAR HEEL
A medium weight sock

with 3-thread, strongly re-

inforced heels and toes.

Elastic ribbed top securely

knit on. Feet and toes are
smooth, seamless and even.
Black, tan and white.

Price 25c pair

Durable-DURHAM Hosiery is not a product of Child labor. No person

under 14 years is employed. Average working day is 8 hours and 15

minutes. Industrial conditions under supervision of experts trained in

U. S. Government courses on employment management.
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You can use from a third to a half less fuel and have a much
warmer home than ever before if you will install a CALORIC.
We have hundreds of letters from enthusiastic users in all sections of the

country that prove what we say beyond any question. Read these typical letters:

Irwin Lamb, Lancaster, O., writes that in
his ten^room house, "All winter, the coldest Cen-
tral Ohio has had in my lifetime, we burned
ONLY SIX TONS of soft coal to keep us
warm through all the house."

N. I. Stearns, Brookings, S. D„ says he kept

his eight-room house comfortable all winter,

even when the temperature dropped to 30° be-

low, at a total consumption of ONLY FOUR
TONS of coal.

.LOR |

^Original Patented PipelessFurnace

The CALORIC is the remarkable furnace that heats without pipe-,
through only one register. It circulates heat by Nature's own method, .forcing
warm air up into the entire house and drawing cool air down into the furnace
to be reheated and purified.

The CALORIC heats practically all types of homes, bungalow or three-
story house, up to eighteen rooms. It keeps kitchens
and back bedrooms just as comfortable and warm as the
rest of the house. Also heats churches, factories, stores and
other business buildings. More than 50,000 already installed.

The CALORIC can be installed in new or old houses

—

no cutting of walls for pipes and no interference with present system
of heating. It burns coal, coke, gas, wood or lignite, and saves
from one-third to one-half the fuel.

Let the CALORIC dealer tell you the interesting CALORIC
story. If you do not know him we'll send you his name, a copy of
the Monitor Ironclad Guarantee and other literature which will
show why the CALORIC backs up every claim. v

Write us by toiaght's mail.

THE MONITOR STOVE COMPANY
Established 1819—A Century of Service

1228 Woodrow St. Cincinnati, Ohio
"PIONEERS OF PIPELESS HEATING"

Immediate shipment made from Burlington, la.. Green Bay, Wis., Harrisburg.
Pa., Minneapolis. Minn., Omaha, Neb.. Saginaw, Mich:, Salt Lake City, Utah,

Spokane, Wash., Seattle. Wash.

niVEN

Violin, Hawaiian Guitar

Ukulele, Guitar, Mandolin, Cornet or Banjo

Wonderful new system of teaching note music by mail . To first

pupils in each locality, we'll give a $20 superb Violin, Mandolin,
Uk.ulele.Guitar,Hawaiian Guitar.Cornet orBanjo absolutely free-

Very small charge for lessons only expense. We guarantee success
or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write at once—no obligation.

SLINGERLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Dept. 477, CHICAGO. ILL.

PHONOGRAPH ^ I\/IT1VI
^and RECORD Vjll V SLlS

Wonderful Spring Motor Talking Machine,
mahogany finish, and popular record is

yours. A real Talking Machine. Plays
all size records up to 10 inches. Given
for selling only 25 beautiful Pictures
or 25 packages Post Cards at L0 cents
each. Satisfaction positively guaranteed.
Order your choice today.

GATES MFG. CO., DEPT. 720, CHICAGO

IEDAG
L. I GLUE

ES
HANDY
TUBES

Witt MEND IT

Stem wind and set watch, guaranteed 5
years, for Belling' 25 art and relig-

i ioub pictures or 25 pkgs. post cards
f at 10c each. Order yoor choice.

GATES MFG.CO.,Dept.4'20.Chieago

EatMince Pie
made with.

None Such
MinceMeat

"Like Mother Used to Make"

Needs NoAdded Sugar

Quickly Ready for Crust

X/ax Time RecipeBook Free

Merrell-Soule Co., Syracuse,N.Y

"All this Jewelry ie yours, signet, band
d birthstone ring, bracelet and lavalier, all

five pieces for selliog only 6 Mentho Nova at 25c.

Order today. Be First

D. S. Sarply Co.. Dept. 959 Greenville, Pa.

o Prove Our™n&
s
f!t

F' a business, many hand-
lUe V£Ud.Uiy some styles, genuine

through and through worsted goods,
beautiful narrow weave, smooth silky

finish, guaranteed for 2 years solid

wear and satisfaction and regular $5.00

valueor MONEY BACK. TheseetyUsh
$5.00 pants, while they last, only one
pair to any customer, by 4£485
prepaid express, for only | mmmm

f.A Pf/vfife You can earn a lot
VaSU * iUIIlS of extra money by
eending orders for your relatives and neigh-
bors. Young Grant Case made $27.00 first

week and over $500.00 bis first year. Get
hiB own book about it Free—aleo fine tailor
book, cloth samples and simple directions.
AH goes to you Fres with first letter. Just
send us your name—TODAY.

CHICAGO TAILORS ASS'N.
Dept. C405 515 S. Franklin St.. Chicago

Captain Sugar's Substitutes
A Playlet for Children at School

By Emily Rose Burt

Characters

General Food Resources, in general's
uniform.
Captain Sugar, in captain's army uni-

form.
Mr. Corn, in green coat (like raincoat),

yellow waistcoat, green pointed soft hat.
Miss Honey, in amber-colored dress of

seersucker or honeycomb material.
Miss Molasses, in molasses-colored

dress of shiny cambric, hair in braids.
Peter Popcorn, in white suit with crisp

scalloped frills at waist, ankles, neck and
sleeves; round white cap with scalloped
white frill.

Madame Chocolate, in chocolate-
colored dress with white apron.
Mr. Prune, in black cambric wrinkled-

looking costume.
Mr. Date, in brown cambric wrinkled

baggy costume much like Mr. Prune's.
Mr. Fig, in brown cardboard costume

like "sandwich man."
The Fruit Girls, in raspberry or peach-

colored, golden or pale-green cheesecloth
draperies, with wide straw hats.
The Nut Family, in cambric costumes

in proper colors, cut and stuffed to resemble
respective nuts mentioned.
Grandmother Ginger, stooped over,

in olive-green, with imitation snow sprin-
kled on shoulders and bonnet.

Scene I.

Office of General Food Resources. Gen-
eral Food Resources at desk. Enter
Captain Sugar (salutes).

General F. R.—Well, Captain Sugar,
so you're leaving us for overseas service?
(Motions Captain Sugar to a seat.)

Captain Sugar (sitting down)—Yes, sir,

and glad to go too. I'm needed over there.
If it weren't for saying good-by to every-
body at home, I'd feel fine. But what about
people's puddings and cakes and candies
when I'm gone? Without boasting—folks

do depend on me, especially the children.

General F. R. (making reassuring ges-

ture)—Don't you worry, Captain Sugar.
We'll find substitutes somehow. I've sev-
eral in mind right this minute. And if folks

miss you, remember that they'll only ap-
preciate you the more when you return.

Captain Sugar—I hope that's so.

Would you mind telling me who's to have
my job?
General F. R.—Not at all. I intend to

have a talk first of all with Mr. Corn. Then
I'm sure the Maple Brothers will help, and
I'll wire the Busy Bee Company to see if

they can spare Miss Honey to help us out.

Captain Sugar—Would you consider a

relative of -mine, Miss Molasses? A little'

crude perhaps, but like me in many of her
ways.
General F. R.—Fine! I'm sure there'll

be other volunteers when they know the
situation. Don't you worry, Captain.
Captain Sugar (rising)—I've the fullest

confidence in you, sir. (Salutes.)

General F. R. (returning salute, extends

hand)—Good-by, Captain Sugar, and good
luck! (Exit Captain Sugar.)

Scene II.

A workroom, large sign. Dessert Depart-
ment. Door right, with sign pointing to it

labeled, To Candy Department. Door left,

Service Flag with one star hanging in con-

spicuous place. Tables with big kettles and
cooking utensils. Madame Chocolate over-

seeing; Miss Honey stirring something in

big pan; Miss Molasses running around
room gaily. Enter Peter Popcorn from
candy-room door, catches Miss Molasses
around waist, and they dance about the room.

Peter Popcorn—Those Scotch kisses

of yours are all right, Miss Molasses. Won't
you let me try one?
Miss Molasses (saucily)—Yes, if you

won't get stuck up. (Kisses him quickly

and dances off and out at left.)

Peter Popcorn (speaking to Miss
Honey)—And how are you, Honey?

Miss Honey (sweetly)—Miss Honey,
please!
Peter Popcorn (facetiously)—I don't

want to miss Honey. What doing these

days?
Miss Honey—I've just made some lovely

little cakes. But I can't do all the work.
More help is certainly needed around this

place.

Peter Popcorn—Well, we've adver-
tised. There ought to be Tots of applicants

this morning. They may come any time.
(Enter Mr. Prune, Mr. Date, Mr. Fig.)
Madame Chocolate (coming forward)—

Good morning! What can we do for you?
Mr. Prune (speaking for the three)—

We came to see what we can do for you.
I'm Mr. Prune, these are my cousins, Mr.
Date and Mr. Fig.
Madame Chocolate (beaming)—You're

all well known to me, and you can make
yourselves very valuable here. Peter Pop-
corn, won't you introduce them to the
Candy Department.

(Peter Popcorn and Mr. Prune, Mr. Date,
and Mr. Fig exit to right to candy-room
Enter left, Fruit Girls, giggling.)

Madame Chocolate (greeting them)—
What can I do for you?

First Fruit Girl—We want to offei

our services to the Dessert Department
and be of some use.
Madame Chocolate (delightedly)—How-

splendid! Miss Honey, will you show these
ladies where to hang their hats?

(Miss Honey escorts the Fruit Girls out

right. Enter left, Mr. Nut, made up likt

English walnut, and family, comprised of

Mrs. English Walnut, Baby Hazelnut.
several Peanut boys, and Alice Almond.)
Mr. Nut (bowing to Madame Chocolate)—

We may be nuts, but we're patriotic. Do
you think General Food Resources will

let us work for our country?
Madame Chocolate (cordially)—You

are more than welcome, and you can be of

the greatest help. In fact, I know the very
place for you in our candy-room. (Calk
Peter Popcorn, who enters) . Won't you show
our friends, Mr. Nut and his family, into

the candy-room?
(Exit right Peter Popcorn and Nut Family,

Enter left Old Lady Ginger. Madanu
Chocolate conducts her to a seat.)

Old Lady Ginger—I've come to help
You may think I haven't it in me, bul
let me tell you that I'm full of ginger.

Extra well preserved, that's what I am,
and I can do some of this substituting
business as well as not.

Madame Chocolate (warmly)—Indeed
you can. I know it.

(Enter left, Mr. Corn and General
Food Resources.)
Mr. Corn—Well, Madame Chocolate

how's everything going here?
Madame Chocolate—Beautifully, Mr

Corn. How's the Cake-Frosting Depart-
ment? And do let me tell you the good
news right.off! We've had a lot of volun-
teers come in this morning to help us.

Here's Grandmother Ginger now. (Mr,
Corn bows). I'll ask the others to come in.

(Steps to door of candy-room. Speaks k
Peter Popcorn, who ushers in Mr. Prune.
Mr. Date and Mr. Fig and the Nut family
Meanwhile Madame Chocolate has ushereo

in Miss Honey, Miss Molasses, and thi

Fruit Girls. All group themselves before Mr.
Corn and General Food Resources.

General F. R.—Well, we'll certainly

do great things now, I expect. This is

perfectly splendid. In Captain Sugar's

name I welcome you all.

Peter Popcorn (stepping forward ana
saluting General F. R.)—May we give three

cheers for Captain Sugar over there?
(General Food Resources nods. Peter Pop-

corn leads cheer for Captain Sugar.)
Tableau.
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A Novel Economy
By Alice Croivell Hoffman
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A MOTHER of four growing childrenfc
hit upon a scheme for cutting out crack- )epi

ers, pretzels, and bread which her children t a
i

were accustomed to eat between meals,

Any left-over cereal, mush, or porridge is,

poured into muffin pans and stood in a cool

place. When it is thoroughly cold the

'

muffin pans are inverted and the shiny
cereal cakes arranged on a dish to await
the foraging of the youngsters. The chil-

dren are fond of them, and they are more
satisfying than crackers.

It is as easy to get the habit of scraping

the left-overs into muffin pans as into

garbage cans, and it is far more in accord-
ance with the present-day thrift policies.

When the ordinary left-overs do not meet
the demand, it is economy to cook a little

more mush, rolled oats, etc., than usual, in

order to fill the pans.
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iot Dishes for Cold Days
3xtail and Carrot Stew—Brown two

jointed oxtails and two sliced onions in

bt fat. Put into a kettle, add six medium-
eed carrots sliced, two teaspoons salt,

be-eighth teaspoon pepper, and cover with

oiling water. Cook slowly for two hours,

r until meat is tender. Thicken the gravy
iith two tablespoons browned flour. If

ptatoes are desired, add the required

mount half an hour before the stew is done.

! Cabbage Souffle—Cut a medium-
zed cabbage in quarters and put on in

bid water to ' boil. When it has boiled

fteen minutes drain off the water, cover

ith hot water, and boil again until it is

jnder. Drain as dry as possible, chop fine,

jason with salt, pepper, and butter or

utter substitute. Beat together until

ght two eggs, and add four teaspoons

ream. Add this to the prepared cabbage,

tix well, and put into a greased baking
Ish. Sprinkle' the top with bread crumbs,

rid bake.

Corned-Beef Hash—Remove skin and
ristle from cooked corned beef. Chop the

teat and do not use too much fat. Add
ti equal quantity of chopped cold boiled

otatoes, season with salt and pepper, put
ito a hot greased pan, moisten with milk

r cream, and stir up well. Then spread it

ut evenly and leave it where it will brown
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Crocheted Hand Bag

COMPLETE directions for this

novel hand bag will be mailed to

you on the receipt of four cents in

stamps by the rancy-Work Editor,
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.
Order No. FC-112.

lowly underneath. Turn and fold on a hot
latter. Cold roast beef may be used in

he hash with the corned beef, and finely

hopped cooked beets may be added.

Bean Balls and Macaroni—Mash
aked beans to a pulp, add one beaten egg,
ne-half teaspoon minced onion, and a
easoning of salt and pepper. Form into
alls, dip in beaten egg and bread crumbs,
nd set in oven for five minutes. Serve on
ioiled macaroni that has been covered
rith grated cheese.

Baked Squash in the Shell—Remove
he seeds and pulp from half of a Hubbard
quash. Bake in the oven until it is easily

lierced by a fork. Remove from oven, dig
iut the cooked pulp, add butter, salt and
lepper to taste. Reheat and serve. This
5 a much easier and quicker way than the
isual method.

Potato Pie—To one quart hot boiled
lotatoes add enough hot milk to moisten.
Season with butter and salt. Mash in
;ettle in which they were boiled, and beat
vith a fork until light. Stir in one-half cup
ninced ham. Have ready four hard-
>oiled .eggs and one-half cup stock or
;ravy. Arrange potatoes and sliced eggs
n dish in. alternate layers, with potatoes
orming top and bottom layers. Moisten
vith the gravy. Brush over the top with
nilk or egg, and brown in hot oven.
This dish can be arranged in three layers,

vith the middle layer some kind of meat
msh bound together with egg or thickened
;ravy.

For the folks
at home

For the boys
in the service

The Victrolas

priceless sendee

inhome andcamp

Measured by every standard, what could be more valuable, more concretely useful, as well

as more delightfully entertaining than the Victrola?

Second only to the actual physical needs of the body is the imperative hunger of mind and

spirit for their essential "foods"—music, literature, inspiration, education, comfort and laughter.

The Victrola is their tireless servant, bringing to them at any place, any time, the greatest art

and entertainment of the whole world.

Victrolas by the tens of thousands are in daily use by our fighting forces on land and sea.

In more than 25,000 public schools the Victrola is helping to build Young America into a better

citizenship. The Victrola is teaching French to our soldiers, wireless to our sailors and aviators.

In millions of homes the Victrola is educating, refining, uplifting our mighty democracy.

Send the Victrola to the boys in camp to cheer and inspire them! Place it in the homes

to help keep the American spirit on fighting edge! Prize it for its value, its usefulness, its service,

as well as for its unlimited, wholesome pleasure.

There are Victors and Victrolas in great variety from $12 to $950.

Any Victor dealer will gladly demonstrate the Victrola and play any music you wish to hear. Write to us

today for the handsome illustrated Victor catalogs and name and address of nearest Victor dealer.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U. S. A.

"Victrola
One ofAmericas great contributions

to the advancement ofmankind

MOVIE MACHINE GIVEN
Have your own "movie"
at home. A wonderful moving picture ma-

!
chine, complete with gas generator and 3 sets
reels

t
all different (99 views). Powerful lens

showing pictures large and clear. Given for
selling 25 art and religiouapicturesor25 pkgs.
post cards at 10c each. Order choice today.

GATES MFG. CO., pept. 1320, CHICAGO

SALESMEN WANTED!
We have a limited number of openings for salemen
who can qualify, paying $35 to $50 weekly. Send
card for particulars.
Farm and Fireside, Agents' Dept., Springfield, O.

WRIST WATCHES
Cameras, Moving Picture Machines; Silver-
ware, Electric Flashlights, Lace Curtains and
many other beautiful and useful articles for

selling PostCards orArt& Religious Pictures. Sell
20 pkgs. of PostCards or20 Art &Religious Pictures
at 10c each, your choice. When sold send us the $2.00

and select from oar Large Premium List the premium given for selling
these goods. Herman & Co., 2310 Lincoln Ave., Dept. 361, Chicago

There's a great difference in choppers. The "ENTERPRISE"
.Meat-and-Food Chopper with its sharp steel knife and

perforated steel -cutting plate, cuts clean and smooth,

without crushing. It is a real chopper; not a grinder.

The common cast-iron chopper, lacking these features, with cast-iron cutters

instead, crushes out the food juices that make food palatable and nutritious.

The No.5 "ENTERPRISE" Meat-and-Food Chopper with table clamp, is found in homes

where the differences in choppers are understood. Price $3.00. The No. 1 2 machine

has greater capacity and is used largely in preparing food for market. Price $4.25.

"ENTERPRISE" Lard Press and Sausage Stuffer

Almost as necessary as the hog in making lard and sausage. Quickly saves its cost by
saving lard. Bored true, with extra plate for stuffing sausage. Will last a life-time.

2- to 8-quart sizes. 4-quart, Japanned, $1 1 .00.

Askyour dealer for the "ENTERPRISE." Write as for free "HogBook."
The Enterprise Mfg. Co. of Pa., Dept. 96, Philadelphia
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Musterole—"Keep
JtHandy on

theMedicineShelf
For headache or neuralgia

—for rheumatism—for sud-
den colds or sore throats,
Musterole offers quick re-

lief.

Musterole has all the vir-

tues of theold-timemustard
plaster but is without the
sting, burn or blister.

It is a clean, white ointment
made from oil of mustard and a few
home simples and is easy to use.

All you do is rub gently over
the spot where there is pain or
congestion.

Almost instantly your pleasant-
ly tingling skin tells you that good
old Musterole has begun its heal-
ing work.

After the first warm glow comes
a soothing, lasting ccfolness, but
way down deep underneath the
coolness, Musterole has generated
a peculiar heat which disperses
congestion and sends your pain
away.

Try it for those many ills for
which grandma used a mustard
plaster. It quickly loosens up a
cough. It reduces inflammation
in cases of sore throat. It relieves

bronchitis, neuralgia, lumbago,
rheumatism, stiff neck, sore mus-
cles, sprains and strains. It often
prevents pneumonia.

Keep a jar handy on the medi-
cine shelf.

Many doctors and nurses recommend
Musterole.

30c and 60c jars; hospital size 32.50.

The Musterole Co., Cleveland, Ohio
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

The Mystery at Glen Cove

FARM AND FIRESIDE

MONTH

Not one cent down. This brings you a $100 Oliver

Typewriter, now $57. So you save $43 and pay at

the rate of but 10c per day. This is the identical $100
Oliver, brand new, never used, shipped direct from
the factory to you. Not second-hand—not rebuilt. The
same as used by many of the biggest concerns; over

700,000 Olivers sold. Write
today for our new book,
"The Typewriter on the

Farm." Then you may or-

der an Oliver for Free Trial.

Easy to learn. Write today.

The Oliver Typewriter Co.
3131 Oliver Typewriter Bldg.

Chicago, III. [12.071

Uncle Sam's
Fighting Boys Wear

Ironclad Khaki
Twill Cloth

You men and women of his "home
guard" should wear this patriotic
economy cloth, too. It's fast color
and wears like leather.

OVERALLS, COVERALLS, SHIRTS
AND PANTS

made of the genuine Ironclad Khaki (the
kind Uncle Sam uses) carry the yellow
"army" label. like the above. Look for it and
Guarantee Bond in the garment before
you buy.
Write today for free samples of Ironclad
Khaki Cloth, and Miss Ironclad Khaki, the
kid glove finish ladles' overall cloth.

Garments on sale by dealers—everywhere

Franklin Manufacturing Co.
Manufacturers of Cloth Only

100 Market Place Baltimore, Md.

to any subterranean investigation, which,
Steele gave me to understand, was properly
his province.

Acting under this division, I atoncemade
myself presentable and paid a long-de-
ferred call upon Agatha's mother. She was
a perfectly transparent lady, and it took
but a moment to ascertain that, so far as
she knew, Agatha's only deviation from
normality had been the achievement of

the semi-finals in C flight at the Golf Club
six weeks previous.

Mr. Carter she recalled very vaguely
as a young man to whom Agatha had served
tea one afternoon some time ago. No,
Agatha had not again referred to him.
No, that was not singular; Agatha had so
many young men. My call was fruitless.

That night I met Steele, as prearranged,
at the Yacht Club, and we dined privately.

He was not surprised at my report.

"It bears out my notion that Agatha
knew Carter a great deal better than she
wanted her mother or anyone else to sus-

pect."
"What have you found out?" I asked.
"I don't know yet," he replied ambig-

uously. "It remains to be seen."
"But you have found something?"
"Yes, a little. It seems that there's an

old summer house down near the water's
edge on the Burchard place. For years it's

been used only to store discarded garden
equipment, but there are vague stories

afloat below stairs about mysterious lights

in the old shed's windows.
It was thereupon decided that we should

spend the night watching the mysterious
summer house.

Steele led the way to a spot he had dis-

covered where, securely hidden in the
thicket, we could command an excel-

lent view. The moon had risen, and a sil-

very shaft of light creeping through the
foliage threw the doorway to the pavilion
into bright relief. No. one could emerge
without our being witness of the fact.

Perhaps fifteen minutes after taking up
our vigil the door opened slowly, and a
man stepped out. He hesitated a moment,
looking furtively about him, and then, with
a certainty which betrayed familiarity with
the surroundings, glided off into the dark-
ness.

A sharp tug at my arm apprised me of

Steele's purpose, and I scrambled after him.
We did not have far to run. Indeed, the
goal appeared so suddenly that but for

Steele's detaining hand I would have
stumbled out into a small clearing.

OUR quarry had halted near a bench,
where he stood gazing intently out to

sea. His eyes seemed fixed upon the black
horizon with some definite purpose. Sud-
denly he turned, like a startled animal, and
leaped lightly into the shadow. From the
thicket on the far side of the clearing I

could hear a faint rustle of branches.
Presently a shadow fell across the grass,

the leaves parted, and a woman with a
dark shawl over her head stepped out.
The man by the stone bench was clearly

not surprised, for he emerged boldly from
his concealment. I caught a faint murmur
of voices. Then the woman rushed toward
him, to throw her arms around his neck.
His response to her embrace was no less

tender. I was puzzled. The natural as-

sumption that the woman with the shawl
was Agatha Burchard had to be rejected,
for my young cousin was certainly slighter
than the woman before us.

As they separated I caught a faint flicker

of white between them, as if she had
passed some sort of package to him. But
even as I was speculating a new sound was
borne to my ears on the slight breeze. The
couple seemed to hear it at the same time.
The woman half turned as if to flee. The
man stood fixed, listening intently.

What we heard was a low, rhythmic
pulsation, only faintly audible above the
soughing of the wind in the treetops. I

followed the man's gaze seaward. Suddenly,
almost on the horizon, a point of light

appeared, followed instantly by dense
blackness. The flash was twice repeated.
Rapidly the steady hum grew louder. I

decided that it was a boat of high power
coming toward the shore.
Abruptly the vibration ceased, intensi-

fying the silence so that the chirrup of the
crickets sounded piercingly in my ears.

Then a new noise was audible, a regular
pound, followed in a minute or two by a
subdued scrape. It was a boat with
muffled oars drawing up on the beach.

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18]

The figure listening so fixedly by the
stone bench suddenly sprang to life. Turn-
ing to the woman for a last, speedy embrace,
he glided swiftly and silently down the
steps to the water's edge.

Just before he disappeared from view
below the wall a beam of moonlight rested
on his face.

"Did you see?" I gasped, making an in-
voluntary movement of pursuit. But
Steele's iron grip restrained me. The
futility of my impulse was immediately
apparent. The subdued rumble of oars in
their row locks reached our ears, followed
by the unmistakable sound of a propeller
getting under way.

CARTER had unquestionably eluded us.
But the woman in the shawl, still gazing

fixedly toward the blank emptiness of the
horizon, offered possibilities of revelation.
She stood immobile for several minutes.
Then she turned and disappeared into the
thicket from which she had come. A whis-
pered command apprised me of Steele's
purpose, and I hurried after him as he sped
in pursuit.

I paused, however, for a last scrutiny of
the sea. Well down to the horizon, with a
brown murk of smoke behind it to bespeak
the laboring engines, was a long, low, black
shape—unless my eyes were playing me in-
credible tricks, a torpedo destroyer! Burn-
ing with excitement at the discovery, I
plunged after the crackle in the bushes
which I took to indicate the progress of
Steele.

Suddenly the path turned to the left,

leaving the water, and took a sharp ascent.
I understood, then, where I was. I knew
that a short detour would bring me again
into the same trail, well in advance of my
companion, where I could await him. I
turned into the short cut, and when I had
arrived at the point where the two paths
again joined I sat down on a convenient log.
From the distance I had come I expected

to wait but amoment. Themoments dragged
away, however, and I was just about to
return along the first path in search of
Steele when an unexpected sound startled
me. I shrank back into the safe obscurity
of the thicket, and waited.

Presently, out of the darkness, ap-
peared two figures, walking slowly. One
of them was instantly recognizable as
Steele: his lithe gauntness was unmistak-
able. His companion was at first a mere
patch of gloom, but as she approached, a
shiver ran down my spine. It was the
woman in the shawl! It was Marie Brandt!
They halted so near to me that I could

have touched them without stretching.
I suppose I "should have revealed my-

self to them at once. But I had heard so
much of their conversation before my slow-
moving brain asserted itself that I dared
not, in mere tact, give evidence of my
presence. I remained where I was—an
eavesdropper against my finer nature.
"Won'tyou tell me—now?" Steele asked

wistfully.

In the moonlight I could see her head
shake.
"Not now," she whispered.
"But can't you see what your silence

makes me suffer?" he pleaded. "Your dis-

appearance like that! Don't you see how
you are linked up with it?"

"You think I am linked up with it?"
she asked softly. "You think I played a
shameful part?" ~ My fingers clenched at
the subtle cruelty of her words. Steele's

anguish was all too patent.
"No!" he declared. "N-not that!"
"But—if—if he had died, what would

you have thought?"
Another groan escaped the unhappy man.
"I swear to you," he said earnestly, ""I

thought only of what harm might befall

you."
"And if I were to assure you that I am

no longer in peril would you cease to

follow?"
For a moment he was silent, and I could

,

sense the struggle going on within him.
"It is not fair," he said presently, "to

know—nothing. If you could only give me
a hint—just a word that I might

—

"

"And suppose I could not give even a

hint?"
"I must continue to suffer, then," he

sighed wretchedly.
"And if you thought I was in peril?"

she spoke very softly.

"I would follow through hell itself."

he breathed fervently.

"You—you care—like that?"

Suddenly his hand shot out and gras",
her wrist. "Oh, Marie, don't spar with m
he cried passionately. "You know
truth, utterly. I love you. Is it that
—you care nothing for me? Tell me, is t
your answer?"

She was silent for a moment, and th
when she spoke it was so softly that I coi
scarcely hear her reply.

"No," she breathed, "it is not that
"Then why—tell me—why?"
She ignored his question.
"Go back to your old ways, " she pleade 4

"Forget that you ever knew me. You cai j
not help me. No one can. You can on!'
hinder, however well meant your effort :

Believe me, you have no idea of the tora
arrayed against you, the odds that yoi
face. Can't I make you understand tha,
however you try you can only make i>

harder for me—perhaps impossible? Won'
you see—oh, please, won't you see that 1

must play my hand alone, quite alone?'
"I see nothing," he muttered hopelessly
"That is as it must be," she replied firmlv

"There may be a time—

"

"Light will come then?" he cried eagerly
"In its own time," she murmured. "Not

before. Remember, my friend, I ask this
of you, not alone for my sake and for your?
but for the sake of countless millions,
may not tell you more. But believe
when I tell you that in my frail hands rt
the happiness of many human beings,
single false step on your part might mea
incalculable misery. You must not risk it.

"What do you want me to do?" he ask<
dully.

"Go back to your old ways. Forget mi
and all that you have associated with me.''

"Forget you?" His laugh was ghastly
"You must."
"You are to go out of my life—like this??

You who have filled it as I never believe
anything could fill it, who have made i

something precious, who have—" Ht
choked, unable to go on.

She bowed her head. When she looke
up I could see something glistening in he
eyes. Her voice trembled faintly.

"Even so," she murmured. "Believe me—it is for the best."
"But will it be—forever? Oh, Marie, it

must not be that! If the day ever come?,
when this awful load is off your shoulders—

j

oh, I cannot put it as I would, but you:
understand, don't you, dear? Have I th<

;

right to hope?"
She shook her head.
"Only a faint one—the tiniest hope that

ever kept a man's soul to his body? Please—oh, if you knew—

"

"I must go now," she said nervously.
"But first"—he caught at her arm

—

"please, I must know that. I must!"

HER reply was like the gentle soughing
of the breeze in the trees, almost indis-

tinguishable as speech. But it was enor
for Steele. He crushed her in his arms i.

passionate embrace.
I turned my head away, curiously en

barrassed. When I returned my gaze th
]

lady was disappearing, a faint flash o.

white in the darkness of the trees.

I was in doubt as to just how to proceed
Steele was sitting where she had left him,

in an attitude of the most profound dejec-

tion. I could understand his wretchedness,
although I could not wholly sympathize
with it. But, in either event, I was sorely

troubled.
What would he do next? Would he con-

sider himself obliged to obey her wishes,

and give up all connection with the

problem?
I was annoyed by the turn events had

taken. I had entered upon the solution of

the "Glen Cove Mystery" very largel:
j

because Steele had insisted. But a ten

peramental penchant for the mysteriou
had insidiously laid hold upon me. Mrs
Brandt's incomprehensible words had onh
served to heighten my curiosity. Her mam
fest anxiety to throw us off the trail merely

indicated to me that we were perhaps more
closely involved than we realized.

I rather flattered myself that it was
fortunate for Steele that he had a practical,

impervious, old hard-shell like me for an

associate. / could not be bought off with

woman's tears. I might physically re-

semble the bloodhound very slightly, but

I resolved to be complete in my emulation

of the nature of that useful beast.

Without further hesitation I set off in

pursuit of the lady.

[TO BE CONTINUED IN THE FEBRUARY ISSUE] i
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MRS. H. H. JOHNSON

Harry Asked Me
to Write an Advertisement to

Farmand FiresideReaders
It Was a Big Job, but Here's the Story

I AM going to talk to business women. That means to every woman reader of this

paper, for I believe every woman has got to have a business man's head this year.

I asked Mrs. Johnson to
give you a woman's idea of
poultry raising as a busi-
ness. Send for our new
book and let us tell you
more about it. We are glad
to mail it free. Send in your
name today.

HARRY JOHNSON
" The Incubator Man 11

Maybe this will interest a few men readers, too, and if

so, they are mighty welcome. They will find their time well spent;
but read my story.

Food production is the biggest business in the world.
It's more important than making steel and iron, running rail-

roads, mining coal, putting up buildings, or doing anything else,

for all these industries could not be possible if some one did not
produce food.

I want to help you become a bigger food producer this
year. And 1 am going to help you make more money, too.

Raise More Poultry
I asked Mother Johnson, who lives next door
to us, what she thought poultry raisers were going

to do this year. She said: "I am no prophet, but, when less than
25c will produce a bird worth $1.00 or more, or feed a laying
hen that will give five or six dozen eggs in two or three months,
one does not have to guess at whether poultry raisers will make
money. They should make more this year than ever before."

I don't know a better business that one could take up.
Poultry meat is the quickest meat that one can produce. From
a basketful of eggs you can have birds ready for market in six

or eight months. Do you know of any other meat animal that
can be matured in that time? And do you know of any other
animal that can be produced for so little compared with the
price you get ?

Have A Business Of Your Own
Make poultry raising on your farm a business prop-
osition. Here is your opportunity to build a profit-
able business right in your own backyard. A business that's

applauded from one end of the country to the other because it

means food production.

But "I can hear farm women say, "I am already rais-

ing poultry." I mean raise more poultry. Mother John-
son had 800 chickens one year and 1100 another year, and as a
girl I myself took care of about 700 year after year for father

before he started in the fancy poultry business.

You can find the time and you will find
there's money in it. It will be an interesting way

to get away from indoor work, and if you don't do more than
make enough to pay your household expenses it will still be a
mighty good business. One of our customers, Mrs. Rose Knauss
of Altoona, Pa., cleared enough off the sale of her Black Polish
pure breds in one season to build herself a fine new house. She
came into national fame selling one bunch of five fowls for $2900.

Mrs. Albert Ray of Delavan, Kansas, made a specialty
of White Leghorns and Bronze turkeys, and put her family
through college, partly from poultry profits.

Mrs. A. M. Anderson, of Holdingford, Minn., writes:
"We set our Old Trusty only twice, with 108 eggs each time, and
our profits were $192.21."

Thomas Ashley of Kimball, S. D., writes: "Using only
one Old Trusty in 1917 we sold $350 in eggs, $200 in roosters,

$200 this fall in hens, and fries and eggs used in the home and
eggs for hatching would come to at least $100. ($<?50 in all.)

This year 1 used two Old Trustys, raised 700 chickens and con-
sider them now worth one dollar apiece."

But I could quote hundreds of letters like these. They all show
what one can do. But why not see what you can do? Write and let me help
you get started. I want to help more women to become money-making: poul-
try raisers this year. And I have made the plans for them. Let me tell you
what they are.

Ask For Our Book, It Will Help You
I am never afraid to send this book to anyone. 1 know it will
help. It deals with practical poultry raising. Not as a fancy art or a some-
thing that requires lots of time, but gives simple, everyday helpful sugges-
tions which 99 people out of 100 want to make a success. Size, 9 x 12 inches.
It's a bigger and better book than the Johnsons ever published before.and this
is their 27th year in the business. We mail it free to anyone who will send
their name and address.

Old Trusty—Freight or Express Prepaid
I could say a whole lot about Old Trusty—how well it's made,
how dependable it is, how well it satisfies our 800.000 customers, how easy it

is to understand and operate and how it shells out big hatches in any weather,
but I'll leave that for our book. We build Old Trusty in handy home sizes,
with or without the galvanized metal cover. We have the size to fit your needs
and at a price that fits your purse. But that's for our book to tell you. All I
want to do is to show up the money-making possibilities in poultry raising.
Havel interested you? Write and tell' me. I'll be glad to hea«- from you.
Tell me something about your poultry, if you
have any. The man or woman raising poul-
try is in the greatest business in the world—that of food production. Write and
let me tell you more about it.

Yours truly,
MRS. H.H.JOHNSON

v " ****

"Send
V wm

Jf~~Y ' and Get
t^. ^SS^s^ Our Book Free

We wrote and printed this book our-
selves. Send and get a copy. WeM T^f will be glad if you will tell us about

Johnson\ your Poultry when you write-

Company % Ask for Book
Clay Center, ^ «,
Nebraska No '

~

Please send me vnur
1919 Book No. 15F Tk >

.
Name "X^ jp

V
Address

**X/

Town State .1

Tell us how many chickens you keep.

Do you live in town or on a farm?

Have you used an incubator before?

What breed of chickens do you keep?

M. M. JOHNSON COMPANY
CLAY CENTER, NEBRASKA

OldTrusty
Hk INCUBATORS AND BROODERS A A

Winner ofevery GoldMedal offered by the Davenport,
Iowa, Poultry Show. Five Medals, one each year for
best hatch in the Show Room.

WE PAY FREIGHT
OR EXPRESS

Oid Trusty is built in .

handy home sizes, with or fIIOIIUJ' UUlUt/ Oli-CiS, WT 1 til VI

without the Metal Cover.
Clear California redwood

j§ construction with the best

\ purecopperhot water beat-
§ ing system that 27 years
if of experience can devise,
g Send for our catalog.
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If You Can't Fall in Love with Your

Job, for Goodness Sake Change It

By Bruce Barton

AYOUNG man writes me this letter:

"I am employed in the post-office at $100 a month. The
salary is sufficient to keep my family comfortable, but I

simply loathe the work. I see no chance of promotion in it,

and it demands so many of my- evenings that I have practically

no home life at all. Don't you think that under these circum-
stances I am justified in looking around for something more
congenial?"

My answer to him is: ' "Every day you remain in that post-

office is a day lost out of your life. You are to live only once.

What is the very best thing a man can get out of life?

" To be happy in his work and at home.

"You are happy neither in your work nor at home. You are

wasting the only existence that wiTl ever be yours in this world.

You will come to the end of your road and, looking back, will say
to yourself: " I was cheated. Other men had life and happiness:

I had only life."

"No matter what the immediate sacrifice, find your real place
in the world—the job that will call out your whole best self.

" For until you have found it you bear on your forehead the
mark of discontent that employers shun. The stars in their

courses fight against you.

" 'No matter what your work is, let it be yours,' said Emerson.
'No matter if you are a tinker or a preacher or a blacksmith or

president, let what you are doing be organic, let it be in your
bones, and you open the door by which the affluence of heaven and
earth shall stream into you.'

"I know of nothing so inspiring as to read the lives of men
who were in love with their work.

"Agassiz, the great naturalist, used to say that he believed
'the fishes would die for him just to give him their skeletons.'

" Edmund Halley, the astronomer, was another happy work-
man.

"Finding, in his youth, that other astronomers had under-
taken to catalogue the stars of the northern hemisphere, he
loaded a telescope on a boat and started to the southern hemi-
sphere. On shipboard he was busy every minute, and made im-
portant discoveries.

" Then it occurred to him that if one could study the transit of

Venus—that is, observe Venus at the time when her orbit crosses

the orbit of the sun—one could gather data from which to figure

the. weight of the sun, its distance from the earth, and many
other important facts about the solar system.

" But the next transit of Venus was not to occur until 1769.
It was almost certain that Halley could not live that long.

"As a matter of fact, he died in 1742.

"But when 1769 rolled round, the astronomers of that day
found all ready and waiting for them the formulas which Halley
had prepared.

"The man who had loved his work so whole-heartedly in life

lived on triumphant over death. His devotion had won him im-
mortality.

"I should want to be paid at least $50,000 a year to be
president of a brewery or a civil engineer. Because I hate beer
and mathematics.

"But I write editorials at a few dollars less a year, because I

love it.

"And, loving it, I know that I shall some day make a com-
fortable living.

"For there is a competency for any man in any job in the world
into which he can put his whole self enthusiastically.

'"He did it with all his heart,' says the Bible, 'and pros-
pered.'

"

Flexibility

Lengthens

Life

A RIGID tractor radiator has a short and costly life.

Flexibility is absolutely necessary to insure long

service.

What a strong "flexible" spring means to the service

of a heavy truck, the "flexible" Perfex core means to the dura-

bility of a tractor radiator. /

The "flexible" core of the Perfex gives maximum
cooling efficiency. It is the most highly developed type of

cooling system. In addition it absorbs the shocks and bumps
and twists encountered in tractor service, which assures long

service and eliminates costly delays and repair expenses, due to radiator

troubles.

The Perfect Radiator
is now used on more than 64 models of prominent tractors. To
assure Perfex standards, each radiator is triple tested before it

leaves the factory.

FIRST—with air under heavy pressure, and immersion in water,

to prove it leak-proof. «
SECOND—with live, hot steam, to duplicate the heat of actual

working conditions.

THIRD—with vibration to prove it capable of withstanding the

severe service of farm work.

To save yourself the annoyance, delays and expense caused by radiator

troubles, which usually occur at the most critical times, select a tractor

that is Perfex-protected.

Write us for a list of these tractors.

PERFEX RADIATOR COMPANY
802 Flett Avenue

Sitifel's Indigo ClotK
Standard, for over 75 years

Look forth*
boot trade-mark

od the back of the
cloth, Inside the garment!

before you buy.

For Men's Overalls, Jumpers, Uniforms
Miss Stife! Indigo Cloth— for women's overalls and work clothes.

The strongest, fast color, work-garment cloth made.

Garments made at
SMfel Indito told by
dealers everywhere

J. L. STIFEL & SONS
WHEELING, W. VA. 260 CHURCH ST., N. V.

Wear*
Manufacturers o
the doth only
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How is it your car

always starts so easy?"

"Well I paid a little more for a Willard

Battery and I take good care of it."

"First, I knew I was getting a

brand-new battery because it never

had any acid solution in it till it

was made ready for my car. You
know these Willard Batteries with

Threaded Rubber Insulation can
be kept in the dealer's stock Bone-
Dry, and so they don't deteriorate.

"Second, Threaded Rubber means
better insulation and that means
a longer-lived battery, with more
punch to it.

"Third, I see it's kept charged

right and filled with pure distilled

water.

"Fourth, I watch the other little

wrinkles—prime cylinders in cold

weather, throw out clutch in starting,

keep spark-plugs clean, and so on."

Any Willard Service Station can

tell you how to get the same results

—call on them at any time. You'll

find it pays. Write Willard Storage

Battery Company, Cleveland, O.,

for free book, "The Wick of the

Willard."

STORAGE
BATTERY

Willard Threaded Rubber Insulation
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The Next Five Years—and You
By William Almon Wolff

T\_
HE war against Germany has been
won. The war against famine is

still going on. It is your war, Mr.
American Farmer, to win or to
lose. Peace, which means plenty,

is not even in sight in that war.
I We Americans played a part, more or
less decisive, in beating Germany. It's not
for us to measure what we did. But in the
war against famine we are a major bel-

ligerent. Famine has allies, as Germany
had. Bolshevism, anarchy, chaos, disorder
I—all lurk behind famine, waiting to profit

by hunger's victory. We Americans have
'got to beat them. And in the war against
them our commander in chief is Herbert
Hoover. Our allies will fight under his

leadership just as we and all the allies

fought against Germany under Marshal
JPoch. You farmers, who till the soil and
feed the herds that thrive upon it, are
Hoover's shock troops.

It isn't easy to realize what a tremendous
task you have on your hands. It's hard to
be prosperous and well fed in Nebraska or
Iowa and picture people starving to death
in Russia. But that's what you have to do.
[jJTou have to realize that a thousand bush-
els of corn that you might grow, and don't,

may affect history. That corn means hogs.
And hogs mean fats that take up as little

room as anything possibly can in ships.
And those fats, getting across the seas to
$3urope, may arrive just in time to save
the lives of starving babies and underfed
Women. And the fathers of those children,
pae husbands and brothers of those women,
feeing them restored, may resolve to
work on at their trades instead of raising
the red flag of Bolshevism and so help-
ing to plunge some
new city or prov-
ince into the pit of

anarchy.
Those people ov-

er in Europe aren't
dealing in theories,

you know. Politics

for them doesn't
mean discussions in

'k crossroads store,

editorials in a news-
paper, depressions
because Bill Jones
was beaten for Con-
egress, elation be-
cause Hank Robin-
son has been sent
back to the state
senate.

They're hungry.
Millions of them
^are hungry. They
wake up hungry
every morning.
They can't sleep at
night because the
hunger pains won't let them rest. Chil-
dren waste away and die. In Poland
you can't find a child under seven years
old alive to-day! Life tries to go on. It
struggles against every handicap, every
severity. Women bear children, undergo
ithe agony of giving birth to dead babies,
babies born dead because they starved to
death before ever they were born!
T The leaders these people listen to don't
promise them a new post-office. They tell

them that if they are put in power there
will be food for all. If you were starving,
if your babies were born dead, if your
wives were wasting away before your eyes,
wouldn't you turn to follow almost any
man who offered you relief? Would you be

The World is at the Front Door. Let It In

WHEN Wolff was in Washington on this story,

Tom Ellis of the Food Administration told
him he would like to see a world consciousness grow
up on American farms. He hoped that farm men
and women would realize that they have some-
thing in common with folks across the sea they
never have seen.

Ellis is right. We've been too much like the
farmer who barricades himself in his warm house
and leaves his stock unprotected in the field when
the blizzard comes.
The world has had a blizzard. And though it

eased up a bit with the signing of the armistice,
it is still raging in some form in many parts of the

world. Its worst form is hunger. The peasant

women you see in the picture are three of the forty-

five million Ukrainian folk who face this blizzard

of starvation because food can't be got to them.
Hoover estimates that between fifteen and twenty
million of them will starve to death before spring,

despite all we can do. And there are other hungry
millions elsewhere in Europe.

Starvation breeds anarchy. America's fields and
America's farmers are the strongest weapon the

world has with which to fight starvation. For the

next five years the bulk of world food production
is up to us. And we'll not keep the door closed in

the face of that. No, sir! The Editor.

in a mood to analyze his promises, to apply
the tests of economic soundness to what he
said?
When I was gathering the facts for this

article I went to Washington to see the
officials of the United States Food Admin-
istration. I talked to Tom Ellis, the man
who has at his fingers' ends more truths,

about food supplies and food needs all over
the world than any man in America.

"Naturally," I said, "peace doesn't
mean the end of food control?"
"The end?" he repeated. "It's 'almost

the beginning! I hope men and women in

Nebraska and Kansas and Illinois are going
to realize that they have an intimate, im-
mediate concern with the affairs of people

they've never seen or heard of in Poland
and the Ukraine. Our American boys have
been dying because of things that have been
happening for years in Europe without at-

tracting any notice from us. And unless
America pours out such a wealth of food-

as she never has before, the world is

facing horrors even worse than any it has
known between 1914 and the present."

It's no impossible task that you face. It

involves no sacrifices for you. It does in-

volve hard work, and thought, and co-

operation with the men in Washington who
have the facts of the situation all over the
world in hand.

In America, of course, we»always produce
a surplus of food. We never consume all

we produce. We import some food—some
sugar, even a good deal. Some vegetable
fats we bring in. But we are a food-export-
ing country. We wouldn't starve, we
wouldn't even be moderately uncomfort-
able, if we didn't import any food at all.

But in northern Russia, this winter,

there are nearly fifty million people who
can't import food. There is no way in

which food can be sent to them. Their ports
are blocked by ice. Four years of war,
with anarchy following war, have destroyed
or made useless their railways and their

means of internal communication. Even
the food they have produced themselves
can't be evenly divided. There are peasant
communities in that region that could have
spared food for the cities. But so complete
is the moral break-down of those people

that grain has been burned and hidden to

keep it from starving laborers in towns.

Before next summer, from fifteen to

twenty million of those people will have
starved to death. These aren't the sensa-

tional figures of some yellow newspaper:

they are the estimates, based on verified

statistics, of the United States Food Ad-
ministration. Hoover has checked and ac-

cepted them. Hoover is in Europe now,
doing his best for all the hungry people in

the world. But, so far as those people in

northern Russia are concerned, he is as

helpless and as desperate as a railway

official who knows that two trains are going

to meet in head-on collision, and whose
only course is to order wrecking crews and
doctors to the scene of the coming catas-

trophe. Nothing can be done. Peace came
too late to save those hungry Russians.

But it has come in time to save
other hungry mil-
lions. Before the ar-

mistice was signed
all your added pro-
duction of food, all

the saving that you
and the consumers
of America did at
Hoover's behest,
went toward mak-
ing up the deficien-

cies in the food sup-
ply of about 120,-

000,000 people in

Britain, France, It-

aly, Belgium, and
the districts of
northern France
that were occupied
by the Germans.
The iron ring of the
Teuton armies
made it impossible
for us to reach
Serbia, Rumania,
Armenia, Poland,
the Ukraine, and

other friendly countries and districts.

The iron ring is broken at last. Andnowwe
have to take care of 300,000,000 people in-

stead of 120,000,000. That does not include
any of the enemy peoples. We shall, unless
we want to see anarchy among them, have
to' give those enemy peoples some help.
We carried our western allies through to

victory. We gave them enough food, from
our plenty, between April, 1917, and last

November, to enable them to stay in the
war. Meatless and wheatless days, a
sugar ration, months in which we ate no ba-
con, war bread—all those things thatHoover
brought into American life helped the war-
worn nations that were fighting with us to
win through, [continued on page 26]
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Is Your Poultry Paying You Enough?
The story of a successful poultryman and general farmer who believes a lot of

folks are passing up a golden opportunity in the chicken yard

By C. A. Rogers

IOOKING back over four years' ex-

perience as a practical poultry-

man, I do not see that I have done
J anything that any other man or

woman cannot do, if the decision

to go about it in a businesslike way is taken
and adhered to.

Many farmers—too many, in fact—look

on the chicken end of the place as a very
small money-maker which had best be

turned over to the women-folks
for pin-money. And the worn
en, it seems to me, are too
willing to accept this view
and make the chicken
yard a side line instead
of an important part
of the farm.
My wife and I

share and share alike

on everything the
farm produces, and
while we are gen-
eral farmers along
with our chicken-
raising, we find that
by studying and sys-

tematizingthe chick-
en end of the busi-

ness it can be made
to produce its very
substantial share of

the entire farm income.
In recent years we have
£one in more heavily for

thickens; therefore they
now produce the bulk of our

income; but doing that was
merely a matter of choice, not

s>f necessity.

The point I am getting at is

ihat there is nothing mysteri-

ous nor secret about the building of a suc-

cessful chicken business on any farm. It

5s merely a matter of going about it in a

businesslike fashion, just like you go about
your other farm affairs. Failure to do
this, I think, is responsible for the chicken

end of so many farms not amounting to

any more than it does. Poultrymen and
jpoultrywomen are not born—they are

made, and made just as any other success-

ful man or woman is made, by hard work
and common sense.

To me there are two things that make
possible the success of any individual,

whether he be doctor, lawyer, or farmer.

These are a thorough knowledge of the

business in which he is engaged, and a lib-

eral application of common sense to that

business. The two are inseparable. One
is of little value without the other

Mr. Rogers the

younger

such as cabbage and beets, and I also allow

plenty of range for the flock, which is very
essential. Oftentimes the produce raised

on the farm is not suitable for feed, so I sell

it, credit the farm for that amount, and buy
the necessary mill feeds, charging it up to

chicken expense. In this way I know
where I stand at all times, whether I am
making or losing money, and, if I am losing,

just where to charge the loss.

My hatching is done with two
incubators, each of 4,800-egg

capacity, and by using care

and common-sense my re-

sults are satisfactory. I

might say here that too
many poultry raisers

expect big hatches.

Don't be discouraged
if your hatching per-

centage should be
low. One season
my own hatches
ran below 50 per
cent chickens for

all eggs set. This is

an average of course,

some hatches run-
ning much higher
and some lower. I.

would say that the
usual fertility is about
85 to 90 per cent.

The conditions of the
last year or two have

tended greatly to lessen

the demand for breeding
stock. I look for this end of

the business to take a decided
jump in the near future, but
in the meantime I have been
expending allmy efforts toward

greater egg production, and believe the
problem of winter laying has been solved.

I knew that there was no excuse for a hen
to go into winter quarters and simply sus-

pend operations until early in the spring,

all the while consuming feed, but giving
nothing in return. It didn't seem right.

What was necessary was more exercise and
feed, and the ordinary daylight was short.

Going to perch at five at night and not
coming down until seven in the morning
does not properly distribute her meals, nor
allow a sufficient time for exercise; and if

exercise is lacking, there is no great desire

on the part of the hen to eat. If she doesn't
eat, how can she lay eggs?
The answer to this difficulty is light. If

there was no daylight, why not make day-
light? Why not try electric light?

I had my plant installed at once, and

I was getting but a few eggs a day from my
hens. In six weeks' time, and on into the
period of the year when egg production is

lowest, I had increased ray number to an
average of 450 eggs per day from the same
number of hens. At the time this is writ-
ten I am getting 500 eggs a day, which is

about a 25 per cent production for my
flock, and expect at the present rate of in-

crease to have them up to a 40 per cent
production in two months. When you stop
to consider that the average production
for this time of

year is only 15 per
cent, the results I

obtained are aston-
ishing.

Chickens are
creatures of habit,

just like any other
animal. To have
things run smooth-
ly, all things inci-

dental to their care

should be done as

nearly as possible

at the same time
every day. In us-

ing the lights, I

have tried to ad-
here strictly to this

rule. Here is my
order of procedure:
By an automatic
time switch the
lights go on in all

the houses at five

o'clock in the morn-
ing; at six I feed,

and the lights re-

main on until day-
light. At noon I

gather the eggs,

and in the winter

Success is No
Walkaway

JJST as we were going to press

with this article, we got a letter

from Rogers at his farm up near
Bergen, New York. He was worried
for fear his story would make the
prospects seem "a little better, or

a little bigger, or a little brighter

than they really are."

He doesn't want anyone to get
the idea that running a chicken
farm is easy, or that success comes
with little effort. And he's right.

Success is no walkaway, in the
chicken business or in any other
business. So don't expect to make
the chickens pay you overnight if

you start in with them. But if you
have the determination to succeed,
Rogers' experience proves that the
business is well worth trying.

THE EDITOR.

No great amount of capital is needed in tried it out for the first time last fall. The
the chicken business. It is necessary only

that what capital is invested be directed

in the right way. Many persons fail at it

because they don't put enough time and
energy into it.

When I went to college, courses m poul-

try husbandry held the most interest for

me, and I applied myself along that line.

After I graduated I remained with the col-

lege as an instructor for eight years, during

which time I, of course, had all the advan-

tages of carrying out experiments and
tests which gave me a still better insight

into the game and the great possibilities it

contained.
I had always planned to start out for

myself, so that I could apply the knowledge

I had acquired; and in the spring of 1914

the opportunity came. My father was
getting along, not in mind, but in body

—

and the farm work was too much for him,

so I bought the place and moved on at

once. He had at the time about a thou-

sand Leghorns, so I bought these also, to

be used as the foundation of my future

operations. They were very well bred

—

in fact, were all of a high-producing strain,

all displaying broad backs, depth to abdo-
men, and bodies carried well above the
ground. In my opinion, these character-

istics, combined with a long body, a large,

fine comb, and an intelligent eye, are bet-
ter than trap-nest records.

The farm and the poultry are each run
as a separate business. Naturally I raise

many things on the farm which are fed to
the chickens, but the farm is credited and
the poultry charged with its value. The
farm supplies all my green winter feed,

feed cabbage, beets,

or other green food.

At seven-thirty in the evening the lights

go on again. The hens have by this time
gone to perch, but when I go out to feed at
eight they are all down and ready to eat.

The lights remain on until nine, at which
time they go off for the night.
The plan didn't work right from the

start, I admit. It took about two weeks
for the hens to become accustomed to the
new order of things, but now when I go
out to feed they are everyone of them down
and scratching around as if it were broad
daylight, getting all that extra feed and
exercise.

The first question you would naturally
ask is, "Does it pay?" My answer is,

"Yes, many times over." The first

hen is laying she is profitable, regardless
of the price of feed. But just as soon as
she stops laying she will lose you money.
She is taking from you and giving nothing
in return. Therefore it's up to you to
keep her on the job, and electric lights will
do it.

When I changed to lights, my time of
feeding was also changed, but the feed it-
self remained about the same. Barley
and ground corn form the largest part of
my grain ration in winter. I figure from

six to seven quarts
of feed to each one
hundred hens per
day. This ration
is for the pullets

and older chickens.
The little chicks
are fed some relia-

ble commercial
mash feed until

they are about six

to ten weeks old,

at which time they
get the same as the
others.

Some kind of

fresh green feed is

also very impor-
tant. I have found
that cabbagemakes
a good feed up un-
til Christmas, after

which I use beets
for the rest of the
winter. This sort

of food keeps the
fowls in good phys-
ical condition, and
makes strong-
shelled eggs. Ihav~
heard some talk
feeding ensilage t

hens, but I do no

result has been astonishing, to say the
least. There will undoubtedly be a few
who will find the statements I am going to
make rather hard to believe. To all those
I say, Come and see! The lights were first

turned on about October 1st. At this time

g"ers at the farm

month's increased egg production paid for

the lighting plant and its installation com-
plete. So I would say that it paid very
well indeed.

Right along this line there is another
important thing to remember: While a

believe it would
practical. They really need somethin
more succulent, and the ordinary ensilag
is too hard and tough.

It is on my food hoppers, however, tha
I pin my faith. Every bird in my floe
has free access to these hoppers, which ar
built on the order of self-feeders. In the
I feed a dry mash which is mixed as fol

lows: 300 pounds of cornmeal, 300 poun
of wheat bran, 300 pounds of wheat mid
dlings, 300 pounds of ground barley, 30
pounds of ground oats, 400 pounds of mea
scrap, 50 pounds of oilmeal, 50 pounds

!

gluten meal, and 20 pounds of salt. This
all mixed dry and put into the hoppers,
consider this mash mixture very necessa
to big egg production, as it is high in pr
tein content, and protein makes up a lar_
part of every egg. If the hen is expected
to turn out eggs, she must have plenty of
fuel to work with.
While the egg contains a large propor-

tion of protein, it contains a larger portion
of just plain water. You can put all the
feed into your chickens you have a mind
to, but if you don't give them plenty of
water it is feed wasted. I keep water be-
fore them at all times; not stale water, but
fresh running water. I use for this pur-
pose long troughs which are elevated at
least a foot off the ground to prevent the
scratching of filth and straw into them.
The water level is regulated by a float in

each trough, which keeps the level con-
stant at all times; and you would be sur-
prised how much they drink. There seems
to be a line-up at the troughs all the time.
Whatever you do, never try to economize

by feeding damaged food. I had a pecu-
liar experience along this line which other
poultry raisers might profit by. At the
time in question I had a quantity of wheat
bran on hand which started to mat. It
was not in very bad shape—just a trifle

heated. While I knew it was in that con-
dition, I had no idea it would be unfit for
feed. I mixed it in my mash ration as usual,
and fed it. In several days my egg pro-
duction started to fall off. I could not
account for it, but supposed it was just
temporary and would soon be back to
normal. About this time I happened to
run out of other feed, so mixed up a double
portion of the spoiled bran. In a day or"

two many hens in my flock were sick, and
egg production [continued on page 46]
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The Truth About the Trenches
By Jean Babtiste Zacharie

DURING the four years I was at
kthe front I spent two furloughs
with my wife and child "back
Fhome" in New York. In France
I had lived for weeks at a time

n dugouts and tunnels underground; in
sold and darkness, half starved, and cover-
id with vermin. For months I lived in the
renches.
Then I came back to America; and that

vas one of the strangest experiences of the
vhole war.
Here you can walk about in the open.

'{ou can see wide meadows and houses and
tees. Even in the cities you can look about
rou, up and down the streets, away into
lie distance. You have no idea what it

neans to be huddled, day and night, be-
ween two muddy walls, so close to you
hat your shoulders rub against them as
rou pass.

There is nothing but a stretch of blue
verhead when it is clear, or of gray when
t rains. At night there is only an avenue
if stars or a black curtain with lurid re-
lections of gunfire. There in the trenches
,11 existence seemed narrowed down to a
litch in the mud.
Coming back to the United States was

ike entering another world. And it may
ound strange to you, but it was the life

irhich you lead here at home that seemed
inreal, not that which I had been living
,t the front.

New York— stupendous, palpitating,
eething with people—was like a dream,
'he trenches and dugouts—the solemn and
wful desolation of No Man's Land—these
/ere the Great Reality. I felt as if New
rork was something ephemeral, an irides-
lent bubble which had no part in the grim
business of time existence.
When I went back to France it was like

etting out of a fog—beautiful, rainbow
tog, to be sure; but a fog nevertheless. On
(he battle front the soul breathed a keen
©d bitter air; but,

was clear; and
|or all its sting, it

j

'as like a tonic to

he spirit.

I know that you
It home pity the
len who have been
t the front. And if

ou are thinking
nly of their bod-
js they deserve
our pity, more
|han you can ever
ealize. But do you
now that they, for

deir part, have
een pitying you?
'hey looked back
dth a strange
lingling of long-

lg and repulsion

o the comfortable
fe here at home,
'hey wanted to re-

Mirn to it when
heir task was fin-

shed. But I very
luch doubt if any
ne of them would
ive up the experi-

nce he has had
ver there. The war
an never mean to

ou what it does to

he men who have
een in it.

In the first place,

hey have learned
oth to despise and
o prize comfort,
'o be hungry and
hirsty and sleep-

»ss, cold and wet,

they seem so wonderful and precious to us.

Just mere ease of body—even common
cleanliness. It is going to enrich normal
living for us when we can come back to it.

But we shall know these things for what
they really are—the ornaments of the fab-
ric of existence, not the fabric itself.

This is one great change which war has
brought; that what we once called "ideals"
are now recognized as the true "realities."

Take, for example, one of my own expe-
riences:

I have been, as I said, four years at the
front. But there was one single day in

those four years which seemed ten years
long. I have done forced marches of many
kilometers, carrying my equipment and a
heavy pack. But none of them—no, not
all of them together!—could be compared,
in difficulty and danger, with one journey
I made, only two short miles in length, when
all that I carried was a piece of bread, a
canteen of water, and a slip of paper. It

took me more than nine hours to cover
those two miles.

I have been under fire for weeks at a
stretch. But this time, in the space of those
nine hours, certainly ten thousand shells

and bullets were fired at a single companion
and myself. I escaped them all. But my
companion paid the toll with his life.

I do not need to consult my notebook
for the date of that experience. The second
of June, 1916, is a day I shall never forget.

It was at Verdun, where we had been for

about two weeks.
Two weeks of mud up to our knees, for

it rained constantly. We had almost noth-
ing to eat but black bread. What little

sleep we had was in a tunnel, on the bare
floor, which was so cold that we were always
chilled to the bone.
Most of the time it was pitch dark in

there; for, although it was wired for electric

light, we had to economize in the use of
current, and it was turned on for only a

crew in

mg

at the front with
1915. He is the c

against the breech of

The College of Mudholes Turns Out
Some Fine Men

THEY called them the trenches of
France. But they were mudholes. Just

mudholes. And yet, in their narrow,
sodden confines, our great contribution
of young, eager American boys went to
school— to the
strictest, the hard-
est educational in-

stitution ever
built, the Uni-
versity of the
Trenches.

School is over,

and the boys are
doing a little post-

graduate work
along the German
border. But they
will allbehome one
of these days, and
when they come
brace yourself for

some surprises.

Their views of

life will be bigger,

broader, stronger,

manlier, than
when they went
away. Their battle lessons will have
taught them things they might never
have learned at home. Don't be aston-
ished at the changes in them. Remem-
ber that they have studied Life and Death
in the raw, and have taken their degrees.

The man with the dog is Zacharie.

They lived in the hen house before

which you see them in the picture

If you want to know just what we
mean, read this man's story. It is a cameo
of what has happened to America's two
million. The writer of this article was
four years in the trenches. For weeks at

a time he was
cold, hungry, cov-
ered with- vermin,
in constant peril

of his life. Yet he
says that the men
who have gone
through these ex-

periences pity us,

for they know
they have come
closer to the Great
Realties than we
have.
When our boys

are back we shall

be happy in giv-

ing them the
things they have
been missing

—

physical comfort,
bodily safety. But
they will bring

home to us the greater things of the spirit

—things they have learned through suf-

fering and sacrifice borne with high
courage. When we think of them in that
way, even our pity of them is less than
our humility for ourselves. THE EDITOR.

agged and even
lthy, so far. as the body is concerned, is

transitory and unimportant a thing
ompared with actual life and death. Mil-
ons of men and boys whom we had
hought careless and commonplace have
roved that bodily comfort is nothing to
hem compared with a satisfied mind and
spirit at peace with itself. I don't think
his can be said too often. It is the true
lory of the trenches.
On the other hand, we have learned there

3 appreciate so keenly the little everyday
omforts which you take, as we once took
hem, without a thought of gratitude. Now

few minutes every two hours. I was at
Verdun thirty days. And in all that time
I never had my clothes off, never had water
to wash with, never had anything warm to
eat or to drink. I was covered with vermin
and was half starved.
My company was in Fort Tavannes,

which was separated from Fort de Vaux by
a narrow valley that had been christened
the "Valley of Death. " Almost every yard
of it was under German fire, and yet that
valley had to be crossed to send relief to
Vaux. Every night one platoon went in and
another came back.

In the French Army, except in the case
of special undertakings, you are not asked
if you can do a thing or if you want to do
it; you are told that you must do it. The
first night after I reached Tavannes they
told me I was to
act as guide for

the relief parties to
Vaux. That night
a man went with
me to show me the
route. I had to
learn it that one
time and do it by
myself after that.

There were no
trenches, no road,

to be followed. For
landmarks I had
corpses, dead
horses, abandoned
rifles, and so on.

Every night I

crossed this Valley
of Death twice.

And every night,

on an average,
twelve of the men
I guided were
killed.

The Germans
had succeeded in

reaching Fort de
Vaux from the east,

and had actually
penetrated the fort

itself, so that they
were occupying
part of it, while we
held the rest. It is

in the crest of a hill, and is about as large

as a New York City block. The Germans
had even installed machine guns on top,

while we were in the galleries right under
them. With explosives we might have
blown them up; but by this time we did

not have any. Even
ammunition was
very short, and
there was almost
no food.

Finally, on the
morning of the se-

cond of June, the
situation became
desperate. All tele-

phone wires had
been broken and
our last pigeon at
Tavannes had been
killed. And yet it

was necessary to
get a message to
the little remnant
of men still hold-
ing Vaux. The on-
ly way was to send
it by runner, in

broad daylight.
The undertaking
was almost hope-
less—one of those
missions of special

danger which form
the exception to
the rule of being
told that you must
do a thing. So the
officer at Tavannes
asked for volun-
teers. And two of

us, both corporals,
responded.

Before the war
that little valley
had been a place of

beauty, its sides

covered with trees

and grass and
flowers. Now it was
absolutely ravaged

by shot and shell. Not even a shattered
tree trunk was standing. Exploding shells

would set fire to fragments of wood in the
debris, so that at night there were little

lurid flames all through it.

The shell holes, of which there were
hundreds, made possible the attempt to
cross it in daylight, for they did offer a
chance of shelter. But the bombardment
was so furious that my companion and I

had to lie hidden, each in his shell hole, a
long time before we could attempt to reach
the next one, only a few feet away.

Of course we were not together. I went

his gun
ne lean-

the gun

first and he followed, about a hundred yards
behind me, so that both of us would not
be killed by the same shell.

It tookme three hours to go the first quarter
of a mile. The Germans at Verdun were in-

credibly reckless in

their expenditure
of ammunition. It
seemed as if they
would use a thou-
sand shells to get
one man. When
they saw us at-
tempting to reach
Vaux in daylight
they realized, of

course, that we
must be carrying an
important message.
And therefore they
were the more anx-
ious and deter-
mined to get us.

At one o'clock
my companion was
killed. I had kept
track of him by
occasional glimpses
as he crawled or
jumped from one
shell hole to an-
other. But finally

these glimpses
ceased, and I knew
he must have been
hit. If that was the
case it was my
duty to find his

body and secure
the duplicate dis-

patch he was carrying, for I must, if pos-
sible, prevent its falling into the hands of

the enemy.
So I crawled back and hunted for some

time, but I could not find any trace of him.
Probably he was buried by an exploding
shell. So I had to give it up and go on.

The going was a little better after a while,

especially when I reached a point near the
crest, whiclnwas so situated that the shells

passed quite over me before exploding. I

knew this sheltered spot very well, and
when I finally rolled into it and lay there,

looking up at the sky, the temptation to

stay, at least until dark, was almost irresist-

ible. Once out of that refuge, I should be
under heavy fire again; and no bed in the

world ever seemed so heavenly to me as

that muddy bit of ground did then. I

crawled on, however, after a little rest; and
at five-thirty in the afternoon I succeeded
in entering the fort safely.

But the adventure was not over yet by
any means. Before dark the Germans had
brought up more machine guns with which
they covered every entrance to the fort,

so that it was impossible for us to leave that

night, as we had planned. For four days
we remained inside a part of the fort, doing
our best to hold off the Germans, who
attacked with machine guns, hand grenades,

and asphyxiating gas. At the end of that

time we had been reduced to only twenty-
six men. We had been without food and
water for some time, and now our ammuni-
tion was all gone. So we determined to try

to escape by digging through the wall.

As I said before, the Germans were
actually above us. And as a wall is an
excellent carrier of sound it was impossible
to keep them in ignorance of what we were
doing. But we worked, anyhow, and by
that night, June 6th, we had made an
opening through which a man could pass.

He must, however, jump from this breach
into a ditch about fourteen feet deep be-
fore he could even try to get away.
When everything was ready the major

in command gave us our choice of sur-
rendering or of trying to escape. Seven
chose to stay. They were so weak that the
undertaking, a desperate one even for

strong men, was impossible for them. The
rest of us drew lots as to the order in which
we should go. I was the eighth one.
At eleven-thirty that night the major

gave the signal, and the first man jumped.
He was probably killed. One by one the
next six followed him, and every one of

them was killed. I think perhaps they were
just tall enough to be caught by the fire

of the machine guns above the wall. At
any rate, not one of them escaped, while
I, who am rather short, was not hit.

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 42]



The Man With a Limp
Who shows that the brand of the beast is even on those who serve it, and that

the world has done well to wipe it out

By Chester L. Lyman

FARM AND FIRESID1
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IHEY probably walk that way

—

land each in his own way—be-
cause it pleases them to do so."

That was the first remark Gus
Minch had made for some time—

the first, in fact, since the one made at the
very beginning of the parade.
Gus Minch had been the first, I think,

to realize or comprehend the tensity of the
voiceless crowd down there below us in the
canyon-like depths of Broadway. He had
been the last to get to the window, as he
was always, by reason of his peculiar shuf-
fling gait, the last to get anywhere. But it

had taken him only a moment to sense
that striven timbre peculiar to the hum-
ming murmur that rose from the throng
on the sidewalk.
Usually such crowds watched parades

and listened to the blare of their martial
music with all the irresponsible joy of

grown-up children; but this day they had
gathered to wave Godspeed to the first

contingent of the new National Army—
the "Liberty Boys" some happy phrase
maker had christened them.
"Ah!" Minch exclaimed, as if in a burst

of sympathy with all those hopes and fears

beneath us. "Now it begins to get under
the skin!"
That was the truth. The crowd had

come a-holidaying, but the never-ending
line of marching olive-drab had sobered it.

The understanding of what this parade
meant, ever deepening and clearing, was
getting "under the skin"-—under my own
skin as well, and under the skins of the
other men in the room.
Now and then someone commented on

a detail of the passing line. Perhaps a
platoon maintained only a very ragged
front. Such a one called for a laugh from
Reynolds. He was captain of the drill

team of his lodge, and had any number of

silver cups to prove that he was
a first-class drill sergeant.

Once a particularly awkward
private knocked his own hat off,

and disturbed the composure
of an entire company in the re-

covery of it.

"Fine, fine!" chuckled old

Willoughby, who had been

through the Civil War. "I hate

machinery."
At the end of the parade,

marching four abreast, came the

young men who had just been
called to the army. The crowds,

which before had been content

to stay penned back on the side

walk, now swayed forward from
each side toward the center of

the street. Each person, it

seemed, had in mind to see and
wave to some man in that long,

straggling, ill-formed line — to

let him know that he was not

forgotten.
The swaying pressure of

those crowds, like the motherly

sweep of two protecting arms,

had brought my heart into my
throat. I felt—I felt—well, I

was glad that this was my
country.
Perhaps it was because I was

in this frame of mind that

Reynolds' next remark jarred

me the more: "They're just as

graceful as if they were follow-

ing a plow." I turned to make
some sharp answer, but Gus
Minch was before me with that q^s
remark of his:

"They probably walk that

way—and each in his own way
— because it pleases them to do so."
He said it in a matter-of-fact way; but,

for some unexplainable reason, I could not
take it as a matter-of-fact statement. It

was true enough, but trite. It was as if one
had said of a man that he ate food to sat-

isfy his hunger. Evidently, though, Minch
had no intention to add to the remark.
His eyes followed intently that weaving,
straggling line of men down there in the
middle of the street.

Here and there Reynolds spied a marcher
with whom he was satisfied, and each time
he would point the man out and ex-
claim:

"Look at that one, just behind the ban-
ner, just next to the tall man with the
round shoulders; there is a soldier—every
inch of him!"
The man he thus indicated would be

easily distinguished from those near him.
He walked erect. Except for the want of a
uniform, he was in every respect soldierly.

His step was in time with the thump of the
drums. His eyes bore straight ahead. His
arms swung only the allowed three inches.

I remember one
such prodigy in the
world of go-as-you-
please — remember
not the man himself

somuch as Reynolds'
delight in the mere
sight of him.

"There is a sol-

dier," Reynolds
breathed. "Once a
man is a soldier, he
will carry the mark
all his life. It is

wonderful. "Look
at Minch," he con-
tinued, still dwelling
on that idea. "He
walks like a ninety-
year-old camel; his

shoulders are round;
one arm swings far-

ther than the other; his right foot drags;
and he has the spring-halt in his left hip.

That is the way they train a man to be the
image of God in America! If Gus Minch
had been born in—Germany, for example,
they would have given him three years of

military training, and made a man out of

him, instead of just a clumsy human two-
armed derrick!"
The remark was made in good nature,

just as a part of the office badinage that

Cruelty Isn't Dead Yet

WHEN you read this story do
not waste all your hatred of

cruelty on this Prussian drill ser-

geant. There are men in various
parts of the world, driving horses, or
rearing children, or bossing men,
who are Prussian drill sergeants at
heart. Not many, but some. And
if we could work up a good, healthy
hate against them, and direct it to-

ward specific action, much of their

meanness could be wiped out.
THE EDITOR.

you have mentioned? Believe me, there is

a reason! I am from Germany—born in
Bavaria—and I have served my three
years in the German army."
He paused for just a short moment, and

then burst out passionately;
"But I am not so sure as you, Reynolds,

that the image of God looks best doing the
goose-step!"
A sudden chilling gust of distrust swept

through the room. Minch could not be
unconscious of it,

and when he spoke
again it was with a
sort of groping hesi-

tance:
"I have never

thought to make a
secret of the matter,
or to conceal it. I

have been in America
since fourteen years
ago. Through all

that time I have
striven to make my-
self an American in

word and thought

—

and to forget that I

was ever anything
else." He hesitated,
as ifdoubtfulwhether
or not to speak on;
then he turned and,

in that queer, halting gait of his, shuffled
back to his bench, next my own. One by
one the others went about their work in the
various parts of the laboratory.

I could not forget the shadow of pain
that darkened and contorted Minch 's face
at that instant when Reynolds had spoken
of Germany and the German army. Back
of those fourteen American years must lie

a bitter remembrance. I thought of his

rounded shoulders, one higher than the

Minch was the first to realize the tensity of the voiceless crowd down there below
us in the canyon-like depths of Broadway

was always going about. Reynolds him-
self was smiling when he Said it, and others
of us were about to laugh at Minch's ex-

pense, when we noticed about his lips an
odd expression of strain. Our laughs died
aborning as Minch began to speak slowly
and, it seemed, almost painfully:

"You talk with certainty, Mr. Rey-
nolds, of things you know nothing about."
He paused at this point to search carefully

for just the rightword to express|his thought.
"You say that I am—ungainly and awk-
ward and all the rest. How do you know
that there is not a reason for it—for each
one of those details of maladroitness which

other; of his right foot that dragged; of the
limply held left hip; and it seemed to me
that his recollections might well be bitter.

I whispered a word of friendliness and went
on about my work.
Minch needed only that bit of sympa-

thy. Piece by*piece, a word to-day and a
word to-morrow, he told the story while he
worked there beside me at the bench.

IT WAS the common sort of story that
one so seldom hears, probably because it

was about very common people—just peo-
ple, privates in a big army. Generally
when an army is spoken of, one thinks of

officers and gold braid and shiny swor
The privates are a mass that does not
solve itself into individual men. Au;_
Minch had been one of the privates, tl

son of a small farmer up in the Bavarian-
Alps.
"We all knew, my mother, my father,

myself—every one knew—that when the
year came for my class to be called up I
too must go to the army. From the time
I was born it had been known; so, too, as
to all the others. We were labeled in the
cradle. I grew up strong and healthy,

That left no escape. But how we hated
that army! Others had gone from our
neighborhood, and returned, men whom
we knew. They had come back stiff and
erect—and broken, broken inside. We
had heard from them everything about
the army. We knew.
"I myself was buoyed up with excite-

ment of going into new places, of mingling
with strange people. I was drunk with
the foretaste of new impressions. I forgot

what those others had told me of that
army.
"The road that led from our little plot

of hillside land to the valley below wound
around this way and that as it took its)

slow, devious way downward. One mo-:

ment our old cottage would be in sight;

the next, a curve in the road would have
hidden it. Each time it was in sight, I

waved good-by after good-by. With a last

possible shout I promised my mother,
who stood outside the door, that she
would see me on my first furlough. I

never saw her again."
Minch said no more that day. He bent

more earnestly over his work. His hands,
usually so quick and certain and steady,
trembled. I could see it when he lifted a

beaker of water, or the like, to look at is

through the light.

-The record of those three'

years in the German army, as;

he told it, was not a startling

one. There were few high?'

lights. He had not spent
months in prisons. He had not
suffered punishment for dis-

1

obedience, nor been the victim
of brutality more than was the

1

experience common to all men
in the ranks. He had been one
in a million.

Halzberg was the headquar-
ters of the army corps to which
he had been ordered to report;
There, in a large room of the
very old headquarters building,

he had his first experience of the
army. The room itself was
furnished with every regard for

military precision. Endless
desks extended down one side

of it—the dark side, Minch;
noted. Clerks sat at these desks
and worked—military clerks.

1

On the other side, next the
windows and the light, were
only two desks, where sat the
sergeants in charge of the office.

Between was a large open space.
He and a crowd of boys who

were in his same predicament
had been herded into this room
as if they had been so many
cattle, and had been left there,

uncertain What they should do
or what was to be done to them.
Through the windows he

could see the green trees bend-
ing gently to the light breeze.,

Involuntarily, he said, and with-
out thought of unpleasant con-
sequences, he drew toward the

open windows to get closer to this fresh-

ness, to hear and to watch the birds, Which
were so gay in their careless freedom.
There is such a thing as an anxious si-

lence. The silence of a crowd, breathless
and agonized while it awaits some appall-

ing catastrophe, is such silence, and it can
be felt. It can be realized where a shout
might go unheeded. In the midst of his

enjoyment of the view through the win-
dows, Minch became conscious of the omi-
nous and anxious silence about him. His
heart constricted, and he turned slowly and I

bodingly from the window.
"Dummkopf!" [continued on page 58] I
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"Why My Tractor Has Come to Stay"
A successful Scotchman with a big farm in Illinois finds his iron horse a practical

. saver of time, men, money, acreage and teams

By Mark McClure *

(In an Interview)

MARK McCLURE is the kind of a man
who doesn't believe in killing himself

to make a dollar. He would rather think a
bit and make two dollars. Out around
Manhattan, Illinois, where he has his farm
within half a mile of the place he was born,
they look on McClure as a man who thinks
and acts straight to the point. He's about
forty, tall, spare, and every inch a broad-
gauge business man. He knows what's go-

ing on in the world around him, and he
knows how to pick out the new develop-
ments he needs, and turn them to good ac-

count. There ought to be a lot more like

him. THE EDITOR.

;|r"~B"^HE tractor itself

'if I lis such an im-
I portant step

m toward
bigger

and better things
i n agriculture,
and there is so
much misunder-
standing, not
unmixed with
prejudice, about
it, that I be-
lieve it is to the
interest of all

farmers for some II
practical man of 1|

the soil to come for-

ward with his actual
tractor experience.
Without doubt there are

many men better fitted to do
this than I am, but my ex-
perience has been practical

and I have been farming for

many years in as systematic and business-

like a way as I know how, so perhaps I am
not in so poor a position to understand the
farmer's viewpoint in the matter of trac-
tors as I might be.

As nearly as I can get at it, this is going
to be the absolute truth about the tractor
as I have come to know it, with some in-
formation for those who haven't been
interested enough to investigate its merits,

and also some points that I hope the
tractor people will not ignore.

But let me say right now, as strongly as

I can say it, that the tractor has come to
stay on my farm, because it is a practical

success. It was bought as a matter of

economy—forced economy, you might say,

because of the labor situation. But it is a
good investment anyhow, we find, shortage
or no shortage. In the last two years my
tractor has enabled me to eliminate a third

of my men and 40 per cent of my horses.

Not only that, but it made possible the
cropping for 40 more acres than I had been
cropping, and increased my personal
efficiency from 50 to 100 per cent.

Of course I am in no position to judge
accurately the adaptability of the tractor

to other farms over the country, but I

would say offhand that any tractor that
stood up under the hammering we give it,

and the conditions we confront it with,

ought to do almost anything in its line on
any farm anywhere. In spite of the fact

that we have not spared our machine, and
have made it do every conceivable kind of

work without any unusual amount of care

and attention, it has stood up mighty well

for twenty-four months, and is good for at
least two years more, possibly longer.

Still, you may have noticed that I said
40 per cent of my horses had been elimi-

nated by the tractor. The others I still

have, and am going to keep. An all-power
farm may be practicable if it is small. I

don't know. But it has been my experience
that on a place of 250 to 300 acres or more,
such as we have in the country east and
west of the range, there are several reasons
for keeping some horses on hand. Even if

I had a tractor which would do all the work,
itinless I had two or three machines and
plenty of repairs, or repairs were readily
accessible, I would keep a limited number
of horses.
But that is no argument against the

tractor. When the tractor people get their
service stations organized throughout the
country as efficiently as the automobile

people have got theirs, I can see where the
tractor might serve a much greater propor-
tion of farm needs than it serves to-day.
Meantime the tractor has a very definite

place on my farm, anyhow.
I have 280 acres, 245 of which are cul-

tivated and cropped each year. There is

one man and myself as man power, a trac-

tor, and eight horses as a means of doing
the work. Last year we used eight horses,

but this year we plan to use only six.

I bought my tractor two years ago. In
the first place, I did it because I wanted less

help; hut the principal reason was to get
the work done on time. I am a

grain farmer, having only a
few hogs, which I use to

husk part of my corn.

It is necessary, there-
fore, that my work
be done on time,
for a crop to be
harvested will

not wait; neither

can we put off

seeding very
HI long.

My tractor
pulls three bot-

II toms. I expect
i it will be service-

able for two years
longer at least, al-

though it has been
found that the aver-

age life of a tractor is

eight years, using it on a
basis of forty-five days a year.

k McClure
^ut we use ours Prettv hard,u e
because there is much for it to
dov and we like its work.

In the fall and spring the tractor is

especially valuable to me. We can do our
seeding on time, with my man working the
tractor and I behind him with a drill. To
my mind the greatest value of the tractor
lies in its speed in accomplishing things,
rather than the econ-
omy of operation as
compared with horse
power.
However, during

the last two years it

has been my experi-
ence that a tractor
is cheaper than
horses, because of

the high cost of

grain for feeding. I

never kept any ac-
curate records as to
the cost of operation
with either kind of

power, but I know
for a fact that one
man and a tractor
can do from 50 to
100 per cent more
work than the same
man and a team of

horses.
If on a given day

I were to compare
the cost of feeding a
team and the cost of

operating a tractor

—that is, gas and
oil—considering the
amount and quality
of work done by
both units, the trac-

tor would have a
big balance in its

favor.

In planting corn
the tractor double-
disks and drags the
ground, while four
horses attached to a
planter will hardly
keep up with the
machine. Last
spring I remember
one day the man
started a little ahead of me with the ma-
chine, getting the ground in shape, and he
finished a good half-day ahead of me.
Take the working up of the fall wheat

seed bed, for instance. The tractor plowed,
disked four times, dragged, and rolled the

ground in good time. To do this work in the
same time with horse and man power, I

would have to have two men and two teams
working a little faster than it is possible to

drive horses which are being worked hard.
While I am enthusiastic over my tractor,

I am not blind to the need of horses on
the farm. I have had some experi-

ence along this line about which
I will tell later. I hardly
think it is possible to do with-
out horses on the average
corn-belt farm, which runs
from 160 to 300 acres.

But while I have had some
trouble with my tractor, I am
not trying to depreciate the
machine. One of my neighbors
has had one of the same make for

two years, and he has not had as

much trouble as I have had. Per-

haps the difference comes in oper-

ation. We don't have time to spare the

machine, but at the same time we don't

expect the impossible from it. Both my
man and myself run the tractor. Experi-

ence is teaching us, and every day we learn

something new about it. And knowing the
machine is very important.
Without intending to boast, both of us

are fairly efficient operators now; but we
have found that in order to know a tractor

and to operate it properly we must go over
the machine from one end to the other, and
learn the different parts, their function
and adjustment.

After observing the different makes and
types of tractors, I cannot help but think
that the kind I have is the only real farm
tractor, and that it will be regarded as such
in the future. It doesn't pack the ground
to any extent, and it will operate over soft

ground as will other types and pull twice
the load some other machines will pull.

The tractor is the main reason why I

can get along with but one man. We use
it for everything but plowing corn, all of

His daughter
Mabel, aged 14

Why Girl Farmers Like to Drive 'Em

HERE is one of the thousands of New York girls who joined

the Woman's Land Army encamped at Millbrook, New
York, and helped the farmers put over their victory crops during
the war. Running a tractor was one of their favorite jobs, be-

cause, they said, it was like a well-trained husband : it got things

done without arguing about them. You will also notice that the

man in this picture is doing all the hard work. It's the old story

of "ladies first," which this Miss says is as it should be.

our belt work being done with it too. I

have a 12-foot binder to which I attach the
tractor. When I used horse power for this

work it required six horses to push it. I

pull it with the tractor, and do the work
just as well. The tractor is more efficient

because we can work in the extreme heat,
which is almost an impossibility with horses
if you care anything for them.

Another thing: When we are cutting
wheat or oats with the binder all we do is

unhook the tractor in the field. We don't
have to take it to the barn and feed it,

as we did the horses, at noon or
in the evening. It eliminates a
lot of chores in this way. A
man can come right in from
the field at noon or night and
go to his meal. That helps
too, believe me.
In harvest time I have
extra help, of course, but no
man is used on the tractor who

can work otherwise. Usually 1

have a boy on the tractor. I

attach a rope to the clutch, so that
if anything goes wrong I don't de-
pend on the boy: I merely pull

out the clutch.

With the tractor pulling the binder we
can cut from 25 to 35 acres a day. This
year we had 55 acres of wheat and barley
which we had to cut in one way, because
it lodged badly. The tractor made a nice
job of it.

All in all, I find that the tractor is a
mighty good thing; and as long as I do any
farming I wouldn't be without one.

It appears to me that one big trouble
with the tractor business is the lack of

service. The auto manufacturers have it,

and I don't see why the tractor makers
cannot have the same thing. A farmer
cannot afford to wait two weeks in the
spring for a part of the tractor which has
broken down. I believe that they are sell-

ing to capacity of tractors, and have not
the time to devote to the service end of the
business. This is an important part of the
business, and I believe it should get more
attention from the manufacturers.
Buying a tractor is a ticklish proposition.

The only thing they guaranteed on my
machine was the
power, and this was
tested thoroughly or

the agent would have
made no guarantee.
I got no assurance
that the machine
would last a year or
more; and the parts
were not guaranteed
at all. When you
buy an automobile
a year's guarantee
usually goes with the
machine, and you
can have any broken
parts replaced in that
time.
My tractor trou-

bles have been few,
but were of a nature
that more than cov-
ered a hundred triv-

ial ailments. The
trouble began when
I had the machine
but two days. The
first thing that hap-
pened was the break-
ing of the end of the
exhaust valve stem.
I had a hard time re-

placing, this gasket
on the cylinder head.
I couldn't get one
from the company
which made the ma-
chine that would hold
any time. I got
several myself and
put them on, but
they burned right
through. Finally the
experts from the fac-

tory came out and
put one on, but it

burned like the rest.

Then I bought a piece of sheet copper, and
put that on. I haven't had any trouble
since then with this part.

I experienced a whole lot of trouble in
getting these gaskets replaced, and this
experience helped [continued on page 34]
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Why Consumption Gets Country Folks
People who live on farms are just as apt to fall victims to it as anyone else if

they don't take care of themselves

ByJohnB.Huber,M.D.

THE doctor advises, in every case
possible, that the sufferer from
consumption shall be sent to the
country, because the sunshine and
the pure air, rest and nutritious

food, offer the patient the best chance' of

recovery.
This course was deemed best even twenty

centuries ago. Celsus, Nero's physician

—

the same Nero who fiddled when Rome
burned—who wrote that if a man have a
consumption the best thing for him to do
is to buy a cow, take his purchase up to the
top of a bill, and live on the fruit—that is,

the milk. And, of course, the consumptive
does stand the best chance of recovery
under such healthful conditions.

Yet many natives of rural districts die

of tuberculosis. The reason has puzzled
many doctors. I for my part have got some
pretty good light on the subject. When I

.

was sixteen I taught school in a backwoods
district, and "boarded round." This was
for sixteen weeks, and in the summer-time,
because the children could not get to school

through the winter drifts. And it was very
near the region where the most successful

institution in America for the cure of con-

sumption has since been established.

I recall that the food was very bad.

Although a fair farming country and a
very good dairy country, meats other than
bacon were almost never seen during the

summer. Most of the butter, milk, and
eggs were sold in urban markets. What
milk I got was weak, and I got it mostly
with weaker tea. The food was poorly

cooked, indigestible, and for the most part

did me no good.
That was nearly forty years ago. Of

course, so primitive a rural district is rarely

come upon in our day. Even at that time,

no doubt, my experience was unusual.

Whether there are any such communities
to-day I am not sure; yet, if there are, there

need be no wonder if tuberculosis is rife in

them.
There was much dyspepsia among those

rural folk, who should have had the diges-

tion of ostriches. And for the relief of it

they took what seemed to them a harmless

procedure—all sorts of stomach bitters,

some brands of which contained as much
alcohol as whisky does. Even people who
held the drinking of whisky in abhorrence

consumed doses out of bottles highly

charged with alcohol, which were labeled

"Take a tablespoonful to a wineglassful,

or more as needed." How was this different

from the whisky-drinking which all too

often lays the foundation of consumption?
Hard cider does the same thing.

Also, there had been in that region,

through several generations, intermar-

riages between families living within a few
miles of each other. And, say what we will,

such marriages result oftentimes—though,

let us thankfully observe, not always—in

"poor stock," weakened, non-resistant

bodies, which all too easily become good
soil for the tuberculosis germ to thrive and
multiply in.

Such things explain how many of our

country folk contract tuberculosis; why,
also, many do not get well of this disease,

but die of it in the country. We may indeed
observe with Doctor Oliver Wendell
Holmes:

God lent his creatures light and air,

And water open to the skies;

Man locks him in his stifling lair,

And wonders why his brother dies.

About thirty years ago, when the erec-

tion of a sanatorium for the tuberculous

was contemplated near the very district

where I taught and boarded round, an
inhabitant was surprised.

"Expect to cure consumption here!"

he said. "Why, the people don't die of

anything else!"

Nevertheless the Adirondack Cottage
Sanitorium was built, under the control of

Dr. Edward L. Trudeau, himself a con-
sumptive; and thousands who would other-
wise be under the sod are alive and well

to-day. They recovered from their illness

because they were under the direction of a
wise healer and his co-workers, who taught
them wholesome living and secured for

them good substantial food and drink, in

addition to fresh air and pure water.

The great pioneer of the modern treat-
ment of tuberculosis, Dr. Brehmer, who
was himself, like Dr. Trudeau, a consump-
tive, declared that tuberculosis in its early
stages is always curable. What may we
consider the first or the early, the incipient,

stages of tuberculosis? These exist when
one complains of the- following symptoms:

1. A cough lasting more than a month

—

except whooping cough, which lasts six

weeks, and oftentimes more. Such a cough
may not, of course, mean tuberculosis, but
it certainly calls for a thorough medical

this treatment comfort and relief from suf-
fering can always be assured even the in-

curable.
First, there must be careful disposal of

the sputum, which is practically the only
means by which this disease is conveyed
from the sick to the well. A handkerchief
or cloth must always be held before the
patient's face when he coughs or sneezes
or spits, for thus is a droplet, or a spraying,
or an atomizing infection avoided. The
patient's handkerchiefs, towels, linen, and
the like must be boiled by themselves be-

He Got Down to His Last Nickel

By Helen Armstrong

AFEW years ago
my uncle, John

Merrian of Chicago,
took Horace Gree-
ley's advice—and the
doctor's — and went
West to grow up
with the country.
Uncle John was

seeking health, and he
spent most of his

money in rent for a

farm in Colorado, so

that he could live in

the open.
Like many a "ten-

derfoot." he thought
he could carry Illi-

nois climate and Illi-

nois methods of farm-
ing with him to his

new home. So he
planted corn. Now,
corn will grow al-

most anywhere when
by natural selection

types are bred for different climates,

but Uncle John's corn was a failure.

It was all husk and very little grain.
Many a poor man would be glad

to lay his weary body on a bed of

husks, and we all know the story of

the prodigal son, who "would fain

have filled his belly with husks that
the swine did eat." But not so

Read the story and see why John
Jr., is a husk-y boy

with Uncle John. He
saw neither rest nor
food in the husks his

field contained, so he
pulled up stakes,
boarded up the win-
dows of his shack, and
went to Denver to
seek a job.
He looked in vain

until his money gave
out. He spent his last

nickel for a hot ta-

male, and wondered
where his next meal
was coming from.
That hot tamale was
wrapped in corn husk.
Uncle John hated
corn husks, but this

one gave him an idea.

Why not sell his

field of corn husks to
the tamale makers?
And straightway he
followed up that idea,

and closed a contract, selling his corn
husks as tamale wrappers.

It was the turning-point in his life.

He now makes the raising of corn husks
a business, and supplies the tamale
makers of several cities. Uncle John
is married now, and there is a Johnr
Jr., who just loves to play with corn
husks.

examination. No household remedies, no
kindly suggestions of one's neighbors, will

do in such a case. 2. Hoarseness that has
lasted several weeks. 3. Poor appetite,

especially in the morning; indigestion

—

with the "stomach cough," though I know
of no stomach ailment that has a cough for

a symptom—loss of weight and strength,

paleness and generally run-down condition,

which is so often spoken of as "that tired

feeling." 4. Hawking and spitting, es-

pecially with a cough in the morning. 5.

Night sweats. 6. A streak of blood in the

sputum. This sign should not frighten one
unduly, for such bleeding may come from
many other things than consumption, and
yet such a sign calls for careful investiga-

tion by a reliable doctor. 7. Afternoon
fever, showing by the flushed face, alter-

nating with chilly sensations. The spittle

has to be examined for the tuberculosis

germ, which is the essential cause of con-

sumption. But it must not be concluded
that there is no tuberculosis if this germ
is not present, even after several examina-
tions. The test is absolute if it is "posi-

tive," not so if it is "negative." When the

doctor, after a thorough examination, re-

mains in doubt, an X-ray of the chest

should be taken; and this will surely reveal

any latent tuberculous process in the
lungs.
By the principles of the so-called modern

treatment of tuberculosis most early cases

are curable. Also many even advanced
cases are arrested in their development, so

that the sufferer may five as long as his

neighbors if he will observe clean habits,

be temperate, avoid stress and strain, and
will remain free of the unhealthful condi-
tions in which his disease began. And by

fore being added to the general wash.
Whatever can be must be burned. The
cuspidor must contain some fluid (water
will suffice) so the sputum may not dry and
become incorporated with the dust of the
atmosphere. And the spittoon must be
scalded to destroy all the tubercle bacilli.

This is unpleasant but very necessary
reading, and it applies equally to all in-

fections from the upper air passages, such
as pneumonia, whooping cough, grippe,
and diphtheria.

Secondly, there must be rest. There is

otherwise no hope for the sufferer's ema-
ciated body, an organism on the verge of

'bankruptcy. It is a grave error for such a
sufferer to go out into the fields and work,
as would any farmhand. Rest there must
be, especially when there is fever, and at

least until the patient has recovered from
the exhaustion which has all too often been
the prime predisposition to the disease.

For the consumption germ fattens on ex-

hausted tissues.

In any family where there is a comsump-
tive a clinical thermometer must be bought,
and the use of it learned from the family
doctor. The rest has got to be absolute if

the bodily temperature reaches 100 de-

grees by the thermometer, and the patient
must go to bed if the fever has gone beyond
this.

The rest should if possible be outdoors

—

at least with open windows. And when the
air is cold, warm headgear is to be worn, or
the woolen helmet which comes down over
the collar bone. The footwear must at least

be warm and comfortable as the headgear.
The body must always be warmly clothed,

and then any amount of cold weather can
be endured. Tuberculosis patients properly

taken care of get well more surely in tb
winter than in the summer.

Sleep is an important part of the rest.
Nowhere else should "nature's soft nurse'*
be so sedulously wooed. Insomnia is most
exhausting in such a disease as this, when
it is so necessary to build up the strength.
Nor has any restorative, any tonic, ever
been invented that will compare with sleep.
Insomnia, with fatigue and overexertion,
has brought on tuberculosis in many a case.
We try to induce sleep without pills and
powders if possible. It may be induced by
drinking hot milk after the patient has
been tucked in—with hot water bottles at
his feet—for the night.
The patient should breathe fresh air,

and be in the blessed sunshine so long as
there is a ray of it. At night, no matter how
cold, the windows must be open. The
colder the air the surer the cure. Adiron-^
dack patients have done well at a tempera-
ture of forty below zero. Drafts are to be
avoided by means of a screen or a blanket-
draped clothes horse; appropriately placed.
Only twice, from day to day, should the
patient's windows be closed. A member
of the family shuts the window half ad
hour before dressing time, and opens it
again when the dressing is completed,
at bedtime the same thing is done.

Tuberculosis calls for plenty of nutri-
tious food and good digestion, so that i

"

thefueltakenintothebody can be convert
into healthy, germ-resisting tissue. The
doctor must decide upon details for indi»
vidual cases. But, in general, we try for
the most nourishment with the least laboi
for the digestion. The patient should eal
roasted or broiled meat (beef, mutton, or
lamb), fowl, fresh vegetables and fruits,
cereals with cream, plenty of sugar, good
butter, table salt, and at or between meals
six eggs and a quart of milk a day. Sweets,
pastries, and dainties must be avoided.
Between meals plenty of water should be
drunk.
Use no medicines without the doctor';

prescription. Cut out the patent medicin
No one must imagine that the cure

easy. All the principles above mention
must be rigorously followed. Above
the patient must be obedient to his ph.,
cian; must be persistent in every detail
the treatment enjoined upon him. T
patient will generally be confident of L_
recovery; that is a state of mind happily
common among such sufferers. Yet tm|
must not make the patient careless: he

1

must ever realize that his improvement and
j

ultimate recovery depend largely upon his
own determination to get well. He must
not converse with any one except h
physician or his nurse about his disease
nor adopt the suggestions, however we
meant, of his friends.

DS1

The Right Kind of Shoes

to Wear
By H. R. Snyder

MILLIONS of Americans have fou:

real comfort in the perfect-fitti

army shoe. They might help our farmi
feet too. The army shoe is built on a 1

that was designed along lines suggested
Major Salquin of the Swiss army. It
wide enough across the instep to all

each toe to take its share of the liftii

and forward stress of walking. The sh
is so shaped that the metatarsal bones
the toes may extend radially outwari
along a straight line extending through
point in the center of the heel. It is loi

enough to allow a free forward shdii.„

movement of the toes at each step. The !'•

heel is about an inch high. The sole

sufficiently heavy to assist the arch support
p

as the body is thrown forward.
A change of shoes has been found bene- Mr

ficial, and our troops were provided with

two pairs to each man. Although soldiers 1

wear out shoe leather faster than men of f
any other occupation, it is money well

spent; for it has been found that develop- I

ing and strengthening the feet is as im- I

portant as developing any other parts of
p

the body.
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How I Fell in Love With My Wife

"Please talk pleasantly

to my kitty— '

The Prize Winner

[FELL in love with my wife before I

ever saw her or knew what she looked
like, and I didn't fall in love with her
voice either. Years ago phones were
a novelty, especially to those of the

iral districts.

All the farmers in the neighborhood for

iles around were put on one line, and
\iyone could take down the receiver and
tten to his neighbor's conversation, and
lis so-called "piking" was freely done in

nose days. These lines were called "party
aes, " and rightly so, for they proved to
t a source of perpetual entertainment.
I That first winter I was recovering from
1 illness, and to while away the long
dious hours I also "piked." I didn't
low one telephone operator's voice from
lother, but early in the game I discovered
at one of them was distinctly different

am the rest, by reason of her method of

indling difficult or amusing situations.

I happened in on the line one day shortly

;fore Christmas, when a little girl called

antral and asked to talk to Santa Claus.
nick as a flash Central connected her
:th the grumpiest old bachelor in town

—

id the memory of that conversation
nvulses me with laughter even yet, for

ere were mutual surprises and consterna-
m at both ends of the wire.

Another time one lady who evidently
d never seen a telephone before rang
mtral and said: "What shall I do with
e tube?"—meaning the receiver. Quite
itiently over and over again the girl

Id her: "Put it to your ear." But she
emed not to have had it there. "Oh, eat
'" cried Central—and just in time to

tch that retort the lady had put it to her
r and Central "got hers," but she had
tiled the plug and heard it not.

One day the old maid on our line asked
mtral if she would please talk pleasantly

her cat while she held the receiver to

e animal's ear. "She is such a bright

sature, I want to see what she will do,

"

id the cat lover. But Central yelled

>cat!" and the affrighted kitty flew

lack in her doting mistress's face, and
e laugh was all mine, for I was piking.

Ridiculous, pathetic, and ludicrous situ-
i ions this girl met with ready tact and an

I
ifailing sense of humor, and I wasn't
lg in deciding that she would prove a
re winner as a permanent fixture in a
an's heart and home.
VYe forehanded ones who chose your
ates for their good cooking, baking, or
her housekeeping qualifications may
aff at my judgment, but all these other
fely accomplishments may be later ac-
lired, while a wife with a keen sense of

imor possesses the priceless jewel—a gift

the gods—and after fourteen years of

irried life I have never repented my
oice. In the trials and tribulations that
ve come our way this charming person-
ty of hers has saved many a near-serious
uation, and helped to avoid countless
mily jars. But she doesn't know that
• piking I learned to love her, for she
tes a piker and I'm not running any
ance of losing her. L. J. D.

Bp the Readers of

Farm and Fireside

Second Prize

WHEN I was fourteen years old I

worked for a few months in a general
store in a thriving New England town. I

suppose that dozens of girls came into the
store; but none of them disturbed my boy-
ish mind until a certain farmer's daughter
walked in one day and, without knowing
it, settled her own future and mine then
and there. Mere boy though I was, I had
not seen this girl more than three or four

times before I had made up my mind that

I wanted her for a wife when the time came
for marriage. I kept this decision strictly

to myself for the time being, but it was
there, and there to stay.

I worked in the store only a few months,
then took Greeley's advice and went west.

But for six years, while I was making my
way in a new country, I never stopped
thinking about the girl I had left behind
me; and as the time came nearer when I

realized that somebody else might carry
off my prize I wrote to her.

Still I did not take her into my con-
fidence in regard to my plans for her future.

I wasn't old enough to marry, even if I

could have supported a wife—which I

couldn't do then. But I meant to have her.

And, because of her, I came back east just

to be near her.

I got a position in an Eastern city, but
I went to see her occasionally, and after a
year I proposed. I was very positively

rejected, but that did not alter my de-
termination. I kept up my occasional
visits, and after another year I proposed a
second time. Again I was rejected.
By this time I was in business and quite

able to support a wife well. Perhaps I had
learned enough from business to realize

that it pays to make a proposition at-

tractive. At any rate, for another year I

carried on a regular campaign. I wrote her
a letter every single day. I sent her books,

was not rejected. My future wife gave
me her "yes," as a New Year's present,
January 1, 1865. We were married that
year. We have celebrated our golden wed-
ding and are looking forward to our dia-

mond jubilee. The girl who won the heart
of the fourteen-year-old boy has held his

love and respect for more than three score

years. Perhaps I prized her the more be-
cause I had to win her. She was worth
righting for, and worth trying to keep after

the first battle was won. Too many men
think the winning is all there is to it; the
keeping is perhaps even more important.

W. C. C.

Third Prize

TWELVE years ago I went to St. Louis
to seek employment. I was twenty-four

years old, country born and bred. My
opportunities for an education had been
very limited, and I had not attended school
since I had completed the eighth grade.
When I arrived in St. Louis I took the
first job I found, that of janitor in a large
printing establishment.

Resolved on getting a better education,
I put in my spare moments during the day
in study, and my evenings in attending
night school. My work included the care
of all the rooms in the building.

In the bindery-room there were half a
score of young women employed. It was
not long before I came to dread going
through this room, as I had to do frequently,
because I had a feeling that the girls were
disposed to make fun of me. It is little

wonder they did. I was awkward, over-
grown, and bashful. My face was freckled.

I had a shock of red hair that would not
stay brushed, and I was always painfully
aware that my clothes were shabby and my
coat sleeves too short for my long arms.
From time to time I overheard scraps

of conversation in the bindery-room that

She was toiling mad

magazines, all kinds of things to interest

her. There were two post-offices at that
time in the town where she lived, and a
move was made to consolidate them. One
of the arguments used was that this girl

was the only person that received any mail
at one post-office, and that, although she
got "more than ^aplenty," she didn't need
a whole post-office for it.

Well, the point I want to make is this:

that if you want anything enough to put
your whole heart and all your persistence
and patience and determination into win-
ning it, you can pretty safely count on
success. For the next time I proposed I

made me feel sure they were ridiculing me.
Naturally sensitive, I grew more awkward
and self-conscious. There was, however,
one young woman who took no part in

their conversation, Miss Eva Wright, a
slender, quiet girl, with brown eyes and a
wealth of gold-brown hair, which she wore
in a long braid, pinned around her head
like a crown. She was not a girl who would
have attracted much attention anywhere,
but her hair and eyes would have redeemed
any face from plainness.

One day I passed through the bindery,
and as I paused for a moment in a little

hallway adjoining I overheard one of the

—and naughty Central said, "Scat!"

girls make a slighting remark about me,
followed by a chorus of laughter from the
others. Suddenly Miss Wright, she with
the gold-brown braid, sprang to her feet.
Her face was flushed, her eyes blazing
with indignation. "Girls," she exclaimed,
"I won't stand this any longer! Shame on
you for making fun of him when there's
no reason for it! He's honest and upright
and honorable, and, besides, he knows
more than we do. He's forgotten more
than we ever knew."

I heard. My heart began to leap and
sing. What cared I now about the others!
There was one who would be true. I, who
had never before taken a passing interest
in any woman, suddenly realized that I
had met the one in all the world for me. She
had been my champion when I was most
unpopular. I would be her champion for
life. I took her to church the next Sun-
day night, and the next, and the next, and
inside of six months we were married. It
was risky, for we were very poor, but so
happy!
The years have passed and brought us

prosperity, and there are a few "silver
threads among the gold," but we were
never so happy as now, and the dominating
desire of my life has been so to live that I
would not disappoint my "champion"
when she said, her girlish voice aquiver
with indignation: "He's honest and up-
right and honorable." a. h. b.

Through a Looking Glass

IT IS a great pleasure to me to tell how I
fell in love with my wife. Well, it was

not because she was beautiful, as you
might suppose she is, because she is not.
In my early days of courtship, when I
began to be interested in married life, it

was my luck to be always late with some
beautiful girl whom I admired very much.
It happened to me until the third time, and
I began to wonder what was wrong with
me. I thought that perhaps I was not
dressing well enough, so I decided to dress
better, and—I am telling the truth—had
pretty good success until I began to talk on
married life. So the cake would be all

dough then. At last I met the one who
must have been prepared for me from the
foundation of the world, because I was
about to give up all hopes.

I will never forget the day when we were
sitting on a bridge when she produced a
little mirror from her hand bag and began
to look herself in the face. I knew she
realized how far she was from being beauti-
ful. Now, mind you, I did not think my-
self pretty, but I did think I was good-
looking until she drew herself close to me
and leaned her head against mine and said

:

"Don't you think we would make a good
match?" I did not like that very well.
Then she says to me like this: "I have

wondered why no one wanted me, and I
just found out why. " So I took the mirror
and taking a goodJook at myself I paused
a few moments and said: "I have found
out why no one ever wanted me. Yes, we
will make a good match." So I talked
married life to her, and in exactly one week
we were husband and wife. It is kind of
funny to say I fell in love with my wife
through a looking glass; but it sure is pure
love, because I love her yet, and she loves
me tOO. L. C. [CONTINUED ON PAGE 20]
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Can the Farmer Afford to Speculate?
By James H. Collins

A FINANCIAL system that
/^k lands its originator in Mil-
/ % lionaire's Row, New York,
I % ought to have merits worth

-^^> considering.
Such a system was devised, shortly

after the Civil War, by a doctor who,
on leaving the Confederate Army,
went into the publishing business in
St. Louis. As a publisher he was so
successful that from time to time
there was surplus money to invest.
He made two rules:

First—Never speculate. Second

—

Buy nothing but St. Louis real estate.

Belief in his own community led him to
choose local real estate as an investment;
and he avoided speculation because he held
that no man could understand more than
one business. His business was publishing.
It made money. He would not gamble in

lines that he did not understand. Even if

you made money by speculating in some
other line, really you lost, he maintained,
because attention was diverted from your
own business.
One day a friend came to this publisher

and offered him a share in a mine for

$10,000. The publisher had just sold a
piece of real estate for that sum. His friend
declared that the investment would pay
1,000 per cent in six months. The pub-
lisher believed his friend. He had the
money lying at his bank. Actually, the
mine paid far more within a year. Yet
the publisher did not invest, and had no re-

grets.

"For if I'd put that money iff a mine, and
won such profits," he reasoned, "the ex-

perience would have spoiled me forever for

buying St. Louis real estate. I'd have tak-
en my mind off the publishing business,

and probably gone on to speculation and
ruin."
The temptation to speculate ismore gener-

al in business life than people realize. When
"speculation" is mentioned we think of

the Wall Street plunger and his operations

on margin, perhaps with other people's

money. But speculation is more wide-
spread than that.

If we think of it as an evil it is usually
in connection with loss—to hiost of us los-

ing money is the greatest viceiin specula-
tion.

But a good stiff money loss the first time
a person is tempted to take a "flyer" is

often the finest profit that can be secured
fromspeculation, andismoney well gambled
if it effects a lasting cure.

The real evil of speculation lies in the
way it diverts attention from one's own
work and business.

Some years ago three young fellows who
had been with a large railway supply con-

cern got together capital of their own and
went into business. Collectively, they
understood every phase of their line—the
financing, selling, and developing of good
railway appliances. This knowledge, with
character and singleness of purpose, soon
built up a strong following. They were al-

ways on the job, won confidence, made
friends.

Just at the point where their concern
should have begun to grow automatically
along broad lines, however, one of the
partners put some spare money behind a
stock-market tip. It was a straight tip,

unfortunately, and he made a profit. That
led him to follow up his success, and the
other partners were drawn into another
safe flyer.

Since that time there has never been a
period when all the partners were Safely
out of the stock market. The habit of car-

rying a little side line has become chronic.
As speculators they have been conserv-
ative and successful. Operations are car-

ried on with money not needed in their busi-

ness—money they could afford to lose.
They have had losses, to be sure, but
they have been limited by setting
bounds to the amount of money risked
in a given operation.

In a larger sense, however, these
supply men have experienced nothing
but losses—because speculation has
taken attention from their main busi-
ness. They watch quotations morn-
ing, noon, and night. At luncheon it

is usually the stock market that fur-
nishes topics of discussion,not their own
business. They started out for thenaf
selves, with a solid following of m&i

who were growing with themselves. One
after another these customers have dropped
away to go elsewhere, arid have been re-

placed by others who, like the partners,
have one eye on 'their own affairs and the
other on the ticker.

Farmers are sometimes tempted to
speculate, to buy stocks or bonds as an in-

vestment. They have this temptation to
resist just as city business men have, and
it hurts their efficiency as farmers if thegr

do it, too. They lose sight of the main
issues in business, such as growing and dis?
tributing crops, and go wandering off

through by-paths, chasing will-o'-the-wisps,
and lose even when it appears that they
have won.
To decide whether you can afford to take

a flyer in your particular line is easy enough.
Measure the chances, not in the amount of
money risked or the loss if the speculation
turns against you, but size up the deal from
the standpoint of the attention it will
vert from your real business. If you
afford it on that basis, you are an excepti

om

How I Cured Myself of the Worry Habit

By J. C. Kilmere

She Stayed at Home and Became Famous
By N. W. Walburn

HER own home town didn't bore Jane
Todd, even if it was small and un-
interesting and quiet. She liked it.

And she stayed in it. Even when her girl

and boy friends went to the city, leaving

the little New England village of Calais,

Maine, to its fate, Jane stayed to suffer

with it.

The only part of her that ever went to

the city was her reputation, and the candy
that made it. Those go to the city in car-

loads. And people from Maine to Cali-

fornia, and people in Canada, and people

in other countries, glory in Jane's candies

and talk about her reputation.

She started "Jane Todd's Home-Made
Sweets" in her own kitchen, with one pot

on the back of the stove. She made fudge,

kisses, and bonbons, and sold them her-

self from a tin tray on a camouflaged dry-

goods box in a Main Street store.

Everybody bought, and it wasn't long
until jane had annexed about half the

store space, married the proprietor, hired
another building for a factory, and buckled
down to the business of seeing that the
candy shipments were promptly made up
and got out. Those big New York, Chi-
cago, San Francisco, and Montreal dealers

are very exacting about shipments, you
know.

In the first place, Miss Todd didn't
want to leave home. Now she's scr ever-
lastingly busy being prosperous that she
can't leave it. She still sees to it that her
candy is all home-made, under her rigid
personal supervision. Besides that, she
has to manage her husband, and the big
farm from which she gets her cream, but-
ter, and eggs, and the store and the factory
and a lot of things.

Before you start off to seek your fortune

in the big city, it might not be a bad idea

to look about you at home. Perhaps there
is a better chance right there to become
rich and famous.

It really doesn't make so much difference

where you are. It's what you are doing
and how you are doing it that counts.

SPEAKING of how he broke off smok-
ing, a friend said tome: "I made up
my mind not to be mastered by any-

thing that couldn't talk." Later, when I

was wrestling with the worry habit, I re-

membered that.

I had worried until I was under the
doctor's care. Then, one day, my husband
and I were riding on a street car that was
blocked in front of a store with large win-
dows. Glancing toward the windows I saw
the reflection of a woman's face with the
most distressed expression imaginable. I

had looked for some time before I realized

that the face belonged to my husband's
wife. There was not a thing to hurry for,

and there I sat fuming and fretting. I

laughed—and was more surprised at the
difference the laugh made in my appear-
ance.
Then and there I resolved to be master

of the thing that couldn't talk.

First I joined a gynasium, and it did

wonders for me. I became happy and en-
thusiastic about it. And whenever I found
myself worrying or thinking unhapp;
thoughts, I sat down and read an inter
ing article or an entertaining story, or j

a funny paragraph. If after this my m
switched back to gloom, I tried memor
a short poem.
The plan worked. It has given me

many pleasant things to think about ti

only rarely now do I have to hunt up so:

thing new.
Then I established in my home a "refi

spot," which still is and always will b>

fixture there. It contains books—chee:
and happy ones. And when task folio
task until it seems there will not be ho
enough in the day for their accompl
ment, when I find myself becoming nerv
and hurrying from one thing to anotl
when a fit of the blues seems imminent
simply drop everything and flee to
refuge to read myself calm.

He's Washington's Nearest Living Relative

By Verne Dyson

HAD George Washington permitted
himself to be crowned king of the
United States, as was suggested by

some of the generals who followed him
through victory in the Revolutionary War,
the present ruler of the country probably
would be Colonel John C. Lewis of Louis-
ville, Kentucky, who is the nearest living
male relative to Washington. If the Ken-
tucky colonel were on the throne, he prob-
ably would be known as King John.
Washington died childless. Colonel

Lewis is a direct descendant of Betty Wash-
ington, the President's sister. The gene-
alogy of the Lewis family shows that
Colonel Fielding Lewis married Betty
Washington. They had a son Fielding, and
he had a son Charles. A son of the latter
was George Washington Lewis, who was
the father of Colonel John C. Lewis. The
colonel is the great-great-grand-nephew
of George Washington.

In appearance Colonel Lewis is said to
resemble his noted ancestor, and the par-
allel extends to other qualities. Colonel
Lewis, is a successful business man and a
patriot. He was born in Lebanon, Tennes-

see, August 30, 1843. Immediately
the Civil War he went to Louisville, wh
he prospered as a merchant.

Colonel Lewis has made an intere
collection of books on George Washing
and his times. The Kentuckian is a spec
ist on the biography of our first Presiden

"I have studied the cha'racter of Geor
L

Washington from all angles, " said Colon
Lewis, "and, strange as it may seem,
his interest in agriculture that char
me most. There was something noble
inspiring in his love of the soil, and
is an attractive side of his character i

is often overlooked. Even when he was
the White House he was in daily commun
cation with the overseer of his immen
plantation. Washington's letters to

foreman constitute an interesting pa
his correspondence."

It is a fact, though not very generally

known, that George Washington was one

of the finest farmers of his day. He knew
more about crop rotation, and kept more
accurate cost accounts of the products of

his acres, than many a man who is counted

a first-class farmer to-day.
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The Goose King Tells His Story
He saw his opportunity, grasped it, and in eight years took his place

as the nation's leader in that field

By William H. Firkie
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pVEPORE the war I wouldn't have
written this article under any

I consideration. I've had to work
! pretty hard for my knowledge of
1^—^ the ways of the world, both farm

1 business, and success hasn't come easy,
never does. Make no mistake about
t.. And I wouldn't have had any desire
tell the hard-earned secrets of my goose
siness.

•Jow, however, I feel that there is room
•ugh for everyone in every kind of busi-
s. The war has broadened me, as it

i everyone else, and although I still look
)n my method of feeding geese as an in-

ttor looks upon a successful model for a
tain kind of machine, I am glad to have
3 opportunity to
other farmers

v I got into this

rk, and how it is

ried on.
'

Every pound of

d we produce
vadays is a shot
the war against
rid famine, and
bis story inspires

production of

re things to eat
will have been
1 worth while.

Thanks to the
vice flag, donat-
io the family by
second eldest

., who is in the
jry, we have had
work a little

lider these last

iple of years, as

.
was my first

itenant in the
ise business. He
k care of the

i der-goose buy-
i and marketing
i the finished prod-
i . But last year

fs a record year
pite his absence,
ause we wanted
eel sure at home
t we were doing
erything we
lild to supply

ftity for the men
she army to eat,

t has always
Ann a principle of

r le to keep an
out for oppor-

ity, and when one shows up and proves
fibe a real one, to push it for all it was

th. I don't mean to jump into a thing
dlong just because it looks good, but
develop just as far as possible in a big

f that which proves itself out in a small

j and takes kindly to growing up into

lething bigger. This development proc-

has to be planned carefully so you
n't get tangled

1 M*
1 JF i
I W I

Willi;

proposition, of which I had never heard
before.

"Bill," he said, "I've just returned from
the East. They make pretty good money
down there feeding geese. It costs like the

dickens, because they don't raise all then-

feed; and they come into the Central

States for some of the feeder geese. Sup-
pose you and I go into this business. I

know a little about it, and we can form a

partnership. We can get plenty of feed

here, much cheaper than they can buy it

down East."
His argument sounded good, so we went

into business. Being new at the goose

game, I was cautious; so we started with

only a few hundred birds. We made mon-
ey on them, and
kept increasing the
number every year.

A few years ago
I launched into bus-
iness for myself,

on a large scale.

Last year I fed

55,000 geese, on
which I made a
profit of about 35
cents each, despite

the fact that 5,000

geese died. The
risk in the business

is, perhaps, one of

the things which
keep many out of it.

However, nofarmer
need to fear this if

he goes at things in

a businesslike way.
The business has

many pleasant
sidelights. One of

these is that no
alarm clock is need-
ed to wake every-
one up in the morn-
ing — the geese do
that in fine shape.
Another thing is

that the place nev-
er gets lonesome,
for some days,
especially Sunday,
I have plenty of

visitors. On Sun-
day as high as

2,000 people visit

the farm. The rec-

ord, I believe, is

8,000 people in onen - tirkie day. It was a Sun-
day, of course.

It is a curiosity to see all of the geese;
and one hears many funny remarks from
the visitors. Everyone is welcome to the
place, however. You might think that the
visitors were a bother; but, on the contrary,
I look upon them as an asset. They see
how the geese are fed, and how nice they
look; and I believe that it creates an appe-
tite for them. They can't help but admire

my good. My farm is right on the edge
of town, and there is no trouble in reach-

ing it.

The secret in profitable goose production
is economical feeding. Corn is the best

food for a goose; but that does not mean
that I feed them nothing but grain. In-

deed, roughness plays a big part
in keeping down the cost of

production. Moreover,
I let the geese harvest
their own grain

—

that is, I general-

ly run them in-

to a field of

corn, just as

you would
hogs; but I

cut the corn
with a bind-
er, without
the twine,
and let the
corn lie where
it falls.

The birds
will do the rest.

Like cattle or hogs,

they eat everything but
the stalk itself. Leaves,
husks, and grain are devoured
with avidity. In addition to this, I have
shelled corn before them at all times; but

they show a preference for the cut corn.

Indeed, when I drive into the field with a

load of shock corn, harvested from another

piece of ground, the geese follow the wagon
around like young pigs do the man with a

Ducket of skimmed milk.

They wait until the first bundle is

thrown from the wagon, and all of them
fairly pounce upon it. It surely is a great

sight, and often reminds me of how our

boys pounced on the Huns.
You would be surprised to see how geese

will clean up a field of corn. There is

nothing left but the bare stalks when they

are finished. Plenty of green-cut corn,

you see, means they eat a lot of leaves and
husks, thus conserving the grain itself.

This is what I mean by economical pro-

duction.
Water is very essential—in fact, as nec-

essary as feed—and it plays just as big a

part in putting on flesh. I have figured

out that a goose will drink a half-gallon of

water to a pint of corn. In order to have
plenty of clean running water before them
at all times, I built a tank from which
water is piped to all of the fields where
there are geese. The tanks are kept filled

all the time; and in the large fields I have
hog waterers in out-of-the-way corners, so

that when they eat they can drink and rest.

Often the goose will not walk 300 to 400
yards for a drink after eating, whereas, if

it is near-by, that will be the first thing it

goes for. Then the bird rests—all of the
time—and when it rests it is laying on fat.

To hand-feed 55,000 geese would be
some job. By studying the habits of the

financially and
I your business
distancing your
iital,oryourpro-
;tion cost eating
fourprofits. But
se things will

ae along all right

rou go at them
tematically and
efully.

ibout the best
dser a business
n, particularly
small business

n, can have is a
able banker,
ur success means
success, and he
and will help

i in many ways
<t the rough spots in the road, and these
't always be paved effectively with gold,

ler. As an example of what I am talk-

about, take my goose business,

began feeding geese eight years ago.
was purely by accident I got into the
iness. A friend of mine, knowing I was
ling to invest in anything that was
mising, came to me and outlined the

Most Men Are a Little Blind—at Times
NOBODY has any use for a coward. Nor much for a des-

perado. But when you get a man who is blessed with a
well-regulated mixture of caution and daring he is bound to
succeed. He has sense enough to approach a proposition
carefully, and sportsmanship enough to take a reasonable
chance on it once he is satisfied that its foundation is

sound.
It has never been our "pleasure to publish the story of a

successful man who combined these two things any better
than William H. Firkie. He started in a small way, and he
took a chance on the goose business, though he knew nothing
about the details of it. That was only eight years ago. To-day
he is known as the Goose King.

Last year he raised so many birds that, although 5,000 of
them died) he scarcely noticed the loss. He still had 50,000
for the market, which he sold at an average profit of 35 cents

apiece. But that is not the amazing thing. What surprises

us is that more men don't see and grasp the chances for suc-

cess right around them, like Firkie did.

Firkie took the time from his business out near Mansfield,
Illinois, to give us this story, and if you read it for what it is

—

the true story of how a daring, cautious man goes at a business

proposition—we believe it will start mighty valuable think-

ing in a lot of human heads. It certainly did in ours, and it

seems, from all we've ever been able to find out, that you're
just about the same kind of folks we are. THE EDITOR.

the goose as a dish after seeing them eat
plenty of fine yellow corn, and live in the
open, with good clean water, always
running.

Moreover, all of these people mean that
the town does a good business, especially

the restaurants and ice-cream stores. I

own a bank in town, so it means bigger
deposits. You see, it all works back for

geese I have been able to cut labor to the
bone. I have several self-feeders, holding
100 bushels of corn, that I keep filled. I
have to buy a lot of corn, and instead of

dumping it into a bin I have the man who
hauls it fill up the feeders. This saves
more labor for me.
These feeders are simple in construction.

I have boxes something similar to those

used for caskets. There are no bottoms
or tops to them. When I put them out I
lay several boards together to make a floor.

These stick out a bit on one side. I prop
up the box on the side where the boards
stick out, so that the corn will flow all the
time. I then nail a piece of wood along

the end of the bottom, or im-
provised floor, thus making

a trough.
The geese come to

this and eat when-
ever they like.

Like hogs, they
know when
they have
enough, so
there is no
possibility
of them be-
coming
foundered
and causing
trouble. This

feature enables
me to save a whole

lot of labor; more-
over, I am always

sure that the geese are
getting enough, and I don't

need so much feeding space. If

I threw the corn on the ground it probably
would mean some waste.
No business is without its risks; neither

is feeding geese. As I said before, I lost

5,000 last year. This is unavoidable, and
is due to my method of handling and feed-

ing the ' birds. I have tried various
methods of operation, but have been un-
successful in reducing the death loss.

I feed the geese about forty days. I

figure from experience that it requires this

length of time to get the geese in market
condition. In buying the geese as feeders

I cannot tell how much weight each bird
carries. Quite naturally, some will be fatter

than others, and before the feeding period
is finished they get too fat, and die.

There is no way of avoiding this. On a
smaller place, perhaps; but not on mine.
We go into certain districts of Illinois,

Tennessee, Kentucky, Missouri, and Ar-
kansas and buy young geese from farmers
and dealers. We ship the stuff home, and
I unload them.
We pay from 15 to 20 cents a pound for

the geese, and get 35 cents on the market.
Most of the geese, in feeder condition, are

bought from dealers, who must have a
profit, in addition to the profit made by
the producer. For that reason I say that
it is easy for the average farmer to make
money. In the first place, he can raise his

own geese, thus avoiding the paying of

two profits. He has his own feed at market
price, and can easily find a market for the
finished product.

Moreover, the risk is not as great—that
is, the money involved is not as large; and
when a bird dies he is not out so much
when he does his own producing.

Another thing in

favor of the indi-

vidual farmer en-
tering the business
is that hardly
any equipment
is needed. Out-
side of feeders and
water tanks I have
but a few yards of

fence. The geese
are fed from Octo-
ber to January, and
require no shelter

except for feeding
in cold weather.
As a matter of

cost of feeding, it

costs but 66 cents
to feed a pint of $1
corn per day for

forty days.
I ship my geese to New York, where a

commission man sells them for me. If the
farmer had less than a carload he could
easily sell them on his nearest market at
good prices.

Any cattle feeder can feed geese. It is a
profitable business, and can be started with
a very small outlay of cash, if one breeds^
his own geese.
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The Mystery at Glen Cove
Though never a prize fighter, Jimmy seems capable of holding his own when he

can take his opponent by surprise

By Howard Vincent O'Brien

FARM AND FIRESID1

A S STEALTHILY as my bulk and
/^k the thickness of the shrubbery
Z_j^ would permit, I followed her.

/ ^ Twice she stopped, and once
A- -^^-she turned and retraced her
steps. She came within a few feet of where
I stood. A moonbeam, filtering through
the branches, revealed her features, which
showed signs of a wavering resolution. It

was not hard to imagine that this mysteri-
ous woman was debating a return to the
lonely man she had left in the glen by the
seaside.

A weary sigh escaped her. She stood for

a moment, motionless. Then something
hard and cold settled over her face like a
mask. With a quick movement of her hand
she brushed away the tears which glittered

at her eyes, and a moment later I could
hear the faint swish of the leaves marking
her progress in the direction she had first

taken.
I had taken only a few steps in pursuit

when I stopped, my heart leaping violently.

I heard the voices of a man and a woman
raised in altercation. I caught an oath,

growled in a deep masculine voice, then a
phrase in a foreign language. The woman's
voice was raised in what I gathered to be
expostulation or reproach. I pressed for-

ward silently.

Beside Mrs. Brandt, or rather in front of

her, unmistakably barring her path, was a

man. I caught only an occasional glimpse

of his face, but I was sure that I had never
seen him before.

I could have sworn that the voices I had
heard, particularly the man's, were heated
and angry. But the first sight which met
my eyes as I reached my observation point

was the man putting his arms around the

lady. That was astonishing enough in

itself, but I could scarcely resist a shudder

of disgust at her reception of these ad-

vances. My opinion of Mrs. Brandt, as I

have intimated, was not high, but it was
difficult to believe that a woman of such

inherent refinement could go deliberately

from the embraces of one man—and such

a man!—to those of another.

As I watched the little drama in the

moonlit glade, however, I became aware
that possibly I was doing the woman an
injustice. For, if she was not resisting the

importunities of the man, she was certainly

not yielding to them. In fact, it gradually

dawned upon me that she was as passive

as a stone image.
The same consciousness seemed to come

to her companion, for with a savage oath

he thrust her suddenly from him. She
reeled against a tree, holding her throat.

My blood boiled. I had no regard for the

woman, but I quickly conceived a very

violent dislike for her ungallant admirer.

Suddenly there was a change in his man-
ner. He walked over to the woman and be-

gan what was evidently a plea of some sort.

His voice rose and fell with impassioned
earnestness. He was urging her to some-
thing, it was easy to see; and, what was
equally clear, he was not having much
success at it.

Occasionally she replied in a low tone,

but for the most part she listened silently.

Her face was unbelievably changed. The
fleeting gentleness which had characterized

it during Steele's avowal of love had given

place to something bitter and cruel and
mercilessly determined.
The argument, so one-sided, went on in-

terminably. It began to look as if there

would be no end. I was a little chilled and
stiff with standing rigid, and I yearned for

something to happen. I was learning

nothing as it was. Then I caught the word
"Steele," and pricked up my ears.

The word seemed to affect the woman
also. She straightened and her eyes flashed

in the moonlight.
"I want you to understand, Paul," I

could hear her say in her low, vibrant voice,
"that Mr. Steele has no part whatever in
this business. What I have done I have done
alone. What I shall do I shall do alone."
The man gave vent to an evil chuckle.
"You protest too much, Chiquita," he

rasped unpleasantly. "If this man Steele
had nothing to do with it, what sent him
down to New York?"
"That concerns him, I suppose," she

answered coldly.

He went down like a log before my fist

"It's clear enough," he growled. "He
went into it because he wanted you out of

it. Well, so far I'm with him."
"Have you anything more to say?" she

inquired icily.

"Wait." He laid a detaining hand on
her wrist. I could see her shudder as she
shook it off. "Wait a moment. I want to
ask you something. Do you think that
fellow wants to marry you?"
"And if he does?"
"Well—if he does? There's a bridge to

cross first, isn't there? Come; I'm not
priggish. Suppose we strike a bargain.
You come through like a good girl and I'll

guarantee to keep my mouth shut. You can
make any sort of a
monkey out of this fel-

low Steele you have a
mind to. What do you
say?" -

"What is your guar-

anty worth?"
"I swear it, Marie."
She laughed quite

mirthlessly.

"Is your estimation

of my intelligence then
so low that you can
believe .or an instant

that I would trust you
—in anything?" The
question was like the

lash of a whip. I fan-

cied that the man
winced, but he coun-
tered with a sneer.

"It isn't a case of

your trusting me, you
know. I hold all the
cards

—

"

"All? I think not.

There's one that I

hold, remember. And
it's trumps."
He seemed to ignore

her interruption.
"I put it up to you

straight. If you want

What Has Gone Before

THE whole thing started at a dinner
party at the home of Admiral De-

brett. A stranger called Carter was
there; Agatha Burchard, a young de-
butante, brought him. During the
evening he_was called to the telephone
by the Japanese butler, Toguchi. A
moment later all of the lights went out.
Just as they flashed on again a gasping
sound was heard in the telephone
booth. When the guests rushed in
they found Carter unconscious. He
had been shot. During the excitement,
Marie Brandt, an attractive young
widow, disapperaed. This whirl of
events led Leslie Steele, a bachelor,
young and in love with Mrs. Brandt,
and his friend Jimmy to take a hand.
They pursued fleeing automobiles;
were themselves pursued; found Marie
Brandt, only to lose her again; were
held by the United States Secret Serv-
ice; escaped; found Carter, to have
him disappear on a torpedo destroyer,
and discovered Marie Brandt once
more. When we left them, Steele had
just told her of his love, and she had
asked him to cease trying to solve the
mystery of her disappearance. At this
point Jimmy decided to have a word
with her himself.

to play your game with Steele, you've got
to play mine with me. Either you come
through, and I give you the chance, or I'll

slip thetruth tohim—and thenyou'redone."
"Is that all?"

"No," he growled in a sudden paroxysm
of rage, "it isn't all. You keep on playing
with me and, by God, if you ever see your
meddling friend again you'll see him with
lilies around him!"

"Is that a threat?"
"You're right, it's a threat. He's played

his amateur game so far without getting
hurt because I've been too busy to attend
to him. Besides, I never take risks unless I

have a reason. But it's reason enough if

it'll make you sweat
blood, you—

"

"Will you let me go
now?" she inquired
quietly.

"For the last time,
Marie!—" He seemed
to be trembling with
suppressed anger.
"No," she said firm-

ly, her head held high.

Somehow, there was
something magnificent
about her as she faced

the angry man beside
her.

" I swear before God
we won't hurt the boy
—not a scratch!"
"No."
"And you'll never

see me again."
"No."
"Then, by heaven,

I'll screw it out of

you!" With a snarl

like a mad animal his

hands shot out, talon-
like, and seized her
throat. Before I quite
realized the sudden
turn of events he was
shaking her violently,

ferociously, in an ecstasy of rage. Tb
the numbness which had held my b
snapped, and with a Berserker oath
my own I proceeded to take a hand
the affair.

He went down like a log before my
I turned to Mrs. Brandt, but I caught only
a fleeting glimpse of a terrified and yet
oddly composed face before she disap*
peared in the darkness. Then I had to re*

turn my attention to my far from disabl

antagonist.
With a snarl he sprang at me, and

caught the glint of steel in his hand. TI
years of grace are far behind me, but ti

brief metallic flash had potent effect,

dodged like a young boxer. And I was j

in time. The wicked knife grazed my a:

slitting the sleeve, and penetrating deep
enough to draw blood.
With one eye I looked for a stick or

something with which to defend myself.
With the other I watched for a repetition

of the assault. But my assailant had ap-
parently changed his sanguinary heart.

Only the rapidly diminishing sound of

crackling branches indicated the direction

of his retreat.

Still too excited to be cautious, or even
sensible, I scrambled hastily in pursuit. A
fallen tree appeared in my path, and with
a sudden crash I went down, my head
striking a stone.
When I awoke to daylight and the twit-

tering of birds it was necessary for me to

concentrate on my surroundings to believe

that the events of the night had been other

than a peculiarly vivid nightmare. But the

dull ache in my head and the smooth round
stone were not imaginary. And Mrs.

Brandt's handkerchief, caught on a branch,

was quite conclusive.

Rather unsteadily I dragged myself to

my feet. I went to the Yacht Club, tele-

phoned my man, and arranged for fresh

linen and a change of clothing to be for-

warded to me there. So I was able to make
myself presentable, and go down to break-

fast quite as if the night had been un-

eventful.

In my box I found a brief note from

Steele, saying that he was at the Debretts',

and asking me to join him there as soon as

convenient. I 'went up immediately.
It took but an instant to realize that

some great change had come over Steele.

He looked haggard, as if he had not slept,

and there was a kind of dull pain in his

eyes.
He began by asking my plans. Having

none, it was easy to answer him. My reply

seemed partly to relieve, partly to disturb

him.
"What are you going to do?" I asked

bluntly.
"I—I don't know," he confessed with a

hesitancy quite foreign to him.
"Let's review the whole business," I

said presently, not knowing how else to ease

the peculiar situation.

"Well?"
"To begin with, it was not suicide. Nor

was it murder, because he didn't die. Sec-

ondly, the live corpse was removed with

Agatha Burchard's assistance or, at least,

connivance. During his brief convales-

cence she secreted him, unbeknown to her

own family."
"Yes. Go on."

"We leave the corpus delicti boarding a

warship in the dead of night. Whither

bound? We don't know. Now, then, lets

go back to the beginning."
"Yes."
"Almost with the sound of the shot

which was meant to kill Carter, Mane
Brandt vanished—and the lights went

out," I added narrowly.
Steele seemed to rouse himself from nis

strange lethargy at the imputation.

"She couldn't have turned out the lights.

The fuse box is in the pantry."
"All right," I agreed, "that signifies thai

there was more than one party to the crime

Now, who was in the pantry?"
Steele did not reply, but from the ex-

pression on his face I could see that the

same thought had come to him.
We smoked silently for a time, each busy

with his own thoughts. Then an idea oc-

curred to me.
"How long was (continued on page 39)
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ANNOUNCEMENT
WE are resuming quan-

tity production on
Goodyear Passenger Car Tires
for private use.

The shortage of these tires

that existed during the period
of war was inevitable.

Promptly upon America's
entry into the war, Goodyear
devoted great effort to the
production of gas masks, air-

plane, automobile and truck
tires, balloons and dirigibles,

urgently needed by our army
and navy.

This, of course, necessitated a

cut in our passenger car tire,

output, for general distribu-

tion.

Later, there came the Gov-
ernment order limiting all

tire makers to 50 per cent of

their normal output.

This restriction has since been
lifted.

So, as normal conditions are

being restored, we are in-

creasing our production
steadily in an effort to meet
the greatly increased demand
for Goodyear Tires.

However, to insure prompt
delivery, we suggest that you
estimate your near-future re-

quirements, placing your
order now with your Good-
year Service Station Dealer.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio
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It's the Eggs You Get That Count
There never was a time when the poor hen had less license to live, nor when a good hen paid

a greater profit to her owner, than right now

By Harry R. Lewis

NO ONE thing has created greater

interest and been responsible for

more progress in poultry husban-
dry in the last six years than the
development of egg-laying con-

tests. They have shown the importance
of individuality in hens, emphasized the
fact that some hens lay a large number of

eggs and are profitable, while other hens
of the same breed and variety produce but
few eggs and are unprofitable. These con-
tests show us how to cull birds on a basis

of their performance, by external char-

acteristics.

Until 1916, contest hens had been given
only one year's laying test, but the Vine-
land (New Jersey) contest considers not
only the pullet year production, but the

second year as well. The pullet progeny
of these yearling hens are now taking part

in the third-year contest. Thus this con-

test becomes a breeding problem which
measures the efficiency of hens and male
birds with which they are mated to pro-

duce daughters capable of great and sus-

tained production.
Every practical poultryman and thought-

ful breeder of all kinds of live stock will

agree that the summary of results which
follows is rather startling:

Our contest is composed of 100 pens of

10 birds each. The varieties tested rep-

resent the four standard breeds: Plym-
outh Rocks, Wyandottes, Rhode Island

Reds, and Leghorns. Every variety rep-

resented has at least three competing pens.

The birds are cared for with the greatest

possible detail to insure a maximum pro-

duction.
The 1,000 birds at the contest weigh

2.06 tons, and produced 10 tons of eggs dur-

ing their pullet year and 8 tons of eggs dur-

ing their second year. The average weight

of each bird was 4.12 pounds. These hens

produced in eggs during their pullet year

approximately five times their own body
weight, and four times their own body
weight during the second year. The hen

is one of the most efficient converters of

raw material into a finished product, out-

side of her body, to be found on the farm.

Dr. Pearl, chief statistician for the Food
Administration, in a recent statement

regarding this point said:

"I have been gratified because my work
in the Food Administration has put me in

a position to realize how acute the food

problem may become under certain cir-

cumstances. The studies we have con-

ducted here have made it increasingly

clear that the day of the large unit, such

as the beef animal, in the production of

necessary foods of animal origin is rapidly

passing. The steer is too uneconomic a

transformer of energy to last long as a

chief source of animal foods for mankind.

The war has very much accentuated this

development, and has turned our atten-

tion to the relatively greater economy in

production of smaller units, such as

poultry."
Now to analyze the performance of these

1,000 birds at Vineland during their first

and second laying season: Beginning with

their pullet production from November 1,

1916, to November 1, 1917, the 1,000-birds

succeeded in laying 129,499 eggs, or an
average of 129.5 per hen, which is an

average production per bird for the pullet

year of 44.4 per cent, and 35.4 per cent for

the second year. Considered in the interest

of practical poultry production this means
that pullets succeeded in laying approxi-

mately 30 more eggs each during their

first year than their second year. At
present prices of eggs this may mean a

decided advantage in favor of the pullet

production, but in normal seasons, when
eggs are worth from three to four cents

apiece, it shows an advantage in keeping
over a large number of selected pullets to

produce eggs during their second year.

The yearlings start their second year's

production with no charge for rearing, as

in the case of the pullets, and if a rigid

selection is practiced to eliminate the
inferior birds at the conclusion of their

first year's lay, the remaining yearlings will

be immensely profitable as producers of

eggs.
The winning pen at the contest (White

Leghorn) during the first year made an

larry

average lay of 211 eggs per bird. During
the second year, however, this pen only
averaged 147 eggs, making a total of 368
eggs per bird for the two years. This pen
of ten pullets, in order to produce this

amount of eggs during the pullet year,

consumed 82 pounds of feed per bird, cost-

ing $2.35, and produced eggs valued at

$85, which left a net return above feed of

over $6 per bird. While this is

phenomenal, it is interesting

to compare it with the
average of the lay-

ing contest, which
was $3.80 net
above feed
cost. The win-
ning pen for

the two
years
were also

White
Leghorns.
These laid

an aver-
age of 217
e ggs f o r

the first

year and
169 eggs the \
second, mak-
ing a total of

386 eggs.

Among i n d i-

vidual hens one ex-

tremely remark-
able record was
secured during the
pullet year : A
White Plymouth
Rock, owned and
bred by Helliston

Hill Poultry Farm,
laid 301 eggs in

365 consecutive
days. This did not
apparently impair
her vitality, for

during her second
year she laid 177
eggs, making a to-

tal of 478 eggs for

the two-year peri-

od. The highest in-

dividual perform-
ance for the two-
year period, how-
ever, was that made by a Barred Plymouth
Rock hen owned and bred by Harry PI.

Ober. This hen laid 268 eggs during
her pullet year and 233 eggs during her

yearling year, making a total of 501 eggs

for the two-year period. Such records

as these are phenomonal, but show what
good birds, well bred and properly cared

for, may accomplish. A careful analysis

of both individual., and pen records for

all breeds at the contest show that high
fecundity is not so much a matter of intel-

ligent breeding or variety as of intel-

ligent breeding within a certain family.

The problem of securing a profitable egg
production depends on the ability of the
poultryman to select an,d breed his birds

carefully and consistently, with egg pro-
duction as the primary consideration.
Much of the excellent production at the

Vineland contest was due to the rations

used and methods of feeding. The follow-

ing rations were employed throughout the

contest:

100 pounds wheat bra„.
100 pounds wheat middlings (white of flour).

100 pounds ground oats, standard or better.

100 pounds corn meal, pure.
100 pounds meat scraps, 50 per cent protein.

The above dry mash contains consider-

able variety, the ingredients are readily

obtained, and, being in 100-pound quanti-

ties, can be readily mixed. This dry mash
contains 18.2 per cent of protein and 39.9

per cent of carbohydrates. This makes the

nutritive ratio for the mash 1 to 2.8.

Supplementing this dry mash the com-
peting fowls were given morning and night,

in deep litter, this grain ration:

100 pounds wheat .

100 pounds cracked corn.

100 pounds clipped oats.

R. L

JTricky Biddy is Found Out
COME hens are like some humans—very^ deceiving. Scientists have spent years
finding out how to spot deceptive humans
at sight, and passing along the information
in books. But it remained for Prof. Harry
R. Lewis of the Poultry Husbandry Division
of the New Jersey Experiment Station to
spend several years studying deceptive hens
so we can pick the good-looking, worthless
barnyard queen who won't lay many eggs,
and do it at sight. What he says is based
on several years' tests at Vineland, New
Jersey, and means money in your pocket if

you take advantage of it. THE EDITOR.

All feeding was in the hands of expert,

practical men who were experienced with
both heavy and light breeds. Identical
rations were fed to all competing pens.
During the pullet year the 1,000 birds con-
sumed an average of 41 pounds of mash
and 38 pounds of grain, or practically equal
amounts of each. This may be a revelation
to many poultry feeders, for in the past it

has been generally supposed
that laying birds should eat

nearly twice as much
grain as mash.
One of the most
important
and practical
results from
the contest is

the fact that
hens can be
kept laying
heavily
during the
middle
and late
summer
and well
into au-
tumn if the
amount of

grain fed is

materially
reduced, com-

pelling them to
eat more mash.
The mash contains
more protein, egg-
forming material,
and also is the
cheaper part of the
ration.

To keep the eggs
coming plentifully

after midsummer,
we are feeding in

our Vineland con-
test more than
double the quan-
tity of mixed grain
from July to Octo-
ber than we feed
during the late fall,

winter, and spring
months. For ex-
ample, from No-
vember to April
from 10 to 12

pounds of grain are fed daily to each 100
hens, and from July to October not over 6

pounds to 100 hens. This sharp reduction

of grain causes the hens to double their

consumption of mash, the result being
continued laying when otherwise they will

loaf or begin to molt.
During 1916-17 the prevailing market

price for food was such that the mash cost

$2.70 per 100 pounds, and the grain $3.

On the basis of the amount consumed this

meant a total feed cost per bird of $2.26.

These prices are based on all purchased
feed, and are interesting and encouraging,

for they show that even during periods of

extremely high feed prices, such as pre-

vailed in the winter of 1917, hens can be
fed for approximately $2.25 per year for

grain and mash. During the second or

yearling years the amount of feeds con-

sumed was slightly less, and owing to a
drop in feed prices the cost of feed was quite

materially reduced. Before leaving the

feed problem it is interesting to note that

the average amount of feed required to

produce a dozen eggs was 6 pounds. In
the case of pen No. 88, which produced
221 eggs per bird, it required but 4H
pounds of feed to produce one dozen eggs.

During the spring of 1918 each contest-

ant furnished a breeding male to be mated
with his pen at the contest. In March and
April, 8,619 eggs were incubated from the

1,000 birds, with the remarkable result

that 87.9 per cent of those eggs incubated
proved to be fertile and 53.1 per cent

hatched.
Considering the fact that all eggs were

pedigree hatched in cheesecloth bags to

keep the chicks separate, this is quite a

remarkable performance. A careful study
of fertility and hatchability from eggs

or poor fertility and hatchability. For
example, the White Plymouth Rock hen
which laid 301 eggs shows 100 per cent
hatchability of her eggs, with exception-
ally fine livability of chicks. Some other
hens which laid remarkably well did not
show up as well in the vitality and hatch-
ability of their eggs. But the same was
true with low-producing hens. The fertility

and hatchability of an egg seems to be
related more to some quality which en-
ables the hen to impart pronounced vigor
and stamina to the germ in the resulting
progeny. This ability is not influenced by
the amount of her production. It may be
safely stated that heavy producers make
just as good breeders as medium or low
producers, as measured by fertility, hatch-
ability, and growth of chicks. The 4,000
odd youngsters which were hatched from
the eggs set were brooded under colony
breeding stoves, and reared on an alfalfa

range. They were given buttermilk to
drink for the first ten weeks, and were
given powdered buttermilk in the mash
during the entire growing period. It is

true that they were reared under ideal

conditions, and it is also true that they
made a remarkable growth. At eight weeks
of age the average pullets and cockerels of

the American breeds weighed 1.8 pounds
each. At twelve weeks of age well de-
veloped specimens weighed between two
and three pounds on the average. This
remarkable growth was mainly due to the
fact that the young chicks were given
plenty of green range to run over and
plenty of skim milk to drink. No one
raising chicks should ever attempt to raise

youngsters on small, bare yards and in close

confinement. There is no place like the
farm, with unrestricted range and plenty
of green fields.

laid by heavy-producing and low-pro-

This grain ration has a nutritive ratio of ducing hens seems to show that there is no

1 to 8.2. relation between high production and good

Teaching the Youngsters
to Roost

By R. G. Kirby

SEVERAL years ago, while visiting a
large commercial poultry plant, I noted

small roosts erected in the colony houses
for birds not more than six and eight
weeks old. The poultryman had started
to teach the young chicks to roost, al-^j

though they were hardly old enough to 3
leave the protection of the stove brooder, t)

Since then I have tried to teach our chicks

to roost at an early age, and find that itJ
has many advantages.

After the chicks learn to roost, all

danger from overcrowding is over. Over-
]

crowding causes colds, due to the heating

at night and the quick chilling which fol-
.

lows when the chicks run out on the ground
early in the morning. After the chicks

learn to roost it is easier to protect them
from mites and lice. Mites may easilya

become established in a brooder-house
floor, and then they are difficult to ex-1

terminate, but if the chicks are on roosts

and the roosts are occasionally painted

with kerosene oil or other good disinfectant

it will practically eliminate the mites.

If brooder chicks are not taught to roost

after they leave the protection of the

artificial heat, they will always crowd into

the corners when settling down for the

night, and this causes a devitalizing effect

on the weaker members of the flock. We
,

often think that little chicks are rather!

senseless in this matter of crowding, but

they are simply following their natural

instinct. From the time they were hatched

they have always gone under the hen at|

night, and after they get older they still

try to keep it up. With the hen gone they

crawl under each other, consequently

getting themselves into a small corner of

their enclosure, and the one underneath

will probably smother. .1
To prevent such danger, I find that J

wire-mesh-covered frames made to fit the

corners, with an incline of a foot above the

floor, keeps the chicks from piling up, and
allows air to circulate below the chicks

that sleep on the frames.

Not over three inches above the highest^

part of the wire-mesh incline I place roosts^

and the chicks soon get the habit of roosting.

ts,

Jl
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Rocker
Quartered and

Solid Oak
Pay Nothing Until 60 Days
Fat this splendid Rocker in your home on 3.

days' free trial and see what a wonderful bargain
it is. So comfortable for a long winter evening

—

euch a handsome addition to your furnishings.
Frame is kiln-dried hardwood. Arms and front posts
genuine quarter eawed oak—all in handsome golden
oak finish. Seat has 4 springs supported on tempered
steel bands. There are also six5-in. pillow springs in back
supported on steel bands. Fil ling is wood fibre and cotton
felt. Upholstered in handsome imitation Spanish Brown
leather. Height seat from fioor 17 in. Back from seat 26H in.

k.Seat is 19x19 in. Width over all 30^
in. Neat carving on front. Com*
fortable side wings. Shipping
weight about 40 lbs. Shipped
from our factory in western
New York state or from our'
warehouse inChicago.
OrderbyNo.98AMA19.
Price $6.88. Pay noth-
ing until 60 days. Then
only $1.18. Balance

4.S1.14 every 60 day*.

Rose Border Design Pay Nothing Until 60 Days King George Period

This beautiful 61-piece Dinner Set sent absolutely at our risk—to use on 80 days' approval, with a
year to pay if pleased. Nothing to pay until 60 days. Pattern derived from the heavy gold treatment
of King George period. Rich in appearance and with a border of trellis roses so heavy as to be almost
incrusted. yet fine in texture, setting off the beautiful Colonial shape. Materials are very durable,
highly glazed and fired; decoration being placed on each piece before the final glazing is executed.
Correct number of pieces to constitute a complete service for 6 persons. There are 61 pieces in all,

consisting of 6—9}£-in. Dinner Plates, 6—7>i-in Pie Plates, 6—8K-in. SoupPlates, 6 Cups. 6 Saucers,
6—BX-in. Fruit Dishes, 6 Individual Butters, l—10H-in. Meat Platter, 1—13K-in. Meat Platter, 1—Sugar
Bowl and Cover (2 pieces), 1—Creamer, 1—lH-in. Salad Bowl, 1—8%-in. Round Vegetable Dish. 1—
8-in. Oval Vegetable Dish, 1—9X-in. Round Fruit Bowl. We guarantee safe delivery, carefully
packed. Shipped from our Chicago Warehouse. Shpg. wt. about 40 lbs.

Order by No. 325AMA12. Price $10.88. Pay nothing until 60 day*. Then only
1.83. Balance $1.81 every 60 days.

Full Size 3-Ui.lt Complete

Vernis Martin Bed
Pay Nothing Till 60 Days

Refined design—sanitary and sturdy, 3-Unit
construction. Special corner device on spring
which gives utmost rigidity and perfect
alignment. Oval aide tubes, stronger than

round, are another feature. Spring has 6-in.
rise and 1% in, band edge. Alight weight high

quality handsome, cold rolled burnished steel bed com-
plete. The steel surface is bright, smooth and highly

polished. Handsomely finished in Vernis Martin (gold bronze)
Head end measures 49 in. high; foot 32 in. Full size bed 4ft. 6
in. wide. Lighter than iron. _

torn tube and fillers Kin. Shipping weight 75 IbB,

155AMA3. Price $14.78. Pay nothing till 60 days.
Then only $2.48. Balance $2.46 every 60 days.

11-16 in. continuous pillars. Bot-
. Order by No.

Sanitary

Pay Nothing
Until60Days
You must actually

put this wonderful,
new sanitary con-
venience in youi?
home to realize what
a comfort it is. And
to let you prove it

we will send it for 30
days' free trial—and
this offer really
means free. Don't
keep the closet un-

less yon find it as
serviceable as the

costly toilets in the best
equipped city homes and botels. Pat it where most
convenient. Connect ventilating pipe with outside flue
—or directly through roof if thereis no flue. No water
connection to make. Automatically disinfects con-
tents with powerful chemical. Made of strong sheet
metal. Seat golden oak finished. Has hinged cover.
Large inside galvanized retainer. Strong bail and
close-fitting lid. Need be emptied only occasionally.

All Accessories Included
With closet we send 6-months' supply of chemi-

cals for average family. (New yearly supply costs
only $1.76) 2 rolls toilet paper and holder; four2-ft.
sections of 4-in. enameled ventilating pipe; 1 enam-
eled elbow; 1 disc; 1 metal shield. Costs less than 1
cent a week per person to use. Try it 30 days
free. See what a comfort it is. Keep it only if
satisfactory.

Order by No. 229AMAS2. Price $17.85.
Pay nothing until 60 days. Then only $3.00.
Balance $2.97 every 60 days.

NO MONEY
DOWN

Royal

Easy Chair

Not a penny now. Pick out what you want from
the items on this page and send only the coupon^ When
the article comes, use it 30 days on absolutely free
trial. If not all you expect and an amazing bargain,
ship it back and we pay freight both ways—the trial

costs you nothing. If you keep it, make first small
payment 60 days after arrival— take a whole year to
pay on the Hartman easy payment plan. This is the
logical, sensible way to furnish your home and equip
your farm. Deal with a house that trusts you and
has a capital of $12,000,000 to back every offer it

makes. Just send the coupon—no money.

Press the button on the right arm and back automatically adjusts itself to
position that beBt suits you. Foot rest is out of sight when not in use and in
foot rest is hidden basket for newspapers, magazines, etc. Upholstered in
Imitation bpamsh brown leather; 8 springs in seat. Frame 23 in. high ; 29% in.
wide; 26$ in. deep (outsidemeasurements): Seat is20Mx20H in. Length re-
clining 48J4 in. with foot rest extended 64% in. Golden oak finish. Shipped
from Chicago warehouse. Shipping weight 96 lbs. Order by No. 83AMA8.
Price $19.95. Pay only $3.35 in 60 days. Bal. $3.32 every 60 days.

Majestic Engines
Pay Nothing Until GO Days
Before you bay an engine get the facts

.
about the wonderful Majestic—the en-

t
gine that gives you full rated

horse power at least cost for
fuel. Sent on 30 days' free
trial. Nothing down. We
let the Majestic prove its

, worth on your own farm.
Then you decide for your-
self. Keep it only if satis-

,

fied it is the best engine
of all. All sizes from 2
to 14 horse power.

CfAA Rftffclf filled with justthe facte ^

«^ wUwl* you want about power
on the farm and remarkable testimony from

,

601 farmers everywhere. Full information on
bargain prices and easy terms. Post card
brings both books free.

•ay
[Nothing

Vntil
6©
Days

which shows thousands of wonderful offerings for the home
and farm. 76 bargains in Rockers. 11 bargains in Parlor
Suites. 28 bargains in Davenports. 71 bargains in Dressers

17 bargainsand Chiffoniers. 22 bargains in Metal Beds,
in Dining Tables. Then bargain after bar-
gain, thousands of them, in rugs, curtains,
furniture of all kinds; stoves, ranges,

J
dishes, silverware, jewelry, clocks, wash- '

ing machines, sewing machines, kitchen- '

ware—thegreatest offeringsevermade. I

Gas engines and cream separators, I

grinding mills, tool grinders, feed
J

grinders, corn shellers, saws, saw '

frames, concrete mixers, farm carts, cider I

mills, sprayers, hog oilers, cultivators, I
general farm machinery, etc. Get this great I

Bargain Book. Hundreds of pages in actual
'

colors. Postcard brings it FREE, prepaid.

4039 LaSalle Street i

a Dept. 1648, Chicago
j

Separators
Accept our 30 days' free trial

offer on the Majestic Cream Sep-
arator and see for yourself how
itiadds to your dairy profits. Easiest
running, closest skimming. You will see
when you try it. Keep it only if the best
separator you ever used. Thousands of
farmers testify for it. 4 sizes, 375 lbs., 600
lbs.. 750 lbs., 1000 lbs. No money down.
Cvaa Rnnke Catalog quotingr ICB DOORS record breaking
prices, easiest terras ever made and book '

of 601 testimonials that never was dupli-
cated. Post card brings book free.

4039 LaSalle St.
Dept. 1648, Chicago

Send me merchandise marked X, it being understood that I am to have the use of
it for 30 days and if for any reason I do not want to keep it, I can return it at the end
of that time and you will pay freight both ways. If I keep it, I am to make first pay-
ment 60 days after arrival. Balance in five equal amounts every 60 days.

F
-

1 Vernis Martin Ir
-

IRoyalEasyChair
LjBedNo.l55AMA3ll_J No. 83AMA8

1 1 UpholsteredRocker
LJ No. 98AMA19

1 1 51-Piece Dinner
LJSetNo.325AMA12

T~1 Sanitary Indoor Toilet I 1 1 Information About 1 T~1 Information About
1—1 No. 229AMA52 1 1—1 Majestic Engines 1 L_l Majestic Separators

Name

.

Address..

Nearest Shipping Point

G Send me Hartm.n's Bargain Book FREE. (II you don't send this coupon, a post card will do.)
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Dependable Spark Plugs

Champion
Heavy Stone
Price $1.25

Avoid Substitutes
Look for "Champion"
On the Porcelain

BE sure thename "Champion"
is on the porcelain as well

as on the box.

Most dealers call your
attention to the name
"Champion" on the por-

celain when they recom-
mend this make of plug.

There is a Champion
Spark Plug for every type
of motor car, motor truck,

tractor, motorcycle and
stationary engine.

Champion Spark Plug Company, Toledo, Ohio

m
$500 to $1000 Profits

Per Month

being made with the

American

"Midget" Marvel
Self Contained, One Man, Roller Flour Mill

The surest and most profitable business in the United States
and second in dignity only to banking.

Be the Flour Miller in your community and own this new,
improved mill which' is revolutionizing milling. You can start in

this profitable business at once with our nationally advertised
brand of flour as your own.

FI>a\fc icZZ^) Fl/otJir

Our Service Department and Confidential Selling Plans will

establish you in this business and make you a success.

This wonderful mill will make a yield of 42 lbs. of good flour per bushel
of clean wheat. Built to last a lifetime. Guided by our book of instructions,

it can be operated by anyone without previous knowledge of milling. Takes
small amount of power. Its greatly improved system of milling makes "a
better barrel of flour cheaper;" therefore gives you larger profits.

Grind your home grown wheat and sell it to your home people with this

mill. Made in 7 sizes—from 15 to 100 bbls. per day. You can
get into this money making business with as little as $3000.
Sold on 30 days' trial.

Write todav for our free booklet, "The Story of a Wonderful
Flour Mill."

The Anglo American Mill Co.
530-536 Trust Bldg. Owensboro, Ky.

Shall I Buy a New or a Used Car'

By Jerome T. Shaw

ETJY a new automobile" is the advice
offered by the veteran car owner to
the prospective motorist who is con-

templating the purchase of a used car.
Every year thousands of persons join the
army of motor-car owners over the used-
car route; and, while many have been
perfectly satisfied with the preliminary
experience gained at the wheel of a car
that has had its "breaking in " at the hands
of others, there are a great many more
who have a different tale to tell. It is cer-
tainly worth the time of the would-be
motorist to balance carefully in his mind
the advantages and disadvantages of hav-
ing a new or a used machine represent his

first car purchase.
If he has no car-owner friend to advise

him, or if he is ignorant of the simplicity
of operation and maintenance of the pres-
ent-day automobile, he will, in the ma-
jority of cases, first think of the used car
as a good vehicle "to learn on." This
might have been a logical step some years
ago, when cars were not made so fool-

proof, and when "their operation required
more than casual skill and consideration.
Now, however, the "learning" can be ac-
quired in half an hour, with the coaching
of a competent demonstrator. That,
with a knowledge of the gear shift—and
there are cases where even this is not neces-
sary—and the primary principles of the
starting system—turning the switch—and
the owner is practically independent in the
handling of his car.

Assuming that he does purchase a used
car, he has but one important factor in his

favor. That is low depreciation. If he
buys a car that is two years old, it has al-

ready lost about 60 per cent of its market
value; that is, if it originally listed at $1,000
it should be now worth in the neighbor-
hood of $400. After the third year its rate of

depreciation is not so great, and the owner
may take this two-year-old car, run it for

another year, and then sell it for 20 per
cent under what it cost him. In other
words, he could have the use of the car
for one year for about $80 under normal
conditions. If he bought a new car in

the same price class, it would have depre-
ciated about 40 per cent—$400—at the
end of the first year's service. That $80
against $400 is the big thing in the favor
of the used-car buyer. But

—

During the year that he has had the used

car he has had no guaranty from the sell
that it would stand up, and it is more ths
likely that defects which were not appare;
at its purchase have become painfully a;

expensively obvious after the first fe\
months of service. Used cars rarely ca;
complete equipment; and to get the ri

joys of motoring it is necessary that i
car be fitted with those devices that tend
add to the comfort and convenience of tl

owner and his guests. Many of these a
included as standard equipment with ti

new car; but the used-car buyer has
add their cost to the original amount.

Used-car advertisements calling atfc

tion to the "good" condition of the ti

are common, but one seldom sees
new tires" mentioned. "Good" in the
tire world covers a variety of qualities 1

which, when measured in mileage, may
range from 300 to 1,000 miles. Six Sunday
trips of 150 miles each, and the used-car
buyer has to buy again. At this rate the
difference between the $80 and the $400
mentioned above is soon taken care of^
and the used car's biggest favorable factor,
is wiped off the slate.

Just as soon as a new car is driven away
from the dealer's salesroom by the pur^
chaser it becomes a used car and depre-
ciates 25 per cent in value, and at the
end of the year it will be valued at 60 per
cent of its original list price, or there-
abouts.
During this year, however, the owner has

had the service facilities of the manufac-"
turer and dealer at his call—a generous
portion of it without cost to him; he has
had the maker's guaranty back of his cari

for ninety days at least; he has had a"

car completely equipped with new accesso-i
ries and attachments; and his tire expensed
has been proportionate with the use of hia
car.

In addition to these advantages over the
used-car buyer, he has a car that still re-
tains an appearance of newness, and one
that, with due care, should be in betteijj

mechanical condition than when in the first',

flush of its youth.
To the man who is determined to be-

come a motorist and who is not limited in
his finances, an analysis of the new and'
used-car factors and problems emphasizes^
the wisdom of the experienced owner's
advice:
"Buy a new automobile."

Don't Get Panicky About Your
Liberty Bonds

AS WE sit down to write this, Liberty Bonds are quoted on the market at 94; and,
1* in common with a lot of other folks, we have been curious to know why, with the
war won, we should be offered only $94 for the government securities we paid the
full par price of $100 to get.

A little investigation brought the answer to light and, with Liberty Bonds
already in our lockers and the final Liberty Loan for $5,000,000,000 looming before
us, we make haste to tell you why they are good things to hang on to and to buy
more of, despite the low quotation on the market.
The week before the armistice was signed on November 11th, the market price

of these bonds was 98. Some time before that they had been selling at 96. You'd
naturally think that with the armistice signed the price would go up from 98 in-

stead of down to 94, especially after the Government announced that it would
have to ask for only one more loan of $5,000,000,000 now that the great world war
is over, instead of the $9,000,000,000 it had planned to ask this year if the war had
gone on.

But history repeats itself in bond issues just as it does in everything else. United
States six per cent bonds of the Civil War sold at 111 a couple weeks before Lee's
surrender. After he surrendered they dropped to 105. British consols, the record
shows, went lower after Napoleon had been put out of business by the English at
Waterloo.
The answer to this strange performance seems to be the same on all occasions.

It is simply this:

When a war is ended, a lot of people who loaded up on war bonds purely out of
patriotism, and often on borrowed money, will, with the spur of patriotism removed,
want to unload. They want the cash. If they don't need the cash they are.foolish to
sell their bonds.

If you sell your Liberty Bonds now, you lose. They will go to par, unquestion-
ably; probably they will go far above it. Thousands of men got rich during the
Civil War by buying all the bonds they could get at the low quotation, and holding
them until they went way up months after the war ended. Unless you are mighty
hard pressed for cash, it is good business to hold tight to your Liberty Bonds.
Even if you must have cash it would be better to put up your bonds as security and
borrow the money, rather than sell the bonds themselves.

In 1866 United States bonds sold eight per cent above the low price they were
quoted at immediately after peace was declared. After their decline in 1815 British

consols sold at an advance of 11 per cent within the twelvemonth. Both these
securities went far, far above that within a few years.

We came pretty near getting scared about these Liberty Bonds ourselves, but
we're not scared now, because we've got the facts; and we pass them along in the
hope that they may clear up the situation for some of you Farm and Fireside

folks. THE EDITOR.

*
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$1475
F. o. b. Racine

Wheelbase 120 inches

Long-stroke Six motor
Cylinders 3*A x 5

Tires 34 x 4

Sixes

A Completely New Six
Over 100 New Standards—75% More Endurance

The war has enabled us to do in 18 months

what we might have spent years to accom-

plish. The great Mitchell factory was

given to truck building. Our engineers and

specialists had 18 months to bring out a new

Mitchell, built to new standards.

The result is that now we are able to offer

our new conception of a lasting Six. There

are more than 100 improvements, 50 per

cent added strength, 75 per cent more en-

durance, 25 per cent more economy and 20

per cent greater beauty and comfort.

It Had to Come
Two years ago we decided, for our part,

that the Light Six type should be bettered.

It had been too light. Experience had

shown that the boasted over-strength was

too often under-strength.

Fierce price competition had forced makers

to skimp. Then ideas were changing. Buy-

ers bought their cars to keep, and they

looked for many years of service.

The Mitchell was great and successful.

In 14 years it had won a world-wide fame.

But we knew that all Light Sixes, including

the Mitchell, must adopt new standards to

meet new-day expectations. And we started

then to make our preparations.

New Specialists

We added to the Mitchell staff many new

specialists. These were men who had made

their mark in high-grade car construction.

Then came the war, and with it came

their unique opportunity. For 18 months,

while we built trucks, they worked on this

new model.

They made over 100 important improve-

ments. Part by part they added an average

of 50 per cent more strength. They spent

over $250,000.00 for new machines and

equipment, just to build parts better and

to test them better. They created a staff

of 135 trained inspectors, to measure and

test and insist on perfection.

The result is this new-standard Mitchell,

combining 100 of the greatest advances that

ever were made in Sixes.'

New
From End to End

The design is new, the color and the top.

The radiator is larger, and the wheels, with

34x4-inch tires.

The steel frame is deeper, adding 50 per

cent to the strength. Rear axle strength

is increased 50 per cent, brake efficiency 75

per cent. The gears are 25 per cent stronger

by actual crushing test.

There is a new-type disc clutch. There

are 123 drop forgings. Chrome-Vanadium

and Chrome-Nickel steels are lavishly used

in construction.

The ball-bearing steering gear is made

10 per cent stronger. Our new crank shafts

show a tensile strength of 150,000 pounds

per square inch. They are perfectly bal-

anced on two costly machines.

Gasoline
Saving 25%

Gasoline and oil cost is reduced 25 per

cent. This largely comes through the use

of a thermostat to regulate the water sys-

tem. It controls the temperature of the

air, liquids and gases. The carburetor in-

take is twice better heated, so the gasoline

is vaporized and combustion is complete.

-To make staunch bodies we use frame

material costing twice the usual. We use

interlaced hair in the upholstery. We use

four coats of varnish, instead of the usual

two, to double the life of our finish.

We give ample room with a 120-inch

wheelbase. Compare that with other 5-

passenger Sixes.

But one part could not be bettered—our

long cantilever rear springs. Out of 40,000

now in use, not a spring has broken. And
they have made the Mitchell the easiest-

riding car in its class.

Undersells
All Rivals

This new Mitchell, despite all these new

standards, still sells below all comparable

cars. That is due to our wonderful factory

efficiency which has made the Mitchell

plant famous. We build the complete car

—

chassis and body—under scientific methods,

which reduce labor cost to the minimum.

Write us for further details. Then go

over this new car, part by part, with your

nearest Mitchell dealer. When you know

this car, you will want this new strength,

new endurance, new beauty, new economy.

Mitchell E-40
Price, $1,475, f. o. b. Racine

Wheelbase, 120 inches, 40 horsepower

Six-Cylinder Motor

Cylinders 354 x 5. Tires, 34 x 4.

3-Passenger Roadster, same price

We also make Touring Sedan
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R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

:• CRfMP CUT

Get going right

with a jimmy pipe!
You'll have a streak of smokeluck

that'll put a lot of happiness in your

life if you'll start in with a jimmy
pipe and some of that more-ish
Prince Albert tobacco.

You never will get real top notch
smoke enjoyment until you can call a
pipeyour pal, then, to get pipe pleasure

at its bestyou land square on that two-
fisted-man-tobacco, Prince Albert 1

Quality makes Prince Albert so

different, so appealing all along the smoke line. Men who
never before could .smoke a pipe and men who've smoked
pipes for years all testify to the delight it hands out 1 P. A.

meets the universal taste. That's why it's the national

joy smoke ! And, it can't bite or parch. Both are cut out

by our exclusive patented process

!

Right now it's time to turn over a new leaf. YoU take a tip

and get out your old jimmy pipe and land on some P. A. for

what ailsyourparticular smokeappetite !

You buy Prince Albert everywhere tobacco is sold. Toppy redbags,

tidy red tins, handsome pound and half-pound tin humidors—and
—that classy, practical pound crystal glass humidor with sponge
moistener top that keeps the tobacco in such perfect condition.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

How Miss Williams
Solved the

High Cost of Liying
"Oh! If I could only do something to help, in these trying times!" That is

the problem that confronted Miss Williams only a few weeks ago. Farm
and Fireside has given her the answer. She is now earning $3 5 each week.

she would find ir. In investigat-

ing our proposition, she saw that

I
it offered her just the opportunity
she was looking for—that, besides-

being remunerative, it afforded a
dignified, healthful and extremely
pleasant occupation. Her earn-

ings now exceed her fondest ex-

pectations.

Miss Williams saw that sooner or
later the growing demands upon
the family pocketbook would
leave a very small margin for

pretty new clothes and the many
other things a normal girl likes to

have. She determined that if

there was a way to get these

\ things without depending on "dad"

\ You, Too, Can Earn $35 Weekly!

Farm ^vThere is nothing romantic or unusual- about Miss Williams'

and n success. Any ambitious girl or woman can do as well.

Fireside \ Decide TO-DAY that you, too, are going to help "dad"
Springfield, 0. \^or "hubby" meet the.increased living expenses.

Without committing\ Get Started NOW!
tXmi^r^rPa\

ea
;ia> .Let us explain, without obligation to you our un-

for making money.
X usual money-making proposition. Lven if you can
^ spare but an hour or so a day, it will pay you well.

Name .^^Send the attached coupon by return mail.

Post office \ FARM AND FIRESIDE
State St. or R. D \ SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

How I Fell in Love with My Wife
[continued from page 11]

The While She Chased a Pig

THE very first time I saw her she was
chasing a pig around the farm, and the

way she went at it meant business. And
she caught it too. She had golden hair,

with two long braids hanging down her
back, and was pretty good to look at, and
when she stubbed her toe and grabbed the
pig around the waist and I laughed she was
boiling mad and stamped her foot at me.
I fell dead in love with her, and went in
aiid hired out to her aunt. Well, she would
not look at me for a long time, but I won
her in the end. d. c. f.

Quick Work—After Thirty-seven

Years

I MARRIED my wife for love. Thirty-
seven years ago the woman I was

married to said to her: "Well, after I die

you can have George for your husband."
She said that was a bargain, so time drifted

on for thirty-seven years. I went west;
was gone for that number of years. She
got married, still lived in the same town.
Her husband died; the woman I was'
married to died thirty years before her
husband. .

I had many chances to get married, but
still stayed single; so while I was in Colo-
rado one night she came in my mind, and
I said I will just drop a line to see if she
is still living. I did. Behold, I got a reply

that she had lost all of her family, also her
husband.
Then I said to myself, maybe we can

have each other yet. So I came from
Colorado to New York, went and called on
her, and the first night I popped the
question, and the next evening we were
married.
That was the twenty-fifth of July, 1917.

At the present time neither of us have any
of our family living. We are trying to

live for each other, and hope our declining

years may be spent in happiness and love

for one another until God calls, which
we will have to answer, and then this

romance will be ended. G. L. and V. R.

When East Met West

THIS romance is guaranteed a genuine
article. I was a "wild and woolly"

Westerner; she was a "finished" Easterner.
I was working in the office of a small
Western newspaper; she was a school
teacher on a summer vacation visit to
Western relatives. We met at a village

picnic. .

I discovered that her idea of the West
was a picturesque country with Indians on
the warpath, cowboys riding madly through
town, shooting out window lights, _ and
bewhiskered Populists shouting for William
Jennings Bryan. I thought all Eastern
girls self-satisfied prigs, with a Bostonese
accent and a copy of Emerson's essays for

breakfast. We were both nineteen—the
moonstruck age. Can you beat it for

romance?
Well, we spent the entire six weeks of

her visit arguing the comparative merits of

East and West. I donned flannel shirt

and sombrero, hired some bucking bron-
chos, and took her on "fireman's drives"
across the prairies. She paraded the dusty
streets of our pioneer town in her fluffiest

ruffles, with a parasol in one hand and a
copy of "The Outlook" in the other. Of
course, we fell in love. How could we help
it? And, of course, we got married. Blamed
poor show for happiness if we had been
what we seemed! But we weren't.
We lived five years in the West, until

she found out that a Westerner is just like

an Easterner, only a little more "darned"
independent. Now we've lived two years
in the East, and I've found out that East-
erners are not so superior as they think
they are. We bounce over the New York
hills in our trusty little car, and like each
other just as well as in the days of romance.
But we know now that folks are just folks

wherever you find them. H. H. H.

She Made Him Hate Her Rival

WHEN I married, I married because
Inez, in my opinion, possessed the

most queenly beauty of any woman in the
country, and she married me because she
loved me.
Very soon after we were married Inez

began to have bad health, and of course
she lost her beauty. I soon found I didn't

love her, treated her cross, and would go

to town on Saturdays and stay until
midnight.
Very soon I became interested in my

neighbor's wife. She was always neat,
and of course it made her pretty to others.

Sometimes I would think what I would
give to just have Inez come around me and
not complain of her aches.

Inez soon suspicioned that I was inter-

ested in Mrs. W. One day she came to me
and said: "Why do you seem to care so
much for Mrs. W.?"

I replied: "She is neat, and it makes her
so pretty." She didn't say anything, but
left the room. I knew she was determined
to win me from Mrs. W., which she man-
aged nicely.

That afternoon she met me at the door
with herself very much changed, looking
so pretty in her neatly fitting evening dress

—though I pretended not to notice the
change.
Now we are living happily, and it is all

due to Inez' not being silly when she found
I was in love with Mrs. W. Of course, she
invited her to our house, began to dress
like her, and everywhere she went she took
Mrs. W. with her, until I grew sick of
Mrs. W., and one day drew Inez in my
arms and said: "Dearest, don't wring the
core out of my heart. I don't love any
woman but you. I despise Mrs. W., and
thank God, dearest, for you." R. G.

Peeking Through the Corn

I MET her first in my cornfield. She had
walked down there after her school was

out and her scholars had walked loitermgly
home, swinging their dinner pails. I with
my tattered shirt sleeves and baggy yellow
overalls was picking seed corn, and was
not in the least prepared for a visit from
the new schoolmarm.

Several mornings since her arrival one
week before, Fred, my kid brother of six-

teen, had boastfully told of something
she had said to him. And each night of

late he had hurriedly milked his cows, and
by the time I got in the house had already
skipped with two big apples or a pocketful
of plums down to Gleason's, her boarding
place. I rather resented this; for he never
gave anyone else a chance, but simply
monopolized her from the first.

A rustle in the corn leaves, a startled

exclamation, and then I saw "her" stand-
ing there before me. For just a second the

•brown eyes, bright as an eagle's, drooped,
and then, while I vainly searched for words
she said: "Oh-h! You are just the one I

wanted to see. You are one of the Stew-
borg boys, the one that used to teach here,

aren't you? Do please tell me exactly what
these prop roots are for, and don't you
really think that it's too early to pick seed
corn?"

She fairly bubbled over with talk about
corn, and after a little I forgot my shyness
and was able to talk a little too. Where
had I ever seen a teacher before that knew
the difference between No. 12 and No. 13;

that knew the least thing about corn, or

even cared to learn? And corn had been
my pet hobby ever since I had come back
to the farm after my high-school days.

Certainly, this was the first.

One delightful hour sped so quickly, and
together we had planned a community fair,

discussed the possibilities of a farmers'

club, and she told me more about the
activities of our county agent, who had
been appointed in July, than any farmer in

our district knew.
She took a short-cut home across my

field and pasture, and somehow I felt

that the sunshine was gone and I'd have
to follow it. Why did I keep thinking
about the feet that made the fresh tracks

across my field? Was it because it was a
pair of boys' shoes that shod them? Per-
haps; but just as I reached the gate I saw
her crossing the creek, barefoot, with the

shoes dangling in one hand and the stock-

ings in the other.

It was then and there that I decided
that she was the girl I wanted—the one
who carried a jack-knife and some nails

in her sweater pocket instead of a powder
puff; the one who wore boys' shoes to school

instead of French-heeled pumps; the one
girl that knew more about corn than about
algebra, and was not afraid to walk bare-

footed across the creek.

That night it was I that milked my cows
a little early, left the house in a panic,

lest Fred see me, and with two big red ap-

ples in my pocket joyfully wended my way
down to Gleason's. A. D.
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'Pass, patrol!' he called; and, in turn, each
of the others called out, 'Pass, patrol!'

'Pass, patrol!' 'Pass, patrol!'
"How near to madness I was, there at

Lichtzau, you may know when I tell you
that of all the things which I hated in the
German army, and of all the things from
which I strained to escape, the calls of

those sentries had become uppermost in

my mind.
"A small thing to drive one mad, was it

not? I came to wait for those calls, every
fifteen minutes of every hour of every day
and night, and to echo them and mumble
them, and to worry lest some one of the
sentries might fail to sing out, 'Pass,
patrol!' The thing became an obsession.
By the time my last day of service drew
near it had come to mean nothing more
to me than that it would be the last day.
on which I must hear that ever-recurring
refrain.

"At last that night arrived—the night
that marked the end of my service. That
night the weary, despondent Krantz
paused on his beat, leaned for a moment's
rest against the mossy wall of the castle,

and slept.

"'Pass, patrol!' came from the first sen-
try. 'Pass, patrol!' 'Pass, patrol!' echoed
the other two. There on my bed, in nerv-
ous agony, I listened for the last of the four
calls; but Krantz slept on."
Minch paused to draw at his pipe; and

it was only after several attempts that he
realized that it was out. He moved as if

to relight it; but so absorbed was he in the
memories of that other time, he allowed
the match to die.

"For Krantz, a reprimand only, and one
little punishment."
"One little punishment!"
"Only this: Once every hour, for twen-

ty-four hours, he must put on his entire
equipment, cleaned and burnished for in-

spection. He must put the entire equip-
ment on his horse, and clean the beast, and
present himself mounted for inspection to
the officers of the guard. That done, he
must each time return his horse to the
stables, strip him, and then go to his own
bed for such few minutes as were left of the
hour.
"Such patient malice to have conceived

that punishment! Put yourself to the task
of washing your hands only once every hour
for twenty-four hours, and under the fear-
crushing knowledge that you must by no
means be late. Add to that that you must
polish your boots, because, coming from
the stables, that must be done. Add yet
the thousand and one other details—once
every hour for twenty-four hours!
"Even now I can see those cruel pig eyes

of the Prussian Ritter as, through the win-
dow of his office, he watched the Jew stalk
back to his quarters from one of the last

of those inspections—watched him as a
carrion bird might have done, watched him
hopefully for the first sign of breaking.
And Krantz—he strode on, his body stiff,

his legs stiff, with the approved military
carriage—and fear and the madness of de-
spair dragging, at his heart.
"Not until Krantz had passed inside the '

barracks did Ritter turn from the window
to finish his business with me. He handed
me my pay, my railway ticket, and my dis-

charge papers. At that instant I was
through with the service. I almost ran
from the room, so eager was I to get my
'few belongings and to put the whole hate-
ful place behind me.
"My quarters were high up in the old

barracks, and on the same floor as those of
'Krantz. I was not long about getting-my
few trinkets together, a matter of minutes
only. But it was only so long that Krantz
had had to remove his clothes, get into his
'bed, be up again, dress, and start on that
eternal round of petty things which he had
been doing each hour. He left his room
just before I stepped from mine. He was
just ahead of me through the long corridor
•and down the many flights of stone stair-
ways that led to the ground.
"A bar of sunlight struck obliquely

across his path. He paused at the window
casement, a window through which the
sun had poured its light when the Hohen-
zollerns were no more than money lenders
[in a back street of Nuremberg. The
branches of the great spreading oaks be-
neath him hid from view the petty trap-
pings of Empire. Birds sang, and flew
hither and thither as they willed.
"And in that instant the Jew joined

them.
"For the fraction of a moment I stood

horror-struck. Then I heard at my side the
hoarse, angry bellow of Top-Sergeant Rit-
ter. I forgot my horror of the thing in my
rising hate for all that had made it possible.

"The fool!" I exclaimed.
" 'To jump ! Ja, he is a fool to jump !

'

the top-sergeant snarled viciously.

"I whirled about in savage rage. 'Yes,
a fool!' I snarled back at Ritter. 'None
but a fool would have jumped—alone!'

"One must pay for such pleasures as was
that speech of mine to Top-Sergeant Rit-
ter. I paid. I will not tell you all of that.

Enough that I had been marked to take
the place of Krantz in the penitentiary. I

knew I must leave the country. I forged
a passport."
Minch shrugged his shoulders in an ex-

pressive gesture.

"It was a foolish thing to do—but it is

as well that I did it,

"I aimed to cross the frontier at the
town of Berlioz in Belgium. Thence I

would go to England and thence to Amer-
ica. I got along swimmingly, too swim-
mingly. I should have known that if I

were allowed to cross half of Germany
without question it was because I was
kept in view by other means.
"My heart was beating high when at

last I found myself in the custom house at
Berlioz. The town was on the very boun-
dary between Germany and Belgium; in
fact, the counter which divided the cus-
tom-house was on the boundary. The rail-

way crossed there from one country to the
other.
"The smiling Belgium customs official

passed a joke with me about my future
success in America. I stiffened my already
straight military back. It was only so
that I knew how to express power and
strength and pride. I was equal to any-
thing, and I was just about to tell the Bel-
gian so, when I noticed the laughter
gradually retreating from his eyes.
"A French gendarme had been standing

near-by. I noticed that he gazed intently
over my shoulder at something behind me.
A chilling sense, of danger crept over me,
and I turned my head slowly and appre-
hensively. Then my heart sank, and I
became again the fear-ridden creature
that I had been during those three long
years in the barracks. Only with an ef-

fort could I restrain my hand from lifting

in salute, because there stood the top-ser-
geant, the Prussian Ritter, his evil little

eyes blinking slowly and hopefully.
"'Where might you be going, Herr

Minch?' he. purred softly.

'"To Ostend, Herr Sergeant.'

"'You have a passport?' he asked so-

licitously.

"The moment had come. I hesitated.

I could see the years of labor in the peni-
tentiary stretching out before me. I de-
termined to go through with what I had
planned. I took the forged passport from
my pocket and offered it to Ritter.

"A breath of wind, a moment's tremor
of a finger—such little things may alter a
life.

'

"A train whistled.
"'En avant! Monsieur!' came the gay

voice of the French gendarme; as one
would say in English, 'Beat it, my friend;

your train is leaving!'

"I thank God .that there remained in

me one apark of decision. I seized the
passport from the floor with one hand, my
bundle of luggage with the other. The
smiling Belgian, quickly sensing the situa-

tion, pulled open the gateway through the
counter. The French gendarme pointed
me toward the already moving train. I

jumped to the footway beside the guard
and then looked back.

"There stood Ritter, erect and military
as ever, his imperial mustaches pointing
to high heaven and seeming to protest that
such a thing must not be, that it was for-

bidden for men to jump on to moving
trains. The Belgian and the gendarme
waved a cheery farewell.

"I laughed one long, hearty laugh at

Ritter, then waved my free hand to those
friends of a moment. 'Vive le Beige! Vive,

la France!' I shouted.
"I thought I was free!

"But one does not become free by the
mere crossing of a boundary. There came
a day, at last, when I was tossed out of the
immigration station into New York,
turned loose on Broadway, on this very
street below us. It was the day of a big
parade. What parade I do not remember,
but soldiers marched and crowds thronged
about. [CONTINUED ON PAGE 42]

Zfeider^ractors
Model C

The Right Power For Every
Job On The Farm

HEIDER TRACTORS give you a world of power—but only the
Heider Friction Drive gives you the right power for every job on

the farm. It has a steady, dependable pull for a three-bottom plow,
with plenty of reserve power. It throttles down to just the right power
for a cream separator. It travels four miles an hour—or it backs up
to a load a fraction of an inch at a time—that's flexibility.

Seven speeds forward and reverse, all with one lever for traction or belt work.
11 years' actual field work. Two models, C 12-20 and D 9-16. Write for catalog.

Rock Island No. 38
One-Man

Tractor Disc

Rock Island No. 12

Tractor Plow
2, 3 or 4 bottoms

Built exclusively for tractor work. Extra strong
construction. Close-up position permits one man
easily to operate tractor and harrow. Extremely
flexible. Close coupled. Light draft. Two sizes—
8 and 10-ft. cut. Fits any Tractor.

The tractor plow with "Front Furrow Wheel
Lift" and "CTX" Bottoms. Ready for any soil

and the pull of any tractor. Extra high clear-

ance. "CTX" Bottoms turn furrow slices clear
over—prevent air spaces stopping moisture.

ROCK ISLAND Farm Tools. Discs, Plows, Planters, Seeders, Cultivators,

Listers, Hay Rakes, Hay Loaders, Manure Spreaders, Cream Separators, Litter

Carriers, Gasoline Engines, Stalk Cutters, etc. Write for Farm Tool Catalog.

ROCK ISLAND PLOW COMPANY
770 Second Avenue Established 1855 ROCK ISLAND, ILL.

Gets right
into

the fence
corners

: Model D 9-16
With No.9Power LiftPlow
Rock Island Heider D 9-16 with
No. 9 Rock Island Plow attached
to the tractor platform is shown
here. Entire outfit in one unit.
Your hands guide tractor. Your
foot controls plow. Sold with or
without plow attached.

Learn Auto
^Tractor Business

SIOO To $400 a Month
Enormous increase in production
of Autos, Trucks, and Tractors.
Get into business for yourself, or
earn big money es Repair man.
Driver, Garage Foreman, Sales
Agent or Tractor Operator.

Learn in 6 to S Weeks. Enormous
additional equipment from Military Division of Eaha
School. Actual practice. No books used
Write toda]

"

68-page Book FREEGive age and occupation.

RAHE AUTO & TRACTOR SCHOOL, liSils^irvTMb

^OTTAWA
KEROSENE
£NCINES

Start Easy in any weather. Pull steady.
. „ . T77^9,ar"'„ki?T overload. All sizes

and styles. 1% H-P. to 22 H-P. 90 Day*' Trial.Money Back Cuarantee. Prompt shipment!
Low Prices Write forpreBent money Baving-——

,
prices and Free Book, telling

aJ^you want to know about engines. Write today.
I 153 King Street,
OTTAWA. KANS.OTTAWA MFG. CO. iiHJffi*«ws.

Lifers a W^rlcfPg [Secure!
for g@r€l Lining Servicem 50,000 miles! Cork Insert Transmission Lining made the record.

The long wearing set is still in use and giving good service. Cork
Insert puts an end to the ex-

Cork
Insert costs
S3 for a set of 3, but
it's the most economical

pense and annoyance of fre-

quent replacements. Once a
year usually is enough.
500,000 Ford owners
use only Cork Insert.
The buttons of cork give won-
derfully smooth friction. Stop
Jerk and chatter. Make the
brake sure.

lining you can buy. Saves the Ford rear end where most repair
expense comes. Puts an end to frequent replacement of lining.

Outwears at least three sets of the ordinary kind.

. Next Time Your Ford Needs New Lining
remember to say "Cork Insert" to your garageman. He has it

or can quickly get it, for it's handled by every jobber.

Tear Out This Advertisement as a Reminder
to write for our booklet, "The Story of Cork Insert," Tells why
it works better and what users say.

ADVANCE AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES CORP., Dept. B36, 56 E. Randolph

Ihis Free
Book
tells

Cci it
SL, Chicago
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Get This Blow-Out Patch

THE Firestone blow-out patch performs both duties,

holds the blow-out securely and protects the inner

tube while in casing.

Built of six plies of rubberized fabric, it is flexible and
yielding. It is protected at both ends by a molded-in
real rubber tip, originated by Firestone, which does
not allow the tube to come in contact with the raw,
rou&h ed&es of the fabric. It is wide enough to extend
from bead to bead. It is curved to fit shu&ly the inside

dimensions of case and cannot buckle, see illustration.

Authoritative figures show that one in every four car
owners prefer Firestone blow-out patches. Firestone will

make 5 million of the 20 million to be sold this year.

Prepare for most miles per dollar and least trouble
per mile by &ettin& this patch and other Firestone

Tire Accessories from your dealer.

FIRESTONE TIRE AND RUBBER CO.
FIRESTONE PARK AKRON, OHIO
World's Largest Manufacturers of Tire Accessories and Repair Materials
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AGENTS WANTED
This Five Passenger 37 H. P. car, 116 in. whl. base. All bear-
ings Timken. Delco Ign.—Dyneto Stg. and Ltg. Write at once
for my great Free Offer ana 48-page catalog. Agents wanted
to drive and demonstrate. Territory open. Prompt shipments.
Big money. Cars guaranteed or money back. 1919 cars ready.

BIICU Address J. H. Bush, President, Dept. B-24,w 9 ItI MOTOR CO., Bush Temple, Chicago, Illinois

Save Auto Repair Bills
Every car- owner should learn how to avoid engine and all

other auto troubles, and how to cure them by reading the
"Trouble Department' of the AUTOMOBILE DEALER
AND REPAIRER, a 100-page illustrated magazine, and
the only journal In the world especially devoted to the
practical and mechanical aide of motoring. Our EXPERT
SERVICE Department is free to all subscribers. You can ask
questions and get answers promptly about any difficulty with your car.
One article in one number was worth $25 to one car owner. Send 25
cents in stamps or silver for three months' trial subscription to Motor
Vehicle Publishing Company, Dept. N. 73 Murray Street, New York.

Cultivate triple acreage
with Planet Jr. tools

Your country" needs all the food you can raise. Increase your
production. Raise more than ever, by using Planet Jr. tools. They
enable you to cultivate three times the acreage possible with ordinary-

tools, because you can do the work so easily, quickly and thoroughly.

Planet Jrs. are fully guaranteed and will last a life-time.

No. 4 Planet Jr. Combined Hill and Drill Seeder, Wheel-
Hoe, Cultivator and Plow is a special favorite. Opens the
furrow, sows all garden seeds (in hills or drills), covers, rolls down and marks the
next row all at one operation. Hoes, plows and cultivates all through the season. A
hand machine that will pay for itself in time, labor and seed saved in a single season.

No. 12 Planet Jr. Double and Single Wheel-Hoe has hoes
that are wonderful weed killers. The Plows open furrows, cover them and hill

growing crops. The Cultivator Teeth work deep or shallow. The Leaf
Lifters save much time in late work when plants are large or leaves too
low for ordinary work. Crops are straddled till 20 inches high, then
the tool works between rows with one or two wheels.

S.LALLEN&C0.,Inc • Philadelphia

72-page Catalog, free!

Illustrates Planet Jrs. doing ac-

tual farm and garden work, and
describes over 55 different tools,

including Seeders, \Vheel-Hoes
f

Horse-Hoes, Harrows, Orchard-,
Beet-and Pivot-Wheel RidingCul-
tivators. Write postal for it today!

No. 4

INSYDE TYRES Inner Armor
for Auto Tires. Doable mileage, prevent blow-
outs and punctures. Easily applied in any tire.
Thousands sold. Details free. Agents wanted.
Airier. Accessories Co., Dept. 116, Cincinnati

$50 a Week is Within Your Reach

Drop us a card to-day and let us tell you
how men no smarter than you are drawing
this amount from us every week. Address

MANAGER SALESMEN
FARM AND FIRESIDE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

14 HENS LAY 13 EGGS

A DAY. SOME RECORD!
Mr. Moore Gets Lots of Eggs. Good

Hatching Eggs, Too!

"'I had been getting 2 or 3 eggs a day from 15 hens.
Then I commenced putting Don Sung in the feed, and
am getting 11 to 13 eggs a day, with one hen setting.
Don Sung is the best thing I ever found for making
hens lay."—E. L. Moore, 818 Clayborn St ., Danville.Va.
Mr. Moore started getting these extra eggs in Feb-

ruary, and wrote this letter last March. You can
figure his profit with eggs selling at around 70 cents a
dozen. And this is no better than Don Sung is doing
for thousands of others. No matter how many or how
few eggs you are getting, Don Sung will pay you.
Accept our offer just as Mr. Moore did:

—

Give your hens Don Sung and watch results for one
month. If you don't find that Don Sung pays for
itself and pays you a good profit besides, simply tell us
and your money will be refunded.
Don Sung (Chinese for egg-laying) works directly

on the egg-laying organs, and is also a splendid tonic.
It is easily given in the feed, improves the hen's health,
makes her stronger and more active in any weather,
and starts her laying.
Try Don Sung for 30 days and if it doesn't get you

the eggs, no matter how cold or wet the weather, your
money will be refunded by return mail.
Send 50 cents today for a package by mail prepaid.

Burrell-Dugger Co., 155 Columbia Bldg., Indianapolis,
Ind.

When Your Starter Stops
By B. H. Wike

STARTER motors and generators, when
the commutators and brushes are

scratched, pitted, or blackened with dirt

and grease, can be taken aparttobe cleaned.
In dismantling, it pays to be careful, for
for some careless move may mean great
damage and a high repair bull. But any-
one who is handy with tools can do this
work himself, provided he is sure the clean-
ing of the commutator and brushes and the
reseating of the latter are the only things
to be done to make the system operative
once more.

If the brushes are to be reseated and the
jcommutator trued down until smooth and
clean, it may be necessary to remove the
entire unit from the car and dismantle it.

Much depends upon the space open at the
top through which to work. First of all,

the battery must be disconnected from the
unit. Then the brushes must be taken out
and cleaned. Next comes the commutator,
that bright copper cylinder divided into
sections on which the brushes ride. If it

be dirty and oily, it is likely that it is also

pitted and scratched from the action of the
current in burning on the oils.

When free of all oil and other dirt after

cleaning with a rag saturated with either

kerosene or gasoline, it will be evident
whether the surface is scratched or pitted.

These scratches and pits must be removed.
If they are deep on the armature commu-
tators, the armature had best be removed
and placed in a lathe to be trued down just
enough to remove the faults. If very badly
damaged, this properly comes under a
skilled workman's job, and it should be
taken to one for attention.

A great many cases will require only a
small amount to be taken off, and in that
case the handy car owner can do it him-
self. If the use of a lathe is not needed,
get the finest sandpaper made. Cut a rib-

bon of the paper the width of the commu-
tator and draw the sanded side over and
around the surface with a back and forth
movement, making sure all the surface is

treated alike. When done and the commu-
tator is free of the scratches and pits, re-

seat the brushes by replacing them in their

holders and pull in between them and the
commutator a ribbon of the sandpaper
with the sanded side next to the brushes.
The same back-and-forth movement will

again be necessary, only much care must
be taken to keep the ribbon of sandpaper
true to the curve of the commutator sur-
face so that the brushes will have a curva-
ture at their seating surfaces to conform
to that of the commutator.
When done and you begin to reassemble

the parts, make sure that chunks or drops
of old grease do not attach themselves to
the newly polished commutators and
brushes, else the same trouble will return,

though perhaps with less intensity. Also
make sure that every piece goes back to
its proper place in the assembling.

How is Your Carburetor?
By C. L. Gouveia

MANY drivers find that while their car is

new, or has been recently overhauled,
they can drive quite slowly on high gear.

After they have driven the car 1,000 or

1,200 miles it will jump and jerk if throttled

below 10 or 15 miles an hour, which necessi-

tates throwing out the clutch or changing
to a lower gear. The trouble lies in the
carbuteror, and its proper adjustment will

bring back the ability to run the car slowly
on high. Perhaps you can make the ad-
justment yourself. If so, all right; but if

you are not sure, better take it to a man
that knows how.

New Soles for Tires

FEW motorists realize that retreading
will add many miles to the life of a tire.

This applies, of course, only to tires that
have received good care. If the tire has
been run underinflated the side wall will be
weakened and perhaps rim-cut, while over-
loading has much the same result.

If the old tread has deep cuts, caused by
glass or sharp stones, the fabric or carcass

of the tire is probably injured. The vul-

canizer or repair man can tell if a tire is too
badly injured to pay to retread.

Retreading has proved to be a good in-

vestment, and often means several thousand
miles more life to the tire. Racing drivers,

who in the past would never think of using
any but a new tire, have in many cases

been using retreaded tires, and find them
entirely satisfactory.
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Oil for Delicate Parts

By E. R..Adams

MANY a magneto, generator, motor, or

distributor has been ruined by lack

of proper lubrication.

Looking back over several years' experi-

! ence with various makes of these delicate

; machines, I have arrived at the conclusion

that it pays to give them the best of care.

I have discovered that ordinary motor oil

—

and that is the kind generally used by most
Vowners—is entirely too heavy for delicate

bearings.
The grade of oil used for lubricating

cream separators gives perfect satisfaction

at all times; it will not gum, yet is heavy
enough to oil the bearings properly.

I Too much oil is as harmful as not enough.
' Three or four drops in each bearing every

two or three weeks gives the best results.

See that all oil caps seat properly, for an
ill-fitting cap will admit grit which will

cause trouble and expensive repairs.

A little attention mixed with good oil

leaves no regrets.

A Storage-Battery Hint

MANY an automobile user grumbles
because his storage battery, for which

he has paid so much, gives less satisfactory

use and a shorter term of service than he

thinks he is entitled to.

Few people realize the importance of

.pure, distilled water, properly handled and
stored, as a factor in the long life of a

storage battery. Those that do realize it

are often inclined to be neglectful.

Aside from undercharging, due to vari-

ous reasons, one of the most frequent

causes of battery deterioration is the use of

impure water. Even if you buy distilled

water at a service station or in the drug

store, satisfy yourself that it has not been

kept in dirty receptacles or in iron or

galvanized iron vessels. Metal impurities

will be taken up by the water and soon

destroy the battery.

Some people use well water which is

pumped through a metal pipe, or rain

water which has run off a tin roof or

i through galvanized-iron conductor pipes,

I or the city water which comes through iron

i /mains—and then they wonder why their

battery goes to the bad.

The reason is self-evident. There are

those who use melted ice water, as the ice

is said to have been made from distilled

water. Even where this is true, the ice or

water may come in contact with metal, and

it is certain that it gathers impurities and

dirt in handling, and from the wagons, and
perhaps from contact with the galvanized-

iron-lined refrigerator.

I Bottled spring water again is used by
others, because it is so delicious for drink-

ing purposes, but spring water practically

always contains mineral matter, and here

, again we have the cause of attack upon the

battery.
Be sure that the water used in your

storage battery is pure, distilled water

which has been stored in clean glass,

earthen, or porcelain receptacles. Never
permit anyone to use a tin or metal cup
of any kind with which to pour it into the

battery cells. Either use a glass or hard-

rubber syringe, a long-necked bottle, or a
porcelain cup. Attention to this small

detail will save much annoyance and
money.

Errands by Motor

JUST now when every effort is being
made patriotically to increase produc-

tion and the efficiency of human labor, any
means of quickening transportation is wel-
come. One of our readers asks a question
of general interest. He asks, "How does a
motorcycle compare in general usefulness
with the light automobile?"
A motorcycle being light in weight, is

economical in tires, gasoline, and lubri-

cating oil, and requires very little room for
storage. This results in an inexpensive
means of rapid transportation with which
a motor car cannot compete.
On the other hand the automobile has

greater carrying capacity and is more of a
family proposition. Either one or both of
.these motor vehicles are fast becoming a
requisite on farms located some distance
from town. Without some quick mezfns of
getting to the city and back on urgent
errands, many valuable hours are wasted
on the road, and horses used for these trips
are generally unfit for farm operations until
the next day.

•S.
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The present low purchase price

of the Oakland Sensible Six is

not a true index of the car's real

value. This value is made pos-

sible not alone by skillful manu-
facture, but by a volume of

production unusually great.

Every saving thus effected, every

economy in this direction, has

been turned to the betterment

of the car and the investment it

represents. The result is an auto-

mobile which in excellence ofde-

sign, material and construction,

would be impossible at the price

under any other circumstances.

In this handsome and substantial touring car thefamous

lf.lt. - horsepower, overhead - valve Oakland Sensible Six

engine delivers one full horsepower to every lf.8 pounds

of car weight. Oakland owners regularly report

gasoline returns of from 18 to 25 miles per gallon

and records of from 8,000 to 12,000 miles on tires.

OAKLAND MOTORCAR CO.,Pontiac,Mich.
Touring Car, $1075; Roadster, $1075; Sedan, $1650; Coup6, $1650.

F. O. B. Pontiac, Mich. Additional for wire wheel equipment, $75.00.
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LALLEY EIGHT POWER

IJU-

Farmers Say Lalley Saves
13 to 66 Hours Per Week

Farmers are not waiting to be
sold the Lalley-Light System.

They are going to the dealer

and buying it—everywhere.

Doubt of its positive saving
has disappeared. Proof is

piling up on all sides.

In little more than a year
twelve thousand farmers have
shown their preference for

Lalley—twelve thousand farm-
ers know what they are saving
in money, time and labor.

As fast as we can, we are
taking a census of those twelve
thousand owners.

The reports we are getting are
wonderful.

From now on, we are going to
devote this advertising to
these stories of farmers' ex-

perience.

Owners Bear Out
All We Have Said

We no longer need to ask you
to accept our statements.

We never doubted for a minute
that Lalley -Light -and -Power
was one of the greatest bless-

ings that has ever come to the
farmers of the world.

Now we can quote the farmers
themselves — twelve thousand
of them, in little more than
twelve months.

As we write, a pile of these
farmers' reports is before us.

Here is a little sample of the
sort of good news they are
sending:

The smallest saving reported
by any farmer is set down at
two hours and a quarter per
week.

The grand average saving in

all the records compiled thus
far is better than 13 hours
per week.

How Lalley-Light Saves Labor
Lalley-Litrht furnishes electricity in endless supply to light the

HOUSE BARN OUT-BUILDINGS
Its tireless electric power takes the place of man-power and runs

CHURNS SEPARATORS FANNING MILLS GRINDSTONES
WATER PUMPS ELECTRIC IRONS WASHING MACHINES

More Than Comfort
—a Real Economy

Many of these farmers admit
they installed the Lalley be-
cause their wives, sons and
daughters gave them no rest

till they did.

They weren't thinking so much
of the saving. They simply
couldn't get away from the
conclusion that their wives
and families were entitled to
the comfort, the education,
the conveniences of Lalley-
Light-and-Power.

Now they are finding that
Lalley is even more than a
wonderful comfort and con-
venience. It is making money
by saving time for them.

Think of one man admitting
cheerfully that he has gained
66 54 hours' labor in one week.
We have that report on file.

S. A. Gibson, Roanoke, Texas,
considers Lalley-Light a good
investment because it saves
time, and a farmer should put
in all the time he can at pro-
ductive work.

Nippon Rice Company, Wil-
lons, Cal., says it finds Lalley

-

Light-and-Power a great help
in taking in a big rice crop.

George W. Willard, Dundee,
N. Y., says: "I use but little

more gasoline with Lalley-
Light than I did for a gasoline
engine used only to pump
water."

Go to the Dealer and
See Lalley-Light

We could go on until we tired

you.

These sample letters are but a
few from among those we have
received.

The big point is that Lalley-

Light actually does save time.

Which means that it saves
labor and money also. .

The wise thing for you to do
is to see Lalley-Light.

Its value to you, your family
and your farm is so great that
it would pay you to make a
special trip to the nearest

Lalley-Light merchant.

His name will be sent you
promptly if you write us.

Lalley Electro -Lighting Corporation

761 Bellevue Ave., Detroit, Mich.

LALLEY-LIGHT
The Electric Light And Power For Every Farm

LAND!
RICH LAND in Michigan. Grains, poultry, fruit, stock.
Big yields. Less labor. 10, 20, 40, SO A. $15 to S30.
Easy payments. No commissions. Big booklet free.
Swigakt Land Co., Y1230 First Nat l Bk. Blag., Chi-
cago, IU.

' POWERFUL AIR GUN
AND 500 BUCK SHOTS

61s Sl-iocb lever-action rifle, fine walnut stock, free for
aelllnff 25 beautiful Pictures or 25 pkf?s. Post Cards at 10c.

order rour choice. GATES MFG. CO. DEPT. 520 CHICAGO

0
6Qlbr
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That's Enough
For Any Engine to Weigh
Any engine that weighs more than 60 pounds per horsepower
is too heavy for farm work. It wastes gasoline, material,
time and energy.

Cushman Engines weigh only one-fourth as much as
ordinary farm engines, but they are balanced so carefully and

governed so accurately that they run even more steadily and
quietly. No loud explosions—no fast-and-slow speeds—but smooth,
teady running like automobile engines.

CUSHMAN Factors
A H. P. weighs only 190 lbs., being only 48 lbs. per horsepower.^ Besides doing all ordinary jobs, it may be attached to any grain
binder, saving a team, and in a wet harvest saving the crop. Also it
may be used on corn binders and potato diggers.

8H. P. weighs only 320 lbs., being only 40 lbs. per horsepower.
For all medium jobs. Also may be attached to hay presses, corn

pickers, saw rigs, etc.

ICE H. P. weighs only 780 lbs., being only 52 lbs. per horsepower.,w For heavier farm jobs, such as 6-hole corn shellers, ensilage
cutters, large feed grinders, small threshers, etc.

Ofl H. P. weighs only 1200 lbs., being only 60 lbs. per horse-w power. For heavy duty jobs, such as shredders, shellers, grain
separators, heavy sawing, etc.

Cushman Engines do not wear unevenly and lose compression. Every
running part protected from dust and properly lubricated. Equipped
with Throttling Governor. Carburetor, Friction Clutch Pulley land
Water Circulating Pump. Ask for Book on Light-Weight Engines.

Cushman Motor Works a^*W2K2

Easy to Move from Job to Job

MODERN DUROC FARMS
Orion Cherry King G ilts, bred and open, Service

Boars, Pigs of all ages of Orion Cherry King and
Pathfinder Breeding, and bred Sows. Prices and de-
scription upon application. W. H. KIMBALL, Hargrove, N. C.

GetThis Car
And the AGENCY
In YOUR Territory
Drive a new 1919 Birch
SUPER - FOUR and make
good money selling Birch
cars to poor friends and
neighbors. They are fully
guaranteed. Prompt shipments.

6h.p
r.B.,32x3^tIra»

Write quick for fall information.

RIDPU UnTnO OADC Dept. 270. SI E.Madison St.
DlnUn rnU I Url UAnd Chicago • Illinois

Paint Without Oil

Remarkable Discovery That Cuts

Down the Cost of Paint Seventy-

Five Per Cent

A Free Trial Package is Mailed to
Everyone Who Writes

A. L. Rice, a prominent manufacturer of Adams,
N. Y., has discovered a process of making a new kind
of paint without the use of oil. He calls it Powdrpaint.
It comes in the form of a dry powder and all that

is required is cold water to make a paint weather
proof, fire proof, sanitary and durable for outside or

inside painting. It is the cement principle applied

to paint. It adheres to any surface, wood, stone or

brick, spreads and looks like oil paint and costs about
one-fourth as much.
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice, Manufacturer, 76 North

Street, Adams, N. Y., and he will send you a free trial

package, also color card and full information showing
you how you can save a good many dollars. Write
today.

FARM AND FIRESIDE

Our Co-operative Plan
By R. E. Rogers

IN OUR little community we are learning,
something every year about the advan-

tages that may be realized through buying
and selling co-operatively.
We now buy fertilizers, coal (during the

summer), seed, binder twine, flour, and
feed which we do not raise on our farms,
some staple groceries, hardware, etc.

Sometimes these goods are ordered
through the Grange, and again a few
neighboring farmers buy a carload or two*
of supplies together. As we continue to
buy co-operatively, we find we are able to:
do so to better advantage, and succeed in
finding more dealers who are willing to
sell direct to the farmer.
Our savings are not always enough to'

make a very impressive showing when we
buy co-operatively, still many farmers
doing considerable farming business can'
average a saving of $50 to $100 a year, and
sometimes more.

Another co-operative venture that has
brought good returns was the buying of a
draft stallion as a stock-company proposi-
tion. Much of the advantage of this get-
together movement came through the
greater uniformity and higher grade of
colts raised in the community. This im-
provement of our colts attracted competi-
tive buyers and raised the standard of the|
horses kept throughout the community.
Our last co-operative step was a plan

whereby we circulate our music records^
through an equitable exchange. Also a
circulating library and magazine exchange
is brought about through our magazine
clubs.

Altogether we are finding much satis-

faction in developing co-operative enter-,
prises, and not the least of the advan-
tages realized is getting to know many de-
lightful people better than we otherwise
would.

Don't Let Your Land
Run Away

By E. V. Laughlin

THERE'S an old saying that it's an
ill wind that blows nobody any good.

It might with equal propriety be said
that it's a most unusual flood that doesn't
carry somebody something of value. It is

certainly true that hillside drainage waters
may frequently be turned to good account,
and be made indirectly a source of benefit.

The writer is thinking of a farmer acquaint-,

ance whose land catches a large part of the}

wash from an adjoining farm of higher
altitude. The previous owner of the lower
farm was very indignant at the seeming
unfairness of nature, and sought in every
way to rid himself of his neighbor's drain-

age waters. His successor, however,
thought otherwise. The floods from the
uplands were encouraged to enter and
spread out over his fields. The result was
that twenty acres or more of his farm in-

creased remarkably in fertility—increased

to the extent that the yields were almost
doubled. What the former owner had
regarded as a nuisance this more progres-

sive one looks upon as a blessing.

Of course, the floods were not given un-
restricted liberty. They were permitted

to enter through a fan-like gap at the

mouth of which there was a considerable

area of grass. The scattering of the waters
greatly decreased their tendency to erode,

and the grass tended to entangle the

coarser particles and restrain them from
damaging the interior of the field. In this

way the surface layer of the area above
mentioned "was deepened several inches

with fine rich silt.

A critical examination of hillside wash
reveals the fact that only the finer and
lighter parts of the soil are carried any
very great distance, the heavier parts

accumulating along the immediate path
of the drainage ditch. The lighter humus,
naturally, is floated away quickly—an ex-

planation of why the first flood waters are

dark colored. Of about equal ease of

removal are the soluble portions—the

parts containing the most available plant

food. Those parts that render the water
muddy are insoluble constituents of vary-

ing degrees of fineness. The overturning,

grinding, aeration, and mixing of these

frequently form a soil excessively pro-

ductive.

It is not always possible, of course, to

trap the wash from the near-by uplands;

but whenever it can be done the labor in-

volved will bring large returns. Every
farmer so situated should give this matter

careful attention.
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Grab This Thief

By A. M. Paterson

BECAUSE billions of weed seeds are in

the fields as a result of the 1918 crop

of vegetation, a nation-wide weed-swatting
campaign would greatly increase the pro-

duction of all crops. The weeds that have
already made a start should be exter-

minated the first chance you get. Early
and frequent cultivation will kill them by
the millions.

If the overgrazed pastures are given a

rest, the native grasses will come back and
crowd out the iron weed, wild verbena,

horse bur, snow on the mountain, wild

croton, poverty grass, drop-seed grass, and
'other pasture weeds. Salt the bindweed,
whenever it appears in a new locality, with
an application of common crude salt,

applied at the rate of 12 tons to the acre.

Have alfalfa seed tested at the seed
laboratory at your state experiment
station, to find what weed seeds are in it.

As there are no seed laws in many States

to protect us, we will have to protect

ourselves. If Sudan grass is planted, be
certain that the sources are free from
Johnson-grass seed. The seeds of the two
species can scarcely be distinguished from
each other.

Weeds waste tons of water that should
go into the growing crops. It takes more
water to produce a ton of pigweeds or

Russian thistles than a ton of sorghum.
JAn acre of sunflowers will use 13,000
barrels of water a year, or enough to

irrigate an acre of alfalfa a whole summer.
It pays better to raise crops than to raise

weeds, and it is just as easy if you start in

time.
It is to be hoped that the county agents

"will give special attention this year to the

weed problem in their respective localities

and report unknown or troublesome weeds
to their state botanist for identification

and for information as to the means of

eradication.

When you send weeds to your state

experiment station for examination and
identification, enough of the plant should

be sent to show the characteristic leaves

and the flowers or seeds. The latter are

indispensable in many, if not most, cases

for correct identification. Seedlings should

not be sen£ Specimens should be sent in

as fresh condition as possible,, wrapped in

damp paper, tied, rewrapped in strong

dry wrapping paper or newspaper, tagged
with the name of the sender and his ad-

dress plainly written, and mailed parcel post.

THE native plant of the plains, fog 'fruit,

because of its underground root system,

has become a pernicious weed of gardens,

vineyards, and orchards. The Western
ragweed, an ordinary prairie plant, often

becomes a nuisance in cultivated fields

because of its propagation by means of

horizontal roots.

Among introduced weeds the bindweed
is common, but not dangerous in Europe
and Eastern States, where it is held in

check by the growth of competing vegeta-

tion. In the dry Western country, though,

it is a rampant pest—the most dangerous
and the most nearly ineradicable weed
we have, merely because its deep-ranging
root system enables it to collect the mois-
ture that should rightly go to the growing
crops. Spreading by means of its under-
ground system more extensively than by its

seeds, it advances steadily, and never
retreats.

A more complete knowledge of the range
and spread of introduced weeds is seriously

needed. Now, a new weed is usually
allowed to spread sufficiently to become
troublesome before it is reported to the
state botanist.

There are approximately 800 kinds of

weeds in the United States. Fully 400
may be called common weeds, and about
200 range from merely troublesome nui-
sances to dangerous pests. Strange to say,
most of the worst weed pests in the United
States have come from Europe and Asia.I is sufficient to mention Canadian thistle,

Russian thistle, field sow thistle, field

bindweed, Johnson grass, quack grass,
•crab grass, foxtail, cheat, buckhorn, most
of the wild mustards, the cockles, catch-
flies, campions, mullein, burdock, pigweed,
lamb's-quarters, and wild carrot. These
and scores of other weeds have come into
the United States in seed shipments or in
ballast, and have made their way steadily
inland.

The botanist finds weeds interesting
because they are generally successful types
of plants, and it is of scientific value to
find out how and why they are so successful.
The scientific knowledge thus gained lies

at the basis of weed eradication.
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The Essex—$1395
Light Weight, Durable, Rich in

Appointment, Low in Cost, Econom-
ical and a Tremendous Performer

Is Now Ready
You are to advertise the Essex.

Instead of our praising it, we wish you to

do that. And what you will say is what we
want everyone else to think.

Every praise that can be suggested has al-

ready been applied to some other car and,

as you know, all cars do not come up to

the claims made for them.

So the Essex must speak for itself.

It is endorsed and will be sold by the lead-

ing automobile dealers in every section of

the world.

Dealers of their type do not take on cars

about which they have the least doubt.
They do not make selling contracts with

new and untried organizations.

The Essex Will Endure
A real car must have stability. It must re-

main rigid and free from squeaks and rattles.

You will see why this is so with

the Essex. Hard service cannot

loosen the body joints nor twist

the raditor.

Be sure this is emphasized by driv-

ing over cobblestone pavements
or rough roads. Take any speed
you like. You will find it a comfort-
able ride and will marvel that over

ESSEX
MOTORS

(DETROIT

such a road and at such a speed you are

not pitched or bounced about.

Has Economy of the Light Car,
Comfort and Endurance

of the Costliest

The Essex's motor would inspire a whole
season's advertising campaign. A slogan

might be written about its beauty.

Its economy of fuel, lubrication and tires

appeals to others.

It awakens the pride of ownership. It has
dignity that comes from power and poise.

It will retain its smoothness and flexibility

and quietness throughout long hard service.

The Essex is light in weight and cost. It

is rich in detail and refinement.

Everyone says nice things about the Essex.

We Are Not Asking You to Buy
Now. Just Ride in the Essex

Only a few cars are available for

each territory. The first ones are

being distributed so as to reveal

their qualities to the greatest

number of people. When you see

by the newspaper that your dealer

is ready with his Essex, go look

at it and tell your impressions to

your friends.
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Use Ifoitr Ford!

(10)

GRIND YOUR FEED
FILL YOUR SILO
SAW YOUR WOOD
SHELL YOUR CORN
PUMP YOUR WATER
ELEVATE YOUR CRAIN

Ward Work-a-Ford
Gives you a 12 h. p. engine for less than the cost of
a 2 h. p. Ford bulds the best engine in the world-
it will outlast the car— and you might as well save
your money and use it to do all your farm work.

No wear on tires or transmission. Hooks up in 3
minutes. No permanent attachment to car. Cannot
injure car or engine.

Friction Clutch Pulley on end of shaft.Ward Gover-
nor, run byfan belt, gives perfect control.Money back
II not satisfied. Ask for circular and special price.

THE WARD CO, 2035 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

I WILL SELL YOU AN ENGINE
On Practically Your Own Terms
Aff fAQH Any worthy, creditable person, anywhere

D«nT r»CU in the U. S., can buy on these terms. Any-rMl tADili one can order without risk. I guarantee

OrNO CASH safe delivery to your station. All WITTE
nnM,M Engines sold on 5-vear guarantee, 2 to 30 h-p.
1IUWW My factory is the largest exclusive engine factory in

the world, selling direct to the user, any style-

Stationary, Portable or Saw Rig. I Ship Your
Engine Quick. You choose engine and plan of

payment. WITTE Engines are best looking, best

balanced, easy to operate. Money Back
if Not Satisfied on My New SO

Day Engine Offer—FREE.
^. —ED. H. WITTE, Pres.

SIGN^^s^ WITTE ENGINE WORKS
HERE
FOR FREE BOOK

2060 Oakland Avenue
Kansas City, Mo.
2066 Empire Bldg.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mail to Witte Engine Works
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Fence & Gate |. UU 1-

Catalog 1 ALL

FARM AND F1RESID

Whether you buymy fence> or
not, you ought to send today
for my New 96-page Bargain
Fence Book. A postal brings it

postpaid. You will be surprised
at my NEW, LOW, FACTORY,
FREIGHT PAID prices. 150
styles. Hog, Cattle, Poultry,
Lawn Fence; Gates,Barb Wire
etc., to choose from.

I'll Save You One-third
or more. BROWN Fence is genuine, Basic,
Open-hearth Wire, heavily Galvanized—rust
resisting. Half million farmers have bought
125 million rods and saved thousands of
dollars. Get my prices before you buy. Iprove
the quality by letting yoo put it to acid test. Sample
and Book free, postpaid. Save big money.

THE BROWN FENCE & WIRE CO.
Dept. 621 CLEVELAND, OHIO

^Direct to Farmer]
at Wire Mill Prices

CATALOG FREE
KITSELMAN BROS. OEPT. 271 MUNCIE, INDIANA

WANTED MEN:
Electric Motormen. Colored Train Porter.
$100—$150 month. No experience neces-
sary. Hundreds placed. All Standard
Roads. Chance quick promotion. $200

—

$300 month. Book—Application Blank
FREE.

Inter Railway, Dept. X, Indianapolis, Ind.

Dont Send
a Penny

These Len-Mort Work and Outdoor ShoesJ^^-
re such wonderful value that we will

/

gladly send them to you at once,
no money down. You will

find them so well-
made and bo stylish
and such a big: mon-
ey saving bargain
that you will sure-
ly keep them.
No need to pay
higher prices
when you can buy
-direct from us.
Why pay $5 end
16 for shoes not

t

near so good?

meet the de-
mand of an

outdoo'r city
workers* shoe
as well as for the

modern farmer.
Built on stylish lace

Blucher last. Special
tanning process makes the

leather proof against the acid in
milk, manure, soil, gasoline, etc. They

outwear three ordinary pairs of Bhoes. Very flexible,
soft and easy on the feet. Made by a special process
which leaves all the "life" in the leather and gives Ita
wonderful wear-resisting quality. Double leather soles
and heels. Dirt and water-proof tongue. Heavy chroma
leather tops. Just slip them on and see if they are not
the most comfortable, easiest .most wonderful Bboes you
ever wore. $9 85 *°r sh°es on arrival. If, after
Pay only — careful examination you don't find
them all you expect, send them back and we will return
your money . Order by No. X15012.cry 1% your name and address, and be sure to9blll# state size you want. You be the; judge
of quality, style and value. Keep them only if satis-
factory in every way. Be sure to give size and width.

LEONARD-MORTON & CO., Dept. X2125, Chicago

The Next Five Years—and You
[continued from page 5]

Peace has changed the food situation

materially. Hoover went abroad last sum-
mer and took part in the great series of

conferences that followed the final turning
of the tide and the defeat of the ultimate
German effort that began with the breaking
of the Fifth British Army in March. Our
marines had begun the counter attack at

Chateau-Thierry in June; by the time
Hoover went over, German defeat was cer-

tain. At Versailles, in Paris, and in London
the military and economic leaders of the
Allies made their plans.

Every plan assumed German defeat—in

the summer of 1919. It may be that Foch
hoped for the victory he won last Novem-
ber; it is certain that no one dared count
upon it. All the plans called for an effort

this spring such as even this war had not
yet produced. Hoover and the food chiefs

of the western Allies made their calcula-

tions accordingly. Every ship that could

be had was needed to bring troops and guns
and munitions from America. And so the

rations of France, Britain, and Italy were
cut to the bone for the winter and spring,

that all efforts might be centered on the
winning of a military decision. The final

plan called for the sending of seventeen
and a half million tons of food from Ameri-
ca to Europe in the food year that ends on
June 30, 1919.

Peace has changed everything. Ships

need not carry troops and guns to France
now. They can bear food—and must. For
now, after four years of agonizing effort,

four years of privation, the peoples of

France and Britain and Italy are relaxing.

How could you expect anything else? Can
you ask them to go on making the same
sacrifices they made during the years of

imminent danger? You would ask for some-
thing more than human if you did.

The time has come when they must be
well fed. They must be relieved from hun-
ger and distress. Otherwise—? Well, no
one looks for Bolshevism in any one of

those countries, of course. But social un-
rest, even disorder, there may well be if

food is lacking. And the business of the
world now is to repair, as quickly as possi-

ble, the ravages, material and spiritual, of

the war. Even if we, here in America,
choose to be purely selfish, to think only
of our own interests, still we ought to help

the world to settle down to business as

soon as possible.

We want peace. We need a world with
which we can do business. Our armies are

coming home. Instead of a labor shortage
we shall, before long, have more men than
we could keep at work before we entered
the war. We need great markets abroad
to keep our industries working at high
speed. And we can't have that sort of

world for the asking. We'll have to help it

to get on its feet.

And so all the plans that Hoover made
last summer have been revised. The pres-
ent plan is to send something like twenty-
five million tons of food, instead of seven-
teen and a half.

You on the farms have got to produce
more food. When all other ways of feeding
the world are reckoned, that is still the
vital thing. Saving has pretty well reached
its limit. Food is still wasted in America,
but wonders have been done in eliminating
waste. Some food that the war locked up
is available now. The shortage of wheat is

over, for one thing.
Supplies in the Argen-
tine, India, and Aus-
tralia can be trans-
ported to Europe. Ar-
gentine meat, too, is

back in the world's
larder. But when it

comes to meat, there
are difficulties aside
from the actual sup-
ply. Beef and mutton
have to be trans-
ported in refrigerator

ships. There is more
than enough meat
available for export to
Europe now, consider-
ing the number of re-

frigerator ships in serv-
ice.

Java sugar will al-

most end the world's
shortage of sugar. We
may have to go easy
with sugar for a year
or two here, but an al-

lowance of four pounds
a month isn't much Photograph from Paul Thompson

Photograph from Paul Thompson

WILLIAM ALMON WOLFF
'"PHIS is the man who wrote the article
*- you are now reading. He doesn't make
any claims for himself, but we'll tell you,
confidentially, that he is one of the clearest-
thinking, most logical, and ablest writing
men America has produced, and personally
the kind of man you like to know.
What he is proud of, though, is the fact

that he reduced from 280 pounds on the day
we entered the war, to 197 pounds the day
the armistice was signed. Which we'll say
is some food conservation. He was born
in Brooklyn in 1885, and has been writing
almost ever since. We hope to have him
write some more for us from time to time.

THE EDITOR.

under our old consumption, and it is cer-

tainly plenty.
Generally speaking, there is still a short-

age of grains. You needn't give so much
thought to wheat. Rye and oats aren't to
be used as substitutes for wheat any longer;
increased production of both is urgently
needed. Corn is the most important of our
crops—corn, which means hogs.
For when we come to hogs we are at the

heart of the problem. It's fats the world
needs most. Lack of fats had a major part
in beating Germany. Shortage of fats

comes pretty near to being the reason f

famine all over the world in all ages. An
right now the world is three billion poun
short of the fats it needs—pork and dai
products and vegetable oils. Hoover thin
that we can export nearly four billio

pounds of fats this food year—all but ha
a billion pounds being pork products.
Hogs are marvelous creatures. You Can

get a hog ready to be of some use to the
world in a year, can't you? You know how
long it takes for a steer to be ready for the
slaughter house. And a hog lends himself
readily to transportation. Ham and bacon
and lard don't require elaborate refrigera-
ting machinery. Any old ship can carry
them.
Can you visualize Europe's condition

in this matter of animals? Fats, of course,
come largely from animals. Milk, cheese,
butter, lard, the fat in ham and bacon and
other meats—you supply those to the mar-
ket almost incidentally. You feed your
dairy animals pretty easily. But lately
you've been feeling the pinch. If you have
been producing milk you've probably had
trouble in getting a price adequate to pay
you. Over there, during four years of war,
dairy herds have been nearly wiped out.
Animal feeds haven't been grown much in
Europe; nearly all have been imported. And
during the war it wasn't possible to import
feed. So dairy stock has been slaughtered
to an appalling extent. Jersey and Holstein
cows with milk records have gone to the
butcher.
From America, in the next few years,

those herds aro going to be replenished,
You'll find it easy to dispose of calves of
good stock for some years to come. Ar-
gentine cattle, range fed, wild and coarse,
won't do. The great reservoir for good
dairy stock will be here. You've got to
raise more cattle of good quality, and of

course that means increased planting of
feed crops. High protein grains will pay
you well. There will be an improvement
in the feed situation, however. Cottonseed
meal is being used less now for fertilizer,

and with the resumption of wheat-milling
on the old scale, which we can look for,

there will be more wheat mill feeds than
in the last year and a half.

You farmers have the greatest oppor-
tunity in the world's history. Prices will

stay up, beyond question. The guaranteed
price of wheat will be maintained, even'

though it means a loss to the government,
which isn't really probable. And the
world's demand for food will take care of

other prices. There never has been such a
situation. You have a chance to serve the
world not only with honor but with profit.

In Europe chances are being overlooked
by the men who till the soil. Small wonder,
"though. Four years of war, and anarchy
on the heels of war, have shattered confi-

dence. In the Ukraine, which has a popu-
lation of about 23,000,000, something like

550,000,000 bushels of wheat was last

year's crop—which was not as great a crop
as that incredibly fertile black earth should
have yielded. Yet it was big enough—big
enough to make it one of the world's
tragedies that in the cities near-by people
were starving.

What happened was that the peasants
hoarded food. Germany, after the peace
of Brest-Litovsk, thought to find much
food in the Ukraine. It was there, but

Germany didn't get
it. The peasants bur-
ied their grain, and
planted new crops
over it. They hid their

cattle in caves and
cellars by day, an
drove them out fc

graze at night. Mon-
ey meant nothing t<

them— it was papei
money, without anj
real value. Thej
couldn't buy the things

they needed with thai

money; they weren'1

to be bought at anj
price. Conditions thett

and in all Russia shov,

what money really is—
a medium of exchange.
Money would mean
nothing toyou—would
it?—if you couldn't

buy Fords and pian
and shoes and cloth
and subscribe t

magazines and news-
papers with it. And

f
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that is the condition of affairs over there.

Confidence in the restoration of such a

world as we had before 1914 is necessary

before the peasants in Europe will get

back into the game of food production for

the cities and towns. Restoring that con-

fidence depends on restoring order; and
restoring order depends on full stomachs.
Unless you help Hoover to step in, there is

a vicious- circle in which cause and effect

chase one another hopelessly around and
around.
The story of what Hoover and America

did in saving Belgium is being spread over
Europe now. It is a story that is lighting

the torch of hope in many of the dark
places of the earth.

But the task that Hoover faces now is as

much greater than the one he faced in

Belgium as the task of beating Germany
was greater than that of beating Spain
in 1898.
How about Germany and Austria? You

probably feel that there is something fun-
damentally wrong about making sacrifices

to feed the people who brought all the
horrors of the last four years upon the
world—that if they are hungry it serves
them right.

Well, that's true enough. Sentimentality
about Germany would be grotesquely out
of place in the light of the Lusitania, of
Louvain, of a hundred other outrages.
Sheer humanity isn't sentimentality, how-
ever. You wouldn't sentence a criminal to
death by starvation. And, in any case,
the state of Germany and Austria isn't
so desperate.
Recent food surveys in the central em-

pires revealed that there was food enough,
even with a 50 per cent increase in war
rations, for eight months—which would
bring in a good share of the next har-
vest.

1 German ships, lying in German har-
bors—about two and a half million tons are
available—can be used to bring back some
available vegetable oils from Africa and

I the Orient to relieve the fat shortage, if

ji the blockade is modified. We will have to
» let Germany have some food, probably.
I But Bohemia and Hungary have a sur-

r plus, which will be released if we give them
^
assurance that, in case of need, we will

; give them help later.

And we don't want Bolshevism in Ger-
many. We want Germany to get to work
Bo repair the damage she has done. We
want her, chastened and humiliated, to
turn from red revolution to the work of

I

earning and saving the money that will, in
some small measure, atone for the ruin she
wrought in Belgium and France. She
won't do that, you know, if she imitates
Bolshevist Russia.

IT'S very easy, you may be thinking, to
talk of increased food production. You've

probably heard a lot of that talk from
people who haven't taken into account at

[

all the fact that producing food, like any
;

i other enterprise, requires the investment
of money and time.
You will no doubt remember times

when you couldn't sell, except at a loss,

what you had produced. You feel the need
|

of some assurance that you will be pro-
tected.

Hoover has thought a good deal about
that. The Lever Law, from which Hoover
and the Food Administration derive their
authority, expires with the proclamation
of peace.
What will happen then? Will there be

an end of regulation, of price control, of
adjustment of the interests of farmer and
consumer? Not if Hoover has his way.
Here is what he says:

ji "Some organization must be continued
!>or set up to guide our distribution of food
abroad, if it shall reach the most deserving
and the most necessitous. The vast pur-
chases for export are now all in the hands
of Governments, many of them acting in
common, and their powers in buying could,
if misused, ruin our producers or, alter-

ii natively, do infinite harm to our consum-
ers.

"An utter chaos of speculation and profi-
teering would reign if these buyers are not
co-ordinated and controlled."

< No. You needn't worry. You farmers
ji have at least five years of golden oppor-
tunity before you. You must remain mo-

i
bilized so long at least, while the rest of
the world struggles to get back to a self-

j

sustaining basis. The battle line has
\
shifted. The trenches of France and Bel-

j

gium hold the hope of the world no
I

longer.

The war has come to America—but a

I

.war that no longer involves sacrifices, and
that cannot be lost. It is a war that builds
and does not destroy. The farmer has
come into his own.
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We Sell No Experiments

Every International machine is design-

ed, built, and sold to do certain work.

The farmer who buys one expects it

to do that work. We sell no experi-
ments. Our machines are tested for years before

we sell them, and we maintain a trained Service

Organization to make sure that every machine
sold meets the buyers expectations. By this

policy, we have won and hold the confidence of the many
farmers who are standardizing on International machines.

Prepare Now for the Spring Rush
Seed-bed preparation is the foundation of

harvest profits. With the power from an
8-16, 10-20, or 15-30-h. p. International kerosene
tractor, hitched to the good machines in the Inter-
national line of tillage implements, you can
prepare the best seedbeds for your differ

ent crops, at the correct time, and with
the least expense for power and help
Choose the machines you need forSpring
work from the list below. Manure
spreaders in three handy sizes; cream
separators, hand or belted, in four sizes;

grain drills of every kind and size; en-
gines, wagons and motor trucks — you
will find in each the standards of quality
and service that have made International
machines famous. See the local dealer
or write us for catalogues.

International Harvester Service means two
things of prime value to busy farmers. It is

worth a great deal to you to be able to secure a de-

pendable machine promptly when you need it. It is

sometimes worth as much to get expert assist-

ance promptly in case of accident. OurServ-
ice Organization covers both features. At
each of our 89 branch houses there is a
full stock of both machines and repair
parts for those machines, on which
your dealer can draw in case of emerg-
ency. There is an International dealer,

wide awake and attentive to the needs
of his customers, within telephone call.

Whatever you need in the way of high-
grade machines or service of any kind is

within easy reach and is yours for the
asking.

The Full Line of International Harvester Quality Machines
Grain Harvesting Machine*
Binders Push Binders
Headers Rice Binders

Harvester-Threshers
Reapers Shockers

Threshers

Tillage Implement*
Disk Harrows Cultivators

Tractor Harrows
Spring-Tooth Harrows
Peg-Tooth Harrows
Orchard Harrows

Planting & Seeding Machine*

Corn Planters Corn Drills
Grain Drills

Broadcast Seeders
Alfalfa & Grass Seed Drills
Fertilizer & Lime Sowers

Haying Machines

Mowers Tedders
Side Delivery Rakes
Loaders (All Types)

Rakes
Combination Side Rakes

and Tedders
Sweep Rakes Stackers
Combination Sweep Rakes

and Stackers
Baling Presses

Bunchers

Beit Machine*

Ensilage Cutters
Huskers and Shredders

Corn Shellers Threshers
Hay Presses

Stone Burr Mills

Belt Machines—Cont.
Cream Separators
Feed Grinders

Power Machines
Kerosene Engines

Gasoline Engines
Kerosene Tractors

Motor Trucks
Motor Cultivators

Corn Machines
Planters Drills

Cultivators
Motor Cultivators

Binders Pickers
Ensilage Cutters

Shellers
Huskers and Shredders

Dairy Equipment

Cream Separators
(Hand)

Cream Separators
(Belted)
Kerosene Engines

Gasoline Engines
Motor Trucks

Other Farm Equipment

Manure Spreaders
Straw Spreading Attach.

Farm Wagons
Farm Trucks

Stalk Cutters
Knife Grinders

Tractor Hitches
Binder Twine

International Harvester Company of America
(Incorporated)

CHICAGO ... US A
I

We guarantee that every subscriber will receive fair treatment from advertisers. It therefore
pays you to mention Farm and Fireside in answering advertisements.

'^v^dcm B00K1
"ARM FENCE.

•A4« y CENTS A ROD fori

. M | 5j» a 26-incn Hog Fence;
|afc I *» 3He a rod for 47-in.
88 styles Farm, Poultry and Lawn
Tences. Low prices Barbed Wire,

FACTORY TO USER DIRECT.
Sold on 30 days' FREE TRIAL.
1 Write for free catalog now.

Interlocking fence co.
Box 121 MORTON, ILLS.)

6 Cents per Foot and up. Coals less than wood. 40
designs. All steel. For Lawns. Churches and Ceme-
teries. Write for free Catalog and Special Prices.

Kokomo Fence Machine Co. 427 North Si. Kokomo, Ind.

Just send meyour name and address. I will
mail yoa my big new Gate Book free—postpaid.
Quotes prices lower than it costs yon to boild homemade all

woodgates. Can't-Sag Gates ore theonly fanngatesthatare

GOOD Enough to Vse ANYWHERE
CHEAP Enough to Vse EVERYWHERE

Always hang straight and true.
Never sag

. drag or warp or twist ont of
shape. No nails used. No wood joints. Every

board double bolted between eight angle steel up-
rights. Self-locking hinges—won't injure stock—easily
repaired—outlast several all wood, steel, wire or gas pipe gates.
Coat leas than any other gatee yon can build or Day. Nearly a

can't*
Sag

Oates
now In
use."

ALVIN V.
HOWE,

President,

(1) ALVIN V. ROWE. President

ROWE MFG. CO., 261 Adams St., Galesburg, III.
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Saves Crops and Labor By Cutting
Twice as Much Grass in Same Time

Labor saving and crop saving are going to be
more important than ever before in the history of
the world.

The E-B (Standard) Mower is a big aid to con-

servation of man power and increase of crops.

With its eight foot swath it does more work in

less time with no more pull on the horses than
many a five foot mower. Also made in 7, 6, 5 and
AYi foot sizes, with correspondingly easy pull.

The E-B compensating lever and spring, carries

the weight of the cutter bar on the drive wheels.
No side draft. No weight on the horses' necks.
Less wear and tear and longer life to the machine.

Do your mowing with the E-B and you'll have a
more successful haying season, less work, a bet-
ter crop.

See your E-B dealer and have him explain all of
the points of E-B Mower construction.

EMERSON -BRANTINGHAM IMPLEMENT COMPANY, INC.
Established 1852 ROCKFORD, ILL.

The Most Complete Line of Farm Machinery Manufactured

E-B Side Delivery Rake
Rakes Three Acres
In the Time of Two

Three swaths instead of two, three acres while
others rake two, that is the story of the E-B
Side Delivery Rake.
Labor saving, time saving, when timemeans the
difference between a good crop and a poor
one. Light, fluffy windrows that allow the
hay to cure gradually and thoroughly.
Teeth can be changed from seat for
wet hay or dry. Lever changes
from rake to tedder instantly.

See your E-B deafer for
complete facts.

E-B Hay Loader
Gets All the Hay— Without
Wadding, Rolling or Twisting

The E-B Hay Loader cleans the windrow as it

goes along. It handles the hay gently—does
not tear stems and leaves or thresh out seeds.
66-inch sweep of rakes parallel to ground as-
sures clean raking and easy action.
Continuous push upward prevents bay being'
drawn off rack—bay may be allowed to ac
cumulate at rear of rack without doff-

(ring'. Put an end to the hardest
work of haying- by patting- an
E-B Hay Loader on your farm.
Get complete facts from

your dealer.

E-B Swinging Stacker
Lifts the Hay High—Places

It When Ton Want It

Building a firm, well-shaped stack is easy with
the E-B Swinging Stacker.
Simple in construction, with strong wood frame
and powerful steel angle plate and cast hinge
block.
Load of hay received from rake after being-
carried upward is easily swung into any de-
sired location by operator and dumped.
The rapidly increasing- number of E-B
Stackers used by the most progres-

sive farmers in the country
'

i proof of their being
practical for your

farm.

Horn of Plerrbf*
OffGrsYouHeahh SWcaltltft

Western Canada for
years has helped to feed

the world—the same responsi-
bility of production still rests upon her.

While high prices for Grain, Cattle and Sheep
are sure to remain, price of land is much below its value.

Land capable of yielding 20 to 45 bush-
els of wheat to the acre can be had on
easy terms at from $15 to $30 per
acre—good grazing land at much less.

o^nw/?ri£al'L,for f
rom 1 singIe year'" cr°P- Raising cattle, sheep

.12*51! £ eQ1
»
al 3uecess-The Government encourages farmingand stock raising. Railway and Land Co. 'a offer unusual Inducements

Seekers. Farms may be stocked by loans at moderate interest.

SS I
n
„h?, h

a oflers low taxation, good markets and shipping; free
schools, churches and healthful climate.

?,o'i£?r,
i^lars 33 1° redu?ed railway rates, location of land, illus-

trated literature, etc.. apply to Supt. of Immlg., Ottawa. Can., or

301E
A
Gp
R
„
I

|?.1
,«00cN -

Second„sta Harrisburg, Pa. O. G. RUTLEDGE

,

Columhut oI P' ?yK!XSSrJlv.L- w - S. NtTHERY, Interurban Bldg..Columbus, O. C. J. BROUGHTON, 112 W. Adams St., Chicago, III..

2BP E
r.«V.HAtt' 123 Second St., Milwaukee. Wis.

R. A. GARRETT, 311 Jackson St., St. Paul, Minn.
Canadian Gov't Agents

ASPINWALL
UTOMATIC

ONE-MAN
POTATO PLANTER

Plants More Acres Per Day
Drawn by Team or Tractor

Needs No Watching—Just Drive. Saves Tim*
and Expense of Extra Man. Efficient, Eco-

nomical, Simple, Durable! Accurate.

Attachments for peas, beans end fertilizer

furnished when desired. Attractive folders and
complete catalog mailed on request. Write for
FREE BOOK containing valuable data on po-
tato growing.

ASPINWALLMANUFACTURING CO.
670 Sabin Street Jackson, Mich.

World's Oldest and Largest Makers of
Potato Machinery: Cutters, Planters

,
Diggers, Sorters.

Let the Wind Do the
Work

By~T. S. Hurd

THE farm windmill will play an im
portant part this year in the grea

food-production campaign. The far-

windmill should be no "slacker" this year
It should be ready day and night to absor"
the energy of the wind to lift the water fo
thirsty gardens. Lack of timely rainfall

'

often the doom of an otherwise careful!
handled and tended vegetable garden.

This year the farm garden will be
important factor in reducing the cost o
living. Accordingly, every precautio
should be taken to prevent a failure o
garden crops. In those areas where natural
rainfall is not dependable, some simple
method of irrigation should be provided.
The farm windmill will serve faithfully

and well in lifting water for irrigation if

given an opportunity. This faithful source
of power will not save the garden unless
the owner cooperates in conserving the
water pumped. The average windmill
lifts water intermittently and at a slow
rate. Consequently, if the water pumped
is allowed to flow directly onto the warm,
dry soil, a small area only can be satis-

factorily covered. A small trickling flow
does not spread laterally over the surface,
but percolates deeply into the soil and
beyond the roots of the shallow-rooted
vegetables.

If the water lifted, on the other hand, is

stored in tanks, barrels, or reservoirs,
volume sufficiently large can be secured in

a surprisingly short time to irrigate effec-

tively a much larger area. A barrel of)
water containing 31J^ gallons will cover
a garden bed six feet wide by eight feet ,

long, one inch deep. A quantity of water
^

even as small as this, if properly applied,
will greatly help the lettuce bed or the
shallow-rooted radishes. It is advisable,
therefore, to use even an ordinary barrel
for storage if nothing larger is available.

A reservoir sufficiently large to hold all

of the water the average windmill can
pump in three or four days is much more
desirable. The ordinary stock tank made J

of wood, steel, or concrete would serve
well. A tank five feet wide by ten feet^

long and two feet deep holds enough water
to cover an area fifteen feet wide by forty
feet long and two inches deep. In a day of i

average wind the farm windmill will more
than fill a tank of this size with water.

Get Rid of Your Farm
Junk

By A. M. Paterson

DON'T let your scrap iron and dilapi-

dated machinery rust on the farm.
Gather it up and sell it to the junk dealers.

The price of iron and steel has risen be-
cause of the shortage of metals, and it is E

not only a profitable business but a patri-

otic duty for you to turn this iron into
silver.

Sometimes a person can sell to the local

dealer. It always pays better to sell to am
responsible junk dealer, as he has better

avenues for the disposal of the scrap and
hence can pay better prices.

The metal should -be sorted and the iron

and steel kept separate as far as possible*!

Bolts and nuts should be removed and
retained, for you need such an assortment
on hand. Brass, copper, lead, and zinc v
are now bringing high prices, and it is.^

well to look carefully to see that none of

those metals go in as scrap iron.

By ordering repairs for farm machinery
early you will aid in relieving the badljfl

congested centers. Frequently, even ina
normal times, repairs have been delayed
several days because of insufficient posfcjB

office and express facilities, and the result

is that farmers waste valuable time whicM
could be used to better advantage in the

field. This year conditions are worse than
before.

At any time, however, it is to the ad-'

vantage of the farmer to repair his ma-
chines early. It saves the farm labor in the

spring. There is no tedious delay waiting

for the parts nor the time spent repairing

when the weather permits working in the^

fields. Every day of good weather in the

spring can be utilized then.

Few break-downs will occur if the impldl
ments are repaired now while you cap
remember, to some extent at least, wha
repairs are needed. If repairs are ordere

late it occasionally means that they m
be ordered from the factory and you a

very likely to lose days, and perhaps wee
before the repairs can be obtained.
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Disk Plow or Moldboard

—

Which?
By R. B. Rushing

DIFFERENT seasons, different soil

conditions, and different kinds of farm
help sometimes make big changes in the

nature of the implements one has to use.

The high price of hired help and my own
physical condition, which prevents my
doing as much work as in former times,

have worked a great changean my farming
operations. From my own observations I

am led to the conclusion that other men
have run up against the same snags that

I have.

Disk plows were never very popular in

my community until the past two seasons.

I myself did not realize their economical
value until two years ago, when I was taken

with the rheumatism and became unable

to follow the plow, nor was I able to secure

enough help at a price I could afford to

pay. I therefore bought a disk plow,

hooked up two good mules, and my
daughter took the seat and the reins. She
did as fine a job of work as any man, and
will soon be breaking sod again for this

year's crops.

Last summer we had quite a trying ex-

perience with the •disk plow. The ground
was so hard that the hired man and my son

could not plow with the moldboard plow
at all. My daughter laughed at them, and
took the seat of the disk plow and went
right on plowing every day until every foot

wanted was turned.
She tried plowing with the riding mold-

board plow, but here in southern Illinois

we have many grubs in the soil that are

extremely hard to get rid of, and they are

sure to plug up the moldboard plow. This

is not so with the disk. It just goes right

on "over the top."

We also have a type of soil here that

makes fine sweet potatoes, it being a stiff

clay. • While the moldboard plow will

hardly scour in it, the disk plow does

excellent work.
You can go through this section of coun-

try and now find two disk plows to one

moldboard. The real truth of the matter is

that we farmers were driven to use them,

and now we are all glad of the change.

I don't think I shall ever try to use any
other kind of plow in any field that is

large enough for a team and riding plow.

Here in the hills we always have more or

less dry weather, and the past year, were

it not for the disk plow, we could not have
prepared our wheat land in time.

In this connection let me say that my
daughter is not the only girl- that can be

seen riding a disk plow'in this section. In

a recent drive one day I counted sixteen

girls and housewives riding disk plows, and
only eleven men. Had I not seen the

women at work I would have thought that

the plowing was being done by experienced

farmers.
The' old brush patches that have been

an eyesore for ages are now giving way
to the disk plow, and waving fields of

wheat and corn and potatoes are growing

every season instead of scraggly bushes and
weeds.

I am not trying to throw cold water on
the moldboard plow; it does fine work
where land is free from grubs and hitches

of various kinds. If the soil is in good
plowing condition, anyone can use a mold-
board the same as the disk; but the disk

plow shines where it is impossible to use

the other.

A disk plow can be set to work in

practically any soil; it does good work in

stiff soils that are so hard that the mold-
board plow will do nothing but turn over

a- few clods. It cuts down through and
turns the soil over, putting it in much
better shape for further pulverization than
the moldboard plow can possibly do.

You can set a disk to go just as deep as

you want to—that is, as deep as your
power can pull it. I plow deeply, and that
is one reason why I like the disk plow. I

actually believe that my daughter can tear

out twice as many grubs with the disk plow
as any man can with the moldboard plow.
Perhaps I am a crank about the disk plow,
but I can't help it. It gives me much
pleasure to see my daughter going round
and round the field doing just as much
work as my son and the hired man.

In this connection, and at this time it

might not be out of place to say that she
gets the same share of the proceeds as my
son does. I always make it a point to pay
enough to make them both want to stay
with me and enjoy the work. The hired
man has a family, and he also is well enough
supported so that he likes to stay from
year to year. /

9%

FOR many years farmers everywhere have associated the
name "John Deere Plow" with special plow quality—with

better and longer plow service. Getting this quality is especially impor-
tant when you buy a tractor plow. A tractor plow does work on a big
scale—the quality of the work counts in proportion. A tractor plow must stand heavy
strains—its ability to keep on doing good work year after year counts strongly in
making plow profits. Remember, you get this special quality when you buy a

TRACTOR PLOW
Equipped With Genuine John
Deere Bottoms—the kind that have
an established world-wide reputation for

long wear, good scouring and thorough
seed-bed making. You can get the shape
and type suited to your soil.

Holds To Its Work At Uniform
Depth—It is locked into the ground at
plowing depth through the action of the
power lift. And here's another mighty
important feature assuring the John Deere's
good work—the land wheel is set back,
balancing the weight of the plow over all

three wheels, just as on your sulky or gang
plow. Makes plow run steady and assures
plowing at uniform depth in uneven
ground.

Quick Detachable Shares—Strong
and close fitting. Loosen one nut to re-

move the share. Tighten the same nut
and the share is on tight. It stays tight.

Extra Strong Construction—Extra
heavy beams of special John Deere steel.

We guarantee them not to bend or break.

Heavy beam braces, long lapped and se-

curely joined to beam with heavy bolts
and lock washers.

High and Level Power Lift—Lift-

ing mechanism is simple, strong and posi-

tive. Parts move only when plow is being
lifted or lowered—practically no wear.

Three Sizes— Two -bottom, three-bottom
and four-bottom. One of the sizes suits

3>our tractor. And, remember, the adjust-

able hitch adapts the plow for use with
any standard tractor.

Farmers Everywhere are making
sure of continued good plow service behind
their tractor by getting John Deere Tractor
Plows. You can't afford to get less than
that behind your tractor. WRITE TO-
DAY for full information.

Get Acquainted With
the John Deere FullLine
Let us send you free our big 156-

page book, "Better Farm Imple-
ments and How to Use Them."
Full of valuable farming infor-

mation. A book to which you
will often refer. Worth dollars.

Tells all about the complete line

of John Deere machines listed

below:
Binders, Grain
and Corn

Buggies
Corn and Cotton
Planters

Corn Shellers
Cultivators:

Alfalfa
Walking
Riding

Feed Mills
Grain Drills
Grain Elevators
Harrows

:

Disc
Drag
Spring Tooth

To get this valuable book, state

the implements in which you are
interested and ASK FOR PACK-
AGE T-lll .

Hay Loaders
Hay Presses
Hay Rakes
Hay Stackers
Listers
Manure Spreaders
Mowers
Plows

:

Walking
Wheel
Tractor

Stalk Cutters
Wagons
Farm Engines
Farm Tractors

JOHN DEERE, MOLINE, ILLINOIS

GET QUALITY
AND SERVICE

JOHN DEERE
DEALERS GIVE BOTH

DONTBUY>v^UNVESTLGATE
Any InCUDdCton^^^atmn^ Features

More
PouKryi
tp the govern-/^
t to solve the .

Beli
menl „ -

food problem and at
earns time put
money In your
pocket bp raisins
toultry this year,

_ at an X-Ray on
the job. Write ob.

The only Incabator ever made which combines the 20 Great Improvements. That's why the X-Ray
Is an unparalleled success. More exclusive features, more conveniences,more hatching valae than any

Other. It la the result of lone experience, careful study and gTeat skill. Before baying any Incabator,
learn about the X-Ray features including* the X-Ray Heater, X-Ray Generator, X-Ray Gas Arrester, X-Ray

w BigCapacity Oil Tank. X-Ray Automatic Regulator, X-Ray Quick Cooling- Troy, X-Ray Hinged Glass Top and «-

dozen others equally Important to success in making Poultry Pay,

ONLY 9,000 INCOBATORS TO
SELLTHIS YEAR. ORDER NOW!

Don't delay ordering. Yon may lose out.If yon do. Why? Because owfnff
Co war-time conditions, to the scarcity of material we cannot make enough

X-Ray Incubators this year to meet the demand of onr customers.
9,000 will be all. Not more than half enough. So send us your
order at once if yon don't want to be disappointed. First come,

first served. Remember there won t be enough X-P
Incubators to go around this;'ear. \V© are (sorry,

can only urge you to order early. Write.

Be
One

of the
Lucky
9000

(•Ray Brooders
Protect Your
Little Chicks

k The X-Ray Brooder Is as\far ahead of ordinary
\ brooders as the X-Ray
\ Incubator Is ahead of
\other Incubators. It\eaves the chicks—
\furnishes real sbel-
\ ter and protection

In any weather.
k
Heat perfectly

. regulated automat*
i ically—p 1 e n t y of

.
fresh air—clean, dry exer-
cise room. Fully described
and illustrated in colors in

t qui Bbz Catalog. Write.

Ask for Our
Big New 1919
Catalog No. 213
The best ever pnblished. Every/ machine

shown in natural colors. Write for it at once.
Tells all about the famous X-Ray Incubators
and Brooders—why they are better—why worth

more. Describes oar 20 Big Features in detail.
Host complete in every way. Send for It. Free.

X*Ray Incubator
Company

Dos Moines, Iowa
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rkiCK in '54 Thomas Wardall, now

most encouraging of men.

Photograph froi

Underwood *
Uodtrvood, N. Y.

AVERY muddy, disreputable-looking gentleman

Iflked up the White House steps and sat down.on

the porch the evening before nauguration Day 1861.

Attendants were about to hoist him off and call the

s^fubMy when he asked them to announce to President

Lincoln that he had completed his walking trip from New

York. Investigation proved him to be Mr Edward Pay

son Weston, the walker. Lincoln invited him in, and he

went, to the ruination of one chair and part of a rug.

THIS is Bartow A. Ulrich about the time he

got aeouainted with Lincoln. He's a lawyer

and author of seventy-eight now, but he re

members being hauled out of bed to fill a qua-

drille in which Lincoln was dancing at his

mother's house in Springfield in 1847. He
was tumbled willy-nilly in among Mr.

Lincoln, Stephen A. Douglas, Lyman Trum-
bull, and others; and he was so sleepy

that he didn't know where he was going,

and Lincoln had to apologize several times

for bumping him on the head with his

knee.

Photocnph Iron, Axna Lockl.arl Hiu;hm

A GAY young Wash-
ington belle slipped

away from her mother
and out of the house one
April evening back in
'65, and went to the
Ford Theatre to see

"Our American Cousin."
In the middle of the first

act the orchestra burst
into "Hail to the Chief!"
and she stood with the
rest_ of the audience,
waving greetings to Presi-
dent and Mrs. Lincoln.
In the middle of the
third act she .heard the
fatal shot that killed the
President, and sat frozen
with terror as Booth,
pistol in hand, leaped to
the stage shouting his
"Thus perish tyrants!"

GEORGE DOUGLAS is the aged
janitor of a little Iowa church

and very conscientious; but there was
a time when he was a sad runaway
As he entered the train that was to
bear him to foreign parts, the first per-
son he met was his uncle with Abe
Lincoln. "Hello, running away again,
are you?" said Uncle. Later, on ask-
ing George's uncle to do an errand,
Lincoln said: "Don't worry about the
boy. I will keep an eye on him."

mrapli by Rutwri FI. 1|,

SIMEON W. KING was an office boy a
Chicago lawyer's office when he met Lino

in 1853. Unlike the modern office boy, Sim

really w-orked—worked so hard he remto

Lincoln of his own early struggles. AncUhet

was twenty-one Lincoln as President appoin

him United States Commissioner of Deeds,

still holds the office, though its fees have dwinc

and left him a poor man in his old age. Hei

because he prefers to be true to his trust an

of the common folks of whom Lincoln

"God must have loved them, because he

so many of them."

MRS. LUCINDA BERG knew Lincoln. In-
deed she did. After dining at her home in

ISpringlield in 1861 he held her hand in parting

End said: "To His care I am commending you
las I hope in your prayers you will commend me.
E bid you an affectionate farewell, and I shall

Kot forget that you can make the best flapjacks

.that I ever tasted." Shortly after that Lincoln
Fvent to Washington, and Mrs. Berg moved to
£hieago, where, at eighty-eight, she still makes
apjacks.

ILLIAM HOWARD T[^
E

Confederate spy single i

member of Lincoln's P^U"*'**
advice-as when a weeping «

dll»
to be shot for sleeping on^sen

could not be bothered, even »,

said a word to Lincoln, ana

battles in the Civil War, and caught a
called to the White House and made a
led him "Billy," and sometimes took his
clemency for her seventh son, who was

t s secretary told her that the President
I been killed on the battlefield. Tisdale
ved to win a medal in the next battle.

PhotOKropli from
Gibaou Sykc

& FowlM

Z.
P. HOTCHKISS

once told Lincoln to

"shut up" right in the

midst of a story, anc

Abe did. It was in No
vember, 1860, and Hotch
kiss, one of the first li-

censed telegraph opera-

tors, was on duty at

the Chenery House in

Springfield. "Abe" was
entertaining his friends

with stories, and at the

conclusion of each the

click of the key would be

drowned in the laughter.

Finally the young teleg-

rapher forgot his manners

and shouted, "Shut up!"

Lincoln crossed over to

the boy and said humbly:

"My boy, I beg your

pardon."

HAVING been appointed a war nurse by "Old Abe"
himself, Mrs. C. L. Carey lost her way, and was

caught by the guerillas near Culpepper, bound hand and
foot and held four days, until her girlhood friend General
Stonewall Jackson happening by she yelled at him:
"Here, you Stonewall, get me out of this!" He did, and
on her arrival in Washington again, Lincoln came to hei
hotel and with a twinkle in his eye said: "I didn'.
expect you back so soon." Then he gave her a hert
medal and an umbrella with a compass in the handle.

HEN Captain J. H. Edgerly recovered from
his wound early in the Civil War, he re-enlisted,

and was detailed to the Secret Service, under the
personal direction of Lincoln. On one occasion

he spent a quiet afternoon reading in the office of

a hotel in a Southern city, right opposite a poster

offering $5,000 for his capture, alive or dead.
Returning to the White House he was received

by Lincoln, in his nightshirt, with: "My God,
Edgerly! I never expected to see you again."

Car] ScJiun I ...-,!.



BuiltFor TractorFarming
Have many special features. Strongest angle steel frame; axle of cold rolled steel shafting; drag-
bars of high carbon steel; double run force grain feeds; steel ribbon grain tubes. Made in a
'variety of styles and sizes. Used in every grain growing country in the world.

Use with Any Tractor
Farmers' Favorite Grain Drills for Team or
Tractor are noted for accurately sowing all

grains, anything from wheat to bush lima beans.
Investigate the merits of the Farmers' Favorite
Plowfur single disc. Opensan extra wide seedfur-

* row; scatters seed evenly the entire width; more
plants to the row; a better stand and fewer weeds.
Send for the Farmers' Favorite Catalog and
learn of the many exclusive patented features.

Adjustable Hitch for

Power lift enables operator to raise or lower
discs while in motion without leaving seat of

tractor by slightly pulling small rope. This
Tractor Drill is a great time and labor saver to

the farmer. Puts the seed into the ground just

right. Even depth of planting and an equal
amount of seed in every furrow is assured. Cor-
rect seeding in any soil will add extra bushels,

and those extra bushels are clear profit.

Call on your dealer and have him show and explain to you the special features of this Drill—the
Drill which is used in every grain growing country in the world. Over 50 years on the market.

The American Seeding-Machine Co., Inc. Springfield, Ohio

Don't put off writing to us any longer. Find out
about the special offer we are making on this wonderful odor-
less indoor toilet. Just send your name and address on a

postal card. Also get our free book on sanitation.

The KAWNEAR
M. B. Gardner, Cherry Park Fruit Farm, Aurora, Mo.,
says: "We live outside the city water and sewer limit

and yet, with the Kawnear Toilet, we have both accom-
modations so far as a toilet is concerned."

30 Days' Free Trial
Have the modern perfected Kawnear Cabinet in
your own home on 30 days' absolutely free trial. If you
are not satisfied return it and we will refund your money. Sent
fully equipped. Anybody can set it up. No plumbing. So write
today for special offer. Guaranteed for 10 years. Odorless.
Sanitary. Endorsed by TJ. S. Gov't and State Health Boards.

FREE Book on Sanitation J«
and address and get this book which is free. No

obligation on your part. Write and get it today and also find out
about our great special offer.

Federal Sash & Door Co., Dept. 4032, Kansas City, Mo.

The Surest
Guide to
Quality

Tools and cutlery bearing the KEEN
KUTTER trade-mark.have always been
and always will be of Highest Quality.

The Simmons policy of according this

brand only to goods of proven super-
iority, make it a real mark of distinction.

SIMMONS HARDWARE COMPANY
"The recollection of QUALITY remains long after the PRICE is forgotten."
Trade Mark Reentered —E. C. SIMMONS.

Get Low Prices
on Berry Boxes

and
Baskets
Write for our

Free Catalog! ShOWS you how you
can save money by buying direct
from the largest Berry Box and
Basket Factory in the Country.

New Albany Box & Basket Co., Box 110, New Albany, Ind.

INCREASE YOUR PROFITS
by Increasing .ft your production

CHAMPION
PLANTERS

and their efficiency in producing a bigger potato crop
which pays. Descriptive matter FREE.
Address Champion Potato Machinery Co.
199 Chicago Avenue HAMMOND. INDIANA

Plenty of Nitrate

Chile
The amount of Nitrate in

the Chilean Deposits is

720,000,000 Tons
At present rate of world's con-
sumption, deposits will last for

300 Years
Shipping conditions are improv-
ing. American farmers should
learn the FACTS. Write for in-

formation.

WM. S. MYERS
Chilean Nitrate Committee
25 Madison Ave. New York
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A Threshing "Ring"
By S. C. Burt

ANY community co-operative ente:
l prise that has been active for sevej

years and is still popular and prosperous
is admittedly beyond the experiments,
stage. Judged by this rule a neighboring
threshing ring organized in 1911 by ten
Vermillion County, Illinois, farmers car
safely be considered a "going" concern.

Hopelessly tired of waiting their turn
after delays some years lengthening int
weeks, this group of men met, organizeo
elected officers, paid $80 each into the-r
treasury, erected a $300 storage building
for their threshing outfit, and were ready
to put their ring to ringing all within a
week after their initial getting together.

Included in their get-ready movemef.
was the borrowing at six per cent of $2,200
at a local bank, which, with $500 remain-
ing in their treasury, was used to purchasf
a 20-horsepower engine and a 36-60 sep
arator.

Here is the outcome briefly told: Fiv<
years later their loan was fully paid, and in

addition the conclusion of the year fur-
nished them a dividend of $28 for each
member of the ring. Last year's dividem
was $55 a member after painting thei'
storage building and making all necessary
repairs. This year, as this is being written,
the ring's yearly accounts have not been
reckoned, but the members are agreed
that they can count on at least a $50 an-
nual dividend during the life of their
equipment, which, with good care, is de-
preciating but slowly.
How is such a successful trick turned?

Each member has his oats threshed for 1 Yi
cents a bushel (and other grain in pro-
portion) instead of the going and varying
high prices usually charged. The money
paid by members goes into the fund of the
company. Each member also furnishes
fuel for his threshing job, and, as the name
indicates, the threshing crew is made up of
the members or their farm helpers. The
variations in the size of threshing jobs are
adjusted by the number of helpers fur-
nished, reckoned at a daily wage deter-
mined at the beginning of each season.
When the threshing season is completed,

the secretary has a record showing the
number of bushels of each kind of grain,
threshed for each ring member, and the
number of hands each furnished at the
different jobs. The adjustments of debits
and credits is then a simple matter.

In addition, the ring every year, after
completing the threshing for its own mem-
bers, allows its outfit to work for conven-
iently located non-members, but the com-
pany invariably furnishes a crew sufficient
to operate the engine and separator as a
protection against misuse of their machin-
ery-

Could these ring members be induced to
go back to the old regime of watchful wait-
ing for the itinerant threshing outfit and
consequent wastage of grain and time?
The ring refrain, when this question is put
is: "Nothin' doin'."

Oh, for More Like Him!
A COUNT-SEAT newspaper in the Mid-

^

die West contained this paid adver-
tisement some time ago:
"I will give thirty days of my time to

any farmer in Guthrie County who may*
need services of the kind I can render any
time after the first of July until the fifteenth

of September. If it is found that I am
entitled to any wages for the labor that I

can and do perform, same to be donated to
the Y. M. C. A. or Red Cross projects.

I feel that the emergency is so great and
the agricultural interests of the county so

necessary that professional men can afford

to donate some of their time and labor to
filling the shortage made by the boys
going to the front.

"

The man who inserted this advertise-

ment, and paid for it, is a prominent law-
yer. He was not bluffing; there is little

or none of the "playing to the grandstand"
in his make-up. He was born and reared
on a farm. He recalls the days when he
plowed corn and pitched hay; he can milk
a cow as well now as he could forty years

ago. After a day or two, to allow time for

the long-unused muscles to adjust them-
selves, he could do a pretty good day's

work. And he is willing to do it. He
realizes that the farmer must have help.

He realizes that farm help is scarce. He
is willing to do his bit, absolutely without
pay. His offer is bona fide.

How many men are there, the country
over, who will make the same offer, who
will back it up with actual service? One
half of all our lawyers and preachers, our

ll
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Moles Will Make You
Money

By H. F. Grinstead

WITHIN the last few years garments
made of moleskins have become quite

I popular. Not only are they popular, but
they bring a good price as well. Unlike

if other furs, they are prime in midsummer
f as well as in winter, and are good at all

ft times of the year. The molting periods

m are in spring and fall, when the fur is least

jp valuable.
F To trap moles it is not necessary to

destroy the human scent or otherwise try

1 to disguise the work of trap-setting. The
k telltale ridges and mounds of loose earth
[betray his presence, so that there is no

' guesswork about setting traps in the right

place. Steel traps are useless, as are also

I rat or gopher traps. The best types of trap
are the scissor-jaw and the choke trap

made especially for trapping moles. The
common mole trap with sharp spikes that
impale" the animal is not to be recom-
mended.

Select a fresh run, which is indicated
by the sod or soil being pushed upward by
the burrowing animal. With a garden
trowel cut out a place large enough to
contain the trap, the jaws of which should
be set as low as the bottom of the tunnel
or' a little lower. The reason for setting

t the jaws low is that a mole will always
1 endeavor to go under rather than over an
obstruction in its run. Never make the
opening wider than necessary to contain

~ the jaws of the trap. When the trap is in

place, arrange the pan so that the earth
will not pack and prevent the springing of

the trap, then fill in the cavity you have
dug with loose earth even with the top

it of the ground.
I When practicable, make sets on the main
I tunnel where it is almost straight for several
t feet, and select soil that is moist. No bait

is necessary.
The skin of a mole is loose. To skin

them there is nothing better than a pair

of scissors. Slit the skin along the belly, peel

down each leg and cut off the feet with the
scissors. Tack the skin to a board with the
flesh side out, first using four tacks, then

• four more by stretching between each of

i these, and again doubling the number of

tacks till the -pelt is almost circular in

shape. Hang up to dry in the shade.
Thirty moleskins will make a ladies'

muff of average size, while it will take 600
to make a cloak. If you desire to make up
the skins at home, they may be tanned
by the following process:

To a gallon of water add a quart of salt

and a half ounce of sulphuric acid. Keep
liquid in earthen or glass vessel, never in

metal. Put the moleskins in liquid, and
allow to remain at least one day. Longer
will do no harm.
When you remove the skin from this

mixture, wash through several changes of

water, wring as dry as possible, and rub
on the flesh side with a cake of hard soap.

Hang the skins hair side out on a line to

dry. When the outside surfaces are barely
dry and the interior still moist, lay the
skin on a board and scrape the flesh side

| with some blunt instrument like an old

file. Thus the inner layer is removed, and
the skin becomes nearly white. Stretch
and rub as in tanning other hides, until

quite ^Iry. It is a common practice to dye
the leather side of skins so that the seams
will not show.
In making up moleskins it is best to

blend the fur by selecting only skins of the
; same shade in the same article.

,
doctors and merchants, came to the big
cities and the towns from the farm; they

L can still do a good day's work in field and
furrow and feed lot. Will they do it? We
have mobilized the boys of the grade
schools and the high schools; the women
and the children are doing their share;
what of the men of the businesses and

. professions who came from the farm and
who ought to be glad and willing to get
back to it? There's many a girth that
might well be reduced; many a pallid
cheek that might well be given the flush
of exercise and health. It's almost vacation
time now. Why not leave the poles and
reels and flies where they are, in the attic
trunk? Why not put the alluring folders
back in the rack at the railroad office?

Why not lay aside the promising offer of the
"near to nature" hotels and inns and get
right down and grub around again in the
fresh earth like a man, and for a man?
Who'll be the next one to run such an
advertisement in his- home-town paper as
the one above, and back it up with actual
service in the fields?

One TractorandOne Implement
ForAll Orchardand%ieyardWork

UNIVERSAL TRACTOR
andATTACHOR

With this one outfit the orchardist and
vineyardist can do practically all their

work and one man can do much more
work at less expense than ever before

possible.

The Moline-Universal Tractor Attachor is

made to work in connection with the Moline-
UniversalTractor so that one man has control

of both tractor and implement. It consists of

an attachor truck equipped with a power lift

device and a pair of transverse bars to which
can be attached the following equipment:

Orchard Gang Plow. Offset Sulky, Straight

Sulky. Orchard or Alfalfa Cultivators; Spring

Tooth Harrow in two, three or four sections,

Furrow Irrigator for orchard or vineyard work,

Ridge Irrigator, Vineyard Gang Plow and
Crust Breaker.

Thus this one implement does away with

all special tools which are used for only a few
days out of the year. The Moline-Universal

Tractor Attachor combines the main parts of

all these machines such as wheels, axle, frame,

lifting device, seat and control mechanism.

The saving in expense is apparent.

But the improved quality of the work
which can be done with the Moline Universal

outfit and the saving in time is of greater

importance.
For orchard plowing the gang plow is used

and the land is plowed as close as the branches

of the trees will permit. Then the Offset

Sulky or the Straight Sulky is attached in

place of the gang plows and the last furrow

or two are plowed out right up to the tree

trunks. Plowing can be done away from or

to the trees in this manner. After plowing

the Orchard the Cultivator or Spring Tooth

Address Dept. No. 60

Moline Plow Company, Moline, Illinois

Harrow can be readily attached for making a
fine mulch. And if irrigation is practiced,

furrows or ridges are quickly made by attach-

ing this equipment
For vineyard work, Moline-Universal At-

tachor enables a better quality of work to be
done, and quicker and cheaper than ever

before possible. The vineyard plow consists

of a pair of right and left hand bottoms.

These bottoms can be spaced wide apart or

close together to suit any vineyard rows from
6 to 1 0 ft. apart In two operations, with the

bottoms spaced wide and close together, all

the land can be completely plowed between
the rows. Then by using Spring Tooth Harrow
and Furrow Irrigators the entire vineyard
work can be finished completely.

The Moline-Universal Tractor is especially

well adapted to orchard and vineyard work,
being light in weight, extremely powerful.

All moving parts are fully protected from
dust and many other features which other

tractors do not have. Aside from this work
it can be used for any farm work, including

cultivation of row crops and for belt work.
This Moline outfit will make you more

profit If you are interested in orchard or

vineyard work, send for folder R. F. No. 84
which explains in detail just how the Moline-
Universal Tractor and Attachor are used.

Manufacture™ of Quality Farm Implement)
Since 1865

Plows, (alee] and
chilled)

Harrows
Planters
Cultivators
Mowers

Hay Rakes
Hay Loaders
HayStackers
Grain Drills

Lime Sowers
ManureSpieaders

Scales
Grain Binders
Com Binders
Wagons and
Moline-Universal
Tractor

Stephen* Salient Six Automobiles

To the Big House
That PaysBigMoney
Ship us your muskrat, skunk, coon, mink,

rabbit furs, etc., and get your share ot the
most money ever paid lo American trap-
pers and shippers I Get correct grading,
unlimited market, prompt payment, and
highest prices. Don't hoard furs. Ship
NOW! Free Trapper's Guide.

868
I Funsten
|
Building

ROS &. COMPANY
International Fur Exchange (3641)

St.Louis,Mo.

The Practical Collar

Horses Like 'Em
Horses work best when the collars they
wear fit snug and firm. Such collars are
sure to keep horses' necks and shoulders

in tip top condition. Here's a collar that fits perfectly all

the time, no matter how the horse changes flesh.

FitZall Adjustable Collars
Instantly Adjusted to Fit Any Horse, Fat or Thin

This collar is no freak. It's simply the standard collar vastly
improved. Four sets of holes in the bands in the top fit over pegs
in the collar cap, giving four perfect-fitting sizes in each collar. It puts the pressure
only where it is needed, nowhere else.

Change it from one horse to fit another perfectly, as quickly as buckling an ordinary
collar.

Sold by dealers at the same prices as for ordinary collars of the same grade. Guar-
anteed. Money back if you're not pleased. If your dealer can't supply you we will.
Write for full description and prices.

Manufacturers and Distributors

683 Erie St., Sheboygan, Wis.
Makers of the Famous Master-Brand Harness—America's Best

John C. Nichols Co.
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MSflERLOO BOY
ORIGINAL KEROSENE TRACTOR
Dependable Power
that does not fail when your farm
work has been delayed and you
must take advantage of favorable
weather and ground conditions.

Reserve Power Jj^j
able in emergencies—for variable
soil conditions or upgrade work.

Simple Power which
the in-

experienced hired man can utilize

to full day capacity, at any draw-
bar or belt job on the farm.

Economical Power
that insures low operating cost

—

works all day under full load on 18

gallons or less of cheap kerosene.

Built to Standard Quality
Waterloo Boy fully sustains the quality-fame attained by Waterloo

Boy power machines in 25 years' manufacturing success. Backed by a
plain guarantee from a responsible manufacturer. Two-speed motor
supplies ample reserve power for tillage operations, and belt power
for all farm needs, including threshing. All working parts of the
Waterloo Boy are easily accessible.

Our illustrated catalog contains convincing proof of
Waterloo Boy success. Sent free—write for it today.

Hyatt Roller
Bearings
Automatic

Oiling

JOHN DEERE

Light Draft
TiUage Implements
We are tillage tool specialists and have spent 76

years in developing the FiifcO line of Light Draft Plows,

Harrows, Corn Planters, Cultivators, etc

Tractor PlowLittle Genius
Power Lift

Power lift on all three wheels; adapted to any trac-

tor; perfect bottoms; pin-break hitch; quick detachable

shares; high, level lift; single trip rope control. The
ideal tractor plow for the one-man outfit.

P*5fcO Goods are sold only through retail implement dealers,

but we will be pleased to send our catalog to any address.

PARUN & ORENDORFF CO
CANTON, ILL. /JL P*o

Branch Houses and Transfer . MW Genius
Stocks at All Leading flK Iff Tractor
Implement Centers ff \ §ff Plow

The Shorthorn for Beef and Milk
By Dr. John B. Gingery

THAT the milking Shorthorns are mak-
ing relatively rapid progress at the
present time must be apparent to all

who try to keep well informed with reference
to cattle interests. The progress during
the last few years is surprising. Even in

Britain, the home of milking Shorthorns
for two hundred years, values have gone up
within the last ten years more than they
did during the previous century. At the
dispersion sale of the late George Taylor,
in 1912, only six years ago, 189 animals
sold from his Cranford herd at an average
of more than $400. This was by far the
most famous herd in Britain at that time.
In 1917, 93 animals sold at a dispersion
sale of the late Lord Lucas averaged $935.
Previous to the sale of the George Taylor
herd breeders were content with an average
of $200. The cow Primrose Gift sold at the
Lord Lucas sale for $3,750, a price unheard
of and probably undreamed of in former
decades.

This great rise of values in Britain is

not owing to an advance in appreciation
of the farmers for milking Shorthorns, as

for many years past more than 80 per cent
of the milk used in Britain came from these
cattle, pure-bred and grades. It is due in

part to the advance in values in all classes

of cattle caused by the war, but in a far

greater degree to the phenomenal increase

in the demand for this kind of cattle from
America, the British colonies, and other
countries.

In this country the advance made by this

class of cattle is far greater than in Britain.

Only a few years ago they were never
seen at any of the leading fairs; now they
are shown at many. Some of the shows
are now anxious to take the lead in further-
ing the interest of the breed. Notably is

this true of Minnesota, a State in which
ridicule has been poured on the milking
Shorthorns more than any other place in

the Union. For advocating the cause of

milk and meat cattle the writer has been
charged by men in high places with having
caused a loss to farmers running up into

millions. If I thought that charge were
true, it would indeed give me profound
sorrow. A few years ago the milking
Shorthorn interests were nearly everywhere
spoken against. This attitude in public and
in public print has almost entirely ceased. A
few years ago $200 was considered a fair price

for a mature female of the breed. At the
draft sale of L. D. May, Granville Center,
Pennsylvania, held a few months ago, the
average paid was more than $1,000.

Let the breeders give due attention to

the maintenance of fleshing propensities of
the breed, thus giving the black eye to the
idea that a Shorthorn must be lean and
leggy to be a milking Shorthorn. Let the
breeders use bulls of good depth, and a
frame that can be loaded heavily with
flesh. Let the breeders, as a rule, be con-
tent with good average milk production
with all the flesh they can obtain along
with it. An average of 8,000 pounds of

milk a year should satisfy the average
breeder. Of course, a phenomenal record
will make a good advertising card. Such
records, however, may be usually left to

the dairy breeds.
Let the breeders advertise judiciously

when they have stock for sale. Any suc-
cessful breeder of milking Shorthorns witf

find that it will pay him to run a card is

one or more papers that will best reack
his constituency of patrons. Let him ad-

vertise by showing some animals at the
fairs. This can be done at near-by fairs at

small cost, as the animals shown do not
have to carry so much flesh as those of the

beef breeds. At the recent Minnesota fair

the only exhibits came from Minnesota
and Ohio. Both of these exhibits were of

high quality, but the number of exhibit*
should have been greater. A strong effort

will be made to place milking Shorthorni
on a par with the other milking breeds ii

the prize list of the next fair. This of

course, if it is to succeed, must be accom-
panied by a guaranty from the breeder*
that the animals shown should not be

fewer than a certain minimum.
Let bull sales be held from time to time,

at which the public may have a chance t«

select and buy at convenient centers. The
importance of this step is coming to be
recognized by the breeders. An evidence
of this is shown by the fact that at the

annual meeting of the American Milkint
Shorthorn Breeders' Association, held ii

St. Paul on September 8th last year, s

committee was appointed to take steps tt

arrange for such a sale to be held at Soutl
St. Paul. This will aid the public in secur-

ing the bona-fide milking Shorthorns. The
catalogue will not only give the pedigreei

but also some facts about the milk pro-

duction ancestry. This will tend to check
that practice, all too common, of the selling

the lean and more leggy animals as milk-
ing Shorthorn bulls when no facts are
furnished about milk production in the
ancestry. No farmer should buy a milking
Shorthorn unless he can obtain suck
evidence. The bull sale is a grand step
forward.

"Why My Tractor Has Come to Stay"
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9]

me last spring when the machine stripped
a gear, which broke down the housing.
Later we replaced one drive pinion on the
crank shaft. Right here is where I con-
vinced myself of the need of horses on the

farm where a tractor is used.
Knowing the trouble I had in getting

repairs, I took out my automobile and made
a trip to Milwaukee. It took me thirty-six

hours to make the trip. The reason I did
this is because of the time it would take to
get the gear by shipment, the railroad

situation being so uncertain. Moreover, I

didn't want to order it through the agent,
because of the red tape the order would go
through before the stuff was even shipped.

I knew these things from experience, and
wanted action, as planting was on in fuH
blast, and time meant money to me. I got
the repairs all right, adjusted them, and
the tractor has run ever since without much
trouble.

It was necessary that I go to Milwaukee
for the repairs, as the agent doesn't handle
them. It seems as though the tractor
makers will not send repairs to the dealers

for sale when a customer applies; the dealer

must put his money into the supplies, and
then wait until someone breaks down be-

fore he can get his money back. For this

reason my agent does not handle a full line

of parts.

Your Experience with Tractors

WHAT has been your experience with tractors? If every trac-

tor-owner who reads this will write us and tell the things, good
and bad, that he has learned about his machine, we will have the facts

with which to approach the tractor makers and get you some very

definite answers to your tractor problems. We will pay $15, $10, and
$5 for the three best letters received, and we will pay for any others

we may print. If you do not want your letter printed, say so and we
will hold it out. Be sure to give us the details, the kind of tractor

used, what it was used for, and just wherein it failed or succeeded in

doing its work. Address Contest Editor, Fakm and Fireside, 381

Fourth Avenue, New York. Look for information about the contest

winners in the May issue. All letters should reach this office not

later than February 20th. The Editor.
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He Deserves Good
Treatment

By Dr. John Benson

DO YOU give your farm horses a square
deal? They will labor for you from ten

to twelve hours a day, six days in the week,
and feel amply repaid if given a good meal
and plenty of cool, fresh water.
Perhaps you don't, but many owners

often consider themselves overworked if

they have to throw a harness on the team,
dump a little manure out of the barn
window, and hitch up. And to furnish the
work horses a bracing feed, give them a
good currying, or a bed of straw is ex-
travagance. It is done for fast-trotting

stock and pure-bred horses, why'not for

the average work horse?
The horses that do the heavy work about

the farm should be conditioned. It is as
necessary for them as for other stock, and
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Tke farm mare does a double duty : she
works, and she raises colts

more so. The farm horse has a hearty ap-
petite, a vigorous digestion, and responds,
as does no other animal, to intelligent care.

To condition horses does not mean that
they must be put on a training table. Start

a regular, businesslike method of feeding,

watering, handling, and caring for them.
A bushel of corn or oats for one meal and

a pint at another time has a bad effect upon
a horse's wind, digestion, and working
ability. Give the preparation of the farm
horse's feed much attention. Two pounds
of provender daily to every hundred
pounds the horse weighs is a good plan.

Always grind the grain; and, as most hay
is usually dusty, sprinkle it with water. If

the horse's work is very hard, decrease the

hay and increase the grain. Place four or

five egg-size lumps of rock salt in the feed

box. These the horses like to lick, and they

also prevent hasty eating.

Give the horses a long, full drink of

water the first thing in the morning. Then
place a third of the day's grain and a

fourth of the hay ration before -them, at

least an hour before starting to work.

Throw in the manger /just a small amount
of hay.
While the horse is eating its grain, vigor-

ously apply, for about five minutes, a

heavy brush. While the breakfast in the

farmhouse is keeping you busy, the horse

will have eaten all the hay. Then throw on
the harness and give the animals another

chance at the water tank or creek. Good
work will be done until noon by a team
so cared for.

Give the animals a hurried rub-down as

they take a short drink. Supply another

third of the grain and the hay ration, and
let an hour, at least, lapse while^you and
your horses rest. Another cooling drink

before you start encourages the horses to

do their best in the afternoon.

Quit the work before the sun is lost. If

you don't, sooner or later this practice of

working in the dark will impair both you
and your horses. Pull off the harness,

letting the horses take only a little water.

Feed them the remaining third of the grain

ration and half of the day's hay allowance.

Ip If it is summer-time, clean the horses

after supper, then turn them into a corral

or pasture, and they will add the finishing

touches to the work of currying and brush-
ing. During the winter fill the manger
full of slightly moist hay at night, give
them a comfortable straw bed, and con-

\

tented, healthy animals will result.

When you start springy work, take it

easy for a few days. Nothing hits a horse
so hard as to be compelled to pitch right in

after a winter of idleness. Many a good
animal has been ruined during the first

few days of the spring rush.

COMMENCING with the light, horse-drawn, single-

action disc harrows, following with the double-
action, later the heavy engine disc harrow and now
both heavy and light tractor disc harrows, the John
Deere factory specializing in the manufacture of disc

harrows is rounding out thirty years' experience in

this line of work—thirty years of unusually success-

ful disc harrow building experience. That means that

the buyer of a John Deere Tractor Disc Harrow isn't

getting an experiment—he is assured of satisfactory

service.

JOHN^DEEKE
TRACTOR DISC HARROWS

The JOHN DEERE PONY TRACTOR DISC HAR-
ROW is for use with any standard tractor; clevis is

adjustable to suit height of tractor drawbar.

Flexible —equipped with a powerful pressure spring. Penetrates

and pulverizes as desired because low tractor hitch and low

coupling between front and rear gangs hold discs to their work.

Light running; no dragging around corners; rear gangs trail

properly and run steady because the reinforced goose-neck con-

nection to rear gangs is attached ahead ofthe front gangs.

Unusually strong—all steel main frame, double-bar gang frames,

riveted throughout.

All standard widths, with standard size discs. Easily converted

into horse-drawn, single- or double-action harrow by using proper

hitch. The JOHN DEERE HEAVY TRACTOR DISC HAR-
ROW is extra heavy and strong for difficult work.

Get More Profit From Your Tractor
Use it to pull a John Deere Disc Harrow. Write us today for

free booklets describing the John Deere line of Disc Harrows

—

ask for package No. H-1U.

John Deere, Moline, Illinois

THE TRAM MARK W QUALITY
MwcrAMOucrcooomaen*

John Deere Pony Tractor Disc Harrow
J

BackBreaking

Money-Wasting
f

Write for FKEE BOOK about this NewWay to Make Butter. Save
K to K usual time. Churns, works, washes, salts and moistens butter
at one time, ready for packing, in less than as minutes. 20% to 25%
more butter from same cream. Wonderful quality butter brings 10 to
20 cents above market price per pound.

NFW WAY To Hake Butter.'
'

nLff Tlfll Wonderful Minnetonna '

Butter Maker has revolutionized but-
ter making. Thousands of users praise
it as a godsend. Investigate! \M

BOOK FREE. Mail postal today.
Free book shows how the Minnetonna
pays you $30 to $60 extra per cow
per year. Also shows how ^pu can
earn a Minnetonna free.

DaviB-Watklns Dairymen's Mfg. Co.

Dept. 62, 130 N. Wells St., Chicago

Kalamazoo
TILE Ar\d A • 1 A Awood allOS

"The World's Standard"

the result of over twenty-eight years
:

study and experience in silo con-
struction. They are easily

and quickly erected, and will

keep your silage in -perfect

condition indefinitely. The
famous Kalamazoo Galvan-
ized Steel Door Frames and
Continuous Doors used in
both kinds.
Write for Catalog. It illus-

trates and fully describes the
many exclusive features of
Kalamazoo Silos. You can buy
on easy terms if desired.
Kalamazoo Tank & Silo Co.

We guarantee that every subscriber will receive fair treatment
from advertisers. It therefore pays you to mention Farm and
Fireside in answering advertisements.

Helps YourHorses

-

SavesYouMoney
The horse is a vital factor in greater

farm production. To realize the best re-

sults he must be kept one hundred per

certt fit.

STUFFED COLLAR PADS
Filled with our Special Composite Stuffing

are the only guarantee against bruised, galled

and chafed shoulders. They are better than
other kinds, being soft, springy and absorbent.
They also make possible the continued use of a horse
collar long after its worn condition would otherwise compel
its discontinuance.

NEW PATENTED HOOK ATTACHMENT
(Found Only on Pads Made by Us)

Consists of wire staple with felt washer. It gives .

hook a firmer hold and prevents pulling off, even
though fabric is weakened by long usage. Life of pad
is thus materially lengthened. This is the greatest im-
provement since we invented the hook. Ask your
dealer for Tapatco Booklet.

THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS MAKING PADS
Look for the Felt Washer

SOLD BY DEALERS EVERYWHERE
The American Pad & Textile Company, Greenfield, Ohio

Canadian Branch: Chatham, Ontario
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DELCO LIGHT
Specifiedand usedJtty
the l/.S.Army andNavy
t/ieI?edCrossandtheYM.C.A.

C^Jie Complete
e/ectr-Ic figJh t
andpower*plan t

Delco-Light was selected by the U. S. Government to furnish electricity for

light and power, in places and under conditions where the utmost depend-

ability was necessary.

More than four thousand Delco-Light plants were delivered for war work.

They were used to supply electric light in camps, storehouses, hospitals,

Y. M. C. A. huts, airplane hangars, sub-chasers, and other branches

of the service.

In Red Cross hospitals at the front, Delco-Light operated life-saving

X-Ray apparatus.

Delco-Light was specified by the Government because it is dependable,

efficient, simple to operate,—requires little attention, and because it is

AIR-COOLED.

The result of Government tests and the satisfactory use of Delco-Light

on over 60,000 farms are your assurance that Delco-Light will give you
the same dependable service.

It betters living conditions,—increases farm efficiency, and soon pays for

itself in time and labor saved.

THE DOMESTIC ENGINEERING CO., Dayton, Ohio, U. S. A.

Makers of DELCO-LIGHT Products

. _ \ as a
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DELCOLIGffTisincreasingefficiencyonmoreMan60,000farms
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Walteb Kalet

You, Too, Can Earn
$250.22 Monthly!

You can do it because it is being donenow—everymonth

—

by the two young men whose photos we show. You don't

have to be unusually well educated, gifted or clever

—

you need, instead, gumption, grit and belief in yourself. Harvey Kalet

THE two young men, whose pictures appear herewith, are examples of what you, too, can do, if you
will simply make the start. Their names are Walter and Harvey Kaley. They are brothers. Only a

comparatively short time ago they were both engaged in an entirely different line of work— routine,

mechanical work that did not pay them a suitable income. Naturally, they became dissatisfied, because
they were normal young men, who wanted to "get ahead"— to be somebody. Walter was the first to

investigate our proposition and was so convinced of its opportunities that he also induced his brother

Harvey to take up the work. They are each now drawing more than $250.00 a month.

Investigate NOW—Use the Coupon!
We are increasing our sales force. We have several openings right
now that offer splendid opportunities to young men of energy and
perseverance.

It will place you under no obligation to investigate our unusual,
money-making proposition. It may be the turning point in your
life—the beginning of a brighter, more prosperous future.

If you are now earning less than $250.00 a month, sign your name
to the attached coupon, clip it, and mail TO-DAY.

Farm and Fireside
Country Salesmen Division SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Country Salesmen Division,

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

Please tell me, without obligation, how I can earn $250.00

monthly.

Name „

Post Office.

Our Double Corncrib
By A. L. Roat

WE HAD considerable annoyance with
the old-style corncrib on our farm, so

we decided to build a more efficient affair.

After due consideration we selected the
style shown in the picture of the double
crib.

This is set on concrete pillars which are
four feet under ground and three feet above
the surface. The crib is just off the edge of

the lane outside the barn. It is built of

wood and lined completely inside with wire
mesh to keep out rats and mice. A door at
each end of the crib opens on the drive-
way between the cribs, and there are twa
trap. doors convenient for filling.

The driveway between the cribs is con-
creted, and the hay wagon and spreader
are stored there when convenient. We cat

flU it

A lining of wire mesh keeps the rats

out of this crib

store two loads of corn in the driveway
when it is too late in the day to unload. A
sliding door closes each end.
The corn has remained in excellent con-

dition in the cribs the two seasons since it

was finished. The floor of the crib is thret
feet above the surface of the driveway,
thus enabling air to get to all sides of the
corn.

State..

Little Heat Savers
By F. M. Williams

V[0 MATTER how well a house is built

lM the window sashes become loose anf
the exterior doors shrink in time. The
joints around the sashes and the doors be-

come wider for the cold winds to blow
through, and you wonder why you cannot
heat your home successfully.

The openings should have weather
strips if you expect to get the best resulti

from the heating plant. With that pre-

caution the fuel bill will be cut down per-

ceptibly, and you will have the comfort ot

a well-heated house.
There are patented metal weather stripi

made—the kind that are mortised into the,

sashes or the frames. Those are more ex-

pensive than the others because they are

covered by patents and require an experi-

enced carpenter to fit them. But they are

excellent both for wear and efficiency. Yob
are not compelled to replace them, as if

necessary with the cheaper kind.

Laundry Conveniences
By W. F. Mills

EACH house should be equipped with s
laundry. It is a necessary acquistioB

to a modern house, and cuts down the
drudgery of the unpleasant side of house-
keeping to a great degree. The tubs should
be stationary and supplied with hot and
cold soft water. For rinsing the clothes

one tub must have a supply faucet with
cold hard water. Otherwise the capacity

of the cistern will be taxed for cold rain

water.
The floor should be cement, and that is

where care must be used to guard against
rheumatism caused by dampness in the

ground.
Build a platform of joists and flooring

six inches high and large enough in area to

hold the tubs and the person who works
there. The feet, most of the time, will not
touch the cement, as there will be an air

space between the two levels.

J
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/For 1919 Galloway is making greater offers than
• ever before. With the war over and Peace here,
/ the American farmer must feed the world. My low,
I direct to you factory prices on highest grade im-
I plements give you wholesale savings. Don't pay
two and three prices for your farm machinery.

BUY DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY
Get your implements straight from Galloway's

i factories. I cat out all waste and lost prices by
l selling direct. One million satisfied customers
luse Galloway implements and save big money.
\ You can do the same. Write today for Galloway's
11919 book. _

feWl919MODEI

SEPARATORS
1919 model is ready. Have

the latest and best improvements. I

Over three hundred thousand in use. I
Thousands sold annually. Each one I

sells from one to a dozen more. I

Is closer skimming, easier cleaned I
and more sanitary than any other!
separator built. All parts run in I
constant spray of oil. No sharp I

edges to break up globules. Four!
good sizes. 375 lbs.—500 lbs.—

f

750 lbs.-950 lbs.—at four low!

Latest
1919 Model

prices.

IThe best ever for 1919. Has 11 great
I exclusive spreader improvements that
I put the Galloway in a class by itself. Steel-
I beater, wide spreadingV-rake—automatic stop
1 —clean out push board—roller feed—chain drive
I—endless apron with force feed—cut under
1 front wheels, short turn—is extra light draft—
\ handles more manure for less cost on man,
I team, and pocket book thanany otherspreader
_» built.

Magneto TjFj»^

\qSTS?dJ&]
Galloway's 1919 new model engines are more \
lowerful, more economical than ever. 2% to 12

_i.P. Portable or stationary. Has valves in head,

'

no lost energy. Big bore, long stroke and heavy I
weight. Special built-in magneto supplies blue hot I
spark, needs no batteries. Easily started, no crank-

1

Ing, cylinder and water pot frostproof. Burns any
fuel. Heavy or light work models for the lightest
to the heaviest, toughest job on your farm.

BOOK FREE—Write Today!
Get your copy of Gal-
loway's money saving
book for 1919. Buy <

all your farm supplies
|

at wholesale— di-
rect from Gallo-
way's factories.
Use this book
as your buying
guide. We ship
from our im-
mense factories at
Waterloo or big ware-
house stocks in Chicago, 1

Kansas City, Council
Bluffs, St. Paul and Winnipeg. Write today to

William Galloway Company.
397 Galloway Station, WATERLOO, IOWA.

GARDEN, FRUIT, FLOWER, HOME GROUND & FARM
books—Descriptive Catalog of the 600 best books cov-
ering these activities—just out. Mailed lor 3c. stamp.
A. T. De La Make Co., Inc., 438J West 37th St., New York

HAY
PRESS
40 styles and sizes

]
for every purpose. I

Catalog free.
COLLINS PLOW COMPANY

110 Hampshire St., Quincy, III. I

NEWEST MILITARY RIFLE

1000
Shot Steel
Air
Rifle!

» HAMILTON 22
_S^n Cal. Hunting

give choice of x. B I s? sr
Six Guns (on four 1* I r u t

*eaBT plana) for selling par Without
Maclo Healing WAV-O-LENA at ^fi>- mimwH

26c Boi . WE TRUST YOU. Order
six boxes today—we Bend promptly
prepaid. Eaay to «ell—the bealintr o
int needed in every home. Sell

.je. return money, chooelnB yoar Gun
according to flome one of the plans shown

new premium lint. 200 other sifts. Big commission
f preferred. E«tre Gift for promptness. Order rods

vetiy Supply Co., In 233. Monongahela.F

Cott

When Frost and Wind
Get Fooled

By Florence L. Clark

FOR eight years R. M. Maxam has been
growing cabbage and truck crops away

up in North Dakota near the Canadian
border in a wind-swept prairie country.
So strong is the wind at times in that
locality that where no windbreak has
been provided the leaves are whipped and
broken from cabbage and other brittle

growing plants. But by making a study
of varieties and cultural requirements, Mr.
Maxam is now able to be reasonably sure
of good crops of most staple truck and
garden crops—even muskmelons—com-
monly grown in latitudes much farther
south.

Trees and shrubbery do not grow as
rapidly in the northern climates as they do
farther south, so, to prevent wind damage
to the more delicate garden crops, he plants
strips of corn with truck crops between,
until his windbreak hedges and groves are
large enough to answer that purpose.

From Well-Driller to

Governor
By 0. W. Coursey

WHEN executive duties pall upon
Governor Peter Norbeck of South

Dakota, he gets out his drilling outfit and
sinks another oil well—and the governor is

great on striking oil.

Mr. Norbeck drilled his way to the gov-
ernor's chair. He was born in South Dakota
in 1870. It was a territory then, and the
state is proud that, although it isn't thirty
years old yet, it has at its head a man born
within its own borders.

Governor Norbeck grew up on a farm,
and the days he passed in school were few
and far between. When he was twenty-five
the great oil basin of South Dakota was
discovered; and, although Peter Norbeck
hadn't a cent of capital, he decided to quit
the farm and go into the well-drilling busi-

ness. He and his partner, Erickson, bought
an outfit, and Norbeck borrowed the $130
with which to pay his half.

Money was scarce and the partners took
a harness in part payment for one well, a
wagon for another, and a leam of horses for

a third.

In this way they secured the power to
move their outfit about the country with-
out depending on the farmers. They
bought a second rig and put another crew

at work. Erickson dropped out, and a man
named Nicholson took his place.

The partnership has lasted twenty-one
years, and the firm has had as many as 52
drills running at one time. Recently Gov-
ernor Norbeck and his partner sold one
tract on which they had struck a "gusher"
for $640,000, so war-time prices need not
make South Dakota's governor look as-

kance at his $3,000 salary.

They tried out Mr. Norbeck in the state

senate and on the lieutenant-governor's
job before making him boss of the State

—

which he is said to manage as efficiently as
he does the business of drilling wells.
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Meets All Your
Roofing Needs
Every building on your farm can be
covered with S-P-C Roofings. The
five different S-P-C brands are made
especially to meet«//your roofingneeds.

It makes no difference "whether you
are considering roofing for residence,
barn, corn crib, or chicken house.
Some S-P-C brand will suit you from
all standpoints—;finish, quality andprice.

S-P-C Roofings
are made by the Standard Paint Com-
pany, the pioneer manufacturer ofready

roofing. Experience gained through
more than a quarter of a century is back
of every roll. .That is why each of the

five S-P-C brands is the best that can
be bought at the price.

These brands areImp,Cronolite,Zylex,
Starex and Slatex (slate surfaced shingles

and roll). They vary in finish and price.

Tell your dealer the kind of building on
which the roofing is to be used and the

price you wish to pay. He will show
you the brand that meets your ideas.

Or, if you prefer, he will show you
samples of all five brands and you can
take your pick.

Remember that the S-P-C circle ttade-marit

shown below appears on every roll of S-P-C
roofing and on the cover of the sample books.
It is a good guide to follow when looking-

for ready roofing.

The Standard Paint Company
Chicago

ef?

New York

Makers of

Boston

RU-BER-OID ROOFING I

dm:

sypj

Can't Puncture
Can't Blow Out

Piers of live, elastic rubber
lu£3 built about one inch apart inside

j§3 the casing and vulcanized or
l]£0 welded to it take the place of an inner
6? tube. Nothing can happen but wear.
30 x 3 and 30 x 3% sizes only—Ford Sizes. More
than 50,000 cars equipped with them in 6 years.

R i a IMAn Av *n becoming our exclusiveU,S muue J dealer in your county. Tire
experience unnecessary. Write today for terms.

Dept. F. F., The Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co., Dayton, 0.

iTPAYSBIG J^ooV
Warm water once a day for the cows will show
surprising results in the milk pail. Poultry

MUST have warm food if you want them to lay
in winter, when eggs are high. Hogs eat moro
warm food; it digests easier, resulting in more
rapid growth, large frames, covered with solid

meat. Have hot water for scalding; boil spray-
ing mix, render lard, boil sorghum
or sap, heat water for stock, for

wash day, preserve fruit, etc.

FARMERS' FAVORITE
Feed Cooker and Agricultural Boiler

For butchers, sugarmakera, poultry,-

men, stockmen, dairymen and fruit
growers. Portable; use indoors or
out, as boiler or stove. Burns
chunks, long sticks, cobs — any-
thing. Guaranteed.

Write for Folder and Prices

LEWIS MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. 200 Cortland, N. Y.
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Get Your Farm Home from
the Canadian Pacific

THE Canadian Pacific Railway offers a won-
derful opportunity to own a farm, achieve

independence and grow rich in Western Can-

ada. It offers you farm lands on the rich

prairies of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Al-

berta for eleven to thirty dollars an acre,

or irrigated land up to fifty dollars an acre.

Twenty Years to Pay
You pay down 10%. Then you have no payment on the
principal until the end of the fourth year; then fifteen

annual payments. Interest is 6%.

$2 ,000Loan totheFarmer
Loans are made to approved set-

tlers on irrigated farms—with no
security except the land itself

—

up to $2,000 in improvements.
You have twenty years to pay
back this loan at 6To interest.

Why This Offer Is Made
The Canadian Pacific is not a real

estate dealer, in the ordinary
meaning of the term. Its pros-

perity depends upon the prosper-

ity of the settlers along its lines

of railway. To get good settlers

and to make them keep prosper-

ous, it offers terms and assistance

which would otherwise be impos-

sible. And this oSer applies to

the wonderful prairie lands of
Alberta, Saskatchewan and Man-
itoba—the richest grain and stock
land in North America. 45 bush-
els of wheat, 100 bushels of oats

per acre, are frequently produced
on this land. Average crops ex-
ceed any average elsewhere in
America.

Lands Under Irrigation
In Southern Alberta the Canadian
Pacific Railway has developed the
largest individual irrigation un-
dertaking on the American conti-
nent. The irrigated lands are sold

on the same easy payment terms-
prices range up to $50 an acre.

The Canadian Pacific Rail-

way will not sell you a farm
until you have inspected it.

To make this easy, special

railway rates have been ar-

ranged. Write for particu-

lars and free illustrated

booklet.

M. E. THORNTON
Supt. of Colonization

Canadian Pacific Railway
902 First St. E. Calgary, Alberta

r
I M. E. THORNTON, Supt. of Colonization

I CANADIAN PACIFICRAILWAY
|

902 First St £., Calgary, Alberta

I would be interested in learning more
I about:

I Irrigation farming in Sunny Alberta.

| Q Farm opportunities in Alberta, Sas-
katcbewan and Manitoba.

D Special railway rates for borne
seekers.

Business and industrial opportuni-
ties in Western Canada.

I Town lots in growing Western towns.

J
My Name

I Address

I Town State

I

_

_ _-_

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M i I f I

M

8
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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1

1

1
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Positions for

Returned Soldier Boys
There will be some of the thousands of

soldier boys now daily receiving their

discharges from the Army and Navy, who,
because of changed business conditions,
will be unable to go back to their former
connections

—

others, who, because of

changed habits, ideals and ambitions, will

not want to.

We have openings in our Sales Organi-
zation in nearly every state that pay from
S35 to S75 weekly. These positions offer

an unusually free, outdoor life—a life you
can really enjoy as your work. Sales
experience desirable but not absolutely
necessary. In -replying give age, status
while in U. S. Service, and nature of
former business experience. Address

Manager Salesmen

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, O.

SUDAN GRASS
seed, Northern grown, free from
Johnson grass, 20c per lb., bags

free, postage, express or freight
extra. White Sweet Clover,

scarified, 30c. Alfalfa S8.00 per
bu. and up. Order early. Supply
short. Quality guaranteed satis-
factory.
Henry Field Shenandoah, Iowa

of Big Crop Secrets!
Gives amazing facts on Seed Selection!
Tells why olantinfr plump, clean grain
ADDS20rcTOCROPPROFlTS. Also tells
how to end costly "dockage evil." Sep-
arates oat from wheat. Write for book.

HATHAM andcleanIr
i Over 600,000 in use! Cleans, grades, eep-
| arates rankest mixtures of any grain or
grass seed, 50 to 100 bushels per hourl

Gas or hand power. Sold on SO days' free trial,

/ Take until next fall to pay. Or IO 1? off for cash. Write
' to nearest office for Free Book and Special Offer today.

Sanson Campbell & Sons Co., Dept. 287, Detroit, Mich
Branches: Minneapolis, Kansas City

It is to your interest to mention
Farm and Fireside in answering
advertisements.

SPARK
STR0NGES

LAST
LONGES
mm

RELIABLE
FARM POWER
Use Red Seal Dry Batteries
for Tractors, Farm Engines, Autos,
Telephones, Hand Lanterns, Etc.

Ask Your Dealer
Thousands of farmers will have no
other. A sure sign of GreatValue.
The Guarantee Protects You

' Bent tractor andFREE BOOK engnne owners.
Used in colleges and technical schools,
but written in "plain United States. '*

Sent FREE. Please mention dealer's
ame, and we'll also Bend yon our big
Electrical Catalog-. Write today.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
COMPANY, Inc.

130 S.Wells St., Chicago
New York St. Louis

San Francisco
Factories: Jersey-City
St. Louis, Ravenna, O.

Why Motor-Truck Hauling Pays
By H. H. Haynes

IN
THESE days of farm-labor shortage it

doesn't behoove any of us to scorn a
mechanical device that will even in part

take the place of a man. The motor truck
for farm hauling, according to a pains-
taking investigation by Frank Andrews of

the Department of Agriculture's Bureau of

Crop Estimate, has proved its right to be
placed in the agricultural sun.
Did you know that it is an established

fact that one man driving a five-ton truck
can haul more produce to market than
three teams, three wagons, and three men?
And it can cover three times the distance
that those three men with wagons can
cover in a given time.
Hence, we have the illuminating fact

that one man and one five-ton truck can
do the work of eight men, eight wagons,
and sixteen horses.

Figure up, just for fun, how much eight
men, eight wagons, and sixteen horses
would cost you over a period of a year,
then figure the cost of one man and one
five-ton truck, including the purchase price

of the truck, and see how long it would take
truck and man to pay for themselves. And
don't forget that there are trucks as light

as one-ton for the smaller farmer who
wouldn't use so many men, horses and
wagons on his farm.

Mr. Andrews' figures are based on re-

ports from every section of the country,

Of the 1,473 county reports which were
received, Andrews tells us that 898 men-
tioned motor trucks being used in hauling
from farm to shipping points. In a large
fraction of these counties, motor-truck
service was just coming into use in hauling
produce from the farm. There were many
reports of use for light traffic, such as
poultry, eggs, and vegetables.
Two reporters claimed the truck to be a

necessity in their localities to fruit-growing
on a commercial scale, on account of the
long time required for wagon trips and the
scarcity of farm labor. In many States
hogs were hauled preferably in motor trucks
on account of the relatively small amount
of shrinkage compared with hauling in

wagons. Some counties reported hogs
hauled exclusively in motor trucks, al-

though these vehicles had not yet come
into general use for hauling grain or other
products.
Thousands of individual motor trucks

engaged in intercity hauling are dupli-

cating, in time and tonnage, the work done
by a corresponding number of freight cars.

A railroad train of 90 cars will haul no
more merchandise than a caravan of 90

trucks.
The average freight car travels but

20 miles a day, and a motor truck will

travel 100 miles in the same time. The
average cpacity of a freight car is 75 tons.

This man with his five-ton truck can do the work of eight men, eight wagons, and

sixteen horses. Who says a motor truck isn't economical?

and for all sorts of hauling, and include

not only the trip to town with the load of

grain, produce, or stock, but also the return

trip, which may be turned into profit by
bringing back supplies necessary to the

ordinary farm operations.

"The estimated cost for hauling in

wagons from farm to shipping points,"

says Andrews, "averaged in 1918 about 30

cents per ton mile for wheat, 33 cents for

corn, and 48 cents for cotton; for doing the

same hauling in motor trucks or by trac-

tors the averages are 15 cents for wheat
or corn, and 18 cents per ton mile for cot-

ton.
"While most of the hauling from farms is

done by the farmers themselves, these

estimated costs are based largely on the

usual charges in the various counties for

hiring team and wagon or for motor truck

by the day."
Andrews also says that motor-truck

hauls in 1918, from farm to shipping point,

averaged 11.3 miles, while wagon hauls

averaged 9 miles. The motor truck made
3.4 round trips per day over its longer

route, while the wagons made but 1.2 round
trips over the 9-mile distance. If the

trucks carried no more at one load than

the wagons, the increased number of trips

alone would place them in the lead. But
the fact is, taking wheat for example, that

the average wagonload was 56 bushels,

while that of the motor truck was 84

bushels. Ear corn shows the same in-

creased capacity in favor of the truck, the

wagon hauling 39 bushels, with the motor
truck averaging 58 bushels.

and while a five-ton truck carries but one
fifth of the load of the railroad car, it

travels five times as fast, thus equalizing

the freight car's performance.
Extensive plans are being made to assist

the farmer to haul his crop to market or t«

a central station, saving his time for work
on the farm.

Several thousand motor-trucks are now
on rural express duty, but to encourage
additonal operators to enter this unlimited

field return bureaus are being established

in hundreds of communities. By telephon-

ing the bureau in his community the farmer

may leave word for returning trucks to

pick up implements or supplies, thus sav-

ing him the time and expense of a trip to

town.
The idea of the rural motor-truck service

is to accommodate the farmer who if

unable to buy a truck of his own. It will

serve to bridge the gap until he can afford

private ownership.
It is a question whether the "trucks are

bringing the good roads, or the good roads

bringing the trucks; but, whichever may
be the case, the two are inseparable. The
truck cannot compete with the team and

wagon on a bad road, just as it is impossible

for the wagon to try to keep up with the

truck on a good road. A good road is one

that will permit truck and motor traffic th

year round, and not for certain mont.

If you live on a good, hard-surfac

road, look closely into the motor truck'

economy for hauling purposes. It will pay

you well.
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The Mystery at Glen Cove
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14]

fhe here before—it occurred?" I asked.

| "I thought of that, and I asked Mrs.

Debrett. Two weeks."
. "And before that?"
I "He came from Boston."
"Who was he with?"
"The Meltons."
A thought flashed over me, rather star-

tling in the inference which might be drawn
from it.

"The Fall River Meltons?"
Steele nodded.
"You know who they are?"
"Only socially."

"Not commercially?"
"No."
"Well, they're boat builders. And it's

not generally known, but they're building

submarines."
\. Steele caught the idea at once. A long

whistle escaped him.
"By George, the thing squares up! The

Meltons, I happen to know, got him from
Bar Harbor. He was with Admiral Barron
all last summer. You know—the construc-

tor." A thought seemed to strike him. "I
know the admiral's nephew, Billy Rutledge.

He has a place over at Westchester. I

think I'll ring him up."
All his indolence gone in the new excite-

ment of the chase, he leaped to his feet and
went into the house. I remained moodily
staring at the dancing waters of the Sound.

It had been a very hard night for me, and
I was content for the moment merely to

drowse.
But my repose was brief. Out of the tail

of my eye I caught a quick movement in

the room to one side of me.
I turned around quickly. I ,could see

nothing. But it was impossible to deny
that I had seen something. Both of the

Debretts were out, I knew. It might, of

course, be a servant. I rose quietly and
slipped into the room. It was empty. I

heard a faint footfall on the stairs, followed

by the sound of a creaking board on the

floor above.

I
COULD hear Steele, in the telephone

closet of tragic memory, trying to get his

tonnection. As noiselessly as I could I

crept up stairs, pausing at intervals to

listen.

Then, just before I reached the top, I

heard a kind of faint metallic squeak. It

was some seconds before it dawned upon
me what it was. I raised my head to be

certain. The* sound came from the receiver

of an extension telephone in the hall on the

-second floor. With the receiver at his ear,

»nd a look of furtive intentness on his

blank features, sat Toguchi, the butler.

I stole down the stairs and hurried to

Steele. I met him as he was coming out

of the booth.
: "Did you get him?" I inquired in a

clear, loud tone, which could not but be

heard up-stairs.

"No—out of town."
"Too bad," I said regretfully. "I've

leen wanting to have that match with

Billy for a long time."
. Steele stared at me blankly. But at my

vociferous winks he took his cue and joined

in helpfully.

"He's a wonder with his irons, isn't he?

I'd give a good deal myself to get in a few
holes with him. I wonder where he's

gone?"
Still chatting about our mythical golf

match with Mr. Rutledge, we strolled out
on to the varanda and, at my suggestion,

continued across the lawn. One can only
be safe from eavesdropping where he can
see for fifty yards in all directions.

Briefly I recounted to Steele what I had
discovered. To my surprise he grinned
broadly.

"As a detective, Jimmy," he said amus-
edly, "you're surely a humdinger. But
as a judge of intelligence you're—you're
insulting."

"Would you be good enough to ex-
plain?" I asked stiffly.

"My dear fellow, do you really suppose
I intended to spill all I thought into that
telephone? Don't you know that the tele-

phone is the poorest keeper of secrets
known to man? Why, I was going into an
elaborate yarn about some bonds I wanted
to realize on, ending with a purely matter-
of-fact request for an appointment down-
town. I had no definite suspicions, to be
sure, but I don't take chances when I
don't have to."
"Oh," I muttered, having nothing bet-

ter with which to cover my humiliation.
"Still," he went on, "your information

certainly crystallizes a suspicion. Our
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 53]
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Country Hide Packer Hide

Good hides make your cattle

worth more money
Leather tanners are very careful about

the hides they buy.

They want hides that are as nearly
perfect as possible — hides that are

.

without cuts and scores, and that are
properly cured.

There are two classes of hides on the
market

—
"country hides" and "packer

hides."

Country hides are. those taken off by
small butchers and farmers. Packer
hides are those taken off by the packers.

* * *

To take a hide off correctly is not easy.
Unless great skill is used the hide will

be marred by cuts and scores.

The packers have made a careful study
of hides. They have trained experts
who do nothing else but take them off.

Hence, packer hides have few cuts
and scores, and are uniformly and
properly cured.

Swift & Company sorts its cured hides
into grades- or classes, according to qual-

ity and to the purposes for which they
are best adapted.

Some country hides are good; others
are very poor.

They usually have cuts and scores and
are not cured so well. Some have also

begun to deteriorate because of being
held too long. Besides, they cannot be

graded so uniformly. In the same batch
there are both good and poor hides.

Because of this superiority of packer
hides, tanners pay from two to five cents
a pound more for them. If country
hides were as good, tanners would gladly

pay an equal price.

This increased value of packer hides
means that you get for your cattle from
$1 to $3 or more per head, additional.

Swift&Company does not deal in coun-
try hides at all, and has no interest in

their purchase or sale. It is the hide
dealers and tanners who notice the differ-

ence in quality, and pay accordingly.

Swift & Company uses skill in taking
off hides, not because it wants to see
country hides bring lower prices—but
because it is part of its policy to produce
articles of the highest quality.

* * *

This is only one way the packer has
increased the value of your cattle. Many
other by-products have been improved
in a similar way.

Swift & Company is constantly on the
lookout for new ways to improve the
value of its products, and hence to make
your cattle worth more money to you.

When Swift & Company says that its

profit on beef averages y£ of a cent a
pound, this includes the profit from the
sale of hides.

Swift & Company, U.S.A.
A nation-wide organization owned by more than 23,000 stockholders
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gft^DoYourOwi.
Book t. ConcreteWbrk
FREE!
Book

on
MIXERS

!

Postal

Gits It

fYou can make your own con-
' Crete feeding floors, water tanks,
troughs, and fence posts with
idle hands on muddy days and
save a lot of money with a

SHELDON
Concrete Mixer
Joeswork equal to$300 mixers

—yet costs only a frac-
tion. All modern fea-
tures. Fully guaranteed,

i Write for catalog now.

'Sheldon Mfg. Co.
Box 416, Nehawka

Nebraska

Dill I CI1 IEDCEV PATTI C Breeders' names, sale dates
rULLCU JCnOCI uAIILC and other information.
Chas. S. Hatfield, Sec'y, Box 59, Route 4, Springfield, Ohio

HIGH GRADE HOLSTEIN CALVES, either sex. $20 and
$25 each. Everything in registered Holsteins.

F. H. Wood, Dept. A, Cortland, N. Y.

Sent on Trial
Upwai^ JhrieUCO/n, Cream

SEPARATOR
Thousands in Use giving splendid satis-

faction justifies inves-
tigating our wonderful offer: a brand new, well made,
easy running, easily cleaned, perfeot skimming separator
only $19.95. Skims warm or cold milk closely. Makes
thick or thin eream. Different from picture, which illustrates

our low priced, large capacity machines. Bowl is a sanitary
marvel and embodies all our latest improvements. Our Absolute Guarantee Protects
You. Besides wonderfully low prices and generous trial terms, our offer includes our

—

Easy Monthly Payment Plan
Whether dairy is large or small, do not fail to get our great offer. Our richly illustrated cat-
alog, sent free on request, Is a most complete, elaborate and interesting book on cream separators.
Western orders filled from Western points. Write today for catalog and see our big money
saving proposition.

American Separator Co., Box 1058, Bainbridge, N. Y.
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A Speedyfinish-Strongfiames
-SolidFlesh

When Fed
^ On

100

--rng
LBS. NET 5

: ^ PEORIA. ILL.

SUCRENE
HOG MEAL

4
S PROTEIN
*3. FAT

-'*! FiSRt

9
BMI.'.i'
4MX
MDOX 3»

CANE MOLASSES.Al/AlfA K£AL l3
^, CO0«r££DM£»L.S0LUSL£ 3H
|S, 8LOO0 FlOuU PEANUT MEAL. £3
^J COCCANUT MEAL. UNSEED MEAL, £3GERM OIL MEAL CALCIUM V?

CAoeoNATt«-»A uTTLt salt £
eggs

PATt-.*UTTLCSALT Wj

, HOG MEAL
Palatability, variety, easy digestibility are

Ujb outstanding qualities which make Sucrene Hog
Meal the most perfect feed for growing and fatten,
ing hogs—producing a quick finish of quality pork
at a substantial saving in feed cost.

Danger of set-backs or disease is reduced to
a minimum because the Blood Flour and Cane
Molasses in Sucrene Hog Meal promote health.

Loss from break-downs or shrinkage is re-
duced or eliminated because Sucrene fed hogs are
strongly and solidly built.

You can count on the highest market price
for Sucrene fed hogs, because they have well-devel-
oped hams, backs and shoulders, their flesh is firm Get This Free Book
with right proportions of fat and lean. On care and scientific

Your Fall or Spring Pigs Should Weigh Kbf.0
intSnatl»„

h
.

0
f„
s
:

200 to 250 Pounds in Six Months ffiSSKKr.
te 8aeMMful

Sucrene Hog Meal has established the record of rapid hog
gain9—an average of nearly 3 pounds per day. Its guaran-
teed 1 8% protein, 4% fat and 46% carbohydrates—68 pounds
of body-building nutrient to every sack—with necessary ash
or mineral matter, nourish the animal completely at every
stage of development.

NO CORN OR TANKAGE NEEDED when feeding
Sucrene Hog Meal. It's a complete ration—produces pork
cheaper, faster, better than corn. Feed it dry or slopped, j My dealer's name.
Order a 1 00-Ib. sack from your dealer now, to avoid trans-

portation delays later. If he can not supply you write us. Hie
coupon or a post card brings you Illustrated Literature on care
and feeding of live stock and poultry. It's free; write for it.

Please sendme illustrated literature
on feeds checked below. (32)

SUCRENE DAIRY FEED
SUCRENE CALF MEAL
SUCRENE HOG MEAL
SUCRENE POULTRY HASH
AMCO FAT MAKER FOR STEERS
AMCO DAIRY FEED (26% protein)

t ]

C 1

[j
[ )

American Milling Co., Dept. 32, Peoria, III.

i Sucrene Feed* for All Live Stock and Poultry--18 Years the Standard)

P.o

My name

.

P.O

.State..

.State..

FARM FENCE FAMINE!
If you will need fence next spring and know where

you can buy, DO IT NOW, even if you have to borrow
the money. Don't wait for the price to come
down nor buy more than you will really need, for

many will have to go without. Reason for this prediction

explained in our "Fence Famine Bulletin." Free for the asking,

at all; you're welcome.

BOND STEEL POST CO., 42 Maumee St., ADRIAN, MICH.

DEATH TO HEAVES! mewtoh-slfcW> HEAVE, COUGH. DISTEMPER
AND INDIGESTION COMPOUND cures
Heaves by correcting the cause
—Indigestion. Prevents Colic,
Staggers, etc. Best Condi-
tloner and Worm Expeller.
26 years' sale. Three large
cans guaranteed to cure

Heaves or money refunded. The 1st or
2nd can often cures. S.60 and SI. 10 per can at dealers'
or prepaid by parcel post. Booklet free.

THE NEWTON REMEDY COMPANY, Toledo, Ohio

The farmer's old reliable treat-
I ment for Lump Jaw in cattle

I Fleming's Actinoform
I Sold for $2.50 a bottle under a positive

I

Lump Jaw

guarantee since 1896— your money re-Wfunded if it fails, write today for
FLEMING'S VEST-POCKET VETERINARY ADVISER
A book of 197 pages and 67 illustrations. It is FREE.
FLEMING BROS., Chemists,258 Union Slock Yards, Chicago

02\
DOWN and
One Year
To Pay

fofanySize—Direct from Factory
You can now get one of these splendid money-making. labor-
saving machines on a plan whereby it will earn its own cost and
more before you pay. You won't feel the cost at all.

flew BUTTERFLY Separator
0, -f\ gftx No. 2V2 Junior— a light-running, easy.
"J cleaning, close-skimming, durable, fully;V J^L f\ guaranteed separator. Skims 120 quarts IIJ1J per hour. We also make four other sizes

up to our big 800 lb. capacity machine^
shown here— all sold at similar low prices and on our
liberal terms of only $2 down and a year to pay.

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL ! i
u
tf®3S2°

Against Defects In Material and Workmanship
Yon can have 30 days' free trial and Bee for yourself how easily one of
these splendid machines will earn its own cost and more before yon pay.
Try it alongside of any separator you wish. Keep it if pleased. If not,
you can return it at our expense and we will refund your *2 deposit and
pay the freight charges both ways. Yon won't be out one penny. Yon
take no risk. Postal brings Free Catalog Folder and direct-from-factory
offer. Buy from the manufacturers and save money. Write TODAY.
ALBAUGH-D0VER COMPANY, 2139 Marshall Blvd., Chicago, III.

EASY
TO

CLEAN

Turning Cold into Gold
By H. H. Haynes

DID you ever hear your friends in town
complain of their dairyman's deliver-

ing them sour milk? When you took your
cream to the creamery, did the butter-
maker ever tell you he couldn't use it?

Does your wife have trouble keeping the
food fresh and the butter from running all

over the table during the hot summer
months?

I'll wager all these things happen to a
lot of us every summer, when really there
is no necessity for it, and the answer is ice

—

just plain, old-fashioned, cold, hard ice.

People who are always trying to get some-
thing for nothing seldom make out very
well, but ice is something that comes pretty
near being in their class. The labor re-
quired to put it up comes at a time when
the regular farm work is slack, and the
building needed to house it costs compara-
tively little, and lasts for a long time. The
saving it effects in perishable products pays
the cost of harvesting and storing many
times over.

It has been estimated that natural ice

can be harvested on farms where over 85
per cent of our milk and cream is produced-
Think what it would mean if every one of
those farms had the means to cool the milk
and cream properly, and to keep it in that
condition until it reached the creamery or
whole-milk consumer. One creamery in a
certain locality returned this last year over
$2,600 worth of milk and cream to farmers.
In another case- one milk plant received
nearly 50,000 gallons of sour milk in one
year.
The cost of labor and tools for the har-

vest is very small. By getting your neigh-
bors interested, some sort- of a community
"ice bee" could be organized, help ex-
changed, and the same set of tools used for
the entire neighborhood.
The size of the icehouse depends largely

on what you have to cool, and how much
there is of it. Where cream only is to be

What's on Your Mind?

WE WISH you would write to
us. We like to get letters. Most

of all we like to get letters telling us
what's going on in your mind. And
what you think of us, unvarnished.
Also what you'd like to think of us.

We're not here merely to amuse and
entertain you. We're here to help
you. We want to print things that
will swell not only your heart, but your
bank account. If we don't do that,
we're a failure.

So if you have a minute, just sit

down and let us know. Tell us the
problems you are up against. Give us
some idea of what you would like to see
talked about in these pages. Because, as
a matter of fact, you know, you are the
editors ofFARM AND FIRESIDE; we're
not. All it's up to us to do is to find

out what you want, then get the best
writers to write it for you, 'and the best
illustrators to illustrate it for you, and
the best of everything to put it before
you in a way that will be of some prac-

tical benefit to you.
The address is 381 Fourth Avenue,

New York City, and we're here every
day from 7 A. M. till Heaven knows
when. THE EDITOR.

cooled, one-half ton of ice per cow will be
sufficient. For cooling milk, allow one and
one-half tons for each cow. These quan-
tities ought to work out so that you would
have some left for household use. It is

better, however, to plan on putting up
some extra for the house, as it is a great
deal better to have too much than too
little. Figure, too, that there will be con-
siderable shrinkage, and allow for that
also.

Try and have the water supply as pure
as possible. Clear the stream or pond of

vegetable matter, otherwise it will be
frozen in the ice.

Many farmers find it practical to main-
tain permanent ice ponds, and are very
careful to protect them from every contam-
inating source, such as manure or barnyard
drainage. Pure ice is formed only from pure
water. Freezing does not destroy germs or

other impurities which the water may
contain.

The man who thinks in the winter about
what he will do in the summer is a wise
man, and this matter of ice is one good
case in point.

NATIONALrGIANTjr~_ PORTABLE
SMOKE HOUSE

Don't Sell

All Your Hogs
Save a few and be sure of good meat for your

own use when wanted. You can do it easily with
the National Giant Smoke House. This wonderful
Smoke House is portable, can be taken into base-
ment or kitchen and operated same as a stove—or
on the back porch, or in the yard—anywhere.
Operates on sawdust and cobs, and little hickory

bark for seasoning. Gives yon better, sweeter,
cneapermeat than you'veever had before. Hund-
redsin use all over U. S. , Canada.Cuba, S. America.

A 5-YEARS' SUCCESS
Positively the best way of Brooking hams, bacon,

sausages. Made in 3 sizes. Guaranteed.
After smoking: meats, use for Store

house. Absolutely bug and mite proof.
Keeps meat sweet all summer. Worth Its
price many times—for tliis feature alone.

GET FREE BOOK
Learn all about this wonderful

new way of smoking meat. Book
tells when to butcher, about stor-
age, how smoke house operates,
etc. Also gives prize-winning
recipes for caring Hams. Bacon,
Sausages at home. Write for
book , get low prices today, sure.

Portable Elevator Mfg. Co.
354 McClnn St. , Bloomington, 111.

ABSOR
• TdAHF MARK 0

BINE
T-iADE MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF

Will reduce Inflamed, Strained,
Swollen Tendons, Ligaments, or
Muscles. Stops the lameness and
pain from a Splint, Side Bone or
Bone Spavin. No blister, no hair
gone and horse can be used. $2.50
a bottle at druggists or delivered.

, _ Describe your case for special in-

structions and interesting horse Book 2 R Free.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F. 23 Temple St Spriagfeld, Mass.

IT'S AT YOUR OWN RISK
that you permit your horses to be shod with
cheap inferior nails.

For safety, long holding, easy driving, the
experts have for years de-
clared in favor of The ,
Capewell horse nail. QfnaMsfnSnrlNot the cheapest regardless I -'V™'^Sur TRADI

J

of quality but the world's best
at a fair price.

HOW TO RAISE CHICKS
Just fresh from the Press—and free to

all who send for it—a very valuable poultry

booklet, telling why ninety per cent of]

young chicks die, how to prevent this loss,i

the secret of successful poultry feeding,

many interesting items regarding the care

and management of poultry, poultry diseases,

their remedies and prevention. Write
fore edition is exhausted. Stock Yard:

Veterinary Laboratory, 1215 Laborato:

Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

THE K ing of Remedies

Lame
Quit the!;

draining ex- n

pense and cure I

our suffering, lame and idle horse,
[j

">on't hold back—we take all risk to

permanently cure mule, work horse or

$1 0,000 trotter of Ringbone, Thoropin
—SPAVIN or Shoulder, Knee, Ankle.

Hoof or Tendon disease.

Our FREE Save-The-Horse BOOK
tells the story. This remarkable, serv-

iceable book, which every horse owner
will value, sample of signed Guarantee

with other substantial references and

evidence are all sent FREE. They
prove what Save-The-Horse has done

for over 250,000 satisfied users. Save-

The-Horse is no cure-all but for diseases

causing lameness you can depend upon it. Horse works,

earning while being cured. Write at once.

TROY CHEMICAL CO., 359 Stale St., Binghamton, N. Y.

Druggists Everywhere sell Save-The-Horse with

CONTRACT, or we send by Parcel Post or Express paid.
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Save Enough
More Cream
to Pay for All

YourNew
Clothes

Clothes

cost real

money these

days.

And cream
sells for the

highest price

it ever
brought.

The Viking

Separator

—

and your

cows
l-will

make
you

enough extra cream money to

buy your new spring and summer
clothes. You can save more than

enough cream and cream profits

in one year (if your herd is 6

cows or more) to not only pay
for a VIKING—but also more
than pay' for all the new clothes you
need. Just investigate the FACTS
about the

41

1-

CKEAMJ
SEPARATORS

Over One Million!

in Use
Over 180,000 sold every year.

The closest-skimming, greatest

cream-saver ever devised by
man! Undoubtedly your dealer

has it in stock. All live dealers

are selling it. But—anyway,
send for the

2 FREE BOOKS
That Tell How to In-
crease Dairy Profits

These books are

simply fact-
packed vol-
umes. Both of

them will give

you proven
plans, methods
and new busi-

ness ideas. They
represent the NEW
ERA of big profits

for the dairy farmer
—the only type of
farmer who has not
been getting his rightful
profits. SEND FOR
THESE BOOKS. They are
written on your side of the A$T
profit question. JB9 Swedish

Send name and address on Jtjr ColilLanJ
the coupon or a postcard. Jffi Dept C K.

«r 507 S. Wells St.

Company Chiclg0
'
DL

Dept. C. K.

507 South
Wells St.

Chicago,

j^Tt, 1 want tnose Two Free
^Sr Books. Please send them

.

IfD? to me at your expense at
" once.

Why Butter Won't Gather
By R. B. Rushing

DIFFICULTY is often experienced in
making good butter in winter, and
especially when you are milking only

a few cows. Change of feed, temperature,
and methods of handling milk and cream
generally cause the trouble. There are
frequent complaints that the butter is

long in coming, or that it foams and swells
and won't come at all. Scarcely a farmers'
institute passes, where buttermaking is

discussed, that troubles along this line are
not brought up. A better understanding of
the principles of cream-ripening and
churning would help you to remedy these
difficulties.

In the first place, we now know that
cream is ripened and the flavor- is pro-
duced by the development in the cream of

certain bacteria. These bacteria enter
either by chance or by the addition of a
starter—that is, a small portion of cream
already containing them and kept for the
purpose from one churning to another. It

is not practical, if you are a farmer with
only a few cows, to bother with the com-
mercial starter. Much of the trouble
arises from the failure of these bacteria to
develop properly. Either the development
goes too far and the cream becomes too
sour, or it is not carried far enough.
Temperature and the length of time

the cream stands are the controlling fac-

tors in the process. Often the cream jar

is kept in the kitchen while the churning
is accumulating. This is a bad practice.
The warmth of the room favors the de-
velopment of the bacteria, and ripening
begins with the first cream put in. Then
subsequent additions are made with cream
in different stages of ripening.
The much better way is to keep the

you know makes good butter, and get a
pint or quart of ripened cream. Add this
to your cream; stir it well and frequently in
a warm temperature, and it ought to give
no trouble when you churn.

If it swells too much and will not come,
the cream is usually too cold. Be careful
in adding hot water. The better plan is

to try it with a thermometer before you
begin and have it right at first, then you
will not have this trouble.

Milk Without Grain
By C. W. Turner, Jr.

LAST fall several farmers were discussing
-i the problem of how to feed their cows

profitably with the present high prices of

all mill feeds. One man suggested, in a
joking way, that since we were having so
many wheatless and meatless days, we
could solve the feed problem by starting
grainless days for the dairy cows. They
were of the opinion that such a method
would result in milkless days. But that is

just what is happening in the herd of

Mathew Michels, a dairyman of Fond du
Lac County, Wisconsin. Every day is a
grainless day for his cows.
"Too many dairymen," said Mr. Mich-

els, "are still of the opinion that milk can-
not be produced without the use of expen-
sive feed. To raise all the feed needed for

dairying is entirely practical where alfalfa

can be grown. It has a feeding value equal
to wheat bran. So, in feeding, I supply the
protein in the form of alfalfa hay.

"After alfalfa hay, corn silage is the next
most important feed. It should be remem-

Four advanced registry cows that have made big yearly profits for their owner

cream at low temperature until the de-
sired amount is collected, and then remove
to a warm place and add the starter. The
cream will then soort begin to sour, then
to thicken; and when it has reached the
stage where it begins to separate from the
whey it is ready to churn, providing the
temperature is not too high.

If the cream has been kept cold while
gathering, the temperature for ripening
may be as high as 25 degrees. But be
careful not to set it so near the heat as to
overheat any part of the vessel, or you will

have a case of scalded butter, and you
know what that means. For security,

every buttermaker should have a dairy
thermometer; they cost only 25 or 50 cents.

After the cream is ripe, set it away to
cool down to the proper temperature. In
winter the best temperature for churning
is between 60 and 65 degrees, but experi-
ence alone will not tell you the best tem-
perature. The proper length of time for

winter churning is thirty to forty minutes.
Proceed with the churning until the gran-
ules of butter are about the size of wheat
grains. Draw off the buttermilk and put
in water four or five degrees warmer than
the butter, drain off, and repeat two or
three times. Press out the water, add the
salt, and set away a short time; then work
a second time, print and make into molds.
When the cream foams and becomes

frothy it is usually because it has been
kept too long and at too warm a tempera-
ture; or it may be that it needs a good
starter. In that case go to a creamery or
a neighbor who churns oftener, and who

bered that the variety of corn that gives
the largest yield of shelled corn will give
the best returns when fed as silage. Corn
with big stalks and little grain does not
make the silage wanted when feeding
without concentrates. Be sure that the
corn is fairly well matured before it"goes into
the silo."

The item of expense is not the only ob-
jection that Mr. Michels has to feeding of

concentrates. He points out that many
good cows are made poor or irregular breed-
ers by the feeding of an excess of grain.

Others, being overfed, contract various
diseases.

It will be of interest to give his system
of feeding: Alfalfa is fed the whole year.

It is fed in the evening even when the cows
are on pasture. Then silage is fed in the
morning as long as it lasts. When it is

gone the alfalfa is fed twice a day at the
time of milking. During the winter months
25 pounds of silage is fed in two feeds a day
with all the alfalfa hay they will eat, and
more, because practically all the horse hay
comes from the cows' mangers. A limit is

put on the amount of silage, because it was
found that when more than that amount
of silage was fed, the cows were not able to
eat enough hay to balance the ration.

"We have had very satisfactory returns,"
said Mr.Michels, in speaking of his method.
"For the past six years we have carried and
raised all our stock without grain or other
concentrates. Our cows and heifers in

milk have not averaged below $100, and
for the past year $159.60 per head for the
cream sold."

Don't feed valuable milk to
your calves. Sell it! You can put
your calves through to a healthy,
vigorous, early maturity on BLATCH-
FORD'S Calf Meal at less than half the
cost of using milk.

Good to the fast droo

Raise Your Calves on

Blatchford's
CALF MEAL
Blatchford's Calf Meal has been used
successfully by farmers and dairymen
in this country for over 38 years. It is

the original Calf Meal and the best.

Raise Your
Calves
Easily,

Success-1

fully and
Profitably

..me have ub«

& rlAVLE. Moot-

ezuraa. !»•

Calf-raising is made easy and profit-

able by the use of Blatchford's Calf
Meal. This is convincingly testified to

by the perfectly matured calves that
have been, and are now being raised on it

by thousands of farmers and dairyman.
These people are using it because they
have found it a complete milk substi-

tute, easy to feed and more economical
than milk.

Let Us Send You Our Booklet.

"How to Raise The Finest Calves on
Little or No Milk." Write for it today.

We Also Manufacture Blatchford's

Pig Meal "Fill the Basket"
Lamb Meal Egg Mash
Colt Meal "Bar-Nun"
Milk Mash Laying Mash
These products are the standard for quality,
simplicity in feeding, and for economy.

Go to Your Dealer, or
send the coupon below, or a postal
card.^for illustrated literature regarding any or
all of our products, also name of your nearest
dealer. Write today.

Blatchford Calf Meal Co.
In Business Over 118 Years

Dept. 4032 Waukegan, 111.

BLATCHFORD CALF MEAL CO.
Dept. 4032 Waukegan, III.

j

Please send me your literature on the following
Blatchford products (put a check before the
items you are interested in).

Pig Meal Lamb Meal Colt Meal
Milk Mash "Fill the Basket" Egg Mash
"Bar-Nun" Laying Mash Calf- Meal

Also give me the name of the dealer who handles
Blatchford's products in my neighborhood.

My name is -

Address

.

City .
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SALZER SEEDS
Every Seed a Live One—Our Motto
Examination of a Seed conveys no idea of its value or latent

possibilities. Frequently the finest appearing produce the
poorest crops.

Recognizing this, we have surrounded ourselves with every
possible safeguard that will improve, perfect, and produce the
Highest Possible Type of Seed. Salzer's Seeds are of a Proven
Constitutional Vigor and High Germinating Power.
We have the most modern, up-to-date mall order seed building in America,

fully equipped with the very latest and exacting seed cleaning machinery.

Combined with our many artificial and natural tests, we know that
Salzer's Seeds contain the real, strong, robust seed life necessary for the
Best Results.

EVERYTHING IN SEEDS
Large 164-Page Catalog Now Ready, 40 Pages of which are in

natural colors. A postcard will bring it.

Alfalfa—Timothy—Clover—Rape—Corn—Wheat—Oats—Barley—Rye—Flax—Billion Dollar Grass-
Sudan—Millet—Cane—Seed Potatoes—Vegetable and Flower Seeds.

JOHN A. SALZER SEED CO., Box 119, LaCrosse, Wis.

America's
Largest
Mail
Order
Seed
House

It's free. Send for your copy today. It
shows the most complete hue of small fruit plants,

all standard varieties, to be secured anywhere. Tells you
how to plant and grow them successfully. The leading standard

T

varieties of Strawberries, as well as everbearing Strawberries,
Raspberries, Blackberries, Currants, Grape Plants, are plainly described,
embellished with illustrations: real pictures of fruit grown from the leading

varieties—the kind that pay you to grow. There is money in growing small
35"^ fruits from Baldwin's healthy plants.

Baldwin's Peace Victory Berry Plants
Help feed the world the choicest of fruits. Nothing better than berries and small
fruits to preserve the health and maintain the happiness during these reconstruc-
tion days. Our plants are true to name. All free from diseases. All northern grown
on new rich ground, producing strong, healthy, large, heavily rooted plants. Mil-
lions of them, as good as ever were grown, offered our customers this ' —
year. We have had a wonderfully successful growing season.

Baldwin'sBerryPlants i^a^by ™?™ bi
m%,-

grower or prospective customer, large or small, should have our big1

, hand-
somely illustrated and thoroughly descriptive Berry Book. It contains valu-
able information, showing- how to plant and produce successfully delicious
fruit from Baldwin's Berry Plants. It explains how to have the earliest
berries in the Spring and the latest berries in the Fall, for home garden
or market purposes, for pleasore or for profit. Baldwin will show you
the way. Save a day. Write tonight.

O. A. D. BALDWIN
R. R. 23 Bridgman, Mich.

SAMPLES

|RecIaan*£4

SWEET 1
IrCLOVEBj

ks§1!^ Per Bui

Highest Quality—
Recleaned Seed— *

Government Tested.
OUR PRICES ARE SENSATIONALLY LOW

Guaranteed as represented, sold subject to Government or State test and your approval. We
want no customers to keep seed unless they are convinced they have~saved money and have a

decided bargain. That is the way we sell our seed. We leave it to you to decide and give you
30 days' time for testing. Don't pay two profits on Grass Seed. Write to headquarters
and get the best at right prices and save money. Write us today.

BEFORE YOU BUY SEEDS, GET OUR SAMPLES AND LOW PRICES
Have wonderful values. New recleaned Alfalfa, $9.00 perbu.; Timothy, $4.50
Clover, at low prices; Hulled White Sweet Clover, SI 2.00; Unhulled Sweet
Clover. 4.95; Alslke -Timothy mixed, $6.50; Clover and Tlmoth:
$7.60; and field and grass seed of all kinds at greatiy reduced
prices. You should investigate our prices. They mean dollars ^
to you. We are the largest growers and dealers in seeds selling- direct
to the farmer and can offer the biggest and best bargains. Our custo-
mers will testify to this fact. Get our big 116 page catalog and be
convinced. Write today for special prices and samples of seed you
wish to buy. It will mean money to you. All free. Write

A. A. BERRY SEED CO., Box 742 CLARINDA, IOWA

bERRv-

AT LOYVf
| PRICES |
|WHt*Forf
^Sample

Recleaned^

ALFALFA TiMOfnng
MIXED.

rnnorm

SavesYou Money \

ON PURE
Tested Guaranteed;

yEEDl

The Truth About the

Trenches
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7]

I landed on their bodies and then crawled
around, close to the wall, until I reached a
point where I could take a chance of get-
ting away in the darkness. Of the nineteen
men who tried to escape eleven were killed.

The other eight succeeded in reaching Fort
Tavannes, but most of them were wounded.
As soon as we got back to the contonment
an order came to support another division,

and I went in again. I had fifteen days
more in that sector, and during that time
we lost seventy-five per cent of our forces.

In the thirty days I was there I never
even had my shoes off. I never had enough
to eat. I never was dry or warm. And the
constant presence of death, the daily and
hourly killing and wounding of our com-
rades were, of course, the most terrible parf
of it all.

However, the real significance of that
experience was not in its discomfort or
danger, but in the consciousness of duty
attempted, of service performed, and of

sacrifice gladly made.
You do not pity the child who has

mastered his lesson, even through hard
work and self-denial. You know that his

achievement is worth the pains it has cost

him. The men in the armies in France,
children in the greater school of eternity,

have learned perhaps the most marvelous
lessons possible in this life. You may in-

deed pity them for the pain it has cost

them; but, surely, your pride and satis-

faction will transform and glorify that pity.

The Man With a Limp
[continued from page 21]

" I found myself in the front rank of the
crowd. The troops swung by, marching as
those marched in the parade of the other
day—loose-gaited, sometimes out of step,

guns at all angles, arms swinging, lines

waving and irregular. I saw a man smile
in the ranks. I even saw one wave his

hand at a woman who stood beside me

—

his mother, perhaps.
"I laughed to myself. 'They call these

soldiers
!

' I thought, while I thrust out my
chest and stalked along in the wake of the
crowd. 'They should see what real soldiers

are; they should come to Germany; they
should

—

'

"And there my thought seemed to die,

seemed to fade into nothing. I had, for

the instant, returned to Germany. In the
eye of my memory I saw Top-Sergeant
Ritter as I had last seen him in the custom
house at Berlioz; I saw him as he watched
the sufferings of Krantz; I saw the poor
Jew as he plunged through the window;
and the Kaiser, standing in the rain at
Hanau, wearing the Order of Merit, with
oak leaves.

" I looked about me, there on Broadway.
Everywhere were men who shambled
along, or dragged their feet, or carried one
shoulder higher than the other, or swung
one arm and not the other, or swung both
too far. There was every gait but a military
one. Men walked as it pleased them to
walk.

_
"I stood at the moment of my great de-

cision. I had no time to pick or to choose.
What I had to do I must do at once. With
a violent effort of will I bent my stiff

shoulders; with another I forced my right
foot to drag, and relaxed the stiffness of

my left hip. I moved my hat to the side
of my head, and whistled. So I walked.

"Then, indeed, was I free!"

Watch Your Seed This

Spring
By Earl Rogers

NO OTHER truck or garden crop have
I found to depend for its success more

on first-class seed than onions. Good
seed is of course the foundation of success
with all seeded crops, but when one is

growing onions almost exclusively for

his money crop, good seed is a vital

requirement.
In the first place, the onion seed must

be grown the year before it is used. It
is a gamble to use two-year-old seed.

Some of it will grow, but we can't depend
on getting a satisfactory stand. After
two years the chances are slim of getting
enough plants from even a double amount
of seed to pay for the cultivation of the
crop.

REEMAMIvGARDEN TRACTOR!. ^

SAVES MONEY AND BACKACHE

FOLDS LIKE A POCKET KNIFE. ONE MAN with the
FOLDING SAWING MACHINE saws down trees—saws any
kind of timber on any kind of ground. One man can saw mors
timber with it than two men in any other way, and do it easlor.
Send for free illustrated catalog No. D-12, showing Low Price
and latest improvements. In use 30 years. First ordergets agencM
Folding Sawing Machine Co., 161 West H3rrisonSt., Chicago,

M

VICK'S»c"f1£.iGUIDE Id

For 70 years the leading authority _ ™
on Vegetable, Flower and Farm For
Seeds, Plants and Bulbs. Better

JQJQ

Now
Ready tnan ever. Send for free com today.
JAMES VICK'S SONS Rochester, N. Y.

34 Stone Street The Flower City t

POWERFUL AIRGUN
AND 500 BUCK SHOTS

Big 31-inch lever-action rifle, fine walnut stock, free for

Belling 25 beautiful Pictures or 26 pkgs. Post Cards at 10c.

orto ,our cboio. 6ATK MFG. CO. DEPT. 520, CHICA60

S wmtTslobeON (0N
• Blr Money Making Crop. 11200.00 from
05ft aero ta what our customer Mra. Dorothy

jnafren made last season To help you do aa
well and to introduce to you oar Northern
"row

Srn
Li,*

J §«"• Crop" Seeds we will mail
you 250 seed of this most perfect White Onioo
"ijtour BIG 1919 GARDEN Pa pram earn eraND FARM GUIDE Ff9F KSend Postal Today oT t\ Km Ba)

CONDON BROS., SEEDSMEN
—_w Rock H»ar Valley Seed FansBOX ss ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS

?:

z

H

TELLS THE TRUTH
Olds' White Beauty is a new potato, now offi

for the first time. It is very productive, outyiel<

well-known standard sorts, smooth and handsi
and of very superior quality.

Write for Catalo.
describing and illustrating this and other varieties

Potatoes, Corn, Oats, Wheat, Barley, Speltz, Soy Beans,

Millet, Clover, Alfalfa. Timothy, Garden Seeds, Flower Seeds,

Bulbs, Plants, Tools, Etc.

ASK FOR FREE SAMPLES
High-Grade Field Seed*, showing purity and
germination tests. Mention those Interested in.

L. L. OLDS SEED CO. madIson, wis.
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' This is why it is unsafe to buy seed from
the grocer in small packets, as the seed is

sometimes two or more years old before

all the packets are sold out. City folks,

*who do not know a great deal about seed,

'often get fooled in this way, and then
wonder why their gardens amount to so

little.

I do not mean to say that all packet seeds

jiare bad. Far from that. But I do say that

|hey are not always fresh, and consequently
lack vitality.

I Whenever I can I like to buy seed direct

from large growers of seed. There are

Teliable men who advertise what they
liave, and a grower who takes a trade

journal can locate individual growers and
get prices and samples of the product
they have to offer. The specialist is

^particularly worth while in the onion
seed line. I like to buy of a grower who
makes just- one variety his hobby. There
is then less chance of getting mixed seed.

He is also more apt to have developed
that kind of stock just as much as he can,

which will naturally be to the buyer's ad-
vantage.
So far I have been unable to see much

difference in seed of different sizes.

Another thing I look after closely is the
testing of the seed. I try to have two or

three tests before planting. I make- at
least one myself, and have my experiment
station make one for me. I get the seed
early enough so I can do this with plenty
of time to spare. If germination tests

fall much below 95 per cent, I make a
kick and get better seed; or, if that is

not possible, I figure on planting enough
more to make up for poor germina-
tion.

Just once I have asked my money back
for seed that didn't show up well. The
germination tests only averaged 65 per
cent, so I sent to the seedsman the slip

that the experiment station returned to
me with the test marked, and the evidence
was convincing enough to get my money
returned.

It pays to find out something about
the seedsman you expect to deal with
before you take too much risk. I was able
for a few years to get seed of a grower
ibout 50 miles from home, arid I have
been on his farm several times while onion
aarvest was going on. I know that there
s care used in every operation, and his

seed always tests right. A few years ago
ne saved 1,200 bushels of onion bulbs for

j^eed that he could have taken $2.25 a
bushel for, and he might have used inferior

julbs for the next year's seed crop; but
le wasn't doing that kind of business.
[ like to do business with that kind of a
'rower.
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Dandelions as a Sash Crop
By F. J. Harrington

HPHE dandelion, dreaded by many as a
II lawn pest, is becoming an important crop
n some sections of the country,' and is

>roving profitable when forced under glass

or an early market. George T. Locke, a
regetable grower of New England, de-
rotes a thousand sashes to dandelions
ach season.
Some growers start the dandelions in

he open ground and transplant them to
he frames. Mr. Locke gets best results

>y sowing the seed where the plants are to
nature.
The seed is planted with a hand seeder

ti May. Usually two or three weeks
lapse before the plants come up. Even
hen they are difficult to distinguish for

everal weeks longer. When dandelions
re grown in the open ground it helps to
ow a few lettuce or radish seeds with them
s an aid to early cultivation. Mr. Locke
ows the plants about six inches apart,
nd the seed is covered not over a quarter
f an inch deep.
The secret of growing dandelions is in

:eeping the ground moist. Indeed, there
re very few vegetables which need a great-
r amount of water, especially during the
rst few weeks. This is especially true when
ather light, sandy soil is used for their
ulture.

When fall comes the frames are left

pen and the dandelions allowed to freeze
alidly. About New Year's the sashes are
ut in place and the steam is turned on.
a a few weeks the dandelions are ready
)r market. By the middle of February
ley often bring $1 to $2 a bushel, weigh-
lg about 13 pounds.
After the dandelion crop is off, a foot

f manure is placed in the beds, top soil

dded, and onion seed planted, the onions
eing set out when settled spring weather
rnies. This frees the frames for the plant-
ig of dandelions again in May.

safer..

\

'erfect
totato Plantin

One Seed-Piece and
OnlyOne inEvery Hill

Perfect Planting Pays the Profit! Cut out

the "perfect" and you cut out the "profit." The
first part of the crop goes to pay the cost of production;

consequently, the profit depends on that extra part of

the crop which perfect planting gives you. Perfect

planting, together with stabilized prices due to the new
dehydration plants and potato flour and starch mills,

will enable you to calculate your profits with certainty.

Save Seed! The Iron Age Potato Planter is

known as the 100 per cent planter because it

puts one seed-piece and only one in every hill. This
means a saving of $10 to $20 per day in seed alone. Loss
through puncturing and bruising is entirely avoided.

Save Time andLabor! The perfect planting
of the Iron Age means a tremendous saving of*

labor, time, fertilizer and insecticides, which would be
wasted on missing hills. Unplanted spaces in your rows
have to be worked over with plow, harrow, planter,
cultivator, weeder, sprayer and digger, and require fer-
tilizer and insecticides, just the same as if planted.
This loss must be avoided.

Uniform Spacing Makes Uniform Sizes!
The "always-correct" spacing of the Iron Age
Planter is necessary to obtain the largest percentage of
No. l's. Plants which are too close together produce
undersize potatoes while those too far apart produce
oversize potatoes.

There is only one planter that gives you this "personally-inspected" planting which saves your seed, your
time, your labor, your fertilizer, your insecticides, and the profit-part of your crop—the IRON AGE.

The IRON AGE Line include! Potato
Planters, Sprayers, Cultivators and
Diggers; Garden Seeders and Wheel
Hoes; Truckers' Variety Machines} 909 r\A~.n Cfvast
Horse Hoes; Hay Rakes,. Sulky Weed- 006 IViaUl Oire

Bateman M'fg Co.
In business S3 years

Co to the nearest dealer and ask him
to show you the IRON AGE Imple-
ment or tool you need. If he can't

ers; Cotton Planters- etc.

Orenloch N J show you an IRON AGE, write to us
' at once. We mill sendyou interestingCanadian Factory: j*'..

Bateman-Wilkinson Co., Ltd.. 38 Symington Ave.,Toronto,Can.
000,"eaIree-

IRONAGE
Sow the Best Seeds
Your Money Will Buy
Don't experiment with novel-
ties or untried sorts. America
must feed the world,andevery
acre must yield to the limit.

Our 1919 Seed Book
lists only standard, tested

StoresfrHtirrisonSeeds
grains, vegetable and flower
seeds, fruits and plants. 65
years of honorable business
juetlfyus in saying **no better
seeds are Bold, few are- as
good.** America's Largest
Departmental Nursery; 1200
Acres; 48 Greenhouses. Send
today for this free catalogue.

The STORRS & HARRISON Co., p^ik ou.

Thousands

of Kirstios J

Now in

Use!

World's
Largest

Makers of
Stump
Pullers!

Write

'

for
New
FREE

| Book!

Write
for

Special

.Agent's
^Offerl

r One Man Alone
Handles Biggest Stumps!
To prove the Kirstin is the most power*

fid. speedy and efficient Stump Puller, we
will ship you any size or style on 30 Days'
Free Trial.

b
Send no money. When Poller

. comes, try it on yourown stumps—give it

_ ^ . . _ every severe test—let it prove that it will
GO the faardeit work easier end Quicker. If satisfied, keep Puller. If not pleased,

retorn at our expense. 70a don't risk a peony. Four easy ways to pay..
'

Try If 30 Days Free

Send NoMoney

irsf ONE-MAN
Stump

Operates on wonderful leverage prin
ciple. One man alone handles and

operates. Just a few pounds on the handle means tons on the
stamp. When stump starts throw machine into high speed and out

I comes the stump, roots and all. Positively no other machine like it.

... Send for most valuable Stump Puller Boole ever published—pictures,
prices, terms—and our Special Arent'a Proposition—all FREE. Write
today. One-man style or HORSE POWER, all sizes. 3-year guarantee

30? with each machine. Shipment from nearest distributing point savea
time and freight! Low prices bow. Write for FREE BOOK. etc.. TODAYI
A. J. KIRSTIN CO., 2105 Lud Street, Escanaba, Michigan.

Quick Shipment
From:
Escanaba, Midi.

Atlanta, Ga.
Portland, Ore.
Soo, Canada
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IS
'GROW BUMPER CROPS!

BUCKBEE;S"Full of LIfe"SeedV
are of Highest Quality. None

better at any price. World Beating

Prize Winners at all County and State Fairs.

BUMPER CROP COLLECTION
Radish—Earliest of All, worth 15c Lettuce—Sensation, worth 15c
Oocumber—Table Queen, worth 15c Onion—Golden West, worth 15c
Celery—Long Keeper. worth 20c Tomato—Everbearing, worth 20c

This Collection of World Beaters worth $1.00.
Guaranteed to please. Write to-day; mention this paper.

OP lWr\ 1 A . to help pay postage and packing and re-

OHilN L/ i \JC ceive this valuable Bumper Crop Collec-
tion of Seeds, postpaid, together with our big, instructive, beautiful Seed and Plant Book
all about Buckbee's Famous "Full of Life" Seeds, Plants, Bulbs, etc.

H. W. BUCKBEE ROCKFO
F̂

E
l2
D
6
FARMS ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

Tells

plant

Write
Isbell Today'
For the big, new 1919 Seed Annual

that gives you such wonderful seed values.

All farm and garden products will bring high

prices this year. Get your full-share by plant-

ing the big-yielding, hardy varieties of

'As They GrJygJIl^jtr fun; Grows"

TRADE 9 MARK

Only pure, clean seed ever reaches an Isbell

customer. We guarantee
satisfaction in every ounce
or send your money back.
Read Catalog—send to-
day—it's FREE.

S. M. ISBELL & CO.

1158 Mechanic St.

Jackson, Mich.

Grand Trial Offer
$2. 00 Samples only 10c.

We will mail the following 23 Packets choicest
Fresh, Reliable Vegetable and Flower Seeds for 10c.

Money returned if not satisfactory.

BEET, Crosby's Egyptian, best, sweetest early sort.
CABBAGE, New Clory, early, sure header. Large.
CARROT, Perfect, Hall-long, best table sort.
CELERY, Brittle winter, best, crispest. Keeps well.
CUCUMBER, Emerald white Spine, great favorite.
LETTUCE, Cream Butter, tender, popular heads.
MUSKMELON, Sweetest Cem, best garden melon.
WATERMELON, Deposit Early, earliest, sweetest.
ONION, Prjzetaker, weight 3 lbs., 1000 bus. per acre.
PARSLEY, Triple Curled, best, most ornamental.
PARSNIP, Improved Guernsey, smooth, sweet.
RADISH, White Icicle, best, early, long, tender.
TOMATO, Greater Baltimore, best, large, smooth.
ASTERS, Show mixed. WAVES OF COLD, fine.
ALYSSUM, Little Cem. PINKS, 50 Grand Sorts.
COSMOS, Early Giant. POPPIES, Showy Sorts.
KOCHIA, Grand foliage. ANNUALS, 500 Sorts.
MIGNONETTE, Sweet. Catalog and 10c check free.

DEPOSIT SEED CO., Deposit, N. Y.
0^7

a15 packets Grand Large Flowering Sweet Peas.lOcts.

.50

BU.CLOVERand TIMOTHY
s

6
Greatest Grass Seed Value Known—Investigate. Alsike
Clover and Timothy mixed—the finest grass grown for
hay and pasture. Cheapest seeding you can make, grows
everywhere. You will save 1-3 on your grass seed bill by
writing for free sample, circular and big Co-operative
Seed Guide, offering Field Seeds, all kinds. Write today.
American Mutual Seed Co. Dept. 642 Chicago, 111.

Turn Stump Land
Info Money

Clear your stump land

cheaply— no digging, no
expense for teams and
powder. One man with a

K can rip out any stump
that can be pulled with the

best inch steel cable.

Works by leverage— same
principle as a jack. 100 pound
pull on the lever gives a 48-ton

pull on the' stump. Made of the

finest steel—guaranteed against

breakage. Endorsed by U. S.

Government experts.

HAND POWER.

| 'A Stump.
1_4* Puller

Write today for special
offer and free booklet on
Land Clearing.

Walter J. Fitzpatrick

Box 28

182 Fifth Street
San Francisco
California

No StumpToo B\&

1-ZROSE BUSHES 1
Send $1.00 and receive postpaid now or later these strong,

hardy plants. Collection has Pink and White Ma man
Cochet and Climbing American Beauty—alone worth price
of the twelve. All grown on own roots in best rose soil in
America. Our 1919 book "Roses of New Castle " describes
and illustrates immense stock of roses,
shrubs, bulbs and seeds. Life-time of
experience in this book free.

Send postal today.

HELLER BROS. CO.
Box 249, New Castle, Indiana

HOSES
v

FINE GARDEN FOR 10 GENTS
To introduce JUNG'S HARDY, NORTHERN GROWN SEEDS, we
will send you the following 10 plus, for 10 cents: "John Baer."
the earliest Tomato. "1200 to 1" Beans, Beet. Carrot, Cucumber,
Lettuce. Onion, Parsnip. Radish and "Superb" Asters. MONEY
BACK if not satisfied. BEAUTIFUL CATALOG and IN-
STRUCTIONS ON MAKING GARDENS FREE. Send today to

J. W. JUNG SEED CO., Station K, Randolph, Wis.

is the title of our 1919 catalogue—the most beautiful and complete horticultural
publication of the year—really a book of 184 pages, 8 colored plates and over 1000
photo engravings, showing actual results without exaggeration. It is a mine of in-

formation of everything in Gardening, either for pleasure or profit, and embodies the
results of over seventy-two years of practical experience. To give this catalogue the
largest possible distribution we make the following unusual offer:

Every Empty Envelope
Counts as Cash

To every one who will state where this advertisement was seen and who encloses
10 cents we will mail the catalog

And Also Send Free of Charge
Our Famous "Henderson" Collection of Seeds

containing one pack each of Ponderosa Tomato, IJIb Boston Lettuce, White Tipped
Scarlet Radish, Henderson's Invincible Asters, Henderson's Brilliant Mixture Pop-
ples and Giant Waved Spencer Sweet Peas, in a coupon envelope, which, when emptied
and returned, will be accepted as a 25-cent cash payment on any order amounting to
$1.00 and upward.

A $100 Prize Garden
By Mrs. Jennie Spokes

HOW did I win with my prize garden?
I literally dug it out of rubbish heaps.

The money prize of $100 secured I in-

vested in Liberty bonds. But just as im-
portant as the money prize was the sup-
ply of fresh staples and delicacies for our
family of six, and our winter supply canned
and stored in pits. These were well worth
all the effort required.

This back-yard garden was several
years in getting on a satisfactory footing.

I made a start toward a garden in 1915.
But the plot had been a dumping place for
all kinds of refuse—brick, mortar, stone,
coal ashes, and everything except good
soil. By the end of the season we had
grubbed and excavated a small plot for
vegetables and flowers, down to real soil.

In the location where asparagus was to be
set I found a 6-inch top layer of cinders un-
derlaid with 18 inches of stone.
The next spring a son arrived, and I

tried to draft the services of Husband for

gardening. He was willing, but failed mis-
erably in getting anything to grow. One
complication followed another that sum-
mer, the result being that but little was
accomplished.
But last spring I took fresh courage, and

with the aid of two small boys playing
horses, and a wheel-hoe plow, I plowed the
then renovated garden plot in different

directions until it was thoroughly stirred

eight or nine inches deep. Part of this plot
was used as a chicken yard the year before.

In addition to the more common vege-
tables in my contest garden, such as bush
and pole beans, peas, radish, lettuce, beets,

cabbage, onions, tomatoes, cucumbers,
and sugar corn, I had good success with
eggplant, kohl-rabi, okra, parsley, sweet
peppers, and Swiss chard.

I raised my own plants in hotbeds and
cold-frames, and sold many plants by ad-
vertising in our local paper. I was able to
grow such a large variety by interplanting
so that a new crop was always coming on
to replace the plants that ripened or were
harvested for canning and for table use.

I systematically plowed or hoed my
garden entire each week—between the
rows—and fed manure water and soapy
water from the week's wash once a week,
as needed, to keep all crops on the jump.
From early spring until October I bought

neither potatoes nor substitutes, and made
use of some garden products for each meal.
Besides a large supply of canned and dried

products, I trenched 250 bunches of celery

and stored hotbeds of cold-frames with a
good supply of roots—beets, carrots, etc.

How We Won Our
Orchard

By Margaret M. Romine

IT TAKES a large measure of faith to see

a future productive, profitable orchard
when the little almost invisible apple trees

are first planted. This was my feeling when
just married after reaching our newly pur-
chased little orchard farm home. I in-

wardly thought that I should never live to

see results from those tiny, whip-like trees

making so small a showing scattered over

One of our orchard children now twelve
years old

22 acres of badly guttered, impoverished
hill land in a rough section of Indiana.

But my husband had his vision of a

money-making orchard business in what
to me seemed a most discouraging begin-

ning. We had to build a house at once,

which added to our labor and expense re-

quired. Nevertheless, the first year a pre-

viously decided campaign of soil improve-

You Need
This Book
in making up your gar-
den planting list. From
cover to cover, it teems
with true-to-life pic-
tures and descriptions
of the choicest vege-
tables. It is a safe
guide in selecting vari-
eties either for home
or market.
Gregory's "Honest Seeds"
have been the first choice of par-
ticular gardeners for 63 yeais. They are
thoroughly tested for vitality and purity

—

carry "blood" lines long controlled by scientific
plant breeding

.

Send for your copy today—free

For Quality
and Quantity

Plant Carpenter's Giant Golden Sweet
It's as delicious as the famous Golden Ban-
tam and much larger, many ears 8 to 10 inches
long, yet it ripens only 3 days later. It does
not become mealy but remains sweet and suc-
culent until too hard for the table. The stalks
grow 6 ft. high, bearing one or three ears each.
Large pkt., 15c; J lb., 35c; 1 lb.. 55c; 2 lbs.,

Si,00 postpaid-—Order now and ask for our
big free catalog.

J. J. H. GREGORY &SON
1254 Elm St Marblehead, Mass./

GRASS SEED
FREE SAMPLES ™*t\\\?v?>,\4t\
with customers. Don't fail to investigate these bargains.
Recleaned Tested Timothy »6.60bu.. Alfalfa $8.90, Alsike
Clover and Timothy, $6.60. Sweet Clover and other Grass
and Field Seeds at proportionately low prices.

All sold subject to State or Government Test under an
absolute MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. We are special-

ists in grass and field seeds. Located so as to save you
money and give quick service. Send today for our big
profit-sharing, money-saving Seed Guide which explains

all. free. Buy now and save money. Write
American Mutual Seed Co., Dept. 642, Chicago, III.

Finest, hardiest tree*
ever jrrown. Strong root sys-

tem—trees you will be proud of—
just right for windbreaks. Abso-

lutely guaranteed,

i Alt EVERGREENS SJSO
IUU 10 lo 16 In. High 4
Hardy .bed run evergreens,parcel
post prepaid. Also other bargains.
100 strawberry plants, standard
variety, postpaid SI. Victory or-

I chard. 17 Fruit Trees, assorted. 8
I yrs. old, for $3.95. Small Fruit bar-

gains of Strawberries, Raspberries
.
Blackberries,

Grapes. 139 plants. S3. 25. Write for Free Catalog.
EARL FERRIS NURSERY CO.

295Brldge St.. Hampton. Iowa

Free

Catalog
FREE • ,

?r
c^00

SEEDS
and Plants and Pkt. Giant
Pansy Sent FREE. Best
New Seeds sure to grow, at
low prices. Gardeners ask
for wholesale List.ALNEEK BROS.

No. 21 Blk., Rockford, III.

EVERGREENS
t— 38 Hardy Tested Varieties
Best for windbreaks, hedges and lawn
planting. Protect buildings, crops, stock,
gardens and orchards. Hill's Evergreens
are Nursery grown and hardy every-
where. Hill's Evergreen book, illustrated
in colors, sent free. Write today. World's largest

growers. Est. 1855.
D. HILL NURSERY CO., DUNDEE, ILLINOIS

Box 2330 Evergreen Specialists

Trees— Roses—Vines
in small or large lots at half agents'

.

prices. Catalog and Green's Fruit
Book—FREE. Qreen's Nursery Co.

IS Wall St., Rochester, N. T.

GOOD AS CAN BE GROWN
Prices Below All Others

I will give a lot of new sorts free

with'every order I fill. Buy and test.

Return if not O.K.—money refunded.

Big Catalog FREE
Over 700 illustrations of vege-

tables and flowers. Send yours
and your neighbors' addresses.

R. H. SHUMWAY, Rockford, III.

SEE!
. ^ satisfied thousands of

growers. Fresh and reliable. No
better seeds can be obtained. Try our

5 Choice Vegetables 10c
1 packet each postpaid of the following popular

varieties: Tomato, Early Jewel; Lettuce, "'

Boston; Beet, Detroit Dark Red; Radish*

Scarlet Globe; Carrot, Denver Half Lone-
^

Guaranteed to please.

CATALOG FREE
Contains valuable information on suc-

cessful gardening. lists all standard

sorts of vegetable, flower and field seeda.

HOLMESLETHERMAN SEED CO.

Box 106 CANTON, OHIO
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RULE'S SEEDJ

™ MAULE TESTS-"
Hyou PLANT-
U NATURE PRODUCES

Make the Maule Seed Book
your guide to a garden that
you will be proud of—and at
the least expense. You know
hefore you plant that Maule's
Tested Seeds will produce
abundant crops.

Every lot is carefully tested
for vigor and growing power.
That's why once you plant
Maule's Seeds, you prefer
them always.

MAULE'S
SEED BOOK
176 Pages of Prac-

tical Information
that Means Garden

Success

Forty-two years of seed ex-
perience and gardencraft are
represented in this remark-
able book—and you get it

free. No need to guess
about gardening. Maule will
tell you how and when to
plant, and aid you in select-

ing the best vegetable, farm,
and flower seeds, bulbs, roots,
plants, tools, etc.

Owing to paper scarcity, we
have only a limited number
of catalogues to send.

Write today'

You save money and get
fresh seeds when you

. buy from

WM. HENRY MAULE, INC.

2129 Arch Street, Philadelphia

ONCE GROWN — ALWAYS GROWN

FARMERS
HANDY
WAGON
Low steel wheels, wide tires, make load-
ing and handling easier. We furnish
Steel Wheels to fit any axle, to carry
any load. Plain or grooved tire. Cat-
alogue sent free.

EMPIRE MFG. CO. 368 Quincy, III.

CLOVER Buyers

Big Money
Save
Now

Seed S3.00 per Bu. lower when we bought our supply.
Our prices ridiculously low. The big saving to you is due
to our early purchase. Every lot tested. Pure Illinois
grown, High-grade Buckthorn free. Guaranteed Satis-
factory or money refunded. Crop short. Don't wait lor
higher prices. Write now for samples. Our Big bargains
In seed will astonish you. Have Alfalfa S8.90 per Bu.;
Timothy $4.75; Sweet Clover $5.25 and all Grass Seed at
greatly reduced prices.
We can save you money and give you Quick Service.

Write today for free samples, low prices and our big
money saving Seed Guide. All Free. Don't delay.

American Mutual Seed Co. Dept. 442 Chicago, III.

PEACH &APPLE
TREES 4c & up
Pear, Plum, Cherry, Small Fruits, Strawberries, Vines, Nats, etc
GENUINE HALE BUDDED from Bearing J. H. HALE TREES,
GENUINE Delirious APPLES. Write for free catalog.

TENN. NURSERY CO., Cleveland, Tenn.

BLUE" I

Make better gardens. All"
are tested for purity and
vitality. Have been
giving satisfaction for
over 50 years. Be sure
and try our

5 FINE VEGETABLES 10c

One large packet each of
Bean. Beet, Lettuce, Rad-
ish and Tomato—postpaid.

All are heavy yielding and ex-
ceptionally fine in quality. Try them.

Large CATALOG FREE
Gives helpful cultural directions^

and offers strictly high-grade
seeds at fair prices.
» Write for your free copy to-day.

irk The Living-stem Seed Co.

\(£7
Box 207, Columbus, Ohio

i

Bushels of Berries

By W. P. Shuler

IT IS only when we talk of strawberries

that "bushels of berries" can be counted
on with approximate certainty from al-

most any limited farm or town kitchen

garden. The cane berries have more en-

emies, and, ripening later, are more subject

to injury from drought. But the straw-

berry is the favorite spring fruit of the

masses.
Thousands of homes already have their

strawberry "patch."/ Other thousands hav-
ing the land are hesitating, and their tables

have only a small fraction of the supply of

strawberries that would be enjoyed could

the berries be gathered fresh from their

home plot.

The strawberry plant is not hard to suit

in its requirements. Practically all it needs
is well-drained, deeply prepared soil, made

This strawberry plant matured over a

quart of berries, or at the rate of three

hundred bushels an acre

fertile with plenty of stable manure and
kept cultivated to subdue the weeds. Then,
as early in the spring as the soil is fit to

work, set strong, heavily rooted plants 12

to 15 inches apart in rows 30 to 36 inches

apart, according to the variety to be grown.
Spread out the roots naturally when plant-

ing, and have the crown just level with the
surface when in place.

To make success doubly sure, have the

furrows in which the plants are set well

soaked with water, and finish the job of

planting by a mulch of dry soil about the
newly set plants. If necessary, water arti-

ficially for a few weeks, and keep the soil

mellow and the runners cut off until mid-
summer, not omitting the destruction of

weeds throughout the summer.
In colder climates, a thick mulch of

straw or corn fodder applied in November
or December, after the ground freezes, will

prevent frost injury and hold back too
early blooming. When the mulch is finally

raked back into the row centers, after the
plants are safe from frost, the mulch again
does valuable duty in preventing weed
growth, and furnishes a clean bed on which
the heavily fruiting stems may rest.

ment was begun. Our aim for the first two
years was to keep the soil covered with
cowpeas in summer and rye in fall and win-
ter, which was accomplished by using acid
phosphate to give the initial start to these

crops.
Even though large areas of that 22-acre

hillside orchard were badly washed, the
acid phosphate helped to secure a vigorous
growth of cowpeas, these in turn lent their

fertilizing aid to the rye and young trees

alike, and within the space of three years,

by this treatment, we were able to produce
plenty of clover and other feed for stock;

also potatoes, grain and truck crops were
thriving, and the trees were advancing by
leaps and bounds toward their bearing
stage.
The orchard was set in 1907, and for

several years the trees have been giving us

an increasing crop of apples. Last year
many of our trees yielded 10 to 12 bushels

each. Our apple crop has not yet put us in

the income-tax class, but our gross receipts

last year were well up in four figures, and
my ideas of the possibilities of a young
apple orchard have agreeably changed.

I feel that the success with our orchard
must be in large part credited to acid phos-
phate, which, in conjunction with good
culture, plenty of persevering hard work,
and faith in our ideal, has placed our little

orchard farm on a solid foundation with
which to realize success during the coming
years.

Ask Mr. Favor
How to Get Big

Fruit Crops

HUNDREDS of thousands of

dollars' worth of fruit is lost

each year by growers who fail to

properly care for trees. Experts
Seldom Suffer These Losses.

If you are not reaping a maximum yield

from your trees and do not know the reason,

"Ask Mr. Favor."

Mr. Favor is a nationally recognized ex-

pert on fruit growing. For many years he
was editor of one of our foremost Fruit

Journals. He was also associated with two
state experiment departments.

Mr. Favor's experience is at the disposal of any
one interested in fruit growing. This does not mean
users of Hayes Apparatus alone. It means you—
no matter where you live or what apparatus you use.

Just "Ask Mr. Favor" about any problem that

bothers you. He will reply in a personal letter.

Also send at once for a copy of Mr. Favor's new
masterful Spraying guide

—
"Successful Spraying."

Write for Big Spraying Guide
This Guide is a real text book—a veritable

encyclopedia on spraying. Finely printed and
durably bound. Published price gl.00. We will,

however, mail a copy and include our big catalogue
of Fruit-Fog Sprayers, if you send 25c, coin or

stamps. Worth thousands of dollars to American
;

fruit growers. Write for your copy at once.

HAYES PUMP & PLANTER CO.
Dept. O, GALVA, ILLINOIS

DREER'S 1919
GARDEN BOOK

IS
AN encyclopedia of all things pertain-

ing to vegetables, flowers, plants and
garden tools. Four splendid color plates

reproducing some of Dreer's specialties in veg-

etables and flowers and 224 superbly illustrated

pages of practically all the vegetables and
flowers worth growing.

Every Grower of Vegetables
and

Every Lover of Flowers
will find Dreer's Garden Book brim full of

valuable information — just the things they

must know in order to make their garden a

sure success.

Famous experts in vegetable and flower

growing have contributed special cultural di-

rections and have told how to plant, when to

plant and what to plant. Follow their advice

and your 1919 garden should be the envy of

your neighbor.

A copy of Dreer's Garden Book u>/7/ be mailed

free to anyone mentioning this publication

"STRAWBERRY PLANTS THAT GROW."
Best June and Fall-Bearing Strawberries at Reasonable

Prices. Also Raspberry, Blackberry, Currant and Grape
Plants in Assortment. Catalog FREE.
C. E. WHITTEN'S NURSERIES Box 18, Bridgman, Mich.

AAT Read's Green Mountain. Best new variety.w#* I Yields 130 bus. to acre. Absolutely rust proof.
Also, Seed Wheat. Catalog FREE. Q. A. Read, Charlotte. Vt.

k
urpees~ eds

THE LEADING AMERICAN SEED CATALOG
Burpee's Annual is a complete guide for the

Flower and Vegetable garden.
It contains an entire chapter on EDIBLE SEEDS.

ROOT CROPS andGREENS and SALADS, and last.

but most delicious of all. theVEGETABLE FRUITS!
Burpee's Annual is considered the Leading Ameri-

can Seed catalog. It will be mailed to you free upon
request. Write for your copy today. ^

W. ATLEE BURPEE CO., Seed Growers, Philadelphia

CE1 I
PERRY DEPENDABLE TREES AND PLANTS.

OLLL Biggest business in years. Persistent men and
women earn large commissions, paid weekly. Investigate.
PERRY NURSERY CO., ROCHESTER, N. Y. Inc. I8S5

Military finish air rifle. Sell 6 boxes ^^S^^CSS-Sh
Mentho Nova Salve at 26c. inn 'F
U. S. Supply Co., Dept. 54, Greenville, Pa.

GIANT TOMATO-CUCUMBER-PEANUT-lOo
Here Are Seeds ofThree Valuable and Interesting; Varieties Tou Should Grow

lu Tour Garden This Yean
Giant Climbing Tomato—Is one of me largest grown. Vines grow very

strong and will carry an enormous weight of fruit, very solid, crimson color;
specimens often weighing 2 to 3 lbs. each.
Japanese Climbing Cucumber—Is a grand variety from Japan; can be

trained to fences, trellises or poles and save space in your garden. Fruits early,
growing 10 to 15 Inches long,
and are good for slicing or
pickling.

Early Spanish Pea-
nuts—Earliest variety and
a great Peanut for the
North; easy to. grow, enorm-
ous yielder, and a few hills
in your garden will be very -J^UKIiEAtiltet'^S
interesting to show your' Jg^i^tfiWU^Ik^Ci
neighbors. j»5fc7iiK^5j l«3li><

IPSpecial Offer: o^"
mail

Giant Climbing Tomato

on e regu-
lar sized Packet of To-
mato, Cucumber and
Peanut for only 10c, or
3 Packets of each for 25c
My new Seed Book Of Early Spanish Peanuts

Garden Seeds is included free. Order TODAY.
F. B. MILLS, Seed Grower, Dept. 27 Rose Hill, N.Y. biag Ciiona
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140-Egg
Champion
Belle City

Biggest Hatches
Strongest Chicks
That's what you want— that's what
you'll get with my Champion Belle City
Hatching Outfit— and I can prove it.

My big catalog "Hatch-
ing Facts", incolorstelh

the whole story. Get this
Free Book. It gives quickest

ways to make poultry pay—new-
est ideas, easiest plans and short

cuts to success with poultry.
Write for it today. Learn of
the many advantages the Belle
City has over the "old hen way",
and the big profits folks make
by using my wonderful

"How do uou
always manage
to gef so many
fine chicles ?'

"Oh! It's easy
when uou use
a Belle Cit<

"

140-Egg Champion

Belle City
Incubator

The Prize Winning Model with
Fibre Board Double - Walled
construction that has led the field
for over 13 years—Self-Regulat-
ed—big, round cornered Hot-
Water Copper Tank—Thermo-
meter Holder— Safety Lamp

and Deep Nursery. When or-
dered with my $6.35 World
Famous Hot-Water, Double-
Walled 140 - chick Brooder,
big and roomy— guaranteed
to raise the chicks—making a
complete outfit, both only $15.95.

East of RockiesFreight Prepaid 3£^S£52
And allowed to points beyond. I get a better Hatching Outfit
ship from Buffalo, Kansas City, —used by Uncle Sam, leading
Minneapolis or Racine to insure Agr'l Colleges and over 740,000
quickest delivery. You cannot Successful Poultry Raisers.

What Others Are Doing You Can Easily Do
And you are perfectly safe in or- Guide Book for setting up and op-
dering direct from this advertise- erating, you are sure to have poul-
ment. With this Guaranteed try in abundance. Save Time-
HatchingOutfit andmycomplete Order Now, or write today formy

Big New Poultry Book tt\
"Hatching Facts" Free

With it comes full particulars about my Special Offers. They provide
easy ways for you to earn extra money with a Champion
Belle City Hatching Outfit. The_boqk is free for the

asking. A postal will do. Jim Rohan, Pres.

Belle City Incubator Co.
Bos 100, Racine, Wis.

Mankato Incubator prepaid

Quick Delivery

MANKATO INCUBATOR CO.,

A higrh grade hatcher direct from factor?
to user at bed-rock price, made by experts
of 26 years experience. Has redwood case,
triple walla, copper hot water tank. Belt

regulator, nursery,large oil tank-one filling

, to hatch, safety lamp. All latest improve-
1 menta. Safe, simple, durable and a euro
* hatcher. Ail set np ready for use. Fully
guaranteed. Largest factory in northwest.
Write for free book and catalog.

Box 722, Mankato, Minn.

fil RRPFflQ Most Profitable chickens,Of DitLtUu ducks, geese and tur-
keys. Choice, pure-bred, hardy northern
raised. Fowls, eggs, incubators at low prices,
America's greatest poultry farm. 26 years
in business. Valuable new 112 page Poul-
try Guide and Catalog free. Write today.

R. F. NEUBERT CO., Box 829, Mankato, Minn.

Tyccs
INCUBATOR
THERMOMETERS

mean extra chicks hatched—every time. De-
Mfl*' mand a Tycos with the incubator you buy.

Equip your present machine with Tycos
at your dealer's or Tested and guaranteed. Booklet,"In-

postpaid from us cubator Thermometer Facts"—free.

laylcrInstrument Companies Roch0tEr?N.Y.

" We want to send yon this big
Pooltry Book, absolutely

FREE. Written by a former Government
tr^ PoultryExpert;8hows how famoQePoultrytnen use

DARLING'S MEAT CRISPS^ for winter eggs* bigger chieks mod more pro-
fits. Don't fail to write for this valuable book
» today. Sent postpaid. A postcard will do.
-DarlfnK&Co.,D«rt. 60 • U.S. Yards,Chicago

PoultryBook pages, 216 beautiful pictures,
hatching, rearing, feeding and disease Information.
Describes busy Poultry Farm handling 53 pure-bred
varieties and BABY CHICKS. Telle how to choose

fowls, eggs, incubators, sprouters. Mailed for 10 cents.

Berry's Poultry Farm, Box 3B, Clarlnde, Iowa

Eggs Cost 12c a Dozen
Any poultry raiser can'get his hens to lay eggs at 12 cents
a dozen by feeding Mayer's Egg Tonic, in which a hall
cent's worth of this wonderful egg producer is used for 12
hens. Two big boxes of over 200 doses is sufficient to last
100 hens for three months and they will be sent prepaid for

S1.00. Money back if you are not absolutely satisfied.
Dealers' or agent's price ten packages for $3.75.

MAYER'S HATCHERY
863 Security Bldg. Minneapolis, Minn.

The Iron Covered Incubator

BIGGEST HATCHING
Value Ever Offered

Investigate the Ironclad Incubatorbefore^^BW^)
you buy. Get my new catalog and learn why the
Ironclad is the safest and best incubator. It tells ho-

they are made and why they are better. My special
offer of Iron covered incubator and roomy brooder
for only $14.75 freight paid east of Rockies •

30 DAYS' TRIAL
Money Back If Not Satisfied
is the greatest incubator offer of the season. You can
use the machine for 30 daya and if not satisfactory, we

. will refund your money and pay return freight

ISO-EGG — B^^^awgas^fibw charges. Machine come to you complete,

i l A ^Bh ^SfflB *¥m% «Shv ready to use, and accompanied by a

Incubator (l^??LvA']'Aed lronl rfmf.'it!\M mhi\ M YEAR IRONCLAD GUARANTEE

Don't class this
big galvanized
iron covered, de-
pendable hatcher with cheaply
constructedmachines. Ironclads
are not covered with cheap, thin
metal and painted like some do
to cover up poor quality of ma-
terial. Ironclads are shipped in the nat-
ural color—yoa can see exactly what yoa
are getting. Don't buy any incubator until ^EgpgffffHBgp^r— ^^^^BES^^^BiBI^^'l50
you know what it is made of. Note these Ironclad ^^*S5ttlBB£fc

:

:
:y:-~ '- ' "< ^'^•^^y?^ .

specifications: GenuineCaliforniaRedwood, triple walla, \/ / '

<( y'~
"

'

' '•
• ^^y^afl^P^ C/lffffaf

asbestos lining, galvanized iron covering. Large egg tray, extra / // /\\<yy*(->'/ (££*limr

deep chick nursery, hot water top heat, COPPER tanks and boiler, ^
.
- >~&tffi

|V|

11 Rt*OCii§GF
Belf-regulator. Tycos Thermometer, glass in door, and many other 1 '

special advantages fully explained in free catalog. Write for it TODAY or order direct from tins advertisement.

IRONCLAD INCUBATOR COMPANY. Box 51 RACINE. WIS,

Galvanized Iron

Asbestos
Redwood
Insulated Bon

Is Your Poultry Paying
You Enough?

[continued from page 6]

fell off right at a time when it should have
been heaviest. The poor food was the
direct cause, and it taught me a good lesson.

Never since that time have I used any-
thing but wholesome feed.

The matter of equipment is largely a
matter of personal choice and how much
money you care to put into it. The only
thing to be sure of is that the buildings are
well built and ventilated, free from drafts,

and that the size is in keeping with the size

of your flock. I believe the reason there
are so few really large flocks in the country
is due to lack of equipment. Many
breeders fail to realize the necessity of their

housing space keeping pace with their

flocks. Large flocks need plenty of perch
and hopper space. Crowded birds will

never bring in the maximum returns of

which they are capable.
It happened in my case that there was a

large basement barn which could be easily

turned into quarters for the chickens. It

is below the ground on two sides only, thus

giving plenty of ventilation and warmth
at the same time. My grain is kept in bins

overhead, and when feeding I simply open

a slide in a feed spout, while gravity does

the rest. My feed hoppers are placed in

several convenient alcoves in the side wall,

and the nest boxes extend along two sides,

with the perch space across one entire end.

The perches are raised high enough to make
cleaning under them no labor at all, and
two large doors enable me to drive in with

a team and wagon. I have found, too,

that the fowls go out to exercise much more
readily when they can use these large doors,

so I leave them open whenever the weather
permits.

In addition to the hen barn, as I call it, I

have a long, fully equipped chicken house.

This is divided into several pens, each

having its separate perches, nest boxes,

feed hoppers, and water troughs. Down
the center of this building runs a track

which carries my feed cars, so that when I

feed I simply go from one room to another,

pushing the car as I go, distributing feed

on the way, and gathering eggs on the way
back.

I HAVE tried, in every way I can, to elim-

inate useless steps and labor. I have the

work down to such a fine point that two
hours a day is all I need to feed and gather

the eggs from 2,000 birds. You might
think I am not giving everything the atten-

tion it requires, but I assure you I am.

The returns I get are proof of that. It is

not all play, however. There is feed to be

mixed once a week or oftener, old straw

and manure to clean out and replace, an
occasional spraying with some disinfec-

tant, eggs to pack and ship, and many
other little things that are incidental to the

business. It is all work, but work that

brings returns in proportion to effort many
times over.
The marketing of poultry products de-

mands careful attention. On it often de-

pends your profit or loss. I have investi-

gated the advantages of both the small and

large markets, and have come to the con-

clusion that the large market is the best in

the long run. I ship my eggs to a big firm

some 400 miles distant, but the premium
I receive for my strictly fresh product

more than repays me for the increase in

transportation charges. It is true, also,

that the large markets are always higher

than the local ones, on account of the nev-

er-ending demand. Some time I may try

parcel-post marketing. I have often con-

sidered it, but, besides taking considerable

time to build up a trade of that nature, it

also means more help to handle the details

which such a marketing proposition incurs.

I ship my eggs every three days in the

winter months, and would ship oftener

were it possible to get them packed. The
heat of the summer demands more fre-

quent shipments if the eggs are to be

classed as strictly fresh when they reach

the market. I have a special packing
building, and it is a very busy place.

The point of it all is that I am now cash-

ing in on a previously gathered knowledge
of .the game—a knowledge which it is pos-

sible for anyone to get with a little effort,

and which will repay him just as large re-

turns as it is doing for me. I know of no
rules I can set down for anyone to follow

to become a successful poultryman. They
are made, not born, as many persons think.

Raising poultry is not a business where in-

tuition tells you what to do next. You
have to know what to do, and use good
judgment in doing it.

SURPRISING INCUBATOR
Bargain
ONLY

$6.2i
for the
famous

Liberty
Hatcher
The greatest in-

cubator value at
any price. Built
round with a cen-
tral heater ; nocold

} corners which
mean unhatched

eggs. Perfect regulation of heat, ventilation and moisture,
roomy chick nursery, visible egg chamber easily accessible,
triple wall, water jacketed beat flume, sloping egg tray
keeps small ends of eggs always downward—enables chicks
to develop more perfectly. Economical tooper- QS
ate. So well-built it lasts a life-time. Priceonly
Order from this advertisement. Send check, money or

express order, we ship at once, f . o. b. Quincy, 111. For
shipment by parcel post include postage for2I lbs. weight.

£
y
s°XfflF

n
.

0^n
lSrr 30 DAYS' TRIAL

write us and we will refund all money you have paid. We
are responsible. In business in Chicago 46 years. Ask your
banker. You also need our splendid Liberty Hover," 70
chick capacity .oil heated,self regulating. Weighs 14 lb. $4-50 f.o.b.
Quincy, III. For larger Incubators write today for special catalog.

B. F. Gamp Co., 443 S. Clinton St., Chicago, 111.

THERE IS AWAITING YOU A HAPPY
HOME IN HAPPY LAND

Upper Wisconsin in the Cloverland of America; a pros-
perous, rapidly developing region of diversified farming.
Wonderful productive soil, abundance of good water, good
grass, excellent climate, good markets, good roads,' good
neighbors.
low prices—TEH TEARS TO PAT. Write for our booklet*

"Happy Homes In Happy. Land," giving full information.
A, R. CODE, Land Sales Manager

EDWARD MINES FARM LAND CO. 1324-C Otis Bldg., Chicago, I1L

Largest Owners of Wisconsin Farm Lands

POULTRY PAPER llt cU:
TO -DATE.

Tells all about the care and management
of poultry for pleasure or profit. Monthly.
60c a year: 6 mos. 85c; 3 years $1.00.

POULTRY ADVOCATE, Dept. A, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Money in Poultry ffMSWr
onrl Qnnahc stock pays best. Thousands
dllll OI|Udlla of prizes at big shows, best
layers, lowest prices, all varieties. Big Free
Book tells all about it. Write today.

Crescent Poultry Farm, Box 31, Des Moines, la.

POULTRY AND PIGEONS FOR PROFIT
Foy's big book tells all about it. Contains

|many colored plates—an encyclopedia of poul-
try information, poultry houses, feeding for
eggs, etc. Written by a man who knows.
Sent for 5 cents. Low prices, fowls and eggs.

FRANK FOY, Box 4, CLINTON, IOWA

A 9100.00 PRIZE
THESE GIRLS raised 1,753 chicks

in 1918, winning a S100 War
Prize. They used our 6EM HATCHERIES
and BROODERS, costing only 40c. each.
Over 240.000 now in use Catalog
sent FREE. GRUNDY POULTRY
FARMS. Morrisonville, Illinois.

5 Leading Varieties—Safe delivery guar-
anteed. Postpaid. One of the largest and best
equipped hatcheries in U. S. Catalog FREE.
Miller Poultry Farm, Box 555, Lancaster, Mo.

Tells Why Chicks Die
E. J. Reefer, the poultry expert, 4032 Poultry Bldg.,

Kansas City, Mo., is giving away free his valuable chick
book entitled "White Diarrhea and How to Cure It." The
book contains scientific facta on white diarrhea and tells how
to prepare a simple home solution that cures this terrible dis-

ease over night and actually raises 98% of every hatch. It is

absolutely free. Every poultry raiser should have one. Write
Mr. Reefer today for your copy.

POULTRY2£nGUIDE
—tells all about raising chickens, care, feeding,.
Contains beautifulcolored pictures of bestCDCf 1

paying varieties and best layers, sent absolutely iltC
Eggs and Poultry for hatching at special low prices.

J. W. MILLER CO., Box 27, Rockford, lllinoi

es. ^
NDIAN RUNNER DUCK CULTURE

Finest illustrated duck book published. Tells
how to batch and care for greatest egg produc-

ing fowl on earth. How to get a start.
Quotes low prices on stock and eggs of
finest strains. Sent for 5 cents postage.
Berry's Farm, Box 143. Clarinda. Iowa

62 BREEDS
Most Profitable
Pure-Bred Chick-
ens, Geese. Ducks,

Turkeys. Hardy fowls, eggs, and Incubate
ors at lowest prices. America's Pioneer PoullryFarm.

Write for valuable Poultry Book FREE.
F. A. NEUBERT, Box 314, Mankato, Minn.

10
Year

Guarantee

Don't take
^chances. Find

F out what an incuba-
tor is made of before
buying. Catalog and sample of
material used sent free. We will

' send you these two machines,
freight prepaid East of Rock-
ies on 30 DAYS' free trail.

D ^-4-1* Machines $1 M

Wisconsins are made of genuine California
Redwood. Incubators have double walls, air
space between, double glass doors, copper
tanks, self-regulating. Shipped complete
with thermometers, egg tester, lamps,
etc., ready to run. Send today for our
new 1919 catalog, free and postpaid.
Large Size 180 EGG INCUBATOR
AND BROODER, BOTH $17.25.

WISCONSIN INCUBATOR CO.
Box 48 Racine,Wis.
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First Aid to Cripples

By S. 0. Bryant

EVERY once in a while we have an
incubator hatch come off in which there

are several chicks with their toes crooked
or turned under. By catching them in time
we find it can be very easily cured.

We take a piece of cardboard cut to the

shape of a chicken's foot, with a small

piece to go up the leg. We rub the chick's

foot with vaseline, and wrap each toe and
the leg in cotton wool, then sew the toes

straight out on to the cardboard with some
soft yarn, taking care not- to prick the toes,

and tie the leg piece round the leg. This
keeps it firm. We let the splint remain on
for forty-eight to sixty hours, and when it

is taken off the toes are usually found to

be quite straight.

We find it best to put the splint on as

soon as possible after the chicken ishatched,
as it keeps quieter then and its toes are

more supple. HoWever, we doctored one
that was three days old, and now we can-
not tell you which was the crippled chick
among the flock.
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The Why of High Eggs
By Mrs. E. M. Anderson

WHEN the boycott campaign to re-

duce egg prices was staged in New
York City and elsewhere by an organiza-
tion of housewives, the movement was
a jump in the dark. Few, if any, of those
boycotters understood the comparative
food value of eggs or had even a remote
idea of the expense and skill required to
supply fancy fresh eggs in midwinter.
When the same housewives want fresh

lettuce, radishes, tomatoes, or rhubarb
out of season, they expect to pay four- or

five- and7 at times, ten-fold higher prices

than the normal. Nevertheless the prob-
lem of growing vegetables out of season
is much simpler and the comparative ex-

pense is no greater than producing fresh

eggs out of season.
Furthermore, if considered from the

angle of food values, fresh eggs bought
at 75 cents a dozen contain incomparably
more food nutrients than lettuce and
tomatoes sold at the usual out-of-season

prices. The same argument can be brought
against the excess prices paid for fruits

brought from the tropics—strawberries,
grapefruit, grapes, etc.—out of season.

It is high time consumers of guaranteed
fancy fresh eggs should learn once for all

that eggs laid during the period from
October 1st to February 1st should sell

for at least double the price of the average
selling price of eggs for the remainder of

the year.

How I Hatch Hard-

Working Hens
By M. M. Clark

MY PURE-BRED strain of Barred
Rocks had no remarkable ancestry,

but for years my aim has been to develop
and maintain a first-class laying flock

having exceptional vigor and early matur-
ity. I have never allowed color, barring,

or other fancy points to stand in the way
of selecting my breeding stock for utility

purposes. Nevertheless, my stock has
not deteriorated in respect to color or

appearance to any injurious extent. They
are still a fairly good average in all the
standard requirements except size. They
are just a little below standard in weight.

I have not practiced trap-nesting as a
means of selecting the birds for my breed-

ing pen, but I have learned to know by the
actions and behavior of my birds which

; are the best producing individuals and
which at the same time have the excep-
tional vigor requirement. I no longer
have any anxiety as to what the laying
quality of my young stock will be. I

know I can always depend on regular and
steady egg production from my pullets

throughout the winter and for about ten
or eleven months out of the year if I do
my part and get the chicks hatched in time
to mature before cold weather arrives.

I have proved to my own satisfaction that
no Leghorn, Minorca, or other so-called

egg breed can outlay my Barred Rock
strain in a test of given number of years.
I backed up my judgment in this matter

:
by entering pens of pullets in the Connecti-
cut Laying Contest several -years,- and
found that my Barred Rocks could hold
up their egg-laying job with anything
wearing feathers.

m
MAKES
LAY-ERS
OUT OF

.
LOAFERS I

As America's foremost poultry expert I predict that eggs are going
to retail for a dollar a dozen this winter. Right now the retail price is from 50c

to 75c per dozen in some of the large cities. At a dollar a dozen poultry raisers

are going to make tremendous egg profits. You, too, can make sure of a big

egg yield by feeding your hens a few cents' worth of "More Eggs" tonic.

This product has been tried, tested and proven. It is acknowledged the best and most suc-

cessful egg producer on the market today. Every day that you don't use it means that you
are losing money. Don't delay. Start with a few cents' worth of "More Eggs" tonic now.

Got 117 Eggs Instead of 3
That's the experience of one poultry raiser who wrote me. A. P. Woodard of St. Cloud, Fla.,
writes: "I get from 40 to 50 eggs a day now. Before using 'More Eggs' I was getting only 8 or 9 eggs
a day." Here are the experiences of a few others of the hundreds who write me:

"160 Hens—125 Dozen Eggs"
E. J. Reefer: Waverly, Mo.

I have fed two boxes of More Eses Tonic to
my hens and I think my hens have broken the
record for egrgs. I have 160 White Leghorns and
from March 25 to April 15 I sold 125 dozen eega.

MRS. H. M. PATTON.
"15 Hens—310 Eggs"

B.J. Reefer: Turner Falls, Mass.
I used your More Ertrts Tonic and from Decem-

ber 1 to February 1, from 15 hens, I got 310 eggs.
Your remedies are just what you claim them to
be. MRS. C. R. STOUGHTON.

"Laid all Winter"
Dear Mr. Reefer: Lackawanna, N. Y.

I gave the tablets to my hens and in three
weeks they began laying and laid all winter. I
never saw anything like them in the world.

Yours truly, MRS. ALBERT SMITH,
Fenna. R. R. Ore Docks.

"37 Eggs a Day"
E. J. Reefer: Elwood. Indiana.

That More Eggs Tonic is simply grand. When
I started using it they did not lay at all, now I

get 37 eggs a day. Yours truly.
EDGAR E. J. LltfNIGER.

" Increase from 2 to 45 Eggs a Day"
Reefer's Hatchery: Derby, Iowa.

Since I began the use of your More Eggs Tonic
2 weeks ago lam getting 45 eggs a day, and be-
fore I was only getting: 2 or 3 a day.

Yours truly, DORA PHILLIPS.

"Doubles Egg Production"
E.J. Reefer: Paradise, Texas.

I have been using More Eggs Tonic 3 or 4
.. *eks and must sa

"*

has been doubled.

"48 Dozen in One Week"
Dear Mr. Reefer: Woodbury, Tenn.

I can't express how much I have been bene-
fited by answering your ads. I've got more eggs
than I ever did. I sold 42 1/2 dozen eggs, last
week, set 4 dozen, ate some and had 1 1x2 dozen
left. From your friend, MRS. LENA McBROON.

"Increase From 8 to 36 Eggs a Day"
E. J. Reefer: Shady Bend, Kansas.

I am well pleased with your More Eggs Tonic.
I was only getting 8 or 9 eggs, now I am getting
3 dozen a day. Yours truly , WM. SCHMIDT.

More Eggs Makes Layers Out of Loafers
This is a concentrated tonic, not a food. It consists of every
element that goes toward the making; of more eggs. A perfect regulator,

aids digestion, stimulates egg production and builds firm bones and strong
muscles. The foremost authorities in America and poultry raisers from
every state endorse Reefer's "More Eggs" Tonic.

Results Guaranteed!
Here is the facsimile of the guarantee of a million dollar bank BHI
that "More Eggs" will produce results. This million dollar bank guarantees
to refund your money if you are not satisfied. You run no risk. So don't
delay. Every day you wait you are losing money.

A Million Dollar
Guarantee

Absolute SatisfactionorMoneyBack

National Bank of the Republic

Kansas City, Mo.

>T0 WHOM IT MAY CONCERN :

I hereby guarantee
that Mr . Reefer will carry-
out his agreement and
this bank further agrees
to return to the customer
the total amount of his
remittance, if Mr. Reefer
fails to do as he agrees

.

Very truly yours

,

Pres ident. ff

Order Today
Send a dollar today for a
full-sized package of "More
Eggs" tonic; or better yet
send $2.25 at extra special

discount, and. get three packages. Three packages is a full season's supply. Don't
put it off. Order now and start your hens making money for you. Remember,
you run no risk. A Million Dollar Bank will refund instantly if you are not
entirely satisfied. If you don't order your More Eggs now at least mark
on the coupon for Mr. Reefer to send you,-ABSOLUTELY FREE, his
valuable poultry book that tells the experience of a man who himself has made a
fortune and is helping others to make money out of the poultry business. Act
NOW. Don't wait. Pin a dollar bill to the coupon. Or send $2.25 which will

guarantee your winter's egg supply. Send for this bank-guaranteed egg pro-
ducer NOW. Today! It has helped thousands of others and will help you, too.

prepaid,
Eggs Tonic.

E. J. Reefer, 4032 Reefer Building,

Kansas City, Missouri

•Of
E. J. Reefer,

4032 Reefer Bldg.

Kansas City, Missouri
Enclosed find $ Send at

special discount price, with all charges

packages of More
Send this with an absolute

Bank Guarantee that you will refund all my
money if this tonic is not satisfactory to me,

in every way.

Name _..

Address

IMPORTANT: If you don't want to try this Bank Guaranteed tonic

at least mail the coupon for my Free valuable poultry books FREE.

SHOEMAKER'S
BOOK on POULTRY

and Almanac foy IftlJ) lias many colored
plates of- fowls true to life. It tells ait

about chickens, their prices, their care, diseases
and remedies. All about Incnbators, their
prices and their operation. All about poultry
houses and how to build them. It's an encyclo-
pedia of chickendom. You need it. Onh 15c.
€. 0, SHOEMAKER Box 962 Freeport, III.

FILANS FOR POULTRY HOUSES!
ALL STYLES. 160 ILLUSTRATIONS. SEND 10 cents.
Inland Poultry Journal, Dept. 10, Indianapolis, Ind.

[Greatest Incubator Discovery in 50 Years.
k Insures Strong, Healthy Chicks from
\every good egg. Iron-Clad Guarantee.

| Porter Soft-Heat Tubeless Incubator

combines hot air and water. Auto-
matic control of heat, moisture and
ventilation. Centerheat plan, round
nest, eggs turn semi-automatical ly with-
out removing tray,—saves time and
money . Simple, safe, sure.

Write for Big New Free Book.

PORTER INCUBATOR CO., Box 12, Blair, Nebraska

DAY-OLD CHICKS
of quality guaranteed to 1,500 miles. Eggs tor Hatching at
low prices. Bar. Rocks, S. C. W. Leghorns, S. C. and B. C.
Reds, W. Wyandottes, Buff and W. Orpingtons. Chick-
let catalog free.

GOSHEN POULTRY FARMS R-23 Goshen, Indiana

Sell More
Poultry

Help feed the world
and make more
money for your-
self with

Incubators
and

Brooders

26 years' expe-
rience. Cabinet-

made— scientifically
ventilated. Hot water

,
heating plant. Write for Free

II ^^r^ Catalog—ask about poultry and
;
! eggs, and "Successful" Grain

|l I Sprouters. Famous booklet, "Proper
%/ Care and Feeding of Chicks, Ducks and

Turkeys," 10 cents.

J. S. Gilcrest, President end General Manager
PES MOIHES INCUBATOR CO. 61 Second SI.. Pes Moines, la.

Free Catalog in colors explains
, ? how you can save

money on Farm Truck or Road
Wagons, also steely or wood wheels to fit

any running
gear. Send for'
st today. i

Electric Wheel Co.

18 Elm St., Qnlncy, III.

It will

pay yen
to try

PEARL GRIT

You never can lose by following the example
of successful poultry raisers. Hundreds now de-
pend on the "Double Purpose" poultry ration

—

PC API PIT* Keeps Poultry Healthy
rEiArvLi 1 Helps Hens lay More Esg*
An essential aid to perfect diges-
tion of food. Contains all th«

valuable elements necessary in the
making of white, hard shells and
meaty eggs. Prevents clogging
and fermentation. Ask y o n r
dealer or send 10c for poand
package postpaid. Booklet of
poultry remedies free.

THE OHIO MARBLE CO.
106 Cleveland St. Pioua, Ohio

' TRADE MARK
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DC
FaRM and fireside

ID

Utility
COME people use O-Cedar Polish on
^ floors and for treating polish mops.

Others use it on linoleum and oil cloth.

Most people, however, use O-Cedar for

cleaning, dusting, polishing, brightening and

beautifying furniture and woodwork.

In all these uses, O-Cedar Polish meets

the most exacting requirements and produces

gratifying results.

But O-Cedar has more and varied uses:

try it on leather upholstery or your auto top;

on lacquered or enameled metal, on willow

ware, on rattan or reed furniture.

O-Cedar Polish is the utility polish.

Wherever a clean, bright lustre is desired on

painted, varnished, finished or stained surfaces

use O-Cedar.

^Polish
25c to $3.00 Sizes At All Dealers Everywhere

CHANNELL CHEMICAL COMPANY
*

Chicago Toronto London

Who Can Win With Chickens?

The original
chemical closet. More

comfortable, healthful, conven-
ient. Takes the place of all outdoor
toilets, where germs breed. Be
ready for the long, cold winter.
Have a warm, sanitary, comfort-
able, odorless toilet right in the
house anywhere you want it. Don't

go out in the cold. A boon to
Invalids.

GUARANTEED ODORLESS
The germs are killed by a

chemical in water in the
container. Empty once a
month as easy as ashes.
Closet guaranteed. Thirty
days' trial. Ask for cata-
log and price.

ROWE SANITARY MFG. GO.
4002 Sth SI., Detroit. Mich.

Ask .bout Ro-San Wasb.tand —
Hot and Cold Running Water

Without Plumbing.

Keep Your
House Free from Rats

"Rough on Rats" is so economical that it costs

but about 5c a year to keep a house free from rats.

A sure killer. Tasteless, odorless; mix it with food

they will eat. Oldest and largest selling extermi-

nator. Send for free booklet
—

"Ending Rats& Mice."

(Rough on Rats
*/. OONT OlE IN Tilt KOUSf

By Annetta Adams

ACOMMON question from city
dwellers is, "Can I expect to suc-
ceed with chickens if I invest in a

poultry farm and undertake to carry on the
business myself?" Let me furnish one
answer to this question which is being dem-
onstrated under my personal observation.
A thriving mercantile concern in a New

Jersey town for years operated under the
firm name of Hunt Brothers. Finally the
Hunts had a desire to retire and own a
home and farm in the country. These men,
always active in their business, knew they
must have a practical business activity to
be contented in their new home, so they
decided to make utility poultry-keeping,
conducted on modern, progressive lines,

their main farm interest. They therefore
began the development of an egg business
on their 32-acre farm within easy market-
ing distance of New York and Philadelphia.
A trustworthy man was employed, and

a start was made with 200 well-bred
utility White Leghorns and 14 cock birds.

The Hunt Brothers and farm foreman
alike were inexperienced with chickens
except theoretical knowledge, but by begin-
ning carefully and getting advice from
practical and successful poultrymen they
avoided most of the rocks that all too often
wreck beginners, and they have gradually
increased their operations to 1,600 layers

and the necessary breeding stock and
young stock to keep their quota of layers
renewed. Their plant has been developed
to give practical results by use of labor-

saving devices of various kinds, including
incubating cellar, brooder and colony
houses, well-adapted laying and breeding
houses supplied with running water, ma-
nure and litter carriers, etc. The aim
throughout has been to provide the best
of ventilation and sanitation to prevent
disease from getting a start.

In feeding all their poultry stock they
have kept close to the recommendations
of poultry experts, and make use of a
generous supply of fresh alfalfa and clover

to lessen the feed bills as much as economy
of production will allow.
While this poultry business was based

on the idea of making it a profit-making
occupation, the goal has also been to prove
that a large-scale poultry plant can be de-
veloped into a beautiful country place by
means of attractive buildings, fences, or-

chards, shade trees, shrubbery, flowers, and
equipment generally. All who see their

place admit that the hopes of these retired

merchants are rapidly being realized, even
though but a few years have elapsed.
Their country home and farm is becoming
known as a delightful place to see, while
it is steadily paying a good dividend on
the capital invested in addition to operat-
ing expenses. The eggs go to supply large

city hotels, and bring a fancy price the
season through.
To better carry out the idea of beauti-

fying their place they have steadily worked
in their breeding to produce a combination
of utility and beauty in their Leghorns,
and to this end keep working toward a
type of Leghorn stock that will produce
heavily of eggs and be attractive in feath-

ering, head-furnishings, and conformation.
This part of their task is proving no easy
one, since the heavy-laying quality steadily

reacts against beauty of conformation, and
must be constantly offset by the skill and
knowledge of the breeder.

for the poultry star is in the ascendant.
The very ablest men interested in this
industry have been busily planning and
working for the past year to complete and
launch an organization that will coordinate
the full strength of the poultry industry

• for its future betterment.
This new organization has been given

the name of the "National War Emergency
Poultry Association," and its officials and
membership comprise the active strength
of practically all the state and local
poultry and allied organizations of the
entire country.

Already those who have been given
authority officially to conduct the work
of this federation are making a determined
effort to insure our poultry interests hav-
ing a square deal in the purchase of sup-
plies and the distribution and sale of poul-
try products.
Never before was the American poultry

industry in position to put its interests
into the sunlight. Producers and con-

_ sumers of poultry and its products can
alike take heart. For without the industry
bcoming stabilized, there would continue
to be a loss to producers and, in conse-
quence, shortage of supply and increased
cost of poultry to the consumer.
Even more calamitous, with underfed

nations to sustain, would be the increased
home consumption of pork and beef fol-
lowing continued shortage of poultry and
poultry products. A billion-dollar poultry
industry must not be. allowed to dwindle.

A Boost for the Lowly
Hen

By B. F. W. Thorpe

WITHOUT question, America's poul-
try industry has been underesti-

mated, and of late its interests have been
side-tracked as a result of special war in-

fluences being directed toward stimulation
of other and so-called "red meat" pro-
duction. True, government, agricultural,

and food administration officials have
spoken for the encouragement of poultry
production. But there was a lack of

systematic organized work in behalf of

our poultry interests.

The result has been a nation-wide
decrease in our poultry population fol-

lowing the heavy advance in cost of

poultry feeds and essential poultry equip-

ment without a corresponding increase in

revenue from our flocks.

But now poultrymen can take courage,

"Show You" Poultry

Shows
By B. F. W. Thorpe

VISITORS to the rank and file of
poultry shows see merely a fashionable

dress parade of glossy, well-groomed poul-
try feathers, scrubbed legs, polished claws
and beaks, tails carried at the fashionable
artificial slant, combs showing the regula-
tion number of points, etc. Seldom is

anything to be seen or known of the actual
conformation and body development of
the heavily feathered birds themselves,
except by poultry experts who have
learned to look through feathers and frills

to the real organism itself. It is the ex-
ception to find more than one generation
of a strain or family on exhibition at one
show. When such is the case it is seldom
that the onlookers are made aware of the
fact.

With other stock exhibited, much of the
real educational value results from the
comparisons that can be made between
sires, dams, and their get, including several
generations of progeny or related blood
lines. Just here is an opportunity to make
our poultry shows of real and helpful value
to the beginner or novice who is con-
tracting "chicken fever." Here should be
exhibited family groups, including three
or more generations, so that interested
poultrymen and the public can know just
what particular families are like when kept
several years for breeding purposes, and
can see how they reproduce their types.

Not alone should the so-called fancier's

stock be the main show; utility families

and strains should be equally prominent
with egg types of all prominent breeds and
varieties, showing year-through layers
depicting the various signs of heavy egg
production; also exhibits of dressed speci-

mens of heavy layers and "boarders" for

comparison; and fryers, broilers, and
roasters, including capons, ready for the
grid and oven. Molting birds of the
different breeds should have a prominent
place in autumn shows, since the feather-

bereft hen or cock discloses actual body
conformation in life action which is afforded

at no other time.
Likewise, eggs of the hens exhibited §

should have a prominent place. Another
and highly important class should be
composed of hens that have won distinc-

tion in officially conducted egg-laying con-
tests, accompanied by charts showing
accomplishment of such honored perform-
ers. Concisely stated, poultry shows should
no longer be merely animated exhibits of

feather bird-art models. If the fancier's

stock can furnish official proof of genera-
tions of utility qualities, well and good;
but, in any case, give utility an undeni-
able place in every poultry show.
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What Mrs. Wilson Served for Luncheon
Also including recipes for many other tasty inexpensive dishes evolved by

official Washington housewives to save food

By Ruth Eleanor Jones

MOST of the things printed about
Washington society women are

apt to give the impression that
they devote their energies to

clothes and receptions and hav-

ing a good time. Nothing could be further

jfrom the truth.

I The fact is that these good women strug-

gle with the same problems you struggle

Svith in your home town or on the farm.

*The cost of living hits them just as it hits

«rou, and perhaps some of the conservation

pishes they have
learned to cookmay
interest you be-

cause, although the

armistice is signed,

food conservation,

Mr. Hoover tells us,

must go on more
intensively than be-

fore, if famine is

not to grip the

world.

I From the "First

Lady in the Land"
down, the women
prominent in offi-

cial life in the Capi-
tal devote time,

thought, energy,
and intelligence to

the solution of the

.problem of livihgf

and they are more
than willing to pass

their experiences
along.
For instance,

Mrs. Robert Lan-
sing, wife of the

Secretary of State,

became convinced
of the value of

dried foods, the fur-

ther use of which is

being warmly ad-
vocated by the De-
partment of Agri-
culture. To prove
how appetizingly
they may be pre-

pared and cooked,
she gave a "dried
luncheon" not long
ago, and invited a
number of the cabi-

net women, with
such other guests as Mrs. Champ Clark,
Mrs. Atlee Pomerene, and Mrs. Hugh L.
Scott, to a six-course meal composed en-
tirely of dried foods. The menu included
'bouillon made of dried vegetables, dried
^chicken, which was "brought back" by be-
ing soaked in water and then fried in
vegetable oil, several sorts of dried vege-
tables, also brought back by soaking,

, salad, and a delicious dessert flavored with
dried mint leaves.

The luncheon, which was served in the
lovely old garden back of Mrs. Lansing's
home, where she gives delightful dinners
during the summer months, was voted a
great success. Many of the viands~~they
sampled are now in regular use in the homes
of some of the guests who were present.

In the days when she was Mrs. Norman
Gait, the President's wife used to do her
own marketing, and her little house was
run with clock-work precision. Although
she has now resigned the actual details of

: providing into the hands of the old-estab-
I lished White House housekeeper, she still

continues to supervise domestic arrange-
ments very closely. Home-making is her
vocation in life, and she considers house-
keeping an essential part of home-making.
The White House sets the pace in food

conservation, and Mrs. Wilson sees per-
sonally that the menage lives up to the
pledge on the membership card of the Food
Administration conspicuously displayed in
the front window. She sees that under the
White House roof there is none of the wilful
squandering of foodstuffs which in the days
before the war was one of our crying
national sins. She keeps the drawing-
rooms filled with fresh flowers, and per-
sonally sees that the household machinery
is kept running smoothly.
The President and Mrs. Wilson have

always had very simple personal tastes;

and nowadays when they give a dinner the
menu is, in effect, "passed by the Food
Administration" and subscribes in spirit, if

not in letter, to the "three-course dinner"

Each piece is in two tints, cream-white in

the center, with a deep border of ivory.
The decorations are in rolled gold, a narrow
border into which the Stars and Stripes

advocated by that institution. For exam- "have been worked, and the President's seal

1? _H -Jli
Photograph from Paul Thompson

pie, when the French War Mission, with
M. Rene Viviani and Marshal Joffre at its

head, was in Washington, the guests of the
nation dined at the White House and were
given a thin soup, a filet of beef, with
several spring vegetables, a salad, an ice,

and a demi-tasse, with cigars and cigarettes
after the ladies had
retired to the draw-
ing-room. There
was no mention of

wine.
The several other

missions of our al-

lies, British, Ital-

ian, Russian, Bel-
gian, Japanese, and
the rest, were simi-
larly entertained at
a frugal repast. At
informal luncheons,
which are the ac-

cepted form of en-
tertainment for the
more or less official

missions that come
to Washington, the
menu is quite as
simple.

Save for purely
official dinners in

honor of visiting

notables from over-

seas, entertaining
has been taboo at

the White House
since the United
States entered the
war and since the
armistice, the only
exception being
Mrs. Wilson's in-

formal at homes for

thirty or forty
guests, which are

so pleasant a fea-

ture of the winter
season. Mrs. Wil-
son is a perfect hos-
tess, with a winning
smile and always
ready with some
remark to make

each guest feel personally welcome. The
tea table usually is laid in the great

south window of the Red Room, or

occasionally before a snapping wood
fire. Miss Edith Benham, Mrs
Wilson's secretary, presides, or pos-
sibly Miss Margaret Wilson or

Miss Helen Woodrow Bones.
With one ?s tea—and White

House ~iea is proverbially deli-

cious, always piping hot and
freshly brewed—one is served
dainty little sandwiches, us-
ually rye-bread sandwiches
nowadays, and possibly a 1
piece of home-made cake. i

Only granulated sugar is used, 1

for lump sugar is considered
wasteful. The silver and tea
service are handsome, and love-
ly old-fashioned spoons, very
plain and marked in script,

"The President's House," are al-

ways used. In fact, almost all of the
flat silver used in the White House is

so marked.
There has just been delivered, by the

way, the first set of White House china de-

signed by American artists, made from
American clays at an American pottery,
burned in American kilns, and decorated
by American workmen. It is the custom
for each Mistress of the White House to

have the privilege of ordering a service of

china, which on her departure is added to

the important collection of table and glass-

ware which is included in the appointment
of the President's House.
Months of time were consumed in the

preparation of designs for the present serv-
ice, a state dining set which numbers
seventeen hundred pieces, and great care
was taken in its manufacture. The result

is a service of great simplicity and richness.

in gold appears on each piece. The service
plates have a deep
blue border with
design in gold.

The service has
been dubbed the
"President Wilson
design," and speci-
men pieces of the
different articles in-

cluded in the set

have been placed
with the notable col-

lection of the White
House heirlooms,
specimens of the
china and glassware
used by each of the
Presidents of_ the
United Sates, which
is housed in a room
on the ground floor

of the White House. Mrs. Theodore
Roosevelt started the collection, each suc-

ceeding White House chatelaine has added
to it, and there have been many gifts of

priceless things, mementoes of the ad-
ministrations of Presidents long dead.

In spite of the fact that its present chate-

laine is an accomplished housekeeper,

things don't always run smoothly at the

White House in these difficult days. In-

deed, Mrs. Wilson laughingly tells some-
times of how the members of the Christmas
house party at the Executive Mansion last

winter shivered and shook and went about
in fur coats, and how an aunt of the Wilson
girls was actually driven to trumping up a
very important reason for going home
several days before she had intended. The
apartments occupied by the family were
comfortable enough, but the bitter weather,
the necessity for using coal sparingly, and
the rather inadequate heating plant in the
White House, combined to make the wing
in which the guest chambers are situated
almost unfit for habitation.
But this is a digression from the passing

on of some hints which have been helpful

to the women of official life in their three-
fold battle to roUt the full garbage pail, to

"Woodrow's Favorite"

peculiarly high-bred air, snow-white hair,

and a young face. She can sit at the head
of her own table, with perhaps a visiting

prince at her right and a ranking diplomat
at her left, speaking in French to one, in

Spanish to the other, and handling a cos-
mopolitan group of

guests in such fash-
ion as to make the

PRESIDENTS have certain prej-

udices about things to eat, just

like other folks, you know. And we
find, tucked cunningly away near
the end ofMiss Jones's very interest-

ing story about the dishes official

Washington wives give their hus-

bands to eat, the detailed recipe for

Mr. Wilson's favorite dessert. And
what do you think it is? A charlotte

russe. It's some dish too. If you
don't believe it, look at the recipe.

THE EDITOR.

Photograph from Harris & Ewing

use substitutes for the staples which must
be saved for our fighting forces, and to pro-
vide nutritious, appetizing, and well-bal-

anced meals without spending all the
money which should be going into Liberty
bonds.
The answer to the problem, so far as the

housewife is concerned, lies in judicious
marketing and intelligent cookery. As the
wife of the Secretary of State, it is Mrs.
Lansing's duty to serve as official hostess
to the diplomats from all countries of the
world. She is a handsome woman with a

evening a success.
She can also descend
into her kitchen and
handle a corps of

servants with equal
tact and success, and
she devotes as much
thought and intelli-

gence to her house-
keeping as to the
business of being a
diplomatic hostess.
She always does

her own marketing,
and she's not above
using the cheaper
cuts of meat, scien-

tifically cooked to
make them tender and dressed up with a
savory sauce. She frequently serves cheese
as a substitute for meat at luncheon, and
her recipe book contains directions for
making numerous appetizing delicacies of
cheese. Here's one favorite, a cheese souffle

:

One cup of milk heated in a double
boiler, two tablespoons of flour, two table-
spoons of butter, one cup of grated cheese,
three eggs. Cream butter and flour, stir in
hot milk, add grated cheese and yolks of
eggs, and set aside to cool. When cool, add
whites of eggs beaten stiff, and bake in a
medium oven for fifteen minutes. Serve
immediately.
The Department of Agriculture has been

experimenting in the making of cheeses, the
increased use of which it highly recom-
mends, and has developed a Camembert
cheese and a Roquefort cheese which com-
pare favorably with the imported varieties,

we used to get before the war. The direc-
tions for these may be had from the de-
partment for the asking.

Mrs. Newton D. Baker, wife of the Sec-
retary of War, makes a cheese souffle, or a
cheese fondue, as she prefers to call it,

which she considers very fine. She uses
bread crumbs, contending that they pre-
vent the souffle from falling. The recipe
calls for one cup of bread crumbs, very fine,

one cup of York State cheese, crumbled,
three eggs, beaten separately, one cup
of milk, salt, pepper, and cayenne.
Put a layer of bread crumbs in a but-
tered or oiled baking dish, beat the
eggs and milk together, add the
cheese, season, and pour the mix-
ture into the baking dish. Add
another layer of crumbs, and
bake for twenty minutes. .

One of Mrs. Baker's most high-
ly prized bits of household lore

concerns the cooking of cab-
bage. The first thing is to
"catch your cabbage young."
Cut it in quarters and put it

into water that is boiling very-

hard. Do not cover, and boil

for just eighteen minutes. Season
with salt, pepper, and melted but-
ter, or serve with cream sauce if

desired. If prepared in this fashion
the cabbage will be remarkably

tender and delicate, and, best of all,

there will be no odor from the. cook-
ing. Mrs. Baker maintains that all vege-

tables are better if boiled without a cover,

as the steam confined beneath the lid tends
to spoil the flavor.

The use of fish is heartily advocated by
the Food Administration, and it certainly

tends to add variety to the diet. Moreover,
although the price has advanced rapidly,

it is still considerably cheaper than meat.
Here's a recipe for fish souffle which Mrs.
Baker uses frequently on her own table:

Take three pounds of halibut steak, one
cup of bread crumbs, five eggs; run the
steak through the meat grinder twice. Sea-
son with salt and pepper to taste. Beat
the eggs separately, the whites very stiff.

Mix the ingredients well together, fold

in the egg whites, and place the mixture
in a well-buttered timbale mold. Place
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^ake good care ofyour
Westclox alarm
/^OOD alarm clocks are not as easy

to get as they used to be. The war
has made them scarce. Yet they are

more in demand today, as household

timekeepers, than ever before.

Careful treatment will make your
Westclox alarm last longer.

We have prepared a booklet that

tells you more about your clock. Since

July, 1918 this booklet has been packed
with every Westclox alarm. If you
bought your clock before that time

you may have one of these booklets

by mail. A postal card from you will

bring it.

Western Clock Co. -makers of Westclox
Is Sails, IIU U S. A. Fscioriet at Peru. I1L

MEN PETS — Wonder Money Makers
1 mend leaks instantly in all utensils, hot
water bag's , etc. Insert and tighten. 10c and

' 25c a package, postpaid. Agents Wanted.
ICollette Mfg. Co., Box 704, Amsterdam.N.Y.

APiece
out ofthe same old

package <~ It's just

as gooA asiever.—
Sold since 188J

None Such
MinceMeat

"Like Mother Used to Make"

^&r-liine Recipe Book-Free
Mettell-Soule Co., Syracuse.N.Y

CIGNET
^|_g^ THE PERMANENT M
Made by the Manufacturers 1 l\l »V

of UPAGES GLUE • » •
.

Delivered vo°u FREE
Your choice of 44 atylaa, colors
and sizes in the famous line of
"RANGER" bicycles, shown in

full color in the big new Free Cata-
!og. We pay all the freight charges
from Chicago to youi town.

30 Days Free Trial ?n°^g
'.bicycle you select, actual riding test"~ your own town for a foil month,

o not buy until you get onr grtat
new trial offer and low Factory-
Direct-To-Rider terms and prices.

TIRF^ LAMPS, HORNS, pedals,
single wheels and repair

parts for all makes of bicycles at
half usual prices. No one else can
otter such values and such termsSEND NO MONEY but write today
'or the big new Catalog. It's fr.e,

PAn CYCLE COMPANYEMU Dept. W-83 Chicago

Riaer
Agents
Wantea

Delight

They relish the better flavored, novel
looking sticks ot

^RUSTyf^ORN i%0BS
Made in Wagner Cast Molds

Simple to use. Ask your dealer or
we will send post paid in cast iron
for tl . West of Rocky Mts. $1 .25.

Jf±p fT * THE WAGNER HFC. CO.
Dept. 83 Sidney. Ohio

the mold in a pan of water, and steam
twenty minutes in the oven. Serve with
egg sauce or any relish desired.
Halibuf is a fish which lends itself par-

ticularly to variety in cooking. It is, for
instance, the basis of an exceedingly ap-
petizing fish loaf which Mrs. Robert L.
Owen uses frequently. Mrs. Owen, who is

the wife of the Senator from Oklahoma, is a
famous hostess. She gives interesting din-
ner parties, has a faculty for cdllecting
worth-while people about her, and her
menus are always original.

This recipe calls for one pound of halibut,
one cup of milk, one teaspoon of flour, two
cups of bread crumbs (war bread will do
nicely), one-half cup of nuts chopped fine,

two dozen blanched almonds. Boil the
halibut, set aside until cool, and then break
up into flakes. Mix with bread crumbs,
nuts, and a cream sauce made of the milk
thickened with flour; season to taste with
salt, pepper, and paprika; mold into a loaf
and bake until brown and thoroughly done.
Stick the almonds in the top of the loaf.

Drawn butter or cream sauce may be
served with this dish if desired. To blanch
the almonds, shell them, put the meats in a
bowl, pour boiling water over them, and
soak for half an hour. Remove the skins,

and plunge into ice water for a few minutes.
Oysters au gratin, combining fish and

cheese, is another favorite dish with the
Owen family. The materials required are

one quart of oysters, one cup of milk, one
teaspoon of flour, one pound of mild yellow
cheese. Drain the oysters, put in a small
stewpan, and steam for a few minutes until

they areplump and the liquor is exhausted.
Drain again, and dust with salt, pepper,
and paprika to taste. Place in a baking
dish a layer of oysters, a layer of cream
sauce, and a layer of grated cheese, repeat-
ing until the dish is filled. Make the top
layer of cheese thick. Bake in a medium
oven until the cheese is melted and brown
on top. Serve immediately and very hot.

Miss Agnes Hart Wilson, daughter of the
Secretary of Labor, who is official hostess

for her father and takes much of the burden
of housekeeping from the shoulders of her

invalid mother, combines eggs and fish in

an appetizing fashion. Take six eggs,

boiled hard, three-fourths cup of cracker

crumbs, three-fourths cup of tuna fish, one
pint of white sauce. Chop eggs, mix with
fish and cracker crumbs, pour sauce over

the mixture, season to taste, and bake until

brown. Serve very hot. Salmon or chicken

may be used instead of the tuna fish.

Macaroni cooked with cheese or toma-
toes may be served as the principal dish at

luncheon instead of meat; or, if a little

cooked meat be added, in the Italian style,

it makes an excellent "one-dish dinner."

The one-dish meal is exceedingly popular
abroad, and might profitably be tried out in

this country. Properly selected, it contains

all the necessary food elements, is easy to

prepare, economical, and calculated to save

a lot of dish-washing.

HERE'S a delicious macaroni recipe

sponsored by Mrs. Franklin K. Lane,

wife of the Secretary of the Interior: Boil

macaroni in salted water until tender; drain

through colander. Heat two tablespoons of

butter in a saucepan, add the macaroni,

half a cup of cold minced tongue (ham or

other leftover cold meat may be substi-

tuted), half a cup of chopped mushrooms,
and a quarter of a pound of grated cheese.

Cover and set over fire until thoroughly

hot. Heat one can of Italian tamato con-

serve piping hot, add to macaroni, and
serve at once. A small glass of sherry wine

or madeira may be heated with the con-

serve if desired, and is thought by many to

improve the flavor of this dish.

Soybean croquettes are particularly

satisfactory, and Mrs. Carl Vrooman, wife

of the Assistant Secretary of Agriculture,

vouches for the following method of pre-

paring them: Two cups of boiled soybeans,

two onions. Run the beans through a fine

sieve or meat chopper. Chop onions fine,

fry until transparent but not brown, and
mix with the mashed beans. Season with

salt, pepper, and a little paprika. Divide
into equal parts, shape into croquettes, dip

each into beaten egg, roll in bread or

cracker crumbs, and fry in hot vegetable

oil. Drain on paper, and serve hot with
creole sauce.
The ingredients for the sauce are one

tablespoon of fat, one tablespoon of flour,

one cup of canned tomatoes, one onion

chopped fine. Heat fat in a saucepan, •stir

in flour, and add tomatoes and chopped
onion. Season with salt, pepper, and celery

salt if desired, and stir until boiling. Strain

into another saucepan, and add one-half

cup of chopped green pepper; boil a few
minutes, and serve. Soybeans have the
advantage of being cheap as well as de-
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cidedly flavorful, and contain almost as
much protein as meat.
The home of Mrs. David Franklin Hous-

ton, wife of the Secretary of Agriculture, is

nev^r without baked apples. She has one
method of preparing them for breakfast
and another for supper—and she serves
them for the children's supper almost every
day. For breakfast: Remove the core of
apples of equal size, and place in baking
tin a little distance apart; put a little
water in the pan, and bake in a moderate
oven for thirty minutes; baste frequently.
Serve with sugar and cream. For supper:
Pare and core the desired number of cook-
ing apples of equal size, fill the centers with
sugar and butter; bake with a little water
in the pan until tender, but not soft enough
to loose their shape; baste frequently and
brown lightly; sprinkle with granulated
sugar and a little powdered cinnamon or
grated nutmeg just before removing.

THE Houston family is so fond of war
bread, which they started making when

the necessity of saving wheat was strongest,
that they continue to use it a great deal,
although the ban on pure wheat flour has
been lifted. Here's the recipe: One cup of
milk or water, one teaspoon of salt, one-
half yeast cake, one cup of rolled oats,
three cups of flour. Scald the liquid, add
salt, and pour over the oats. Cool half an
hour, add the yeast mixed with one-fourth
cup of warm water, add the flour. Knead,
leave, and let rise until double the size.

Knead again, and let rise in the pan until
the size is doubled. Bake in a moderate
oven for forty minutes. ^This quantity
makes a loaf weighing about one and one-
fourth pounds.

Being a Southerner—she hails from
Texas—Mrs. Albert Sidney Burleson knows
the true worth of cornmeal, and the cam-
paign to increase the use of meal as a sub-
stitute for wheat flour was won before it

was begun in her household. The Burleson
family uses twice a day an "economical
corn bread" which is simply made. The
ingredients necessary are one cup of corn-
meal, two tablespoons of .melted lard, salt

and cold water. Add the lard. Make into
cakes the size of a griddle cake and the
thickness of a baking powder biscuit, and
brown on both sides on a greased griddle.

Then place the cakes, griddle and all, in

the oven, and bake until the meal is

thoroughly done. A little molasses may be
used to help the browning process, but
Mrs. Burleson doesn't favor this.

In spite of the obvious necessity of her
abiding by the regulations laid down by the
Food Administration, Mrs. Herbert C.
Hoover, wife of the Food Administrator,
has won modest fame for her dinner par-

ties. And she has introduced her guests to

a toasted corn bread which is praised on all

sides. She serves it at dinner instead of

wheat bread. Here's the recipe: One pint

of yellow cornmeal, one cup of milk, one
cup of water, two teaspoons baking pow-
der, one teaspoon of salt, one tablespoon
of vegetable shortening, one teaspoon of

syrup. Beat the ingredients well together,

bake in a thin layer, split, toast, butter,

and serve piping hot;

Here's a recipe for muffins which has
been tried out with great success: A good
pint of flour, two tablespoons of sifted

meal, one tablespoon of lard, one-half tea-

spoon of soda, one teaspoon of cream of

tarter. Mix to the consistency of batter
with milk, and bake in muffin rings.

This is part of the lore contained in the
Wilson family cookbook, a book of choice
recipes collected by the President's mother,
the late Mrs. Joseph R. Wilson, and copied
by her into the blank pages of "Rip Van
Winkle's Travels in Africa and Asia." The
book is full of recipes for delectable things
and has a pretty personal touch in the way
so many "rules" are marked "Marion's
favorite," "the Doctor's favorite," etc.,

referring to various members of the family.

"Woodrow's favorite"—and "Wood-
row" can be no other than the President
of the United States—is a charlotte russe
made as follows: "Put into a kettle one
ounce of gelatin, one quart of water, one-
half pint of milk, one pound of sugar,
yolks of four eggs, and four spoons of the
sugar. When the ingredients are well mixed
pour them upon the yolks and scald them,
stirring all the while. Then strain through
a sieve and pour it while hot on the four
whites, which must first be beaten to a froth.
Stir it constantly. When it is cold add a
syllabub prepared as follows: One-half pint
of cream and the remainder of the sugar;
churn it, then lay it upon a sieve so that all

the milk may drain out. Stir constantly
until cold."
The cookbook is the property of Mrs.

Joseph R. Wilson of Baltimore, wife of the
President's brother.
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An Aviation Meet
By Emily Rose Burt

TRY this plan for recruiting attendance
at your next church social. It would
also "fill the bill" for a jolly midwinter

school party. The invitations are made to
look like tickets of admission; the men's
of red pasteboard and the girls' of blue.

They read this way:

Admit Two
To an Aviation Meet

In the church parlors

Friday evening

February 21 8 o'clock

Each member who receives a ticket must
make a point of inviting somebody else,

and should conduct the guest personally
to the social.

The hall or assembly rooms may be
decorated with American and Allied colors,

and it would be appropriate and effective

to suspend in each window a trio of toy
balloons, red, white, and blue in color,

respectively. Miniature airplanes hung
overhead at intervals down the length of
the room would add realism.
- In different places on the walls place
conspicuously large posters boldy lettered
with the program of events, as follows:

1. Tests-
Ground work.
Control.
Balance.

2. Flights.

3. Stunts and Tricks

—

Spiral. 4.

Loop the loop.

Reverse speed.
Low speed.
Spin.
Nose dives.
Hands up.

Air Races.
5. Arrival of Air Mail.

To promote fun put up a few placards
featuring certain well-known members in
some of the events. For instance:

"See Charlie Hays loop the loop!"
or

"Mildred Brown's control is wonderful!"

A good leader can make this program go
off well by calling on volunteers for the
various contests. Sometimes people like
better to take part in teams.
I The first test, which is called "ground
work, " is a hopping stunt. The contestants
hop on one foot to a given goal, and the
one who does it most easily and gracefully
and holds out best is declared victorious
by the judges. Blue ribbon badges are
pinned on the successful persons.
I Next comes "control," which turns out
to be facial control under difficulties. No
matter what the funny, teasing, or pseudo-
insulting remarks or performances of the
onlookers, the contestants must retain
calm and unmoved expressions as they
stand in line.

"Balance" proves who best can poise
an apple on the head and walk across the
room. All the "balancers" start at the
same moment, and the first successful ones
are awarded the blue ribbon. Balancing
peanuts on a knife blade and carrying them
thus from one end of the room to the other
is another way to execute the test.

When it is time for "flights" everybody
is handed a paper aviation cap to put on.
Then paper and pencils are passed and all

are invited to take flight of fancy. These,
it may be explained, may be rhymes, ro-
mances, or the biggest lies than can be
recalled. A flight of oratory may also be

' pffered. A commit-
tee of three ap-
pointed on the spot
promises to report
on the winners at
the close of the
evening. If pre-
ferred, a program
of poems and short,
comic, exaggerated
stories may bs pre-
pared beforehand,
and fill in this space
with apparent im-
promptu.
The "air races"

are of two sorts:

the "hot air" race,

and the balloon
race. In the "hot
air" race the con-
testants are timed
as to the number
of words each can
say in three minutes
with the eyes shut.
For the balloon race
several strings are

stretched from one side of the room to the
other, and the same number of toy bal-
loons is supplied. The object is for the
contestants to blow their respective bal-

loons across the room, following as nearly
as possible the courses of string. The choice
of different colored balloons makes for

interest and consequent "rooting."
The arrival of the air mail is heralded by

the entrance of someone dressed in avia-
tor's garments—warm helmet, goggles,

gloves and all—carrying a mail sack (if

real, a. new one; but an imitation one
suffices).

The aviator then proceeds to take out
numerous packets which he hands to the
guests as far as they go. There should be
at least half as many packages as persons
present. Each bundle is marked

or

"Owner unknown.
Find another to share this."

The explanation is that each recipient of

a parcel must immediately seek a partner
and, upon doing so, open the parcel. Enough
sandwiches for two are revealed. Mean-
while, hot coffee or chocolate is being
passed by pretty waitresses with Japanese
fans stuck in their hair wing-wise.
The evening may end with a "musical

flight,"or, in other words, a rousing "sing."

Note: A full description of the stunts and
tricks mentioned may be obtained by sending
a stamped and self-addressed envelope to the
Entertainment Editor, Farm and Fireside,
381 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

A Conventional Design

THIS is a simple corner which is easily
made. For complete directions send four

cents in stamps to the Fancy-Work Editor,
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio. Order
No. FC-113.

Dry and Wet Picking

By Jane Macpherson

I AM often asked, "Do you recommend
dry or wet picking?"
The method to be used in picking a fowl

is determined by the time it is to be used.

The dry-picking method is used when the
poultry is for future consumption, and the
wet picking when it is for immediate use.

When fowls are dry-picked they are

bled by thrusting a sharp knife through the
right side of the roof of the mouth until the
jugular vein is severed. Blood will immedi-
ately begin to spurt from the mouth. The
brain is then pierced by thrusting the knife

through the groove in the center of the
mouth until it reaches the skull. This
loosens the nerves that have control over
the feathers. After this portion of the brain
has been paralyzed the feathers come off

easily.

The poultry will keep better if it is not
drawn and the birds are kept without food
for twenty-four hours before killing. The
head should be wrapped neatly in paper
and the feet left intact. In cold weather
one can send the birds almost any distance
by parcel post when dry-picked.

If the fowl is for immediate use it is a
trifle quicker to scald it and use the wet
method of picking. In this method the
bloom is spoiled and the bird will not keep
so well. All scalded fowls should be im-
mediately drawn.
The feathers are now of greater consider-

ation than in the past, and dry-picked
feathers are more valuable than wet-
picked either for selling or for home use.

When dry-picking it is easy to separate the
different quality
feathers as they are
plucked and drop
them into separate
receptacles.

Where fifty birds
and upwards are
dressed annually,
the feathers can be
marketed for
enough to make
them pay a. good
part of the labor
cost of dressing
the fowls. Also the
offal, that is too
commonly wasted,
if run through a
meat chopper and
washed, can be fed
direct to the flock,

preferably in a
moist mash so that
it will be evenly
distributed and
kept from becom-
ing soiled in the
runs or litters.

The worlds greatest

catalog of music
^tiflo,tjiiicaT— <

Be sure to get a
copy of this great
catalog of music,
whether or not you
have a Victrola. It

is free at all Victor
dealers', or we will

mail it free upon request.

This great book of more than 500 pages, with over 200
portraits and illustrations, is the world's best guide to the

enjoyment of music; the index to the greatest library of

music ever collected—a living library of the wonderful
musical achievements of the world's greatest artists.

It is the only record catalog in which any selection can be found

instantly under the name of the composition, the composer or the

artist. It contains brief sketches of the most popular operas and
illustrations of the scenes: pronunciation of foreign names; biogra-

phies of prominent composers; complete Red Seal section with por-

traits and biographies of the world's greatest artists; list of selected

records for new Victor customers, and other features.

This Victor Record catalog represents

21 years of constant research and tireless effort

and over Eleven Million Dollars of actual expenditure.

It is a book that bears testimony to the enormous amount of time
and money spent in developing the art of recording to its present state

of perfection. A tribute to Victor ingenuity and thoroughness; another

evidence of Victor supremacy. A book every music-lover will want.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J.

New Victor Records demonstrated at
all dealers on the 1st of each month

IBS?

iremacy
GET THIS SUIT
made to your own measure
It won't cost you one single cent,
We will give it to you so you ear
show it to your friends. It will
be a big advertisement for
us. Yoo can easily make from

$35 to $50 SiJM.
and besides that be the best dressc
man in your town. It's an oppo
tunlty you cannot afford to overloo:
Even if you only want to order a suit
for yourself, don't fall to

Write For Our Big Offer
Don't delay a minute. Drop us

a line or send us your name on a post-
card, and we will send you, absolutely
free, our wonderful style book, con-
taining 64 beautiful samples to choose
from. Write now.
The Progress Tailoring Co., DepL 1005, Chicago

WAS $100— NOW $57

Here is the famous Oliver Typewriter of-
fering- you a saving o£ $43. The $57 Oliver
is our identical $100 model, brand new, never
used. Not second-hand nor rebuilt. The
same as used by many of the biggest con-
cerns. Over 700,000 sold. We send an Oliver
for Free Trial. Not one cent down. If you
want to keep it, pay us at the rate of $3
per month until the $57 is paid. This is the

greatest typewriter bar-
gain in the world.
Write today for our new

book, "The Typewriter on
the Farm."

The Oliver Typewriter Co.

3132 Oliver Typewriter Bldg.

Chicago, III. (11.07)
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Durable-DURHAM Hosiery is

not a product of child labor.

No person under 14 years is

employed. Average working

day is 8 hours and IS minutes.

Industrial conditions under su-

pervision of experts trained in

U. S. Government courses on

employment management.

You can see that this hosiery
is strongly reinforced at
points of hardest wear

It is well worth while to know hosiery; to know what
brand to buy in order to save money and avoid darning.

Ask your dealer to show you Durable- DURHAM
Hosiery. Examine it and you can see the extra rein-

forcing that means extra wear. You can feel the fine

quality of the yarn and notice the careful finish and
splendid appearance of the stockings.

DURABLE
DURHAM HOSIERY
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN

Made Strongest Where the Wear is Hardest

The tops are amply wide and elastic; legs are full length; sizes

are accurately marked; soles and toes are smooth, seamless and
even. The Durham dyes prevent fading after wearing or washing.
There are styles of Durable-DURHAM Hosiery for every season of

the year, for work, dress, play or school.

For coldest weather Durable-DURHAM Fleecy-lined
Hosiery is full of warmth and full of wear

Fleecy-lined stockings and socks for women, children and men,
strong and good-looking, with soft, warm fleecing.

You should be able to buy Durable-DURHAM Hosiery at any
dealer's. Ifyou do not find it, write to our Sales Offices at
88 Leonard Street, New York, and we will see that you
are supplied. Free Catalog showing all styles mailed on request.

DURHAM HOSIERY MILLS, Durham, N. C.
88 Leonard Street, New York

One of the many fine

values in Durable-

DURHAM Hosiery.

BANNER
All year wearing stocking.

Medium weight. Soft

combed yarn, lisle finish.

Wide elastic tops. Strongly

reinforced heels and toes.

Black and white.

"DON'T SHOUT"
"I hear you. I can hear now
as well as anybody. 'How?'

, With the MORLEY
'PHONE. I've
pair in my ears now. but
they are invisible. I would
not know I had them in,

myself, only that I hear all

right.

"The Morley Phone for

DEAF
is to the ears what
glasses are to the
eyes. Invisible, com-
fortable, weightless

and harmless. Anyone can adjust it." Over one hun-
dred thousand sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 776, Perry Bldg.,Phila.

ComfortMoor Closet
Odorless—Sanitary—Germ-Proof 1

Every borne without sewerage, plumbing or I

running water needs one. Anyone can install. I

Placed in any room in house. 10,000 in use. I

U. S. HEALTH BUREAU APPROVES
f

Says: "Chemical Closet complies with re-
quirements." Abolish cold outdoor closet.
Germ-life killed by chemicals. State Boards
of Health endorse it. 10,000 in use. AGENTS
WANTED. Exclusive territory. CATALOGUE FREE.
Comfort Chemicil Closet Co. B82 Factories Blda.. Toledo, 0.

MSI

A 46-PIECE FULL SIZE
HANDSOME DINNER SET

WE TRUST YOU

NO MONEY NEEDED

WE PAY FREIGHT

Sell 11 boxes of 7
cakes fine Toilet
Soap, and with

every box give as premiums to each purchaser all of
the following articles; a Pound of Baking Powder, Bottle
Perfume. Box Talcum Powder, 6 Teaspoons, Pair Shears
and Package of Needles and the Dinner Set Is Yours.
Many other equally attractive offers and hundreds of
useful Premiums or Cash Commission given for your
time. Special Extra Present of a 6-Pc. High-Grade
Granite Kitchen Set FREE of all cost or work of any kind,
if you write at once. You advance no money. You have
nothing to risk. Write today for our Big FREE Agents'
Outfit. Act quickly—don't delay. THE PURE FOOD CO.

Established 1897 127 W. Pearl St., CINCINNATI, 0.

lMM£4 HANDSOME LACE CURTAINS
.riven for selling only 30 packs Vege-
table Seeds at 10c per large pack. Also
31 pc* dinner
set given ac^S^^*S?^^2!2S\
cording ^°t^^^^^^n^^^JB
plan in our^r^ nit: tK^&&'
big free cata-^KkP^
log. Ourseeds^
sell easily. Write at once for bigsam*
pie lot. WE TRUST YOU with seeds
until sold. AMERICAN SEED CO.,

^?
:
Box 69 , Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

What 15°A YouS Nation s Capital
. 1 The little matter oS 15c in stamps or coin will bring you m the PathfinderThe little matter oS 15c in stamps or coin will bring you the Pathfinder

13 weeks on trial. The Pathfinder is an illustrated weekly, published at
the Nation's center, for the Nation : a paper that prints all the news of the
world and tells the truth and only the truth; now in its 26th year. This pa-
per fills the bill without emptying the purse; it costs but$l a year. If you
want to keep posted on what is going onin the world, at the leastexpense
of time or money, this is your means. If you want a paper in your home

prhich is sincere, reliable, entertaining', wholesome, the Pathfinder is yours. If you would appreciate a paper which puts everything
clearly, fairly, briefly—here it is. Send 15c to show that you might like such a paper, and we will send the Pathfinder on probation 13
weeks. The 15c does not repay us, but we are glad to invest in new friends. The Pathfinder, Box 45, Washington. D. C

Washington, the home of the Pathfinder, is the
nerve center of civilization; history is being
made at this world capital. The Pathfinder's
illustrated weekly review gives you a clear, im-
partial and correct diagnosis of public affairs
during these strenuous, epoch-making days.

TITANIA, QUEEN OF THE FAIRIES
KEEPS HER TRESSES SHINING BY THE USE OF

WHITING-^ADAMS
HAIR BRUSHES

RECOGNIZED BY ALL DEALERS AS THE BEST
Made in many patterns of imported woods and highest grade of
bristles. Nothing better made.

Send for Illustrated Literature

JOHN L. WHITING- J. J. ADAMS CO., Boston, U. S. A.
Brush Manufacturers for Over 108 Years and the Largest in the World

Goose Meat from Grass
By Mark Sabin

D;
URING the past season I have found
the making of goose meat out of
grass to be an easy trick. It has been

proved by scientific demonstration that
the greatest profit in meat production
results from making the greatest possible
growth of the young animals from fresh,

succulent pasture properly supplemented
by just enough grain or other concentrates
to insure rapid, steady growth, to be
followed by a quick finish on full-grain

feeding until the animal is fit and ripe for

the block. This meat-making program
holds true with pigs, lambs, young cattle,

and no less so with geese.

A plan that is proving profitably at-

tractive among a limited number of geese
growers is to fence substantially a series

of long narrow lots with strong poultry
fencing, built high enough to discourage
dogs.« Then provide a succession of crops
sufficient to furnish fresh, tender pasture
from the earliest possible spring date until

well into the winter. For example, a
succession like rye and vetch for late fall,

winter, and spring; a good clover and
blue-grass sod, alfalfa, or sweet clover for

spring and early summer. Then follow

rape and kale, together with some sweet
corn or field corn to cut for supplementary
feeding should drought shorten the pasture
supply.
The geese are rotated from lot to lot, and,

except for a period in the breeding season
and a few weeks' start for the goslings,

hardly any grain is required. Handled in

this way, with inexpensive shelters and
some bright alfalfa or clover hay and silage

for feeding the breeding stock in severe
winter weather, geese are being made to
produce from $200 to $300 gross income
per acre, with much less labor and expense
than are required with any other kind of

poultry.
Here is another plan of goose-meat

making where an orchard furnished the
pasture, supplemented with plots of spe-
cial green crops to be cut and fed as needed.
This plan is being followed by Mrs. John
Boehm, a New England goose enthusiast.

Mrs. Boehm believes the most important
things to consider are vigorous, well-bred

easier than chickens. They require keep-
ing warm, dry, and comfortable for only
a few days, need some care and ground
grain for the first two weeks, and then
they can practically take care of them-
selves if furnished good, fresh pasture,
clean drinking water, and dry, clean, airy
sleeping quarters.

" My forty-two goslings hatched in May
were fed only four bushels of grain (mill
feed) until they were ready to fatten in
November for the holiday market. But
they kept a good orchard pasture and an
adjoining clover lot grazed down as would
a flock of sheep. They were also fed some
fresh-cut green stuff, weeds, clover, sweet-
corn stalks, etc.

"When ready for market they averaged
$4.50 each, and a few younger females,
sold for breeders, brought $3.50 each.
"The season's hatch stood me consider-

ably better than $150 after all the cost of

the grain feed was deducted. The finish-

ing period on a full-grain ration was only
of three weeks' duration, and, of course,
the breeding stock I am keeping over for

next year's use will be fed scarcely any
grain until a few weeks before the breed-
ing season begins.

Chicks That Won't Die
By F. J. Harrington

1FIND that there are many people who
would rather pay a little more than the

price of day-old chicks if by so doing they
could avoid the losses so often sustained
during the first few weeks after baby chicks
are delivered. Because of this fact, the
business in the sale of "pound chickens,"
as they are called, is steadily growing. By
the time chickens are large enough to

weigh a pound they are well past the dan-
ger period, and are pretty likely to mature.
Of course, it is not meant that they should
actually weigh just a pound. Some people
like to buy the chickens when they are

three or four weeks old, and others want to

wait a few weeks longer.
When this demand for older chickens

exercise

breeding stock (she keeps the Toulouse
breed), then make sure they are happily
mated well in advance of the breeding
season. Geese are not naturally polyg-
amous, and unless handled just right

they are likely to object to increasing their

family responsibilities by taking on more
than one husband or wife.

Another matter of equal importance is

to bring the geese-breeding stock through
the winter so that strength and vigor will

be assured in the spring rather than fat-

ness and flabbiness, which will result from
overfeeding with too much corn and other
concentrated feeds and lack of opportunity
to range in a good-sized field.

Here is Mrs. Boehm's goose-raising

operations for the past year given in her
own words:

"I wintered three two-year-old Toulouse
geese mated to one three-year-old gander.
I set only fifty-seven eggs, five eggs to each
chicken hen, and hatched fifty-one gos-

lings. Of these, I raised forty-two to
marketing age. There was not one sick

gosling among them, but nine were carried
off by foxes.

"The raising of goslings I find much

first arose, some difficulty was found in

figuring the price to charge for them. The
plan adopted by many growers of adding
five cents for each week seems to be the

most satisfactory. That means that
chicken which would cost 20 cents when a

day old would cost 50 cents at the end of

six weeks. Probably the 50-cent chick is

worth as much more to the buyer if the

latter happens to be an amateur without
much time to give his birds. My own ob-

servation is that the demand for partly

developed chickens will cut into the baby-

chick business considerably, but the dis

tance to which they can be expressed ii

somewhat shorter than in the case of day
old chicks. Moreover, the express chari

are greater.

The pound-chick trade seems to mi
be best adapted to the poultryman who
built up a heavy-laying strain, and who
deliver chicks throughout his own adjoin-

ing counties and adjacent territory which

he can reach by advertising in county and

city papers. Such chicks, when safely

over the critical stage, make a surer founda-

tion for continued future business than is

the case with baby chicks or batching eggs.
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The Mystery at Glen Cove
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 39]

almond-eyed friend will bear watching,

that's certain."

As he spoke, the dejection I had observed

before, and the reason for which I knew so

well, descended over him. He shrugged

his shoulders wearily. s

; "I—I wish I knew what to do," he mur-
mured to himself in a helpless, timid

fashion, quite foreign to him.
We strolled back to the house presently,

without speaking, and resumed our chairs

on the varanda. It looked as if "the great

Cove mystery" would never be solved

until some one of those implicated chose to

speak.
I Presently Toguchi, the butler, appeared

to say, smoothly, that Mr. Steele was
wanted at the telephone. My suspicions

being immediately aroused by the similar-

ity of the summons which had nearly

ended the career of Carter, I followed my
companion.
The butler, however, discreetly with-

drew, and nothing in any way untoward
occurred. Steele's occasional monosy-
labic comments coming to me from inside

the telephone closet reassured me. I was
nevertheless relieved when, after perhaps

five minutes, he rejoined me
I noticed at once that he was laboring

under suppressed excitement. All his

lethargic hesitancy had vanished, and again

he was the hound unleashed.

"It was from Marie," he said softly, his

voice trembling in spite of his effort to con-

trol himself.

"Damn!" I ejaculated. But he appar-

ently failed to notice the significance of the

interjection.

"I want you to get the Debretts car,

the roadster, at once," he said rapidly.

"Fill her up with gas, and have the engine

started. I'll be out to the garage in three

minutes. I'm going on a trip."

"Why not the railroad?" I suggested.

"The trains are watched."
I said no more, but went at once to exe-

cute his bidding. The car was put in order

quickly, as I directed, and a moment later

Steele, his face curiously drawn, came in,

and stepped lightly into the machine.

"You're not going alone?" I suggested

hopefully.

"Absolutely," was the disconcerting re-

ply. With a clash of shifting gears the

great car rolled smoothly out of the garage,

and shot down the driveway.

DEJECTED and hurt at being so utter-

ly excluded from my friend's plans,

but having sufficient confidence in his

judgment to realize that it doubtless was
for the best, I strolled listlessly back to the

house.

Wearily I sank into my chair on the va-

randa. My eyes closed, and doubtless I

dozed for perhaps half an hour.

I was aroused by a strangely familiar

voice.

"Good morning, sir!"

I lay passive a second longer, collecting

my sleepy wits and striving to recollect

where I had heard that voice before. Then
it flashed upon me, and I opened my eyes

in something like terror.

Before me stood the stocky gentleman
who had pursued me at Harlem, and who
had been my captor at White Plains. He
was smiling broadly, and plainly enjoying
my quite obvious discomfiture.

"Good morning!" he repeated.

I gathered my scattered wits together
sufficiently to return his greeting, making
a vigorous endeavor to seem the embodi-
ment of indifference.

"To what am I indebted for this call?"

I drawled.
"Well, sir, it really is not you that I am

calling upon,", was the rather surprising
rejoinder.

I concealed my amazement, and put an-
other question with equal listlessness.

"And who is it you wish to see?" I in-

quired.

"It's Mr. Steele this morning."
"You have come far for the purpose?"
"Rather."
"I'm sorry."
"Why?"
"Because Mr. Steele left here some

minutes since."
It was his turn to manifest astonishment.
;|But the trains—!"
"Are watched, of course," I supplied.
"And the roads."
"No doubt. But there are bridle paths.

And it would not be impossible to go over-
land through the golf links, you know."
"The devil take him!" he ejaculated.

"No," I said smoothly, "a four-cylinder
Peugeot."
"Where was he going?" asked my visitor,

a deep furrow between his eyes.

"He failed to mention," I replied truth-

fully. "How about me? Won't I do?"
He shook his head, and started to make

off. The truth gradually dawned upon me.
"You mean—I can go home?"
"Anywhere you like," he jerked oyer his

head just before he disappeared in the
hedge bordering the roadway.
So the United States Secret Service had

no further interest in me! It was puzzling.

And it was not a little humiliating. They
had taken my measure, and found me of no
importance. Well, at least I could bathe
once more in my own tub and dress in my
own rooms.
Even in my lodgings, however, I did not

enjoy peace for very long. As I was dress-

ing for dinner a telephone message came
from Admiral Debrett requesting my pres-

ence at the Oaks immediately on a matter
of great urgency.
Without delay I hastened to answer my

summons, and found that a telegram had
been received for me. It read:

Come at once. Washington. Willard Hotel. S.

I consulted a timetable, and discovered

that by making the closest connections I

could be in Washington by midnight.

AMOMENT later a servant appeared

with my hat. Even in the excitement

of the moment I realized that there was
something unusual. Then it flashed upon
me what I missed.
"Where is Toguchi?" I asked.

The admiral shrugged his shoulders.

"The rascal threw up his job this after-

noon."
"Any explanations?"
"Said something about a better job in

the city; but, somehow, I didn't believe

him. Why, what made you ask?"

"Oh, nothing," I replied. But all the

way to the train I was wondering if there

was any connection between his sudden
disappearance and the business afoot.

My suspicions were not confirmed, how-

ever, until I entered the Washington train

at the New York terminal. Then my heart

gave a great bound. In the fourth seat in

front of me, across the aisle, sat Toguchi!

It was not a fast train, and the time

dragged interminably before we drew into

the station at Washington. I had occupied

myself with all sorts of fruitless specu-

lations as to the destination of my myste-

rious traveling companion, and I rejoiced at

the opportunity to experience something

like action.

By careful dodging I managed to keep

him in sight without giving him any intima-

tion that he was being trailed.

As I sped along in pursuit I had the at

once comforting and disappointing thought

that all my suspicions of the erstwhile

butler might prove entirely groundless. He
might, after all, be everything that he pro-

fcSSGCl to
But I couid not drive from my mind the

recollection of the man eavesdropping at

the telephone, nor the still more significant

proximity he had held, on the night of the

tragedy, to the switchbox. On top of that,

his sudden departure for Washington co-

incidently with my wire from Steele left

me no choice. I had to go on with the dis-

agreeable task, if only to assure myself that

it was one of folly.

My quarry glided swiftly down a side

street leading from the station—and sud-

denly vanished. He had evidently entered

a small and unpretentious, not to say

shabby, saloon. Acting upon that suppo-

sition, I pushed open the swinging doors

myself.
In spite of every effort to keep calm, my

heart was beating like a triphammer. But
nothing untoward met my gaze. Save for

a few belated loafers and a single bartender,

who was polishing his glasses, the place

was deserted.
The bartender looked up inquiringly,

and I ordered a glass of beer. While I was
drinking it my mind was moving rapidly.

My man was not to be seen, but he must
be near at hand. The saloon was not en-

tirely given up to a bar-room; it ran further

back, the space divided into little cubicles,

with a curtain drawn before them. I risked

everything on one question.

"I am expecting to meet a chap here,"

I«said to the bartender with as much non-
chalance as I could muster. "Japanese."
My efforts were successful. The bar-
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tender never so much as looked up from
his work. He jerked his thumb toward the
rear.

"He come in just a minute ago. The
other guy's been waitin' mos' an hour."
So there was another! I might have

known it. I thanked my informant and
strolled indifferently toward the curtained
stalls at the rear.

I listened cautiously. The first booth I
quickly discovered was occupied by a man
and a girl. The second and third were
empty. But in the fourth and last I could
hear voices. One, unquestionably, was
Toguchi's. The other, though it seemed
vaguely familiar, I could not for the mo-
ment place.

My heart fluttering at the excitement of
the situation, I slipped into the adjoining
stall.

The walls of the chamber were con-
structed of cheap pine boards, hung with
burlap. It took but a moment to discover
a knot hole and, pushing aside the cover-
ing, to apply my eye to the aperture.
At the side of the table furthest from me

sat Toguchi, talking earnestly. With his

back to me sat a man whose voice I had
already recognized. The outline of his

figure I knew that I had seen somewhere
before. But it was not until he shifted his

weight and I caught a glimpse of the side

of his face that I remembered where.
It was the man who had tried to stab me in

the moonlit glade in the Burchard woods!

THOUGH I strained my ears to the utter-

most, I could catch only an occasional

word. It was maddening to be so near to

revelation and yet as effectually excluded
as if a million miles away.

I had been there perhaps ten minutes
when my ears caught the sound of footfalls

on the passage outside. I held my breath
as they paused for an instant at my booth.
Then they passed on to the next one.

I glued my eye to the friendly knot hole,

but my field of vision was restricted. I

could see only a corner of the curtain at the

door, but from its faint movement I judged
that it had been drawn aside.

I could hear voices, low but extraordi-

narily intense. The man with his back to

me was doing most of the talking, I gath-

ered. The new arrival appeared to say
nothing. Then the man I had recognized

as "Paul" seemed to rise suddenly, and all

my view of the room was blotted out, as

his back covered the aperture. I caught a

strange sound, as of books being slammed
together, twice repeated. A choking gasp.

The crash of a falling chair. Then complete
silence

I rushed into the little hallway, and saw
emerging from the booth beyond, his back
toward me, but with enough of his face

exposed for complete recognition, the last

man in the world I had expected to see

—

Carter.
He turned sharply at my ejaculation,

and I fancied that I caught a lightning-like

movement toward the hip. Then he seemed
to recognize me, and a rather grim smile

softened his features.

"Oh, how do you do?" he said with the

most astonishing urbanity, quite as if he
were encountering me in a fashionable

drawing-room.

"I—I'm quite well, th-thank you," I

stammered, utterly nonplused by his per-

fect self-possession. But his next words
made me reel. The bartender, attracted

by the unusual sounds in the rear, had
come into the passage. Carter addressed

him.
"There are two men in that stall yon-

der," he said quite easily, indicating his

meaning with a jerk of his thumb. "One
is dead, and the other I think will be
presently. I shot them both. Doubtless
it will be well for you to summon the

police."

The bartender, having received this as-

tonishing intelligence, drew aside the cur-

tains to the booth. The man I had recog-

nized as Paul lay sprawled, face forward,

on the table, a purpling hole in his fore-

head. The Japanese had fallen to the floor,

his hand still clutching a small revolver. A
swift glance at the weapon made me under-
stand the peculiar noise I had heard.

Around its barrel was a cylindrical affair.

Carter, no doubt, was similarly provided.

I recalled that a "silencer" makes a pistol

shot sound like the snap of a firecracker.

Carter watched the examination with a

kind of grim amusement. When he caught
my eye he smiled, and nodded toward the
front of the place.

"While they're ringing up the authori-

ties, won't you join me in a glass of some-
thing?"

I agreed with not a little alacrity. My
nerves were sadly shaken by the terrible

business, and with a shaking hand I poured

from the bottle extended to me by the]
pallid bartender. My own condition made
me marvel the more at the absolute equan-
imity of my companion. Not by the flicken
of an eyelash did he indicate that his pulse
was exceeding, by a single beat, its normal
rate.

I became convinced, as I studied hinw
that the predominating feeling in his hear|
was one of relief. This man, who had just
delivered a murderous assault on two fellow
beings, acted for all the world like a man
from whom a great load has been lifted. I

Even the rough habitues of the placai
who were more accustomed to scenes of

violence than I was, were aghast at his
utter self-possession.

It seemed a long time before the soft
clang of a bell and the clatter of hoofs in-

dicated the arrival of the police. Half a
dozen burly policemen entered.

Carter drained his glass quite leisurely,

and turned to one of them.
" WijJ you be good enough to take charge

of that?" he said, handing over his pistol.

"I should hate to lose it."

Then he turned to me.
"Possibly you would be good enough to

come with me and add your assurances that
this highly respectable public house is in no
way to blame for my deplorable conduct?"
he suggested with a pleasant smile. As one
of the officers added his weight to the sug-s

gestion, and not so pleasantly, I followeS
the party out, and, for the first time in mw
life, enjoyed the pleasure of a ride in a]

patrol wagon.
When we reached the station, Carter was

led up to the sergeant, who peered over his

desk at him rather surprisedly. Carter was
not at all like the ordinary murderer of
commerce.

"If this—er—leech will release me

—

he began pleasantly.
At a nod from the sergeant the patrol-

man relaxed his hold.
"Now then, sir, you will understand that

I have nothing whatever to say. You know
already the facts of this case, and that is all,

I regret to say, that I am permitted to tell

you. And now," he went on, as calmly as

if he himself had been the presiding magis-
trate, "I must ask you to permit me to use
your telephone."

As the sergeant frowned a little doubts
fully, Carter broke into a pleasant smile, i

"After that you may do with me as you
think best," he said easily.

Without further discussion he picked up
the instrument at the officer's elbow and'

asked for a number I did not recognize. It

meant something to the sergeant, appar-
ently, for his face immediately took on an
alert expression. Carter got his connec-
tion quickly.

"Sixty-four speaking," he said. "I am
at the

—
" He turned interrogatively to the

police officer, who supplied the name of the.

station. "Under charge of murder. Will
you come at once? Thanks, very much."
He hung up the receiver, and with easy

nonchalance lighted a cigarette.

"Shall we sit down?" he said easily.

THE sergeant scratched his head. It

seemed to me that he was trying to

remember something. Then he fell back
on routine.

"Your name?" he asked, fingering a
pen.

"If I may say so, Sergeant, you will

spare yourself unnecessary labor in book-j

ing me if you will postpone that ceremony
a few moments. As you have doubtless
gathered, this is not a—er—strictly usual]

case." He leaned forward suddenly, whiSj!

pering in the officer's eaT1

. What he said

must have been illuminating, for the ser-j

geant at once put down his pen, whistling
softly to himself.

It was a curious situation. Here was»
self-confessed murderer, caught in the very
commitment of the act, suggesting thai
his booking be postponed, and the office!

in charge promptly acquiescing. It broughl
my curiosity to a fever heat to know who*

the mysterious Mr. Carter might really be.

My thoughts culminated uncontrollabhj
in speech.
"Who the devil are you, anyway?" 4

burst forth in an undertone.
He replied with a maddening smile.

"As to that, my dear sir, I shall doubt-
less be privileged to acquaint you in good
season. In the meantime"—a curiously
wistful expression seemed to gleam in the

depths of his dark eyes
—

"in the meantime
I trust that you will not permit appeaN
ances to prejudice your good opinion of

me."
Before I could put another question he

had leaped to his feet. I became aware
that the door had opened, and that two
gentlemen, one young, about his own ag£

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 57]
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TWELVE
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25c
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Why Some Children Are Delicate

By Helen Johnson Keyes

IRESI

THOUGH we may not realize it, much
of our ill-health is due to stomach
trouble. In fact, prominent physi-

cians have told me that it is unusual to

find either children or grown-ups with
good digestions.

This affliction, which may last a lifetime,

often begins in the second year of baby-
hood. By putting into our child's poor
little stomach foods which it is not yet
strong enough to take care of, we upset
its machinery forever, perhaps.

Feeding during the second year should
be as careful as that of the nursing or bot-

tle-fed infant. Children of this age
should not sit at the table with the rest of

the family, where there is constant tempta-
tion to give them unsuitable food. They
should have their own simple meals at

their own hours.

If this is done, mothers need not fear

teething or that dreaded "second summer."
I wish that you would believe me when I

tell you that no sickness is caused by the

coming in of the teeth. They are cut at

an age when most babies are being badly
fed, and so we have thought that the teeth

cause the illness.

As a matter of fact, it is the food which
causes the illness. Mothers neglect fret-

fulness and fever in a teething baby, say-

ing: "Oh, it is only a tooth." And be-

cause they do not seek a remedy for the

condition it often grows worse and worse,

until, sometimes, the precious baby dies.

If your baby vomits or has diarrhea, it

is because there is undigested material in

his body which is producing poisons

through his digestive tract. The first

thing for you to do is to give him a dose of

castor oil, or, if he is in distress and needs
immediate relief, an injection of a table-

spoonful of olive oil, followed by a pint of

warm soapsuds. Stop feeding him for

half a day. Then try a little barley water
—about one quarter of the amount which
he is in the habit of receiving of milk, if he

is an infant, and about two ounces if he is

over a year old. If he keeps this on his

stomach, repeat the dose in a couple of

hours. If he is much better by this time,'

add a fourth of whole milk. Work up
very, very slowly to the amount of food

he was taking before his illness. Do not
be afraid of starving him. If he is suffer-

ing from very bad indigestion, he can go
safely for twenty-four hours without any-
thing.
You will see the common sense of this

if you remember that food cannot nourish

the body unless the stomach and intestines

act upon it as they do when they are in

good condition. Therefore, when we put
food into a stomach which is too sick to

take care of it, not one particle of nourish-

ment is received by the body from that

food. On the contrary, it lies, an undigest-

ed mass, in the digestive organs, producing
poisons. If he is weak and needs nourish-

ment, your task is to get his stomach into

a condition to extract nourishment, and
that can be done only by giving it a com-
plete rest for a few hours and getting rid of

all that is in it and the bowels.

Another Theory Exploded

Formerly it was the belief that children

must have contagious diseases—measles,

mumps, whooping cough, chicken pox, and
so forth. Parents actually exposed their

boys and girls to these maladies in order to

"get through with them." We have
learned, however, that a great many more
deaths result than we supposed, and,
moreover, that many, many children who
recover are left delicate.

Eye weaknesses, deafness, consumption,
and nervous conditions, such as St. Vitus'

dance, frequently follow these diseases of

childhood. No precaution should be re-

garded as too much trouble to take, and if

there are neighbors who consider you un-
friendly because you do not allow visitors

in the sick room or because you keep your
family away from their sick members

—

why, you will just have to bear it for the
sake of protecting our boys and girls. They
are even more important than our neigh-
bor's feelings.

If you feel that your daughter does not
"eat enough to keep a bird alive," find out
what she is devouring between meals.
Little lunches taken after an insufficient

breakfast spoil the appetite for dinner, and
leave the stomach with an empty feeling

which drives the bird-like appetite to the
pantry in the middle of the afternoon, so

that it is not ready for food again at sup-
per time.

There are two bad things about this

between-meal eating: One is that the
kind of food eaten in this way is not nour-
ishing, but consists of sweets, which -are
very distressing to an empty stomach.
The second is that they keep the stomach
constantly at work, whereas it must have
a complete rest between its labors if it is

to remain in good working condition:
Limit your daughter's eating to her regu-

lar meals until she eats enough at them.
If you balance her food properly she will

not feel a craving for sweets in between.
Every housekeeper should learn what
dishes to set before the family at one time,
so that the balance will be correct and satis-
fying between proteins, starches, fats, and
mineral salts (ash). These facts are
brought into our homes by women's mag-
azines and by government bulletins. The
best cure for a craving for food between
meals is well-balanced rations at meals.
If, despite a hearty appetite three times a
day, growing boys and girls want extra
food, let it be taken at regular hours, and
let the cake or cooky be accompanied by
a glass of milk. *

How About Air and Exercise?

It is natural to growing youth to eat,

and if the desire for food is really not active,

something is wrong. Having satisfied

yourself that sweets are not being con-
sumed between meals, consider whether
your children are getting fresh air and exer-
cise enough.
The air which our lungs breathe back

into the room where we are has lost most
of its oxygen, and oxygen is what our blood
must receive from our breathing organs in

order to keep our bodies healthy.
A window should always be open at

night in a bedroom—it should be open at
top and bottom in order to let the breathed-
up air, which rises to the top, pass out and
the new air come in below. In the mild
weather it is best to sleep out of doors, if

one can. During the day, occupied rooms
should be aired from an open window sev-
eral times. Air which is full of oxygen
heats more rapidly than air from which the
oxygen has been exhausted, so the tem-
porary chill will soon pass.

And what about play? Young people
must play to be well. Best of all are the
rough-and-tumble sports in the open.
Perhaps you feel that, because there is so

much exercise in farm work, exercise in

play is not necessary. Have you heard
the story of the little girl who walked two
miles to school every day and two miles

home again, and who begged for a school
playground where she could exercise?

The teacher said: "Why, surely, Lucy,
you have exercise enough walking to and
from school so far!"
"Oh," explained Lucy, "I want the

playground so as to get rested for the walk
home."
Lucy hit upon a big truth: We need

fun in order to get rested for work.
And as for work: I think we can

make that a great deal less dull than it

usually is for our young people by putting

into it the new interest of trying to per-

form it in some better way. It is the dull

grind of doing the same thing over and over
without any change which wears us out

and makes us feel "delicate."

Almost every task in the home is capable

of being executed more easily and in a
more effective fashion than we have been
doing it. Suggest to the delicate daughter
that she invent a more convenient arrange-
ment for the kitchen furniture, in order to

save time and strength in the preparation
of meals. Suggest to your son that he
could save half an hour every day by
"routing" his work more carefully. Such
inventions give the worker an interest in

what he has to do, which keeps away "that
tired feeling."

If we feed our youngsters properly, pro-

tect them against illness, fill their lungs
with fresh air, their hearts with fun, and
their work with interest, there will be few
delicate ones among them.

Upon receipt of a self-addressed stamped
envelope sent to Mrs. Keyes, in care of

Farm and Fireside, 381 Fourth Avenue, New
York City, suggestions will be mailed regard-

ing feeding after the first year, and the first

symptoms of the contagious diseases of
children.

FARM AND FIRESI

TorRheumatism—Tather Uses
Musterole
At the first twinge of

rheumatism, father asks for
Musterole— that clean,
white ointment which
rightfully takes the place of
the old-fashioned mustard
plaster.
He rubs it gently on the aching

spot, and instantly a pleasant
tingle of skin tells him that
Musterole has already begun its
healing work.

It penetrates way down and
generates a peculiar heat which
eases aching nerves and muscles.
But strangely enough, after the
first momentary glow of warmth,
there comes a feeling of delightful
soothing coolness.

Musterole relieves without dis-
comfort. It does not burn or
blister.

It is made with oil of mustard
and a few home simples, and is

excellent for any ill for which in
olden days you would have used
a mustard plaster.

Try it for coughs, colds (it
often prevents pneumonia), croup,
bronchitis, sore throat, stiff neck,
neuralgia, headache, lumbago,
rheumatism, or other pains and
congestions.

Many doctors and nurses use
Musterole and recommend it to
their patients.

Keep a jar always handy in the house.
It gives quick and safe relief—and as

a preventive and dependable first aid—
you cannot afford to be without it.

30c and 60c jars; hospital size $2.50

The Musterole Co., Cleveland, Ohio
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

Aunts Wanted

SAFETY HAIR CUTTER
If you can COMB your hair you can cut na
own hair with this marvelous invention. Coll
the hair any desired length, short or km.
Does the job as nicely as any barber in quart*
time, before your own mirror. You can cot Um

children's hair at home in a jiffy. Can be used SI
ordinary razor to shave the face or finish around the temple or neck.
Sharpened like any razor. Lasts a lifetime. Saves its coat fir*
time used. PRICE ONLY 35c postpaid. Extra Blades 5c eaca.
JOHNSON SMITH & CO.. Dept. 4600, 54 W. Lake St., CHICAGt

TRIAL
Let us send this flne Razor for 30 days' free trial. WjB
satisfied after using, send SI .85 or return razor. Order
Today. JONES MFG. CO., 136 W. Lake SI.. Dept. 243. CHIC

Earned $8.04
His First Day!

E. G. Bloser is one of our new salesmen.

Having recently obtained his release

from the army, he cast about for a con-

nection that would permit him a con-

tinuation of the invigorating, outdoor life

to which he had been accustomed while

serving Uncle Sam. He secured that

connection with Farm and Fireside. He

;

is an alert and discriminating sort of

chap, and knows a good thing when he

sees it. His first day's earnings were
28.04. Pretty good for a beginner, isn't it

?

You Can Earn $35-$60 Weekly!

It is not unusual for our representatives

to earn from $35 to $60 a week. Unless

you are doing that well now it will be

to your advantage to^find out about
our liberal plan. We will make you the

same money-making offer we made to

Mr. Bloser. Send us your name To-day!

Farm and Fireside
Mgr. Salesmen Springfield, Ohio
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of

Ginnliam Useful lengths of ex-mglldm cellent quality stripes,

Pamnanfe plains, plaids andRemndniS checks in various

10 yds., $2.29 colors. In lengths of

from 1 to yards.

An extra special money-saver at this

price. Act quickly if you want to share

m this bargain. Sale ends February 28.

Our Special Sale-By-Mail Book

is filled with economies of this character.

Things that are in almost daily demand,
and every piece of merchandise backed

by our long-established Satisfaction
Guaranteed or Your Money Back policy.

CT^KrarMomy Back)

CHICAGO
FORT WORTH

KANSAS CITY
PORTLAND, ORE.

Please write house nearest you

CnCC FORD AUTO
KCC TO AGENTS

Here's an opportunity to earn big money

—

S6 to $12 a day, with easy work, all your time
or spare time and obtain a Ford Automobile
free besides. A straight out from the shoulder
business proposition. No voting or guessing
contest. We want wide-awake men and women
to introduce into every home our famous
ZANOL Pure Food Products, Non-Alcoholic
Food Flavors in tubes. Toilet Preparations,

Perfumes and Soaps; 250 other light
weight household necessities.

MAKE $50 A WEEK EASY.
experience necessary—we teach you

how, give you the right start and help
you make a success. Absolutely no limit
to your earning power. We can use only

a certain number of General Agents
so get in touch with us at once.

We furnish our representa-
tives with a free automobile,
lust send postal for particu-
lars and money making offer.

AMERICAN PRODUCTS CO.

9183 Amer. Bldg., Cincinnati, 0.

Stem wind and set watch, guaranteed
5 years, for selling 25 art and relig-
ious pictures or 25 Dkgs. postcards
at 10c each. Order your choice.

Geo. Gates Co., Dept. 330, Chicago

Yaseline
Rod. U.S. Po-fe. Off. _

Carbolated
PETROLEUM JELLY

An antiseptic

insect bite*,
poison, ivy
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information five on request.
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A Plea for Mops and Brooms
By Ruth M. Boyle

I CAN remember the time when my
broom and dust pan were always stand-
ing in my way in a corner of the kitchen,

and the rest of my cleaning equipment, con-
sisting of a wet mop, a scrub brush, two
pails, and some unbeautiful cleaning cloths,

disfigured my baek porch. For years I did

my cleaning with these primitive utensils

—

sweeping, scrubbing, polishing, without re-

alizing that times had changed since my
mother taught me the methods grand-
mother had taught her.

The day that I woke up to the idea of a
cleaning closet filled with convenient and
effective implements was a red letter day.
When I decided to have a cleaning closet

and to fill it with up-to-date equipment, I

had begun to realize that I was wasting
hours of time, and no one knows how much
strength, in toiling with that broom and
mop. I now realize that I wasn't really

cleaning my house as it should be cleaned.

A good deal of the time I was simply stir-

ring up dirt or not affecting it at all.

I had the closet built in a recess in one
corner of the kitchen. It is 9 feet high, 18
inches deep, and 3 feet wide, and is painted
white throughout. A shelf for bottles and
cans of cleaning material is built 5 feet 6

inches from the floor, and the cleat from
which the mops and brooms hang is 5 feet

3 inches from the floor. The dustpan and
some of the shorter brushes hang 3 feet

from the floor. All are provided with
screw eyes fastened to the ends, for con-
venient hanging, and all cloths are hung up
by means of tape loops.

Everything that I use in cleaning is in

that closet. A supply of new cloths is kept
in a tin box on the floor, so that I never
have to waste time in hunting something
with which to dust and polish. A small tin

lard pail and an old enamel saucepan are on
the shelf ready for cleaning preparations
which must be mixed in them. A basket
for carrying materials and small brushes
conveniently hangs from the shelf, and a
chamois for polishing metals and glass

hangs in its place beside the oiled dust
cloths.

A hand-power vacuum cleaner, with
which I can clean walls and furniture as
well as floors, is the most important of my
implements. I never knew what really

cleaning a rug or floor meant until I ac-
quired my vacuum cleaner, and even at that
it probably does not do the work as thor-

oughly as a power cleaner would do it.

A carpet sweeper takes up surface dirt,

crumbs, lint, and thread from sewing, etc.,

when I am in a hurry and do not want to
use the vacuum cleaner. A good corn
broom does good service, although it isn't

in use a third as much as it used to be, and
a whisk broom is often handy. Two good
camel's-hair paint brushes of different

sizes help me in cleaning the crevices in my
good furniture, and two small vegetable
brushes find a hundred uses.

I use a dry string mop, oiled, for the bare
floors in my dining room, living-room, and
bedrooms, and a wet mop for kitchen and
porches. A mop wringer fastened to a pail

saves me the unpleasant task of wringing
out the mop with my hands, and saves
strength besides. I save old underclothing
particularly for mop cloths, because it is

soft and absorbent and not linty.

A stiff scrub brush and two galvanized
iron pails are also included in the outfit.

For dusters I use a soft cloth that does not
shed lint. I find old silk clothing makes
excellent dusters. To make these dustless

I oil them slightly, putting a little oil in one
corner of the cloth, rolling it tightly, and
leaving it a few minutes for the oil to spread
through. Too much oil is apt to give a
streaky appearance or to darken wood-
work. My dustpan is a long-handled one
that has a trap which opens automatically
when I set it in position on the floor, and
closes without losing a scrap of dirt when I

lift it up.
An ordinary dish mop with a wooden

handle helps me to clean out difficult cor-

ners and small spaces, and a small step-
ladder enables me to reach the high places.

When cleaning I wear heavy denim aprons
and rubber gloves, and these are kept in the
closet also. Several tools which I am con-
stantly needing when I am cleaning I keep
in a box with my cleaning materials—

a

tack hammer, a screw driver, a tack puller,

and an assortment of nails, screws, and
tacks.
On the shelf are a collection of the clean-

ing liquids, washing powders, and polish-

ing materials that I use in cleaning. A
supply of kerosene, ammonia, alcohol, and
linseed oil is kept in pint jars plainly la-

beled.
Some of the other materials which I find

necessary are soap, floor wax, washing soda,
furniture polish, bath brick, stove polish,

and a good scouring preparation.
Before putting mops and brushes back

in the closet I see that they are thoroughly
clean. Most of them can be cleansed very
well with soap and water. My dry mop I

wash occasionally in washing soda and
water. My dusters go into the weekly
wash as regularly as the towels and table
linen.

I used to dislike cleaning days thor-
oughly. The strong soap and hot water
made my hands red and rough, I breathed
in dust, and the cap I wore was hot and
disarranged my hair. Now I go about it

systematically. In a moment I can collect

all the materials I will need for cleaning.
In the living-room, I dust off pictures, bric-
a-brac and furniture, and cover them or
put them in another room. Then I clean
the floor with vacuum cleaner and dry mop.
The kitchen is even easier, and altogether
cleaning is one of the least strenuous and
most satisfactory of my duties as house-
keeper.

The Mystery at Glen Cove
[CONTINUED PROM PAGE 54]

and the other much olaer, had entered the
dreary police station.

Carter joined the newcomers immediate-
ly, and the three withdrew to a far corner
of the room. For a minute or two they
were busy in earnest whispers, Carter, I

gathered, doing most of the talking.
Then the younger of the two newcomers

detached himself, and stepped over to the
sergeant, who sat chewing his pen wonder-
ingly. There was a moment's low-voiced
confab, the policeman nodding from time
to time. Then a dubious frown formed on
his forehead, and he seemed to be offering
some sort of objection. The younger man
shrugged his shoulders and rejoined his
companion. After a word or two the older
man also went over to the desk for a whis-
pered consultation, and presently, to my
surprise, the sergeant climbed down from
his stool and went outdoors.

There was no one to be seen from the
window near which I was standing, but
across the street was a limousine, its cur-
tains drawn closely. As I peered through
the glass into the darkness I saw a dark
figure emerge from the gloom by the car,
and a moment later the sergeant reap-
peared.
Another consultation followed between

him and Carter and the two strangers. Then

Carter suddenly extended his hand, to be
accepted and warmly shaken by the ser-
geant.

,

Just before they went out, Carter
stopped -before me.
"You can go now, if you like, old chap,"

he said, as calmly as a man dismissing a
cab.

. "And you?" I gasped.
He smiled inscrutably.
"We shall meet again, I feel sure," he

murmured. Before I realized it the door
had closed upon him and his two com-
panions.

I turned to stare at the sergeant. He
stared back at me. To an observer it

would have been difficult to say which was
the more bewildered.

I pulled myself together sufficiently to
bid the sergeant good night. He nodded
stupidly, blinking at me like an old owl,
and I went out.

Pulling my coat about my ears, I walked
until I caught a belated taxi, and ten
minutes later, just as faint pencils of rose
began to mark the eastern sky, I walked
into the Willard.
When I asked for Steele the night clerk

handed me an envelope.
"Wait for me here" was alt it said.
[CONCLUDED IN THE MARCH NUMBER]
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Lovely All-
Silk Pop-
tin Dress,.
' a t e s tpanel
effect. Self-color
embroidery, box-

" skirt. Elegrantly

w\^0 emoroic
platted

» trimmed. Stylish collar
j. and turn-back cuffs of

^^contrasting Silk Pop^ hn. Colors: Black.
VictoryBlue(Navy

)

,

^•^kPlum. Sizes: Bust
T\ 32 to 44— s k i r t

lengths 39 to 41.CMisses, Bust 32
to 38. Skirt
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s h ipped<e\A express
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Prepay^,

ALL
Delivery!

Charges
No matter where you
live, we prepay all deliv-
ery charges right to your
door. Or we will send
goods "on approval," ex-
press collect— not one
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Hats - 49c and up
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Cloth Skirts • • $1.98 and up
Coats ..... $2.98 and up
Suits $5.98 and up
Muslin and Knit Underwear

9c and up
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49c and up
Corsets 79c and up
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!
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Please rush Big FREE "Victory Bargains"
Style Book to
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a SHAVE §
| E A S Y S
g Take that aggravating 2

pull out of your razor

this easy 3-in-0ne way:
Before stropping and after 2
shaving, draw . the blade

—

ordinary or safety—between M
thumb and finger moistened -

with 3-in-0ne Oil. Then BB
you'll know what a smooth,

velvety shave really is.

3-in-One
prevents rust, due to lather

and moisture, from forming

between the microscopic
teeth of the razor edge. It's

this rust that causes pulling.

Rub a little 3-in-One into your

leather strop occasionally. Keeps
it soft and makes it "take hold"

of the razor better. Prove all

this by trying 3-in-One today.

At all stores in 15c, 25c and 50c

bottles; also in 25c Handy Oil

Cans.

FREE Special Razor Saver
circular and generous sample.

To save postage, ask us for both
of these on a postal card.

Three-in-One Oil Co.
165 LUR. Broadway, New York City

inula

AGENTS: $50 A WEEK
New Kerosafe Stove. Just out.
Burns kerosene (coal oil). Big
money saver. Absolutely safe.

No smoke, no odor, no dirt. Nowicks
to trim, perfect blue flame. Cooks a
meal quickly. Ideal for ironing. Easily
carried from room to room.

Not Sold in Stores
Sells inhomes, offices, stores, factories

|
for men warming up noon meals.
Agents having wonderful success.

1 Quick seller. Easy to demonstrate.
Sample furnished to workers. Write
for agency.

THOMAS STOVE CO., 346 HAM ST., DAYTON, OHIO

"That's Relief for My
Rheumatic Aches"

Sloan's LINIMENT is an effective counter-

irritant that penetrates to the affected

part, without rubbing, scatters the con-

gestion, and promotes a warm, comfortable

relief. Try it when your "bones ache"
and you feel you "can hardly stand up
any longer."

For more than 37 years Sloan's Liniment
has been used by the families of the nation
in quickly relieving rheumatic aches, lum-
bago, neuralgia, sciatica, lame, sore, strained

muscles, bruises and other pains and sprains.

Put up in convenient bottles in three sizes—
30c, 60c, and SI. 20. Can be used by every
member of the family with assurance of
gratifying results.

Sloan's
Kills Pain

The Man With a Limp
The word burst from the big sergeant.

Ritter was the sergeant's name—a typical
Prussian, with heavy neck, close-cropped
black hair, and imperial upturned mus-
taches. He stood stiff and jointless, and
his wrath seemed scarcely to be contained
by the straining buttons of his military
jacket.

"You!" he screamed hoarsely. "You
would look out of windows when I am in
the room! Stand at attention!"

It was a bad beginning thus to have
aroused the ignorant animosity of Top-
Sergeant Ritter. Minch soon had his first

reason to know it.

"What branch of service is it you wish
to enter? " the Prussian asked him in a tone
so deferential as to be sneering.
Minch had long been

advised as to what to
choose.
"The infantry, Herr

Sergeant," he an-
swered.

Ritter laughed, and
turned to the clerk

who waited alongside,

book in hand, to enter
all these questions and
answers.

"This one who looks

out of the windows
would be a cavalry-

man — note it so."

Minch had had his

choice, as was his

right; and he became
a cavalryman.
His clothes were

dealt out to him. They
were neither better nor
worse than he had al-

ways worn. The steel

helmet, or pickelhaube,

was too large for him.
In the first six weeks
he had to endure the
pain of that loose steel

thing that would rest

nowhere but on the

bridge of bis nose.

Headache, eye-strain,

these things counted
for nothing with Rit-

ter — or perhaps they
counted for a great

deal. Perhaps it was
through that helmet of

slow torture that Rit-

ter showed his author-

ity.

The food was re-

volting, but the cease-

less grind of drill,

drill, drill fifteen hours

or more of each day,

made him eager for

whatever might stay

his ravening hunger.
"Machine grease''
was the name given

to the morning por-

ridge of ground peas

and fat. Only a

starving rookie could
have stomached it.

The "old bones," men
more than a year in

the service, took pleasure in the one act of

insubordination that was allowed them.
They accepted their dishes of "machine
grease" from the big kettle, and forthwith
dumped them into the garbage trough.
It was a poor sort of insubordination,
since it left the "old bones" hungry.
"'What a wonderful machine!' I have

heard m'en exclaim of the German army

—

men like Reynolds. A machine, yes; but
a cheap, sordid, ugly thing to mold men to

a standard of trembling servility. One
might not think; one might not talk; one
might only drill; march in step with every
other one; salute every Prussian corporal;
and remember to have regard for the
'high-born'!"

I remember the day when Minch gave
way to this hot outburst. It was that day
when the papers told of the Kaiser having
sent to the Crown Prince a decoration in

honor of his "victory of Verdun"—the
Order of Merit, with oak leaves. I had
asked Minch what was the significance of

the added honor, "with oak leaves."
"Baubles! Toys to please children!"

he answered jerkily, and with a contemp-
tuous wave of his free hand. The other
held a fragile glass pipette into which he
had just measured some ounces of a cheimU
cal. It was part of an experiment on which

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8]

we were both working, and which we hoped
might have its part in the winning of the
war.
He held the glass tube to the light and

observed it carefully and steadily. Then,
in his even, quiet tone, he talked:
"At Hanau I took part in the maneuvers.

Three hundred thousand men played at
war for five days. For an army that part
of it was worth while.. It was even neces-
sary, if the army was ever to be of use.
But on the sixth day, the day after the
maneuvers were finished, it rained at
Hanau. It rained, you will understand, on
the very day the Kaiser had chosen to re-
view those three hundred thousand men.
A deluge turned that country for miles
around into a quagmire.

I saw the poor Jew as he plunged through the window

"Can you conceive of three hundred
thousand men—straight, soldierly men,
like that one of whom Reynolds approved
—marching past one point? It is too
much. The eye cannot see such a sight;

the mind cannot comprehend such num-
bers of mere ones, all marching in step.

For they marched in step, while the Kaiser
stood; from nowhere to nowhere through
a sea of mud. And when the last of the line

had dragged itself over the hill the Kaiser
conferred upon himself the Order of Merit

—

with oak leaves."
The fragile pipette fell in fragments to

the floor. The chemicals ran in disorderly
streams over Minch's hand, and mingled
with the little trickles of blood that welled
from the cuts where he had ground the
particles of glass into his flesh.

He turned away to the basin, and
washed his hands clean of the mess. When
he took his place at his bench his face had
resumed its calm. He went about his

work in silence. N
"It all came about through a Jew

:

—
Krantz, his name was—a man in the first

year of his training. He was not the cause,

but he was the spark—shall I call it?—that
set fire to my hot, inflammable hatred
against the whole ignorant machine."

Minch's remark was in answer to my

hesitating question as to what had hap-
pened to him, to leave him with such an
awkward, crab-like manner of walking.
The question had held my curiosity from
the very first, the more so because the mani
was so delicately and firmly poised. Work-j
ing beside him and with him, as I had donej
for many weeks, I could not fail to notice,

or indeed to envy, the strength and orig-
4

'

inality of his mind, and, excepting when h«
walked, the harmony and beauty of his*

movements. It was as if his mind and
body were a perfect texture, like strong,*

soft silk. I could not imagine what that]

thing was which had so distorted his gait,

without breaking some of the threads of
this silken weave.

"It was in the little town of Lichtzau,"
he continued. "My regiment was quar-

tered there after four months of service in

Berlin. It was almost at the end of my
three years of service." A moment's re||

flection seemed to revive the almost fop*

gotten scene. "Only when I see that tirrMi

through a long perspective of years can ]
realize what my three years of service had
done to me. Now, looking back, I can re*

call the quiet loveli-

ness of the town, how
deeply green were ill
fatherly trees, the al-

most holy beauty U
forest and mountain,
and the ancient lichen-

covered castle; but it

has taken the yeara

to make that picture."!

Minch closed his

eyes tightly for a mo-
ment, as if by force tol

close from sight anotn-j
er— an unpleasant —

I

vision. He opened!
them with a start,

j

"God!" he ex-j
claimed, "what a raw,!

ugly sore had beenl
fretted into my hea^B
The dull, sickening!

monotony of the barl
racks, the petty dis-J

putes, the ignorant!
savagery which could|

talk of nothing Ifl^
women and worse!

"Only that my cH
charge was soon
come, I would h^T
gone mad in that vejB
town of Lichtzau. Nfl
was I the only one.
wondered then, as
have often done since,

what could be the feS
which held us fron:

tearing at the bull-iike

throats of the P^l
sian sergeants.

"I have spoken of

the Jew Krantz. Sorw
devil of brutality had
chosen him for the

butt of Top-Sergeant
Ritter's malice. Petty
indignities, galling re*
rimands, every disi
greeable duty that an
ignorant taskmaster

could conceive—those were the Jew's por-

tion. And he must bear them with ever

the prospect that there would be no end.

He could not look for relief at the endfl
his service. Why? Because he knew„H
every one knew, that it was only a matte?
of time until these petty damnations would
give place to some plot—some 'frame-ujB
as we say in America—by which he would
be sent to the military penitentiary.
is a terrible thing to see a man's spirit in

the breaking!"
It was several minutes before he re-

sumed:
"Have I spoken of the beautiful andi

ancient castle of Lichtzau? It was the
|

reason for our being stationed at that
|

place. The castle must be guarded! This

I

castle, which contained nothing but cen-

turies-old memories, which was of such

massive walls as to have survived the warsi

of a thousand years!
" Year after year, and every day in every

year, and every fifteen minutes of everyl

day and night, four German freemen, such

as were I and Krantz the Jew, must march*

back and forth, one on each side of thatj

castle of Lichtzau. Day and night, with|

every quarter hour, each sentry, when hei

came to the end of his beat, sang out the

word to the next, [continued on page 211
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The Finest InvestmentYou Can Make
is to Help the Right Young Man

Find the Right Job

By Bruce Barton

IN
AN office not far from mine is a man thirty-six years old

whose title is "Office Manager."
So far as salary is concerned he is not a failure. He makes

a living for himself and family; he carries a little life insurance
and saves a little money.

But in his heart he knows he has failed; he is a woeful,

pathetic misfit.

Nature intended him for a farmer: he wanted to go to an
agricultural college, and his* father sent him to a business

school instead. The call of the soil is in his ears, and he must
stifle it with the click of a typewriter.

He is one of the vast army of those whose brief time on
this earth has been largely lost because they never found
the work for which they were made.

When I consider how vast that army is, and the bitterness

of its tragedy, I marvel that fathers do not consider the ques-

tion of their sons' careers with prayer and fasting.

Instead of which there are many men who treat the lives

of their sons as though they were mere pawns in the game, to

be moved lightly here or there.

Michelangelo wanted to be an artist: from his earliest days
in school he neglected everything to be busy with his pen.

Yet his father and uncles, far from welcoming his interest as a

direct gift from Heaven, "beat him cruelly, for they hated
the profession of artist, and, in their ignorance of the nobility

of art, it seemed a disgrace to have one in the house."

John Adams's father tried by main force to settle the boy
at a cobbler's bench for life.

Handel's father despised music and would not have a musical

instrument "in the house.

Tennyson's grandfather, tossing the lad ten shillings for an
elegy on his grandmother, remarked: "There, that's the first

money you ever earned by your poetry, and, take my word
for it, it will be the last."

When Lowell's father learned that his son had won the

prize offered by Harvard University for the finest poem written

by an undergraduate, he received the news in sorrow.

"I had hoped," he said sadly, "that under the steadying

influence of college James would become less flighty."

Lowell spoke out of the depths of personal experience when
he wrote:

" It is the vain endeavor to make ourselves what we are not
that has strewn history with so many broken purposes and lives

left in the rough."

Not all fathers, by any means, have been shortsighted. A
great majority, fortunately for the world, have considered the
selection of the right career by their sons as the most im-
portant problem of their lives.

The business world is full of kindly, big-visioned men who
have given time and thought, not merely to guiding their own
sons' careers, but also to setting the feet of other men's sons

on the path of success.

There can be no more satisfactory employment. No man
could have a finer epitaph than this: "He was the friend and
helper of young men."

Organizations fail, stocks prove worthless, the most care-

fully made investments too often leak away. But a young life

fitted into its proper place in the world is an investment whose
power goes on through the years, and even into eternity.

" Blessed is the mart who has found his work," says Carlyle.

„ And thrice blessed is the man who helped that man to

find it.

PURITAN
OIL COOK STOVES

A Good Partner

for a Good Cook

YOU are sure of a clean, comfortable kitchen

if you use a Puritan Oil Cook Stove.

Boiling, simmering and baking can all be done at

the same time—and the Puritan gives just the

right heat for each, instead of a sweltering fire

that makes your kitchen feel like a bake-oven.

Each utensil rests in a clean, hot flame—like gas.

The Puritan Short Chimney Oil Cook Stove has many
new and distinctive features. Improved burners produce

a cleaner, hotter flame. An indicator on every burner

tells you where flame is set—low..medium or high. It also

stops the wick automatically at full heat and prevents

smoking.

The Puritan gives long service because the burners

—

the vital parts—are made of brass.

Reversible Glass Oil Reservoir

Every housewife will appreciate the convenience and
cleanliness of the reversible glass reservoir. It's a clean,

quick way to handle the ideal cooking fuel—kerosene oil.

Puritan stoves are sold by reliable dealers everywhere.

Look for the Triangle Trade Mark.

THE CLEVELAND METAL PRODUCTS CO.
7660 Piatt Ave. Cleveland, O.

See your dealer or write

for free Puritan

booklet No. 23
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Check the buildings

you will roof this Spring
If you want to be absolutely sure of getting the best roofs for- your
money, read carefully the descriptions of the "Big Four" Everlastic

Roofings given below and pick out for each building the type of roof

it requires. Figure on Multi -Shingles, Tylike Shingles or Slate-

Surfaced Roofing in rolls for the house and the better buildings, and
the popular Everlastic''Rubber" Roofing for sheds, stables, silos, etc.

Everlastic Roofings positively can 't be beat for value. They are made by The
Barrett Company with a record of 60 years of successful roofing experience. They
are water-proof, weather-proof, and resist sun, rain, wind and fire.

House

Garage

Barn

Stable

Chicken Houses

Hob Pen
Corn Crib

Silo

Shed.

Everlastic "Rubber" Roofing—A recognized

standard among so-called rubber" roofings.

Famous for its durability. Made of the best

water-proofing materials, it insures dry, com-
fortable buildings under all weather conditions.

Nails and cement with each roll.

Everlastic Slate-Surfaced Roofing—A high-

grade roll roofing, surfaced with genuine crushed

slate in red or green. Never needs painting.

Colors are permanent. Handsome enough for

a home, economical enough for a barn or

garage. Combines real protection against fire

with beauty. Nails and cement with each roll.

Everlastic Multi-Shingles—Made of high

grade felt thoroughly water-proofed and surfaced

with crushed slate in natural colors, either red or

green. Laid in strips of four shingles in one at

far less cost in labor and time than for wooden
shingles. Gives you a roof of artistic beauty

worthy of the finest buildings, and one that

resists fire and weather.

Everlastic Tylike Shingles—Made of the same
durable slate-surfaced (red or green) material

as Everlastic Multi-Shingles but cut into individ-

ual shingles, 8 x 12% inches! Laid like wooden
shingles but cost less per year of service.

Write to our nearest office for free illustrated booklets

New York Chicago Philadelphia
Cincinnati Pittsburgh Detroit
Minneapolis Salt Lake City Nashville
Duluth Milwaukee Bangor
Lebanon Youngstown Toledo Columbus Richmond
THE BARRETT CO., Limited : Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

— Boston

OOmDdnV BirminghamT V Seattle
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Seattle Peoria Atlanta
Washington Johnstown
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Your Share in Reconstruction

THE war's over! Great, isn't it?

It was wonderful to hang out the
flag, and join in a procession, and
cheer likemad, and sing the

'

' Star-

Spangled Banner" and celebrate

generally. It is fine to see the boys come
marching home, passing under victory
arches and along streets crowded with
people cheering them, and hung with
flags. It's all splendid and inspiring—the
greatest thing this generation's ever seen.

Makes you think of Civil War days

—

doesn't it?—and the great parade down
Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington.
The war's over! Ye-e-es, it's over.

It's over for you and me and all of us
who didn't get into the service. It's over
for hundreds of thousands of boys who,
thank God, did get into uniform and
weren't hurt. It's over for a good many
thousands who made the final sacrifice,

who rest in the peace of the fulfillment of

their utmost duty.
But how about the man who is back

from France with a bandage about his

sightless eyes, with an arm or a leg or a
foot gone,""with a permanent limp, with a
stiffened shoulder that will never let him
forget the bullet or the bit of shell that
dropped him? How about the man who
was gassed so that he must always be care-

ful lest an embolism kill him? How about
the boy with a lesion of the heart that
closes to him every path of work that was
once open before him? What of the man
who came back with consumption? Is the
war over for them?
No! And it won't be over until the last

man it has smashed and maimed has beaten
it—until he has risen above personal dis-

aster and proved, with the help his country
stands ready to give him, that he can
carry on.

He can do it. If he can move, if his mind
can function, he can beat this war that has
put him down, can emerge victorious from
the struggle that, for him, has been pro-
longed beyond the day of victorious parade
and waving flags. He may be blind; he may
be without hands and feet—still he can win.
Do you know such a boy? Can you

reach him by your influence, your advice,
your suggestion? If so, it's for you to help
give that boy the will to conquer, to go on
fighting against odds greater than any he
ever faced in France, great though those
may have been.
Go back to the Civil War. You have to

go back that far to match the outpouring
of the youth of America that came with
the war we have just won. And you have
to go back to it to match the tragic after-

math. Then, as now, young men went to
their homes crippled, broken, blinded,
worn by disease. And a grateful country
recognized its obligations to the men who
had suffered in its behalf.
But then there was little understanding,

little imagination, to go with the abundance
of good will. Pensions were provided—oh,
yes! Doles of money were handed out

—

to a staggering total. But to what end?
Those broken men had no future. They

had their tiny pensions. They could do
nothing for themselves. Some—and God
knows no one can blame them!—simply
drifted into dependence upon their families
or their friends.

It wasn't their fault that things went so
with them. What could they do? Their
old work was closed to them by their disa-
bilities. They started bravely enough,
many of them, to make the best of a bad
job. Because they were old soldiers they
found work that they could do, or work
they couldn't do very well. After a time

By William Almon Wolff
the competition of strong, well men drove
them out. They were discouraged; they
drifted; they followed the easiest path.
Oh, there are any number of explanations;
but explanations do not alter the picture,

nor do they make it less painful to regard.

Now, this is 1919, not 1866. And here is

the point for that victim of a German bul-
let who has still to fight his hardest fight:

No man disabled in this war need be de-

pendent upon anyone except himself.
There are to be no pensions growing out

Copyright by Harris & Ewing

Don't worry about these boys. They're just waiting for arms and
legs, and when they get them, with the training they've had, they'll

come back and give a lot of able-bodied men cards and spades in this

game of life. They could drive tractors if they took a notion

of this war. Any man injured or sick as
the result of his service will receive, if he
asks for it, compensation. Compensation,
no matter how long it may continue, isn't

a pension. Don't let anyone tell you it is.

It's a scientific award exactly like the
award a workman injured in a factory re-

ceives in the States that have workmen's
compensation laws. It is based upon the
victim's pay, his dependents, and his
earning capacity.
You know about that, probably, but it's

important for you to keep it in mind. If

your particular soldier was paying an in-

surance premium, that has nothing to do
with his compensation, which is for inju-
ries, and costs him nothing. He gets com-
pensation, because no employer has the
right to ask a man to take risks that may
unfit him for the future earning of his live-

lihood without providing for that liveli-

hood if he is hurt. The Government in that
regard is in exactly the same position as a

factory owner whose employees have to
work with dangerous machines.
The war insurance that soldiers and sail-

ors could carry, up to $10,000, is entirely
different. Commercial insurance com-
panies, basing premiums on probable pay-
ments, had to charge a man who meant to
assume the risks of war a very heavy pre-

mium. The Government insured him at

the peace rate. That was common fairness

if pensions weren't to be paid.
In connection with this insurance it is

interesting to note that the Government
plans to continue it for the men of its

world-war armies as long as they live.

Uncle Sam is in the insurance business to

stay, and men back from the war can have
the benefit of government insurance up to

$10,000 all their lives, regardless of their

physical condition. No new medical ex-

amination is required. So you might also

tell your soldier to pay his insurance pre-

mium and keep his cheap government
policy. You can get complete information
about this plan by writing to the Bureau
of War Risk Insurance, Treasury Depart-
ment, Washington, D. C.

Well, then, there aren't to be pensions.
Disabled men are to receive compensa-
tion—enough to keep them going. If a
man is entirely helpless he gets $100 a
month. If he is totally disabled, but not
helpless, he gets $30 a month; $45 if he's

married, and $10 a month for each child,

up to three children. That compensation
isn't a pension: it's a part of the payment
to which he's entitled under the contract
he made with an employer who hired him
for an extra-hazardous job. A pension is a
gift; compensation isn't.

Now, the disabled man can take his

compensation allowance and make out,

after a fashion, to live on it. He can eke
it out as the Civil War veteran of the un-
happier sort eked out his pension. But
he needn't. And shouldn't. Something a
lot better is open to him.

All soldiers don't know about the chance
they have to get training. Sometimes a
man will be discharged as cured, only to
discover, when he tries to go back to his

own work, that he is no longer fit for it.

Sometimes he succumbs to the lure of
high, temporary wages, and then finds out
that he can't compete with strong, husky
rivals.

If you know a man who has been disabled
in the war, or who has contracted some
disease that interferes with his ability to
work, try to make him get in touch with
the Federal Board for Vocational Educa-
tion. You will find, elsewhere in this issue,

a list of the district [continued ON page 50]
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Introducing Mrs. Pawnee Bill, Ranchwoman

J
UST outside the town of Pawnee,
Oklahoma, lies a great ranch over
whose thousands of acres roam
great herds of cattle, mules, goats,

horses, and probably the largest

drove of American buffaloes in the world.

From a central station in the ranchhouse
run telephone wires to all parts of the
great farm, and by means of them the
working staff of some two hundred and
fifty is controlled.

|
The directing genius of this place, the

affairs of which are systematized precisely

as are those of a metropolitan department
store, is a woman. She is the wife of the
owner, Major Gordon W. Lillie, better
known as "Pawnee Bill."

! To Mrs. Lillie there is nothing extra-

ordinary in the fact that such a monu-
mental enterprise should be managed by a
woman. She would be more surprised

than anybody else to be told that her
position is unique.
Nor is there anything unusual about it

in the minds of the two hundred and fifty

employees. From foreman and cowboy
down to stable hand they are accustomed to

taking orders from her, and to finding that
her orders are just about the right thing.

• Why shouldn't she command them?
. There is not one of them who knows more,
if as much, about how buffaloes should be
bred and handled. None knows better

than she which yearling steers are ready
for the market, which should be left on
grass a while longer, and which should be
placed on dry feed. She can tell any of

them which way to mend a fence or build

a shed or buy a carload of supplies.

The business methods employed on the
Lillie ranch are right up to the minute.
The mistress, from her desk, reaches for a
telephone and tells her own private opera-
tor to connect her with a certain stable or

tenant house. In a moment she is getting

over the phone a carefully prepared report
as to how some special work is progressing.

She hangs up the telephone and reaches
for the ticker tape—this ranch has a ticker,

just as any broker's office would. It in-

By Robert H. Moulton
forms her that me-
dium-weight grass
cattle are going up
on the market. She
determines im-
mediately that the
rise will continue
past the next day.
Back she goes to
thetelephone again.
She gets one sta-

tion and gives or-

ders for a certain

number of steers to
be rounded up at
once. Then she
telephones to the
railroad station at
Pawnee for cars to
be put in readiness.
Other directions
hurry a sufficient

force of men to the
place of work. In
the briefest imagin-
able time the cat-

tle are on their way
to the Oklahoma
City or, possibly,

the Chicago, Kan-
sas City, or St.

Louis stockyards.
The most re-

markable thing
about this ranch,
however, is the big ^^X^r;Sh!m.
herd of buffaloes.

1 1 a • < i

They represent an >5ne used to be America s champion
ambition of Major horsewoman, too
Lillie to preserve
for posterity this typical animal which was
rapidly being hunted out of existence.

In the fall of 1879 Major Lillie decided
to get stock for the foundation of a herd.
He returned from the expedition with four
young buffaloes. To these he added others
as he could get them.

He had on his

own ranch 10,000
acres of well-wa-
tered land over
which the herd
could roam. By
careful attention to
breeding and se-

lection he found
that his herd was
growing rapidly.
To-day he h a s

something over
two hundred pure-
blood, fine-coated
beasts. Mrs. Lillie

early became par-
ticularly interested

in this branch of

the work. It is her
opinion that there
is great profit in

buffalo-raising for

the future. She is

even hopeful that
several ranchers
can be induced to

go together into

the business of rais-

ing them. By
furnishing a range
of 20,000 to 25,000
acres, she believes

sufficient range
would be provided.
She believes that

a plentiful supply
of buffaloes would
help diminish the
cost of living. Their

meat is edible, even preferred by some.
She believes, with others, that a successful

cross between them and beef cattle will yet

be obtained, and that this will be a thing

of the highest commercial importance.
The big ranch is well equipped in build-

ings. Thejanchhouse was built at a cost of

$100,000, exclusive of the value of the land.
In addition, there are six barns and a work-
shop, where all the implements used on the
place can be repaired or replaced. There
are four large division ranchhouses for the
tenants. The place even has its own
hospital, where all sick or injured persons
of the community are cared for.

The principal business of the ranch, of
course, is raising cattle. Outside the
buffalo ranges, the fields are dotted with
thousands of cows and steers, most of them
of improved breeds, but many of them still

showing the long horns of the old plains.

niton, Chicag.

SINCE the first estimates of the mortality
from influenza in the United States in

the 1918 epidemic were given out, there
has been a continuous tendency to put
both the deaths and the losses to the life-

insurance companies from this source at
higher and higher figures. The persistence
of the disease after its maximum virulence
was supposed to have been reached, and
the accumulation of more complete data
with regard to the deaths resulting from
it all over the country, have been re-
sponsible for this constant raising of the
estimates made by actuaries and statisti-

cians. An example of such higher figures
is to be found in a note in the "Agents'
Record," published by The Travelers
Insurance Company. The note states:

After making all allowances, actuaries are
pretty well agreed that deaths caused by the
epidemic will have reached 5C0.COO by the
first of the year, and that the cost to life-

insurance companies will reach SHO.OCO.OOO.
Calculations based either on the ratio of deaths
among the insured or on known losses of indi-
vidual companies tend to support these figures.

The average age of death among insurance
policyholders is said to be about fifty-five.

The average age of the 500,000 people who died
from the direct or indirect effects of the in-

fluenza epidemic was about thirty years. A
surprising fact is that on at least one fourth
of the life-insurance policies of influenza
victims not more than two annual premiums
had been paid.

—

Economic World.

Does Your Farming Ever Take You Back to School?
WHEN red apples in boxes began

to come from the Pacific North-
west a dozen odd years ago, two

points made them different from other
apples—they were redder than red apples

had ever been before, and they seemed to

grow in exact sizes, so many to the box,

a great advantage in displaying and selling

the fruit. Extra redness was due to the
favorable climate; but uniformity of size

was something learned in school by the
Northwestern apple packers.

A few enterprising apple growers de-

veloped the system of putting in a box
apples of one size, accurately counted,

packed in tiers. That was a great business
advantage, and as apple orchards in-

creased in Oregon and Washington it

became necessary to keep the packing
uniform. To provide sufficient packers, a
regular school was opened, where in about
two weeks any intelligent man or woman
could acquire the art. Pupils began by
learning to handle apples as carefully as

eggs, then to size them by putting apples
through holes in a board, then to size by
the eye alone, and to seperate according to

color and blemishes; and from that they
went on to packing the boxes, so many
apples in each tier.

The quality of Western red apples has
been maintained against many difficulties,

such as labor shortage, increase of crop,

and the coming into bearing of new or-

chards, all through this simple system of

sending apple packers to school to learn

the trade right.

"Back to school!" is the solution now-
adays for many a man's difficulty.

Is work badly done or too costly? Is there
trouble in getting competent employees?
Good managers turn to teaching as the best
and shortest way out of such difficulties,

and so you will find all sorts of schools,
classes, and courses of study tacked on to
the business and agricultural world.
Did you hear something about a coal

shortage during the war? In many parts of

the country it attracted rather wide at-
tention, and all sorts of remedies were pro-
posed. Down at the very bottom of this
national problem, however, there lies a
need for learning. Back to the schoolroom

By James H. Collins

Illustration by Jessie Gillespie
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for about a quarter of a million firemen, who
shovel 60 per cent of our total coal output
under steam boilers—and waste 40 per
cent of it, or $200,000,000 worth, through
careless firing, which results in unburnt
coal running away with the ashes. One
week in a regular fireman's school, syste-

matic instruction in good methods, with
all the technical whys and wherefores of

skillful firing made plain, would prevent
much of this waste.

In some lines of business the school idea

has been worked-out to such a degree that
employees go back to school again and
again, as they need tuition to keep their

work up to high standards or to demon-
strate their capability of holding better jobs.

The telephone business is an instance

of this. Before an operator is permitted
to answer your call with her brisk "Num-
ber, please?" she spends several weeks in a

school equipped exactly like a big telephone
exchange, with dummy switchboards, and
circuits running to instruction desks, from
which all manner of test calls are given
pupils. She learns how to handle every
kind of call, and takes a course in the
geography of the city and State, and is

even coached for clear speaking in a pleas-

ant voice. When she goes to work as a
regular operator, she is supervised; and if

any falling off appears in her methods she
is sent back to school for a few days and
again coached up to standard. If it appears
that she would make a capable supervisor,

she may be sent to another school, where
she learns how to manage operators; and
if this work ultimately indicates that she

might make a chief operator, back to

another school again to learn that!

Before the war we used to import waiters

from Europe. They came out of a famous
school in Switzerland, where the" value of

teaching the right ways of doing that work
were realized years ago. War not only cut

off our imports of trained waiters, but has

taken thousands back to Europe to fight.

This shortage was keenly felt, and the
hotel men of New York met the difficulty

through teaching—they now have their

own school for waiters, where employees
can be sent for a systematic course in work
that looks easy, but that has more tech-

nicalities and angles than some professions.

Teaching is simply explanation, and
work of all kinds involves so much expla-

nation that in the end, after every other

plan has been tried, the idea of a separate

school or classroom has been found best,

instead of turning people loose in a big

organization, or on a big farm, and letting

them pick up knowledge haphazardly,

with perhaps nobody to explain things.

The teaching method has been found
effective not only for employees but in

many cases as a good basis for selling.
- For instance, in selling its cash registers

to small merchants a large concern found
that time could be saved and more sales

made if the prospective customer could be
sent to school. At each of its branch
salesrooms a series of dummy stores was
installed. There was a tiny grocery store,

with a counter, shelves, merchandise, and
cash register ;xand next to it a dummy
butcher shop; and next to that a model
drug store. Having brought his prospective

customer to a point where he was willing

to spend an hour investigating the cash

register as a device that might save him
time and money, the salesman invited Mr.
Grocer or Mr. Druggist to the branch
salesroom, asked him to step behind the
counter in the dummy grocery or phar-

macy, showed him how to ring up different

kinds of transactions on the cash register,

while he acted as his customer.
"Three cans of tomatoes and a pound of

cheese," he ordered.
The pupil reached back into familiar

shelves for the goods, and rang them up on
the register on his own prices. Then;
followed cash sales, payments of bills, thej

making of change, the paying out of money •

for goods or wages, the demonstration of

sales and charges by different clerks, andj
so forth. Most pupils graduated from this-

school within an hour; or, by the orderly

arrangements for clear explanation which
it made possible, not more than an hour

was required to demonstrate the basic

economies of the cash register.

This idea applies to the farmer too. If

you feel the need of specialized knowledge
about any branch of your farm work, the

nearest agricultural college would welcome
you, no matter what your age, to its

courses. In some States short courses are

supplied by state colleges to the farmer

right on his place. Then there are the_

county agent and the agricultural bulletins.

A man is just as old as his desire to learn

and progress is strong. The man who never

gets tired of learning something new never

gets old.
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What I Did When I Lost $130,000 Farming
The story of a man who had the courage of his convictions despite financial ruin

and the neighbors who said he couldn't succeed

By Ed C. Lasater

I
HAVE been asked by Farm and Fire-
side to tell the story of my business
life. If it will serve any good purpose
in stimulating other and younger men
to harder work, I shall be well repaid.

When a man passes the half-century mark,
as- 1 did some time ago, he owes it to other
men to philosophize a bit—provided, of

course, he does not carry it too far.

Twenty-five years ago I lost all I had,
and something more. Since that time I

have handled probably 250,000 head of
cattle, to say nothing of horses, hogs, and
sheep. Since that time I have acquired
about 350,000 acres of land the products
from which prove it the equal of the far-

famed blue-grass land of Kentucky for
stock purposes.

I was born in Texas, a child of the prai-

ries. My father was a ranchman. He had
moved to Texas before the Civil War, be-
fore the days of big things as we know them

• now; in the days of the black slave and the
open range. He made a business of breed-
ing horses and mules on the open range.
From 1,000 to 2,000 head was the usual
number carried. Then came the war and
revolutionized everything in the South,
wiping out the old order as though it had
never existed, creating new opportunities
of which no man had ever dreamed.

After the war my father cashed in what
was left and went into the mercantile busi-
ness at Goliad. Goliad is across the San
Antonio River from where the famous
battle of La Bahia was fought, and the
massacre of Fannin's men took place. My
boyhood was thrilled with stories of the
Texas fight for independence. I roamed
over historic ground, the spirit of freedom
was in the air—boundless, buoyant freedom.

Wanted to Be a Lawyer

My ambition was to be a lawyer. With
the enthusiasm and exuberance of youth
I dreamed of being the first lawyer in the
land. My father was dubious, but he did
not shatter my dreams completely. He
hinted that perhaps I was not strong
enough to lay the entire legal world at my
feet: he suggested a year on the ranch so
that I might build up my physique, prom-
ising that I could go to college the following
year. His health was failing, and when the
first year was ended he suggested another
year of roughing it for me, until we could
see what fate held in store for him. He had
gone into the sheep business, and we had
great hopes for it. Still the law seemed to
beckon me; I yearned for college life.

That was not to be, however. Father's
failing health had reached such a stage that
I was called upon to look after his sheep
venture. My associates were Mexican shep-
herds, they being the labor supply for that
section. I know of no better shepherds
than the Mexican, the Scotchman not ex-
cepted. The control they can acquire over
a flock of sheep is remarkable. I felt as
though I were losing out on everything I

desired most in life. I could think of noth-
ing, at first, but the brilliant career at the
bar, earned before it ever began. I was
disappointed, and have often regretted the
fate that led me from the path which I

longed to follow. But it took me out into
the open, under the stars, where I had time
to think, to study nature, and reflect on the
problems of the day. Instead of finishing

my education at college, my final degrees
were taken in various camps between the
Rio Grande and the Kansas line. I was
studying those rich grazing lands of Texas,
laying the foundations for the work I was
to do later, but of which I hardly even
dreamed then. Success can be built only
upon a thorough knowledge of the business
you are trying to succeed with.

Father tackled the sheep business in
1878. Prices were high then, and con-
tinued so for years. Wool was selling at
30 cents a pound, sheep proportionately.
Then came the congressional election in

1890, when the Republicans, who had
passed the McKinley Bill, were terribly de-
feated, and the .Presidential election of

1892, in which the tariff was the principal
issue. In 1894 the Democrats passed the
Wilson Bill, which put wool on the free
list. The Boston Wool Industry had
placed the sheep business in a condition

Lasater and one of his dairy queens

that made surviving the stroke impossible.
Sheep which had been bought for several
dollars, a head were sold on the Chicago
market for 60 cents. Wool values would
not pay for herding. The industry passed
off the stage, discredited, bankrupt.
We had been seeing the handwriting on

the wall for some time, and I had launched
into the cattle business, on a speculative
basis, a few years before the crash came.
I have always tried to look ahead, and I

find that it pays. All the time I had been
following sheep I had been studying the
range; I had come to the conclusion that
the same grazing which had made sheep
profitable in the old days would suffice for

cattle. I had great faith in the land, in its

future. I contracted for the entire output
of various ranches, and shipped cattle as

far north as Chicago in the early nineties.

It is of interest to note how the market
changed with the passing years. In later

years I rarely ever shipped north of St.

Louis. Of recent years I have sent less

and less stuff north of Fort Worth.
I was handling cattle in a big

way in 1893, the year of the'finan-

rial panic. That was the very
year I had chosen to become
ambitious. I was determined
to make a fortune. I could see
no use in postponing the mat-
ter or in taking a number of

years to do it; I proposed to

He Didn't Know

record. Fat steers sold for $2.70 a hundred
pounds in January of that year on the
Chicago market. The result was that I lost

all I had, and something more. I did a
business that year of about $800,000; I

lost about $130,000. But the man who lets

failure discourage him doesn't deserve to
succeed. I went back at it hammer and
tongs.

It was rather a dark prospect for a young
man who had longed to be the nation's
greatest lawyer, who had determined to
make a fortune in one year, and who had
seen both of his dreams rudely shattered
into bits. While disappointed, I was not
discouraged: I had the best of assets left

—

a good credit. Whatever I possess to-day
was built out of that failure. I turned bad
luck into good luck by keeping everlast-

ingly on the job, in season and out of sea-

son. I made my work a delight, never for-

getting to look after the details.

I succeeded in protecting my paper, in

protecting all my cattle contracts. I took
the stuff I had contracted for,

paid for it, and did the best I could.

I still had faith in the country.
Never lose faith in the land so
long as you are willing to work.
I knew the range was there; I

felt sure the opportunity was
there.

That same dry weather, and
those same lowpriceswhichhad

He Was Licked

IN THAT little oval up there is the picture of Ed C. Lasater of Falfurrias, Texas.

He feeds $10,000,000 worth of cattle on 350,000 acres of land. He is famous
throughout the world for what he has done. Here, for the first time, he tells the

story of how he did it. And the sum and substance of the whole thing is that he
accomplished things because he never knew when he was licked.

Not so many years ago he was poorer than the poorest. In fact, he was $130,000

in debt. He had lost everything he had in the same business he is handling millions

of dollars in to-day. What he says about himself can be applied to you, or to me,
or to any man. The fundamental principles on which he worked—determination,

self-confidence, resourcefulness, investigation—are free to all of us. THE EDITOR.

make a fortune right then. You know the
old adage: "Man proposes, but God dis-

poses." It held true in my case. In Janu-
ary and February of that year I contracted
for something like 26,000 to 28,000 head of

cattle. The recurring dry spell struck me,
so that the cattle did not finish on the
range as I had planned. In June the panic
struck the country. The bottom fell out of

the cattle business; my plans were shot to
smithereens. Instead of disposing of the
cattle, quickly and profitably, as I had
planned, I was obliged to feed a number of

them through the winter at great expense.
The spring of '94 saw the lowest market on

broken me, likewise broke the ranchers in

the country all around me. I could not ask
for sympathy because misfortune had
singled me out for its attack: it had visited

all impartially. It had wrought havoc in

the ranches south of me, in that country
secured by its Mexican owners through
grants from the Spanish and Mexican
Governments, dating from 1800 to 1820 for

the most part, years before Texas declared
itself independent and left the mother
country.
That year proved to be the hardest those

ranch owners had ever experienced, the
conditions the worst they had ever con-

tended with. The cry everywhere was for
water. Stock died for want of it; drought
and panic laid low the once fair land. The
trouble came about largely through the
inefficient Mexican methods. The grantees
had depended for almost a century upon
shallow wells, which were no more than
surface trenches 10 or 12 feet deep, from
which water was pumped or lifted by means
of long poles and buckets. In 1893 the wells
failed, the ranchmen lost cattle by the
thousands; with a shrug they would say,
"It is the will of God." That's the way
some people have of saying that they don't
care to struggle with difficulties.

Now, in a way, those Mexican grantees
were no worse off than I was. I had one
thing, however, which they did not have:
confidence in my ability to provide a water
supply. I canvassed the situation and came
to the conclusion that the English com-
panies, from whom the Mexican ranchers
had secured loans, would want somebody
to use these lands who could make them
productive. I was confident I could do it.

I had executive ability; certainly I knew
the country, and had faith in it. Faith in
myself has helped me to do a lot of seem-
ingly impossible things.
The result was that with the backing of

several bankers, who had confidence in me
and my ability, principally because I had
confidence in myself and would work, I was
able to re-engage in business. I contracted
for between 25,000 and 30,000 head of cat-

tle in the fall of 1894, to be delivered to me
in the spring of '95. At the same time I
began to buy up the country of the de-
scendants of the old Spanish and Mexican
grantees—making small payments down,
the loan companies carrying the balance

—

to lease up other land, to fence it, and to
secure the necessary water. I soon found
out that I could go into the old trench wells
of the Mexican grantees and, by sinking
the well 60 feet or so deeper, secure a supply
of water sufficient to feed a four-inch pump,
which was enough water for all the cattle

that could graze thereabout. The water
had been there all the time, only the in-

efficient methods had failed to produce it

when it was so sadly needed. Lots of
things that we want and never get are
lying .right around us if we will only look
for them.

Lost Everything but His Nerve

In effect, then, I set about to build up a
fortune out of the ruins of panic and mis-
fortune. I had lost every cent I possessed,
and some $130,000 more. I staked every-
thing on a still greater venture. I laid the
foundations then for the Falfurrias Ranch
of to-day, with its 350,000 acres. I bought
great tracts, paying $1 to $1.50 an acre

—

25 cents down, and time on the balance. I

had faith in myself and in the land, and
eventually I won out. In the last twenty
years I suppose I have handled 250,000
head of cattle. I have seen many changes
come over the State and the nation, but
never for one instant have I regretted the
decision to build a still larger edifice on the
ruins of the old one. In this instance suc-
cess meant "doing many little things well."

And the moral of it all is this: What I have
done other men can do. I did not exhaust
all the possibilities, by any means.

This brings me around to another chap-
ter of my life story. Just as I graduated
from sheep to beef cattle, so of recent years
I have graudatel into the dairy business,
which is now my particular pet and pride.

In it I see the early upbuilding of southern
Texas as man never dreamed possible a few
years ago.

The history of the development of all

new lands heretofore has been this: Three
generations have been required to open
them to permanent settlement. The first

generation has struggled to obtain a foot-
hold, and has almost invariably been
obliged to give up, to go back to the wife's
kinfolks. The second generation has car-
ried on the dream of the first, handing
down legends of the new land just over the
horizon. The third generation has been the
one to obtain the permanent foothold, to
bring the land under real cultivation. This
was the story of the development of as
good a State as [continued on page 28]
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Mrs. Murphy and the Princess
With the secret of a lady of the royal blood to boost her, she hopes to scale the

ladder of society in record time

By Ray Unger

MRS. MURPHY didn't mean to,

but she couldn't avoid read-

ing it. Mrs. Terry didn't no-

tice her standing close behind

on the dock when she in-

discreetly unfolded the wireless message,

evidently to refresh her memory. On di-

gesting its contents she tore it into tiny

bits and thrust the pieces into her handbag.
A smile played on her lips.

The dock was crowded with fashionably

dressed women attracted by the newspaper
announcement of the arrival of the Chido
Maru with a notable passenger. The
Princess Athena of Tenravia was coming.

Mrs. Terry was there to meet her.

Lorgnettes were in evidence as the

women passengers were eagerly scanned

by the waiting crowd. Two well-bred,

quietly dressed women descended the gang-

plank. As Mrs. Terry caught sight of them,

with both hands extended she made a

quiet, forward movement.
Instantly the attention of the swarming

women became fixed. "The princess and
her maid!" the whisper passed through the

crowd.
Only Mrs. Murphy, who was watchmg

closely, saw a signal from the second pas-

senger to Mrs. Terry, who hesitated a

moment and then saluted the first lady

respectfully. Her companion remained

quietly in the background, unnoticed ex-

cept by Mrs. Murphy.
"Your Highness, " remarked Mrs. Terry,

"lam proud to welcome you on American
soil."

, ,

"You are most kind," answered the

princess, with a slightly foreign accent.

"I shall be at your disposal as soon as I

have looked after two of my country-

women. They know no one in this land.

I should like to feel that they are in safe

hands before I leave."

"We can place them in charge of the

Travelers' Aid Society," answered Mrs.

Terry.
The onlookers cast admiring glances at

the princess, whose interest in her lowly

compatriots proved her true nobility of

soul. They were much impressed.

"Blood will tell," whispered Mrs.

Rutherford Higgs as the Princess Athena
spoke to two forlorn young women in

peasant costume.
They curtsied and kissed her hand in

a foreign fashion when she placed them
under the protection of the kindly woman
whose duties prepared her for just such
emergencies.
Unexpectedly Mrs. Terry turned to the

watching women, saying graciously, "I
should like you to meet the Princess

Athena."
Instantly there was a preening and a

fluttering.

"Is my hat on straight?"

"I look a perfect fright!"

"My hair is blown to pieces!"

There were surreptitious glances into

pocket mirrors, powder puffs and rouge
sticks were mysteriously brought forth,

and there were little pats on hair that

accomplished nothing but a revelation to

the onlookers of the mental processes that
prompted them.
Only Mrs. Murphy did not flutter.

With dignity she bowed in acknowledg-
ment of Mrs. Terry's introduction. She
then dropped behind the babbling crowd
and walked beside the maid, talking

pleasantly to her.

The maid was a dainty little blonde, not
a whit less attractive nor refined than her
mistress. But for Mrs. Murphy's kindness
to her she was utterly ignored.

"I know you'll be lonesome while your
mistress is being entertained. I'm going to
have you at my home whenever she doesn't
need you." Thus spoke the kindly Mrs.
Murphy. Drawing her away from the
crowd, she shook her finger mischievously,
whispering archly: "You can't fool me,
Princess. I knew you the minute I seen
you."
The girl looked in wonder at the woman.
Mrs. Murphy continued: "You'll have

to get up pretty early to fool me. I seen
your message to Mrs. Terry. I know
you're the real princess. You can trust me.
I'll keep your secret."

The girl laughed a low, rippling laugh
and conceded: "Well, you are clever!

There's no use denying my identity to one
of your discernment." Anxiously turning
to the woman, she entreated: "You'll be
sure to keep my secret from these other
women?"

"Well, I should say so! Except for my
husband and son; I swear to goodness
nobody'U know.

Mrs. Murphy was in the seventh heaven
of delight. By a mere accident she had
possessed herself of this astonishing in-

formation. To think of her sharing a
secret with a princess of the royal blood!

tive. Her wealth and an eligible son had
made the necessary opening. With these
aids her arch-supported, silk-stockinged,
expensively shod feet were making a gal-

lant fight to climb the social ladder. She
had attained several rungs in spite of the
pushing, jostling throng who were en-
deavoring to make the same ascent.
By dint of untiring research and in-

exhaustible cultivation, she had become
an adept in the choice of specialists

—

specialists who added to or concealed her
list of native charms, as the case might be.

In consequence her much-corseted, much-
manicured, much-complexioned, and much-

Hand in. hand they sat, as the brush that painted the glowing sunsets

made an inerasible background on their hearts

If you knew how, it wasn't such a task to
get into society, after all.

Drawing the maid to one side, she
begged: "Now, you'll come to my house?
I want you to meet my son, Mountford."
At the mere mention of his name she
glowed with pride. "My boy's at the
officers' training camp. He wants to go
to the war. If I say it myself, there ain't a
finer young man in the city. Besides,"
ingratiatingly, "it's so select to be con-
nected with the army! I'll tell you what!
Mountford and I'll call on you and—."

"Oh, but that wouldn't do at all!"

interrupted the young woman. "Don't
you see I am ostensibly Princess Athena's
maid? My name is Olga—Olga Bernoff.
For reasons which I am not at liberty to
disclose I must remain Olga Bernoff for

the present. I shall be glad to accept your
hospitality when my mistress can dispense
with my services." The mischievous
twinkle in her eyes caused the older woman
to laugh vociferously.
The pseudo-princess turned at the sound.
"Olga!" she called peremptorily.
In Mrs. Murphy's social aspirations the

need of culture had never seemed impera-

coiffured figure presented a seemingly
undeniable efficiency in the struggle.

Determination, backed by money, was
getting results.

She was rich. She did not like to re-

member the time, only five years ago,
when she and Tim and the boy had
struggled to earn a bare existence on the
unfertile farm,

Overnight had come wealth—wealth
undreamed of; wealth that had made it

possible to surround herself with every
luxury; wealth that had made a college

education for Mike—now Mountford

—

feasible. She still blinked in astonishment
when her thoughts reverted to the old

struggle against poverty, the gallant fight

to keep the old shanty over their heads.
They had not expected much in those days.

And the cause of the sudden change?
Oil! A gushing well! It had met their

astonished gaze one morning. It had
brought hordes of promoters and capital-

ists as suppliants to the feet of the
humble Murphys. No desire of theirs need
remain unfulfilled. One week later found
them in an expensive hotel in San Fran-
cisco, and a year later they were occupying

their own stone mansion on a height over-
looking the bay.
As Mrs. Murphy returned home she was

almost bursting with her discovery. She
was the only one in the city to detect the
identity of the real princess. What a joke!
She must tell Tim. In her enjoyment of
the situation she forgot everything else.

She found Tim where he most loved to
be—in his den. Here, without fear of
discovery, he was able to throw off his
acquired manner and lapse into the old
Tim Murphy of the farm. Deportment
was not the only thing he cast off. His
coat, waistcoat, collar, necktie, and toupee
made a little heap on the chair beside him.
With old carpet slippers on his feet and an
old clay pipe in his mouth, he was a picture
of perfect contentment as- he read his
newspaper.
He looked up. He often put on his old

brogue when he took off his new coat.
"Katie," he said, "I'm thinking

wouldn't it be foine for you and me to go
down to the old shanty for a few days.
Just you and me. You could do the house
wor-r-k as in the ould days and I'd be
afther a-doin' the chores. Them was
happy days!" and he signed reminiscently.

She was good-natured and fond of him.
At another time she would have acceded
to his wishes—not gladly, but dutifully.

It was the first time he had expressed a
longing for the old life. But just now, with
such a brilliant social coup within her
grasp, how could she? She would not re-

fuse his request, but would postpone the
trip.

She told him of the arrival of the princess
and her discovery.

"Oh, Tim, I was standing right by Mrs.<
Terry when she read her wireless message!

,

I couldn't help seeing it." And she dis-

closed its contents. They were: "Greet
maid as princess."
With an uproarious laugh, Tim jumped

to his feet and lustily slapped Katie on the
back. "You'll do, Katie, old girl! We'll
show the swells what high society is! I'll

back you against the lot of 'em."
Hospitality was extended to the princess

with a show of magnificence rarely before
seen in San Francisco. The culmination
was Mrs. Katherine Arthur's peacock
dinner dance. The hostess, in a jewel-
studded, shimmering green-blue gown of

marvelous diaphanous texture, received
her guests in rooms whose walls were hung
with iridescent green-blue of the filmiest,

silkiest fabrics, studded with what appeared
to be emeralds and diamonds. These"
draperies were lightly caught together
with peacock feathers.

The dining table, with its gold plate and
peacock-feather decorations, elicited mur-
murs or admiration from the guests. No-
flowers were used in the decorations, i

Delicate peacock-colored tulles trailed'

gracefully on the table, forming a harmoni-

1

ous background for the feathery orna-j
mentation. Even the Bohemian glass wasj
of the same marvelous coloring. Thej
brilliant appearance of the scene left nol
question in one's mind of the decorator's|
rare talent for achieving splendid results"

in his work and for an exquisite conception*
of harmonious color and design.
The princess was queenly. She received*

the homage of the other guests witbj
gracious friendliness, but just the touch on
haughty dignity to be expected from one of
her rank. She was a rare gem in a fit settingJ

Mrs. Murphy chuckled inwardly at thej

slavish subservience " of the great free;

American people. Not that she wouldn't?
be slavishly subservient had she not known

.

the truth. But this she didn't realize..;

To her the situation was screamingly
funny. Wouldn't she and Tim and the
real princess have a laugh when she told
them about it? And wouldn't these peo-
ple feel cheap when the truth was brought
home to them?

She approached Mrs. Terry, who, next
to the princess, was the most important
guest at the function. Mrs. Terry was
aware of her secret knowledge of the true]

situation.

"Well, if it don't beat all how that maid
carries herself! Look at Schuyler Van;
Brunt and all the others making fools of r

themselves over [continued on page 26]
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Let the Bees Build Your Bank Account
They work for nothing, are cheap, easy to get and to care for, and actually increase

the crops they forage amongst

By Henry Irving Dodge

MY ATTENTION was arrested
near the old Dunning mansion
on James Street in Syracuse
not long ago by the curious
figure of a man working on a

scaffolding close under the roof of the
piazza. He was grotesquely accoutered in

an old Panama hat and heavy veil which
entirely surrounded his head and was

*tucked in at the collar.

In his hand he had what looked like an
old-fashioned teapot with a long tin snout
on it. From this, by some bellows con-
trivance attached, he was assiduously
puffing awful black smoke into the crevices

between the fluted pillar and the Corin-
thian cap which surmounted it. The man
himself was no other than the noted
apiarist Dr. C. G. Schamu, and he was
smoking out bees from a long undetected
hiding place. Some three hundred pounds
of Koney rewarded his enterprise.

While I hope particularly that this story
may be of service to the men who come
home disabled from "over there," being
disabled is not essential to availing of the
suggestions herein contained; nor being a

• soldier either, for that matter. The prop-
osition is open to young, old, male or
female, broke or rich.

"The open," unlike a good many other
things, gives a man a chance to go into
business for himself without any capital.

It gives him a chance to capitalize himself
physically, and morally as well. When
children make artificial flowers, they die..

When they "tend" natural flowers, or
other things that grow out of doors, they
live.

Very well then, let us consider bees as a
means of putting a man on his feet

—

financially speaking.
Mrs. Bee is a much maligned insect.

She is a doughty little defender of her rights
where one seeks to violate those rights
in any but an insinuating or seductive way.
She is amenable to good treatment. I
speak from experience. I never thought
that I could be persuaded to go into an
apiary, but my confidence in Dr. Schamu's
promise that the bees wouldn't hurt me
was such that I made the venture. Be-
sides, I was heavily veiled. I almost stuck
my nose into that big something pile of
assiduous little insects and watched them
doing wonderful things.
On the uncovering of the comb by the

doctor, the queen bee, as it seemed to me,
at once sought to hide herself by burrowing
into the mass of workers, but the doctor
told me that it was the workers who were
endeavoring to do the hiding and the
protecting of their queen.
The bees literally swarmed over me, on

my coat and veil, and I had the unpleasant
sensation that one or two had got on the
inside of my arm, and was nervous about
it. But the doctor reassured me. "Be
quiet," said he; "don't make any sudden
moves. Take your hands out of your
pockets and let the -workers crawl over
them." I did so, which was a mighty good
test of my confidence in the doctor's words.
At once from fifteen to twenty workers

—

females, of course, with stings—investi-
gated the backs of .my hands, but finding
npthing there that might be added to their
store of sweetness departed. One, however,
had sought to investigate the dark recesses
of my coat sleeve, and when my cuff
touched her she reminded me most poign-
antly of her presence. That was the only
time I was stung. It didn't hurt much.
Dr. Schamu was rather mirthful about it.

But somehow James Whitcomb Riley's
' lines

—

Yes, the bee stings—I confess it!

Sweet as honey—Heaven bless it!

Yet he be a sweeter singer

If he didn't have no stinger

—

persisted in running through my head.
"They don't sting you because they know
you," I ventured.

"Nonsense!" said the doctor, gently
burrowing with his forefinger into a seeth-
ing mass of insects to discover another
queen. "They don't know me any better
than they know you. I am quiet and gentle
with them, and I don't make any false
moves. There are times," he continued,

Photo from Ira I. Hills Studio
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We All Have Shortcomings

THE poor bee's only shortcoming is its sting. That one thing
has prejudiced the world against it almost to the exclusion

of its many fine qualities for a long time. About all most of us
know of bees is that they sting. It would be just as reasonable
to condemn a first-class farmer as no good because he chewed
tobacco.

The more discerning of us are beginning to overlook the
bee's sting, and to discover that, with surprisingly little effort

on our part, bees will pile up honey and money for us.

The Editor.

"when a colony—meaning a hive—is in

an irritable temper. Experience, alone,

teaches us when such a condition obtains.

And then it is wise to go slow." He picked
up a large insect.

"Here," he said, "take this one. It's

a drone; it has no sting." And I found my-
self handling the creature with as little

fear as if it had been a housefly.

"Well, by jingo!" said I to the doctor
later. "It seems like a pipe dream. If

anybody had told me that I'd have been
mixing in with that bunch of stingers

to-day I should have told him he wasn't
a good judge of human nature."

I am relating my personal experience

with bees just to show that anyone, equally

ignorant, may . work among them with
immunity simply by exercising a degree of

common sense.

Let me disabuse your mind of another
dread possibility: You don't have to live

in the country in order to keep bees. You
may live in any village or in the outskirts

of most any town, and you need but a little

patch of ground—a mere back-door yard

—

that is, to begin with. Don't worry about
your bees' getting their food. They will

attend to that end of it. They are the

busiest little food gatherers in the world.
Nor are bees profiteers. It does not cost
them any more to steal nectar from your
neighbor's flowers than it did before the
war. They won't sting you that way, at
least. Also, you can take a sweet satis-

faction in realizing that your stingy old
enemy Griggs or Steel, who owns the
clover field out yonder, is unconsciously
contributing to your support. Griggs
couldn't keep the bees away if he wanted
to. Even if he caught them he would have
to identify them. But don't let your con-
science trouble you on that score, for your
bees will pollinate the old man's clover and
his apple blossoms, and the like, and make
them bear double.

"It has been proved that an apple
orchard with beehives near-by will pro-
duce twice as many apples," said Dr.
Schamu. "And, as a matter of fact, the
keeping of bees has doubled the income of

my farm. Many persons have remarked
on the amount of cherries I have there every
year. This is due to the presence of bees."
The bee is as simple and direct in her

method as Kipling's plagiarist: "What
she thinks she may require, she goes and
takes it."

Dr. Schamu advises pretty nearly every-
body to go into beekeeping. Really, to
hear him talk one would be convinced that
it's a crime not to be a beekeeper. But
why does he so advise? In the first place
the demand for honey has increased
enormously. The public would consume
thousands of tons more a year than it does
consume if we were able to produce it.

There are not half enough bees to gather
up the tons of sweetness that go to waste
yearly in the clover fields one sees as he
drives through the country. And the
varied uses of honey have multiplied be-
yond the dreams of the beekeepers of ten
years ago. Take the culinary end of it:

We have, for instance, honey-and-nut
sandwiches, honey bread, honey-and-nut-
bran muffins, hard-honey cake, butter-
honey cake, nut-honey cake, honey frost-

ing, honey sponge cake, honey pound
cake, honey fruit cake, yellow honey cake,
honey cookies of various kinds, honey
wafers, honey risolles, baked honey cus-
tard, boiled honey custard, honey pudding,
honey charlotte russe, honey mousse, honey
ice cream. Also, honey enters into the
preserving of strawberries, cranberries,
apples, and the making of jelly. We even
find it in salad dressing, fudge, caramels,
and popcorn balls. And Dr. Schamu de-
clares most emphatically that honey in
coffee discounts sugar as cream does milk.
To quote him:

"As a food value honey is unequalled,
because it is a predigested food. One
pound will equal, in calories, three pounds
of beefsteak or three dozen eggs, the same
pound of honey ranging from 25 to 35
cents, according to grade, while eggs
average 60 cents a dozen, and beefsteak
costs—I don't dare say. Also, honey is

nowadays prescribed for various ail-

ments. A man who suffers from diabetes,
say, and who cannot eat any sugar at all,

may consume all the golden liquid he
chooses, without stint or limit."

People have ceased to regard honey from
the standpoint of luxury as in former
years. They regard it now as a staple food.
The growing demand for it has put the
price up higher than it has ever been be-
fore. For this reason it is easy for the
producer to market his goods right in his

own dooryard. All he has to do is to hang
up a sign. Dr. Schamu told me of a man
he ran across on the boulevard between
Niagara Falls and Buffalo who had sold
10 tons of honey the last summer over and
above what he produced himself, honey
which he had purchased from other bee-
keepers. He kept it in glass quart jars, and
sold thesame at $1 a jar right at the roadside.
Honey will keep forever. If it crystal-

lizes it is a simple matter to liquidate it by
heating, which process leaves it as clear as
before and wholly uninjured.

In addition to the above reasons for

going into beekeeping, Dr. Schamu claims
that anybody of reasonable intelligence

may engage in it. He particularly recom-
mends it to disabled soldiers. A man, for
instance, without legs and minus an arm
may thus occupy himself, if he provides
the right equipment in the way of modern
hives and so forth. As a matter of fact,

Mr. Herman Fairchild of Liverpool, New
York, has taken care of his bees for the
past three or four years in a wheeled chair.

A person may start raising bees with a
capital of $5. That is mighty slender
capital. It is not recommended as practical.

But it is possible. It would mean using the
old-fashioned box hives, which would
handicap the beekeeper at the start as
against competition with his neighbor who
uses modern hives.

|

A fair start would be ten modern hives,
with bees complete, costing $150.

Dr. Schamu, however, advises fewer
colonies at the start. He says: "I would
advise a young man after the war, particu-
larly if he be disabled, to start in with
four or five colonies—hives—and thus get
acquainted with the bee and become
immune to the poison. After a year one
may work bare-handed among the insects
as freely as though they were flies."

The old-fashioned box hive has been so
improved upon that at the present time
beekeeping is a pleasure—a pleasure for

the reason that [continued on page 24]
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They Won a Fortune from Worthless Land
Their faith in a strip of abandoned soil has added thousands of acres to the

high-producing truck farms of America

By Allen Eddy

E:iNG at the hilltops and getting

lonesome for the city didn't ap-
peal to the Breese boys, Stewart
and Ralph, when they took stock
at the beginning of their careers.

They looked into the valley at their feet

and saw a challenge that set them to work
with their hands and their brains, saved
thousands of acres of waste land to them-
selves and their neighbors, and made them
the celery kings of New York State.

Stewart was twenty and Ralph eighteen
when their father, a produce commission
merchant in Wayne County, died, leaving
a small property. The two red-headed
boys were the chief props upon which their

Canadian mother must depend.
They looked at their feet, and saw black

earth. They took counsel together, read
and studied, and then rented—not leased

—

a little patch of "waste" land which had
been of no use for a century at least, and,
for aught anyone knows, since time began.

Local geologists say that in olden times
that ground was the bottom of a lake. Be
that as it may, it has been the bottom of a
very substantial fortune for the Breese
boys. They knew that it had the rich and
rank deposits carried to it by the brooks
from the hillsides, and they capitalized the
knowledge and added their strength and
faith to the total of their investment.
The result, season after season, has been

prolific yields of onions, celery, and lettuce.

That piece of black dirt, never before used,
seemed intent on making up for lost time.

But it was not easy going. From dawn
to dark, through that first summer, the
mosquitoes worked above the black earth.

At night the frogs croaked and the crickets

chirruped as if in mockery. Weeds flour-

ished, resisting any invasion of the area
they had so long occupied unmolested.

One Crop of Celery—$42,000

The boys were not daunted; they con-
tinued, confident that Nature was kind at
heart, and that any ground that could
grow such weeds and mature such mos-
quitoes, frogs, and crickets could be made
to yield something worth while. But all the
difficulties of July and August, when the
sun warmed all their foes into concerted
action, was nothing compared with their

crowning disappointment—a small yield

and low prices.

Even then they did not lose courage.
The experience they had gained was added
to their meager money profit in computing
the total assets, and the next year they
rented a larger piece of the waste land. The
hard work of the previous year had counted
to their advantage. The rank deposits had
been cleared away. There were fewer mos-
quitoes, and those remaining seemed to be
of smaller stature. The frogs and crickets

were not so saucy. The ground was more
pliable; indeed, there was a genuine
pleasure in turning the soil—it was so rich

and wholesome and fragrant.

More onions and more celery the second
year. They tried Boston head lettuce, and
found that it yielded handsomely. They

. kept at work with their heads as well as
their hands, and improved their methods
of tillage and their system of marketing.
From their profits they purchased pieces

of the ground.
The operations expanded season after

season. The boys now own about all of the
tract, which is a mile long and the width of

a fair-sized New York State meadow. They
bought other pieces of land of like charac-
ter. Now, after ten years, although they
have largely centered their efforts on
celery, they grow onions also, following the
crop rotation method, and to keep ahead
in their warfare against weeds. This is

made necessary, as in the celery fields

horses are used for cultivating, whereas in

the onion patches hands are necessary for

the uprooting of the weeds. Last autumn
they shipped more than 100 cars of celery,

and the money return was about $42,000.
Their crop of onions was approximately
40,000 bushels.

In the last two years two serious prob-
lems have confronted the American farmer
—the fertilizer question, and the scarcity
of labor. When the cost of commercial
fertilizer went up and the quality of it

Stewart and Ralph Breese standing beside a load of their prize celery

down, and it was hard to obtain under any
circumstances, the Breese boys returned
to the old method of fertilizing. They
brought manure by the carload to their

fields from the stockyards at Buffalo.
When farmhands were hard to find, they
looked about and learned of two families

of Belgians, just from their native land.

These men, women, and children have
worked in the Breese vegetable fields ever
since. Roomy, comfortable new houses
were provided for them. The children
work in the fields in the summer and attend
the district school the rest of the year.

Men, women, and children are well paid
and contented, and show their appreciation
of good treatment by their diligent, careful,

and intelligent labor. In this way the
young farmers have not suffered as have
others through a scarcity of farm labor.

They anticipated the situation and were
ready to meet it.

In addition to their own success, these
boys have been pioneers and benefactors
in the locality, for the elder generation
looked on and saw what they were ac-
complishing. No one thereabouts pre-
viously had thought of raising celery for

the big city markets. Muck fields were
waste land, nothing more. Celery was
just a little something to be grown in the
kitchen gardens because the women-folks
liked it for Sunday dinner. But the neigh-

bors couldn't help seeing what the Breese

Packing Raspberries Right Fixed Him
By O. B. Gover

WHEN I landed in this

piece of Maryland
woodland, a grub

,

ax and $30 were my sole

worldly possessions. But jy
I had a will to succeed,
and an idea.

In the first two years I

cleared my land of trees,

roots, and. undergrowth,
plowed deep, and harrowed.
As with all new land, the
soil lay in streaks, some of it

very poor, some very good,
most of it too acid to be
healthful for cane fruits. I

dragged the rich isoil strips

over the poorer stretches and
mixed the poorer into the
richer, adding a little lime as

I went. When my foundation
was good I set out my cane
fruit, specializing mostly in

raspberries.

To my mind there is no
more delicate fruit flavor than well-
raised raspberries—not the seedy,
mushy variety one finds growing wild,

but my variety. The usual raspberry
has large, tough seed cells, a purplish
color when ripe, and has no body. It

crushes badly in the basket, so badly
that the fruit is mushy before it gets to
the fruit stands.
My berries, on the other hand, are a

bright carmine color, have small, ten-
der seed cells, good body, and stand up
well for handling. When a basket is full

it stays full, and there are no crushed
berries in the bottom. The flavor is

like the aroma of the sweetest flowers.

Raspberries are like perfume to me.
At first I had a great deal of trouble

keeping out the wild varieties from my
patches. Then I had trouble with the

Gover is not as
worried as he
looks. He has
just sold 150
baskets of rasp-
berries at 35
cents each ; an
ordinary day s

work for him.

pickers. It took me weeks to
train them to make a clean
pick. They persisted for a
long time in allowing stems,

-| buds, green berries, and
even bugs to go into the
baskets.
At last I succeeded by
high wages and personal
example in teaching the
pickers to have a respect

for the fruit as the most per-

fect in the world. Then my
crop began to show up as I

wished it.

High rounded quarts, with
every berry perfect, without a
stick or bud or other waste,
began to bring me a much
higher price than the mushy,
wild, and badly picked berries

on the market. I found that
in my class of- fruit there was
no real competition. A basket
of my berries required no work

from the cook, were ready to serve
when sold, and actually did serve seven
good breakfast helpings, while other
kinds had to be picked over, were
crushed and unattractive, and would
serve only four people to the basket.
I advertised this point on my sales

route.

Soon I developed a trade which took,
without haggling, every basket I could
raise, and I practically named my own
price. I now have about two acres in

raspberry canes and have two crops a
year, one in July and the other in

October and November. This year my
average yield for the early crop was
150 baskets a day; on the late crop, 40
baskets a day. In the first case I dis-

posed of the crop at 35 cents the basket,
and the late crop at 40 cents.

boys were accomplishing, and consequently
the Breese boys revolutionized affairs in
the vicinity.

Persons who live in western New York,
whether on the fertile farms or in the
numerous prosperous villages and cities,

declare they are inhabitants of a favored
country. The farms yield variously and
abundantly, but excel with the products
that go to the preserving factories and
evaporators.
Each neighborhood has its king—some-J

times he is a peach king, or an apple king,
or a potato king. The Breese boys seem to
share a throne as the celery kings.
The older farmers observe their methods

closely, although some of them wouldn't
admit the fact. However, almost every one
of these splendid farms, with meadow, hill,

valley, and woods, also has its "low piece,"
which not so many years ago was of no use,
a breeding place for insect pests and a
positive enemy to human health and per-
sonal comfort. Now these low pieces have
become veritable garden spots; and as the
new celery sends up its shoots of green, and
as it develops day by day and the young
green changes to a deeper hue, the farmers
count their profits, which have the habit of
never failing, and some of them—not all-

bless the Breese boys who blazed the way.
The "muck farmer" has become a distinct

and highly prosperous local institution.

Their Fellow Farmers Prospered

At the railroad station, North Macedon,
the New York Central has doubled its

car-storage capacity for the handling of'

farm produce. At the near-by stations,
Wayneport, Walworth, and Palmyra, ship-
ments of farm produce have increased, and
the prosperity of the muck farmer is shown
also in the increase of business at the
stations on the Lehigh to the south, Farm--
ington and Manchester. And all of this is

traceable, more or less, to the pioneering
of the Breese boys.

These young men would scoff at the
idea that they have discovered any short-
cut to success. What they have accom-
plished has been the co-ordination of hard
work, a fundamental knowledge of agri-
culture and soil properties, faith and per-
sistence. They are not miracle workers:
they are methodical plodders.

They are married and,have interesting
families. Their homes are centers of

happiness and culture, music, good books,
and the ambition to keep abreast with
affairs. They have their summer homes on
the shore of Lake Ontario. For them rural
life is robbed of that bugabee, loneliness.

Of course, their chief interest is business,

but they are not always thinking in terms
of celery and onions. They work together
in all their enterprises, and always in

harmony. They do not push themselves
to the front—they don't have to—but
usually they are there in every public
effort. They help support their church and
their lodge; they are promoters of good
schools and local improvements, and all

patriotic enterprises.

By the natural process of industrial

evolution, the one local manufacturing
plant, which formerly was Macedon's chief

reason for existence, was swallowed up by.'

a trust and carried away to Ohio. Folks
round about said that it would kill the
town. They didn't reckon on the Breese
boys. The muck farmer has filled the void.

The town is prosperous. It took its full

quota of Liberty bonds; it oversubscribed
to the Red Cross and other war funds.

The Standard Oil Company built a large

oil tank at the railroad station, which is its

distributing point for fifteen miles around.
Quite a bit of the money that gets loose

rolls around to the Breese boys. They
have an up-to-date garage on the main
line of travel between Syracuse and
Rochester. They use it for general .head-
quarters. They buy and sell all kinds of

farm produce.
The Breese boys have provided a modern

instance to prove the age-old proposition

that nothing is created in vain, and that
what in limited knowledge has been, or is,

{

considered dross and waste, in the light of

wisdom can be made available for the

;

highest uses.
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The Tramp Who Bought a Dairy Farm
Dropping off a freight at his home village one day, he determined to stay and

make good right there. He did it

As told to Mary Quint Walker

_J
EN years ago I was a tramp. I
stole rides on freight trains,

begged my meals at back doors,
and was arrested two or three
times a month on the charge of

vagrancy. Last week I purchased* a
$10,000 farm, and an adjoining eighty for

another $5,000. In 1908 I was a disrepu-
table hobo. Now I am a respectable citizen

and, to quote from the local paper, "an
authority on dairying."

This change came because I passed
through the village of Mayson, my boy-
hood home, while taking one of my free

rides, and out of idle curiosity dropped off.

The quiet little place was just the same,
but there must have been a difference in
me, for nobody recognized
Jack Drewe in the rough, un-
shaven man. I did not stay
long in town, partly because
of the unfriendly glances the
marshal gave me, but strolled

out in the country three miles
to the old Drewe place.
My first memories were of

this farm. When I wasi a
little fellow of three or four,

Grandpa Drewe would call for

me and coax my mother to
let "little Jack" come out for

a visit. Poor old Grandpa!
He was as fine a man as ever
lived—a good farmer too, but
he was unfortunate in his

only child, my father. Per-
haps my grandparents were
too indulgent. I cannot say as

to that; but I do know that he
was shiftless and ungrateful,
the village drunkard and an
eyesore to the respectable
little town. I dislike saying
anything against mother, but
I cannot tell this story without
admitting that our home was
not a pleasant place.

Grandpa Drewe tried his

best to save us; he nearly sup-
ported the family, but it was
no use. My parents seemed
contented with their way of

living, and, though they were
willing to take money from the
old folks, resented their ad-
vice. Even when Grandfather
begged them to take the farm,
thinking that it would be bet-

ter for all of us, my father
laughed and said that he
would get the place some time
anyway, and my mother abso-
lutely refused to spend her
life in the country. Owing to
their liking for my grandpar-
ents, the townsfolk hired Fa-
ther to do odd jobs of car-

penter work, but finally he
became so unreliable that he
could not even get these.
A lump comes into my

throat as I remember the
heartbroken, hopeless ex-
pression in the eyes of Grand-
pa and Grandma Drewe. When
I was about ten they died sud-
denly—killed in a runaway
accident.

Father sold the farm as soon
as he could, for about one
fourth its value, and for a time we were
prosperous. As the money went we sank
lower and lower, and Father drank more
and more, until at last, crazed with liquor,

he put a bullet through his head. My
brother Bill and I were the town toughs,
and were constantly committing depreda-
tions; but when we robbed the village shoe-
maker of fifty dollars it was decided that
matters had gone far enough, and I was
sent to the Boys' Industrial School. Shortly
after, my mother and Bill went West, and I

have never seen them since. To-day I do
not even know where they are. When I
came out I followed the path of least
resistance, and joined a crowd of hobos who
were making their way to the coast. It
seemed an easy, happy life, and, though at
first I was a bit disgusted, I soon came to
like it. And this brings me to the autumn
day that, dirty and ragged, I dropped off

the freight.

When I reached the farm I saw that
they were threshing. As soon as I stopped
at the gate I was approached by the owner
of the machine, who said that they were
short-handed and asked me if I did not
want a job. At first I refused, but thinking
of the bounteous dinner that would be set

before the threshers I changed my mind.
We rested for a while at noon, and I got
in conversation with a young fellow of

about my own age.
"Fine place!" I said, just to draw him

out.

"It is!" he said enthusiastically. "The
old Drewe place they call it, though a
Drewe hasn't lived here for years—old

Jack was the last."

farm outside the family?" I persisted,

curious to hear his opinion of my father.

"No;" impatiently. "He left it to his son
Jack, all right, but the fool went through
it, and then killed himself. The rest of the
family moved away, and everybody was
glad to see the worthless trash go. There
was a young Jack Drewe, grandson of the
old man's, and his favorite, but he turned
out just like his father. Last I heard of him
he was in a kind of reformatory."
"No, the last you heard of him he was

threshing," I contradicted.
He took a good look at me and saw that

I spoke the truth.
"Well, I don't take back a word of what

I said," he answered stubbornly. "Old

It Makes No Difference What Your Name Is

WE ONCE knew a man named Smith. He later

became Smyth. Still later he made it Smythe.
Now Smith imagined that etch time he added a
flourish to his identification tag he elevated him-
self a little. But he didn't. He merely made him-
self more ridiculous.

The spelling of your name has nothing to do with
what .you are. Some people can't realize this. But
it's true. A man named Axhandle stands just as

good a chance as a man named Edison or Gary.

On another page we publish the story of a man
who failed for $130,000 in the cattle business, but
came back and made a fortune because his credit was
good. He had a good name. On this page is the
story of a man whose credit was not good. He had a
bad name. He made it good by changing his record.

If your record is good, your name is good. If

your record is bad, your name is bad. And using
the whole blamed alphabet won't improve it.

THE EDITOR.

"Too bad," I went on, "that he didn't

have anybody to leave it to."

"Oh, he had a son," replied the young
fellow contemptously, "but he was no
good. Funny too, for I have heard folks

say that old Jack Drewe was one of the
finest men that ever lived around here. He
and my grandfather were the first comers
here—took up homesteads when the land
was all timber. They knew the soil under
those pine trees was good, and they built

log houses and stayed. Most people at that

time thought it was too much work to clear

the land, but Mr. Drewe and Grandfather
toughed it out and cut down trees, pulled

stumps, and burnt brush until they had
real farms. Then the old Wisconsin Cen-
tral came through here, bringing them close

to a market, and of course after that other
settlers came."

"After putting in all that work, you
don't mean to say that Drewe left the

Jack Drewe, from everything I ever heard
was a man, and you—

"

"And I am a lazy, thieving bum!" I
finished. "But, young fellow, while we
have been talking I have decided to be-
come just what my grandfather was—

a

square man and a good farmer. Your
plain language has made me see light, and
I am going to settle down right here in this

neighborhood."
"You will never do it; you are too far

down," was the discouraging reply, but I

only smiled, for already I had begun to
make my plans.

In October I was in the lumber woods,
and did not come out until March. My
wages were $40 a month, and after my
clothes were paid for I had a stake of $150
left. This was immediately deposited in a
bank as soon as I came to town, and then
I went to work with a construction gang
on a railroad. That summer I saved $200,

but when fall came I thought it would be
better to wait until spring before putting
my plan into effect. Hard work and ambi-
tion had completely changed me: my
muscles were like iron, and I was brimming
over with enthusiasm. It seemed im-
possible that I ever could have been con-
tented with the idle life of a tramp, but
now I had an incentive to spur me on.
Whether to work in the woods or go on

a farm that winter was a hard problem to
decide. Wages- were better in the woods,
but I realized that I would learn more on a
farm. An advertisement was answered,
and I went to work doing chores on a
dairy farm in southern Minnesota. The
knowledge that I obtained was worth

many times the $30 that I

received as wages. By April
my savings had increased to
$500, and I was ready to start
out.

I had intended to rent a
place and invest my money
in stock; but I learned that
the Jones farm was for sale,

and did not have much trouble
making a deal with the owner,
who was anxious to go. to his
daughter in California. It
was a small run-down 40-acre
farm with poor buildings, but
—on the main road, and con-
sisted of level, easily worked
land. Mr. Jones agreed to let

me have it for $3,500—$500
cash, the balance to be paid
in yearly payments of $300 or
more. If I failed to make a
payment the farm was to go
back to him and I would lose
what I had put in, but I was
not afraid. Six cows, a pig, a
dozen chickens, and an old
team went with the property,
also some tools and a dilapi-
dated wagon. No king, I
know, was ever so happy as I

on that first night as I milked
my own cows on my own farm.

I did not expect the people
of Mayson and vicinity to
welcome me with open arms,
but neither did I expect to be
turned down completely. I

soon saw that I was an out-
cast—a pariah among the
farmers and their families.
When I took the milk to the
factory in the morning the
men wished me a • cheery
"good day," but that was as
far as their friendliness ever
went.
"The less you have to do

with such scum the better," I
overheard one neighbor say as
he passed my home one eve-
ning, and I was not left in
doubt as to whom he referred,
for his companion answered:
"That is what I tell my

boys. I say to 'em, 'Jack
Drewe is a good young feller

to let alone.'"
At first I occasionally at-

tended a dance at Gilbert
Hall, the Community Center,
merely looking on. One eve-
ning I asked a girl to dance,

but she refused at once, and with scorn in
her voice. Knowing what I might expect,
but determined to see just how I was re-

garded, I made several more attempts,
which, needless to say, were unsuccessful.
One little lass of seventeen informed me
primly that she was not in the habit of
dancing with jailbirds.

In town I saw that I was regarded with
suspicion. The same spirit that made me
ask the girls to dance urged me on to see
just what the tradespeople thought of me,
so I asked Mr. Franklin, the leading grocer,
to charge a few things. He unhesitatingly
told me that he did not give credit, though
he knew that I had just seen him mark
down the purchases of two customers be-
fore me. Returning later for a forgotten
parcel I heard Mr. Franklin saying indig-
nantly, "Now, wasn't that just like his
cheat of a father?"

After this I [continued on page 46]
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It Pays to Put Apples Up Right
The experiences of a practical orchardist who has learned that fruit packed with style and

quality about it gets the real money

By R. E. JLoree

THE American apple has come into

its own of late. Three years ago,

when the world war began, the
opinion was quite common among
orchard owners and apple dealers

that during the period of the war many
of our high-grade apples would have to go
to the dump. Well, three crops of Ameri-
can apples have since been harvested, and
has anyone found good apples begging a
buyer?

True, our apple crops have run con-
siderably below average yields for that
three-year period. But all who are "apple

Spray-gun improvement enables one
man to do the work oi two

wise" know that bumper apple yields the
country over are the exceptional thing,

and seldom do more than one or two mar-
ket-glutting crops occur oftener than once
or twice in a decade. As a rule, the super-
lative heavy crops lose money for all con-
cerned, except the retailers and consumers.
It is therefore safe to believe that the
money-making apple crops harvested since

the war began mark the beginning of great-

er future profit for the growers. Hence-
forth there is sure to be more systematic
effort to insure a high quality by every art

known to the industry, including thinning
the crop, so that the glut of culls hereto-

fore thrown on the market early will be
eliminated.
Another thing the closing of the export

market has taught us is that we have never
until now realized how even the heaviest

crops can be sold at a fair price in our own
country by giving systematic study to this

problem, and by using better selling

methods in getting good apples directly

within reach of the consumers.

A Five-Million-Box Crop

Many facts and figures prove my position

in regard to the more profitable future for

apple culture. One forceful example is a
statement that recently came to me from a
friend who is growing apples for a living in

one of the chief apple-producing regions

of the West. The apple crop shipped from
this place the past fall and winter was be-

tween four and five million boxes. My
friend reported that the growers unmis-
takably are making money even though
the export demand has been small.

The same condition exists in practically

every apple-producing center in America
where the growers are aware that the pub-
lic have of late become discriminating
buyers, and as never before have become
satisfied that uniform, sound, smooth,
wormless apples at a higher price are a
much better buy than are knotty,
insect-eaten culls costing a half less.

Another indication of what one of the
newer means of securing uniformly high
quality has accomplished for apple growers
—thinning the apples when partially

grown—came to me last harvest from a
well-known Michigan apple grower. From
trees of the Wealthy variety of the same
age and approximately the same initial

crop before thinning, there was an increase
of No. 1 quality apples of barrels per

tree; and the total gross income by thin-
ning was over $3.50 a tree, when the first

and second grades were sold at market
prices. This operation of thinning the
Wealthy apples of his 1917 crop left a net
profit for thinning of fully $2 a tree.

A frequent remark coming from those
owning land suited to growing apples is,

"Growing an apple orchard requires too
much time to realize on the investment,
except in the case of a young person."
But this kind of reasoning is being proved
a fallacy in every progressive apple-growing
region in America.
Here is one convincing example that

recently came to my attention: A Michi-
gan apple grower fifty-two years old bought
a tract of 40 acres of land as a site for a
young orchard. He planted the land to
Northern Spy trees—one of the slowest
varieties to come into bearing. He made
the observation when planting this orchard
that he would make his new orchard a
convincing example that would increase the
faith of the young people of his neighbor-
hood in apple culture. This staunch friend
of the apple is now eighteen years older
than when the orchard was planted, but
he harvested several crops of fancy apples
from his young trees, then sold the orchard
for $22,000. The new owner had already
harvested 20,000 bushels of apples from
this young orchard previous to the 1917
crop, which sold for not less than $1.50 a
bushel. Last fall, from his crop of 12,000

the choice and number of varieties for a
given locality, and helping* to make, the
actual selection of the trees at the nursery
for an orchard of any considerable size.

Likewise, when preparing the orchard lay-

out, planting the trees, and giving the
initial pruning at the time of selling, a
little money expended for that purpose is

a good investment.
It is now the general verdict among the

most successful orchard operators that
wider spacing of trees is a big factor in

getting results from apple trees when they
arrive at their most profitable stage of

production. Where Northern Spy trees

and other long-lived trees of spreading
habits of growth were formerly spaced 40
feet apart, now 45 to 50 feet are allowed in

order to furnish plenty of "elbow room"
for spraying, cultivating, and harvesting.

There is also general agreement among
orchard authorities that the fewer the

varieties in commercial orchards the better

unless a special summer, autumn, and
winter local market trade is to be estab-

lished.

One matter that I wish especially to

emphasize is that when an orchard either

for commercial or home use is being

planted the owner should not consider his

duty completed when the trees are planted.

Decide at the start, before a tree is planted,

that nothing shall prevent the needed
attention being given the orchard. If there

is any question about it, don't plant.

Questions to Consider When You Move
THIS is the time of year when

many farm owners and renters

select locations for the coming
season. So true is this that in

many leading agricultural States,

especially in the Central West,
March has come to be looked upon
as the "moving month."
Farmer and farm ought to fit.

The worker and his family, if they
are to attain the
highest degree of effi-

ciency, must be
pleasantly and prof-

itably located. Dis-

satisfaction frequent-

ly leads to failure.

What, then, are we
to consider when
planning the move upon which so

much depends?
Whether we are to buy or rent,

there are many principles that

hold good. What of the last man
who tilled the land? Was he a
"miner" or a farmer? Did he rob

the soil or build it up? Did he keep
clean the fields and pastures or did

he allow cockleburs, buckhorn,
and other weeds and plants to grow
undisturbed?
Was he a financial success or a

failure, and if the latter, whose
fault was it, the man's or the

farm's? What of the neighborhood
—is it good or bad ? Do "your kind
of folks" live there, or will your
wife and children be strangers in a

// vain our toil,

We ought to blame

the culture,

Not the soil.

— Pope

strange land? Are the people

peaceful and law-abiding, or is the

local justice kept busy settling

petty troubles; and are "devil's

lanes" to be seen between the

farms where only a division fence

should be? Is there a good school

within reasonable distance, and
is there a church of your prefer-

ence, or one which you will be
satisfied to attend,

not too far away?
What of the mar-

ket and of the roads

leading to the farm?
Rememberthat roads
largelydetermine dis-

tance, while the mar-
ket where we buy

and sell has much to do with fix-

ing profits and losses.

Is the farm well-watered, and
is there a plentiful supply of pure
drinking water for family use?
Are the improvements—house,
barn, and outbuildings—in keep-
ing with the value of the land,

and such as you will need for

the system of farming in which
you propose to engage? It may
also be well to ask if the farm is

on a R. F. D. route, and if there

are telephone connections, or if

such can be made. Finally, is the
location healthful?

Wise is the farmer who considers

well these things.

W. L. Nelson.

bushels, he sold the best grade for from
$2.25 to $2.50 a bushel. These figures are

for gross returns.

The choice of site and varieties for apple-
planting is a matter of vital importance.
A beginner can soon learn to give the
required care to an orchard that is already
established, but he can easily afford to pay
a practical orchard expert well for counsel
in selecting his orchard site, determining

The right attitude when planting a fruit

orchard is that from the time of planting
it must have equally good protection and
care as crops of potatoes, tobacco, and
other crops susceptible to injury from in-

sect pests and plant diseases. The cam-
paign against orchard enemies should
start with the first season's growth of the
trees, and continue until the orchard is

ready to be made into fuel and lumber.

The orchard that is kept sprayed, cul-
tivated, and developing steadily from the
start can be counted on to have a selling

value of ten times that of the neglected
one by the time the trees come into heavy
production; and when a well-cared-for
apple orchard of desirable varieties arrives
at its best, a value of from $500 to $800
an acre is by no means uncommon, as can
be confirmed in many places.
To develop orchards of such attractive

||

values the equipment for spraying, prun-J
ing, thinning, cultivating, and harvesting!
is even more essential than when other!
highly specialized crops are grown. No one I

haying ambition and intelligence need]
hesitate about entering the apple-growing
business if he can secure suitable land!
where climatic conditions and marketing]
facilities are favorable. Make sure the I

start is right as heretofore described; then!
learn each successive step in advance before]
the step is taken. The outcome will, in]
many cases, transform $50 to $100 land!
into property ten times as valuable in less

J

than twenty years.
PlansN of producing a living for the~j|

owner of an orchard while the young trees]
are being developed are being worked out]
in various ways. Among these plans is the]
growing of cultivated crops among thej
trees, such as potatoes, tomatoes, beans,|
also small fruits and bush fruits. Another)
partial solution to the problem of gettir

quicker financial returns from the you
orchard is interplanting the apple orchard
with early-maturing varieties of apples,!
plums, cherries, and other fruits suitable to|
the climate.
Where this latter plan is followed I knov

of several instances where a commercial!

These perfect Baldwin "drops ' became
culls by delayed harvesting

poultry business is combined with the
development of the orchard by using the
fenced orchard as a run for the laying hens
and young poultry stock. But, all things
considered, the best solution now appears
to be- the growing of those crops that will

mature early, such as potatoes, cucumbers,
beans, peas, etc., which allow of seeding
the orchard to a cover crop in August
after the early crops are harvested. The
continued working among the developing
trees insures the needed culture^ and any
appearance of fungous diseases and de-
structive insects is sure to be observed,
and the same spraying and cultural equip-
ment can be used for the fruit trees and
interplanted crops. Likewise, the annual
cover crops grown benefit trees and crops
alike. This plan, of course, requires applica-
tion of sufficient fertilizer.

The natural effect of the war in decreas-
ing the farm-labor supply was to interfere

with the culture and thirft and initial

planting of many orchards. Therefore it

should be the aim of every orchard owner
in this country to prevent depreciation in

the value of his orchard, and there is also:

good reason to believe that, where addi-
:

tional apple orchards of suitable varieties

can be planted and cared for properly,
the outcome will be a valuable investment
for the owners in the years after the war.



^1 My Solution of the Farm-Boy Problem
Being some valuable pointers from a farm father with sons of his own,

on how to keep the youngsters interested where they are

By William Leslie French

THE average farm parents often
wonder why their son or their
neighbor's son shows an open dis-

like for raising crops or the other
duties which are necessary around

the place. They dodge the constant daily
_grind. Unexplained restlessness and open
revolt occur. Suddenly the lad packs up his
kit and makes a break for the more excit-
ing life in centers of which he has heard or
read. Generally the farmer blames the
movies. But that is not always the answer,
by any means.

The problem of keeping our boys on the
farm is one with which we are face to face
throughout the country. It is a problem
which I have been able to solve to some
degree. And in giving my experience it

may suggest a better understanding and
weld a stronger link between parents and
sons, between employer and young field

laborers.

I In my own experience, and from what I

have learned from men and women who
have been familiar with such unhappy con-
ditions, two facts have impressed me forci-

bly: Nine tenths of the troubles arise from
a man's not taking the time to study his
son as he would his farm. He uses his
common sense in growing oats or wheat,
looks after his cows and chickens as if they
were gold. He may be shrewd in market-
ing his products. He watches the weather,
the soil, rotates his crops, and does every-
thing to make his farm produce fully. And
the lad passing through the adolescent
period, with youth's ideals and changing
ambitions—a dreamer of dreams—called
"stupid," perhaps—well, he often gets
short shrift. The man forgets that in
earlier days he too,

perhaps, had ten
different ambitions
crowding his mind,
as this boy has.

This is not a
criticism: it is an
observation .;I have
made the same mis-
take. I am a farm-

it might prove a good thing. My
acreage needed at least sixteen
regulars daily. At this period I

was beginning in a small way.
These boys had to be fed, clothed,

washed, kept clean physically,
mentally, and morally. It was
not a school or a vacation club.

No military system. Discipline

was maintained. But the meth-
ods for making the boys toe
the scratch . differed in many
particulars from those existing

elsewhere—methods I believe any
farm parents can apply with good
results.

First, to get the best results I

had to learn again what a boy thinks,

and why. I had to review what I had ex-

perienced in boyhood and compare it with
the chats I had had with my own young
friends. Two ideas stood out boldly.

Each boy has an ideal, vague or clear as

the case may be. There may be half a
dozen goals he wishes to reach. And each
boy holds close to his inmost self some
person, living or dead . who has done
some heroic act, whose life is colored by
adventure or big achievement. We can-
not successfully ignore these dreams of

boyhood. I have found it valuable to
know what they are in each individual, and
to build on them as the cornerstone of

successful boy-handling. Your boy has
them too. And you can get at them with a
little effort.

The fiist thing I did on this experimental
farm adapted for truck-gardening and the
cultivation of small fruits was to lay the
entire property out in "memorial" garden
plots. This can be done on any farm.
Each plot was assigned to a boy to culti-

vate. Each was named after some man or

woman whose life was a good example of

work performed well. One shone clearly

as a mother, another had given his life

for his country, a third had been a great
inventor, and so on. And although this

phase of the scheme may seem a little far-

fetched, the type of vegetable was grown
which represented the leading traits of the
person it was named after.

Potatoes, with their starch, mineral
salts, and water, being essentials as food,

stood for physical endurance, will-power
and strength. Flowers also marked the
corners and the borders, suggesting moral

Growing Boys is Like Growing Corn

er, as you are,

and if I can help
you solve this prob-
lem I want to do it.

Perhaps you too
look forward to the
day when your
youngsters will lift

the burden of the
farm from your
shoulders, and to
prepare against
that day by giving them the desire to take
that burden, and to equip them to be able
to take it, is, I believe, worthy your best
thought and attention.
. Having been interested in practical in-
tensive farming for years, raising vegetables
and fruits, I decided to establish a little

farm colony. At various periods I had
employed boys to help out in the summer,
and I had had a chance to experiment with
them a bit. Some had told me that they
preferred to work on my place rather than
at home. I determined to find out why.
Besides, my own two youngsters were
beginning to grow wings—not angel wings—and places other than the home nest
seemed very attractive. A few more boys
might help to pin them down. Companion-
ship! A good point to remember.

Further, the question of labor was appall-
ing. It seemed reasonable that if a number
of boys could be brought together to work
co-operatively, and share in the profits,

"VTOU can't turn a crop loose and let it grow wild and expect to realize anything
from it. We all know that. You've got to cultivate it, and watch it, and help it

along. The same is true of boys. Not all of us do know that. The youngsters may
not have presented themselves to you in just this light before, but after reading
this man's story, perhaps you'll see, as we did, how true it is.

William Leslie French, the author of this article, is the son of the monk
William Glenney French, who founded the monastery of Valle Cruris in the moun-
tains of North Carolina and made it over into a colony to teach girls to keep house
and boys to farm. French himself has been in the farming business and the boy
business all his life, having within the last few years founded the farm-boy colony
in New York State upon which the information in his article is based.

THE EDITOR.

and spiritual beauty by their colors and
forms. The results for which we were
striving were accomplished. The appeal
to the boy's growing imagination was
strong. The lads took great pride in trying
to live up to the models they had chosen.
I always gave them their choice.

I remember one little boy of ten, whose
mother was dead, who asked whether he
could have a mother plot. Indirectly it

gave them a belief in immortality. Also,
it helped them to remember to be careful
in tilling- the soil and to weed properly.
The value of this plan lay in its educa-

tional training. It gave the boys a wide
outlook on life, and it got the work done.
The boys asked questions constantly. They
seemed to breathe in the facts with their

very nostrils—and remembered them.
Fresh air, cold water, and sunshine are

the three graces of human life. * As a house-
hold, we slept on screened porches winter
and summer. Fresh air is as important at

night as it is in the daytime. It was a
tough proposition when the winds blew,
the snows came, and the thermometer went
down and down. But it toughened us all

to stand any hardships. We splashed
through a cold bath every morning regu-
larly, following the cock's crow. Every
newcomer went through this little appe-
tizer for breakfast, but began with a
"sponge-tickler" until
he could stand a full

plunge. As the Boss
was the leader, it was
not long before the
habit was acquired.

In cold weather this
was vigorous treatment.
But coldswere unknown.
If anyone showed a
symptom, right into a
hot bath he went, fol-

lowed by a cold-water
rub-down, and then
under woolen covers.
A modified form of
Turkish bath! Natur-
rally, during the winter
athletics were the rule.

But for the balance of
the year it was not
necessary, for the farm
work and swimming
kept them muscularly
busy. We began bur
water sports in April
and continued until ice

came. Of course, it was
hard, but there are
things which are much
harder to bear if we
have weak bodies. I

take off my hat to this

method—not altogether
my own—for nervous
excitability, boy-lazi-

ness, and the stirring

impulses of youth were
held largely in check
with them.
As our animals had a

balanced ration, so with
ourselves. Fruit, green
stuff—lettuce and spin-

ach, "the whisk broom of the stomach"

—

accompanied the staple vegetables. Beans
were camouflaged in many ways. They
bore one so when always baked or souped.

It gave my cook
associate and my-
self some thought,
and then some
more, to put it

over; but we did.
And olive oil in one
dish daily! We did
not advertise that
fact. Boys are fre-

quently fussy about
what goes into
them. Meat ap-
peared four times
weekly. Except for
eggs, we regarded
the frying pan as
belonging to the
stone age of cook-
ing.

Perhaps I seem
to lay too much

stress on these health combinations; but
the result was fine. Support twelve to six-
teen lads—always hungry—keep them
well, pay them a profit over expenses, and
you have to do some close figuring. But
during the entire period—years—not one
cent ever went into the bank account of
any physician. True, contagious diseases
did not visit us. Infantile paralysis raged
around us and our farm was quarantined.
The only paralysis that struck us was how
to market our produce. It looked dark.
The boys laughed at the disease, saying
that they were young men. I think they
were proud of their physical strength. The
hint of relief came from one silent chap
while we were all in conference. Meetings
were held weekly and discussions were en-
couraged. They knew they were my part-
ners. Frequently I found out that their
young minds worked out an idea worthy
of an older head.

This boy said: "Why don't we can and

dry our green stuff in large amounts and
save every bit?" This had been our prac-
tice, but only to supply our home needs.
Long before the Government began to
advocate the dehydration of foods we had
been doing it successfully. Needless to say,
we all agreed. Our products were saved,
and sold in the late fall at a good profit.

I am thoroughly convinced that if you
wish to get the most out
of a boy you must make
him your partner and
ask him for ideas. It
trains his mind, teaches
him to think about his
work, stimulates his am-
bition, strengthens his

self-confidence and
pride.

It was our custom
that if anyone of our
number—for my associ-
ate and myself were
always included—made
a mistake once it was
due to ignorance. A
second time careless-
ness, and a third, lazi-

ness or inattention.
Whenever this hap-
pened a vote was cast
and the punishment
measured out. Fre-
quently it was a fine,

but more often some
great pleasure was de-
nied the culprit.

It was a hard and fast
law that all tools should
be put back where they
belonged. It was closely
observed, for the pun-
ishment was a stiff one.
One late afternoon I

had been using a fine

cross-cut saw, but think-
ing about something
else I forgot to bring it

into the toolhouse. This
had occurred twice be-
fore, and the boys were
laying for me. At the
conference, after one or

two had met their just desserts, they called
my attention to that tool. The piping voice
of a youngster broke out, "Fine him
smokes for forty-eight hours!" After those
forty-eight hours of torture had parsed,
the boys, eyes snapping, handed me
tobacco and matches. They had counted
the hours to a minute, and it was custom-
ary to inform one that he had paid the price
in full.

It may strike the reader as rather un-
usual that the head of a boy colony should
apparently place himself on a level with
them. Not so. I discovered that it worked
well with my. own boys, and when the
number was increased it made for a sympa-
thetic comradeship, where no one feared
me, and yet learned that they could not
take liberties.

Each boy was told that I trusted him
absolutely. At once after my first talk I

gave him some important things to attend
to which if neglected would hurt me
personally. Sometimes he fell down. When
he did I never took him to task. I would
laugh, coupling it with some story where
as a boy I too had forgotten to do as I was
told. At that moment we became friendly.
With some the bond was forged quickly;
with others it took a longer time.
Boys are shy in showing what they really

feel. But where one showed an inclination
to take advantage or be impudent—and
this is quite common—or said, "I won't
do it," I just looked at him and began my
silent treatment. Never did I speak a
word to him, in the fields, at the barns, or
at table. I carried out this keep-a-distance
manner whenever he came near me. After
three days, usually, I would find him wait-
ing in the »hall or near the office. In an
offhand way I would catch his eye. For a
moment he would grow confused, then
motioning him to approach I would say:
"Don't you think that you and I had better
shake hands?"
We did. And immediately I would say:

"Will you please do so and so for me?"
And it was a joy [continued on page 52]
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Is It Safe to Go In for Live Stock?
A careful survey of the leading live-stock men throws some interesting light

on that knotty problem just at this critical time

By Thomas J. Delohery

IT'S
pretty bad business to make

predictions in the midst of an excit-

ing event like the International Live
Stock Show. You're apt to be overen-
thusiastic and pass out some hunches

that may not prove so good in the harvest-
ing. After the show is over and you've let

its impressions vegetate in your mind for

several weeks, you're apt to evolve some
fairly sound reasoning from them.

This, then, is the net result of gathering,
co-ordinating, and analyzing the best
thought of the best live-stock men in the
country when they came to the show.
Their verdict, in a sentence, is that the
future for live stock looks good.
Hoover called the International a_ food

camp. And so it is, but in addition it is a
gathering of shrewd, clear-thinking, far-

seeing live-stock men to compare notes.

I talked with practically every man of con-

sequence who attended, and the few I

quote here represent the best thought of

them all.

While different individuals differed on
details, everyone agreed that the future

of the industry never was more promising.
Don't gather, however, that live-stock

men are tossing their hats in the air and
patting each other on the back. Hardly
that. They are a quiet bunch as far as
outward signs go, because they have their

problems. But they are not impossible
problems, and the live-stock man's hope
is high.

Perhaps I fail to take in both sides of

the situation, but if you spent eight days
talking with live-stock men you would be
like I am. Why, even the horsemen wore
natural smiles, so you can write your own
ticket. I say this because it is the popular
opinion that the horse market is not
promising.
The present feeling of the industry is

just the opposite of a year ago. Things at

that time did not look so bright, but live-

stock men are just rounding out a pros-

perous year, and the future holds prospects
even better than last year.

When the editor of Farm and Fireside
told me to go to the International and talk

with these men, I figured I would meet a
wide diversification of opinion. Instead I

found harmony, perhaps for the first time
in history.

Everyone expects a big domestic de-

mand; but, strange to say, lower prices

are looked for. The first man who told me
this was Carl Rosenfeldt of Ames, Iowa,
who is one of the biggest breeders of Angus
cattle in the country. This assertion puz-
zled me, and, seeing this, he explained that
the decrease would be due to a lowering of

the cost of production.
"The future of the business never looked

so bright to me," said Rosenfeldt. "And
to show how much I think of it I have
increased my breeding operations about
25 per cent. I want to be in on the demand
when it starts, and I expect it mighty soon.
I don't look for prices for breeding stock
to maintain their present levels; that would
be asking too much. Prices will break, but
not a great deal; and with cheaper pro-
duction cost there will be a profit in the
business for five or six years to come."

P. M. Anderson, a canny Scot, of Newell,
Iowa, stopped talking turnips with his

friend George Cran, who came from Scot-

land to judge the Angus cattle, long enough
to tell me that he saw a good market ahead
for the breeder and feeder; but he added
that it would depend largely on economical
production. Mr. Anderson is a breeder
of pure-bred Angus cattle and Chester-
White hogs, as well as a feeder of cattle

and hogs for market.
John M. Evarrd of Ames, Iowa, perhaps

the ranking hog expert in the country,
was conservative, but optimistic.

"While I expect a good market for hogs,
it is one man's guess against another's," he
said. "In my judgment, I doubt the
possibility of any bad break in the market

stated, "has some elements of danger unless
wise counsel prevails—and this counsel will

prevail. I expect a very large foreign de-
mand for meats in the very near future."
The United States as a whole is short of

beef, according to Ed Hall of Mechanics-
burg, Illinois, a practical feeder of live

stock, who, during the last few months,
has been all over the country, and also in

Canada.
"I expect high prices will continue be-

cause of the shortage of beef," he said.

"The country has plenty of hogs, but the
demand is bigger than the supply. Wages,
too, won't come down for some time, and

She Drags the Roads
MARY RICH-

ARDS, seven-
teen years old, has
added a new pro-
fession to the long
list of new things
that farm girls and
women are under-
taking. She drags
the roads.
Her farmer fa-

ther had the 1918
contract to drag a
stretch of country
road near Leon,
Iowa. He was killed

last May. There
seemed to be no
one to take his

place, when up
stepped Mary, just
finishing third-year
high school, and announced to the county
supervisors that she would drag in her
father's place. She is an expert horse-
woman, and in middy, bloomers, and big

Photograph from Florence L. Clark

hat has made a
picturesque spot
on the landscape
all summer and fall

riding the drag.
She drives three
.horses on the drag.
The roads are not
the best-made dirt

roads in the world,
and sometimes
when she hits a
bump she is thrown
off.

"But that's noth-
ing," she says. "I
soon get on again."
When not drag-

ging roads Mary
helps her mother
do all the work on
the farm. They

have not hired a day's labor during
the summer. Raising and gathering
45 acres of corn was just one part of
the work they did.

for hogs. There is a big demand for pork
products, and to some extent beef. The
market is limited only by available ship-
ping space.
"When the reconstruction period sets in,

I think the hog market will see price

fluctuations, as it did before the war. I

think the man who holds his hogs for the
late market is not making a bad guess, for

at present everyone seems to have the
liquidating idea. But we need the product,
and more of it."

Governor Henry C. Stuart, who is

chairman of the Agricultural Advisory
Committee, visited the International to
find out a few things about the live-stock

industry. Like myself, he went home
favorably impressed as to the future.

"The outlook, while it is good," he

Tkis is Ed Hall of Mechan-
lcsburg", Illinois, and a load

of his prize An-
gus yearlings

0

when the working people have money they
eat a lot of the best kinds of meat. It will

cost money to produce the stuff, but prices
will be high enough' to warrant feedingat
a profit."

Barring horses, Dean Curtiss of Iowa
State College, said the situation looked
"mighty sweet." Horsemen differ from the
dean, however. There is a world demand
for fat live stock, and the breeding stock
will find a good market, in his opinion.
Wayne Dinsmore, secretary of the

Percheron Society, stated that, while he
expects good markets, he was inclined to
be conservative. Dinsmore says that
British breeders are coming to the United
States next year to buy some pure-bred
stock. He expects they will take about
1,000,000 horses as soon as the shipping
space is available.

"The market will be excellent for good
horses," said Dinsmore. "The man who
has small and undersized breeding stock
had better get rid of it. The big, rugged
geldings, weighing 1,400 pounds and up-
ward, too, will find a good market, at

about $300 a head. I don't expect any
real increase in the prices of horses im-
mediately, and not much of one during
1919. The year 1920 will see the biggest
bulge."
David Fyffe of Columbus, Ohio, is known

to every live-stock man in the country.
Like Dean Curtiss, he differs from Mr.
Dinsmore, but thinks horses will pick up a
little. Prices may not go higher, but the
profits will be there just the same, because
feeding costs will be smaller.
He can't see much of a foreign demand

for horses. Cattle and hog products, how-
ever, will find a good market, he said; and
cattle and hogs will sell at such a price
that the producer will make a profit.
Mutton will be remunerative to the sheep
producer.

Speaking of the outlook for cattle, I
met Jim Brown, head buyer for Armour &
Co., and asked him to tell me a few things.
If any one knows about market cattle,
Jim Brown is the man.

"I never saw anything look so good as
the future of the beef-cattle market,"
said Brown. "The demand will be so good
that anything which is fat will sell well.
Prices will be especially good for stuff
which is going on feed at the present time,
or the near future. Steers weighing from
1,000 pounds up, in decent to pretty fair
flesh, will find profitable prices."

Charlie Gray, secretary of the Angus
fraternity, expects a good market for
breeding stock for the next few years. The
range of prices, he said, might go lower,
but the cost of production would be cheaper
and enable breeders to make money at
lower prices.

Bob Evans of the Duroc Association
says that the demand for hogs during the
coming year will be bigger than ever, and
Bill McFadden of the Poland-China camp
agrees with him. Mr. Evans based his
opinion on the trend of the market for
hogs for slaughter, saying that the breed-
ing business revolves around this point,
and that good prices for hogs mean good
prices for breeding stock.

Auctioneers sometimes can quit shout-
ing "Gjvabid!" long enough to let you
get their personal opinions. W. Murray
Putman of Tecumseh, Nebraska, after
crying forty-five sales last fall, came to
visit the International. I found that in
addition to being a hired seller he has hogs
of his own.
"The demand for breeding stock will be

good," he said. "It is selling well now, and
every indication is that this stuff will

continue to sell well. I cried forty-five I

sales this fall, and the prices ranged from
$70 to $432 each for spring pigs—a world's;
record. I think prices will hold steady for

the next two or three years."
No one knows the live-stock game any

better than Prof. H. W. Mumford of the
University of Illinois. In addition to head-
ing the animal husbandry forces of the
college, he has a farm of his own in Mich-
igan.

"As a breeder, I think the outlook fo

my business was never better," he sai

"I base my conclusions on the fact tha
there is a world shortage of meats, especi

ally of fats; and hogs are the cheapest and
quickest means [continued on page 3°
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Do Doctors Give You What You Pay For?
Four thousand American M. D.'s agree that they don't, and here is their plan for

changing the system so both doctor and patient will fare better

By George Martin

FAR be it from me to sit here and
harp on that old tune about the
farmer who pays more attention
to the health and 'comfort of his

hogs than he does to that of his

ifamily. That odious comparison has been
sprung in season and out of season until it

has become a perennial insult. The farmer
doesn't need preaching. He wants facts.

The farm people of this country—and
'they number more than half the popula-
tion—are on the whole better housed,
better clothed, better educated, and better
equipped with the little luxuries that make
life enjoyable than the average run of
people in towns and cities. And they are
pretty well able to take care of themselves.
The popular picture of a farmer in a tat-

tered straw hat with a wisp of hay hanging
put of one corner of his mouth is no more
representative of the American farmer of

to-day than the battered bum who walks
along Sixth Avenue is representative of the
population of New York or Chicago or San
Francisco.
Nor does the farmer have to be talked

down to. The man who sits in a city
office and tries to tell the farmer his busi-
ness nowadays is a fool. If you've got a
good business proposition to put to the
farmer you can put it to him straight,
without sugar-coating, and rest assured it

will be intelligently .considered.

All of which brings us to the fact that
never once has the matter of health among
country folks been put to the farmer as a
business proposition. It is a business prop-
osition. We have been argued at and
argued to and argued with about it; our
children and hogs and our cattle have been
compared. The matter has been shoved at
us in a dozen unpleasant ways; but never
have we been shown just how and why farm
health conditions deserve our attention.
We have felt that our health on the farms
was pretty good, anyway.
' The writer found a man the other day
who did show how and why that is not true.

He had the facts, and we're going to tell

them to you just as he told them to us.

His name is John G. Bowman, and he is

director of the American College of Sur-
geons, with offices at 25 East Washington
Street, Chicago, Illinois. He used to be
president of the University of Iowa, but
when in 1913 a group of representative
physicians and surgeons decided that their

profession was organized on a basis that
cost the people a lot of money and didn't
give them adequare service in return, they
put Bowman at the head of their reorgani-
zation work, where he is to-day.

"We started," said Bowman, "with"
2,500 surgeons who believed that the whole
medical and surgical machine was working
wrong. Those men contributed $500
apiece out of their own pockets to finance
an investigation of the health-service
problem throughout the country. Since
then the organization has grown to 4,000
members, scattered all over the United
States. It has definite plans, based on facts,

for the future.

"Our probe into conditions has led us
everywhere—to the farms, the factories,

the villages and cities; to hospitals, sani-

tariums, and into schoolrooms and private
homes. Last year we spent $30,000
studying hospitals. We kept accurate
records of the patients as they came in,

watched what was done to them, how they
were treated, what attitude doctors and
nurses took toward them. In that way we
got figures showing precisely how efficient

the hospital service was, whether it usually
got at the real trouble, whether it treated
it properly, whether the average patient is

personally well treated, and whether, on
the whole, the average patient gets his
money's worth. This year we«re spending
$60,000 more in this work. We already
have enough facts to show that conditions
could be a lot better.

"Perhaps you think that this can have
little to do with country people; that they
seldom go to hospitals, and that they
don't suffer from ill health as a rule, any-
how.

"Well, just to give you one or two facts
on that situation, let me tell you that
country folks under present conditions

don't come as near getting their money's
worth from their doctors as city folks do.
Statistics show that a proportionately
larger percentage of farm babies die than
babies born in cities. The infant mortality
of a community is a pretty good yardstick
to measure that community's living con-
ditions by, and on our farms it doesn't
measure very well.

"For another thing, I am told that else-

where in this issue an authoritative article

states that there are more agricultural ac-
cidents in the course of a year in this

country than there are industrial accidents,
and that from these two causes an army of

two million maimed men is always with us.

When you consider that our casualties in
the European war were fewer- than half a
million, the accidentally maimed two

to figure the cost of the time he uses run-
ning to this farm and to that day after day.
And Mrs. Smith has to pay for it all. The
doctor is sorry. Mrs. Smith is more than
sorry. And nobody is benefited one par-

ticle—maybe not even Willie.

"Take a concrete example of how even
Willie may not be benefited. We'll say
that Willie complains of a fever and a pain
in his stomach. For all the doctor knows,
from what he can learn by a mere casual

examination, Willie may have appendici-

tis. If the fever and pain are real bad he
may, in the absence of proper equipment
to determine exactly, say that Willie has
got appendicitis, and recommend an opera-

tion. You can't blame him for that. Willie

may have appendicitis. And if the doctor
refused to say he thought so and to recom-

His 400 Hens Earn Him $1,500 a Year
By John Francis Case

FOUR HUNDRED hens at The
Boulders Farm in Iron County,
Missouri, are earning $1,500 a year

for their boss, J. W. Jewett. And al-

though they might have free range over
1,000 acres of mountain land, these egg
producers are con-
fined in close quar-
terstheyeararound.
With a producing
value of $4 a hen
the owner consid-
ers them too valu-
able to risk on
range where they
would be easy prey
for vermin. The
flock has been con-
fined for seven
years.

J. W. J e w e 1

1

spent years in the
employ of A. B.
Pierce as book-
keeper, and a
friendship developed which meant much
to both men. So when the Pierce family
moved to The Boulders, Mr. Jewett
went along to "look after" his boss.
Neither Mr. Pierce nor Mr. Jewett had
previous experience with swine or
poultry, but both were eager to learn.

The remarkable thing about it is that
from the beginning these novices made
good. They had the sound business
judgment to "hook up" with the experts
at the college of agriculture and the
poultry experiment station, and to make
a careful study of the information
available.

In the division of labor, Jewett has
charge of the poultry. Starting with
60 pure bred Single-Comb White Leg-
horn pullets in 1911, Mr. Jewett has
bred up a flock of 400 hens that now
average around 200 eggs each a year.

No trap nests have been used, but
approved methods of culling are em-
ployed, and carefully selected males
from laying strains head the breeding
pens. As the production of infertile

eggs is the principal object, only enough
chicks are hatched every year to replace

the hens culled out. The chicks are in-

cubator hatched, and cared for by a
brooder stove. Plenty of fresh air and
sunlight are provided, but they are

kept in the room or penned until grown.
The flock of laying hens is kept in an

immense two-story
house, the ground
floor being used as

a scratching shed,
while the hens lay

and roost in the
upper rooms. The
room containing
roosts has open
front, and there has
been little trouble

with disease. An
abundance of lime

and frequent spray-
ing of the nests and
roosts keep down
vermin. All the

Ug^^l Hi rooms, up and
down, are kept

scrupulously clean. Mixed grain, al-

falfa, and bran is fed, and plenty of

scratching material is provided.
More than 30,000 eggs produced at

The Boulders every year are sold to
private customers in St. Louis. Packed
in strong containers, attractively labeled
and holding 50 eggs, the customer pays
a flat rate of 50 cents a dozen the year
around. Shipments average about
600 eggs a week, and during the months
of increased production surplus eggs
are sold to a packing company at a
premium. These sales, added to the
sale of cockerels and pullets from the
breeding pens, about pay the feed costs.

The advertising necessary to secure
customers for 30,000 eggs a year cost
Mr. Jewett less than $25. When he
devised the plan in December, 1913,
Mr. Jewett had 1,000 attractive folders
printed, telling about the desirability of
using infertile eggs and soliciting orders
on a year-around basis only.

In shipping more than 150,000 eggs
by parcel post Jewett never has had a
complaint of breakage. There may be
a tip for some of us in this story.

million of peace times is a pretty heavy
toll.

"With the results of our investigations

before us, we have studied conditions in

the farm country. We find that when
Willie Smith gets sick and his mother calls

the doctor, and the doctor comes out in his

car with a little black leather case in his

hand and looks Willie over and gives him
some medicine and goes home, it is often a
losing proposition all around. The doctor
cannot possibly bring with him the labora-
tory equipment or instruments or appara-
tus he may really need to find out for sure
what is the matter with Willie. So he does
the best he can without that equipment.
He also has his car to keep up. And he has

mend that Willie be operated on, and Willie
died, the doctor wouldn't feel very good
about that, and neither would Willie's
folks.

"I have taken Willie's case as an example.
There are thousands like it in various
forms throughout the farming sections of
the country all the time.
"The solution, in our opinion, after very

careful investigation, lies in the co-opera-
tive reorganization of medical and surgical
service for farm people by the farmers and
the doctors. They have got to get to^-

gether. The protection of human life is a
pretty vital thing. But somehow, when
a man begins to talk about a national, or
a state, or even a county plan to improve

health conditions, we humans don't take it

home to ourselves. We think it would be
all right for the other fellow, if he wants it,

but we don't think we need it very much.
" This was very clearly shown to me one

time when, as president of a certain state
university, I had occasion to go before the
state legislature, made up mostly of farm-
ers, and ask for a rather large appropria-
tion for the improvement of the university
medical school. The matter was being pre-
sented to the joint committee on appro-
priations, and a big farmer of my ac-

quaintance, a member of the committee,
got up and announced:

"
' You'll never get half the amount you

ask from this legislature.'

"I answered:
"'Say, Bill, if your wife and daughter

were sick and about to die, and the right
kind of help wasn't at hand to save them,
what would you give to know that they
had the best medical care in the world?
You'd give all you've got and all you ever
expect to have, and you know it.'

"He came right back at me and said:
"

' That's all right. But we've got plenty
of doctors.'

"'So we have,' said I, 'but what kind of

doctors are they? Did it ever occur to you,
Bill, that without the right kind of equip-
ment in this medical school of ours, the
kind of equipment I'm asking for, we are
bound to turn out half-finished doctors?
And did it ever occur to you that with
half-finished doctors working for you a lot

of farm folks as well as a lot of city folks are
going to die who don't need to die at all if

we have good doctors?'
"Well, the appropriation went through

without a hitch.

"What I said there will apply to every
part of the country.
"Now, doesn't it strike you that it

would be the wise, the sensible and the
right thing, after we have got the equip-
ment to turn out real doctors, to change
conditions in the country so they can
render farm people the most efficient serv-
ice for the least cost?
"What would you think if, instead of

the present hit-or-miss system of 'visits'

from the doctor, all the doctors and all the
people of a county got together and built

a thoroughly equipped, modern, up-to-date
community hospital, with trained nurses
and a laboratory and everything necessary
to enable the doctors to do their best for

all their patients?
"Wouldn't you be in favor of a place

like that where, if Jim got his hand in a

corn shredder, or Joe seemed to have appen-
dicitis, or Mary was going into a decline,

or Father's back was bothering him, you
could go and find out definitely, quickly
and accurately exactly what the trouble
was and what ought to be done about it?

"Wouldn't you favor a place like this,

where expectant mothers could go or

write for the best advice, where experts
would have the facts about the condition
of the water supply, and the milk supply,
and the fever-breeding spots of every foot

of that county's territory, and have them
in such shape that they could tell you
exactly how to improve them?
"A community hospital like this would

be equipped to help out on the problems
of infant welfare. A few simple directions

of the right kind from your hospital might
keep your boy out of a bad sick spell just

at the time you needed him most with the
crops. There is no limit to the good an
institution of this kind could do. And in

the aggregate it would cost less money and
accomplish more good than our present ex-

ceedingly inefficient system.

"With a place like this you wouldn't
have to pay $500 for a simple operation
that took only twenty minutes of a sur-

geon's time. And there would be no guess-
work about the problems of health when
they came up.

"That is one of the big things we hope
to accomplish in this work we have been
building the foundation for for six years.
We need your help, your sympathy, your
co-operation. And we feel sure that, once
the facts are before you, we will get those
things hands down."
To which we heartily say—Amen!
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Yankee Pigeons in the War
It may be that the children of Homers from your own cote did some of the

deeds this story tells about

By Frank H. Hollmann

MR. HOLLMANN, a pigeon fancier himself, is in

a position to tell us with authority the

story of these brave little birds which have
done so much to help win the war. He
lives at Warrenton, Missouri, is editor

and publisher of "The American Squab
Journal," and studied every step of

the Homer's development as a bird

of war from the beginning.

The Editor.

ONE night on the western front a
i group of doughboys climbed the
I parapet and crawled toward the
' German lines through No Man's
Land. The darkness was inky,

and one of the group, suddenly finding
himself lost from his companions and
trapped between two German outposts
where his slightest move would mean al-

most certain death, took off the wicker
basket strapped between his shoulders,
scribbled a note giving his position, at-

tached it to the celluloid cup on the left

leg of the pigeon in the basket, and turned
the bird loose.

Up flew the little creature, circled twice
in the blackness, then shot at a mile-a-
minute clip through the barrage the Ger-
mans had laid down to keep the doughboys
from getting back to their lines. In less

time than it takes to tell it the little winged
warrior fluttered into its cote near division

headquarters. An officer read its message,
notified regimental headquarters on the
trench telephone, which called the post
command in the front line, from whence a
stronger patrol went over the top and
rescued the trapped doughboys.
American pigeons saved the lives of

hundreds of American boys in France
every day of the fighting. When telephone,
telegraph, wireless, courier, wigwag, search-
lights, war dogs and all other means of

communication failed, the Homer-pigeon
almost invariably got through the lines

with its important message. They would
fly at incredible speed, battle their way
through heavy barrages and all kinds of

difficulties, and would either get home with
the message or die in the attempt. Often
they arrived with shell wounds in their

breasts, their feathers clipped by bullets

and shrapenel splinters; but they arrived,

or they died. Don't ever forget that that
pigeon which flies around the old home
farm proved itself one of the bravest and
best of warriors in the greatest conflict

in history. Thousands of them have died
for their country, and their exploits would
make a book in themselves.

When the Germans invaded Belgium
special attention was given to the pigeons
owned by the civilians. Thousands of

cratefuls of carrier pigeons were seized by
the Germans on the occupation of Brussels.

Signs were posted throughout conquered
Belgium ordering all pigeons to be brought
in to the military authorities, and for those
who delayed, the penalty was death. It

is said that the pigeons captured, or rather
taken, from the Belgians were banded with
the letter K to denote their being prisoners

of war. Later the birds were either slaugh-
tered or used for food by the Kaiser's
hordes.

At Antwerp all the birds were chased
from their lofts to liberate all hostile birds
not native to that city, thus preventing the
inhabitants communicating with their

allies.

In spite of threats of cruelty and the
penalty of death, many brave Belgians
did not deliver their faithful messengers
to the Hun, and but for that France prob-
ably never would have received the in-

formation that she did regarding the atroci-
ties and cruelties committed by the merci-
less invaders.
When some of the populace in northern

France evacuated their homes for safer
zones, many of their pets were left behind.
A great number of these birds were later
rescued by the British Tommies. Hundreds
of them were found dead from wounds and
gas.

The British Navy made good use of the
carrier pigeon too. They proved invalu-

ble as a
form of aux-
iliary wireless for
seaplanes, submarines,
and trawlers. Rapidly wing-
ing its way through the air, a carrier
pigeon would speed to shore to bring aid to
a seaplane pilot. The British Navy sup-
plied every seaplane, submarine, and the
small trawlers unequipped with wireless,
with these birds to carry messages when
the craft had to send for help.
A British patrol boat was shelled by a

German submarine, but in the encounter
the U-boat was finally sent down. How-
ever, the patrol boat's condition was so
perilous that unless help was received the
boat would sink. Only one pigeon was left

in the basket. It was turned loose, and
half an hour later the entire crew of the
patrol boat was rescued. In another in-

stance a carrier pigeon, by flying through
a gale with a message summoning aid,

saved the lives of four airmen forced to

come down at sea. Another pigeon, by
delivering an appeal for help, saved the
lives of six British airmen who were at-

tacked by the enemy. The En-
glish fishing boats that did
not carry wireless re-

ported the location
of submarines,
mines, and en-
emy craft by
pigeon. In
fact, almost
every patrol
boat in the
E uropean
waters car-

ried pi-
geons.

Pigeons
aremore re-

liable than
the wireless.
The Hun
might "butt
in" and "jam"
the dots and
dashes, thus ren-
dering the wireless
useless. No such
danger of "listening in"
on the pigeon, for the only
way the message could be
stopped was by getting the bird, and
one can imagine how hard it would be to

hit the almost invisible fast-winged courier.

In the great American advance and
capture of the St. Mihiel salient, tanks
were used for the first time by the Ameri-
cans, and these tanks were supplied with
carrier pigeons. In fact, the only means of

communication with the advance troops
was by pigeons.
The speed of the carrier pigeon is often

a mile a minute, and frequently much more,
depending upon weather conditions. Re-
cently thirty-seven birds were liberated

twenty-seven miles away from camp and
reported back in eighteen minutes. A
Homer flies accurately up to at least six

and intensely hot. The pigeon carried a message of good
cheer to Mrs. Gilkeson, the major's wife. You may

ask how the Homer knows where to fly. This is
j\ because of its homing instinct. No matter where

a Homer is liberated, it will return home, or
die in the attempt. Of course the Homer it-

self perhaps did not realize the wonderful
part it played in helping to win the war, I

but man has been able to make wonder-
ful use of the little fellow because of its

ability to fly back home whenever or
wherever liberated.
Thousands of Homers were trained in the
Pigeon Section of the army, and hundreds
of young men who have been pigeon
fanciers in civil life were Uncle Sam's
trainers. The Government established
hundreds of homing pigeon lofts in con-
nection with the different camps, canton-
ments, and aviation fields. Uncle Sam
was successful in getting all homing
pigeon fanciers to enlist their services to
help train this mighty army of winged
messengers of the air, which played such
an important part in America's fight for

humanity and civilization.

The Pigeon Section was one of the most
important branches of the Signal Corps
of the army and marines, and was con-
tinually enlarged to keep pace with the
increased fighting forces.

Even the Hun realized the pigeon as an
important part of the fighting machine,
and it is said that Germany at the start

of the world war had several thousand
carrier pigeons in service, besides taking
over all the trained birds belonging to the
civilians, including those belonging to
school boys and girls. For years the
German Government set aside $15,000 an-
nually for the upkeep and development of

the carrier pigeon service of the army.
France is said to have had the largest

number of carrier pigeons. Some authori-
ties place the number at 30,000, while
others estimate it at 40,000. The French;
made very extensive use of the carrier

pigeon, and they officially announced that
they had found the homing pigeon to b©
97 per cent efficient as a means of com-
munication.

The training of the carrier pigeon in

France was very systematic, and was gives
careful attention by the officials. Three

trip by motorcycle "over rough times a week regular postal service was
country roads. Thirty birds maintained between certain of the military

depots. The birds were sent by rail,

automobile, or motorcycle, to the selected
stations to be liberaged. A careful record
was kept of the birds to determine the
best flyers.

The entire country behind the Freni
lines was dotted with pigeon lofts, a
camouflaged or placed in hidden parts
the country. The French lofts were usually

motor trucks or wagons. These mobil
lofts held from 75 to 200 birds. In addition
to the mobile lofts, they had stationa:

lofts at headquarters, which held sevej

thousand pigeons. It was to these loft

that the young pigeons, or "squeakers,
as they are called, were shipped in orde
to be distributed to the mobile lofts be
hind the lines, to be trained.

The pigeons that went "over the top
were taken from the lofts at headquarters
carried up to the front-line trenches an
distributed among the boys in the scoutin
or attacking party. The birds were place

in wicker baskets or cages, and these baa
kets strapped on the backs of the soldiers

When a scouting party was ready to repor
some important information or was in<

need of help, the message was written on
thin rice paper, placed in the small capsule

attached to the pigeon's leg, and then the

bird liberated. The bird would shoot up
in the air, circle once or twice to get its

bearings, and when about half a mile high

would dart off for its home at such a power-

ful speed that there was practically

chance for any anti-aircraft gun to shoot
down. Pigeons invariably got through tl

heaviest barrage, and the thunder of cai

ridge and cannon and the deafening e»_

plosions of shot and shell did not get our

faithful little messenger excited in the

least. It would go right to headquarteiS

and deliver the message entrusted to it.

It is a real warrior.

hundred
miles, and

this great flight

may be made in a day.

At Camp Funston messages

were sent a distance of five miles, by dogs,

wireless, and pigeon. The pigeon had the

honor of delivering the message firsthand

Lieut. William L. Butler, in command of the

birds, reported that the pigeon made the

five miles in two and one-half minutes.

Sixty miles an hour for a short distance is

not an extraordinary feat for a trained

Homer if weather conditions are favorable.

Racing Homers are known to have flown

as far as 800 miles in a single flight.

The pigeon Section of the U. S. Signal

Corps at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, under

command of Col. J. B. Allison, annexed a

record when Lady Allison flew from Camp
Funston to Fort Leavenworth, a distance

of 125 miles, in two hours and ten minutes—
almost a mile a minute. This is claimed

to be a world's record for a pigeon carrying

an army message in a regulaton capsule

attached to its leg. The bird was only a

youngster, and had just undergone a hard

took part in the flight,

which was made under
rather unfavorable
conditions of ex-
treme heat and
rain. Lady
Pershingmade
the next best
record—two
hours and
twenty
minutes.
The Pi-
geon Sec-

tion at Fort
Leaven-
worth is in

charge of
Sergt. George
F. Skeel, who

is recognized as
one of the fore-

most fanciers of

racing pigeons in

Cleveland, Ohio, hold-

ing some remarkable re-

cordsmade in concourse flights,

havingwon the 500-mile race several

times before entering the service.

Airplanes carried pigeons, and in fact

every army aviator that went aloft carried

one of these feathered friends with him.

After the observer made his notes behind

the enemy's lines, the message was at-

tached to the bird and liberated. Mean-
while, should the aviator have been brought
down in enemy territory, his message
would have been delivered.

Recently, Major Gilkeson, army aviator,

liberated a pigeon while on his non-stop
return to Dajrton, Ohio, from Sellersville,

Pennsylvania. The bird made the longest

flight conceded yet to have been attempted
from an army plane, and on a hazy day

«er-

arti

J
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Saving 5,000 Miles
by "Truing Up" Wheels

A LARGE multi-cylinder car re-

cently came to a Goodyear Serv-

ice Station in Chicago with the treads
on two Goodyear Cord tires showing
evidence of recent rapid wear. The
tires had run 8,500 miles, but in the
last few days the treads had been wear-
ing down alarmingly. It was found
that a recent accident had twisted the
front wheels seriously, so that they were
out of line. The grinding action due to

this misalignment was cutting down
the treads so rapidly that in a few days
more the tires would have been out
of commission. The wheels were re-

aligned. The tires ran a total of more
than 13,500 miles. 5,000 miles of tire

wear were saved in this case by *'truing

up'* the wheels in time. Have your
Goodyear Service Station Dealer test

your car today for wheel alignment.

ONE car in three has wheels out
of line that rob their tires of

thousands of miles.

Not even the Goodyear All-Weather
Tread can long resist the grinding

wear that such wheels inflict on tires.

They grind down a tread precisely as
if it were held squarely against a re-

volving grindstone.

Misalignment is most common on the

right front wheel, because it is most
frequently run into ruts and gutters

and against curbings.

On others a rim improperly applied,

a bent steering knuckle, a worn bear-
ing, or a warped axle may cause a
like condition.

A misalignment of only three-quar-

ters of an inch is enough to reduce
by 5,000 miles or more the life of the

best tires.

Only the most careful measurements
can detect the condition.

Ask your Goodyear Service Station

to inspect your car today.

Ask also for Lesson 1 of the Good-
year Conservation Course, dealing

with the detection and correction of

wheels out of line, so that you or your
chauffeur can in future make inspec-

tions when you delay too long your
calls at your service station.

The Goodyear Tire £&> Rubber Company
Akron, Ohio

K R O N

Notice the misalign-
ment of the Right
Front Wheel

Askyour Goodyear Service Station, tr us,for Lesson 1
of the Goodyear Tire Conservation Course, explain-
ing the effects and detection of misaligned wheels.

The Worn Tread on a
Tire from a Wheel %
of an inch Out of Line
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The Mystery at Glen Cove
Jimmy stubbornly refuses to register astonishment just because it is expected of him, but

he's glad to have the mists cleared away by Marie's story

By Howard Vincent O'Brien

I
MUST have fallen asleep in my chair,

for the sun was shining brightly, and
the lobby was filled with people, when
I awoke to someone shaking me
roughly.

"Come to, you old fossil!" said a familiar
voice, and I looked up into the smiling
countenance of Steele. "Hurry, now!" he
commanded briskly. "Wash up and meet
me in the dining-room! I'll have some
breakfast waiting for you."
A few moments later I joined him in

the dining-room, and between gulps of

my coffee I plied him with questions. But
to one and all he remained smilingly ob-
durate. "Wait, my boy," was all I could
get out of him.
"Confound it, Steele," I expostulated,

"you're as mysterious as all the others in

this affair! First thing you know, I'll be
believing you a grand duke in disguise."

There was a suppressed air of excitement
about him which insensibly communicated
itself to me. The notion grew that

_
we

were on the eve of some sort of revelation.
"Have you found any light in the dark-

ness?" I demanded, as we rose from the
table. He nodded mysteriously.
"In twelve hours, Jimmy, you'll be able

to go back to the Cove and your golf, and
forget that you ever had anything to do
with one of the biggest

—
" He broke off

suddenly. "Stow your tongue, for the
present, old boy!" he ordered brusquely.
"There's one thing more. And there's no
time to be wasted. Come along!"
With that he set off at a smart pace,

with my poof old bones creaking painfully
in his wake. I found myself presently in a
taxi. Steele was smoking thoughtfully in
his corner, and to none of my entreaties
for enlightenment would he vouchsafe a
word.

In a few moments we drew up before a
distinguished building. My eye caught
the sparkle of sunlight on the coat-of-arms
over the door, and I whistled.
"Why," I exclaimed, "this is the—"
"Sure," he replied, taking me by the

arm. "Beautiful building, isn't it? One of

the finest embassies in Washington."
Before I could find my tongue again we

had ascended the broad steps and entered
the somberly beautiful precincts of a
building from which, in times past, have
radiated many strange threads. On this

spot of foreign soil, redolent with the
majesty of a great government, the desti-

nies of millions had been determined.
I felt awed, and must have showed it.

Steele, on the contrary, seemed filled with
a scarce-concealed cheerfulness. He hum-
med softly under his breath, and in his

eyes was a sparkle I would have given
worlds to understand.
"Would you please

—
" I broke off sud-

denly, my jaw hanging. The curtains at
the end of the room parted, and a familiar

figure stood before us.

"Good morning!" the newcomer said
easily. "Abominable hour to wake a man,
Steele

"

"You don't blame me?"
"Not in the least."

What was there between these two men
that enabled them to chat like old friends?

I felt hurt at being so utterly left in the
dark. My chagrin must have been evident,
for Steele turned to me with a look of con-
trition.

"I beg your pardon, Jimmy, let me pre-
sent—"
"That will not be necessary," I replied

stiffly. "Mr. Carter and I—er—spent the
evening together last night."
To my amazement, Steele exhibited no

astonishment.
"Yes, of course. But you don't under-

stand, Jimmy. You met Mr. Carter. He
died last night. Allow me to present
Captain the Honorable Ansley Charteris,
R. N."

It seemed to me that I was expected to
exhibit amazement, like a child with a new
mechanical toy. I refused obstinately. I

merely nodded my head politely, as if the
precise name the dark-eyed young man
chose to wear was of no particular conse-
quence to me.

Steele looked a little piqued at my
reception of his news, but "Carter" seemed
to sense what was in my mind. His lumi-

nous eyes twinkled, and his mouth twisted
humorously.

"It's a fact," he said with a sincerity I

could not question. "That's my real name.
But that doesn't interest you. It's who I

really am, I take it?"

I shrugged my shoulders. If they were
going to make me the butt for their con-
founded mysteriousness, I should make no
effort to assist them. A yawn escaped me—

•

"Come!" was the single word ripped
from Steele's mouth.
He seized me by the arm, and we hustled

down the embassy steps and out to a wait-
ing taxicab.

"Forget the speed laws!" was his com-
mand as he leaped into the vehicle, after

thrusting me in bodily before him.
The driver took him literally. We shaved

the paint from lamp posts, and went around

Such matters are too intimate for observation, and I turned discreetly

toward the window

not an affected one either. The captain
grinned broadly.

"I don't blame you a bit," he cried,

apparently reading my mind with that
uncanny perspicacity of his. "And you
mustn't blame your friend Steele, either.

You see, the rascal got into things so deep
that he wanted to go deeper. And the
only way he could do that was by giving
his word to hold his counsel. Now, of

course, it will
—

" He was interrupted by a
knock on the door,

and a servant to say
that he was wanted
on the telephone.

.

He left us then,

and I turned to
Steele. But the ques-
tions on my tongue
were unasked. My
friend was manifest-
ly suffering from a
pent-up emotional
pressure that made
me refrain from
speaking. He was as
nervous as a cat. At
intervals he strolled

to the window and
back, lighted ciga-

rettes, only to toss

them away, and
chewed his finger

nails like a maniac.
The eagerness

withwhichhewheeled
at the captain's re-

turn was not lost

upon me. But there
was no word spoken.
The dark-eyed young
man merely nodded
smilingly. It seemed
to be the signal for a
kind of mental con-
flagration.

curves like a gyroscope. Speech was im-
possible.

In a few moments the wild ride came to

an end, as we drew up at a fashionable
apartment hotel.

He handed his card to the maid who
answered his ring, and she disappeared. In
amoment she returned.

"Will you wait five minutes?" she asked.
Steele nodded, and sat down, nervously
twisting and untwisting his long sinewy

fingers.

I stared at him
perplexedly. But at

my half-spoken que-
ry he merely shook
his head. "Wait!"
was all he would say.

A moment later a
door at the end of

the room opened,
and Marie Brandt,
her face bathed in a
kind of radiance,
glided softly in.

"At last ["breathed
Steele, his voice
trembling. She came
to him without hesi-

tancy, and I knew
at once that what-
ever veil held them
apart existed no
longer. Such matters
are too intimate for

the observation of

anyone, least of all

an ill-tempered
bachelor of advanced
years, whose oppo-
sition to the idea
has been explicitly

candid, and I turned
discreetly toward the
window.
But a word from

"What Has Gone Before

THE whole thing started at a dinner
party at the home of Admiral

Debrett. A stranger named Carter
was there; Agatha Burchard, a young
debutante, brought him. During the
evening he was called to the telephone
by the Japanese butler. Toguehi, and
while there was shot. During the ex-
citement created, Marie Brandt, an
attractive young widow, disappeared.
The whirl of events led Leslie Steele,

a bachelor, young and in love with
Mrs. Brandt, and his friend Jimmy to

take a hand. They pursued fleeing

automobiles, were themselves pur-
sued, discovered a strange man in

some way connected with the mystery
who had been chloroformed, found
Marie Brandt, only to lose her again,

were taken into custody by the United
States Secret Service, escaped, made
their way back to Glen Cove, where
Steele was called away by Marie and
Jimmy was later summoned to

Washington to meet Steele. On his

way there he encountered Toguehi,
and followed him to a saloon, where
he saw Toguehi and the chloroformed
man shot by Carter. Carter was
taken to police headquarters, but re-

leased when they learned who he was.
Jimmy, bewildered at their easy dis-

missal of a murderer, went to the
hotel to meet Steele.

Steele made me turn. He was grinning im-
becilely.

"Let me present you to the in-the-very-
neSF-future Mrs. Steele!" he cried.

I bowed, murmuring some vague words
of felicitation. I fancied that Steele's face
fell a trifle at my rather cold reception of
his intelligence, but she, with her feminine
intuition, merely smiled.
"You are not pleased?" she asked, ad-

dressing me directly.

I suppose I must have reddened, because
she came over to me suddenly, putting
her little hand on my sleeve in a gentle
fashion that I considered absolutely unfair.;

"Perhaps—if you knew—" she began
wistfully.

I am a soft-hearted idiot, and my in-

tellect, transmuted into dynamite, would
not lift my hat. I am a credulous old fool,

and no one knows it better than myself.-

The sight of those amethyst eyes, veiled in
such very real tears, and the sorrowfuL
appeal of that gentle voice were altogether
more of a strain than my poor common

j
sense could stand. Utterly beyond my
control, my arm went out around her
shoulders.

"I don't give a damn what I know or I
don't know," I blubbered, like the ridicu-

lous ass I am. "You're a sweet, gentle
woman, and—and I hope you won't mindi
if a silly old codger, old enough to be your
grandfather, ventures to give you a kiss!"'

J

Whereat the mist over her eyes became
the frankest kind of tears, and I had to
blbw my nose like the safety valve of

boiler.

"Nevertheless, Jimmy dear," she sail

softly, "I think you've got to hear the
whole thing—that is, as far as I know it."

"Don't tell me anything!" I commanded.
"I don't want to hear it."

She laughed that liquidly silver laugh of

hers.

"I'm afraid you'll be disappointed in my
story. My past isn't nearly so black as
I know you think it is."

"It isn't black at all!" I protested
stoutly.

"It is black enough:," she replied shortly.

A kind of cloud seemed to settle over her
exquisite features, and for a moment she
was silent. Then she sighed, and a smile
glinted in her lovely eyes.

"After all," she murmured, as if

herself, "the blackest part was in no'

being able to speak of it, and to see the pel

of those who tried to find out."
"That's all past and gone now." I si>

Steele's hand steal to hers as he spoke.
"All past, dearest," she whispered

"And perhaps, one day, I shall forget. ,

Her voice trailed off into silence. Then,
after a moment, she seemed to recall nr
presence. "But Jimmy is aching for tb
story," she cried.

"Please
—

" I" protested. But she wav
objections aside.

"Oh, but I must. Now, if you will b
very quiet and not interrupt—

"

"Not a word."
"Very well, then." Her voice became

curiously impersonal, and I could see in

her eyes, before she let them close, a far

away look. "I was born in England, of a
very good country family, as such thing
go. It was a thoroughly English family
but somewhere in its progress there ha<

entered some wayward Latin strain-
which cropped out in all its vigor in m;
unfortunate self. The commonplace, una

adventurous life of the countryside wa
distasteful to me. Almost from the time I

was able to. walk I was rebellious. The
rigid conventions which to my people wer
almost sacred were to me merely stupid.

"The empty life of a debutante was in-

tolerable, and having discovered in myself
a certain talent for sculpture I threw
myself into the work with a vigor, and
presently found myself, for an amateur,
fairly successful.

"I quickly outgrew the capabilities of

my local teacher, and even London I

looked upon as provincial. Nothing woultf
satisfy me but Paris. In time I prevailed
against the tearful wishes of my family,

and finally took up residence in the FrencM
capital, in the home of distant connections
of our family.
"Nominally [continued on page 40F
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Certain-teed Paints and Varnishes are the highest quality.

They will give you the best paint satisfaction.

No matter how you look at it, Certain-teed is the best type

of farm roof. It meets the present-day demand for better,

safer covering for high-priced buildings, stock and machinery.

Certain-teed Roofing won't leak, because when laid accord-

ing to directions, the whole roof is cemented together into a

single piece. The heaviest rain won't soak through. There

are no cracks for melting snow to enter. Being a non-con-

ductor of heat and cold, it makes a building warmer in winter

and cooler in summer. In stormy weather it deadens the

noise from rain or hail falling on the roof. It is economical,

because it costs less to buy and less to lay than other types

of roof—no skilled labor necessary. No painting. Guaranteed

5, 10 or- 1 5 years, according to thickness.

One of the big advantages of Certain-teed is its fire protection.

Its surface is spark-proof. Even burning embers do no harm.

Certain-teed is made in rolls, both smooth and rough-surfaced (red

or green) ; also in red or green asphalt shingles for residences.

Certain-teed Asphalt Shingles are ideal for residences, because they

are artistic and cost less than wood shingles. They afford fire pro-

tection because they are not affected by sparks from chimneys.

They will not curl, crack, buckle, rot nor dry out. It will pay you

to reshingle your house with Certain-teed shingles.

Certain-teed is absolutely first quality, the name means Certainty of

quality and satisfaction guarantee*/. Do not accept any other—it

pays to get the best. Most dealers sell Certain-teed.

Certain-teed Products Corporation
Offices and Warehouses in Principal Cities

PAINT VARNISH ROOFING % RELATED BUILDING PRODUCTS
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HowMuch DoYouMake aYear?

Farming is a specialized business and ordinary book
keeping doesn't tell, but here's a

simple plan that does

By J. H. McAdams

i
"'M NOT going to emulate the patent
medicine faker who holds forth on the
back end of a wagon under a kerosene
torch at the village street corner Satur-
day night, and claim everything for

this farm plan of profit-finding. But I am
going to tell you how it has worked out on
farms of all sizes among farmers of all

kinds. Then, if it appeals to you, I'll feel

that perhaps some good has been accom-
plished.

Let me say right here and now that if I

were not convinced, from long experience
that it is a simple, easy, accurate plan, and
one that any farmer can apply to his
affairs with a very few minutes' attention
each day, I would not say a word about it.

We have been hornswoggled with bogus,
time-consuming systems too often, for that.
Of course, the larger the farm the more
time even this simple system takes, but,
then, the larger the farm the more
time the matter deserves. And in

proportion to the good it accom-
plishes, the system never takes too
much time.

I Practically every farmer realizes

that it would be to his advantage
to keep some form of record of his-

business. Unfortunately, however,

I

there seems to be an inherent dread
of the problem, and the farmer is

prejudiced against it from the start.

This condition is in reality not sur-

i
prising, and may be accounted for

largely by two facts: The farmer's

day is already crowded full without
taking up new work which he feels

j
will prove a mountain on his hands,
'and because he can see no concrete way in

(which the keeping of records will cause his

land to yield more bushels of corn or, in

turn, a bushel of corn an extra pound of

pork.
A large number of farm account books

have been placed upon the market, but
though all of them doubtless have merit,

there are none which are applicable under
|
all conditions. Systems have been devised
which work fairly well under specialized

forms of farming, such as dairying or of

fruit-raising, but these do not meet the
needs of the general

farmer. Any system
which is to be kept must
be simple, take a min-
imum amount of time
and give the desired in-

formation as concisely

jnd accurately as pos-

sible. It will therefore

depend very largely up-
on the individual re-

quirements of the farm
as to the completeness

of the system used.

Of all the records

which can be kept on a

farm there is none of

more value for the time
required than the annu-
al inventory. This in-

ventory, which is mere-
ly a list of all property
and debts, tells whether
the business is going for-

ward or backward, as

the difference between
the total inventory val-

ues of the beginning and
end of the year is the
gain or loss on the farm
for the year. The inventory is a necessary
step in any system of accounting, and
should be carefully taken on every farm.
One important point to consider in taking
an inventory is to assign just and conserva-
tive values to the items, for by a compara-
tively small variation of these values a
profit could be made to appear which
properly should be a loss.

Closely following the inventory in sim-
plicity and in value for the time required in
keeping is the cash account of receipts and
expenditures. To a large extent the farmer
depends upon his check-book stubs and
memory to furnish this record. There are

notations, however, which it is of advan-
tage to set down quite fully, and a cash
account, with receipts and expenditures
carefully noted, can be kept with but a
small expenditure of time.
While a properly taken inventory will

show the gain or loss of the farm enterprise
as a whole, it is inadequate for showing
which particular enterprises in the farm
business occasioned gains, and which ones
lost money or failed to make satisfactory
returns. This information can be of in-

estimable value to the farmer in planning
his work from year to year, and in study-
ing and systematizing his business to bring
about an increase in profits. To get this

additional knowledge it should be decided
which of the enterprises are of sufficient

importance to warrant the extra time re-

quired to obtain the results. After de-
ciding upon these enterprises it is necessary

^o. /f/7
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horse working one hour represents one
horse hour. In other words, if a man puts
in ten hours using a four-horse team, there
are represented ten man hours and forty
horse hours of labor. In figuring charges
for horse-drawn equipment it is assumed
that, as there is a certain correlation be-
tween the amount or value of equipment
and the number of horses needed in oper-
ating it, the machinery can be charged with

IT TAKES a pretty wise man to know just what has happened to his pocketbook and his

property at the end of the year, if he hasn't got the facts before him in black and white.
The whole prayer of Mr. McAdams' story, it seems to us, is that every farmer will make ar-

rangements to get some sort of workable system of keeping these facts before him day by
day, so he'll have them at the end of the year.

If we tried to nan this magazine without such a system we'd soon be sending you a neat-
ly printed notice that we had suspended publication. The hit-or-miss farmer of to-day is

suspending publication very rapidly; or, if he is still going, he's not making near the money he
would if he knew from records every year where he lost and where he made.

If you haven't already done so, it might be very much worth your while to write your
State Department of Agriculture for news of its cost-finding system. Each of the three cents
you spend for the stamp might bear you $100 or $1,000 interest as a result. THE EDITOR.

to keep account of all transactions con-
nected with them.
The Fort Hays (Kansas) Experiment

Station has felt a need for a very complete
and accurate system of records. Here are
a large number of projects the results from
each of which must be kept distinct in

order that they may be of utmost value
experimentally. Not only must each group
of live stock and each crop be kept sepa-
rate, but each field upon which any crop is

grown must have an individual place, in

order that methods of culture and the

the same number of hours' use as is charged
against the horses. Power equipment may
of course be charged with the number of

hours it is operated.
On the average farm, where it is unusual

for more than two or three men to be work-
ing at a time, the farmer knows just what
each man has done during the day, and
can make his labor record from memory.
On a project of the nature of an experi-
ment station, however, where the number
of men employed varies from ten to sixty, it

would not be wise to depend upon mere

Detrts Cash Account credits
I
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results of previous cropping may be stud-

ied. To supply this need a very extensive
system of complete cost-accounting has
been adopted, which, in its simpler forms,
is adaptable to any general farm.
There are essentially two divisions to

the records: the record of all labor and
the record of all other items, such as feed

to live stock, veterinary fees and supplies,

seed supplied to fields, use of land, and
interest on the investment. The labor
applied to any project includes man labor,

horse labor, and machine labor, and, as

generally reported, represents a given num-
ber of hours' work. _Withhorse labor each1

memory. Each man before receiving

credit for his day's work is therefore re-

quired to make out a full work report show-
ing just what he has done during the day.
The sample card shows that Burkholder

on this day spent ten hours plowing for

1918 wheat on field E, with three horses
hitched to a sulky plow. Field E 1918
wheat would therefore be charged with
ten man hours, thirty horse hours, and
ten equipment hours of labor. This and
other labor charges are entered against
the field from time to time as they
occur, but no money value is represented

At the end of the year the labor rate is

determined by dividing the total cost of

all labor for the year by the total number
of hours worked. After this rate is de-
termined the labor charge against the
different accounts is determined in each
case by multiplying the number of hours
by the per hour rate. In similar manner
the rate per hour for horse and equipment
is determined and entered against accounts.

In the accounts other than labor
the cash account is one of the most
important. Here are entered all

items having to do with either
receipt or expenditure of money.
The cash account is really merely
a check account, for each item ap-
pearing on this account must be
traceable to and have an offsetting

entry in one of the other accounts.
Thus it is seen that when the hog

account is credited with $2,747.36
for the sale of eighty head of fat

hogs, the cash account must be
charged with the same amount, as
the cash account is the record de-
pository for the money. Likewise,
to offset a charge to the cattle ac-

count of $1,500 for thirty tons of cotton-
seed cake, the cash account is credited with
$1,500, as the cash account is no longer re-
sponsible for the money.

In handling items dealing with the prod-
ucts of the farm which are produced by one
enterprise and used by another, fair, un-
prejudiced judgment must be used in set-
ting the value at which the exchange is to
be made. If, for example, corn actually
worth $1.70 a bushel should be sold to the
hog account at $1.50 a bushel, that corn
when it went to market in the form of

finished pork would
likely show an unusual

J

profit, but it can be
seen that a share of the
profit would belong to
the corn and not all to
the hogs. Unlike book-
keeping, which, as ordi- I

narily applied to a busi-

ness, deals with the I

keeping of absolute fig-

ures and facts, farm <

accounting is very
largely an approxima^
tion calling for careful

consideration and thi

"

application of a good
general knowledge of

farm values.
The system of com-

plete cost-accounting is

applicable alike to large

and small farms, and
the amount of time re-

quired in keeping them
is quite in proportion to
the size of the farm busi-

ness. On a small farm,
where a man is doing a
large proportion of the

work himself, his accounts will be simple,
and will enable him better to see where'
changes in his system of farming will be of

benefit to him, both as to reducing the
amount of labor required by him and by
increasing his profits. In some cases it

will likely show that the man's efforts

are misdirected, and that he would be
better off elsewhere. On a large farm it is

impossible for the managing hand to be •

present at all quarters at the same time,
j

The keeping of accounts will tend to draw
j

the business together and enable a unifies

tion and planning of work which will result

in greater efficiency.till time to close the books,

oraw
ifica-

|
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How One Farmer
Carried the Bond Issue The same road showing what the use of "Tarvia-X"

has done. Note smooth, dustless surface.

AWELL-KNOWN County engi-

neer tells this story, and it's the

best good-roads story we ever heard.

He says the county was# in terrible

need of better roads. The mud all

through the district was so deep that

it was impossible to use wagons, all

traveling being done either on foot or

horseback.

In spite of the need there was little

enthusiasm for good roads when the

Board of County Commissioners met.
Everyone was afraid of the presumed
high cost and increased taxes.

A farmer in the back of the room
arose. .

"Mr. Chairman," he said, "I ain't

fit to address a dignified meeting like

this, but that's because I've had to

travel for ten miles over the kind of

roads you give us.

"I couldn't drive, I had to ride

horseback.

"My boots are covered with mud;
imy trousers are covered with mud;

my coat is covered with mud; my
hat is covered with mud; and if I

hadn't stopped to wash it my face

would be covered with mud, too.

"I look as if I had crawled here on
my hands and knees, and I'm only
half through because I've still got to

go back, with five dollars' worth of

groceries that I bought from brother
Fletcher.

"If there had been a good, hard
road that my old horse could climb

up and draw in a load of lumber that

I've got ready, I would have bought
twenty-five dollars' worth of groceries

instead of five dollars' worth, and there

would have been that much more
money in town tonight."

And the mud-covered farmer sat

down!

Other - speakers took up his case.

They pointed out that good roads

were an asset instead of a liability; an
economy instead of an expense; that

they brought money into a town and
greatly increased the markets.

The result was that the Commis-
sioners enthusiastically passed* a reso-

lution to issue bonds enough to give

them several miles of good roads.

Today, the county is more prosper-

ous than ever, school conditions are

better and the amount of traffic going
in and out of the town has increased

several hundred per cent.

The old-time hostility to good roads
by taxpayers is fast passing away.
Mud holes may look cheap, but they
are the costliest thing any community
can have around.

If you will build and maintain your
roads with Tarvia you will have dust-

less, mudless, frost-proof highways
that cost little to construct and main-
tain.

Tarvia has removed the last obsta-

cle to the Good-Roads Movement be-

cause its use insures good roads at low
cost.

Illustrated booklet showing Tarvia roads

all over the country free on request.

PreservesRoads-Pret/entsDust

Special Service Department

In order to bring the facts before taxpayers as well as

road authorities, The Barrett Company has organized a

Special Service Department which keeps up to the min-

ute on all road problems. If you will write to the nearest

office regarding road conditions or problems in your vi-

cinity, the matter will have the prompt attention of ex-

perienced engineers. This service is free for the asking.

If you want better roads and lower taxes, this Depart-

ment can greatly assist you. Booklet free on request.

THE BARRETT COMPANY. Limited

New York
Cleveland
Birmingham
Seattle

Youngstown
Montreal

Chicago
Cincinnati
Kansas City
Peoria
Toledo

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

_

Minneapolis
Atlanta
Columbus

Toronto

The *33k§f§ST Company
Duluth
Richmond

Winnipeg

Milwaukee
Latrobe

Vancouver

Bangor
Bethlehem

St. John, N. B.

Boston
Detroit
Nashville
Washington
Elizabeth

St. Louis,
New Orleans
Salt Lake City
Johnstown
Buffalo

Halifax, N. S.

Baltimore
Lebanon

Sydney, N. S.
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with this self-contained one-
man Roller Flour Mill. The
opportunity of a lifetime. In-
vestigate now. Write today

for free booklet and full in-
formation about the won-
derful

MILL
CAPACITY

15 to 100

Bbls. Daily

Be the Flour Miller in your community
and own this new, improved mill which is revo

lutionizing milling.

This wonderful mill is made in 7 styles—from 15

to 100 bbls. a day—takes small amount of power—built

to last a lifetime—and will make a yield of 42 lbs. of good
flour per bushel of clean wheat. Guided by our book of

instructions, it can be operated by anyone without previous

knowledge of milling. Its greatly improved system of mill-

ing makes "a better barrel of flour cheaper," therefore gives

you larger profits.

You can start in this profitable business at once with our

nationally advertised brand of flour as your own.

"TH/dXfo" (community) FI/OXJl?
A Flour of Incomparable Flavor

We furnish you the sacks with the brand and your name
printed on them.

Grind your home grown wheat with this mill and sell it to

your home people. Sold on 30 days' trial.

Our Service Department and Confidential Selling Plans will

establish you in this business and make you a success.

Write today for our free booklet, "The Story of a Wonderful
Flour Mill."

The Anglo-American Mill Co.
553-559 Trust Building OWENSBORO, KY.

The surest and
most profitable

J^j, business in the
WOUk United States

. andsecondin
dignity to
banking.

g|& Over 1,500

IBlPk now in op"

liM eration.

amnion ssKS

JAS43, 18. Price $1.00
Champion Heavy Duty

Stand Severe Shock Test

The Government was conducting a test of the Holt Cater-

pillar Tractors.

With motor at high speed under heavy load, the spark plugs

at"sizzling heat were doused with a bucketful of cold water.

This most severe test had not the slightest adverse effect,

the operation of the motor continued perfectly, not a spark plug

"missed" even temporarily.

Every motor car owner has, in this test, irrefutable proof of

the hardiness and efficiency of Champion Spark Plugs.

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY, Toledo, Ohio

Champion Spark Plug Company of Canada, Limited, Windsor. Ont

It Pays to Drive Carefully

By C. E. Gouveia

EVERY one of the readers of this

article would be highly insulted if

they were told that they didn't know
how to drive their car. I know I would be
if someone tried to tell me that, even
though I consider myself far from an expert.
But let's think a minute. Do you really

know driving?
The salesman who sold you your car

probably gave you a lesson or two, and
then turned you loose to go it on your own
hook. Whatever you may have learned
since he dropped you came from practical
experience. That is a mighty good way to
learn, but it also allows one to form habits
that seem perfectly all right, but which
are anything but that, as the upkeep and
repair bills show.

There are all kinds of drivers—good,
bad, and indifferent. Some are over-
careful, others are absolutely reckless.
The man who is always driving fast, mak-
ing fancy turns and quick stops, besides
being a dangerous person in the commun-
ity is playing havoc with his machine.
Investigate a trifle and you will find that
he has a whale of a tire bill.

Courtesy to other cars and horse-drawn
vehicles you may meet or have occasion
to pass on the road is one of the first

essentials of good driving. Remember they
have just as much right to use the highway
as you have. Don't cut closely in front of

a machine you have just passed. When I

say this I speak from experience. While
driving one evening, another car passed

me, and in doing so cut in so closely as to
catch the hub cap of my front wheel in the
rim of its hind wheel. Fortunately I was
traveling slowly, and, while the impact
jerked the steering wheel out of my hands,
I was able to recover the car quickly enough
to keep out of the ditch. But it taught me a
lesson, you may be sure, and I resolved
never to give any other driver the same
sensations I experienced for a few seconds.
The wet, rainy days of spring are now

with us. If you are contemplating a trip,

or even if you just intend to use the car
around home, betfer take your chains
with you. Many a bad accident has been
avoided by the use of chains. Non-skid
tires help some, but on a wet pavement
the tire chain is the only safe bet. It's not
a good plan to try to stop quickly on wet
paving, as a skid will surely be the result.

Apply the brakes with the clutch in, as
braking against the power of the car tends
to straighten it up.
A good driver, in order to be classed as

such, needs to have more "than the ordinary
amount of foresight, especially in con-
gested city traffic. Your mind has to be
about two jumps ahead of the other fel-

low's. Then, when the time comes for

you to act quickly, you will have had it all

figured out and know just what to do.
Watch the traffic signals. They are placed
there for your own safety. Learn to look
ahead ' and anticipate what is going to
happen. Be ready for any emergency, and
don't take chances.

A Hint About the Clutch
By Russell Adams

RACING your engine will not help
you any when the clutch is slipping.

j It only makes a bad matter worse.
It will not make the car move any faster,

and there is always a big chance that the
speed and friction will burn out the clutch
facing entirely. The better plan is to oper-
ate the engine slowly, giving the flywheel a
chance to carry the clutch around with it,

in which case it will hold if you don't give

her the gas too quickly.

If you have a cone clutch on your car,

examine the facing the first chance you
get. You will probably find this smooth
and slick, which is the reason it wouldn't
grab like it should. Gasoline will remove
this glaze, and the leather should then be
oiled with castor or olive oil, which will

soften it. If the facing is badly worn, and
you must use your car, an application of

fuller's earth will make it hold for several

hundred miles, but eventually it must be
replaced.
A slipping clutch of the plate variety

can usually be adjusted by tightening the
tension springs, unless it is badly worn,
when of course the plates will have to be
renewed.

How to Double Your
Load

By Earle W. Gage

"/^VUR truck trailer pays profits in war
V_y or peace times," said a progressive

truck farmer of New York, who makes it

his business to deliver his produce fresh

with the dew of the field to city consumers.

"We can take twice-the load with the same
amount of power, in the same time, with
but one driver. Therefore there is no addi-

tional outlay for another truck, another
driver's salary, or for gasoline, which means
that our trailer has cut our expense in two
and doubled our delivery service. The
only additional cost was a small one for

the trailer, which is hitched on behind the

farm truck."
The motor truck will not develop more

than one half of its drawbar pull in pounds
when loaded. A three-ton truck will not

only carry its three-ton load, but still has
excess power enough to haul from 12 to 51

tons behind it over a good, improved high-

way. Of course, any good truck must
exert ten times as much power to pull its

load over a sandy road as it needs over
asphalt. The man choosing a trailer must
figure according to the road he will most
frequently use.

This truck farmer figures that it costs

him $14 a day to operate his truck, any-
way, and that it earns him about $24, or a
profit of $10. By adding a trailer his cost
was increased $2 a day, but it also made a
daily profit of $18 instead of $10, or an
increases of 80 per cent. This may not
work out the same in all localities, where
highways are not so good and where oper-
ating costs are higher, but there are few
sections where the roads are bad enough to
leave the truck owner no profit.

There is little service received from us-

ing an ordinary wagon as a trailer. The
trailer should be designed and constructed
with as much care and skill as is employed
in motor-truck manufacture. It should
have a short wheel base, capable of carry-
ing its rated load at maximum truck speeds.
It should have a steering mechanism at
one or both ends, so designed that one or
more trailers will track automatically, and
be guided by it without lateral strain on
the truck. The drawbar between truck and
trailer must contain coil springs that go
into compression both on the push and the
pull. The drawbar should pull through the
frame, and not off the front axle. The
automobile type of knuckle steer must be
used, and not the ordinary wagon fifth

wheel. It should be equipped with roller

bearings to insure light draft and obviate
the burning out of spindles and hubs, due
to motor-truck speeds. Provision must be
made for perfect lubrication at all times.

Making Roads with

Brains
AS HELP is scarce, and increasing
t\ traffic makes good roads a necessity,

more and more of the heavy work incident

to highways is being done by machinery.
At one time the work of leveling and

road-building had to be done largely wit"

the pickax in the hands of workmen, an
with shovels and teams. Now gasolin

engines, motor trucks, and huge power
propelled cranes do all of the heavy work
In the new method the expense is less tha

by the old method, for machinery is alwaj

cheaper than human labor, in that

material saving of time is effected.

Good roads are an economy to a

section of the country, as they permi

produce to be hauled to market just whe
it will bring the most, and property is

always worth more which borders well-

constructed highways. Try to buy a farm

along a concrete road and you will find th

location makes a big difference in the price

asked.
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Our Prices and Our Policy
The list prices of the Paige five-passenger Six-39 and
seven-passenger Six'55 models have been definitely fixed

at $1555 and $2060 respectively. These prices are based

upon the present cost of high grade materials and skilled

labor. It is our conviction that there can be no further

reduction in motor car prices for many months to come.

As every business man knows, labor is the element which
determines - the cost of any manufactured product. It

is, in final analysis, more than 90% of a production

investment. A ton of ore in the ground is worth 75
cents. When it has been mined, transported to the

mill, converted into steel, forwarded to the machine shop

and fashioned into automobile parts it is worth $1500.

And practically every penny of the enhanced value is

a labor charge.

The same thing is true of farm products. The bushel

of wheat that formerly sold for ninety cents now brings

two dollars and twenty cents, because of the greatly in-

creased cost of production. Until we have cheaper

wheat it is idle to think of cheaper flour or bread.

So it is quite evident that the cost of labor must come
down before commodity prices can be reduced. Further'

more, it must be a general reduction of the wage scale

—a National movement. And the process, as we see

it, is going to take a long time.

Both the farmer and skilled mechanic are receiving

greater rewards than ever before. But no men have a
better right to fair compensation, and they will undoubt-
edly continue to receive it. Where, then, can the manu-
facturer look for a reduction in his manufacturing costs?

As we have said, the list prices of our cars have been
definitely fixed. These prices represent intrinsic value

—the choicest of manufacturing material and highly

skilled workmanship. Without a sacrifice of our own
quality standards it would be absolutely impossible to

produce such cars for one dollar less.

The point we want to make is this:. We could not
afford to build and you could not afford to buy on any
other than a quality basis. In brief, while we agree that

first cost is an important consideration, we are convinced
that ultimate cost is vastly more important.

We believe that the only true test of economy is years

of hard, gruelling service on the road.

We believe that freedom from repair bills and excessive

depreciation is infinitely more desirable than a mere
catch-penny list price.

These are our convictions. We have held them
staunchly during many fitful periods in the motor car

industry. So long as the Paige Company is a factor in

the making and distributing of motor cars we shall con-
tinue to adhere to them.

The Linwood "Six-39" 5-Passenger—$1555 f. o. b. Detroit

The Essex "Six-55" 7-Passenger— $2060 f.o.b. Detroit

PAIGE-DETROIT MOTOR CAR CO., DETROIT, U. S. A.
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Let the Bees Build Your
Bank Account

[continued from page 9]

you have your colonies of bees at your
command any time of the season. The
new hive differs from the old in that it has
frames that are removable, and for this

reason it is easily manipulated. Formerly,
with the old box hive, one could not get in

to investigate or clip the queen's wings.
To-day we can clip her wings without diffi-

culty, and so prevent swarming.
"Let me tell you some of my own

experience and a bit of what I have learned
therefrom," the doctor goes on. "I started
in with two colonies averaging from
50,000 to 100,000 bees each. At present
I have 102 colonies of more than 8,000,000
bees. To the care of these industrious
insects I devote but one day a week, the
year around.

"In May I take my bees out of winter
quarters, which may either be a dry cellar

or the back yard where the hives have been
carefully covered with straw or an old
blanket. I look them over carefully, see
that there is a queen in each hive, and
that they have stores enough to keep them
until the clover begins to bloom or the
flowers appear.
"During the summer months—the honey

season—the queen lays an average of

4.CC0 eggs a day. This is what makes
strong colonies. With a good, prolific

queen it does not take long to have a
surplus of bees to go into the honey flow
and gather nectar from the flowers. You
can tell very quickly if you have an enter-
prising queen by the way the honey is

coming into the hive—fast or slow.

"A hive colony should average 100
pounds of surplus honey a year. By sur-

plus is meant the amount of honey over
and above what the bees must have for

food during the winter months and to
breed upon in the spring until the welcome
flowers appear again.
"The production of honey is somewhat a

matter of location. Some colonies in out-
yards where flowers are abundant or where
sweet clover or buckwheat is obtainable
will run as high as 200 pounds surplus,
whereas a colony in the city will run only
30 pounds, for brick and mortar yield
small nectar.

"It is well to place one's out-yards

—

assuming that the breeder is now well
launched into the industry—from five to
six miles apart, for the bee will fly half of

that distance to gather nectar. They have
been known to fly six miles for nectar and
bring it back to the hives; but half of that
distance is about the average.
"Assuming one's colonies to be normal

and his queens to be prolific, his hives
ought to bring him a profit of $25 each.
A man with 100 colonies can dependably
figure on $2,500 profit on his work, which
lasts from the first of May to the last of

September—a short season. This is the
only period of the year when the bees
require attention. However, he must see
that his little workers are supplied with
food enough for the long winter months.
In case a colony—one that would be short
in winter's stores—gives a late swarm in

September, and do not have enough food
for cold weather, the keeper can supply
the bees with a little sugar dissolved in

boiling water and feed it to them the last

week of September or first week in October
as a syrup, and they will winter on it as
well as they would on their own honey.
The sugar is dissolved in a pan and placed
just outside the hive in case one does not
use the roller entrance bottom board.
"The best feature of the roller entrance

bottom board—one of great importance to
beekeepers—is that it is so constructed
that the queen bee cannot get out. Thus
the other bees will not cluster on your
neighbors' trees, but will return to the hive
and to their beloved sovereign. The con-
trivance also sifts out the drone bees, and
automatically cages them in a separate
compartment, where they die. The eco-
nomic value of the drone-trapping feature
of the roller entrance bottom board will be
appreciated when one realizes that it

takes seven worker bees—wives or sisters,

if you like—devoting all their time to the
job, to support one drone."
"During the winter I find it a wise plan

to make my own hives for the next season.
They are simply made. If a man starts
with ten, the next season he ought to have
twenty, for bees increase their numbers at
about the rate of 100 per cent a year.
With the big demand and high price for
honey to-day it would be a good scheme
for the beginner not to depend wholly
on the natural growth of his business, but
to invest his profits in new colonies."
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FARM LOADS
Half the Truck Ton-
nage of America

is carried on

TIRES
THE reason is easy to find. Tkere

is a Firestone Truck Tire for every
kind of farm service and the hardest
farm service.

We provide the tires adapted to the
loads your farm truck has to carry
and the roads your truck has to travel.

And Firestone Equipment means pro-
tection for the truck, the load and the
driver, with economy of fuel. Most
miles per dollar is the result. See the
Firestone dealer near you, or, if you
are buying a truck, specify Firestone
Tires.

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
FIRESTONE PARK AKRON, OHIO

Broaches and Dealers Everywhere

NORTHERN SEED POTATOES-AujQ^^^
Catalog Free. A. G. ALDRIDGE, Fishers. New York

Dont Send
a Penny

These Len-Mort Work and Outdoor Shoea
are such wonderful value that we will
gladly send them to you at
once, no money down. Yon
will find them so well-made
and so stylish and such a
big money saving bar*
fain that yon will surely
seep them. No need to pay
higher prices when yon
can buy direct from us.
Why pay $5 and $6 for
shoes not near so good?,

Grea
Shoe
Offer

shoe is
built to meet

demand of
an outdoor city

workers' shoe aa
well as for themodern

farmer. Built on stylish
lace Blucher last. Special

canning process makes the leather
proof against the acids in milk, manure, soil, gasoline, etc.
They outwear three ordinary pairs of shoes. Very flexible,
soft and easy on the feet. Made by a special process which
leaves all the "life" in the leather and gives it a wonderful
wear-resisting quality. Double leather soles and heels. Dirt
and water-proof tongue. Heavy chrome leather tope. Just
Glip them on and see if they are not the most comfortable,
easiest, most wonderful shoes yon every wore. Pay only
$085 f°r shoes on arrival. If, after careful examina-
ij tion yon don't find them all you expect, send them

back and we will return your money. Order by No.X15012.SENH your name and address, and be sure to state
fcil^# Bize you want. You be judge of quality, style

and value. Keep them only If satisfactory In every way.
LEONARD-MORTON & CO. Dept. X2 158. Chicago

POWERFUL AIR GUN
. AND 500 BUCK SHOTS

BlfT 81-Inch le»er-actioo rifle, fine w»loot stock, free for
ellinc 26 beautiful Pictures or 26 pk?s. Poat Card* at 10c.

Order your choice. GATES MFG. CO. DEPT. 520 CHICAGO

LAND
MAKE BIG MONEY in grain, fruit, poultry or truck in Michi-
gan's best counties. Hardwood land S15 to S30per A. Low terms.
Markets, schools, churches. Free insurance. No taxes five yrs.
Farm advisors. No swamp or stones. 10 to 160 A. Best land
offer in U. S. from the largest company. Booklet free. Writenow.
Swigart Land Co., Y-1250. First Nat'l Bk. Bide., Chicago. 111. '

:ai$rngii\

Western Canada
is as profitable as Grain Growinq

In Western Canada Grain Growing is a profit maker. Raisins Cattle,

Sheep and Hogs brings certain success. It's easy to prosper where you
can raise20 to 45 bu. ofwheat to the acre and buy on easy terms,

Land at $15 to $30 Per Acre
—Good Grazing Land at Much Less.
Railway and Land Co's. are offering unusual inducements to home-

seekers to settle in Western Canada and enjoy her prosperity. Loansmade
the purchase of stock or other farming requirements can be had at low interest.

The Governments of the Dominion and Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatche-
wan and Alberta extend every encouragement to the farmer and ranchman.

You can obtain excellent land at low prices on easy terms, and get high prices
for your grain, cattle, sheep and hogs—low taxes (none on
improvements), good markets and shipping facilities, free
schools, churches, splendid climate and sure crops.

For illustrated literature, maps, description of lands for sale in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta, reduced railroad rates, etc., apply to Superintendent
of Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or

F. A. HARRISON,
Genesee_ St., Syracuse. N. Y.

200 N. Second St., Harrisbun
Syracuse. N. Y. w. S. NETHERY. Iirterurban Bide., c

C. J. BROUGHTON. 112 W. Adams St.. Chicago. III. GEORGE A. HALL, 123 Second

urg. Pa. O. G. RUTLEDGE. 301 E.
.
NETHERY, Interurban Bide. , Columbus, O.

St., Milwaukee, Ft. A. GARRETT, 311 Jackson St., St. Paul, Minn.
Canadian Government Agents
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The Successful Farm Sale

ByW.A. Freehoff

WHILE there are many factors which
contribute to the success or failure

of a farm sale, the weather is the only one
that is not in some measure controllable.

A farm sale I recently held was particularly

satisfactory, for which in part I thank the
weather man. The experience gained in

this sale, and the observations gleaned
from others, have taught me several things.

Of one thing I am now convinced—bill-

board advertising is not essential. I had
only 25 posters printed, and most of these

were not posted. I depended on a well-dis-

played advertisement in the local paper,
while a well-printed circular was sent to

every man in the county known to have
Guernsey cattle—the breed sold. This list

was obtained from the secretary of the
local association, and was sent sealed so as

to insure the letter's being opened. Open
circulars are too often discarded without
being read.

Another experiment I tried was selling

the obvious culls among the cattle to the
butcher before the sale. Culls seldom
bring their beef value in a sale anyway,
while their presence detracts from the good
cattle. The herd was tuberculin-tested

three days before the sale, thus making
possible a guaranty of the health of the
offering.

All of the machinery was put in as good
repair as possible, and grouped so it could
be examined easily before the sale. It so
happened that the high price and scarcity

of new machinery increased the demand
for used tools; accordingly, many of the im-
plements brought prices out of proportion
to their cost a few years ago.

I made sure, well in advance, of the best
auctioneer in the county—a man who had
a large local following and who knew a

large number of the men present by their

first names. An -unpopular auctioneer or

one not acquainted with the peculiarities

of his crowd works under a great handicap.
A charge of l lA per cent for his services

was made, and he was worth more. The
total expense of the sale was only about
$75, which I consider reasonable for a

$3,500 sale. The auctioneer was a rapid

worker and finished the sale in only a little

more than two hours.

I made it clear at the start that nothing
would be "protected." Everything was
let go whether it brought full value or not.

A crowd of shrewd farmers is quick to de-

tect any price-manipulating on the side,

and will stop bidding, with the result that

the close of the sale will see a lot of junk
left on the owner's hands. In only one
instance did I buy an article—a nearly new
cream separator upon which there was a
bid of only $5. To prevent such a sacrifice

I openly announced my own reasonable
bid of $25.

After my sale was concluded, settle-

ments made, and the results found to ex-

ceed my expectations, I felt that a little

account of how the sale was prepared for

and conducted might add to the success of

some sales that would be held in the future
by Farm and Fireside readers.
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Labor at $8 a Day
By C. E. Davis

WE HEAR from time to time some
complaint of conditions resulting

from war measures. But before complain-
ing any more just read this letter written
by Mrs. Abigail Adams, wife of the second
President, on June 8, 1779:

'

' I havebeen able to supplymy own family
sparingly, but at a price that would aston-
ish you. Corn is sold for $4, hard money,
per bushel. Labor is $8 per day, and in

three weeks it will be at $12, it is probable.
Goods of all kinds are at such a price that
I hardly dare mention it. Linens are sold
at $20 a. yard; the most ordinary calico at
$30 and $40; broadcloths at 40 pounds
($200) per yard; West Indian goods fully
as high; molasses at $20 per gallon; sugar
$4 per pound; Bohea tea at $40, and our
own product in proportion; butchers'
meat at 6 and 8 shillings ($1.20 to $1.60)
per pound; board at $60 per week!"
And yet these pioneers, with full confi-

dence in God and these United States,
worked hard, utilized every bit of home-
grown produce, and were content to live

plainly for a time without anarchistic
grumbling or strikes; and the glorious
plenty of after years justified their faith,

carefulness, and patience. We can look
back to those influential progenitors of our
present mighty nation and learn a lesson
of patriotic living which should nerve us to

do our part uncomplainingly.

npHE biggest reason why your car

this year should be an Oakland
Sensible Six is the Oakland Sensible Six

itself. In design it is the most advanced
example of the prevailing principle of

high power and light weight construc-

tion. In value it represents an accom-
plishment possible only with Oakland's

immense volume of production and its

policy of concentrating all its energies

upon a single chassis type. In perform-

ance it affords that rare combination of

reliability and thrift which is the aim of

truly efficient engineering. More than

100,000 Oakland Sensible Six cars are

now in use. Everywhere, they are

delivering the kind of service you have
a right to expect from an exceptionally

good automobile.

The Oakland Sensible Six Touring Car is unusually

roomy and comfortable, having a full 106 inches of

body room upon its sturdy and serviceable chassis.

Powered with the famous overhead-valve Oakland Sen.

sible Six 44-horsepower engine, it delivers owners mile-

ages offrom 18 to 25 per gallon of gasoline and from
8,000 to 12,000 on tires.

OAKLAND MOTOR CARCO.,Pontiac,Mich.
Touring Car, $1075; Roadster, $1075; Sedan, $1650; Coupe, $1650.

F. O. B. Pontiac, Mich. Additional for wire wheel equipment, $75.00.

SENSIBLE SIX
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Better Roads!
Good roads mean good markets to the farmer.

They mean increased trade between the farm
and the city home. They mean higher profit

to the farmer; they mean farm to home sales

for eggs, poultry, pork products, vegetables and
all farm produce.

The war is over. The millions of dollars that we have
been spending on engines of destruction can now be expended
on civic improvements, and if there is any one thing above
all others the war has taught us the need of, it is good roads.

Now is the time! Thousands of returning soldiers and
thousands of ex-munition workers are now available to furn-

ish the necessary labor.

Back The Better Roads Movement!
You know what it means to you. You know who has

the power to make good roads appropriations in your locality.

See that this body acts

!

The day of the heavy motor truck is at hand. Its eco-

nomical use spells good roads. Good roads in turn spell

prosperity for the farmer, lower cost of living for the city

dwellers. Everybody benefits. The laborer is employed;
the farmer comes in direct contact with his market; the con-

sumer deals direct with the producer of his food.

If interested in this idea, write us for our Road Con-
struction and Maintenance Booklet No. 90. It's free. It

will give you a lot of valuable information on this timely sub-

ject.

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO.
Wilmington Delaware

Plants, Warehouses, and Sales Offices in all principal business centers.

The Principal Du Pont Products Are
Explosives; Chemicals; Leather Substitutes; Pyroxylin Plastics;

Paints and Varnishes; Pigments and Colors in Oil; Stains, Fillers;

Lacquers and Enamels; DyestufFs.

For full information address: Advertising Division

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Del.
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USHMAN
Light -Weight Farm Motors
Cushman Engines weigh only one-fourth as much as ordinary farm engines, but
they are balanced so carefully and governed so accurately that they run much
more steadily and quietly. Light weight and higher speed mean less gasoline, more

jobs, easier handling and steadier running.

4 H. P. weighs only 1 90 lbs., being only 48 lbs. per horsepower.

^

Besides doing all ordinary jobs, it may be attached to any grain
binder, saving a team, and in a wet harvest saving a crop. Also it

may be used on corn binders and potato diggers. Very easy to move
around from job to job.

_ H. P. weighs only 320 lbs., being only 40 lbs. per horsepower. For
all medium jobs. Also may be attached to hay presses, corn pickers, saw

rigs, etc. 8 H. P. and larger Cushman Engines are all double cylinder.

1 5 H. P. weighs only 780 lbs., being only 52 lbs. per horse-
power. For heavier farm jobs, such as 6-hole corn shellers,

ensilage cutters, large feed grinders, small threshers, etc.

20 H. P. weighs only 1200 lbs., being only 60 lbs. per
horsepower. For heavy duty jobs, such as shredders,
shellers, grain separators, heavy sawing, etc.

CushmaD Engines stand up under wear and tear and do
not wear unevenly and lose compression. Every running
part enclosed, free from dust and dirt and properly lubri-
cated. Equipped with Throttling Governor, Carburetor,
Friction Clutch Pulley and Water Circulating Pump. Ask
for book on Light-Weight Engines.

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS
'807 North 21st Street Lincoln, Nebraska

Mrs. Murphy and the

Princess

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8]

her! I guess maybe they won't feel sore
when they find out she's tricking them!"
"Sh!" softly admonished Mrs. Terry.
"Pshaw! I ain't a-going to tell. I'm go-

ing to pay my respects to Princess Athena
too." And she waddled across the room.
The next morning Mrs. Murphy re-

clined languidly on a divan in her luxurious
boudoir. Her lace-trimmed pink satin
negligee failed to conceal her elephantine,
corsetless dimensions. A pink cap of the
same materials brought out the ruddy glow
of her matutinal countenance. Very few
of her intimates had ever seen the early
morning face of Mrs. Murphy. It was ded-
icated to her boudoir.

She raised herself heavily on her elbow
and rang for her maid.
Under Bates's efficient touch a trans-

formation was effected. The poppy hue
of her face became the delicate cream of
the tea rose. With the aid of additional
tresses and the curling iron her thin, drab
locks became a crowning glory. Magically
her huge bulk became a not too noticeable
embonpoint.
As Bates labored, her mistress became

loquacious: "I'm expecting Miss Bernoff.
She's coming to spend the day. I'm mighty
fond of that girl. I couldn't think more of

her if she was my own daughter. D'ye
notice how Mountford's taking to her too?"
She expected and awaited no answer. "He
hasn't been to a dance nor any other affair

since she's been here, but he's Johnny-on-
the-spot all right when she's around, and,"
confidentially lowering her voice, " I know
she likes him just as well." §he spoke with
a how-could-she-help-it air.

When Olga lightly entered 'it was as

though the windows had been opened to
let the gentle breezes of spring cool the
heavily perfumed atmosphere. She was
charming; an ingenuous child whose art-

less prattle and impulsive manner won all

hearts. She was bubbling with irrepressible

vitality. She couldn't make her curls nor
her eyes behave. Knowing her, one could
not possibly treat her as a princess. Indeed,
some days before, Mrs. Murphy had
abandoned her hopeless effort at ceremoni-
ous titles. Under the magnetism of Olga's
captivating simplicity the thin veneer of

artificiality peeled off, and she became the
big-hearted Kate Murphy of less prosperous
days.

"Mountford's home. He's coming with
us."
"Goody, goody!" Olga clapped her

hands. She was fast becoming American-
ized. Under Mrs. Murphy's mischievous
scrutiny a slight flush spread over her face.

"He asked for his holiday to-day in-

stead of to-morrow. I don't know why,"
and she cackled in enjoyment at Olga's
confusion.

THEY descended the stairs. Mountford,
khaki-clad, straight-limbed, sunny-

faced, was waiting in the hall to greet them.
Affectionately he kissed his mother and
turned to Olga. The expression of his

countenance left no doubt of his adoration.

Her face, in turn, expressed the beauty of

the dawn which holds forth the promise of

a glorious day.
The two young people were silent as they

motored through the park, along the surf-

pounded beach, and out into the ever-
green perpetual summer of California. The
brilliant toyon and madrone berries gave
the only suggestion of autumn. The slender
eucalyptus and wide-spreading oaks, stand-
ing in fields of yellow backed by purple
hills, were ever garbed in wonderous greens,

as though always ready to receive with
ceremonious courtesy the admiration of the
passing motorists.

However, no beauty of nature could east

a spell great enough to stay Katie Murphy's
chatter.
"I'm thinkin' that in Tenravia, where

you come from, ye wouldn't be seein' green
trees nor be ridin' in open automobiles in

November."
"No, indeed! There never could be any-

thing like this anywhere else!" rapturously,

losing sight of the fact that, in the icy

depths of Siberia, were the conditions the
same, spring would have bloomed peren-
nially in her heart.

Luncheon broke the spell. Mountford
and Olga became two prattling, giggling

children.

Mrs. Murphy beamed affectionately on
them. When she had sought to corner
Olga's companionship with a view to a
monopoly which would establish her su-

premacy in society, she had not considered
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^ Insert Transmission

T Lining gives velvety smoothness
to Ford transmission action. Stops the
chatter and racking vibration. Saves
wear and tear on Ford rear end, avoiding
repair expense and prolonging the life
of the car. It greatly outwears
other lining. Saves annoyance
and expense of replacements.

Cork Insert
Transmission

Lining iorA
Fords

Used
by Over
500,000

Ford Owners
Cork Insert is in
a class by itself.

Nothing else like it.

The idea of putting
buttons of cork into

highest grade transmis-
sion lining is patented.

Wonderful friction is given
by the corks. They take hold

at the slightest pressure. You
can't appreciate how smooth a

r Ford will run until you've used
Cork Inserts. They save accidents,
save repair expense, save replace-
ments.

Send for this

FREE Booklet!
"The Story of Cork
Insert." It's- inter-
esting and helpful,
Use a post card or
tear out this ad and
write your name and'
address on margin.
Write today. We will
send the book prompt-
ly, free and postpaid.'

Advance Automobile
Dept. 36. 56 E. Randolph St

Zh<*

ford
Cars

Accessories Corp.
Chicago
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tab
Learn Auto
wiractor Business

$100 To $400 a Month
Enormous increase in production

Dd Tractof Autos, Trucks, and Tractors.
Get into business for yourself, or
earn big money as Repair man,

_ Driver. Garage Foreman, Sales~ Agent or Tractor Operator.
Learn in 6 to 8 Weeks. Enormous

additional equipment from Military Division of Rahe
School. Actual practice. No books used.
Write today for 7-Day Trial Offer, and bllbb

68-page Book. Give age and occupation. I llbb
RAHE AUTO & TRACTOR SCHOOL, kISIas"!^

Can't Puncture
Can't Blow Out

Piers of live, elastic rubber
built about one inch apart inside

the casing and vulcanized or
welded to it take the place of an inner
tube. Nothing can happen but wear.

30 x 3 and 30 x 3}4 sizes only—Ford Sizes. More
than 50,000 cars equipped with them in 6 years.

B;
_ nnaxr m becoming our exclusive

lg muney dealer in your county. Tire
experience unnecessary. Write today for terms.

Dept. F.F., The Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co., Dayton, 0.

RiderAgentsWanted
Boys and young men everywhere
are making good money taking

^ t
.*,i orders for "Ranger" bicycles and

>f CSC bicycle tires and sundries.

r VfciiN You are privileged to select the
\. VI u particular style of Ranger bicycle you

prefer: Motorbike model. Arch -

Frame," "Superbe," " Scout,"
"Special," "Racer/* etc. While you
ride and enjoy it in your spare time
hours — afternoons* after school,
evenings and holidays—your admir-

ing friends can be easily induced
to place their orders through yoo.

Every Ranger sold takes with it our
5-year guarantee and the famous
30-Day Trial agreement.
Factory-to-Rider. Every purchaser
of a Ranger bicycle (on ourfactory-
direct-to-the-rider sales plan) gets
a high-grade fully guaranteed model
direct from the factory atwholesale
prices, and is privileged to ride it for
30 days before final acceptance. If
not satisfied it may be returned at
our expense and no charge is made
for the use of machine during trial.

Delivered to You Free. We pre-
pay the delivery charges on every Ranger
from our factory in Chicago to your
town. If you want to be a Rider Agent
or if you want a good bicycle at a low

E'ce. writ* us today for the big free
oger Catalog, wholesale prices, terms

and full particulars-.

CYCLECOMPANY
Dept. A-S3 CHICAGO. U S A.MEAD
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the consequences to her only son. Such a
contingency as a royal princess marrying
an American youth was unheard of.

Followed days when Mountford and
Olga, unchaperoned, wandered_ into the
picturesque corners of San Francisco. They
climbed Telegraph Hill and silently

watched the outgoing and incoming ships.

Hand in hand they sat as the brush that
painted the glowing sunsets made an in-

erasible background on their hearts. At
times the mournful fog whistles sounded a
wail of warning, but those two were in a
fool's paradise. They gave no heed.

All too soon came a day when Olga, pale
and tremulous, arrived at the Murphy
home to announce that she had to leave for

Washington the next day, on secret matters
of importance.

Mrs. Murphy was alone. Her first

thought was not of her son. Even now she
did not realize what a separation would
mean to these people. It was true they
were attached to each other, but youth is

naturally buoyant and recovers quickly
from depression.

Nor, to do her justice, did the idea of a
relapse from social leadership to a sub-
ordinate position influence her. Olga had
entwined herself around Katie Murphy's
heart, and Katie felt a sudden wrench at
the thought of her departure.
There were tears in the girl's eyes as she

spoke.
"Dear Mrs. Murphy, I must leave to-

morrow. I am called away. I can't go
without telling you that these few weeks
have been the happiest of my life. I shall

never forget you and Mr. Murphy and
M-m-ountford!"
"But you'll come back?"
"I'm afraid not. As soon as we have

concluded our mission we leave for home."
Her voice was quiet with repressed feeling.

Suddenly giving way to her emotions, she
sobbed :

" Oh, I love you so much ! I w-wish
I could stay with you always!"
" Dear heart, don't grieve." Their tears

mingled as they clung to each other. For-
getting her ambitions of yesterday, she
continued commiseratingly: "There,
there," patting Olga affectionately, "don't
worry about it!"

"You'll try to think of me kindly when
I'm away?" the girl piteously begged.
"Now, child, ye know I love ye. If I had

a girl like you I'd be the happiest woman
in the world."

Olga made Mrs. Murphy promise not
to tell Mountford. She herself must break
the news to him.

HE HAD a few hours' leave that after-

noon, and he and the girl walked up
the slope of Telegraph Hill. Conversation
had become superfluous. In silence they
watched a steamer sail out through the
Golden Gate. As it disappeared through
the narrow channel, bound for unknown
shores, they looked at each other and sighed.

Suddenly she spoke:
"Mountford, I am going away to-morrow

—forever."
"Olga!" He clasped her convulsively to

him, forgetting that there were such things

as princesses in the world. "You mustn't!
You can't!"

"Yes, dear, I must. It is my duty."
" But don't you know I love you with all

my heart and soul?"
"I know. And I love you, dear. I shall

always regard our love as a great gift,

which no power can take from us."

"Olga, you can't mean you're going to

leave me! I won't have it!" he added
fiercely. "Dear," changing his tone to one
of entreaty, "throw up your job! Don't be
a princess! Be just an American girl and
my wife!"

Gently, reprovingly, she answered:
" Mountford, you don't mean that—you,

who are about to become an officer in the
United States Army! You hope to go 'over

there' to fight, to risk your life, perhaps to
lose it and bring sorrow to the lives of

those who love you. You love your flag

and are willing to sacrifice all to uphold its

principles. Shouldn't I hold my native land
in the same reverence? Even if I were not
a princess, but the humblest subject of my
king, it would make no difference. My
country calls and I must obey."

"Olga, forgive me!" Kneeling before
her, he humbly kissed her hand.
"I can't ask you to forgive me, Mount-

ford. Soon you will hear from me. Then
I shall be at liberty to disclose what hereto-
fore I have been forced to conceal. What
I tell you will only widen the gap between
us. Our ways must part forever."
The pseudo-princess and Olga left the

next morning.
Mountford, pale and quiet, seemed to

have added dignity to his stature and
years to his appearance. Overnight the

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 35]
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Why There Is a Scarcity

of Hudson Super-Sixes

No Open Cars to Be Built for Months—Hudson Closed Car
Demand Exceeds Production

No automobiles were to have been built after
January 1st.

Then, all of a sudden, the ban was lifted.

It produced a confusion the trade had never
experienced. For months all makers had been
turning out all the cars they could, regardless of
the immediate market for them. By spring it was
believed automobiles would be so scarce that
buyers would accept less wanted makes if they
could not get the car of their choice.

Then cars that had not sold freely during the
summer and fall would have a ready market when
the more desirable makes were out of the way.
For one thing

—

There Would Be No Hudsons Then
That was one of the expected conditions.

Super-Six sales all season, just as they have for
three years, absorbed the factory output. Hud-
son dealers were not able to get cars for future
needs. It looked as though they either would
have to close up shop or take on one of the less

wanted lines.

But withdrawal of manufacturing restrictions
assured a limited quantity of Hudsons. Less
wanted cars after all, would have to meet Super-
Six competition.

Hudson production is now concentrated on
closed models, for which there is an excess
demand. Some dealers have a limited number of
open models—though not enough to meet early
spring requirements.

Vou either must take one of the open cars they
now have or wait until late spring if you get a
Super-Six Phaeton.

Note Why Hudson Is so Popular
For three years the Super-Six has held undis-

puted leadership among fine cars.

Remember how it first established itself on the
speedway and in countless endurance tests.

Rivals refused to admit Hudson had developed a
new type motor with greater power and endur-
ance.

Yet those amazing records were made com-
monplace by later Super-Sixes. Thousands of
owners made just as wonderful demonstrations
with their own cars, when you consider the con-
ditions, as were those under official test. Every
car made converts to the Super-Six. Today
60,000 are in service.

It Created Styles that
Others Followed

Hudson created the Sedan and the Touring
Limousine. Now more expensive cars have fol-

lowed and cheaper cars, too, are effecting models
of Hudson type.

The seven- and the four-passenger Phaetons
are pattern cars for so many other makes, that
if it were not that the Super-Six is always a year
or more in advance of others, one might be con-
fused in recognizing the true arbiter. Two new
types are now ready—the Coupe—a four-
passenger—and the Cabriolet for three.

Why Delivery Is Possible Just Now
The Super-Sixes now available in open car

types are all that can be had for several months.
It will be June before full factory production can
be resumed.

With the first promise of spring open cars
become the favorite type. If you delay, and an
open Super-Six is your choice, you will probably
find all have been sold. Then you may have to
wait until late spring.

The demand for all closed model Super-Sixes
is so great that you must speak promptly to
assure delivery. With some models this may
mean quite a while.

Hudson Motor Car Company
Detroit, Michigan

Its White Triangle and Price are Two of Motordom's Most Distinctive Marks of
Value. The Seven-Passenger Phaeton sells at $2200

(1003)

ARM FENCE.
11)4. CENTS A ROD for
I M a 26-inch Hog Fence;,V^ Z9He. a rod for 47-in.

18 styles Farm, Poultry and Lawni
Fences. Low pricesBarbed Wire.,

FACTORY TO USER DIRECT.,
Sold on 30 days FREE TRIAL.'

' Write for free catalog now. '

INTERLOCKING FENCE CO!
Box 121 MORTON. ILLS.!

INSYDE TYRES Inner Armor
for Auto Tirea. Double rmleage

t
prevent blow-

outs and punctures. Easily applied in any tire.
ThouBandB sold. Details free. Agents wanted.
Amer. Accessories Co., Dept. 116, Cincinnati

nrr rrurr and gate
BOOKt BR'Wis

FENCE
iodic

anttomail yon, POST-
PAID, my New, Big, 96-page

BARGAIN BOOK. Over 150 styles
to choose from. Don't buy a rod of

fence until you eet my new ROCK BOTTOM
PRICES. I'll save you 20% to 40% and sell you

better fence. I PROVE IT BEFORE YOU BUY.
Factory Prices— Freight Prepaid

Get

This

Bar-

gain

Book
NOW

BROWN FENCE has earned a reputation for LONGER LIFE because it is a STIFFER,
STRONGER FENCE. Made of heavy, acid test, Galvanized, Basic Open-Hearth Wire— that's

rhy. Send for Bargain Book and sample, both FREE, postpaid. Do it now. (io>

THE BROWN FENCE & WIRE COMPANY, Dept. 521 , Cleveland, Ohio

A FARM FENCE FAMINE!
If you will need fence next spring and know where

ou can buy, DO IT NOW, even if you have to borrow
the money. Don't wait for the price to come
down nor buy more than you will really need, for

many will have to go without. Reason for this prediction
explained in our "Fence Famine Bulletin." Free for the asking.

Not at all; you're welcome.

BOND STEEL POST CO., 42 Maumee St., ADRIAN, MICH.
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UsePlanet Jrs: drow bigger crops

We must feed the war-torn world

No. 25

Make your soil yield its very utmost

this year. All Europe looks to America for

food during reconstruction. With Planet Jr.

tools you cultivate more intensively—they do

the work so thoroughly. And you can double

or triple your acreage—they do the work so

easily and quickly. Planet Jrs. are scientific

implements. Strong yet light to operate. They

last a lifetime and are fully guaranteed.

Planet Jr.
No. 25 Planet Jr. Com-

bined Hill and
Drill Seeder,

Double
and

Single
Wheel-
Hoe, Cul-

tivator and Plow
sows all garden seeds from smallest up to peas and beans, in hills or

in drills, rolls down and marks next row at one passage, and enables you
to cultivate up to two acres a day all through the season. A double and
single wheel-hoe in one. Straddles crops till 20 inches high, then works
between them. A splendid combination for the family garden, onion
grower, or large gardener.

No. 17 Planet Jr. is the highest type of single wheel-hoe made.
It is a hand machine whose light durable construction enables a mani
woman, or boy to cultivate the garden in the easiest, quickest and best
way. Will more than save its cost the first season.

S. L. ALLEN & CO., Inc.

72-page Catalog, free!

Illustrates Planet Jrs. in action
and describes over 55 tools, includ-

ing Seeders, Wheel-Hoes, Horse-
Hoes, Harrows. Orchard-, Beet-and
Pivot - Wheel Riding Cultivators.

Write for it today 1

17

CCI I
PERRY DEPENDABLE TREES AND PLANTS.

OuLL Biggest business in years. Persistent men and
women earn large commissions, paid weekly. Investigate.
PERRY NURSERY CO., ROCHESTER, N. Y. Inc. 1885

GARDEN, FRUIT, FLOWER. HOME GROUND A FARM
BOOKS—Descriptive Catalog of the 600 best books cov-
ering these activities—just out. Mailed for 3c. stamp.
A. T.De La Make Co., Inc., 43SJ West 37th St., New York

GIANT TOMATO-GUGUMBER-PEANUMOc
Here Are Seeds ofThree Valuable and Interesting Varieties Von Should Grow

In 1 our Garden This Year,
Giant Climbing Tomato—Is one of the largest grown. Vines grow very

strong and will carry an enormous weight of fruit, very solid, crimson color;
specimens often weighing 2 to 3 lbs. each.
Japanese Climbing Cucumber—Is a grand variety from Japan; can be

trained to fences, trellises or poles and save space In your garden. Fruits early,
growing 10 to 15 Inches long,
and are good for slicing or
pickling.

Early Spanish Pea-
nuts—Earliest variety and
a great Peanut for the
North; easy to grow, enorm-
ous ylelder, and a few hills
In your garden will be very
Interesting to show yourf
neighbors.

Special Offer: i^SUSS
lar sized Packet of To-
mato, Cucumber and I

Peanut for only 10c, or 3

3 Packets of each for 25c,
My new Seed Book of Barlj Spanish Peannts

Garden Seeds is included free. Order TODAY.
Giant Clinilung Tomato F. B. MILLS, Seed Grower, Dept. 27 Rose Hill, N.Y. Climbing Cnenmber

is the title of our 1919 catalogue—the most beautiful and complete horticultural
publication of the year—really a book of 184 pages, 8 colored plates and over 1000
photo engravings, showing actual results without exaggeration. It is a mine of in-

formation of everything in Gardening, either for pleasure or profit, and embodies the
results of oyer seventy-two years of practical experience. To give this catalogue the
largest possible distribution we make the following unusual offer:

Every Empty Envelope
Counts as Cash

To every one who "will state where this advertisement was seen and who encloses
10 cents we will mail the catalog

And Also Send Free of Charge
Our Famous "Henderson" Collection of Seeds

containing one pack each of Ponderosa Tomato, Big Boston Lettuce, White Tipped
Scarlet Radish. Henderson's Invincible Asters, Henderson's Brilliant Mixture Pop«
pies and Giant Waved Spencer Sweet Peas, in a coupon envelope, which, when emptied
and returned, will be accepted as a 25-cent cash payment on any order amounting to
91-00 and upward.

What I Did When I Lost

$130,000 Farming

[CONTINUED from page 7]

Kansas. I set out to develop one section
of Texas through the first generation of
settlers. I believe I have succeeded.
Anyone can do it.

It occurred to me that from a strictly

grazing country large areas would eventu-
ally have to go in for general farming. I
set about to demonstrate the character of
farming which would enable the first gen-
eration to stick. I got to thinking along
dairy lines. I knew that one dairy cow had
an earning capacity equal to five or six beef
cows. If I could create a market for the
product of the dairy cow and the first

farmers who came would be enabled to
hold on, we should not have to wait for
the third generation.

I took to studying dairy breeds. I read
everything I could get hold of, and soon
discovered that no matter what I was read-
ing, Wisconsin was quoted as the State
Irom which to learn. I found that the av-
erage Wisconsin cow produced 160 pounds
of butterfat annually. At that rate it would
take 800 producing cows to back a cream-
ery which could be made a commercial
success. I believed it would be possible to
to get a herd which would beat the Wiscon-
sin record 100 pounds on the average. To
do so would also increase the chance of the
first generation of farmers being a success.
If we could do this it would mean that the
small farmer, milking ten cows, would be
able to make $50 more per cow than the
Wisconsin dairyman—$500 more alto-

gether on his herd. This would double the
average wage income

.
of the ordinary

farmer. It was worth attempting.
I chose Jerseys as my breed, and set to

work. The experts said it couldn't be done,
that the climate was against me. I re-

called that when I was a boy, with no ice

to be had anywhere in the range country,
we had just as rich milk, just as good but-
ter on my mother's table as I ever tasted.

The climate was not against her, why
should it be against me? I believed our
native Texas grasses were better than the
far-famed blue grass of Kentucky. Be-
lieving this myself, I set about to prove it

to others.

I sought the best Jersey herds in the
country, buying only American-bred cat-

tle at first. Then it became my ambition
to give my community the benefit of one
of the best Jersey herds in the world. I

secured a herd of select, island-bred Jer-

seys, 100 cows, costing an average of $600
each. With that as a start, seven years ago,
to get my island blood from, I continued
breeding up my herd. In 1916 I exhibited
at the National Dairy Show at Springfield,

Massachusetts, and the Dairy Cattle Conr

gress at Waterloo, Iowa, taking back home
the breeders' diploma from both places.

In 1917 I took back both the breeders' and
exhibitors' diploma on my herd of 27 Jer-

seys, 22 of which had been bred on the
ranch. That seems to me conclusive proof
that our native Texas grasses are equal to
Kentucky blue grass, or any other grass.

If the country had not been as I had sized

it up I could not possibly have got these
results.

To-day Falfurrias butter is the standard
for all Texas. We are marketing over
$1,000 worth of dairy products every day.
We are drawing farmers from the North

—

Kansas, Missouri, and Illinois, in particu-

lar—and are enabling the first comers to

get a firm foothold, and not to struggle

through three generations before perma-
nency is secured.

This, in outline, is the story of my busi-

ness life, as Farm and Fireside requested
it. Naturally, in the course of some forty

years of active work among sheep, beef
j

cattle, and dairy cattle, studying produc- i

tion problems first hand, encountering
|

labor troubles, and finding the marketing
end of stock-raising and general farming to

j

be fully as important as the producing, I
j

have come to hold firmly to certain eco-
j

nomic principles. I am firmly convinced
j

of the necessity of co-operation in the sale

of farm products. But that, as Kipling i

says, is another story.

FRANK DRURY of Jacksonville, Illinois,

is one of the biggest stockmen in America.
Read his story next month about how he
makes his hogs, cattle, and sheep bring
him big profits.

GARDEN (@frt *<

£ 1919

Considered by thousands
of gardeners, both amateur
and professional, the most
dependable guide published

on the successful growing of

Vegetables and Flowers

It gives clear, concise cul-

tural directions — much of

it by experts who specialize

on the particular Flower or

Vegetable they tell you how
to grow for garden, truck
patch or farm.

224 big pages, 4 color plates

and over a thousand photographic
illustrations.

Mailed free to anyone men-
tioning this publication.

HENRY A. DREER
714-716 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Olds'Marquis
Wheat

60 Bushels Per
Acre in Illinois
PAUL R, LISHER. Farm/
Advisor for Will County,

Illinois, who bought four carl
loads of seed of us, writes us
September 3. 1918:

"I an very glad to report to you that
from the Marquis Spring Wheat pur-
chased from you last spring, some of
ourfarmers have secured yields as high
as 60 bushels per acre. _ Yields of 60
bushels per acre are relativelycommon
and practically all the wheat from
this seed baa yielded 45 bushels per
acre or better."

Olds' 1919 Catalog
tells all about this wonderful wheat,
also other seeds — Clover, Alfalfa,
Timothy, Oats, Corn, Etc. Samples
free. Ask for those wanted.
Garden Seeds, Rower Seeds,
Bulbs, Tools. Write for Catalog. I

L. L. OLDS SEED CO.
|

Drawer W-20 Madison. Wis.
f

Easy to hand]* Can*
and preservmtf help

food production. X help 700
a Cart by offerma

I Afl Plants—Standard
I UU Variety, Postpaid

Also Everbrarina- Strawberrtaa "

f at bargain prices. Victory
chard barga&.lT*1- -
i:': >rted, 3 years o£l.

Strawberries,
Grspes,139 pi

EARL FERRIS NURSERYCOMPANY.
295 Bridge Street. HAMPTON, IOWA

s, Raspberries, Blackberries,
,

plants. 53. 25. Others in catalog.

Free

Catalog
FREE 'VCT*

SEEDS
and Plants and Pkt. Giant
Pansy Sent FREE. Best
New Seeds sure to grow, at
low prices. Gardeners ask
for Wholesale List.

ALJVEER BROS.
21 Blk., Rockford. III.

SHOO FLY PLANT
Keeps Flies Out

of the House
Flies will not stay in a room
where it is grown. Very mys-
terious, but tests show such to
be the case. Blooms (60 days
from planting). Flowers sum-
mer and winter. To introduce
our catalog, we will give the
above with an order for

"MAKING the Farmhand Stick to His
Job" is the title of an article in the April

issue that has a real message for you.

JapaneseRoseBushes
Five for I Oc

The Wonder of the World
Roses on them in 8 weeks from
planting seed. We Guarantee
this. BLOOM EVERY TENWEEKS Winter and Summer.
Bush when 3yearsold will have
5 or 6 hundred Roses. Grown In
the house in winter or in the
ground in sjnnimer. Roses

The Year Round. Pkt. of seeds with Guar-
antee, also above Shoo Fly Seeds. Bothinj
mailed with handsomeJapaneseCatalogforlMy
Japan Seed Co., Box 134 So. Norwalk, Conn.
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Humus—Crop Insurance
By W, L. Nelson

I" T CAN make it rain whenever I want to,"

1 said a prosperous-looking farmer in re-

ply to a seedy individual who at the close

of a lecture on soils and crops had declared,

"Let them talk all they please and give

us all the advice they want to, but just

give me plenty of rain and I'll get a crop."

What did these men mean, and what
effect would their directly opposed courses

of reasoning, if wide-spread, have upon the
agricultural production of the nation at

this time? To be sure, almost any of us

can grow bumper crops when conditions

siiare just right. To do so is no test of our
ability. The real test comes when things

go dead wrong.
Now, of all the adverse conditions there

is nothing more disastrous than a drought.
The continued "glassy sky" is not con-

. ducive either to crop yields or cheerfulness.

'Even the most optimistic of us find it ex-

ceedingly difficult to see the proverbial
silver lining when there are no clouds. It

is then that we wish for crop insurance, for

the ability to make it rain.

Many costly experiments have been con-

r4ucted Jn the hope of discovering some
method of producing precipitation. Fake
operators and fly-by-night folk have from
tune to time proclaimed their ability to
produce rain on order, and as a result have
reaped a rich harvest of coin from the over-
credulous. Still, men wait in vain for

showers, and in every country drought
takes heavy toll—sometimes in every
decade.
What, then, did Mr. Prosperous Farmer

mean when he said that he could make it

rain whenever he wanted to? Being a
sensible man, he could not have meant
that he had the ability to cause clouds to

gather and rain to come pouring down.
What he really referred to was the moisture

[in the soil, the moisture that he had care-

fully conserved against the season of need.

The "dark cloud" that this man relies upon
is just under the surface, not far above it.

•It is the soil—and good soil is the most
satisfactory substitute for a shower.
What Mr. Prosperous Farmer meant

was that through the use of legumes and
green manures, through approved crop ro-

tations, with a liberal supply of humus and
with the right kind of cultivation, his

Crops continue to grow right along.

All of us have witnessed the withering
work of a continued dry spell on thin land
that had year after year been robbed of

(its fertility. Humus is crop insurance, but
we must not, through bad management,
allow the policy to lapse. If we insist upon
working the ground too wet, or if, in culti-

vating our corn, we ridge it up like sweet-

;

potato rows, and drought comes later in the
summer, the crop will suffer.

All of us must exercise common sense
and be ready to accept every truth that
science teaches. We must learn how to
conserve moisture—to make it rain so that
crops will not grow thirsty.

What are Stock Hogs?
By Prof. A. M. Paterson

THE present plenitude of hog products,
which is a national asset of importance,

is due injno small measure to the recent de-
velopment of a stock-hog trade, made possi-

ble by the immunization against cholera.

Thousands of pigs were saved from the
butcher, and are now returning to market
carrying from 250 to 300 pounds of meat,
fats, and by-products. In view of the scarc-

ity and prohibitive prices of stock sheep
and lambs, the pig is filling a sphere of use-
fulness that promises to grow.
Many markets have systematized the

trade, regular dealers keeping a supply of

immunized pigs of various weights on hand,
ready to go to the country. For this serv-
ice the feeder must make recompense,
and the lusty condition of the stocker trade
at the minor markets, to which testimony
is given by higher prices for pigs than
Chicago quotes, demonstrates that such
middlemen have a legitimate place in the
trade.
• The stock-pig industry is susceptible to
a vast and valuable expansion, meaning
much to breeders in localities where ma-
turing is impracticable, and to feeders and
consumers. Extravagant prices were paid
at intervals, but in a majority of cases
feeders have been well rewarded. One
Illinois man made so much money feeding
soft corn to 700 head of hogs, bought in

Wisconsin, that he is now fencing in his
farm hog-tight, with the intention of re-
maining in the business.

A Vital Message
to Every Com Grower

This Valuable Book
Sent Free

Don't neglect to send for this

book. Do it now while this is

fresh in your mind. The card
asking for the book may be the

most important and profitable

one you'll write this year. In

writing ask for package PS- 111.

All of the corn that you can raise this year

will command a high price.

Every extra bushel you raise means extra profit.

Extra bushels will come from planting in each hill

exactly the number of kernels required to match the

soil's producing ability.

If a field is uniformly fertile enough to support three

stalks to the hill, three kernels of tested corn should

be planted in every hill. If it will support four stalks

to the hill, you should plant four kernels in every hill.

If the fertility varies, the number of kernels dropped
should likewise vary—two kernels in poor spots, three

in more fertile spots and four, or a greater number, in

very rich spots.

Remember, you use a corn
planter on faith. It isn't like

plows and cultivators. Their
work is visible—but the results

of a corn planter's work are
invisible—the corn is covered
up and the mistakes do not
show, sometimes until too late

to be remedied.

With accuracy as their goal,

the John Deere factory which
has made a specialty of build-

ing corn planters for over fifty

years, started out to build a
planter that would do perfect

work its entire life.

This took years of pains-

taking care.

The John Deere No. 999
Corn Planter is the result.

Its accuracy is proved. Its

drop can be changed instantly

merely by pushing a lever.

*

The factory specialists un-
animously agree that it is built

as perfectly as a corn planter
can be built and rightly serve

the purpose for which a corn
planter is intended.

By manufacturers it is con-
sidered a "super planter"—by
the thousands of satisfied farm
users it has been rightly term-
ed the "accurate planter."

Yet this planter is moder-
ately priced. Due to the thor-

ough and accurate planting it

does — and this means during
its entire life—it is a profitable

investment at ten times the
price.

Perhaps your present plant-

er is a John Deere No. 999. If

that's the case, you need have
no fear but that you are get-

ting a maximum yield insofar

as it is possible for a planter to
contribute toward that yield.

If you haven't a John Deere
No. 999, you may be under the
impression that your old
planter is doing accurate work
when really it may be dropping
1 , 2, 3 ,

4or 5 kernels regardles of
what you want it to drop—
under-planting some hills and
over-planting others—and you
are losing a good profit every
year. Such a planter is a "thief
in the field"— the sooner you
get rid of it the more money
you will be ahead.

You as a corn grower can
not afford to postpone inves-
tigating thoroughly the John
Deere No. 999 because it is a
profit-maker from the first day
it starts work in the field.

Everyyear this planter stays
out of your field you are letting
slip through your fingers prof-

its that might just as easily

come to you.

To give you a complete story

of this planter we have pre-

pared a book entitled "More
and Better Corn", which also

gives practical information on
every feature of quantity and
quality corn production. We
will send you this valuable
book free by return mail if you
will drop us a card.

JOHN DEERE
MOLINE, ILLINOIS
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How I Love Nature!

THE Atlantic Ocean is a body
of water that has never

madeup itsmindwhere to go, and
objects to travelers who have.
The best way to enjoy wet
nature, like oceans and lakes
and rivers, is to stand on the
shore and think how nice and
level it is where you are. Ocean
beaches are particularly affected

by summer girls, because of the
tides: there are no footprints
left in the morning to show
your companion who you were
with last night.

Photograph by Press Illustrating Service, Inc.

MOST city people regard nature as
the geraniums on the window sill

and where the cat goes to after it is let

out at night. In California they are
more familiar with nature—so much so
that Ted Shawn, the dancer, plays
blind-man's buff outdoors without his
rubbers on.

Photograph by Press Illustrating Service, Inc.

WILLIAM PESTER, one of
nature's most prominent gen-

tlemen, of near Palm Springs, Cali-
fornia, lives unarmed right in the
midst of nature. He says if you are
square to Nature she will not double-
cross you. So he lives on nuts and
pomegranates, without a duplex
collar or a pair of white flannel
trousers to his name.

Photograph by
Goldwyn Pictures <

VIVIAN MARTIN is simply devoted to
nature, andthese are her two doves, Flora

and Fauna. Nature fans have to have ani-
mals of some sort around. We recommend
the doves. They do not crow in the pre-
day light-saving morning, or have to be
milked, and are universally-becoming.

Photograph by Alice Boughton

QUITE a large part of nature con-
sists of agriculture. Agriculture

consists of potatoes, onions, sunflowers,
etc., which the war raised from com-
parative obscurity to the height of fash-
ion. By planting a sunflower seed care-
fully right side up, the above great
shade tree may be obtained.

Photograph by American Film Co.. Ino

ABOVE is Mary Miles Minter surprised in the act
l\ of hoeing up some perfectly good corn. If you
throw your derby over the windmill and go in for
nature (as we hope you now will), you must make up
your mind to a coat of tan, a sound digestion, an uncon-
trollable desire to go to bed at eight o'clock, and a
chorus of friends saying, "What a perfectly sweet
disposition that hateful old Jones has this summer!"
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"Good Morning, Doc!

WE MIGHT as well warnvou right now that among all

the doctors on this page there's not one M. D. They
all have their degrees, but they're not that. No pill or

potion could cure the things they cure. The precariously

situated gentleman to our left—Dr. William Smith, D. D. B.

(Dare-Devil Bill)—prescribes for ailing flags and flagpoles.

He's a good doctor, even if he is up in the air most of the

time. Long may he wave!
Photograph from Swisher

Photograph from G. I. Mead

THE only point of similarity be-
tween this doctor and regular

medicine doctors is that he takes a
chance on getting stung by bum
patients. He is Dr. W. V. MacCarter,
and in his time he has treated most of

the very best bee families in the Con-
necticut Valley of Massachusetts.
The bees up there are great for anyone
troubled with hives.

Photograph from B. H. Smith

WHICH would you rather be—an elephant with a toothache, or the doctor who fixed it?

The patient in the picture is Lulu, a circus performer. When her molars got to bother-
ing her they shackled Lulu's nose
and called in Dr. Alexander Moxley.
Lulu declined to "open," so he said:

"All right, Lulu; we'll have to do the
next best thing." And you see him
at it.

THERE seems to be something
the matter with Bruno's left

hind leg, and Tommy and Eddie
have hurried him away to Dr.

Bruce Blair, surgeon for the New
York Women's League
for Animals.

AND just above we have Dr. Sam
t \ Singer of New York, surgeon gen-

eral to crippled postage stamps. Any
collector in the country having a valu-
able stamp which is sick or ailing-
suffering from a tear, a perforation, or

a discoloration, for instance—sends at

once for Doctor Sam. And Sam does
the rest. He has saved thousands of

rare stamps; and the picture shows him
in Venice, enjoying a well-earned holi-

day with the pigeons.

Photograph by Jessie
Tarbox Beals. Ino.

CHURCHES sometimes get sick; and
when they do there's a doctor for them:

James L. Schofield—Sunny Jim. Mr.
Schofield takes the pulse of the sick church

and prescribes for it. Perhaps there are

not enough oysters in the monthly oyster-

stew suppers; perhaps the young people are

away at the movies, holding hands in the

love scenes. Whatever the trouble, Doctor
Jim discovers it. He can cure practically

any church trouble except a preacher who
preaches too long. There is no cure for

that except decapitation.

I
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Five in One
Especially suited to the farmer's
needs—that is what can be truth-

fully said of S-P-C Roofings. They
are designed particularly to meet
the varied requirements of the farm.

Under the one name are sold five

different brands of ready-roofing.

There is not a building on your
farm for which one of these brands
will not prove suitable. If you are

to roof a barn you will choose one
brand—if an inexpensive corn crib,

you will take another. This choice
is always open to you when you
buy from a dealer who carries

S-P-C
Roofings

There is no difficulty about price,

quality, or finish. You select the
quality and finish which best fits

your needs at the price you quant

to pay.

S-P-C Roofings are made by The
Standard Paint Company, the
pioneer manufacturer of ready-roof-

ing. The experience of over a

quarter of a century is back of every
roll. That is why each of the five

'S-P-C brands is the best to be had
at the price. These brands are' Imp,
Cronolite, Zylcx, Starex, and Slatex

(slate surfaced individual or strip

shingles, and roll roofing). Each is

made in a distinct finish.

When you are ready to buy roofing, be
sure to consult a dealer who carries S-P-C
Roofings. He offers you the widest range
for choice and the best service. Remem-
ber to look for the circle trademark. It

appears on every roll.

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY
Chicago New York Boston

Makers of

RU-BER-OID ROOFING

Ifl CRYSTAL
WHITE GLOBEONION

The Big Money Making Crop. $1200.00 from
one acre is what our customer Mrs. Dorothy Busgen
made laat season. To help you do as well and

o introduce to you our Northern Grown
Live "Sure Crop" Seeds we will mail you
250 seeds of this most perfect V'hite Onion
and our BIG 1919 GARDEN "

AND FARM GUIDE.
Send Postal Today

CONDON BROS., SEEDSMEN
Rock River Valley Seed Farm

BOX 50 ROC K FORD, ILLINOIS

QAYEARS GROWING
€>U BERRY PLANTS
Baldwin's Biff Berry Plant Farms produce healthy,

I northern grown, standard varieties and everbear-
j
ins: Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries.

I Currants and Grape Plants. Grown on new
I ground. Read about our money back guarantee
I inFruitBook. All plants true to name. Properly
I packed to reach you in good growing' condition
Write for our Fruit Plant Book today.

I O. A. D. BALDWIN, R. R. 23, Bridgman, Mich
~ 2SSS332ESZE&SSS53ZZZS2S5S3

EVERGREENS
P— 38 Hardy Tested Varieties
Best for windbreaks, hedges and lawn
planting. Protect buildings, crops, stock,
gardens and orchards. Hill's Evergreens
are Nursery grown and hardy every-
where. Hill's Evergreen book, illustrated
in colors, sent free. Write today. World's largest
growers. Est. 1855.

D. HILL NURSERY CO., DUNDEE, ILLINOIS
Box 2330 Evergreen Specialists

CL@VEK
ANDT,M0THY
BARGAIN

Red Clover and Timothy mixed—the standard
grasses cannot be surpassed for hay or pas-
ture. Contains iarce per cent clover, lost right
to sow. Thoroughly cleaned and sold on ap-
proval, subject to government test. Ask for this
mixed seed if you want our greatest bargain.
Have Pure Clover, Sweet Clover, Timothy and
all Field and Grass Seeds. Don't buy until you
write for free samples and 116-page catalog.

A. A. BERRY SEED CO., Box 042, CLARINDA, IOWA

What About the Logan-

berry?
By C. J. Menze

THE loganberry has taken on a new im-
portance in the Pacific States of late,

also in certain sections of the Rocky Moun-
tain States where the winters are not too
severe. Since such large areas of the
country became "dry," the bottling of
unfermented loganberry juice is becoming
a most profitable industry which seems
destined to rank with the grape-juice trade.

This berry, a cross between the wild
blackberry of California and a red rasp-
berry, also has a large field of usefulness
as a fresh shipping fruit and for evapora-
tion. It must have winter protection in
sections where the temperature approaches
zero; and even when protected it fails to

Here is a small section of Mr. Radcliffe's

loganberry patch. Notice how well
trimmed and supported he keeps the
vines, and also the finely pulverized soil.

He says the patch is a money-maker.

bear as profusely as in its Pacific North-
west home. However, in many parts of the
arid Southern States the loganberry will

become a popular favorite, and farther
north in a limited way. It is easy to pro-
tect by burying the canes, since each
year's new growth is allowed to lie on the
ground until raised to their supports in

the spring.

Let me give you a word picture of this

wonderful berry as grown by John T. Rad-
cliffe, Whatcom County, Washington.
The straight rows, the systematically
trained berry vines, and the neat appear-
ance of his berry field in general attracts
the attention of persons whether they are
interested in berry-growing or not.
Although his field is small—only one

acre—his methods of caring for the plants
are practical, and can be applied to a large
area equally as well.

"Do you find the growing of logan-
berries profitable?" I asked him.

"Yes, if you take care of the field proper-
ly. I have a friend who has four acres of

berries but does not market as many
berries from four acres as I do from my one
acre. In all pursuits there are certain

methods that will, if followed, produce
good results. This is particularly true of

the loganberry. These methods must be
worked out by each grower according to
his climate, locality, and soil."

Mr. Radcliffe went on to say that his

berry field had, on its second year of fruit-

ing, produced 310 crates of marketable
berries. He sells his entire crop to the fruit

cannery at four to six cents a pound. The
crates average 25 pounds net each. He
therefore receives from $1 to $1.50 a crate.

As the berries are larger than blackberries
and raspberries, and consequently the
pickers can pick more berries, he therefore
pays less for picking.

The plants are planted in rows eight feet

apart and sixteen feet apart in the rows.
Mr. Radcliffe trains one half of the vines
from each plant one way and the other half

the other direction along the row. The
field is thoroughly cultivated during the
growing season. The bearing vines are
trained on trellises to keep the berries

clean and facilitate picking. The method
followed by Mr. Radcliffe is to drive a post
every twenty feet along the rows. On each
post, about four feet above the ground,
crosspieces about two feet in length are
spiked on. Two wires are stretched along
each row and stapled to the crosspieces.

Between the posts and on the wires, about
four feet apart, other crosspieces are laid.

The bearing vines are trained on these
crosspieces. The vines that are growing
and will bear the following year are trained

the lasVt?eTeSeed9.puf-
vrinter.
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imesSeeds
MAKE SUCCESSFUL GARDENS
For over 40 years Currie's Tested Seeds

havebeen therecognized standard ofquality

.

Northern grown, thoroughly tested tor vi-
tality, they are bound to give good results.

Get Our Free Seed Book
showing the finest varieties of
garden, flower and farm seeds. Full
cultural directions.

CURRIE BROS. CO.
389 East Water Street

Milwaukee, Wis.

GOOD AS CAN BE GROWN
Prices Below All Others

I will give a lot of new sorts free

with'every order I fill. Buy and test.

Return if not O.K.—money refunded.

Big Catalog FREE
Over 700 illustrations of vege-
tables and flowers. Send yours
and your neighbors' addresses.

R. H. SHUMWAY, Rocklord, III. V

GRASS SEED
FREE SAMPLES BSS&
with customers. Don't fail to investigate these bargains.
Recleaned TestedTimothy54. 75 bu^. Alfalfa S8. 90, Alsike
Clover and TimothyS6 . 50. Sweet Cloverand otherGrass
and Field Seeds at proportionately low prices.
All sold subject to State or Government Test under an

absolute MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. We are spe-
cialists in grass and field seeds. Located so as to save you
money and give quick service. Send today for our big
profit-sharing, money-saving Seed Guide which explains
all, free. Buy now and save money. Write

American Mutual Seed Co., Dept. 642, Chicago, 111.
j

"STRAWBERRY PLANTS THAT GROW."
Best June and Fall-Bearing Strawberries at Reasonable

Prices. Also Raspberry, Blaeberry, Currant and Grape
Plants In Assortment. Catalog FREE.
C. E. WHITTEN'S NURSERIES Box 18, Brtdgmw, Mich

FINE GARDEN FOR 10 GENTS
To introduce JUNG'S HARDY, NORTHERN GROWN SEEDS. «t
will send you the following 10 pkts. for 10 cents: "John Baer."
the earliest Tomato, "1200 to 1" Beans. Beet, Carrot, Cucumber.
Lettuce, Onion, Parsnip. Radish and "Superb" Asters. MONEY
BACK if not satisfied. BEAUTIFUL CATALOG and IN-
STRUCTIONS ON MAKING GARDENS FREE. Send today to

J. W.JUNG SEED CO., Station K, Randolph, Wis.

Winterkill
Genuine Grimm is most
profitable because of its

hardiness, large yields
and high feeding value.
Less seed required to
get a stand. Booklet,
testimonials and seed
sample free.

„ A. B. LYMAN,
Gnmm Alfalja Introducer

Alfalfadale - , . _,
Farm. Excelsior, Mill).

man's
^Genuine

imm
Alfalfa
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along the ground parallel with the bearing

vines.

Mr. Radcliffe emphasized the need of

proper care of the vines that are on the

ground to prevent them from being injured,

and sometimes killed, by severe frosts. "In
the fall of the year," he said, "I gather

these vines together and am particular that

they lay close to the ground. I then drive

small stakes in the ground over the vines
1

which keep them close to the ground, and
also prevent the wind from blowing them
around.
"The vines that have borne a crop of

berries are removed during the winter. In
the spring, after all danger of severe frosts

has passed, the vines that are on the ground
are put in place on the trellises, cut back
and thinned out if necessary, and my field

is ready to be cultivated."
The vines grow to a length of from 10 to

15 feet. The berries do not have the cup-
like hollow like the raspberry, but are the

shape of the blackberry, only larger

—

about one to two inches in length and
three fourths of an inch in diameter—and
are a rich red color when ripe.

The plants are propagated either by
layering or division of the large plant. The
first year after planting in the field a small

crop of berries may be picked, but a full

crop is not expected until the second or

third year. A small cultivated crop can be
grown to advantage between the rows the
first year if land is at a premium.
Loganberries prefer a deep, moist, but

not wet, soil. If water stands on the ground
during the winter, or the soil is sour, they
will not grow and produce a maximum
crop. Planting after a cultivated crop
makes an ideal field.
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A Hurry-up Hotbed
By H. F. Grinstead

THE experienced commercial gardener
has his permanent hotbeds and forcing

frames, with concrete- or brick-walled pit,

suited exactly to his needs.

;
But I have found that "hurry-up" hot-

beds often answer my purpose admirably,
and they can be made almost "at the drop
of a hat" and be located where most con-
venient.

For such temporary hotbeds I haul a big

load of horse manure to a protected place

in the garden or truck patch, and level and
compact the heap into an oblong pile two
feet larger in each direction than the sash
frames I intend to use. The pile of manure
should be at least 18 inches thick after

compacting. Next, I place the frame
made of 10- or 12-inch boards, and con-

structed to fit the sash snug and tight, on
the pile of manure and set it to incline a
few inches toward the south. When in

place the frame is banked on all sides care-

fully with manure. It is then ready for

spreading a layer of four or five inches of

rich, sandy soil on the inside of the frame.
This gives us a serviceable hotbed ready

for putting on the sash, and not over an
hour is needed for the entire operation.

When needed no longer, this hotbed can
be dismantled even more quickly than it

was made.

f
ml tj*

This temporary hotbed can be made in

forty minutes

Plant Sprouts,Eat Potatoes
By Thomas J. Newbury

DURING the potato famine two years
ago a good deal was heard about raising

potatoes from peelings, eye sets, and
even divided eye pieces. Our plan of
conserving potato seed is to plant the
sprouts broken from the table potatoes,
When planting our garden potatoes,

some rows were planted with regulation
cut seed pieces, and into other drills were
sprinkled the sprouts ranging from one
fourth to one-half inch in length. The
sprouts were covered from two to three
inches deep in well-prepared soil.

In due time the sprout seed came up,
and was thinned to the usual space be-
tween hills. The growth from the sprout
seed was more spindling than from the
seed pieces for a time, but the plants got
sturdy and the yield was practically the
same.

IRON AGE TOOLS take the

back-breaking drudgery out of

gardening— Bigger, Better Gardens
result. Ten men working with old-fash-

ioned tools would be required to do the

work of one Iron Age. '.

Iron Age Tools enable you to step

right out in your own yard and
take from it a large part of your living

cost. Fresh, delicious peas, tender corn,

cucumbers, crisp lettuce, succulent golden

wax beans, even beautiful flowers—all

from your own plants every day

!

Iron Age Garden Tools are made in many
styles. There are Hill and Drill Seeders
that sow seed with remarkable accuracy either in

hills or drills, furrowing, planting, covering, pack-
ing the soil and marking the next row in one
operation. There are Single and Double Wheel
Hoes that make furrows for such crops as pota-

toes; that ridge, cultivate, hoe and rake, keeping
the soil in the well-mulched condition necessary
for success.

Iron Age Tools, made by manufacturers
of over 83 years' experience, are used by
thousands of market gardeners, farmers and prac-

tical city-folks who want to garden farm-like—by
women, boys and girls in home gardens, flower

gardens, etc.

See your dealer and write to us for
free copy of "Modern Gardening."

NO. 19 C
Tools include Landside*
flow, 3-tooth Cultivator*

1-tooth Cultivator,
'

Furrow-maker,
Scuffle
Hoe.

Bateman M'f'g Company
In business 83 years

Box 388 Grenloch, N.J.
Canadian Factory:

The Bateman-Wilkinson Co., Ltd.,
38 Symington Ave., Toronto, Can.

fa
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Grand Trial Offer
$2.00$amplesonly10c

We will mail the following S3 Packets choicest
Fresh, Reliable Vegetable and Flower Seeds for 10c.

Money returned if not satisfactory.

BEET, Crosby's Egyptian, best, sweetest early sort.
CABBAGE, New Glory, early, sure header. Large.
CARROT, Perfect, Half-long, best table sort.
CELERY, Brittle Winter, best, crispest. Keeps well.
CUCUMBER, Emerald White Spine, great favorite.
LETTUCE, Cream Butter, tender, popular heads.
MUSKMELON, Sweetest Gem, best garden melon.
WATERMELON, Deposit Early, earliest, sweetest.
ONION, Prizetaker, weight 3 lbs., 1000 bus. per acre.
PARSLEY, Triple Curled, best, most ornamental.
PARSNIP, Improved Guernsey, smooth, sweet.
RADISH, White Icicle, best, early, long, tender.
TOMATO, Greater Baltimore, best, large, smooth.
ASTERS. Show mixed. WAVES OF COLD, fine.
ALYSSUM, Little Gem. PINKS, 50 Grand Sorts.
COSMOS, Early Giant. POPPIES, Showy Sorts.
KOCHIA, Grand foliage. ANNUALS, 500 Sorts.
MIGNONETTE, Sweet. Catalog and 10c check free.

DEPOSIT SEED CO., Deposit, N. Y.
Cj^lS packets Grand Large Flowering Sweet Peas.lOcta.

CLOVERandTIMOTHY%.50

JBU.
Greatest Grass Seed Value Known—Investigate. Alsike
Clover and Timothy mixed—the finest grass grown for
hay and pasture. Cheapest seeding you can make, grows
everywhere. You will save 1-3 on your grass seed bill by
writing for free sample, circular and big Co-operative
Seed Guide, offering Field Seeds, all kinds. Write today*
American Mutual Seed Co. Dept. 642 Chicago, 111.

GIANT BEANS, 30 inches long
A remarkable vegetable that bears Gigantic pods longer
than a man's arm, and of delicious, rare flavor, is now
available toHome-gardeners. Nota novelty, but a Century
old Oriental delicacy. Produces abundantly. Write for

Free Descriptive Bulletin 18. J. A. & B. LINCOLN,
Seed Growers & Importers, 39 South LaSalle St., Chicago, I!!.

FIELD SEE
ATWHOLESALE^;^

^ PEH 6UANDUP I ^DQir^CC I ALFALFA*Q°?

We save you money on your Seed Bill. Write for our Special Money-Saving Price
List and get our reduced prices on Best Quality Guaranteed Seed. You should know
about our low prices. Write at once and be convinced. Everything guaranteed equal ..

to samples or money refunded. Don't pay double profits on Grass Seed. Our seeds t\l°ra ._
are sold subject to government test. Have low prices on Seed Corn, Oats, Wheat. } SAMPLES
Speltz, Barley, Cane, Millet, Cowpeas, Rape, Vetch, Sudan Grass, Potatoes and all *4*i||6p/\»tAt<v4'Farm and Garden Seeds. Don't order until you write for big 116-page catalog. Free **»*»s i

samples and special low prices on seeds you require. Will send free 60-page book on k FREEGrowing Alfalfa to those who ask for it. Write at once, as we can save you money. i* - i
A. A. BERRY SEED CO., Box 242 Clarinda, Iowa W»

. CLOVER

|

% AT COW PRICKS $
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LALLEY LIG and POWER
Costs as Little as
3Kc Per Day

Yes. Owners enjoy

Lalley Light and Power
for as little as 3^c per

day. We have their own
word for that.

Is it any wonder that

farmers are no longer

waiting to be sold Lalley-

Light?
All the electric light

and power you can use for

3^c per day.

Is it at all strange that

farmers everywhere are

going to Lalley dealers

to buy?
A gallon or so of gaso-

line per week. With the

Lalley, that means all the

electricity needed on the

average farm.

Less than Light Alone
Costs in the City

That 33^ cents is less

than the city man pays
for electric light only.

With Lalley it gives

you more than bright,

safe electric light for house,

barn and outbuildings.

It gives you willing,

tireless power to pump
water wherever you want
it. To churn butter, sepa-

rate cream, run the grind-

stone and fanning mill in

the barn.

On washing and ironing

and sweeping days, to

shoulder the greater part
of the house drudgery.

All this for less, mind
you, than you could buy
electric light in the city.

On that basis, your Lal-

ley power costs you noth-
ing.

Reports constantly ar-

riving from owners make
it plainer and plainer

that Lalley is the great
farm economy. There is

no question of that, now.
John Boettner, Saline,

Mich., says Lalley re-

quires about 43^ gallons

of gasoline a month, or
about 25 cents a week,
to light his eleven-room
house, his barn, garage,

smoke-house, hog pen and
hen coop—saving the time
of cleaning and filling

lamps, and making all

buildings safe from fire.

Saves $7 in Money,
18 Hours in Labor

Outside of the cost of

running Lalley, W. H.
Boeker, Petersburg, 111.,

Key to the Pictures

A—Mrs. Jacob Renz, Saline,
Mich., in her Lalley electric-light-
ed farm kitchen.

B—Farmhouse of E. F. Swinney,
bank president, at Independence,
Mo., equipped with Lalley Light
and Power.

C—Lalley -Light installation in
the basement of John Boettner's
home, Saline, Mich. A child can
run the plant.

figures that it saves him
$7 in cash per week, and
18 hours of labor.

O. E. Hammond, Kirk-
land, Wash., finds that
Lalley-Light saves 8 hours
per week in his feed

houses alone, and wouldn't
be without it.

Lay aside, for a mo-
ment, the comforts and
conveniences of Lalley-
Light. Do not consider
that it makes the home
brighter. That it eases

the work in the house, and

makes the children hap-
pier at home.

Look at it as the great
saver of time and labor.

Think of your help spend-
ing less time at the chores,

and being better satis-

fied. Think of shortening
your own work.

Then go to the Lalley-

Light dealer near you.
He will show you the
simplicity and sturdiness

of Lalley-Light. He will

tell you of Lalley-Light
owners in your own neigh-

borhood, and how they
are completely satisfied.

Make a note now to go
to the Lalley dealer. If

you do not know his

name, write us for it

tonight.

Lalley Electro-lighting Corporation

761 Bellevue Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

LALLEY-LIGHT
The Electric Light And Power For Every Farm

k
urpees
Seeds

Five of the Finest

Fordhook Vegetables

Frkf O Kn We will mailJ r0rA0C one packet
each of the following Vege-
table Seeds; Beet, Crosby
Egyptian; Carrot, Chan-
tenay; Corn, Golden Ban-
tam; Lettuce, Wayahead;
Tomato, Matchless. If

purchased separately this

collection would cost 50
cents.

Complete collection
for 25c. Five collections

for SI .00 mailed ta_-differ-

entaddresses, if so ordered.

BURPEE'S ANNUAL
TheLeadingAmerican Seed

Catalog will be mailed to you free upon
request. Write for your copy today.

W. ATLEE BURPEE CO., Seed Growers. Philadelphia

' POWERFUL AIRGUN
AND 500 BUCK SHOTS

Big 81-inch lerer-action rifle, fine walnut stock, free for
selling 25 beautiful Pictures or 25 pkgs. Post Cards at 10c.

Order ytmr choice. GATES MFG. CO. DEPT. 520, CHICAGO

LEARN MORE ABOUT SEEDS.
CROPS, AND GARDENS

Have bumper crops and beautiful flower
gardens all season. Make your garden
count strongly in cutting down ex-
penses. Our 1919 seed book tells what,
when, how to plant and cultivate to get
the best results.

MAULE'S SEED BOOK
176 Pages of Practical CDCP

Information j MA&Ei
Seed experts, market gardeners, farmers
have contributed to this great issue of
our Seed Book. Full of helpful hints.
Owing to paper scarcity, the edition is

limited. Write today for your copy.

WM. HENRY MAULE, INC.
2129 Arch Street - Philadelphia

ONCE GROWN -ALWAYS GROWN

CUT
In ENGINE
PRICES

Not a cut in quality—but a definite
money-saving reduction—Atl sizes—Gasoline,
Kerosene, Portable Engines and Saw-Rigs, 2
to 30 H-P. I can sell for less because I make
nothing but engines, buy materials for cash,
and sell engines direct to users.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
Let me send you my big new catalog and new
reduced price list of kerosene and gasoline en-
gines FREE, postpaid—then you can judgefor
yourself. Buy NOW on practically your own
terms—get your engine at once and save
money. 33 years at it provesWITTE quality.
My prices prove the saving. "Write me today

—

Get my offer—ED. H. WITTE, Pres.

WITTE ENGINE WORKS
2061 Oakland Avenue • Kansas City, Mo.

2061 Empire Bldg.

.Pittsburgh.Pa.

Fences and Neighbors
By A. J. Andrews

IT IS an old saying that good fences make
good neighbors, and I think it is true. I

have read many articles on building fences
and have given it much study, and my
neighbors say I build a good fence, so I will

tell how I go about it.

The first thing I do is to tear out the old
fence and thoroughly clean the fence row.
I cut all fence posts 8 feet long except
end and angle posts, and those I cut 10 fee

I grub young locusts for my end and ang
posts. The size I like best is about 5 inch
in diameter at the top. I leave a genero
stump on the bottom for an anchor.

Next I haul my posts and unload o
every 10 steps, which is about 30 feet apa
and am now ready to commence the r?

work of fence building.
The first posts to be set are the end on

(1), and they go in the ground 5 feet,

filling around the post I tamp the
thoroughly and when near the top I set

large stone (2) edgewise, just so it com
flush with the surface of the ground and
that the wires pull the post square agar
the stone. I am particular to leave no spa
unfilled around stone or post. I prefer to
posts when the ground is very wet, but
do not stretch the wire until after t'

ground is dry.
If my fence line is to have bends in it,

next set my angle post (3) in the same man-
ner as end post, and am very particular to

get the stone (4) exactly where the pressure
comes.
On angle posts I place a guy line (5) ol

No. 9 wire to a "dead man" (6) planted in

ground 2H or 3 feet. The guy line shoif
be exactly opposite the stone. I fill

the "dead man" with stone and dirt.

I next set my first line post (7) 12 fc

from end post and 3 feet in the ground.

stone (8) is placed so the post will p
against it.

I now- set all line posts (9) 3 feet in

ground. They are about 30 feet apart.

I now make a notch in end post one fc

from the top and in the first line post
inches from the bottom, and put in a wo
brace (10). This brace may be 4x4x14, but
a straight, stout round pole gives just as

good results.

Now I run a No. 9 wire (11) around the

bottom of end post and top of next post,

and splice as tight as I can draw it. I notch

the posts slightly, so that the wires will

stay in place.

If your neighbor will let you, you can

guy the end post the same as an angle post,

or if he has a tight wire fence let it act as a

guy. I do no work on the fence from now
till the ground is dry enough so end posts

will not give.

Just before I commence stretching line

wires I tighten all guy lines and wire brace

by twisting with a piece of board (12).

I fasten my barbed wire to top of end pc

with one staple and by bringing it arour
the post and twisting it. Then I un?

"

the wire until I come to the other end, i

fasten stretchers around end post, plac

grip on wire, and draw moderately tight.

I prefer a double-block stretcher, as it will

easily stretch 80 rods at one pull. I now
staple wire to the line posts where I have
marked my spaces for them, as I alway
face and mark my posts at the time I

them. *-

I now staple two wood stays (13)

tween each post. This gives a good sup-

port to the fence every 10 feet. To keep
stock from spreading wires I use a No. 12

wire, and twist it around each line wire 9
center of spaces (14) between posts a

stays.

If there is a low place in the line of

fence I place two wire stays, and over t

bottom line wire I place two short pie

of wood (15), and on these I place s

ficient stone to bring the fence to the re-

quired height from the ground. This actt

as a tension for the fence. If it is necessary

to cross a small stream that does not re-

quire a floodgate, I carry the line wire

above high water and fill underneath with

old rails or a piece of woven wire fencing

I use the standard two-point hog barbea
wire, and place the bottom wire five inches

from the ground and the spaces are as fol-

lows: 5, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 inches. This

gives me a 55-inch fence.
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Mrs. Murphy and the

Princess

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27]

enthusiastic boy had become a purposeful

man. His mother saw the change and
grieved silently. Each made every effort to

. lighten the other's burden.
Mrs. Murphy's enthusiastic devotion to

society suffered a setback. She was not the

sort to mope. Her early struggles and her
desire for Mountford's advancement ob-
viated any such attitude toward life.

Mountford passed his examination suc-

cessfully and awaited permission to don
his captain's uniform.
Two weeks later Bates had just com-

pleted her mistress' toilet when Mrs.
Murphy's mail was brought in. Two let-

ters postmarked Washington caused a
clutch at her heart. She opened the first

and read:

The Princess Athena of Tenravia desires to
express her heartfelt thanks to Mrs. Murphy
for her kindness to Olga Bernoff , and begs that
she accept, as a slight token of appreciation, the
ring which she will receive.The Princess Athena
wishes to assure Mrs. Murphy that her co-op-
eration has been of the greatest service to her
in assisting to preserve her incognito, thus per-

mitting her to attend to important matters of

state, unhampered by social restrictions.

Mrs. Murphy gasped. She did not know
what to make of it. Perhaps the second
letter would explain matters. She opened
it. It was written on Willard Hotel sta-

tionery:

My dear, dear Friend : I hope that when
you read this you will still allow me to call you
friend. I am not the Princess Athena; I am
just what you thought I pretended to be—Olga
Bernoff, a servant in the princess' household.
My mistress' mission to this country demand-
ed secrecy. When she discovered that the news
of her arrival had leaked out she sent the wire-

less message which you saw. When you, dear
friend, acquainted me with your knowledge of

its contents, my loyalty to my king and my
mistress demanded my silence.

I can only assure you that I grieve over the
deception that was practiced. Will you try to

think of me as kindly as possible?

i; With a heart overflowing with love for you
and your family, I say farewell. God be with
you and yours. Olga Bernoff.

i P. S. The girl who was generally known in

your city as Princess Athena is Tavia Androff

,

a fellow servant. The two peasant girls on the
steamer were my royal mistress and her maid
of honor. Olga.

\ "Well, of all things! Bless my soul!"

Mrs. Murphy's emotions were mixed. She
was made helpless by their variety.

A KNOCK at the door was followed by
the butler, bearing a card inscribed,

"Captain Mountford Jvlurphy." The boy
had sought to please his mother by making
a dramatic entrance in his new uniform.
He looked every inch a soldier. He stood
at attention and saluted her.

\ "My dear, dear baby! I am proud of

you!" and she sobbed in exultation on his

shoulder.
> "Mother, I have a ten days' furlough
before reporting for service, and I'm going
to spend every bit of it with you."
"My blessed boy! Your old mother

doesn't deserve you!"
"You mean I don't deserve the best

mother a fellow ever had!"
She remembered the letter. Silently

she handed it to him.
As he read it his hand shook. When he

had finished he looked at her excitedly.

There was a wild light in his eyes. He was
incapable of speech.
"Mountford, darlin', if you've not been

to your room you'd better go. Belike she
sent you a letter too. Go and see."

He went precipitately. She waited an
hour. When he returned he was crazily

waving a letter, which he handed to his

mother.
"Mother, Mother, I've spoken to her!"
In fearsome agitation she looked at him.

Had the shock unsettled his mind?
"I've long-distanced her at her hotel in

Washington. I'm leaving in an hour to go
to her." The dearest mother in the world
was forgotten. He dashed out of the room.
She read the letter:

Mountford Dear: My letter to your
mother will explain what I wished you to know.
You will understand now why I cannot marry
you. I am only a servant. Try to forgive me.
May God show you your duty as I see mine.
With everlasting love, Olga.

When he returned to bid his mother
good-by she was dressed presumably to
go to the station with him.
"Say good-by to Father and tell him I'll

be back in ten days." <*

I "Indeed, I'll do nothin' of the kind! I'm
goin' along wid yer."
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"An Ounce of Prevention"

What is more exasperating than to

find a machine in need of doctoring
and repairing on the very day when you need it

most. Now is the time to guard against having
that happen to you this year. Comparatively
little time spent now in going over your machines,
making what repairs you can, and providing for

the needs of the coming season, is the ounce of

prevention that may save you days of delay later

and enable you to handle your crops on time.

It is our intention to make this work of overhauling and.

repairing as easy as possible this winter. Dealers have all

agreed to make the week of March 3-8 a Repair and Inspec-

tion Week. If you will give the dealer your list of needed
I HC repair parts the first week in March or sooner, he can
have them on hand for you so that you need not waste one
unnecessary minute of your working time this year on
account of repair parts.

The dealer is anxious to give you good service, and he can
do it with a little help from you. Will you take this least

busy time to look over your machines, make up a list of

repair parts you need or are likely to need, and hand it to the

dealer before or during Repair and Inspection Week,
March 3-8. Thank you!

International Harvester Company of America \

CHICAGO U S A

Reliable Farm Power
wuh RED SEAL
Dry Batteries
Send for this FREE Book.
Tells you how to get the most
power out of a gas engine.
Electrical catalog also free.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL
SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.

130 S. Wells Street, CHICAGO
New York St. Louis San Francisco

Uncle Sam's Fighting Boys Wear

Ironclad Khaki
Twill Cloth

You men and women who need
strong, practical work clothes will find
them in garments of fast color, wear-
like-leather Ironclad Khaki.

Ironclad Khaki
Twill Cloth

Coveralls, Overalls, Shirts, Pants, etc., carry
the yellow "army" label, like the above.
Look for it and Guarantee Bond in the gar-
ment before you buy.
Write today for free samples of Ironclad
Khaki Cloth, and Miss Ironclad Khaki, the
kid glove finish ladles' overall cloth.
Garments on sale by dealers—everywhere !

Franklin Manufacturing Co.
Manufacturers of Cloth Only

100 Market Place Baltimore, Md.

eWorld's Best
Roofing

Freight
Paid

'Roo" Cluster Metal Shingles, V-Crimp, Corru
crated. Standing Seam, Painted or Galvanized Roof-
ings, Sidings, Wallboard, Paints, etc., direct to you
at Rock-Bottom Factory Prices. Positively greatest
offer ever made. We Pay the Freight.

Edwards "Reo" Metal Shingles
cost less; outlast three ordinary roofs. No painting
or repairs. Guaranteed rot, fire, rust, lightning proof

.

Free Roofing Book
Get our wonderfully
low prices and free

samples. We sell direct
to you and save you all

in-between dealer's
profits. Ask for Book

fe

No. 863

LOW PRICEO GARAGES
Lowest prices on Ready-Made
Fire-Proof Steel Garages. Set
up any place. Send postal for
Garage Book, showing styles.
THE EDWARDS MFG. CO.,

309-358 Pike St., Cincinnati, 0.
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Three Convincing Tests
EveryPERFEX Radiator is triple-tested before it receives the "O. K."

of our final inspector. First—with compressed air and water to prove
it leak-proof. Second—with live steam under working pressure to

duplicate actual service conditions. Third—with excessive vibration
to demonstrate capacity to withstand field shocks.

THE PERFECT RADIATOR

On 64 Tractor Models
Because of 8 years of success in perfectly cooling tractor motors

of high power the PERFEX Radiator has been adopted as standard
equipment on 64 prominent tractor models. Proof positive of its lead-

ership. The verdict of these leading makers cannot be denied.'

Insist on PERFEX Equipment
There is a PERFEX-equipped tractor at almost any price and in

every needed size. To insure satisfactory service from this most
important part of your tractor insist that it be PERFEX-equipped.
No tractor is any better than its radiator. Improper cooling brings

much grief and expense in its train.

Avoid this by selecting a PERFEX-equipped machine.

Write us for names of tractors that equip with PERFEX Radiators.

THE PERFEX RADIATOR COMPANY

GOOD Enough to Vse ANYWHERE
CHEAP Enough to Vse EVERYWHERE

Always hang straight and true.
Never sag, drag or warp or twist out of

shape. No nails used. No wood joints. Every
board double bolted between eight angle steel up-

rights. Self-locking hinges—won't injure stock—easily
repaired—outlast several all wood, steel, wire or eas pipe gates.
Cost lesB than any other (rates you can build or boy. Nearly a
million now in uee. Write for free Catalog today.

(1) ALVIN V. ROWE. President

ROWE MFG. CO., 261 Adams St., Galesburg, III.

ALVIN V.
ROWE,

President.

Better Plowing Means
More Dollars
By H. H. Haynes

IF THERE ever was a time in the history
of the world when the farmer should give

close attention to plowing, it is from now on.
Strange as it may seem, this most impor-
tant of all farming operations, this thing
from which all cultivation starts, is given
the least intelligent thought. The success
or failure in the raising of a crop depends
more upon the plowing than any other
operation connected with crop-growing.
We have not ' learned, as a nation of

farmers, that with the proper use of the
plow the weed and insect nuisance of the
United States and Canada, a loss which
man attempts to estimate at $700,000,000
annually, can be eradicated. I say as a
nation. There are many individuals who
realize the importance of good plowing, and
the result they get is proof enough; but the
vast majority are still at fault. Think
what it would mean in 1919, not only to
the farmers of the United States but to
every industry, if that seven hundred
million dollars could be turned into com-
mercial channels rather than be fed to
weeds and insects, both of which the prop-
er use of the plow could exterminate, and
which have no earthly use except to keep
the farmer on his mettle.
A few years ago Mr. F. Bowman of

Decatur County, Iowa, won first prize in a
corn-growing contest, with 109 bushels and
40 pounds of corn to a measured acre. Mr.
Bowman says his field was a blue-grass sod,
fall-plowed seven inches deep. . His neigh-
bors did not grow any such crop of corn,
and the fertility of the land was all the
same. It was discovered that wireworms
and grubs in a number of instances made
replanting necessary. Assuming that the
average crop was 60 bushels an acre—and
this is a high average—the difference
between 60 and 109 bushels, or 49 bushels,
represents the additional wealth of Mr.
Bowman for having fall-plowed that blue-
grass sod.
The secret of Mr. Bowman's success was

the freezing of the grubs and wireworms,
and also the opportunity to get on his field

earlier in the year with his disk harrow,
and make the kind of a seed bed that
nature demands for the corn crop. If fall

plowing is impossible, spring plowing
should start at the earliest possible moment.
It is not to be supposed that a farmer can
control the weather, but he can place him-
self in the position to remedy the evil

effects of bad weather conditions. He
can do this with a plow if he understands
how and when.

No Rules You Can Follow

On account of the different types of soil

and different weather conditions in differ-

ent sections of the United States, it is im-
possible to give a certain set of rules or
formulas by which a farmer can plow his

ground. We farmers cannot plow, harrow,
and cultivate our ground in the same man-
ner any two successive years with - the
expectation of being able to grow a maxi-
mum crop. Nature never gives us the
same soil and weather conditions in any
two years, and we never have our soil in
the same state of fertility and physical
condition any two successive years. We
have a new problem every year. The
working-out of that problem successfully
is determined by our knowledge of the
crops we wish to raise, what is necessary
for their growth, and how to put our ground
in such condition that these things can take
place.

The unfortunate part is that the princi-

ples back of plowing are not generally
understood, and yet they are vitally

necessary for the increased crop production
to which we are all striving. The plow
transforms latent power into kinetic energy.
This commonplace instrument decides the
destinies of nations; but, in spite of this,

its proper use has been given the least

thought and attention of any farming
operation.
To attempt to tell every farmer what

kind of plowing is best adapted to. his

locality would take volumes. Farmers in

Indiana, in California, in Texas, and in

Virginia all have different soil conditions

to contend with, and a rule for one would
not apply to another.
The best plan is this: Write to the

experiment station in your own home
State. Tell them exactly what part of the

State you live in, and the kind of soil you
have on your farm. Most States have
made a very close analysis of the soil

within their borders, and will be able to

direct your plowing operations correctly.

Model C
12-20

11 Years'
Actual Field Work

In every kind of soil. Heavy-duty
4-cylinder Waukesha motor gives
world of power. Heider Patented
Friction Drive. 17 speeds forward and
reverse with one lever for either

traction or belt. Less gears— less

expense — easiest to operate. Kero-
sene or gasoline — no carburetor
change.
Rock Island No. 12 Tractor Plow
Famous Front Furrow Wheel Lift.

2, 3 or 4 "CTX" bottoms.

Model D 9-16

For average farm. Shown with Rock Island
No. 9 tractor plow attached. Ideal one-man

outfit. Your hands operate tractor

—

your foot raises and lowers plow.
Sold with or without plow.
Write for Heider catalog.

Close-up levers permit
one man to operate
tractor and disc. Strong
and flexible for tractor

use. Unusual clearance
-no clogging.

Rock Island No.38
One-Man Tractor

Disc Harrow

Rock Island Farm Tools include Discs.
Plows, Planters, Seeders, Cultivators, Lis-
ters, Hay Rakes, Hay Loaders, Manure
Spreaders, Cream Separators, Litter Car-
riers, Gasoline Engines, Stalk Cutters, etc.

Write for Farm Tool Catalog.

ROCK ISLAND PLOW COMPANY
Established 18SS

770 Second Ave. Rock Island, III.

Positions for

Returned
j

Soldier Boys
There will be some of the thou-

sands of soldier boys now daily re-

ceiving their discharges from the

Army and Navy, who, because of

changed business conditions, will be

unable to go back to their former

connections

—

others, who, because of

changed habits, ideals and ambitions,

will not want to.

We have openings in our Sales

Organization in nearly every state

that pay from $35 to $75 weekly.

These positions offer an unusually

free, outdoor life—a life you can

really enjoy as your work. Sales

experience desirable but not abso-

lutely necessary. In replying give

age, status while in U. S. Service,

and nature of former business ex-

perience. Address

Manager Salesmen

FARM AND FIRESIDE
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
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A Handy Tool for

Farmers
By Earl Rogers

j
/"\NE of the tools that I always thought
vJ of as a mechanic's tool is a hack saw.

Now I find that such a saw is about the

handiest tool I have around the farm.
They cost from 50 cents to $1 for a good

frame and some blades, and save that in

time and bother in a little while. I. like

the adjustable frame, as it will take most
any length of blade. It is also handy to

buy longer blades and then, if they break,
bore a hole through the end and use the
short piece. For my own work, however,
I like to buy the short blades—eight inches

or less—as they do not break so quickly.

The breakage is more of the expense than
the wearing out.

There is a blade on the market which
does not break easily. It is called flexible.

It will bend a good deal before breaking,
and will be serviceable until worn out.

I find that the number of points or teeth

to the inch makes a difference in the cutting.

Until lately I have had 14 points to the
inch. Now I get 24 points, and like it

better for every kind of work.
Any bolt that turns in the wood that it

holds together, or a piece of iron, can be
quickly cut off with a hack saw. I have

J
cut small pipes off in a hurry, or cut a hole

in the side of a pipe with a hack saw. If

you want to put a cut-out on your machine,
this saw will save the price of the garage
man's work, and you can do the job in a
hurry by sawing a V-shaped hole in the
side of the exhaust pipe.

Brush for Harness Oil

By Earl Rogers

IT STANDS every farmer in good stead

to use all the care he can with his har-

ness. Not only is leather exceedingly high
in price, but it is mighty hard to get.

The usual job of oiling a harness is one
that is dreaded. I have read so many times
about how to take the harness all apart and
unbuckle every possible buckle, then wash
with lukewarm water and soap and keep it

in a warm place, and with a cloth saturated

with the oil go carefully over every piece.

All this is right, but how many farmers who
are using a harness practically every day in

the year have the time or the notion to do
that sort of job?
My plan is to take a harness at a time

and clean off the mud and sweat the -best

you can, take the straps out of their keep-

ers and go at it with a good oil with black-

ening in it.

Instead of the cloth soaked with oil I take

a two-inch brush and a saucer or small pan
and apply it that way. It is quicker, gets

into the cracks much better, and keeps
your hands clean while you work. Then, if

there is time, take another harness and do
the same. Hang the collar and bridle sepa-
rate, and the rest of the harness over a rope
that is adjusted to suit your height. After
a few hours go over the job and wipe off the
excess oil and apply more where it shows
need.

If you have time and want the harness
to look better all around, get a small can of

enamel and go over the metal parts. It
dries in a few hours, and then the entire

harness looks fresh and new.
Some farmers have a little can of oil with

a cloth in it which sets back of the horses.

When they have time they take a clothful
of oil and run over the tugs or lines, and
after a few.nights they have the harness all

oiled.

Putting a Polish on the

Plow
By E. V. Laughlin

MANY plows, even those that have
been well covered with oil or axle

grease, fail to scour readily when first taken
into the field. The following method is

being used by many farmers to overcome
the inconvenience attending the use of a
plow that fails to clean off quickly: The
plow is taken to the near-by branch
or creek and drawn a few times through
the sand or gravel beds that invariably are
found along water courses. It usually
takes but a few turns to cut off the rust or
hardened grease. Under no circumstances
does the sand stick to the plow, no matter
how rusty it may be; and if the gravel does
not contain large stones the plow will not
be dulled.
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TwiceT^e^t-HalfTheExpense

i; 'for. 'J

UNIVERSAL TRACTOR
"One man and a Moline-Universal Tractor will do about
the same work (taking a season through) as two men with
four horse teams."

—

Crumbaugh Bros., Vandalia, Illinois.

Statements such as this from Moline-
Universal owners—and we have many of

them—support our claim that the Moline-
Universal enables one man to do twice as
much work at about half the expense as is

possible with horses.

With a Moline-Universal you can plow 9
acres a day, double disc 27 acres, drill 35
acres, cultivate 15 to 20 acres, mow 25 to

35 acres, and harvest 30 to 35 acres. Figure
out for yourself how long this would take
you with horses. Then keep in mind that
in case of necessity you can work night as
well as day, because the Moline-Universal
has complete electrical equipment, includ-

ing electric lights and self-starter.

As for expense it runs about half what
the same work with horses would cost.

Charles J. Deck of McArthur, N. D., says: "I
plowed 60 acres—fuel amounted to $32.94. It would

have cost me $82.40 to plow this with 6 horses, not

figuring feed for Sunday, or rainy days. I did not

have to get up at 5 o'clock every morning either."

Mr. Beck did not consider the saving of his own time.

"If I hadn't had the Moline-Universal I would
have kept 4 more horses, which are a bigger expense
than the tractor." says J. E. Carey of Wilmington,
Ohio.

Many other statements similar to this

prove that the cost of operating a Moline-
Universal Tractor is no greater than main-
taining three or four horses, while it will do
twice as much work. Then there is another
big advantage—belt work. The Moline-
Universal has enough power for all ordi-

nary belt power requirements.

"I purchased a 20x36 separator and then threshed
my grain, pulling it with the Moline Model D. The
tractor handled this separator very easily and did
fine work. After I had threshed my own grain, I

threshed for four of my neighbors, about 350 acres

in all."—G. C. Appenzeller. Bouton, la.

Considered from every angle the Moline-Universal is the best tractor for you.
It does all farm work, including cultivating. One man operates both tractor

and implement from the seat of the implement. It will make you money. See
your Moline dealer now or write us for full information. Address DeDt. 60.

MOLINE PLOW COMPANY, MOLINE, ILL.
Manufacturers of Quality Farm

Implements Since 186S

THERE IS AWAITING YOU A HAPPY
HOME IN HAPPY LAND

Upper Wisconsin in the Cloverland of America; a pros-
perous, rapidly developing region of diversified farming.
Wonderful productive soil, abundance of good water, good
grass, excellent climate, good markets, good roads, good
neighbors.
LOW PRICES—TEN YEARS TQ PAV. Write for our booklet,

"Happy Homes In Happy Land," giving full information.
A. R. CODE. Land Sales Manager

EDWARD HINES FARM LAND CO. 1324-C Otis Bldg., Chicago, III

Largest Owners of Wisconsin Farm Lands

CheaperPower

lee
~ Kerosene

Gasoline FNCINES
1 O-Vear
Guarantee

You get more power from a gallon of 12 cent
Kerosene than from a gallon of 25 or 35 cent
gasoline in any gasoline engine. No cranking,
no batteries. Easy to start. Easy to operate.
All Sizes and Styles, li H-P. to 22 H-P.

_ _ T~% _ _1_ Before you arrange to tryrrPP llQOf^ any engine, read my latest

and finest 3-color book. Tells
all that you want to know
about engines. Written so
you can understand it.

Write tor low prices now.
OTTAWA MFCS. CO
1156 King St., Ottawa. Kans.

GOOD IDEAS AND INVENTIONS
Can be coined into money.—LET US HELP YOU.

Our Factory, Development, Equipment and
Manufacturing Departments at jour service.

Expert advice and help in marketing articles.

'Hake The "Ideal" Your Factory.
Our valuable booklet free to those interested.

I Write fully what you have—or come see us*

IdealMachine £Tool<s
X 128-130 OperaPldce ClAiClrt/NATl.O. Derl.E 'I

You Need Me on Your Farm to Save Man Power
We want ^2^5«a Here's what

makes spreading
you to have
our catalog.

It's free.

Notice the patented money and labor savin? features of the Guaran*
tee Spreader.
Years and years ahead of other make spreaders. It's as perfect as

human skill can make it. Is fully equipped with eight points of per-
fection not found on any other spreader. Made to save your lime,
ground limestone and commercial! ertilizers. Made to make spread-
in? these fertilizers evenly or sow in rows. Thrown in and out of
#ear from seat by shifting: clutch. Mix your lime and fertilizer with
the soil before they become wet and ruined, harrow your land at the
same time. Let one man, boy or girl do the work of ten men and five

horses. Write us today tor our money savin? offer.
GUARANTEE MANUFACTURING' COMPANY

Mail Division, Dept. K. 53 .Woodsboro, Maryland.

ORNAMENTAL FENCE

6 Cents per Foot and up. Costs less than wood. 40
designs. All steel. For Lawns, Churches and Ceme-
teries. Write for free Catalog and Special Prices.

Kokomo Fence Machine Co. 427 North St. Kokomo, Ind.

* T ry Th is S tum p
^Pullero^FREE
On*

\ Man
Alone

I Handles
| Bluest
1 Stumps!

Send No Moneyr
If satisfied after trial, keep puller.
If not pleased, return at our ex-
pense. You don't riek a penny.

. Foot easy ways to pay.

'irslin 8ft
E
N- Stump Puller

Quick Shipment from
Escanaba, Mich.

| Atlanta, Ga.
| 9 Portland, Ore.

Soo, Canada

Weighs less— costs teas — yet baa
greater speed, strength, power. Lasta
longer/ 8-year guarantee agalnet break-
age. One man afoTwtpullBBtubbornetumps
In few minutes at low cost, due to won-
derful levers?* principle.- One man and
Horse Power models. Shipment from
nearest distributing point saves time and
freight., Wrltefor FREE BOOK and

A. J,

1 Special Agent's Proposition—today!
KIRSTIN CO.. 2106 Lud St.. Escansb*. Mfeh
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THE tractor plow that you need must do good work not only when new, but also

after long usage. It must do good work not only under favorable conditions, but
also under those that fully test plow value. The difference between a plow that

meets these requirements and one that doesn't is mighty important to you when the returns

from your plow investment come in. You will find both requirements fully met by the

TRACTOR PLOW
Equipped With Genuine John
Deere Bottoms— the kind that have an
established, world-wide reputation for

good scouring, thorough seed-bed mak-
ing and long wear. You can get the
shape and type suited to your soil.

Holds to Its Work At
Uniform Depth— It is locked into the
ground at uniform plowing depth through
the action of the power lift. And here's
another mighty important feature assur-
ing the John Deere's good work— the
land wheel is set back, balancing the
weight of the plow over all three wheels,
just as on your sulky or gang plow.
Makes plow run steady and assures plow-
ing at uniform depth in uneven ground.

Quick Detachable Shares—Strong and
close-fitting. Loosen one nut to remove
the share. Tighten the same nut and
the share is on tight. It stays tight.

ExtraStrong Construction— Extra heavy
beams of special John Deere steel. We
guarantee them not to bend or break.

Heavy beam braces, long-lapped and
securely joined to beam with heavy bolts

and lock washers.

High andLevelPowerLift—Lifting mech-
anism is simple, strong and positive. Parts
move only when plow is being lifted or
lowered—no unnecessary wear.

Three Sizes—Two-bottom, three-bottom
and four-bottom. One of the sizes suits

your tractor. And, remember, the adjust-
able hitch adapts the plow for use with
any standard tractor.

Farmers Everywhere are making sure
of continued good plow service behind
their tractor by getting John Deere Trac-
tor Plows. You can't afford to get less

than that behind your tractor.

Write Today for full information.

Get Acquainted With the

John Deere Complete Line

Let us send you free our big 156-page
book, "Better Farm Implements and
How tp Use Them." Full of valuable
farming information. A book to which
you will often refer. Worth dollars.
Tells all about the complete line ofJohn
Deere machines listed below.

Binders: Hay Presses
Grain Hay Rakes
Corn Hay Stackers

Buggies Listers
Corn Shelters Manure Spreaders
Cultivators: Mowers

Alfalfa Planters

:

Walking Corn
Riding Cotton
Two-Row Plows:

Feed Mills Walking
Grain Drills Wheel
Grain Elevators Tractor
Harrows: StalkCutters

Disc Wagons
Drag Farm Engines
Spring Tooth Farm Tractors

Hay Loaders
To get this valuable book, state the
implements in which you are inter*
ested and ASK FOR PACKAGE T-211

JOHN DEERE
GET QUALITY
AND SERVICE

mSxine^Cl

Moline, Illinois

JOHN DEERE
DEALERS GIVE fcOTH

As lew as

$.0

No. 5

$10,000.00
Backs This Pill/

Hertzler&ZookAA ff
Portable Wood Lrr* f 1

Our No. 1 is the best and
cheapest Baw made to which a
ripping table may be attached.

Guaranteed 1 year
Moneyrefunded Ifnot satisfactory

Write for catalog

Hertzler&Zook Co., Box 9. BeUei-lHcPa.

Get Low Prices
on Berry Boxes

and
Baskets
Write for our

Free Catalog! Shows you now you
can save money by buying direct
from the largest Berry Box and
Basket Factory in the Country,

New Albany Box & Basket Co., Box 110, New Albany, Ind.

Plow and Pull
With rnDn Or Most
Your V XJTVU other Cars

Pullford $155 «S£V
TV/T-AKES a practical tractor
1V1 out of a Ford or most any

'•t'SS other car. Easily attached to or

"Jjj?: removed from the car in thirty

minutes. No holes to drill, no
springs to remove. Practical,
Durable, Reliable.

New FAN DEVICE Prevents Heating
Hundreds WORKING NOW for Satisfied

and Enthusiastic Owners
Pulls plows, harrows, drills, mowers, binders, hay loaders, road
graders, wagons, trucks, etc. Steel wheels with roller bearings
and tires 10 inches wide, two pairs of hardened Vanadium steel

pinions, one for plowing and one for hauling speed. A tractor
with the reliability and durability of the Ford car. Prompt
shipment. Write for catalog.

It was the Pullford attached to Ford cars pulling two 12-inch plows
running on kerosene, equipped with new fan device, that made a most
successful demonstration at Fremont, Nebraska.

PULLFORD COMPANY, BoxC-13
Telephone No. 84 Walton Heights, QUINCY, ILLINOIS

ASPINWALL
UTOMATIC

ONE-MAN
POTATO PLANTER

Plants More Acres Per Day
Drawn by Team or Tractor

Needs No Watching;—Just Drive. Saves Time
and Expense of Extra Man. Efficient, Eco-

nomical, Simple, Durable, Accurate.

Attachments for peas, beans and fertilizer
furnished when desired. Attractive folders and
complete catalog mailed on request. Write for
FREE BOOK containing valuable data on po-
tato growing.

ASPINWALLMANUFACTURING CO.
670 Sabin Street Jackson, Mich.

World's Oldest and Largest Makers of
Potato Machinery: Cutters, Planters

,
Sorters.

FARM AND FIRESIDE

Is It Safe to Go In for

Live Stock? :

[CONTINUED from page 14]

of making fat. We have plenty of cattle
now, but the pinch, for beef is going to
hit the public in the next year or two.

"We'll be hungry for beef because of the
drought conditions in the West and South-
west, which caused the liquidation of
thousands of young heifers and steers
This free liquidation means a shortage for
1919, with the acute point in 1920. Breed-
ing stock will continue to command nice
prices, if the breeders don't get cold feet
L think prices will remain good."

"Bill" Pew quit telling farm boys about
the "straight lines, fine head, and deep
bodies" of cattle at Iowa State College, and
want to farming for himself at Ravenna,
Ohio, because "there was more money in
it." Bill is a wise man in the live-stock
world, and during the last year has been
all over the country judging live stock.

"People with whom I have talked," he
said, "tell me there are not as many cattle
on feed over the country as there were a
year ago. The prospects are good for beef;
in fact, for meats of all kinds. We've got
to raise hogs for the world, and it is quite
a job. Prices should be remunerative for a
few years to come."

Everett C. Brown of Chicago is chair-
man of the Stabilization and Control
Committee of the Food Administration.
He is on the inside of government affairs

pertaining to food, and knows conditions,
being a hog man himself. He sees very
good prices for the next year—in fact, he
says we can't supply enough pork.
W. A. Cochel, formerly with the Kansas

Agricultural College, and now connected
with the Shorthorn Association, after
spending about six months traveling over
the country visiting farmers, had a few
remarks to make on the future of the
industry.

"Farmers are paying more attention to
breeding than ever before," he delcared,
"due to the fact that feeds are high, and it

costs like the dickens to feed cattle. They
are buying breeding stock of the early-
maturing type, and are using good bulls

to breed up their grade herds. Never was
there such a big demand for good females."

In the sheep camp the breeders seern to

be between two fires. They are enjoving
prosperity now, and making the best of it,

because they see a doubtful future. They
never pass up an opportunity to take a
wallop at the tariff; and, in fact, the tariff

is the big thing which is worrying them.
When anyone mentions sheep they think

of the King Brothers at Cheyenne, Wyom-
ing, and I talked with F. S. King about the
business. He says the outlook is great,

depending on what is done with the tariff.

"I expect a slight slump in wool prices,"

Mr. King told me, "but the price will go
higher, provided the Government does not

let Australian wool into this country free

of duty. Sheepmen are now laying their

plans to see if they cannot have the

Australian product taxed so that it will

meet our product on the same basis.

"Mutton will be high for three years,

and there will be big sales of breeding
stock from now on. Sheepmen are weed-
ing out the poorest of their breeding stock,

and filling in with producers. Efficiency

has been the cry of the country, and it is

spreading to the sheep business. We didn't

get a square deal on the wool this year,

either, for our prices averaged from 5 to

10 cents a pound under a year ago."
J. D. Larkin of Buffalo, New York, sees

a wonderful demand for sheep and wool.

He thinks the price of both "products will

be good, especially Southdowns, which he

breeds. Pre-war prices for sheep and wool

won't be reached for several years to come,

is the viewpoint of Ed Charlton of Chazy,

New York. He said there is a world short-

age of sheep, and when the depression sets

in this will become known, and prices will

advance.
J. C. Hanmer of Ames, Iowa,

judged part of the sheep, said he

see any more profit in cattle and hogs t

he can in sheep.

"I can't see any reason why val

should decline," was his statement. "Th<

is no wool in the country to speak of, and

unless the Australian stuff comes in with-

out tariff we will have prosperous times for

a few years. Clothing is higher than the

sun, and I have been unable to supply

enough lambs to fill the demand made on

me, even at prices ranging from $75 to

$135 a head."
This line-up is not at all discouraging.

On the whole, I should say it is safe to go

in for live stock.
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Maybe You Can Sell It

By F. R. Cozzens

PERHAPS you have something lying

around the farm, long gone into the

discard, which would be valuable to your
neighbor. This was brought forcibly to

my notice not long ago by an unusual
incident.

George Brown was needing money—not

for the first time, it is true; but the only

time when the snug little bank account
could not meet requirements. Sickness had
cut into it considerably the previous months,
and the market prices on live stock were
so low that he had not believed it would
pay him to open up the corncrib and start

feeding operations. Consequently he was
broke. The need at the time was only $35,
but it had to be raised within a week, and
it was an unfailing rule in the Brown house-
hold that accounts were not allowed to
"run over."
Brown sat down one evening to think it

over. His wife usually shared such diffi-

culties with him, but this night she was
very busy. A rummage sale was to be held
soon for the Red Cross, and she was scour-
ing the house from cellar to attic in search
of stray articles. Consequently the man of

the house was doing his thinking alone.
Suddenly an idea struck him. He would

have a rummage sale too, only on a different
plan. Next morning he started out, first

going to the woodlot, then to the barn and
workshop, gathering up things here and
there.

At the end of the week Brown itemized
the following articles which he had picked
up and sold:

One discarded mower $10.00
Straps and rings froni worn-out harness 5 . 00
50 locust posts at 25c 12.50
Woven wire . 2 . 00
50 lbs. scrap rubber at 9c 4 . 50
Chains and hooks 1 . 50
Parts from worn-out binder 8 . 00

Total $43.50

Everything except the posts had been
consigned to the junk pile. The mower
was needed by Smith to repair one that
he had. The wire just enclosed Neighbor
Jones's hog-lot, and so on down the list.

Brown not only relieved his own diffi-

culty, but those of his neighbors as well.
Perhaps you wouldn't be able to find as
much as he did, but it might be a good
plan to take a look around the next rainy
day. It may surprise you how many things
you can dig up.
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What Scale Records Tell
By J. L. Justice

SOME farmers were recently discussing
the beef-cattle question, one man say-

ing the industry would decline because of
the high prices of feed. He was answered
by the old feeder in this way: "You're an
alarmist. We have soldiers and nations of
peoples to feed. We must and we will do
it. We're not going out of the live-stock
business because feed is high. We're going
to produce more beef than we ever did
before. Prices will justify us in doing so.
But—and here listen to me—we've got to
feed in a more scientific manner, and know
what we are doing.

"

In this statement is characterized the
feeling of many other men. Scientific feed-
ing means more than choosing good stock
and giving a certain ration. In our experi-
ence I have found our platform scales an
indispensable article in determining the
profit and losses in feeding live stock. We
have bought, raised, and fed many classes
and grades of stock, and we weigh it fre-
quently: when*t is purchased, when it is

shifted from one pasture field to another,
and every month or so from early fall until
the following pasture season.
With the records of the weights and the

amount of feed fed to the animals it is no
trick at all for us to tell which are the most
profitable to feed. We have bought and
fed some scrub stock along with good
grades, and the scales have told when we
were feeding at a profit or loss. As an
example, we had a mixed herd of twenty
head that were making profitable gains
from May, when turned on pasture, to
December. Then when weighed again in
January a little figuring showed they were
hardly paying for their feed, and as they
were in good market condition they were
sold immediately.
Another advantage in keeping records of

scale weights of each individual animal in
a herd is that one soon learns to judge
which animal is the best type to feed for
the largest profit.

AnImportant Engine
^nnouncometitr-

N announcing to the farmers of America our
new 1/4 H.P. "Z"— wliick successfully uses

KEROSENE

Ghomnson
Distillate

eoalQil

Gasoline

— we complete a line of kerosene engines

—

H.P. to 15 H.P.— wliick merits the most cri-

tical investigation. When over 200,000 farmers

hack their judgment hy huying over fifteen mil-

lion dollars worth of engines—hearing this name
t>late— it quite firmly establishes the one ans-

wer for all farm engine needs.

Tkere's a "Z" engine dealer near you—have Kim tell you
why he adds his name to ours in backing the "Z, after

comparing it with all others.

Throttling Governor—Built-in Oscillating Magneto.

Prices—lJi H.P. $61.00—3 H.P. $100.00 — 6 H.P. $179.00—
F.O.B. Factory

Fairbanks,
9 MANUFACTURERS

AGENTS: $8.00 A DAY
New 2 in 1 Reversible Raincoat
This new coat of elegant style is finished

on both sides. One side rich tan dress
coat, other side storm work coat. Two
coats for the price of one. Saves $10.00.
Sells to professional men, business
men, clerks and appeals especially to
men for outdoor work.

Positively Guaranteed Waterproof
Popular price. Great Seller. Heal money for
agents. Haut sold 16 coats in three days. Send
for free outfit—big swatch book, style plates
and reversible coat to wear and show. Sell other
models and dozens of other fabrics to men, women
and children. Commission paid same day you write
order. We make deliveries. Write for sample.
All coats guaranteed water-proof or money back.

PARKER MFG. CO., 126 Storm St, Dajton, Ohio

t,00<

mm
After ten years test by thou
sands of car users, Briotson
iPneumatioTireBhaveeolved
pneumatic tire problem.
Easy riding, absolutelypro of
against punctures, blow-
outs, ruts, rixn cut, skidding,
oil, gasoline. In short trouble
proof. Written 10,000 mile guar-
antee. Some go 15 to 20,000.

TRY 'EM AT OUR EXPENSE
Hake as prove It. Don't pay if 1

not satisfied. Write to-day for
]

details of most liberal, convincinR
|

"Free Trial" plan ever offered. I

Sent with illustrated, descriptive boot I

The Brictson Mfg. Co. Dept. 85-39 I

1016 W. O. W. Bldg.. Omaha. NeBr, ]

THEY TICKLE THE VARNISH AND PLEASE THE AUTO
whiting-Adams

RUBBER CEMENTED

BRUSHES
They make a finish which lasts. With their use, spotting,
streaking, crawling and all deviltries of paint and varn-
ish never appear. Send for illustrated literature.

JOHN L. WHITING-J. J ADAMS CO., BOSTON, U. S. A.
Brush Manufacturers for Over 108 Years and the Largest in the World

i±H!si ,
;

Turn stump land intoMoney

to
Increase your acreage and thereby
increase your income.

Clear your stump land cheaply
No expense for teams or powder,

One man with a
can outpull 16 horses. Works by leverage—same principle as
a jack. 100 lbs. pull on the lever gives a 48-ton pull on the
stump. Made of the finest steel—guaranteed against
breakage. Endorsed by U. S. Government experts.

Puller

Write today for
special offer and free

booklet on
Land Clearing

Works equally well on hillsides

and marshes where horses
cannot operate

WALTER J. FITZPATRICK
Box 28, 182 Fifth St., San Francisco, Cal.
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clean, safe,—no wonderLight at the touch of a button—bright,

Delco-Light users are enthusiastic.

Delco-Light is a complete electric plant. It furnishes all the light

you can use. It provides power to pump water, and to operate
the churn, cream separator, washing ma-
chine, corn sheller, etc.

It saves so much time and labor that it

actually pays for itself.

There are over 70,000 satisfied users.

THE DOMESTIC ENGINEERING COMPANY
Dayton, Ohio, U. S. A.

GOV'T JOBS
Short hours. Easv work. No strikes. No hard times.
Steady, lifetime positions, $75 to $150 a month to
etart. Quick promotion.

MFN WANTED' %™™Z"n
irJXrfiV WW V M L-iLJ . Citizen 18 or over write for
FREE book that tells abont these and many other wonderful advan-
tages offered by U. S. Government. Railway Mail, Post Office.
Custom House, Panama Canal and other divisions. Prepare under
former Civil Service Secretary -Examiner. You can qualify. Write
for FREE BOOK and Special 30 Day Offer NOW.
PATTERSON CIVIL SERVICE SCHOOL

343 News Bid?., Rochester, N. Y.

Send NO Money!
There is so much Style, Comfort and
Quality in these NATIONAL DRESS SHOES J

thatwe are willing to send you a
pair, your size. No Money in fid-

wnee—all charges prepaid.
These are so wonderfully good
that we invite you to try them
at our risk. Smart and stylish.
Genuine oak leather soles.
Broad low heels. Extra
quality uppers. An hon-
est shoe all through. Built
for five toes and com-
fort. You must see them
to appreciate their Style,
Quality and Work-
manship. They must
convince you or you
will not beout
onecent.Send
for a pair on
approval. Pay
only $3.85 on
arrival and
examine them I

at your pleas-
ure. Compare them with the best $7 1

.saw. Remember, we guarantee to return ever]

wonderful shoes do not please you.

Mail Coupon Today* »

'BOSTON MAIL ORDER HOUSE, Dept. A-2

Essex P. O. Building, Boston, Mass.

Sendmy pair postpaid. I will pay only S3 .85 on arrival
Since I am buying these on approval, my money back
double quick il I want it. J risk nothing.

Name Size

Address.. ;

Military finish air rifle. Sell 6 bosee »

Mentbo Nova Salve at 25c.
U. S. Supply Co., Dept. 64, Greenville, Pa.

AGENTS-$60 A WEEK
Introducing and selling new gas
generating coal oil lamp. 300
candle power, brilliant yet soft
and easy on eyes. Can't explode,
safe in any position.

Used by U. S. Government-

Army Camps— Forestry Service

Recommended and used by county
and state officials. Wonderful seller,
low price makes sales easy. Tice
made $45 in 5 days. Hollman's
average S50 a week. Hart . makes
S200 every month. No capital need-
ed. Credit given. Sample outfit
free to workers.

Thomas Lamp Co.
1746 Gay St. Dayton, Ohio

Get

Book
DoYour Own

FREE!
Book

on

MIXERS
Postal

Gits It

*You can make your own cori-
' crete feeding floors, water tanks,
troughs, and fence posts with
idle hands on muddy days and
save a lot of money with a

SHELDON
Concrete Mixer

Jtoeaworkequal to$300 mixers
—yet costs only a frac-
tion. All modern fea-
tares. Fully guaranteed.

|
Write for catalog now.

'Sheldon Mfg. Co.
Box 416, Nehawka

Nebraska

TRIAL
Let us send this fine Razor for 30 days' free trial. When
satisfied after using, send $1.85 or return razor. Order
Today. JONES MFG. CO., 13S W. Lake Sl.,.0ept. 343, CHICAGO

AGENTS $6 a Day
Should be easily made sell ins
our Concentrated Non-Alco-
holic Food Flavors. Soaps,
Perfumes and Toilet Prepara-
tions. Over 100 kinds, put up
in collapsible tubes. Ten
times the strength of bottle
extracts. Every home in city
or country is a possible cus-
tomer. Entirely new. Quick
sellers. Good repeaters*
Not sold in stores. No
competition. 100 per
cent, profit to agents.
Little or no capital
required . E 1 eg ant
eamplecase forwork-
ers. Start now while
it's new. Writ© today

—

a post cord will do—C*0 17 1?
for full particular* T iXEfEi

AMERICAN PRODUCTS CO.. 9383 fatrlun Blfe Cincinnati, 0,

YOU Canto
ABukkFREE

Without a
Dollar of Cost
Ton don't have to

pay for it—not even
the freight. Posi-
tively no money is
required. The man
shown in the car
answered our ad.
Now he's riding in the Bulck we gave him.
Tou can get one too. Don't send a cent—
Just your name and address—that's all. Do
it now. A post card will do. I want to send
you a dandy auto also,
O. K. Austin, Mgr., 866 Jackson St., Topeka, Kansas,

FARM AND FIRESIDE

The Mystery at Glen Cove
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18]

they were to supervise my living. But I
was a willful girl, and they, easy-going
middle-class folk, so that I did rather as
pleased me. It was inevitable that I should
plunge into the life of the Quartier like the
foolish child I was.

"Well, to shorten an uneventful story,
in the free-and-easy life of the ateliers I
made the acquaintance of a man named
Brandt. He was a journalist, widely
traveled, apparently wealthy, and a man
of, so I thought, unqualified charm. I was
only nineteen—impressionable and inno-
cent—and it was inevitable that I should
lose me head. I married him.

"Of my life with Brandt I need say
nothing. Suffice it that it was not long
before I discovered that his "journalism"
was a mere cloak to more subterranean
things, and his wealth wholly fictional.
In short, he was a kind of man of which,
fortunately, you know very little in the
United States. Of the precise nature of his
activities I never learned much. He served
any Government which paid him, in what-
ever devious fashion required.
"But the most painful discovery of all

was that his charm was as fictional as his
wealth. He was at heart a man of brutal
temper, and more than once I was in actual
peril of my life. The end must be obvious
to you. In three months I left him.
"I could not go back to my old home.

Pride made that impossible. So I threw
myself into my work with redoubled
energy, partially to forget and partially to
live. The fates were kind. I had some
success, and I ultimately resolved to come
to America.
"Of all the family, the only member

with whom I ever corresponded was my
brother Ansley. He and I had always been
chums, and he alone sympathized with my
wayward nature. You may imagine,
therefore, the nature of my feelings when,
that night at the Debretts, the young
guest, Mr. Carter, proved to be none other
than my own brother!"

YOUR brother?"
a

I echoed in utter
astonishment.

"Yes. But great as was my surprise at
seeing him, it was as nothing to my
amazement at his frown and his whispered
injunction to me on no account to recognize
him. I knew that he was in His Majesty's
service, but of the reason for this surrepti-
tious visit I had absolutely no idea.
"I could not take my eyes from him,

'and when he was. summoned to the tele-

phone I watched him go out. That explains
why I alone, of those present, saw what
befell him.

"In the instant before the lights went out
I caught a glimpse of a figure that I had
prayed never to see again—that of Paul
Brandt! It was like a flare of light in my
brain. Instantly I put two and two to-

gether. My brother, in the king's service,

must, from his desire not to be recognized,
be on a mission of supreme importance and
secrecy. My husband's trade, on the other
hand, I knew only too well. Whatever my
brother's mission, it was plainly my
husband's mission to foil it.

"I can't tell you why I moved so quickly
at the sound of the shot, but something
told me that the honor of my family, which
perhaps I had done more to injure than
anyone, was at stake. Something outside

of and beyond moved me, and in the
interval of darkness I flew in pursuit.

"You will perhaps be wondering how I

knew where to go—if I had any plan in my
head at all. Yes, I did. I had heard my
husband speak of a sister living in New
York, as the wife of a man named Durdeen.
In my wild desperation it*)ccurred to me
that I might possibly find the man I
sought at her home.

"It was a simple matter to reach the

village in my own machine. There I

secured a car for the ride to New York.
You can imagine my annoyance when our

mad ride was halted by highwaymen

—

none other than yourselves, whom we were
obliged to take aboard.

"You can readily see why your company
was so distasteful. I had no desire for the

man, for whom I cared more than anyone
else in the world, to discover a past which
even I had all but forgotten. So I was
obliged to resort to the expedient I did.

You can never know the agony I suffered

when I saw him fall against the gutter and
He so perfectly still." She covered her face

momentarily with her hands.

"You see, Jimmy," said Steele trium-

phantly, "I told you she didn't mean to

hurt me."
. "Indeed I didn!t. But I was desperate.
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Well, having left you behind, I reached
New York, found the Durdeens' address,

and went directly there. My surmise had
been uncannily correct. I found my
husband, fully dressed, lying on a bed, and
sleeping heavily. It was the work of a
moment to slip out to an apothecary's and
secure a little chloroform, and of another
to administer it to him as he slept. Then I

went quickly through his pockets. Again
fate was on my side. For against his breast

I found a packet, heavily sealed and plainly

from His Majesty's government, which I

felt sure must have been taken from my
unfortunate brother.

"As, I started to leave the apartment I

heard voices outside the door, and I con-

cluded, in panic, that it must be the owners
returning. I slipped quickly into one of the

side bedrooms. The voices I had heard, I

soon discovered through the keyhole, be-
longed to none other than yourselves. But
I was quite as anxious, you understand, to

avoid you as anyone else, so when I had
made sure you had gone into the dining-

room I slipped out again.

I "I had thought to escape unseen, so

you can imagine my feelings of shock and
chagrin when, in response to that knock on
my door at the hotel, I opened it and found
you, Jimmy. There was something super-

natural about it, and if my need had not
been so great I think I should have sat

down and cried in despair. But those
dispatches had to be returned to my poor
brother, if he still, by any chance, lived,

and, failing that, to the ambassador. So as

soon as you had been abducted by that
convenient porter—I had to laugh at that,

Jimmy; you were so angry!—I slipped out
of the hotel.

"My next step was to return immediate-
ly to the Cove. The Debretts were more
than a little suspicious, but they are not
good liars, and it was not difficult to
ascertain that in all probability my brother
had not been killed. At any rate, there
still remained a hope. I recalled that he
had come to the dinner as the guest of

S Agatha Burchard, so I went immediately
i to her.

"Really, she is an astonishing girl. I

could get absolutely nothing out of her.

5 She merely blinked at me in that open-
> eyed way of hers, and claimed utter igno-
|: ranee. I finally decided that she was really

what she insisted she was, and turned
hopelessly to go. But at the doorway,
realizing that my path was blocked and
that I had no other choice, I resolved to
take the step of desperation and throw
myself upon her mercy and discretion.

"Fearfully, as you can well imagine, I told

her my story. And it was fortunate indeed
that I did, for as soon as she realized that I

was not a mere curiosity seeker she told me
i her own story.

"It seems that on a visit abroad, the,

previous autumn, she had made the
acquaintance of my brother. This chance
meeting had ripened into something more,
with the result that they became engaged.

; There were various reasons, however,
more or less wise, which persuaded them
to keep the betrothal for the time secret.

"OUCH was the situation when one after-0 noon Agatha was dumfounded to have
her fiance, my brother, appear on the
scene without any warning. . His explana-
tion was that he was the bearer of dis-

patches of the utmost importance. Fur-
thermore, he had been entrusted with a
mission of such supreme delicacy as not to
be risked to the cables pr the ordinary
avenues of diplomatic communication. It
had to be executed in person.
"His task, he further explained, was

made extraordinarily difficult by the fact
that he was under the closest espionage by
persons profoundly interested in prevent-
ing the successful consummation of his
purpose, or, at-least, delaying it.

"Consequently, when his vessel halted
to take on its pilot he managed to slip off

on the smaller craft. He thought, of course,
that by this move he had eluded all pursuit.

I But from what later transpired it seems
clear that in some way he was trailed even
jon the smaller boat. In no other way is it

possible to account for subsequent events.
1 "In explanation and, in a way, extenua-

tion of my brother's next step, it must be
remembered that, despite the importance
of his position, he was a young man—and
deeply in love. It was late in the afternoon.
It was impossible to deliver his message in
Washington before the next morning. He
knew that Agatha Burchard's summer
home was near at hand, and that there, of
all places in New York, he would be free
from surveillance.

"Various agencies delayed him. It was
late when he arrived. And, most ineptly,
Mrs. Burchard encountered him. Agatha,
she knew, had engaged herself to dine at

s

"Nobody's Found the Way to Equal
E-B Detachable Shares"

E-B Quick Detachable Share.

One pull of lever forces
share into position and
locks it. No bolts. No
wrench. Just your hands.
Attached or removed in
a few seconds.

PLOWING is pleasurable with E-B Foot-
lift Plows equipped with E-B Quick De-

tachable Shares—an exclusive E-B feature.

Let a man remove and replace an E-B share

with one pull of the lever, and he realizes

that it's easy
to keep E-B
Sharp Shares
on his plow
all the time.

E-B Disc Harrows
Bring Big Crops
With Less Effort

The long levers on E-B Dioc
Harrows make gang shifting

easy. Not only is the handling
easier but the work is better.

The E-B Disc Harrow is quickly
and easily adjusted and has great
flexibility and increased penetra-
tion. This insures thorough pul-
verization of the soil, better seed
bed, larger yield.

Have your dealer give
you complete details
ot this Harrow.

And one season's crop results convince him
that E-B sharp share plowing allows free air

circulation through the soil arteries, elimi-

nates poisons, increases available plant food.

You Must Raise Bigger Crops
E-B Sharp Shares Help You

Dull shares obstruct moisture circulation. E-B sharp
shares increase it. With only one motion of the lever
necessary to apply or remove the shares, you can
change easily the moment they're dull. 5 seconds are
sufficient for either operation. See the E-B Footlift

Riding Plow at the E-B deal-
er's. The many points of su-
periority will prove to you the
necessity of E-B sharp share plow-
ing on your farm.

EMERSON-BRANTINGHAM
IMPLEMENT COMPANY, Inc.

Established 1852 ROCKFORD. ILL.
A Complete Line of Farm Machinery

E-B Drills

Produce Maximum Crop
Yield With Less Seed

When you use an E-B drill you
can be certain that every seed
is planted at the bottom of the
furrow at a uniform depth re-
gardless of uneven ground. Disc,
boot and deflector act together
to obtain this result.

• That assures even germination
and greater yields.

Dust-proof bearings, oiling

of bearings without the
use of wrench, quick
adjustment for wear,

patented feed cup and
patented-extension spring
pressure are among the
many other special features

of the E-B Drill.

Ask your dealer.

7

Manufactured and Guaranteed
by One Company

E-B Planters
Produce More Corn With Less Labor
The E-B Planter is strong, simple . easily
handled. Accurate drop and even depth
insure a practically perfect stand, greater
crop yield with minimum investment in
seed and labor.
Fewer parts and greater strength prac-
tically eliminate repair, adjustment and
delay.
Variable drop feature, one-piece valve
and large seed box are practical advan-
tages that every farmer likes.
Your E-B dealer will be glad to show

you the E-B Planter and give
you the reason why it in-

creases the corn crop.

WHERE and WHEN you
want it the year 'round. For
house, barn, field, any place.
BORE YOUR OWN WELL
with our time-tested

Standard Weil-Boring Outfit

Thousands used during war by
U. S. and English Governments.

ONE DAY'S WORK
PAYS FOR OUTFIT

\ Easy to get 50 cents to 82 per ft.

—

make $20 to $30 per day boring wells

j2^*-« for neighbors. One man bored 47
\ir~*V wells—another 75 and another bored
£V4* 35.. Satisfied users in 46 states. Every

claim guaranteed and proved. Write
now. TODAY, for full information.

The Specialty Device Co.
Dept. 40, 1 06 W. 3rd St., Cincinnati, O.

Let the manufacturer know that you saw his advertisement in
Farm and Fireside. This will insure a square deal.

Find Out Right Now How Vou
Can GetThis Gar-Mail Coupon

And the Agency In

your Territory

BIRCH SUPER-FOUR
A big opportunity is open to ambitious men who are willing to^ BIRCH MOTOR CARS, Dept. 370
train themselves and then get out and hustle. We pay big commissions w ei e" H,a<«*on St., Chicago
for selling Birch Cars. fwi_. _„ ^ Please send free book and full partic-

Previous Experience Not Necessary Igente toteke a * w»arsastoBirchSuper-Fourandagency.

brief but thorough course of training in Automobile Driving and X
Selling. We have trained hundreds of others for success in this .

way. 80%of Birch Cars are in use by farmers and in small w Name „
towns and get the hardest kind of service . Mud. rocks, sand, hills and a
rough going have no terrors for these sturdy cars. Send Coupon for Jr

B«rH^MftTn,Drtr»B« o«»t 370 81 E. Madison StreetBIRCH. MOTOR CARS
. . Chicago, ill.

Member of Chicago Association of Commerce. /Address...
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by R. J. Reynolds

Tobacco Co.

Toppy red bags, tidy

red tins, handsome
pound and half pound
tin humidors—and—
that clever, practical

pound crystal glass
humidor with sponge

moistenertopthatkeeps

the tobacco in such

perfect condition.

YOU can't help getting real

and true jimmy pipe happy
every time you fire up with
Prince Albert—it pleases you so

fair and square. You find there

are not enough hours in days
and nights to put to smoking
purposes. That's the situation 1

It's never too late to hop the

fence into the Prince Albert
pleasure-pasture 1 For, P. A. is

readyto giveyoumoretobaccofun
thanyou ever had before. That's
because it has the quality, the
flavor and the fragrance!

Soon asyouknow Prince Albert

you'll say that P. A. did not bite

your tongue or parch your throat.

And, it never will! For, our
exclusive patented process cuts

out bite and parch and lets the

man with the touchiest tongue
simply smoke his fill all the time.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem,N.C.

Money Awaits You
In Every Suburban Home

Count the suburban homes in your neighborhood. You
can make them mean dollars for you. We have a plan which
makes every such home a money-making possibility for you.

The amount of money you can earn on our attractive offer is limited entirely
by the amount of time you are willing to give—the number of homes you are
ablp to visit. Many of our representatives are devoting their entire time to it

and find it a decidedly pleasant and profitable means of livelihood. Others give
only their spare time and add materially to their regular incomes—S5.00, S10.00,
S15.00, or more -weekly in extra money. The money is there, all around you

—

let us show you how to get it. You risk only a postage stamp to find out. Send
a postal card to-day, to

Sales Department

Farm and Fireside Springfield, Ohio

the Debretts'. It was inevitable that she
should suggest her daughter's taking her
young visitor with her. It was an oppor-
tunity to see a little more of each other,
and they thus found themselves where you
met them.

"Of the subsequent terrible events I
have already supplied the little you did not
know. What followed is easily explained.
In the excitement after the shooting,
Agatha slipped to the side of her fiance.
She quickly determined that he still lived.
And from what he had told her she knew
that, of all things, he would wish to avoid
recognition.
"In the excitement of my flight and

Leslie's pursuit she was able to attract
attention away from him, to slip back and,
by exerting all her strength, to assist him
out on to the porch. Though very weak,
he was able to extend her some assistance,
and between them he was got into her
electric brougham, standing outside. Then
she returned to the excited party, for a
decent interval before flight.

"She could not, of course, take the poor
lad to her home without making explana-
tions, so it was decided to install him in an
abandoned toolhouse near the water.

"In accordance with his instructions sne
slipped to the village that night, and
routed out the telegraph operator, in order
to send a message. It was in code. Its
results was to bring a warship secretly to
the Burchard waterfront.
"On this vessel my brother was trans-

ported to Washington. In the meantime,
however, a wire had come to Agatha which
was quite incomprehensible to her. It was
obviously in code. It could not have come
from my brother, because he had only just
left. It must therefore, she judged rightly,

be for him. So she rewired the message
to him, at a predetermined address in the
Capital.

"What this message was, and how it

came to him, became clear to me only with
what I learned this morning. It appears
that in some way the code book, utilized by
men working as my brother was, had fallen

into improper hands. The message, there-
fore, though fraudulent in intent, seemed a
perfectly correct request from another
operative to my brother to meet him at a
certain rendezvous in Washington.

"fTTHAT rendezvous, my dear Jimmy,
1 was the public house you discovered.

My brother, however, was suspicious. It
was not at all clear to him how his presence
at Agatha's was known even to his own
forces. He concluded, and rightly, that
there was something wrong about it.

"At any rate, he went to the saloon
fully prepared for any emergency. In fact,

he entered the drinking booth with his

hand on the trigger of his revolver, con-
cealed in his pocket. It was fortunate that
he did. One of his antagonists fired almost
immediately, and the other's knife was out.

But Ansley was too quick for them.
Ready as he was, he fired at once through
his coat. You saw the result yourself.

"One of the men he shot was the Japa-
nese butler you knew as Toguchi, a former
naval officer of the greatest intelligence.

Some time ago, however, he was discharged,
and for the past three years has been re-

ceiving a fabulous salary from the German
Government. His presence in the Debrett
home I know must have been attributable

to the admiral's naval construction design-

ing. Togouchi knew and recognized my
brother as a British naval officer. He must
have known, from every circumstance of

my brother's appearance in the house under
an assumed name, that a mission of the
greatest importance was in progress. He
knew the probable import of this mission.
"Whatever he did not know was revealed

to him by the man who later was killed

with him. This man no more expected to

find Toguchi in the Debretts' house- than
Toguchi expected to find my brother and
this other man there.

"Toguchi's aid, so unexpectedly offered,

was employed by this man whose instruc-

tions were to prevent- the completion of

my brother's mission in Washington. My
brother's shots not only ended the work of

an intelligent espionage servant of the
German Government, but they also ended
the career of one of the most dangerous
men in Europe, a man as unscrupulous as

he was clever, a man to whom murder was
of no consequence whatever in attaining

his ends, who cared only for the highest

bidder and to whom honor was an empty
phrase. That man, Jimmy, was my
husband—Paul Brandt!"

I could say nothing as I listened to the
unfolding of the strange narrative. At the
dramatic climax my jaw hung. There was
complete silence among us for several mo-
ments. It was Steele who broke the
tension with an easy laugh.

w
GetYour Farm
Home from the

Canadian Pacific

THE Canadian Pacific Rail-

way offers you the most
wonderful opportunity in the
world to own a farm in West-
ern Canada. It will sell you
land for $1 1 to #30 an acre

or$50an acre under irrigation.

20 Years to Pay
You pay down 10% of the
purchase price and have
twenty years to pay in full

at 6% interest.

$2,000 Loan to

Farmers
The Canadian Pacific Railway
will loan to approved settlers on
its irrigated lands up to §2,000
in improvements with twenty
years to pay back the loan at 6%
interest.

Land Under Irrigation
In Southern Alberta, we have
developed the largest irrigation
undertaking on the Continent.
This district consists of some of
the best land in Western Canada.
An unfailing water supply is ad-
ministered under direction of the
Canadian Government—no con-
flictof lawor authority over its use.
This land is offered on same easy-
payment terms as other lands.
Prices ranging up to $50 an acre.

This Is Your Opportunity
To make investigation easy, spec-
ial railway rates have been ar-
ranged. Write for particulars
and free illustrated booklets.

M. E. THORNTON
Supt. of Colonization

CanadianPacificRailway
81^ 902 First St.,E„ Calgary, Alberta

BPilPidfit
Make big money with little

work. Little expense to begin.
Bees find their own food. Honey
finds a ready market at good prices.

We will buy what you can spare. Bees
are easily kept and cared for

THE ROOT WAY
Our special hives give winter and summer

protection. Complete line of beekeepers' sup-
plies. Low price beginner's outfit. Free book,
'Bees for Pleasure and Profit," packed with
information about this fascinating occupation.
A copy is yours for the asking—write for it today.

THE A. L ROOT CO.

Sales Agent«^?1200
We want one exclusive representative
In every county. Tbe position is worth S100
a month to one selected. If inexperienced
we train you. Write us, the largest mfr'e —
transparent handled Knives and Razors, forpropoai-
tion. Novelty Cutlery Co., 152 Bar St., Canton, O.

a year
Sure

WANTED MEN: *2SSZ£.
Electric Motormen. Colored Train Porter.
$100—$150 month. No experience neces-
sary. Hundreds placed. All StandardL
Roads. Chance quick promotion. $200—

I

$300 month. Book—Application Blank
FR.EE.

Inter Railway, Dept. X, Indianapolis, Ind. I £

Quit!
Fills, laxatives, saline waters and purgatives
will not cure that constipated habit—you ought
to know it by this time. Be sensible—you have
been whipping your bowels shamelessly into
action, and weakening their natural function-
ing more and more. Now you are full of ail-
ments—your system is upset—your blood is
poisoned—you are sluggish and dull witted—
your food will not digest well—you lack sta-
mina—you are nervous, listless, lack ambition
—have no energy—no vitality—you are failing
in manhood—it's all your own fault. No matter
what your condition or ailment may be—under
my method of physical and health upbuilding
known as

STRONG FORTISM
you can be restored in vigor and vitality and
be entirely free from constipation or any other
ailment or disorder-—let it be what it may

—

whether you suffer from early excesses, in-
duced by pernicious habits, or whether losses
weaken you, or you feel your vitality waning

—

Strongfortism will restore, rejuvenate. Send
three 2c stamps to cover mailing ex_penaes,
and I will send you my book, "Promotion and
Conservation of Health, Strength and
Mental Energy"—Read tliis book—it is for
your interest and welfare.

LIONEL STRONG FORT
Physical and Health Specialist

804 Park Building Newark, N. J.
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"You look like a codfish in the last

stages, Jimmy, old boy!"
"Isn't it clear?" asked Marie with a

Sm,

'N-not entirely," I replied. "Up to a

certain point it's as simple as 'Little Red
Riding Hood,' but—"
"What don't you understand?" asked

Steele.

"About the two devils—your arrest

—

our sojourn in White Plains—and all the

rest of that. I am quite as dull as you often

assure me I am, no doubt, and I am
extremely sorry that I can't see it, but I

really haven't a glimmer of an idea as to

where the United States Secret Service

comes into the story. Perhaps we aren't

through with them yet?" I suggested, with

a sudden sinking of the heart.

"No," was the surprising reply, with a

negative shake of the head. "Not quite."

"You mean—you're still being fol-

lowed?"
"Not exactly that, but I suppose you

read the newspapers, Jimmy?"
"Well—what of it?"

"Then you no doubt are. aware of the

fact that a certain dist—well, perhaps one
should say, notorious—public figure looks

upon war with a commendable distaste.

You have also, no doubt, surmised that his

intelligence is hardly equal to his high
ideals."

"You are speaking of
—

"

"We need mention no names, my boy."
"Go on then."
"This gentleman labored under a curious

illusion. If certain demands were made
upon this nation from certain quarters it

was his idea that by ignominiously granting
them we should avoid the horrors of war.
Conversely, he felt, and quite sincerely, I

believe, that if assurances of aid came from
another quarter, enabling us to make a
refusal with a strong front, it would in-

evitably mean war. He never played
poker, you see, Jimmy, and he didn't

know when he was being bluffed."

"O-h-h—so that's it, is it?" I whistled.

"Exactly. It became his duty, as an
honest pacifist, to spare his fellow country-
men from the horror of war by preventing,

at all costs, any assurances of support from
reaching his own Government until our
craven submission to blackmail had been
dispatched and the damage, done.

"TN THE performance of that duty his

1 path crossed ours; or, rather, ours
crossed his. American Secret Service men
were in the web about Marie's brother.

They also, without knowing of Brandt's
operations and Toguchi's incidental aid,

were trying to prevent the completion of

the mission.

"They were deflected from the true
trail, and followed Marie's. They found
us, and received instructions to prevent
our supposed co-operation in getting the
communication to Washington. Under
orders we were duly filed away—in White
Plains. But, thanks to your good offices in

the chimney, I was able to get hold of a
letter he had himself written, and signed
by his own distinguished signature. I

resolved to pay him a visit. Late last

night I did—and he has acted with com-
mendable promptness," he drawled, ex-
tending the sheet to me. "You will observe
that out friend's withdrawal from public
life is attributed to—er—ill health. That
was my suggestion.
"And in a day or two, Jimmy," went on

my friend quietly, though I fancied I saw
a faint hardening of his lean jaws, "a note
will go forth from this Capital which will

indicate to the world that the Yankee has
not yet forgotten that he knows how to
play poker. And you and I, Jimmy," he
whispered softly, "will have had a good
deal to do with sending that note!"

I sat staring at the newspaper, bereft of
all power of speech. I was aroused by
Steele's quiet voice.
"And now, Jimmy," he said, a frank

grin spreading over his features, "I know
you're aching for a chance to take a stroll
through the nation's capital. They tell me
the Patent Office is interesting

—

"

I have been told that I am obtuse, but
the expression on that rascal's face, to say
nothing o.f Marie's sudden pinkness, would
have penetrated even a thicker head than
mine.

"I—I think I shall climb the Monu-
ment!" I exclaimed briskly.

.
They apparently did not hear me. I

sighed. Ah, well, I had to envy them. And
then I thought of the dependable, well-
ordered quarters to which I was returning,
and the quiet ministrations of Parkes, and
the freedom and— "Confound it, you old
f°ol," I exclaimed to myself, "you know
you don't envy them!"
And yet. . . .

[the end]
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The price of wheat this year is

guaranteed by the government and it is one

of the most profitable crops produced on your

farm. Get extra bushels from every acre.

These extra bushels are in great demand by
our country and they are clear profit to you.

Make every seed count! Put the
"r'

seed into the ground at the bottom
ofthe drill furrow at just the right distance

apart; cover it with soil at just the right

depth. Let it germinate, grow and ripen uni-

formly and you are bound to get bigger yields.

Farmers' Favorite Drills for Team or Tractor
Power Lift and Adjustable Hitch for use

with any tractor can be furnished. Power lift

enables operator to raise or lower disc while

in motion without leaving seat of tractor by
slightly pulling small rope. This Tractor Drill

is a great time and labor saver to the farmer.

Send for the Farmers' Favorite Catalog
and note the special features of this Grain Drill.

Strongest angle steel frame; axle of cold rolled

steel shafting; drag-bars of high-carbon steel;

double run force feeds, steel ribbon grain tubes.
Made in a large variety of styles and sizes.

Call on your dealer and have him show and explain to you these and other special features

and the merits of the Farmers' Favorite Grain Drills, which are sold under the strongest

possible warranty. Used in every grain growing country in the world.

The American Seeding-Machine Co., Inc. Springfield, Ohio

$SO A WEEK IS WITHIN YOUR REACH
Drop us a card to-day and let us tell you how men no smarter than you are drawing this

amount from us every week. Address

Manager Salesmen Farm and Fireside Springfield, Ohio
Electric Wheel Co.,

WAGONS
High or low wheels

—

steel orwood—wide
or narrow tires.
Wagon parts of all
binds. Wheels to fit

any running gear.
Catalog illustrated In colors freo

13 Elm St., Quincy, III.

REEMAM•^GARDEN TRACTORA ^

It re-

places

the horse

It Plows— It Harrows— It

Cultivates—1 or 3 narrow-
rowed crops at a time—goes
between wide rows.

It hauls loads—it pullsjnowing machines
or lawn mowers.

It's also a 4 h.

p. utility power
plant.

Ask your nearest dealer for a demonstration. If he
does not handle the Beeman, write us for free booklet.

Beeman Garden Tractor Company
340 Sixth Avenue South Minneapolis, Minn.

"The Vesuvius Plug has been standardized
to conform with the varied requirements of
the tractor motor."—A. R. Mosler.

AS insurance against time losses

—

when every minute is valuable

—

use "Vesuvius Tractor Plugs" and
you will not have your tractor laid up,

when you need it most.

Scientifically Designed

Strong, Powerful, Sure Service

Unbreakable Mica Insulation

The Quality Plug
$2.00 each, at dealers, or write

(In Canada $2.50.)

Recommended, also, for the heavy
duty work required in trucks and
high-powered automobiles.

FREE "Mosler on Spark Plugs
which tells the right plug for every
Tractor, Truck and Car. Write

A. R. Mosler & Co., New York, N. Y.
Also mfrs. of Mosler Vesuvius Plug (Vitite) $1.00, Spit-
fire (platinum point} Plug $2.50, Superior (Ford)
Plug 75c.

Export Rep.—Auto. Sundries Co., 18 B'way,

New York
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Always keep a Daylo under your pillow

!

So handy and convenient;

—a household necessity!

Is the rain coming in?

What was that?

What time is it?

Is the baby all right?

Did I lock the cellar door?

Where are my slippers?

| Important

For your pro-

tection the reg-

istered name
Eveready

DAYLO
It" is stamped on

the end cap.

| Accept no

No. 262
* substitute.

Every night at some hour or other there is the un-

expected call for the Daylo to "look and see"—fre-

quently saving you the trouble of getting out of bed.

The Light that says:

—"There it is/"

With that lon<$-livQd
EVEREADY

All Eveready dealers

are now well stocked

CJuilgSten Battery

eo4

larTags
25STOCKT

loo
Ice

Tag your stock—best and cheapest means u_
identification for Hogs, Sheep and Cattle.
Name, address and number stamped on tags.
Catalog mailed free on request.

I F.S.Burch&Co.l33W.HuronSt.Chicago^

Send NO Money!
Just Mail Coupon below and we

will send your pair of
these wonderful National
Work Shoes at ouce—all

charges prepaid. We Invite
you to fry them at our risk.
Built solid full of wear. Gen-
uine oak leather soles. Se-

lected wearproof leather
uppers. The best work
shoe value ever offered!

;

That is why we are
glad to send them to
you no money In ad-
vance. Pay only
$3.65 on arrival. The

shoes must con-
vince you or

you will
not be out
one cent.
Enjoy
their

blessed
5-toe

comfort.
Feel how
soft and

easy they are on your feet. Note the splendid, extra
quality leather. Then decide whether you want to keep
them. If you do not think they are the greatest value
'you oversaw for less than $6, send them back at our \ r

expense—It costs nothing to try—the risk Is ours.

Mail Coupon Today aw mm

Boston Mail Order House, Dept. Al
Essex P. O. Building, Boston, Mass.

Send my pair postpaid. I will pay S3.65 on arrival. I
am buying these on approval and my money back double
auick if I want it. I risk nothing.

ONLY

S3.G5

On Arrival

Send NO Money

Size Color
Black
or Tan?

Name .

BE OUR WOOL AGENT IN YOUR TOWN
Make big money and buy your wool direct from

YARN CLEARING HOUSE
115-117 East 29th St., New York

Two of our ( No. 100 Oxford $1.95 per lb.

Leaders \ No. 101 White $2.45 per lb.

Over 100 different colors and qualities on hand.

SEND FOR FREE BOOK
Thousands of sore, lame and useless horses have been
permanently cured by owners who first sent for our 96-

page FREE book. It is a mind-settler on diagnosing
and treating 58 kinds of lameness. You need it for ref-

erence—it's the sifted-out results of over 24 years* ex-

perience in treating so-called incurable lameness.

SAVE-The-HORSE
is no **cure all," but it is backed up to do the things
we claim for it by a Signed Guarantee-Bond—"money
refunded if it fails" on SPAVIN, Ringbone, Thoropin,
or Shoulder, Knee, Ankle, Hoof or Tendon Disease

—

horse works. Keep it on hand for emergencies. Used
and unqualifiedly endorsed by breeders, and owners
of the most valuable horses in the world, such as

Geers, Murphy, Cox, etc. No blistering, no firing

—

the humane remedy for sore and lame horses.

Write us today about any horse ailment and get our
BOOK. Copy of Contract and Advice—ALL FREE.

TROY CHEMICAL CO. 359 State St. Binghamton, N. Y.
Druggists Everywhere sell Save-The-Horse with

CONTRACT, or we send by Parcel Post or Express paid.

Common-Sense Dairying
By Mrs. L. E. Armour

I OFTEN hear disparaging remarks about
country butter. Being a country woman,

I do not enjoy this, but at the same time I
know that it is a fact that far too many
farm women do not know how to make
good butter. The cream is allowed to
become overripe, impairing the flavor; or

it is churned at too high a temperature,
with the result that a white, puffy sub-
stance is obtained.
Now, I do not milk a sufficient number

of cows to justify the, title of dairy woman,
but I sell a great deal of butter, and when
I secure a customer he is a lasting one. I

am careful to see that all milk vessels are
kept clean and the milk and butter care-

fully handled. Like most country people,

my cream is ripened near the fire in a jar

that will allow a circulation of air. Closed
vessels give milk and butter an objection-
able flavor. A clean cloth is tied seeurely
over the top of the tall crock which holds
the cream; this excludes all dust but does
not entirely exclude the air.

When the cream is ready for churning
it is always warm, and if churned immedi-
ately the butter is sure to be white and
puffy, so I set the crock back from the
fire until the cream has cooled, then I

churn it. If the temperature is too low it

foams, and none but tiny granules of

butter form.
In such cases the crock is set in a vessel

of warm water, and the churning deferred

until the correct temperature is reached.

A practiced ear can determine this very
readily by the sound produced. The crock

is removed from the water when right tem-
perature is reached, the churning finished,

the butter drawn, washed, salted, and
molded into one-pound packages.
To mold butter perfectly the mold

should first be scalded, then well rinsed

with cold water, so the butter will not
stick nor be softened where it touches the
mold. After it is molded it should be
wrapped in clean white cloths which have
been rung from cold water, preventing
the butter from sticking to the cloths.

If I were a scientist I might be able to

tell the exact difference in the composition
of the milk when green food is absent from
the diet, but as it is I know only that there

is a difference. This is the second winter in

which I have milked a cow that the previ-

ous owners were compelled to sell on ac-

count of the extremely strong flavor of her

milk and butter the two previous winters.

She never freshens, until May or June, so

the cause could not be attributed to that

source. When the milk was first drawn,

no foreign odor or taste could be detected;

but after standing a few hours the cream
could not be used even in coffee. She is a

fine cow, so when the owner decided to sell

her we bought her.

This man had written to our experiment

station and received a formula of medical

treatment which gave only temporary
results, so he became disheartened. I

used all precautionary measures against

this trouble from the beginning, but it

came with the coming of last winter. As
a last resort I strained the milk as usual

immediately after drawing, set the crock

containing it on the stove, allowed the

milk to become hot, but not to boil or even
simmer, then set aside to cool, and man-
aged it in the usual way.

I never tasted better milk and butter.

The same trouble appeared again this

winter, and the same management over-

came it, so I know it is reliable, and believe

this satisfactory experiment will be of

interest to others. It is a form of sterili-

zation, and it surely has been a valuable
help to me.

Pine Tree Milker
Buy no milker without first getting this new com-
plete book on milking machines. Full valuable
authentic facts about the proved success and relia-
bility of mechanical milking.

Saves J's Labor
Learn why we call the Pine
Tree Milker "The Million Dollar
Milker" — bow $1,000,000 backed
the inventor— why we can give the
ONLY 3 - year guarantee. Saves
two - thirds work and expense—if
creases profits.

More Mill
100% efficient in simplicity,.
reliability, durability and gentle?
calf-like manner of milking. Milks
like the calf sucks. Increases milk
flow; lengthens lactation period.
Cows like it.

T-w Ono Cpcr PROVE by FREE
I "y mtt TRIAL on your farm.
Write today for big helpful book and Trial Demonstratio
Offer. No obligation. Write now.

Pine Trae Milking Machine Company
Dept. 4033, 1 9th St. & California Ave., Chicago, III.

Per Cow
Per Mo.
After Trial

Try this milk-
er FREE. II

satisfied, pay only a
small part down, if

you like, balance $1
per cow per month
and a year lo pay.

Treat Horses Right
When you go to work on the first warm spring day

you throw off your winter overcoat. But horses can't

throw off their winter coats. Do it for them by clipping

with a Stewart No. 1 machine. Costs only 39.75 and

soon pays for itself in better work from horses. Send

32.00 and pay balance on arrival. Or send for new
1919 catalog.

CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT COMPANY
Dept. 140, 12th St. and Central Ave., Chicago, I

MINERAL1TnTJSB
over

HEAVER
.COMPOUND

MM
Free

$3 Package guaranteed to give satisfaction or money
back. $1 Package sufficient for ordinary cases.

MINERAL HEME REMEDY CO., 425 Fourth Ate,, fItttburg, Pt.

Bone Spavin
No matter how old the case, how lame thet
horse, or what other treatment failed, try

Fleming's Spavin and
Ringbone Paste, $2 a Bottle
One application usually enough. Intended
only for established cases of Bone Spavin,
Ringbone and Sidebone. Money back If it

fails. Write for FLEMING'S VEST-POCKET
VETERINARY ADVISER. It is FREE.

i PI rMIMf! RPIIQ 258 Union Stock YardsrLCIBJinn Dltlia. chemists, Chicago. III.

America's

Proneer

Dog Medicines

BOOK ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed

Mailed free te any address by
tie Author

H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,

118 West 31st Street, New York

How to Breed
Livestock

to

LtVE
,
STOCK W,

FreeBook
Writ]
today* A
poet card
will do.

Get our wonderful free booklet. "How
to Breed Live Stock." Reveals valu-
able ^information on the breeding and
feeding of horses, cattle, swine and
sheep. Shows pictures of breeding
organs. Also describes our wonderful
home-study course in Animal Breed-
ing, Sterility, Disease - Prevention,
Contagions Abortion. Artificial Breed-

ing, Systems of Breeding, etc.—all taught in detail. Write today
for free booklet and learn how to master scientific breeding at
home. We have brought the school to the breeder. Get our fraa
booklet. Write today. Just mail a postcard.

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF ANIMAL BREEDING
Dept. 693 Pleasant Hill, Ohio

Write
- silo

A new
model en-
silage cut-
terhasbeen
builtbyDick W**^^^
that absolutely feeds itself. Saves 1 to
3 men. Enormous capacity secured
with moderate power. Easy running.
Simple, safe. Unlimited elevating abil-
ity. Truly a wonderful machine. There's

a size just right for you.

Write for Catalog
Tells all

i ,n -aw pa-
i, -m + about the

BoiSSl Curton, 0.

I

n

t
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FOOD PRODUCTION
MUST BE INCREASED
The horse is a vital factor

in such accomplishment. His
efficiency is measured by the
degree of fitness for constant
use.

Stuffed Collar Pads
Aretheonly guarantee against
bruised, galled and chafed
shoulders. They are better
than other kinds, being soft,

springy and absorbent. They
make possible the continued use of

a horse collar long after its worn
condition would otherwise compel
its discontinuance.

New Patented Hook Attachment
(Found only on pads made by us)

Consists of" wire staple with felt

washer. It gives hook a firmer
hold and prevents pulling off, even
though fabric is weakened by long
usage. The greatest improvement
since we invented the hook. Ask
-your dealer for Tapatco Booklet.

Thirty-Seven Years Making Pads
Look For the Felt Washer

SOLDBYDEALERSEVERYWHERE

The American Pad & Textile Co.

,

Greenfield, Ohio
Canadian Branch: Chatham, Ontario

Shoeing Your Horses

—

Needless trips to the blacksmith cause loss.

Lost time of horses and men is your loss.

Capewell nails hold where others fail. Cheap
substitutes are used at
your risk.

Save time and money.
Demand "The Capewell"
Nail. Used for years by the
best horseshoers in the country.

BackBreaking /^aB)!wo §
Money-Mfting%MWu.I

Write for FREE BOOK about this NewWay toMake Butter. Save
X to 3A usual time. Churns, works, washes, salts and moistens butter
at one time, ready for packing, in less than 25 minutes. 20% to 25%
more butter from same cream. Wonderful quality butter brings 10 to
20 cents above market price per pound.

NEW WAY To Make Butter -

Wonderful Minnetonna
Butter Maker has revolutionized but-
ler making. Thousands of users praise
it as a godsend. Investigate!

BOOK FREE. Mail postal today.
Free book shows how the Minnetonna
pays you $30 to $60 extra per cow
per year. Also shows how you can
e&rn a Minnetonna free.

Davis -Watklns Dairymen 'a Mfg. Co

,

Dept. 63, 130 N. Wells St., Chicago

YOU KNOW IT PAYS
Warm water for the cows means more milk. Cooked food
lor the hogs means bigger frames covered with solid meat.
If you expect eggs in winter, you must feed warm food.

B
Cooking makes food more pala-
table— swells it— animals get
bulk and nourishment at much
less cost—

IT PAYS BIG

Have AIL
the HOT
WATER

YOU WANT

FARMER'S FAVORITE
Feed Cooker and

Agricultural Boiler
For butchers, sugar-makers, poultrymen.
stockmen, dairymen and fruit erowers.
Portable: use indoors or out, as boiler or
stove. Burns chunks, lone sticks, cobs
—anything. Guaranteed.

Write for Folder and Prices

LEWIS MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. 200 Cortland, N. Y.

What's What in Cheese
By R. Robinson

BRICK cheese takes its name from the

fact that it is about the size and shape

of an ordinary brick, and because common
bricks are used as weights to press it in the

molds. It is never put into a machine press.

Brick cheese is distinctly American, and,

next to American Cheddar, is more com-
monly used in this country than any other

variety. It is mild, pleasant to the taste,

and very palatable. It is made from fresh

cow's milk.
The constituents are approximately

the same as Cheddar, when it is made
from whole milk; but the milk is some-

times partly skimmed, producing an in-

ferior article which can be distinguished

by its tough, leathery consistency. When
cut, a good brick cheese should be quite

close-grained, silky in texture, break off

short, instead of bending, when sampled,

feel perfectly smooth on the tongue, and

have no rank odor. This variety of cheese

cannot be made with full success under the

factory system as generally practiced in

making Cheddar, especially in warm
weather, as the milk must be strictly

sweet and fresh if a good quality is to be

made. For this reason it should be made
immediately after milking, twice a day,

and is best when made at home on the

farm.
Any dairyman who is out of reach of a

factory or creamery may make this variety

of cheese. It can be made from the milk

of one or any number of cows. The cheese

averages about five pounds to a brick.

Two or three adjoining farms that can
conveniently bring their milk to one place

twice a day, during warm weather, can

make it successfully.

The plant costs very little, as molds,

tables, shelves, etc., can be made by any
handy man, which, with a vat, a heating

apparatus of some kind, and a cool, damp
cellar for curing, are all that is required; no
press, hoops, bandages, or coloring are

used.
The cheese is sold at about four weeks old,

and the price is higher than for Cheddar,
besides getting at least 10 per cent more
cheese from the milk. The market is sure

if the quality is right. I might say that it

is not difficult to make when the idea is

once mastered.

They Sell Too Soon

Next in importance comes Swiss or

Emmenthaler cheese, which originated in

Switzerland. Before the war 18,000,000

pounds of Swiss cheese were imported
every year, though that is probably a

small item compared with what is made in

Wisconsin, New York State, Minnesota,

and in less quantity in a few other States.

It is usually sold as American or domestic

Swiss, and a great deal of it is of just as

good quality as the imported article. The
principle trouble is that our American
dairymen are in too much of a hurry about

selling. They have not the patience to

wait six months or a year for their money.
Therefore the trade in American-made
Swiss cheese suffers on account of its being

put on the market while too young, for

time only can impart that distinctive

flavor and texture that is characteristic in

good Swiss cheese.

In food value the best imported Swiss

contains more water than American
Cheddar, or American Swiss either. One
of our faults is that we make it too dry.

Swiss cheese is not well adapted to the

factory system, though large quantities

are being made in American factories.

The great mistake the Swiss and other
Europeans make when they come to this

country is that they make a secret of any
knowledge they may have about the proc-

ess of making whatever kind of cheese
is most common in their home land.

Had Americans acted on that principle

our American Cheddar could never have
been the success it has proved to be. On
the contrary, our cheesemakers met in

public gatherings and exchanged or dis-

cussed their ideas. Those who were capa-
ble wrote on the subject. In fact, the
smallest detail became public property,
and until foreigners who make cheese
peculiar to foreign countries get together
and act in the same way, their cheese busi-

ness will always be unsatisfactory both to
themselves and to the trade.

No branch of dairying, or farming of

any kind, can be made a success by cover-
ing it with a basket. The consequence of

that policy is that Swiss and several other
kinds of cheese are being used as a condi-
ment by the few, rather than as a staple
article of food by the many.

$ 202? to $3O02
per cow per year

with a

CREAM SEPARATOR
Formerly, with butter-fat at 25 to 35 cents a pound, a

De Laval Cream Separator saved $10 to $15 per cow per year
over gravity skimming.

Now with butter-fat selling at 50 to 65 cents a pound,
and even higher, the saving with a De Laval is doubled.

If you have only two cows and are selling cream or making
butter, a De Laval will soon save enough to pay for itself.

.With butter-fat at present prices you need a De Laval
more than ever before, and if you already have an inferior or

half-worn-out separator, your cream loss with such a machine
is too big to be neglected.

The best cream separator you can get is the only machine
you can afford to use these days, and creamerymen, dairy
authorities and the 2,325,000 De Laval users all agree that

the De Laval is the world's greatest

cream saver. They know from experi-

ence that the De Laval skims the
closest, lasts the longest and gives the
best service.

Order your De Laval now and let it begin sav-
ing cream for you right away. See the local

De Laval agent, or, if you don't know him,
write to the nearest De Laval office as below

The De Laval Separator Co.
29 E. Madison St.

Chicago

OVER 2,325,000 DE LAVALS IN DAILY USE

165 Broadway
New York

THICK, SWOLLEN GLANDS
that make a horse Wheeze,
Roar, have Thick Wind
or Choke-down, can be

reduced with

^BSp^BINE
also other Bunches or Swellings. No blister, no hair
gone, and horse kept at work. Economical—only

a few drops required at an application. 32.50 per bottle

delivered.
Book 3 R free

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.
(
23 Temple St., Springfield, Mass.

THE SELF-OILING WINDMILL
has become so popular in its first four years that
thousands have been called for to replace, on their
old towers, other makes of mills, and to replace, at
small cost, the gearing of the earlier

Aermotors, making them self-oil-

ing. Its enclosed motor
keeps in the oil and
keeps out dust and
rain. The Splash Oil-
ing System constantly
floods every bearing with oil, pre-
venting wear and enabling the
mill to pump in the lightest breeze.
The oil supply is renewed once a year.
Double Gears are used, each carrying half the load.
We make Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Tanks,

Water Supply Goods and Steel Frame Saws.
WriteAERMOTOR CO.,2500 Twelfth St., Chicago

Aw The Practical Collar v
|). .......... .£»

Costs Least of

All Collars
The prices of these collars are no higher

than other collars of the same grade. The difference is that
they give longer service for you never have to throw away

FitZall Adjustable Collars
Instantly Adjusted to Fit Any Horse, Fat or Thin

If a horse dies or you sell it, you can change the collar to fit

any other horse. No sweat pads are ever needed because you can
change the collar as the horse changes flesh. FitZall Collars save
horses' necks and shoulders from injury because they always fit and because they place
the pressure right where it should be and nowhere else. They save horses, time, and
money—that's why they are least costly of all collars.',

_
There is nothing freakish about FitZall Collars, merely the ordinary collars with amighty sensible change that improves them amazingly.

.„ If yolir dealer cannot supply you we will. Every collar absolutely guaranteed.
Write for full description and prices.

John C. Nichols Co.
Manufacturers and Distributor!

684 Erie St., Sheboygan, Wis.
Makers of the Famous Master-Brand Harness—America's Best
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1919
Book
Lowest
Prices

SENTb*
FREE!*
- Write Today!

/For 1919 Galloway is making greater offers than
fever before. With, the war over and Peace here,
f the American farmermust feed the world. My low,
[direct to you factory prices on highest grade im-
I plements give you wholesale savings. Don't pay
I two and three prices for your farm machinery.

BUY DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY
I Get your implements straight from Galloway's
I factories. I cat out all waste and lost prices by
\ seDing direct. One million satisfied customers
I use Galloway implements and save big money.
\ You can do the same. Write today for Galloway's
\1919 book.

ew1919Model

SEPARATORS
1919 model is ready. Have all

the latest and best improvements.
Over three hundred thousand in use.
Thousands sold annually. Each one
sells from one to a dozen more.
Is closer skimming, easier cleaned
and more sanitary than any other
separator built. All parts run in
constant spray of oil. No sharp
edges to break up globules. Four!

good sizes. 375 lbs.—500 lbs.—

I

750 lbs.-950 lbs.—at four lowf
prices.

Latest
1919 Model

The best ever for 1919. Has 11 great
exclusive spreader improvements that
put the Galloway in a class by itself. Steel-

I beater, wide spreadingV-rake—automatic stop
l —clean out push board—roller feed—chain drive
I—endless apron with force feed—cut under
1 front wheels, short turn—is extra light draft—
1 handles more manure for less cost on man,
\ team, and pocket book than any other spreader
I built.

Magneto'
Equipped
1919

Galloway's 1919 new model engines are more
powerful, more economical than ever. 2% to 12
H.P. Portable or stationary. Has valves in head,
no lost energy. Big bore, long stroke and heavy
weight. Special built-in magnetosuppliesbluehot
spark, needs no batteries. Easily started, no crank-
ing, cylinder and water pot frostproof. Burns any
fuel. Heavy or light work models for the lightest
to the heaviest, toughest job on your farm.

BOOK FREE—Write Todayl
Get your cop; of Gal-
loway's money saving
book for 1919. Buy
all your farm supplies
mt wholesale— di-
rect from Gallo-
way's factories.
Use this book
as your buying
guide. We ship
from our im-
mense factories at
Waterloo or big ware,
house stocks in Chicago,
Kansas City, Council
bluffs. St Paul and Winnipeg. Write today to

William Galloway Company.
397 Galloway Station, WATERLOO, IOWA.

t« FRONT THATGAVE
GRIFFIN SILO FAME

An unobstructed Continuous open-
ing. Doors absolutely tight but will
not swell. Permanent steel Ladder
attached to Front. Everything first

class and prices right. Prices on
application.

GRIFFIN LUMBER CO.
Box 17. Hudson Falls, N. Y.

Tents

Army Auction Bargains
C W. refoheri $2.65 up

Army 7-shot carbine 2.95 up

Army haversacks .15 up

Knapsacks .75 up

Army gun slings .30 up

Coit's Army Revolver cat. 45 at $8.45
15 acres Army Goods. Large illustrated cyclopedia
reference catalog—428 pages—iasae 1917, mailed 50
cents. New Circular 5 cents.

FRANCIS BANHERMAN S SONS, 501 Broadway, New York.

$4.25 up
.18 up

Saddles 4.65 up
Uniforms 1.50 up

Team harness 26.85

Shear With Machine
Old ways of shearing leave too much wool on the sheep.

Wool is scarce and commands high prices. Buy that

sheep shearing machine NOW—they're going to be scarce

this season. Get a Stewart No. 9 Ball Bearing Machine
with 4 sets oi knives. Costs only ?14. You'll more than

save that much in wool. Order now. Or send for

1919 catalog.
CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT COMPANY

Dept. 140, 12th SI. and Central Ave., Chicago, III.

The Tramp Who Bought
a Dairy Farm

[CONTINUED F^M PAGE 11]

stayed at home and asked no favors of any-
body. As the farm was so small I did not
raise any grain, and so I was able to do all

my work alone, even haying. I was be-

coming angry, and the madder I got the
more determined I was to make good. " I'll

make my name stand for something yet

—

I'll make them forget the generation in

between," I told myself over and over that
summer, and gradually I formed a plan.

Most of the farmers took their milk to a
cheese factory, or to a local creamery.
Home butter-making was a lost art. I

knew that there were many people who
preferred dairy butter, and I knew also

that if it was made under clean, sanitary

conditions there was a market for it at

prices as high as creamery. At the school

one of my duties had been to help in the

dairy, and quite often I had made butter

alone; thus I felt that I could produce a
first-class article.

My way of reasoning was something
like this: "Cleanliness, industry, and hon-
esty seem to be the qualities they think

that I lack; but if I win out in a business

venture that demands these qualities they
cannot help admitting that I am all right."

But even as I planned my spirits went
down as I thought of my poor old cows that
were fast drying up, and it was only the
middle of September. One of my first pur-
chases had been a pair of scales and a milk
tester, so I knew just what my herd had
done, and it was nothing to brag about.
Those six cows which had been fresh in

April had given 19,000 pounds of three per
cent milk, making 570 pounds of butterfat.

Not much more than one good cow should
produce. Truly, at this rate I would not
get very far.

THEN I did what caused the people to
call me a fool as well as a rascal: I sold

that herd of cattle to a stock buyer for

$250—cows were not so high then as they
are now—and I thought I was getting a
pretty fair price for the scrubs. This
amount added to my milk checks—my
living had come mostly from the garden
and chickens—gave me a little over $400,
and as my payment on the place did not
have to be made until spring I felt that I

could invest my money the way I wanted
to. At an auction in the next county I

picked up an old Jersey that was said to be
a good producer. She was not registered,

was not even a full blood Jersey; but her
owner told me things and proved them
about her that made me willing to part
with $150, which was a big price for a cow
then. Good old Buttercup! I never re-

gretted paying out that money, for she
gave it back to me many times over.

Another $100 went for a three-year-old

Jersey which was practically pure-bred,

and after I had spent another $100 for a
bull and $50 for a yearling heifer I went
home proud and delighted with my new
beauties. As I did not have quite so much
stock to feed, there was some hay to sell,

which, together with my potato money,
brought in enough to make the payment
and still left some for running expenses.
Then I went to work. A small building

apart from the, main house, and which had
been used for a summer kitchen, was taken
for a dairy house, and I scrubbed, cleaned,

and painted until it was as fresh as one
could wish. Running water was out of the
question for me just then, but as the well

was right at the door I felt that I could get
along for a while. I installed a stove and
ventilating system similar to that used in

rural schools, for I knew there must be pure
air, with no odors to be taken up by the
cream. First, last, and all of the time there
must be cleanliness, and I invested in some
spotless white suits.'

Once more I must say, "Good old But-
tercup!" She freshened in October, and
looking over her record I find she produced
10,000 pounds of milk testing 5.1, during
a milking period of 320 days. This made
510 pounds of butterfat, or nearly as much
as that made by the six I sold. Then I

resolved that a cow which could not pro-
duce 8,000 pounds of milk testing 4.5 could
not stay on my place. I have kept that
resolve, carefully culling out those that did
not come up to the mark. If my cows had
been Holsteins I would have set the stand-
ard at 10,000 pounds with a lower test.

As I had thought, it was not difficult to
sell good dairy butter. I did not try at
Mayson for obvious reasons, but took my
first lot to a town ten miles distant, where
I sold it to a hotel man. He said that if I

kept the quality up he would willingly pay

m
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"So I am leaving in

your hands the only thing

that matters now

—

and God bless you."

That is part of a letter the Editor of the
Woman's Home Companion received from a
reader.

It is but one of over three thousand letters

very much like it.

They came (and are still coming daily) in

immediate response to an announcement in the
February Companion of a service for Companion
readers who seek news of boys in France.

Three Thousand Appealing1 Letters

filled with words describing feelings almost too
sacred and intimate to quote—pleading for

information about three thousand big strapping
American boys listed as MISSING.

What must be the attitude toward this

magazine that mothers and young wives and
girl sweethearts will confide in it in this manner?
WTiat is it about the Companion that inspires

the personal friendship of more than a million

women?
It is* this: The Woman's

Home Companion, in spirit,

in tone, in everything it

does, lives up to the letter

of its name. It works over its

readers' problems of baby-
Kood, and clothes, and
household affairs, and cook-
ing, and gardening, and
building, and home furnish-

ing, and other interests in

such a way that it becomes

to each reader not merely a
companion, but a friend.

And so, when this oppor-
tunity to be of an extra-

special service came along,

the Companion was quick
to grasp it. And Compan-
ion readers, knowing that

the Companion always does

what it says it will do, were
quick to take advantage
of it.

The Woman's Home Companion feels that the

highest proof of its success lies in the fact that its

readers come, not formally, for paid advice, but

unreservedly, intimately, as to a bosom friend—
for expert advice which is always given frankly,

fully, freely and gladly, as a bosom friend would
give it.

Woman's Home Companion
The Crowell Publishing Company

Woman's Home Companion
The American Magazine

Farm and Fireside
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reamery prices, and be glad to get it,

or he thought that it went further, and if

t was good his patrons liked it just as well.

On the next trip I got the other hotel man
and a boarding house, and that year these

three took all the butter I could make.

During the second year I bought two

•e good cows, put in running water and

r improvements, and placed a neat

in front of my place which told the

ic that this was "The Jack Drewe
tary Dairy." My butter was put up in

attractive one-pound cartons with

label "Jack Drewe Brand" printed

„ji the outside. My house and out-

buildings were all painted a pure white, and
everything about the premises was kept as

!erly as possible.

s I reasoned, people could not keep on
iking a man was all wrong if they had
'mit that he was successful in his

ess. As the years went On and I

i customers to my list I found that the

who had formerly wished me a good
and passed on now stopped for a talk.

; surprised to find how often I was
Jted and listened to by the other

ers, and long before my Yellow Bess,

iter of Buttercup, went over the top

.or local cow-testing association, they

.
conceded that I was a pretty good
of a dairy cow.
ile striving to reach one goal I un-

. iciously attained another. I was sur-

prised when a representative from the

university farms wished to buy Yellow
Bess for their experiment station. They
said that the monthly record she had
made—90 pounds of butterfat—was re-

markable considering that she had not been
: given special care or feed. She was worth
$500 to them, and they paid me another
$100 for her three-months-old heifer calf.

During these years I had married—not
one of the Gilbert Hall girls, but .the daugh-
ter of the hotel keeper who had bought my
first butter. Our friendship, which later

•eloped into love, dated from that time,

i then my wife has told me that she
sure a boy that could make such

delicious butter could not be wholly bad.
Never did man have a more loyal partner.

IT
WAS during the last summer, right af-

ter the sale of Yellow Bess, that we came
to the conclusion that our farm was too
small. I also had awakened to the fact that
I was neglecting my opportunities, and
felt that I should get into pure-bred stock.

The farm that I had always wanted was
(or sale, and we talked the matter over,

deciding that we would buy it. My place,

which was now all paid for, would bring
$6,000, and we had $2,000 more in the bank.
"That will leave us short $2,000, but I

can get it easily," I said.

"While you are about it, you had better
borrow $5,000 more to buy the adjoining
farm—we will need it—and another $1,000
for the young registered Jersey stock we
are going to buy," advised Ellen.

I was a little taken back at this sugges-
tion, for I was not fond of debt, and did not
think that the bank would let me have so
much. I was a little uncertain when I
broached the matter at the bank, but they
were very pleasant.
"Certainly, Mr. Drewe," said the smil-

ing banker. "Very glad ta accommodate
you."

After the necessary papers had been
made out, he shook hands cordially, saying,
"I am mighty glad to see you go on the old
place; a Drewe made it and a Drewe
should farm it."

I smiled as I left the bank, thinking of
the time—it was during my second year

—

that I had asked for a couple of hundred
dollars and had been refused. As I passed
Franklin's grocery store I also remembered
the time he would not give me credit.
"Wonder how I stand with him now," I
said to myself, and went inside, where I
ordered almost thirty dollars' worth of
goods.

"Just charge this, will you?" I said care-
lessly, and Mr. Franklin beamed and re-
plied: "Sure—you bet! Anything else, Mr.
Drewe?"
Now this sounds as though I was still

resentful, but I am not—at least not very
much. They were clean, respectable
People, and until I had proved that I was
the same they did not want me—that was
all. A good name is a mighty fine thing to
have, and I did not have it.

To-day we moved to our new home—to
the farm that my grandfather carved out
of the wilderness.
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ONE of the world's authorities on tractor
design and internal combustion engines
gets down among us and talks our lan-
guage in telling how to get six per cent
from your tractor, in the April number.
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Swift & Company's 1918 profits

shown in this book
- Send for a copy. Contains facts and figures that will give you a

better understanding of the conditions that govern the sale ofyour
cattle, hogs, and sheep. Write for your copy NOW

—

it is free

Do you understand clearly the

things that determine the prices

paid for your live stock?

Do you know why the packers
are interested in stockyards?

Do you know how the packer's

dollar is disposed of—how much
goes to you for your live stock,

how much of it goes for actual cost

of doing business, and how much
is left the packer for his services?

Do you want to know the real

facts about the FederalTrade Com-
mission's investigation of the pack-
ing industry?

There is no mystery in the live

stock and meat business. It oper-

ates under conditions of intense

competition and, like every other

industry, is controlled by funda-
mental business principles.

Swift 8b Company's 1919 Year
Book contains many pages of val-
uable information along the lines

of the foregoing questions—facts

and figures that will give you a
clearer understanding of market
conditions and the sale of your
animals.

It presents a review of Swift &
Company's operations during 1918,

and shows that the profits earned
(about 2^ cents on each dollar of
meat sales) were too small to have
any noticeable effect on live stock
and meat prices.

Send us your name for this val-

uable book now—a postal will do.

Address

Swift & Company
4103 Packers Avenue, Union Stockyards, Chicago, 111.

Established 1868

A nation-wide organization owned by more than 23,000 stockholders
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ear Absolutely Waterproof Steels
less than leather, wear 3 to 6 times longer, are lighter,
ier, stronger. Stop big shoe bills. Eliminate repair

bills. Stop foot troubles. Prevent Golds. Corns, Bunions.
Keep feet warm and dry in snow, rain,mud, slush.
Never change shape — comfortable always.
Free Shoe Book Tells All. Write Today.

N. M. Rnthstein, V. P.

STEEL SOLE SHOE CO., Dept. A 49 RACINE, WIS.

Iiiih;/;///////^,

largest selling extermi- V>J,
nator rids premises com- *^5»

This oldest and *<J^

Rletely of rats and mice,
lixedwithfoodsthatthey ^

will eat; kind of food can ^5
be changed when necessary,

£5 Never Failing Exterminator S
No matter how thick rats and mice are, "Rough £g
on Rats" will get them ALL in two or three SSS

Sjg days. They don't die in the house—no ^£
•^5 odor. Our booklet

—"Ending Rats & Mice"

—

^£ tells how to rid any house, store, warehouse ^S?
•J^J or building of rats and mice.

Sent free if you write. — —
E. S. WELLS, Chemist fpo^t

Jersey City, N. J.

You are sure of a square deal if you mention Farm and Fireside
in answering advertisements.

Sent on Trial
Upward *fbn£SUCa/l% Crea

SEPARATOR
Thousands in Use giving splendid satis-

faction j ustifies inves-

tigating our wonderful offer: a brand new, well made,
easy running, easily cleaned, perfect skimming separator
only $19.95. Skims warm or cold milk closely. Makes
thick or thin cream. Different from picture, which illustrates

our low priced, large capacity machines. Bowl is a sanitary
marvel and embodies all our latest improvements. Our Absolute Guarantee Protects
You. Besides wonderfully low prices and generous trial terms, our offer includes our

—

Easy Monthly Payment Plan
Whether dairy Is large or small, do not fall to get our great offer. Our richly illustrated cat-
alog, sent free on request, Is a most complete, elaborate and Interesting book on cream separators.
Western orders filled Irom Western points. Write today for catalog and see our big money
saving proposition.

American Separator Co., Box 1058, Bainbridge, N. Y.
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140 -Egg Size

/ Ship Q-jick
— from Buffc

City or Rac

to.

Jim Rohan

J

\Prea..

JPoultry Raisers
You Haven't A Moment To Lose

[GetYour Hatching Outfit-Now!
Early hatches mean healthier chicks, bigger I

broilers, and more laying hens during the
winter months, when egg prices are highest,
ow is the time to start a not get the extra profits from the

Champion Belle City mak- early ones—besides you are sure
ingmoneyforyou. Ofcourse.the to have the biggest hatches of

late hatches pay big. too, but why strongestchicks whenyou usemy
|E 140-Egtf Champion

= Belle City
Incubator

With Fibre Board Double-
Walled construction that has led
the field for over 13 years—Self-
Regulated—Hot-Water Copper
Tank—Thermometer Holder

—

SafetyLampand DeepNursery.

When ordered with my $6.35

1

World Famous 140-chick Hot-
Water Brooder—Double-Wall-
ed, big, roomy—guaranteed I

to raise the chicks —making a |

completeoutfit—both only$15.95.

Freight Prepaid
And allowed to point9 beyond.
You cannotgeta better Hatch-
ing Outfit—used by Uncle Sam,
leading Agr'l Colleges and over
740,000 successful poultry raisers.

Share InMy Special Offers Of $ 1000 In Gold
They provide easy ways to earn extra money.
Save time—Order now, from this advertise-

n-ite formy big Free Catalog "Hatching
before you order. Jim Rohan, Pres.

Incubator

With this Guaranteed Hatching
Outfit and my complete Guide
Book for settingup and operating,
you are 6ure to have poultry in
abundance. And you can easily I

Box 100 Racine,Wis.

Ik

TBAX MARK

Galvanized Iron;

Asbestos
Redwood

Insulated Bon

The Iron Covered Incubator

BIGGEST HATCHING
Value Ever Offered

Investigate the Ironclad Incubatorbefore^B^^
you buy. Get my new catalog and learn why the
Ironclad is the safest and best incubator. It tells how
they are made and why they are better. My special
offer of Iron covered incubator and roomy brooder
for only $14.75 freight paid east of Rockies*

30 DAYS' TRIAL
Money Back If Not Satisfied
is the greatest incubator offer of the season. You can
use the machine for 30 days and if not satisfactory, we

will refund your money and pay return freight
charges. Machine come to you complete,

r|| m ready to use. and accompanied by a
L£LUG&. 10 TEAR IRONCLAD GUARANTEE
U

[ Ironclad
Incubator
Don't class this \

big galvanized
I
iron covered.de*
pendable hatcher with cheaply
constructedmachines. Ironclads
are not covered with cheap,thin
metal and painted like some do

i to cover up poor quality of ma-
terial. Ironclads are shipped in the nat-
ural color—you can see exactly what you

! are getting. Don't buy any incubator until
1 you know what it is made of. Note these Ironclad!
specifications: Genuine California Redwood, triple wails,
asbestos lining, galvanized iron covering. Large egg tray, extra

!
deep chick nursery, hot water top heat, COPPER tanks and boiler,

]

8elf-recrulator, Tycos Thermometer, glass in door, and many other
special advantages fully explained in free catalog. Write for it TODAY or order direct from this advertisement.

150
Chick

Brooder

IRONCLAD INCUBATOR COMPANY. Box 51 RACINE. WIS.

Why Take Chances ?
Is Made of

Before you Buy
I^PavMore

t
For only $14 you can

, get these two un-
1 beatable machines,
I delivered, freight paid
east of the Rockies.

|
Yon take no risk—
money back if not

I satisfied. You can order
1 direct from this ad. Ask
I

the publisher about us.

Send for our Free Catalog and |

we will send you a sample of
the material used in Wiscon- 1

sin Incubators and Brooders. I

Then you will know which •

machines are built best, which
'

will last longest and which will i

give you the most value for your
money. One good hatch will pay

|

for a Wisconsin outfit and more.
Why take chances? We give you |

30 Days' FREE Trial |

money!
BACK
IF NOT

SATISFIED
|

10-YEAR I

heat, double walls, air space between double
- - — GUARANTEE

|

glass doors, copper tanks and boilers, self regulating. Nurseryunderegg tray. Made I

of finest, select, clear CALIFORNIA REDWOOD, not pine, paper or other flimsy material. Incubator fin-
|

ished in natural color—not painted to cover up cheap, shoddy material. Incubator and Brooder i

shipped complete with thermometers, egg tester, lamps, everything but the oil. This is the best

outfit you can buy. If you don't find it satisfactory after 30 days' trial, send it back. Don t

1

i

buy until you get our new 1919 catalog, fully describing this prize winning outfit. WRITE ,

1 FOR IT TODAY. You can't make a mistake in buying a Wisconsin. On the market 15 years.

«

1 WISCONSIN INCUBATOR COMPANY, Box 48 Racine, Wis. I

180 Egg Incubator and 180 SI "J 25
Chick Brooder both for only If —

1 Wisconsins have hot water

Moving the Egg to Market
By S. 0. Bryant

I HAVE found much more satisfactory
poultry profit from a high-class private

trade which I have succeeded in developing
thanwhen I depended on hucksters, grocers,

and shipping to commission houses. Of
course, it is absolutely necessary to have
the quality of the highest when selling to
selected customers, but the producer of

poor-quality produce is no longer getting
anywhere these days, no matter what his

line of business.
I find that the most profitable custom-

ers will not hunt for the poultryman. They
must be rustled for. But there are well-to-

do homes in every good-sized town and
city where a sample of superfine eggs,

backed up with a "money back" guarantee
will give you a chance to furnish some
trial orders. It then only requires fancy-
quality eggs and poultry invariably de-
livered in the pink of condition to make
your customers permanent. There are
also good prospects for profitable custom-
ers among summer and winter hotels that
cater to the trade of wealthy patrons,
sanitariums, etc. All of these have fur-

nished me outlets for high-grade poultry
and eggs.

An attractively printed notice is placed
in the top of each of the pasteboard car-

tons in which my eggs are delivered to my
customers, worded as follows:

SuNNYBBOOK FaBM EGGS

These eggs are guaranteed to be less than
thirty-six hours old when shipped. They are
the product of pure-bred, healthy hens which
are housed and fed according to strictly hy-
gienic principles. The eggs are therefore war-
ranted strictly fresh and sterile.

Money Back

if found in any way unsatisfactory. When-
ever more of our poultry products is wanted,
telephone 5120.

Of late I have found that the light metal
shipping cases used by squab breeders in

which to ship their squabs to market are
equally satisfactory for shipment of high-

grade broilers, roasters, capons, and eggs as

well, to my special customers by parcel

post. These metal cases are made in two
parts, one telescoping into the other, thus
saving space.
Aluminum or an alloy of this metal is the

choice of material for these containers, it

being rustless, light, durable, and so easily

kept clean. There are combination cases

designed for shipping eggs, butter, or
dressed poultry. For eggs, cushion fillers

are used in these cases.

Postage within the 150-mile zone is not
prohibitive for select produce. The return
postal charge for the empty containers is

about half that of the loaded ones. For
valuable squabs and broilers shipped by
express in hot weather the metal cases are
placed in wooden boxes surrounded with
ice.

Of all the eggs now shipped to market,
about one dozen from each heavy-laying
hen is lost annually through breakage be-
fore the eggs reach the consumer. This
makes a loss at a low estimate of 36 cents
to be deducted from the income from every
good hen in the flock, or over $150 from a
flock of 500 layers is lost through breakage
during transportation.
But this enormous loss in transit has

been proved unnecessary by the govern-
ment experiments carried on for a period
of two years. In these experiments the
eggs were shipped in carload lots an aver-
age of 1,200 miles per shipment. The secret

of preventing the loss included in " checks,

"

"dents," and "leakers" was made possible

by using nothing but standard cases, sym-
metrically made and kept in good condi-
tion, and by the use of nothing but new
medium fillers and cushions of excelsior

placed on the top and bottom of each case.

Corrugated paper for cushions instead of

excelsior answered the purpose equally
well.

Not only is right packing of the cases a
requirement of safe shipping, but proper
loading of the cars and right refrigeration

were found equally important.
This whole matter of the safe transpor-

tation of eggs is one that poultry associa-

tions, as well as individuals, must take up
and push to a successful solution. This
average loss of $1 of the income from each
three hens is eventually borne largely by
the men who feed the hens. The Govern-
ment stands ready to place the information
it has obtained in the hands of every egg
shipper, which will make clear just where
the blame for the breakage and loss must
be placed and just how this loss may be
avoided.

FARM AND FIRESIDE

40 EGGS INSTEAD OF

11. HATCHED FINE

Mr. Guthrie Made Big Egg Profit. Gets Lets of

Chicks, Too

"When I read about Don Sung, I was getting 11 t
14 eggs a day. I tried it and my eggs increased ti_
40 a day and sometimes better. I heartily recom-
mend it to all poultry raisers. I have 200 little

chicks off and 380 to come off in the next 15 days."—
C. A. Guthrie, Nekoma, Kans.

Mr. Guthrie wrote this letter last spring after
using only $1.50 worth of Don Sung. His hens laid

four times as many eggs, and the eggs hatched better.
It paid him and it will pay you. At our risk, ac<
this offer:

—

Give your hens Don Sung and watch results
one month. If you don't find that Don Sung
for itself and pays you a good profit besides,
tell us and your money will be refunded.
Don Sung (Chinese for egg-laying) works din

on the egg-laying organs, and is also a splendid
It is easily given in the feed, improves the .

health, makes her stronger and more active in
weather, and starts her laying.
Try Don Sung for 30 days and if it doesn't get

the eggs, no matter how cold or wet the weaf
your money will be refunded by return mail.
Don Sung from your druggist .or poultry re.

dealer or send 50 cents today for a package by
prepaid. Burrell-Dugger Co., 155 Columbia Bj
Indianapolis, Ind.

I
Greatest Incubator Discovery in 50 Years.
^Insures Strong, Healthy Chicks from
^every good egg, Iron-Clad Guaranty*.

[
Porter Soft-Heat Tubeless Incubator

combines hot air and water. Auto-
matic control of heat, moisture and
ventilation. Centerheat plan,round
nest, egga turn semi-automatically with-
out removing- tray.—saves time tod
monty. Simple, safe. sure.

Write for Big New Free Book.

PORTER INCUBATOR CO.. Box 12, Blair. Nebraska

Save the Baby Chicks
Our book, "CARE OF BABY CHICKS," and * I

package of GERMOZONE are the best insurance
against, chick losses. Those formerly losing more thai
halt they hatched now raise better than 90 per cent 1

To you who have never tried GERMOZONE, w« wM
send postpaid, book and package as above. You pay,
II satisfied, 75c: 60 days' trial. We trust you.
Druggists and seed dealers sell GERMOZONE, the 1

best poultry remedy and preventive. For old and
young—bowel trouble, colds, roup, musty or spoiled
food, limber neck, chicken pox, sour crop, skin disease,
etc. Sick chicks can't wait. Do It now.

GEO. H. LEE CO., Dept. 450, Omaha, Neb.
'

62 BREEDS
Most Profitable
Pure-Bred Chick-
ens. Geese. Ducks,

Turkeys. Hardy fowls, eggs, and Incubat-
ors at lowest prices. Ameriei'sPioneer PoultryFam.

Write for valuable Poultry Book FREE.
F. A. NEU BERT, Box 314, Mankato, Mint.

Pmiltrv Rnnlr Latest and best yet: 144
I Utility COUHpageB, 215 beautiful picture*,
hatching1

, rearing, feeding- and disease information.
Describes busy Poultry Farm handling- S3 pure-brad
varieties and BABY CHICKS. Tells how to choow

fowls, eggs, incubators, sprouters. Mailed for 10 cents.

Berry's Poultry Farm. Box 39, Clarlnda, Iowa

:rvT7«rvra'n
25 Leading Varieties—Safe delivery guar-

anteed. Postpaid. One of the largest and beat
equipped hatcheries in U. S. Catalog FREE.
Miller Poultry Farm, Box 555, Lancaster, Mo,

INCUBATOR BARGAINS
Before you buy an incubator get our Special Bar-
-gain List and new complete catalog of incubators,

brooders, ready built houses, supplies, thoroughbred
poultry, eggs and baby chicks. Write to-day.
Cycle Hatcher Co., 65 Philo Bld'g, Elmira, N. Y.

Money in Poultry fTvSSS^i
onrl Cmiohc stock pays best. Thousands
allU wl|UaU3 of prizes at big shows, best
layers, lowest prices, all varieties. Big Free
Book tells all about It. Write today.

Crescent Poultry Farm, Box 31, Des Moines, la.

POULTRY AND PIGEONS FOR PROFIT
Foy's big book tells all about it. Contain!

many colored plates—an encyclopedia of poul-
try Information, poultry houses, feeding for

eggs, etc. Written bit a man who knout.
Sent for 5 cents. Low prices, fowls and eggx

FRANK F0Y. Box 4, CLINTON, I0WI

SURPRISING INCUBATOR
Bargain
ONLY

for the
famous

Liberty

Steel Hatchek
— — The greatest in-

cubator value at
any price. Built

J]

round with a cen-
B tralneater;nocold
^corners which
mean unbatched

eggs. Perfect regulation of heat, ventilation and moisture,
roomy chick nursery, visible egg chamber easily accessible,

triple wall, water jacketed heat flume, sloping egg tray

keeps small ends of eggs always downward—enables chicks

to develop more perfectly. Economical to oper- <CfI
Bte. So well-built it lasts a life-time. PriceonlyVWl *'J
Order from this advertisement. Send check, money or

express order, we ship at once, £. o. b. Quincy, 111. For
shipment by parcel post include postage for 21 lbs. weight.

K^T»F«D ,

^ftS 30 DAYS' TRIAD
write us and we will refund all money you have paid. We
are responsible. In business in Chicago 46 years. Ask your
banker. You also need our splendid 'Liberty Hover," 70
chick capacity. oil heated,self regulating.Weighs 14 lb. 14.60 f.o.b.

Quincy, 111. For larger Jncobators write today for special catalog.

B. F. Gamp Co., 443 S. Clinton St., Chicago, I1L

GALVANIZED
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175 Chicks

Didn't Lose One!
1 «!

W. Miller of Pittsburgh, Okla., writes:

used Reefer's Ready Relief for bowel
trouble for my baby chicks and out of 175

hatched I haven't lost one." You can save

your little chicks, too, if you use Reefer's

3 Ready Relief and protect them from the

dreaded White Diarrhea. Give them this

new scientific remedy as soon as they are

out of the shell and keep them on it ten

j days or two weeks and you will be amazed
' and delighted at their health and growth.

Nothing Can Cure Dead Chicks
; Send $1.00 today to E. J. Reefer, poultry
• espert, 4033 Poultry Building, Kansas City, Mo.,

for a package of Ready Relief, enough to save 500
H chicks. Aren't your baby chicks worth five for a

penny? Or, better yet, send S2.35 on special Baby
Chick Spring discount for three of the regular one

j

dollar packages. You take no risk because a million
I dollar bank guarantees that if you are not satisfied

I
your money will be returned on request. Send
$2.35 today. This will save you many a heartache.

Remember your chicks will probably die
overnight if you don't protect them. They are as

tender and sweet and delicate as day old human
babies. Order this bank guaranteed Life Saver for

Chicks today and be ready when the little

Baby Chicks break the shell. Send today sure for

Reefer's Ready Relief, absolutely the world's great-

(St White Diarrhea Remedy. Or if you don't want
In try this bank guaranteed Baby Chick saver now
just ask Mr. Reefer to mail you absolutely free his

valuable poultry book that tells the experience of a
man who has made a fortune out of poultry, free.

!
Hatched 140 Chicks—Lost Only One

Mrs. T. E. Murphy, of Hughesyille, Mo., writes:
"I used your Ready Relief for White Diarrhea in my
chicks and only lost one of 140." Here are more
tetters from a few of the hundreds who write me.

Poultry Raisers Write from

All Over the U. S.

Ready Relief Saves Baby Chicks from

Dying with White Diarrhea the Plague

that Kills Millions of Baby Chicks

Every Year.

Hatched 200—Raised Them All
My neighbors have lost lots of chicks. I had over 200

batched and haven't lost a single one with White Diarrhea
and I give Ready Relief the praise.—MRS. G. HAN-
COCK, Sturgis, Ky.

Raised 109 out of 111
The first week in July I had 111 chicks hatched. I

used the Ready Relief Tablets and only lost 2 chicks out
of the hatch.—NANCY BERRY, Brooksville, Ky.

Only Lost 1 out of 100
I have only lost one chick out of a hatch of 100 since

using Ready Relief.—MRS. NETTIE KENNEDY'.
Joaa. IU.

Never Lost a Chick
I used the box of Reefer's Ready Relief and never lost

a chick.—MRS. FLORENCE FERGUSON, Indianapolis.
Okla.

Ready Relief Stopped Loss
I got a box of Ready Relief. My chicks were dying 20

and 30 a day and now I don't lose any.—MRS. H. L.
BUTTON, Ramona, Kansas.

Only Lost One of Incubator Hatch
Received the box of Ready Relief. My incubator just

hatched and I only lost one chick with White Diarrhea.

—

MRS. O. F. GILLHAM, Central City, Neb.
Saved 260 Hatch

Received your tablets Friday and have been giving it
o the 260 chicks. They were about a week old and was
losing three or four a day, but this morning they seem all
right, and lost none the last twenty-four hours.—F.
W EIST, Talcottville, N. Y.

Not One Chick Lost
Have not lost a single chick since I began using Ready

Relief.—MRS. J. B. COURSON. Cordova, Ala.

Hatched 117—Raised Them All
I have been using your White Diarrhea remedy on my

last lot of little chicks. I hatched 117 chicks and have
not lost a one. They are ten days old today, and not a weak
one In the flock.—JOHN A. CLARK, Jonesboro, Ark.

Ready Relief Saved 90 Chicks
Your White Diarrhea cure for baby chicks saved ninety

chickens for me.—MRS. J. H. WOODRUM, Fontine, Mo.

Order Today
Send a dollar today for a full-size package of

Keefers Ready Relief. Or, better yet, send $2.35
at special discount on three packages for a season's
6
J>ppIy. Order now and be ready to save your baby
chicks. Every one that dies lost you at least fifty
cents. You run no risk. A Million-Dollar Bank
."™ refund instantly if you are not entirely satisfied.
[nnether you order "Ready Relief" now or not, mark
on the coupon for Mr. Reefer to send you absolutely free
*>» valuable poultry book that tells the experience of a
man who has made a fortune out of poultry.] Act
NOW. Pin a dollar bill to the coupon. But better
by iar, take advantage of the discount and send $2.35
tor three full-size $1 packages. Send for this bank-
guaranteed chick saver NOW. Today!

E. J. Reefer, Poultry Expert,
4033 Poultry Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Enclosed j

$ 1 22 %t °SZ$'&F':km*''

811(1
) $235 for three full-size $1.00 rpack»Be9 of n
I Ready Relief" on special discount. '—

'

(Mark X in the square opposite order you want.)
^end this with an absolute Bank Guarantee that you»m refund my money if this is not satisfactory to me
in every way,

Kame

Address

A Little Girl's Big

Business
By F. W. Jeter

POULTRY-CLUB successes know no
north, no south, no east, nor west;

neither do these successes belong to the
boys alone. The "little women" have
fully shown in their club work in raising

and improving poultry that they can keep
shoulder to shoulder with the best of the

boys.
At this time it is a year's poultry experi-

ence of a little North Carloina girl I want
to give to Farm and Fireside readers, and
to show them a picture of the poultry out-

fit of one of her boy competitors.
The plucky, practical little poultry-

woman in question is Mary E. Thigpen.
She commenced her year's poultry business

by taking over her father's poultry stock
valued at $800, and at the end of the year
she had made a net profit of 50 per cent, or

$400.
Her $800 poultry investment included

houses, fixtures, one small incubator, brood
coops, fencing, 100 bushels of feed, and
350 hens and breeding males. Her year's

sales of eggs was $432, and her stock of

hens, pullets and breeding males at the
end of the year had been increased to

500 fine birds. Besides, the family was
supplied generously throughout the year.

Her estimate that the eggs and poultry
consumed by the large family and farm
workers, together with the poultry manure
turned over for farm use, was a fair equiva-
lent for the farm-grown grain and sour
milk fed, and was so considered by her
father.

Her flock of old and young birds had a
range of about eight acres—pasture and
orchards, and after harvest they gleaned
the grain fields and"ranged at will.

Miss Thigpen, in order to build up better

poultry stock, selected thirty of the most
promising hens, which were mated to extra

good, pure-bred males in a separate house
and yard. As a result her present flock is

markedly superior to the hens she had last

year.

It is especially interesting to know that
Miss Thigpen guaranteed every egg she
sold to be fresh, clean, and of high quality

in every respect. One of her best customers
for eggs was a local hospital, which paid
her five to ten cents per dozen above the
country-store quotations. A portion of her
eggs were sold to customers at a distance,

shipped by parcel post.

This young poultry keeper found there

were many "ups and downs" in her first

year's experience. Hawks and other

chicken enemies cut down her profit, and
poultry diseases took some toll; but, on the
whole, she overcame all difficulties after

experiencing more or less severe losses.

All told, her chick losses did not exceed
five per cent.

Miss Thigpen did all the poultry work
unaided, except a little help from a younger
sister, and the cleaning and whitewashing
of the houses, which work was done by
hired help.

Leghorns and Rhode Island Reds are

the stock Miss Thigpen is developing.

The Reds she depends on mainly for fall

and winter laying, then they go to the

block, and the Leghorns make the big

spring and summer drive for eggs. It is

her unswerving purpose to add an average

of two or three dozen eggs per hen to the

output of her flock by scientific breeding

under the supervision of her station poultry

adviser, coupled with her own study and
experimenting.

Poultry Boole FRFF If you don't want to try
chick <rj/ P. rtCC tnf, Bank Guaranteed
^ Po5itry bookFRFS"
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Pets That Are Profitable

By H. R. Holt

BRIEFLY outlining the rabbit industry,

I will compare it with poultry, barring
the fact that a rabbit does not lay eggs

—

except at Easter time. Yet we have the
Leghorn of the rabbit family in the Belgian
and New Zealand varieties. We also have
the Brahmas, Orpingtons, and counter-
parts of other large poultry types in the
Flemish rabbits and Checkered Giants.
While I have heard many poultrymen com-
pare the output of various varieties as to

eggs, I also hear the rabbit breeders com-
pare the output in meat of the Belgians,
Giants, etc.

It is an undisputed fact that the Belgian
and New Zealand types produce more meat
in the course of the year than do the Giants;
and, like our poultry friends, we also like

to raise heavy producers and push the
great big Flemish and Checkered Giants to
a weight of anywhere from 11 to 18 pounds,
and sometimes over, when matured.

l^tftatoMake

ExtraThisYear
VOU can do it. I'll help you. Mr. Thos. Ashley. Kimball.
A S. D., says that from his Old Trusty he soldS350 worth o£
eggs, $200 worth of pullets, $200 worth of roosters, has 50 hena
left and does not count what family used.

H. F. McDonald, of Manchester, Iowa, using one Old
Trusty, says, "My poultry sales for 10 months are $1084.00." Poultry

j, raisers are making money this year. Send me your name and

Get My New Book L'UCI?
About Chickens A IX-fili
and let me put you on the road to a big poultry in-
come. This book is more than a catalog. It's a
poultry book filled with practical information—the
kind that 99 out of 100 poultry raisers want. Size.
9 x 12 inches.

800,000 satisfied customers say that you are not
-trying out someone's experiment when you
get Old Trusty. Handy home sizes—with or
without metal cover. Write today.

HARRY JOHNSON, "Incubator Man"

M. JOHNSON COMPANY
CLAY CENTER, NEB.

Old Trusty INCUBATORS
andBROODERS

RAISE MORE CHICKS
Well Known Baby Chick Expert Tells How to

Raise 98% of Each Hatch

If every poultry raiser would get a copy of
Bessie B. Carswell's book on baby chicks (and

she is sending out a limited
number of free copies) they
would have no trouble in
raising practically every
chick hatched. There is

no excuse for the big losses
that occur every year, as
she shows how easy and
simple it is to hatch strong
chicks and how to prevent
and treat white diarrhoea
and other chick diseases
that kill millions every
year. By all means write

r .
(

,
Bessie B. Carswell, 680

BESSIE B.CARSWELL Gateway Station, Kansas
THE POULTRY WOMAN City _ ^ ^ ^ ajjd
have her send you FREE her big 50c book
before they are all gone.

RA RRPFflQ Mosl Profitable chickens,ut uiiLLUd ducks, geese and tur-
keys. Choice, pure-bred, hardy northern
raised. Fowls, eggs, incubators at low prices,
America's greatest poultry farm. 26 years
in business. Valuable new 112 page Poul-
try Guide and Catalog free. Write today.

R. F. NEUBERT CO., Box 829, Mankato, Minn.

E
GGS for hatching prepaid. Best varieties for laying
and market. Free range stock. Catalog and guide free.
W. SHAMPANORE, Box E, LITTLE SILVER, N. J.

THE LOWEST-
Priced Incubator
Per Chick Hatched
This is proved by the "Successful"
26 year record. You want the "Suc-
cessful" for a sure success this year.

Sell more eggs and chickens—help feed the world.

"SUGGESSFUL»'?iXS&ll$
Write me a postal for book and prices. "Proper
Care and Feeding of Chicks, Ducks and Turkeys"
sent for 10 cents. "Suc-
cessful" Grain Sprouters
furnish green food—make
hens lay in winter. Ask
about myhigh-grade poul-
try—all leading varieties.

J. S. Gilcrest, Pres.

0ES MOINES INCUBATOR CO. |
POUL™,

ee
1
t„

SO,'S

61 Second Si., Des Moines. It. » EVERY CUSTOMER

A $100.00 PRIZE
THESE GIRLS raised 1,753 chicks

in 1918, winning a $100 War
Prize. They used our GEM HATCHERIES
and BROODERS, costing only 40c. each.
Over 240,000 now in use Catalog
sent FREE. GRUNDY POULTRY
FARMS. Morrisonville, Illinois.

OULTRYCSnGUIDE
—tells all about raising chickens, care, feeding,

etc. Contains beautiful colored pictures of best CDCC'
paying varieties and best layers, sent absolutelyri*EE
Eggs and Poultry for hatching at special low prices.

J. W. MILLER CO., Box 27, Rockford, Illinois

P

Chicks
DAY OLD. Standard breeds, free range. Order
now. Prepaid P. Post. Free book and prices.

PRIZE BABY CHICK CO., Springfield, Ohio.

Strong, Livable Chicks
Ei.

II,

!!'*•*
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You can't expect to get strong, vigorous
chicks that will live from weak parent
stock. Begin now at mating time to

condition your hens and roosters with
Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a. It helps

to make all poultry healthy—gives your
breeding stock the strength and vigor

they need. And it's sure to tell on the

chicks. Pan-a-ce-a helps to make hens
lay. It makes chicks grow. Buy accord-

ing to your flock, a penny's worth for

each hen to start with, half as much for

chicks.

30c, 75c and $1.50 packages. 25-lb. pail,

$3.00; 100-lb. drum, $10.00. Except in th? far

West and Canada.

Dr. HESS & CLARK
Ashland Ohio

Dr-Hess Poultry
PAN -A- CE -A
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I have six

very good rea-

sons for suggesting to

my patients the use

of Colgate's

J Qleans the teeth thor-

oughly without injuri-

ous chemicals.

2 'Polishes them to natur-

al whiteness without

harmful grit.

^ Qorrects an acid condi-

tion of the mouth.

4 %etards the growth of

decay germs.

De/ighfs by its delicious

flavor— (a "medicine"
taste does not neces-

sarily mean efficiency).

^ Reaves the mouth
wholesome and the
breath pure.

You, too, should use Colgate's.

Stem wind and set watch, puaranteed
5 years, for selling 25 art and relig-
ious pictures or 25 pkgs. post cards
at 10c each. Order your choice.

Geo. Gates Co.. Dept. 220, Chicago

FASHIONED HOSE
haveadded the luxury ofsnug-

fit to the comforts of smooth,
seamless stockings.

They're not stretched nor pressed
into a "stay-until-washed" shape
like ordinary seamless hose, but
knit by a special process to the
shape of foot, ankle and calf.

Get them for your dealer

Booklet Sent Free

Made in Cotton, Lisle, Mercerized
and Silk twisted with Fibre

Burson Knitting
Company

93 Frey Street

Rockford, Illinois

Your Share in Reconstruction

offices of the board. Get your soldier to
write to the board. If he won't, or can't,

or doesn't, write yourself, telling what you
know about him.

Probably half the boys who have been
permanently disabled in the war came
from farms. They can't go back to their
old work—you know that a farm is no
place for a man who isn't physically fit.

But there isn't any reason why, with
training, nine tenths of them shouldn't get
good jobs. Some of them may be refitted

for farm work too. See that they get their
chance.
The Government wants every disabled

man to fit himself, by special training, to
fill at least as useful and important a place
as was his before he was disabled. It wants
him to make himself ready to overcome the
handicap of blindness or dismemberment
or disease. The only way he can do that is

through training. A crippled man can't
stand on even terms with a whole one un-
less he knows more—unless he has better
training. That's axiomatic.

Training has been provided, in addition
to insurance and compensation. Every
man who is entitled to compensation is

entitled to training. And the Federal
Board for Vocational Education stands
ready to see that he gets it—if he wants it.

There's the rub

—

if he wants it, if he will

take it. It's an old simile, but I can't think
of a better one—you can lead a horse to
water, but you cannot make him drink.

There are no limits to the training a man
can get. He may have to go to college, or
law school, or an agricultural college, or to
a school of medicine. He may need a
course of three or four years. All right.

He can have the course, no matter how
long it takes or how much it costs. Or he
can be put in a shop or a factory to learn a
trade, and paid while he is learning. He
may have been a farm laborer before the
war, reading, as Lincoln did, borrowed
books, dreaming, as Lincoln dreamed, of
becoming a lawyer. And if he can show the
vocational adviser that he has a mind good
enough to study law, his tuition in a law
school will be paid.
He will get for his living expenses, if he

lives alone, at least $65 a month. If his
compensation doesn't amount to that, the
Federal Board will make up the difference.

His dependents, if he has any, will receive
the allotments that went to them while he
was on active service. If he's an officer,

he'll receive the same monthly pay he got
during his last month of active service;

but if he's an officer he'll be expected to
take care of his dependents out of his pay.
You may be disposed to say, offhand,

that no man could need any persuasion to
take advantage of such opportunities.

It isn't quite so simple. Suppose you
were in hospital, a long way from home.
Your family is waiting eagerly for your
return. You'd have letters urging you to
come as soon as you could, promising you
love and care and rest and comfort. You'd
be pretty tired, you know—one is, after a
long spell of illness and confinement. You
wouldn't feel much like making a new
effort. You might very well feel that
you'd done your share, and that it wasn't
fair to ask you to start, just as soon as
you were strong enough to be out, to learn

a new trade or busi-

ness or profession.

You might feel

that it wasn't nec-
essary. You might
know that you
could get a job, at
higher wages than
you ever got be-
fore, without tak-
ing any training at
all. It might strike

you as absurd to
waste six months

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5]

vocational training for men disabled in war.
It isn't good for a man who might be

able to take care of himself, if he made an
effort, to turn that job over to anyone else,

no matter how closely they are related to
him. It saps his self-respect. And people
who cheerfully and willingly and heartily
assume the care of a disabled soldier in this

spring of 1919 will be awfully tired of their
burden, awfully impatient with its cause,
before the spring of 1921, if human nature
still runs true to form.

This is no time to mince words. What

Pershing's Wounded
Aren't the Only Ones

IT AMAZES us, and we believe it

will amaze you, to learn that al-

most two million wounded men are
kept constantly on the scrap heap by
accidents on the farms and in the
factories of the United States.
And the best available records

show (another amazing fact) that the
agricultural accidents far outnumber
the industrial accidents for the whole
country. Come to think about it,

we recall offhand two boys who were
brought into our little home town in

Nebraska with their arms chewed off

by corn shredders.
Thanks be, the Government has

awakened to an appreciation of the

fact that these two million victims

of peace deserve help and recon-

struction as well as the quarter-mil-

lion Americans who were wounded
on the fields of France. A proposed
law, called the Smith-Bankhead Bill,

is now before Congress—(and may
be passed before this article reaches

you)—which provides for the exten-

sion of our reconstruction program to

the reconstruction of our agricultural

and industrial wounded.
The plan, under national, state,

and county financing, is to take the

man who gets hurt on your place

and re-educate and re-equip him to

earn his living just as he did before,

teaching him at government ex-

pense the trade, profession, or busi-

ness for which he is best fitted.

THE EDITOR.

did you call the man who, when the sum-
mons to war came, evaded it—the man
who was physically fit and had no depend-
ents? What did you call the man who let

others do what he should have done? A
slacker, didn't you? Well—what are you
going to call the disabled man who rejects

the chance to turn his disability into an
asset, who prefers to let others do for him
what he could do for himself?

But, heavens above, for one man who
may have to be shamed into doing the
right thing by that sort of talk there'll be
a thousand who only need to see the case

in its true light.

Of course their people want them to
come home. Of course they are frantic to

/

f

or a year, or more,
studying, even
while you were be-
ing paid two or

three dollars a day,
when, in spite of

your disability, you
knew of a job you
could get that
would pay you $30
or $35 a week.
That is where

you come in. There
is an answer—and
a good on e—to

every one of those
arguments against

How You Can Help the Boys Along

THE Federal Board for Vocational Education wants to give every disabled

soldier and sailor a chance to fit himself for his future life on an independent,

self-supporting basis. It tries to reach every man before he has been discharged

from the reconstruction hospitals. But sometimes men get away, and sometimes,

after they're gone home, they find that they can't get along as well as they thought
they could. If you know such a man, get him to write, or write yourself, to the

nearest district office of the Federal Board for Vocational Education. Here is a

list of the addresses:

District 1—Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Room 433
Tremont Building, Boston, Mass.

District 2—Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Rooms 711-712, 280 Broadway, New York
City.

District 3—Pennsylvania, Delaware, 1000 Penn Square Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
District 4—District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, 606 F Street N. W.,

"Washington, D. C. '

District 5—North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, 1404 Candler
Building, Atlanta, Ga.

District 6—Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, 822 Maison Blanche Annex, New Orleans, La.
District 7—Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, 906 Mercantile Library Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.
District 8—Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, 110 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

District 9—Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, 517 Chemical Building, St. Louis, Mo.
District 10—Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Metropolitan Bank Building, Min-

neapolis, Minn.
District 11—Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, 909 Seventeenth Street, Denver, Colo.
District 12—California, Nevada, Arizona, San Francisco, Cal.
District 13—Montana, Idaho, Oregon, Washington, Seattle, Wash.
District 14—Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Dallas, Tex.
Any Red Cross Home Service Section anywhere. THE EDITOR.

be with those they love, to have a fuss
made over them. They can go home, for a
little while; they can have a furlough before
they start their training. Often they can
get their training so close to their homes
that they can live at home. And even if

the training does involve a further separa-
tion, how about the way they'll feel five,

ten, fifteen years from now? What, does a
few months of absence mean compared
with the comfort, the stability, the self- ^
respect, they will get with their training

If your soldier is facing the problem of

accepting training, don't you think yon
ought to hesitate a long time before urging
him to come home and let you look after:

him?
Suppose he can get a job at good wages

just as he is? How long can he hold it? If

he does hold it, will the wages stay at their

present level? Pretty soon he will face the?

competition of the boys who are still in

France. When they come home, strong
and healthy, they'll want jobs too. The
crippled soldier will be dreadfully handi-
capped then. He can meet them on even
terms only if he has training. Sentiment,
in the long run, doesn't count much in the
matter of employment. The ancient law
of supply and demand hasn't been repealed
yet.

Those are all general arguments. When
you come down to the specific case every
general proposition in favor of vocational
training splits up into a hundred, each as

powerful as the argument it springs from.
The Federal Board for Vocational Edu-

cation wasn't created to take care of men
disabled in the war. Its function, when it

was first set up by Congress in 1917

—

although we were in the war then—was
simply to direct and aid vocational educa-
tion among the States. It had some money
to spend in research; it could give federal

aid to state systems of vocational educa-
tion. The idea was to bring technical, vo-

cational training up to the high level of

ordinary education in America.
But the board, under the extremely able

direction of Dr. C. A. Prosser, was recog-

nized as an ideal instrument for dealing

with the military and naval victims of the

war. And so, under the Smith-Sears Bill,

which became a law on June 27, 1918, its

functions were extended to include its

present work. It has two million dollars

to spend for soldiers and sailors, and can

get more when it needs it. I can't say too

often that there are no limits to the money
Congress is prepared to spend to restore

disabled soldiers and sailors to the ranks of

self-supporting, independent workers. You
might say Congress is willing to invert

millions in those men; it isn't willing to

insult them by giving them one penny.
Now representatives of the board are

busy in the great reconstruction hospitals,

making preliminary investigations of men
about to be discharged. Sometimes it

proves comparatively easy to place a man
in a good job; training isn't always needed.
The board acts as an employment agency
to a considerable extent. But its great

task is to seek out the men who have to

be re-educated, or who, never having had
the opportunity to secure an education,

can take advantage of this chance.
Before a man is sent to be trained the

board knows all

about him. His
physical condition

is carefully exam-
ined. He is studied

by experts, just

you study your Irs

stock. His natu
inclinations are

considered. If na-

ture designed
to be a machinMS
and he has a
desire to be a sculp-

tor, diplomacy is

employed to lead

him into the path

he ought to follow.

If he has any
chance at all to

make good at the

sort of work he

wants to do he is

trained for that

work.
We haven't,

Heaven be praised,

as many disabled

boys to train as

there was [con-
tinued on page 51]
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Musterole—

firColds and
Congestions
Remember the time when

you had that dreadful con-
gestion of the lungs—and
Grandmaslapped a stinging,

messy mustard plaster on
your chest? How you writhed
and tossed and begged Grandma
to "take it off"?

That wasmanyyears ago. Now,
Grandma gets the jarof Musterole,
for now she knows Musterole is

better than a mustard plaster.

She knows it brings quicker
relief—and does not blister.

For coughs, colds and conges-
tions, this clean, white ointment
made with oil of mustard and a
few home simples is uncommonly
effective.

You just rub it on your throat

or chest. It penetrates way down
under the skin and generates its

own peculiar heat which soon
loosens upthe coughand disperses
congestion.
Strangely enough, it does not

feel warm after the first momen-
tary glow and tingle, but is de-
lightfully cool and soothing.
Try it for croup, bronchitis,

coughs, colds (it often prevents
pneumonia), headache, neuralgia,

stiff neck, rheumatism or lum-
bago.
Many doctors and nurses use

Musterole themselves and recom-
mend it to their patients.

Keep a jar handy on the medi-
cine shelf.

30c and 60c jars; hospital size $2.50.

The Musterole Co., Cleveland, Ohio
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER
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H0Q5IER
STOVES &
RANGES FREE

To try in your home 30 daya free no matter where you live.
Show your friends, send it back at our expense if you do not
want to keep it. Million members of families enjoying the

comforts and pleasures of
"Hoosier" Stoves & Ranges,
perfect bakers and heaters, beau-
tifully finished, smooth latest
design, guaranteed for years.

Write for our big free book show-
ing photographs, describing large
assortment of sizes and designs
of Steel and Cast Ranges, Cooks, Soft
and Hard Coal Heaters, to select from,
explaining our free trial. Send postal

HOOSIER STOVE CO.
126 State St., Marion. lad.

PHONOGRAPH I\717TVT
Avind RECORD Vjl V TLtVS

Wonderful New Model Talking Machine,
mahogany finish, and popular record is
~~ yours. A real Talking Machine. Plays

all size records up to 10 inches. Given
for selling only 25 beautiful Pictures
or 25 packages Post Cards at 10 cents
each. Satisfaction positively guaranteed.
Order your choice today.

BATES MFG. CO.. DEPT. 720, CHICAGO

-...§ -
. SIGNET RiNC

GUARANTEED 5 YEARS
'All tbia Jewelry is yours, signet, band

and birtbstone ring*, bracelet and lavaller, all

five pieces for selling only 6 Mentho Nova at 25c.

Order today. Be First
D. S. Supply Co., Dept. 315 Greenville, Pa.

^POPULARITV FOLLOWS TIDE?

[UKULELB *J
If you play quaint, dreamy Hawaiian
music or latest songs on the Ukulele
you will be wanted everywhere. We
teach by mail 20 simple lessons; give
you free with every Course a
genuine Hawaiian Ukulele,
music, everything—no extras.
Ask us to send thestory of Ha-
waiian music. You will love it
No obligation—absolutely free,
THE HAWAIIAN INSTITUTE'

OF MUSIC
1400 Broadway, Suite 1403, New York

kAfant* Wanted

^CatYoi
5 WITH THIS

SAFETY HAIR CUTTER
I

If you can COMB yonr hair yon can cat your
' own hair with tbia marvelous invention. Cats

r the bair any desired length, short ,r loo?.
Does the job as nicely as any barber In quarter

_s time, before yoor own mirror. You can cut tha
Ofrfln-^" children's hair at home in a jiffy. Can be need aa an
PaSSSlI ?f.?r to shave the face or finish around temple or neck.
gJfMMJ like any razor. Laats lifetime. Saves ita co B t first

JS"" - PIIICE ONLV 35c, postpaid. Extra Blades 5c sack.
J°""»" SMUH t CO.. Dept. 4601, 3224 N. Halites St., Chicago

every reason, last summer, to expect. But
we have enough—oh, we have enough!
The best estimate of the number of cases
likely to require re-education, vocational
training of some sort, isn't more than fifty

thousand.
It wouldn't matter if there were ten

times as many. They would be cared for.

That is known. It isn't a guess or a wild
statement. So far as those men are con-
cerned, their sufferings, their wounds,
their disabilities, will yield them a rich

dividend.
Then through what is to be done for

them we may find one way of doing the
thing that, in some way, must be done.
That is to make this war pay for itself, ter-

rible though its cost has been. For in this,

as in many other things, the War wiped out a
phrase that has long stood in the way of

progress
—"It can't be done." This work

that is being done for the disabled soldiers

and sailors is a beacon, a torch to point the
way.

This we have done and are planning to
do for perhaps fifty thousand of our, men
who fell victims to war. But every year,

in peace, another army fights under our
flag—the army of industry and of agri-

culture. It has its casualty lists too,

although the papers never print them.
Here we have only just come to the begin-
ning of getting statistics, reliable figures.

But, as nearly as they can be reckoned, in

industry—in factories, in mines, on rail-

roads—two hundred and twenty thousand
workers every year are so greatly disabled
as the result of accident that they cannot
go on with their work.

OF AGRICULTURAL accidents, of the
victims of corn shredders, of all the

complicated agricultural machinery now in

use, of kicks from horses, of all the in-

numerable accidents that do occur on
farms, we have no proper records at all.

But in Germany, where such figures have
long been gathered, the last reports bore
witness to the fact that there were twice as
many victims of agricultural as of indus-
trial accidents.

We have workmen's compensation laws
which provide some measure of relief for

these victims. But it is a drop in the
bucket beside their needs. I want to repeat
that the figures are estimated and cannot
be vouched for; but, on the word of men
who know the facts if any men do, there
are alive, every year, two million crippled
or disabled workers debarred from the work
by which, before their accidents, they sup-
ported themselves.
You would have said, not so long ago, that

these figures were frightful, but that be-
yond charitable aid nothing could be done.
Knowing what you do of the work of the
Federal Board with the soldiers and sailors,

will you say that to-day?
Congress, as I write, is hearing, in its

committees, the arguments for the Smith-
Bankhead Bill. This bill extends to the
victims of industrial and agricultural acci-

dents the work of the Federal Board for

Vocational Education. If the bill passes,

the board will have, for distribution among
the States, $500,000 in the first year,

$750,000 in the second, and thereafter

$1,000,000 each year. The States must
spend dollar for dollar to receive this

money, and their local boards for voca-
tional education must work with the Fed-
eral Board, and have its approval and sanc-
tion, which is the rule regarding the spend-
ing of the federal money voted in aid of

ordinary vocational education.
We met the demand the war made upon

our understanding, our sympathy, our help
for the men it crippled. If the Smith-
Bankhead Bill is passed we shall make a
beginning in a task far greater. We shall

be rescuing then, restoring to the ranks of

the industrial army, the great army of the
farms, those who, in the line of duty, have
incurred wounds or disease that forced
them to fall out of the ranks.

It will pay, you know—it will pay in

dollars and cents, as well as in lives and
relief from suffering, physical and mental.
In the long run, which will cost you most,
to pay your share of maintaining a cripple

for a year or two, while he learns to support
himself, or to have him become a charge
upon you for the rest of his life?

IF YOU want to know the real truth about
the world wheat situation as it affects

your planting this spring, read Walter E.

Weyl's "What About $2.26 Wheat?" in the
April issue.

"THE Four Secrets of My Farm Success,"
in the April number, is Jephtha Crouch's
own story of what he has learned that
will help you to better things.

Multiplexing the Telephone
Marvel has followed marvel

since Alexander Graham Bell in-

vented his first simple telephone,
the forerunner of the millions in

use today.

In these last four decades thou-
sands of Bell engineers have de-
veloped a system of telephonic
communication, so highly per-
fected that the same crude in-

strument which at the beginning
could hardly carry speech from
one room to another can now
actually be heard across the con-
tinent. This is because of the
many inventions and discoveries
which have been applied to inter-

vening switchboard, circuits and
other transmitting mechanism.

The vision of the engineers has
foreseen requirements for in-

creased communication, and step
by step the structure of the art

has been advanced—each ad-

vance utilizing all previous ac-

complishments.

No one step in advance, since

the original invention, is of greater

importance, perhaps, than that

which has provided the multiplex

system, by which five telephone
conversations are carried on to-

day simultaneously over one toll

line circuit, or by which forty tele-

graphic messages can be sent

over the one pair of wires. As
in a composite photograph the
pictures are combined, so the
several voice waves mingle on
the circuit to be again separated
for their various destinations.

By this wonderful development
the Bell System obtains for the
public a multiplied usefulness

from its long distance plant and
can more speedily and completely
meet the needs of a nation of

telephone users.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

Heat cH* Oil.^#^
Oliver Oil-Gas Bui-nersl^S^^^ Fit Any Stove \ i<0*

Attach to your stove,

fill the tank with kero-

sene or coal oil and it's ready for ose.
Economical. Cooks and bakes better
than coal or wood. Gives more beat.
Turns on and oft? like gas. No fires to
start. No kindling, ashes, coal or wood*
Saves hours of work daily. Absolutely
Safe. Writs For FREE Literature. Agents Wanted.

OLIVER OIL-GAS BURNER & MACHINE CO.,
117 North Broadway. ST. LOUIS, MO.

Vaseline:

Yaseline
Reg.U.S.Pa.t.Off.

PETROLEUM JELLY

Fox* burns.
cwts«sores
and all sHin
ii*i*it.a/tions
AVOID SUBSTITUTES
Illustrated booklet?
free on request;*

CHESEBROUGH MFC.CO.
(CONSOU DATED

)

22 State Street - NowYork Citv

Uf4 HANDSOME LACE CURTAINS
given for selling only 30 packs Vege-
table Seeds at 10c per large pack. Also
31 po. dinner^
set given acv
cording ton
plan in ourfi
big free cata-*

log. Ourseeds^
sell easily. Write at once for big sam-
ple lot. WE TRUST YOU with seeds
until sold. AMERICAN SEED CO.,

SggBox 19, Lancaster, Pennsylvania

POWER WASHER
Swinging Wringer. Washes dirtiest
clothes nice and clean by Engine or
Motor. Can be used by band. 5 styles.
Absolute satisfaction Guaranteed.

$26.85
SOLD DIRECT AT
FACTORY PRICES

Sent on 30 days Free trial.
NO MONEY DOWN. Write
for Free Catalog today.

INTERLOCKING FENCE CO.
Box 309 Morton, Illinois.

To Prove Our pants for dress or

Fina Oiialifrr business, many hand-
rillC V£UaMliy some styles, genuine
through and through worsted goods,
beautiful narrow weave, smooth silky
finish, guaranteed for 2 years solid
wear and satisfaction and regular $5.00
valueor MONEY BACK. Tbesestylish
$5.00 pants, while they last, only one
pair to any customer, by #3? *fl

prepaid express, for only 9 I mmSm

Pacn Prnfifc You can earn a !°*vrtau I lUllld 0f extra money by
Bending orders for your relatives and neigh-
bore. Young Grant Case made $27.00 first
week and over $500.00 his first year. Get
his own book about it Free—alao fine tailor
book, cloth samples and simple directions.
All goes to you Free with first letter. Just
send us your name—TODAY.
CHICAGO TAILORS ASS'N.
Dept. J405 SIS S. Franklin St., Chicago
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ACHEERFUL HOME COMING
Home means comfort and good cheer when there is a CALORIC

FURNACE in the basement.

Your slippers, pipe, favorite reading and the CALORIC are a

combination that make you forget the howling wind and drifting

snow. And how the wife and children appreciate such a home

—

warm and comfortable in every room.

More than 50,000 satisfied users testify to the splendid success

they have had with the

^OriginalPatented PipelessFurnace

This is the furnace which has revolutionized heating. Instead of

using numerous pipes and registers, it heats the entire house through
only one register. It is therefore easily installed in new or old houses,

usually in one day, without interfering with your

present heating arrangements.

The CALORIC heats all types of homes up to

eighteen rooms, also churches, stores, factories, halls

and other buildings. It burns coal, coke, wood, gas

or lignite, and, because of special patented features,

saves from to your fuel. The CALORIC is

sold under the Monitor Iron-clad Guarantee, which

insures the purchaser thorough and economical heat.

See the nearest CALORIC dealer or send for our

new catalog. If you write us, we will send you the

names of some CALORIC users in your locality so

that you may investigate the claims we make.

THE MONITOR STOVE COMPANY
Established z8ig—A Century of Service—"Pioneers of Pipeless Heating"

1230 Woodrow St., Cincinnati, Ohio

Immediate shipment made from Burlington, la. Green Bay, Wis..
Harrisburg. Pa., Minneapolis, Minn.. Omaha, Neb. . Lansing, Mich.,
Salt Lake City, Utah Spokane, Wash Seattle Wash.,
Aurora, III., Baltimore Md., Columbus, Ohio, Louisville,
Ky .New Havep, Conn., Newark
N. J. Peoria, III., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

1 3U0
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GET THIS SUIT

$35 to $50

made to your own measure
It won't cost you one single cent.
We will give it to you so you can
show it to your friends. It will
be a big advertisement for
us. You can easily make from

EXTRA
Every Week

and betides that be the best dressed
man In your town. It's an oppor-
tunity you cannot afford to overlook.
Even it you only want to order a suit
for yourself, don't fail to

Write For Our Big Offer
Don't delay a minute. Drop us

a line or send us your name on a post-
card, and we will send you, absolutely
Iree. our wonderful style book, con-
taining 64 beautiful samples to choose
from. Write now.
The Progress Tailoring Co., Dept 1005, Chicago

OR CHOICE WATCH,
CAMERA OR RIFLE

lot selling only 30 packs L ^
ustd. Vegetable Seeds at V

per large pack. Easy to
EARN BIC MONEY or premiums. We

you witb seeds until sold. Address;

AMERICAN SEED COMPANY
Lancaster. j*t.

Box 69

Elegant 21 Jewel Aift Watch
Any size watch you wish: 6 size, 12 size, 16 size and 18 size, open
face or hunting style, plain polish or beautifully engraved, guar-
anteed gold filled case, AMERICAN MADE. Fitted with an
accurate movement, stamped and guaranteed.

2 1 JEWELS ADJUSTED
EVERY WATCH GUARANTEED FOR TEN YEARS' SERVICE

$825^:

21
JBTCB

Furthermore, we will send you a genuine ELGIN, WALTHAM OR
HAMPDEN watch, fitted with fine gold filled or solid silverine case
full seven jewel, for only $8.95. Fully worth doable. Send us
your name and address and we will send watch by parcel post.
When you receive it, send as only $8.95 and watch is yours. Your
money refunded if watch is not satisfactory after ten days' trial.
P. S.—A 20-year gold-filled double or single vest chain to match,
only $2.25. These are Exceptional Values. Write today.
M ED ILL & CO. DEPT. A9 CHICAGO

Hand Books on Patents, Trade Marks, etc., sent
free. Our 70 years of experience, efficient service,

and fair dealing assure fullest value and protection
to the inventor. Patents procured through us re-

ceive free notice in Scientific American.
MUNN & CO., 606 Woolworth Bldg., N. Y.

Washington Office, 606 F St., Washington, D.

You Cant Go On
Wishing Forever

The world is filled with drifters—people who always intend to do big things

to-morrow or the next day, but never quite catch up with their good intentions.

Don't be a drifter—get your mind fixed on something definite to be attained.

Start now—not to-morrow or the next day. Say "/ will" instead of "/ would
like to."

I will help you to get a start. I will work with you, co-operate with you and
help you to build a business of your own, which will assure you a living income and
independence. Isn't it worth a letter or a postcard to you to investigate? Address

SALES
FARM AND FIRESIDE

MANAGER
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
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My Solution of the Farm-Boy Problem
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13]

to see the boy hustle. He knew that he was
in his own place again, and I was glad that
he was. This brought about sooner or later
complete frankness on his part, giving me,
many a time, a better chance to help him.
Anyone can handle a boy that way, if he
works carefully.

Sudden explosions of temper and open
defiance in boys are due to a definite cause.
At first they had been quite frequent
among mine, and I was at a loss to under-
stand. Suddenly it dawned on me. Mak-
ing a beeline for the kitchen I had a word
with my chef, "William the Conqueror,"
so called because he could cook in English,
French, Italian, Russian, and many other
languages not known on earth. Accusing
me of "figititis"—his term for worry—he
finally acknowledged that he had been
using an excessive amount of sugar in his

dishes.

Nov/, sugar in moderate quantities is a
splendid thing to develop energy of muscle.
I used to give it to lads who were delicate,

to build up their systems. But in large
amounts it upsets digestion and raises

hob. It makes too much carbon in their
blood.

I opened my "home efficiency" book,
which gave in full the daily record of work,
signs of progress, faults, and advancement.
There is bold-faced type—"Candy sent
to the boys four times in one week, three
times in another." To prove my point,

that night I gave the boys a treat—candy.
The next day there were two fights and
general bedlam. No time to work it out

the doorway—for this was their owi
private sanctum—the first thing tha
caught the eye was several large table
which had been built by the boys unde \imy supervision. These supported extendi '

flats filled with soils. One represented thi a
United States, another South America ou

and so on. Each was laid out in sections 0
showing the different States. These wen
planted with the various products whicl
thrived best in that locality. CaliforflK*'
showed citrus groves and grapes. KanaJ wlj

wheat or alfalfa; or New York and Nen W
Jersey, apple trees and vegetables. Eacl
State exhibited its agricultural possibili-

ties. Across the small-scale contineri Hf
various prominent railroads ran, say fron

San Francisco to New York, to Boston, li:

or again to the South. Large cities wen a; 1

indicated by different colored thumb tacks (»
a

One lad was president; a second, superin-

tendent; while a third was traffic manager.
The others took turns in handling the al

trains of box and flats loaded with fool IP
One or two changed about as purchasing F*5

and selling agents. Twice a week the i ft

yells and howls simply meant that their E*
produce exchange was open and that they

were learning the business game.
The sales were made direct from the #

farmer to consumer. In this way they

learned railroading, the proper way to

transport food, the parcel-post laws, and
every other phase of the money-making
end. Physical geography on the tap! Farm
needs, the best kind of machinery to buy
the most profitable markets, were al

Prize Contest Announcement

My Secret"
WHEN we were a reporter on a certain paper in the Middle West,

we searched for two years for the son of a.prominent citizen who
had disappeared just after graduating from college with high honors. We
found him, but we never told anyone where, and his father and mother
both died believing he would some day come back. We doubt that he

ever will, though he could.

That is our secret. Way down deep in your heart somewhere you
have a secret too—something you never have told to anyone. Not
necessarily something with a lot of trouble attached, but a secret.

There is something fascinating about the very word, and if you can tell

yours in such a way that no one will suspect you as the teller, or will

be harmed by the telling, you may get the $15, $10, or $5 we have for

the three most interestingly told secrets. All letters must reach us not

later than March 25th.

Keep within 500 words. Address Contest Editor, Faem and Fire-

side, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York, and don't expect your letter back if

it isn't used. We cannot return them. Awards and letters will be

printed in June.
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of their system! Later I tried the same
experiment on two little chaps who were
not very lively.

They were model youngsters with not
much imagination. All I can say is that

these angels set fire to a hayrick, "just to

see the thing burn." And / paid for the

candy! These affairs borne on a gale of

boyish wind usually happened when the
outdoor labors had diminished.

There is only one time to use the word
"don't" with a boy. Never find fault or

criticize him before others. It hurts his

pride and develops a feeling of temporary
hatred.
And don't make them do the same thing

too long at a time. It is common practice

to rotate crops to get as fine a yield out of

the soil as possible. You have to rotate

boys too. His mind muscles need a change.

So I rotated my boys, even though the

work lagged a bit. One was sent on an
errand, another to clean up a woodpile.

Their minds were thus put in fresh soil.

And when they returned to their old jobs

they were twice as ready to work as before.

This may seem a lack of system, but it was
merely applying grease to their axles.

"But this is not business," I hear you
say. "I would lose time and money."
Not at all. You get more real work out of

them in the long run. And the boy will

work harder and be more apt to stay at
the old farm when you need him most.
Then there is the matter of business

training. A period of two hours was given
the boys to develop their common sense

and business training. Looking in through

"played with." It became a natural habit.

Freely and almost without thought they

developed judgment, shrewdness, a knowl-

edge of forestry, and everything which

an up-to-date man requires to make a

successful farmer.
Any farm family or group of families can

start a thing like this. Indirectly it creates

a big love of America.
A weekly report was submitted by each

boy on what he had done in "business."

Generally every boy was a millionaire! If

any cheating took place the cheater was

ruled out for a week.
Don't worry about the noise. Noise is

merely the sign of enthusiasm and interest.

It is the boy's spiritual dynamite blowing
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up his mental boulders and rocks, turning

his subsoils to the sun.
And now for the day-dreamers. I re-

member one sturdy, energetic, blue-eyed

lad. Among the rows of tasseled corn he

stood, leaning on his hoe. His glance was

turned far off toward the western sky.

Dreaming of cowboys, dreaming of aero-

planes, his good eye fixed on France, and

half of his bad eye on his work. He would

return to the cornhills and weeds later on.

So with them all, when the dreaming mood

came silently, quickly, a harsh word or

order to get busy would have been brutal.

It rarely lasted for any length of time. A

slight hint, "Well, son, have you been to

the big battle, or were you sent back,

recalled him to his duty.
Perhaps by trying out a few of these

ideas, a father here, a farmer there, may

be able to keep a grip on his son,
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Have We Produced Too
Much Food?

1 )

Ml

jere

HE answer is no.

Our February issue, advocating

_. heavy food production by the Ameri-

l«ieJ
I can farmer during the next five years, came

'

' A
i

out just about the time Herbert Hoover

'""loSwbled his statement from Paris that we

. faced "a serious problem" in the disposal

1 of our enormous food supplies, particularly

ir! fats. Offhand, it would appear from what

is we said in our February issue that we were

\ barking up the wrong tree. As a matter of

fact, we stand by every word Wolff wrote

ii in his article. And we stand by every word

oover put in his statement.

There is a world shortage of food. There

a market for what America can produce

the next five years. Nevertheless, we do

ce "a serious problem" in the disposal of

enormous food supplies, for the

moment. •- , .

. What Hoover said was that during the

'o( armistice, while the blockade of the Central

isi Powers is still on, with shipping tied up as

r a result, and with provisioning of northern

I Europe still in the hands of the allied

f! powers, whose buyers control food prices in

the world markets, those powers want to
• draw their supplies from cheaper and nearer

ti sources than America. To quote:

"The armistice came suddenly, freeing

i shipping from military use and reopening

pKthe Allies, the cheaper Southern Hemi-
keta|?ac sphere and the colonial markets, where,

"1# addition, they could have more liberal

i credits and markets for their manu-
factures."

- But he adds:

"If an early peace is signed, and the

markets of Europe are opened freely to

rade, there will be a greater demand for

ood from the new mouths than even this

surplus could supply. But in the period

>etween the armistice and peace we have

a very difficult situation."

Meaning that there are plenty of custo-

mers for our food, but that the blockade,
II which continues during the armistice and

e until peace is signed, makes it impossible

,

r
for us to get at them.
We are in the position of a restaurant

e
keeper who, with plenty of food on his

tables, and with plenty of hungry customers

ii standing outside the doors, discovers that

,1
all the doors have been locked and the

, keys thrown away.

j

Who is going to unlock the door to world
" markets for America's food? Hoover puts,

it this way:
"The real solution lies in the hope of

ly peace" [which will end the blockade],

"and in the meantime the steady demobili-
tion and the removal of all restrictions

m free marketing of surplus foods, except
enemy territory, thus re-establishing the
w of supply and demand."
Restrictions on American food exports
been removed. The line is clear for our

roducts from the farm to the seaboard,
ut government buying combines in

European allied countries still control
prices, still keep business men on both
sides of the ocean from doing business un-
hindered together. And the blockade shuts

S off other channels of trade, thus bottling
up our supplies here at home.

It is pretty much up to the allied Govern-
ments to clear away these hindrances and
let us at our markets. Keeping us from
them is a serious embarrassment, even if it

« is temporary,
s So, it is not a question of overproduction,
i! but a question of marketing, that we face.
- Hoover proved that when he said:

"By May, if we have peace and freedom,
is any surplus that accumulates now will be
a- turned into another world shortage of fats.

„jt
oq Indeed, if the entire consuming population
atj of the world were able to obtain fats to-day,

there would be a shortage at this moment,
J 1

even with our great surplus production."
So, this is not a question for the American

'arrner. He has done his share. He has
s s

* \
Produced thetood. It is the problem of the
Allies, who control the world markets for
that food; and of Mr. Hoover, who is World
*ood Director for those Allies; and of the
American Congress, whose duty it is to see
tnat the farmer does not lose by what he
"as patriotically done—it is their duty to
aredge channels to world markets for the

bf
)r" '°°d which was here produced and is there
ne wanted.

* Let us insist on this!
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AH right.

*fwe haven't produced too much food, you
ask, what about the millions of bushels of

$2.26 wheat that we will produce between
now and the spring of 1920, much of which,
the wiseacres tell us, cannot be stored, nor
milled nor marketed, because of the over-
production, but which the Government is

obligated to pay for just the same?
Wheat is a chapter by itself, and the lead

article in our April issue is the first clear

statement of the world wheat situation, as it

affects the American farmer, that we have
ever seen. It is written by Walter E. Weyl,
and it says, among other things, just what we
have said here:

That the farmer has produced wheat at the
request of the Government, to fill a world
shortage. That his wheat production is in

itself an earnest of his good faith, and that
he must not lose by it. Weyl believes, and we
earnestly hope, that the Government will

pay the farmer his price and take upon itself

the burden of getting the market value out
of the wheat.
However, so far as wheat is concerned, the

sagest counsel now seems to be that ifyou had
planned to plant wheat this spring, and can
conveniently plant something else, to do it.

It is up to you individually. If it is going to
cripple you too much financially not to plant

wheat, then plant wheat. If it isn't, plant
something else. But whatever you do, read
Weyl's article. THE EDITOR.

Remember the Moth
By Lulu Tregoning

DO YOU expect to use the same hat and
coat next year that you have been

wearing this winter? Of course we don't
expect prices to soar any higher, but they
may retain their present height—in which
case few of us can afford many new furbe-
lows.

All of which is preliminary to advising
a careful packing away of furs and woolen
clothing for the summer months. Save
every hat bag and paper bag possible, as
these are most convenient things to pack
furs and woolens in because the tops can
be tied securely so that moths cannot get in.

Before packing, furs and woolens should
be hung on the clothesline for a whole day
—a bright, dry, sunshiny day. Brush and
shake the furs, and be sure there are no
grease spots on the woolens, for it is on
these spots that moths live best.

After everything has been cleaned,
brushed, and well aired, pack in hat sacks
and tie securely; or, if you would be even
more sure, sew red pepper in cheesecloth
bags and place them between furs in the
paper bags. If packing woolens, place the
pepper bags between the folds.

Another excellent way to pack winter
things is to wrap them securely in news-
papers, and fasten the ends together with
tape or passepartout, making the bundle
air-tight. The printer's ink on newspapers
is a moth preventive because of its odor,
so no other is needed.
Moths do not like the odor of cedar, and

will not bother a cedar chest. One can also

purchase cedar chips at any furniture
store, and pack them with the woolens and
furs.

A tried and true enemy of moths is the
mothball. Its odor, however, which is

difficult to get rid of on talcing things from
summer storage, argues against its use.

Some Hints for Dinner
Veal Loaf—Three pounds veal, one-

half pound salt pork, two eggs, butter the
size of an egg, one tablespoon salt, one
teaspoon pepper, three crackers rolled fine.

Put the veal and salt pork through the
meat grinder. Mix well together. Shape
in an oblong loaf and cook in a medium
oven. Baste often. Serve cold.

Ham Croquettes—Chop or grind fine

one-fourth pound ham; mix with it an
equal amount of mashed potatoes, two
chopped hard-boiled eggs, one tablespoon
minced parsley, salt and pepper to taste,

and the yolk of one egg. Shape into cro-

quettes, and fry brown.

Potato Puffs—Two cups mashed pota-
to, two eggs, one-half cup milk, one tea-
spoon salt, one cup grated cheese. Add
the milk to the potato and beat until

thoroughly blended. Add the beaten egg
and salt, gradually adding the grated
cheese. Bake in buttered tins or ramekins
in a slow oven.
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Convenience
The first convenience in using O-Cedar Polish

lies in the fact that O-Cedar "Cleans as it polishes."

Second:—When you have once cleaned your

furniture and woodwork with O-Cedar, you can

retain the lustre by simply adding a few drops of

O-Cedar Polish to your dust cloth as you use it daily.

Besides:—O-Cedar Polish is perfectly blend-

ed—no shaking required. A perfect cleaning and
polishing emulsion is formed by mixing O-Cedar
and water.

In addition: -O-Cedar Polish not only cleans

and polishes but it beautifies by bringing out the

beauty of the grain. It gives a hard, dry lustre to

all woodwork and to all finishes. That neither

gets gummy nor sticky or collects dust.

Polish

25c to $3.00 Sizes At All Dealers Everywhere

CHANNELL CHEMICAL COMPANY

Chicago Toronto London

CD I 1Q

Begin To Save Money
Now is the time to let Del Dane's plan !WT/"WX/
savemoneyforyouonKalamazooRanges, Y\\J VV

Furnaces, Gas ^
| Ranges, Kitchen Kabinels, Phono-
I graphs, Refrigerators,
ICream Separators,
I Roofing, Paint and
otherhomenecessities.
New Book Will
Show You How—

Write fo'r It
Sell direct
to users

—

cash or
I easy pay-

i
ments—unconditional

I guarantee.
Ask (or Catalogue No. 183

Kalamazoo Stove Co., Mirs.
Kalamazoo. Mich.

DEL DANE
"The Old

Stove Master"

IWONTri'

Not one cent down. This brings you a $100
Oliver Typewriter, now $57. So you save $43
and pay at the rate of but 10c per day. This
is the"identical $100 Oliver, brand new, never
used, shipped direct from the factory to you.
Not second-hand—not rebuilt. The same as
used by many of the biggest concerns; over

700,000 Olivers sold. Write
today for our new book,
"The Typewriter on the
Farm." Then you may
order an Oliver for Free
Trial. Easy to learn. Write
today.

The Oliver Typewriter Co.
3133 Oliver Typewriter Bldg.

Chicago, III. [12.07]
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How Mrs. Wilson Save*

on Clothes
By Ruth Eleanor Jones

Illustrations by M. B. Farthing

Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt and Mrs. Perry Belmont, not on speaking terms, met at

a reception wearing identical gowns. They both smiled.

MANY of the women leaders of

official society in Washington
are models of dignity, dis-

tinction, and suitability in then-

dress. True, most of them do
not possess the magnificent jewels which
some of the official hostesses of former
administrations affected, nor do they, as
a rule, go in for enormously elaborate or
expensive wardrobes; but, on the whole,
they are always handsomely and appro-
priately gowned, with due attention to
prevailing modes and tendencies. And it

is a credit to their intelligence and capabil-
ity that they are able to accomplish this
without undue extravagance in either time
or money.
Any woman desirous of learning some-

thing of the art of dressing well without
extravagance can profit by keeping an eye
on the women in official life and taking
note of the ways and means by which they
achieve distinction. Despite the fact that
the "fierce light which beats upon a throne"
is reflected upon her, Mrs. Woodrow Wil-
son, the President's wife, does not hesitate

to practice certain little economies in dress.

In deference to her position it is incum-
bent upon Mrs. Wilson to be handsomely
gowned, and to have a more complete
wardrobe than a woman less conspicuous
would need. But certain concessions she
can and does make, even as you and I.

For instance, she has her gown remodeled
when occasion offers, and not infrequently
makes one costume do for two seasons.

One in particular comes to mind, a rather
severe black velvet gown which in its

second incarnation was changed almost
beyond recognition by the addition of

flowing sleeves of American Beauty tulle.

One side of the draped bodice was also

fashioned of the tulle:

Mrs. Wilson's clothes lend themselves
to being "made over" because the models
are never extreme, and are always of the
handsomest and best materials. Good
material is good economy. Another econ-
omy of Mrs. Wilson's, without sacrificing

the dignity and completeness of her ward-
robe, is that this season she has one very
beautiful hat designed to wear with two
afternoon gowns.
One costume, which she wore for the

first time at the marriage of Miss Lucy
Kyle Burleson, daughter of the Post-
master-General and Mrs. Albert Sidney
Burleson, and Ensign Charles Greene
Grimes, U. S. N., is gray—a soft heavy
gray satin, made with a panel back and
front which is so becoming to Mrs. Wil-
son's type. The skirt clears the ground by
several inches, and is moderately full.

The bodice hugs the figure rather snugly,
and there are long sleeves of the satin, and
a narrow collar of moleskin finishes the
gown becomingly at the throat. The
panel trimming is of georgette crepe,
heavily embroidered in self-colored floss.

The other costume is of black georgette
crepe built over satin and made seasonable
by the liberal use of broadtail put on in

vertical bands to give the effect of long
lines, with a broad strip of the fur about
the bottom of the skirt. The hat which
Mrs. Wilson wears with both these gowns
is a picture hat of black velvet, becomingly
rolled on one side, and trimmed with a

band of gray velvet about the crown and
two large upstanding gray ostrich feathers
at the front of the crown.

Mrs. Wilson's afternoon gowns are al-

ways particularly well selected, and she
has need of a good many, for she frequently
attends the wedding of some one of the
household of a member of the President's
official family, or is present at a benefit for

some charity in which she is personally
interested. And always she is correctly

gowned. Moreover, she is exceedingly fond
of music, rarely misses a symphony con-
cert or a recital by a noted artist, and al-

most always she has in her box a little

company of guests made up of the wife of a
foreign ambassador or minister, the wife
of a cabinet officer, and two or three other
ladies prominent in official or resident
society.

For example, at the first concert of the
series to be given by the Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra, for which she is a
box holder, she had with her Mme. Jus-
serand, wife of the French ambassador,
Mrs. Robert Lansing, Mrs. Frank L.
Polk, Mrs. Herbert Hoover, and Mrs.
Harry Garfield. On this occasion Mrs.
Wilson kept her coat on, as the theater
was chilly, and looked very pretty with the
big seal collar of her wrap drawn up about
her ears and wearing a black tricorne hat
with an upstanding feather ornament in

front.

One thing is distinctly noticeable about
Mrs. Wilson's evening gowns, and about
the evening gowns worn by the President's

daughters, Mrs. William Gibbs McAdoo
and Miss Margaret Wilson, as well—they
all have trains. This is partly due, prob-
ably, to the fact that trained gowns are

becoming to them all; but undoubtedly
they are also actuated in their selection by
a sense of the fitness of things. A train

lends dignity and formality to an evening
gown. Any function at which the Presi-

dent's wife is present needs must be sorrie-

what official and formal in character;

therefore she wears a train. And Miss
Wilson and Mrs. McAdoo take their cue
from the First Lady.

Of course, in this democratic country,
"court etiquette," which decrees the exact
length of the train to be worn by matrons
and young girls at court functions, is an
unknown quantity; but one who would be
strictly correct wears a trained gown to a
White House reception, or, indeed, to any
function at which the President is to be
present. Moreover, from present indi-

cation it appears that trains, real honest-
to-goodness trains, cut in one with the
gown and not tacked on as an after-

thought, are "in again."
This was made evident at the first

important function of the season, the
brilliant reception given at the Italian
embassy in celebration of the birthday of

the King of Italy, which, by happy chance,
fell upon the day the armistice with
Germany was signed, and developed into
an international jubilation—a ready-made
official celebration of the lifting of the war
cloud from the world. This was an event
which will be writ large in Washington's
social history, for everyone of consequence
in the official and diplomatic world was
present, and the President of the United

States disregarded the unwritten law which
forbids his setting foot on foreign soil—and
an embassy is technically foreign soil

—

and paid a signal honor to Italy's king and
to the Italian ambassador and Countess di
Cellere by attending the reception.

Mrs. Wilson was with him, of course.
They stayed for over an hour, mingling
quite informally with the guests, supping
with their hosts at a small table.

Uniforms and decorations were in order
at a function of this character, and every
woman present wore her newest and hand-
somest frock, so it was an excellent oppor-
tunity to get a line on the new modes of the
season. The most striking single feature
was the number of brocade gowns. Mrs.
Wilson wore a lovely black and silver
brocade, made on long close lines, with the
new pointed train and with a garniture of
silver lace. Miss Mabel Boardman also
had on a black and silver gown, a very
heavy brocade which had a high metallic
luster and was entirely guiltless of trim-
ming. Mrs. Marshall Field's costume was
of sapphire-blue tissue brocaded in silver,
and the Countess di Cellere was gowned
in white and gold brocade, trimmed with
sable and rare Italian lace.

For the first time since the beginning
of the war the countess wore splendid
jewels, a tiara of diamonds and a necklace
and corsage ornaments of diamonds and
rubies. Magnificent diamonds were worn
by many of the women present, and this in
itself was significant of the discriminating
taste which governs the matter of "dress-
ing to the occasion" in Washington.
While the world was at war it was not
considered good form to wear jewels, but
at this very first official celebration of the
war's end the wo-
men wore the most
splendid gems their

jewel cases afforded.
Mrs. Askel C. P.

Wichfeld, who was
Miss Mabelle Swift
of Chicago, and at
the time of her mar-
riage to Mr. Wich-
feld, an attache of
the Danish legation,

the widow of Mr.
Clarence Moore, was
one of the most
strikingly gowned

There wasn't an inch of trimming on tl

costume.
No tale of what women are wearing i

Washington is complete without son

mention of two or three sartorial tragedi

which have gone down to history. Perha
the most striking instance of this sort o

curred the winter that Mrs. Wilson becan
chatelaine of the White House. Among tl

gowns in her trousseau was a lovely whi
and silver brocade costume, a gown ma<

on faultless lines and exceedingly becomin
She wore it at one of the White Houi

receptions, and must have been rath

shocked to see Mrs. Mahlon Pitney, m
of Mr. Justice Pitney of the Supreme Cour
coming toward her wearing the exa<

duplicate. Tomake matters worse, therew
another gown exactly similar, except thi

it was brocaded in silver instead of whit<

Fortunately, all three women wa
blessed with a sense of humor, and wei

able to laugh over their predicament. Mr
Cornelius Vanderbilt and Mrs. Perry Be

mont—two women who were not on speal

ing terms with each other—met face to fa<

in Mrs. Richard Townsend's drawing-rooi

once, wearing identical gowns. They ha

to laugh, too.

A vivid memory persists also of tl

occasion when Mrs. Peter Goelet Gerrj

wife of the senator from Rhode Islam

who had been a leader in Washingto

society from the days when she was

Mathilde Townsend, arrived at a ba

arrayed in a very beautiful new Pari

frock, to find its counterpart adorning i

handsome stranger.

Mrs. McAdoo, daughter of the Presiden

and wife of the ex-Secretary of the Treasury

was perhaps the best-dressed woman of tlx

cabinet circle, whic

Mrs. Wilson' s combination hat is particularly inter

esting, as she buys a

of her clothes ready

made. Moreovei

she puts a limit o

the amount she wi

pay for any one gow

well on the righ 4
side of extravagana

She does much o

her buying in Wash
ington, and more ii

Baltimore, and say

frankly that sh

avoids having hej;

Society Women Have Their Troubles, Too

DON'T think just because the newspapers brand this woman or

that a "social leader" that she is authorized thereby to snap her

finger at expenses. No matter how high her "position," she has to sit

down quietly once in a while and figure out where the money is coming

from and how she is going to dispose of it to the best advantage to do

that "leading." Also, let us whisper in your ear—some of the social

lights you hear a lot about haven't as much money for their clothes

as the wives of some successful farmers. / The Editor.

women at the reception. Her costume was
practical as well as beautiful, although few
women have Mrs. Wichfeld's beautiful jew-
els, a chain of great diamonds falling nearly

to the waist line and supporting a huge
pear-shaped diamond pendant, pear-shaped
diamond earrings, and diamond pins for

the hair, to set it off. The gown was of

black velvet, severely plain. The skirt

was short and made with a pointed over-
skirt that was full enough to give a notice-

able variation from the slim silhouette

now in vogue. The bodice was quite high
in the back, just leaving the nape of the
neck bare, the decolletage was cut square
in front and the narrow kimono sleeves

just turned the curve of the shoulder.

gowns made to order as an economy o

time. She is a slim, girlish person, who cal

step into a "thirty-six" without alteration

Having lovely Irish blue eyes and under

standing full well the value of dressing t<

match them, Mrs. McAdoo affects but

a good deal. She nearly always has a blu<

evening gown in her wardrobe. This yeai

she is wearing a smart navy blue tailor*

suit, rather plain, and she has two bat*

which she wears alternately with this cos

tume. One is a bright French blue and th<

other a little turban of wooly gray beaver

with a modified tam-o-shanter crown anc

no trimming.
Miss Margaret Wilson shares with M-B

McAdoo the faculty [continued on page 5<
[
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Commemorate Victory with Roses!
—this is your last opportunity
to get this fine collection

CAN you think of a finer way to greet our returning
soldiers than to have the old home smile a welcome
through a wealth of beautiful roses—red, white, yellow,

pink? Could there be any more fitting memorial to those
boys who will not come back than to plant for them these
fine roses, which will keep green their memories with the
coming of each smiling summer season?

You Can Do Your Share
Farm and Fireside has made it easy for you to

do your share in building this memorial of roses.

We have for you 6 sturdy plants—ofl choice varie-

ties, which we guarantee you can grow.

Each plant is carefully selected, one year old, and
is fully rooted. They will grow in any ordinary soil

—anywhere. Each variety is distinctive—the best
products of expert horticulturists. They will come
to your home, carefully packed, charges prepaid,
ready to be put into the ground and guaranteed to

bloom luxuriantly all summer long.

Even though you have never grown roses before,

you can grow this collection. We send you carefully
prepared directions for cultivation, which guard you
against the mistakes ordinarily made by the amateur
grower. The time you devote to rose cultivating
will be amply repaid when the first delicately col-

ored bloom greets your eyes.

Our growers will hold your collection until the

correct planting time in your locality. They will be
kept in cold storage houses, under ideal conditions

and shipped to you in time to allow planting at

just the proper season.

These Six Varieties in Each Collection
I CLIMBING AMERICAN BEAUTY-The
* realized dream of every rose grower in all its

promise and glory. Just the same as the old
American Beauty developed into a hardy outdoor
climbing rose, an everbloomer, with strong, sturdy
habits of growth. Tough, leathery foliage which
is immune to disease, insects and weather. The
roses grow on single stems, measuring three to
four inches across, vivid rosy crimson "in color
with the same delightful fragrance as American
Beauty. Blooms the entire season—with dozens
of beautiful, fragrant flowers.

O ROSEMARY—A rose as beautiful anddainty
™ as its name. Yet it's as hardy as an oak and
grows vigorously everywhere. The flowers are
the most delightful shade of silvery pink imagin-
able and perfectly double. The petals are thick
and heavy, giving the bloom an appearance similar
to a Camellia. This rose should have a home in

every garden as it is one of the most liberal bloom-
ers under cultivation, one that can be relied upon
for a mass of exquisite buds and flowers from early
spring until late fall.

O MILADY—Without this valuable new hardy

^ everblooming red rose the choicest collection

is incomplete. In habit of growth, color and form
of flowers it is perfection. The flowers are a
bright, rich, scarlet crimson, opening slowly from
long pointed buds to perfect full double roses.

The buds are superb in form and when in full

bloom resemble the famous old General Jack which
everybody admires. This rose is a strong, sturdy
grower and its heavy, leathery, deep green foliage

is so profuse as to make a beautiful background
for the mass of magnificent flowers. Once one

inhales the delicate fragrance of this rose it will

never be forgotten.

A MARIGOLD—A peerless rose in every re-

_* spect. It is distinct in habit of growth, thriv-
ing under very adverse conditions and rapidly
forming a beautifully shaped plant in one season.
It is an exceedingly healthy variety, blooming con-
tinuously throughout the entire season, having
the vitality necessary to produce flowers in the
greatest profusion. One cannot conceive of the
wonderful beauty and splendor of the deep, full

flowers which are of a clear saffron yellow, open-
ing out to a canary with dark golden shadings,
borne on good stiff stems. The buds are large
and elegantly formed of large heavy petals. This
rose has a most delightful fragrance,

e K1LLARNEY QUEEN—Wonderful im-
provements oyer the well-known Killarney

have given us this perfect new one, Killarney
Queen. Flowers are impressive in size and very
double. Of fine, lasting texture and of a rich dark
shade of pink, the Killarney Queen is dazzling in
its purity and brilliancy of color. It is remark-
ably hardy and a rapid, vigorous grower, bloom-
ing the entire season through.

C PEACE—Fitting harbinger of peace! A
crowning master-rose of modern times with

a hardy, vigorous constitution, growing to per-
fection in almost any soil or situation. It has
the most magnificent foliage. A continuous
bloomer of deep, full double flowers the beauty of
which is nothing short of superb. It is practically

impossible to describe its delicacy of color, with
rich, creamy white slightly lemon-tinted near the
center of flower. "Peace" is one of the best garden
roses for general planting in the world.

How to Get Your Roses
OFFER For ONE two-year subscription to

No 1 Farm and Fireside at 50 cents and
15 cents additional, we will send

you the rose collection just as described
and prepay all charges. Subscription can be
your own renewal or a new one. See your
neighbor—get him to subscribe.

OFFER ^or ONE one-year subscription to

No 2 Farm and Fireside at 25 centsand
20 cents additional, we will send

you the rose collection, charges prepaid. We
urge that you send your order before April
1st, at the latest. Send your own renewal
subscription or get a friend to subscribe.

SPFOI AI TO ^or eacn C*UD °f three one-year subscriptions at 25c edch you send us, we will

?ir* D i icrnc send you a Rose Collection. Your own subscription can be included in your club of
CLUB RAISERS three. Send us the names and 75c for each club and your roses will be sent, all

charges prepaid.

Clip Out the Coupon and Send Your Order Now
y

3!

Victory Rose Collection Coupon
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio f. f. 167

Gentlemen:—I want to plant a Victory Rose Garden—I enclose cents

for which enter
^ Renewal } subscription to Farm and Fireside for years

to address below, and also send me postpaid, at proper planting time, one Victory

Rose Collection.

Name. i ............. •. ..." -

P. 0

Note—If you are already a subscriber to Farm and t> r\ t\t
Fireside, you can send your renewal order now, and ^ •

your new subscription will be extended from the
expiration of your old one. Be sure to have your _
order in by April 1st, at the latest. State
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mm
Hosiery that Wears
Longer than You

Expect

Many women have written us that

Durable-DURHAM Hosiery has
worn better than they expected.

You will have the same experience
when you try Durable-DURHAM.
It wears longer because every pair

is strongly reinforced at points of
hardest wear.

One of the
many fine values

in Durable-
DURHAM
Hosiery

BIG SISTER
A fine, wide

elastic out-size
stocking with
extra wide elas-
tic top. Medium
weight. Made
fromsoftcombed
lisle-finish yam.
Strongly double
reinforced heels
and toes. Bal-
briggan, black
and white.

Price 35c. pair

DURABLE
DURHAM HOSIERY

FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
Made Strongest Where the Wear is Hardest

The tops are wide and elastic; legs are full

length ; sizes are accurately marked ; soles
and toes are smooth, seamless and even, and'
the genuine Durham dyes prevent fading
under hardestwearing orwashingconditions.

You should be able to buy Durable-
DURHAM Hosiery at any dealer's. If not.
write to our Sales Department at 88 Leonard
Street, New York, and we will see that you
are supplied. Price 20c to 50c per pair.

Write for Catalog.

DURHAM HOSIERY MILLS, Durham.N.C.
88 Leonard Street, New York

Durable-DURHAM Hosiery is not a product of child labor.

No person under 1 4 years is employed. Industrial conditions
under supervision of experts trained in U. S. Government
courses on employment management. Average working
day is 8 hours and 15 minutes.

What 15
c& You

from

the
Washington, the home of the Pathfinder, is the

nerve center of civilization; history is being
made at this world capital. The Pathfinder's
illustrated weekly review gives you a clear, im-
partial and correct diagnosis of public affairs

during these strenuous, epoch - making days.

Nation's Capital
er of 15c in stamps or coin will bring1 you M the PathfinderThe little matter of 15c in stamps or coin will bring- you the Pathfinder

13 weeks on trial. The Pathfinder is an illustrated weekly, published at
the Nation's center, for the Nation; a paper that prints all the news of the
world and tells the truth and only the truth ; now in its 26th year, This pa-
per fills the bill without emptying' the purse ; it costs but Si a year. If you
want to keep posted on what is going on in the world, at the leastexpense
of time or money, this is your means. If you wanta paperin your home

which is sincere, reliable, entertaining-, wholesome, the Pathfinder is yours. If you would appreciate a paper which puts everything
clearly, fairly, briefly—here it is. Send 15c to show thatyou might like such a paper, and we will send the Pathfinder on probation 13
weeks. The 15c does not repay us. but we are glad to invest in new friends. The Pathfinder, Box 45, Washington, O. C.

YOUR CHOICE!
Either of these Stunning New Styles will
come to you Postpaid and On Approval
if you will mail coupon today. You alone are the judge
of their wonderful Style, Fit and Quality.
We Bend them Direct to You from the
Shoe Market of the World! That is

why either pair is only S3.65 on arriv-
al—compare them with the best shoes at
$7 and $9 a pair! Examine them at your
pleasure and our risk.

The dressy high cut shoe at the right is

the prettiest style of the season. It is

worn by leaders of fashion in Boston and
New York. Trim and neat, it fairly
sparkles with style. Soft, selected
black leather. Beautifully modeled
high heel. You'll be proud to wear
these splendid shoes.

Comfort is combined
with long wear in the
low military heel
shoe at the left.

Built solid full of
wear.Heavy black
grain leather, selected to

All Slzet

$3.65
Send NO Money

All Slzei

$3-65
Send NO Money

withstand the worst weather. Rein-
forced shank and toe-cap. Wearproof

ik leather soles. For growing girls

and women these shoes have no equal
for long wear and (rood looks. You'll
be delighted with their blessed
comfort and astonished at their

economy.

Send NO Money!

Keep your money until
shoeB arrive. We even pay
postage. Simply mail the

coupon. Either pair or both will come
I at once. Then let the shoes themselves convince you.
XOr, if they aren't the greatest shoes you ever taw for t

T less than $7 to $9 a pair, send them back at ourexpenie.
•— -Af*// Thlm Coupon TodmyI < - - -
Boston Mail Order House, Dept. A-4

Essex P. O. Bldg., Boston, Mass.
Send shoes I mark prepaid. I enclose NO money and am
buying on your APPROVAL PLAN. I will pay only S3. 65
a pair on arrival.

Q High Heel Dress Low Heel Shoes

Name Size.

Winds and Rains;
Aches and Pains

EXPOSURE to bad weather this month
means rheumatic twinges and other

handicapping after-effects. We can't

be too careful in relieving pains and aches,

stiff joints, sore muscles, lumbago, sciatica.

"We keep a large bottle of Sloan's Lini-

ment in the house all the time to use when
an attack comes on. You know Sloan's is

one of the old timers. Doctor Earl S.

Sloan put it on sale 37 years ago.

"We get the biggest bottle because it's more economi-
cal. A little applied to the spot penetrates without
rubbing.'

7

30c. 60c and SI. 20 sizes.

Sloan's
OKLillS Pain

Why Have Backward Children

By Helen Johnson Keyes

THIS is an age of hope—of hope built

upon the surest foundation, knowledge.

No longer are all backward children
destined to remain backward, to grow up
stupid, useless, and discontented. Science
has sought for and -found what are often
the causes of this dullness, while doctors,

teachers, and philanthropists are using the
knowledge and applying the cures.

There are children, it is true, who can
never be made normal, because their nerve
cells are lacking in actual tissue, which we
do not know how to supply. The problem
of their care is of very great importance,
but it is not the subject of this article. The
boys and girls of whom I am writing are
dull because of conditions which may be
overcome either entirely or in part.

Perhaps this kind of pupil makes up
three per cent of your district or consoli-

dated school. They are very unhappy be-
cause the brighter pupils make fun of

them; they worry the teacher because it is

impossible to keep them up to grade; and
their parents are mortified and, possibly,

impatient.
What shall we do about it?

In the very first place, let us get up in

our community a parent-teacher organize
tion, a club with a membership of mothers
and fathers whose children are in the school,

of the teacher or teachers, and of the local

doctors and dentist. Working together,

parents, teachers, and doctors should make
out a program which will secure for these

children special treatment and a special

education capable of making them normal
eventually.
Although I have mentioned the doctor

last, it is to him that parents and teachers
must turn first for help. Before the spiritual

influences of home or the educational
assistance of school can be of the slightest

use in developing the backward child, the
physician must remove those physical

defects which are the causes of backward-
ness.

It will usually be found that dull children

are suffering either from defects of sight,

hearing, or breathing; from decayed teeth,

or from deformities such as curvature of

the spine (which is exceedingly common in

school children), hip disease, or "pigeon
breast," or from undernourishment.

It is easy to understand that a child

whose eyes are so formed that the rays of

light do not focus at the right point on the
retina, but, instead, spread out too soon
or not soon enough, giving a confusion of

blurred images instead of one clear pic-

ture—it is easy to understand that this

child will be dull. It is impossible for him
to see quickly what is on the blackboard
or on the page. But the eye has an aston-

ishing power to strain itself and get the
correct vision finally by tremendous
muscular effort, and the defective sight is

often overlooked. The effort, however,
occupies time, injures the eyes, and fatigues

the whole mind and body.

Why Some Children Appear Dull

In a similar way, the child who does not

hear clearly appears dull, even though his

brain is all right, because he simply does

not know what has been said.

The child whose breathing passages are

plugged up by overgrown tonsils and
adenoids, or by spurs of bone in the nose,

or by a crooked middle partition of the

nostrils, fails to get the amount of oxygen
which the body must have if the brain is to

work normally. He is dull because the

valve is shut through which the fuel for his

brain should pour in. His mind may be an
excellent engine, but it cannot work with-

out oxygen power.
Decayed teeth are painful, and pain

distracts attention from everything else.

Besides this, the decaying spots are breed-

ing grounds for poisonous germs and acids

which pass into the digestive tract, bring-

ing about chronic stomach and bowel
trouble. It is plain why children with
aching and decaying teeth should be dull at

school.
Children who are improperly fed, and

those who, although given nourishing

things to eat, have bodies which are not
able to digest and distribute this food

through the body mechanism, are of course

backward. Eye-strain, bad breathing,

decayed teeth, and pressure occasioned by
deformed bones may all lead to this con-
dition of digestive insufficiency and brain
starvation.
The remedies for these conditions are

well known. They require good doctors

and good after-care, but there is notl
alarming about them. I trust that a 1

will come soon when county hospitals
provide proper working places for doc
and skilled care at low prices for patie
but even without them it is usually poss
for parents to take their children t

competent eye doctor for glasses, to a i

and throat specialist for defects of hea
and breathing, to a surgeon for defoi

ties, to a family doctor for advice as to £
and to a dentist for the filling of te

This sounds rather formidable, but of co
one child is not likely to be in need a
these cures.

The Part Each Should Play

It is the part of the physicians in

parent-teacher organization to examin
fair prices and with utmost care the i

dren who are brought to them, and, furt

more, to watch the children of the c

munity in school and at play and to rec

mend to mothers, fathers, and teachers i

medical examinations and treatment
suggest themselves to their trained i

and intelligences. Better still would i

if the doctors were paid a regular salaij

health officers for looking after the chili!

using what curative measures lie vii

their scope, and recommending o

measures and other doctors to perl

them as occasions arise. This arranger
might be made not as a legalized office

simply between the parents of the orgai

tion and a physician in it.

The mothers' part is to believe in

doctors, if they are good and compel
and to use their knowledge and skill

the restoration of their children to he

and normal powers. Besides this fait

medical skill mothers must make h

conditions just as healthful and happ;

possible. They must see that their chQt

go to bed early and sleep with open'-

dows or out of doors; that they 1

enough nourishing food, and no food w
is hard to digest; that their hours of i

are not too long nor depressing, and
they are frequently relieved by

j
Mothers must co-operate with the teat

also, keeping them acquainted with
health and home occupations of \

children, and seeking to understand
assist the efforts the teachers are mal
The teacher cannot perform success!

her share in bringing backward chil

up to a level of usefulness and norm:
unless she separates them in their

work from the brighter pupils. Thejj

subjected to ridicule and cruel discoui

ment when they are expected to com
with the usual grade work. Even thi

they are placed in grades with yew
children, their poor vision or hearing

general ill health, stands absolutely if

way of their comprehension and prog
A separate class should be formed

them, and, besides this, they should

ceive individual instruction. No e

should be made to advance this class

whole, but only to develop each i

within it as far as possible. Although,
suggestion may seem to place an a<

burden upon the teacher, she will fin|

normal classes very much easier to ha
with the backward children removed,'
in giving individual care to the reti

pupils she will be free from the anxiet

keeping them up to a certain impoa
standard.

If they are under medical care thi

moval of physical defects may bring J
forward in a few months to a degrfl

intelligence enabling them to enter 1

more the classes for normal childrenj

the meantime they should be protij

against humiliation and misery, and]

principle underlying their instruction sh
be to train them along those lines for "vsj

they show some ability, not to drivel

them the sort of instruction which 1

show themselves incapable of receh
Always it must be remembered that \

backwardness is an actual physical I

dition, not a moral weakness. TheyJ
to be backward, just as a man with om
shorter than another has to limp.

Until their cure is well under way vfe

be better not to give them much book n
If the- school curriculum permits it,

them work with their hands and in

garden. School credit for home won
excellent in these cases.

Often backward pupils have unusu
good memories, and when this is the t

the committing to memory of multipl

tion tables, of [continued on pagbj
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How Mrs. Wilson Saves on Clothes

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 54]

57,

dressing well, and in a manner calculated

accent her own individuality. In the
ming she is given to wearing gowns on
idified Greek lines, with flowing sleeves

i trailing draperies of rich materials,

tn the street she is always smartly
js'sed, and one never sees either of the
ssident's daughters wearing thin geor-
;te sleeves with a serge or cloth frock,

snch-heeled shoes with a walking cos-

ne, or ostrich feathers in the morning.
The Vice President's wife, Mrs. Thomas
ley Marshall, made up her mind when
{ United States, went to war that she
uld buy no new clothes until the war
s over; Now, the Vice President and
wife probably dine out more than any

0 people in Washington, so it's quite a
t for Mrs. Marshall to go through a
iter without replenishing her wardrobe.
3 was able to manage it, however, as

1 is not stumped at the prospect of

aodelingva gown. Mrs. Marshall gets

her gowns at one place in Chicago,
i uses none but American-made mate-
L
}ne method by which a number of

ishington women have been able to cut
; their expenditure for clothes is by
king up the lovely brocades, embroi-
•ies, and tissues they have picked up
the course of their travels. Mrs. Joseph
iter, for instance, brought home all

nner of beautiful fabrics from India,

ina, Japan, and the four corners of the
th several years ago, when she and Mr.
iter cricled the globe on George J',

uld's yacht, which they chartered for

» cruise.

Mme. Bakhmeteff, whose husband, Mr.
orge Bakhmeteff, was Russian ambassa-
• to the United States under the regime
the late Czar, also has a collection of

gnificent brocades the like of which will

jbably not be seen again. The very
<ms on which they were woven have been
jtroyed by the vandals who are now
3rrunning Russia. Her jewels are world
aous, and she has a collection of emeralds,
jrmous stones, which are literally price-

3, and are said to be second only in value
those owned by the late Czarina of

ssia.

American brides have not gone quite

the lengths of English brides in dis-

ding the conventional white satin and
!nt lace for the period of the war, al-

mgh many girls elect to be married in

veiling or war costume. One case was
marriage of Miss Cecile de Legarde,

o wore the uniform of a Red Cross
rse when she became the bride of Mr.
ren Johnson, the writer. She died but a
ir later, and was buried in the same
itume.
Vliss Lucy Kyle Burleson, daughter
the Postmaster-General and Mrs. Burle-
i, on the other hand, laid aside her
woman's uniform for her marriage to
sign Charles Greene Grimes, U. S. N.,
ich took place at historic St. John's
urch, and wore the traditional bridal
tume. It was built of soft ivory satin

—

lerican satin—gracefully draped and
trimmed save for the bit of lovely rose

nt lace, the "something old" which
;ry bride must wear for luck, which
ided the end of the court train. The
de designed the frock herself to suit her
nty and petite type, and it was made up
a Washington modiste.
3o, you see, there is simplicity and
momy among our society sisters in

ishington, just as there is among us
swhere in the country.

Why Have Backward
Children?

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 56]

.mmatical rules, and of fine bits of

itry and prose may be included in their
dies. But do not expect them to be able
reason from these facts which their
mories hold; do not expect them to be
e to apply the facts they have, or to
nbine them with other facts. They
inot do it, will not be able to use their
armation until eyes, ears, lungs, and
tin are working properly,
llmost a divine patience is required of
! teacher of backward children; but her
k is made easier if she lets them set
sir own standards according to their
lities, instead of imposing on them the
riculum for healthy youngsters. Let
dr work periods be short and frequently

interrupted by opportunities for play

—

at least the privilege of running two or
three times around the schoolhouse.
The object of the Parent-Teacher

Association is the harmonious and intelli-

gent working together of the three factors

upon which the development of backward
children depends: Medical and surgical

cures, home hygiene and tender patience
and affection in family life, and educational
methods suited to the condition and powers
of the children. At the very base of the
work lies the skill of the doctor in produc-
ing a body mechanism which will "go."
The guidance of this human machine and
its upkeep and progress depend on the
spiritual forces of the home and the school.

Picking Up the Crumbs
By W. M. Whitting

IT IS not necessary for a housewife to
purchase boxes of cracker meal or cracker

dust for use in preparing croquettes,
escalloped dishes, or fried foods. Every
one has noticed what a quantity of crumbs
are left when slices of bread are cut from a
loaf, especially a loaf that is a bit stale.

It takes only a few seconds to brush these
crumbs up carefully and place them in a
receptacle.

If this is repeated after each cutting it is

surprising in what a short time a quantity
will have been gathered together.

Slices of bread left over from a meal
often become hard and stale, and when
crushed may be added to the crumbs and
used in cooking.

Desserts from Home-
Canned Fruits

By Edith C. Armbruster

WHEN the family begins to tire of

canned fruit, or when a company
dessert is desired, try combining with other
materials some of the fruit you put up
last year. A simple and inexpensive
substitute for whipped cream to serve with
desserts may be made by whipping the
white of an egg until stiff, adding one
tablespoonful of powdered sugar, and fold-

ing in the mashed pulp of a banana. Do
not prepare this until just before serving,

as it turns dark if allowed to stand too
long.

Peaches and Cream—Place upon each
serving plate a round piece of sponge cake
or any plain cake. Lay on each slice half

a canned peach, hole side up. Whip a cup
of cream, flavor with vanilla, and sweeten.
Cover each peach with the cream, and
garnish with a bit of currant jelly.

Blackberry Loaf—Bring a quart of

canned blackberries to the boiling point.

Place squares of fresh cake in a square
granite pan. Cover with generous spoon-
fuls of the hot blackberries and juice; add
another layer of cake, packing it in well,

then more fruit. Alternate until the dish

is full, using plenty of berries, as the cake
will absorb a quantity of the juice. Cover
with a plate, and place a weight upon it.

Let it stand several hours. When cold,

turn it out of the mold, and slice evenly.
Serve with cream.

Steamed Cherry Pudding—To one pint
of sifted flour add two heaping teaspoons
baking powder, half a teaspoon salt, and
one heaping tablespoon sugar; rub in

one heaping tablespoon fat, and add
enough milk to make a stiff batter. Grease
cups, and into each one put a layer of

batter, then one of canned cherries drained
of their juice, and so on until the cups are
three fourths full. Steam for thirty minutes.
Serve with a cherry sauce made with one
cup cherry juice, one-fourth cup sugar,
one-half cup water, and one heaping tea-
spoon cornstarch.

Raspberry Foam—Cook two heaping
teaspoons prepared tapioca in one pint
raspberry juice until tapioca is clear; add
a pinch of salt, and sugar if needed; remove
from fire, and while hot fold in the stiffly

beaten white of an egg. Serve cold with
cream.

Pineapple Whip—Mix together one
cup canned pineapple cut into small pieces,

one cup cold boiled rice, and one-half cup
sugar. Whip one cup cream, and fold in

lightly. Serve in sherbet glasses, and
garnish with a preserved cherry.

Have you ever

heard this?

"My baking powder," says

the smooth solicitor, "costs

less than Royal."

But he omits to say that

it often leaves a bitter taste,

that food made with it is

likely to stale in a day and
that it contains alum,which
is condemned bymanymedi-
cal authorities for use in food.

England and France pro-

hibit the sale ofalum baking
powders.

ROYAL
Baking Powder
is made from Cream of Tartar

derived from grapes

Royal Contains No Alum

—

Leaves No Bitter Taste

Stem wind and set watch, guaranteed 5
years, for selling 26 art and relig-
ious pictures or 25 pkgs. post cards
at 10c each. Order your choice.
GATES MFG. CO., Dept. 420, Chicago

M EN P ETS — Wonder Money Makers
mend leaks instantly in all utensils, hot

JraL water bags, etc. Insert and tighten. 10c and
J ^s2.25c a package, postpaid. Agents Wanted.
I gTF^Collette Mfg. Co., Box 704, Amsterdam ..N.Y.

E5
6£

Send£oir%^'ItevisedPiices
Our new, recently revised, after-

the-war price list is ready. 80
illustrated pages of quality food

'

t

stuffs. It is yours FREE. Com
^pareour prices—our quality

k
—our guarantee. Write

for your copy TO-
DAY.

iUYDIRECT
ii-om IMMENSE

WHOLESALE GROCERY--
house Now you, too, can buy
your groceries at wholesale—realiz-

ing for yourself and your family
ssSS

generous, sure savings. The Wilson
Way means pure groceries from Whole-
saler to Consumer DIRECT.

GUARANTEEDGROCERIESONET
Forhalf a century Wilson Trade Marked

Brands have nourished and led millions.
Their high quality is the standard of perfection

. in thousands of homes. Every article, every item,
is guaranteed and your mon ey is returned unless you
are completely satisfied. The Wilson DIRECT

way is the safest, surest, most satis-
factory and the most economical
plan of buying highest grade,
guaranteed groceries.

Buy in quantities—for cash-
at wholesale prices—from this immense warehouse.
Distance is no barrier. You are as near this econo-
mical, quality base of supplies as you are to your
postofflce or rural route box. And here's how we
protect YOU. Our prices are guaranteed against
advance until publication of new list—should prices
decline the difference is returned to you. Write TO-
DAY for new catalog and price list.

WILSON GROCERY COMPANY
PEORIA, DEPT. 55, ILLINOIS
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NEW LIFE
fo r

OLD CLOCKS
Take that old clock that

runs only on its face or

when you shake it and give

it a new lease on life by
oiling with 3-in-0ne.

Open the clock and apply a

toothpick or straw dipped
in this good oil. Put a

small drop in every bearing.

Then shake and watch it go.

3-in-0ne Oil
has many every-day uses on every

farm. Oils exactly right every light

mechanism that ever needs oiling

—

sewing machine, washing machine,

talking machine, cream separator,

tools, locks, bolts. Makes them work
as they ought to and absolutely

prevents rusting.

Sold at all good stores in 15c, 25c

and 50c bottles; also in 25c Handy
Oil Cans.

FREE
Generous sample and Dictionary of

Uses. To save postage, request them
on a postal card.

THREE-IN-ONE OIL CO.
165LUH. Broadway,New York City

eibj

Music Taught in Your Home FREE

M com Acad ttUtut ttttt&u quufcl*>

Piano, Organ, Violin. Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, Etc. Beginners
or advanced players. One lesson weekly. Illustrations make
everything plain. Only expense about 2c per day to cover cost of
postage and music used. Write for FREE booklet which explains
everything' in full.

American School of Music, 19 L&kwide Bldg., Chicago

MOVIE MACHINE RIVEN
Have your own "movie"
at home. A wonderful moving picture ma-
chine, complete with gas generator and 3 sets
reels^ all different (99 views). Powerful lens
showing pictures large and clear. Given for
selling 25 art and religious pictures or 26 plcgs.
post cards at 10c each. Order choice today.

GATES MFG. CO., Dept. 1320, CHICAGO

NO Money!
LADIES! the Comfort, Quality and
Style of these NURSES' COMFORT
SHOES make them the greatest house-
shoe value ever offered. That is why we send
them on approval. No Money In Advance. The
shoes must and will convince you, otherwise youji
will not be
out a penny.
We Invite
you to try
them at
our risk.
Sort, black
glove -fitting
kid leather.

Easy as vel-
vet on tender
feet. Jar-
proof rubber
heels. Cush-
ion soles that
make walking a
pleasure. Su-
perior workman-
ship. Comfort,
perfect fit and
long wear com-
bined with style. Send no money. Just fill out and
mail coupon. Your pair will come immediately, pre-
paid. Don't pay a cent until they arrive. Try them
on in your own home. Enjoy their blessed comfort-
then decide whether you want to keep them. If you
are not delighted with their wonderful fit, quality
rand style, they will not cost you a penny.

* "

"

Mall This Coupon Today
Boston Mail Order House, Dept. A-3

Essex P. O. Building, Boston, Mas*.
Send postpaid my pair NURSES' COMFORT shoe9.

I will pay only 13.85 on arrival. I am to Judge them on
approval. My money back double quick 11 I want it.
1 risk nothing.

Name
; Size

All Sizes
$3.85

Send NO Money

ell in Love With My Husbaru
By the Readers ofFarm and Fireside

Address
.

THERE was a great reason why I

should have fallen in love with the

man who is now my husband, for next

to God it is to him I owe my life and hap-
piness.

It was in the long ago—almost forty

years—and my head, silvering slowly but
surely, is full of memories. This subject

brings me back to the day when I was
journeying westward to a noted health

resort in a last effort to prolong my life,

even for a few weeks. My dear father

accompanied me, gravely apprehensive for

the effects of the journey upon my weaken-
ened condition.

On our train was a big, happy man in a
cowboy costume, fairly bubbling oyer with
good health and high spirits. His big heart

went out in pity and sympathy, and he
was constantly on the alert to brighten my
journey, and to help Father in his many
duties of caring for the poor invalid. When-
ever he was near me I seemed to take on
new strength and new courage. It was good
to clasp his firm, strong hand and to hear
his hearty laugh. When our journey came
to an end he sojourned at the same hotel

with us, and seemed in no hurry to leave.

All this time he was cheering me and bring-

ing me back to life once more. Everyone
was interested and commenting upon my
improved condition; and, indeed, it was
true.
One day Jim mentioned that he ought to

be leaving soon, but this news brought
such a sad transformation to poor me that
he quickly decided to remain a little longer.

Soon I could take short walks, gradually
increasing the distance, and finally horse-

back rides. My eyes were bright and
sparkling with dawning love—each day
bringing a great happiness. Nearly a year
passed, and one bright day Jim and I

walked to the little country church, and
I gladly gave my life into his keeping.

Good health and perfect happiness have
been ours, but our home has always been
in the big free West. Jim's business calls

him eastward every year, but we are ever
anxious to go back to the land that gave us
our great happiness. c. E. s.

She Married the Huckster
Second Prize, $10

WHEN I was at a young and giddy age
my ideal of Prince Charming was a

young, tall, slight-limbed, dark man with
proud, passionate disposition, preferably

Spanish, as that race best answered that
description from what I had read in so
many paper-backed novels.

There was a man about six years my
senior who drove a huckster wagon for

four or five years. He came to our house
regularly twice a week. He was a fat, plain,

old-fashioned sort of boy, and I thought
him rather odd. I was buying some articles

from him one day and was short one cent.

He let me go into the house and get the
penny. I told him he was stingy. He just

sort of smiled the way he had, and said
nothing. I thought for the first time that
he had good eyes and a nice smile, even if

he was stubborn and stingy. After that
I started an argument on something every
time he came. He came on his wagon in

every kind of weather—even on cold days
in winter, when most people stayed in.

Well, one day he said his brother would
be on the wagon next week, as he was go-
ing to New York. I said good-by to him;
said I hated to see him go, wished him
good luck, and that was all I did say. I
didn't say anything about his writing to
me, but I expected that he would. He did!
We corresponded the year he was gone, and
I got to thinking that there wasn't anyone
I knew that was quite so good-natured,
comfortable, everyday sort of a person as
Jim. My ideal of the lithe, dark, high-
tempered gentleman was smashed. That
was all right to dream about, but a fat,

plain, mild-dispositioned man was better
to live with.
He came home, and we were married in

two months. I don't call him stingy now,
because he isn't. That was just one of his
peculiarities about the penny. v. L.

He Was So Thoughtful
Third Prize, $5

I HAD always liked Ben; we had been
chums since childhood, but the possi-

bility of him as a lover had never entered

my mind. My "beau ideal" along that
line was for some dashing cavalier to come
along with whom I could fall desperately
in love and have a real romance, just as

pictured in novels.
Well, he came, showered me with at-

Returned Soldiers

and the Land
LOOKING at it from a farm view-

J point, we can't get all excited

about this idea of hurrying returned
soldiers back to the land.

The returned soldier who wants to

farm, and who knows how to farm,

will farm. He needs no encourage-
ment. He does deserve help.

The returned soldier who doesn't

want to farm, even if he knows how
to farm, will not farm. And encourag-

ing him to farm won't get him to

do it. And if it does get him to,

though he doesn't want to, he will

be a doubtful asset to farming.

The swivel-chair experts, who have
been making most of the talk about
the returned soldier as a farmer,

seem to feel that it is our duty to

toss our hats in the air and shout

hurrah for the idea. They say it

will reclaim thousands of acres of

waste land. Maybe it will.

Considering it as a service from the

Government to the returned soldier

—

provided the soldier wants it—we do
shout hurrah. But as a movement
fraught with great benefits for the

American farmer we can't do much
for it.

The soldiers who were farmers

before they became soldiers, and who
come back to the farm, will find

jobs waiting for them. And they

will be thrice three times welcome.

And if they want farms, and the

Government has decent farm land

to offer them—land which is equipped

and ready for farming—we say let

them have farms.

But if the Government or any
individual is counting on turning new
men into the farm field with the idea

that those men are going to be a

great boon to agriculture, they have

another guess coming. Maybe a

few of them would see it through and
become good farmers, but the per-

centage would be small. The ma-
jority will "try" farming because

they "think maybe they'd like it,"

or because they are invited to.

Turning untrained men loose

on farms—especially on reclaimed

farms—to be farmers is just like

turning men loose in a highly organ-

ized watch factory and saying to

them: "All right, boys, here's a
watch factory. Now go ahead and
be watchmakers."
You know about how much of an

put they would make at it. We'd
hate to catch a train by one 'of the

watches they turned out under five

or six years' apprenticeship. Or to

bank much on the success of appren-

tice soldier-farmers under the same
length of time, even with agricultural

experts to teach them.
Farming is a science and a business,

to be learned by long apprenticeship,

just as is watchmaking.
The soldier boys who are farmers

at heart will go back to fanning.

Nothing could keep them from it.

The soldier boys who are not farm-
ers at heart will go back to some-
thing else. ~-

The soldier boys who want farms
should get them. They should get
good farms. Plus the equipment to
make a success with them.
But the man who believes that we

can indiscriminately herd thousands
of young men onto farms and make
a go of it has rats in his estimable
belfry. THE EDITOR.

tentions, flowers, candy, theatre parties
galore, and I thought my romance had
materialized. He proposed in the manner
that suited my fancy, and I accepted.

Finally I was invited to his home to ma
the acquaintance of his family—and hi

very different he seemed among his o\

people! He was crusty, crabbed, ai

sarcastic; disrespectful to his mother ai

sisters; arrogant with his father. I tried

excuse it, as we always do when in lo\

thinking it was because of his superiorit
but before the visit was over I found thi

he himself felt so conscious of it that

caused him to deteriorate in my estimatio
although I still felt myself very much
love with him.

Soon after that I was a guest at Ben
home, and in spite of myself I could ni

keep from continually comparing the U
young men in their home life. I had he:

tofore taken Ben so much as a matter
course that his true worth had not be<

very forcibly brought to my mind,
noticed at this time how every member
the family depended upon him, and ho
cheerfully he attended to all their want
He fixed his little sister's sled; showed h

little brother how to set his trap; was h

mother's right-hand bower and his father

chum. I wondered how all this had escape
me before.

Shortly after, at a public gathering, h

came in with his mother on his arm, an

some of the young folks began to joke hii

about his "best girl." He said,
"

I've got a girl now that won't go back o

me, and I'm going to stick to her." H
gave me a look I could not help but unde
stand, while to the others it meant only

pleasant retort, and for the first time i

my life I began to take myself serioush

The more I thought of Ben the less'

thought of "my romance." In Ben I sai

the ring of the genuine—the one to whoi
to tie "for better or worse."

Years have passed and we have had a

the ups and downs incidental to rearing

family of four children. They are all ii

homes of their own now, and we find oui

selves all alone once more.
The sterling qualities which made m

"fall in love with him" then are as much i

evidence as they ever were, and our live

have merged closer, and we are more t

each other than we ever were. So I hav

had my real romance, one that has laste

for years, and I know will last until "deat

do us part." i. m.

She Wanted to Kiss Him

LIKE a good many young things at co

-/lege, we had decided to be "friends,

purely platonic and intellectual, you knejv

Then it came time for Clifford to go awas

he had graduated and I was in the midst <

my course. We stood saying good-by wit

laughter, both of us pretending not t

notice that he held my hands. All at on<

it seemed to me that it was very serioi

that he should be going away, and suddenl

I wanted dreadfully to kiss him good-bj

My laughter fled and I could not think <

anything to say. The new longing an

shame confused me.
We found ourselves gazing at each othi

blankly. Then he lifted my hands, turne

them over gravely, and kissed them bot

in the palms. Before I had caught m
breath he was far down the walk. It wa

very dark. I ran out, calling breathless!}

and was upon him before I realized. H
caught me, "What is it? What is it yo

want?" And I did not know.
The perfume of the June night filled th

air, and under the maples it was too dai

to see, but I felt the pressure of his preseni

like a wind. I reached my hand to his fac

His eyes were wet!
"Only this!" I sobbed, and drew h

head down and kissed his wet eyelid

slowly, deliberately. My shame was a

gone.
Naturally it was eleven instead of te

when we parted. That hour convinced m
that I loved Clifford, but after reflectio

I was not sure that I wanted to marry,
had ambitions and plans. Anyway, w

had not talked of marriage. Our hour ha

been full of love and delirious with kisses-

a wine as new to him as to me.
At Christmas time he sent me a diamon

ring, and I hesitated to wear it. It pr<

claimed marriage, and I was not sure tha

I wanted marriage. Besides, he had no

asked me. So when he came back agan

and held out his arms, I kept back—I wai

not sure. But again that amazing, it

explicable desire to kiss him overwhelm*
me. So we were married ten years ago, an

I have always been glad of it. A. w.
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For every roofing need

on the Farm—
The famous Barrett Everlastic Roofings for all steep-roofed buildings

are made of high-grade water-proofing materials and are backed by The
Barrett Company's record of high quality, gained through 60 years of suc-

cessful roofing experience.

Barrett Everlastic Roofings come in rolls and in individual and strip

shingles. Three styles are surfaced with real crushed slate (no artificial

coloring) in beautiful natural shades of red or green and are suitable for

roofing the very finest buildings in city or country.

The fourth style is a high-grade so-called "rubber" roofing in rolls.

The cost of each kind, per square, is low and all styles are economical

and easy to lay.

At the right we give a few facts about each. Read about them; then

look up Barrett Everlastic Roofings at your dealer's, or write nearest office

for free illustrated booklets giving further information.

"The Big Four"
Everlastic "Rubber" Roofing

A recognized standard among so-called "rubber"
roofings. Famous for its durability. Made of high-
grade water-proofing materials, it defies wind and
weather and insures dry, comfortable buildings under
all weather conditions.

Everlastic Slate-Surfaced Roofing
A high-grade roll roofing, surfaced with

genuine crushed slate in two natural shades,
red or green. Needs no painting. Hand-
some enough for a home, economical enough
for a barn or garage. Combines real pro-
tection against fire with beauty. Nails and
cement with each roll.

Everlastic Multi-Shingles (4-in-One)
Made of high-grade felt thoroughly water-proofed and sur-

faced with crushed slate in beautiful natural slate colors, either
red or green. Laid in strips of four shingles in one at far less
cost in labor and time than for wooden shingles. Gives you
a roof of artistic beauty worthy of the finest buildings, and

one that resists fire and weather. Needs
no painting.

Everlastic Tylike Shingles
Made of the same durable slate-surfaced

(red or green) material as the Everlastic
Multi-Shingles but cut into individual
shingles, 8 x 12% inches. Laid like

wooden shingles but cost less per year of
sendee. Needs no painting.

Write for free

booklets today



SafteMost Beautiful'Car in/bnerica

The "Preferred Investment"
The wise man selects his motor car

. investment in much the same way
that he selects a first mortgage bond
or any other high grade security.

He looks for permanent, enduring quality—
not mere surface veneer. He looks to
the integrity of the manufacturer, the
critical expressions of the average owner
and the history of the product over a

period of years.

It is on this basis that we would have
you consider the Paige.

From the standpoint of initial cost, ours
is not a cheap motor car. There are
many cars on the market that sell for

less money than the Paige and we could
readily build them ourselves if we con-
sidered that the best policy. But we
don't.

We firmly believe that self-respect, com-
fort, and enduring satisfaction have an
actual market value. So we build those
things into our product.

We take just a little more time—just a

little more care in the selection of

materials—just a little more pride in

our work. And the -result is a real

motor car—not a makeshift or com-
promise.

In brief, while we agree that first cost is

an important consideration, we are

convinced that Ultimate cost is vastly

more important.

We believe that the only true test of

economy is twelve months of hard,

gruelling service on the road.

We believe that freedom from repair

,
bills and excessive depreciation is in-

finitely more desirable than a mere
catch-penny list price.

These are our convictions. We have
held to them staunchly during many

. fitful periods in the motor car industry.

So long as the Paige Company is a

factor in the making and distributing

of motor cars, we shall continue to

adhere to them.

And it is "because of these convictions,

and their practical application to manu-
facturing, that the Paige car is regarded

as a "Preferred Investment" in every
automobile mart of the world.

PAIGE-DETROIT MOTOR CAR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN



STORAGE
BATTERY

Willard Threaded Rubber Insulation— ~
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Your Interests

First
To give still more definite assurance of reliable

and efficient battery service to car-owners, every

authorized Willard Service Station has subscribed

to the following

Willard Service and

Adjustment Policies

IWe insure every new Willard Battery for 90 days from the date

of purchase, provided the battery is registered immediately

at the nearest Willard Service Station. If any repairs are

necessary during this period, the same will be made without

charge to the owner. Recharging is not considered repairs

and the owner is expected to pay for any recharging that may,
be necessary.

2
During the fourth, fifth and sixth months of ownership, if a

battery needs any repairs the same will be made on a basis

satisfactory to the customer.

3 During the seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth

months of ownership, if repairs are necessary the owner will

be given the option of paying the regular charge for the same
or he may exchange the old battery for a new one by paying

a fractional part of the retail price, based on the number of

months of service received from the old battery. For example:

If the battery has given eight months service, the adjustment

price for the new battery would be eight-twelfths (8-12) of the

retail price.

4 Willard Service Station will keep dealers' stock batteries fully

charged at a minimum cost to the dealer, and will register

and accept responsibility for them under our service policy,

provided they are not over six months old and at the end of the

storage period.

5 All questions concerning batteries which have not been regis-

tered or which may have attained some age at the time the

car is delivered, are to be settled in the customer's interest

between the car dealer and the Willard Service Station dealer.

6 Batteries shipped bone dry with cars and prepared by^. the
Willard Service Station at destination, will be registered by
them at the same time. Bone dry batteries prepared by the

dealer himself are to be registered at the nearest Willard Service

Station in the regular way.

7 With motor car dealers located in places where there is no
Willard Service Station, the nearest service station will make
arrangements with the dealer whereby all Willard Service and

Adjustment Policies will be handled through the dealer.

You will find these policies conspicuously dis-

played by each authorized Willard Service Station.

JVillard Service.
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What About $2.26 Wheat?
THE Government of the United

States and the farmers of the
United States entered into a con-

tract. Under this contract the

Government guaranteed a mini-

mum price for the wheat crop of 1918 and
of 1919. Whatever the wheat is worth in

the markets of the world, however low the

price may fall in England, France, Ger-

many, or Italy, the United States Govern-
ment stands ready to pay the farmer a

price approximating $2.26 a bushel.

The Government entered into this con-

tract while the fighting with Germany
was still on. It made the arrangement
because it felt the necessity of stimulating _
in every way the production of wheat.
Unless our armies and the armies of our

allies, unless our own population and the

populations of our allies, were able to

receive a steady flow of food from this

country, the war would be lost. No price

was too high to pay for this assurance of

victory. It was in this spirit that the
Government made its guarantee.
The war, however, or at least the fight-

ing, is ended. It ended suddenly, and
almost without warning. The result was
that the wheat guarantee which was in-

tended to protect the United States and
its allies has become a matter of great
embarrassment to the United States

Government.
It is important for the farmer to under-

stand this situation in all its details. It is

important to him both as a farmer and as

a patriotic citizen, both as a producer of

wheat and as a taxpayer.

Can We Store the Surplus?

The situation is as follows: The Govern-
ment having given its word must keep it.

The Government will keep its word, as
it has in the past. It will stand ready
between now and June 1, 1920, to buy
every bushel of wheat of the crop of 1918
and of the crop of 1919 that is offered to
it before June 1, 1920, at a price approxi-
mating $2.26 a bushel. Under this con-
tract the Government must be prepared
at a maximum to accept from one to two
hundred million bushels of the crop of

1918, and from ten to" eleven hundred
millions of bushels of the crop of 1919.
The Government must be prepared at
the worst to make a disbursement of three
billion dollars.

Nor does this end the liability of the
Government of the United States in this
matter of the wheat guarantee. It is

highly probable that the world price of
wheat will fall considerably below the
guaranteed price of $2.26, and this differ-
ence must be made up by the Government.
This will involve a loss which may be well
over a billion dollars. Further, the Govern-
ment must create an administrative ma-
chinery for fulfilling this vast contract
with millions of farmers in order to prevent
speculation and fraud. It must further
discover or create storage facilities for
hundreds of millions of bushels in excess
of our ordinary supply. Since the guar-
antee does not and cannot apply to wheat
grown elsewhere than in the United States,
the Government must either regulate or
totally prohibit the importation of foreign
wheat. It must also work out a policy
for the final disposition of this wheat, for
by June 1, 1920, the Go\«rnment will be
in possession of a surplus amounting to
tour hundred or five hundred or even six
hundred millions of bushels in excess of
the immediate demand.

By Walter E. Weyl

Copyright by Paul Thompson

For the First Time—the Facts

ALOT of people have tried to explain this wheat situation to us,

L but not until we got this article did we feel that we had found
an unprejudiced man who knew exactly what he was talking about.

And in sending it to us this is what he said

:

"I have tried to put the emphasis on what the farmer should

do in this matter. I do not feel that it is fair to ask him in all cases

to refrain from growing wheat, or, indeed, to make sacrifices be-

yond those which may be asked of other classes in the community.
At the same time I have made as strong an argument as I could

against any disproportionate growing of wheat this spring, and
have tried to emphasize the fact that the farmer as well as the

rest of the community has a definite interest in the crop not being

too large."

Weyl is a man who deals in facts, and he is well worth listen-

ing to. What do you think about what he says? The Editor.

As a consequence the Government is

faced with one of the most difficult and
complicated transactions in its history.

It is obliged to purchase more wheat than
it can use or profitably dispose of; and,
while little of this wheat is as yet harvested
and one third of it is not yet even sown, an
excessive production is inevitable. Unless
the Government works out a proper policy,

there will be infinite complications and
lawsuits, there will be carelessness and
fraud, and in the end the policy will injure

not only the Government but also the
farmers themselves. Having made our

promise, we must keep it. We must take
our losses smilingly.

We must not, however, permit the fulfill-

ment of this guarantee to become a scandal

and a needless injury. Nor is it likely to.
It was the Food Control Act of August

10, 1917, which established for the United
States the policy of guaranteeing the price
of wheat.

This act authorized the President to
guarantee a minimum price whenever
he finds "that an emergency exists re-
quiring the stimulation of the production
of wheat." By the same act the President
was authorized "to purchase, to store, to
provide storage facilities for, and to sell

at a reasonable price, wheat" and certain
other commodities. For the purposes of
the act the sum of $150,000,000 was
appropriated.
Laws do not administer themselves,

and in order to carry out these sections of
the Food Control Act the President on
August 14, 1917, ordered the creation of
a corporation, to be called the Food Ad-
ministration Grain Corporation, with a
capital of $50,000,000, which was later
increased to $150,000,000. All of the stock
of this corporation was to be subscribed
by the United States out of the appropri-
ation authorized by the Food Control Act.
It was not until February 21, 1918, that
the President, acting under this con-
gressional authorization, fixed a price
of $2.20 per bushel for No. 1 Northern
spring wheat, or its equivalent, at Chicago,
and a relative price for other grades and
for wheat received at other terminal points.
At a later date this price of $2.20 was
increased to $2.26 for the crop of 1918,
and on September 2, 1918, the President
fixed this same price ($2.26) for the crop
of 1919.
The Government is thus faced with a

liability for two wheat crops, the crop
harvested in 1918 and the crop harvested
in 1919. This obligation to purchase the
1919 crop lasts until June 1, 1920.

|

It is well to consider these two liabilities

separately.
In 1918 the wheat harvested in the

United States amounted to 917,000,000
bushels. With one exception it was the
greatest wheat crop ever harvested in the
country. It was 40 per cent larger than
the crop of the year before, and 25 per
cent larger than the average of all the
crops for the ten years preceding.

What Will Uncle Sam Lose?

The crop was very welcome. It was so
large that it would have enabled us, had
the war continued, to send to Europe
almost 200,000,000 bushels of wheat in

excess of our export of the preceding year.
The great wheat crop of 1918 was a victory
for the Allies and a defeat for Germany.
Moreover, while every bushel of this crop
was guaranteed, the Government up to
the present writing has not been called

upon to make up any losses. The demand
for wheat was even greater than the supply,
and the guaranteed price was probably
smaller than the price would have been
under unregulated supply and demand.
The home consumer was willing to pay the
price, and Europe was anxious to secure
all the wheat it could at this price plus the
high cost of transportation. The price
guarantee therefore cost the Government
nothing.

In all probability, however, the Govern-
ment will be obliged to take some loss on
the unsold remainder of the 1918 crop.'

Of the 917,000,000 bushels in this crop only,

588,000,000 bushels had up to November
29, 1918, been moved from the farms. In
other words, some [continued on page 16]

Page 5 /
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He Shows Farmers How to Get Money
If every bank had a man like Murray D. Lincoln, the bankers and the farmers of

this country would both be richer

By Albert Sidney Gregg

>DE

THERE is a common ground on
which the farmer and the banker
could come together and do more
business — business that would
mean more money in the pockets

of both. Yet, out of all the thousands of

bankers in this country, only about twenty-
five of them are cultivating this ground in a
big way. A few others are cultivating at
it. And even they are prospering, by mak-
ing the farmer prosper.

I refer to those banks which employ
farm experts to arrange loans to farmers.
He is a sort of interpreter, who interprets

farming to the banker, and banking to the
farmer. That has been the great misunder-
standing between the banker and the farm-
er—they didn't speak the same business
language. The bank's farm expert gives

them both a brand of conversation they
can understand—facts.

I have just interviewed such a man.
His name is Murray D. Lincoln, and he is

the farm expert for the Society for Savings
of Cleveland, Ohio. After we had talked
for a little while I became aware that I

was dealing with a double personality

—

a man who was all farmer and all banker.
He began as a farmer and evolved into

a banker. Bit by bit I dug out of him the
.story of his career. His evolution is of

particular interest to farmers because in

the process Lincoln has not in the least

lost the point of view or the mental proc-

esses of the farmer, while in addition he
has acquired the point of view and ways
of thinking of the banker. The high spots

inbis career are significant, for they indicate

the influences by which a man's views may
i>e changed.
Lincoln was born on a farm near Brock-

ton, Massachusetts, and lived there until

he was a young man. He had the usual

farmer point of view, and was anxious to

succeed as a farmer. So he attended the
agricultural college at Amherst, where he
acquired a fine assortment of scientific

knowledge as applied to agriculture. Then
he went out as county agent for the school,

to spread the new science among the
farmers of-the State. He was still a farmer,

although he was an advanced farmer. He
was enthusiastic, and could impart his

•enthusiasm to others; but he became aware
that he was bucking against some influence

that seemed to be antagonistic to what he
was teaching.

How Lincoln Did It

Then he sat down and did some very
tall thinking. He analyzed the situation

just as an efficiency expert would take any
business to pieces to find out why the

wheels did not go around. At length he
reached this significant conclusion:

The supreme need of the farmer is more
capital for the development of his farm, plus

ideas of business management.
The farmers he had met were perfectly

willing to rotate crops, use better fertilizer,

and raise more live stock, in harmony
with scientific suggestions; but they were
not always able to respond, because they
did not have the capital with which to

make the start, and could not borrow the
money from the town bank.
Thus the question of better farming

narrowed itself down to the question of

banking and business methods as applied

to farming. After he had satisfied him-
self that the farmer needed cash in order

to realize on his scientific knowledge,
Lincoln resolved upon a new line of action.

He went to some of the near-by town
bankers, and tried to induce them to make
loans to farmers just as they did to mer-
chants and manufacturers. But Lincoln
received no encouragement. He ran up
against the cherished tradition that a
banker should not loan to a farmer unless

the farmer was willing to put his farm
"in hock," which some were unwilling or

unable to do. Lincoln urged the bankers
to loan to farmers on notes, just as they
did to other business men, but the bankers
objected because such loans would have
to be for a longer period than ninety days.
Furthermore, they did not have a very
high regard for the business sense of farmers.
This seemed to worry them more than the
length of the loan. The specific objection

was that the average farmer did not keep
accounts, knew nothing about analyzing
his costs, and seldom knew exactly how he
stood financially. This was jolt number
one, which helped to open Lincoln's mind to

the banker's point of view. He had never
thought of it in that way before, but once
he saw the point he could not ignore it.

However, he kept right on teaching
science to the farmers, and trying to

hammer "financial sense" into the bankers.
About this time the president of the

Plymouth Trust Company at Brockton got
an idea that he would like to do something
that would attract farmers to his bank.
His ideas were not very well defined, but
he knew he was on the track of something
worth while.

Then he displayed real executive and
financial genius. In place of undertaking
the task himself he went to the agricul-

tural school at Amherst and made inquiries

for a promising graduate qualified to con-
duct a "farm department" in his bank.

the money he loans. Following the
suggestions of older men in the bank,
he gradually learned to estimate the re-

liability of a particular applicant. He had
his first surprise when he tried to find
out how some of his clients stood financially.

They all had the resources, but did not
understand how to put them into bankable
shape—and that is where Lincoln came to
the rescue. They could not all tell whether
the brindle cow was a liability or an asset,

for they had not kept a separate account
of her milk or calves. Lincoln taught the
farmers with whom he came into contact
how to analyze their expenses, and find

out just where they were losing and
where they were gaining, and thus he got
down to the fundamentals of efficiency.

Some were induced to start a set of books,
while others were persuaded to have the
bookkeeping done by another member of

the family.
While this was going on, Lincoln pro-

jected a pig club, which was then a new

Let's Quit Playing "Blind Man's BuflF"

Murray D. Lincoln and his farm traveler

BANKERS and farmers haven't done near enough business together

in the past, because they didn't understand each other. The banker
thought the farmer was a poor risk because, in seeking a loan, the

farmer couldn't always give the banker as clear a statement of his

assets as the banker wanted to have. The farmer thought the banker
was a skinflint and a grab-it-all. They were both wrong.

This article about a man who is both a banker and a farmer ex-

plains all that, and offers a solution.- The bank that first hired him
to help it understand the farmer boosted its deposits, in five years,

from $500,000 to over $3,000,000. And, incidentally, made many
farmers rich. He worked no miracle—just taught the banker and the

farmer to understand each other. The Editor.

Everybody told him about Lincoln.
Thereupon the bank president sought an
interview with Lincoln, with the result

that Lincoln was invited to visit Brockton
and meet the directors. Up to that point
he had not been offered the position the
banker had in mind. Lincoln saw the
directors—who were sage and conservative
old gentlemen—set forth his ideas, an-
swered their questions, and gracefully
retired. As he had expected, they turned
down the entire proposition.
But such action did not discourage the

president of the bank, who was determined
to employ Lincoln. Another session of the
board was held, and this time the directors

voted a small appropriation as an experi-
ment, with the understanding that the
president would personally make up part
of Lincoln's salary.

Under those conditions Lincoln began
his work. He was still affected by the old
feeling that bankers were nothing but
unholy money grabbers, and he had yet
to get the banker's point of view. But
eventually the very nature of his work
forced him to see some things in entirely
different light. It was part of his work to
pass on loans to farmers, for this bank was
lending small amounts to farmers on notes.

He has to face the question that every
banker faces, and that is the security of

idea. In the name of the bank he offered

to supply 50 pigs to as many boys and
girls, the pigs to be raised by them and
sold in the usual way. There was such a
demand that 50 pigs did not begin to go
around, and it was necessary to increase
the number. A prize of $100 was offered

to the boy or girl doing the best job as a
pig raiser, this money to be available only
in case the winner should go to some
agricultural or domestic science school.

The pig club in one year yielded over
67,000 pounds of pork, with a market
value of over $9,000. The average per
pig was $6.58, making a total profit to the
members of $2,500. This is all very inter-

esting to those who have never had a part
in a pig club, but it is not the big point
that I wish to make stand out so every-
body will see it. The big idea was that the
pig club was capitalized by the bank, and
that each boy and girl who got a pig to
raise signed a simple note with interest,

which was to be paid when they sold the pig.

The next step toward developing busi-

ness relations between the bank and the
farmers was for the bank to sell high-grade
cattle to the farmers. Cows were sold on
easy terms—one-third cash, and a note for

the balance, signed by the farmer, no
other security being required, not even a
mortage on the cow! By the time the

notes came due the increased income of

the farmer from the cow enabled him to
meet the note easily.

That is Lincoln's theory of loaning t

the farmer. Ldt him have "money fro
time to time on his own' note, for approv-

uses that will positively increase his
come, and thus enable him to meet
obligations when they fall due.

"If we can show the farmer how to pr
duce more with a given amount of labo
all will share in the benefits," said Linco
"Once we put the farmer in the way

making more money, there will be n
trouble about getting the accounts of the
farmer," he continued. "Neither will ther~
be any trouble about the farmer's obta'
ing all the expert advice he needs from t

banker. When I advise a loan I do so on
after I have found out all about t"

applicant's business and just what
expects to do with the money.

"For instance, Mr. Jones wanted
borrow $200 to buy a horse. I question-

him about his business, and found t"

his condition was rather better than t"

average, yet he had not been getf
ahead fast enough. I finally found th

he had four cows that were yielding o
a few hundred dollars a year. I point
out that the only way for him to incre~
his income was not to buy another ho
with which to raise larger crops, but
buy more and better cows. He alrea
had two horses and a colt. So I passed t

loan for $200 to be used for cows, v
much to the satisfaction of Mr. Jon
after I had analyzed the situation for h"

"Time for Turn-Over"

"Then I asked him why he had
analyzed his own affairs, and figured t

matter out for himself. His reply rea
touches the very heart of the .far

problem^ He said: 'I have been so b
digging a living out of the ground tha
have not had time to analyze anything.

Besides the pig clubs and the sale

high-bred cows to the farmers, 'the Brockt
bank, on one occasion, disposed of o
600 tons of seed potatoes, which w
brought directly from Maine and d
tributed in small lots to those interest

in a home garden. These various activities

linked the farmers up with the bank, am
brought in new business just as fast as
farmers realized on their new investmen
But this business could not have been
obtained if the bank had applied the usual

rule of short-time loans.

The farmers were given more time
which to make their turn-over.
"Time for turn-over" is the wh

question in a sentence. A merchant
turn his stock in ninety days, but a fa;

requires six months or a year to plant, re

and market his crop. Lincoln is tell

his banker associates that it is wo
while to give the farmer the additio

time that he nee'ds. The banker will

the benefit not only in direct loans,

also in the increased productiveness w
will effect all lines of business.

The results at Brockton are a striking

illustration of the proposition that it pays
a bank to employ a farm expert to h§
the farmer solve his problem. It cost

Brockton Trust Company about $4,00
year, net, to maintain expert service

farmers; but as a result of this servi

the deposits increased in five years fr

$500,000 to over $3,000,000.
Several years ago Myron T. Herri

president of the Society for Savings
Cleveland, learned of Lincoln, and offe

him a large field in northern Ohio,

Lincoln accepted. He looks after farm
in seven counties, and is doing much
help them to solve their problems. O
about twenty-five banks in the Unite*

States now employ farm experts, the

Society for Savings being the only citj

bank that has such a specialist.

With the development of this movemenf
capable young men with practical farj|

experience, supplemented with scientiflB

training, ought to find numerous openings

where they can learn banking and become
farm-banking experts for city and largj

town banks. It is a good idea. Put it

Up to the banker in your town. f

uts»

*!
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A $1,000,000 Market for Your Dairy Stuff
But dairymen must get together with the manufacturers and Congress if they're

going to cash in on it

By Edward N. Hurley
Chairman United States Shipping Board

WE PRINT this~article as much for the

comment we hope it will bring forth,

as for the suggestions it contains. We hope

in an early issue to have a reply to these

statements from one of the big milk manu-
facturers who would be one of the exporters,

and from one of the big milk producers

who would supply the exporters.
THE EDITOR.

aNE of the biggest after-war
problems which we now face is

that of putting the American
Merchant Marine into the

American imagination, parti-

cularly the imagination of the American
farmer.

You live inland, largely you know the

value of transportation facilities to your-

self as a producer. But lacking familiarity

with ships, you may not always visualize

them as part of your transportation equip-

ment—something that will help you
market your farm products just as your

local railroad spur helps you.

As you are the greatest producing
American of us all, both in numbers and
values, it is highly essential that we give

you a clear picture of
,

possibilities. If we
can do that, your backing of public opinion

will help us, more than any other one

influence, make the American Merchant
Marine an actuality.

Probably the biggest factor in Ameri-
can farming is the dairy cow. Therefore,

I have had some studies made of the dairy

cow in her relation to the American
Merchant Marine, and should like to talk

a little straight business to you farmers as

one business man to another.
In 1915 about 50,000 American dairy

cows produced all the milk that went
into our exports of dairy products. To-
day, nearly 500,000 cows are required, so

great has been the expansion of world
business in this line, figuring 4,000 pounds
of milk annually per cow.

In 1913, only 17,000 cows produced
all the condensed milk we sold abroad.

To-day, something like 325,000 cows are

producing milk to go in cans for foreign

customers.

Will We Lose It Now? -

In 1914 we sold John Bulk, just 312
pounds of condensed milk. In 1918 we
sold him nearly 250,000,000 pounds. Our
world trade in condensed and evaporated
milk has jumped from 16,000,000 pounds
in 1914 to 528,000,000 pounds in 1918.
Incidentally, during the war, our total

production of condensed and evaporated
milk has doubled, growing from 15,000,000
to 30,000,000 cases.

Now, how much of this business will the
old cow hold in the new peace times ahead
of us?

Will we lose the great export growth
brought by war? Must we drop that gain
of 15,000,000 cases and go back to pre-war
production, restricting outlets for the
dairy farmer?
These are questions which require study

by the farmer, the manufacturer, the ex-
porter, the legislator. The farmer is not
only most vitally concerned, but I believe
that his business ability and team work
will be the deciding factors. He knows
that the condensaries and evaporators
relieve him of surplus .milk production
during the flush summer season. Normally,
there is always a home demand for butter.
What he wants is a market for his summer
milk surplus. Canned milk furnishes that
market. Every possible outlet for milk in
cans, both at home and abroad, is worth
cultivating—not only to take care of
surplus, but also to make room for steady
growth in dairy farming, and all the
admitted benefits it will bring in balanced
agriculture.

We are going to have American merchant
ships to take our products to world mar-
kets. But ships must be backed by trade
outlets in other countries—that is, we
must be able to market the goods after
we get them there. Moreover, we must
look around the world and see how other
Producing nations conduct export busi-
rrs.

Before the war the American dairy cow
faced stiff competition in world markets.
Europe had splendid dairy industries.

Labor was cheaper there than in this

country, and so were raw milk, tin plate,

sugar, and other ingredients of production.
Europe also had cheap internal transpor-
tation and splendidly organized ocean
transporation, which were skillfully worked
together.
The American condenser's raw milk

than American tin plate. Beet sugar from
European fields was cheaper. Finally,

Europe and many of the countries where
European canned milk .was sold had
protective tariffs against our product,
ranging from 38 cents a case in Switzer-
land to $3.40 in Sweden.

Despite our disadvantages before the
war, however, I believe that peace finds

us with some very definite advantages.
For one thing, we now have merchant

You Can't Try This on the Old Mill Pond

.: . SIP

Photograph from J. Dickie

IT WAS up on Rainy Lake, in the territory known as New Ontario,

that two hunters recently added moose-riding to their other ac-

complishments. When you consider the skill needed to get from a
canoe on to the back of the steed, you begin to realize the possibili-

ties of the game. Moose are the best swimmers of the deer family,

and it was the habit one big fellow had of crossing the lake to save a
few miles' journey that gave the hunters their chance. They ranged
alongside of him in the canoe, and then the bowman made the jump.

For a short distance the frightened animal distanced the canoe
despite the best efforts of the remaining paddler. The rider was
careful to dismount just as the moose reached the shore, fearing

that his mooseship might not see the joke.

cost him more, and so did sugar and tin

plate. His freight rates were higher, and
so was his labor. If his products went
abroad at all they went in foreign ships.

On top' of that he found high tariff walls

in other countries, and instead of building

world trade he was actually facing stiff

competition with foreign canned milk
right here in his own home market. Be-
tween November, 1913, and August, 1914,

Europe sent to this country 100,000 cases

of tinned milk, most of it in the nature of

"feelers" in our markets. Much of this

was cut off by war; still neutral countries

like Holland, Norway, Denmark, and
Sweden have sent considerable canned
milk to our markets the past few years,

maintaining their brands as a basis for

after-war business—which is good business.

Cost of raw milk to European manu-
facturers before the war was from one to

sixty-one cents per hundred weight lower

than the cost of raw milk to American
manufacturers. The American condensers

were then paying on the average of $1.56

per hundredweight for raw whole milk,

and taking 1,300,000 pounds of it yearly—
a $20,000,000 income for the American
dairy cow. It cost American farmers from
23 to 48 cents to produce a pound of

butterfat before the war. At the same time
Australian creameries bought butterfat

for 25 cents a pound, and exported some-
thing- like 1,500,000 pounds of butter

yearly to our Pacific coast. European
condensers were able to get cheaper
freight rates from- their countries to New
York than our freight rates from Illinois

to New York in many cases. Welsh tin

plate was quoted 25 cents a box cheaper

ships, and will be able to carry our own
products, and perhaps work out combi-
nation railroad and ocean rates enabling
us to export on a fair footing with other
dairying nations which have been wise
enough to maintain a merchant marine.

Should We Advertise?

For another thing, American evaporated
milk has become widely known over the
world during the war. We have had an
opportunity to advertise it by letting

people sample the product. American
evaporated milk is better than foreign
products preserved without sugar. It is

nearer the real article as it comes from the
cow than the sweetened condensed milk
made abroad. Until war introduced our
evaporated milk into England, people
there knew only the sweetened kind. They
spoke of "evaporated" milk, but meant
powdered milk; and London dealers call

our product "concentrated." The English
demand has steadily increased, because
people like the quality of American
evaporated milk, and I believe that on
this element of quality, due to excellent
technical work by manufacturers, we can
build a world trade. This should be an
offset for lower costs abroad, to some extent.

Another thing to be taken into con-
sideration is the opportunity to develop
bigger consumption of evaporated milk in

non-dairy countries like those of Central
and South America. I do not believe that
condensed milk, evaporated milk, powdered
milk, and the like have ever been pushed
there by characteristic American advertis-
ing methods, and I should like to see what

would happen when such methods were
used to build up a steady export trade.

Finally, we have an advantage that
cannot be utilized—if we want to play
fair with humanity. That is the advantage
due to depletion of European dairy herds
through war, and the inability of European
dairying nations to regain their old vigor
for a time. The herds have been slaugh-
tered and stolen in Belgium, France,
Poland, Serbia, Roumania, and Russia.
England has suffered along with Germany,
and even the neutral countries like Hol-
land, Switzerland, and Scandinavia have
been forced to slaughter for lack of feed,
and also for food. It is -.certain that all

these countries will build up their herds
and their dairy trade as fast as possible

—

they have to do it as a matter of feeding
themselves and paying their war bills.

But it is also believed that the process will

take some years, and meanwhile other
countries should continue to', look to us
for dairy products, and we can honestly
supply the demand and also establish
business connections.
When you weigh one thing with another,

the advantages against the disadvantages,
it seems to me that the American dairy
cow and the American Merchant Marine
must be systematically tied together by
national team work.
To overcome disadvantages of higher

costs and our American scheme of living,

breeding might be the place to begin.
By this time the agricultural experts have
clearly convinced the American farmer
that the scrub cow does not pay her way.
Yet the country is still full of scrubs, and
we must replace them with first-class bulls
and first-class producers of milk and
butterfat.

How About Margarine?

As we have had no merchant marine
the past two generations, chiefly because
there was not a clear picture of the Ameri-
can Merchant Marine, I think our farmers
still keep the scrub cow and pay her board
largely because there is not yet in their
imagination a clear picture of the profitable
well-bred cow. Is it not possible that the
picture of both an American merchant
marine and the high-class cow may be put
into the farmer's imagination at once,
through team work between breeders and
dairymen's organizations?

Another form of team work must be
that between the American farmer and
the American manufacturer of milk prod-
ucts. In the past, sympathetic contact
has been lacking. Manufacturer and
farmer have come together chiefly on
questions of milk prices, which really

pull them farther apart in the end. The
manufacturer has not always appreciated
the farmer's difficulties, and the farmer
has left the manufacturer to develop prod-
ucts alone, and fight alone for export
trade. If they can be brought together,
and get acquainted with each other, and
see this big industry in its world aspects,
with problems of competition and tariffs in

other countries, much might be done in

the way of real constructive development.
Tariffs are influenced by public opinion.

A single manufacturing interest like the
milk products industry has usually little

success in getting these questions before
our national legislators, and having them
taken up with other countries for reason-
able adjustment. But if the dairy farmers
of the country and the manufacturers
and breeders and exporters could come
together and study these questions nation-
ally, and put a clear national public opinion
behind them, then undoubtedly Congress
and our tariff commission would be able
to seek international adjustments.

In other countries the dairy farmers are
working closely with their Governments.
For years the Danish farmers have been

eating margarine themselves to increase
their exports of butter to the best markets,
and they have arrived at a business ar-
rangement which seems to be better than
the antagonism between the margarine
manufacturers and dairy farmers in this

country. They have been so successful,
in fact, that the [continued on page 24]
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How I Make My Hogs, Cattle,
- - By Frank E. DrUry

Twn things always stand out in

^inquiry as to how he was successful

in teaching religion to Africans

The banker's answer was:. As good^as

expected. Farming is a business.

SS iT rentes all of your time and at-

tention." The missionary said. If you

Sto teach Africans, think
.

Mack.

TnSi vou meet them on a common Unel

Thoie, too. are my answers. W hen

'

One can go brokej-^gfS&SS
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You know

and up to

hogs, and fed the'
1

)* "hott,*

... rket at the time7J°J$m
of a two-months decline $.

eC
rangy, and I kept feedinn'ti,?
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months longer, with the result^.
1'

I sold them the price hadI
hit

'

Of late years,.... producing ""
o
-

i£iities

attempted to jM^eached have changed my

now am using gilts

Make the Right Goods

—and They'll Sell

ELSEWHERE in this issue James

H. Collins tells how many kinds

of business man a farmer must be.

Drury drives home the point. He
shows us, from his own experience,

how important it is to get the proper

raw material—hogs, cattle, and sheep

and build them together in the

right way. if we're going to turn out

a finished product that will make us

money He is a fine example of a

man who tends strictly to business

and depends on the quality of his

product to make him a profit. His

farm is near Jacksonville. Illinois.

THE EDITOR.

Dr nd Brookwater Special, his big', stretchy sire

raise hogs I think hogs—not pork. Think-

^in the finished product is not the.way

to do Think in the nature and habits ot

£e animals. That gets the best results^

This also applies to cattle and sheep In

raising live stock you must be a stickler

JoTdetails-they count heavily. And you

nust love the work
Whether the brains of live stock are

good for anything but eating, I to
Sow. Moreover, I don't know if the

ftMring apparatus of cattle hogs, and

SeeTreally function: but I believe m
animal psychology. If the brains of the

beast do not function, they do possess a

wonderful instinct, and, like man, are

addicted to habits.

It took me years to develop my hog

business; but I have reached a pouit where

T can market a 350-pound hog in ten

months with a minimum amount of time.

hXr risk, and feed. To do this I had to

learn a lot about swine. I have learned

hat a hog is somewhat like a human-

nai stolen sweets are tastiest I have also

learned that a hog is not a hog in the

reTpect that some humans are compared

towhen they gorge themselves with food

or drink; and I have learned that a pig

'Torlfon^farm is made automatically

-with the aid of a self-feeder, a field of

com and a tittle slip gate from the pasture

?o the cornfield. This slip gate is one of

The reason for this

is that mainte-

nance costs are too

high. It is a ques-

tion now of produc-

ing pounds quick-

ly, so I will market

the sows and use

gilts. I believe it

will pay as long as

hog prices are good

and the cost of feed

so high.
Another thing

which caused me
to change my sows

is that I am en-

deavoring to breed

a rangier type of

hog, so that I can

protect myself
.

, . d

champion Du;oc-Jersey b»r £ the^
MlchlgT^
^ifi^hfcXe^famny/^'same
breed, and have some fine brood sows as the

r

Ta\so have a Spotted Poland-China boar

that I cross on some of the Durocs wh.ch

a e not of the Colonel family. This boar

f5 verv rangy and has plenty o bone. 1

also Se hufon some Poland-China sows

wnicTl tave. The offspring makes a

very good market hog.

Of course, aged sows make better

mothersXn gilts, but I think I can take a

Xance now in order to reduce the nUmbe

of sows I am to carry. You see, while l

am growing the gilts I keep for breeding I

ca^ be fattening the aged sows thus

enabling me to save feed, and get more

money from the present prices This

£ve time" because you have to feed the

gilts anyhow, also the sows.

Some farmers think a hog should go to

mark™ when he is 225 to 250 Pounds,

regardless of the market. I differ from

this thought, and have
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and Sheep Pay Me Big Money
In an interview

. and one-half pigs. My plan

seven to eign
;g sti]l in a measure,
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carrying:

ove
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adapted M carrying g
Jf radapteo i«

hat t0 wean ing.
time,a

to the practice of carrying over

e° distill will 1» usable.
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To ^"ZJ throwing, feeding a little Th
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decline i
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«

of&
-a, good,
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Wis teas*
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lected the £
they hav»»
of stretch.

1 ««4 to bmy sows

fie d of 40 acres

of »Vy
n

elec?

KiS

B
|efad-

Sent to the breed-

pens, ana
delring the field in

Hme, I have enough

n̂

e'

left and a lux-

urious growth of

fuicy,
palatable for-

ge and protein

feed,
on which

jrood sows will

,tart into the win-

in thrifty con-

lition.
This green.

seven yeair icli forage at this

pasturing
,|,

with .,

after bmj,
when I E„e(
a little con,

creasing
ther:

Pigging
1

until farrowing. Before

fed some protein feeds to buildup

fetus. After farrowing time I u
ducing the ration, according to th>

dition of the forage pasture, until jl

were weaned, when I put the son

pasture entirely. The pigs also gn

them, and have access to self-!*,

containing corn, minerals, and tanb

In the new way of handling I slal

400 pounds of pork to market mi
200 pounds, as formerly was tie

You see, it is a question of pouno\

for this reason I expect to market fa

after weaning one litter. ThcpradU

our gilts now is the equal of anytlia

the farm at this date, and the littei

age has been good.
,

My hog business is divided mtosji^e^jg. wt
departments, which include trap: ^ lessen

which comes under the heading,

instance, when it comes to

uesseu wrong at laiiowing vmiiic «umv

I,
^

T "Hiffp/ from the results of larrowing uv C1 Don pay for a iitt]e effort spent at breed

bred my stock S years have been litters averaging lg time in keeping gestation records.

ime of the year,

ind just at breed-

ig time, is a great

isset to the gen-
.

S health of the sows, their bowels show-

w the same condition as when on grass

n the summer. This condition of the

system can only argue that all organs of

)e body will come more nearly performing

ieir natural function..

This rape busmess is no myth, for it

Beems to last well into the winter, with

leavy sleet and snows and ten-degrees-

jelow-zero weather. The rape is generally

;reen pasture for 150 sows until the

niddle of January.
,

The care of the boars through the breed-
In the iihv. way of handling 1^ and a definite plan of marking

the time gilts are ready for breeds *^s°n

so

a
that records may be kept for

ie sows, so that records may be kept for

irrowing time, are important points.

Practically the only sure method is to

I have box stalls for each boar, allowing
the sows freedom of the adjoining shed-
room, which is gated in such a manner as
to make it easy, separately, to hold each
sow that fails to go to the rape pasture.
This also gives me the choice of the boar
to use.

breeding herd being immune, it

can be kept for several years to good
advantage. Unless
one is very sure of

the immunity of

the younger sows,
the plan to follow
is to hold the im-
mune stock until
immunity is thor-
oughly established
in the younger
generation, be it

nine months or
nine years.
Now as to feed-

ing prior to far-

rowing time, and
the feed calculated
to develop the pig:
feeding a little light

on corn, a good
balance of protein,

either of tankage
or alfalfa, with plenty of exercise, and you
arrive at farrowing time in pretty good
shape.
My plan at farrowing time is mainly

the use of a central hog house, which we
use the remainder of the year as a feeder
shed, sleeping quarters, and wagon shed.

I use a system of gates six and seven feet

long, which, when put together with bal-

ing wire, the "farmer's friend," make a
stall six by seven feet. This row of pens

leaves a nice alley-way for handling sows.

The pens are easily moved and, being on a

concrete floor, can be cleaned and disin-

fected and used again for general sleeping

quarters.

we
i

rVfauMTstM%tl?r
n
vwSr„

e
t .

PigS "P" tmi^- and mi" ted <*^ we
wlnilp"Zfil'

USeCltocarryw
'ltertotnem raise-wheat, rye, oats, etc.-ground at

home. I gradually increase the corn and
while confined.

This segregation as to age and number
lor a few weeks is, to my mind, very
important. I make my portable houses
seven by fourteen feet, divided by movable
gates in the center, for use at farrowing
time when necessary or convenient. Each
house holds four

The Way to Get
Ahead

THE prudent, penniless beginner

in the world labors for wages for a

while, saves a surplus with which to

buy land or tools for himself, theo

labors for himself another while, and
at length hires another new beginner

to help him. This is the just and gen-

erous and prosperous system which
opens the way to all, gives hope to

all, and consequent energy and prog-

ress and improvement of condition

to all.
—Abraham Lincoln.

itinera.

Practically the only sure method is to When ready to move to grass I use a

tand the sire For this purpose I have small sled, four feet wide and eight feet

mrchased a breeding crate, my Duroc long, with solid ends and gates wired on
oiHoo TinlHincr twn smvs and their litters

loar being a monster. We can thus insure

continued strength of the sire by
roper care, feed, and a limited amount
f work. This enables us to keep absolute

which, if properly carried out,

.«jen responsibility and acki to

Riciency at farrowing time,

instance, when it comes to iisk,!! There is no time in the herdsman's

under this heading, segregation, s (perience when knowledge or judgment

tion, and vaccination. AU tbajj Dimts for more than when he must select

lie sows which are about ready to farrow,

, nd must be cared for first. A few sows

I generally keep about 150 son uessed wrong at farrowing thime would

the results o'f farrowing over aJ-

D , wiLii auuu cuuo auu gates wired on

sides, holding two sows and their litters

nicely.

Selecting litters of the same age, I take

them marked, castrated, and dipped to the

grass, placing them in portable hog houses

located in as many different places as is

possible, and confining them there suf-

ficient time to overcome the homing

instinct of young pigs, which is very

strong. Whole litters of pigs have been

known to leave these houses and go back

to their birthplace, to starve and die.

That is why I confine them until they

become accustomed to their new quarters.

A little over a day generally accomplishes

tankage to a full feed. A little later I-
fix a creep to a self-feeder of each, and
ration the sows according to the condition
of the pasture.
The pigs have come to grass free from

<»r.w« ™a u«™ f* L
lce,

J ?.
nd to

.

keeP them Sl> a»d to preventsows and litters after hand ing, d pp ne etc which we rnrmiHer

f! TT ,

HTe
l ar

,

e tWVnd 0ne-half l^esat i;aSta da
8
v's feed^ Tnot somXSfeet high at the back, and five feet in either killed or cripple

'

I fix ^ ba h offront, mth a hinged door to let down at crude oil in a sand bed oV in some shed otop in he front, so as to admit plenty of shady place for them to Va^low^in Theysunlight. I also have a hinged door at the do the rest, waiting in turn, it seems, t eybottom. Houses so made are easy to move, like it so well. A wooden barrel of crudeand have good ventilation for summer oil left in the sand soon leaks just enough
shed-room. between the staves to make an excellent

the central hog houses have concrete patent oiler, and has the advantage of
floors sloped to take the moisture from the holding enough to last quite a while.

By this method of

feeding and segrega-
tion it makes it con-
venient to carry these
pigs with the colony
idea while on grass.
At all times I keep
before them self-feed-

ers of a mineral mix-
ture of slaked coal,

lime-sulphur, copper-
as, and salt in the
best possible propor-
tion. I also use some
lime and copperas in

the water tanks,
which are always rilled

and are non-freezing.

When every pig is of

good size, and about
ready to hustle for

himself, I wean them.
It may not be advisa-

ble to wean all of the
pigs at this time, but
the time has come
when they must he im-

munized from cholera.

If handled properly

up to this time, dis-

ease is not liable to

break out in the herd,

and it is possible to

protect against risk

of cholera by vac-

cination. I believe in

and in double treating.

arming way

bedding. When penning the sows at giving a heavy d<_

farrowing time it is a good idea to spray I believe that the effectiveness of pro-

with dip or crude oil, to dispose of any duction depends largely on the amount o

lire that mav bother the pigs. lost motion; and superfluous use of feed

After^Sgs^ave bee^moved to grass, or time can be considered as est motion

and arranged according to size and age, I at this moment. In
T

a«/ffu^
feed them very light on corn for a few waste to a minimum I make liberal use of

w«ksi Th€: mothers have a slop during protein supplements along with corn

touring tinS of about one-third corn. And because of [CONTINUED ON PAGE 40]

This is a panoramic view, of part of the

"meat factory'* with which Drury has

built his fortune



10 FARM AND FIRESIDE

CHATEAU-
THIERRY

. J. AYLWARD was one of the American painters who went over
with Pershing to paint doughboys in action against the Huns.
He caught this lad—a sniper—on the wall of a shell-wrecked building

in Chateau-Thierry. The lad picked off the Fritzes as they ran
forward to attack, while Aylward, unarmed, stood by and

sketched him. All right, Aylward—good work! But excuse
us from going to war with a lead pencil.

BURIED beneath this ruined church
in the war-swept valley of the

Marne is a first-aid dressing station.

It is to this that these American
wounded are going after doing their

utmost to drive the Hun back from
the gates of Paris. Not very cheer-
ful—was it?—for thevboys to stumble
through a graveyard to the doctor!
Especially when you consider that
there were even less pleasant sights

around than appear in George Hard-
ing's painting of it. Some of those
high-explosive shells disturbed even
the slumbers of the long dead, un-
burying them and hurling them into
near-by fields. But the doughboys
didn't mind. So long as they kept
two legs under them and could go
at all, they were happy.

BY THE light of a candle on an old

kitchen table in this gloomy wine
cellar near the outskirts of Chateau-
Thierry, French and American officers

planned the battle that broke the

German back at the Marne. The men
you see in the group have been on
duty, without rest, days and nights

on end. What they had of food and
drink was brought to them ; and when
their vigil exhausted one of them to

the point of collapse he slept where
he sat, awaking to go to work again
right where he was. That's the kind
of a job it was at Chateau-Thierry.
But it got results, and that's all they
were after. George Harding was the
painter of this scene also.

A
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Getting Six Per Gent from Your Tractor
An authorized interview with Major Oliver B. Zimmerman, U. S. A. Engineers, a world

authority on tractor design and internal combustion engines .

By William Harper Dean
ONCE read a,n article by a breeder of

m Jersey cattle in which this man was
giving advice to farmers who were
honestly striving to improve their

herds. And this is what he said:

'"Hang over your desk the picture of a

truly typical Jersey. Look at this picture

every day until you can shut your eyes and
Isee it in complete detail. Then go look at

your own animals and note their short-

comings. Go on with your work of herd-
building until every animal you own looks

'to you as good or even better than that
picture.'

"That's sound advice. Success in any
undertaking comes from the dogged pursuit

pi an ideal. If I had to use this same idea

|or the benefit of tractor operators who
honestly want to extract from their

machines the last decimal of efficiency and
the utmost rate of interest on their invest-

ments, I think I should put it this way:
r '" Hang over your desk a diagram of your
tractor with every part labeled and with
the function of each part clearly explained.

Look at this, study it until the logic of

every bolt's and nut's position is as plain

as a pikestaff. Study the diagram until you
can shut your eyes and see it. Then go
out and study your tractor. And every
jlay you run it do so with the determination

Jo. make every nut and bolt, every valve
and shaft, perform up to the ideals of the
Engineer who labored to design and place

Ihem just as they are in your tractor. Do
this every tractor day, and efficiency, in-

terest on investment, and life of the
machine will take care of themselves.'"

This is how Major Oliver B. Zimmerman,
U. S. A. Engineers, answered my question,

"How can tractor operators get six per

cent or better from their machines?"

How They Are Designed

Major Zimmerman is signally qualified

to offer tractor advice. For seven years

preceding his connection with the army he
was advisory engineer to one of the largest

tractor-manufacturing concerns in the

world. His entire life has been devoted to

engineering problems. He has made
tractor tests under every conceivable con-

dition all over Europe as well as in Africa;

he has conducted research and experimen-

tal work in tractor fuels in London, Paris,

Berlin, Budapest, Odessa, and Bucharest.

To-day he is one of the foremost American
authorities on internal combustion engines.

His consuming ambition always has been

to improve, improve, engines and fuels

alike.

"If a tractor operator will follow this

Simple scheme," continued Major Zimmer-
man, "it will not be long until he 'has

geared his mind to mesh with that of the

engineer who designed the tractor. He will

begin to understand why this or that

bearing is just so large and why the

analysis of its metal is what it is, why the

air intake is placed just so. And as soon

as he gets into this frame of mind he is

going to converse with his tractor in its

own language, and draw out the very limit

of its efficiency.

"The best tractors on the market to-day
have been designed to meet average con-

ditions and average intelligence of opera-

tors. Make 'A' will be sold in Turkey, say.

The average Turk will get a certain

efficiency from it; the same tractor driven

by a Mouzik on a Russian steppe will per-

form differently. But by reducing to a
minimum the number of movable parts

—

that is, the parts which need adjustment
by the operator—the modern farm tractor

stands as a product striking a happy mean
between wide extremes of operating con-

!

ditions, yet quickly responsive to careful,

intelligent handling.
- "Let's follow that idea of studying a
diagram of a tractor and seeing why parts
are so designed and put together as we find

them in the stock machine.
"Here's the air intake on a particular

tractor which, as happens, I've done a lot

of work on from the designer's angle. The
intake is some seven feet above ground,
sticking right through the roof of the
driver's cab. Why there instead of under-
neath? Not to make the machine have a
racy look, I assure you. It's there because

it was up to me to put it there if the tractor

was to be a success.

"One year we had reports of thirty or

more of this type of tractor lying out of

commission in a certain section of Illinois.

The 'fix-it' men would go from our plant,

look over the machines, put in new bearings
and the like, and leave. But that sort of

thing kept up too long. I went out to those
machines to see what the real trouble was.
I opened crank cases and took out handfuls

"Why, that particular make of tractor
which broke down in Illinois was sucking
just 46,000 cubic feet of dust-filled air into

its lungs every ten-hour day! Without
straining this air, you can imagine how
long it would take for such an engine to cut
itself out. The operator who reasons this

out will never let the air filter clog or get
out of adjustment. He knows it isn't on
the tractor just as an ornament.

"I remember when I covered this and a

Copyright Harris & Ewing

Do Vou Just Ride a Tractor

—

or Do You Operate It?

" TF THE driver is versed in the language of his tractor—
A as he must be to succeed with it—he'll recognize its

voice of protest and reduce the load. If not, he'll keep
right on punishing his machine until something wears,

loosens, and eventually goes smash.
"You have five senses—seeing, hearing, smelling,

feeling, and tasting. You have use for most of them when
operating a tractor." [That's what Zimmerman says.]

of oil muck—oil and grit mixed in vicious
proportions, enough to cut to ruination the
finest bearings ever made. The cylinders

were scored, valves clogged; those tractors

were dirty inside, good and plenty. And
that's what lay at the bottom of all the
trouble.

"Then I began to ask questions. The
machines had broken down during harrow-
ing season. The season was a very dry one.

Dust had been sucked into the engines to
cut the very life out of them. That was the
whole story.

"So I went back and got down to cor-

recting this trouble in the designing-rooms.
Instead of locating the air intake under the
body of the tractor, where it could suck up
pounds of dust, we put it above. Other
concernsVere having the same trouble, and
other concerns as well as our own went to
work and equipped their tractors with air

niters. I'm confident that no good tractor
on the market to-day is without such a
device.

score of other points in tractor design to
prove to a German professor of engineering
that the American tractor was a better
product than the German's. Incidentally,
these were the very points which I have
insisted must be put squarely before tractor
salesmen and tractor buyers to stimulate
sales and to assure intelligent operation of

every machine sold,

"The occasion was a field trial of tractors
held at Magdeburg, Germany, in the spring
of 1914. I've taken a hand in a good many
trials here and abroad, but this particular
one was the most rigid I ever ran against.
The trials required the entries to operate
for 30 days of 10 hours each. Some
thirty-odd American and Germ'an makes
were entered. On the final day of the trials

there were just two machines which had
lived through them and were still going
strong.
"One was a German product; the other

was an American, over the design of which
I had worked long and hard. It looked as

though the prize was a toss-up between
our machine and the German product. I

wasn't so much concerned about capturing
the trophy for the American tractor as I

was to have the Germans admit that,

though their machine to all intents and
purposes was just as good as the American,
yet it's design was full of holes.

"So I took a sheaf of notes and experi-
mental data with me and called on the
professor from the University of Berlin,
who was the man to pass final judgment.
I found him unreservedly committed to the
German tractor. But I sat down with him
and point by point we took up the relative
merits of the two.

"I asked him which part of any tractor
gets the greatest strain and wear. He
promptly answered the rear axle bearings.
Then I showed him that the area of these
in the American machine were greater than
the German's, that they provided for

better lubrication, a greater margin of

safety, and guaranteed longer life of the
machine. The vital lubrication points were
taken care of by larger cups on the Ameri-
can than on the German tractor. The
German machine was rated 60 horsepower,
so was the American; but the latter actually
delivered more in excess of this rating than
did the German. The analyses of the
material used in our tractor showed that
the German had nothing on us there. And
so it went, point by point. The German
professor was fair enough finally to admit
that America had produced the better
tractor.

"That's just the sort of thing I like to

see done by salesmen—to take up point
after point in design and construction and
show why these make for economy and
efficiency. -No man can sell tractors in-

telligently until he knows something about
machine design; no man can buy and oper-
ate intelligently until he can look at his

machine with an understanding of what
.was back in the engineer's head when he
designed it. For this very reason I worked
out a series of simple tractor lectures for

delivering to salesmen and anyone else who
cared to listen. Some of the points I am
giving you I used in those lectures. I

couldn't give you anything better, for

they're basic.

Friction Eats Up Power

"The man who operates a tractor needs
to keep in mind constantly the fact that,

starting with a certain initial horsepower
generated by the engine, what is actually
delivered at the drawbar for real work
depends not merely on the rated drawbar
horsepower, but on how well he takes care
of his tractor to cut down losses of power
between engine and drawbar.
"There are losses of power all along the

line between engine and drawbar. Early
in the tractor game our best American
machines did well to deliver 50 per cent of

the power generated by the motor. Better
bearings, better lubrication, better types
of gears, and other improvements have
now raised this figure until our best ma-
chines can deliver up to as high as 83 per
cent of this initial power.

"Friction absorbs no small percentage
of this loss between engine and drawbar.
So even with the best possible material and
design in bearings this loss can be tre-

mendous if the operator slights lubrication.

If he tries to 'economize' by using cheap
oils and greases which break down under
high temperatures, this loss will many
times over absorb this 'economy.' Or if

his oil is running low or his grease cups need
refilling, instead of stopping the tractor at

once and attending to this he takes a
couple of turns about the field, he may pay
dearly for the hour or so he thinks he has
gained. In that time the bearings may be
so worn as -to prove a constant menace to
the hold-up qualities of his tractor, to say
nothing of the loss of power they cause
through waste motion.
"How vital a thing is careful lubrication

and frequent inspection of parts to see that
they are tight and functioning properly
can be made perfectly clear by a few
simple facts and figures which are not so
technical as they are common sense.

"Here's a [CONTINUED ON PAGE 18]
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FARM AND FIRESIDE

Why Tenant Farming is Bad Business
It tends to put a man in a shiftless frame of mind that costs him money

instead of making it for him

By Edwin Baird

I
WAS born on a farm,
grew up on a farm, and
got married on a farm.
And when my father

asked me where I in-

tended to live with my wife,

I answered without a " mo-
ment's hesitation:

"On a farm."
That was thirty-odd years

ago. I hadn't enough money
to buy a farm then—only a
few hundred dollars, saved
from the small wages my
father paid me —so my wife
and I decided to rent.

We heard of a farm, about
six miles west of my father's

home, that seemed to be what
we were looking for; and the
next Sunday—a cold, bright

day in March—we drove out
to look it over.

It proved to be a dismal-
looking old homestead in a
depressing state of decay.
From the rotting front gate,

which hung by one hinge
from the post, to the un-
painted barn, with its miss-
ing boards and broken
cupola, the entire estate was
in terrible need of repair

—

and was exactly what we
didn't want in almost every
way.

However, the low rental

suited us, and, as it was the
only place we'd found that
did, we leased it for a year.

It was a 160-acre farm, and
the owner (who had given it

up and moved to town when
his wife died, several years
before) had generally planted
it to corn and oats. He told

me he'd tried wheat and
barley one season, but found
the other grains gave a bet-

ter yield.

Frommy father I borrowed
money equal to the amount
I had, and bought ten head
of cattle (you could buy cat-

tle then for one fourth what
they cost now), and some
hogs, geese, and chickens, as

well as what farming imple-
ments we needed. During
the first few weeks I was
too busy getting my crops
in to bother very much about
the shoddy condition of the
house and outbuildings, and
yet I couldn't help but notice how slovenly
and disreputable the whole place was

—

fences dilapidated, cowshed falling to
pieces, doors and windows loosening, and
weeds everywhere.

All this, as I found out later, exerted an
unwholesome influence on my mind—and
on the mind of my wife also—without our
•exactly knowing it at the time.

I Was Tempted to Give Up

My father had half agreed to help me
out, in case I got in a hole—and the hole I

dug for myself that first year was the deep-
est I've ever known in my life. My crops
were almost an absolute failure, the pro-
tracted drought had parched the pasturage
so that the cows gave little milk, and I lost

six hogs from cholera. Altogether, I was
a pretty discouraged man at the end of that
season, and I was plumb disgusted with
farming, specifically and in general.
But my wife became the mother of a son,

around the middle of October, and our joy
over this new arrival almost made us for-
get the troubles which were surrounding
us on every side.

When we did get back to these troubles
again we felt tempted to give up farming
entirely and move to the city.

Our landlord, when we told him that,
put up a strong argument against it. He'd
had considerable trouble, it seemed, in
keeping his place rented, and he didn't
want to lose us. Finally he said if we'd
pay the taxes on the property and occa-
sionally send him some fresh eggs and veg-

arm wort

When He Quit Being Shiftless

"T TPWARD of eleven years have passed

K_J since I quit my makeshift tenant-

farming habits. I've gradually weeded out
all my old stock until now I have nothing
but pure-breds. I will do without a thing

now rather than use a makeshift, and I pride

myself on the fact that there's not a broken

fence on my estate, and not a thing that's

in need of repair. There is no wiser saying
than, 'Nothing succeeds like success.'

Knowing that my farm is considered one of

the most successful in this part of the coun-
try, I am always trying to make it more and
more successful."

etables, he'd let us have the whole shebang
rent free.

Even that proposition—attractive though
it seems on paper—didn't especially appeal
to us. Our year of failure on that farm
had soured us.

But we gave up the idea of going to the
city, and began talking of moving to anoth-
er State, several hundred miles away,
where, according to all we'd read and
heard, the land overflowed with milk and
honey. A farmer's paradise, if you've ever
noticed, is always in some part of the coun-
try where you don't happen to be.

Finally we gave up that idea too. We
decided to stay where we were—for one
more year, anyway.
We've never ceased to be thankful that

we made that decision. True, we didn't
come out much ahead, but at least we did
considerably better than, we had the first

year, and that encouraged us to keep on.

The knowledge that we hadn't given up
strengthened us, too.

So we started on our third year, with
hope running high and with my wife look-
ing forward, once again, to motherhood.
The baby came the following spring—

a

girl this time—and my wife and I were not
unhappy. We were both under thirty, we
were blessed with good health, and we were
looking forward to long life and prosperity.

This last didn't come very readily, but
we managed to make a decent living from
the farm, and we never failed to add, peri-

odically, to our "home fund." This fund,
when sufficiently large, was to be used in

buying a farm of our own.

The owner, as soon as he found we were
making money on his land, returned to the
original basis of rent—which, of course,

was only just. But it pared our profits

considerably, and put our dreams of a
home of our own just that much farther

away.
Our standard of living, contrasted with

the manner in which the average farm
family lives to-day, was pretty low. In
those days farmers lived crudely, and went
without many small comforts which to-day
are considered necessities.

For my part, I saw nothing wrong in

living that way—probably because I'd

been doing it all my life. But a new era
was dawning, times were changing, and I

was destined to change with them.
I ran my rented farm for four years, and

at the end of that time I had enough money
laid by to make a substantial payment on
a farm of our own. In buying it I had to
assume a first and second mortgage, both
bearing six per cent interest, but that didn't
worry me. Such was my self-confidence
that I felt able to cope with anything.

Meanwhile the place we'd called our
home for four long years was looking even
shabbier than when we first found it. Be-
ing a renter, I couldn't get enthusiastic
about keeping it in repair. Renters sel-

dom have much enthusiasm. That is why
my place was known as the most dilapi-

dated farm in that part of the State.

Somehow, I didn't resent this as I should
have done. I comforted myself with the
thought that it wasn't my farm, and that I

wasn't responsible for how it looked.

I can realize now, if j
couldn't then, how misguided
I was. My being content
with slovenly surrounding!
putting up with all sorts of

makeshifts, and feeling in-

different to general appear4
ances, became an unfortunate
habit, which stuck to me,-
as habits will, after tM
bought a place of my own. I

This farm that I bought
had about 150 acres of goodf
fertile soil, but it had beei|
vacant all winter, and the
owner, and particularly his
tenants, who had occupies
it till fall, had neglected is
shamefully. So it realm
wasn't much of an improve-
ment on the place I waj
leaving.

I made up my mindM
would fix all that; and, in-

deed, in my new joy of own-
ership, I did make man
needed repairs, and planned
thrice as many more. Ifl
wife and I often sat up late

at night—when I shoufl
have been in bed resting
against the next day's toilet
planning new ways to m»
our home gladden our eye!
as well as our pocketbook. 1
But all that passed like

a fever—and it was a sortfl
fever, I guess—and the next
thing I knew I'd slipped back
into the same old happy-
go-lucky rut, not caring much
how things looked, so Tongas
I managed to make a living.

I failed to carry out even
a small percentage of thm
improvements I'd planned
for the farm, and the sight

of a broken window pane or
a loose hinge on the barn
door no longer filled me with
a desire to repair the dam-
age forthwith. I reduced
repairs to a minimum or

neglected them altogether.'

I wouldn't fix a hole in

the roof, for instance, until

the roof began to leak; and
the only time I mended a
fence was when the cows got

into a cornfield. I fell into

the habit—the easiest habit

of all for a farmer—of be-

ing satisfied with makeshifts,
instead of spending a little,

time and trouble in constructing durat
permanent things.
For instance, the only shelter I provic

for my buggy and wagon was a lean-

built against a side of the barn from a it

old boards of various sizes, and some stri

of sheet iron. It was a crazy looking, rici

ety affair, offering only slight protectic

against the snow and rain, and it was typical

of the many makeshifts that were on the

farm when I bought it, and which I

no effort to replace with lasting structi

So I went along in a sort of jog-trot,

better and no worse off than other U
all around us, and never getting anywt
in a -material way. I managed to ms"
tolerable Uving, and that was all.

The First Step Forward

The trouble with me was that I

started wrong. I made the mistake
renting a farm instead of buying one,

the farmer who rents is almost sure to fall
,

into a slovenly way of running his busineaB.

He gets the wrong viewpoint. And that :

was my main difficulty; my mental atti-
te

tude wasn't right.

Then, several years later, something
happened which swept all that away, and

my method of running a farm was com-
pletely changed—overnight, you might

say.

One hot Sunday morning in July, Henry
Whipple, who had created a sensation the

previous spring by paying five dollars for

a setting of White Plymouth Rocks, drove

past my house with [continued on page 34]
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For Half the Troubles in the World, This is the

Best Prescription

By Bruce Barton

FOLKS are lots more interesting to me than what they do or

say. Take Mrs. Robert Browning, for instance. As a poet
she bores me except for a few poems. I find the rest too hard

to understand. But as a human being, and a wife, she is very in-

teresting.

I was reading yesterday the story of her courtship. Emerson
told the tale to Edward Everett Hale; and it is recorded in the Life

of Dr. Hale by his son.

"Emerson was here to-day," writes Dr. Hale to his mother, "and
told me the details of Robert Browning marrying Miss Barrett.

"She was an invalid—never left her bed—her father a jealous

old man who let no one see her. Browning and she had compli-

mented each other in print but never met.
"'How can I see Miss Barrett?' he cried in Carlyle's parlor one

day.
"And Mrs. Carlyle answered: 'You can't see her at all,' giving

reasons as above.-

"At which he took his cane, went to the house, asked for Miss
Barrett, and by the blunder of a servant, who thought him a doctor,

was admitted to her bedroom.
"She had not moved for three months—was bedridden: but

at the end of the, first visit she lifted her head in bidding him come
again; the second time she sat up; the third, stood; and closed the
fourth by eloping with him to Italy, where they now are—her cure
being a complete one."

So they lived together through life, loving each other, and doing
their work. She, never quite really strong, but able still to go ahead,
borne up and carried forward by the power of her love.

Had Robert Browning never found her, the chances are she
would have continued a bedridden invalid, and died young.

There is a law in physics to the effect that "two bodies cannot
occupy the same space at the same time."

The same law applies in the mental world. Two thoughts
cannot occupy the same mind at the same time. The lesser thought
gives way inevitably to the stronger.

I knew a woman once who, like Elizabeth Barrett, had stayed
in- bed for years. She was fully convinced that she would never
walk again; and she had succeeded in convincing everyone else

around her.

One day,, when she was alone in the house, it caught fire. And
before she realized it she had jumped out of bed, dressed herself,

and made off down- the road.
Her fear of fire had banished her fear of exertion. For the first

time in years she was lifted out of herself by the power of a great
emotion—and that was all she needed to be well.

The war has been a great curative agent for lots of people.
Men who never had a thought except their business and their

indigestion have forgotten themselves in the new-found joy of doing
something for their country.

Women who have "enjoyed poor health" for years have spent
their days working for the Red Cross and the Y. M. C. A., and are
amazed to discover how much vitality and working power has been
concealed within them.

Said wise old Sam Johnson: "I think there is some reason for

questioning whether the body and mind are not so proportioned
that the one can bear all which can be inflicted on the other; whether
virtue cannot stand its ground as long as life; whether a soul well
principled will not be sooner separated than subdued."

He had bad health most of his life; and his medicine was work,
as Elizabeth Browning's was love.

For half the troubles in the world this is the best prescription:
Fall in love like Elizabeth Browning, or work like Sam Johnson,

and lose the petty thinking of yourself in the great passion for

something or someone else.

Roadside Advertising Really Pays
By E. I. Farrington

WHATEVER else may be said for

the automobile, it has helped
many farmers get better prices

for their truck and produce. This fact has
been especially appreciated since labor has
been hard to get and shipping facilities

have been generally upset.
There are sections where practically

all the small fruit, apples, pears, and
vegetables have been sold at the door.
The writer knows one man whose sales on
a Saturday have run to almost $50. This
was in early summer, when peas and beans
were in great demand. In the fall, orders
for apples and other products to be used
during the winter have amounted to more
than $50 a day. A woman who has been
raising berries in a small town put an
advertising sign at her gate and disposed
of her crop, $500 worth, mostly raspberries
and strawberries.

When this movement began, almost any
kind of sign was sufficient to attract cus-
tomers. Now competition is becoming
keener. There are sections where goods
are displayed at almost every farmhouse
gate for miles, or, if no goods are shown, a
sign advertising them is seen. Buyers are
more discriminating than they were.
To get trade the farmer must be busi-

nesslike, careful as to quality, and enter-
prising in his methods. A blackboard on
which the day's offerings are quoted is
fairly satisfactory, if it can be arranged to
meet the eye of the automobile driver as
he comes up the street. Signs that face
the road are often overlooked. Probably
the best way is to use two signs, setting
them back to back at the side of the roadm the shape of a tent. Then they can
nardly escape motor drivers from both
directions.

An easy sign to use is one consisting of a

Tf
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nto wftich Panels may be slipped,
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s a set of Panels bearing the names
<« all the articles offered for sale during
ine season, it is only necessary to slip into
Place the panel advertising those on hand
each morning. One farmer on a state

highway has made an extra bid for trade
by erecting a large bulletin board of this
type, with a conspicuous weathercock at
the top. The wooden rooster, turning
with the wind, is pretty sure to catch
the eyes of those who pass. Another
farmer has evolved an even more
original sign. He specializes in

poultry products, and has hung
a broad board over the street

in front of his house, this

board having an imitation
hen's nest fastened to
it, with real eggs that
have been blown fast-

ened to the board
higher up. The effect

is that of a hen's nest
heaped with eggs. It
is most ingenious.

In Franklin County,
Kansas, Frank Pyle
has been advertising
apple juice with a big
sign in front of the
house. This beverage can
be handled very profitably
at the door. Even eider
mills are now putting out ad-
vertising signs to catch the
eyes of passers.

There are ways of using ad-
vertising signs which are sometimes over-
looked. While they serve to bring trade for
roasters, eggs, broilers, vegetables, and fruit,

there is no reason why they shouldn't
also attract customers for cheese, jelly,

piccalilli, jam, or even puppies.
Of course, selling at the door involves

more or less work, depending on the
amount of custom. The farmer who raises
only a few crops in large amounts will
prefer shipping in the regular way. It
is when one has a miscellaneous lot of
products to dispose of that roadside selling
becomes most desirable. Then the good
wife or daughter must help with the work.
They must know how to make change
quickly, and must have a pleasant way of

meeting people. Sometimes people to
whom casual sales are made come to be
regular customers to whom shipments
can be made the year round. It pays to

have some circulars printed to be given
out at the roadside stands, especially if

one wishes to build up a parcel-post

business.
This is just one form of ad-
vertising, perhaps the sim-
plest of all. There is no
reason why the farmer
should not use the news-
papers and the mails.

The writer receives reg-

ularly the announce-
ments of a farmer
north of Chicago who
produces a large
amount of honey. This
man finds he can make
more money by selling

his honey to a retail

trade in 12-pound cans
or larger than by selling

wholesale. He has a long
list of names which he cir-

cularizes each year, cutting
them off when no response is

received for a certain length
of time. He started his list

and keeps it fresh by advertis-
ing in one or two Chicago papers. This
method is not expensive, for only a small,

clean-cut advertisement is used. Moreover,
it gets excellent results.

Advertising in newspapers is sometimes
pronounced a failure by farmers who have
tried it. The explanation is usually easy
when one reads the ads of these men.
Merely filling up space is not really

advertising. To sell goods by mail you
must give a little thought to the subject.

It stands to reason that the prospective
customer does not want to enter into any
prolonged correspondence. The best ad-
vertising is that which tells the whole
story, so that no return letter is necessary.

Your advertisement should go straight to

the goods

the subject, and tell the story completely
in as few words as possible.

Take an advertisement like this, for
example:

A No. 1 Jonathan apples for sale.

$5.00 a barrel. - Delivered at your door id
three days.

That tells all the customer wants to know.
If he wants a barrel of Jonathan apples
and doesn't consider the price too high,
he will mail you a check immediately.
You will perhaps write him a note of

acknowledgment, and will put his name
on your books for future circulars. On the
other hand, you will get little results from
an advertisement which reads:

Apples for sale. Write to the undersigned for

prices.

The first ad will bring ten answers to one
from the other.

Every farmer who undertakes work of

this kind should use a typewriter. The
average man dislikes to puzzle out a pen
scrawl. A typewritten letter makes a good
impression, which is half the battle. A
printed letterhead giving your full name
and address looks businesslike too. This

may seem like too much attention to de-

tails, but the experience of many points to

the fact that it pays, and pays well.

The question of prices is one over which
there has been much disagreement, even
among farmers. Some of the latter believe

goods sold at the door should bring retail

prices. They claim that it requires more
time to sell in this way than to pack and
ship. They point out, too, that some
member of the family must be ready at all

times to wait on customers, thus neglecting

some other duty. Prices charged should

not be wholesale prices by any means.
Yet it is best to have them a little lower

than those charged by the best city stores.

In this way the farmers obtain an increased

profit for themselves, and yet encourage
people from the city to visit their farms.
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Making the Farmhand Stick to His Job
If you put the right man in the right place, treat him right, and let him

know you depend on him, hell stay

By Seline Hess

You Can't Be the Whole Show Even if

You Do Own It

THE man who wants to

do everything himself

will always find plenty of

people willing to let him
try it. But he'll fail. The
world isn't built that way.
When a job gets too big

for one set of hands and
brains, it has to be split

up. Foch recognized this

when he was placed in com-
mand of the allied armies.

Up to that time the English

commander was trying to

lick the German's almost

independent of the French,

while the French com-
mander was hammering
away according to his own
ideas. Foch changed that.

He outlined the idea, and
let each allied commander
know that he depended on
him to do his share. And
before long the whole army
of "square heads" were
bellowing "Kamerad!"
Now apply that to your

own farm. Give your helper

your ideas and put it up
to him to work them out.

Don't badger him. Don't
try to watch every move
he makes. That's too much
like trying to take in a
three-ringed circus—there's

too much to see and you're

bound to miss a lot, anyhow.
Your man will appreciate

such treatment. It will

make him that much more
anxious to make good

—

and to stick. THE EDITOR Mrs. Shepard in working togs

THIS is the very interesting story
of how Jack London's sister, Mrs.
Eliza Shepard of Glen Ellen, Cali-

fornia, took the novelist's "play
farm" away from him, and by

hard-headed business methods put it on a
paying basis as a first-class stock farm in

the Valley of the Moon, Sonoma County,
California.

But that is not the important thing about
the article. What most interests us as
farmers is what Mrs. Shepard has learned
about the labor problem. She believes

every farmer can do a lot to solve his labor
troubles by studying his men and having a
definite policy in handling them. What she
says may have a hint in it for some of the
rest of us, and we pass it along to you for

what it is worth.
Jack London himself, though he was a

story writer and not a farmer, always had
the interest of the workers at heart. He
reflected this in his books. He believed that
the employer ought to try to see the situa-

tion from the employee's angle as well as

from his own angle. He maintained, with
Mrs. Shepard, that the housing of workers
on farms and ranches in this twentieth
century does not mean just a shack with
jio comforts or conveniences, but a decent,

modern place in which to live.

The London ranch employs twenty-nine
men the year around, and Mrs. Shepard's •

years of experience with this staff certainly

gives her some authority to speak on the
help problem. London himself is dead,
and his greatest monument is the good
books he wrote and left behind him for

all of us to read, but the treatment he and
his sister accorded the men who worked
for them has had no small part in making
the 1,300-acre ranch a paying investment
for Mrs. London, who, with Mrs. Shepard,
now keeps the business going.

Had it not been for the fine qualities

with which Mrs. Shepard is blessed, and
which every farmer should have, she would
not have made the ranch the success it has
proved. She radiates the spirit of kind-

ness, patience, justice, and truthfulness,

as well as thrift and industry. Optimism
is a dominating factor in her life.

"I feel as though I have the help diffi-

culties well under control," said Mrs.
Shepard. "It has been my experience
that the best thing to do is to keep your
men under observation, and after you have
studied their ways and abilities place them
in a position wherein they will give the
greatest service.

Square Pegs for- Square Holes

"Always place a stockman in the stock-
yard and a plowman at the plow. Remem-
ber that one active, intelligent man with
your interest at heart is worth more than
five men who are simply putting in nine
hours a day with their main object as pay-
day. Never put a man in your stockyard
who has no personal interest in it. Just
because you hire a laborer you must not
expect him to perform all branches of
ranch work.

"Place a man over a certain branch of
work, rather than have a foreman over all.

If a man finds that you depend on him to do
certain work, he will show more pride and
responsibility in his duties. If there is a
foreman, all mistakes rest upon him.
"My work as manager of the ranch has

naver been drudgery. I have never lost my
'pep,' as I have always had the loyalty and
co-operation of my men, who have in turn
been treated right by me. One must
always" remember after having secured a
good man that he is just as human as you
are, and that he should be well paid, well
fed and housed. In other words, live up to
the golden rule, 'Do unto others as you
would have others do unto you,' and you
will get results.

"I always plan my work the night be-
fore, and have it thoroughly understood
and scheduled before I give my instruc-
tions to the farmhands, who simply go
about their business the next day without
further parley. They know exactly what

is expected of them. It is only in case of

something unforeseen happening that I

change my plans, and in that instance I

am always on deck to line Up the work to
meet the changed conditions.
. "It is not an easy matter to manage a
force of men if you are not well acquainted
with the work that each is called upon to
perform. For that reason Mr. London
always insisted that I should' understand
everything about the running of the ranch,
from the milking of the cows to the plowing
of the fields. He said it was cheaper to pay
for our experience than to pay for the ex-
perience of each new man. Never try to
set a man to work to do a thing that you
do not understand the doing of yourself.
"One must always be prepared for

emergencies on a ranch. Last summer
when Uncle Sam drew his quota of ten
boys, including my only son, from my
ranch, I was somewhat bewildered to know
exactly where to turn for help. I found a
ready response from women, who lightened
my burden at the crucial moment, and-
they stayed with me throughout the season.
"What you must know to be a successful

farmer is the cost of every ton of hay stored
in your barn, of every building erected, and
of every mile of fencing; also the cost of

producing every head of stock on the ranch.
You've got to know costs to know profits.

" Start on a small scale; let the farm grow
as you grow. Don't think that you can
rent a farm and start making money at
once. This is a mistaken idea that many
farm-folk have. You must keep books the
year round in order to know exactly what
it has cost you to produce every pound of

pork, every calf, and every colt sold off the
ranch. There must be system in your
ranch work.
"One of the first things in starting out

is to see that you have comfortable quar-
ters for your help; good, clean barns for

your stock and, above all, a comfortable,
homelike house for your headquarters.
Keep the ranch machinery in a storehouse;
keep everything sanitary. Do not have all

kinds of odds and ends lying around. Give
the place a wholesome appearance of pros-
perity and meet visitors with a smile and
a pleasant word. Create an atmosphere of
thrift and good cheer. This is the main
secret of success on a ranch."
When Jack London bought the ranch he

had the idea of making a eucalyptus
grove and sort of country home out
of it; but when Mrs. Shepard saw
the fields being planted with eu-
calyptus trees she asked Lon-
don why he didn't start a
stock farm, planting hay and
feed for the stock instead of

spoiling the natural beauty
of the place by planting
trees. He replied:

"I have no time to
manage a farm—if you
will come and manage it

I'll start a stock farm."
Mrs. Shepard was resid-

ing at Oakland, Califor-

nia, had just completed
building a new home, was
practicing before the De-
partment ©f the Interior

as a partner of the firm of

J. H. Shepard and Com-
pany, pension attorneys, but
she rented her home, packed
her bag, and went to the
ranch, where she has been its

manager for the past eight years.

Mrs. Shepard became superin-
tendent and manager of the estate.

Every penny that went through her
hands was carefully accounted for.

She is entirely responsible for every-
thing on the ranch.
Sometimes late at night Mrs. Shep-

ard may be seen in her office head-
quarters, studying over her books and
planning improvements. She is a little

woman, but she has done a big work.
When she took the job she had no time

to attend an agricultural college. The
ranch needed her immediate attention, but
she could and did study agricultural works
in books and at first hand—all this during
leisure hours. During the day she directed
the work of reconstructing the wrecked

buildings on the ranch, with which the
earthquake of 1906 played havoc.
At the time they settled in the Valley of

the Moon there were no buildings in which
to house either man or beast; no fences; no
roads. About all they had was scenery and
climate, but they could neither feed nor
house stock with that.

It was not very long before the place
was made habitable, and the big problem
of housing the laborers and stock was over-
come. A model pigpen of rock and cement
was erected. Two 91-ton silos, made of

cement blocks, were also constructed.
They built all the roads on the ranch; got
a rock crusher, ground all their own rock,

equipped themselves with all the road ma-
chinery, and in a few months had first-class

roads all over the ranch. Just a short time
"before the death of Jack London, which
occurred two years ago, they made ten- and
four-inch tiling, enough to drain all the

low land, which they planted to alfalfa.

Now the cattle are being fed on the alfalfa.

Good Foundation Stock

Another problem was the 500-acre vine-

yard, which was run down and would have
cost more to take care of it than they could

get for the crop. The soil was worn out

and the vines were old, so they removed
the vines and built up the soil for two years

with cover crops, turning them under to

help the soil. Then they cleared enough to

make a total of 800 acres of cleared land.

The ranch was fertilized and tile-drained.

They decided to raise Shire horses, beef

shorthorn cattle, and Duroc-Jersey hogs

as the most profitable project. Jack Lon-

don was -always' devoted to the 'dumb ani-

mals, and, in fact, he immortalized dogs

in his famous book, "The Call of the

Wild." Mrs. London has always personally

done the selecting in the breeding of the

light horses on the ranch—saddle and

driving animals.
Both Jack London's and Mrs. Shepard's

main object on the ranch was to raise

show stock, and not to buy it. To have

accomplished this they obtained the best

foundation stock they could procure, care-

Mrs. London on her ranch

fully culling out the young stock that they

were to keep for breeding purposes.

At the time of Mr. London's death they

were building their own slaughter housej

smokehouse, and model dairy, intending tq

cure ham and bacon for the market, and

to sell butterfat from a herd of fine

cows. They have not done this yet. Bui

the ranch is a comer, and it's run on busi-

ness lines, as a farm should be.

mz
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Three Raps on the Door
By Sewe11 Ford

YOU know it ain't so simple as it

looks, this livin' out in the
monthly ticket sector. Not that
I'm backin' up on the country
proposition. I wouldn't swap

my little old two acres of Long Island, with
the squatty old house and the lilac bushes,

for anything in town less'n the Carnegie
block or the upper half of Central Park

—

not as a place to live in or bring up young
Richard Hemmingway Ballard on. Vee
wouldn't, either.

,
But it's a little complicated at times to

know how to strike just the right gait. You
see, in town you can pay rent for potted
bay trees. in the marble lobby, and be shot
up to your three-and-bath by a haughty
West Indian brunette in a liver-col-

ored uniform; and after you've shut
the hall door careful you can sit down
to a delicatessen dinner smuggled up
in wifie's knittihg-bag. You can put
.up any kind of a front you want and
nobody'll know the difference.

Out here among the canny com-
muters, though, it's different. The
men know whether you roll down to
the 8:03 in a sporty Knowles-Noyes,
same as H. Stuart Kinney does, or
hoof it, like me. And the women!
Say, it takes them to size one another
up. They can tell how much you pay
your cook, and whether you're usin'

tongs on your coffee sweet-
enin' these days, or a spoon.
I don't see how they collect

all the dope, but you might
just as well be livin' with
the whole front of the house
out and your pedigree
posted on the gate. None
of that make-believe stuff

goes out here: not for long,

anyway.
Course, we did have 'em

buffaloed a bit at first,

comin' out as friends of the
Robert Ellinses. That sort

of tagged us as belongin' to

the excess profits class and
most likely as bein' sporty
spenders. I expect that's

why Vee was favored so
soon with a call from Mrs.
H. Sfuart Kinney. She's
some butterfly herself, Mrs.
Kinney—one of these light-

weight vampire types, with
misbehavin' eyes and a lot

of restless motions to her
shoulders. Has a habit of

callin' everyone "Honey,"
carries the makings in her
vanity bag, and wears a.,

dinner ring on either hand.
Comes from Atlanta. You
know.

Well, she gushed away
for half an hour before she
discovered that Vee was
eyein' her about as friendly
as if she'd been the second
from the end at the Winter
Garden, and was bein'

about as chatty as a cake
of ice. Vee can give 'em
the third-degree stare when
she likes, and I expect Mrs.
Kinney got the full benefit
o£it. Anyway, that chum-
my start of hers was all

Ahere was to it.

"Eh?" says I, when I

hears something about it

later.. "You didn't go re-

verse the door mat so she
could read 'Welcome' on it

goin' out, did you?"
"How absurd, Torchy!"

says Vee. "You know there's nothing of
the sort on our door mat. And I was quite
as polite as necessary, I hope. But when
she found out that I didn't care to play
bridge for stakes, that we probably would
not join the dinner-dance set, and that I
thought Bacardi must be a new Italian
tenor—well, I fear she decided that we
wouldn't be much of an addition to the
neighborhood."
"How truly distressin'!" says I. "Now,

I was in hopes she'd pick me out as one of
the frisky lot she plays around with."
"You may still have a chance," says

Vee, chucklin'.
Course, there ain't much use tryin' to

tell people who know all about commuters
from havin' read the joke columns that not

all of 'em are comic gardeners or chronic

cook hunters.
Yet the facts are

that out in our
sectionwe'vegot
a classy bunch,
some of 'em
just as speedy
travelers as
you'd round up
at any of the
midnight caba-
rets.

Take the Kin-

sides, you ought to come in for the sake
of Mrs. Ballard."
Well, that kind of got me wonderin' if

Vee shouldn't be havin' a little livelier

time of it than she was. Not that she
don't seem contented enough, with the
baby and her flower gardenin' and so on.
But, outside of the Ellinses and a few
friends from town, we hadn't mixed much.
Maybe there was some of the Country
Club bunch that she'd like and ought to
have a chance to get acquainted with. So,

after chewin' the thing over a couple of

days, I told Plummer that if the initiation

and dues ain't too stiff

perhaps I'll go in.

"Good! "says he. "I'll

Hills, have your name put up."
I hadn't said a word to

Vee, meanin' to surprise

her by suggestin' casual

some time that we go
over to one of the Satur-

day night dances.. I had

'Scotty" Allan and Baldy of Nome

The Dog That Saved His Life

THIS is Baldy of Nome, thrice leader of

the winning team in the all-Alaska

sweepstakes, hero of half a dozen rescues,

sire and grandsire of twenty-eight dogs which
served on the fields of France. With Baldy
you see his Master, A. A. Allen of Nome,
better known as "Scotty" Allen, who took
440 dogs, Baldy among them, to France to

help win the war. The things they did added
materially to America's laurels.

The French War Cross was conferred on
Baldy's team for exceptional bravery under

fire. They hauled ammunition for the heavy
artillery, pulling it into remote sectors on
sleds, going into places where horses, mules,

and motor trucks couldn't begin to go. The
sheep-killing brand of dog we have no use
for, but dogs like Baldy are a blessing to

the race.

Lifelong friendship was cemented between
these two when "Scotty," lost, dazed, and
wandering in the Northern snows, was found
by Baldy and his team, and carried to

safety. Seline Hess.

neys, who s.eem to set the pace out here.

I'll bet that half of your Riverside Drive
apartment folks would go short of breath
tryin' to follow 'em. So, when this lawyer
neighbor of mine, Norton Plummer, who's
had me workin' with him on the local

Defense Council, suggests that I ought to

join the Country Club and sort of get in

the swim, I shies at the proposition.

"Me?" says I. "Why, in that crowd
I'd look like a three-spot in a pinochle
deck."

"Not at all," says Plummer. " There are
all kinds of sets at the club. They're not
all Kinneys. Many are young married
couples who have modest incomes. Be-

an idea it was all settled except my bein'
notified who to send a check to.

And then, one mornin' as I strolls around
the corner of the station on my way in to
the office, I happens to hear this little de-
bate goin' on between Plummer and H.
Stuart Kinney.
"But you surely don't mean," Plummer

is protestin', "that. you would—er—op-
pose his admission? "

"Absolutely," says Kinney. "He isn't

the kind we want—not at all. He is
—

"

And just then Plummer, who has spotted
me, tints up and begins makin' shut-off
signals to Kinney.

I expect I had a right to sneak off and let

on I hadn't heard a word. But, somehow,
I couldn't; and the next thing I know I've
stepped in and am givin' Kinney the grin,

square between the eyes.
"Go on!" says I. "Shoot the rest!"
"I—I beg pardon?" says he, eyein' me

cold.

"Oh, come!" says I. "Can't I hear why
I don't qualify to sign pink and blue slips

at the Country Club?"
He's a chesty, stiff-necked party, Mr.

Kinney—one of these heavy-chinned gents
like they always pick out for movie heroes;
and from the careless swing to his shoul-
ders you'd think he was ready to wade
right through any little unpleasantness
that might come up, from havin' a tooth
plugged to capturin' a dozen Bolsheviks
single-handed. But under them bristly
black eyebrows he has a pair of shifty shoe-
button lamps that don't impress me a bit,

and- just now they're exchangin' swift
glances with Plummer.

" I don't think I quite follow you," says
Kinney. "Mr. Plummer and I were dis-

cussing
—

"

"If it wasn't me," I breaks in, "why
does Plummer pink up? Course, you ain't

on the stand, or anything like that, but
when I hear myself bein' card-indexed in
public I'm apt to get curious, that's all.

So let's have the details. Do you get me?
Why ain't I the clubby kind? "

"To be perfectly frank
with you, young man," he
begins—and then sort of

hitches.

"Yes, I know that pre-
amble," says I. "Make it

as disagreeable as you like.

I can stand it."

"Thanks," goes on Kin-
ney, workin' up a tight-
lipped smile. "As chair-
man of the membership
committee I am supposed
to observe rather closely
all candidates. -I have ob-
served you, and— Well,
my decision is unfavor-
able."

This brings a gasp out of

Plummer, but I was more
or less braced for some-
thing of the kind.
"Think you're a good

judge, eh?" says I.
" The club directors seem

to have confidence in my
ability," says Kinney. "It's
not a pleasant job, I assure
you, to

—

"

"Just to save you any
loss of sleep," I cuts in,

"I'm goin' to scratch that
entry of mine right now."
"That makes it much

easier," says he. "And I

trust you will not take this

as a personal matter on my
part."
"Me?" says I. "How.

could I? If you want to
know, Kinney, I think
you're dead right. I'd be
about as much at home in

your bunch as a ham sand-
wich at a Yiddish picnic.

And, the worst of it is, I

don't feel at all bad at ad-
mittin' it."

"Oh, really!" says he,
hunchin' his shoulders.
And all the way in to

town Norton Plummer tries

to explain how this was just
a case of private grouch on
Kinney's part that he
couldn't account for. Any-

way, he felt mighty sorry it had to come
out just as it did. Also he hoped I'd for-

give him for gettin' me into this, and he
wanted me to know he didn't agree with
Kinney at all.

"Don't worry," says I. "Maybe I'll

live through it."

At that, though, the affair might have
got under my skin if I'd had nothing better
to do than mooch over it. But my job at
the Corrugated these days ain't that kind.
I'd no sooner unlocked the roll-top and
gone to wadin' through the mornin' mail
than Old Hickory calls me in. He's
been havin' his own troubles lately, try-
in' to push along [CONTINUED ON PAGE 33]
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How Many Kinds of Business Man Must a Farmer Be?
By James H. Collins

BOSTON has a very fine publishing
house. The manager likes to
show visitors through. One day

l he had in tow a stranger whom
nothing seemed to impress. Lino-

types, perfecting presses, stereotyping,
bindery—he viewed them all unmoved.
Suddenly they came to a little two-by-

four room where supplies were kept, and
the stranger stopped, fascinated. He asked
permission to stay, and was there an hour,
looking into the way the mops, soap,
envelopes, and rubber bands were kept.
Afterward it turned out that he was store-
room superintendent with a big company,
and keeping supplies efficiently his one
interest in life.

The industrial world is full of specialists

nowadays—men who center on one task.

The president of a company lays out its

policy and plans and looks ahead to to-

morrow. The salesman goes out. to find
customers, and the credit man cautiously
looks over every customer found, and de-
cides how much merchandise each can have
on trust. The purchasing agent cannily
tests, weighs, measures, and counts all the
raw material and machinery purchased.
There are specialists who investigate
chemical problems connected with the
business—hire and manage employees

—

keep track of processes and costs. It takes
talent even to keep books in industry.
A farm is really a miniature industrial

corporation when you compare its opera-
tions and management with that of any
big business enterprise. Even though it

happens to be a small farm, run by one
man, with the help of Mother and the boys
and girls, and a few outside hands occa-
sionally, still it is much like a thumb-nail
Steel Trust in its business fundamentals.
The corporation president would be

alarmed if he had to make decisions in as
many separate fields of work as the average
farmer. The whole trend of modern
business teaches him that such questions
can only be decided safely by men who
know that particular thing. Perhaps
this is why few captains of industry are
able to run a farm and make it pay—after

a couple of years' effort they are usually
content to call it a "country home" and

What About
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5]

329,000,000 bushels remained in the hands
of the farmers. On January 17th there
were probably some 230,000,000 bushels
still unsold. If the present demand con-
tinues the Government will incur no loss;

if, however, Europe refuses to buy the
wheat at present prices, the Government
will be forced to make up the difference

between the guaranteed price and world
price.

It is probable that , some of this 1918
wheat will be left on the Government's
hands. Europe has passed through a
wheat panic. She not only did not have
enough for present consumption, but she
also lived in a constant dread of the future.

That dread is passing. Large supplies
are being released from Australia, Argen-
tine, northern Africa, and other regions.

The Australian wheat has been accumu-
lating for four years, and much of it can be
exported now that the shipping facilities

of the world have been increased. Europe
of course will not pay higher prices for

American than for Australian or Argen-
tinian wheat. The problem, in other words,
is this: Will the European demand be
sufficient to absorb all our 1918 wheat at
a price equal to $2.26 plus transportation
charges, which have been as high as $1.50
a bushel, but which are now lower?
Whether Europe can absorb this will

depend upon what parts of Europe are
to be fed. If we feed Germany, Austria,
Hungary and parts of Russia, as well as
Belgium, France, Roumania, Serbia,
Czecho-Slovakia, Jugo-Slavia, and Poland,
we shall not only relieve famine and avert
anarchy, but also shall be maintaining the
price of wheat by increasing the world
demand. Mr. Hoover's plans are there-
fore a benefit not only to the countries to
be relieved but also to the United States.
In any case, however, we shall probably
be left with an unsold balance of 100,000,000
bushels, and we may be left with a balance
of 200,000,000 bushels. For all of this the

be dubbed "agriculturists," and let it go at
that.

The farmer is a corporation president
when he plans his crops and lays down the
season's program for cows, steers, hogs, and
wool. About the best thing a big business
executive does is look ahead to to-morrow;
but the farmer looks further ahead when
he plants an orchard. If a chemical
problem arises in business they refer it to
the chemist, and he retires to his laboratory
to find out what is wrong with a process, or
how it can be improved or cheapened. The
farmer must know more about chemistry

than the average corporation president

—

chemistry of soils, fertilizers, feeds. The
farmer must be a well-posted buyer of

machinery and supplies. He must be a
financier, managing his own capital and
supplementing it with loans from the
bank. He must organize his day's work as
a factory manager organizes processes,

and the job is more difficult, because
factory processes are pretty much the same
through the year, and conducted indoors,
while farm processes change from week to
week, and even from day to day, and are
subject to the changefulness of the weather.

How I Started Bees on a Piece of Luck
By Robert Wood

FOUR years ago a swarm of bees chose one of our apple trees for a resting
place. It attracted a lot of attention from the neighbors. None of us

knew anything about bees, so we just watched them with curiosity.

A stranger passing the house saw the bees and came in and showed me
how to capture them. It was with this swarm, led by their queen, that I

started my first hive. When I found that one hive would make 50 pounds
of honey a year, I began to take a big interest in them and read up on bee
culture.

The first year started off well, but at the end I found that my biggest
return was experience. Moths got into the honeycombs. They ate the
honey, and killed the worker bees by scores before I knew it. Then I found
there is a patent hive that will keep moths out.

My next disaster came from setting up the artificial combs wrong.
The drones got in where the workers wanted to store their honey, and thus
ruined a lot. Then the queen began to lay eggs in the wrong place, and
darkened up a lot of combs that would otherwise have been white.

With the second season, however, I was armed with knowledge. I

had .learned how to get new queen bees and start new hives; how to keep
down and sift out the drones and protect and encourage the workers. In
the summer our old apple orchard was black with bees. We just gave it up
to them.

This year I have 40 colonies of bees. My honey crop was 2,500 pounds,
over one and a quarter tons of pure white honey. Most of it was sold to

people who came out to the place especially to buy it. The price was 30
cents a pound, retail.

Government is liable. If the domestic and
foreign consumers will not buy wheat at

$2.26, the farmer will sell, as is his right,

to the Grain Corporation at this fixed

price, and the corporation is compelled
to buy.
The 1918 crop is a known quantity. It

is already harvested, and a large propor-
tion of it has been consumed. The 1919
crop, however, presents immensely greater
difficulties. It will be without exception
the greatest crop ever harvested in this

country. It will consist of winter wheat
planted in the fall of 1918, and of spring
wheat to be planted in the spring of 1919

—

this spring. The planting is now underway.
Last fall the American farmers sowed

49,261,000 acres to winter wheat. This
was one sixth more (16.5 per cent) than
had been sowed in the year 1918. Assum-
ing an equal increase in the planting of
spring wheat, we shall have a total wheat
acreage for the year of 75,261,000 acres.

No such area has ever been planted before
to wheat. The actual acreage, however,
may be even greater. There will be a
greater incentive to plant wheat, owing to
the fact that it can be sold at a guaranteed
war price, while corn, rye, barley, or oats
must be sold at peace prices, which may

There is a selling end to the farm also, far
the difference between profit and loss often
lies in getting stuff to market at the right
time and in the right condition. There is

a credit end to farm management, because
unwise sale of crops may result in loss.

There are cost accounting, and bookkeep-
ing, and clerical departments in farming,
and upon a firm grasp of these very often,
the success of all other activities depends.
A farmer needs to be so many differgj

kinds of business man, in fact, that itfl
well worth his while to sit down occasidB
ally and regard himself as what tK
psychologists call a "multiple person-
ality."

He ought to picture himself as the
manager of a business that employs™
whole staff of specialists—and he himself
is all of them! That will lead him to think
about laying down sound plans and broad
policies. If policy and plan are right, it

will leave him a clean mind for tackling the
specialties, such as hiring men, supervising
field work, buying live stock and imple-
ments, selling his crops, building up his

soil by fertilizers and rotation.
And when he sits in the executive chair

as president and general manager ol
farm he will find that there are specialists

at his call.- As the corporation president
pushes a button for the company chemist
or sales manager, so the farmer witln
broad executive point of view can push
the button for the county demonstrator,
the manager of the co-operative marketing
organization, the state and federal agricul-

tural experts in soil chemistry, breeding,
crop rotation, seed, fertilizers, and all the
specialties on the farm. These specialists

have been working for him for years. Out
of their labor has grown a mass of technical
knowledge, and they themselves are ready

J

to help him apply it to his affairs.

The corporation president swings big

business largely by dividing it into sections

and handing each section to a specialist.

When the farmer understands how many
different kinds of business man he must
likewise be, he will be able to swing the

farm like the Steel Trust, and overcome a

farmer's disadvantage in being a modest
producer in an age of production giants,

$2.26 Wheat
sharply decline. This can't be helped,

Even with the worst weather conditions

the increase in the crop will be enormous,
But the growing conditions to date have

been excellent. It would seem as though
the weather during these last two years

has been perverse. Last year, when the

country was freezing and we required

every possible ton of coal that the country

could produce, the thermometer went
down below zero, the railroads were thrown

out of commission, the harbors were

clogged with ice, and work at the mines

became almost impossible. This year,

on the other hand, when we have plenty

of coal, the winter has been exceptionally

open. We find the same contrast with

regard to growing conditions. This year,

when we are threatened with an immense
surplus of wheat because of the great

acreage sowed to that cereal, the growing

conditions are almost perfect (98 per cent),

and the crop threatens to be enormous.

As a consequence of all these conditions

the wheat crop harvested in 1919 may well

amount to over 1,100,000,000 bushels\or
almost 500,000,000 bushels above our fe>

quirements for home consumption.
We cannot export this wheat to the

Allies and neutrals in Europe,- because

they will not need it. They will grow
much more wheat this year than last,

and they have other sources of supply,

We are likely to exaggerate the impor-

tance of the American export of wheat t(

Europe. In ordinary years we are not th(

chief wheat-exporting country. Our popu-

lation has grown faster than has our wheat
production, and within recent years our

export of wheat has been much less than

it was forty years before. During the three

years ending 1914, Russia, Argentine, and
Canada all exported much more, wheat
than did we, and the combined export

from British India, Roumania, and Aus
tralia was more than twice as large as oui

American export. During this period oui

net exports of wheat and wheat floui

averaged only [CONTINUED ON PAGE 42
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Easier Ways to Do It

THE pictures and descriptions of these devices are

published by courtesy of "Popular Science Monthly."

They came originally from real farmers, and have been

fully tried and tested. Let us know how you like them.

If you do, we'll print a page of them once in a while.

The Editor.

SINCE we were not blessed by Providence with eyes

in the back of our heads, and since it's pretty hard
to steer a motor plow right and keep an eye on the

depth, turn, and regularity of the furrow, this mirror

idea may help a bit. A man out near Racine, Wiscon-
sin, mounted a mirror vertically in front of and slightly

higher than his eyes. He mounted a second at the rear,

as you see it, at an angle of about 45 degrees. Thus
can he look ahead and see behind him.

d

AFARMER down in Texas got tired of

going to his mail box, so now he makes
the mail box come to him. Maybe you too
don't like walking outside of business
hours, and want to try his plan. He simply
applied the breeches-buoy idea. Detach-
ing the mail box from its post, he sus-

pended it from a wire extending from the
house to the post, and running over pul-

leys like an endless chain. Then he wired
an electric-bell circuit with a push button
at the post. Now he hauls in his mail
when the bell rings.

THIS sling reel for the front end of a
hayrack has saved its inventor lots of

time and trouble. He used six-inch T-
hinges to fasten the standards to the rack,

and held them upright by braces fastened
to the back of them with two-inch strap
hinges, and to the top of the rack by
hinged clasps held down by tapering wood
pins. He folds the rack down out of the
way by removing the wood pins and lift-

ing the braces. The slings themselves are
wound on the reels when not in use.

THIS simple little one-furrow follow-up har-
row was made from a piece of wagon tire

and some old hayrake teeth, and attached to the
beam of the sulky plow with a colter clevis; A
piece of hickory eighteen
inches long by two and
one-half inches square
was shaped to hold the
teeth ends, set in grooves
two inches apart. The
teeth were made fifteen

inches long, and turned
to fit over the end of the
block. The continuation
of the tire was bent to
clamp on the side of the
plow beam. When the
bolts and clevis are snug
the harrow works fine.

AMAN out in Newport, Washington, rigged
up this cable and pulley scheme to make

a falling tree pull up the near-by stump of

another. To prevent the butt of the falling

tree from slipping, he
puts a spiked pivot-block
in the notch made by the
ax. Of course this won't
always work out, but
where you are cutting a
lot of trees, close to-

gether, you might just as
well as not make use of

the horsepower of the
falling one.
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OF COURSE, you all wondered
i why I resented Bleecker's ques-
I tion the other night. It wasn't
' so much what he asked as what
his tone implied I objected to.

If you'll let me tell it in my own dis-

jointed Irish fashion, I'll explain:
• About six months ago, in a spell when
I wasn't filling an engagement on the
music-hall circuits, a London manager
asked me to go to France for a fortnight,

to sing to the Tommies.
"Sure," said I. "I'm fifty, my eyes

aren't of the best, and the doctors won't
let me into a regiment, because they say
my heart's wrong; but if I can sing my
little help to the men I'm ready."
One evening when I was expecting to

sing amusing songs to the lads, after seeing

a few of them dead and others mangled,
I went for a walk—just to steady my
nerves and my voice—a couple of miles

beyond the camp, out past what had once
been a little French village. It was ruins.

Its roads were torn up and riven with
wounds. Its church was still partly cov-
ered, and over it floated the Red Cross,

for inside it was an improvised hospital.

The sun was going down when I started,

and as I returned (I admit, I turned back
when I heard the peculiar sound I had
learned to recognize as shrapnel) the big
full moon came up, peaceful as if this

world war were not.

As I reached the church door, a nurse
stood in it, beckoning to me. I went to
her. She said, in low tones, that falling

shrapnel had killed two of her wounded,
but that there were a few others. She
was too small, she said, to lift them alone,

and her two helpers had been killed.

Would I help her to move them? As we
stepped under the arch of the door I saw
beyond, beside the altar, forms on cots.

1 At that moment a shell burst over them,
tearing away, as it came, the Red Cross
emblem of mercy, and scattering its frag-

ments upon them with pieces of steel and
flashes of fire. I heard only one muffled
cry from among them. She had rushed

Where She Had Gone
By Mrs. Ralph Oshorn

Illustration by J. C. Coll

forward; and as I came to her side, beg-
ging her to come away, she called over her
shoulder: "Not yet. They need me."
But they didn't need her; not one was

left alive.

Again I begged her to come away. This
time she did—her head bowed low and
her small body shaken with dry sobs.

As we walked down what had once been
a wide aisle toward the door, another
shell screamed over our heads. I saw her

sway, and as I caught her she looked into

my face—her own was in shadow.
"Terence O'Neill!" she said; and then,

and only then, was there a note in her
voice that took me back to days

1

in London
and flashed before my mind visions of au-

diences in theaters, gay and laughing. Why
she suggested them I could not fathom. I

looked again; and as she faltered against

me, her nurse's cap fallen off and blood
oozing through her dress, I saw, in the
whitening moonlight, the face of Edna
Carstairs. Her hair, that mass of sun-gold
ringlets, was short now, and curling

around her face, like the hair of a cherub
in a picture. The saucy mouth that had
refused the kisses of London's idle men
had the saddest little droop; and the whole
tiny form, once so softly rounded, was
worn very thin.

She tried to walk on, but I took her in

my arms as I would have taken a baby,
and carried her toward the camp in the
hope of help. Once or twice her big eyes
opened and she tried to smile. Then she
talked, low and faintly, and with intervals

of silence. I bent my head to listen.

"Terence," she said, "I've been here
three years. I just came away because
no one needed me anywhere else. And I

couldn't go on singing and making merry
jests and dancing when even the toads
and lizards of the Piccadilly clubs had
become men. I've seen lots of them out
here; kissed them good-by before they
went their long journey alone in the dark

—

men I wouldn't have let kiss me in Lon-
don any more than if they'd been snakes.
I've sung to them, and cared for them;

but"—with a little moan of pain
—

"I
fancy it's over."

I was speechless. I only tried to hurry
faster over the uneven ground, and blessed
the moonlight while I cursed the men who
had sent that shell with curses deeper than
I ever knew I could feel.

"Am I very heavy, Terence?"
I said she was not, though, little as she

was, I was beginning to feel her weight.
"You used to sing in a church, didn't

you, Terry?"
Indeed, I told her, I had sung for all

denominations that were willing to pay
for a good voice.
Then she asked would I sing her a hymn

or two. I held her closer as if someone
were trying to take her from me. Some-
how, I thought of the Erl-king trying to
snatch her soul, and with what breath I
could spare I sang as you would sing
a lullaby to a child.

I remember the disjointed way things
came to me. First I sang "Abide with
Me;" and when she sighed and said it

was so good, I tried again
—

"I Know That
My Redeemer Liveth;" and then, as in a
faint voice she asked if I knew the music
to Tennyson's "Crossing the Bar," I

remembered how I had once been paid a
goodly sum for singing it at the funeral
of a rich American.

I choked, and for the life of me I couldn't
have sung it at that moment, with the
vision of that great London church in
funeral array before my mind. So I said:
"Yes, little girl, I'll sing it for you when we
get to the end of this trip. Now let me
hurry you to help," and I stumbled on.
At the outpost dressing station they

took her gently from my arms. They
hurried for the head surgeon, but it wasn't
any use. She directed a nurse to feel

inside her dress; and there was a rosary of

pearl beads and silver, now dark with her
own blood. Never were beads more truly
consecrated. She gave them to me.

"Terry," she said, "I'm going home.
I tried to make them happy in the old
days when I wasn't over-happy myself

—

and they thought I wasn't very good, or
a real lady. Then I tried to make them
less miserable in their pain, and they called
me an angel—and that wasn't true, either.

Good night, Terry."
So now you see why, when Bleecker

said, "That pretty Edna Carstairs dropped
out of theatrical circles suddenly—with
whom?" I resented it. I couldn't, in a
men's club, where I was a guest, well
have said to a member of that club, "She
went out with God." I'm an actor, a
singing comedian, not a preacher.

Getting Six Per Cent from Your Tractor
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11]

two-cylinder engine of 20 horsepower. The
cylinders are 6H-inch bore, pistons with
8-inch stroke. The speed is 500 revolutions

a minute. That means there are 500 ex-

plosions a minute in each cylinder. Each
explosion hits the piston head a blow of

more than four tons! Now stop a moment
to consider the strain and shock to parts

standing up ten hours a day under 500
four-ton blows every minute of the running.
Do you think there could be any economy
in cutting down on the quality or quantity
of lubricant or anything saved by not tak-

ing time to see that every nut and bolt and
bearing is just as it ought to be before the
engine is submitted to such an ordeal?

"Or, if you want to look at it from an-

other angle, suppose we nave a 60-horse-

power, four-cycle engine, making 1,800
. revolutions a minute. In a ten-hour day
each piston will make exactly 2,160,000
strokes as a result of these trip-hammer
blows. At the end of the day your four

pistons will have made a total of 8,640,000
strokes! It won't take long to convert that
engine into junk if lubrication is slighted

or nuts allowed to work loose.

"It is this problem of reducing to a
minimum power losses between engine and
drawbar that prompted tractor designers
to throw out cast gears and equip their

machines with cut gears, highly polished
and made of the finest material obtainable.
It is this very problem which did much to
correct the impression that the worm drive
could be successfully worked into the
design of the tractor. The worm drive is

all right when it comes to speed reduction

—

oh, yes! But speed in a tractor is not the
prime consideration. That consideration
should be and is economical power trans-
mission. And the worm drive will not
transmit speed and power at the same
time. Worm gearing gives point contact,
while other types give line contact.

"There is too much wear to the worms.
They wear badly even under the best
possible system of lubrication.

"No, this idea of speed won't fit in with
the tractor. Designers and operators alike

heeded in the case of overloading a tractor
and expecting it to jerk itself right into
high from dead rest. The automobile is in-

tensely more elastic in design than the trac-

tor; the initial shock of starting from rest in-

DoYouKnow an OpportunityWhen You See One?
ALTHOUGH of pure-bred Lincoln
l\ stock, this was just a little "bum"
lamb which was unable to keep up with
the flock on the trail from the mountains
to the lower valley for winter feeding.

A kind-hearted girl passer-by picked
up the little waif, and after -a winter's
careful feeding it rewarded her with the
fine fifteen-inch long fleece which it so
proudly shows us in the accompanying
picture.
The fleece of this yearling brought the

girl a ten-dollar gold piece.

The Lincoln promises a much heavier
fleece for the next shearing.

All of which just goes to show that you
never know when opportunity is going to
stare you in the face. So the wise thing
to do is to be always on the lookout for it.

Helen Sinclair.

must observe a distinct line of cleavage
between the tractor and the automobile.
As soon as the operator begins to drive his

tractor for speed he's making trouble for

himself. No operator should try to push
his tractor at a greater speed than 2%
miles an hour; his machine will operate
at greatest efficiency when held down to

that speed or even less. Let the automobile
do the speeding.

"This same warning against thinking
tractor in terms of automobile needs to be

to moderate speed in the case of the automo-
bile is quite readily absorbed, partly by the
lightness of the load and by the slipping and
giving of the rear wheels. Particularly is

this true when the automobile is stalled.

"But the initial load on the tractor under
like conditions is not so easily absorbed; it

comes with a distinct shock. Personally,

I think one of the vital engineering prob-
lems in tractor design lies in finding a way
to reduce this shock to a minimum. Some
manufacturers have approached the solu-

tion by equipping the drawbar with springs,
but this is nothing more than a makeshift;
it doesn't solve the equation. The real
solution lies closer up to the tractor itself,

and the trouble must be corrected through
modification in design.

"A farmer can't overload and overwork
a horse without paying the penalty in de-
creased efficiency in the animal. If the
horse is overloaded he'll try to make the
best possible job of the situation; a mule
knows when he's overloaded, and nine
times out of ten will stop and remind the
driver of the fact. But the tractor, un-
fortunately, can't turn its head and look
the operator in the face when it has been
hooked on to three plows in stiff soil, when
the book of instructions which came with
the machine caution against using more
than two plows under such conditions.
All the tractor can do is to slow down and
labor and strain along, making the best
possible job of the driver's blunder.

"If the driver is versed in the language
of his tractor—as he must be to succeed
with it—he'll recognize its voice of protest
and reduce the load. If not, he'll keep
right on punishing his machine until
something wears, loosens, and eventually
goes smash.

" If the load proves too great to be moved
from rest, the operator can of course throw
out the clutch, speed up the engine, and
then let the clutch in again. He may start
the load to moving, but it's almost certain
that along with this accomplishment he'll
start and strain and smash the very vitals
of his machine. Something has to give
under such brutal treatment—it's like the
old query, 'What happens when an irre-
sistible force meets an immovable body?'
You know the answer.
"The tractor owner should get the sales-

man who delivered the machine to explain
fully how to find a [continued on page 26]
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What It Costs a Farm Hand to Take a Job in Town
I

KNOW a farmer who, feeling the
pinch of inadequate labor on his

farm, figured out a common-sense
way of keeping his men with him.
He lives in New Hampshire, and as

you can see from his picture he is a good,
substantial citizen. This is what he said:

"They told me I would have a lot of

; trouble keeping my help, when I first came
up here, and I studied over that problem
for quite a while. There are a good many
factories of one kind and another around,
and for a while they were offering from
$3 to $5 a day for factory hands.
"Not long ago one of my men came to

me and said he thought he'd quit. He said

when he could make anywhere from $20
to $35 a week in a factory he thought he'd
be considerable of a fool to run along on a
farm at $30 a month.
'"And your board,' I reminded him.

'But it's all right, Bill—if you want to turn
loose and go over to the factory it is up to
you. Only remember that if you go don't
come back to Hamilton Farms when you
have found out your mistake. And before
you decide let's just sit down here and go
over this matter of the factory versus the
farm. If you go over to the factory you
will get much higher wages in actual cash,

no doubt of that. You may make as much
there in a week as you make here in a
month. But you'll pay out more money
too.

"'They charge a pretty stiff price for

board in those factory regions, because
they know the men make good money.
Boarding-house keepers have their right
to share in the general prosperity. They'll
charge you all the traffic will bear, and for

laundry. In the evenings, when work is

over, they'll sneer at you if you want to
"wash up and eat supper in your overalls.

You'll have to have new clothes and big
laundry bills. You'll go down-town every
evening and spend a lot of money on the
shows and the girls. At the end of the
year you won't have any more money
than you have here, and you'll have a lot

of experience that you can never cash in on.
" 'Now let us figure how you iCome out

here on the farm: You get your thirty a

month clear. You
get the best meals
money can buy. You
know the farmhands
all over the country
would rather work
here for less wages,
because they know
they will have a
comfortable bed to
sleep in after the
day's work, and
three good meals a
day. If you get
sick the women-folks
look after you and
see that you have
medicine and good
care. Your laundry
never exceeds 50
cents a week.
"'A suit of clothes

lasts you two years.
Every Saturday
afternoon when
there is a ball game
all you boys knock
off in time to crank
up the car and drive
over to the game.
Twice a week you
have the car after

supper to go over to
see the picture show in town. You have a
good time and get back in season for plenty
of sleep in a good bed and a clean room.
At the end of last year you had saved,
free and clear, the tidy little sum of $250,
counting the bonuses I gave you for extra
work in getting in the crops and for keeping
the horses and the barns in good shape.
You had had a year of hard work and of

good food, good beds, and plenty of
wholesome recreation. You were never
in better health in your life.

'"There's Charlie Martin—he's the one
who has been talking to you about going
to town, I know. He used to have your
job, and he wants it back. He's been
over in the factories for over a year now.
He's making good money, but he's spend-
ing every cent of it; and only the other

His help like to work for him

day, in town, he
told me he wanted
to come back on the
farm and have a
chance to save some
money, because he
wants to get mar-
ried.

'"At the end of
the year, when you
have a nice little

pile of money com-
ing to you, with a
good digestion and
a healthy body and
mind, Charlie has
practically no
money. And he
claims his stomach
is -about ruined by
the poor food he
has to eat in the
restaurants and
boarding houses. It

will take two years
on the farm to put
him back where he
was a year ago.

"'If you think it

pays to take one of

these expensive jobs
in town, go try it.

You'll find in the

long run that you have spoiled a mighty
good farmer to make a darn poor factory

hand.
" 'In a few more years you'll know about

all there is to know about practical farming.
You'll have enough money saved to get

you a place of your own and a chance to

get busy on the job of raising farm stuff

and a family at the same time. You will

be a trained and experienced farmer, able

to earn your living anywhere in the coun-
try. So make your choice right now, Bill.

I don't want any man on my farm who
lets his judgment run away with him.
If you don't think farming is a career

worth following, don't try to do your
work in an atmosphere of discontent—get

out and into something you like better.

I can get other men to take your place;

but you've worked for me some time and
I take an interest in you and hate to see
a good farmer deliberately turn himself
into a second-rate town man.'

"Well, sir, Bill saw it my way and I
had no more trouble with him. Feed 'em
well and treat 'em right, and figure out
the cost of taking a job in town when they
talk about leaving, and you'll have no
trouble keeping help." E. Sears.

This Man .Wouldn't Quit
By Marion Stingle

IF WHAT aman achieves is to bemeasured
by the difficulties he has overcome, then

Otto L. Frincke, of Denver, belongs in the
front rank. Twenty-six years ago Frincke,
then a prosperous contractor, fell from a
roof, and so injured his spine that the
surgeons said he could never again lift his
head from the pillow. But Frincke
wouldn't quit. He kept trying

—
"willing"

strength into the paralyzed muscles, as he
said, until he could raise his head and be
propped up a little way. Then he had a
typewriter placed by his side on the
mattress, and mastered the machine.
Through long, pain-filled, sleepless nights

he taught himself bookkeeping, and,
having mastered that, sent for the directors
of the sanatorium.
"I want a job," he said. "I can run a

typewriter; I can help answer your cor-
respondence; I can keep your books. Put
me in a wheel-chair in front of a desk,
and you'll find me a first-class office

assistant."

So they did it, and Frincke more than
made good. In addition to his duties as
typist and bookkeeper, he learned to run
the telephone switchboard.
When off duty, the indomitable cripple

is always writing. He edits the clever bi-

monthly paper of the sanitorium, and
has sold several articles to magazines.
And he has done these things in spite of
the fact that, owing to after-results of his

injuries, he has had to have his right leg

amputated at the hip.

Do You Suffer from Tinkeritis?

By IV. C. Smith

He Got Bread from Stones

By C. N. Sinnett

THIS story has to do with a peculiar
malady. I have seen its work in many
localities and in all walks of life. Its

victim seldom knows that he is afflicted.

It is a habit more than a disease, and more
of a disease than many people suspect. It

is called tinkeritis.

I have in mind a young fellow of my
own community who is badly affected.

This young man is well posted on things
pertaining to agriculture, rents a fine farm
of 140 acres, has the privilege of remaining
on it for five years longer, and has already
farmed it for three years. It is well fenced,
has good buildings, two silos, and all of

this for a price that the average renter
would jump at. But this man has just
about broken even, and will be lucky if he
continues to do so. Cause: Tinkeritis.

He bought a tractor. The tractor was
needed. It is a standard make, tried and
tested by years of service, and it worked
well for a while. But the owner must ad-
just this and that and the other thing, and
his hired hand plowed more land, put in
more crops, and cultivated them with
three horses, than could the owner with
the tractor. Result: The tractor got a
black eye in our community; the owner
failed to get his crops out in time and lost
money.
You say such practice is foolishness.

Granted; but it happens in various ways
in almost every community. This young
fellow spends enough time going from one
job to another to aggregate an enormous
number of hours, even days, in the course
of a year. To illustrate, I will say that I

have seen him unhitch from the plow in an
unfinished field, harrow a few rounds in
another, leave that and hitch to the manure
spreader—all in the course of a day .

.

I saw him—and this is by no means an
uncommon occurrence—keep a threshing
crew, and all the farmers who were helping
to operate it, waiting for nearly two hours
while he prepared a place to thresh his oats.
Those oats had been sown in April, and he
had known ever since that the day must
come for them to be threshed. He tried dairy

cows and made some money at it; but old
tinkeritis bothered him as usual. I re-

member that he bought a car with which
to deliver milk, and the machine
suffered the same fate as the
tractor. Fortunately, the
automobile was an insti-

tution and its reputa
tion beyond hurt.

I know another
man, not so young
now, who has
farmed all of his

life. He is not a
success. He has
made no money to
speak of, his fam-
ily works hard and
has no permanent
prosperity. He is

continually start-

ing in. This man's
tendency runs to
the specialty crops,

the truly 'whoppers
that hold out alluring
prospects. He has tried

them all.

The only time he ever
made any money in his life

was once when he got into
debt rather heavily and he
was literally forced to keep
on the jump by his creditors.

They made him hustle, and
he admitted afterward that he made the
most money in the shortest time he ever
had in his life, and was going to stick to

that plan.
He vowed that he had learned some-

thing, and his wife and children bright-

ened perceptibly. But presently he was
back in the same old rut. The hold of

tinkeritis was too strong.
How many unnecessary trips have you

made from the house to the barn in the
last few days when work pressed? How
many hours are you going to lose next
month that might be saved by careful

planning now?

Ylf

s

The Commodore o

Eagle Point

ES, I have had a little success at

farming here on the Volga. But it

seems to me that almost anyone
else could have done as well as I

have—if he had taken time to

look around.
"Perhaps it would have
been just as well if I

hadn't talked so much
about what I was
going to do. At least

I think that is one
reason why some of

the people here
nicknamed me
C ommodore,
though I well
know that my
last name is that
of a mighty com-
mander on the
high seas. I over-
heard a boy say-
ing, ' Dad says this

man that bought the
Eagle Point farm

thinks he can sail right

over the rest of us, rais-

ing cattle and crops, so
we call him Commodore.'
"Maybe my liking for a

farm near the water had
something to do with the
nickname. I kept on for

quite a while talking about
how I liked the Volga and Eagle Point,
though many farmers said, 'No hump of

rocks or cricks in mine.' Some of these
men were jealous of me? I don't think that.

I rather think that I did too much talking.

"But I quit so much speech-making after

a while, and went to work. I bought the
best bunch of cattle I could find. It didn't

take me long to find out how they liked

to go down the bank to the spring at the
foot of Eagle Point. They seemed to thrive

on that water better than if they had the
chance to drink out of ten wells. The
climbing up and down the bank to the
water took the fat off 'em? That

some men told me would happen. But on
that kind of exercise the neighbors found,
they weighed better than their stock that]
laid around so much in a level pasture,]

just chewing their cuds. They didn't tell)

me much about it, but the scales told the]

story, and I didn't find any of them weep-]
ing over the Commodore's 'Foolish Point
Farm.' And what fun it was to see the
cattle wading out in those shady places on
a hot day and enjoying the grass after that!
And in winter days they had lots of com-
fort down there, sheltered from the big
winds, and a big haystack near-by.
"Hay didn't grow on the Point!

You're right. But I found below the
Eagle that I could drain a long strip that
had been overflowed by the water from
an old mill dam. The cattle could go
down to that. And in a year or two I

fenced it in, and cut a big lot of hay, which
I could haul up in the shelter of the Point.
Some jolting to the old hayrack, of course;
but I got a b.igger price for my cattle than
almost anybody else in the county. They
had a chance to roam around and exercise
when other cattle were bellowing away in

the barns. And for two years now I've
raised fine corn on that place where the
water used to back up, and some thought
it was all covered with sand and good for

nothing. Ninety bushels to the acre, and
ripened up in prime condition! You never
can tell until you investigate."

How Do Men Differ from
Snapping Turtles?

ANY man really worth the name has
l\ something of the snapping turtle in

him—that is, when he gets a good "holt"
he wants to hang on till sundown.
Next month will appear an article con-

cerning a wise father and his two stock-
loving, stock-raising boys. If you want to
learn the difference between a man and a
turtle you will not miss "What the
Augustine Boys Did."
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The Four Secrets of My Farm Success
Jephtha Crouch's own story of how, starting without a penny, he has made

$100,000 profit a year from his business

By Jephtha Crouch
(In an interview)

Jephtha Crouch
and one of his

best friends

If You Don't Love Your Job, Sue
It for Divorce

IT'S as important for a man to love his job as it is for him to love his

wife. If you don't love your wife, your marriage will be a failure.

And if you don't love your job, you will be a failure. The author of

this article tells why. And he doesn't leave much room for doubt.

There's a divorce court for unloved wives, but there's no divorce court

for an unloved job, except yourself. If you don't love your job, bring

suit for divorce against it in your own mind, and marry one you do
love. If you do love it, never give it up. The Editor.

YES, it is true that my profit

from horse-breeding for the
American farmer has sometimes
been $100,000 a year, net. But
there's nothing strange in that.

Any man who does the thing he loves, who
does it in a businesslike way and sticks

to it because it is the one work he loves
more than anything else, is bound to make
a success—both in money and in happiness.

That's what I did. From the time I was
a little boy I loved horses. They have
been my business and my pleasure all

my life, and I still love them. It is true
that I have made a lot of money breeding
them. And I am glad to have the money.
It comes in handy. But remember this:

I haven't made my money because I
started out to make a lot of money, but
because there was money to be made in

the business that I loved; and, loving it,

I have perhaps conducted it better, hence
more successfully, than a man who didn't
love it. I have had a keen interest in

studying and improving my business. It

has never been a bore to me. "Had it

been, I would have failed.

Therefore, if there is any bit of advice
to be picked out of my success and handed
along to you for what it is worth, it is

this:

Do the thing you want to do more than
anything else. If you hate your farm, you
will never make a success of it. Just in

proportion as you love it you will make a
go of it. If I were running a farm and my
heart were in a grocery store, I'd never
quit until I got my body there too. If I were
breeding horses and my heart were on a
wheat ranch, I'd throw the horses over
and take the wheat, at all costs.

A man is a good deal like a bucket

—

you can't get something out of him that
isn't in him. If I didn't have horse love
in me, you couldn't get horse success out
of me. I'm not an exponent of the back-
to-the-farm movement. Heaven knows we
don't need more farmers, but better ones.

But I'll bet you ten to one that many a
city business man plugs along on a bare
living because he has the heart of a farmer,
and many a successful city business man

is a mediocre farmer because he happens
to have been born on a farm. It might
take him some time, but eventually that
city business man would be a successful

farmer, and that half-hearted farmer a
successful city man, if each would throw
environment out the window and follow
his natural bent.

Of course, after love of the business,

there come the specific principles on which
I have built my success. There are three
of these—quality, advertising, and keeping
everlastingly at it. Granted that he likes

what he is doing, these three principles

will bring success to any man in any line

of business. Just apply them to yourself,

or to men you know, and see if they don't
workout. They will!

If you produce better wheat, or apples,

or eggs, or truck, or corn, or anything else,

than other growers produce, and if you
get it before your customer (which is

advertising it)—the elevator man, or the
commission merchant, or whoever you
deal with—as distinctively your product,
you get a premium on it, don't you? A
premium for what? Why, for quality.

And if your quality falls off, your premium
falls off, doesn't it? That's why you've
got to keep everlastingly at it. And to keep
everlastingly at it you've got to love what
you're doing.
As for me, it was my great love and

admiration for horses, my almost constant
association with horses and horsemen,
together with intense ambition, which
accounts in general for my success. I
started without an atom of capital.

My business career began, you might
say, when I was just able to tell the
difference between a horse and a cow.
From that moment I developed an interest

in horses which has remained with me
ever since. The fact that my brothers,
who were all much older than I, were
horsemen, and the fact that I was brought
up on a small Kentucky farm surrounded
by thoroughbreds of the blue-grass country,
may account for my continued interest in

horses. Anyhow, when I was old enough
to go to school my fear of a flogging was
small compared to the fascination of the

splendid creatures who winked and tossed
their fine heads at me from the fields as I
passed by, conscientiously intending to go
on to school. But usually I couldn't
resist visiting with them. That reminds
me of a story I read not long ago about a
little boy who was always telling his

parents what the horses visited with him
about. Of course, they didn't believe him.
At any rate, it was then, when we visited
together, that I learned what a fine horse
should be. That fascinating game and the
chores kept me so occupied that I had
little time for school.
When I was about twelve we moved to

a farm near Indianapolis, where good
horses were scarce. I recognized the
difference immediately, and realized for
the first time that the thoroughbreds of
Kentucky were not at my disposal unless
I had the money to pay for them. One of
them, I found, cost more money than we
ever thought of having. Nevertheless,
I resolved to own fields of horses.
While I was spending a dreary four years

of work on the farm, I was making plans
of the most impractical sort as to how I
could get those horses. At sixteen I
awoke from my dreams. Realizing the
demand for blooded horses, I resolved to
supply it. I had visions of borrowing
enormous sums, and what else it doesn't
matter, for then the Civil War broke out
and I went to work for my eldest brother,
who was a contractor of horses and mules
for the Government.

Association with my brothers had
taught me the good points of a horse. To
further help me out, the Government had
certain specifications as to color, size,

height, age, and soundness. It was my
job to go through the country buying up
horses, or inspecting and shipping those
which had previously been got together
at various points. So much as to my
early training.

At the end of the war I was twenty, in
love and penniless. I married at once,
going into the dry-goods business with my
father-in-law at Monticello, Indiana, sell-

ing calico, coffee, and such things only to
get enough capital to carry out my boy-
hood ambition. The work in the store was
so uncongenial that I never could have
stood it for twelve years if I hadn't been
dealing in horses, hogs, cattle, and sheep
at the same time, getting them together
and shipping them to markets in the large
cities.

In 1882, after twelve years of work, to
support my wife and three children, I

had saved enough money to buy a little

farm on the outskirts of Lafayette, Indiana,
where I laid the foundation, meager as it

was, for what is now the Lafayette Stock

Farm. This time I had land, rough
stables, and my family, but again I was
penniless—and still no horses.
To buy horses I borrowed heavily.

Horses were good security in those days,
for the business of the country was grow-
ing rapidly, and not only drafters, but
trotters and carriage horses, were much in
demand. I thought it good business to
borrow, feeling certain that I could pay
it back again. Many times I owed $100,-
000 to the banks. Usually it didn't worry
me, but sometimes, when the money was
coming due and I had nothing to pay
with, I walked the floor nights. Any man
with a big business has done the same
thing. I hardly knew where the money
was coming from; but I worked around,
and always managed to get fixed up all

right. Sometimes I told my creditors
that I was hard up, or I went to a bank
away from home—to St. Louis, Cincin-
nati, or Logansport—and borrowed. I
paid one bank, only to borrow from
another, literally playing a game of
merry-go-round. I don't think it good
policy to borrow too much. It hurts
credit. But, "nothing ventured nothing
gained." And borrowing money establishes
credit.

Since I loved good horses, it was my
ambition to deal in the best. At first

my trade was simply in American horses,
but shortly afterward I commenced my
blooded horse business by importing
trotters from Canada, which were Shires
imported from England.
As the business grew, and just about

the time that I was thinking I could make
importations from Europe, I had a letter

from Julian Van Landendorf, a big breeder
of horses living near Brussels. Van Lan-
dendorf had obtained my name from the
Belgian consul at St. Louis, and, thinking
that I might wish to do business with him,
sent prices and descriptions of some of
his horses. I thought we might buy, but
preferred to see the horses first. It would
have been a big mistake to have any
horses on our hands which were not
quality, as it would have hurt our reputa-
tion for excellence, small as it was at that
time.

Since I had taken my son George into
the firm, J. Crouch and Son, at an early
age, I thought I could safely send him to
look over Van Landendorf's stock. So in
1887, when he was only seventeen, I
sent him across the water for a score of
Belgian stallions. George had a pretty
good idea of what we wanted; but, to
make sure, I had him stop off on his way
to New York, at Wabash, Indiana, to see
about 30 Belgians at the Wolff and Tal-
bert Farm. It's [continued on page 54].

A Flower That Yields Delicious Jelly
made from its flower.

The plant grows to about

'

the height of a man's
head, and the large yel-

low flowers, with red cen-
ters, open during the
night and close in the
middle of the forenoon.
In the axil of each leaf

several flower buds are
ready to develop.

This plant, an annual,
is very sensitive to frost,

and requires plenty of

sunshine on all sides. In
California, plants have
produced over a dozen
pounds of calyxes in a
season. The composition
of the roselleand the flavor
are almost exactly those
of the cranberry. To pre-

pare the roselle for cook-
ing is a simple matter,

THE roselle is an old-world plant and the retail prices range from 10 to 15

that promises to be popular with cents a pound. The picking is expensive,

the American housewife because of the as each flower must be cut from the stalk

jams, sauces, and jelly which may be with a knife. C. A. Goddard.
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SOLVING THE INFLATION PROBLEM
POSSIBLY you may have wondered why

it is that Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes
are such good containers of air and why
they last so long.

The most dramatic answer to that query is

the giant gas bags which Goodyear builds.

Essentially the same underlying principles
of construction with which Goodyear solved
the inflation problem for lighter-than air

craft apply to the manufacture of Goodyear
Heavy Tourist Tubes.

Nine years of pioneering have proved that
rubberized fabrics, built up layer-upon-layer,
form the most practical container for the
elusive gas of the balloon.

Logically, therefore, this same built-up
principle of construction proves most effec-
tive in the manufacture of Goodyear Heavy

Tourist Tubes where the inflation problem
is greatly simplified.

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes are made of

pure grey rubber, built up and cured to-

gether, layer-upon-layer—many plies thick.

Then the valve-patch is firmly vulcanized-in.

Small wonder that these tubes hold air

tenaciously and last remarkably long

!

Our dealers tell us repeatedly that car owners
who are once persuaded to pay the slightly

added cost of these thick, grey tubes, will

have no other kind from that day on.

For they soon learn that these tubes are the
best form of tire insurance—that they work
well with and protect good casings.

More Goodyear Tubes are used than any
other kind.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio
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What Farm Women Vote For
You might not think that there is any connection between votes for women and a mart hitting

a boy with a club, but this voter's story shows there is

As told to M. G. Franklin

WE HAVE had suffrage now
in our State for about ten
years. At first I didn't pay
any attention to it. I re-

member the funny look
Henry gave me when he hitched up the
wagon on election day—that was several
years before we bought our first car.

"Aren't you coming along, Ma?" he
said, sort of laughing-like.

It was butter day and I was busy, so I

shook my head.
"You vote for me," I replied. "We'd

just vote alike anyway."
r Which was about as far wrong as any-
thing I could have said, as subsequent
events disclosed.

I don't know as I can say just what put
the voting notion into my head. I believe
it was a little item I read in the daily news-
paper which we had just begun to take
regularly. It seems that some little boy

—

he wasn't more than eight or nine, as I
remember it—had been working in a
factory and turning his wages over to his
drunken father. Well, one Saturday the
boy got off at noon and went to a picture
show instead of going straight home. He
spent a few cents, not very many; but the
drunken father took him to task, and the
boy spoke up sort of plain-like for him, and
in a fit of drunken frenzy the father up
with a chair and killed the boy.

It made my blood run cold when I read
it, for we had a boy just the same age, and
he had been begging us to take him to town
the next time we went to do our trading
and let him see a movie; he'd never been to
one.

I never connected the murder with my
right to suffrage, though, till a month or so
later, when I sat up in bed, in

the middle of the night, cold
all over, shaking as though
I'd had a chill. I had been
dreaming, and whether I

dreamed it or thought of it

just as I woke up I - don't
know. But here were the
facts':

The election which Henry
joked me about taking a part
in decided whether our State
was to go dry or not. And
when the legislature took a
vote on the question it stood
a tie until the man from our
county was reached—the last

on the list, for his name begins with Y.
And he voted "Yes," and the saloons stayed
open. I'd hated that man from the day
he was born; we'd been children together.

I never thought of asking Henry to vote
against him. He said afterward he would
have done it if I had mentioned it to him.
But the thing that made me go cold all

over, that night I woke up, was the thought
that if I had gone to the polls, and a hun-

dred other farm women like me, we could
have defeated this man, for he pulled
through by a narrow margin, and we could
have made the whole State dry. When I

got to thinking of that little factory boy,
brained by his drunken father, because
whisky was to be had at a hundred places
in the city where the murder occurred,
I could hardly keep from screaming. I

remember getting up to light the lamp

—

we still used coal oil in those days, but
we have our own electric lighting system
now—to see if there was any blood on my
hands. I was sure for a minute that there
was.

I haven't missed voting at an election

since that night.
I'd like to tell you what all I think I

have accomplished with my vote—that is,

mine and the neighbors' and farm women's
generally around here. The day has long
since passed when farmers were not in-

terested in the same things as city people.
There is hardly a problem which besets
the city that does not affect the country as
well. There is no longer any dividing line

between the two. Now, just for instance,
take this case: We had had suffrage in our
State only a year or two when the electric-

light company in the town where we do
our trading went before the council and
asked for a new franchise. It was just a
plain steal, but the council granted it,

subject only to a vote of the people in the
town affected. Now, of course, ordinarily
you'd think we farm women would have
no interest in a city franchise election, but
here was how it affected us: The president
of this electric light company was the head
of a big bank; he had used his influence
to prevent a lot of farmers, who had organ-

independent electric-

light and telephone com-
paniesnow—the co-opera-
tive companies which are

of splendid service and
value to all of us.

By this same indirect

method (it would never
have worked, though,
before we had woman
suffrage, for the city

women's votes were cast

to represent us) we suc-

ceeded in curbing and
checking the social evil

in the town where we do
our trading, in the capi-

tal city, and in various
other towns and cities

throughout the State. I

realize that many people
are averse to discussing
this subject in public. I

am not one of them.
I do not mean necessarily
thatwe should call a spade
a spade, but we must real-

ize that the spade exists,

no matter by what name
we call it. In brief, I

believe we have made
great headway in reform since we began
to speak more frankly on this subject.

Well, we women of the country, working
through the women of the city, succeeded
in wiping out the evil places which had
existed all too long. We nominated and
elected candidates for the town council,

the county board of supervisors, and sheriff

men who were pledged to this reform.
It was difficult at times to talk this sub-

I
F YOU are a woman and have won the
vote and don't know exactly what to do

with it, or aren't as interested in it as some
of your more ardent sisters, read this story.

We'll wager that you will have a very clear

idea of your vote's value when you get
through.

Never before, in any publication, have we

seen this matter of votes for women brought
down to actual application and specific

cases as it is here. If a few more of the
women of this country would come forward
with their experiences, votes forwomen would
be such a power in the land as never before.

And the men might take voting a little more
seriously too. The Editor.

Another view of the same place

got in its work

ized a rural telephone company, from ob-
taining the money they needed to borrow
to start their independent line. As a result,

all the farmer users of electricity were
obliged to use the city service at an exorbi-
tant price. We lived on the main road,
along which the high-tension wires were
strung. We wanted electric lights, but,
honestly, the rates were prohibitive.
We all knew the new franchise was a

steal, but what could we
do? Well, we did this:

We farm women had a
lot of city customers for

our butter and eggs. We
drove to their homes once
a week and always visit-

ed a little while. Many
of us belonged to a com-
munity club to which a
number of citywomen be-
longed, sort of for the

novelty of a day in the
country to begin with,

later on because they
actually enjoyed it. Well,

when we drove to town
with our butter we told

the women there what
the franchise meant to

us. We did the same
thing at our next club

meeting. The result was
that the franchise car-

ried by the men's votes,

but the women voted it

down almost unani-
mously, and they more
than offset the men's
majority. The company
was brought to terms,

and we have our own

ject over with the men we were sometimes
obliged to meet, but as a rule I have found
the men very courteous and gallant. At
any rate, the great good we have accom-
plished certainly offsets the temporary
embarrassments and the frequent blushes.

This is a very vital topic for farm women,
too. I know how shocked I was when I

first went up to the capital city and found
out that a majority of the women and' girl

offenders arrested in the preceding year
had been country girls. Now, country girls

are primarily just as modest, just as pure,

just as ladylike as town girls, but their

lack of education on this subject has
handicapped them. I'll wager the reports

of future years differ from those of past

years.
Now, of course, there will be some who

will say, "But all these things have been
done by city women's votes, not by farm
women's." That is right to a certain

extent, but we influenced our town sisters,

just as they interested us and influenced

us in reforms which they understood better

than we did until we started co-operating

with each other. I know this much for a

positive fact: It was the vote of the farm
women of our State that finally drove the

saloon out of existence here, and that is

stopping bootlegging. You see, we voted

for a good man for attorney general; we
got the right men for sheriffs in the bad
counties; then we insisted on the enforce-

ment of the laws. Laws are no earthly good,

no matter how fine they sound, if officials

do not enforce them without fear or favor.

I used to think a law was far more impor-
tant than any official. I've changed my
mind since I started voting. I would a

great deal rather have a good man en-

forcing a poor law, which did not go nearly

far enough, than to have a bad man ignor-

ing, or merely pretending to enforce, a

good law, no matter how far it went.
I really believe that farm women vote

for the principle for which a man stands,

rather than for any personality, much more
than city women do. Often the city women
know the candidate personally; he may be a

neighbor or a friend; they have read of him
for years in their local papers. The farm

women do not have this

advantage, or disadvantage.
When the man is nominated
he is often a stranger to them;
they set about to find out whi
he is and what he stands for,

A city woman may be inducei

to vote for a man because oi

friendly or sentimental re
sons ; afarmwoman hardly eve;

does this. It is just becai

we are a little more isola

We are no better thinkers, n<

better citizens, than our cii

sisters. But we pull the cha:

around the reading lamp a
night and read; our sisters

the city go to their near-by movies, to

their bridge clubs, and so on. I never ye
heard of farm women going very far wroi
in their voting.

Personally, I have spent a great deal
time working in favor of child-labor la
Now you might say, that is not directly

applicable to the farm, for the smalles
children work, at times, in the garden a
chicken yard. But there's a lot of differ-

ence between this kind of outdoor work and
toiling in a factory or sweatshop twelve or

sixteen hours a day, without fresh air,

sunlight, and good food.
I know one of the candidates mentioned

me by name once, and said I was illogical

and unfair because I was urging that

children,,be kept out of factories and mil

until they are fourteen years of age, ani

then not allowed to work more than eig*

hours a day until they are sixteen, whjj
all the time my two children, aged twelvi

and fourteen, worked regularly, on Sat
days and in summer vacation, in the garde:

and fields. Well, all I've got to say is,
'

you could see the sunburn and tan on thi

children, if you could see how they eat am
sleep after a day in the field, if you could

see how they are developing as a result of

that working, you'd never confuse farm:

work with factory work.
We have made some progress with child-

labor laws in our State, and have started

on the housing laws, but it will be years

before we can carry out the complete prob-

lem. When it comes to whole families

living in tumble-down shacks, between
railroad tracks and town dumps, amid
filth and disease twenty-four hours in the

day, it makes me want to cry. We've
elected several legislators who are pledged

to go after these [continued on page 361
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Are you

"two horses" from town?
TTfHAT do you mean by 'twoW horses from town'?" you ask.

We mean: Is yours a "two-horse
road" like the one shown on the left

—

full of mud, ruts, holes and bumps ?

Or have you a firm, smooth road

—

mudless, rutless and dustless—like the

one shown on the right, that one horse

can roll a load over with ease ?

You know, of course, that the one-

horse road is much cheaper.

"How do you make that out?" you ask.

It isn't theory. It's a proved fact.

We don't ask you to take our word for

it. Read the report of an authority,

Mr. C. H. Claudy, recently published

in The Countryside Magazine:

"Statistics for a certain bad-road
district showed the average cost for

hauling to be 29 cents per ton-mile.

This is more than it costs to ship a ton of

farm produce from New York to Liverpool

under normal political conditions."

"Yes; but I use an automobile."

All the more reason for a good road.

Bad roads ruin automobiles. Good
roads not only save wear and tear on
autos but they move your farm half-way

to town by cutting running time in two.

"Yes; but how about the bond issue

boosting my taxes?"

Mr. Claudy discusses that, too:

"The argument of the man who has

to pay for the road is that he can't

afford the bond issue because it in-

creases his taxes. . . . But figures knock
an argument like this completely out
of the *ing. In a county where the

proceeds of a 3125,000 bond issue had
been expended on roads, the average
cost of hauling per ton ,-mile was cut

exactly in half, that is, from 30 to 15

cents. The actual saving in one year

was $124,970, or within $30 of an
amount sufficient to retire the entire bond
issue in one year!"

"I know; but think of the maintenance

cost of macadam roads!"

You are quite right in objecting to

paying for the everlasting maintenance
cost of plain macadam.

That is where Tarvia comes to your
rescue. The use of Tarvia re-enforces

the road surface and makes it water-
proof, frost-proof, mudless, dustless

and automobile-proof. A Tarvia Road
costs very little to maintain and pays
for itself over and over again.

Many townships—whole counties, in

fact—have proved this so thoroughly
that they now use Tarvia on all their

main roads, to save money.

In the face
i

of these facts can you
and your neighbors afford to use a "two
horse road" a single season longer?

Illustrated booklet showing Tarvia roads

all over the country free on request.

Special Service Department

In order to bring the facts before taxpayers as well as

road authorities, The Barrett Company has organized a

Special Service Department which keeps up to the min-

ute on all road problems. If you will write to the nearest

office regarding road conditions or problems in your

vicinity, the matter will have the prompt attention of

experienced engineers. This service is free for the asking.

If you want better roads and lower taxes, this Depart-

ment can greatly assist you. Booklet free on request.



%e9)rogress that developedtke%aper
developed the use ofCEMENT

America is responsible for most of today's farm improve-

ments. A century ago the farmer laboriously reaped his

fields by hand. Today the reaper cuts the grain of a

thousand acres with ease and economy.

The advance in modern building is just as truly American.

Cement has come to its highest use in this country with

its resulting profit to the American farmer. The Lehigh

Company by its progressiveness in developing this use and.

by its farsightedness in placing its plants in each section

of the country where they can aid in that section's develop-

ment has earned for its product the name " The National

Cement."

Write us today about that building problem that has been

puzzling you.

LEHIGH PORTLAND
CEMENT COMPANY
ALLENTOWN, PA. CHICAGO, ILL SPOKA

OheZNationaLQement

SPOKANE. WN.

tyourdealercan supply you witkJJekigk
Aeep qjewsacks on handjor thatoddjob

irect to Farmer
at Wire Mill Prices

CATALOG FREE
KITSELMAN BROS. DEPT. 271 MUNCIE, INDIANA

Positions for
Returning Soldiers

We have openings in our sales

organization for soldier boys.
We will pay a good substan-
tial salary for honest, enthusi-
astic work. Sales experience
advantageous but not neces-
sary. Reply, giving age and
status while in the U. S. service.

Sales Manager
Farm and Fireside Springfield, Ohio

Pay Nothing Until 60 Days
Majestic

Garden

Plow and Cultivator^
Wheel 24 in. x IH in. rim.

Mold board. Reversible shovel.
Weeder and cultivating tool
and wrench. Oak handles can be
raised or lowered. Slotted foot
changes draft to suit different
Boils. Wearing parts are carbon
plow steel. Will last for years.
See for yourself on the 30 days
free trial. Shipped from factory
in Northern Ohio. Shipping
weight about 24 lbs. Just send
the coupon—no money.

Not a cent to pay now. Just tell as to send this Majestic Garden Plow »
Igs^and Cultivator. Use it 30 days and then if not satisfied, return it and/^Sl we pay freight both ways. If you keep it, send first payment 60>^ o &

days after arrival—balance in five equal 60 day payments. VCr *=§
«%55p^ Absolutely reliable but very simple and easy to operate.^^J

Great for farmer's wives and the boys and girls as JZjp
well as grown ops. For billing and weeding peas,

.

k beans,tomatoes. cabbaee.corn or other crops plantedjr
_ b rows. Strong, but lieht. Well riniebed. (See ^Sa
^description of parts at left of cut.) No better>A

garden plow ever made. And
only the coupon bring-a k. AN

Order No.453AMA106. AX ,

Prlca S4.90. P»y>^„&
only S1.00 In 60 ^S'S %
days. Balance y>v o_-
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FACTORY-TO-RIDER

Ranger~ ^
Electric
Lighted
Motorbike

AVES YOU MONEY
Buy direct and save $10 to $20 on a

bicycle. RANGER BICYCLES now
come in 44 styles, colors and sizes.

Greatly improved; prices reduced.
Other reliable models also. WE
DELIVER FREE to you on approval
and so days' trial and riding test.

Our big FREE catalog shows
everything new in bicycles and
sundries. Write for it.

TIRES, lamps, wheels, parts and
supplies at half usual prices.

Do not buy a bicycle, tires, or
sundries until you get our wonder-
ful new offers, low prices and liberal
terms. A postal brings everything.

UBCAn CYCLE COMPANY
lYILHU Dept. A-83, Chicago

World's Best
Roofing

Freight
Paid

"Reo" Cluster Metal Shingles, V-Cnmp, Corru-

gated Standing Seam, Painted or Galvanized Roof-

ings Sidings. Wallboard, Paints, etc., direct to you
at Rock-Bottom Factory Prices. Positively greatest

offer ever made. We Pay the Freight.

Edwards "Reo" Metal Shingles
cost IeBS; outlast three ordinary roofs. No painting

or repairs. Guaranteed rot. fire, rust, lightning proof.

Free Roofing Book
Get our wonderfully
low prices and free

samples. We sell direct
to you and save you all

in-between dealer's
profits. Ask for Book
No. 468

LOW PRICED GARAGES
Lowest prices on Ready-Made
Fire-Proof SteelGarages. Set
up any place, Send postal for
Garage Book, showing styles,

THE EDWARDS MFG. CO.,
408-458 Pike St., Cincinnati. 0.

FARM AND FIRESIDE

A $1,000,000 Market for

Your Dairy Stuff
[CONTINUED PROM PAGE 7]

French are now interested in that plan,
and are taking steps to increase their
great nut-butter industry by adjustments
at home and extension of trade abroad.

I realize that there is some very strong
feeling among American dairy farmers on
this subject of margarine, but I venture t
include it in this article because I believ
that the time has come for everyone to
try and look at matters without prejudice,
from the new viewpoint of our merchant
ships and world trade.
We built these ships to win the war.

But they must be kept going in peac
times, serving ourselves and other nation,
—both those which buy from us and thos
which have commodities to sell in return
We can't tie them up to the dock, no
send them cruising around empty. Eve-
American industry must plan and produc
for world trade, to keep our ships fille

and busy. The American farmer has a bi
obligation in this matter as well as a bi
opportunity. Looking beyond special an
local interests, you should think nationall
and internationally. Your country cal
upon you to study world trade, and b
team work with the manufacturers wh
take your raw material and work it u
into exportable form, and the merchan
and salesmen who take it abroad, to hel
fill our new merchant ships, and once mo
make America a real maritime nation.

WE SUBMITTED Mr. Hurley's articl

to one of the largest milk produeJ

manufacturers in the country and receiv
the following comment:

" Mr. Hurley states that 'in 1915 abou
50,000 American dairy cows produced al

the milk that went into our exports o
dairy products.' Our records woul
indicate about 224,000 cows.
"He also sfates: 'To-day, nearly 500

000 cows are required, so great has bee
the expansion of world business in th
line, figuring 4,000 pounds of milk annual
per. cow.' Our records show approximate!
566,000 cows are required.
"He also states: 'In 1913, only 17,

cows produced all the condensed milk
sold abroad.' We believe 11,000 co
would be nearer the mark.
"The article reads: 'Between Nove

ber, 1913, and August, 1914, Europe sen
to this country 100,000 cases of tinn-
milk, most of it in the nature of 'feelers

in our markets. Much of this was cu'

off by the war, still neutral countries lik

Holland, Norway, Denmark, and Swede
have sent considerable canned milk t

our markets for the past few years, main
taining their brands as a basis for after

war business—which is good business.

As a matter of fact, Europe sent to th

country during the period mention
120,000 cases of tinned milk, and we a
inclined to think that Switzerland shoul
be substituted for Sweden.
"With reference to the third paragrap

1

third page, the American manufacture
were then paying on an average of $1.5
instead of $1.36 per hundredweight fo

raw whole milk, and taking 1,300,000,00
pounds of it yearly, instead of 1,300,000,

pounds as stated in the article. On second
page, third paragraph, article states ov

world trade in condensed and.evaporat
milk had jumped from 18,000,000 pound
in 1914 to 528,000,000 pounds in 1918. We
should say that it jumped from 16,000,000]

pounds in 1914 to 530,000,000 pounds in

1918.
"We feel that the figures we have given

are nearer the exact conditions than those

used by Mr. Hurley. Aside from expressing

the foregoing, we have no comment to

make on the article; nor would we wish

any publicity given to our communication.")

Just before going to press we received word
from Ed C. Lasater (if Falturrias, Texas, thaw
he would write a reply to Mr. Hurley. We will,

print it in an early issue. The Editor.

•ond

our
ited

inds

We

Roughage for Cows 1
A GOOD milk flow results mainly from

careful feeding, although shelter an®
other phases of management are also im-'

portant. The man who is getting poor
results is usually feeding timothy hay,

corn fodder, and corn, and perhaps not

even enough of these. The man who is

getting good results has learned that such

a ration will not enable a cow to produce

milk enough to make it profitable, and
feeds plenty of clover, alfalfa, or cowpea
hay for the roughage, and some corn fodJ

der in addition, if he has it.
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When tieBoy comesHome
He has seen a lot of the world since

he first put on a khaki uniform.

He has become used to city and army
life—electric lights, running water,

shower baths, and all that sort of thing.

The old farm will look mighty good
to him as he swings through the gate.

But it must be kept looking good.

A complete electric light and power
plant for farms and country homes

t

self-cranking—air-cooled—ball-bearings—no belts—only one place to oil—Thick
Plates, Long Lived Battery

RUNS ON KEROSENE

Provides just the comforts and conveniences necessary

to make the young folks stick to the farm.

Electric light throughout the house and barn—running

water everywhere—Power to operate the washing ma-
chine, cream separator, churn, grindstone, etc.

Saves so much time and labor that it actually pays
for itself.

Oveir~70,000 satisfied users

THE DOMESTIC ENGINEERING COMPANY, DAYTON, OHIO

1
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Makeyour Ford
Transportation even

more Economical.
"EARLY a million Ford
owners have found that
maintenance and tire costs

are reduced approximately 30 per

cent and a large saving is made in fuel by the

n;

For
FORD
Gars

ESSIE
TRADE MARK REGISTERED^

Shock Absorber

For
FORD
Trucks

They protect riders from disagreeable shocks and jolts—make any Ford
ride as smoothly and comfortably as a $2,000 car. They make the car safer,

preventing sidesway at high speeds. The same shocks that disturb the
passengers, also rack, strain and wear out the car. Hasslers prevent squeaks,

rattles and deterioration. They
make a Ford car or a Ford one-ton
truck last longerand give it a higher
resale value. The spiral, conical

springs of chrome-vanadium steel

compress on either upward or
downward movements. They last

and make the car or truck last.

Ten-Day Trial Offer
Don't ride without Hasslers because

someone tries to discourage

you. They are a quality prod-

uct—worth their price. The
Hassler dealer in your vicin-

ity will put them on for 10-

days' trial. Your money
refunded if you say so. Write for

name of dealer and Trial Blank.

ROBERT H. HASSLER, Inc
1350 Naomi St., Indianapolis, Ind

Canadian Factory, Hamilton, Ontario

Learn Auto
wjractor Business
Immense growth of the industry, fol-
lowing the war, has made greater de-

I mand than ever for garages and motor
L mechanics. Learn In 0 to 8 weeks.
1 Same practical method, same enormous,
equipment we used during war to train

thousands of soldier-mechanicB for U. S. Army in
60 day courses. Free Book explains all. Write today.

fiAHE AUTO & TRACTOR SCHOOL, ka
2
n
2
sa

2
s cIty

5^'

gfOTTAWA
KEROSENE
FNCINES

Start Easy in any weather. Pull steady.
.

Carry big overload. All sizes
and styles. Ki H-P. to 22 H-P. 90 Days' Trial.
Money Back Guarantee. Prompt shipment.

Low Prices Write for present money saving_____ prices and Free Book, telltag
all you want to know about engines. Write today.

OTTAWA MFG. CO. orfi^f

Auto Owners
Get This Big New Book
Sit in an easy chair at home and buy auto supplies
Irom this Guide to Low Prices. Over 2000 selec-
tions to choose from. It shows supplies that will
Improve all care—and make them worth more

—

gas savers, spark plugs, batteries, spotlight, paint-
ing outfits, touring outfits, etc.

Reduced Prices on Riverside
5000 Mile Auto Tires

Riverside Tires are now priced the lowest they
have been in months. This new FREE book tells
all about them—the prices prove Riverside Tires
give you "Most for the Money." Write now for
your FREE copy of this book. Address the house
nearest you.

Dept.

C-99

L
Chicago Kansas City Fort Worth Portland, Ore.

Let the manufacturer know that
you saw his advertisement
Farm and Fireside. This
insure a square deal.

in

will

WhenYouWorktheBrake-
and Your FORD wont Stop

LOW
PEDAL

REVERSE
BAND

LOW
BAND
BRAKE
BAND

Cork
Insev
When your Ford brake doesn't work good—
when you have to press too hard on the ped-
al—when the car shakes and chatters as you
operate the brake — have your garage or
repairman reline your brake bands with
Advance Cork Insert Transmission Lining.
Then your brake will work quick and smooth
for a long time.
He'll also reline the low speed and reverse bands
with Cork Insert. Your Ford will then go into low
and re verse without that jump and lurch. Thethree
strips of Advance Cork Insert for relining the three
bands come ready to install in the red and black
Cork Insert box. Be sure to get Advance Cork
Inserts for they will give you a better working
Ford—keep your brake sure and save you money.

Your garage or repairman handles
Advance Cork Insert or can

easily get it, for every
jobber bandies

it. Remember
to ask for Ad-

vance Cork Insert
next t i me your
brake needs atten-
tion—and right now
Write for

FreeBook
It tells bow the Ford
brake and clutch work
and howCork I nsertmakes
them work better. Get this
book and post yourself on
things you ought to know.
Write for the Free look todijr.

Advance Automobile Accessories Corp.
Dept. 3 6. 56 E. Randolph Street Chicago, Illinois

Getting Six Per Cent from Your Tractor
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18]

safe load for it under varying grades and
in different soils. The salesman should
know, must know, if he is in the business
to stay. If he doesn't know, he should be
asked to write to his concern: the engineers
who have designed the tractor will be only
too glad to tell the buyer all about this

problem if they haven't already prepared a
leaflet covering this very essential point.

"Just as the tractor operator must keep
in mind the fact that his tractor as designed
is capable of developing a certain maximum
efficiency under intelligent handling, so he
should remember that every gallon of fuel

poured into it has tied up in it a certain
potential power. It's up to the operator to
squeeze the very last decimal of this from
the gas tank and deliver the highest possible
percentage of it to the drawbar.
"He can hit close around this efficiency

score if he keeps clearly in mind the picture
of what happens to the power which is

tied up in his fuel. After the charge has
been vaporized, compressed in the cylinder,
and exploded by the spark, it drives a
heavy blow against the piston head. That's
the moment when the power is freed, and
from there it must be transferred with
lowest possible losses to the drawbar.
"The first duty of the power released by

the explosion is to turn the crank shaft by
driving the pistons down. Then the power
must flow into the gears, then to the rear
axle. Other parts of the engine vital to its

operation as a unit have got to be kept
moving. So before he gets any drawbar
power he must figure on quite a percentage

"'Man is given five senses—seeing,
hearing, smelling, feeling, and tasting. He
has use for most of them when operating
an engine.
"'He can hear the exhaust—a too short

crack instead of smooth operation indicates
a loss. His ear will tell him the correct
point of ignition—let him advance his

spark until he hears a slight ping. A
squeak or rattle indicates something is

wrong—a loose nut or bolt or rivet.

"'He can watch the exhaust and see 1
smoke—white, blue, or black—which tells I
him much relating to lubrication or car-

buretion. He can smell the exhaust and
realize when something is wrong with the
outfit's mechanism or operation. He can
feel the temperature of the exhaust pipe
and the vibration of the engine, or the
overheating of a bearing.
"'Be awake and let the engine speak to

you! When the engine wants more fuel it

pops up the intake or explodes in the
exhaust; when it has too much, black

j

smoke issues from the exhaust; when it
J

wants water, it pounds; when it labors i

hard, it may want less load or a better ad-
justment of the spark; if it operates in a
dull, listless, weary way, perhaps the lubri- 1
cation is bad or the compression poor.
"'The best automobile driver, aeroplane

1

man, engine or tractor operator, is the one!
who makes use of these senses or points, 1
because it is he who must get the last 1
ounce of power from the fuel.'

" The question of fuel supply for internal i
combustion engines has long been an acute 1

Prize Contest Announcement

Handy Farm Devices

IF YOU have worked out a simple scheme to save time, labor, or

trouble on your farm, sell it to us and let us pass it along to the other

fellows so they can use it too.

We will pay $5 every month for the most practical time, labor, or

trouble saving idea sent in by a farmer; $4 for the second best, and
$3 each for all others we accept; and $1 extra for a good picture or

drawing of the device. If you enclose postage we will return suggestions

if we can't usf them.
The only conditions are that the idea must come from a practical

farmer (you needn't be a subscriber), and it must have proved its value

to you in your work.

The first winning devices will be printed in July. They should

reach us not later than April 20th. Keep your letter to 650 words.

Address Contest Editor, Farm and Fireside, 381 Fourth avenue,

New York. The Editor.

of resistance to be overcome in the task of

merely keeping the engine going.

"Under the best possible lubrication

there is always a certain amount of friction

to be overcome in this operation. Of
course, this subtracts its toll from the

original motive force generated.

"Heat is a form of energy, and every

tractor operator knows that the exhaust

pipe of his machine gets hot. Here is a

loss which is inevitable, though it can be

kept down to where it belongs under good

management.
"And every tractor operator knows that

the engine must be kept cool enough to

prevent bearings becoming overheated.

This is partly cared for by the cooling

system. Here again heat generated by the

explosion is lost. After these losses have

occurred, the remainder of power is availa-

ble for real work at the drawbar.
"It's plain enough that while all these

losses are necessary, they can be kept down
to a minimum. Friction losses are greatest

under imperfect lubrication and when bolts

and nuts are allowed to work loose. Ex-

haust losses are greatest when there is

faulty feeding or mixing of the fuel before

the charges are ignited.

"All these points may sound very

elementary; you probably expected to hear

something more complicated and technical

from a designing engineer: but they're the

very points which lie at the bottom of

designing, and the very things which spell

the difference between profit and loss in the

actual operation of the tractor. I used to

try to impress these points on our salesmen

when I was delivering lectures. When it

came to the problem of getting the greatest

possible efficiency from fuels, I put it to

them in this way:

one—particularly as regards the supplyl
of gasoline. The shortage of this fuel is

what gave impetus to the development of
3

the kerosene-burning tractor. My advicej
to a tractor operator would be to use for
kerosene-burning only a machine which
has been built for that fuel, though ofj

course there are modifications in feed an<L
carburetor systems which may enable him
to switch from one fuel to another in theg

same engine. But the point I want to makej
is that the character of the fuel to b&
burned has a decided influence on the.

design of the engine, and the best burners'

of kerosene are engines which have been
designed primarily as kerosene burners. .

"There is much room for improvement
of liquid fuels—much room for better

grades of gasoline. Personally I lean

strongly in the direction of industrial

alcohol as a coming cheap, efficient fuel for.

internal combustion engines. But
present the costs of manufacturing alcoh(

together with the tax charge, make tl

general use of this fuel prohibitive.

"And there is just as much room for ii

provement of the tractor, but this progn
is necessarily slow. Only from year to yeai

under actual operation in the field, can tl

lessons be drawn which must influence tl

design of forthcoming more efficient ms
chines. The future of the tractor froi

the standpoint of efficiency in design ai

operation rests almost as much with tl

operators as it does with the designii

engineers themselves.
"Operators when they give their m:

chines such treatment and management
as extracts from them the maximum of

efficiency are co-operating to a tremendouffl

extent with the designers who must go to tha
field to get new ideas or modify old ones.'j
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When Your Child Must Face Pain

By Mary K. Best

WHEN the doctor advised me to have
Nancy's adenoids and tonsils re-

moved, I realized that a serious
problem confronted me. She is a nervous,
high-strung child, abnormally sensitive to
pain. I dared not send her to the operat-
ing table without some preparation for the
ordeal through which she must pass.
My first impulse was to promise a re-

ward if Nancy would submit quietly to the
operation. But I wanted to make this ex-
perience count for character-building, to
strengthen her in some small measure for
the dangers and difficulties of a woman's
lot that she must face later on.
So I talked to her cheerfully about the

operation, frankly acknowledged that it

would hurt for a while, but explained that
the pain now would save her from a great
deal of trouble and suffering later on. I
dwelt upon the kindness of the doctor,
who had a little girl of his own at home,
and who loved all little girls and wanted
to help them become strong and well. I
described the good nurses, and the hos-
pital with its beautiful white walls and
comfortable beds; and I promised to stay
with her as much as possible while she was
there, and told her how proud and happy
I would be if she were brave.
As a result she walked into the operat-

ing-room rather timidly, but voluntarily.
And during the suffering afterward she did
not reproach me.

In the next room to ours was a little

boy, an only son, whose parents had lured
him into the hospital by telling him he
was going to the seashore. When they
arrived, the child was carried screaming
to the operating-room and instantly ether-
ized. When the operation was over, he
screamed and thrashed around in bed,
raging and scolding like a little caged
animal, working himself into a fever.

Did this child come out of the ordeal
strengthened by his pain? Or did he come
out having less confidence in his parents'

word, and with a feeling of resentment
against them, springing from the fact that
they had deceived him?

Surely it is the duty of every mother to
help her children bear pain by fortifying
them against it. Pain is an instrument
of higher discipline for humanity; to try
to avoid it for one's children is to produce
moral flabbiness where they most need
strength.

A Homekeepers' Profession

By Ragna B. Eskil

I AM a woman sixty-five years old—or
rather young, for I won't be called old

until I'm useless. I own my own house in
the town where my children were born,
and I have an income that, with pains-
taking economy, would suffice for my
actual needs.
But I wanted to do something that

would occupy one more than my little

housekeeping and social visiting would
do, and also perhaps bring me a little

money, so I hit upon this plan: I told my
acquaintances who had children that I'd
take care of the children for them when
they wanted to go out in the afternoon or
evening." They were only too glad to take
up my offer, and I soon had to refuse re-

quests for my services. I charge 50 cents
for an afternoon or evening, and I often
make $5 or $6 a week, besides having my
mornings to myself, and time for my own
social calls.

The work is very congenial. I have not
lost any caste on account of it—every
one in the town now regards me as the
teacher-guardian-grandmother of the chil-

dren. And sometimes, if I do not feel like,

going out, the children come to me. I

am quite happy, and I believe that many
other women of my age would be equally
happy in doing the same thing.

The Victory Loan and the American
Farmer

WE HAVE small patience with those shallow-minded persons

who believe that farmers must be spurred on and pleaded with
to get them to do the right thing.

We are sickened and disgusted with the drivel that has been
handed out by men who should know better, to the effect that the

farmer is a stupid tight-wad who must be belted over the head and
compelled to subscribe his share to this present loan.

What blithering nonsense!

These puny reasoners are the selfsame fools who went about at

the beginning of the war shedding crocodile tears over the fact (?)

that the farmers of America were not interested in the war.

These gentlemen forget that the American farmer has a mind of

his own. And they do not in any measure appreciate how very good a
mind his is. They do not realize that the farmer has more time to
think, and more things to think about, and more absolute- necessity

for thinking, coupled with the calm and quiet environment that is

essential to clear thinking, than any other citizen. And they are

fooled, by the farmer's failure to handle his thoughts with the agility

of a jay bird and to blurt out unsound conclusions at a moment's
notice, into believing that he can't think.

The American farmer does think, very soundly and very thor-

oughly. He thought out his stand on the war, and his share in it,

more ably, and he put it through more determinedly and more com-
pletely, than any other group of American citizens.

You don't need to wave any flags, or play any brass bands, or

have any parades, to sell something to him. He can make up his mind
without them. And you don't need to deluge him with posters, or

flabbergast him with arguments, or appoint committees to wait on
him to explain what a wonderful investment this Victory Loan will be.

He knows all about it.

The American farmer has done his thinking about this loan.

And he has made his decision. He will invest in it all he can. Not
because of the rate of interest, though that is undeniably an induce-
ment; nor because someone keeps bawling at him that it is the patri-

otic thing to do; nor because he wants to go around and brag about
it afterward; nor for any other reason than that he is convinced this

loan is the right and necessary method for the Government to use to get

this money, and because he knows that the Government needs the money
in its business, which is also his business.

That is our answer to the well-intentioned though misguided
gentlemen who have urged us to beg the farmers to buy of the Victory
Loan. The Editor.

PURITAN
OIL COOK STOVES

Reversible Glass

Oil Reservoir

Every housewife will

appreciate the conven-
ience and cleanliness

of this reversible glass

reservoir. It's a clean,

quick way to handle
the ideal cooking, fuel

—kerosene oil.

Make Good Every Time

WHATEVER the occasion may be,

the Puritan Oil Cook Stove does its

work on time, promptly—and in addition
gives you the comforts of a clean, cool
kitchen.

It gives you confidence to prepare a big
meal for the family, or a party dish for the
little folk—for the Puritan satisfies all

cooking purposes with a cleaner, hotter
flame, and without the muss of coal or
wood.

You set your utensil in a clean, hot
flame that comes up through the grate

—

like gas. Turn the indicator on the burner—low, medium or high—and the flame
stays set at that point, without watching.
At full heat the indicator's automatic wick
stop prevents smoking.

The Puritan gives long service because
the burners—the vital parts—are made
of brass.

Puritan stoves are sold by reliable deal'

ers everywhere.

The CLEVELAND METAL PRODUCTS CO.

7661 Piatt Ave. Cleveland, O.

See your dealer or write

for free Puritan
booklet No. 24

Lookfor the Triangle trade mark
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Hairbre
a( h Escapes
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NOT manv of us can die and live to

tell The tale. But Murtha Bermce

Carr of Denver, Colorado, did. Mur-

rtfa took anaesthetic for an operation

and died four minutes later The doc

tors pronounced her dead f°r sixteen

rrdnutes. When she appeared to be

™ming to life they began to beat her

up Tfaev said it was what she needed to

bring he'r to. but others say it was be-

cTus! she' contradicted their opinion

that she was dead. Murtha says she 11

try it again some day.

GEORGE ROONEY woke up from ia
sick

kill him so they decided to let him live and go

back to Lafayette, Indiana, where he resides to-

dly by the grace of Providence and the wiggle of

a toe.

WHEN William Sampson, then serving as General stttf

secretary in Nashville during the Civil War, went for a bis

back ride one morning, he was chased by a train. A railroad

was the only one left, and Sampson was crossing it when a mill

train rumbled up behind him. He set spurs to his horse and r

1

the embankment just in time. His horse lost its footing and

into the river. Sampson slid off backward, landing within a

of the passing train.

GEORGE P. THOMAS of Halifax, Nova Scotia, really doesn't
deserve to die a natural death, after all the fool chances he has

taken; but nothing else seems to be able to kill him, and that hasn't
succeeded yet. Thomas is the man who sailed from America to

England in a 13-foot skiff in 1880. And back again! The boat was
only 27 inches deep. Both ways, he sailed 6,000 miles, and it took him
144 days He ran out of food and water both trips. Lucky for him
he didn't meet a wave.

ATORNADO swept away P. S. Ridl-
ey's $10,000 farm in southern Indi-

ana, and left him standing. He was just
out of college and just married, and to
see nothing but trash and splinters left

of 125 acres of timber, 60 acres of corn,
and 60 acres of wheat, live-stock dead,
three barns vamoosed, and his house
tossed away, was pretty hard. "But,"
said Richey, "when I learned that the
same tornado killed fifty people in Cin-
cinnati two hours later, I considered
myself darned lucky."

THE hairbreadth this man escaped by was very
narrow. About the width of one fuzz on a

bald man's head, we'd say. He is Captain Alfred
F. B. Carpenter, the Britisher who piloted the
old "Vindictive" into Zeebrugge harbor under a
million blazing German guns and sunk her to pen
the U-boats in. Three machine-gun bullets

clipped his coat, his cap flew away with a cannon
ball, and his binoculars were shot out of his hand.
He wasn't touched. Hundreds of his men were
killed.

pOWBOY BOB SANFORD of Oklahoma h*jhad almost e^^te^e.a.pes

rustlers.

JAMES CHAPLIN (no relation to Charlie, but a movie actor just the same), making a

film down in the Ozarks, was supposed to be shot by his rival for the hand of the

mountaineer's daughter. He actually was shot. The rival "didn t know it was loaded,

and another actor finished the film. Fortunately, the bullet struck C haplin s gun barrel

and glanced into his right shoulder. It was headed straight for his heart. So it appears

despite the mean things we said about Bert Lytell, hairbreadth escapes actually do happen

in the movies.

of William Co*,,
thpo*"'' TuIS is near as Bert Lytfll ever came lo a hairbreadth escape.

, lis trip^ L* "P is a movie actor, therefore all his hairbreadth escaping is done

THIS is Mr. Percy Cook, son o « mon ths lo
f jnjlf f°

r h ".n by a dummy. When he has to fall off a mountain he just

the Orpington chicken. On a «' •

doW)1 by a |!„
ps

!
nto the air, has the camera shut off while he's up, then has it

jungles of South Africa he was km» '•
, bim «* "

d
™™«1 on again while a straw man with bis clothes on does the falling.

The
8
creature was just drawing back I

o
s« ^ * We hate t„ tell on you, Bert, but this is a journal oftouth-and that

s

through the heart with his revolver, i
condemn

p

a billy goat belonging to a native, ana

begged off.

edto°» one thin

thcnes!

1

i"g you can't escape when you deal with us. Boy, page Demos-
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A Plea for the Old-Fashioned Garden
Where one hollyhock may lift its head above the others without fear of losing it,

and where all is not straight lines and acute angles

By Warren Wilmer Brown

WITH the removal of the
heavy burdens imposed by
actual war conditions,
flower-raising— the joyful
art of gardening for the

sake of gardening—can be resumed this

spring and summer with renewed love and
enthusiasm. We can buckle down with
light and happy hearts to the duty of

planting to make victory finer, more
secure and, what is most needed in these
days of relaxation and readjustment, more
beautiful.

In discussing the culture of flowers,

different considerations must be taken
account of, according to the viewpoint
selected. It is well to note right at the
very start that in planning a garden,
whether of perennials or of annuals, much
time and energy may be saved, and no
end of disappointment avoided, if a de-
finite purpose be formed, and kept con-
stantly in mind.

Thus, the methods to be followed in

planting for a general decorative effect

must be wholly dissimilar from those
regulating the garden devised for the pro-
duction of individual specimens. Neither
should the means used for raising flowers
for the market be employed in the home
garden, where refinement and good taste

must be everywhere apparent.
In other words, select the sort of a

"career" you wish your garden to follow,

and then let there be no deviation into

by-paths of cross-purpose. The beginner,

of course, must make up his or her mind to

many and varied discouragements. He
must resign himself to all sorts of erratic

weather "carryings-on," notably for the
outrageous deceits practiced by those
untrustworthy suns of early spring.

By prayer and resignation he will

eventually come to take as a matter of

course the fact that his particular plan-
tation is the spot in the proverbial long
road chosen by all the worms in creation

as their turning place; that his plants are

not only the haven of all known insect

destroyers, but, also, that they daily

develop new and astonishing species of

their own.
Not only does gardening ripen one's

acquaintance with villains and thugs of

the insect world, but it also develops a
knowledge of the physical and tempera-
mental habits of birds that, far from being
reassuring, creates enduring suspicion.

There's the robin for instance. Though
doubtless a sweet bird, it is not by any
means a rara avis where prophetic utter-

ances on the weather are concerned, and
facts prove over and over that his cheer-

fulness is all too often sheer idiocy.

Who hasn't seen a Red Breast flaunting

himself on a bare bough in March, pro-

claiming to the whole world that he has
been authentically informed that summer
is just around the corner, and that cherries

will be ripe in five minutes.
All I have to say is, don't take that robin

as a guide for your seed-planting operations,

for, like as not, before his beautiful utter-

ances have been heard by the sparrow
busybodies in the next tree, a bitter blast

of wind and snow from the ironic north
will convert him into the very image of

birdly woe and despair.

Well, it doesn't take the gardener, no
matter how much of a born amateur he
may be, long to learn that he cannot
depend upon oracular birds, the promise
of friendly skies, or even the statistical

records of official bureaus, when it comes to
putting tender seed into the ground.

Experience is the only dependable
mentor, and even that, alas, often proves a
delusion and a snare. "Plant after all

danger of frost" is a familiar bit of in-

struction, and in following it many have
waited until mid-June, and were then re-

warded by having their most cherished
plants succumb to one of our arctic mid-
summer nights. No wonder the gardener
often says, in the bitterness of his heart,
that nature has selected him as the butt of

her audacious, crude jokes, thereby over-
looking thousands, nay, millions, far

worthier of her dubious attention!
But after all is said and done, after the

disappointments, the anxieties, and the
failures are all accounted for, there is

nothing that supplies purer enjoyment
and deeper content than gardening.
A garden, whatever its type or its

purpose, should be started first of all in
one's mind long before a stroke of work is

actually done. It is a good plan to sit

so to speak, in a cowy, or even a horsey,
vicinity, and in that case commercial
fertilizer must be substituted. Pulverized
sheep manure is excellent—provided you
do not have the experience I had last

spring in getting 25 per cent of the original

She Made a Blooming Vagabond Behave
By Myrtle Shepherd Francis

THE one flower I never cared for was
the petunia. It was a tramp, a bum,

a vagabond of the garden. It was sticky,

it was smelly, it was magenta, and I

hated it. But I have never disliked

any work in my life without some time
having it to do, and I have always
ended by liking it. It was so with
petunias.
My mother, the late Theodosia B.

Shepherd of Ventura, California, was
always behind with her petunia orders,

so it fell to me to give special attention

to petunia seeds. I worked among
them during endless weeks and months,
forcing them to seed artificially, and
I began to dream of making the double
petunia seed naturally, to lengthen
the stem of the blossom, to exchange
the form and the color—in short, to
make over this garden vagabond.
And so in time, by constant rogue-

ing out of those that had no part in

my scheme of creation, by searching
among thousands of blossoms for the
most perfect organs of reproduction,
and dusting with a fine brush the
pollen of one certain blossom on the
stigma of another with a certain definite

purpose of form and color, after ten
years of work we achieved not only
the miracle of making the double
petunia seed naturally—a thing scien-
tists the world over have been trying
for years to do—but developed a half-,

score of wonderful varieties of petunias
of all shades, from pale lavender to
royal purple, from rose to red, and one
single long golden-throated white flower
measuring five inches across. Some of
them might be mistaken for carnations
or orchids, but never for the offspring
of the ugly, old-fashioned garden
variety of petunia save for the odor.
Even Luther Burbank says he would
not have believed such petunias possible
without seeing them.

I seem to have inherited this knack
with flowers, as my mother developed
rare species of begonias and daisies
and dahlias, double sweet peas, cosmos
measuring four inches across, and the
famous Golden West poppy with a
Maltese cross in the center.

down with a notebook and pencil and and 75 per cent of the by-product of a
make a sketch of the scheme. Divide up box factory stained to harmonize,
your bit of ground, and then decide just Subject your soil to the litmus test,

how you want the different parts to appear and if acidity be indicated apply lime;
individually and as a whole. . but remember not to put it on at the same
Of course, the eventual results will time as the fertilizer, as valuable chemical

doubtless be miles away from what you
had expected; but, at any rate, you will

achieve something of your aim, and will

have the satisfaction of knowing you made
an intelligent start.

Prepare the ground for tilling amply in

elements will be lost.

A compost heap is a veritable garden
redemption. Select some out-of-the-way
spot and keep it piled up with bits of sod,
decaying vegetable matter, manure if

available, and sand. The compost heap
advance of the first whispering of the should be turned over and thoroughly
violets, or, better, before the cro-

cuses start their giddy gossiping
All of the debris of winter—what
the textbooks and treatises call

"light| protective coverings of

leaves and litter"—should be
raked up and burned . It often

harbors insects and germs of

plant disease that only the
flames can quickly destroy.

It is foolish to think of start-

ing a garden with poor soil.

This is a platitude that, like

mixed, and after it has "ripened"
thoroughly it furnishes the best

possible potting and seed-pan
soil.

Before planting, the ground
must be dug as deeply as pos-
sible ; the clods must be broken
up, and the surface rendered
perfectly smooth. This is not
only necessary when seed are
to be put in, but plants already

in the ground, perennials, shub-
bery etc., benefit greatly by
early spring cultivation around
the roots. Loosen the soil thor-
oughly, dig in some sort of

many others, is not heeded as

much as it should be.

One of my neighbors once ji>o<»^Ph fro™ f. f. Fritau

decided to go in for asters. He Warr
.

en ."n?^
r™w° plant food, and better condi-

had nothing but clay top soil He "ves m Maryland tions in crowded quarters by
and brickbat subsoil. Hewasar- transplanting,

gued with, but to no purpose, so he sent away It would be out of the question to under-
and got the most expensive aster seed he take a dissertation on commercial flower
could find. He raised an exquisite crop culture here. That is a subject which
of plantains, but he could not see their requires more or less academic treatment,
beauty and wanted to sue the seed house for it is more in the nature of an "exact
he patronized for misdemeanor, or some-
thing or other.

If the soil be impoverished, or if it be

science" than any other kind of garden-
ing.

The garden that makes the most
just of the naturally "ornery" variety, it precious appeal is that of the home, or

must have a good dressing of fertilizer, the sort that makes beauty spots of back
Cow manure that has succumbed to the yards and that gives a place, no matter
elements (I like this phrase much better how unlovely its environment, an air of

than the hackneyed "well rotted"—don't distinction.

you?) is best. But one does not always live, The garden I have in mind is not the

nicely manicured and marcelled affair

that one so often encounters, where every
blessed plant is snipped off to the same
height, where one hollyhock dare not lift

its head above the other for fear of losing
it.

Such efforts are dull commentaries of

an entire lack of imagination and poetic
temperament on the part of the person
who created them. They tell of minds
that think only in terms of straight lines

and acute angles; that know nothing of the
fascinating charm of soft irregularities of

foliage and flower; that are dumb to the
appeal of anything that cannot be expressed
with mathematical accuracy.
Do not be afraid of a bit of fantasy in

your garden. Nothing can give it greater
interest or can emphasize its individuality
as much. Introduce broad, sweeping
curves in your borders where space is

ample, and gentler, less salient ones where
it is restricted.

Avoid above all things geometrical !

patterns in planting your beds, and give
up the idea of flowers altogether if there
is no place in your garden where they
will grow but the center of a lawn or grass
plot.

Nothing is in worse gardening taste,

nothing indicates more conclusively a
j

commonplace viewpoint, than an isolated
flower bed that establishes no relationship
with its surroundings. In other words,
the garden beautiful is a composite of

results achieved by consideration of its

parts in their bearing upon one another.
While stiff and formal effects as a rule

should be studiously avoided in the modest,
unpretentious garden—many of us will

have nothing to do with them under any
circumstances—there is no excuse in the
world for permitting slovenly conditions
and careless arrangement.

Tall-growing plants should be staked
soon after they are well out of the ground,
and if any one individual chooses to
violate the traditions of its family its

tendencies should be curbed early in the
game.
Many hybrids, notably among dahlias,

after a few years show an uncontrollable
longing to revert to type, as the scientists

say. When they get that notion into
their heads the amateur might just as well

yank them out of the ground and cast

them away.
Plant psychology and heredity are

very absorbing subjects, but they come
within the range of the botanist, and need
give no concern to the person who loves

flowers for themselves rather than for

the science that is in them, except in so
far as he profits bylus personal observa-
tions and experience.

It would be idle for the non-professional
to attempt breeding new species. Leave
that for the spectacled hybridizers, and
those impudent and brilliantly successful
little rascals, the bees. Keep an eye on
the seedlings of your annuals, and also of

your perennials, for sometimes they will

develop a new color or type.
While massed effects of color are always

desirable, it is possible to overdo the thing,

and I for one am no stickler for close

harmony of tones. Contrasts in a flower

garden are invariably piquant and stimu-
lating, and complementary colors are

delightful when planted together.
The gorgeous marigold El Dorado is

particularly valuable where a bold, vigor-

ous accent is desired. Stunning effects

may be secured by using it as a background
for any of the clear red zinnias.

Let it be carefully noted, however, that
no such agressive contrast as this should
be attenpted unless there is an abundance!
of adjacent foliage.

Green supplies a "medium of communi-
cation," so to speak, that pulls together
the most antagonistic colors. A very
lovely combination, introducing approxi-
mately complementary tones, may be
obgained by putting dwarf Newport
Pink snapdragons against the Queen
Wilhelmina delphinium.

Pale pink and pale blue phlox form an I

exquisite, though not very assertive,

harmony when heavily massed. A tracery
of the white varieties adds a very effective

note. [CONTINUED ON PAGE 35]
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"
Should Farm Children Stay

at Home?"
First Prize

BORN in the city of Chicago, raised

there to the age of twenty-one, I

met and married a country lad;

therefore with my twenty years of farm
life I have had experience in both lives.

I'll put it shortly and frankly before you:
If only for the sake of the health of my

children I would a thousand times rather

live out in the country than in the city.

A city child in ordinary circumstances has
little opportunity for acquiring health; a
country child every. Look at my children.

They have the best of food—fresh milk,

eggs, vegetables, meats. I've never feared

that they would grow up awkward in the
presence of city folks; I've seen to that.

Every winter my children go to the city

and attend school there—they live the

city life. In the spring they come back
home to me, and live the healthy country
life. The result—they are at ease at all

times and places.

The country has developed, not retarded,

my children. They have more life in them,
more ambition, than any city child has.

John, the eldest son, is seventeen years old,

and he's a thorough business man. He has
his city route of customers to whom he
delivers milk and butter every day, and
fresh vegetable customers who purchase
all the vegetables he can raise.

The second son has made timber his

object. But fifteen years old, he has
bought and sold timber land; has superin-

tended the cutting down of trees and saw-
ing and planing of same.
My daughters have taken to the kitchen

and the chicken yard. Last year, with the

help of an incubator which they purchased
from their own funds, they bought and
successfully raised 1,400 chickens during
the spring and summer months, sold 120
dozen eggs and over 300 pounds of butter.

Part of the money earned goes into their

savings accounts, part goes in for machin-
ery and necessities to further their business,

and the remainder goes for educational

and pleasurable ends. Last year the boys
each bought themselves a violin, on which
they- have been practicing constantly.

They purchased a talking machine, its

records, and a camera. The girls got their

longed-for piano and a new cream separator.

Every year in the spring the children

make out a list of what they want to get
• for the money they hope to earn during
the season'. Never have they failed to get

what they wanted.
Another great advantage in favor of the

country: I have the children constantly

at my side; I learn to know them as no
city mother can, for city children run
about more. My children are companions
who come to me with their troubles and
their worries, and reveal to me their

characters.

My husband has his fields and crops to

see to, that is all; the rest is in the hands
of the boys and girls; and the four children

are like four high-priced labor hands

—

they give the best that is in them, and then
don't grumble.

Slowly our library—an off room built

by the boys—is filling up, shelf by shelf,

with books, books covering every subject,

with agriculture in the lead. My children

lack not education—they lack nothing
and have much in store for them. I am
perfectly satisfied to have them country
folks as long as they live; they are making
such a success of their lives and take such
a genuine liking in all they do—the real

spirit to win success. L. s.

Second Prize

[ET the children go out in the world if

-i that is their desire. If they find their

places in it, all good and well. If they do
not, it will act as a good antidote for their

waywardness.
When I was a boy, farm was but a syn-

onym for torture. Its beautiful meadows
and gently rolling prairies were but parade
grounds for my imaginary armies, over
which I rushed as Ghengis Khan, or some

• revolutionary chief in a fierce endeavor to
overthrow the Czar.
The time came for me to throw off the

shackles of farm drudgery. I rambled
around the country, through most of the
States, tackling most every sort of job,

and in the end finding myself no better off

financially, and thinking less of myself
and my career in general. To escape my
ennui and the trial of returning to the

hated farm I cast my lot with Uncle Sam's
marines.

Because of the wide experiences of a
marine I have never regretted this step.

In that splendid corps I sailed the seven
seas; touched most every tropical land
where insurrection and vino go hand in

hand; drifted as in a dream through the
intoxicating beauties of the inland seas;

or walked post on the Tartar Wall of

Pekin, amid the swirl of sandstorms and
the weird jargon of a great Oriental city.

Strange that in - that strange land I

should first begin to see the light. I was
with the first half of my company on its

first hike to the Great Wall. No man
ever beheld the Great Wall of China who
didn't think bigger thoughts because of it.

I had read the historians' reasons for the
Great Wall, but they didn't suit. In it I

saw God's plan for the whole human race.

My mind passed the end of the Great Wall
and ran along the Great Divide which cuts

the Eastern Hemisphere in two; past
China, India, ancient Babylon, Greece,

and Rome. On the south of this divide
every civilized nation was born. Why?
The semi-tropical climate, the fertile

valleys, afforded the best place for the
advent of farming. With permanence
of location grew up all our institutions of

learning. Here the ancient barbarian
merged into the civilized man. Farming,
not the printing press, was the Mother of

Civilization. To me this took the form of a
religion.

From the occupation of Vera Cruz I

came back and became a civilian once
more. I rushed home to the old farm. I

took my part of the lands and estate. A
careful reading of Bernhardi's "Germany
and the Next War" made me realize the
tremendous power of the Teutons. I

became a wheat and dairy farmer. Money
has flowed to me as it never flowed before.

And I have seen the farmers of to-day save
that civilization which cost the world
ten thousand years to erect. Little wonder
that farming is my fetish and greatest

happiness! G. A. M.

Third Prize

YES, they should be taught to respect
the business of farming, because the

average girl or boy from the country will

not better their position in life by forsak-

ing the farm for the city.

I was born and raised on the farm, but
shortly after taking my first shave I

decided to cast my lot with the city. The
game is hardly worth the candle, competi-
tion is too strong—too many consumers
and not enough producers. In the city

there are too many time clocks to punch,
too many slim pay checks, too many petty
jealousies, and entirely too much striving

to appear more clever or more successful

than one's neighbor.
Yes, I know what it is to sell goods from

a sample case, and I know how it feels to
be a sales manager; and from such experi-
ence I have learned that with the effort

necessary to make a success in the city

one can make a bigger success in the
farming game, if the heart is in the work.
Out here I am absolutely my own boss,

and that means a lot, especially to one
who has worked under the man higher up.
Out here everything is my friend; the

cows, the calves, horses, chickens, anji

even the trees and grass, are working for

me—making money for me.
It is my intention that our boys, aged

five and eight, shall like farm life. If I

live I am going to see to it that they
receive a good education, for an education
does not come amiss even on a farm.
When we drive to the city, wife and I

point out to our boys the fact that the
money with which we buy our pleasures
was made at home on the farm. We tell

them that thousands of little boys who
live in the city do not have the oppor-
tunities to have a good time which is

theirs because we live on a farm.
When our boys go to town they are as

well dressed as are the boys of the average
city man. Why shouldn't they be?
We farmers must manage some way to

educate our boys to stick to the farm.
In the last ten years entirely too many
farm boys have wended their way city-

ward. Of course, many of them are doing
well there; but are they doing as well as

they would if they had stayed on the farm?
It seems to me as if farming is offering

exceptional opportunities to the hustler

these days. R. A.

Every one in the
family is pleasedwith

Durable -DURHAM
Hosiery. It wears

well and looks well

all the time.

It is a real pleasure to wear Durable-DUR-

HAM Hosiery. It is so thoroughly comfort-

able, so good-looking, and it wears so long

without holes. But mother is pleased most

of all. She sees there is less darning and

fewer new pairs to buy. Durable-DURHAM
Hosiery really saves money and bother.

Prices, 20c to 50c a pair.

There is a style of Durable-DURHAM made

especially for every member of the household,

big and little, and for every season of the year.

DURABLE
DURHAM HOSIERY
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
Made Strongest Where the Wear is Hardest

That's the secret of long wear. Every pair is

strongly reinforced at points of greatest strain.

And the fine, strong Durham yarns are so

carefully knitted.

The tops are wide and elastic ; legs are full

length ; sizes are accurately marked ; soles

and toes are smooth, seamless and even, and

the genuine Durham dyes prevent fading

under hardest wearing or washing conditions.

You should be able to buyDurable-DURHAM
Hosiery at any dealer's. If you do not find

it, write to our Sales Department at 88 Leonard

Street, New York, and we will see that you

are supplied.

A free Catalog showing the many Durable-DURHAM
styles and colors will he mailed upon request

DURHAM HOSIERY MILLS, Durham, N. C.
88 Leonard Street, New York

Two of the
many fine
values in
Durable-
DURHAM
Hosiery

MISS NANCY
A light weight
gauze lisle
stocking with an
extra fine silk

finish. It has a
wide elastic top.
double sole ana
high spliced
heel. Brown,
gray, black and
white.

Price 35c pair

Durable-DURHAM Hosiery is not a product of

child labor. No person under 1 4 years is employed.
Industrial conditions under supervision of experts
trained in U. S. Government courses on employment
management. Average working day is 8 hours and

ROVER LAD
A good medium
weight, substan-
tial stocking for
children. Triple
reinforced
knees. Strongly
double rein,
forced heels and
toes. Feet and
toes smooth,
seamless ana
even. Black.

Price 35c pais
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Mellin's

Food
Girl

Mellin's Food
has secured a world-

wide reputation

through raising

thousands of ruddy,

vigorous, healthy

babies.

Send today for a trial size bottle

of Mellin's Food, together with

our book, "The Care and

Feeding of Infants."

They are Free.

Mellin's Food Company
Boston, Mass.

1

10 Cents a Day Pays
for This Symphonola

Plays all records, Victor, Columbia. Edison, Pathc. Little Wonder.
Emerson. Take a year to pay, after 30 days* trial. Compare its

tone for clearness, volume, with more costly instruments. Return
at our expense if it fails to make good. Ask today for the

Beautifully Illustrated Symphonola Book FREE
Shows this and other Symphonola styles, sold on easy payments.

Symphonola Records E^ftSc^lS
full toned disc records. Playable on any Phonograph.

ZarfctB Cx Desk SFF-419 Buffalo, N. Y.

Pure and unadulter-
ated. Comes to you

prepaid exactly as it leaves farmers' hands. Chewing
or smoking. 2 pound sample $1.00, 10 pounds §4.50.

DUKE BROS.. Dresden, Tennessee

Leaf Tobacco

More Heat—
Less Expense x %

T-TEAT the whole home through one
** register and cut the fuel bills in
half. Let us show you how to save
*25 to 575.

Just Write For Free Book
Get our wholesale prices. Cash or
Easy Payments.Unconditional Guar-
antee. We can save you money on
Pipe Pornaces.Ranges.KitchenKabi-
nets,Oil and Gas Stoves,Phonographs,
Cream Separators, Refrigerators,
Roofing, Paint and other home neces-
sities. Ask for Catalog No.921

Kalamazoo Stove Co., Mfrs,
Kalamazoo, Mich*

What Sort of Mind Has Your
Child?

By Helen Johnson Keyes

THE test of good teaching to-day is to
interest the child. I love to think
how many children from generation

to generation have been too bright, too
intelligent, too spirited to endure patiently

the deadly dullness of lessons which had
no relation to anything which had ever
entered into their lives or ever would do
so. How often, in the past, life made the
boy of whom the school master despaired
into a genius! Schools are becoming more
like life. There are no dunce's caps in them
any more, and by and by we shall find that
there are few heads on which they would
fit. Then schools, like life, will develop
geniuses and recognize them.

There is always some way of interesting

a normal child and of teaching him a
number of valuable things. In the elemen-
tary grades, it is true, there cannot be a
wide choice of subjects to suit the individ-

ual child, for all youngsters must learn

the three R's and a little geography and
history. But although there is not a wide
variety of subjects to offer the pupil, there

is a wide variety of ways in which these
subjects can be taught, so that every pupil
will have his interest aroused. The teacher
with the ability and opportunity to find out
which way suits which pupil is the real

teacher. She it is who will have in her
classes at the end of the term the smallest
number who could wear dunce's caps.

How Their Minds Work'

A few children learn readily fl2m^?''xt-

books. They can concentrate their at-

tention and remember accurately without
requiring to be interested by special

methods. More children, however, need
to have something personal put into' their

lessons, something related to themselves
and their homes, in order to fix their

attention and memory. To do this is not
the same thing as making their tasks easy:
they may have to work exceedingly hard
over them, but they are glad to do so
because the problem seems real and
useful, and to concern not life in the moon,
but their own experiences. Contrary to
general belief, children can work very
hard, and for long stretches of time, if

their interest has been excited.

We have discovered that there are
three different ways in which children
remember things:

Some remember by making pictures of

things in their minds and recalling these
pictures. When they try to spell, they see

the words; when they do arithmetic, the
figures pile themselves into certain forms
in front of their memories, suggesting the
answer by the relation of one number to
another in this mental table. Likewise,
geography and history are recalled in the
form of maps and pictures. These children
should be shown things instead of merely
told about them. The most perfect
spellers and the great mathematicians
seem to belong to this visual-minded class.

Some remember by hearing in their

minds the lesson which has been read to
them or which they have learned in any
other way. The sound of the word is their

guide in spelling it; and in the case of

English, with its irregular pronunciation
{

this is not as accurate as the sight image.
Arithmetic goes to a sort of tune, in which
"seven and five make twelve," "six times
six are thirty-six," "eight from twelve
leaves four," return like familiar airs.

Much repetition aloud helps these children.

Others remember by driving the facts
in on their minds by muscular exertion.
They know how to spell a word only after
they have written it, and when they must
spell it aloud after a lapse of some hours
their muscles seem to write it out for them
invisibly; as they speak, their hands and
wrists move as if forming the letters.

These children ought to be given a great
deal of written work, and should have
opportunity to make things which illustrate

their studies, like maps, globes, flags, and
simple pictures.

To these three classes ought to be added,
perhaps, a fourth—which, in reality, is

the one to which most of us belong—where
all these three types of memory work
together. However, it will be found, even
so, that one type rules over the others,

and is the surest approach to our under-
standing.
Even in an ungraded school there is no

reason why these three types of children
should not be taught each in the manner
which helps him to remember best. At
first it may appear to complicate the work
of the overtaxed teacher, but the results
are likely to be so good that she will be
saved much going back over the same
ground in the effort to bring slow minds
up to grade.

After some experimenting she can de-
termine to which type each pupil belongs,
and the method of preparing lessons can
be suggested to each individually. For
instance, one group, the visual-minded,
may study their spelling in silence from
the book; another group, those depending
on sound-memory, may be sent as far out
of earshot as possible—into a second room,
if the school has one—and read their
words aloud together in low voices.
The motor-minded children—those de-

pending on muscular exertion—can copy
their words on paper over and over again.
The same idea is applicable to other
lessons. In the case of geography, for
instance, the motor-minded children will

need to fix their places in their minds by
drawing maps of them, whereas the visual-
minded will see imaginary maps in their
minds automatically as soon as they read
or hear about places, and will not need for
the sake of memory the exercise of drawing
them, although for manual skill, neatness,
and accuracy the exercise remains valuable
to them also.

The child who remembers by sound will

learn by heart readily, but such tasks
as map-drawing are important for him

—

not for the purpose of preparing him for a
good recitation, but in order to preserve
him from his great danger, a parrot-like
repetition of what he has not understood
or thought about. These are the pupils
who make the most brilliant records in
school, but often amount to nothing in
life.

The community is fortunate which has a
teacher who is able to instruct her pupils
individually, according to their dispositions.
When, however, her burdens are too heavy
for her to make this effort, a mother may
help her children in the work in which
they are slow, by the use of games suited
to their types of mind and related to their
studies. After the games are once learned
they will not need her assistance in play-
ing them, although if she can spend ten
minutes a day to be their comrade in this
occupation it is worth while to do so.

BUILDING A HOUSE
An Arithmetic Game

One child is a builder and is putting up
a brick house. He draws the framework
and indicates doors and windows. Then,
along the base of the house, let him draw
small oblongs for bricks. In each brick he
puts a number, anything from two to a
large numeral, according to the grade he is

in. He and the children with whom he is

playing build upward by adding bricks in

turn, one by one, putting a figure in each
one as they lay it in. This figure must be
one in which the number at the base of the
entire row will go evenly.

In laying the roof, the shingles or tiles

may begin with rather a large number, and
diminish regularly by some given amount.
For instance, the first shingle may be
numbered three hundred and sixty-one

and the next one four less, making three
hundred and fifty-seven, and so on.

The chimney we will make of fractions,

and only when enough of these are put
together to make a whole, as eight eighths

or sixteen sixteenths, can the next brick be
marked with a whole number. Thus, if it

is to be built of eighths, eight bricks must
be laid before the number two appears
above the number one. If it is built of

sixteenths, sixteen bricks must intervene
between each whole number.

This game will help every child's mem-
ory. The visual-minded will learn the
relation of numbers to one another by the
manner in which the bricks and shingles

increase and diminish; the youngsters
of sound-memory will hear the numbers
humming in singsong fashion as they
build up the house; the motor-minded will

have the satisfaction of drawing the bricks

and writing in their numbers.
Some tiny prize for the one who makes

the fewest mistakes will add to the chil-

dren's interest, [continued ON page 37]

Musterole—
JustBubitOn

An old fashioned remedy
in a new-fashioned form

—

is Musterole. It has all the
virtues of the old - time
mustard plaster, without
the fuss, muss or blister.

And it is so simple and
easy to use.

Just rub it gently over
the spot where there is con-
gestion or pain. In a mo-
ment or two, your pleas-

antly tingling skin tells you
that Musterole has already
begun to take effect.

Musterole is a clean, white
ointment made from oil of mus-
tard and a few home simples. It

relieves—as did the mustard plas-

ter—cold in the chest (it often
prevents pneumonia), bronchitis,

croup, rheumatism, headache,
neuralgia, lumbago, and sore
throat. And best of all, it relieves

without discomfort.

There is no burn or sting—only
a first warm glow of skin, then a
soothing sense of coolness. But
way down deep underneath the
coolness, the penetrating Muster-
ole generates a peculiar heat
which disperses the congestion
or pain.

For first aid in many illnesses

never be without a jar of
Musterole in the house.

30c and 60c jars—$2.50 hospital size.

The Musterole Co., Cleveland, Ohio

BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PIASTER

TRIAL
Let us send this fine Razor for 30 days' free trial. When
satisfied after using, send Si .85 or return razor. Order
Today. JONES MFC CO., 13S W. Like SI., Dept. 443. CHIC1M

Stem wind and set watch, guaranteed S
years, for selling 25 art and ri'lif-

ious pictures or 25 pkgs. post carai
at 10c each. Order your choice.

GATES MFG.CO.,Dept.420,(Mrare.

02i»3Se k Agents Wanted

CutYoui^mHaii
WITH THIS

SAFETY HAIR CUTTER
If you can COMB your hair you can cut your

;

own hair with thie marvetou* invention. Cuta
the hair any desired length, abort or tone. •

Does the job aa nicely as any barber in quarter
the time, before your own mirror. You can cut the

children 'a hair at home in a jiffy. Can be used as an
ordinary razor to shave the face or finish around temple or neck.

.

Sharpened like any razor. Lasts a lifetime. Savea Its cost first
time used. PRICE ONLY 35c, postpaid. Extra Bladaa 5c •aclr.

JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. 4B02, 3224 N. Ha Is ted St., CHICa&t

Let the manufacturer know that
you saw his advertisement in
Farm and Fireside. This will
insure a square deaL

To Prove Our ™T<V^J$
FuiP Onalitv business, many hand-
I me vudiiiv some styles, genuine
through and through worsted goo<h%
beautiful narrow weave, smooth silky

finish, guaranteed for 2 years' solid

wear and satisfaction and a great
value orMONEY BACK. These stylish

pants, while they last, only one pair

to any customer, by pre- «l* f AS
paid express, for only *P "

TaQrft Profit* You can earn a !?*VsdMi rruiua 0f extra money by
sending orders for your relatives and neigb-
bora. Young Grant Case made J27.00 first

week and over (600.00 his first year. Get
his own book about it Free—also fine tailor

book, cloth samples and simple directions.
All goes to you Free with first letter. Just
send us your name—TODAY.
CHICAGO TAILORS ASS'N.

Depl. K405 515 S. Franklin St., Chirag*
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Three Raps on the Door
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 151

this last big Liberty Loan, and he was get-

tin' sore over it.

"Great grinning gargoyles!" says he,

chewin' his cigar savage. "You would
think we were asking people to put their

money up for tickets to a fake side show.
It's not so much the big firms; I can handle
them all right. It's the hundred-dollar man
who is holding off. And I can't seem to find

out what's the matter with him."
"Yes, sir," says I, as soothin' as I knew

how.
"Gr-r-r-r!" growls Old Hickory. "Don't

'Yes, sir,' me! That's what I've had from
everyone, around the place. What I want
is to be told why the small investor doesn't

invest. Understand?"
"Ye— Er—I get you," says L "But

I don't know the answer."
"Who said you did?" demands Old

Hickory. "The question is, can you find

out?"
"Eh?" says I, gawpin'.
"That's right!" says he. "Act as if I'd

asked you to bring me a slice of the full

moon. See here! There ought to be at

least a hundred thousand men right in

Manhattan who could buy at least one one-
hundred-dollar bond—more likely there

are two hundred and fifty thousand of

them. So they're not scarce. But they
are not buying. Why? That's a simple
enough problem, isn't it?

"

" If you ask it quick," says I.

That gets an eye twinkle out of him.
"It's so simple," he goes on, "that ten

of the ablest financiers of this country sat

for two hours in this room yesterday dis-

cussing how to solve it, and then gave up.

So I'm calling on you, young man, for sug-
gestions. Got any?"
"Why," says I, "I expect I might go

out and ask some of 'em what's the reason
they don't come across."

"That's it!" says he, bangin' his fist on
his desk. "Precisely! Now go do it."

And one of the things I've learned since

I've been workin' for Old Hickory Ellins

is when to quit talkin'. This was when. I

nods, salutes snappy, and marches out like

I knew where I was goin'. Course, I didn't.

You can't go caromin' around New York
askin' people things like that offhand and
casual.

SO I wanders up Broadway four blocks
without catchin' a single party by the

^buttonhole to ask if he'd bought a bond
yet, and if not why not. I ain't sayin' I

didn't have the nerve: I simply knew it

wouldn't work. And, just to find a good
place for thinkin' a few chunks of thought,
I steps into one of these side-street shine
joints and climbs into a chair.

"Tony," says I to the bullet-headed
Greek that's manipulatin' the brushes,
" where's your Liberty bond button?"
Tony he grins amiable and shrugs his

shoulders. It comes out he don't know
what I'm talkin' about. Liberty bonds?
No, he ain't heard of 'em.

"Well, what do you soak all your spare
cash into? " I goes on.
"Oh! Cash!" says he, his black eyes

lightin' up. " I tell you. Keet-chee-gammi.
Yess. Dat's him."
"What is it?" says I. "A Juarez mud

skate?"
"No, no," says Tony, shakin' his head

vigorous. "No racin' horses. I all tarn get
stung on him. Dis is well for oil

—'way off

—Meen-a-soda. I buy him ten cents a
share now. Next mont' he get twent'-fi'

—

mebby fit' cent."
"Huh!" says I. "Oil stock, eh? Wild-

cat stuff. Good thing, is it?
"

"Sure!" says Tony. "Fine! I got lot.

You want some, hey?"
"No, Tony," says I. "When I get to

hatin' my money as bad as that, I'll have
it changed into half-dollars and go feed it

down a sewer gratin'. Then I'll know
where it is."

"You wait!" says Tony. "Nex' mont'
I'm r-r-r-eech mans."

Well, that interview didn't help much.
Only it was givin' me a little practice in
tacklin' folks. I pulled something like it

on the cigar-counter man farther up-town
while I was loadin' up with chewin' gum.
No, he hadn't plunged on any of the 4M's
yet.

"They're all right for these big-money
guys," says he, "but for me—well, when
I part with a bunch of tens I want some-
thing good for it. See?"

"Ye-e-es?" says I, encouragin'. "Such
as—"
And inside of three minutes I've been

told confidential of a new airplane comp'ny
whose paper can be bought for twenty-two
now but will be sellin' at par before fall.

Also he has offered to let me in on it.

Once more I decline to have dividends
wished on me. I hate to admit it, too;

but even then I don't get the connection.

There are times when most of my thinkin'

seems to take place below the ears.

So it was mainly to kill another half-hour

before lunch that I dropped into my favor-

ite tonsorial basement and waits until the

boss barber can give me a hair trim. I'd

never talked money matters with Gus be-

fore—mostly baseball and about the swell

parties he'd been on since I was in last.

But this time I opens the new line. And
say, he hasn't got halfway round my pink
thatch before he's confided to me that

Converto Rubber is what's goin' to bring
him in that double tenement up in the
Bronx and a second-hand Hunk-o'-Tin
roadster that's most as good as new.

"I got it straight," says Gus, "from a
brother-in-law of one of the vice presidents

what this Converto process does. It's

scientific. Honest, they take old clothes

wringers, worn-out casin's, suspenders
even—anything like that,—dump it into

the machine, and out comes the pure Para
stuff, like what's worth 'most a dollar a
pound these days. Think of that! And
I'm buyin' these shares at sixteen! Why,
when the comp'ny gets runnin' good the
stock'll go sky-rocketin'; and me, I'll be
cashin' in coupons like a regular gent. If

you want to get in on some, I can fix it."

I didn't. But, not wantin' to hurt Gus's
feelin's, I told him I'd think it over. And
for the next hour I almost did do some
thinkin'. How long had this been goin' on,

anyway? Was every little tin-horn sport
up and down Broadway plungin' on Zoo
certificates that way?

WELL, when big Joe, the head waiter
at the Buckingham Grill, yields to

the pressure bump and begins givin' me de-

tails about Radio Construction, which was
goin' to turn out an engine that would
make the Liberty motor look like a me-
chanical bug, I quit actin' like I was
troubled with bone in the head and came
out of my trance. All in a flash I saw where
this was what I'd come out to dig up.

I let Joe spiel along to the point where
he offers to open the basement door for me.
"At twenty-six, eh?" says I. "Joe, that

listens good. Just happens, too, that I've

got a little wad I might place if I knew I

was gettin' in right. Course your say-so is

good as far as it goes, but—

"

"Listen," says he. "I could name you
twenty more—solid, substantial business
men like you, who come here—that have
all gone into Radio."
"How do you know they have?" I asks.

Joe glances around cautious, waits until

a bus boy has filled my water glass, and
then whispers huskily: "Because I placed
the goods."

"That's enough, then," says I. "How
many shares can you deliver to-day

—

now?"
"Five hundred," says Joe.

"Suppose I wanted more—a thousand?"
says I.

"To-morrow noon," says Joe.

"But the market might buck by then,"
says I. "Couldn't you send me to head-
quarters?

"

Joe shakes his head.
"Ah, you'll get your commission just

the same," says I. "All you got to do is

gimme an order."
He's a foxy old fish-and-soup, Joe. He

eyes me shrewd for a minute. But I must
have been lookin' stupider and more in-

nocent than usual. Anyway, he falls for

it. And half an hour later I'm down in the
Anaconda Buildin', huntin' around on the
nineteenth floor for the offices of the Star-

Spangled Investment Company.
I found 'em all right; but before I crash-

es in I decides to do a little loafin' around
the corridor. And while I'm driftin' up
and down, lettin' on to be puzzlin' over
some notes I've made, but keepin' the In-
vestment Company's main entrance in

sight, I bumps up against this name on
the adjoinin' suite. It's a mighty familiar
name to me just then, too.

"Huh!" says I, indicatin' 'most any-
thing you like, and pikes straight for the
front office of the Star-Spangled people.

Well, I've been office boy and private sec
too long not to know how to get past a gate
or through a ground-glass door. All you

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 54]
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The Evidence
that Colgate's is preferred
by more dentists is con-
tained in the affidavits and
other papers in this evi-
dence chest. They show
the result ofan investiga-

tion made impartially
among the Dental Pro-
fession the country over.

The chest is deposited
withThe Title Guarantee
ft Trust Co. of N. V*.,

where accredited com-
mittees may examine it on
application to us.

— it's safe

to use every day

Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream

is safe to use in your mouth

twice every day because it is free

from risky drugs. Some prepar-

ations are heavily "medicated" in

the mistaken attempt to "cure"

unusual conditions of the mouth.

Colgate's does not vainly try to

cure—it cleans.

Safe also because it contains no harm*
ful grit to injure the gums, and no
powerful acids, which may clean but

which throat specialists will tell you
may work havoc with the delicate

membranes of the mouth.

Take the advice of the Dentists and
use Colgate's. You will do your teeth

—and your health—good, and you will

•enjoy the delicious flavor that leaves

the mouth wholesome and refreshed.

COLGATE &. CO., New York
Established 1806

^Cooking Worries Over
Iti^Canning Problem Solved

^pSfrlMEffiP . "Under Pressure" steam cookine with
HpM^^B|| a National Cooker insures better food

Hiiiis^^B] Bad a healthier, happier family. Cooks

BPlif^^BI everything perfectly; can't burn. Savet
K||yg|^Kl food* fuel, time and work.

National Steam Pressure Cannes
ALUMINUM makes cold pack canning easy. Any-
gCOOKER body can do it. Better canned

goods for home use. Good
money for all surplus you can put up.
Home outfit $18, 400 cans a day capacity.
Others up to §2000 for communities or
factories. Write for full information and
fine recipe book.

Northwestern Steel & Iron Works
810 Spring St.

Eau Claire,Was.Mveztioria
STEEL

CANNER

Yaseline
Reg.U.S.Pa-t.Off.

PETROLEUM JELLY

broHenMisters;
sm'ns.cuts
and all sfctira
irritation.*?,
.REFUSE SUBSTITUTES
Illustrated booklet
free* on request

CHESEBROVGH MFG.CO.
(CONSCU DATED )

22 Stftto Street -NowVovK City

GOVT JOBS
Short hours. Easywork. No strikes. No hard times.

,

Steady, lifetime positions, $75 to {150 a month to
start. Quick promotion.

MEN WANTED'IVlMZiIV VV rtif M citizen 18 or over write for
FREE book that tells about these and many other wonderful advan-
tages offered by U. S. Government. Railway Mail, Post Office,
Custom House, Panama Canal and other divisions. Prepare under
former Civil Service Secretary -Examiner. You can qualify. Writ,
for FREE BOOK and Special 20 Day Offer NOW.
PATTERSON CIVIL SERVICE SCHOOL

344 News Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.

No. XI 00-
Patent leather pump,
with "high Cuban heel, fancy ornament
with attractive ribbon bow. One of our
moat popular medium priced models, S2.97.

SPRING CATALOG
FREE Upon Request

It pictures and describes our full

line of Bond Shoes for Women, Misses
and Men, and contains over 76 of the
newest Spring models, ranging in price
from $2.89 to $5.50.
Bond Shoes are made in the Bond

Factory and are absolutely guaran-
teed or your money refunded. Prompt
service assured. Send for our Free
Catalog today and see how you can
save from $1.00 to $1.50 on your
Spring shoes. Write today.

Bond Shoe Makers
Dept. 184 Cincinnati, O.

_
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Always keep a Daylo on your Dressing Table

Bp

A last look with the Daylo
ONE last look—one final touch—with the

dainty candlestick Daylo! She finds it

almost as handy and necessary as a mirror.

Small, light in weight, unattached to fastenings
or .wires, it is so convenient to hold it up for an
instant's final inspection of little details.

Every night at some hour or other there is the
unexpected or unusual call for Daylo to ' 'look and
see." Have a regular place to keep one—the Clock
Shelf—your Dressing Table—under the Pillow.

Styles 1650, 6982, 3661, and 2637 are especially suited for
household use. Look for the name eveready daylo stamped
on the end cap. Accept no substitutes. 606

HDQ5IER s
ran"es FREE

To try in your home 30 days free no matter where you live.
Snow your friends, send it back at our expense if you do not
want to keep it. Million members of families enjoying: the

comforts and pleasures of
"HoosUr" Stoves & Ranges,
perfect bakers and heaters, beau-
tifully finished, smooth latest
design, guaranteed for years.

Write for our big free book show-
ing photographs, describing large
assortment of sizes and designs
of Steel and Cast Ranges, Cooke. Soft
and Hard Coal Beaters, to aelect from,
explaining- our free trial. Send postal

HOOSIER STOVE CO.
126 State St.. Marion. jncL

Big Home-Canning Profits
CTAUI CANNING OUTFITS made in all

> I AH I. sizes and prices. Complete line Can-M ",BJ ner Supplies. Send today for catalog
showing photographs actual users in your locality.

F. S. STAHL, Box 69. QUINCY. ILL.

Sales Agent
We want one exclusive representative
in every count;. The position ib worth $100
a month to one selected. If inexperienci. _

we train you. Write os, the largest mfr'a of
transparent handled Knives and Razors, for proposi-
tion. Novelty Cutlery Co., 152 Bar St., Canton, O.

AGENTS WANTED TO SELL
FAMOUS LIVING SYMBOLIC WAR PICTURES

Patriotic Emblems Representing Uncle Sam, Liberty Bell, Profile of President Wilson,
Marine Corps Insignia, Y. M. C A.. K. of C. and many others, formed by thousands
of soldiers and sailors at numerous American Training Camps.

A Service Star in Your Window Demands a Patriotic Photograph on Your Wall
Genuine Photographs 11 in. z 14 in., 81.00. Write for Illustrated Circular.

MOLE & THOMAS, PHOTOGRAPHERS, 915 Medinah Bldg., Chicago, Illinois

Why Tenant Farming is Bad Business
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12]

Peace Work at War Time Pay
Knit Socks, and Dollars with the Auto-Knitter
We guarantee you steady, pleasant work at war time pay rates for 3
years after the war is over. The demand for knitted socks is always
heavy. Help us fill it but get away from slow hand knitting. Use the
fast, reliable, modern Auto-Knitter in your home. We gladly take

all the socks you wish to send us. We send renewal yarn free

and pay you highly profitable prices.

The Auto-Knitter is simple and easily learnt

—

and secures a good, steady income for full or spare time work
in your own home and no previous experience is essential.

Write today for full particulars enclosing 3c stamp. See what good money you
and your family can earn at home the year round.

AUTO-KNITTER HOSIERY CO., INC
Dept. 90B, 82 1 Jefferson St., Buffalo, N. Y.

In Canada: Auto-Knitter Hosiery (Can.) Co., Ltd., 607 College Street, Toronto

all his white chickens in a coop on his
wagon.

I was sitting on my front porch, smoking
an after-breakfast pipe.

"Where are you going with your poultry,
Hank?" I called to him.

"I've sold the whole lot," says Hank,
stopping his team at my gate, "for five dol-
lars apiece, cash on delivery."
That sounded interesting, and I got up

and walked acrossmy front yard—knee-deep
in weeds it was, pretty near, for more par-
ticulars. Hank supplied them without
urging.
He'd sold his prize chickens, he told me,

to a fellow who'd started a "model farm"
near the main railroad in the next county.
I'd been hearing about this farm, more or

less, for nearly two years, or ever since it

had been started, and I was more than a
little curious to see it. So when Hank
asked me to go along with him I immedi-
ately accepted the invitation.

That farm was a revelation to me. If

I hadn't seen it with my own eyes Icouldn't
have believed that there was such a farm.

I scarcely know how to describe it. My
first thought was, I remember, that it was
the direct opposite to my farm in every
possible way.
My next feeling was one of amazement

at the cleanliness, the neatness, the invit-

ing aspect everywhere you turned. The
house, barn, and all outbuildings were
freshly painted white, and shone dazzlingly
in the July sun. The fences were made of

the latest stock wire, strong on durable
posts. There were trap nests in the con-
crete hen houses, running water for all the
stock, and spray pumps for the orchards.

It being Sunday, the owner—a ruddy-
faced, heavy-set man, who'd written sev-

eral books on agriculture, as I afterward
learned—was delighted to show us around;
and, so far as I could see, there wasn't an
object on his farm that was out of order
and not one that was out of its proper
place. Everything was right up-to-date,

and he'd reduced his farming to a system
that ran as smoothly as a piece of well-

oiled machinery.
But probably the thing that impressed

me most was his stand of corn and oats. I

couldn't help noticing that both were far

superior to mine, and yet both of us were
tilling the same soil. I noticed, too, that
there was no wasted ground in his fields.

In fact, every square inch of his farm
seemed to be utilized for a definite purpose.
It was the only farm I'd ever seen where
no odds and ends of ground went to waste.

I SPENT, maybe, two or three hours on
the place that day, and when Hank and I

started home I was in a pretty thoughtful
mood. And when I saw my broken fences,

the weather-beaten house with the paint
peeling off in the hot summer sun, the
rickety old barn, and the general evidence
of inefficiency and neglect, I felt suddenly
sick and disgusted.

I was so quiet and thoughtful the rest of

that day that my wife asked me if I were ill.

111? I never was more ill in my life,

though of course I didn't tell her that. I

was ill with the thought of what I might
have done with my farm if only I had fol-

lowed my good intentions.

I worried about it all that afternoon, and
I was still gloomily morose when I went to

bed that night. At last I consoled myself
with the thought that a farm such as I'd

seen that morning couldn't be more profit-

able than mine.
"The general upkeep," I told myself,

"would eat up all the profits. A farm like

that is nothing more than a rich man's
plaything."
However, I found next morning I still

wasn't quite convinced about it, and the
following night, just to make sure, I went
back to that model farm and had a long
talk with its owner.
He convinced me that I was wrong about

the profits. He also proved, by means of

the books he kept, that he was drawing, pro
rata, a much bigger dividend on his in-

vestment than I was drawing on mine.
He ran his farm strictly as a business

proposition; and he argued that any farm-
er, to obtain the maximum result from
his soil, must use his brains in the business

of farming more than his muscles.
"Have a system," he said, "that will

eliminate every ounce of wasted energy

—

and stick to that system. Don't use slipshod

methods, for anything and don't let your
premises become untidy. A slovenly farm,
like a slovenly office, spells failure—or, at

at best, a mediocre success."

He said a lot more along the same line,

and every word he uttered riveted a de-
termination which had been growing in the
back of my head since the day before. That
determination was to revolutionize my
farming methods and become something
more than a hand-to-mouth grubber.

"If he can do this," I declared to myself,
"so "can I."

I was particularly interested in what he
had said regarding the state college of agri-l
culture. Up till then I, like most otherj
farmers I knew, had regarded the state col-1
lege as a kind of joke—a breeding spot fori
beautiful theories that all went to pieces in'
a practical test.

I realized now how mistaken I was. I
knew now that the state college had taught
him how to get a better yield of corn and
oats than I could get from the same soil.

And that was only one of the things he'd,
learned in the agricultural school.

I felt I was too old myself to start going
to college, but I made up my mind my son
should go—and he did go. He'd begun to
show a decided liking for agriculture, and
he jumped at the chance.
Meanwhile I lost no time in putting my

other plans into operation. I started at
once to change my system of running a
farm. First, I discarded all my worn-out
implements, and invested every cent of my
savings in modern, time-saving machinery;
and I never made a more profitable iiiJj

vestment.
Then I drew up a plan for making a

stated amount of repairs each month until

my fences, sheds, tools, barn—everything
on' the farm, in fact—were in first-clasB

shape. I decided to eliminate all the un-i
sightly makeshifts with which my farm!
abounded, and replace them with perma-
nent things.

ALL this, of course, meant work and time;
t\ but once I got started, I took a genuine
delight in doing it, and I had the satisfac-

tion of knowing that every week carried

me just that much further toward my
goal.

Upward of eleven years have passed
since then, and although I haven't yet
quite attained that ideal I am immeasur-
ably nearer to it. I've gradually weeded
out all my old scrub stock until now I own
nothing but purebreds. I will do without
a thing nowadays rather than use a make-
shift, and I pride myself on the fact that
there's not a broken fence on my estate,

and not a thing that's in need of repair.

Year before last I bought at a bargain a
50-acre strip of ground adjoining my prop-
erty. It was nothing more than a deep-
matted jungle, a wilderness of trees and
underbrush; but I cleared the timber, sold

the wood at a record-breaking price, and
turned a flock of sheep loose in the field.

My profit, so far, from that deal amounts
to well above $2,000.

I keep a set of books now, and I run my
farm the same as a business man runs his

business. Every nickel is accounted for,

and I can tell by glancing at my books just

how I stand.
Of course I don't attribute all my suc-

cess to my progressive farming methods,
but it certainly has been due to it indi-

rectly. Moreover, I now own a farm that
any man might well be proud of, and it has

almost doubled in value in the last twelve
years.

There is no wiser saying than, "Nothing
succeeds like success." The fact that I'm
known as a highly successful farmer spurs

me on to be still more successful. Knowing
that my farm is considered one of the most
successful in this part of the country, I am
always trying to make it more and more
successful.

Next year I intend building a new house
of brick and stone, and I am also contem-
plating a fireproof barn.
My son came home from college fairly

brimming over with things he'd learned

there, and we immediately began applyii

his knowledge to our ground, with
mendously profitable results.

My son's training in agriculture and o

combined industry have built up one of t!

best-paying farms in America. It has

sent his sisters to college, it has bought
many little comforts and luxuries for his

mother, and it has brought peace and hap-

piness for all of us.

So if anyone should ask me for my ad-

vice to a young man just starting out, or

an older just starting over, it would be:

Don't rent the farm you work, but buy it.

And don't neglect the farm you buy-
groom it.
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A Plea for the Old-Fashioned Garden
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 30]

It should be remembered that success
with phlox is dependent upon keeping
their roots well moistened. These are
always close to the surface, so that a
protracted drought, or even a day or so
of dry, hot weather, is apt to damage, if

not entirely ruin, them. A mulch of some
kind is always desirable.

I remember with a distinct flush of

pleasure an accidental clash of color in

my own garden that happened years ago.

I had a long line of purple iris against a
tall privet hedge, and in front of it I

planted what I supposed to be white tulips.

To my dismay I discovered that I had
put in scarlet Darwins instead. I awaited
'for spring developments anxiously, but
.to my astonishment the result was as
striking from a decorative standpoint as
could be imagined. Iris and tulips blos-

somed together, and from a distance, with
the sun shining upon them, they looked
like chalices of ruby and lapis lazuli

lifted against a curtain of emerald-green.
The theory of broken color, beloved of

modern artists, can be successfully applied
-in a garden by planting in small clusters

to produce variations of a single tone or

with contrasts in view.
' A splendid example of this method
•came to my attention last summer. A
large bed, about 40 feet long by 15 feet

wide, had been devoted to miscellaneous
annuals. The scheme was devised around
a. cluster of shubbery as a central motif,

and the plants were put in according to a
carefully considered and well-balanced
plan.

There were clumps of scabiosas, mauve,
white, and garnet, groups of red and white
snapdragons of the tall varieties, orange
marigolds, giant saffron and white zinnias,

and here and there arose splendid speci-

men dahlias.

At each corner there were big crescent

indentations of the variety of the Celosia

plumosus known as the wool flower,

and about the whole bed was an uneven
border of sweet alyssum and dianthus.
When I saw it, all of the plants were

blooming at once—a perfect blaze of

color that had the semblance of strikingly

bizarre but fascinating mosaic.
A landscape gardener could never have

achieved such a result, for the reason that
no landscape gardener who cared a hang
for theory, or for that more preeious thing,

the sanctity of his reputation, would think

for a moment of "jumbling up" color in

any such an unintelligent way.
It's one thing to seek seclusion with a

dictionary of rhymes and a book of

prosody; it's quite another to write a song
that, while it may be wholly at odds with
traditions, reaches the heart. So it is

with landscape gardening—and just gar-

dening.
No matter how much or how little

ground you may have at your disposal,

if you are fortunate enough to possess in-

herent good taste, if you are willing to
devote yourself to the task heart and soul,

and, further, if you determine to express

your own thought and not somebody
else's individuality, you can have a beautiful

flower garden.
The one consideration above all others

is a deep and abiding love of flowers

Without this there is no more chance of

being successful in the effort to make the
desert places bloom than there is for the
person who does not love music to compose
symphonies or to become a great virtuoso,

Tips on GrowingAsparagus
By M. N. Harrison

ASPARAGUS will grow in almost any
Jr\ soil rich enough to meet the feeding

habits of the plants. The most desirable

varieties are Palmetto, Columbian, and
Conover's Colossal.

The ground for planting may be pre-

pared either in the spring or fall. In pre-

paring- in the fall, well-rotted manure
should be plowed under.

Asparagus can be grown from seeds or

from one- or two-year-old roots. The
seeds should be planted thick in the rows
in a nursery bed, and when the plants

have grown to the desired age the roots

transplanted to the permanent field.

The distance between the rows varies

according to the purpose for which the
asparagus is planted. If grown for home
use the plants should be set 14 to 18 inches

apart in the rows and three feet apart
between the rows. The roots may either

be set in a deep furrow, which should be
gradually filled as the plants grow, or
planted 6 to 8 inches deep. Where plenty
of manure can be applied a trench should
be filled with manure, covered with soil,

and the roots planted over this.

What Farm Women Vote For
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22]

conditions and remedy them, and our gov-
ernor devoted a good part of his inaugural

address to this housing problem. I antic-

ipate more opposition on this score than
from any other, except the saloon; but it

will come in due time. Why should we
make the world a good place to live in,

over in Europe, and let it stay a poor place

to live in in hundreds of American towns?
From a purely rural and agricultural

standpoint, here are some of, the things

farm women have voted for and secured
since we got the right of suffrage:

I To compel railways to furnish cars to

all shippers alike. Of course, this applies

to conditions before the Government took
over the railroads and the war industries

board decided priorities.

To compel railways to furnish sites for

elevators and warehouses on their right of

way.
Establishing a weighing and grading law

which saved hundreds of thousands of

dollars each year for the farmers. This,

too, was before the Government took a
hand in the grading of grains and the fixing

of prices.

To prohibit discimination between local-

ities in the price of cream.
A law taxing a 60-horsepower automo-

bile $26 and a 20-horsepower car $6 a year.

The big cars tear up the roads, and we in-

sisted that they pay for their destruction.

And all the automobile license money is

spent on the roads, too.

Provided for and established a model
highway commission which cheapens and
standardizes road construction and secures
federal aid.

A law for the standardization of rural

schools, a long step toward making schools
of real practical service.

Established township dipping tanks for

stock.

Established county agricultural and
training schools.

This is only a partial list, you under-
stand, but it shows the nature of the things
we have fought for and are continuing to
fight for. Farm men have had the right of
suffrage as long as city men, but they never
were united in demanding their rights—or,

at least, they never got them—until the
farm woman was accorded a vote. I think
we have the eyes of our husbands and
brothers and fathers pretty well opened to
the fact that the farmer can get what he
wants if he only goes after it determinedly
and unitedly. Suffrage has proved that
much, not only in this State, but in all the
States which enjoy it.

Summing it all up, I am not going to say
that we have brought the millennium to
pass since we were given the vote, but I

am convinced that we are making things
better in a score of ways. We have made
the bartenders go to useful work; we have
made our roads so they are passable 365
days in the year; we have saved hundreds
of silly farm girls who would otherwise have
gone wrong; we have improved conditions
for children and women workers generally;
we have made farming more satisfying and
more profitable. And we've only had the
ballot right for ten years, and a lot of us
didn't even know what to do with it for a
year or two. I guess that's a pretty good
record for a class of citizens which some
folks were unkind enough to say, a few
years ago, didn't want the suffrage right,

wouldn't exercise it if they did have it,

weren't intelligent enough to know how
to vote, and, anyhow, would vote just as
their husbands did. I don't allow my boy
to use slang, but he used a phrase the other
day that hits it off admirably when he
said somebody "had another think com-
ing."

Old Charms Restored
{JVew beautiesRevealed

IN most homes there is furniture

that has lost its charm. Sometimes
it is stored away simply because it

looks dingy.

There is no occasion for this. O-Cedar
Polish will restore the old charm and oftentimes
reveal new beauties.

O-Cedar Polish does this because it cleans

as it polishes. First by removing all the dust,

grime and dirt. Then it imparts a high, dry,

lasting lustre that brings out hidden beauties.

Use O-Cedar Polish as directed—with water. Use
it on all woodwork-painted, varnished, enameled or
fumed. If you are not delighted with the O-Cedar
Result, your money will be refunded without a question.

Polish
25c to $3.00 Sizes At All Dealers Everywhere

Channell Chemical Company
Chicago Toronto London

Stem wind and set watch, guaranteed
5 years, for selling 25 art and relig-
ious pictures or 25 pkgs. post cards
at 10c each. Order your choice.

Geo. Gates Co., Dept. 220, Chicago

MEN PETS — Wonder Money Makers
mend leaks instantly in all utensils, hot
water bags, etc. Insert and tighten. 10c and—— 25c a package, postpaid. Agents Wanteds

I C**^Collette Mfg. Co. , Box 704, Amsterdam,N.YJ

FROM MUG TO MUG
THE BRUSH THAT HAS ELASTICITY AND SOFTNESS

AND RUBS IN THE LATHER IS THE "~

WHITING-ADAMS
VULCAN RUBBER CEMENTED

MARK

Perfectly Sterilized, put up In sanitary packages.
Infection cannot come from them.

Sand for Illustrated Literature

JOHN L. WHITING- J. J. ADAMS CO.. Boston, U.S. A.
Brush Manufacturer* for Over 108 Years and the Largest in the World
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REMOVE
CARBOl
THE EASY
WAY- OUT
THE IXHAUS

-^4

THE easiest, cleanest, safest and most satisfactory method of

removing carbon deposits is with Johnson's Carbon Remover.
It will save you from $3.00 to §5.00 over any other method with-

out laying up your car and with much better results. After one appli-

cation your car will run like it did the first 500 miles—quietly and full

of "pep"—and you will secure the maximum power and speed from the
minimum amount of fuel.

Johnson's Carbon Remover is a harmless liquid to be poured or squirted

into the cylinders. It contains no acids and does not affect lubrication

or interfere with the oil in the crank case. Millions of cans have been
used. Recommended by many of the leading car manufacturers in-

cluding the Packard and Studebaker Companies.

A dose of Johnson's Carbon Remover—the engine laxative—will cure

80% of engine troubles. It will increase the power of your car—improve
acceleration—stop that knock—quiet your motor—save your batteries

—cut down your repair bills—and reduce your gas and oil consumption.

Don't wait until your motor is choked with car-

bon—remove it every week or two with Johnson's
Carbon Remover. You can do it yourself in five

minutes—no mechanical experience necessary-

The regular use of Johnson's Guaranteed Carbon
Remover will automatically eliminate most valve

trouble and keep your motor clean, sweet and at its

highest efficiency.

For sale by hardware, accessory dealers and ga-

rages. Send for our booklet on Keeping Cars
Young—it's free.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Dept. F. F., Racine, Wis.

Established 1882

OASOUNg

rioroRCARs
MOTORCYCUj
HAJWEENBttj
SPARK PLUGS

S C JOHNSON h SON

A Guaranteed Range That

Cuts Living Costs !

DEL DANE, '

" The Old Stove
Master*" said he

would supply you with^
a guaranteed Kalamazoo^
range that will save money^^

you. Also money-saving offera on Fur-
es, Gas Ranees, Kitchen

. Kabinets, Phonographs,
Cream Separators, Roofing,
amt, Refrigerators and
ither home necessities.

Write for This Book
That Gives th e Fact*
Ask for Catalog No. 183

Kalamazoo Store Company
Mfrs. Kalamazoo, Mich.

A Kalamazoo
Direct to You

v>=ethe famous
"VICTOR 61" Bazor

oOdays FREE. Then send
JLS5 or return razor. Write

Victor Razor Co., Dept. 434, Webster Bldg., Chicago

Mr. Edison's icon
dtrful New Amberola

Only $\QQ
and After Trial

Keep the New Edison Amberola—Edison's great phonograph
with the diamond stylus—and your choice of records, for only
$1.00. Pay balance at rate of only a few cents a day. Free
trial in your own home before you decide. Nothing down.
Write Today for our New Edison Book and pictures, free.
F. K. BABS0H, Edison Phonograph Dist., 4034 Edison Btk., Chicago

Music Taught in Your Home FREE

3oe com Acad Tftuu* lttt*lftu <\uidHt$

Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, Etc. Beginners
or advanced players. One lesson weekly. Illustrations make
everything plain. Only expense about 2c per day to cover cost of
postage and music used. Write for FREE booklet which explains
everything in full.

American School of Music. 19 Lakeside Bldg. Chicago

^POPULARITY FOLLOWS THBP

[UKULELE, <*J
If you play quaint, dreamy Hawaiian
music or latest songs on the Ukulele
you will be wanted everywhere. _<Ve
teach by mail 20 simple lessons;

"

you free with every Course a
genuine Hawaiian Ukulele,
music, everything—no extras.
Ask as to send the story of Ha-
waiian music. You will love it.

No obligation—absolutely free.
THE HAWAIIAN INSTITUTE'

OF MUSIC
1400 Broadway, Suite 1404, New York

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
A toilet preparation of merit.
Helps to eradicate dandruff.
For Restoring Color and

Beauty to Gray and Faded Hair.
50C and $i.oo at druggists-

SOWER WASHER
Swinging Wringer. Washes dirtiest
clothes nice and clean by Engine or
Motor. Can be used by hand. 5 styles.
Absolute satisfaction Guaranteed.

SOLD DIRECT AT
FACTORY PRICES

Sent on 30 days Free trial.

NO MONEY DOWN. Write
tor Free Catalog today.

INTERLOCKING FENCE CO.

Box 309 Morton, Illinois.

$26.85

Agents $50 a Week
300 Candle Power Outdoor

Lamp and Safety Lantern

Burns coal-oil (Kerosene). Can't
explode, can't set fire to anything.
Burns In all kinds of weather. Rain-
proof, wind-proof, bug-proof. For
farmers, teamsters, hucksters,
plumbers, dairymen, campers

—

everybody needs it. Guaranteed.

$200 A MONTH
Low price puts it in reach of every
home and makes sales easy. Shull
working spare time made S10 and
SI 2 a night. Jenkins sold 5 first

evening. Hart averaging S300 a
month. Cuyler making $250 a
month. Write quick for demonstrat-
ing sample. We furnish represent-
atives with auto to travel in.

1546 Gay St. DAYTON, OHIOTHOMAS MFG. CO

A Pussy-Cat Party
By Emily Rose Burt

WHEN Billy's mother decided to
give him a birthday party she
pounced upon the pussy-cat plan,

partly because pussy willows are still flour-

ishing in April, but mostly because kittens
are favorites with nine- and ten-year-olds.
The invitations were folded "kitty-

cornered," and inside of each appeared a
fat, fuzzy little gray puss taken from a real

pussy-willow branch. "Puss" had pen-
and-ink ears, whiskers, and tail, and sat
upon a tiny red-painted fence post.

Guess who'll bid you welcome gay
On Billy Bryant's ninth birthday,
Next Saturday at half-past three.
(Be sure to come and then you'll see.)

Pussy will, oh!

The first game was a good romp at
"Puss in the Corner." That was followed
by the foolish but funny old game of

Poor Pussy."
While,the children were still in a circle

for that, Billy's mother explained a new
game. It was called "Kitty Kitty," and
was played on the lines of "Spin the
Platter." In every child's ear Billy whis-
pered the name of some sort of cat; as,

for instance, tiger, "yaller," green-eyes,
double-toes, Maltese, Angora, black and
white, gray.
He then occupied the center of the cir-

cle and spun a tin pie plate. As he did so
he called out one of the names that he had
assigned, and counted rapidly out loud
up to ten. Thus: "Green-eyes, one, two,
three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine,

ten." The child who had been given the
name "Green-eyes" was supposed to jump
up and snatch the pie tin before Billy

finished counting ten. If "Green-eyes"
failed, then he had to take Billy's place.

Billy too, of course, had a pussy-cat name.
Another circle game that was fun was

called "Pussy's Prowling." It was on the
order of stage coach. Billy's mother told

the story of a kitty's adventures, and
before she started to tell it she whispered
to every child the name of some object
which was to have a place in the story.

For instance she gave out "haymow,"
"milk saucer," "mouse hole."
Every time that she mentioned any such

name in the progress of the story the child

who had it was expected to rise from his

chair, turn around three times, and sit

down again. When the words "pussy's
prowlings" were mentioned, all the players
jumped up and exchanged seats. The
story teller also tried to get a seat and, if

she succeeded, the child who was finally

left without one had to continue the story.

The next game was called "Hunt the
Mouse." Billy had hidden a chocolate

mouse somewhere in the room, and the

children were asked to be kittens and try

to find it. Whenever anyone came very
near the hiding place, Billy meowed loudly,

or if everyone was very far from it Billy

would only mew faintly. The "kitten"

who discovered the
mouse was allowed to

keep it for a reward.
In another room

the children had a
chance to hunt for

those mittens which
the "naughty kittens"

once lost. Many tiny

red paper mittens were
scattered through-
out the rooms, where
they could be much
more easily found than
the chocolate mouse.
The supper table

delighted the children.

In the center of it sat

a big stuffed cat sur-

rounded by chocolate
mice, and at each
child's place was a
tiny plush cat with
the child's name on a

tag tied to the neck
bow. Such toys can
usually be bought in

five-and-ten-cent
stores.

Pussy-willow sprays
laid flat on the cloth

decorated the table

gracefully. The nap-
kins were the paper
ones that feature black

cats at Hallowe'en.
Little ramekins of

creamed chicken

pleased the children quite as much as if

they had been pussy-cats. With the chicken
Billy's mother served "kitty-cornered"
sandwiches of brown bread filled with
cream cheese and chopped nuts. There
was hot cocoa too, and for dessert in-

dividual molds of chocolate blanc-mange
with whipped cream and a candied cherry
on top. Needless to say, there was a birth-

I

day cake which was brought in ablaze i

with red candles and set before Billy to
serve.

Each guest received a souvenir chocolate
mouse, and was quick to declare upon
departure that the pussy-cat party had
been, oh, so jolly!

Note: The story of "Pussy's Prowlings,"
which Billy's mother told, will be sent on re-

ceipt of a stamped self-addressed envelope.
Write to Entertainment Editor, Fabm and
Fireside, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

Step-Saving Hints
By Jane McPherson

FOR years I worked in a large kitchen

—

in a kitchen which was even larger than
our dining-room. It was used for almost
everything—as a meeting place for the

men who were waiting for their meals,

as well as for a laundry.
When we had saved up enough to fix

over our house, I determined that I would
have the kitchen the way I wanted it

It would be my workshop and not a place

to do general chores. I decided to adopts
the efficiency measures used in business.?

If time and energy could be saved by rout-

ing work in an orderly and systematic

manner in factories, why not in my kitchen?!

My new kitchen should be arranged so

that steps would not have to be retraced.

So now my husband has an office where
the men wait for meals, and the laundry
work is done in a separate room provided;

for that purpose. Both the men and I find

this arrangement much more pleasant.

I use my kitchen now almost exclusively,

for the work for which it was intended

—

the preparing and clearing away of meals.

In the arrangement I followed a plan

recommended by a domestic science

specialist whom I know, and I have found
it a great time and step saver.

In preparing a meal the raw food and
utensils are placed to the left of the stove.

The serving table used for assembling the

dishes for the dining-room is to the right

of the stove. The soiled dishes are brought
from the dining-room to the right side of

the sink, where they are washed, They are

drained on the left side of the sink. The
cupboard for the china is near the dining-

room, and the cooking utensils are placed

close to the stove.

This same specialist told me the following

important points about kitchens in general,

and as I followed most of the suggestions

in building my own
kitchen I can vouch
for their worth:

"Kitchens are built

smaller now than for-

merly. In the ideal

kitchen the cupboards
are built in the walls.

Kitchen equipment
can be placed to the

best advantage in an
oblong kitchen with
windows on two sides.

The woodwork should
be plain and flat,

without panels. In

choosing the color for

the walls the house-
wife should be guided
by the position of the

room. A north room
needs a warmer tint

than a south room.
The best floor cover-

ing is hard wood or

linoleum, which should
be varnished once a

year, and oftener if

there is much wear.
Electricity is the ideal

fuel, but if this is not
available, and wood or

coal must be used,

provision should be
made to use kerosene
or gasoline in the sum-
mer. The use of a fire-

less cooker saves fuel.

Daisy Chain Yoke

COMPLETE directions for this at-

tractive yoke will be sent on the

receipt of four cents in stamps by the

Fancy-Work Editor, Farm and Fireside,

Springfield, Ohio, With the directions

is a large picture which shows the pat-

tern clearly. Order No. FC-114.
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Don't Tamper with Birthmarks
By J. B. Huber

OLD wives' tales" sometimes have a
1 lot of real wisdom in them. For
instance, there is grandmother's

advice about not disturbing birthmarks.

Science now knows why that advice is good
.—why moles 'and the like, which do not

feel sore or tender, and are reposing peace-

fully in the skin -of the face or the neck,

should be left carefully alone.

The fact is that there is danger of cancer

in unskillful attempts to remove Such
natural growths. We must understand
that most cancers are the result of a "pre-

cancerous condition," plus the factor of.

local irritation—for example, the rubbing
of badly fitting eyeglasses or one of those

boned collars. Such irritation may be
either severe and acute, all at one time,

or constant and chronic, enduring through
years. And I am here warning especially

against cancers that may result from in-

judicious operations and by inexpert per-

sons who are likely to be ignorant of the

danger. Such manipulations may have the

effect of irritating the tissues in and under
the skin and thus incite those parts to

cancer development.
Trig, novice may remove most but not

all ofa birthmark. He may take away as

much of the growth as was visible to the
naked eye, but leaves a microscopic re-

mainder which becomes a source of irrita-

tion predisposing to cancer.

Hair moles are the most dangerous to

irritate or to operate one, either by the use

of the electric needle, carbon-dioxide snow,

or the X-Ray. The electric needle would
leave an unsightly scar; the "snow" an
area of parchment skin, and exposure to the

X-ray has, in unskillful hands, been the

forerunner of many a cancer.

Of course, any sore that will not heal

within reasonable time after the applica-

tion of the usual remedies, or any wart or

mole that suddenly begins to grow rapidly,

or any growth that shows swelling, in-

flammation, and redness, and is painful,

must be attended to—but only by re-

sponsible doctors.

What Sort of Mind Has
Your Child?

[CONTINUED PROM PAGE 32]

It will help very little children who are

having difficulty with sounds in reading

to try to think of all the objects they can
which begin or end with a certain letter

or a certain combination of letters. Let
one child be "It" and ask the others in

turn, one for five words beginning with
th, another for five ending in ing or tion.

They must answer within a given time,

say while "It" counts sixty. Those who
fail, after the game is over must perform
any odd trick which "It" demands of them,
such as hopping across the room with
legs tied together, or turning a somer-
sault.

The same game may be played as an
exercise in grammar by designating the

part of speech which shall begin or end
with the chosen sound.

WHAT AM I?

A Geography Game
Each child takes the part of some feature

of the country which he is studying: it

may be a river, a mountain, a mine, a
forest, a desert, or the cornfield next door.

The River, without telling what he is,

must describe his birth from springs, his

deepening, widening waters, the changes
in his shores and the crops which grow
along them; his falls which give power to

factories and cause the growth of a city.

The Mountain must describe the varying
vegetation upon its slopes, the changes
at the timber line and at the snow line,

the birds, the beasts. The Mine may
describe the building of the shaft, the
character of the ore and its uses, the lives

of the miners. The Cornfield may tell

what clover or alfalfa did for its fertility,

:and how the farmer tested the seed corn,

and what its yield was.
After each story is finished the children

guess what the object is which has been
described. The child giving the most
complete and most truthful account of the
object which he has impersonated receives

some toy, such as a top, which he keeps
until he loses it to someone who beats him
in a future contest. The child who keeps
the trophy at three contests becomes its

owner.
Mrs. Winifred Sackville Stoner in her

book, "Natural Education," has built up
a whole system of education through
games. She recommends ball-tossing be-
tween two people as an assistance in learn-

ing poetry by heart. One throws, saying,

for instance: "My Country, 'tis of thee;"
and the other, returning the ball, con-
tinues, "Sweet Land of liberty." In this

exercise it is important to keep the ball

going steadily. If it drops and is scrambled
for, the pause interferes with the memory
lesson, which depends on the unbroken
rhythm of the throw and the throw-back
corresponding with the lines.

FOr a motor-minded child this is particu-
larly helpful. 4 .

Note: Mrs. Keyes will be glad to help
parents of children who are interested in these
games. If they write her in the care of Farm
and Fireside about the* special difficulties

which they wish to ovefcome by means of
them, and enclose a stamped self-addressed
envelope, she will suggest games suited to the
children.

Why Not Be a Washer-
woman?
By Jane Gates

NOT long ago I was left alone with three
children to bring up and nothing to do

it with. When I sat down and made an
inventory of my accomplishments, pre-
paratory to earning a living for myself and
them, I found that the profession for which
I seemed best suited was that of a washer-
woman.
My friends were shocked and disgusted.

It seemed dreadful to them. The fact
that I actually liked to wash and iron
pretty things, and would almost rather
have died than have gone into a man's
office or behind a counter, meant nothing
to them. "Never you mind," I told them,
"I'l be a washerwoman de luxe, and the
woman who doesn't send her fine things
to this Madam Sans Gene will be so be-
hind the times that she will be as uncom-
fortable as she would in a last year's hat."

I went to a society editor of one of the
Sunday papers in town, and got a list of
the ultra-fashionables. I sent a letter to
each of them, explaining my new venture,
although, of course, I didn't tell them that
it was a new one, and stated my prices,

which were so high that they created
interest in themselves.

"I am not soliciting ordinary stuff," I
said, "that an ordinary laundress can do;
I can't bother with that. But when your
white satin skirt is ready for a bath, or
your pet silk sweater, or your silk under-
wear and stockings, send them to me. I

can do them so you will never have to
worry about them again."
The responses I received from the letters

surprised me. I do every piece myself,
and to-day my income is more than it was
when my husband was alive. A girl in the
kitchen does my housework. We live very
comfortably, and I am already accumu-
lating a bank account toward a college
education for my children.

What to Do with Cheese
Cheese Salad in Gelatin—Whites

of two eggs well beaten, one cup cheese,
two tablespoons granulated gelatin t one
and one-half cups water. Add to the whites
of eggs, beaten until stiff, the cheese and
gelatin dissolved in hot water and cooled.
Pour into individual molds, and when set
serve with mayonnaise dressing.

Cheese Patties—Scald one cup milk,
add one-half cup grated cheese, one beaten
egg, and a little salt and pepper. Put over
fire, and stir until the mixture is smooth
and thick. Remove from fire, and add one
tablespoon butter. Moisten slices of bread
in milk, cover with the prepared cheese,
and bake in a quick oven for ten minutes.

Cheese Fingers—Beat to a stiff froth
two egg whites and fold in lightly a scant
cup grated cheese. Season to taste, with
salt and a dash of red pepper. Spread
lightly on long narrow crackers, and brown
in the oven. These are very dainty served
hot or cold.

Cheese Relish—Take one package of
cream cheese, mash it with a fork, and mix
with whipped cream, making it to the
consistency to be rolled in balls. Make into
rounds, then roll these balls into finely
chopped nuts. Serve with salad.

Bitter or

Better Baking
A letter makes a great

difference in a word. A word
makes a great difference in

baking powders.

If the little word "alum"
appears on the label it may
mean BITTER baking. If

the word ROYAL stands out
bold and strong, it surely
means BETTER baking.

This is only one reason
why it pays to use

ROYAL
Baking Powder

Absolutely Pure

Made from Cream of Tartar

derived from Grapes

Royal Contains No Alum

—

Leaves No BitterTaste

THE BOYS' MAGAZINE—FREE!
Send to-day for a free sample copy. Splendid stories

—

beautiful illustrations—handsome covers in colors. Address
Tha Scott F. Redfleld Co., 2870 Main St., Smuthport, Pa.

"AMERICA'S WAR FOR HUMANITY"
COMPLETE HISTORY OF THE WORLD WAR FOR LIBERTY

Over 500 pages—100 illustrations. Bound in Cloth, S2.00
postpaid. The H. Fried Magazine Agency, Marshall, Texaa

"WILSON
All over the United Stales. "Wilson" customers
are located. Each and every one sees the wisdom
off buying at wholesale prices direct from the
largest exclusive wholesale grocery house In the
world dealing with the consumer.

For 50 years this Institution 'has served the Amer-
ican people—now we offer you a new selling
plan that permits you to get better quality food
products at greatly reduced prices—groceries
shipped direct to you at cost to us plus only
one wholesale profit.

GUARANTEED FOODS
at lowest possible cost to you is our Idea of best
serving you. Just a small order entitles you to

this wholesale offer. The Free Catalogue
explains our novel selling plan. You'll be a

steady customer after

once you understand the
"Wilson Way."

All Year 'Round
Savings

To buy the "Wilson
Way" does not mean
a special bargain on
certain Items, for

Just one day— it

means every Item
for your table at
reatly reduced

prices every day In
the year. The Wil-
son catalog Is pub-
lished every 60 days.

mm* "-- '
s
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Farmers
Know Why
Halfthe truck tonnage of

America is carried on

Ttrestone
Truck Tires
Ever since the first days of
rubber-tired vehicles, farmers
of America have used Fire-

stone Tires.

The quality which lon& a&o
&ave Firestone Tires the lead,

means more than ever in
truck service.

With an increasing number of
trucks &oin& into Farm Serv-
ice, users have the assurance
of lon& mileage, protection to

trucks, and protection to loads
in equipping with Firestone
Tires.

In the wide ran&e of Firestone
types, solid and pneumatic,
there are tires exactly suited to

yourtrucks and yourroads.See
the Firestone dealer near you.

AGENTS WANTED
ThiB Five Passenger 37 H. P. car, 116 in. whl. base. All bear-
ings Timken. DeTco Ign.—Oyneto Stg. and Ltg. Write at once
for my great Free Offer and 48-page catalog. Agents wanted
to drive and demonstrate. Territory open. Prompt shipments.
Big money. Cars guaranteed or money back. 1919 cars ready.

B ||C LI Address J. H. Bush, President. Dept. D-24,W3n MOTOR CO., Bush Temple, Chicago, Illinois

THERE IS AWAITING YOU A HAPPY
HOME IN HAPPY LAND

Upper Wisconsin in the Cloverland of America; a pros-
perous, rapidly developing region of diversified farming.
Wonderful productive soil, abundance of good water, good
grass, excellent climate, good markets, good roads, good
neighbors.
LOW prices—TEH TEARS TO PAY. Write for our booklet,

"Happy Homes In Happy Land," giving full information.
A. R. CODE, Land Sales Manager

EDWARD H1NES FARM LAND CO. 1324-C Otis Bldg., Chicago, ID.

Largest Owners of Wisconsin Farm Lands

IMllliaieBIIISIEBISIIIIII
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3-in-0ne Prevents Spring Breakage

Experts say that rust between the leaves causes
springs to stick, ride hard and break easily.

Prevent spring rust by regularly ap-

plying 3-in-One freely along the

edges and ends of the spring leaves.

Spring clips are always tight because
you never have to loosen them.
Penetrates quickly; lubricates per-

fectly; absolutely prevents rust.

Makes light cars ride easier.

Oil Ford commutators and the mag-

netos of all cars with 3-in-One.
Makes starting easy and sure.

3-in-One polishes the car body; re-

stores and preserves leather and imi-
tation leather upholstery, curtains,

top. A few drops in water, makes
wind shield clean and clear.

At all good stores in ISc, 25c, 50c
bottles; also in 25c Handy Oil Cans.

FD |7 P Special Auto Circular and generous sample of

3-in-One. To save postage, write on a postal.

Three-in-One Oil Co., 165 LUM. Broadway, New York

INSYDE TYRES Inner Armor
for Anto Tires. Double mileage, prevent blow,
ootfl and punctures. Easily applied in any tire.

Thousands sold. Details free. Agents wanted.
Amer. Accessories Co., Dept. 116, Cincinnati

After ten years test by thou-
sands of car nsers, Briotson
jPnenmaticTireehaveeolved
pneurqatio tire problem.
Eaeyriding,absolutelyproof
against punctures, blow-
outs. ruts, rim cut, skidding,
oil, gasoline. In abort trouble
proof. Written 10,000 mile euar-
mntee. Some so 15 to 20,000.

TOY 'EM AT OUR EXPENSE
Hake ua prove It. Don't pay If

not satisfied. Write to-day for
details of moat liberal, convincing1

"Free Trial" plan ever offered.
Sent with illustrated, descriptive book

The Brictson Mfg. Co., Dept. 85-49

1016 W. O. W. Bldg., Omaha, Nebr.

_
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TRANSFORMERS
Will Increase Power--Add Fuel Mileage—For
Automobiles, Aeroplanes, Trueks, Tractors,

Motorcycles. Marine and Stationary Engines

EMO TRANSFORMERS transform the ordinary

Blow, faint spark into a high-tension blue blaze or flame

which instantly explodes all the vapors even in the

lowest gravity fuel, thereby insuring greatly added
power and mileage. This intensive blue-white EMO flash

keeps the spark plug points free from carbon, sootand
oil. Prevents "bucking" or 'loping." Insures easy starting,

quicker acceleration, and a sturdy, uniform flow of power at all

speeds. Protects the entire ignition system. Save many times

their cost in fuel and spark plug economy. One EMO on each
plug makes all cylinders pull even. Can be attached by anyone.

$1.00 Each at Dealers, or sent prepaid upon receipt

of price. State make of car when ordering.

The Emo Laboratories ttlW^ftfk

FARM AND FIRESIDE

Brightening Up the Old
Car

By A. H. Pulver

THE old saying about the rejuvenating
effect of putty and paint used wisely

rings true in regard to the old automobile.
The average automobile owner can do a
first-class painting job, even though he be
a novice with the brush, if he has a fair

amount of patience, a good workroom, and
gives careful application to the work. He
can produce just as good a body finish as
the expert.
The paint on a car is composed of three

principal parts: First, the priming or
foundation; second, the color; third, one
covering of protective coating. The
foundation merely gives a smooth base for
the application of the succeeding coats.
The color is composed of a number of thin
coats rubbed smooth, and gives the.body
of the job.

The protective coat is a thin, hard coat
of transparent varnish, which protects
the softer coloring material from the in-
roads of the weather. If the protective
coat is kept intact, the color coats will

maintain their original brilliancy.

The amateur who does his own work
will not have to start fresh, because a
large part of the work is already done for
him. It is only when the paint on the car
is badly damaged that the foundation or

,

priming coat has to be done over.
When this is the case the entire surface

should be gone over and rubbed smooth
by means of fine sandpaper. Before the
sandpapering is done all grease should be
washed off with a good scouring soap,
followed by a thorough washing in cold
water.

All breaks in the surface of the former
paint should be coated with paint, and
then filled with putty, allowing this to
dry for a full day before touching it again.

All the retouched spots, and in fact the
whole body, should be gone over again to

An underground fuel tank lessens the
danger of explosion

see that the surface is level. Fine sand-
paper can be used for this, and, to be
absolutely safe, the body should be again
washed with cold water to remove all trace

of dust and dirt.

The color coats should be mixed very
thin. The thinner the coats and the
greater the number, the better the job will

be. Each coat must dry thoroughly, and
then be gone over with pumice, rubbing
down all the rough spots. The pumice
comes in powdered form, and can be ob-
tained at any paint store. After the last

color coat is applied it should be allowed
to dry extra well. The coats number three

or more, depending on how well you want
to do the job.

A coat of color varnish, explained later,

is laid over the color coats of paint and
allowed to dry, after which this is rubbed
down to absolute smoothness and any
striping desired is applied.

The striping should be covered with a
couple of coats of rubbing varnish, and
rubbed down when dry with the pumice
and water paste, after which two coats of

finish varnish are carefully and smoothly
laid on. The body is now finished. Be
sure that all this work is done in a dust-

proof room.
Preparing the chassis is a matter of

getting rid of all grease. Unless this is

all off the painting job will be useless, as

the paint will only adhere in the clean

spots, and a bad job will result. First scour

with warm water and grease-cutting soap.

Then go over it again with turpentine, and
finally with a strong solution of washing
soda, finishing with a good rinsing with
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For the Motorcycle Fan
By William E. Curley

THE new motorcycle rider dreads his

first puncture. Perhaps a few simple
instructions from an old motorcycle rider

would help him:
Find the puncture first. This is com-

paratively easy. A tack or nail usually

betrays the position of the leak. Do not
pull it out until you have marked its

position on the tire.

Remove only a small portion of the

casing from the rim—just enough to allow
the punctured portion of the tube to be
pulled out ready to patch.

It is a mistaken idea to suppose that a
perfectly air-tight permanent repair can be
obtained only by vulcanizing. I never
vulcanized a tube in my seven years of

constant motorcycle riding, and by the
time I discard a tube it is a mass of patches.

I always carry a supply of regular pre-

pared patches. It is poor economy to cut
up an old tube for patches. A prepared
patch is of heavy rubber with feather edges.

When it is applied these thin edges stick to

the tube very tightly, while a patch made
from a piece of old tube, being of the same
thickness throughout, will almost invaria-

bly curl up around the edge.

Scrub with gasoline the portion of tube
around puncture—as well as inside of

patch—until all trace of soapstone has
disappeared and the rubber is absolutely
clean. Use a clean rag or handkerchief for

this. Rinse off with gasoline, allowing this

rinsing gasoline to evaporate. Apply a
thin coating of rubber cement to tube and
patch, rubbing with finger until it is spread
uniformly. (It is most important that the
cement be spread thinly and evenly, as
otherwise the thin cement will dry properly
while the thick spot will not.) Let cement
dry until your finger will not stick to it.

Apply a second coat, and let dry exactly
like the first.

Apply the patch, being very careful in

placing it in the proper position.
- Press the patch firmly to the tube for a
few minutes, being sure the edges adhere.
Rub a little soapstone over patch and

portion of tube with cement on it to pre-

vent the tube from sticking to casing.

Replace tube and casing and pump up.
The pressure of the tube against the casing
makes the patch almost a part of the tube.
Remember to scrub tube and patch

clean, and to let the cement dry sufficiently

before applying the patch. A patch applied
before the cement is dry will not stick.

cold water. It is really better to lift the
body off for this work.
When this is done, proceed with painting

exactly as with the body, except you can
get along with two thicker color coats

instead of a large number of thin ones.

Be sure to prepare the chassis with a
smooth foundation before applying the
color coats.

The color varnish which is applied to the
surface before the finishing coat is simply
a mixture of the particular color with
varnish. The mixture generally used is

about one-fourth pound of color to two
pounds of varnish.

If a more thorough job is necessary be-
cause of the bad condition of the original,

Kt will be necessary to scrape off the paint;

or, if the color that the car is to be painted
is different from the old color, it will be
necessary to take off the old paint.

The best way for the amateur to do this

'is to buy a good paint remover, and then
follow the directions given with it. If he
attempts to burn off the old paint with
a gasoline torch he stands a very good
chance of destroying the entire body.
Unless you are an expert in the use of the

torch, do not try it. You will have to
scrape in addition to using the paint-

removing chemical. After the paint is

scraped off, before the first coat is given,

it will be necessary to bring everything to
a fine finish with sandpaper.
When the surface is thus prepared you

are ready to give it a priming coat of

metal primer. This can be bought in any
paint shop, and is applied evenly over the
whole surface. This is allowed to dry at
least two days before it is sandpapered
smooth.
A coat of rough-stuff filler is applied

over the primer by mixing two pounds of

keg oil-ground lead with a half mixture
of coach japan and rubbing varnish. These
are mixed to a stiff paste and applied
evenly.
Four coats of this should be applied,

with at least a day between each. After
allowing this to dry a week, rub it down to
a smooth surface with a pumice cake and
water.
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All Praise the Essex—$1,395
A New Car That Men Have Long Wanted

Thousands Ride In It—Will You?
Note what all are saying about the Essex.

In hundreds of cities it has awakened a greater motor car interest

than anyone has seen in years.

Close to a hundred thousand have ridden in the Essex. Ten times

as many have been to see it.

The qualities in the Essex which
appeal most are those very qualities

that are most attractive in the light,

cheap car and those of the large, costly

one. They are comfort, riding ease,

endurance, and elegance at a moderate
cost for purchase and operation.

Every Essex Sales Room Now
Holds Motordom's Interest

People instantly admire Essex
beauty. They speak of the detail and
care with which it is finished. They
note its lines and talk of features that

have been exclusive to costly cars.

They are enthusiastic over its riding

qualities as shown over rough roads

and worn-out pavements. The
Essex does not pitch its pas-

sengers about. It remains
rigid and firm and free from
rattles and squeaks no matter
how rough the service. There
is no need to drive miles out

of the way to avoid a rough stretch of
road. It goes over the worst roads
like a big, costly car.

The Essex is demonstrated on the
same steep hills that are used to prove
climbing ability by high-powered and
costly cars. Speed is shown over the
same course that fast cars are demon-
strated. Its acceleration is compared
to the few cars noted for such per-
formance.

Buyers Being Placed
On Waiting List

Dealers have already booked orders
for more cars than they are scheduled

to receive before midsummer.

It is doubtful if anyone will

be able to get an Essex as

promptly as he may want it.

But by ordering now the

delay won't be quite so long.

GALLOWAY'S
^ASIERPIKE

AN ENGINE SENSATION
Gives seven actual horse power for the price of
six. Portable or stationary. Valves-in-head.
Extra heavy counter-balanced fly wheels. Every
part standardized and interchangeable. Has big
bore, lone stroke, hear? weight. Built-in-Magneto (no
extra cost) supplies blue hot spark—needs no batteries.

DirectfromFactory
Yoo save through low direct factory
price. Engines shipped from near-
by points save you freight.

C-m Blink Aboat Galloway'a
Tree DUDIv Masterpiece?—and
other models 2^ to 12 H. P.. also
Pumping and Saw Rigs. Get this BUS
Book. Save money. Write to

WM. CALLOWAY CO.
Box 395 . . WATERLOO. IOWA

DU O 1 "\ / _ Many men who do, have little else to spend. Meet
Oil X ODCnQ lOlir Opportunity halfway—grab her—hold on to her.

jYWC rr^ XS til TL
eacn week f°r pleasant outdoor work. Address
Sales Manager, FARM AND FIRESIDE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Gigantic New Guinea Batter Beans
New Edible Vegetable Wonder

A Single Bean Measures
3 to 5 feet Long and
Weighs 10 to 15 lbs.

e
i

The Gigantic New
Guinea ButterBean is the
latest VegetableWonder,
introduced by us for the
first time in 1917. It is
grown principally in New
Guinea or Papua, as the
country is now called, an
Island situated to the
North of Australia. It is

said to be a brancb of the Gourd family and to fOrnish subsistence for the Papnan Datives. The vines
are easily (grown, very prolific, and a valuable adjunct to farm or garden. The beans themselves grow to
an astonishing size, one bean measuring from 3 to 6 feet long, and weighing anywhere from 10 to 16 lbs. and
even more. One bean is sufficient for a family for several meals. When cooked they make delicious eating.
In addition to their palatableness, the beans are very rich in nutritious materials and the delicate buttery
flavor is much appreciated. Being so easily grown, and bearing so prolifically. they should help to cut
down the high cost of living to quite an appreciable extent. Try them. You will find them the finest vege-
table you have ever tasted. Sample package of seeds, with foil directions for cultivating, cooking, etc., 25c

ifOR 19 PERSONS
IN ONE-YARD LONG BEAN

By International Newi Service,
POPLAR. BLUFF, Mo.. Sept. 28,—

Weber of. this city has on exhibition:
a bean which will /umisb refresh-
ments for nineteen persons and which
Is a yard and six Inches In diameter.
It Is one of the Giant New Guinea
butter beans and was raised In Web-
er's backyard. Such a bean will make'
meal for a family of nineteen, five
beans to feed a whole company of
Uncle Sam's ^l*1*^^

JOHNSON SMITH & CO. Dept. 6000. 3224 No. Halstad St., Chicago



FARM AND FIRESIDE

CORN planter accuracy is essential to the biggest
yields. An inaccurate planter covers up its

mistakes. It does hit-and-miss work. It is a "thief

in the field" and you don't realize how much it has
stolen until the corn plants are above the ground
and you compare the results with -those obtained

by using an accurate planter. If it misses only fif-

teen kernels in every 100 hills there is a loss of five
bushels per acre in the yield.

You can get a planter the accuracy of which is
proved before it leaves the factory. That planter
is the

Valuable Books—Free
' 'More and Better Corn. '

' Beauti-
fully illustrated in four colors. 24
pages of interesting and valuable in-
formation for every corn grower. Tells
how to prepare the seed bed, select,
store and test the seed, shows the
dollars and cents gained by accurate
planting, explains just what is meant
by accuracy in a corn planter, and
describes the latest and best method of
corn cultivation. You should have it.

BetterFarm Implements andHow to
Use Them. A big 156-page book. Full
of valuable farming information —
worth dollars. Tells all about the com-
plete line of John .Deere machines
listed below:

Binders, Grain and Corn
Buggies
Corn and Cotton

Planters

Corn Shelters

Cultivators:

Alfalla

Walking
Riding

Two-Row
Feed Mills

Grain Drills

Grain Elevators

Harrows:
Disc
Drag
Spring Tooth

Hay Loaders

Hay Presses

Hay Rakes
Hay Stackers

Listers

Manure Spreaders

Mowers
Plows:

Walking
Wheel
Tractor

Stalk Cutters

Wagons
Farm Engines

Farm Tractors

To get these valuable books, state the
implements in which you are inter-
estedandASKFOR PACKAGEP-111.

JOHN^DEERE
999 CornPlanter-
The Accurate "Natural Drop"Planter
The same accuracy that you would get if

you painstakingly counted out the kernels
of corn and dropped them by hand—that
is the accuracy of the John Deere No. 999
Planter.

Each kernel enters the cell in the seed
plate in a natural position. The sloping
hopper bottom feeds the corn to the cells
whether the hopper is full or nearly empty.
It is the most simple, yet most effective
planting mechanism ever used on a corn
planter.

You Control the Number of
Kernels Per Hill

There are rich spots and poor spots in
nearly every field, and the corn should
be planted accordingly.

Without changing seed plates or even
stopping the team you can plant 2, 3 or 4

kernels in the hill, whichever number you
decide the land will sustain. Merely shift-
ing the foot lever varies the number
dropped and you can change the drop as
frequently as you desire.

You can also drill corn with the John
Deere Planter. Change from hilling to
drilling or back to hilling is made instantly
by means ofa foot drop lever. Not neces-
sary to get off the seat or stop the team.
The999 plantergivesnine different drilling
distances without changing seed plates.

You, as a corn grower, cannot afford to post-
pone investigating- thoroughly the John Deere
No. 999—it is a profit-maker from the first day
It starts work in the field until the last.

Every year this planter stays out of your field
you are letting slip through your fingers profits
that might just as easily come to you. Write
today for free booklet "More and Better Corn.™

get quality
and Service

JOHN DEERE, Moline. I1L

JOHN DEERE
DEALERS GIVE BOTH

We Want a First-Class Country Salesman
There is an opening in our sales organization for a man who has had selling experience and can

organize and supervise other salesmen. Liberal salary to right party. Give full details in first letter.

FARM AND FIRESIDE Mgr. Salesmen Springfield, Ohio

' A Year
To Pay Pay Nothing

Until 60 Days
Send no money—just mail coopon—and we will send

you this strong, durable Majestic Hand Feed Grinder
for Table Meal and Poultry/ Feed, for 30 days' free
use. If you decide to keep it, make first small pay-
ment in 60 days and take a full year to pay. It not
satisfactory, return it in 30 days at our expense and
we will pay transportation both ways.

MAJESTIC
HAND FEED

Book of Farm

!
Necessities

1 Shows wondei
f ol bargains in
cream separa-
tors, drills, cul-
tivators, _ saw
frames, circu-
lar saws, feed
cookers.in-
cobators,
brooders,
paints,roof^"
Ing.etc. Write
for copy.

Grinder
For Table Meal (All Grains) and Poultry Feed
Has special universal grinding plates which are

quickly and easily adjusted for fine or coarse grind-
ing. Burrs made of ~> — — , . —

.SSgjStt/lK HARTMAN CO.

coro wheat rteor / Send Feai Grinder Mo. 453TMA69.

another erain- ' If satisfactory. I will pay $1.10 in

samedrainsTeSarsa' / 60 days, balance in 6 payments of

anT^drTb^e? / J'^Vh every 80 d»,nntil price

phello eto for > of $6.70 is paid in full. Ifnotsat-

poultry. 'See con- / factory, will retnrn in 30 days and

pon for price and *

our liberal year-to-pay terms.

j

you will pay transportation both ways-

SEND**
only coupon—no money—we will

ship the grinder on the 30 days' free trial—and give you * year
to pay if you keep it. No fairer offer ever made. Send now.
If you don't order grinder send post card for big,Free Catalog. /

The Hartman Co., D^aWcSl
s

/
Name

.

/ Address.

St.,
licago / Nearest shipping point.

^ ORNAMENTAL
; ^ ,^

FENCE

in in iiiiimm i ii urn in>! nmmi im mi
wj MQSQMQSMSffl 1 18888981 1l>Xw>MWM<&x<jl

6 Cents per Foot and up. Costs less than wood. 40
designs. All steel. For Lawns, Churches and Ceme-
teries. Write for free Catalog and Special Prices.

Kokomo Fence Machine Co. 427 North St Kokomo, Ind.

ARM FEN
4 A 3/ CENTS A ROD for111% > 26-tach Hog Fence:W ^ 2934c. a rod for 47-ln.

!8 8tyIesFarm,Poaltryand Lawn
Fences. Low pricesBarbed Wire

FACTORY TO USER DIRECT.
Sold on 30 day. FREE TRIAL.
Write for free catalog now.

INTERLOCKING FENCE CO
dox 121 MORTON. ILLS,

"DON'T SHOUT"
"I hear you. I can hear now
as well as anybody. 'How?'

I

With theMORLEYPHONE. I've a
pair in my ears now. -but
they are invisible. I would
not know I bad them in

myself, only that I hear all
right.

"The Morley Phone for

DEAF
Is to the ears what
glasses are to the
eyes. Invisible, com-
fortable, weightless

and harmless. Anyone can adjust it." Over one hun-
dred thousand sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.
THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 776, Perry Bldg., Phila.

How I Make My Hogs,

Cattle, and Sheep Pay
Me Big Money

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9]

the high cost of commercial protein feeds I
attempt to raise as much of this as is pos-
sible on my farm. In this respect I have
found alfalfa and soy beans profitable. My
crop of soy beans in the corn this year
was phenomenal, and I hogged off 90 acres
of corn and beans, besides cleaning up
90-acres of silage corn, sowing the ground
to wheat.
From the grass in the summer I fix a

slip gate for the pigs to steal into the corn-
field. It does not seem to hurt the pig so
much when he thinks he is stealing. At
the same time I still feed old corn, so as
not to make too sudden a change.
When inclement weather no longer

permits the hogging down of corn, the
shotes are moved to the central feeding
plant, where they get shelled corn from a
4,000-bushel self-feeder, which has 72
feet of feeding space, and will accommo-
date from 500 to 700 hogs on full feed.
To balance the ration, they help

themselves to tankage and minerals from
smaller self-feeders, and drink water from
an ever-filled, non-freezing waterer. All
the fattening hogs have access to the
cattle feed lots, where they work over the
droppings from shock corn, linseed-oil
meal, and silage-fed steers, from which
they secure laxative feed which keeps
their bowels in perfect condition.
As to results: One year I had 927 head

of hogs on the market and, so far as we
know, lost only one hog. All these hogs
were of my own raising and feeding. They
averaged over the scales on the market,
317 pounds, at an average of little over
ten months of age.

The following year we marketed 1,100
hogs of our own raising, 500 of which
went to market before the break in the
fall, the rest being immunized, and sent
to the shambles at 370 pounds before any
of them saw a birthday.
The dressing sheets on these hogs proved

out a fraction less than 84 per cent, while
the average market hog dresses from 78 to
81 per cent.

Make Cattle with Little Grain

So much for hogs. Now about my cattle:

In my opinion the popular style of

feeding cattle in pre-war days is a thing
of the past. I believe that the present"
method of making cattle with as little

grain as is possible will continue after the
so-called war-beef demand ceases. It is

an economic factor which deserves much
consideration. The danger of loss now is

not so great as it used to be. With a long
feed of corn, and with different prices of i

both feed and cattle, it became a case of

rapid calculation.

It has been my experience that the full-

feed method has proved satisfactory and
profitable, perhaps because I watched all

of the details and never let the situation

get out of my hands. Another important
factor is that I had the packer in mind
when making beef, and always followed
my cattle to the slaughter house to see

\

how they dressed.

In handling cattle I didn't go into the
business blindly. Before I bought feeders,

the first thing I did was to consider the
amount and kind of feed and roughage I

'

had on hand, and then fed accordingly.
Invariably the greater amount of roughage
was fed the first third of the feeding period,

lessening the roughage and putting them
on full feed the next period, and then^
putting them on self-feeders of corn the*
last third of the feeding time. This gave
the cattle a hard finish.

Cattle do well on a self-feeder, but they
,

must be watched. They cannot be got
to a full feed of ear corn and then turned
to the feeders of shelled corn. What I

do is to work them to a full feed of ear
j

corn, adding shelled corn on the bunks, :

and then turn them to the feeders.

However, for the first few weeks I put
ear corn in the self-feeder troughs, so that-

they cannot get a full mouthful at the start,

continuing the feed in the bunks, but
gradually lessening it as they find the self-

feeders.

Now I feed for one hundred and twenty I

days, sixty of which I feed heavily of

shock corn and silage. The last thirty to I

sixty days I feed a light feed of shocked
corn, increasing the shelled corn, cotton-

seed and oil meal, and silage.

The last batch of cattle I fed got about
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 50]
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How 'to Get a Stand of

Alfalfa

By M. N. Harrison

GETTING a stand of alfalfa is mostly
a question of soil. If the soil is right

your efforts will be crowned with success.

Generally- the problem is to make alfalfa

succeed after you get the stand. Alfalfa

requires a moderately dry soil, well drained
even during rainy weather.

If the soil becomes water-logged for

many days, the alfalfa will become yellow
and unthrifty. It needs moisture, but it

likes to have the moisture in the air and
soil at the same time. This is the reason
alfalfa does better in well-drained soils.

Although drainage is a big essential in
successful alfalfa-growing, an occasional
Overflow of a creek or river will do no harm
if it comes during the winter, or if the
water is moving in summer.

Alfalfa will not thrive, nor even live
long, without bacteria helping it. It has
become used to them and depends upon
them. Alfalfa-promoting bacteria will not
live in all soils. Carbonate of lime makes
the alfalfa or nitrifying bacteria thrive.
They do not seem to be able to live with-
out it.

While it is not known definitely why
carbonate of lime makes the nitrifying
bacteria do so well, many alfalfa growers
advance the theory that alfalfa plants
give off certain substances which are
poisonous to the plant. That is, the alfalfa
roots give off a poison that is injurious to
itself and to other alfalfa roots. When
there is much carbonate of lime in the
soil this poison is in some way neutralized
and the alfalfa is kept in health and vigor.

In addition to making the soil a health-
ful home for good and useful bacteria,
carbonate of lime conserves humus and
stops a waste of nitrogen. When plants
decay in the soils nitric acid is formed.
This is soluble and, unless taken up by the
plants, soon leaches away. If there is a
supply of lime present, the nitric acid
unites with the lime to form calcium
nitrate. This locks up the nitrogen and
holds it.

Since
_
the lime naturally sinks in the

soil, it is best to put it near the surface.
It ought to be mixed as perfectly as possible
with_ the soil, as it is not effective when
left in lumps. This is because the lime is

not in contact with enough of the soil

particles.

As ground limestone is harmless, . a
person may use as much of it as he wishes.
It is pleasant to work with and doesn't

:

burn like caustic lime when it gets on the
' skin, nor does it cake together if it happens
|
to get wet. One may put it on the soil at

,
any time. It may be put on with manure,
as it does not burn 'out the humus. Soil
acids attack the particles of limestone and
are neutralized, but the lime itself does no
harm, no matter how much is used.

How About Feterita This

Year?
By F. K. Sanborn

FETERITA is one of the best forage
crops the Western farmer can plant.

It can be relied upon to furnish a crop of
dry forage for the stock when every other
crop has failed.

The seed bed is easily prepared. It is

usually sufficient to disk, harrow the corn
stubble, and plant the feterita directly.
The best results have been obtained by-
drilling at right angles to the harrowing.
This manner of planting will pulverize
the ground better and place it in good
condition to conserve moisture.
The feterita seed should not be planted

until the ground is thoroughly warm,
because the seed is soft, and will rot
readily if it does not have a chance to
germinate when planted.
Use from two to four pounds of seed to

the acre. In Eastern sections four to six
pounds of seed should be used to the acre.
The germination test is important with
feterita seed, as it determines definitely
the quality of seed planted.
The time of planting varies according

to the condition of the ground, but tests
have shown that feterita may be planted
from May 10th to May 20th in most
States. No attention need be given to the
crop until it is ready to harvest.

Feterita should be harvested immedi-
ately upon ripening because of its tendency
to shatter. A large per, cent of every crop
of feterita is lost through shattering caused
by allowing the crop to stand in the field
after it is ripe.

When the painter

paints his own
house, he uses

dutch boy

White

Dutch Boy White-Lead
Put your painter to work on your house. Tell him

to use his own kind of paint. He will color it to suit

your taste—you are not confined to stock tints.

Suggestions

A handsome portfolio of color plates, illustrating the latest ideas

in home decoration both inside and out, will be sent you for

ten cents. Address nearest office.

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
New York Chicago

Cleveland

CincinnatiBoston Buffalo

St. Louis San Francisco

John T. Lewis & Bros. Co., Philadelphia National Lead & Oil Co., Pittsburgh

HONOR-BlLT
Pumps that give most modern water sup-
ply for home and farm. Myers
Cog Gear Pumps operate one-third
easier and have Glass Valve Seats
that cannot wear or corrode. Myers
Self-Oiling Power Pumps, Working
Heads and Pumping Jacks run by
any gasoline engine or motor. Myers
Hydro-Pneumatic Pumps and Self-

Oiling Electric House Pumps fur-

nish running water systems for all

buildings. Myers Spray Pumps
1

protect fruit and vege-
j

tables. Also World Fa-
mous Myers Hay Un-
loading Tools and Door
Hangers. Dealers every-
where. Ask yours .-Attrac- —
tive booklets on request. gHTWi?**

F. E. MYERS & BRO.
303 Fourth St., Ashland, Ohio

FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Bill
$15 to S200

SAVED—BUY DIRECT
I ship anywhere in the U. S. Cash or

Easy Terms as you wish—guarantee safe
delivery — guarantee every part of your engine
against defect as long as you own it—no "strings"

—

no time limit. You cannot afford to buy on any other
plan—or take an inferior engine when you can get
a WITTE at these prices. Write me for complete
information Today.—ED. H. WITTE.

Witte Engine Works

New Prices Now
On Engines

With my new factory addition in
full blast, I am now in a position to largely
increase WITTE Engine production and fill

all orders for immediate shipment at a
big reduction in price—Stationary, Portable,
or Saw-Rig—Kerosene or Gasoline—Sizes 2
to 30 H-P. Cut shows my latest model Ker-
osene Engine, fully described in new Free

Catalog.

2065 Oakland Avenue,
2065 Empire Building,

Kansas City, Missouri.
Pittsburgh, Penn.



How to grow crops that
fatten your pocket-book

FARM AND' FIRESIDE

At the present cost of seed you want a

yield that will pay you well. An investment

in Planet Jr. tools is good-crop insurance.

They enable you to cultivate so thoroughly

that you get bigger and better crops. And
they operate so rapidly and easily that you
save both time and labor. Their substantial

construction makes them last a lifetime and
pay for themselves over and over again.

They are savers at every stage of the sowing

and cultivation—just what every farmer and
gardener needs! Fully guaranteed.

No. 4 Planet Jr. Combined No. 4

Hill and Drill Seeder,Wheel-
Hoe, Cultivator,
and Plow is

;

special favor-

ite, and there '

are more of

them in use
throughout the world than any other seeder made. Opens the
furrpw, sows all garden seeds (in hills or drills), covers, rolls

down and marks the next row all at one operation. Hoes,
plows, and cultivates all through the season. A hand machine
that will pay for itself in time, labor and seed saved in a single

season.

No. 8 Planet Jr. Horse-Hoe does a greater variety of

work in corn, potatoes, and other crops requiring similar
cultivation, and does it more thoroughly than any other

one-horse cultivator made. It is stronger, better made
and finished. Lasts longer. Its depth regulator and
extra long frame make it steady-running. Cultivates
deep or shallow and different widths of rows.

S. L. ALLEN & CO. Inc.
Box U07F Philadelphia

72-page Catalog, free!

Illustrates Planet Jrs. doing actual farm
and garden work, and describes over
55 different tools, including Seed-
ers, Wheel-Hoes. Horse-Hoes,
Harrows. Orchard-, Beet- and Pivot-
Wheel Ridine Cultivators. Write

postal for it today 1

A FARM FENCE FAMINE!
If you will need fence next spring and know where

you can buy, DO IT NOW, even if you have to borrow
the money. Don't wait for the price to come
down nor buy more than you will really need, for

many will have to go without. Reason for this prediction

explained in our "Fence Famine Bulletin." Free for the asking.

Not at all; you're welcome.

BOND STEEL POST CO., 42 Maumee St., ADRIAN, MICH.

Western Canada offers the greatest advantages to home seekers.
Large profits are assured. You can buy on easy payment terms,

Fertile Land at $15 to $30 per Acre—
land similar to that which through many years has averaged from 20 to 45
bushels of wheat to the acre. Hundreds of cases are on record where in Western
Canada a single crop has paid the cost of land and production. The Govern-
ments of the Dominion and Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta want ^the farmer to prosper, and extend every possible encouragement and help to

Grain Growing and Stock Raising.
ThoughWestern Canada offers land atsuch lowfigures, the high

prices of grain, cattle, sheep and hogs will remain.
Loans for the purchase of stock may be had at low interest;

there are good shipping facilities; best of markets; free schools;
churches; splendid climate; lowtaxation (none on improvements).

For particulars as to location of lands for sale, maps, illustrated literature,
reduced railway rates, etc., apply to Supt. of Immigration, Ottawa, Can., or
F. A. HARRISON, 210 North Third St.. Harrlsburg, Pa. O. G. RUTLEDGE, 301 E.
Genesee St.. Syracuse, N.Y. W. S. NETHERY, Interurban Bids.. Columbus, O.
C. J. BROUGHTON, 1 12 W. Adams St., Chicago, III. GEORGE A. HALL, 123
Second St., Milwaukee, Wis. R. A. GARRETT. 311 Jackson St., St. Paul, Minn.

Canadian Gov't Agents

GrowWheat in Western Canada
One Crop Often Pays for the Land

What About $2.26 Wheat?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16]

63,000,000 bushels annually, which was less

than one eighth of the annual net export
of all wheat-exporting countries.
With the war over and the shipping

conditions improved, most of our com-
petitors in wheat exportation will enter the
field. Australia alone has an enormous
surplus, which has been estimated as high
as 210,000,000 bushels, and it is claimed
that Argentina has no less than 60,000,000
bushels. Moreover, France, Italy, and
other European countries will themselves
produce more wheat in 1919 than in 1918,
and since they no longer dread a famine
they will not wish to hoard wheat. The
world price is therefore bound to fall, and
it is hardly probable that America will be
able to export more than 100,000,000, or

at most 150,000,000, bushels of the 1919
crop. As we are likely, moreover, to carry
over an equal amount from the 1918 crop,

we may be faced on June 1, 1920, with a
surplus of four or five hundred million
bushels, or even more." In other words,
we shall be forced to carry over an amount
of wheat equal to the crop (perhaps 1,100,-

000,000 bushels), minus the domestic
consumption and the wheat used for seed
(600,000,000 bushels). The surplus on
hand on June 1, 1920, is not unlikely to be
over three fourths the entire annual con-
sumption of wheat in the United States.
How are we to store this wheat?
This is a very grave problem, which

must be solved if the Government guar-
antee is to be met.

Australia had not sufficient storage
facilities, and as a result much of her wheat
was spoiled and much was eaten by rats.

Our total elevator capacity for wheat is

only 350,000,000 bushels, and this includes
public terminals, country elevators, and
mill elevators.

All this capacity will be needed for the
storage of the 1920 crop. If it is filled

with the 1919 crop (and it is insufficient

for this purpose alone), what is to be done
with the 1920 wheat? Of course, our
storage capacity for other grains may be
used to some extent, but upon the whole
these elevators are already greatly in de-
mand. The problem could not be more
serious.

It may lead to legal complications.
Suppose John Doe of North Dakota
notifies the Government that he has 2,000
bushels of 1919 wheat to offer to the
United States Government at $2.26 a
bushel. The Government has no place

to store it; the elevators are crowded. The
railroads therefore will not carry it. Shall

the Government pay for wheat that it

cannot receive? On the other hand, the
farmer will insist that it is not his fault

there is no elevator capacity, that he raised

the wheat in good faith, relying upon the
Government guarantee, and that, while

he is unable to move or store the wheat,
he stands ready to deliver if the Govern-
ment will take it. The farmer does not

wish to burn wheat upon which the

Government has promised him $2.26 a

bushel.

Not Enough Storage Space

What storage facilities there are, more-
over, are likely to become rapidly con-

gested. It will be to the interest of the

farmer to deliver his wheat at the earliest

possible date, especially as the Government
guarantee lapses on June 1, 1920, and the

*armer cannot hope to get a higher price

oy waiting. The millers, on the other

hand, are not likely to buy wheat from the

Government any faster than they actually

require it, for they may well look forward
to a progressive reduction in the retail

price, and the price of the 1920 crop is

likely to be still lower than that of the

1919 crop. There is a grave danger of

coagulation at the wheat elevators, with

general chaos as a result.

It has already been suggested that the

situation might be relieved by allowing the

farmer a longer time in which to deliver

his wheat. This would be a proper pro-

ceeding if there were no chance of fraud.

If, however, the time of the guarantee is

extended beyond June 1, 1920, there is

grave danger that the unguaranteed 1920

wheat in the hands of rogues will be mixed
in with the guaranteed 1919 wheat, and
will in this way secure an undeserved

bounty. •

The problem must be faced courageously.

Shall the Government build new elevators?

If it does the country will be burdened

with a large permanent investment which
cannot be profitably utilized. Can the
Government use temporary structures,
cantonments, etc.? Whatever the case, it

is important that our legislators and our
officials charged with the administration
of this act should attempt to solve this
problem immediately. If the problem is

not studied intelligently and efficiently
we may be threatened with a malad-
ministration of the act which will become a
grave public scandal.

I have hitherto considered the maximum
liability of the Government, the worst
that is likely to happen. This greatest
liability amounts to a total disbursement
of perhaps three billion dollars, and a net
loss by the Government of one billion
dollars, not including the money that the
Government may lose in the creation of
new storage facilities. The loss may be
even greater than that indicated, or it may
be less. Whether it is greater or less will
altogether depend upon the attitude of the
farmers.
The farmers as a class are as patriotic

as any other group in the community.
They have shown their patriotism not
only by their support of the war, but also
by their record in times of peace. The
farmer may therefore be expected to make
as great pecuniary sacrifices for the wel-
fare of his country as do other patriotic
citizens. The farmer recognizes that a
grossly excessive crop for the year 1919 will
be a disadvantage not only to the nation
as a whole, but also to the farming class in
general, and to the wheat growers in
particular. The larger the surplus of the
1919 crop carried over into 1920, the lower
will be the price which the farmer can
secure in the latter year. If in the spring
of 1919 every possible acre of land is sowed
to wheat, the 1920 crop will be a drug on
the market. The farmer has therefore
both a patriotic and, in a larger sense, a
business interest in not unduly increasing
the size of the 1919 crop.

Shall Burden Be Distributed?

Even under these conditions, however,
it cannot be expected that all the men who
this spring can earn either $1,000 by
planting corn or $2,000 by planting
wheat will plant corn. Many farmers will

say:

"What does my little field amount to in

this immense country? Why shouldn't I

make a little extra profit?"

On the other hand, many farmers will,

of their own accord, place a certain limit

upon their production of wheat. They
will see that the time is approaching when [
production of food must gradually go oyer
from a war to a peace basis. Many a
farmer will feel that he has worked hard,
that he has made good money, so that he
does not actually need the extra profit. He
will feel that his farm is not in the very
best condition, and that he is hurting his

land by overcropping and by underfer-
tilizing.

The farm-labor problem this year will

probably be less difficult than last; but it

is always difficult, and the farmer, after

his strenuous activity, may feel inclined

to go a little slow during the present year.

He may put more of his land into hay and
grass than in 1918. He may feel, even at

a certain sacrifice to' himself, that it is both
fair and, in the long run, wise to consider

the general interest of the country and the
future interest of the farming class. It is

possible, therefore, that the healthy group
sentiment among farmers may result in a

certain reduction of the 1919 spring wheat
crop beyond what is feared. On- the other

hand, there will bp sharp limitations to this

reduction. There are millions of acres

which are adapted to wheat, and to nothing
else. There are other millions of acres in

which the advantages of raising wheat un-

der a guaranteed price are so overwhelming
as to make that policy inevitable. While
we may count upon the disinterestedness

and self-sacrifice of hundreds of thousands
of wheat growers, we cannot escape the

conclusion that in all probability, despite

everything that is done, the wheat crop

will be larger in 1919 than in any year in

American history.

The farmer is interested in the Govern-
ment's maintaining its guarantee, but he

also desires that the final burden resulting

from this pledge should be fairly distri-

buted. There are two groups upon either

of which the burden of this loss can be
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shifted. These two groups are the bread-

eaters and the taxpayers.

The Government must sell its wheat
abroad at whatever price it can secure

—

in other words, at the world price. It has

been proposed, however, that a part of the

Government loss of a billion dollars can

be averted by artificially maintaining a

high price in the United States. Under
this plan, while the wheat sent to England
might be sold for $1.50, $1.25, or even less,

the wheat kept at home would be sold for

$2.26, plus the cost of handling. This

plan, however, is crassly unjust. It would
mean that the poor would pay. The day
laborer with eight children consumes more
bread than does the childless millionaire;

he consumes more bread because of the

responsibilities he has assumed in rearing

children. He should not be further penal-

ized by shifting this burden of one billion

dollars to his shoulders. The price guar-

anteed for wheat was and is a war burden,

and should be borne, like other war bur-

dens, in proportion to the taxpayer's

ability, and not in proportion to the

amount of bread that each family is forced

to consume.
To the farmer, as to all other citizens,

our experience with this wheat guarantee

raises the question whether such a policy

is wise for the future if a similar emergency
should again arise. It is probably too

early to make a final decision on this

question. In a sense the price guarantee

was intended as an insurance premium
against an insufficient supply of wheat.

The Government agreed to take what
might or might not prove to be a loss in

order to stimulate production, and thus
secure the wheat at a lower price than
it could have secured it had the war con-

tinued and had there been no guaran-
tee.

The Government is in the position of a
man who has insured his house and paid

the premium and whose house has not
burned down. Had the war continued,

however, for another two or three years,

it is not inconceivable that the guarantee
might have justified itself. It would in

some measure at least have stimulated
production, and this increased production
would have prevented prices from soaring

to an impossible height. On the other

hand, even without a guarantee, the
Government might have regulated prices

indirectly by controlling the export of

wheat. It could also have improved
distribution, and could have commandeered
the wheat at the market price and sold

both wheat and flour at much lower prices

to millers and consumers.
What might have been done, however,

is- no longer the question. The real prob-
lem is what is to be done now.

Situation Demands Study

On the whole, our course of action is

clear. The pledge which the Government
willingly took must be maintained, and
the burden which the Government as-

sumed must be distributed again among
those best capable of bearing burdens.
The present situation must be studied
carefully, comprehensively, and, above
all, immediately. A policy must be evolved
with the co-operation of all interested

groups, and the best administrative ma-
chinery that the country is capable of

furnishing should be secured at once. The
problem must not be made the football of

partisan politics. It must be attacked by
Congress, the Food Administration, and
the Department of Agriculture.

The farmers of the country should also

co-operate. It is -a problem which affects

them both as farmers and as citizens, and
it is one, moreover, in which they possess

expert knowledge. Upon the size of the
jwheat crop of 1919 and the manner in

which it is handled depends the welfare
of the wheat growers, not only in 1919 and
1920, but perhaps for several years there-
after.

We cannot leave the study and solu-

;
tion of this problem to the time when
the greatest pressure is already upon us,

but must seek in advance to relieve a
situation which is clearly impending.
More than patriotism is required, and more
than good will. The problem cannot be
solved, it cannot approach even a half
solution, unless it is handled intelligently
and in the interests of the entire country.
Above all, it must be handled in time.
We do not wish to appoint solemn com-
missions to lock the stable door.
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"IF YOU Need Cash, Read This!" a prac-
tical article on the Federal Farm Loan
System, in the May issue of Farm and
Fireside.

Two Urgent Needs for Prompt Action

For years you have cheerfully complied with

the Government's request to save material by
repairing and using your old machines instead
of replacing them with new ones. This need has now
passed, but in its place stand two others, equally important.

One is for a full crop this year, harvested without waste.

It would be real economy to buy new machines this year

just to be assured of uninterrupted maximum service at

a time when loss through a breakdown would be a calamity.

The other need is for the prompt re-employment of return-

ing soldiers and sailors without disturbing present organi-

zations. This is not so easy for the Harvester Company
as for some others because, being an essential industry, it

has maintained its organization at top efficiency throughout

the critical period.

When you buy new machines and take early delivery you
not only safeguard your own financial interests, but you
help to make good places for 5000 soldiers and sailors

without disturbing the present very efficient organization.

Below is the line of high grade machines we offer for sale.

The Full Line of International Harvester Quality Machines
Grain Harvesting Machines
Binders Push Binders
Headers Rice Binders

Harvester-Threshers
Reapers Shockers

Threshers

Tillage Implements

Disk Harrows Cultivators
Tractor Harrows

Spring-Tooth Harrows
Peg-Tooth Harrows
Orchard Harrows

Planting& Seeding Machines
Corn Planters Corn Drills

Grain Drills
Broadcast Seeders

Alfalfa & Grass Seed Drills
Fertilizer & Lime Sowers

Haying Machines

Mowers Tedders
Side Delivery Rakes
Loaders (All Types)

Rakes
Combination Side Rakes

and Tedders
Sweep Rakes Stackers
Combination Sweep Rakes

and Stackers
Baling Presses

Bunchers

Belt Machines
Ensilage Cutters

Huskers and Shredders
CornShellers Threshers

Hay Presses
Stone Burr Mills

Belt Machines—Cont.
Cream Separators
Feed Grinders

Power Machines
Kerosene Engines

Gasoline Engines
Kerosene Tractors

Motor Trucks
Motor Cultivators

Corn Machines
Planters Drills

Cultivators
Motor Cultivators

Binders Pickers
Ensilage Cutters

Shellers
Huskers and Shredders -

Daily Equipment

Cream Separators
(Hand)

Cream Separators ,

(Belted)
Kerosene Engines

Gasoline Engines
Motor Trucks

Other Farm Equipment

Manure Spreaders
Straw Spreading Attach.

Farm Wagons
Farm Trucks

Stalk Cutters
Knife Grinders

Tractor Hitches
Binder Twine

International Harvester Company of America
« (Incorporated)

CHICAGO .u USA

Free Catalog jn colors explains
° how you can save

money on Farm Truck or Roa<J
Wagons, also steel or wood wheels to fit

any running
pear. Send for
it today.

Electric Wheel Co.

13 Elm St., Qninoy, III.

in

JUST OUT— My New "direct I

from factory" Bargain Book I

on Fence and Gates. Prices
way beloweompetition.Values
bigger than ever. Get it today.

I Pay ALL Freight
|

Brown Fence lasts longest be-
cause built strongest, stiffest.

All wires same size, heavily
j

.galvanized. ISO styles. Also
Gates, Lawn Fence and Barb

J

Wire at bargain prices.
Sample and book free, postpaid.

Brown Fence & Wire Co., Dept. 221 Cleveland, 0. !

Are You Getting Anywhere?
Or are you just struggling along in the same old rut? If you want to make

more money—If you want "an extraordinary opportunity—Write

Sales Manager Farm and Fireside Springfield, Ohio

American Fence
Full gauge Wires—full weight—full length rolls.

Superior quality galvanizing, proof against
hardest weather conditions.

Send for our Special Book on
Fencing. Dealers Everywhere

CHICAGO
AMERICAN STEEL AND WIRE COMPANY

NEW YORK
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10H ^peridable

SparkPlugs

CHAMPId

B6.U.S.PAT.W

Champion 18
Price $1.00

Severe Air -Test Shows De-
pendability of Spark Plugs
With No. 3450 Insulator
TO guard against possible leakage Champion Spark Plugs are

inserted in our Air-Test Machine, oil is poured at the point

where shell and insulator meet, and a pressure of 140 pounds per
square inch of air is forced up through the base of the shell.

The absence of air bubbles means 100% Champion Depend-
ability against leakage.

Our No. 3450 Insulator, together with out patented Asbestos
Gasket construction, withstands a much greater pressure against

the Insulator and enables Champion Spark Plugs to come through
this test in our machine and in your engine with a perfect score.

Buy Champion Spark Plugs now and make sure the name
"Champion" is on the Insulator as well as on the box and avoid
substitutes.

Champion Spark Plug Company, Toledo, Ohio
Champion Spark Plug Company, of Canada, Limited, Windsor, Ontario

GARDEN, FRUIT, FLOWER. HOME GROUND 6 FARM
BOOKS—Descriptive Catalog of the 600 best books cov-
ering these activities—just out. Mailed for 3c. stamp.
A. T. De La Mare Co., Inc., 438J West 37th St., New York

REEMAMWgarden tractorA ^

It re-

places

the horse

It Plows— It Harrows— It

Cultivates—1 or 3 rows of a
narrow-rowed crop at a time—goes between wide rows.

It hauls loads—it pulls mowing machines
or lawn mowers.

* It's also a 4 h.

p. utility power
plant.

Ask your nearest dealer for a demonstration. If he
does not handle the Beeman, writ* us for free booklet.

Beeman Garden Tractor Company
340 Sixth Avenue South Minneapolis. Minn.

OH | PERRY DEPENDABLE TREES AND PLANTS.
ulLL Biggest business in years. Persistent men and
women earn large commissions, paid weekly. Investigate.
PERRY NURSERY CO., ROCHESTER, N. Y. Inc. 1896

SpreaderPrices

Drop
Galloway's 1919 Models Cost Less
You can pay $50 more for b spreader and not get
any better value than Galloway sells yon direct
from his biff spreader factories
Simpler—Better Built—

Wider Spreading
A practical, perfect machine
with superior features, built
by spreader experts—and eavea i

you big money. I

WRITE For LOW PRICE
"

Do not bay until you get Gallo-
way's new low 1919 price and
full information. Close by ship-
pine: points. WRITE TODAY.
WM. GALLOWAY CO.

BOI 399 WATERLOO, IOWA

BeesWork
,
for Nothing

i and Board
Themselves
Beekeeping is the

nearest approach to get-
ing something for nothing

: has ever been offered. You furnish
the hive—they'll find their own food, and
you can sell their honey at a big profit.

Bees pay more profit per dollar invested
aad per square footoccupied than a dairy or
poultry yard. The work is easy if you follow

THE ROOT WAY
Root appliances enable you to re-

move honey safely and easily
without disturbing the bees. We can fur-
nish you everything, including the bees
and queens.
Our low beginner's outfit will enable you

to start right. Free advice to customers
at all times.

Free Book "Bees for Pleasure and Profit"
tells all about the fascination and profit
of beekeeping. Sent free with our com-

plete catalog of beekeepers' supplies.
Write for it today.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
167 Main St. Medina, Ohio

Branch offices, warehouses and
dealers in many important cities
from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Peonies for Your Garden
By Paul V. D. Hoysradt

WHEN you hear anybody speak of the
peony, do you immediately think of

the dazzling bright red flowers that grew
in your grandmother's dooryard? If you
do, it only shows that many people to-day
have failed to keep up with the wonderful
development of what is one of the world's
most popular flowers. The most remark-
able part of that development is that,
while the history of the peony reaches
back into the dim ages of the Chinese
Empire, it is only within the last three
quarters of a century that the beautiful
new varieties have come into being.
Where there was only one or two varieties
of the peony a hundred years ago, there
are now hundreds.
What marvelously tinted flowers many

of these new 'types of peony are! Some
are even more delicately shaded than
roses; others are of dazzling whiteness and
of striking brilliancy; and still others
possess a most pleasing fragrance. If you
should visit any large garden of peonies
and see them right in the height of their

loveliness, you would probably agree with
a certain widely traveled woman who,
upon seeing my father's large garden last

spring, exclaimed, "Why, it is just as
wonderful as the tulip fields of Holland!"
The riot of color and the wonderful variety
of tints that two' hundred species of this

Which is the most attractive, the smile
or the flowers ?

flower present, blooming in massed for-

mation, affords a sight worth going many
miles to see.

Probably every extensive grower of

peonies has his own pet methods for

planting the roots, and these methods are

bound to be more or less similar; but, at

the same time, there are new ideas and
helps steadily being developed.

During the time my father has been
interested he has evolved his own favorite

method of planting. The best time of

year to set out the roots, according to his

opinion, is during the fall. Any time after

the middle of September is early enough,
for the only thing necessary before taking

up the root is to have the buds for another
year matured, or "ripened," as the nursery-

man calls it.

Here is his planting plan: A large round
hole is dug about two and one-half feet

deep and three feet in diameter. Of
course, the peony root, when it is first

planted, will not fill a quarter of this space,

but the root growth is very rapid. Re-
place the subsoil with some well-rotted

manure or decayed leaf mold so that the

roots can get a favorable start.

The peony root itself should be planted

in as rich garden soil as can be found, but

have no manure in contact with the roots.

The buds should be about two inches and
not over three inches below the soil sur-

face. Press the soil forcibly against each

root, and with your fingers work it in

among the nooks and crannies between the

different off-shoots.

Before severe winter freezing begins,

cover the crowns of the peonies with a

light protection -of leaves or straw, weight-

ed to hold same in place. The first year's

blooms may disappoint you, but just be

patient; it requires some time for such a

long-lived flower to become fully estab-

lished in its new home.

K
] MAULE
Iyou plant-
] nature produces

Make the Maule Seed Book
your guide to a garden that
you will be proud of—and at
the least expense. You know
before you plant that Maule's
Tested Seeds will produce
abundant crops.

Every lot is carefully tested
for vigor and growing power.
That's why once you plant
Maule's Seeds, you prefer
them always.

MAULE'S
SEED BOOK
176 Pages of Prac-

tical Information
that Means Garden

Success

Forty-two years of seed ex-
perience and gardencraft are
represented in this remark-
able book—-and you get it

free. No need to guess
about gardening. Maule will
tell you how and when to
plant, and aid you in select-
ing the best vegetable, farm,
and flower seeds, bulbs, roots,
plants, tools, etc.

Owing to paper scarcity, we
have only a limited number
of catalogues to send.

Write today

You save money and get
fresh seeds when you

buy from-

WM. HENRY MAULE, INC.
2129 Arch Street, Philadelphia

ONCE GROWN - ALWAYS GROWN
Get Low Prices
on Berry Boxes

and
Baskets
Write for our

Fre* Catalog! Shows you how you
can save money by buying direct
from the largest Berry Box and
Basket Factory in the Country. — —
New Albany Boi & Basket Co., Boi 110, New Albany, tnd.

Hand Books on Patents, Trade Marks, etc.. sent
free. Our 70 years of experience, efficient service,

and fair dealing assure fullest value and protection

to the inventor. Patents procured through us re-

ceive free notice in Scientific American.
MTJNN & CO., 606 Woolworth Bldg., N. Y.

Washington Office, 606 F St., Washington, D. C.

THE SELF-OILING WINDMILL
baa become so popular in ita first four year* that
thousands have been called for to replace, on their
old towers, other makes of mills, and to replace, at

small cost, the gearing of the earlier

Aermotors, making them self-oil-

ing. Its enclosed motor
keeps in the oil and
keeps out dust and
rain. The Splash Oil*
ing System constantly '

floods everybearing with oil,l— - ww ™ , i

venting wear and enabling the ^aWsWUK^F
mill to pump in the lightest breeze.
The oil supply is renewed once a year.
Double Gears are used, each carrying half the load.
We make Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Tanks,

Water Supply Goods and Steel Frame Saws.
WriteAERMOTOR CO.~25(X) Twelfth St.,Chicago

feeds itself
At last, a positively self-feeding en-
silage cutter. Throw the corn on
table and the cutter does the rest All
records for capacity beaten too. Easy
running. Simple, safe. Unlimited eleva-
ting' capacity. Truly wonderful machine.
A size right for yoa. WRITEfor r*at a T on
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Your Home Apple
Orchard

By Lura Jean Moffit

1HAVE helped to plant, pick, and mar-
ket fruit for a score or more years, and

;.'have taken a keen interest and enjoyment
I in every one of these operations mentioned,
* so I feel I have a right to express some of

my opinions about home orchards.

Several objects should be kept in view
when you select varieties for a home apple
orchard—the best quality of fruit, a con-
tinuous succession, and varieties best
suited for using fresh and for storing for

winter. Then there is the quite as impor-
tant question of hardiness of varieties and
their suitability for the soil and climate.

Our experience has embraced a trial of

many varieties, and for the home orchard
i.of, say, 20 trees I suggest this list in their

Jorder of ripening for the corn belt and other
<!wide areas of the country: Yellow Trans-

;
parent, Duchess, Maiden Blush, Wealthy,
Rhode Island Greening, Grimes' Golden,
Jonathan, Rome Beauty, Senator, Stay-
man, Banana, King David, Delicious.

There are plenty more that are high-
grade, but the varieties named are amply
sufficient unless some apples can be dis-

posed of locally. All of them are good for

eating and cooking.

When My Bees Swarm
By G. C. Greiner

1ET me say by way of introduction, I

-a expected my bees in' 1918 to do their

part with a will in making amends for our
-sugar shortage, and they did not disappoint
me.
I That is the best of bees. If nature fur-

nishes nectar within flying distance and fair

•^weather for air traveling, the honey will be
got into the hives. There are no slackers

allowed in the beehive—except a few lub-

berly males, and they have to be tolerated.
! I find that I can save many a valuable
fruit and shade tree branch by using a hiv-

ing box instead of cutting the branch—
which is the easiest way—on which the
swarm rests, and shaking the bees on the
entrance board of the empty hive.

This hiving box is merely a light shallow
box having a rope handle provided with a
hook. The box is hooked to a branch so
that it hangs directly under the bee cluster.

A quick shake detaches the bees into the
box, and after they have quieted down I find

they can be carried and emptied before the
waiting hive without much difficulty.

The chances for successful hiving are

much better as soon as possible after the
bees cluster. As soon as a swarm leaves its

hive, and probably before, scouts are in

search of a new location which, when found
and reported, starts the swarm for its new
home.
Of course there are practical methods

for preventing most of the swarming made
use of by professional beekeepers. Keep-
ing the colonies strong in this way prevents
lost motion and unnecessary housekeeping
by small swarms, and enables more work-
ers to engage in honey-gathering, and re-

sults in more economic business control of

our little bee helpers. So, my counsel to
young beekeepers is, learn the tried and
tested short cuts to getting the biggest
honey yield from each hive.

He is Due This Year
By H. H. Haynes

THIS spring the 17-year locust will

make us a visit. He will start showing
up along in May and the early part of

June.
> Agricultural authorities in Washington
say that 1919 is likely to be one of the worst
locust years on record; but these same men
See nothing alarming . in the prospect, so
you have no cause to worry.
What little injury the locusts do always

appears to be greater than it really is, and
popular alarm is usually out of proportion
to general damage.

. Young fruit trees are sometimes killed
by the cicada, so it would be a good plan
to defer putting out any young trees until
next year, postpone any budding opera-
tions you might have in mind, and do no
pruning this spring;
When the insects begin coming out of

the ground, hand-pick them from the
trees or spray them with pyrethrum pow-
der, kerosene emulsion, or a solution of

carbolic or ascetic acid. Later, when the
insects are ready to begin laying, spray
the young fruit trees with whitewash, as it

is said that they object to crawling or
sitting on a white surface.

UseWithAnyStandardTractor
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JOHN^DEERE Pony Tractor Disc Harrow
THE JOHN DEERE PONY TRACTOR DISC
HARROW is for use with any standard tractor

—clevis is adjustable to suit height oftractor drawbar.

Flexible— the front section is equipped with
the famous John Deere spring pressure lever and
pivoted yoke—the feature that makes possible disking

at even depth on ridges and in dead furrows.

Penetrates and pulverizes as desired because
low tractor hitch and low coupling between front

and rear gangs hold discs to their work.

Light running—no dragging around corners

—

rear gangs trail properly and run steady because the

reinforced goose-neck connection to rear gangs is

attached ahead of the front gangs.

Unusually strong—all steel main frame, double
bar gang frames, riveted throughout.

Flexible, oscillating scrapers, adjustable to keep discs clean

under all conditions. All standard widths, with standard size

discs. Easily converted into horse-drawn, single or double-
action harrow by using proper hitch.

JOHN DEERE, Moline, 111.

GET QUALITY
AND SERVICE

Get This Big Farming
Book FREE

Let us send you FREE our big 156-page
book, "Better Farm Implements and How to

Use Them." Full of valuable farming infor-

mation. A book to which you will often refer.

Worth dollars. Tells all about the complete
line of John Deere machines listed below.

Binders, Grain and
Corn

Buggies

Corn and Cotton
Planters

Corn Shelters

Cultivators:
Alfalfa
Walking
Riding
Two-Row

Feed Mills

Grain Drills

Grain Elevators

Harrows:
Disc
Drag
Spring Tooth

Hay Loaders

Hay Presses

Hay Rakes
Hay Stackers

Listers

Manure Spreaders

Mowers

Plows:
Walking
Wheel
Tractor

Stalk Cutters

Wagons
Farm Engines

Farm Tractors

To get this valuable book, state the implements
in which you are interested and ASK FOR

PACKAGE H-2U.

JOHN DEERE
DEALERS GIVE BOTH

jurpees
Seeds

Quality in Seeds
is the first thing
to consider. You
cannnot succeed
with your garden
unless you plant
"Seeds that
Grow."

Burpee's
Dollar Box

Sufficient seed to
plant a garden
20 by 30 feet. A
complete Veg-
etable garden
for $1.00.

Burpee's
Dollar Box
contains the

followingVeg-
etable Seeds:

Lettuce—Simpson
Onion—Wethersfield
Parsley—Curled Dwarf
Radish—White Icicle
Radish—Scarlet Button
Salsify—Sandwich Island
Tomato—Chalk's Jewel
Turnip—White Egg

Bean—Stringless Green Pod
Bean—Brittle Wax
Beet—Crosby's
Cabbage—Allhead Early
Carrot—Chantenay
Chard—Lucullus
Corn—Golden Bantam
Lettuce—May King
If purchased separately, this collection would cost SI. 60.

With the Dollar Box we include Cultural Leaflet and Gar-
den Plan drawn to scale. Complete garden for S 1 .00.

BURPEE'S ANNUAL For 1919
Burpee'a Annual iS considered the leading American Seed
Catalog. It contains a complete list of the bestVegetable and
Flower Seeds. It will be mailed to you free upon request.

Write /or your copy today.

W. ATLEE BURPEE CO., Seed Growers, Philadelphia

You are sure of a square deal if you mention Farm and Fireside
in answering advertisements.

Find this

Trade-Mark
and

make sure of

^ HIGHEST
SfiUALITY

When you select any tool or piece of cutlery,

look for the KEEN KUTTER trade-mark.
Then you will be positive that you are getting

the highest quality and the greatest durability.

SIMMONS HARDWARE COMPANY

'The recollection of QUALITY remains long after the PRICE is forgotten.

'

Trade Mark Registered —E. C. SIMMONS.
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"Be sure of Quality—
then you'll be sure of Service !

"

—A. R. Mosler.

Don't jeopardize the Tractor's Service by
handicapping it with inefficient porcelain plugs.

Use this specially constructed, unusually strong,

massive plug, properly designed and manu-
factured to withstand the strain and shocks of
the Tractor Engine — the Vesuvius Tractor
Plug—made with Unbreakable Mica Insulation.

PC The Quality Plug"
It gives Sure Service — and lasting

satisfaction. $2.00 each, at dealers

—

or write us. (In Canada $2.50.)

Superior also,for Trucks and high-powered Cars.

" Mosler on Spark Plugs" a free book that

tells the right plugs for all motors, write

A. R. Mosler & Co., New York, N. Y.

Also mfrs. of Mosler Vesuvius Plug (Vitite)

91.00, Spitfire (platinum point) Plug
$2.50, Superior (Ford) Plug 75c.

Export Rep.—Auto. Sundries Co.,
18 Broadway, New York City

TO SAVE BABY CHICKS
Put this in the drinking water

Most people lose half of every hatch, and
seem to expect it. Chick cholera or white diar-
rhea is the trouble. The U. S. Government
states that over half the chicks hatched die
from this cause.

An Avicol tablet, placed in the drinking
water, will positively save your little chicks
from all such diseases. Inside of 48 hours the
sick ones will be as lively as crickets. Avicol
will keep them healthy and make them grow
and develop more rapidly.

* Mrs. Win. May, Rego, Ind., writes: "I was
losing 10 or 15 chicks a day from diarrhea be-
fore I received the Avicol. I haven't lost a
one since."

It costs nothing to try Avicol. If you don't
find that it prevents and promptly cures white
diarrhea and all other bowel diseases of poul-
try, tell us and your money will be refunded
by return mail. Send 25c or 50c today for a
package by mail postpaid. Burrell-Dugger Co.,
155 Columbia Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

POULTRY AND PIGEONS FOR PROFIT
Foy'a big book tells all about it. Contains

|many colored plates—an encyclopedia of poul-
'try information, poultry bouses, feeding for

etc. Written oy a man who knows.
Sent for 5 cents. Low prices, fowls and eggs.

FRANK F0Y, Box 4, CLINTON, IOWA

SURPRISING INCUBATOR
Bargain
ONLY

$6.2§
for the
famous

Liberty
Hatcher
The greatest in-

I cubator value at
I any price. Built
1 round with a cen-

[
tral heater; nocold
^corners which
mean unhatched

eggs. Perfect regulation of heat, ventilation and moisture,
roomy chick nursery, visible egg chamber easily accessible,
triple wall, water jacketed heat flume, sloping egg tray
keeps small ends cf eggs always downward—enables chicks
to develop more perfectly. Economical to oper- AC
ate. Sowell-built it lasts a life-time. Priceonly "PviJ/iJ
Order from this advertisement. Send check, money or

express order, we ship at once, f. o. b. Quwicy, 111. For
shipment by parcel post include postage for 21 lbs. weight.

K
y
s
0
A!.!F

n
.«

n
a&r 30 DAYS' TRIAL

write us and we will refund all money you have paid. We
are responsible. In business in Chicago 46 years. Ask your
banker. Yon also need our splendid Liberty Hover," 70
chick capacity, oil hoated, self regulating;.Weighs 141b. S4.60f.o.b.
Qolncy, III. For larcer Incubators write today for special catalog1

.

B.F. GnmpCo., 443 S. Clinton St., Chicago, III.

Bulk and Nourishment at Less Cost
Cooked food is more palatable— more bulky—
more nourishing. Animals digest it better and
thrive. Poultry must have warm food if you

want winter eggs. Give
cows water with the chill

off and see the improve-
ment in the milk.

Have ALL
the HOT
WATER

IT PAYS BIG l
Y0U WANT

FARMER'S FAVORITE
Feed Cooker and

Agricultural Boiler
For butchers, sugarmakers, poultrymen,
stockmen, dairymen and fruit crow ens.

Portable: use indoors or out, as boiler or
stove. Barns chunks, long sticks, cobs
—anything. Guaranteed.

Write for Folder and Prices

LEWIS MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. 200 Cortland, N. V.

Catalog free.

Superlative quality. 11 cents

each & up. 24 leading breeds.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Springfield Hatcheries, Box P. Springfield, Ohio
BABY CHICKS
n _ i__ , a"*l*!»»lr«- 10.000 each week after MarchDaDy 1/nlCKS 15th. 20 varieties, utility and
exhibition stock. S14.00 per 100 up. Circular and price list

free. Stamps appreciated. Spencer Hatchery, Spencer, O.

10
95 UO>£gg Champion
Buys Belle City Incubator

HotrWater, Copper Tank, Double Walls Fibre Board,
Self Regulated. With $6.35 Hot-water 140-Chick Brooder,—

. both only $15.95. Freicht^.
I Prepaid E. of Rockies.
.Guaranteed. My Spe-
Icial Offers provide
ways to make extra

Over 1 1 money. Order now or .

FdO ooofi ' write today for mv . ,

uiWri 1 Free book. "Hatching 1 air
Facts"—It tells all. Jim Rohan, Prea.

Belie City Incubator Co., Box 100, Racine, Wis.

How to Prevent White Diarrhea

Dear Sir : I have raised poultry for

years and have lost my share of little

chicks from White Diarrhea. Finally I

learned of Walker's Walko Remedy for

this disease, so sent for two 50c packages
to the Walker Remedy Co., Dept. 226,

Waterloo, Iowa. I raised over 500 chicks
and never lost a single one from White
Diarrhea. Walko not only prevents White
Diarrhea, but it gives the chicks strength
and vigor—they develop quicker and feath-

er earlier. I have found this company
thoroughly reliable and always get the
remedy by return mail. Mrs. L. L. Tarn,
Burnetts Creek, Indiana.

Don't Wait
Don't wait until White Diarrhea get's

half or two-thirds your chicks. Don't let

it get started. Be prepared. AYrite today.
Let us prove to you that AValko will prevent
White Diarrhea. Send for 50c box on our
guarantee—your money back if not satisfied.

Walker Remedy Co., Dept. 226, Waterloo, la.

Eggs and Berries—

a

Double-Header
By M. J. Carl

GROWERS of small fruits who own a
limited number of acres often feel that

their land is doing only half duty during a
large part of the year. Noting that an
Eastern strawberry grower gave his success-
ful experience in Farm and Fireside,
describing how he got double value from
his land by using his strawberry fields for
a poultry range, leads me to relate how a
Middle Western raspberry grower, Mr.
W. E. Miller, is materially increasing his
revenue by using his two acres of -rasp-
berries as a range for his flock of 250 layers.

Mr. Miller finds that during the greater
part of the year his berry field is a gainer
from the ranging of his hens. One impor-
tant advantage is the greatly reduced num-
ber of injurious insects which formerly did
much damage to both berry canes and fruit.

It is a mighty alert insect that now escapes
the five hundred prying eyes of his con-
stantly ranging flock of hens, and the
young and tender sprouting weeds and
grass go the same way as the insects.

His hens also greatly reduce the amount
of cultivating which formerly was necessary.
He encourages this hen-power cultivation
by scattering a few oats as he operates a
horse cultivator. The result is that five
hundred active scratching feet are kept
constantly stirring the surface soil until
every grain is found. This systematic con-
trol of exercise keeps his hens fit and
healthy, and his egg yield from the same
strain of layers is considerably higher than
when his flockwas yarded in a much smaller
enclosure.

Since his hens spend most of the day-
light hours ranging his berry fields, the
manure that formerly overfertilized the
poultry yards, which were rotated for
gardening, is now giving much better
profit, and sanitary conditions around his
poultry houses are much improved. The
berry crop is also heavier and the fruit

quality is improved.
Now for the disadvantages, which are

not difficult to counteract: When the
tender canes are first shooting up early in
the spring, and weeds and grass in the berry
fields are scarce, the hens have to be kept
out of the berry fields for about two weeks
until the young shoots toughen. Also,
when the berries are ripening and during
the picking season the hens are kept from
the berry fields a portion of each day, and
at times altogether for about three weeks.
During this period they have a large yard
which has already grown an early crop of

peas or other early crop, and the hens are
kept busy and contented with plenty of

alfalfa for green feed and grain cultivated
into the soil of their yard.
The Antwerp raspberry is found most

profitable by Mr. Miller for double crop-
ping with hens for his private market trade.

His sales last year were 200 crates at an
average of $1.43 a crate, and 350 crates to a
fruit cannery at 5 cents a pound—about
90 cents a crate.

His egg receipts from the first of March
averaged $50 a month, until the hens
slacked up during molting in September.
The combined receipts for the six-months
period for eggs and berries was something
over $900. This year the number of layers

is to be increased, as Mr. Miller is satisfied

that his berry-field range will safely carry

a larger number of hens and the income and
profit can be made accordingly higher.

Grain Sorghums for

Poultry
GRAIN sorghums—kafir, milo, dura,

feterita, etc.—are filling a larger place
than ever before as scratch feed, and good
results are being secured from feeding
these grains, which are quite similar in

composition to corn, except that they are
only about half as rich in fat content.

For this reason the sorghum grains can
better take the place of wheat, particularly

for the heavier breeds, which are inclined

to take on too much fat when fed too
heavily on corn. The sorghum grains,

being small, are better to induce scratching
and exercise than the whole corn, and are

better adapted to feeding young chicks.

A Farm and Fireside subscriber, Mrs.
Mary Oliver, says she always starts her
baby chicks with the sorghum grains, as

she finds less danger from bowel trouble
than from any other kind of grain. Her
experience is that all kinds of poultry
prefer sorghum grains to corn, and when
fed a variety they will eat the sorghum
first.

FARM AND FIRESIDE,

GetYour Farm
Home from the

Canadian Pacific

THE Canadian Pacific Rail-

way offers you the most
wonderful opportunity in the
world to own a farm in West-
ern Canada, It will sell you '

land for $11 to $30 an acre

or $>50an acre under irrigation.

20 Years to Pay
You pay down 10% of the
purchase price and have
twenty years to pay in full

at 6% interest.

$2,000 Loan to

Farmers
The Canadian Pacific Railway
will loan to approved settlers on
its irrigated lands up to $2,000
in improvements with twenty
years to pay back the loan at 6%
interest.

Land Under Irrigation
In Southern Alberta, we have
developed the largest irrigation
undertaking on the Continent.
This district consists of some of
the best land in Western Canada.
An unfailing water supply is ad-
ministered under direction of the
Canadian Government—no con-
flict of law or authoritypveritsuse.
This land is offered on same easy*
payment terms as other lands.
Prices ranging up to $50 an acre.

This Is Your Opportunity
To make investigation easy,spec-
ial railway rates have been ar-
ranged. Write for particulars
and free illustrated booklets.

M. E. THORNTON
Supt. of Colouization

CanadianPacificRailway
1 902 First St., E., Calgary, Alberta^

Tells Why Chicks Die
E. J. Reefer, the poultry expert, 4034 Poultry

Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., is giving away free his valuable
chick book entitled "White Diarrhea and How to Cure It."
The book tells how to prepare a simple home solution that
cures this terrible disease over night and actually raises 96% I

of every hatch. It is absolutely free. Every poultry raiser
should have one. Write Mr. Reefer today for your copy.

Save the Baby Chicks
Our book, "CARE OF BABY CHICKS." and a

package of GERMOZONE are the best insurance
against chick losses. Those formerly losing more than
half they hatched now raise better than 90 per cent*
To you who have never tried GERMOZONE, wa will
sand postpaid, book and package as abova. You pay,
If sallaflad, 75c; 60 days' trial. Wa trust you.
Druggists and seed dealers sell GERMOZONE, the

best poultry remedy and preventive. For old and
young—bowel trouble, colds, roup, musty or spoiled
food, limber neck, chicken pox, sour crop, skin disease,
etc. Sick chicks can't wait. Da It now.

GEO. H. LEE CO., Dept. 450, Omaha, Neb,

25 Leading Varieties— Safe delivery guar-,
anteed. Postpaid. One of the largest and best -

equipped hatcheries in U. S. Catalog FREE.'
Miller Poultry Farm, Box 555, Lancaster, Mo.'

SHOO FLY PLANT
Keeps Flies Out

of the House
Plies will not stay in a room
where it is grown. Very mys-
terious, but tests show such to
be the case. Blooms (60 day*
from planting). Flowers sum-
mer and winter. To introduce
our catalog, we will give the

_ above with an order for

JapaneseRoseBashes
~'

Five for I Oc
The Wonder of the World
Roses on them in 8 weeks from
planting seed. We Guarantee
this. BLOOM EVERY TENWEEKS Winter and Summer.
Bush when 3yearsoldwill have
5 or 6 hundred Roses. Grows in
the house in winter or in the
ground in summer. Hoses

The"V*ar Round. Pkt. of seeds with Guar-
antee, also above Shoo Fly Seeds. BothJO^
mailedwith handsomeJapaneseCatalogforlMf
Japan Seed Co., Box 134 So. Norwalk, Conn.
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How to Move Tree's

By M. Baird

CHARLES A. SCOTT, state forester

of Kansas, tells us that transplanting
I large trees is practical in winter. In
describing the proper method, he says:

"A trench is dug around the tree to be
moved in a period of weather when the
ground is not frozen. The ball of earth
containing the roots is allowed to freeze

solid. Then tree and ball of earth, con-
taining from one to five tons of ^oil, are

I transferred to the new location. A derrick

is commonly used in lifting and placing
the tree.

"Great care must be taken in handling
the tree to avoid bruising the bark. The

: hole into which it is to be set should be dug
• at some convenient time when the ground
is not frozen. The soil thrown out should

ifbe covered with manure to prevent freez-

ing, so that it may be used for filling in

about the roots when the tree is set in

place.
" Caution must be exercised in setting a

;'tree to see that it stands erect, and that
the soil is uniformly packed about the ball
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Little handwork is needed when a good
machine will do the trick

x>f earth containing the roots to prevent the
tree from settling to undesirable angles.

To accomplish this it is advisable to keep
a stream of water running into the hole
while it is being filled in. February and
March are the favorable months for work
of this kind."

Fall planting for any kind of tree is

:often a waste of time, work and money,
according to Forester Scott. Fall-planted

trees are subject in dry winters to drying
out by alternate thawing and freezing.

Moisture is also carried off by drying winds
in the winter months.

Trees that are transplanted in the fall

do not develop a new root system until

the following spring. Consequently, the
jsap is carried off in dry winters by alternate

thawing and freezing. This causes the
^tree to perish. This is doubly true of ever-

green trees because they are in full foliage

the year round. They give off moisture
through the stomata, the breathing pores

of the leaves. In more humid regions fall

planting is practical because there is little

danger of excessive drying.

The logical time for pruning trees is the

late fall or early winter, asserts Mr. Scott.

Trees that are pruned in the spring are

likely to bleed.

"Trees should be pruned with a sharp
knife or saw, and the wounds painted at

once to avoid fungous infection. It is best

to use white lead, asphaltum, or coal tar

as a disinfectant.

"The pruning of shade trees differs

materially from the pruning of fruit trees.

The object in trimming shade trees should
-be to carry the crown high enough so that
it will not interfere with the use of walks
"and yards. The trees should be symmetri-
cally developed with well-balanced crowns."
Pruning should be started early in the

.growth of the tree, according to Forester
Scott. A little pruning each year is vastly
more important than a severe pruning
after the tree has been neglected for a
".number of years. In the early pruning all

tendencies to develop a crotch should be
corrected. The longer this is delayed the
more difficult it is to develop a well-

balanced crown.
: Never cut the tops out of old trees with
the hope that they will develop new tops
much more dense than the former. Cut-
ting off large limbs in a tree results in its

dying back several inches, and in subse-
quent development of fungous growth
which will follow down into the living

wood, ultimately causing the heart of the
tree to become rotten. The life of the
tree is thus shortened many years.

One ManHarvests40Acres
Outfit

PLOW I NG NIVERSAL TRACTOR
and the new

MolinelOFoot GrainBinder
This new Moline 10-ft. tractor binder attached to a MolinejUniversal Tractor running

3^ miles per hour, with one man in control of both tractor and binder, will cut 40 acres of
grain in a ten-hour day. This is more than 2 men and 8 horses with two 8-f t. binders can do;
and more than 3 men with any other tractor pulling two 8-ft. binders can do.

Considering the amount of work it will do, and the saving in expense, the Moline 10-ft.

binder is the lowest priced binder ever made, and it will last twice as long as any other. But
of greater importance is the fact that you can now harvest your grain when it is ready in half the
time you ever did before;—this may save you the price of the entire outfit any rainy season.

The Moline 10-ft. Binder is made to work with the Moline-Universal Tractor. One
man controls both tractor and binder from the seat of the binder. The entire outfit is

easily and quickly backed to turn square corners so that a full width of cut can always
be maintained. The new Mobile Binder is constructed heavily throughout and has much
greater capacity than any horse drawn binder.

Equipped With Hyatt Roller Bearings Moline Tractor Works Year 'Round

Important bearings 32 in all, are equipped
with Hyatt roller bearings. These bearings
double the life of the binder, allow it to run
at much faster speeds, make lighter draft
and r -quire only one oiling a season. This
feature alone saves one hour or more a day*
Elevator gears are enclosed and packed in
grease. There are many other features about
this binderwhichenableyou toharvest faster,
cheaper and better than you ever did before.

A header attachment is provided so that
the Mobile Binder can be easily, and at
small expense, converted into a header.

If you have only 20 acres of grain to cut,
it will pay to own this outfit. You will pay for
binder cutting yourown and neighbor's grain.

After harvesting you can use your Moline-
Universal Tractor to run a small separator
and do all the threshing in your neighbor-
hood. There is no end of uses for the
Moline-Universal Tractor. You can plow,
disc, seed, cultivate, mow, harvest, etc., and
do all your belt work with it.

The Moline-Universal Tractor does all

farm work including cultivating, and one man
controls both tractor and implement from
the seat of the implement.

Thousands of farmers in all parts of the
country are provingeverydaythat theMoline-
Universal is the most practical, economical
and efficient tractor made, that it practically
doubles a man's results and reduces expense.

It will pay you to use the Moline-Universal Tractor and Moline Grain Binder
this year. See your Moline Tractor Dealer now or write us for full information.

Moline Plow Company, Moline, Illinois

One"*
Man
Alone
Handle*
Biggest
Stumps!

,

w Try It 30 Days Free
If satisfied after
trial, keep puller.

If not pleased, return
r at our expense. You
don't risk a penny. Four

easy ways to pay.
KIRSTIN One Man Stump Puller
Weighs less! Costs less t Has greater
speed, strength, power. Man alone

pulls stubborn stumps! Get Free
Book—Special Agent's Proposi-

" tion. Write!
A. J. KIRSTIN CO.

21Q7LudSt. Eacanaba. Mich.

LIME AND FERTILIZER ARE GOLD TO THE FARMER.
YOU SHOULD USE IT SCIENTIFICALLY.

Fortify Your
Spreader Against

Loss by Writing Today
tor Large Catalog

Be prepared for the labor shortage. We have come to your rescue,
with the Guarantee Lime & Fertilizer Spreader, equipped with
the automatic covering and harrowing attachment that mixes your
lime and fertizer with the soil,and at the same time harrows your land.
Let one hand and two horses do the work of ten men (and five horses.
The Guarantee Spreader contains 8 special patented features of
this character: super- spider - steel -force-feed, shifting clutch,
spreading device that spreads evenly or sows in rows, acre mark,
indicator, screen, lid, seat, neck-yoke, double and single-treea,
automatic mixing; and harrowing attachment. Better Write Us Now.
GUARANTEE MFG. CO., Dept. K. 54 Mail Division, Waodsboro, Md.

:arTags
I CO

ofTag your stock—best and cheapest means
identification for Hogs, Sheep and Cattle.
Name, address and number stamped on tags.
Catalog mailed free on request.

F.S.Burch&Co.l33W.HuronSt.Chicago,

THE FRONT THATGAVE
THEGRIFFIN SILO FAME

An unobstructed Continuous open-
ing. Doors absolutely tight but will
not swell. Permanent steel Ladder
attached to Front. Everything first

class and prices right. Prices on
application,

GRIFFIN LUMBER CO.
Box 17. Hudson Fails, N. Y.

1200 to i BEAN
This Is a Gigantic Bean—Plants grow strong and
erect, branching freely, bearing pods up well from
the ground, which literally load tbe plant. Beans
being pure white—of the best quality. Over 300
Foils and 1SOO Beans have been grown on a
single plant from One Bean planted.

Plant in your garden or any good soil, after danger
of frost, anytime up to June 15. only 1 Bean in a hill
and they will mature a crop in about 80 days, ripening
very evenly, the growth and yield will simply surprise
you. Just the Bean everyone should plant this year.

My supply is limited and lean onlyoffer in Sealed
PaeLets, each containing over 60 ISeans with grow-
ing directions. Order early to be sure of them.

Sealed packets 10c each; 3pkts. 25c; 7pltts. 50c;
15 pUts. $l.O0; 36 pkts.(over2160Beans) $3 Postpaid.

My New Seed Book is filled with High Grade Gar-
den Seeds at lowest prices. Do not buy until you see
this Book. It will save you money; it's mailed free.

F. B. MILLS. Sied Srowtr. Dept. 40. USE HILL, N. T.
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by R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

TALK about smokes, Prince
Albert is geared to a joyhand-

out standard that just lavishes

smokehappiness on every man
game enough to make a bee line

for a tidy red tin and a jimmy
pipe—old or new 1

Get it straight that what you've
hankered for in pipe smokes
you'll find aplenty in Prince
Albert It . never yet fell short

for any other man, and, it'll hand
you such smokesatisfaction you'll

think it's your birthday every time you fire up 1 That's
because P. A. has the quality

!

You can't any more make Prince Albert bite your
tongue or parch your throat than you can make a

. horse drink when he's off the water! Bite and parch
are cut out by our exclusive patented process 1

You just lay back like a regular fellow and puff to

beat the cards and wonder why in samhill you didn't

nail a section in the P. A. smokepastare longer than
you care to remember back I

Bay Prince Albert everywhere tobacco it told. Toppy red bag*,
tidy red tins, handsome poundand halfpound tin humidors—and
—that clever, practiced pound crystal glass humidor with sponge
moistener top that keeps the tobacco in such perfect condition,

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C

The World Wants Beef
By J. B. Gingery

t

Capewell Horse Nails-
are your horses shod with them? Every
farm horse should be. These nails have
wonderful holding powers.
They are safest and easiest to
drive. The world's best nail

at a fair price—not cheapest
regardless of quality. Ask
for them

!

Wool Profits
Don't lose part of your wool money by shearing the
old fashioned way. Shear with a machine. The extra
wool secured from your sheep soon pays the cost of
one. You secure better wool more easily and quickly
and benefit your flock. Get a Stewart No. 9 Ball
Bearing Shearing Machine. Price $14. Send us $2

—

balance on arrival. Write for catalog.

CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT COMPANY
Dept. B 140, 12th SI. and Central Ave., Chicago, III.

l The Practical Collar ^
|). ........... aj»

Best of All

Horse Collars
Best because they always fit any horse

perfectly and cannot cause boils, galls, scalds or sweeny,
but always keep the horse's neck and shoulders well and
sound.

FitZall Adjustable Collars
Instantly Adjusted to Fit Any Horse, Fat or Thin

Four sets of holes in the bands at the top fit over pegs in the
collar cap, making four sizes in each collar—no freak, merely the
standard collar vastly improved.

They always fit snug. T4o sweat pads needed. Change from one horse to fit

another quick as buckling the ordinary collar.

Patented, Absolutely guaranteed. Sold by dealers at the prices of ordinary
collars of the same grade. Money back if you are not satisfied. If your dealer cannot
supply you we will. Write for full description and prices.

John C. Nichols Co.
Manufacturer* and Distributors

685 Erie St., Sheboygan, Wis.

Maker* of the Famous Master-Brand_Harne*t—America'* Best

MAYBE you are one of those who
have kept their feed lot going dur-
ing the war, even though there

wasn't always a profit when the packer
gave you your check. Maybe the crops
failed, and trying to feed cattle was out of

the question, and you had to turn your food
production efforts into other channels. But
conditions have changed. Now is the time
to get back into the game good and strong.

We American farmers have got to put the
beef industry back on its feet for the world.
Never before has it been so im-

portant to the world at large

to have the beef industry
do its best in feeding the
nations as now, and to
restock for the fu-

ture. If we as a
people consume
more than we
produce, if we
fail to utilize

every bit of
roughage, if

we neglect to
use every acre

f

of pasture, eith-

er for beef-mak-
ing or breeding
for the future sup-
ply of breeding cat-

tle for Europe, then ^
we are slighting this

vital part of our duty.

A few years ago the great 1

--«:_-<,

ranges, which were the source of

supply, exceeded the demands of the non-
producing States. The corn-belt feeder

could buy his cattle oh the ranges cheaper
than he could produce them on his high-
priced land. Year by year more of them
went to the ranges for their feeding cattle,

and year by year fewer cattle were bred in

the corn belt and the East. Each year
two vital factors have been working con-

stantly, and are beginning to make them-
selves felt: First, the population of our
country is increasing at the rate of two
million a year; second, each year sees a
greater number of acres taken from the
range by the small settlers. Hence, the
United States is called on not only to sup-
ply a heavy demand at home, but also to

feed Europe, as it is doing at the present
time.
The small settler, however, when he

catches his stride, will prove a valuable
help rather than a hindrance, for there is

no question that more cattle can be pro-

duced on the same area handled on a small

scale, and stocked intensively, than on
others which are handled as part of a large

area.

To the casual observer it would appear
that we must at once right about face, and
start in anew everywhere to increase the

supply. Fortunately, however, this start

has been made, and has gained marked
headway. During the last few years men
in the range country who have had their

fingers on the pulse of supply and demand
have noticed a constantly increasing in-

clination on the part of corn-belt feeders

to get back into the breeding business.

This can be explained in part by the fact

that each year has seen cattle gradually

getting higher, until the balance swings

back, and they can again consider pro-

ducing a few cattle on their high-priced

land as against what they can buy them
for on the range. Their breeding supply

can only come from the great range coun-

try. The corn belt and the Northeast have
always produced some cattle, and they are

especially strong on registered stock, but
this cannot be considered in supplying the

demand.
As a result they have grown careless in

their breeding, and in breeding, as in every-

thing else, there is no such thing as ob-

taining a height and standing still; one

must either go up or down. Feeders in

the corn belt and other regions must natur-

ally come to the range for their supply.

Last fall saw Texas range cattle for breed-

ing purposes scattered all over the South
and East, some of them going as far as

Connecticut, New Hampshire, and Maine.

We have at least got a flying start toward
increased beef production. The whole
Southeast is beginning to realize its possi-

bilities in producing beef on thousands of

acres heretofore comparatively non-pro-
ductive.

It is fair to assume that no other thing

could have the same influence in encour-
aging the South to exert itself in increasing

beef production as will the war. From a
financial point the farmers in the South
have every reason to hope for fair returns
from the outset. Their first step is the
wholesome eradication of ticks. This is

planned, and the State, the county, or the
community that remains inactive and per-
mits the country around it to outstrip it in

j

this great work is sure to see the time when
j

it will be compelled to be contented with a
j

smaller share of that reward for clean-up !

work which comes in direct relation to j

when the start is made.
Tick eradication means more

beef. This is doubly true
when one takes it in

connection with the
change that will nat-
urally follow re-

placing the primi-
tive cattle with
cattle of better
breeding. The
South is not go-
ing to be slow
in turning
toward this part
of the industry.
Much headway
can be made by

the use of regis-

tered or high-grade
bulls on native cows,

'

and each year care-
fully culling the cow herd.

Perhaps never before in the
history of the cattle industry has ,

the market held forth a promise so fine to
the producer of this class of beef. Nor i

has there been so favorable a time to pass
through the evolutionary period. The
great demand for meats makes this class

of beef attractive as against what it would
be in normal times. It is an ideal time for .

the South and East to make hay while the
'

sun shines, by breeding up their cattle. 1

Europe will continue to buy beef for some '«

time to come. It would seem therefore

that the country which is just beginning
to. develop has reasonable expectation that
by- the time the enormous demand begins
to let up it should begin to approach the
time when its cattle can take their place
with the best in the country.

There is also a side to it which touches
patriotism for this undeveloped country
to produce beef at a time when concen-
trates are in keen demand. These feeds
can be exported and a great many of them
used at home. The abundance of forage
in the South and Southeast, if properly
utilized, will produce a great supply of.

beef.

When one takes into consideration the
three factors, conserving concentrates,
producing beef from roughage, and the
demand for this class of beef, and the fact

that this is practically the only class of

beef the South can produce for a few years,

it is obvious that the farmers should not
fail to grasp their opportunity.

Apart from the financial side, every true,

loyal American owes it to his country to
do his best toward fitting America not
only to feed herself, and to be in a position

to restock Europe, but also to take its

place at the head of the nations in the great
industrial struggle which is sure to come
now that the war is over, and which can be
the only solution to Europe's problems.
Europe has the advantage of us in years

and experience. Then let us not sit idle

for a day, for he who only grows one pound
of beef where more could be grown is weld-
ing a weak link in our chain of defense in

the coming struggle. Whenever we do*
anything to raise our breeding standard,
we are at the same time strengthening our
national fortifications, and thus better pre-

paring ourselves to stand the brunt of the-,

charge in the industrial war.
As compared with other industries, and

the abnormal demands made upon all of.'

them, the cattle industry at least has a fair;

start—in fact, a bright outlook—and the

United States, with its great ranges as

breeding grounds, strengthened by the re-

turn to breeding in the corn belt and the

Northwest, and the awakening of the

South and Southeast to undeveloped pos-

sibilities, should be a great factor in put-

ting the nation where it should stand in the

future.
The need is now apparent, and will in-

crease each day. It rests with stockmen
in this country and our citizenship at large

to renew their efforts and keep everlast^

ingly at it.
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I Pasture for Live Stock
By Thomas J. Delohery

SOY BEANS in the corn, for pasturing
sheep and hogs, is highly commended

by P. J. Horn of Porter County, Indiana,

for twenty years a producer of prime
native lambs, good hogs, and fine beeves.

Last year Mr. Horn had 100 calves on feed,

300 hogs, and 100 ewes.
Mr. Horn fences off a 20-acre patch of

corn each year, and in this sows soy beans,
so that he will have a "balanced" pasture.

He sows the beans with the corn, mixing
the two seeds together in the planter box.

In order to sow both seeds at once, he drills

his corn.

"I sow about 2H bushels of beans on
the 20 acres, drilling it in with the corn,"
said Mr. Horn. "After drilling a row I mix
the seed, because the beans are heavier than
the corn and have a tendency to work to

the bottom of the seeder, and as a result,

if not mixed occasionally, I would be
planting all beans and no corn.

"Previous to planting, the field must be
put in a fine condition and dragged. Have
no trash around. In plowing the corn,

it can be done only one way, for there is

no room between hills, this space being
taken up by the beans. The soy beans
are ready for pasturing when the corn is

dented.
"About two weeks previous to -letting

the hogs and sheep into the field, I cut a
little of the beans every day, and feed it to
the hogs and sheep as hay, so that they will

become accustomed to it. The first time
I turn the sheep and hogs in the field I

wait until the afternoon, when the stock
is pretty well filled. I then turn them in

for a few hours, so that they will not over-
eat. I do this for a few days, and then take
down the fence and give them the run of

the entire field."
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Dehorning Cattle
By M. N. Harrison

IT IS the common practice of many stock-
men nowadays to dehorn the stocker

and feeder cattle or calves they intend
^to keep for feeding. The chief advan-
tages of dehorning are convenience and
economy in the feed lot jmd in shipping,
with a slight increase in market value.
Animals being fitted for baby beef should

not be dehorned, as with horn breeds the
age can be told approximately by the horn,
and when the horns are removed the buyer
may suspect the animal of being over the
age limit, and consequently cut down on the
price.

If a feeder is raising his own calves, the
best method of dehorning will be found to
be an application of caustic soda or caustic
.potash when the calf is a few days old, at
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The SwiftDollar

for 1918

The above diagram shows the distribution of the
average Swift dollar received from sales of beef, pork
and mutton, and their by-products, during 1918.

1919 Year Book of interesting and
/instructive facts sent on request.

Address Swift & Company
Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Illinois

A dairy herd to be proud of

the time when the button can be felt

through the skin.

,
Wet the stick of caustic slightly, and

rub it well into the skin over the horn
after first clipping the hair off the region.
Do not get the stick too wet or it will be
likely to run down over the side of the head,
burning off the hair and causing needless
pain.

When dehorning is not done at this time,
it is advisable to wait until theTiorn has
made a fair growth and then use either
the saw or the clippers. Clippers are
quicker and less painful than the saw.
•They make a cleaner cut. In either case
the horn should be cut a little below the
union of the horn and the skin, or it will
begin to grow again.
For most parts of the United States the

best time to dehorn is the first part of
April or the latter part of October—that
is, neither in really cold weather nor fly

time.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.
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Paydays

!

Do they come around regularly for you? Is the amount you receive satisfactory?
If not, let us explain, without obligation to you, our unusual money-making propo-
sition. If you can spare one hour a day, or more, it will pay you well. Write

—

Sales Division FARM AND FIRESIDE Springfield, Ohio
I llilMimimiMim

Doesn't Miss a Single Rat
When you use "Rough on Rats" you use the surest

method of exterminating this dangerous, destructive
pest. "Rough on Rats" gets them all in two or three

nights. Mix it with one food the first night; change the
kind of food the next night; use an entirely different food
the third night. No more rats after that. Occasional use

of "Rough on Rats" jfceeps them away. Druggists and
general stores sell "Rough on Rats." Send for our
booklet, "Ending Rats and Mice." Mailed free to you.

E. S. WELLS, Chemist J^ Jersey City, N. J. fjSrt 11

ROUGH _
On Rats

Get Galloway's new low 1919 price. Learn latest fea-

tures of new improved Galloway 1919 Sanitary Separators.
Thousands now In use. • Over 4000 new 1919 models ready for

immediate delivery. Skims closer, is easier cleaned than any other.
ft? Never gets out of alignment. All working parts run in oil spray.^ Has all rounded corners—no breaking up of butter-fat globules

—

and many other great features. All told in big new 1919 book.
_Send for it.

DIRECT FROM GALLOWAY— FACTORY PRICE
You can get a Galloway new improved 1919 Separator at a big saving be-
cause it comes direct from factory. The cost is less than wholesale. Four sizes,

37S lb., 500 lb., 750 lb., 950 lb. at four low direct factory prices.

SFNI1 A POSTAL TODAY Get y°ur C°PV at once - start factory dealingatnu H ruaiHL iuuhi
and savg money at once .Q00d3 smpped

s
•

from points near you to save freight. Write!

WM. GALLOWAY CO. 393 Galloway Station, Waterloo, Iowa
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The Best Time
to Buy a

THE best time to buy a De Laval
is when you need it most.

With cows freshened, or freshen-

ing soon, you will have more milk
to handle.

And with butter-fat at present
prices you can't afford to lose any
of it.

If you are still skimming by the
"gravity" method or if you are try-

ing to get along with an inferior or
"half-worn-out" separator, you cer-

tainly are losing a lot of valuable
butter-fat.

So you see that the combination
of larger milk supply and a high
price for butter-fat can mean only
one thing—you need the best
separator to be had

Right Now
The best cream separator you can

get is the only machine you can
afford to use these days, and cream-
erymen, dairy authorities and the
2,325,000 De Laval users all agree
that the De Laval is the world's
greatest cream saver. They know
from experience that the De Laval
is the most economical machine for

them to use.

If you buy a De Laval you will

get a machine that is tried and
tested and true—a machine that
will give you genuine service—and
you will get the cleanest skimming,
easiest turning, longest wearing
cream separator that money can
buy.

Order your De Laval now and let it
begin saving cream right away. See the
local De Laval agent, or, if you don't

know him, write to nearest office.

The De Laval Separator Co.
165 Broadway
NEW YORK

29 E. Madison Street
CHICAGO

POWERFUL AIR GUN
AND 500 BUCK SHOTS

Bl? 31-inch lerer-action rifle, fine walnut stock, free for
ellln* 25 beautiful Pictures or 26 pkg-s. Post Cards at 10c.

OrdsrTourcboics. GATES MFG. CO. SEPT. 520 CHICAGO

PinP Rrpprlc Poultry, Turkeys, Geese, Ducks, Guineas,
flllC Dl CCUd Bantams. Hares. Pigeons. Dogs, Stock;
Hatching Eggs specialty, reasonable. Pioneer Firm, Telford, Pi.

SOUND
and Working Again,

Costs noth-
ing for posi-

tive evidence.

For over 24

_ ^ years Save-The-
Horse has per-

^^^^ manently cured thousands of

J^^E so-called incurable, stubborn

V^F^L cases. It is the humane rem-
W V edy for sore, lame and blemished

I horses. Sold with Signed Contract
B ^E to refund money if it fails to curem ^SPAVIN. Ringbone, Thoropin—

or Shoulder. Knee, Ankle, Hoof or
^B Tendon disease; horse works too. %-page

Book, Sample Contract-Bond and advice— ALL FREE.
TROY CHEMICAL CO., 359 State St. : Binghamton, N. Y.

Druggists Everywhere sell Save -The -Horse with
CONTRACT, or we send by Parcel Post or Express paid.

How I Make My Hogs,

Cattle, and Sheep Pay
Me Big Money

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 40]

-54 bushels of corn and about 2,800 pounds
of silage per head, and put on about 300
pounds gain per steer. In pre-war days
the cattle were fed longer, and consumed
from 68 to 70 bushels of corn per steer,

on a ration which consisted of a full feed
of corn, silage, oil meal, and cottonseed
meal. This feed usually lasted for six

months, however. The cattle attained a
hard finish, and dressed out as high as 64
per cent.

The best gain I got on a drove of cattle

was 120 pounds a month, or four pounds
a day. Usually it ran around 70 pounds a

month, and this is a very good average.

I am a believer in regularity of feeding

and in a variety of feed, and I still think
the old-fashioned shock corn is hard to

beat. I use silage, and with it mix cotton-

seed and oil meal for a balance to the
ration, making a conditioner for both
cattle and hogs.
When feeding corn to steers I always

aim to have hogs behind them. Steers

do not fully digest the corn they eat, and
the hogs get a lot of it by working over
the droppings.

Last winter I fed four times a day, a
feed of shock corn, followed by a feed of

silage with cottonseed meal and shelled

corn mixed thoroughly with silage; the
same in the afternoon, but substituting
linseed-oil meal for the cottonseed meal.
The cattle came to the fourth feed with
good appreciation and surely made a good
gain and finished well.

Into this bunch, which I fed in the barn,
open on three sides, I used eight acres of

heavy shock corn and 500 tons of silage,

and 15 tons each of cottonseed and lin-

seed oil meal to 113 cattle, besides using
many tons of straw for additional bedding.
All this gave me a large amount of strong
fertilizer for the farm—approximately
500 tons, which was all well rotted and
easily distributed with manure spreaders
in the fall over about 50 or 60 acres.

I buy all of my cattle usually about
Thanksgiving time, when the run is still

coming, and just ahead of winter. Feed-
ing in the barn in the winter and, if

necessary, right on in the lot in the summer,
until they are ready to go, is my plan.

I never let the cattle lose their appetites,

because this increases the overhead expense.
There is overhead on the farm just as
there is in any other business, and reducing
it to a minimum is one means of increasing

the efficiency to a maximum degree.

Sheep Cut the Overhead

Now about sheep:
Sheep have a place on my farm as a

means of reducing the overhead in the
way of cleaning up the waste. There is

on most every farm enough waste to sup-
port a bunch of sheep. Very little grain
is fed to my sheep, although I sow pasture
especially for them, but. keep the sheep at
the work of cleaning up until all available
waste has been consumed. The business
of salvaging belongs to the sheep.
At the present time I have 300 head of

Western ewes.
I have bred these Western ewes to

Shropshire bucks, this being the idea of

Prof. W. C. Coffey of the University of

Illinois, who is one of the leading sheepmen
of the country. He has found that this

cross is a good one. Before this he advo-
cated crossing Southdowns, I believe,

on Western ewes; but later experiments
proved that the Shropshire cross was
better.

My lamb crop generally runs around 150
per cent. This I attribute to according
the sheep the proper care they need, both
during the growing and lambing season.

Sheep are delicate animals, and will not
stand much ill care. At times their ability

to stand hardships is amazing, but in

other instances they are easily subdued.
I am to have my lambs come about the

first of April. At this time the weather
is not so hard, and the danger from loss

through inclement weather is smaller
than with earlier lambs. Of course, if

one were to market the lambs early this

idea would not be very good, as it would
land the stock on a poor market; but I

believe in making heavy lambs, and
market them when they are what the
market calls lambs, but about a year old.

I don't feed the ewes anything until a
little before lambing time, because I

want them to clean up everything about

Pages from
Your Own
Life History

0

BILL FIELD sets out

to get a quarter of a

million dollars by the

time he is thirty-five ; and he

does get it.

But that is not the climax of the

story. Love has something to say

to Bill Field before he gets through.
Marriage gives him a problem to

work out. He finds there are no
easy formulas for disposing of
human beings.

Bill Field is a fellow quite like your-

self—even though he is a character

in a novel. In "What Shall It Pro-

fit a Man" Bruce Barton has taken
a theme which will command the

interest of every man and woman
who cares about the big things of

life love and character and success.

'

Barton has cut to the heart of things

in this story, and has done it with
wonderful feeling and fineness.

There are chapters which you will

read as if they were pages of your
own life history.

In Bill Field you will see yourself.

You will recognize your own hopes
and plans and ambitions, your own

- struggles to adjust yourself to
"things as they are."

And the way Bill Field worked out
his problems will help you to work
out your own. It is a story of

natural action and of real people.

Begin it in the May number of

ffineriGanilM A G A Z I N E

The Crowell Publishing Company
Woman's Home Companion

The American Magazine

Farm and Fireside
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Chees^iSftter
MAKING

SIMPLIFIED
On the farm, Hansen's Prepara-
tions make butter and cheese
making simple and easy. Cham-
pions and prize winners use
them because they are pure,

concentrated, simplest to use and
always dependable.

HANSEN'S
Preparations

Hansen's Rennet Tablets for home cheese
making; Cheese Color Tablets; Danish
Butter Color, a pure vegetable color used
in finest butter. Use Junket brand But-
termilk Tablets to ripen the cream for
butter and the milk for cheese in the
small dairy, as well as to prepare deli-

cious, pure "Buttermilk" in every home.

At all drug or grocery stores

or sold direct.

An Interesting, well illustrated booklet on
cheese making, "The Story 'of Cheese" by
J. D. Frederikson, free with an order for
SI.00 worth of Rennet Tablets*. Send for
particulars.

VaterlWater!
WHERE and WHEN you want it—for house, barn, field, all year
'round. BORE YOUR OWN WELL.

Standard Well-Boring Outfit
Hand operated. Bores wells 8 to 16 in, dia.

up to 100 ft. deep. One man bored 40-ft. well
in 10 hours and put in casing-.

BORES 100 FT. WELLS BY HAND
:s One day's work pays for it

£3 Easy to get 50 cts. to $2 per ft.—make $20 to
K]£30 per day boring wells for neighbors. One
Seaman bored 75 wells, another 47 and another
'•.••.bored 35. Satisfied users in 46 states.

Every claim guaranteedana proved. Write
^jTODAY for information and testimonials.

Dept. 40

Thousands used during u/ar by
U. S. and English Governments. f\

THE SPECIALTY DEVICE CO.
1Q6 West 3rd Street Cincinnati. O.

YOU CAN'T CUT OUT
A BOG SPAVIN, PUFF OR THOROUGH-

PIN, BUT

INEABSORB
* iiV-.-.-.-.TRAD'E markr'e'g:u.'s:pat.off::

will clean them off permanently, and
you work the horse same time. Does
not blister or remove the hair. $2.50

per bottle, delivered. Will tell you
more if you write. Book 4 R free.

W. F YOUNG, P. 0. F.,23 Temple St., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

In useMINERAL'
HEAVER

.COMPOUND
Bookie*.

Free
$3 Package guaranteed to give satisfaction or money

back. %\ Package sufficient for ordinary cases.

JIHEBAl HEME REMEDY CO.. 425 Fourth A»e„ flttsburg, Pa.

E LAN D

!

BIG MONEY in grains, live stock, fruit, poultry. Mich,
test hardwood land. S15 to S30 per A. Easy terms.
Markets, schools, churches. Free insurance. Farm ad-
visers. No swamps or stones. 10 to 160 A. Best land
BBr in U. S from largest Co. Book free. Swigart Land
Co.. Y1250 1st Nat'l Bk. Bids.. Chicago.

95 on
Upward TRIAL

JhneAlcurt,
FULLY
GUARANTEED

CREAM

SEPARATOR
A SOLID PROPOSITION to send
new, well made, easy running,
^perfect skimming separator for
$19. 95, Closely skims warmorcold
tnJlk. Makes heavy or light cream.
Different from picture, which
illustrates larger capacity ma-
Chines. See our easy plan of

Monthly Payments
Bowl a sanitary marvel, easily
cleaned. Whether dairy is large
or small, write for free catalog
and monthly payment plan.

Western orders filled from
Western points.

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO.
Box 3058 Bainbridge, N. V.

the place. I use them to follow the hogs
in pasturing soy beans, corn, and rape, so
that there is no waste. I feed them in the
winter after the stalk fields are bare.

After the lambs come, and for a short
time before, the ewes get a little ground
feed of what we grow at home. This
ration is continued until the lambs are
ready to go to grass. Then I take the feed
from both lambs and ewes, and they begin
to shift for themselves.
My sheep are the balance to my feeding

business, because, as I said before, they
clean up after the hogs which follow cattle.

I am feeding my sheep shock-fodder
corn and soy-bean silage through the
winter, instead of straight grain. This
cuts the cost of maintenance, and I be-
lieve they will do just as well.

I have a special pasture for sheep, but
usually turn them on the winter wheat
and rye first. Rye makes a good early
pasture, and they get a world of feed off

the wheat, pasturing it until jointing time.
Rotation of sheep pasture is a necessity.

I have found this from experience. I

had to sell my ewes last year because they
got wormy. I found the grub worm most
bothersome. However, there is a remedy
for this; but curing the sheep of worms is

a hard job.

I have found that the ewes pick up the
worm on pasture. It lays the eggs in the
nose, and hatches out a worm which gets

Thanks for \bur
Letter

THAT little "What's on
Your Mind?" note in the

February issue certainly gave
us the job of a lifetime. We
have had to sit up nights to

read your letters. And, believe

us, they are worth sitting up
nights to read. Keep them
coming. Those demanding per-

sonal, immediate answers we
have answered, and will con-

tinue to answer right away.
Some others we are keeping to

print so all of you can read
them. It's funny the different

ways we seem to strike folks.

But whether you swear at us,

or by us, we know you are

sincere, and we try to profit by
what you say, because we too
are sincere. And there's no
better way for us to keep in

close touch with each other
than by letters. Again we say:

Keep 'em coming. Good luck

to you all. The Editor.

into the brain and kills the animal. I

have found that liming the sheep's nose
is a good way to get rid of it. This will

cause the ewe to sneeze and cough, and
throw out the fly or eggs. Then disinfect

the nose with pine tar.

This remedy is good in the spring, when
the flies are prevalent. If it rains, however,
it is necessary to do it over. A better way,
I have found, is to take a log and bore
holes in it large enough for the sheep's
nose. Then put salt at the bottom of the
holes, and smear pine tar around the edges
of the incision, so that when the sheep
reaches for the salt the pine tar will get
on its nose.

All this I learned after losing 40 ewes
in one year. It was costly at the time,

but I learned something which will prevent
further large losses.

After the lambs are on pasture they get

no grain as a regular feed. I hold them
over, and use them to clean up the corn-

field over which the hogs have rumaged.
These are my methods of feeding and

managing live stock. I believe one is very
essential to the other. Without manage-
ment, feeding would be merely giving the
live stock the feed. The management end
of the business decides what feeds to use,

and the amount. I have been a live-stock

man all of my life, helping my father, who
was a pioneer stockman, before I went
into business for myself.

I love the feeding business; but at the
same time regard it as a business, just the
same as I would if I were manufacturing
any other article from the raw material.

It is a business, and I apply business
principles to it.

Westclox
HERE they are; the four top-notchers in

the Westclox line. Big Ben heads the

family. He's a good, substantial timekeeper

and a loyal call-clock.

At his right, America : trim, alert, compe-

tent. Then Sleep-Meter, a close second to

Big Ben; refined, neighborly, watchful.

Last but least only in size comes little

brother, Baby Ben, who tucks cozily into

places where Big Ben might feel out of place.

. They're all faithful timekeepers and punc-

tual alarms. They all have that same good
Westclox construction. They all wear our

quality-pledge, Westclox.

Western Clock Co. - makers of Westclox
La Salle & Peru. Illinois. U S. A.

Clip in the Spring
Treat your horses with consideration. You
wouldn't do your spring work wearing your win-
ter overcoat—don't make your horses work while
burdened with the winter's clothing. Clip them.
A Stewart machine costs only $9.75 and lasts a
lifetime. Send $2.00 and pay balance on arrival.

Or write for 1919 catalog snowing complete line of.

clipping and shearing machines.
CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT COMPANY

Depl. A 140, 12th St. and Central Ave., Chicago, III.

America's

Pioneer

Dog Medicines

BOOK ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed

Mailed free to any address by
the Author

H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,

118 West 31st Street, New York

/or- ftrO D0WN£

'THINK of it! For only $2 down you can now
•• get any size of the New Butterfly Cream
Separator direct from our factory on a plan
whereby it will earn its own cost and more be<
tore you pay. You won't feel the cost. For only $< _

^_ you can buy the No. 2K Junior. A light run-
^Jninp-. easy cleaning. close skimming,durable.
C%guaranteed separator. Skims 120 quarts per

10 %fr hour. We also make four other sizes of the

NEW BUTTERFLY
up to oar big 800 pound capacity machine shown here—all sold

at similar low prices and oo our liberal terms of only $2,down
and a year to pay. Every machine guaranteed a lifetime

against defects in material and workmanship.

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
You can have 80 days' FREE trial and see

for yourself how easily one of these splen-

did machines will earn its own cost and
more before you pay. Try it alongside of
any separator you wish. Keep it if pleased.

If not you can return it at our expense and
we will refund your $2 deposit and pay the
freight charges both ways. You won't be

You take no risk. Postal bring3 Free Catalog Folder

and direct-from-factory offer. Buy direct and save money. Write today.

I

AL8AUGH-D0VER COMPANY, 2139 Marshall Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Easy To Clean
EasyTo Turn
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And by easy payments we mean just this:

We will ship you an Economy King Cream Separator in the
table size on receipt of only $3.00. The balance to be paid in
easy payments of only $3.00 a month.
Or, we will ship you any dairy size cream separator on receipt of

only $5.00, and you can pay the balance at the rate of $5.00 a month.
We have other terms by which you needn't pay a penny down,

but can pay all on November 1, 1919.

No matter which terms you choose there will be no notes to
sign—no interest to pay. Just fill out the order blank enclosed
in our catalog.

The Economy King, on our liberal payment plan, is a good
investment, even if you have only two cows to milk, because
it will actually earn the monthly payments with the cream it saves over
the old separating methods.

The Economy King Is a Quality Machine.
The Economy King is a close skimmer. It takes the cream right down to

the last drop from milk at any temperature and in any condition that it can
be skimmed. It cleanses and aerates the cream and skim milk. It removes
all foreign substances.
The Econoir/y King runs easily and quietly. It has a sanitary bowl. It is

easily cleaned. The supply tank is low so it can be easily filled. The
Economy King is equipped with our new oil splash
system of lubrication, by which all bearings run in a
constant bath of oil.

Over 600,000 Users.
Over 600,000 farmers have bought Economy Separators.

Every one sold on ten weeks' trial. In producing
Economy King Separators in our own splendidly
equipped factory we give you the benefit of all the
experience gained in the sale of this immense quantity
of separators.

Send for Cream Separator Catalog.
Our new catalog contains all the information you

should have before buying a separator. It quotes low
prices and carefully explains our liberal terms which
make it so easy to own the Economy King. If you
haven't received a copy, just drop us a post card and ask
for Cream Separator Catalog, whether you expect to buy
a machine now or later.

StoKBpetackandGi
Chicago, 111.

a
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Here's an Outdoor Job
Many an outdoor man has an indoor job, and the

combination isn't a happy one. If you want to be

outdoors—to be independent—to draw a salary of

from $35 to to $50 weekly—clip the coupon in the

corner and send it to-day. It costs you a postage

stamp to investigate. Opportunity knocks! Write

Country Sales Manager
Farm and Fireside Springfield, Ohio

Are You in Love

With Your Job?

Bruce Barton says: "// you can't fall in love with your

job, for goodness sake, change it!" If you're not happy
in your present work; if you're not enthusiastic about

it—quit it! You're a square peg in a round hole. You're

wasting your time and your employer's money.

1

;

Country Sales Manager,

Fahm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

\

I'd like to fall in love with a job that will pay me a

;

weekly salary of from $35 to $50. Please tell me about it.

i

m> Name
1

I

I

i
Post Office

State

FARM AND FIRESIDE

That Farm Catalogue
By J. T. Raymond

AHOLSTEIN breeder whose annual
sales reached $25,000 in three years, a

man whose unusual success is the wonder
of his contemporaries, recently issued a
"Book of Bulls" which reveals one of the
secrets—namely, good salesmanship. This
catalogue, descriptive of his herd, is un-
doubtedly the most complete and best
ever published in his territory. Well,
illustrated, and giving in unusual detail
the breeding and records of each individuals
cow, and the ancestry and qualifications
of his bulls, this catalogue goes still furtheril
taking a step which, though obvious to a
good salesman, is overlooked by most
breeders with stock to sell.

"This farm has first-class stuff," the'
catalogue says. "Now we'll show you why?
you ought to buy it."

The catalogue not only convinces the
reader that the farm has good stock,
fairly priced—it persuades him that pure-
bred stock will pay him, which is often
where the selling battle must be fought.
The average farm catalogue does not do]
this. It attempts to show, more or less]

convincingly, that the breeder has good
stock for sale, and lets it go at that—

a

very serious mistake.
In this catalogue the breeder tries, for]

example, to create a demand for his youngl
bulls. Here are some of the things he sayi
—not at great length, but with thm
"punch":
"You can always sell your bull calves!

if you own the right kind of sire.

"The better bred sire you own, the
better bred and higher priced will be his

offspring.

"You do not know how good a bull is if

you do not know the official records back
of him.

"It is quality that counts. Grow along
quality lines.

"Club with your neighbors and buy a.

good bull, dividing the cost. Increase your
profits by improving your herds, making
a demand.
"Remember, the bull is more than half

the herd. One poor cow means one poor
calf a year. One poor bull means all poor
calves.

"Do not be satisfied with just pure-
breds. Test them, and be sure your sire

is better than your females. Grade up,
not down—but be sure."

Descriptions of 30-pound cows have no
more legitimate place in a live-stock
catalogue than selling talk of this nature.
There are other stock breeders whose
success is attributable as much to such
good salesmanship as to good herd manage-
ment, but their number is still small.

Also Applies to Poultry

In the poultry industry are several out-
standing successes won with the combina-
tion of good stock and a persuasive
catalogue. These men, typical of whose
rise is that of a certain White Leghorn
breeder, get away from stereotyped price

lists, catalogue of winnings, etc., with
elaborately illustrated booklets in which
they tell in detail of their own success with
poultry and the methods they use, and'
draw a persuasive picture of what others
can do. They print letters, giving custo-
mers' experience in detail, by the score.

Nothing of the hackneyed is found in their

selling literature, and they sell the goods.
The White Leghorn breeder alluded to,

whose bulky catalogues, printed on first-

grade paper, actually cost 14 cents each,

has made as much as $10,000 in a year.
There is a nationally known Ancona

breeder whose sales last year were close to

$30,000. The success of neither of these

men would have been possible without
good stock, but excellent salesmanship was
the factor which built up their large

enterprises. It is significant that both of

them, as well as the Holstein breeder first

mentioned, came to the -farm from busi-

nesses in which they had had valuable
selling experience. One man had owned
a piano store; another had been a leather

goods salesman; the third had been a

successful life-insurance man.
The important point is that there

wide-spread opportunity in live-sto<

breeding and poultry circles, and to

lesser extent in other lines of agricultur<

for the application of selling practices no^

employed universally in the business world.

The catalogue is in its infancy as a

selling weapon for farmers. That man has

traveled a goodly way toward success who
realizes it is not sufficient merely to indicate

the merit of the live stock or products he

has for sale. He must show the prospect

why it will profit him to buy the article.
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Study Your Tractor's Habits

By Earl Roberts

I
PERSONALLY know several farmers

who have purchased tractors recently

and, after being a tractor owner for a few

months, have practically condemned their

machines. They don't seem to find any
fault with other farmers' tractors, but they

feel particularly ill toward the one they

own. And as a tractor owner and user

for the last twelve months I would like to

mention some of the things that I have

had to deal with, because the same things

apply in . large measure to all tractors.

But the most that I want to do is to help

some dissatisfied tractor user to become
more familiar with and learn to like his

tractor*

I feel that I rather had an advantage
when the season opened up last spring, for

I had bought the tractor in December, and
during the winter I "buzzed" some wood,
and when the ice season commenced I

pulled the wagons off the ice on to the

bank. In this way I became familiar with

some of the things it would or would not

do under certain conditions. However, I

found starting the motor to be a very diffi-

cult matter in real cold weather. But
after taking out the plugs and heating
them hot enough to sizz, and then pouring
in about five gallons of warm water, I got
plenty of action. Where you prime with
gasoline it's a good plan to warm the gaso-

scant. You must find that happy medium
of just enough, for it is at this point your
engine does its best. Most tractors have
a fuel screen to catch the dirt that is bound
to get in, and if you don't clean it once in

a while it will bother you. Sometimes
your pipe line gets to leaking and the fuel

pump does not draw good, causing un-
steady running. Sometimes, in priming
previous to starting, enough gasoline will

collect on the terminals of your plugs to
short-circuit, and prevent firing. This
must be wiped off or you'll never start.

Never take spark plugs apart except in

extreme necessity. Screw them in tight

enough not to leak, and not too far down,
or they will burn in and you'll ruin them
in getting them out. Nine times out of

ten it's these little things that make
trouble.

Persistent misfiring is invariably due to

a bad plug, and in this case test out the bad
one, and replace. Also, the same thing
will happen with loose connections and
water in the fuel tank.
The most prevalent misconception that

a great many tractor owners have is in re-

gard to the horsepower of their engine.

Take an engine rated at 10-horsepower
draw-bar pull, and they think it will pull

as much as 10 good-sized drafters. But
the fact is that ten ordinary draft horses

Electric lights take trie trouble out of night work

line in some hot water, as it is much more
sensitive. I have never had any trouble
in starting in the severest weather when
following this plan, all other conditions
being right.

It makes no difference what kind of
trouble you have, if it is persistent enough
it aggravates and eventually totally dis-

gusts the operator. And right here I wish
to make mention of two things on each of

which I spent a half-day before I learned
what was the real trouble. And both
happened this fall after I had used my
tractor for nine months, and I thought
that was long enough experience so I

couldn't be fooled.

I went out to plow one morning, and
after filling up on fuel and lubricating oil

and screwing down the hard oilers I pro-
ceeded to start. I was still trying to start
when noon came. I went to dinner pretty
much disgusted, because I had lost half
a day of good plowing. A heavy rain the
night before had thinned my gasoline down
too much, and there was simply nothing
doing. A fresh supply after dinner started
right off.

Another time I spent a half-day in try-
ing to start, and I went over the engine
from one end to the other; took out the
plug and tested for a spark, and found that
it was strong. The gasoline was right,
because it had not been exposed to water.
I finally concluded I had no spark again,
and upon examination I found the mag-
neto had stuck some pla.ce on the inside
and was on a strike. I dropped in a little
oil and it went to work.

I have seen tractors enveloped in such a
fog of black smoke that you could hardly
see them. Too much fuel means sluggish
action and iost power, the same as too

will, if put to the test, pull your tractor
backward on low without much trouble.

But the tractor will on an all-day run, one
day with another, do what your ten horses
do, and a little bit more. So if you at-

tempt to put all the load behind it that it

would take ten horses to move a certain
distance, then you have a serious overload.
We know how long the average horse will

last when he is pulling all he possibly can
all the time. The same thing applies to
machinery. Overloading causes unneces-
sary wear on bearings, and strains your
motor so that its actiye life will be greatly
shortened. You are overloaded when
your motor does not maintain its normal
speed.
The fall is the time to plow with trac-

tors, but if this can't be done don't get
scared in the spring for fear the ground
will always

-

be soft. When it is in condi-
tion to go on it with horses, then it is fit for

tractor plowing, because the average light

farm tractor has wheels broad enough so
that they exert no more pressure on the
ground in proportion to their weight than
does a horse's hoof. And another thing:

If you are afraid you'll be late, the tractor

asks no rest if you- have plenty of fuel and
oil. Most horses at good solid work can
only stand ten hours.

I see such ads as the following in the
farm papers now and then: "For Sale

—

A good farm tractor, only been used a short
time. Reason for selling, have no more
use for it."

Once in a while such ads are very true,

but I know a great many cases where the
owner is completely dissatisfied. This
should not be the case if he really has a
good tractor, unless the owner never learned
to operate it successfully.

V r^^s?.®

ROOFINGS
Select the one you need

There are two kinds of roofing buyers;

the unwise one, who is governed by
price alone, thinking that cheapness is

economy; and the wise one who selects his

roofing according to the purpose for which
it is to be used—buying the highest grades

for his houses and barns and less expensive

grades for his smaller buildings.

No single brand of roofing can economically be used

to roof all your buildings. That is why S-P-C Roof-
ings are manufactured in different grades—at different

prices. They are made to meet all your roofing needs.

When you buy roofing, make your selection from

S-P-ORoofings
The five, different brands of S-P-C Roofings are

Imp, Cronolite, Zylex, Starex, Slatex (slate surfaced

individual or strip shingles and roll roofing). They
are made by The Standard Paint Company, the

pioneer manufacturer of ready-roofings. The ex-

perience gained through more than a quarter cen-

tury in the manufacture of ready roofing is back of

every roll. Every one of the S-P-C Brands is the

best roofing that can be bought at the price.

Look for the circle trade-mark—it is a good guide

to follow when looking for ready roofing.

* The Standard Paint Company
New York Boston

Makers of

RU-BER-OID ROOFING

Offers Indigo CloM
§£/ Standard__for over 75 years )"J

r took for the
w boot trade-mark
od the back of the

doth. Inside the garment*
before you buy.

for Men's Overalls, Jumpers, Uniforms
Miss Stifel Indigo Cloth— for women's overalls and work clothes.

The strongest, fast color, work-garment cloth made.

Garments made of
Stifel Indigo sold by
dealers everywhere

J. L. STIFEL & SONS
Wheeling, W. Va. 100 Church St., N. Y.

We are
Manufacturers of
the cloth only
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You can do it with
the self-contained
roller flour mill, the

AMERICAN"KfMILL

'

The surest and most profitable
business, second in dignity only to

.
banking. Anyone, without previous
milling experience, can operate it suc-
cessfully.

"/ made a success right from the
start without previous milling experi-
ence," says a Georgia miller, while a
North Dakota miller says: "/ am
no milbr, just a common plug, but I
am getting along all right with my
'Midget:"

You can start in this profitable
business at once with our nationally
advertised brand of flour

—

(America's Community)

We furnish you the sacks
with this brand, and your name
printed on them.

Grind "FLAVO" flour

for your home people. They
are demanding it, and you
can sell them.

Our Service Depart
ment and our booklet,
"Confidential Selling

Plans" will establish you
in this business and
make you a success.

A Michigan mi
er says: "We thank
you for your help in

building up our
business"

This
wonderful
millismade

in seven sizes

IS to 100 bar-
rels capacities

per day. Takes
only a small

amount ofpower
and will last a life-

time. Itgives high-

est yield of good
flour per bushel of

wheat.

A miller in

Texas says:
"Your selling
plans and Serv-

ice Depar
ment are of
the greatest

benefit"

This improved pat-

ented system of mill-

ing makes "A bet-
ter barrel of flour
cheaper," therefore

gives you larger profits.

From North Dakota one
customer says: "The first

nine months I made over

,000 with my AMERI-
CAN MARVEL MILL."

One from Kansas says: "I
have not run a year full time but

my books show $3,000 profits."

While from Nebraska we have
the following: "In the last three

years our net profits from the oper-

ation of this mill have exceeded

$15,000."

This mill is sold on the strong-

est guarantee and thirty*days' free

trial.

Write today for our free booklet, "The
Story of a Wonderful Flour Mill."

The Anglo-
American Mill Co.
587-593 Trust Building

Owensboro, Ky.

The Four Secrets of My Farm Success

a good thing I sent my son over, because
most of those horses weren't quality. But
in the farming districts of Belgium he
found excellent horses which he bought
from the farmers. We were the second im-
porters to bring over Belgians. The first

trip was successful, but on the second trip

all but three head died on the passage, be-
cause of an eighteen-day storm which
rolled the boat and pounded the horses to
dea1;h.

It was a big loss at the time, the horses
being valued at about $22,000, but for

six or seven days the ship was supposed
to be lost, and when I found that George
had landed safely at Halifax I didn't

mind it at all. I only worked harder, and
made better arrangements for shipping
the horses, with the result that since then
very few have been lost. The following
spring George went over again, and
bought a few more horses with what money
we could scrape together. If I hadn't
loved the business I probably would have
got out of it instead.

Two or three years after the first trip,,

we commenced importing Percherons and
Coachers. From the beginning I was on
the lookout for the kind of horse that
would sell well. I wished to give the public
what it wanted. So, when I saw an
exhibition of four German Coachers at the
local county fair, which a man from
Watseka, Illinois, had brought from Ger-
many, I thought them good sellers, and
had George import them, with the result
that for several years we sold them faster
than we could import them. We have
never been big breeders, but we have
carried breeding horses almost exclusively
—for one reason, because we didn't have
to pay duty on them. Up to the time of

the war George made from one to three
trips across each year, or about seventy
importations, bringing back Percherons,
Shires, Hackneys, Coachers, and Belgian
draft horses. At one time as many as 148
horses came through the port of New
York for us.

Our success in selling has been due to
advertising. We have always believed in

letting people know where we were and
what we had to sell. A man can't do much
business unless he advertises. At first we
advertised in the country papers, where it

didn't cost so much. Later we advertised

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20]

in fifty counties in various States. Then
we used the stock journals of national
circulation, and the bigger farm papers.
We've used from a fourth to a full page

in certain publications for the last thirty
years. It has meant an appropriation of
thousands of dollars a year for advertising,
but it has brought in the business. Along
with that we had salesmen out over the
United States and Canada selling horses

—

as many as seventy on the road at one
time. The business grew so fast between
1900 and 1905 that we had to establish
barns at various places over the country
to be nearer the trade. Even earlier than
that, in 1897 and 1898, we exported to our
stables in Antwerp 3,600 head of commer-
cial horses which were sold throughout
the principal countries of Europe.
Being careful, judging horses expertly,

and buying the kind in Europe that
Americans wanted, resulted in such a
large business in 19X)3-05 that, with only
a small profit on each horse, we made as
high as $100,000 a year in net profits.

According to quality, our prices haven't
been as high as those of other firms, al-

though we have sold more high-priced
horses than any other firm.
We sold W. H. Minor of Heart's

Delight Farm $170,000 worth of horses.
At one time he bought eleven horses in
twenty minutes. Having just half an
hour between trains, he went out to the
farm, saw the horses we had picked for

him, but refused to take time to look over
the pedigrees, saying, "Since I know you,
never mind about the pedigrees," and
rushed off to catch his train. Ten years
ago we sold Mr. W. S. Corsa, a big farmer
and breeder of Whitehall, Illinois, our
Percheron stallion Carnot for $10,000,
the first of that kind ever sold in America
at such a high price. Several years later

we sold a gray Percheron stallion to Mr.
Thomas G. Plant of Boston for $12,500.
We can no longer be the largest importers

of horses in the United States, because
there are no horses in Europe for importa-
tion. Since 1914 we have received only
six blooded horses. At the present we
breed and sell American blooded horses
almost exclusively, the largest part of the
business being in drafters, although we
own a few race horses, such as the cham-
pion pacing stallion William, the great

racing trotter Early Dreams, Wilg0
Captain Crouch, and several others which
have each in turn stood at the head of
his stud.

My son and I love all kinds of animals,
though the horse is our favorite, and since
the war and the automobile slowed down
the horse business we have turned to
Hereford cattle and Hampshire hogs,
which we have sold in every State of the
Union, and in South America and other
foreign countries as well.

Always large exhibitors at fairs and
expositions, both in the United States
and Europe, we have shown repeatedly,
and won many prizes at Madison Square,
Brockton Fair, the Dairy and Horse Show,
the world's fairs, and the International.
Our six-horse team, which usually shows
on request and invariably receives i
premium, is our most successful means of

advertising. Eight years ago I commenced
the team, consisting of large Percheron
geldings bred and raised in the Middle
States, weighing from 2,000 to 2,400

pounds, and hitched with expensive
harness to a white wagon weighing 6,000

pounds, to demonstrate to farmers the

high grade of horses they could raise if

they would breed them properly.
My story sounds rather rosy in spite of

itself, but there were times—a good many
of them—when I might have given up the

business altogether if my mind hadn't

been made up so strongly to win out at the

game. One of those times was about

seventeen years ago, when 30 horses, most
of them high-priced, died in one year.

It was a streak of bad luck which most

horse dealers have at least once; but I

stuck.
Of course, I've reached the goal of my

childish dreams, and passed it long since.

You too, can win success at the game you

love. Perhaps you already have. But

whether you have or have not, remember
this:

The one point which is too often over-

looked by the successful is that success

once won will not remain indefinitely

unless you keep making the same struggle

toward better quality which brought it.

I take just as great an interest in keeping

my business at a high standard of excel-

lence to-day as I did in the first years of

my work.

Three Raps on the Door

got to do is to look important and insist on
seein' the manager. So pretty soon I've

shouldered by the outside cheap help and
am right next to Mr. Caskins himself.

If you ask me, I wouldn't buy a bone
collar button of Mr. Caskins without testin'

it to see if it wasn't made of bread crumbs.
One of these droopy-eyed parties, he is,

with a slow, snaky way of sizin' you up.
Yet, I guess I played the come-on part well
enough. Oh, yes; I was thinkin' of puttin'

a few hundred into Radio Construction.
I'd been tipped off by a good friend of

mine back home that it was a sure-fire

thing. But there was a few points I wanted
to look up first. How soon did Mr. Caskins
think they'd begin declarin' dividends?
Could I see pictures of the factory? And
how about the last semi-annual statement?
You see, I was playin' his cards for him.

I nods my head enthusiastic when he
points to a big framed photograph of the
works. Course, it might have been a corset

fact'ry or a breakfast-food foundry, for all

I knew.
" Could—could I see some of the shares?"

I asked next.

"Why, certainly," says Mr. Caskins.
"One moment, please. I'll get them my-
self."

As he steps out into the front office I slides

over to the door that is half draped across

with a big war map. It ought to be the
door leadin' into the next suite—that is,

the one that would lead in there if it wasn't
locked. Which it was. And then I pulls the
only brilliant play of the day. Just on a
chance, I tries the commonest signal I

knew.
'
'Rap—rap—rap

. '

'

I heard a swivel-chair pushed back, and
a muffled step on the rug; then a safety

catch is turned, and I'm starin' into the
shifty eyes of H. Stuart Kinney.

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 54]

"What the deuce!" he explodes.
"Just explorin'," says I. "I was won-

derin' what reg'lar firm was back of this

Star-Spangled bunch. Yours, eh?"
"Who says so?" he demands, fiushin' up.

"I might if I was pushed," says I.

And then I turns, with a grin, to get the
gaspy expression on the pasty face of Mr.
Caskins, who's just comin' back.
"Why!" says Caskins, starin' goggle-

eyed from one to the other of us. "I didn't

mean, Mr. Kinney, to
—

"

"Caskins," says Kinney, "I would sug-

gest, if your business is of a nature to

attract amateur detectives, that you try to
keep them on your side of the wall."

"Otherwise, Caskins," I adds, "people
might suspect you was handlin' a side line

for a perfectly respectable brokerage
house."
"Bah!" says Kinney. "Your fool sus-

picions, young man, have no interest for

me whatever."
"Ain't that just my luck'!' says I,

turnin' the grin on him. "Say, but I'm
learnin' a lot from you to-day, Mr. Kinney.
Thanks, Caskins; I ain't investin' just now.
Maybe I'll call again."
And while the exitin' looks easy I slips

past and out to the elevator, leavin' 'em
glarin' at each other. Then I made a quick
break for the Corrugated Trust, and inside

of an hour Mr. Ellins had the whole story.

But instead of grabbin' the phone, and
callin' up the Secret Service people, he just

puffs hard at his cigar.

"Yes," says he, after a while. "You've
found the leak, Torchy. But, unfortu-
nately, it's one that can't be reached."
"You mean there ain't any way to stop

peddlin' phony securities? " says I.

"Oh, yes,' says he. "By bringin' civil

actions, a year or more to a case. But by
the time you have secured a decision your

defendants would be just about as easy to

find as last winter's snowdrifts."
"Huh!" says I. "No wonder them baby

bonds are being kicked off the doorstep,

with all this opposition runnin' loose.

Looks to me like some one ought to give

Congress a hunch along that line."

"Quite right," says Old Hickory. "And
who better than you? I think I can arrange

it. We'll go to Washington Tuesday night.

The committee will be interested in what

you have to say."
"Meanwhile, though," says I, "this

Kinney party does a rushin' trade through

the back door."
"Ah, that is quite a different case," says

Old Hickory. "I think Mr. Kinney will be

called on to do a little explaining before the

Stock Exchange board, and if any Star-

Spangled Investment transactions can be

traced to him—well, I wouldn't give much

for his seat."
And say, by four-thirty that afternoon

the offensive was on. We've had Kinney

squirmin' and twistin' for two days now.

He ain't half so chesty as he was. And it

ain't helpin' him any that Caskins should

disappear so sudden.
Kinney may squeak through, or he

may not. It looks stormy ahead. Anyway,

I understand that's what they're sayin' out

at the Country Club, where the tale is

bein' handed around. And the other night,

as I left to go on and put Congress wise, it

was a toss-up whether they was goin' to let

Kinney resign quiet from the club or give

him the noisy chuck.
"Wasn't that, the Mrs. Kinney who

called on me? " asks Vee.
"Uh-huh?" says I.

"And then you happened to be the one

who found out about him!" she goes on.

"How odd!"
"Well, not so very," says I.
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EACH type of Everlastic Roofings is backed
by The Barrett Company with 60 years' ex-

perience in the roofing business. All styles are

sold by dealers everywhere.

Everlastic Multi-Shingles (4-in-l)

The newest thing in roofing

—

four shingles in one. Tough, elas-

tic, durable. Made of high-grade

water-proofing materials and sur-

faced with real crushed slate in soft

art-shades of red or green. When laid, Multi-Shingles look exactly

like individual shingles and make a roof worthy of your finest build-

ings. They are weather- and fire-resisting to a high

degree. Fast color; need no painting. Being four

shingles in one, they save a great deal of time in

laying and require fewer nails.

no painting, as the colors are fast,

included in each roll.

Nails and cement

Everlastic Tylike Shingles

Made of the same material and with the same nat-

ural slate finish, (red or green) as the Multi-Shingles

described above, but made in individual shingles, size

8 x \2 3
/i inches. A finished roof of Tylike Shingles is far

more beautiful than an ordinary shingle roof and in addi-

tion, costs less per year of service.

Everlastic Slate-Surfaced Roofing

The most beautiful and durable roll roofing made. Manu-
factured the same as the Everlastic Shingles described at

the left, but comes in rolls. Surfaced with real crushed
slate in soft shades of red or green. The slate not only
makes a very handsome roof but one that is fire- and
weather-resisting and very durable. This roofing requires

Everlastic "Rubber" Roofing

This is one of our most popular roofings. Thousands
upon thousands of buildings all over the country are pro-

tected from wind and weather by Everlastic "Rubber"
Roofing. It is tough, pliable, elastic and very durable, and

the price is low. It is easy to lay, no skilled labor being

required. Nails and cement are included in each roll. It is

made of high-grade water-proofing materials, insuring dry,

comfortable buildings under all weather conditions.

Write for free booklet—For further details write nearest office

for free illustrated booklet covering all these types of roofing

New York Chicago Philadelphia Boston St. Louis Cleveland Cincinnati

Pittsburgh Detroit New Orleans Birmingham Kansas City Minneapolis

Dallas Nashville Salt Lake City Seattle Peoria Atlanta Duluth Milwaukee

Bangor Washington Johnstown Lebanon Youngstown Toledo

Columbus Richmond Latrobe Bethlehem Elizabeth Buffalo Baltimore

THE BARRETT COMPANY, Limited: Montreal Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver

St. John, N. B. Halifax, N. S. Sydney, N. S.
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Sixes

New Victory Model
Over 100 Improvements
50% More Strength

To Meet the Call
For a More Enduring Six

Some years ago, when most cars were too
heavy, there came* a demand for Light Sixes.

There came a rivalry on lightness, and
makers went too far. There came also a price

I rivalry, and the fierce competition led makers
I to skimp. The average Six was built too
I small, and quality standards were not high

I
enough.

Years of experience have shown the mis-
take. Extreme lightness is not economical.

I
A cramped car is not comfortable. Makers
have found and users have found that such
cars lacked endurance. Men want better cars

in these days when cars are bought to keep.

The mistakes were natural, but ideas have
changed. The great call now is for a sturdy
car that lasts.

Here Is the New Idea

This new Mitchell shows the new idea. It
' is more than a new model— it marks a new
epoch. Inside and outside it is based on new
standards.

The changes are radical. Not in years has
any new model of any type shown so many
great advances.

There are more than 100 improvements.
The average strength increase is 50 per
cent. Endurance is increased 75 per cent.

. Despite added weight, the operating cost

is reduced 25 per cent. Comfort and beauty
are increased 20 per cent.

All Done in Two Years
This car was started two years ago. We

employed many new specialists to help us
create it. Soon after that the war came, and
the great Mitchell factory went into truck
building.

That gave these experts their great oppor-
tunity. During all those months they devel-

oped this car part by part. They studied every
requirement and met it. They reviewed the
records of tens of thousands of cars to learn

the changes needed.

They spent $250,000 for new machinery and
equipment, for finer workmanship and more
accurate tests. And they trained a staff of

135 inspectors to watch every detail, to
analyze and test.

Cannot Be Too Good
This new Mitchell is built on the theory

that cars cannot be too good. We have made
it roomy—• 120-inch wheelbase.

There are new gears, a new frame, a new rear
axle, a new crank shaft, to add 50 per cent
to the strength. There is a new disc clutch.

Brake efficiency is increased 75 per cent.

There is a ball-bearing steering gear. There

are 123 drop forgings. There are rear springs
which have never been broken.

There is a thermostat in the water system.

The gasoline is completely vaporized. These,
with motor changes, save 25 per cent on fuel.

There is a new body design, a new, endur-
ing top. There are four coats of varnish, in-

stead of the usual two.

Write us for complete description, or let

your Mitchell dealer show all the changes
to you.

A Price Surprise
When you compare this car with others

you'll expect a costly car. You will see a

hundred betterments, and many are expen-
sive. But the price is lower than any car of

like size, power and class.

The Mitchell plant has long been famous
for its wonderful efficiency. All these new
standards are paid for by that saving. We
build the complete car— motor, chassis and
body— under scientific methods.

Write us for all the facts.

$1475 f. o. b. Racine
Five-Passenger. 120-Inch Wheelbase.

Motor a 40-Horsepower Six.

Three-Passenger Roadster, same price.

New-Type Touring Sedan, $2175.

Seven-Passenger Touring Car
127-Inch Wheelbase—48 Horsepower Motor

$1675 f. o. b. factory.

(687)

MITCHELL MOTORS COMPANY, Inc., Racine, Wisconsin
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Willard Threaded Rubber Insulation j
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Hasn't had a

drop of acid solu-

tion in it or any

moisture in

either plates or

insulation

—

B'
ONE DRY!" When I say
that about a Willard Bat-
tery with Threaded Rubber

Insulation, I don't mean that the
acid solution has been emptied out.

I mean that there has never been
any solution put into it.

With a Bone Dry Willard Bat-
tery there is not a bit of moisture
in plates or insulation from the time,

the battery is completed at the
factory until it is made ready for

use on your car. You can get this

absolute bone dryness only in the
Willard Battery.

To both users and dealers Bone
Dry means two things, both ex-

tremely important: First, greater

certainty of getting a battery with-

out waiting for factory shipment;
and second, assurance of battery

newness.

Willard Threaded Rubber In-

sulation, which is in every Bone
Dry Willard Battery also protects

battery plates after the battery

has been put in service. There's

ample proof of this in the record of

35,000 Willard Batteries (all with
Threaded Rubber Insulation) put
into service over three years ago;

a large percentage of these bat-

teries are in use to-day, supplying

current as satisfactorily as ever.

There is the evidence—not what en-

gineers say Willard Threaded Rubber
Insulation ought to do, or what it could
do in a wellrcared-for battery, but what
it actually has done.

Ask us to tell you more about Willard
Threaded Rubber Insulation, also for a
copy of the booklet "The Wick of the
WiUard.'* Willard Service

—until it is fille

and charged fo

you at theWillar

Service Station
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What About Farm Labor?
By William Harper Dean

FROM the Government itself to
the migratory farmhand every-
body's guessing about the farm-
labor problems confronting the
nation. And the migratory har-

vest hand's guess is as good as the Govern-
ment's. Everybody wants to know wheth-
er there is going to be a flood of farm labor
or a drought of it, whether farm wages can
be lowered or will have to be raised, wheth-
er the cost of food and the prevailing wage
scale of industry are going to seesaw or

balance. We want to know, but we don't.

And why we don't and even why there
is any tremendous farm-labor problem at
all confronting the nation constitute texts

upon which many a sermon could be writ-

ten, and from which not a few morals
could be drawn. However, we do know
some things about the labor situation

which might be interpreted as indicators

showing the direction of the prevailing

winds. And these things are well worth re-

cording, because many men may draw
their own conclusions by using them as a
basis.

I have been to men who have been
charged with the responsibility of doing
what they could to stabilize the farm-labor
situation, and they have told me what they
know and listed the things they don't
know. These men are in the Federal De-
partment of Agriculture, which is perhaps
the most accurately informed government
agency dealing with farm-labor problems.
There is no side-stepping the fact that

unemployment among the industrial classes

is on the increase. The totals in and
about the great manufacturing and indus-
trial centers vary from week to week. To-
day New York City may have 100,000 idle

men, to-morrow the number may be cut in

half. The pulse of a nation's industrial

life is a jerky, erratic thing. But taken on
the whole there is a steadily increasing

Jabor surplus piling up throughout the
country.

This, of course, reflects directly upon
the farm-labor situation. Many well-in-

formed government officials and men in

private life predict that in the face of this

condition there will be a dearth of farm
labor. Common sense argues back no!
There never has been a time in the history
of this country when the labor-supply
vacuum on the land was not filled from an
oversupply in industry.

Again, a great deal of this industrial

labor has been booked for a general exodus
overseas to a number of fatherlands. As
a matter of cold fact, at this writing there
is every prospect of our losing between
2,000,000 and 3,000,000 emigrants in the
immediate future. They are going to
Russia, Germany, France, Italy, Hungary
—don't forget there has been a world war,
and there is no place so secluded that it has
not been reached by war's bloody tenta-
cles. These people want to know what
has become of their relatives, what has be-
come of their little investments "over
there." And they're going to find out.
Also, some of them figure that inasmuch
as Europe now presents a colossal labor
vacuum, chances there for good wages and
steady employment are better than ever
before.

Here, then, is a factor which must be
reckoned with; surely it will tend to reduce
the total American percentage of unem-
ployment.
To offset this we have a tremendous

army coming back to our shores. Both
the Department of Agriculture and the

Department of Labor will, and are now,
placing returned soldiers on the land when-
ever these are demobilized and select the
land as a field for their future endeavors.
How many returned soldiers will elect to

return to farms or to go to them for the
first time is a question which neither Secre-

tary Lane nor you nor I can answer. Many

his labor problems there is one factor miss-

ing from the equation—the mental and
moral stimulus bred by a war emergency.
In other words, men who quit good jobs in

shops and factories to work in the wheat
fields when the fate of the world depended
upon America's ability to defeat the sub-

marine with wheat and meat in colossal

Stabilize labor by giving it steady employment. Farmers know
that is tke answer

of the returning men can't answer it for

themselves.
All right, now comes along the bill in

Congress which, if passed, will exclude im-
migrants from our shores for the period of

four years. There is a lot of speculation

as to the real motive behind this piece of

legislation. It may be one solution of the
burning Japanese immigration question

—

no discrimination against Japan, but
against all foreign countries—Canada and
Mexico excepted. Or it may be designed
to protect this nation against a flood of

surplus labor, so that we may quickly ad-
just the problem without having to deal
with this disturbing factor.

And then it may be that Congress knows
that Europe will discourage emigration of

her desirables—and she will until she
rights herself—and let the undesirables
flock here—if we allow them.
One great point every farmer must keep

clearly in mind is that in the solution of

quantities do not now feel the same patri-

otic enthusiasm. They feel that the crisis

is past; there is a great let-down every-
where.

. The Chamber of Commerce of Kansas
City, Missouri, last year recruited 10,000
men in one week to save the wheat harvest.
Men left their lathes and wages of $5 and
$6 a day to harvest the crop at $2 and $3 a
day. They would have thought you crazy
or pro-German had you asked them why
they did this.

But these same men to-day will not go
to the fields at a sacrifice, simply because
they do not feel that their country demands
it.

Nebraska reports 11,500,000 acres of

wheat to be harvested. She will need
136,000 men for this job. Will there be a
sufficient amount of unemployed labor to
make it certain that men will pay the Rail-

road Administration three cents a mile to
be hauled to this work? Or will it be nec-

essary to put on special reduced rates at
harvest time?

Neither you nor I know, nor does the
Department of Agriculture, which, did it

know, would at once tell the Railroad Ad-
ministration.
But here's something definite, at least:

Last year the Department of Agriculture
saw that if it could have certain restrictions

removed against immigration of negroes
from the Bahama Islands the pressing
labor problem in five counties of southern
Florida could be solved. Accordingly, the
Federal Office of Farm Management suc-
ceeded in getting Immigration Commis-
sioner Caminetti to remove the illiteracy

restriction against these negroes. They
were brought in—some 800 or 1 ,000 of them.
This year the Office of Farm Management
has had to do the same thing again for

Florida.
I mention this merely to make the point

that whenever a definite problem has a
definite solution clearly defined it usually
is achieved by the federal agencies charged
with this duty. But this is but an isolated
case, it cuts no figure in the nation-wide
problem.
We know that the army drafts took one

million men away from our farms. These
were not all farm laborers in the sense of

day-wage men, but in addition overseers,
owners, and the sons of overseers and man-
agers. The machinery of our military
draft worked smoothly and efficiently, but
it was weak in design, particularly during
the second draft, when men were required
to either claim or waive exemption.
No patriotic farmer or farm laborer

wanted to go to his draft board claiming ex-
emption; he would have preferred stating
his occupation and then leaving the ques-
tion of exemption to the draft board.
Because of this feeling our farm lost a mil-
lion men through the draft, half a million
left the farms for other industries where
sky-high wages drew labor like a giant lode-
stone. Others left to volunteer and for

other causes. A total of two million and
a half men were taken from the land!
Some have returned, others will return

shortly, but we don't know the figures cov-
ering the country as a whole. We know,
for example, that of 19,000 men who left

New York farms, 3,000 came back this last

year. And so we know that something
like a balance is being achieved, though
this is necessarily by processes slow and
irregular.

Now, there's a nice little patch of silver

lining in this cloud. Never mind the gross
lack of knowledge we have of what will

happen to-morrow. In spite of all the
losses in farm labor as a result of a multi-
plicity of causes, during the period in which
we were actively engaged in war, our farms
produced more than they ever had pro-
duced. They produced enough, to feed
America and the rest of the world—enough
to have made a staggering surplus of food
in pre-war periods.

How was it done? By getting down to
brass tacks and putting food production
on the same plane with the economic pro-
duction of any other commodity. Labor-
saving machinery—tractors, and the like

—

were bought in such quantities that it

looked like plunging. Farmers and their
wives and children went out in the fields

and performed heroic work.
Fifty per cent of the farms in New York

State last year hired no extra labor, nor
tried to, for making up the deficiency. The
farmers and their [continued on page 42]

Page 5
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Here's What You Would Do if You
Were a Chinese Farmer

IF
YOU were given one sixth of an

acre of land, $35 capital, a hoe, a
rake, an oil can, and a little grass hut
to live in, would you consider yourself

equipped to be a successful farmer?
If you lived in Kwong Tung you would;

and- you would buy your clothes, your
seed, and your daily bread (only you
wouldn't eat bread) with the $35, and use
your oil can to cook in and water the
cabbages with, and be as contented as can
be—that is, if you were a Chinaman. If

you had $45 capital you could even employ
a hired man for the season to help hoe the
cabbages. And if you had another one-
sixth acre of land you could get married
and live happily ever after.

In China the unit of land measurement
is the mou, and one mou, or less than one-
sixth acre of land, is sufficient for the sup-
port of one farmer in the southern prov-
inces. Thirteen mou, or two acres, will

support a family of five, and if a man has
forty-five mou, or seven acres— well, his

neighbors all speak of him as the wealthy
Mr. Fong, and of his wife as the fortunate
Mrs. Fong, and of his children as the
spoiled little Fongs, and he is asked to
head all subscriptions and donate .to the
church. For in China the farms are not
large, especially in southern China, the
standard of the farmers is not high, wages
are cheap, and the Chinese farmer and his

wife can live comfortably on one or two
acres of ground and a few dollars capital.

The size of the Chinese farms vary with
the district, beginning in the south with
little plots of one-sixth acre of land, and
growing larger as you proceed northward,
until, in Manchuria, there are even some
farms of 500 acres. However, these large
farms are usually worked by families,

consisting of as many as two hundred
members. Just imagine an American farm
being worked by uncles, aunts, brothers,
sisters, cousins, nephews, and nieces to the
number of two hundred. Yet on these
larger farms in northern China they all seem
to get along together and divide up the
profits satisfactorily, and a Chinese family
fight is a rare occurrence.
Now, in China there is plenty of land

still unutilized, and the reason for the
farms being so small is not due to any lack
of arable land, but because the farmers are
scared to make them any bigger. This
may sound funny, but it's true. In the
northern portion of China and away from
the coast the country is infested with
robbers. A farmer who ventures into their

domains usually gets his crop up and ready
for harvesting, only to have it swept away
in the night, himself and his family killed,

and his farm devastated. For that reason
thousands of acres of the richest lands in

China are left unplowed. As the Govern-
ment becomes better able to cope with the
situation these lands will come under
cultivation.

Another reason for the smallness of the
farms is the transportation problem. In
some of the northern parts
of China it is said that 40
per cent of the people pro-
duce the goods, while it ;

By Carleton W. Kendall

Compare These Farmers: One is 250,

the Other 4,000 Years Old

THE American farmer is 250 years old. His brother, the Chinese
farmer, is 4,000 years old. No one can read what Mr. Kendall

tells us about China's farmer without being astounded at the progress

of the American farmer in two hundred and fifty years as compared
with the Chinese farmer's progress, or the lack of it, in forty centuries.

What's the answer? Simply this: America was born of the battles of

men who would stand up and fight for better things. Our farmers
carried that same spirit with them into agriculture. And if you
measure the American farmer's progress by this amazing Chinese-
American yardstick, the future looks good and bright for the American
farmer. The Editor.

n
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A Chinese farmhand

takes 60 per cent to get them to the markets.
Instead of taking his vegetables to the

station and turning them over to the
freight company to put aboard a fast ex-
press and rush to a market hundreds of

miles away, like we do, the Chinese farmer
has to depend on either wheelbarrows or
canal boats for everything which is too
heavy or bulky for a man to carry sus-
pended from a carrying pole. In some
cases he takes them to the market himself,

so that all vegetables, fruits, and perishable
crops have to be raised near the place
where they are to be eaten. The principle

vegetables he raises are sweet potatoes,
yam, taro, cabbages, beans, cucumbers,
pumpkins, squashes, watermelons, vege-
table marrows, and brinjals. There are
practically no fruit orchards in China.
The Chinese farmer is very poor, with very
little capital, and he cannot afford to wait
the three or five years for apples, pears,

prunes, peaches, or other similar fruit to

ripen. He even excludes from his crops
vegetables which take a long time to reach
marketable maturity.
The Chinese farmer turns his invest-

ment over once or twice, or sometimes four
or five times, a year. He seldom concen-
trates on one single crop, but raises three
or four different kinds of things at the same
time. For instance, if he plants wheat he
usually sows it in furrows 18 inches apart,

and then puts in a row or two of vegetables
between the furrows. This gives him some-
thing to sell to tide him over until his

wheat is ready for harvesting.
He seldom practices rotation of crops,

but he is a great believer in fertilizers. One
method he uses on his rice paddies along
the river is to flood them with water from
six inches to two feet in depth, hatch some
small goslings, and turn them loose on the

surface of the water, stocking the pond
with fish. The offal from the ducks
furnishes food for the fish. He raises two
crops of ducks, then drains the pond, sells

the larger fish and plows the smaller ones
into the soil, and plants his rice. The
bodies of the small fish make an excellent

fertilizer.

If he lives near a large city he buys
bricks of night soil and mixes them with
water and puts the resulting thick liquid

on his plants. Sometimes he goes into the
city himself and makes his own bricks.

There are very few sewers in China, and
most of the waste is gathered from house to
house by men and boys. It is called night
soil because it is generally carried at night.

It' is made into bricks by mixing it with
clay and drying it in the sun. Sometimes
he takes it direct to his farm in pails

suspended from his carrying pole. It is

said that from this

source in one year
the Chinese farm-
ers have available
150,000 tons of

phosphorus, 376,-

000 tons of potas-
sium, and 1,158,-

000 tons of nitro-

gen.
Another kind of

fertilizer he uses
is peanuts and
beans. Peanuts in

China are called

ground-nuts. The
Chinese -use a great
deal of ground-nut
and bean oil, and
the refuse, after

the oil is extracted,
is mixed with earth

and made into cakes. These cakes are
called bean cake and ground-nut cake, and
the farmers say they make some of the best
fertilizers they can get.

Whenever the Chinese farmer gathers
his crop he is very particular to pick up all

the straws and leaves, and these are saved
and used around the roots of next year's
plants. Other things he uses for fertilizers

are: The sweepings from the streets; the,

hair from the barber shops; the refuse
paper, etc., from firecrackers after they hava
been exploded; lime and plaster from demote
ished buildings; soot; old bones; rice-stra^
ashes; mud from the rivers, canals, and his

water tank; the refuse from fish and
animals; tea leaves, and the refuse after
extracting the grease from tallow and
cabbage seeds. He seldom fertilizes at
random, but usually puts in a handful of
decayed fiber when he sets out his young
plants, or digs a little ditch around the
older ones and buries some bean cake or
refuse from the table. He also uses liquia
fertilizers to a great extent.
He irrigates extensively during the dra

months, and sometimes he has to bring thd,

water many miles. If he can't bring the
water to his plants in ditches, he carries it

in pails suspended from his carrying pole or
set on either side of his monstrous wheel-
barrow. The Chinaman, you know, ii

vented the wheelbarrow, and no farrrn

there is prosperous without one.
He hardly ever uses a windmill or pump,

but bails the water out by hand. Some;
times, when he is a carpenter as well as ft

farmer, he makes a trough, over which is a
belt fitted with paddles. He attaches the
belt to a crude windlass, puts one end of

the trough in the water, turns the crank,
and paddles the water up the trough intS
his ditch. His irrigating systems are verjp

primitive. He often raises his vegetables'
in squares instead of long rows, and waters
each square separately.
There are few pastures and meadows in

China, and little chance for the farmer to
keep stock. Most of his plowing and cultil

vating is done by hand. Occasionally he
has an old moth-eaten water buffalo;

hitched to a crude wooden plow, but not
often. A few mules are used, but horses are?

a rarity. He raises hogs, however, and
takes them into the family circle to sleep
with himself and his wife. He evidently
believes that a pig in the parlor is wortlt
two in the pasture, so he takes them in and
makes them comfortable. It is the duty
of the grandmother in the family to take
the family pig out for exercise and gener*
ally to administer to his wants. When she
takes him out for exercise she fastens .ft

cord around his neck and leads him around
like a prize poodle.

The Chinese farmer himself is a bora
philosopher. He takes life with Oriental
calmness, and is really a wonderful charac*
ter—hard-working and fearless. He knowj
all his plants separately, and loves eacfi

one. He is patient and industrious. His
wants are few, and the simplest things of

life give him pleasure. He is content with
small profits, and he has little or no capital

saved up ahead—not because he lacl^

foresight, but because the returns for which
he will work for months are so small that

only a few pennies of them remain after he
has paid for his existence. His living

expenses run [continued on page 37]

A Chinese device for drawing water from a pond into a

rice held. It's pretty hard on feet
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Could You Use Five Thousand Dollars?
Right in your neighborhood is a government man who will make you a long-time cash

loan at a very low rate of interest

By Earle W. Gage
Secretary-Treasurer, Ashville (New York) National Farm Loan Association

AS SECRETARY-TREASURER of

I^L the National Farm Loan Asso-

/j^ ciation here at Ashville, New
/ ^ York, it has been my great
^» pride to have been able through
the Federal Farm Loan system to aid
several farmers in securing adequate
financial support to continue their business,
not along the old haphazard lines, but with
ample cash on hand to make a new and
adequate start.

Take one farmer's experience with the
system: He owns a 275-acre general farm,
keeping a large dairy herd, a flock of sheep,
and several brood cows, besides horses and
the crops with which to feed them. He had
an $8,000 mortgage, with interest of 6 per
cent, hanging over his head, and an annual
interest payment of $300, or a total
annual payment of $780.
At the time our national farm loan

association was organized this man,
though experienced and practical, had
about made up his mind to quit farming.
Through 1915, 1916, and 1917 he had
faced discouragement from weather and
market. He had been forced to go on
bended knees before the goddess Money
and ask for mercy in his payments every
fall. He had been forced to sacrifice on the
meat block cows never intended for any-
thing but milk producers, cut wood and
haul it six miles to market, sell hay that
should have been fed to his herds and
flocks—all to meet the payment on his

mortgage.
He had been forced to go to the local

banker and make and renew short-term
notes to help meet these obligations, thus
piling one woe on top of another. Yes, he
had done all this, just as thousands of other
farmers did. And he was getting mighty
sick of it. And he looked forward with con-
siderable delight to the time when he
should sell out his holdings and live stock
and equipment, quit farming, and get a job.

But when the loan was granted by the
federal land bank this man thought differ-

ently. Down in his heart he wanted to
stick to the soil. It had been his friend ever
since he wore rompers. Now he has only
to pay $65 per $1,000, or $520 annually,
and this is quite a load in bad seasons.
He saves $40 annually in interest, which
he dedicated the first year to a new coat
of paint for his house.

This man has discovered that the men
back of the Federal Farm Loan system are
friends of his; that they wish him every
success, and are willing to do everything in
their power to help him. None of the for-

mer Shylock brow-beating, and since he
need not worry too much from year's end
to year's end about meeting his payments,
he is able to put more thought and energy
into his work, and he is moving toward
prosperity.
There are no two ways about it—a man

can't do one thing when he's worrying
about another. You can't farm efficiently

if you have money troubles on your mind.
Nor can you do good farming if you haven't
the capital to equip yourself properly.

I know the Federal Farm Loan system
is pretty well understood among us farm
folks, but I am putting it forward again in
the hope that it may help some fellow
farmers to a solution of a pressing money
problem.

Perhaps you are now up against about
the same proposition as the man whose
experience I have just told. If there is a
farm loan association in your community,
you can join it and get money from the
Government. If there is not, you and nine
of your neighbors can club together and
form one. I will tell you how, and if what
I say is not clear write to the Editor of
Farm and Fireside, 381 Fourth Avenue,
New York City, and he will see that you
get the complete detailed plan direct from
the Farm Loan Board authorities in
Washington.
The Federal Farm Loan system is or-

ganized into districts, the same as the
Federal Reserve system, with twelve
federal land banks, each serving a different
territory. You live in one of those dis-

tricts. The connecting link between the
Federal Farm Loan Board of the United
States Treasury Department and you, the

farmer, is the National Farm Loan Asso-
ciation, comprised of you farmers who
transact your business through the land
bank of your district.

Your community may have a farm loan
association by ten of you farmers making
application to the federal land bank of

your district for a total of $20,000 in

land bank of the man seeking the loan.

The applications are then forwarded to
the district land bank and referred to the
federal land appraiser, who visits the
property and makes a report on which is

based the decision of the executive com-
mittee of the district land bank in granting,
reducing, or rejecting the application.

And It's Mostly Thanks to Him
IT IS worth

while to men-
tion in this arti-

cle that the man
the American
farmer has to

thank, perhaps
more than any
other, for the es-

tablishment and
smooth opera-
tion of the Fed-
eral Farm Loan
system, is Her-
bert Quick, one-
time Editor of

Farm and Fire-
side, now mem-
ber of the Feder-
al Farm Loan
Board. A man

- ^
jHHF
Herbert Quick

who has the in-

terests of his fel-

low farmers at

heart more com-
pletely and more
unselfishly than
almost any other
man in the coun-
try. A man who
gave up a chance
to make a big

fortune to de-

vote himself to

this work for

American farm-
ers, which may
overload him
with love and re-

spect but never
will overload him
with money.

loans, organizing yourselves into a board
of directors, and subscribing to the capital

stock of the land bank to the extent of

$10,000, each farmer's subscription being
5 per cent of the money borrowed, or $5
per $1,000.
The secretary-treasurer of your associa-

tion is the only official among you who
may hold office without being a borrowing
member. And be sure to get an efficient

secretary, because
it is upon the secre-

tary-treasurer that
the successful oper-
ation of your asso-

ciation depends.
For, no matter how
capable the dis-

trict officials may
be, without a good
secretary it will be
difficult to spread
the gospel and reg-

ister many con-
verts in your lo-

cality. The presi-

dent of a certain

land bank recently
termed the live sec-

retary-treasurer as
the key log of the
whole system, and
this is becoming
generally reeog-
nized.

You members
appoint three of

your number to act

as a loan commit-
tee. It is the duty
of these men to
visit all farms for

which a loan appli-

cation has been
filed- with the asso-
ciation, and to re-

port regarding the
merits of the prop-
erty, the character
of the farmer, and
the general facts

of the case. The
board of directors
meets the second
Tuesday of 'each
month, and votes
upon the various
applications, this

being your en-
dorsement to the

This appraiser is the eyes of the district

land bank, and it is important that he,

first, be friendly to agriculture, so he can
give a fair decision in favor of the farmer;
and, second, that he himself be a practical,

experienced farmer, so he can decide with
justice regarding the merits of the indi-

vidual case.

Experience is demonstrating the need
of cutting even the very little red tape that

was placed in the
system at the start.

Although the fram-
ers of the act did
an excellent job,
time shows that
the loan committee
should be elimi-

nated from the sys-
tem, and only one
capable man sent
out to investigate
the farms, report-
ing to the directors
his findings. It is

• becoming increas-
ingly difficult to
secure the time of

three farmers for
certain days during
the rush season,
and again at the
monthly directors'

meetings, where
they should cer-

tainly appear to
discuss the various
sides of the appli-

cation for intelli-

gent voting by the
officials of the asso-
ciation.

You may bor-
row through this

system upon your
land to the extent
of 50 per cent of

your land's value.

If your land has a
reasonable land
value of $100 an
acre, you could
borrow $50 per
acre. You can also

borrow to the ex-

tent of 20 per cent
upon the value of

your improve-
ments or buildings.

In our association

Where is Your Land
Bank?

District No. 1—Springfield, Massachusetts,
serving the States of Maine, Massachu-
setts, Vermont, New Hampshire, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, and
New York.

District No. 2—Baltimore, Maryland, serv-
ing the States of Pennsylvania, West Vir-
ginia, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, and
District of Columbia.

District No. 3—Columbia, South Carolina,
serving the States of North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida.

District No. -4^—Louisville, Kentucky, serv-
ing the States of Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky,
and Tennessee.

District No. 5—New Orleans, Louisiana,
serving the States of Louisiana, Mississip-
pi, and Alabama.

District No. 6—St. Louis, Missouri, serving
the States of Illinois, Missouri, and Ar-
kansas.

District No. 7—St. Paul, Minnesota, serv-
ing the State's of North Dakota, Minne-
sota, Wisconsin, and Michigan.

District No. 8—Omaha, Nebraska, serving
the States of Wyoming, Nebraska, South
Dakota, and Iowa.

District No. 9—Wichita, Kansas, serving
the States of New Mexico, Kansas, Colo-
rado, and Oklahoma.

District No. 10—Houston, Texas, serving
the State of Texas.

District No. 11—-Berkeley, California, serv-
ing the States of California, Nevada,
Utah, and Arizona.

District No. 12—Spokane, Washington,
serving the States of Idaho, Washington,
Montana, and Oregon.

These banks lend to farmers on
first mortgages at a rate of 53^ per
cent. If you desire to secure a federal

farm loan, write a letter to the land
bank of your territory, requesting
name and address of your nearest
national farm loan association. If

none is organized, interest your neigh-
bors in the system and start one. Or
write to Farm and Fireside and we
will put you in touch with the right

people. THE EDITOR.

a man's payments are made in June and
December, at the rate of $65 per $1,000
per year. This permits very easy payments
at a season when our men have the ready
cash, and the fall payment is late enough
to permit members disposing of their sur-
plus crops without suffering on the market.

Just a word as to the saving effected by
farmers under this system in interest alone.
There are, for illustration, $100,000,000
in mortgages hanging over the farmers of
New York State. If all of these were con-
verted into federal farm loans the saving
under the government plan would be about
$70,000,000 for the term of thirty-five

years.
Instead of having a large indebtedness

to meet at the maturity of your loan, and
running the risk of foreclosure through
hard times or failure of crops, you meet in

installments your obligation and have no
greater burden to bear at the end than at
the start of your loan.
For instance, under the former system

of loans the American farmer paid from
$600 to $1,200 interest for a ten-year loan
of $1,000 at from 6 to 12 per cent, the range
in interest rates, or a total of from $1,600
to $2,200 in all. Under the present system
he would pay $65 a year, or a total of $650
in ten years, and be eating up the mortgage
with each payment.

Thus, a long-term loan gives the ad-
vantage- of compound interest to the
debtor instead of the creditor. It enables
you to pay your principal on the install-

ment plan, so that the burden is scarcely
felt. It is really a forced system of saving
which, drop by drop, will wear away the
disheartening rock of the farmer's indebted-
ness. It makes, the fanner the master in-

stead of the slave of his mortgage.
In short, the Federal Farm Loan system

has stepped in between ruinous loans and
the farmer, and assures all honest, ex-
perienced tillers of the soiljinancial support
adequate to provide ready cash for their
business.
To my mind, the vital need of the hour

is to keep our experienced farmers on their
farms, and when we have made agriculture
profitable and agreeable they will gladly
stay.
The Federal Farm Loan system is

actually keeping farmers on their farms.
The system was enacted just previous to
our entrance into the world war, and
proved the strong arm back of thousands
of farmers at a time when industry and
commerce attracted excess cash away from
the farm. If the system was able to hold
experienced men on the soil in the last

three years, it will surely make the farm an
attractive residence for you during the days
of peace, though they be filled with many
new problems, as were the war days.
The fact that $300,000,000 has been

placed in the farmer's hands, to support
his industry, as you read these lines,

though the system is as yet in swaddling
clothes, bespeaks the popularity of it from
the farmer's viewpoint. In a few months
the system has eaten this $300,000,000 hole
in the American farmer's $3,000,000,000
mortgage indebtedness, and the day is

dawning when no mortgage will be held on
a desirable farm property save a federal
farm loan, because no corporation or in-

dividual can offer anything like it as a
competing attraction.

In our community the Federal Farm
Loan system is passing over the hills and
through the dales like a forest fire, con-
suming the old mortgages and debts in one
quick-burning flame, and firing our farmers
with renewed energy and disposition to
stick to the soil, for they now believe they
have something big enough back of them
to support them in their hours of need.

Co-operation is in no sense a new idea;

but it is only since the organization of the
dozen land banks and the nearly five

thousand national farm loan associations,
representing as many rural communities,
that farmers have really been given the
first nation-wide co-operative plan that has
been a success.

Operated as it is, no matter if there is a
money shortage in other financial circles,

there will be none in the farmer's loan
system. It will [continued on page 221
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How I Succeeded When Others Failed
With a list of things this farmer learned by hard experience which you

can use in making money for yourself

By Roy Rawlings

IN
TELLING this little story of how

one young couple founded a home
it is not with the intention of con-
gratulating myself on my wonderful
gifts, or to advertise my good fortune,

but merely to suggest to other farmers and
to some young fellows who may think there
is no chance for them on the farm that
Opportunity may be much nearer home
than they think.

If things are not going very well, if you
think you need a change, just study the
situation. Don't be tied down by old
habits and old ways of thought. Study
your land to see what it can produce.
Study your market to see what the people
want. It is possible that you can make
a great change for the better right where
you are. You may find that for years
Opportunity has been sitting on your
doorstep.

It seems, as I look back, that whatever
success Mrs. Rawlings and I may have is

due to four basic things. Of these, per-
haps the most impor-
tant is that we have
always refused to
tackle any proposition
that we did not fully

understand.
As an instance of

this, when we de-
termined to quit the
stage and return to
the farm we had a big
field to choose from,
and many parts of it

were more alluring
than the part I knew
best, which was corn-
growing. We thought
of California and
oranges, of the Cana-
dian Northwest and
wheat, of this and
that and the, other
thing, but we finally

settled to corn, be-
cause we knew corn.
The second thing I

learned was to base
my actions on facts,

never taking the opin-
ion of a man, a body
of men, or even of a
community or a sec-

tion of the country,
without having in-

vestigated for myself.
This habit of seeing
for myself has opened
up an opportunity for

me that others were
passing by every day.
The value of this

habit was never
demonstrated more
forcibly than in the
case of our present
corn farm. It is lo-

cated in a hitherto
"run-down" and
"worn-out" section of

Rhode Island where
everybody told us the
soil was no good. Yet
there is where we have
made our success with

I know it is my niche, and as I am con-
tented I don't waste any time thinking
about other places, but devote all my ener-

gy to making a success of what I have,
where I am.
And now for the story if you think it will

interest you:
The most valuable part of my early

a time the tilling of the soil seemed mere
drudgery, beneath my talents. The social
life of the city attracted me, and I entered
into it with zest. Also, I took part in the
college theatrical performances, and that
was my first step toward the stage.

If this were a novel I am writing, and not
merely a plain statement, I might go into

"This is our wonderful
old homestead as we
found it. a tumble-
down rum. We have
gradually restored it to

its former dignity.

"At the right is my
wife, without whom I

never could have suc-
ceeded : and at the left

am I with a few pack-
ages of the johnny-
cake meal we make
our money from."

t:

It's Not How Deep You Plow, But How Deep You Think That Counts

SUCCESSFUL farming is not a question of how
deep to plow, but of how deep to think. A

pretty wise old tiller of the soil once said to us that
a man was a fool to buy a single' acre of land or a

bit of stock or equipment until he knew exactly

why he wanted it and what he was going to do with
it when he got it. And, after all, success of any

kind usually simmers down to knowing what you
want and why you want it. We can't know that
unless we figure it out beforehand. The case of

young Rawlings, who lives up near Wyoming,
Rhode Island, merely proves again the importance
of looking in before you step in, and of looking

around when you get there. The Editor.

corn.
Third, I have real-

ized the value of being thoroughly married
to my wife. I mean that her ideas, her
thoughts, her plans are mixed up with
mine to such an extent that it's hard to

say which of us has contributed more to

our mutual success and happiness.
_
Per-

sonally, I think she has, but she thinks I

have; and there you are. The point is that
we are partners, growing up and going to

grow old together, so that when we're eighty
we won't be sitting at the dinner table
glaring at each other. We'll have some-
thing in common.

Also, my wife was responsible for one
discovery which saved our business from
very rough days right at the start. Many
a man ignores his wife's ideas because he's
afraid of being henpecked.
The fourth thing that has been of value

to me is that I am happy in my work. I

know the true value and beauty of farm
life because I have tried the other kind.

education was gained on the farm. As a
boy in Illinois, before I entered college, I

studied one subject pretty thoroughly,
and if degrees were given for that kind of

learning I might have been entitled to one.
My school was the prairie of the Middle
West, the subject I studied was corn. At
an age when other young fellows were
matriculating with visions of an A. B. or

M. A. in the future, I knew my subject, the
selection of the seed, the proper time for

.

plowing, the kind of soil required, the right

way to plant, the cultivation that brings
best results, and all the details that enter
into the seemingly simple proposition of

producing a good crop.

Then, like many other restless young
fellows, I decided that the farm was not
good enough for me, and set out to make
my fortune and live a "fuller" life. I took
a college course where I studied far different

matters than scientific agriculture, and for

the details of how I was fascinated by the
life of the stage, found a foothold in that
precarious profession, and finally made
good.
But it is enough to say that in a few

years after leaving the farm I was playing
the part of a young hero in many a thrilling

drama.
At the height of my stage career I was

playing opposite Miss Irene Gammell,
leading lady in one of Wm. A. Brady's
companies. The play was very successful,

a Civil War story in which as a dashing
young officer I made love to the charming
heroine, and night after night wooed and
won her in the glow of the footlights, while
the public watched with sympathetic eyes.

Perhaps the theater-goers said, " How can
those young people make love to each other
without falling in love in good earnest?"
We couldn't.

Presently the leading lady and the one-

time farmer boy were experiencing in real
life the emotions of the drama, and, with-
out the knowledge of the rest of the com-
pany, had become engaged.
We talked matters over and made our

plans for the future. A few more years oJ

the stage, always playing together of
course, and when we had acquired sufficient]
capital we would marry and establish a|

home. I would go into business that did
not require the constant shifting froml
place to place.

We had discussed our problems, and!
decided that with all its fascinations thai
stage life was not for us. Its rewards werel
substantial, there was no lack of interest,!
but on the other hand it seemed to lack]
substance. Like the stage houses which]
were mere shells, like the stage trees whichl
struck no root in any soil, so the stage lift!]

seemed hollow and artificial. We were
playing with life, so we agreed in our con-1
fidential talks, saying words that were not]
our own, laughing without mirth, shedding]

tears without sorrow]
Neither of us wantm

ed that. So we de»|
cided to quit the staged
sometime; but eventq]
hurried us to a speedy]
decision. It was whim
pered about that the]
company was to dis-j

band. Then the ru-J
mor was confirmed. l|

was to tour with od||
company, Irene to ei

ter another as leadi:

lady, and it might
months or years
fore we could m
again.
We did the or

sensible thing • th

could be done

—

our exit from
world of make-belie
and with our marria
entered the world
real life once mo:
What to do nej

I thought of all t:

things I might a
tempt, but nothi:

drew me so strong
as life on the fa

By contrast with t'

stage it seemed
solid, so lasting,

full of serene hap
ness, and my wi
who knew but little

it, was charmed at tl

idea of a permane:
home after the
wanderings from c

to city.

Of course, we
saved something,
we had a cer

choice in placing 01

selves. I did kn
corn, yet I did m
want to return to tl

prairie.

Rhode Island,
knew, was good co;

raising country,
mous for the qualii

of its yield and for tl

excellence of the johnny-cake made th
from. I had heard a good deal about t
worked-out soil, but I had learned too mu'
of soils to believe that they can be pei

nently worked out. The land was cheap,
knew; indeed, there were abandoned far
houses going to decay and acres overgro'
with brambles within a few hours' ride
the most densely populated cities of Amet4
ica. There, at the very door of the world's
greatest market, were empty acres. To me
it looked like Opportunity. ,

We spent happy days, my wife and I,

traveling through that rugged little Statf
of Rhode Island, charmed by the beauty
of the wooded hills, the pastures boundeq
by stone fences, the quaint old farmhouse*
more than one hundred years old, the
peaceful villages where the noise and hurry
of modern life had never penetrated.
And there was a touch of melancholy La

the old homes [continued on page 241
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My Experience With Tractors
By Readers ofFarm and Fireside

First Prize

Winner: |Royal L. Kozel, Fairview Farm,

Marston, South Dakota

Y "W" XE 0WN a 10-2()1 factor
' » /m / with which we are more

\ / \ / than satisfied. This tractor

M/ \f has been in constant use

T during all of the spring,

summer, and fall of 1918, and the only ex-

pense we have had, outside of fuel and oil,

was $1.25 for a broken push rod.

This last year we farmed 295 acres of

land, doing all of the work with the tractor,

with the exception of drilling and culti-

vating, which was done with horses.

Our first work with the tractor was
plowing for oats, when we pulled a three-

bottom plow and one section of harrow,

thus doing two operations in one. The
plowing was done at a depth of about six

inches. The next job was disking for

wheat. The tractor pulled two eight-foot

disks, hitched in such a manner that the

rear disk overlapped the front disk one

half, thus double-disking the ground.

During this time the hired man had been
following with the drill, but when the

disking of 100 acres was finished he was
so far behind that I was obliged to hitch

the tractor to another drill and help him
.

finish up. The tractor could have easily

pulled two drills; but as we were unable

bo obtain another at the time I went to

work with one, and found that even then

[ could drill more acres a day than the

man and team, although he was using

bhe same size drill.

Our next job was disking for corn.

During this operation the tractor pulled

three disks—one eight-foot and two seven-

foot disks. With this outfit I disked 75

acres in one and a quarter days. As one

of our neighbors was at this time behind

in his work, we hitched the tractor to the

plows and plowed about 30 acres of ground
for him. We then plowed 35 acres of our

own ground for corn. The tractor pulled

a three-bottom plow at an average depth

of seven inches. Of course, a section of

harrow was pulled at the same time, so

the job was complete. The horses were
then set to work pulling the planter over

this ground, while a double-row lister was
put behind the tractor, and the balance of

75 acres was planted in record time.

The engine now got a few weeks' rest

while the horses were used to cultivate the

corn. A little later the tractor was again

on the job in connection with an eight-

foot grader, and about a week was spent

in roadwork in the vicinity. For this work
we received $2 an hour. .

At harvest time the tractor pulled an
eight-foot binder, with an eight-foot disk

attached behind the binder in such manner
that the bundles fell on newly disked

ground. An attachment was made for the

bundle carrier of the binder so that it

could be handled from the tractor seat,

and thus one man operated the entire

outfit while the rest of the help was shock-

ing.

After the harvest the tractor was hitched

to a ten-foot tandem disk, and the ground
was prepared for fab

1

grain. We then

plowed 25 acres for a neighbor, for which
: we received $3 an acre.

The final work of the season for the

tractor was pulling a double-cylinder corn

sheller. With this outfit we shelled several

thousand bushels of corn, for which we
received four cents a bushel. The amount
'shelled varied from 500 to 1,000 bushels a

day, depending upon the number of pulls

and the condition of the corn.

I repeat that all of the above work was
done with absolutely no trouble, the only

repair expense being for one push rod.

That is why we are highly satisfied with

our tractor. During our spare time this

winter we took the engine apart and
cleaned out the small amount of carbon

we found in the cylinders. We found the

valves in excellent condition, and we also

found that the bearings, with the excep-

tion of one or two, did not even need
adjusting. Those that needed it were
adjusted by taking out one or two of the

thinnest shims. Of course, we had taken
good care of it all along.

I fully agree with Mr. McClure in that

tractor manufacturers should give more
attention to their service and repair

departments, although we do not have
trouble getting repairs such as he mentions,

as we can telephone in the evening to the

branch house at Aberdeen, South Dakota,
where a full line of the repairs for our

machine is carried, and the repairs will

arrive the next day at noon.
Before purchasing the tractor we used

ten head of work horses, but nearly al-

ways found ourselves behind with the
work. We now use six head of horses,

although we could get along very nicely

with four. It is also our belief that a
certain number of horses should be kept
on every farm, although a motorized farm
may be possible. We have sufficient motor
equipment on our farm to take care of all

the work with the exception of cultivating

corn. Our equipment consists of a tractor

to do the largest share of the work, a

1% -horsepower stationary engine
_
to

pump water, run the washing machine,
etc. (both of the above engines burn
kerosene), a one-ton truck with which we

prospective tractor buyers in their selec-

tion of a tractor, and prove to them that

tractors can be and are a success on farms

of nearly any size. Also, that it may help

some tractor owners to find some of the

still undiscovered possibilities to be found
in their machines.

Second Prize

Winner: J. L. Townsend, Stoughton,

Wisconsin

THE value of the steel horse can hardly

be overestimated by any farmer who
has more than 100 acres of plow land, or

even less if he is willing to help out his

neighbor and at the same time make some
spending money for himself.

I purchased my first tractor two years

ago. It was an 8-16 two-bottom trac-

tor, and while it had all the power it

was rated at, and was a very good tractor,

I soon found it did not have power enough

Thanks for the Tractor Letters

Keep Them Coming

YOU certainly came across with the tractor letters. Fine ones.

Just what we wanted. We are using the prize winners here (it

really was a toss-up as to who took first prize), and a lot of the others

we're going to pay you for and print from time to time. You have told

the facts straighter and better than anyone else could have told them,

because you know from experience what you're talking about.

You will notice that we have omitted the names of the tractors

mentioned in the letters. Our sense of fairness tells us not to print

them. But We have the information on file here, and if any of you

write in for the name of the tractor mentioned in a certain letter we
will give it to you.

If any of you have had an interesting experience with tractors, and

haven't yet written us about it, be sure to do so, because with the

information in your letters we may be able to show the tractor makers

how to give you better tractors and tractor service. And we always

like to be of practical use to our readers in everything we do.

The Editor.

do all of our hauling, and a touring car

which we use for both pleasure and busi-

ness.

In buying a tractor the prospective

purchaser should study the conditions on
the farm where the tractor is to be used,

and then buy one that is powerful enough
to meet his needs. In my estimation the

10-20 is the ideal size for the average farm.

We could possibly get along with a smaller

size, but of course it would make the work
slower, as it would not pull more than two
plows and would be absolutely unfit for

such work as grading roads. We could

also get along with a larger size, but it

would hardly be practicable for some of

the lighter jobs found on the farm, and,

besides, its greater weight would be
injurious to the soil. The 10-20 seems to

strike the happy medium.
Never overload a tractor for any length

of time, for it is very injurious to the trac-

tor, and shortens its life as nothing else can
do. Take , off one plow or lighten the load

in some similar manner, rather than pull

the tractor to the limit of its power, as

in the end both time and money will be
saved.

There are many styles and types of

tractors on the market for one to choose

from. Above all, get a machine with a
reliable company behind it. Always get

one with more than one speed, for some-
times you will find yourself in a tight

place, and then, by shifting into some
lower gear, the tractor will get out easily

and without any undue strain upon the
frame or gears. Remember also that a
tractor running at excessive speeds is not
likely to last as long as one running at a
lower speed. A tractor is at best a heavy
machine, and does not have the means of

absorbing jars as does an automobile.
Put a tractor on a hard road or in a rough
field and the jolting will soon jar the
machine to pieces. And last, but not
least, keep all the nuts and bolts tight.

I trust that this may, through the
columns of your paper, help some of the

to be most efficient, and there were a
great many times I wished it had just a
little more, so when I got a good chance
I sold it.

I then bought a 12-24 three-bottom
tractor, which has proved very satis-

factory and practical for my purpose, and
right here I wish to say that it depends a
great deal upon conditions of your farm
and what you intend to use your tractor
for to determine what type of tractor you
should buy.

There is a great deal to be considered:
First, what percentage of your work is to
be plowing and general field work, and
what percentage is to be belt work, and
what is the size of your machines to be
operated?
What percentage of your work is to be

roadwork, or do you intend to do a great
deal of custom work? If it is mostly for
general farm work, then what is the nature
of your farm? Is it hilly and very rolling,

or is it level, or is a great deal of it very
low land? All of these conditions should
be very carefully gone over before you
make your investment. Because one
type of tractor works very much better
on rough, rolling land than others, and if

the greater percentage of your work is to
be custom work, such as running a large
thresher, you should get a tractor with
considerably more power, say 18-36 or
25-50. But I believe the average farmer
would be better satisfied with a tractor
that will handle three plows efficiently

under most conditions, say from 10-20
to 15-30 horsepower, 12-25 being the
average. And I think one should be very
careful and not purchase a tractor that is

too heavy. More especially for field work,
as it requires too much of the engine's
power to propel the tractor itself through
the loose ground, and there are a great
many types where the weight is very
nearly equally divided between the front
wheels and the drive wheels. The front
wheels neither push nor pull, but have
to be forced ahead by the two drive wheels,

except where it is a four-wheel drive.

For this reason I am very anxiously wait-
ing for the four-wheel-drive tractors to

come out, and I feel sure they will very soon
be making their appearance.

In our work of reconstruction there is

nothing that will do more than the steel

horse. I have used mine for ditching, or

what we call surface draining. By using a
three-bottom plow and a small grader it

is surprising how fast one can make a
broad swale three or four feet deep in the
center, and from two to four rods wide

—

one that will take off an enormous amount
of surface water in a very short time.
In this way there are acres running into

millions that can and should be redeemed
and made into the very best of tillable soil.

This in itself is very often worth more
to the farmer than his tractor cost. For
example, a farmer living near me had
100 rods of ditching to be done, and he had
offered a dredging company $2 a rod to do
the work. I took the job at $15 a day,
and it only cost him 50 cents a rod, and
he claimed he had a very much better
ditch than the other, or V-shaped, ditch

would ever be. He redeemed 20 acres of

land worth $200 an acre.

Then there is another very important
thing to be considered which is very
seldom thought of, and that is having a

clear view ahead so you can readily see

where you are going. There are a number
of types that have this advantage, and
there are a few where the driver has to

sit in a strained position all the time,
which becomes very tiresome.

Another equally important factor is to
get a tractor that guides easily under
most conditions. I have worked some
tractors that kept me so busy all the time
that an eight-hour day was enough for the
average man. But a great many models
have overcome this to a great extent.
The question of fuel has not given me

much concern, although it is about the
first question asked by the average person.
Kerosene being the prevailing fuel, most
all tractors have an efficient kerosene
burner.
But lubricating oil, and a proper lubri-

cation, is one of the most vital questions
to be considered. It means everything to
the tractor

—

life, efficiency, and durability.

The lubricating system should be the very
best.

I prefer the force-feed system, as it

gives perfectly fresh oil to the vital parts
of the engine all the time. Where the
splash system is used the operator is very
liable to neglect the changing of the oil,

and it soon becomes thin and loses its

lubricating qualities, which means a short
life to the tractor—more especially when
a high-tension or very high-speed motor is

used, and for this same reason I prefer a

lower-speed motor, say from 600 to 900
r. p. m., but if you get them lower than
this you are apt to have excess baggage in

balance wheels.
Like the coming of the automobile and

the trucks, the birth of the tractor is the
greatest blessing the horse ever had, and
the blessing to the horse is a godsend to
the driver, and will prove to be one of the
great pillars of progress which not only the
progressive farmer but also the city man
should be interested in.

Third Prize

Winner: Howard L. Brantigam, Sidney,

Ohio

1HAVE lived on the farm all my life, but
have been farming for myself only five

years. I have lived on a 160-acre farm since

that time, and found it necessary to hire help

from the beginning, which I did not like to do,

although for three years I have had as

good a hired man as one could ask for. I

was not satisfied, as I always thought
I could do everything, and do it a little

better than he could. It did not only
worry me, but it put extra work and worry
on my wife. As we had two small children

I decided she had all she could do to take
care of the children and do the housework
for ourselves, without doing extra washing
and cooking, which has to be done when
steady help is kept.
The next thought was a tractor. As I

am only twenty-seven years old, and have
several years of [continued on page 20J
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A Father Who Gave His Boys a Chance
And the story of what the boys did with it. Is your son anxious to try his hand?

If he is, it might not be a bad idea for you to let him

By Thomas J. Delohery

The Augustine boys.

IT
YOU have a

son who wants to
take over the op-
eration of your
farm, and you

are doubtful as to how
youth will act under
managerial burdens,
read this story. If,

on the other hand,
you are impervious
to the requests of your
boy, do not turn over
after you have
finished. Instead, de-
vote a little time and
thought to this story,

and figure out if your
son can't do the same
thing.
Youth, fired by a

wonderful imagina-
tion, has lots of pride

and ambition. This
is a story of pride and
ambition; of sedate

age succumbing to im-
petuous youth; of the
desire of two boys to

have the best farm
and herd of cattle in

their county.
And after four years

of hard and persist-

ent work they have
succeeded. Now they
are after bigger game, and they'll get it too.

Four years ago the reason for this article

came into being. At that time, Robert E.

Augustine was twenty-seven years of age;

his brother, Phil S. Augustine, had just

turned twenty-one. They were helping

their father to farm his land near
Pound, Wisconsin, but were getting dis-

satisfied. The farm had been worked for a
score of years, and was not producing as

much as it might. The stock on the place

was not the kind the boys had read about
in farm magazines, nor as good as some on
neighboring farms.
When the boys went to town on Saturday

and talked shop with the rest of the young
men their age, some other farmer was
always the subject of the conversation.

The good cattle or the big yields of the

Augustine farm could not be talked of,

because neither was a fact.

Jim Jones's cattle or the corn of Bob
White was always the thing talked of.

Some of the boys bragged about the things

on their places, but the Augustines had
nothing to talk about.

Naturally this hurt their pride; but at

the same time it fired their ambition, and
they hoped some day to have big yields,

and fine stock, so that they could talk

about their achievements.
" It surely was hard for us to come home

and look at the stock on our farm, after

hearing about the things other people

had," said Robert Augustine. "I believe,

however, that this sort of thing was the

turning point in our lives. Both of us often

talked over things while working in the

fields or while milking our scrub cows.

"Finally we thought we had better start

in. if we were to realize our ambition—to

build up the richest and highest producing
farm in this county, and to have the highest

producing and fastest developing herd of

cows. So we asked Father if he would let

us run the farm or sell it to us."

On November 1, 1914, they took their

first step toward their goal. On that date
they bought the farm on contract from
their father. In less than four years they
have reached their objectives, and are

carrying on to greater achievements. Not
only in their own opinion have they suc-
ceeded, but also in the opinion of every
farmer and city resident living in Mari-
nette County. Everyone knows the
Augustine brothers and of their achieve-
ments. Moreover, they are not a bit

backward in telling you.
Some time ago I was visiting Marinette,

a short distance from Pound, where they
live. My friend, whom I visited, drove me
about the country. It is a cut-over section,

and rough land is plentiful. One afternoon,
after passing miles of this sort of land, we
came upon a fine pasture, containing some

The young bull at the left' is the herd sire.

picture was taken
He was eight months old when this

good-looking Holstein cows. Beyond the
pasture was some grain that was showing
good growth. Curious, I asked my friend
who owned the farm and the cattle.

"That stuff," he replied, "is owned by
the Augustine boys—everyone calls them
boys. They have been breeding that herd
up for about four years, and they surely
have a good one. Moreover, they brought
up their land too. It wasn't producing
much, when they took it over from their

father." He told me a few incidents of the
struggle the Augustine brothers had made
to realize their ambition.
Being interested, I had him stop, and we

sought out Robert Augustine, the oldest
of the brothers, who was working in the
cattle barn. He told me the story of their

work, and it was with pride he pointed out
the best cattle in the herd.

He started by telling me of their am-
bition four years ago, and concluded our
visit with, "Our aim in breeding is to
build up a herd of about 50 head of the
highest producing stock our money, time
and brains can produce."
Notice how he said this work would be

carried on with their own money and their

own brains. This pride and ambition,
perhaps, are the big reason for their success
in cows. Besides, both boys love the work
—are born herdsmen. Neither of them
had any particular training in dairying,
yet they know the business.

"Our farm, when taken over," he said,

"consisted of 200 acres, 84 of which were
under cultivation, the rest in brush pasture.

We have cleared up about 24 acres in four
years, four of this for cultivation, and the
other, being too rough for farming, was
left in grass.

"We then had 10 scrub cows, 6 steers, a
few calves, and 10 hogs. We learned the
rudiments of dairying on those cows, and
at the same time learned that they were
not good enough. Brother and I did the
milking, and I remember when we were
sitting on the stools we talked about getting
some good cows some day.

"After taking over the farm we borrowed
$1,500 from Father, and to this added
$500 which we had saved for this time.

We bought four registered cows and a sire,

together with five good grade cows. •

"I suppose you wonder why we bought
the grades when we were trying to get

The Snapping Turtle Doesn't Know
When to Let Go—Do You?

ANY man really

/l worth the name
has somewhat of

the snapping-
turtle in him

—

that is, when
he gets a good
"holt" he
wants to hang
on till sun-
down.
The real dif

ference between a

man and a snap
ping turtle is that a

man knows when to let

go—or ought to. Natur- Tkree of

ally, every man who is a

man would like to hang on to

the affairs he has set his jaws in

till the sundown of life. And if he
can do it with full justice to the

job, we say that's fine.

If not, he ought to

at least loosen his

hold a little and
give the young-
sters a chance,
especially if

they're keen
about it.

The father of

the boys Tom
Delohery tells

about in this story

was a wise man. He
had accumulated some

property in his day. And
he knew when to let go.

Get us straight now: we
don't mean he retired—he just

eased up a bit. Retiring is every
bit as fatal as hanging on tight too

long. The Editor.

the babies

pure-breds? Well,
didn't have enoui
money to buy a h
of pure-bred cows, a:

our income from fofl
cows wouldn't be very

[

much. We had to have
money to carry on our
operations, so that we
could make more mon-
ey and buy more cows.
That's why we bougl
the grades. It wasd
for breeding, but fo

the milk.
"Another thing

didn't know the bus
ness from A to Z, an
figured it would 1

best to break in to tl

business graduall;

and at the same tin

earn some money.
"While we we

longing for the day \j

could start busina
for ourselves we wefl
studying dairy book
reading farm mai_
zines, and talking wi
other breeders whi
we had the cham
We wanted to lea
all we could, and
are still students of t:

dairying and breed:
business. We always will be.
"We realized long before we started

that to learn from our own experien
without any help, would be too costly, a:

it would take some time; so we got all

the information we could from expei

breeders and dairymen. This information,
and the stuff we got from books, gave us a
better insight into the business, and ui

doubtedly saved us much time and mone;
It pays to listen to the other fellow whj
he knows what he is talking about.
"The next year we bought three regis-

tered Holstein heifers, two of which, since

that time, have made official butter
records—that is, have produced better
than 25 pounds in seven days as junior

three-year-olds.

"And while we were laying in and
breeding pure-bred stock we didn't sell all

of our grade stuff; indeed, we disposed
our last grade cow on the first of May, t

year."
He took me out into the pasture whei

the cows were grazing on a luxurioi

growth of clover. He had the pedigrees a:

production records of each cow on
finger tips.

We came upon a cow that looked t

size of a dairy bull. He had the affront

ask me if I could see it.

"That cow," he said, "is Maid Hen_
veld of Wayside. She freshened at the age
of twenty-five months, at which time shy

weighed 1,550 pounds; and her first ca'"

twenty months ago, was a bouncing b
weighing 120 pounds. She now scales moi
than 1,700 pounds, and the calf, whi
weighs almost 1,700 pounds, is at the he,

of the herd.
"We intend to put her in a seven-da;

official test this December, and it is ex-

pected she will make 30 pounds of butter.

"In all we have 30 registered females—
20 cows and heifers—to freshen this

November. Then we will have them all

run on official test of seven and thirty dayaj
Two of them, we expect, will make more
than 30 pounds in seven days. TwentJB
three of the herd are of our own raising." J

In their breeding operation the boys an
particular to pay most attention ttf

performances. As a result they have s
herd of high producers. Robert says thai

performance counts for more than 50 pel
cent when buying a cow, and he alwayaj

wants to see calves and dame when buying
a bull.

The first herd bull on the Hillside Farm
was King Hengerveld 10th. All of his

daughters have A. R. O. records, varying

from 15 to 18 pounds at two years. The
second bull was University Johanna ExcellJ

loaned the boys by the University ot

Wisconsin. The third and present head ol

the herd is King [continued on page 4"
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Why I Pay the Honest Grower More
I can sell his stuff without seeing it, and know it is all right. That saves time

and trouble, and is worth paying extra for

By Henry Kelly, Jr.

CO-OPERATION and co-ordina-

tion have become familiar words
in this country in the last two
years, on account of work in the
war. Now, if they are carried

into the affairs of peace, and the whole
fabric of our business is shot through with
these particular qualities^well, that will

be another item on the credit side of war.
It will make us realize that co-operation
and co-ordination are necessary in the
successful conduct of business to get the
best results, just as they were required to

push the war through to a speedy and full

conclusion.
So much by way of introduction. Now

let us get right down to cases. What about
the raising and marketing of fruits and
vegetables in our great East and Middle
West?

Generally, the answer is co-operation
between the grower and the dealer—all

along the line from the fieldsjmd orchards
to the table, through all the channels and
processes.
The business of the grower of fruits and

vegetables may be divided into two parts—
the production of the goods, and the
marketing of them. On the first division

I have nothing to say. Wonderful prog-
ress has been made by the American
farmer and fruit grower in the production
both of quantity and quality. They are
putting their brains as-well as their strength
into the business, and, what is equally im-
portant, they are maintaining their farms
in a high state of fertility. Even with all

this they are still confronted with the
problem of marketing their produce.

In this connection I have been asked to
put my finger on the big pulse beat for a
sort of diagnosis; and I do so confidently.

Here's my word

—

pack your fruits and
vegetables carefully, and grade them ac-

curately. You have heard that before, but
have you done it?

Since this is a heart to heart statement,
let me be completely frank, and do no
pussy-footing. It is first of all of vital im-
portance to be honest. Honesty is the best
policy, quite apart from the ethical and
moral aspect of the case.

Any grower of fruits and vegetables who
packs a box and puts on the outside of it

words and figures that tell exactly what is

inside has gone a long way toward solving

the second half of his problem. If he sends
a box of apples or a crate of berries to the
New York market and marks them as just

what they are, he has made a beginning.
If he follows that up with another ship-

ment, also marked exactly and accurately,
he has taken another step. It will not be
long before his name is known to stand for

honesty and reliability, and his shipments
will be easily marketed at the best prices.

They will come to sell themselves on the
guarantee his name carries.

I hear some doubting ones say, "Oh,
that's all right for the big fellow, but I'm
so small I'll never be known, anyway."
The man who adopts that policy will

never be a success. More than that, he
has guessed wrong, for the shipper, no
matter how small he may be, who grades
his stock honestly becomes known im-
mediately. Of course, the more goods he
sends, all carrying his honest label, the
more quickly and widely he will be known;
even so, the little shipment will serve as an
introduction and as an index to the sort of

man he is, and I confidently assert that the
money return will be sufficient to encourage
him to continue honestly.

It pays to make a reputation; but that
is not all—you must work to keep it.

There are no days off in that business. It
is sad to see a man wreck a reputation he
has built up through years of consistently
reliable dealing. Yet that's the rock on
which many a good ship goes to pieces.

Some men go along so well on a reputation
established by shipping goods accurately
graded that they try to make that cover
an occasional shortcoming. Nothing doing.
It can't be done.
So another big thing for the farmer and

fruit grower to bear in mind is that his

boxes, barrels, and crates should tell the
same honest story day after day, week
after week, and season after season.

Another pitfall into which many an

The Man Who Wrote This Article

IF YOU could
see HenryKel-

ly, Jr., in his

place of business

in West Four-
teenth Street,
New York,, you
would see a well-

set-up young
man, standing
firmly in his am-
ple shoes, direct-

ing the business

of receiving and
distributing
boxes, barrels,

crates, and pack-
ages containing

the products of

your fields and
orchards in the

East and Middle
West and be-
yond. All about
him is hustle, but
order; and at his

right hand is a
telephone by

This is Mr. Kelly

which he can immediately reach

every sector of this great market.

He is at the very nerve center of

it.

When the Editor of Farm and
Fireside asked me to find the

biggest distributor in New York
of vegetables and fruit products,

and induce him to write a heart-

to-heart message to the growers,

I went to the

steward of one of

the biggest hotels

to learn the ident-

ity of this person.

"Get Kelly,"
said the steward.

"He's as big as

any of them, and
he has the ideas."

So I went to

see Kelly. I had
talked with him
not more than
three minutes
before the hope
inspired by my
hotel friend was
confirmed. This
young man was
raised right here

in New York on
fruits and vege-

tables — he was
born into the

business he con-

ducts, his late

father having
been in the produce business for

more than forty years.

All of his business Mr. Kelly
has known from his youth up. He
goes out into the fields which his

sales cover, and he likes to travel

in the country and gain first-hand

knowledge of the conditions under
which the produce is grown and
shipped. Allen Eddy.

honest farmer and fruit grower falls is that,

having made a reputation for sending prod-
uce to market that is honest, and being
known to the wholesale dealer, the re-

tailer, and the man who has the corner

fruit and vegetable stand by the reputation
he has made, has a neighbor engaged in the
same line of business. Say each grows
apples. But the neighbor has never been
able to realize from his apples so much as

the man with the reputation. Perhaps his

apples are ,not quite so good. "Why not
market these apples under your name?"
says the neighbor. "You can get more than
I can," he urges.
The man with the reputation wants to

be neighborly—he wants to be a good
fellow. And he falls for that. He may have
a suspicion that the apples are not so good,
as his own, but he is persuaded to take a
chance and ship them under his name.
There is the fatal mistake. His reputa-

tion has been damaged in a way that
cannot be repaired through long dealing

according to his old standards. There
always will abide with a person who buys
his goods the suspicion that he will try to

put another one of these substitute deals

across. Perhaps things that are petty in

themselves will be magnified on account
of that old score.

Generally, I would say that it is unwise
for any grower to lend his name to a
neighbor. The mere fact that his neighbor
wants to borrow it should put you on your
guard. The subsequent operations usually

make him an innocent victim. The grower
who borrows his neighbor's name does not
have the same standards for grading. Un-
consciously, perhaps innocently, he marks
boxes and crates 15 to 25 per cent higher
than does the man with a" reputation.

The harm is done because that marking is

right below, or above, the name of the other
man. He suffers. The guilty party loses

nothing because he has nothing to lose.

Supposing that right in the height of the

season there should come into the New
York market an enormous quantity of
strawberries, Or any qucikly perishable
fruit. Just then time is the big factor.
These berries must be disposed of at once
or be a loss. Probably the weather is hot
and men are doing as little as possible, and
in the easiest possible way. Whose straw-
berries, do you think, would be handled
first and to the best advantage, those in
the crates that bear the name of the man
known to be particular about what he
sends to market, or those of a man concern-
ing whom there lurks the eternal suspicion?
The answer is easy.

In circumstances of that sort a man's
reputation for upright dealing has over a
period of years saved him thousands of
dollars, whereas the berries sent by the
other man have greatly depreciated while
waiting their turn, or have been a total
loss.

The berries shipped by the man with the
reputation are accepted on his grading,
and not examined at all. They will pass
through all the channels of the marketing
process, even to the little stand in front
of the meat market, on the grower's say-so.
All the delay in being examined by this

dsaler and that dealer, and one after

another possible buyer, is obviated to the
great advantage of each person concerned.

I have in mind the ease of a fruit grower
who had an established reputation which
he had maintained through fifteen years of

dealing with New York distributors. Then
a deterioration was noticed. The first

"inaccuracy" in marketing was followed
by a second, and suspicion not only was
encouraged but warranted. I made an
investigation, and found that the founder
of the business had reached the age when
he thought he would retire, and he gave
his brand to a relative who did not follow

the old standards. That man was throwing
away something no money can buy—

a

good reputation.

Also, I recall the case of a fruit grower
who with his sons disposed of their other
interests and enlarged their operations
with fruits. At first they were not success-
ful in this market. The father was an old
friend of a large distributor here in New
York, and he came to the city to see his
friend and to learn what was the trouble'.

The big point that I have tried to empha-
size herein was impressed upon him in cold,
hard words. Especially he was cautioned
not to accept without question the stand-
ards of grading of his neighbors—that he
should absolutely know what went out
under his name. The business from that
time has been conducted under such a
policy, and it has had a continuous,
healthy growth.
The case of the man who has made his

name stand high in the estimation of

persons handling his produce, and then
has permitted it to follow the descending
scale, is difficult to explain, especially
when there is every inducement for a con-
tinuation according to the tried method
and policy. In at least two cases I know of

this change has been due to carelessness
born of declining years and failing strength.
But, whatever the cause, it is certain that
the positive, never-failing inducements
held out by honor and honesty should be
sufficient to dissipate the delusions created
by any policy that does not square with
those cardinal business virtues.

Furthermore, the man with the kind of

reputation I have indicated will find

himself continuously wooed by the dealers
in the big market centers. They recognize
in him a big adjunct in their business, and
they will be competitors for his favor. He
finds this situation to his advantage in

numerous ways.
Suppose, for illustration, he has shipped

a lot of peaches, all bearing his name and
graded accurately according to size and
quality. Also, he has a few pears which
are not of a quality that would make them
easily marketable. He represents those
pears to be just what they are, and that
is not much. Now, a dealer would do his

level best to market those pears for the
grower to the best advantage, possibly
with no profit at all for himself, -simply
because he wants to handle the peaches
and continue in the good esteem of this

man. Such is the power of the honest
grower.

Growers of fruits can make progress in

the business if they will exercise great care
in the selection of fruits put in one con-
tainer. For instance, a grower has apples
for shipment. If he will include in each
package apples that are alike, of the same
size and color, using great care in regard
to each individual apple, he will get a
price for his goods commensurate with his

trouble. Those he has put aside from these
fancy packages can be sold for what they
are. The net result from the entire crop,

if this method is employed, will be much
larger than it would be if all the apples
were put together regardless of size and
color.

The grower should keep constantly in

mind that New York, Boston, Philadelphia,
and other large cities are markets where
quality always has a call. Speaking for

New York—and probably the same rule

holds in the other large cities—I can un-
hesitatingly say it always wants the best,

and with the best the market is never
glutted.

Of course, the consumer has the big

decision in the matter. But the retailer is

entitled to consideration also. Let us look
at the case from his viewpoint.
The retailer in New York works hard,

he is busy all day long, and his day is a
long one. He has to do a big business to
make more than a living. When he reaches
into a box or barrel of apples he wants to

be certain what he is going to bring out.

Aside from other considerations, it is a
question of time-saving with him.
Suppose an infantryman on the battle

front should reach into his cartridge belt

uncertain regarding the size of the car-

tridge he would produce, or whether it

would explode, what would be his attitude
toward the man in America who packed
that ammunition case? You are the am-
munition packer in [CONTINUED ON page 46]
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A Cartoonist Who Works for Farmers
By Edwy B. Reid

THE barbarous barberry, a cereal

story, is the first animated car-

toon ever used to explain a
farm problem and to inject en-

thusiasm into an agricultural

campaign. Perhaps you are at a loss to

know what is barbarous about this bar-

berry. Here's the answer:
This animated cartoon was conceived by

Mr. G. D. George while making educational
exhibits in connection- with the Depart-
ment of Agriculture's campaign to reduce
the heavy toll that black stem rust takes
annually in the large wheat-producing
areas of the country.
For years Mr. George has been a car-

toonist on a Western paper. He also has
been a salesman, inventor, and maker of

animated cartoons. Being a man who
throws his whole energy into his work, he
became deeply interested in the problems
connected with the eradication of the
common barberry bush which science holds
responsible for the spread of black stem
rust on wheat.
The growth of this , disease is a sort of

sleight-of-hand trick in itself; first you see

it, then you don't. In the spring stage

it passes from the leaves of the common
barberry to the wheat plant. The bar-
berry thus is the center of distribution for

miles around; for the disease, once started,

spreads rapidly and widely.
The barberry-eradication campaign aims

to eliminate this source of infection, and in

a way is comparable with the clean-up

campaigns of the Public Health Service

directed against swamps and other nui-

sances which may harbor human diseases.

Mr. George adopted the animated cartoon

so that he might- enlarge upon certain

phases of the growth of the rust, and thus

G. D. George at work

show on the screen how it invades the
wheat fields and reduces the grain crop.
His scenario reads something like this:

The farmer is shown in his grain field,

and the wife with her flower garden and
shrubs. The farmer laments the fact that
he has many crop failures, due to rust. He
blames it on the weather. " It's the damp-
ness does it, the same as it rusts the pump."
His wife facetiously admonishes him to
"bring the wheat in nights."
The next scene finds the farmer reading

and the wife knitting. The farmer reads
that the grain rust is spread by the bar-

berry bush. Both farmer and wife are

skeptical, but at this point Science enters

the door with a big magnifying glass.

She shows the rust on the wheat stubble
and wild grasses in winter, and explains
how the spores, or seeds, of the rust blow
to the barberry plant in spring, where they
rest until a drop of rain or dew strikes

them. Then they germinate, and the
sprouting rust threads penetrate through
the outer layers of the leaf, destroying
the cells and later building homes for

themselves in the wheat. From these
homes, or cups, in the barberry leaf the

spores alight on the stem and leaves of the
wheat, where they germinate, and throw
out infection threads which travel along
the surface until they reach a breathing
pore, which they enter, develop branches,
and encircle the cells, destroying them.
With her high-power magnifying glass,

Science now shows the accompanying
growth of the disease and the forming of
what she calls the "red spores." These
burst the skin of the stem and escape.
They are then blown by the wind to other
wheat plants, which they infect, the process
being repeated almost without end. The
harvest time approaches. The black
spores'begin to develop. The rust is shown
reaching the wheat heads, and the kernels
begin to shrivel. Science then shows that
the black spores do not infect the wheat,
so that the distribution of the spore ceases
for the season. The damage to the current
year's crop, however, is done. Science
then points out that the black spores
winter on the stubble and wild grasses,
and are ready to attack the tender new
leaves of the barberry plant in the spring.
The barberry bushes, however, have been
a source of pleasure to the farmer and his
wife, and digging them up is not accom-
plished without regrets.

Then follows the final act: The farmer
has planted his fields and the wife her
garden; the wheat crop has ripened without
the usual accompanying ravages of rust,
and a heavy grain yield is obtained.
Great joy is registered by the farmer, his
wife, the dog, and the other farm animals.
To add to their happiness they have learned !

that they can plant Japanese barberry in
place of the common kind, with no danger
to the wheat fields, because rust is not
spread by the Japanese variety.

What Jennie Wren and Her Hubby Did for My Crops
By Leslie E. Troeger

WIILE you are figuring a way of

beating out the bugs this summer
don't forget Jenny Wren. She's

the best little exterminator of garden
insects I know of.

Give the little lady a cordial welcome
to come and stay all season. Then watch
her and Hubby Wren, some time, go after

the 'hoppers and beetles and the rest of

their kin. It will open your eyes. I did,

and had lots of fun too.

Early last spring the lady of the house
came home from town with one of those

little wren houses so often pictured in the

magazines. The manual-training boys of

our township high school made them, and
the proceeds went to some charitable cause.

I was terribly busy, but put the little

cage up on a ten-foot pole near the garage.

Then we watched and waited, and pretty

soon along came a pair of twittering wrens
who looked over the place, fussed around
several days, then started to build.

In due time the little home was fitted

out; then we saw but little of Jenny Wren
for some time, except when she made
hurried trips to near-by bushes for food.

During this period Hubby sang as he never
sang at any other time, and guarded the

nest against sparrows and other enemies
with a vigilance that was often laughable.

One day there were signs that Mr. and
Mrs. Wren were the happy parents of a
thriving brood, and it was soon after this

that I made observations that changed my
mind about bird talk being all sentimental
stuff. For three hours one Sunday after-

noon I made a careful record of the trips

made to the nest by the two birds in feed-

ing their young, and they came in with
bug morsels just 116 times.

Jenny would come out of the bushes like

a miniature flying machine, with a bug
in her bill, light on the little veranda of the
house, dart in, and the next second out
she'd come and off again for another drive
on the bug hordes that drove us mad.
Another interval, and Hubby Wren

would appear with a green 'hopper securely
in his bill, and deliver it to the hungry
brood, then off again. Such appetites as
those young wrens had! And with what
feverish energy those parents worked to

satisfy them! It was wonderful, and the
bugs were getting it in the neck good and
proper. It gave no small satisfaction to
think how many of those same imps of
bugdom had perhaps laughed up their
wing at my hard efforts to soak their hides
with insecticides all spring.

For days you could see one or the other

of those parent wrens industriously carry-

ing bugs to the youngsters. Then one day
the entire brood disappeared, but shortly

after we found them in a dense bush near-
by. There were six of them, and here they
were evidently learning under this safe

cover, to hunt their own bugs and become
wise in the ways of the world. During this

How Clenens of Iowa Gets Both

Milk and Calves

W. R. CLENENS of Buchanan County , Iowa, is a producer of baby
beef who doesn't put all of his eggs in one basket. In his busi-

ness he has two irons in the fire, and one saves him from losing on the

other, with the result that he profits on both. In other words, he has
dual-purpose cows, from which he gets milk and calves.

He has been milking cows and breeding baby beef for the last three

years, and he says he can make more money at this than by feeding

aged cattle for market. Like some farmers, he claims that the price

of feeding cattle is getting so high that the gambling element of the
business is increasing.

"I have 20 grade Shorthorn cows," he said, "which give me a crop
of calves each year, and a cream check each month. Moreover, I get

the skim milk, which I feed to the calves and hogs.

"It is more difficult for us to raise calves—that is, for the first

month or so; then it is all right. We don't let the calves suck the moth-
ers but for the first four or five days, when the colostrum period is on
and the milk is no good for human use. After that they get skim milk.

We feed oats in addition to the skim milk. Once they are eating oats

we never take it from them. They get the milk until weaning time,

when it is fed to the hogs.

"The weaning is usually done in November, when they are started

on the winter ration of silage and oats. The next spring, when the

grass is ready, we turn them on pasture with oats; and a few months"
before marketing we feed corn to round them out.

"It requires more than a year to make a calf in this manner, but you
have two incomes after the first year. The cream checks keep up the

income until the calves begin to sell. Moreover, the milking dis-

tributes the cost of labor." T. J. D.

period of ten days or more Mother and
Father Wren carried innumerable insects
to their brood as they had in the nest,
taking short intervals of rest and song
during morning and evening hours.
How many hundreds, thousands, of bugs

that pair of wrens and their brood put out
of business for us I can only guess. They
were a-plenty. If bugs have any means
of expression I'll warrant they counted
that pair of wrens bug-eating demons.
What a fight they had with the sparrows

before they got fully settled down in

spring! The nervy sparrows were bound tc

occupy the little house. In vain they tried

to squeeze into the two entrances, but they
were only the size of a quarter of a dollar.

When you make your box, remember this

if you want wrens and not sparrows. Any
box will do, put up anyway that it will

stand the wind and shed water. There
ought to be a little opening in the roof tc

give a free circulation of air on hot summei
days.
Another pretty exhibition of bug catch-

ing I saw one evening in our garden by a

little bird I have not been able to identify.

I was about five paces from the end of a

row of dwarf peas where he lit and began
operations. He was very systematic. He'd
start at the bottom of the vine and clean

up the aphids as high as he could reach
Once in a while he'd jump up to grab off a

sinner. First here, then there, he would
poke his head, inspecting every leaf.

Soon as he'd cleaned up one vine he'd
hop quickly to the next, and go over it

the same way. Sometimes he would gc

around a vine twice, so as not to miss a

morsel. You'd have thought he had orders

direct from Mr. Hoover to conserve food
supply. He must have picked off a bug
every second until he flew away. I figure

he got 444 aphids.
The more I think of that little bird th€j

more I marvel over his bug-devouring I

capacity. I had read many times of tht

good friends we farmers have among
birds, but I never believed half as much as

I saw in those few moments in my own
garden. So I say, "Keep your eyes open,

folks!—the world is full of wonderful i

sights, and we can learn all the time."
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By Dr. H. M. Dutcher

MI TWENTY years of practice

as a veterinary has proved to
me that 85 per cent of all

horse diseases can be traced
directly to indigestion. The

stomach, intestines, and liver are all vital

parts of a horse's digestive anatomy, and
improper functioning of one or all of these

organs is what causes trouble.

Digestive disorders are the result of ex-

posure, or improper or improperly pre-

pared or administered food, two things

over which you, the owner of the horse,

have absolute control. Remember that,

and perhaps the next time you have a sick

animal you can tell why he is sick.

The best way to keep a horse well is not
to let him get sick. This statement may
sound rather flat and pointless, but it is

true, nevertheless. The horse, in his wild

state, could choose just what he wanted to

eat, and the food at his disposal was just

what he needed to keep him in good health.

He never got colic or heaves, because
nature saw to it, through the animal's in-

stinct, that the food was of the right kind,

and he seldom caught cold, because he was
used to exposure and had never known the

feel of a blanket or a barn.
But the horse's environment is changed.

Instead of being his own boss, he is now
subject to your will. He has no choice of

food, but must take whatever food, in

whatever quantities, you give him.
Whether he is hot or cold, whether he has
a warm, well-ventilated barn or a tumble-
down lean-to, it's not for him to object.

He either stands it or he doesn't, depending
on his vitality and resistance.

Exposure may occur in many ways, and
each one of these ways is preventable.

If your stable is drafty, nail building

paper and weather stripping over the

open cracks. If a window pane is broken
so that it allows the wind to blow directly

on the animal, fix it. Plenty of ventilation

is very essential, but not the kind that lets

the incoming air enter through the cracks

and broken windows.
In extreme weather it is a good plan to

blanket your horses, not with a heavy
woolen blanket, but with a medium-weight
cotton cover. Keeping him too warm is

just as bad as letting him stand and shiver.

It is much better to remedy the building

itself, rather than weaken the horse's

vitality by blanketing. I have known cases

where the animals came into the stable at

night sweating profusely, were blanketed

with a heavy woolen affair, and left that

way until morning. The blanket made
them all the hotter, until it finally became
soaked through, and the poor horse stood
there all night with a cold, wet blanket on.

Such occurrences are not conducive to the

best of health, whether it be in man or

beast.

Horses suffer no ill effects from being

turned out all winter, provided there is

plenty of forage and a well-bedded shed
where they can sleep, and go into when
it storms. It's not being out that hurts

them, for I imagine they can stand more
cold than we think, but quite often they
are turned out into the fields or pastures,

without first giving them a chance to get

accustomed to the changed conditions.

It is just as if you were to be suddenly
compelled to camp out in the open where
you had previously been used to a nice

warm house. It would be mighty uncom-
fortable, even though you, could put on an
extra overcoat or two; but the horse cannot
do this. Before he can grow that needed
covering in the form of hair he is quite apt
to get a hard cold that will hang on all

winter, and he will come out in the spring
in a more or less weakened condition. In-

stead of shooting him out into the open for

good, try letting him out for a few hours
each day in some pasture close to the
house, and let him gradually become ac-

customed to roughing it. It seems like a
small thing, but it may mean a great deal
to the horse's vitality.

Sickness resulting from needless exposure
is primarily a lung trouble, but it will also

have its effect on digestion and assimilation

of food. Every organ in the animal's body
is in sympathy with all the other organs,

and if one does not function properly some
other one will also be halted in its stride.;

As food generates heat, the animal in
its attempt to keep warm will eat a
greater volume of food than usual. In
fact, owing to being out in the pasture or
stalk field, he is compelled to eat a greater

of the animal until the veterinary can get

to the farm.
I think colic occurs more often than any

other ailment of the horse. There are two
kinds of colic, wind and spasmodic. In-

If You Can't Use It, We Can't Either

WE DON'T go in much for literary flourish on Faem and Fire-
side. What we want is common-sense stuff, interestingly told,

by men who know what they're talking about. So our readers can get

some good stuff out of it. If you can't use it, we certainly can't.

Take this article. We think Dr. Dutcher knows his business. He
was Veterinary Surgeon, U. S. Army, at West Point, for thirty years.

No man could stick with so exacting an institution that long without
being up on his toes. Moreover, he knows farming. He was born
on a farm in Putnam County, New .York, and lived there until he
was twenty.

Dr. Dutcher is also a West Point graduate, and since 1908 has been
in private practice at Peekskill, New York. He was one of the pioneers
in the use of tuberculin for dairy cattle. He's worth heeding.

The Editor.

volume in order to get the same effect as
he would from more concentrated feed.

This overloads his stomach, plugs him up,
and while horses are not so susceptible to
impactation of the bowels as are cattle,

you can't afford to take any chances. Let
him get a little used to exposure and rough
feed before you go off and forget him
entirely.

I said before that 85 per cent of the sick-

ness of horses can be attributed directly

jection of salt and water will often give
relief in wind colic, and the internal remedy
is two doses each of two drams of salicylate
of soda in one-half pint of water, ad-
ministered a half-hour apart. This latter
remedy I believe to be the best in the world
for this particular sickness, and I believe
the profession will bear me out in that
statement. Treatment for spasmodic colic
consists in the application around the
abdomen of a blanket soaked in hot water

She's the First Official Woman Cow
* Tester in Iowa

THIS, Farm and Fire-
side readers, is to in-

troduce Mrs. H. M.
Rochau, of Iowa, the
first official woman
cow tester in that
State, and among
the first anywhere.
To be an offi-

cial cow-test lady
meant to travel

up and down
Iowa to the big
dairy farms
where pure-bred
cattle of ad-
vanced registry

are kept, and to
supervise tests.

The report of such
tests mean a lot to
the breeders. Effi-

cient testers only are
wanted, fpr good service
is demanded.' It was cer-
tain from the beginning that
the dairymen would look
askance at a woman on the job. Yet,
the work had to be done. So it hap-
pened that Mrs. Rochau got the job.

She has been going about Iowa ever
since August, 1917, from large dairy
farm to large dairy farm. Sometimes
where the'herds are large she stays two
or three weeks. This is her day's
schedule:

Arise at 5 A. M. and go to the barns
with the milkers. Watch milking,
weigh milk, and take samples. After
breakfast and remainder of day, except

for noon hour, make tests of
samples of milk for but-

terfat and prepare re-
ports. Supervise milk-
ing at evening just
as in the morning.

On farms where
they milk three
times a day Mrs.
Rochau is up
again at mid-
night.

"Don't you
want a chair ta-

ken to the barn?"
said a dairyman
to her as she made
ready to supervise
the first tests on his

farm.
"Well," she an-

swered with a laugh,
you are the first to ask

me that. The men treat me
just as they would a man,
and I don't expect anything
else."

Professor Mortenson was asked the
other day what he had to report about
the work of his first official woman cow
tester. He answered:

"Mrs. Rochau holds the record of
carrying on this work as well, if not
better, than any man who has ever been
in our service."
Mrs. Rochau feels that there is a real

place for women in farm work if they
are willing to do the work of a man
uncomplainingly.

Florence L. Clark.

to indigestion, or its consequences. I am
not going to give you a lot of technical
names of diseases. That would only be
confusing, and of no help. But I will

mention a few of the more common ail-

ments, and what to do for each. The
remedies I mention are everyday curatives,
and should, probably do, appear in every
farm medicine chest. They are for relief

and liberally sprinkled with red pepper or
turpentine. Have the water as hot as the
animal can stand, and change the blanket
every half-hour.
Treatment for founder consists of 20

drops of aconite in a tablespoonful of
water, administered every two hours for
six or eight doses, and after that three
doses daily. The external remedy is to

stand the affected feet of the animal in a
bucket or tub of hot water, changing the
water every two hours at least.

Constipation should be treated by proper
feeding rather than with physic, but where
the ease is associated with pain immediate
action is necessary. Small doses of Epsom
salts, from four to six tablespoonfuls to the
dose, three times a day, will bring relief,

or two drams of nux vomica three times a
day for five days. Either remedy is good;
both can be given at the same time.

Blind staggers is caused by constipation,
lack of exercise, or too much feed, and
usually a combination of the three. A
physic of aloes or calomel, or both, will put
the animal on its feet in good shape.
Heaves is a very common disease among

farm horses. It is a disease that develops
slowly, it is very persistent, and submits
to treatment about as slowly as it develops.
The first thing to do is to change the food.
Avoid hay as much as possible, feed con-
centrates, and keep the bowels loose. Two
ounces of tincture of lobeia with a six-

ounce Fowler's solution of arsenic, ad-
ministering a tablespoonful three times a
day, is the best treatment I know of. As I

said before, the disease is a hanger-on, so
don't be disappointed if you fail to get im-
mediate results.

I have enumerated several of the most
common diseases. What I am going to do
now is to tell you how to feed your horses
so they won't get sick. There is a much
over-worked saying which tells us that
"charity begins at home." I like to change
that a trifle and make it read, "horse's
health begins in his feed box."

Proper feeding consists of giving the
animal the right kinds and amounts, at the
right time, of roughage and concentrates
which will nourish him and keep his bowels
loose and open. It is not necessary to get
a special kind of feed. The common,
ordinary feeds, such as corn, oats, bran,
and hay, products of almost every farm
where horses are kept, are quite enough.
Whether or not you grind your corn and
oats is a matter of choice, although it has
been proved that ground feed is more
readily assimilated by the animal, and it

does not require quite such a large ration
to keep him in good condition.
When you come in from the fields at

night, let each animal have just a few
swallows of water. It is cool and refresh-
ing, and will make him feel better. Please
note, however, that I said a few swallows.
Do not let him drink his fill. The common
practice is to unhitch, give him a slap over
the rump with tee bridle, and habit tells

him to rush to me tank and drink all he
can hold. There is nothing worse for a
horse when he is hot than to fill his stomach
with cold water. It will retard digestion
as will nothing else, and it is one of the
best ways in the world to bring on colic.

There is a very important thing about
the horse's anatomy and digestion of food
that I feel very few farmers and horsemen
are familiar with. This is that all roughage,
such as hay, is not digested in the stomach,
as we would naturally suppose, but in the
intestines, while the concentrates, like

grain, are digested in the stomach in the
natural way. Keeping this in mind, what
is the first thing you do when you get the
harness off? You answer, feed the horse.

Quite right, and you proceed to give him
his full ration of hay and grain at the same
time. As the animal can't reason, and has
no way of telling what is good for him
and what isn't, he eats his grain first, and
then starts on his hay. What happens?
The grain he has eaten, instead of remain-
ing in the stomach, to be digested like

nature intended it should be, is pushed by

.

the hay back into the intestines, as the
latter has more bulk and volume than the
grain, and is merely seeking the place
where it should be. As the intestines are
not capable of assimilating this grain, it

passes out of the animal without doing him
a particle of good.
The proper procedure is to feed him his

hay first, give him time to eat it, take him
out and let him drink his water, and then
feed the grain. By this time the hay has
passed back into the intestines where it

should be, and the stomach is left free to
handle the grain [continued on page 48]
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WKBBKSm

HUNGRY, but a-hidin' it, er jest a-not a-kerin':^

Kingfisher gittin' up an' skootin' out o' hearin';

Snipes on the t'other side, where the county ditch is,

Wadin' up an' down the aidge like they'd rolled their britches!

Old turkle on the root kindo-sorto drappin'

Intoo th' worter like he don't know how it happen

!

Worter, shade, an' all so mixed, don't know which you'd orter

Say : th' worter in the shadder

—

shadder in the worter!

James Whitcomb Riley.
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WELL, folks, you certainly

came across royally with
what was on your minds.

Some of you side-swiped us,

some of you belted us spang

In the solar plexus, one or two of you took

a whack at our nose, and a great, great

smany of yeu said things that made us feel

you rather like us. And every one of you,

without exception, gave us credit for being

(Sincere. That pleased us most of all.

Sincerity is a great thing. We long ago
came to the conclusion that sincerity

deserves admiration wherever you find it.

We have more respect for a good, thorough-

going highwayman who is sincere than
we have for a church deacon who's a
hypocrite. If this be Bolshevism, make
the most of it. Now for the letters:

Our Hat's Off to Him
"Farm and Fireside has come to my

address for nearly forty years. The thing

that's on my mind is timber. It's being

swept off the earth like straw before a
fire. Fuel wood has gone up $10 and $15
a cord, and even more in some places.

"To help solve this problem I'm for a

wood lot on every farm. Our native timber

can be cut off clean if cut before it is a foot

in diameter. You won't get a second
growth if you cut it after that. Let the

trimmings lay where they fall, for mulch
and moisture, and the young timber will

start from the old seeds thicker than ever.

And every farmer can have a perpetual

wood lot in this way by cutting every
ten to fifteen years. But the live stock

must be kept out.

"If you have a 10-acre wood lot and you
cut half an acre a year, it will take you
twenty years to get to the last half-acre,

or ten years at an acre a year. I have sold

half-acre lots that furnished a family fuel

enough for two years—second cutting.

"Yours for a wood-lot on every farm."
P.C. L. R., Minnesota.

That's bully, Mr. P. C. L. R. We not
(only hand you the palm for a good idea,

but we nominate you for president of the

Farm and Fireside Charter Member
Club. You infant subscribers who have
only been on the list a mere twenty-five

or thirty years can only have half a vote
apiece on this nomination. Good luck to

you, P. C. L. R. And may you live long

and prosper.

That's the Stuff

"I was asked to subscribe to a farm
paper by an agent, and I told him I had
been a subscriber to Farm and Fireside
for between thirty-five and forty years.

He said that is no farm paper—it is only

a household and story paper. I told him
I knew it was a family paper, but that it

is also the best farm paper and that I

would defend it; and for his talking as he
did I would not have his paper under any
consideration, and it was no use to waste

|

time. You are privileged to use all of

; this, though I am no writer—only a
cultivator of Mother Earth."

W. W. W., Pennsylvania.

- By golly, when your friends stand up
and fight for you like that, it's worth
while! Soak 'em again, W. W. W., if they
come around with any more of that bunk!
And as for your being "no writer," let me
tell you this: Every man is a writer who
writes what is in his heart, what he knows,
and what he believes in. The touchstone
of all good writing is sincerity, and we

l personally think more of real, from-the-
heart-out words like yours than we do
of a lot of writing that is done for money.

We Like Bruce, Too

"Bruce Barton's talks are what is on
my mind. They are the best thing I have
read in a long time. Last month he told a
young man to go back to his work and
find out some plan whereby his employer
could improve on his way of doing busi-

ness. That is fine, good advice."
E. L., Oregon.

We have passed your question on to
Barton, E. L., and we'll see what he does
with it. Most of the Farm and Fireside
family must like his talks just as you do

—

so many of them write in about them.
And to answer those who have asked if

they are collected in a book anywhere,
let us say that they are, and you can get a
copy by writing Farm and Fireside,
381 Fourth Avenue, New York City, and
enclosing a dollar.

Still She Likes Us
"I will write now what I expected to

write at the' end of the year. The paper
has been coming to Mother for probably
twenty years. We have always liked it,

and subscribe for three years at a time.
Last summer there began to be such crazy
articles in the paper that I said, 'We'll

quit when our time is out, and I'll tell

them why, too'.

"One of the stories to which I object,

and which is a fair example of all the
objectionable ones, is 'Ten Acres and a

and the work. We keep from three to
seven head of cattle, fourteen sheep, a
brood sow or two, a horse, and fifty hens.
There are now five colonies of bees, and
that is enough for me with the rest of the
work, but Mrs. Tupper has twenty, and
of course they don't require any time at
all and produce $264 worth of honey.
"Mother and I have lived on farms

practically all of our lives—the last ten
years on this 70-acre farm—and do all the
work we can ourselves, hire when there is

anyone to hire, and have the fields farmed
on shares when we can find anyone to do it,

and we have no time to play. We seem to
be doing just as much as any of our neigh-
bor women, and to be just as smart. If

we were as smart as Mrs. Tupper I suppose
we would farm the whole place, and then
we wouldn't be as smart as the woman we

Will the Flood Light Win a Place in

Night Farming?

COYOTES have become a pest in many parts of the West, and
around Los Angeles the ranchers have found them hard to ex-

terminate because they are too cunning to be trapped and too wise to

come out in daylight and be shot.

But the "Western Electric News" reports a new scheme:
One rancher installed a flood light on a twenty-foot trestle alongside

his barn. This is turned around the hills at night. It finds the coyote,

and shooting him with a high-powered rifle is good sport.

The flood light is not a search light, but one of the type used to

illuminate buildings by bathing them in light. It illuminates a wide
range of ground for a short distance, but, by the use of a search-light

reflector, which was employed in shooting coyotes, it reveals animals of

that size, and permits accurate shooting at 2,000 feet, or nearly half a
mile, and finding them within a circle of 4,000 feet.

An installation of this kind costs from $60 to $70, obtainable at
electrical supply houses, and might have farm uses for night work,
such as threshing, silo-filling, plowing, and so forth. j. H. c.

Living' in the July number. This city

woman who knew absolutely nothing
about farming goes on a farm, takes all

care of 400 chickens, a pig, a cow, bees,

and a large garden (presumably all of the
ten acres is not occupied by chickens,
house, etc.), and hires a 'very little help,'

Also, it appears that she never made a
mistake, never had any 'bad luck.' Peo-
ple that have spent their lives in farm-
ing can't make such claims. Besides doing
all this work herself she carries all her
produce to the city customers (and,

believe me, that is some job, delivering

produce to the consumer—we have had
experience). She prepares her poultry
for the shows and attends the shows for

days. Who feeds her stock while she is

gone? She doesn't hire help. Our stock
has to be fed every day. Especially in the
winter, when poultry shows are held, they
need extra care. Hens surely do if there
are to be winter eggs, but we have always
gotten winter eggs, but we have to see our
hens once in a while. Then she cans 900
quarts of vegetables from her garden

—

doesn't say anything about fruit. That
would keep, an ordinary farmer pretty
busy with ail the rest of the work. I have
about an acre of garden and small fruits,

and have the full care of it, except pre-
paring the larger part of the ground in the
spring, and everybody thinks it is wonder-
ful, both the amount of stuff raised on it

read of in another number who farmed
200 acres entirely alone (I never saw the
man who made any pretense of doing
that), taught a class of domestic science
and one of French each week, spent two
weeks each summer at a summer resort,

and her winters in Florida, besides mak-
ing some lecture tours. I've forgotten how
it all ran.

"I suppose these farm papers make lots

of money out of their paper farming, but
real farmers like to read in their farm
papers the actual experiences of actual
farmers. When we want fairy stories we
will read them elsewhere.

"There have been some good things in
the paper, but one gets so disgusted with
these fairy tales that one doesn't feel like

believing anything in the paper.
"The last number is not so bad, and I

am hoping it will improve, for I would like

to continue taking it.

"I enjoy the two pages of pictures every
month. '

"Now I have given you just what you
asked—what is on my mind—and believe
I feel better for it.

"I am, as always, the friend and well-
wisher of Farm and Fireside."

D. W., Ohio.

That makes us feel like a little boy who
has been naughty and got spanked, D. W.
But probably we deserve it, and you

bet your life it did us a lot of good. The
downright truth of the matter is that we
realized, just about the time you did, that
things were creeping into these pages of

yours and ours that had no business there;
and we are standing at the door here,
night and day now, with a big, sharp,
glittering ax, to keep them out. If you
spot any more of them, D. W., jump on us
again.
But don't be too hard on us, folks. Yon

know we are getting along in our forties

as a magazine, and with a magazine, just
as with a human being, you can't live for

forty years without having your ups and
downs. We believe that now we are mov-
ing into a long, long period of ups. And
/with your help we'll not have any more
downs in this generation. And no matter
how old we grow in years—and we expect
to live a good many hundred years,
editorially speaking—we always will be
young in spirit, and truthful, and honor-
able, and decent, and clean and sound, to

the best of our ability.

A. W. C. of Michigan sends us a very
interesting letter saying that one of the
big problems of the American farmer is

the problem of labor and co-operation
Right you are, A. W. C, and we hope
you will read William Harper Dean's
article on this subject on another page
and let us know what you think of it.

All Right, Roscoe

"I will try to write you a letter this

evening. I have been taking Farm and
Fireside for two years, and I think it is

a nice paper to have on the farm. I have
subscribed for it again. I belong to the
Corn Club in Rochester County, and have
been a member for three years, and on my
second year I won a prize for my corn and
my record book, and I think that my
county agent had Farm and Fireside
sent to me the first year, and I have been
taking it ever since then on up to now. I

am just a young boy at the age of sixteen
years, and I want you to publish this

letter in the Farm and Fireside, and if I

see it published in the paper I will write
another one and have it put in the paper
too." Roscoe Proctor, Orlando, Kentucky.

Well, Roscoe, we are delighted to hear
from you. And what you and I have to

do, Roscoe, is work hard and think hard so

that we will be worthy successors to the
good folk who are some years ahead of us.

I can tell by your letter that you've got
the stuff of which good farmers are made

—

that is, determination and a liking for

hard work and plenty of it.

We Have a Fight

But of all the letters we have received
the ones from John E. Bell, a farmer and
a wise man of Columbiaville, Michigan,
probably stirred things up the most.
The first time he wrote he was mad

—

mad as a hornet about a two-column
article in the February issue entitled

"You Should Borrow More." Perhaps
you recall it. If you don't, and are inter-

ested, you might look it up, because it

started about as lively a time as we have
had for many moons.

Well, Mr. Bell wound up his first letter

with a very decided opinion as to what
kind of a fool the Editor of Farm and
Fireside was, and instructed us to cut
him off the list.

We wrote back and told him evidently
he had some convictions on the subject of

farmers and bankers, and asked him to sit

down and write them and we would print

them. He wrote back about 1,500 words
in which he proceeded to take our hide
off and hang it on the fence again, and we
replied with about 600 words of the same
color. But he did more than hide us—he
answered the "Borrow More" article.

And in our 600 words we did more than
answer him roughly. We told him some
of the things we hope to accomplish with
Farm and Fireside.
As a result of this correspondence we

are friends. We could very easily have
become enemies. But we took the trouble

to understand each other; and folks who
do that cannot long remain enemies.

In the June issue we are going to print

Mr. Bell's letters and our answers, so you
can all read them. Good luck to you
all! George Martin, Editor.
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Do You Think Secretary Houston
Ought to Get Out?

THIS magazine doesn't care one

blithering whoop whether a man
is a Republican or a Democrat,

so long as he has the brains and
the backbone to do his job.

And no matter how smart he is, if he

is the wrong man on the wrong job he

ought to get out, or be put out.

We believe David F. Houston is the

wrong man on the wrong job, as Secretary

of Agriculture.

Criticisms of him as Secretary are many
and varied. In our opinion, they warrant

the statement that Mr. Houston is not ac-

ceptable to the majority of the farming in-

terests he is supposed to serve. If such is

the case, he cannot adequately serve them.

If that is true, he ought to get out and

let someone get in who is acceptable and
who can serve them.

This is too critical a time in the history

of American agriculture for any unaccept-

able person to block, for any ' avoidable

reason, the development of farming to that

new and high plane of business organiza-

tion and efficiency toward which it is tend-

ing.

The day of the American farm as an

organized, legitimate, profitable and at-

tractive business is at hand. The incom-

petent farmer, where he is still occasionally

to be found, is either making himself com-

petent or dropping out. All the more
reason why there should be no incom-

petence in high positions which are sup-

posed to house government leaders.

Our chief criticism of Mr. Houston is

that he is not liked by the average farmer,

and hasn't his confidence.

There are those who have recently risen

to say that the Secretary is opposed to giv-

ing the farmer any facts as to how much it

costs to produce various foods; and quotes

him as saying that the farmer's business is

to produce, and that the Department's only

business is to urge him to produce, that it

has no concern with what it costs him to

produce.

Whatever may have been the Secretary's

attitude toward this question in the past,

we do not believe he now holds such views.

At any rate, he isn't acting on them. He
gives outward and visible signs of genuinely

seeking cost-of-production data for the

farmer. Whether he will get them, and

get them right, and get them within a

reasonable time, remains to be seen. They

are urgently needed. Now. Ten years from

now won't do.

Lack of accurate production-cost figures

is one of the things that has helped keep the

rank and file of American farmers from

making faster progress. Farming will be on

a much better basis in this country when

every farmer has those figures. No business

has ever succeeded whose manager didn't

have cost figures. To determine the cost

of production is the first principle of any

good business.

Where is the factory whose manager,

being given an order to produce a certain

number of any article, would dare to say

he "guessed" they would cost "about"

so much? Or who, having produced the

articles and being asked to set a price on

them, would say he "believed maybe" a

profit could be made on them at such-and-

such a price?

How far would this country have got in

building an army to win the war if General

Crowder had "guessed" that there were

so-and-so many men available, and Secre-

tary McAdoo had "guessed" it would take

so-and-so much money to train, equip, and

maintain them, and Secretary Daniels

had "guessed" they would have enough
transports to carry them?

No, successful business is not done that

way.

In every human undertaking, whether

it be farming, or manufacturing, or

building, or fighting, or what not, these

vital questions must first be answered:

What am I going to do?

How am I going to do it?

When am I going to do it?

Where am I going to do it?

Why am I going to do it?

What is it going to cost me?
Can I finance and equip it?

Is it reasonably sure to be profitable?

And if David F. Houston has opposed

giving American farmers production-cost

data on which to base logical answers to

these questions, he was most grievously

at fault.

It is frequently said that Mr. Houston
doesn't understand farming problems; that

"Something Happened to* Stop

Ned Parker"

By Bruce Barton

AGROUP of us were talking at luncheon the other day, when someone men-
tioned the name of Ned Parker. And immediately the same question

" burst forth from three of us together.

"What has become of Ned?" we asked. "No one seems to hear about him
any more."

A quiet-spoken man, somewhat older than the rest, answered very de-

liberately:

"Ned Parker had as good a start as any man I ever knew," he said! "He
was handsome and talented, and his legal training was first class. Until he was
thirty-two he showed every promise of really big success. And then suddenly we
ceased to hear about him.

" He is still making money, but that's all you can say. The idealism has gone

out of him. He's traveling on the momentum of his earlier years. Something
happened to stop Ned Parker. I wonder what it was."

A score of times in my short experience, I have seen such cases; the world is

full of Ned Parkers.

Men who start brilliantly, their eyes lighted by high purposes; and in then-

thirties, or their forties, something happens to them. They lose their fine en-

thusiasm; they may grow rich, but they no longer grow.

We speak of youth as the critical period in a man's life; but the follies of

youth, after all, seldom work any vital hurt. It is the middle years that are

critical; the years of disillusionment, when youth's mirage fades out, and the

question comes whether it's all worth while.

"And Noah—was drunken," says an old and very reliable book.

Nor is the incident recorded of his youth. It was after the flood, after Noah
had saved the remnant of the race, after he had achieved a great place and fame
for himself—after all this that he fell.

His was one of the tragedies of the middle years.

There are special vices that lie in wait to assault those years. There is, first

of all, avarice.
" My idea of hell," said one of the characters in William Allen White's recent

book, "is a place where every man owns a little property and is afraid that he is

going to lose it."

Thousands of men pass the middle years within the scorching boundaries of

that hell.

And there is the vice of pride, which goes before destruction; and of selfish-

ness; and of hardness that is too busy to be kind.'

I know of only two companions which a man should take with him into the

middle years, as a bodyguard against these enemies.

The first of these, of course, is Growth.
Nothing happens to stop the men who keep their interests forever expanding.

Gladstone had no drab and doubting days. His mind was always busy with fresh

projects; even after eighty he began the study of a new language with all the en-

thusiasm of a boy.

Titian, Laplace, Michael Angelo—all these and scores of others carried into

old age the fine fire of their youth, because their minds were fresh and growing.

Through the valley of the middle years Growth marched on one side of them,

and on the other side a firm and steadfast Faith.

Men divide themselves into two classes at the gateway of the middle years.

There is the class of those who are self-satisfied; to whom life has no more mys-
teries; who know that it is only a game in which the strong succeed in getting and

in keeping.

Of such are the Ned Parkers of the world. Often they rise to high places;

yet always we feel that somehow they have betrayed the fair promise of their

youth.

And there is the second class of those who greet every hour with a reawakened

wonder; to whom the goodness of each day is sufficient for it; and in whose hearts

Faith murmurs thrilling words.

Among the members of this second class there are no tragedies; and happy
is the man who therein finds his place.

he has no conception of farm needs; that 1

is a man' who deals principally in theorie

and fancies.

The indictment of him is long and wear
some, but we are not in a position to saji

that any one of these many criticisms

wholly right or wholly wrong.
We have no desire to be judge, jury,

executioner of any man on the say-so

any other man or body of men.
We repeat here again the fact on which

we base our original statement that Hous-

1

ton is the wrong man on the wrong job, and!
that he ought _to get out.

He is extremely unpopular with the

people whose interests he is supposed to J

serve. You cannot help a man who does?

not like you, and who has no confidence in

what you are doing. And David Houston;
is not liked, nor is he confided in by the:

American farmer.

If an official does something that makes
him unpopular, and he can afterward

show, or the facts show, that he did what
was right and for the best interests of all

concerned, his unpopularity will vanish
like the morning mists. That has been
proved again and again in the case of

Herbert Hoover. His, from the beginning,

was an unpopular job. He has done many
unpopular things. But we wouldn't go
far as to say that Hoover is persona
unpopular. He has made mistakes—an
admitted them. But he has won our ad
miration and respect for his courage, his

sincerity, and his integrity and sounds
judgment.

We do not question Mr. Houston's cour-

age, sincerity, and integrity. We do ques-

'

tion his sound judgment. Has Mr. Hous-
ton shown that what he has done has been;

for the best interests of all concerned? Do|
the facts show it?

Our personal feeling about him is that heA

hasn't a great deal of interest in his job.

He seems to be tired. He gives the im-

pression of a man more interested in ab-

stract economic discussion of remote pos-

sibilities than in getting out and battling

with work-a-day facts.

A man told us the other day that he

believed Houston really was tired, that he

would like to quit. Possibly so. Possibly

not. We don't know as to that. But we
do know this: a man's interest in his job

and his efficiency on the job are the only

things that should avail to keep him at

that job. Lacking these, David Houston
ought to pack his Russia leather handbM^
and go home. There are others better suited

to the work. We won't mention any names,

because this magazine is not in politics, and

we are not going to father a political cam-

paign for anybody. All we are interested in

is seeing in Washington a better Secretary

of Agriculture than David F. Houston has

been. And we confidently believe that

the farmers of this country would rise to

gether and demand it, we would get a bet

ter one.

If Mr. Houston has any views on thi3

subject, and would like to put them before;

the 700,000 subscribers and the 3,500,000\

readers of this magazine, we will be glad*

to print anything he may care to say. We
would, in fact, be very much interested to

hear from him his own opinion as to'

whether he has succeeded or failed as

Secretary of Agriculture.

And if you readers of Farm and Fire-

side have any definite, constructive facts-

showing wherein Houston has either

succeeded or failed, we wish you would

write them to us. The Editor.

1

ifJ
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The Signature of the All-Weather Tread
On the highways of the great

round world the sharp blocks
of the Goodyear All-Weather Tread
have written in a universal language:

More people ride on Goodyear

Tires than on any other kind.

You will find their familiar pattern
in the lonely forest trail as on Fifth
Avenue, in Singapore and Pekin
as in Buenos Aires or Madrid, in

the sands of the Sahara as on the
streets of your home town.

Wherever men travel in motor cars,

there will you find that tread-mark
following, writing always as it goes,
Goodyear, Goodyear, Goodyear.

There is more in the frank signa-
ture of the All-Weather Tread than
evidence of the popularity of our
product.

There is more in it, even, than the
implication its bold characters pub-
lish of our responsibility for that
product's performance.

In its infinite multiplication over
the face of the earth, it appears as

an index of the public's confidence
in Goodyear Tires.

By the public it may well be taken
as a pledge in the name of good
business that such confidence shall

be merited in each, tire we build.

It has been our conviction always,
that,in the tire business as elsewhere,
patronage would go where if is

best treated.

It has been our conviction also,

that the more the user took out of

Goodyear Tires in miles, the more
we would take out of Goodyear
Tires in sales.

We have clung steadfastly to this

principle in every department of

our business, and have consistently

prospered in return.

It is unthinkable now that we
should imperil our position by
abandoning the policy that has
made us.

Goodyear Tires Are Now Available Everywhere

A K ft O N
I.
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A House You Can Build in Installments
You live in the first section of it you put up, thus having a comfortable home

while earning the money to complete it

By William F. Miller

TO BUILD or not to build—that is

the question being turned over in

the minds of many home-hungry
families in country and town alike.

"Newlyweds" in particular are
confronted with the building problem.
Most persons can recall instances where

the problem of building a home was under-
taken more or less blindly, the result being
years of dissatisfaction and discourage-
ment. Building operations now, more than
at any time in the past, require definite

planning that will insure a right start and
a satisfactory finish.

A hit-or-miss beginning can be counted
on to furnish a shelter, but not a conven-
ient, satisfying home. Without definite

practical plans the inexperienced builder
through desire for economy may find his

house cramped and small as the years
pass. Then the enlarging process under-
taken may nearly or quite double his

house-building expense.
Just as bad is the too-ambitious be-

ginning, only to find that the completed
house has swallowed two dollars where one
was allotted for its construction. Finally
comes an overwhelming after problem to
solve—the furnishing of a number of un-
needed rooms and the task of caring for

them.
Here is some cheering news for home

builders: When shorn of too extravagant
ideas on the one. hand and mistaken
economies on the other, home building
need not be more difficult to-day than in

the pre-war period. In some cases the
advance in income will take care of the
greater expense of building.
Where the need of a new home is press-

ing, a building plan can be used which will

provide for the completion of merely a
part of the house plan selected. Thus a
few necessary and convenient rooms will

be soon available, and when funds accumu-
late the remainder of the original plan can
be completed without any wrecking or
making-over of the part first built.

In fact, I know of a number of such
piece-by-piece house-building projects
where the houses were later completed
without in any serious way discommoding
the home life of the families concerned.
And, what is fully as important, these
completed houses are not out of proportion
and community eyesores, such as often
result from built-on and pieced-out con-
struction.

A very good example of a house that can
be built to meet present needs and la-

ter reconstruc.ted to make it more
commodious is shown on this

page.
In a house of this size the

living-room is made to do service

as a dining-room, but most ex-

perienced housewives will agree
that if the kitchen is well ordered
and roomy many meals can be
better enjoyed in the kitchen
with much saving of labor.

The living-room as here indi-

cated has a fireplace, and it is in

the same stack with the other

flues. This keeps down the ex-

pense. The room is well lighted

by three windows in the bay,
another window on the side, and
the glass in the entrance door.

A space sufficiently large for

future necessity was considered

for the kitchen. A sash door
leads to the rear porch, and the
glass in that door and the win-
dows in the left and rear walls

provide light from two sides.

Although the building was
erected with economy as the
paramount thought, convenience
in the most necessary places
was not overlooked. For that
reason a large pantry was added
to the kitchen. A small porch
was planned as a protection for

the rear entrance and also as a
cover for the exterior cellar door.
Each bedroom has at least two
windows placed for cross ventila-

tion, and large closets were added
for usefulness.

The staircase from the kitchen

Pete*.
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First-floor plan
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Attic piic plan

leads to an excellent attic. The possibili-

ties for future remodeling are worth careful

study. Instead of the rafters starting, as

in most expensive houses, at the floor level,

they bear on a wall plate 3 feet 5 inches
from the floor, and meet at the ridge 9 feet

7 inches above. That makes the total

height in the center of the attic 13 feet.

A cellar with a cement floor occupies the
space under the kitchen. The balance of

room under the house was not excavated
except for trenches. There the walls are 2
feet under the grade. All foundation walls

are concrete 8 inches thick and finished

above the grade to imitate even courses of

rock-range work. It is my belief that the
additional cost of a cellar the size of the
house would be money well expended.

Hard-pine flooring was used for the first

story, the attic being floored with a cheaper
grade, and, except in the attic, yellow pine
was the finish. It was covered with light

stain and then received two coats of var-
nish.

Good-quality doors and windows were
.selected for the building from stock sizes.

Especial sizes or designs always cost more
than stock patterns, and from the stand-
point of utility the fancy doors are no
better than the others. The walls and
ceilings of the first floor were lathed and

plastered and finished in white. The attic
was left unplastered.
A mantel costing $35 complete was set

up in the living-room. It has facing and
hearth of tile. The fireplace is equipped
with an iron basket in which either coal or
wood can be burned. The mantel and
hearth were built for practicability as well
as for ornamentation.

Three fourths of the distance across the
house front is taken up by the main porch,
which is 7 feet wide. To keep down the
cost, a porch railing was not built. This
can be added at any time at an expense of

$25.
Molded galvanized-iron hanging gutters

were secured to the cornices. They are
connected with the down-spouts that run
into a tile drain, carrying the rain water
from the roof to a cistern.

Cutting the material to eliminate waste
was continually kept in mind. For that
reason a plan was adopted whereby joists

14 feet long would cut to advantage on the
left side of the center wall, and joists 13
feet in length would answer for the other
side without useless spending of material.

The studding in the exterior walls is from
stock-size lengths of 12 feet. That per-
mitted a ceiling 8 feet 6 inches for the first

story, and the additional height before

This attractive and comfortable cottage can be built for $1,200 to $1,300, depend
on its location

described from the attic floor to the wall
plate, where the roof rafters start. Rafteraij
2x4 inches, 16 inches on centers, form thel
roof construction. Lath sheathing was

.

nailed to the rafters and the roof covereS
with shingles. The house was not sheathed. -

Heavy building paper was nailed to the
uprights and then the walls were weather-
boarded with double-worked tongued and
grooved siding.

The exterior of the house, except the*'

window sashes, received three coats of lead
and oil, left in the original white, and the
shingles on the roofs were stained dark red.
All the window sashes were painted black.

In the general contract the excavation,^
concrete work, brickwork, plastering, ce-

.

ment floor in the cellar, painting and glaz-

ing, hardware trimmings, mantel, cistern,

rough lumber, millwork, and carpenter,
labor were included. To build this house
now would cost $1,200 to $1,300, depending
on its location.

The proposed second-floor plan shows?
how two additional bedrooms and a store-

room could be added for future require--

ments. The chimney, being approximately
in the center of the house, will provide &
flue for each bedroom if heat is desired.

Almost the entire width of the house is

taken up by the chamber in front; the
remaining space is occupied by a large,

closet. The rear sleeping-room is a trifle

more than half the breadth, and it has
also a closet.

The only change in the external appear-
ance of the house resulting in the remodel-
ing of the second floor would be a dormer
window on each side. They are not only
necessary but add much to the outside

appearance.
In spacing the roof rafters 16 inches on

centers, when the building is under con-

struction, it simplifies the placing of the
collaT beams so they will work out the

proper distances for lathing.

It is advisable, if the owner is reasonably
certain that the second floor will be re-

modeled, to provide for the dormer whW
dows when the building is being erected^
Their cost would be about $35, and would,

thus forestall all future work on the out?

side.

If the owner wants to install a hot-air

furnace, the wall stacks to carry the heal?
to the second floor ought to be placed in

the partitions of the first story as the work
progresses. Their cost thus anticipated,

need not exceed $15. An expenditure of

$150 will equip the entire house when re-

modeled with a furnace, or $135
if the first floor only is heated.

And the cost of the alterations

to provide the additional bed-
rooms would be $250.
With the second proposed up-

per-story plan an arrangement is

shown how to provide space for

a bathroom. That scheme wiH
not cost any more than the first

proposed remodeling, aside from
the plumbing. A complete hot
and cold soft-water system of

plumbing, operated by an air-

pressure tank, might be enjoyed
later by the occupants for an ad-
ditional $400. It would be go
judgment to plan for the bat
room', even though the plumbii
could not be installed at the

!

time.
An electric lighting plant th

can be operated from the engii

used for the water system
add to the comfort of the hou
at a cost of $200 more. Ti
amount will pay, at present, fo

a plant of 25 lights at $125, and
the $75 will pay for the fixtu

Along with my article the hou
has grown until it has bloome
into a cozy home with six roo
and a bath at a total cost

$2,200. It occupies the sa

amount of square feet on
ground as originally, but it

been changed from an inexp
sive cottage of four rooms to
dwelling with some of the luxurie

in a house costing several timei
as much.

lng
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Certain-teed Paints and Varnishes are the highest quality and will give you the
best results and most economical results. The name Certain-teed is your pro-
tection in buying. It means certainty of quality and guaranteed satisfaction.

Dealers everywhere sell Certain-teed.

Right answers to roofing questions
Here are questions that customers ask us about Certain-teed Roofing.

Notice the answers and see if they don't cover about every question
you might ask.

How does the cost of Certain-teed compare with shingles? The
first cost of Certain-teed is lower than either wood or metal, and
its maintenance is practically nothing.

How does Certain-teed compare with other roofing as to dura-
bility? Certain-teed is guaranteed for 5, 10 or 15 years, according to

thickness. Experience shows that its actual life is much longer.

Did you ever hear of a guarantee on wooden shingles?

What can you say for the weather resistance of Certain-teed
roofing? If properly laid and cemented together, it is absolutely

water-tight. The hardest rains and snows cannot drift in. Melting
snows find no crevices. As it is a non-conductor of heat and cold,

it helps to keep the building warmer in winter and cooler in sum-
mer. The roofing will not melt in hot weather—will not crack in

cold weather. It deadens the noise of hail or rain beating on the roof.

How about Certain-teed in relation to fireprotection? Certain-teed

resists sparks—even burning embers have no effect upon it. It

will make your buildings safe from sparks. This is a big item in

choosing a roof, as you know that hundreds of barns and residences

are lost by fire in your state every year.

What about the cost of laying Certain-teed? You can lay Certain-teed

yourself. No skilled labor is required. Simply follow instructions that come
with the roll. No special tools are needed.

Certain-teed is the right answer to the roof question in every way.

Note—It pays to keep a few rolls of Certain-teed on hand for emergency roof re-

pairs. It may be the means of saving costly weather damage to your property.

Certain-teed Asphalt Shingles
for residences come in beautiful subdued tones of red and green. These shingles have a handsome
rough surface. They are so laid that three thicknesses cover the entire roof. They lay and stay
flat, and will not crack nor break off in the highest wind. This is due to the very heavy saturation
of asphalt in the center, which makes them cling to the roof, yet permits them to "give" from a
high wind without cracking off. They will prevent fires from sparks or embers—a big item, especially

where a building is not within reach of city fire service protection. They cost no more than wood
shingles, and are guaranteed 10 years.

Certain-teed Products Corporation—Offices and Warehouses in Principal Cities
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Canadian
National
P ailuiaqs

Own a'SELECTED" Farm
In Western Canada
—Make Bigger Profits!

The most wonderful opportunity in the world for Busi-
aess Farmers is in the "SELECTED" Farms, which can
Ike bought for S15 to S40 an acre along the lines of the
Canadian National Railways in Western Canada.

"SELECTED" Farms
These "SELECTED" Farms are carefully chosen from

the cream of the richest wheat and cattle country in
imerica, to meet your special needs, by experts repre-
leuting 14,000 miles of railway, whose advice, while free
lo settlers, is of great practical value.

A Cordial Welcome
Western Canada extends a helpful hand to home seekers,

friendly neighbors—splendid schools, churches and social
Ife—every benefit that you formerly enjoyed—await you
ih this wonderfully prosperous "LAST WEST."

Big Profits in Wheat, Beef
and Dairy Cattle

"SELECTED" Farms average more than 20 bushels of
Theat per acre. Under specially favorable conditions a
field of 50 to 60 bushels per acre is not uncommon.
Beef and dairy cattle yield great profits. Stock thrive

•»n the prairie grasses, which in many sections cure stand-
iig and make fine hay. Cattle and horses require only
aatural shelter most of the winter and bring high prices
without grain feeding.

Low Taxes—Easy Terms
There is a small tax on the land, but buildings, improve-

nents, animals, machinery and personal property are all

ax exempt. Terms on "SELECTED" Farms: About 10
jer cent cash down, balance in equal payments over a
srm of years; interest usually 6 per cent.

Special Rates to Home Seekers
Special railway rates will be made for homeseekers

md their effects to encourage personal inspection of the
"SELECTED" Farms along the lines of the Canadian
Sational Railways. Full information will be sent free on
'*quest. WRITE OR MAIL COUPON TODAY!

I"
DEWITT FOSTER, Superintendent Resources

Canadian National Railways
Dept. 3025, Marquette Bldg., Chicago

Please send me, free and without obligation to
me, complete information on the items concerning
Western Canada checked below.

1 Opportunities for big profits in wheat
1 Big money-making from stock raising
j Special Railway Rates for Home Seekers
] Business and Industrial Opportunities

Name
Address R. F. D
Town State

Caldwell Sash Balances
If you are going to

BUILD or REMODEL
those old windows

DO IT NOW
Caldwell Sash Balances

counterbalance sashes at any
given point. They outwear or-
dinary weights and cords.
Cheapest method for mod-
ernizing old windows, as
alterations in sashes and
frames are not necessary.
For sale by all Hardware

Dealers, or

F6 Jones St., Rochester, N. Y.

Pat. Pend

CALDWELL MFG. CO

Auto Owners
Get This Big New Book
Sit in an easy chair at home and buy auto supplies
from this Guide to Low Prices. Over Z000 selec-
tions to choose from. It shows supplies that will
improve all care—and make them worth more

—

gas savers, spark plugs, batteries, spotlight, paint-
ing outfits, touring outfits, etc.

Reduced Prices on Riverside
5000 Mile Auto Tires

Riverside Tires are now priced the lowest they
have been in months. This new FREE book tells
all about them—the prices prove Riverside Tires
give you "Most for the Money." Write now for
your FREE copy of this book. Address the house
nearest you.

Dept.

C-99

Chicago Kansas City Fort Worth Portland, Ore.

My Experience With Tractors

farm life ahead of me, I did not see where
I could go wrong in purchasing a tractor. I
talked to several farmers having different

makes of tractors, and went to places where
tractor demonstrations were held, to decide
which make would fulfill my requirements
the best. I decided that a 6-12, which is of

two-cylinder opposed type, would be the
best for what I wanted. I have used it

only one season, but that is long enough
to convince me that I will never get along
without it, and I think it to be the most
complete one-man outfit I ever saw. The
few minutes required to attach this

tractor to different tools I do not count
when I think how handy and convenient
it is for one man to handle both the tool'

and the tractor. Still, all the changing I

have had to do so far is from the carrying
trucks to the plow, which requires only
about fifteen minutes and does not have
to be done very often.

My tractor weighs only 3,500 pounds,
and with the extra rims I got with it I

can get in the field to do my work almost
as soon as I can with my horses.
When it comes to plowing it's right

there, short-coupled, which helps, to
make the draft lighter, and nearly all the
weight of the tractor is on the two drive
wheels, which furnishes enough weight
for the power required.

After the first round is plowed the right
wheel runs in the furrow, and the left

wheel is then changed upward about eight
inches. This is done to make the tractor
run as level as possible while plowing, and
does not have to be changed back when
another land is started. Most people
think because the one wheel runs in the
furrow that the subsoil becomes packed.
This is not so; the large lugs used on the
wheels will loosen up more ground than
the packing amounts to. Some people
think too that the tractor has to be con-
tinually guided while plowing. This is

not so either.

This tractor pulls two 14-inch bottom
plows at a depth of 10 inches, without
any trouble, unless it is when I strike a
spot of hard yellow clay or black waxy
ground, which I have but very little of.

I have a pulverizer attachment which
works the ground up good and at the right

time. Another thing, my tractor never
gets tired; when it gets heated up it runs
better than right at the start. I averaged
four acres a day plowing last spring, which
I think was very good considering the
rocks I had to contend with. If it had not
been for the rocks I am sure I could have
plowed five acres a day, and would not
have to get in such big days either, as I

was by myself and had quite a lot of feed-

ing to do before going to and after coming
from the field.

As near as I can tell it cost me $1 an
acre to do my plowing; but, remember, I

was not plowing continually. I put some
time in on the rocks. I never stopped the
engine while working on them. I am
trying to rid the farm of rocks, which is

quite a hindrance to the use of the tractor,

but so far has never cost me any more
than the price of two new plowshares.
Once I had one of the large gear wheels
which help to drive the tractor to break
for me. This delayed me only about three
quarters of a day.

After the plowing is done I change the
tractor back to the carrying trucks, and
I am then ready to hook up to any two
tools I have on the farm for preparing
the ground for a good seed bed. Last
spring when the ground was in good shape
to disk a cornfield which I had planned to
put in oats, I took two three-horse tandem
disks and fastened them side by side, and
placed rocks on each one which equaled
somewhat above the weight of the average
man. I hooked the tractor to these and
tried it out. This worked very well, but I

do believe it pulled a little too heavy for

the tractor, as I had some trouble with the
clutch's slipping in spite of all I could do.

After all this work my tractor has saved
at least the work of

three horses and one
man, and could not
have been done as
quick or as good.
Now comes another

very important feature

in favor of my iron

horse which the three
work horses I have and
expect to keep cannot
do—that is the belt

work. I do not want

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9]

to run a threshing outfit or a hay baler.

Such work would keep me away from home
too much of the time, and I have too
much to do at home for that kind of work.
I had this in mind when I bought the
tractor, and I am talking about the one
which I still think suits the best for what
I wanted. I run a four-roll husker with
it, which my brothers and I bought last

fall. Early last spring, before I got my
tractor, I had 200 shocks of corn shredded
for me, which will never happen again at
that time of the year. I expect to run a silo

filler next year.
I have a feed grinder which has a ca-

pacity of 25 bushels an hour, and it is a
wonderful help to me. I can grind enough
feed to last quite a while in the length of

time it would take me to go to the mill

and wait on the grinding or make another
trip.

I also have a buzz saw which I put to
good use now and then for myself and
anyone in the neighborhood who calls on
me.
My tractor and I are real pals; we both

work together; when it snorts I snort,

when it kicks I kick a time or two. I learn
something new nearly every day I use
it. I learned not long ago never to push
on the crank when starting the motor, but
always to pull on it, so, in case it should
kick, the handle of the crank will jerk out
of the hand and do no harm. Sometimes

it spits right in my face when I am trying
my best to teach it better by adjusting
the carburetor.

It's not all pleasure running a tractor,

neither is it all pleasure working with
horses. To tell the truth about it, I would
rather work on my tractor than any team
of horses I ever saw, but they are both
on my farm to stay. I don't see how I

could get along any more without either

of them. Now listen, dear reader, before
buying a tractor ask yourself a few ques-
tions. If you haven't a slight liking for

machinery and are afraid of getting your
hands black, and can't find out for your-
self in a very short time where the trouble
is in case anything should go wrong, and
are afraid to go right after it yourself and
have it fixed or newly replaced as quickly
as possible, you had better still keep on
using your horses.

On the other hand, if you have a liking

for anything of the kind, and see that you
can use a tractor on your farm, you should
not hesitate in buying the kind you like

best.

Anyone who buys a tractor and does
not have success with it, I cannot help
but believe that the trouble is in the
operator and not the tractor.

.

After I have used my tractor for some
years and it becomes worn out, I expect
it to have more than paid for itself and
the price of a new one.

Fourth Prize
Winner: G. A. Tibbans, Galena, Kansas

1HAVE used many kinds of tractors,

such as a 12-25, 8-16, 15-30, 30-60, 20-

40, 8-20, and last, but far from least, a
12-20. I am now using the latter machine.
I like it for plowing.
My advice would be not to let the high

price of gasoline prevent you from buying
a tractor, for you must remember that
horse feed is also high. Your tractor runs
up no expense account when it is not work-
ing, but your horses do.

In addition to farming the last three
years, for quite a while before that I
moved houses, graded, and did various
other kinds of work with various kinds and
sizes of tractors, both oil and gasoline.
As to the relative merits of gasoline-
driven or oil tractors, there is much to say
on either side; but for myself I prefer the
gasoline tractor, and it is this sort of
machine of which I write.

Of course, the size of a tractor to buy
will depend upon the size of the farm you
are running. But with the tractor I am
using you can easily run a pretty fair-

sized farm. It will plow from 3 to 3H
miles an hour.
And with corn at its present price, and

other feeds in proportion, the tractor
makes a stronger appeal than ever. The
cost of keeping a horse has more than
doubled in the last year or so, and as a
result horse labor has advanced more than
tractor power. Wherever a tractor takes
the place of horses it saves just so much
feed, which can be used for meat and milk
production or for human food.
To be sure, many tractors are in the

experimental stage yet. They are sold too
high for the average farmer, and he has
to do more or less experimenting with
them; and then he has to pay spot cash.
If the engine does not make good he has
to keep it just the same. Many of the
manufacturers will not take a chance with
the farmer, and do not stand by their

guarantee unless it is written, and I have
seen but few written guarantees. Usually,
I think, the company gets the cash first.

Nevertheless, the tractor is the coming
power on the farm. It is not a fad, but a
necessity.

The tractor enables the farmer to plow
his ground deep, thus turning up the
fertile subsoil, which, when teams are
used, is in many cases not turned up.
All this I know, for I have put in many
years of hard work learning it. And at
harvest time the tractor means three
times the number of acres of grain har-
vested, and at a much smaller cost, than
with the old method; and after the grain
has been harvested and threshed the
tractor can be used to haul it to market-
as many as a dozen wagons sometimes
being hauled behind the engine.
Many tractor owners claim that their

machines are "always out of order,"

need repairs continually, and so on. In
many cases that is true, but it is usually
caused by lack of care and attention to
small points, such as oiling. From my own
experience I have made a set of little rules,

and I try to follow them, and anyone who
does the same will have but little trouble

with any good make of tractor. I have
put them in the form of "dont's," for it is

always because the operator "don't" do
this or that, that his tractor fails him.
Here they are:

Don't fill the gasoline tank while your
engine is running, and don't get oil or

water in your tank.
Don't fail to examine the fine wire

strainer, and make sure it is free from
dirt and lint when you go to put oil in the
lubricator.

Don't "forget" and allow the clutch to en-
gage suddenly. It means trouble if you do.

Don't fail to break yourself of the habit
of priming the carburetor continually in

warm weather.
Don't fail to disengage the clutch before

shifting gears, and don't fail to have the
tractor come to a full stop before you
shift gears.

Don't fail to keep radiator filled with
water, and don't leave water in the radiator

in freezing weather.
Don't let the fan belt become loose so

that the fan will not travel at full speed,

and don't attempt to start the engine
with the spark ad-
vanced.

Don't fail to lubri-

cate the motor and all

working parts.

Don't race the en-

gine when the tractor

is not pulling a load.

There is no worse
abuse.
Take good care of

your,tractor and it will

take care of you.
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A shipping platform

at every farmer's gate-

THIS is the ultimate aim of the new transportation
movement-—the Rural Motor Express Lines—first

fostered as a war measure by the Highways Transport
Committee of the Council of National Defense.

Regular and dependable transportation—a thing the
farmer has never had before—is now being furnished
him in many sections in much the same way that the
city man has his street-cars, his express deliveries, and the
other forms of transportation which operate to his door.

The effect of dependable transportation is to move the

Shipping platform from the railway station right up to the

farmer's front gate, permitting more frequent shipments
both to and from the consuming market centers.

The benefits of the Rural Express—affecting alike the

producer and the customer—are impossible without
good roads. Schedules cannot be maintained if the

roads become bogged with every heavy rain-storm.

Must Have Year-'round Roads
So it is essential that both city dwellers and farmers

throw their full influence into the fight for good, easy-

traction roads that can be used, regardless of weather,

every month in the year.

It is possible to build and maintain such roads at

moderate cost by adopting Tarvia. Tarvia is a coal-tar

preparation for use in constructing new roads and re-

pairing old macadam roads.

Tarvia is popular with road engineers everywhere
because it makes firm, mudless, dustless, water-proof

and automobile-proof roads that stand up under the

most severe weather and traffic conditions. When
properly constructed, Tarvia roads are less expensive
to maintain than any other type of "year-around"
road.

Thousands of miles of Tarvia roads suitable for carry-

ing Rural Motor Express traffic have already been
constructed throughout the United States.

Is your community ready with good roads to take
advantage of this movement to establish a shipping
platform at every farmer's gate.

Why not do a little investigating and see how Tarvia
will help you get good roads at low cost?

Illustrated booklet showing Tarvia roads all over the

country free on request.

Special Service Department

In order to bring the facts before tax payers as

well as road authorities, The Barrett Company-
has organized a Special Service Department,
which keeps up to the minute on all road prob-

lems.

If you will write to the nearest office regard-

ing road conditions or problems in your vicinity

the matter will have the prompt attention of ex-

perienced engineers.

This service is free for the asking.

If you want better roads and lower taxes, this

Department can greatly assist you.
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The Modern Miracle Worker That Is

Changing the Habits of Millions

SCIENCE is the modern Aladdin. It changes the face

of the world almost over night. Steam was discov-

ered—and life at once began to change for every man,
woman and child then alive. For them and their de-

scendants life could never again be the same.

Union Carbide was discovered; and already its mi-

raculous power is lightening and brightening the life of

every one living to-day. Such world forces are irresist-

ible. The results they make possible are so helpful that

barriers fall by the wayside as the wave of progress

rushes on.

Union Carbide made from selected coke and lime and fused
in electric furnaces at a heat of 6,000 degrees Fahrenheit
(twice the heat necessary to melt steel), looks like ordinary
crushed stone. Add water to it, and there is straightway pro-
duced the most wonderful gas in the world—Carbide Gas.

Carbide Gas is mending machinery in factories and railroad

and shipbuilding plants all over the earth. Broken parts are
heated in a few minutes, and then stick together as if they
had never been parted.

Carbide Gas lights the entrances to the Panama Canal,
Government Barracks, light-houses, buoys and school houses.

It supplied light to the contractors who built the New York
Subways, and the great Catskill aqueduct tunnel under the
Hudson River at Storm King.

It already lights quarter of a million farm houses and barns,
hospitals, fields for night ploughing, and is used for loading
and unloading of all kinds. Over 700,000 miners depend on
Carbide Gas to work by.

If you would like to read more about this miracle worker, that is

changing the habits of millions, write us for a free booklet.

UNION CARBIDE SALES COMPANY
42d Street Building, New York
Peoples Gas Building, Chicago
Kohl Building, San Francisco

900
Dept. 108

They are designed so practically and built so scientifically

that every forward motion saves time, decreases labor, and
yields a bigger return on your crop-money. Planet Jr. tools

are the result of over forty-five years of actual farming and
manufacturing experience, and are fully guaranteed.

No. 72 Planet Jr. 2-row, 2-horse Pivot-wheel Cultivator
saves a man, a team, and a cultivator every day it is

used. Cultivates two rows of corn, potatoes, beans,
etc., at one passage, even if row% are crooked or of ir-

regular width. In check-rows and listed corn it

also beats any other tool. Has spring lift and
plant shields. Can be equipped with spring-
trip standards, discs, sweeps, hoe steels and
furrowing shovels. Our specially hardened
steels add 50 per cent to wear.

No. 17 Planet Jr.,s the highest type
of single-wheel hoe made. A hand-machtn«
whose light durable construction en-
ables a man, woman or boy to do the
cultivation in a garden in the easiest,
quickest and best way.

S. L. ALLEN & CO. Inc.
Box 1107F Philadelphia

New 72-page Catalog, free!
Illustrates Planet Jra. in action and describes over 65

tools, including Seeders, Wheel-Hoes, Horse-Hoes. Har-
rows, Orchard-, Beet- and Pivot-Wheel Hiding Culti-
vators. Write for it todayl
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Could You Use Five Thousand Dollars?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7]

be just as easy to make a loan in a panic as
in prosperity.
Even at this late date we find calamity

criers who are not convinced that the
system is really helping farmers. But
consider a few facts: At the time the Fed-
eral Farm Loan system went into effect,

of the 7,613 national banks of the country,
bank records showed that 1,247 were
charging farmers extortionate rates for
loans. The highest charges were in Texas,
Oklahoma, North Dakota, Georgia, and
Alabama, although 12 per cent was con-
sidered very moderate in the Rocky
Mountain section. These figures are mine,
but are taken from the sworn statements
of national bank examiners.

Again, consider the situation existing in
the United States in 1916, when the Federal
Farm Loan Act went into effect, and which
to a far too great extent still exists. Just
add all the loans made by all of the banks
of the United States together. For every
dollar loaned on farms, six dollars is loaned
on city real estate. Which did the country
and the world the greatest economic and
humanitarian good during the last three
years?
And for each $2.50 loaned on farm lands,

$97.50 are loaned on factories. From
whence do these factories draw their raw
materials? Only 10 per cent of all loans
made by banks were on farms.

The railroads of the country employ
2,500,000 men—the farms 12,500,000.
The railroads support 10,000,000 people;
the farms 40,000,000 on the farms artd
80,000,000 in the towns and cities, and pro-
duce a surplus sufficient to keep Europe
from starvation. Nevertheless, the railroad
operator borrowed $10 for every dollar the
farmer borrowed through the regular
channels.
Let us see who are the producers of this

country, and then we may possibly more
accurately determine who deserves support
financially. The 40,000,000 farm residents
of the country add $10,000,000,000 to the
nation's wealth annually; the 7,000,000
people in industry add $20,000,000,000 to
the nation's wealth; but they get^ne half
of this from the farm, and take credit for
all of it. The factory output is based on
your farm production. No factory could
turn a wheel without the farmer.
Haven't you a perfect right to a banking

system for yourself like the Federal Re-
serve system for commerce and industry?
If home production could not drive this-

need home, export trade did. In one year
our manufacturers exported $500,000,000!
worth of products; we farmers exported]
$750,000,000 worth of food the same year.
This was for 1916.

Yes, we need the bank, and, thank
goodness, we have it.

Two 5Vi Per Cent Interest Tables
The following amortization tables of $1,000 and $2,000 loans at 5H per cent

interest in semi-annual installments are given to show how federal farm loans
are amortized, or "killed off," in 69 payments. By having such a table printed
on the back of each borrower's note he is enabled to know at a glance what
his next payment should be, thus making his bookkeeping of the matter practic-
ally automatic.

It may be seen in a few minutes of figuring how the average rate of interest

covering the period of 34 Yi years is reduced to 3 6-10 per cent by the reduction
of the principal through amortization.

Principal $1,000. Rate by2 Per Cent.
Semi-Annual Installments $32.50.

Final Installment $32.42

amortization table

No.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
.14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Interest.

$27.50
27.36
27.22
27.08
26.93
26.77
26.62
26.45
26.29
26.12
25.94
25.76
25.58
25.38
25.19
24.99
24.78
24.57
24.35
24.13
23.90
23.66
23.42
23.17
22.91
22.65
22.37
22.10
21.81
21.52
21.22
20.91
20.59
20.26
19.92
19.58
19.22
18.86
18.48
18.10
17.70
17.29
16.88
16.44
16.01
15.55
15.08
14.61
14.11
13.61
13.09
12.56
12.01
11.44
10.86
10.27
9.66
9.03
8.38
7.72
7.04
6.34
5.62
4.88
4.12
3.34
2.54
1.71
.87

Principal.

$5.00
5.14
5.28
5.42
5.57
5.73
5.88
6.05
6.21
6.38
6.56
6.74
6.92
7.12
7.31
7.51
7.72
7.93
8.15
8.37
8.60
8.84
9.08
9.33
9.59
9.85

10.13
10.40
10.69
10.98
11.28
11.59
11.91
12.24
12.58
12.92
13.28
13.64
14.02
14.40
14.80
15.21
15.62
16.06
16.49
16.95
17.42
17.89
18.39
18.89
19.41
19.94
20.49
21.06
21.64
22.23
22.84
23.47
24.12
24.78
25.46
26.16
26.88
27.62
28.38
29.16
29.96
30.79
31.55

Balance.

$995.00
989.86
984.58
979.16
973.59
987.86
961.98
955.93
949.72
943.34
936.78
930.04
923.12
916.00
908.69
901.18
893.46
885.53
877.38
869.01
860.41
851.57
842.49
833.16
823.57
813.72
803.59
793.19
782.50
771.52
760.24
748.65
736.74
724.50
711.92
699.00
685.72
672.08
658.06
643.66
628.86
613.65
598.03
581.97
565.48
548.53
531.11
513.22
494.83
475.94
456.53
436.59
416.10
395.04
373.40
351.17
328.33
304.86
280.74
255.96
230.50
204.34
177.46
149.84
121.46
92.30

" 62.34
31.55

Principal $2,000. Rate $y2 Per Cent.
Semi-Annual Installments $65.

" Final Installment $64.84.

amortization table

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Interest.

$55.00
54.73
54.44
54.15
53.86
53.55
53.23
52.91
52.58
52.23
51.88
51.53
51.15
50.77
50.38
49.98
49.56
49.14
48.71
48.26
47.79
47.22
46.84
46.34
45.82
45.30
44.76
44.19
43.63
43.04
42.43
41.81
41.18
40.52
39.85
39.15
38.45
37.71
36.97
36.19
35.40
34.59
33.75
32.89
32.01
31.10
30.17
29.22
28.22
27.22
26.18
25.11
24.01
22.88
21.73
20.54
19.31
18.06
16.77
15AC
14.08
12.67
11 24
9.76.
8.24
6.68
5.08
3.43
1.73

Principal.

$10.00
10.27
10.56
10.85
11.14
11.45
11.77
12.09
12.42
12.77
13.12
13.47
13.85
14.23
14.62
15.02
15.44
15.86
16.29
16.74
17.21
17.68
18.16
18.66
19.18
19.70
20.24
20.81
21.37
21.96
22.57
23.19
23.82
24.48
25.15
25.85
26.55
27.29
28.03
28.81
29.60
30.41
31.25
32.11
32.99
33.90
34.83
35.78
36.78
37.78
38.82
39.89
40.99
42.12
43.27
44.46
45.69
46.94
48.23
49.56
50.92
52.33
53.76
55.24
56.76
58.32
59.92
61.57
63.11

Balance.

$1,990.00
1,979.73
1,969.17
1,958.32
1,947.18
1,935.73
1,923.96
1,911.87
1,899.45
1,886.68
1,873.56
1,860.09
1,846.24
1,832.01
1,817.39
1,802.37
1,786.93
1,771.07
1,754.78
1,738.04
1.720.83
1,703.15
1,684.99
1,666.33
1,647 15
1,627.45
1,607.21
1,586.40
1,565.03
1,543.07
1,520.50
1,497.31
1,473.49
1,449.01
1,423.86
1,398.01
1,371.46
1,344.17
1,316.14
1,287.33
1,257.73
1,227.32
1,196.07
1,163.96
1,130.97
1,097.07
1,062.24
1,026.46
989.68
951.90
913.08
873.19
832.20
790.08
746.81
702.35
656.66
609.72
">61.49

511.93
461.01
408.68
354.92
299.68
242.92
184.60
124.68
63.11
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When you buy a Moline-Universal Tractor the transaction does not
end there. In addition you buy Moline Service—which is service that
satisfies. This means that with intelligent operation you will be able

to keep your tractor working to full capacity during its entire life.

Moline Service means exactly what it says—and we have perfected

an organization which enables us to furnish Moline Service that satis-

fies. We can do this because:

1. Twenty-three Moline factory branches in all parts of the
United States carry stocks of repairs and complete machines—in

charge of an expert service department

2. Factory branch territories are sub-divided into service ter-

ritories each in charge of a resident Moline Service Supervisor

—

whose sole duty is to see that Moline Service is properly and
promptly furnished in his territory.

3. Every Moline Tractor Dealer is required to carry Moline-
Universal Tractor repairs in stock and have a competent service
department to provide prompt and efficient service.

4. Tractor schools of short duration in charge of expert in-

structors are being held in co-operation with Moline Tractor
Dealers, to instruct farmers in the care and operation of Moline-
Universal Tractors. These schools will continue to be held as
long as there is a demand for them.

5. With every Moline-Universal Tractor we furnish a com-
plete instruction book, giving full information on care and oper-
ation of the tractor.

6. Moline-Universal Tractors are simple in construction, have
the best materials and workmanship money can buy, and all

working parts are quickly accessible.

Therefore we are prepared to back Moline Service to the limit and you are sure of getting
constant and satisfactory work from your Moline-Universal Tractor.

If any Moline-Universal Tractor is not giving its owner satisfactory service we want to
know about it immediately.

The Moline Plow Company leads the Tractor industry—first, in developing and perfecting the
original two-wheel, one-man tractor which does all farm work including cultivating, and
again in announcing a service plan which makes a "booster" of every Moline Tractor owner.

Join the throng of "Moline Boosters." You will be able to do twice the farm work
at half the expense. See your Moline Dealer now or write us for full information.

Moline Plow Company, Moline, Illinois

Atlanta

New Orleans
Dallas
Oklahoma City

St. Louis
Poughkeepsie
Baltimore
Los Angeles

Factory Branches At:

Stockton Denver
Spokane Kansas City
Portland Omaha
Salt Lake City Minneapolis

Service That Satisfies

Minot
Sioux Falls

Des Moines
Bloomington.Ill.

Indianapolis

Columbus, Ohio
Jackson, Mich.

r

—
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/TYWENTY-FIVE years of building "good^ I will" with a tire—that the most conscien-
*J tious dealer could sell strictly on its merits

—at full price.

That is our history.

We have never had any difficulty But price cutting hurts the dealer

selling our output, no trouble getting first—by shearing his legitimate

dealers. Because dealers everywhere profit. It hurts the jobber—in the
believe in our honesty of purpose, same way—and so on until it reaches
and the riding public has confidence the manufacturer where it forcesm the product-from the time the

6kimping in the quality of the tire
first tire is bought

Now, however, the addition of a
modernly equipped new plant has
increased our production to a point

where we can safely invite new dis-

tribution by advertising.

itself or in the service that should

necessarily be rendered with it.

But, most of all, it hurts the con-

sumer—the buyer of "cut price"

tires. Because it is to meet his de-

So, we have entered upon a cam- mands that the manufacturer lowers

paign of frank, honest publicity that his standard of quality to a point

we may serve a more extensive circle where he can give the middlemen,

of car owners and at the same time the jobbers and the dealers a sufficient

make a market for the greatly in- margin

—

ample leeway to cut as low

creased production which our new as any other dealer wherever corn-
factory makes possible. petition is to be met. Cut price

We respect the dealer's right to a iires are made to be sold at prices.

legitimate profit and our policy per-
Wfi are ioneerg rf the^ mdust

nuts nothing to infringe upon that ... ... , , ,

right. At the same time we expect
and the quality of our product has

the dealer to protect our rights and "^proved steadily from its birth,

to deal fairly with the users of our We have proven to our own satis-

tires. Therefore, we will not base faction and to that of present Hard-

our judgment of a new dealer merely man dealers that it is still entirely

on the number of tires he is willing possible for a manufacturer to make
to stock. and sell tires of strictly first quality

Each Hardman tire has its stand- on tne same sound basis that obtains

ard retail pi-ice. That price is the in other lines of industry,

same to all buyers, because each „ , , . ,

. Hardman tire is a standard
Hardman tires have no special

of value. Value just as
Matures. The manufacture of our

definite as the coin of the tires embraces all the good features

realm. °f tire construction, quality of

One of the greatest evils materials being the first consider-

of the tire industry has ation; perfect process, second; in-

been the tend- spection, third. Those three "fea-

ency to cut tures" being right it matters little

prices. what else is added.

Hardman Rubber
Corporation
New Brunswick, N. J.

M A MAM T I R. D

IOAATill QPAil AGiganticWonder—over200podshave
£m VF vF I VT I DCHUl been grown on a single plant—all well^mmmmhhhhhhh^hmm filled, producing over 1200 beans from

1 bean planted. Plants grow strong and erect, branching out in all directions,
bearing pods up well from the ground, which literally load the plants; beans
being pure white and of best quality.

Plant in your garden or any good soil, after danger of frost, any time up to
June 15 only 1 Bean in a hill, and it will mature a crop in about 80 days, ripen-
ing very evenly, and the growth and yield will simply surprise you. My supply
is limited and lean offer only in sealed packets each containing over 60
Beans with growing directions. Order early to be sure of them.

Sealed packets 10c each; 3 pkts, 25c; 7 pkts. 50c; 15 pkts. $1 postpaid
My New Seed Book is fi] led with High Grade Garden Seeds at lowest prices.

It's mailed free. F. B. MILLS, Seed Grower, Dept. 41. HOSE HILL, Ji.T.

No Punctures No Biowouts
THE Tire Filler Era has arrived. You can be rid for all time of the delays,

expense and inconvenience of air filled tires. ESSENKAY has solved the

tire problem. ESSENKAY eliminates punctures, blowouts and tire troubles.

No air is used, hence no inner tubes are required. No spare tires, no spare rims, no tubes,

pumps or jacks are needed. Tires give from 2 to 5 times more mileage with ESSENKAY
than with air. You can drive anywhere, with perfect peace of mind.

Rides
Like
Air

mjLiiMjf Over 75.000 Users WW

Jg"NOT A LIQUID -=§38

Doubles
Tire

Mileage

First Cost—Last Cost. ESSENKAY con-

tains no rubber, yet it has all of rubber's
advantages, none of its disadvan-
tages. As tires wear down to the
last layer of fabric and are dis-

carded, the same ESSENKAY
can be transferred to new cas-
ing. ESSENKAY should last

as long as your car.

FreeTrial Offer.We will

send ESSENKAY for Free Trial
on your own car. Test it over
roughest roads. Give it hardest
trials under all conditions. If you
are not satisfied that it rides sat-

isfactorily—that it will end all tire
trouble and doable tire mileage—the
test vrill cost you nothing. Write for
free trial offer andbooklet,"The Story
of Essenkay."

DEALERS: Write for proposition in open territory

ESSENKAY Is Guaranteed against being affected by heat, cold,EOJcnuAi isuuaranieea
âter> mod> fr j?tion, atmospheric

or climatic conditions, hardening, c r u m b 1 i n g or flattening.

THE ESSENKAY PRODUCTS COMPANY
92-220 West Superior Street Chicago, Illinois

Member American Tire Filler Industry (Inc.)

How I Succceeded When Others Failed

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8]

framed so sturdily of oak and chestnut, and
designed to shelter generation after gen-
eration, now abandoned and given over to
decay. Their windows were gone, the doors
were missing, the shingles were warped,
and the paint had long since disappeared.
Not a step was taken in finding our home

that Irene and I did not talk over as true
partners. The old houses appealed to her.

She wanted a home that could be restored
to its dignity and grace, a genuine Colonial
house. My interests were naturally cen-
tered on the land, the character of the soil,

the possibility of reclaiming it, the accessi-

bility by road or railroad.

At last we found the right combination,
and the price was low enough: a thousand
acres including level land and wooded hills

within a few miles of a quiet little town on
a branch railroad.

The house wag a sight that would have
discouraged any but the young and am-
bitious, for, though it had splendid lines

and had been built to last for centuries,

its latest tenants had been shiftless and
unappreciative housekeepers, who allowed
the fine old place to become very seedy.
It needed repairs, it needed paint, it needed
cleaning. Heavens, what a cleaning we
gave :

.t!

Then began the happiest period of our
lives. The home was Irene's kingdom, the
fields mine, but we advised and helped
each other out in our respective domains.
The purchase of the farm had left us with
little surplus capital and help was hard to

get, so I helped her with the house painting
and renovating, which we made livable

room by room.
In return she gave me a hand at the

outdoor work, hoed the potatoes, and
raised garden truck. It was hard work,
though for us it was not drudgery. It was
a game; and the game was worth while,

for the stake was man's dearest possession

—a home, a fireside.

Aside from the big job of reclaiming the

land, there was the equally important
problem of just what to raise and how to

market it to the best advantage. It was
to be corn, of course; but there are different

kinds of corn, and a sort which does well in

one part of the country may be a failure in

another.
I studied the market, and decided that

the variety producing the finest johnny-
cake would be the most profitable. I had
some ideas about exploiting johnny-cake,

and I did not hesitate to pay fancy prices

for seed. We could economize in some
other direction, but for seed the best only

was good enough.
In the West I had learned a great deal

about modern farming implements, and
that knowledge was of value in Rhode
Island, where the cream of the labor is

drawn into the mills. By securing labor-

saving machinery I was able to get along

with the least possible hired help, and the

investment was a paying one, for the labor

problem on the farm grows more acute

year by year. Having spent my hard-

earned money on implements, I naturally

took the best possible care of them, and
saw that they were kept clean and oiled

and sheltered from the weather.

Adopted Up-to-Date Methods

The success of my first crop on the old

"run-down" farm astonished my neigh-

bors. They began to feel that there might
be something in the notions of this young
stranger who was doing things that they

and their forefathers had never thought of.

But I missed no opportunity to study the

methods of the farmers around me, adopt-

ing such of their ideas as were good, and
discarding those that they followed merely

from tradition or force of habit. We be-

came friends, joined the Grange, and took

part in all social activities.

The crop was good, but that is only the

second act of the farmer's yearly drama.

The thrilling climax of the third act of the

play is getting a good price for the crop.

I saw no point in working hard and spend-

ing energy and thought in making profits

for a middleman.
Over this point my wife and I consulted

many times, and finally decided that it

would be a safe venture to start a little

mill. Waterpower is plentiful through that

section, and machinery for a small mill was
not beyond our resources and credit, so

an inexpensive little building was set up
by the dam in the nearest village, and
equipped. As a matter of course, I studied

up the problems of machinery_and milling

processes'pretty thoroughly before taking
this step, and had decided just how the
meal was to be marketed.
There were two ways to go about it: I

could produce a first-class meal and sell it

in bulk at a few cents a pound, getting
only a small margin above the additional
cost, or I could capitalize the excellence of
my product, which I had worked so hard
to secure, and market my johnny-cake
meal in packages bearing a trade-mark.
We talked the matter over, and decided

that, although it would cost a little more
to pack and seal and label our product, it

would pay well in the long run. The dis-
cussion of details often led to excellent
ideas.

The marketing of our packages was very
interesting work. As we were putting up
a select grade for the highest class retail

trade, we formed connections with the
largest groceries that cater to people of
means in Providence and other cities.

With my little car it was possible to handle
the commercial details and deliver the
goods myself, and Irene and I combined
pleasure with business in our trips from
the farm to the cities.

Demonstrations and Exhibits Helped

It was not enough merely to put a
package of johnny-cake meal into the hands
of the leading grocers: the buying public
had to be awakened to the fact that our
meal was to be had, and that the johnny-
cakes baked from it were of the finest

flavor. So we made it a point to be repre-
sented at pure-food shows and fairs, and
even conducted demonstrations in a big
department store. Of course, our stage
training was helpful in such personal
salesmanship, but the principal factor of

our success in convincing people was that
we had faith in what we sold. Advertising
campaigns were planned, and here again
my wife's ideas put the message across in

original and effective style,

There is no mystery about advertising.
Experts say that it is simply telling the
truth in a forceful manner, with plenty of

repetition to drive it in.

At any rate, our descriptions of the
johnny-cake meal and the recipes that
made you fairly hungry to read them
brought results, and it was not long before
we were getting as many orders as we could
take care of. Quite a small mail-order
business was developed with individual'
buyers, and this, together with the book-
keeping, was handled by my "leading
lady," who found that her schoolgirl

aversion for arithmetic gave way to genuine
interest when the figures represented the
profits of our business.
The adventure which we entered upon

several years ago has justified itself.

Recently I found the business had grown
so rapidly that a larger mill would be re-

quired, and this has been built and put into

operation. The old house, which was a
blot on the landscape when we first saw it,

is now a pleasant country home with
white walls and green shutters, the quaint
well sweep in the front yard marking it for

the Colonial structure that it is, for we
have retained all the distinctive qualities

of the period when it was built. We have
renovated the interior room by room, and
brought it closer every year to the ideal

that we had in mind when we first decided
to enjoy a real home after the camp life in

strange hotels. With a log burning in the
big fireplace in the living-room, and th

light reflected in the eyes of my wife an
the sunny hair of my little girl, I feel that
I struck a good bargain with life when I

exchanged a career on the stage for this.

For we have sacrificed very little that
was worth while. The isolation of the farm
of other generations is a thing of the past.

Our little car makes the life of the city

very accessible, and whenever we want to

see a play or hear a concert or run down to

some seaside resort it is a matter of no
difficulty. We read the same books, sub-
scribe to the same magazines, and discuss

the same subjects of current interests as

our city friends do, and perhaps we have
more time for reading and more quiet

for thinking than those who live the nerve-

racking life of the metropolis. Our time
is well filled, but not crowded, and there

is a pleasant variety to our work—enough
outdoor work to keep us both fresh and
vigorous, and enough indoor work a~

study to keep our minds alert. I ha.

never "regretted coming back to the fa

And I shall never leave it.
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The Linwood "Six-39

5-Passenger—$1555

tafieMost Beautiful Chrinybnerica

?

r PayEnough to Secure Satisfaction
There are just two spendthrifts—the man
who spends too much and the man who
spends too little. Both are grossly extrav-

agant and both are deluded by the same
error—a false sense of values.

But there is this distinction.

The manwho ozw-spends can probably afford

it,whereas the manwho underspends cannot.

For, after all, the seventy-five dollar suit of

clothes is a perfectly tailored all-wool gar-

ment and worth at least half of its price.

The fifteen dollar suit is "sweat shop"
cotton and a sudden shower proves that it

is worth exactly nothing.

And so it is with a motor car or any other
manufactured product.

You mustpayenough to secu re satisfaction—no
less. You must convinceyourself that the basic
materials and workmanship are all right.

You must be sure that the car answers your
requirements from the standpoint of size,

power, design, comfort and general efficiency.

No other car will satisfy you. No other in-

vestment will be economical.

This is our sincere advice as builders of a

quality product. This is the advice that

you would receive from every Paige owner
in the land. Think it over.

The Linwood "Six-39" 5-Passenger

The Essex "Six -55" 7-Passenger
$1555 f. o. b. Detroit

$2060 f.o.b. Detroit

PAIGE-DETROIT MOTOR CAR COMPANY, DETROIT, U.S.A.
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Why Dogs leave Home
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"VTOTE the expression of disgust on Rags' fare. No lady has any^ desire to live in a house perfumed by a—well, a pole-cat. Think-

ing she had found a secluded place to gnaw her bone, Rags experi-

enced the surprise of her life. And she is losing no time getting out.

TAILS were made to wag, and not to pull. Rover

has been a patieut victim to this healthy child's

gentle ministrations since breaIdast—long hours

ago He has been a horse, a football, a captive

German, a circus lion, a wrestling partner, and a

saddle elephant. Now he is posing in a living

picture as "The Power of Resistance. There are

limits, however, even to a dog's life. The minute

his tail is released Rover is going to stage the

Flight into Egypt," all by himself.

^RTis art, but when one hasf\to si' in the gold-and-ivor?
bedroom of an actress while
she lies in bed in a boudoir ran
and reads her press notices out
loud, it a high time to seek
another studio. "Listen to
this one " says June Caprice
while Haggis wonders wist-
fully just what he's going to

tell the missus. Confiduniiullv,
he informs us, he would much
rather be out chewing up 3

tough burglar, sampling the

ear of a fighting brother, or

chasing cats.

fUSIC hath charms to soothe

A the savage beast. Also to

if if it's hum music.

CVai in point This

doE should be decorated with

*f distinguished service cross,

g glistening to his master

bung jo Play, ^.^.r/oW a dog, he is faithful to

past. (You will note that

Iryone eWe has departed.)

E being a Russian wo f-

.ound, he probably wishes lie

-"re back in Russia, in spite

K-the revolution. The Red

f^or is no worse than a

Sacticing musician.

YOU remember the old poem that begins, "The
Owl and the pussy-cat went to sea in a beautiful

pea-green boat." Well, this is the same idea.

Harold ran away from home to be a sailor, and old

Bowser came along with him. Bowser's sea legs

are not so good, but he wanted to do his bite. His

record so far has been one intruding visitor, a stray

chicken bone, and a strange dog. You see him here

doing his trick as the watchdog.

Pbotosmph by Puul Thompson

RED CROSS dogs thrive on the buttle-
' field, and learn to love the sound of

heavy guns. This collie hasbeen decorated

by Prince Henry of Holland, but he never

let the fact interfere with his efficiency.

1LXY 1st will have no terrors for "Bill." He's the white one with the chain on. The other
_
dogs there are old boozers—beer, wine, and whisky bibbers. But not Bill. All efforts to get

him to tipple anything stronger than grape juice have failed. Not only that, but shortly after
he was dragged into the saloon for thii picture he disappeared, and hasn't been seen since. Of
course, we don't know, but judging from Bill's actions his last name must be Bryan.

'THERE is no accounting for tastes, as the old woman s:u

1 when she kissed the cow. But it does seem as though tin

lady could find a man of sufficient ugliness on whom to

lavish her affection. Perhaps she has found him. A
!

perhaps he has a lot of money and she's marrying him t°r

that, and just practicing up an affectionate attitude on the

dog. ft's an old stunt, you know, this trying it on the dog.

That's why dogs leave home.

inn
)
&M Ale

nnd If your
k.->„s

aunt's PJ r feeti
gpMinf

u

,v
r arid

e'H he
whist e

JJ,
h«

sure t J]

weeks previously, and was quite comtortanie «u«j«"-

thank you. He could roll on the floor bark
.

at the cai

chew the tablecloth, wiggle his nose, and everything. «u_

visits must be made. One must keep up.one s s0c1.1L c<

Motions, whatever happens. And Toby is not the dOgW
shirk his duty. All he asks is that there be an abundant

of milk where he's going.
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Do Your Wife and Baby Get a Square
Deal, Mr. Farmer?
By Anna Steese Richardson

PERHAPS we should start with
better doctors!
At least one of my friends holds

that view, for, after reading a
newspaper article which com-

mented on the fact that the rate of infant
mortality is higher in country than in
city communities, she wrote me thus:
"As the wife of a successful farmer who

has had a normal school education, and
who can boast of three fairly healthy
children, I resent these repeated insinua-
tions that the farmer's wife is a less

efficient, a less intelligent mother than the
city woman. The city woman has no
excuse for not having healthy children.
She has every facility for education for

motherhood. She has leisure and help in
caring for her babies. And from the next
block, or the other side of the town at
most, she can call one specialist when her
babies are born and another when they are
sick. Here in our neighborhood we have
no specialist in bringing babies into the
world, nor planning their diet after they
are born. Our doctors take "baby cases"
only because if they refused they could not
hold the family practice.

"For my part, I am tired of being
scolded by statisticians, social workers,
health-board cranks, and writers whose
knowledge of country life is limited to a
suburban cottage and a visiting gardener.
City mothers have every advantage over
us, and we farm women cannot have better
babies until we have better doctors."
As a woman who has worked on a farm,

helped t<j hold down a claim in the Far
West, and^raised babies in a community
where the ave citizen as well as the
local doctors beared that babies were
born strong or weak, to live or die as
Providence saw fit, where parental care,

antiseptic attendance for the mother in

confinement, and preventive medicine in

rearing children were about as scarce" as
springs in an Arizona desert, I understand
the rebellion of her spirit.

Which is why the Editor of Farm and
Fireside has asked me to write, as one
country woman to another, on how we can
work together to overturn the very con-
ditions described by our justly rebellious

correspondent.
We human beings, men or women, usually

get out of life just what we demand of it.

And we get nothing for which we do not
ask. Sometimes we must go further, and
fight for it. The moment we mothers
demand better care in bearing children,

and a higher degree of intelligence from the
physicians who advise us concerning the
diet of our young children, doctors will

begin to take us and our child-raising

problems more seriously. But so long as

we regard a successful confinement and a
healthy baby as a fortunate "accident,"
and illness and death as the visitation of

Providence, instead of neglect on the part
of the mother, nurse, or doctor, just so

long will physicians continue to specialize on
saving lives of those stricken in later years.

All this is purely the law of supply and
demand. If you do not demand high-grade
goods of your general store, your local

merchant will give you what you accept

—

"seconds." Your local physicians will not
specialize in obstetrics and pediatrics,

which in plain mother English mean con-

finement and infant ailments, care and
feeding, unless you are ready to buy and
pay for expert service.

Therefore we must start with the belief

that the time to act is before the baby is

born, on the day of its birth and during
the first weeks of its life, when the founda-
tions of the child's health are laid and the
strength of the' mother conserved.

Let us consider first just what the farmer
and his wife, however detached their farm,
can do to insure stronger mothers, healthier

children, and better doctors to America.
Every year, according to U. S. Govern-

ment statistics, 16,000 women pay the
supreme penalty for bringing a little child

into the world. In dying they leave 16,000

homes, husbands, and children desolate.

Their loss to the nation is beyond compu-
tation in dollars and cents. Yet a very
large majority of these mothers would
not die if they had the proper care before

and during confinement, if husbands and

wives insisted that doctors and nurses
fight infection with aseptic treatment.
Each year, according to the same sta-

tistics, 300,000 children under five years of

age die from diseases which in large meas-
ure are counted as preventable. In 1916,
according to the Bureau of Census, 101
babies out of every
1,000 born alive

died before com-
pleting the first

year of their lives.

In New Zealand,
only 50 babies out
of every 1,000 born
alive die during
that critical first

year. American
mothers lose twice
as many babies un-
der one year asNew
Zealand mothers.
Why?
Because New

Zealand mothers
have better care
and better educa-
tion inmotherhood

.

In a box on page
31 are more statis-

tics, the sort which
worry the friend
who wrote the let-

ter at the head
of this article.

What do these figures tell you? Look
at the percentages and compare them.
Take babies who die during the first day,

practically at birth: In the city, 14.7 per
cent; in the country, 17.4 per cent. Under
one week: City, 30.2 ; country, 34.3. Under
one month: City, 43.4; country, 49.2.
So far, up to the end of the first month,

the country baby and his mother have the
worst of it—the baby is more apt to die.

Now figure the later months. Three to
five months: City, 16.6 per cent; country,
15.2 per cent. Six to eight months: City,
13.3; country, 10.7. Nine to eleven months:
City, 11.0; country, 9.

"I had the right care'

What does this prove? Simply this:

That the country mother is more apt
to lose her baby at a very tender age,

within one day, one week, one month after

birth, than the city mother. But if the
baby survives that first critical month
the country mother has the better child

during the balance
of the year and
a better chance
of rearing it.

Can you not tell

the reason?
Because before,

during, and after

confinement the
city mother has
better care, and
therefore a better
baby, than the
country mother.
When the country
mother regains her
strength, when she
has recovered from
overwork, lack of

prenatal and ob-
stetrical care, when
she has regained
her grip on herself,

body and mind,
she can take care

of her child proper-

ly and make the
real fight for its life.

There is just one way to even up those

averages, to save the country mother's
babies as we save the city mother's babies
—and that is by giving the country mother
the square deal which my correspondent
demands, strength for the mother, better

doctors, the right sort of care before, dur-

ing, and immediately after confinement.
You can see for yourself, Mrs Farmer,

—

and incidentally your husband is going to

see it too,—every argument on this subject

leads back to just one point—prenatal care.

Let us balance the advantages of city

and country mothers:
The city wife can command the best

Photo \V. F. Miller & Co.
A baby ambulance in New England

We Hate Folks Who Scold Farmers

IT'S a ticklish business for anyone to tell a man how he ought to

treat his wife. And we're not going to do it. We know that you
have the best interests of your wife and children at heart, and that if

they need better care and more consideration in those critical months
before and after child birth all you need is to be convinced of that, and
they will get it. We feel that the facts in Mrs. Richardson's very
human and valuable article speak for themselves, and we have no
comment to make. We hate people who spend their lives preaching
and scolding, anyhow. The Editor.

tal i:
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medical care for herself and her child. IlBt
she cannot pay the fee of a specialist, she' f

can fall back on the free ward of a hospital(|oc

when her baby is born, or she can consult* ?

specialists in charge of a free clinic if nor|(
baby of one month, six months, or nine 1

months is ill.

She can attend free lectures on prenatal
care, and infant care and feeding.
She can secure help in her househotH!

duties if her husband can afford it.

If her baby must be raised on a bottl

i

she can buy certified milk free from germr
1

and feel safe in feeding her child.
She has fewer household duties, therefor

she can give more time and attention to tj>

health of herself and her child.

The country mother has her advanta^

y

too:
She commands pure air for her chi ^

This is an important factor. The U. ^
Children's Bureau offers the proof that
Manchester, New Hampshire, it was four,,,

that the infant mortality rate amoi-^j
babies in homes fronting on evil-smellinj
alleys was 227.6 per cent as against 159 4

per cent for babies living in homes which, £
fronted on nice, clean streets. Just theijfc

difference between cleanliness and dirt,

pure air and foul—68.2 per cent.
The country mother can control the|

ventilation in her home and its tempera-,
ture. The city mother fights heat inj£
summer, and irregular temperature from

s ,

steam heat as supplied by incompetenti»
janitors in winter.
The country mother can be assured of

the milk supply if her husband's cows are
examined regularly by state officials and
the milking is clean.

The help problem on the farm is always J
serious, and the farm mother can meet il

only by simplifying her work.
The country mother cannot attend

public health lectures, perhaps, but she can
secure without price the sum and substance
of those lectures in the form of bulletins
issued by federal and state governments^

So, in striking the balance, we find tha^
the most difficult aid for the country
mother to command is proper medic?,
care before, during, and immediately aftesj

the birth of her baby.
Therefore, let us start with this vital;

factor in saving the lives of mothers and
children—prenatal care.

The Children's Bureau at Washington
maintains that three fourths of the deat!
during the first month of life are related
the mother's condition before the child

born. Many more can be traced to con-

ditions surrounding the mother during and
immediately after the baby's birth.

To learn how such losses in human life

can be reduced by proper surgical and
medical care, take a backward look. Youi
grandmother and mine feared just one
ailment of child-bearing—child-bed fever,

or puerperal sepsis. In their day no one
knew its cause or prevention. Then a

great physician announced the discovery
that it was carried from patient to patient,

from one young mother to another, by\

attending doctors and nurses. It was a

germ disease. That was why in certain

localities they had epidemics of puerperal
fever which swept scores of young mothers
into eternity.

At first, doctors fought the theory, but
eventually accepted it, and began to fight

the germ with perfect cleanliness and anti-

septics. To-day, only one mother dies oi

this trouble where before 1850 fifteen or

twenty were sacrificed to ignorance and
carelessness.

If the death rate in child-bearing can be
1

so reduced through proper care along a

single line, think what can be done for

country mothers if they will unite for

better obstetrics, better nursing, better

prenatal care!

If you country mothers were to move ti-

town, and tell one of your new neighbor."

that you expected to bring a little chilo.

into the world in four months, six, seven,

or eight, your neighbors would ask yoij

what doctor and hospital you had selected*

Yes—as early as that.

The city woman has been educated to

take care of herself so well during the

months of waiting that she has no fear of

the supreme [continued on page 31]

r
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A Smiles Social
By Emily Rose Burt

T THE door of the parish house, as

well as in the post-office window,
appeared a poster adorned with one

^hose big smiling faces such as children

aw by making a circle and putting inside

•!t two eye dots, a nose line, and a
eerful mouth curve.

Beneath it the invitation urged every-
body to come to a Smiles Social, wearing
i smile and bringing an extra one in the
«;iket—admission, one smile!

The parish-house parlors were decorated
vith all the laughing or smiling pictures

hat could be found by the committee in
v arge. "Mona Lisa" was there with her
crutable smile, "The Laughing Cava-
r," as well as other famous characters,

ich as smiling ladies on calendars and
gazine covers. An amusing display of

wspaper cartoons also filled one portion
the wall space. Smilax was appro-

A'ately enough used for general garnishing,

aAt the door was stationed a smiling
"ynission collector who insisted on an
ufering smile from everyone. The extra
thjle was not demanded at this point.
frpVith such a beginning and the gallery

TOmiles around the room to break the ice,

i n social was well started on the success
PJtt followed.
TThe first stunt tried was called "Throw-

Jig Smiles"—not a new amusement, but
a iways a fun provoker. One person starts
1( he game by smiling broadly and then
iretending to wipe off the smile and
hrow it to somebody else. As soon as it

mds on the next person's face that person
lust in turn wipe it off and fling it at a
hird player. Immediately after the smile
3 wiped off, the donor of it must maintain
. perfectly sober expression. The company
/as in paroxysms of laughter before this

ame had gone very far.

Another amusing game for a large

lumber, which goes under various names,
/as called on this occasion "Fun versus
frowns." For this the company was
livided into two groups lined up opposite
bch other. Someone was appointed to
tand between the two lines with a soft hat
a -hand.
If, upon being tossed into the air, the

At landed right side up, one group had to
•augh while the opposite line remained

1 bsolutely sober. When the hat landed
lll?side down, the first group remained

lemn and the other group laughed. A
ember of either side who failed to follow

h\± rule was penalized by having to go
vcr to the opposite side. The line which

won all the members from the other side

was announced victorious.

The old-fashioned game of "Poor
Pussy" was also played with much en-

joyment, the point of it being, of course,

that everyone tries to keep from smiling.

A circle is formed and the person inside

the ring, who is "IT," takes the part of

"Poor Pussy," kneeling before some person

in the circle and meowing appealingly,

three distinct times. Each time the person
so addressed must calmly or sternly—but
never smilingly—answer "Poor Pussy."
In .case of a smile or a laugh, this guilty

person automatically takes the place of

"Poor Puss."
Midway of the evening the extra smiles

were asked for. These were jokes, funny
rhymes or sayings, clipped from papers or

magazines or, at any rate, written down,
and read in turn. If various persons dislike

the publicity of such a procedure, all the
"smiles" may be collected and presented
by two or three clever persons in the guise

of minstrels. The show can be called

"Smiles in Black and White."
The very popular song "Smiles" was in

order, as well as the older favorite, "Pack
Up Your Troubles in Your Old Kit Bag and
Smile, Smile, Smile!" Humorous recita-

tions and others relating to smiles and
laughter and good cheer were rendered by
some excellent local talent.

This conundrum was also propounded:
What is the longest word in the English

language?
The answer is "Smiles—because there's

a mile between the first and last letters."

Just before the refreshments came a
smile-measuring contest. All persons who
wished to enter it—and some who didn't

—

stood in line and grinned broadly while a
girl with a tape measure took account of

each grin in turn. The winner received as
a prize a smirking little china pickaninny.
The refreshments were in keeping, for

they made everybody smile. They con-
sisted of pink lemonade and ginger cookies
with faces marked on them in white icing.

The most conspicuous feature was, of

course, the grin.

The refreshments committee had bought
or had had made many such cookies, and
had met the previous evening and put on
the sugary smiles.

Note: A list of appropriate recitations for
the Smiles Social will be sent on receipt of a
stamped self-addressed envelope. Address the
Entertainment Editor, Fakm and Fireside,
381 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

Make Your Home Say "Come Again!"

By Marion Brownfield

f TOW d(

a—I who e

P. JL don't

fjur furnishi

does your home impress people
enter it for the first time? I

mean, what do they think of

furnishings—but are they at ease,

ad do they want to come'again?
You probably can think of houses that

s a child you either liked or disliked to
isit. Children, while frequently unable
o discriminate between cheap and ex-
iensive furnishings, are very sensitive to
he "air" of a home. They immediately
eel subdued and unwelcome in a dark
old room furnished with slippery hair-

loth chairs, although they cannot tell

thy.

Many of us grown-ups are so occupied
rtth other affairs that we do not give our
iome atmosphere much consideration;
at, even if we are not consciously affected

y it, every stranger or friend who comes
ito our dwelling senses it at once.
I can think of one home that I always

5el depressed after leaving, and it isn't

ecause the home maker herself is dis-

ouraging. It is because the actual air,

combination of gasoline fumes from the
itchen stove and strong tobacco smoke
•om her husband's pipe, pervades the
\iole house suffocatingly, and no amount
A cheerfulness on the part of my hostess
Jercomes it.

K can think of another home, a small
*ttage of six rooms, that I always feel

'Ippy in, as soon as I enter. I believe the
* fison is this: Just beyond the hall,

trough a large open door, is a small porch
jassed in to make a "sun sitting-room,"
id this porch full of sunshine and with
;een growing plants along the window
lis seems to light up the whole house and

welcome everyone coming in the front door.
Sometimes it is a contented cat purring

upon the hearth, the way an easy chair is

drawn up to a table and reading lamp,
or a canary trilling in a bay window that
makes us remember our friends' homes
with pleasure.

Fortunately, in the majority of houses,
a pleasant, cheery home atmosphere is not
dependent upon money. Sometimes it is

only a matter of keeping the rooms well
aired and the shades high enough to let

the sun in. There is nothing like sun to
make a room homey as well as healthful.
Sometimes just slight changes in the
furnishings will make people want to come
again.

Perhaps large, darkly framed pictures
need to come down, or perhaps a new
couch cover or table cover will brighten
things. Again, there may be too much
bric-a-brac about. Mantels, tables, and
cabinets overspread with curios and knick-
knacks give a room a cluttered look that is

apt to make a guest feel crowded.
If you are going to buy anything new to

cheer up the house let it be either some
plants that will bloom in the window, or
some soft, dainty curtains which can be
laundered easily and which will let in
plenty of light.

Many a mountain cabin, vacation lodge,
and even a shack of the Western ranch
has an optimistic home atmosphere just
because it has light, sun, air, and simple
but bright furnishings. With these things
in mind, why not step outdoors and walk
in again, pretending you are a total
stranger? Perhaps just a slight shange
will make you and your friends happier.

Here's Your Sort

of Summer Shoe
You'll see the banker, the

merchant, the business man
wearing Keds this summer.

No need to ask why, for

the first glance at Keds will

tell. They're canvas rubber-

soled shoes that are com-
fortable and correct for every

occasion.

For office or farm, street or

field, Keds are equally serv-

iceable. There are many styles

—all good-looking—restful and
thoroughly reliable.

Ask for these quality shoes

next time you go to town.
You should be able to get

just the style you want and
for every member of your
family. The name "Keds" is

stamped on the sole for your

protection.

United States Rubber Company
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Look inside the lid!

warn

If it hasn't this trademark,

it isn't a Victrola
You can readily identify the Victrola by the famous

Victor trademark "His Master's Voice." It is not a Victrola

without the Victor dog. This trademark is on every

Victrola. It guarantees the quality and protects you from

inferior substitutes.

,

The word "Victrola" is also a" registered trademark of

the Victor Talking Machine Company. It is derived from

the word "Victor" and designates the products of the,

Victor Company only.
~

As applied to sound-reproducing instruments, "Victrola"

refers only to the instruments made by the Victor Company

—the choice of the world's greatest artists.

Look inside the lid—insist upon seeing the famous Victor

trademark. On the, portable styles; which have no lid, the Victor
,

trademark appears on the side of the cabinet.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden," N. Jv

AGENTS: $50 A WEEK
No-Bang Door Check

For screen doors, storm doors, office doors. A prospect
lor one or more in every home, store, grocery, bakery
or ofBce. Stops the bang and saves the door.

Keeps Flies Out of the House
A splendid seller. Easy sales, low priced. Big demand.

Any one can put it up. Russell sold 90 in 2 days. Gore
cold 123 in one week. Vetter sold 72 in less than three
days. Mitchell writes: I think I can sell 600 in this town.
Don't miss this big chance. Get started at once. Dozen
can be carried. Write for Iree demonstrating sample.
Thomas Mfg. Co., 3146 Gay St., Dayton, Ohio

MEND

E

TS — Wonder Money Makers
1 mend leaks instantly in all utensils, not
water bass. etc. Insert and tighten. 10c and— 3 25c a package, postpaid. Agents Wanted.

I C"*^Collette Mfg. Co., Box 704. Amsterdam.N.Y

Learn Auto
wTractor Business
Immense growth of tee industry, fol-

lowing the war, has made greater de-
I mand than ever forgarages and motor
L mechanics. Learn in 6 to 8 weeks.
1 Same practical method, same enormous
equipment we used during war to train

thousands of soldier-mechanics for U. S. Army in

60 day courses. Free Book explains all. Write today.

RAHE AUTO & TRACTOR SCHOOL, tSv%A§
aci^e

rno.

"YOUR lsENDNO
ORDER M MONEY

Tn PrnvA Oiir we ofler ,hese flne
1 O rrOVe VUT pan ts for dress or

FSnA Onalitv business, many hand-
i mc vfuauir gome styles, genuine
through and through worsted goods,
beautiful narrow weave, smooth silky
finish, guaranteed for 2 years' solid
wear and satisfaction and a great
value or MONEY BACK. These stylish
pants, while they last, only one pan-
to any customer, by pre- ti£ 1 85
paid express, for only «P * Z

Pack PrnCtc You can earn a lotvaaii I rums 0, extra money Dy
sending orders for your relatives and neigh-
bors. Young Grant Case made $27.00 first
week and over $500.00 his first year. Get
his own book about it Free—also fine tailor
book, cloth samples and simple directions.
All goes to you Free with first letter. Just
send us your name—TODAY.
CHICAGO TAILORS ASS'N.
Dept. 1405 _ 515 S. Frankh'o St., Chicago

r<n4/il. 172*-,1* Eels « ¥in£> Mnskrata and
,Jllt"rl flSli other lur-bearing animals"1

jn large numbers, with the
New, Folding, Galvanized Steel Wire Trap. It
catches them like a fly-trap catches flies. Made in
all sizes. Write for descriptive price list, and our
free booklet on best bait known for attracting fish.
3. F. Gregory, 3343 Oregon Ave., St. Louis,Mo

nnfflDiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiigiiiiiiiiiiuiiiMiiiDifffl

We Want
a High Calibre Man
THERE is an opening in our

sales organization for a man
of good presence who has

had selling experience and can

organize and supervise other

salesmen. Liberal salary and

expense allowance to right party.

Give full details in first letter.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Mgr. Salesmen SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

How About Your House Dress?
By Margaret A. Bartlett

D

m

ARK dresses breed carelessness;
light ones, carefulness.

A dark cotton dress catches and
retains as much dirt as a light one.

Don't use your dress as a towel. Have a
towel always handy near the sink, and
wash and wipe your hands frequently
while about your housework or cooking.
Dirty hands are a very frequent cause of
dirty dresses.

If you have a loop on your dish towels,
and pin one to your belt when cooking, it

will always be handy when the oven door
has to be opened or hot dishes handled.
It is dangerous to use your skirt or apron,
and results in unsightly smutches besides.

Train yourself to stand at least an inch
away from sink or stove when washing
dishes or cooking. Nothing so quickly
soils the front of the dress as the habit of

constant leaning while at work. If you are
too tired to stand on two feet with your
chest out, rest a few minutes before be-
ginning the task.

Little aprons, with bibs attached, may
be made either to tie around the waist or
fasten by buttonholes to buttons corre-

spondingly placed on the waistband of the
house dress. They are simple to wash and
iron, and since they may be made from the
unworn parts of

old sheets, house
dresses, aprons,
etc., a good sup-
ply should be al-

ways on hand,
from dark ones to

use doing dirty

work, to white
ones to slip on
when cooking or

when the door-

bell rings.

For washing,
an oilcloth or a
rubber-lined
apron, or one
made from a cast-

off raincoat, is

indispensably.
One cut like a
grocer's apron,

with a strap to

go around the
neck and laps to

keep it in place

over the hips, is

best.

When scrub-

bing floors have
a thick pad of old

carpet to kneel

on. It will save
both knees and
clothes.

Let the house
dress be simply
and becomingly
cut, preferably in

one piece. There
should be no
tight waistline to

restrict the free-

dom of the arms;
neither should
the dress hang wrapper-fashion from the
shoulders. The elastic-belted style or the
bungalow-apron type, with adjustable belt

of same or contrasting material, is becom-
ing, comfortable, and serviceable.

The skirt should be short, and only full

enough to allow a full-length stride. Too
narrow skirts many times are the cause
of falls, inconvenience and embarrass-
ment, while too wide ones are so much
added weight and mere dust collectors.

Let keeping your house dress clean

mean as much to you as keeping your
floor clean.

Of course, the described costume is not
for barn or garden work. Don't use it for

such. Don overalls.

from lighting gases, and from deca;
organic matter. For this reason, silvK
ware should be kept out of the kitchen, fg
vegetables and meats in the process
cooking give off sulphur gases.

Jewelers often use a thin coating
shellac on' their displays in order to k
the silver from contact with the
Trays, candlesticks, cake and fruit stands,

and other pieces not frequently used ma!
be treated in this way, as the shellac di

not easily chip off. *

Wool should not be used for wrappi
silver, as animal fiber contains a la:

amount of sulphur. White cloth is oft

bleached with sulphur, and will tarn
silver wrapped in it.

Soft, unbleached cotton cloth is

for wrapping silverware, which she
then be kept in a dry place.

Springtime Dishes
Dandelions—Gather only young, fre

ly grown plants. Wash thoroughly,
boil until tender. Drain, chop finely,

mix with the follollowing sauce: One-foiJ

cup vinegar, one-fourth cup water, onel
blespoon butter, one tablespoon flfl

Hat in Picot Mesh

ISN'T this a charming hat for summer? Direc-
tions for making it, and a large photograph,

showing the pattern plainly, will be sent to you
on receipt of four cents in stamps by the Fancy-
Work Editor, Farm and Fireside, Springfield,

Ohio. Order No. FC-115.

one scant
spoon salt, and|
dash of pepj.

Garnish wit!
hard-boiled egf
slices.

Baked Rh
barb— Bake a
for plain bake*
rhubarb, addinj
two or three lay
ers of raisins

some stone
dates. Raisins
dates must
washed an
stoned, covei

with boiling
ter, and simmei
till the water
almost absorl

before adding t

the uncooke
rhubarb. On
sprinkle st
bread crumbs
chopped nuts aj

cracker crum'
Candied oran
or lemon peel
ginger may
used in place d
the raisins W
dates.

Asparagus
Soup—Boil o™
quart aspara;

cut in in
lengths, in o
quart water
til tender. R
through a col;

der, and return to

the water in which it was boiled. Heat

one pint of milk, and thicken it with qi

tablespoon butter rubbed to a cream wit

one tablespoon flour. Season with salt and

pepper, and pour into the asparagus. When
boiling hot serve with toasted bread sticks.

Springtime Carrots—Dice eight young
earrots, cover over with boiling water, and

cook slowly until tender. Drain, saving the

water for the sauce. Mix together one

tablespoon butter with two tablespoons

flour, and add one cup meat stock. Season

with pepper and salt, and add one cup of

the water in which the carrots were boiled.

Let it come to a boil, pour over the carrots,

and serve hot.

How to Keep Your Silver

Shiny
By Jane Macpherson

IT IS not such a difficult matter to keep
silver from tarnishing if the causes are

understood. Tarnish is the result of the
combination of the silver with sulphur,
but this occurs only in moist air. Tarnish
will never appear on silverware that is

kept where the air is perfectly dry.
Air contains hydrosulphuric acid, which

comes from burning fuels, from cooking,

Eggs in Spinach Nest—Boil six

hard the day before wanted for use. Drop
them into the vinegar with beet pickles to

color. Cook the spinach in the usual way,

drain, season with salt, pepper, and lernl

juice; place on a flat dish, and arrange
eggs on it.

Rhubarb Custard Pie—Beat an
with three-fourths cup sugar and
tablespoon flour. To this add one
rhubarb, chopped or cut fine, and one-

fourth cup water. Bake with one crust

When done, cover the pie with the beaten

white of an egg, flavored to taste, and let

it brown in the oven.
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Do Your Wife and Baby Get
a Square Deal, Mr. Farmer?

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28]

hour. Her physician names one fee for

prenatal birth care. He tries to keep her

in good condition during the entire nine

months, because he knows this means an
easier time for him as well as for her, when
the.baby arrives, and it insures him against

the disgrace of losing a mother from any
preventable cause. Yes, there among
obstetricians it is considered a disgrace

to lose a mother through neglect either

before or during child birth.

Your city doctor directs your diet to

keep the child normal in size and weight,

and to protect you from indigestion, heart-

burn, constipation—all those small ail-

ments that make life miserable. He is

especially watchful of the kidneys, to make
sure that no poison lurks in them to cause
the toxic condition which leads to con-
vulsions when the baby is born. And he
arranges, if possible, for your care at a
hospital, where all attendants, every
utensil, cloth, bit of linen, even the walls of

the room, are sterilized—an environment
,from which every germ is expelled for

your safety.

Now, you country women can have the
prenatal care if you will demand it of your

came an obession with me to set the best
table in our community, and when I recall

how I fried doughnuts, baked fancy
biscuits and breads, iced cakes and me-
ringued pies, I wonder thatmy child was not
taken from me. as a judgment for my folly!

It may seem hard to dress the living

children more simply, to set a simpler
table* for the men-folks; but if you believe
firmly that your first duty is to conserve
your strength and protect your unborn
child, eventually every member of your
family will come to share that belief, and
to help you give yourself the care which
your high mission as a prospective mother
deserves.
Many women write me that their

husbands consider all these ideas on pre-
natal care as so much folderol. But just

the minute a man reads intelligent, simple
literature on the subject, or gets the true
idea that preparation for motherhood will

save big bills for care after the baby comes,
he will give these advanced ideas his most
respectful attention. Bearing children is

a natural, physiological proceeding with
many a normal woman. With or without
care she may survive, but this does not

Deaths in the first year of life and for certain selected subdivisions of the first year.

Tor cities in the Death Registration States* and the rural part of the same States. 1916
Mortality Statistics, Bureau of the Census.

Area

Cities in

Registra-

tion Statesf

Rural part
or Regis-
tration

States

Under
1

year

78,784

73,551

Under 1 day

Num-
ber

11,583

12,812

Per
cent

14.7

17.4

Under 1 week

Num- Per
ber cent

23,777

25,197 34.3

30.2

Under 1 month

Num-
ber

31,225

36,182

Per
cent

43.4

49.2

3 to 5 months

Num- Per
ber cent

13,113

11,201

16.6

15.2

6 to 8 months

Num- Per
ber cent

10,461

7,878

13.3

10.7

9 to 11 months

Num-
ber

8,656

6,621

Per
cent

11.0

9.0

•This included, in 1916, 26 States and the District of Columbia.
tlncludes the District of Columbia and cities of 10,000 or more inhabitants, according to the census of 1910.

doctors. And you can have hospitals in

your county seats if you will raise the
funds for them as you raise funds for

churches and libraries. You have shown
what you can do in raising money during
this war for overseas relief, for the Ameri-
can Red Cross, for the Y. M. C. A., for

Liberty Loan drives—for any patriotic

cause that roused you to action.

Well, the saving of your life as a mother,
the saving of every baby born into your
home, is patriotic service. Now, while the
ability to organize and raise war funds is

-recognized by the entire communities,
organize your hospital fund. It means
better doctors, better nurses, stronger
wives, and healthier babies.
This is not the country woman's job

tlone. It is also the farmer's job. It means
more comfort, prosperity, and happiness
in his home if he has a strong, smiling wife,
who comes back from bearing a child at a
properly conducted hospital, in fit con-
dition to resume her home duties and to
rear the child she has borne him. Funerals
may be interesting and pathetic, but they
do not stand for economy. It is efficiency,

economy, conservation, all rolled into one,
to maintain a good hospital in the center
of a rural community.
Until hospitals are available the country

mother must stand firm for the best
medical and surgical care she can command
in her home. First, she can and must make
her family physician responsible for her
health during the months of waiting and
when her baby is born.
This takes time. The average busy

mother on a farm thinks it is courageous
and economical to stick to her duties when
certain small symptoms prick at her over-
worked body, as a guilty conscience pricks
at your sleeping hours. Some of these
duties she could remit for the sake of
herself and her unborn child. A certain
round of work which makes for family
health and sanitation in her home must be
done. But we can cut out some frills if we
will. I recall very well that before my
second child was born I sacrificed my health
and comfort and the contentment of my
family to personal pride. I was cooking for
a hard-working husband and two hired
men. Help was scarce in our section at the
time, and I know I had often held hands
lor my husband by my good table. It be-

mean that she will return to her duties
with health and nervous energy unim-
paired. Good prenatal care is health in-

surance, and just as the head of the house
insures his buildings and household effects

against fire, so he can insure his home
against the loss of the mother, by prenatal
care, better obstetrics, better care after

baby comes. And if he is a good business
man—which most farmers are—he will

make the investment, provided that it is

properly presented to him.
And a good way to present it is to secure

a complete set of bulletins on the subject.

The average man will study a government
bulletin carefully and intelligently.

So every prospective mother on a farm
should send to the Children's Bureau,
Department of Labor, Washington, D. C,
for its free bulletin on "Prenatal Care,"
which has been prepared by one of the ex-
perts of the Bureau who has studied the
problem in both cities and rural districts.

The farmer's wife should also send to the
State Board of Health for its bulletins or
pamphlets on prenatal care, infant care
and feeding. Many state universities and
agricultural colleges, through their de-
partments of domestic science, issue leaf-

lets or bulletins on diet for expectant
mothers, and the preparation of food es-

pecially suited to stomachs disturbed by
ailments peculiar to that period.

If you are personally interested in these
matters just now, if there's a baby at your
home or coming, read the announcement
elsewhere in this issue, entitled "Are You
Worried About the Baby?" It has news
for you. The men should read this too.

When the farmers of America have
given to this problem of prenatal care in

their own homes the same study and
thought they give to problems of stock and
crops, the infant mortality rate will be cut
in two. For once men grasp its mighty
possibilities they will demand it for their

wives, and my correspondent will live to
see the day of stronger mothers, healthier
babies, and better doctors.
A iuture article will deal with problems

of infant care and feeding, which follows
naturally on the study of prenatal care.

But prepare your mind for this article

by sending for the federal and state

bulletins on prenatal care, which means
safety in bearing little children.
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Always have a ^

.

, ^ Daylo on the clock shelf

For the dozen uses that
bob up every day

M That bread's most done."
"Take the Daylo and bring up a jar of

raspberries."

"Go up to the garret and look—don't
take matches—use the Daylo."

"It's among that pile of papers in the
cubbyhole."

"What's bothering the hens?"

Important
Styles 4706, 2639,

6962 and 2659 are
especially suitedfor
household use. No.
2631 is an ideal
style to keep under
your pillow. Select

yours.

For your protec-
lion the registered
name, Eveready
Daylo, is stamped
on the end cap. Ac-
cept no substitutes

EVERY night at some hour or other there is the un-
expected or unusual call for Daylo, to "look

and see." Have a regular place to keep one, the
Clock Shelf, your Dressing Table, or under the

Pillow. Don't forget to carry a pocket size in
your Handbag when you go out at night.

American Ever Ready Works
of National Carbon Co., Inc.
LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

In Canada: Canadian National Carbon Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Ontario

The light that says
"There it is!'

With that long-lived

Tungsten Battery

RAZOR EDGE
Applied to your strop will sharpen your
razor instantly and make shaving a

pleasure. Satisfaction guaranteed.
; Post Paid 50 Cents.

Milwaukee Export & Import Company

Dept. 21 MILWAUKEE; U: S. AV

Government Positions are Desirable *lTe
for Railway Mail, Post Office. Rural Carrier, Customs-In-
ternal Revenue, Departmental, Immigration and other
branchesthrough our expert, former Government Examiner.
Write lor free booklet giving full information about these
positions and our Money-Back Guarantee Contract.

PATTERSON CIVIL SERVICE SCHOOL
Box 4022 ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Turn A Valva
,
and Cdok^HSU!
e Oliver Oil-Gas Burner

makes any stove or range a uas stove.
No coal or wood. Cooks and bakes
better. No fires to start. You regu-
late flame. Saves money, work

t
dirt.

Burns coal-oil (kerosene) . Simple,
safe, easily put in or taken out. No
damage to stove. Lasts a lifetime.
Thousands of delighted users. In use
seven years. Write us for FREE
literature. AGENTS WANTED.
Oliver Oil-Gas Burner S Machine Co.
1321 N. 7th St., St. Louis, Mo.

MakeYour StoveAGas Stove

NEWMONITOR HEATING IRON
AGENTS
WANTED
SEND FOR FREE
OUTFIT OFFER.

1 HEATING I

$30 to $50 a week actually being
made now by men and women.
The original—the best—the lowest
priced. Nickel plated—looks good
—makes good—sells fast—guaran.
teed. No experience needed.

Women as well as men.
Exclusive territory.
Work all or eparetime.
Mrs. Nixon, Vt.. sold
8 first half day. Evans,
N. O., sold 2 dozen one
Saturday. Liberal

terms. Prompt eervice.
Write today.

THE MONITOR SAD IRON CO.

155 Fay St, BIG PRAIRIE, OHIO

You've Got to
GO AFTER IT ! A

Money Is an elusive property. It
doesn't come to us merely for the
wishing. You have to chase it down

—

capture it. We've got a sales plan
that Will enable you to increase your
income regardless of What your pres-
ent occupation is. Write us.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Springfield Ohio

Send NO Money!
LADIES! the Comfort, Quality and
Style of these NURSES' COMFORT
SHOES make them the greatest house- I
shoe value ever offered. That is why we send them I
on approval. No Money in Advance. The shoes I
must and will convince you, otherwise you Willis,
not be out a
penny. W e
invite you
to try them
at our risk.
Soft, black
g 1 o v e-ntting
kid leather.

Easy as vel-
vet on tender
feet. Jar-proof
rubber heels. Col5'ortL°»?hoe
Cushion soles Sa?l |£"e
that make *3,3S
walking a pleasure.
Superiorworkman-
ship. Comfort,
perfect fit and long
wear combin ed
with' style. Send
no money. Just fill

out and mail coupon. Your pair will come immedi-
ately, prepaid. Don't pay a cent until they arrive.
Try them on in your own home. Enjoy their blessed
comfort— then decide whether you want to keep
them. If you are not delighted with their wonder-
ful fit, quality and style, they will not cost you a

> rpenny. You risk nothing.
y

- - - - Mail This Coupon TodayI
Boston Mall Order House, Dept. AS '

Essex P. O. Building, Boston, Mass.
Send postage free NURSES' COMFORT shoes marked

X. I will pay on arrival. J m to judge them on approval.
My money back double <;.uek if I want it.

~| Comlorl Shoe S3.59
| |

Comlnrl Low Shoe M.35
[

Name «ms» • • - ••••• Size,

Address

All Sizes
$3.59

Send NO Money
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"Soul Overtones" and Squash
By Wilbur Hall

I
QUIT," I said disgustedly. "You're
too pig-headed to argue socialism

with. Come on around to the Radi-
cals to-night and go against a real

authority—unless you're afraid."

Seabury laughed. He is big and dark
and handsome, and
when he shows those
white teeth in one of

his wall-shaking
laughs you forget that
he is hide-bound and
reactionary and obsti-

nate, and you forgive

him, in a way.
"I'm not afraid of

your socialistic au-
thorities—I'm afraid

that while I'm there
your club may be
pinched!"
But he went. I was

going to steer him
into Giles or Pitner

—

some of those bed-
rock fellows who can
tell you offhand how
many iron puddlers
are scarred for life in

every twenty-four
hours in Pennsylvania
alone, and what per
cent of children raised

in mill and sweat-shop
districts' go through
the seventh grade.

Those were the sort

of facts George Sea-
bury would listen to,

and if you could give
him facts he was easy
to get along with. I

saw myself sitting

back watching and
grinning while Car-
ford Giles converted
my reactionary friend.

But he stopped at

the door of our little

club house—stopped
dead. I went back
to him.
"Come on!" I said.

"Nobody's going to
hit you."
"One of them has

already," George said

in a solemn way,
staring across the
room.

There were quite a
few there before us, scattered around the
edges, talking and smoking. Probably
twenty men and ten or twelve women. On
the opposite side from the door there were
three people— Messer, the psychology
crack, and little Flora Kent, and

—

"You mean the tall girl?" I inquired of

George.
He gulped and nodded. But there was

no need to ask.

Catherine Coster was the third in that
group, and she was staring at us just as
George was staring at her.

I jerked his coat sleeve.

"Don't be an ass!" I grumbled. "Come
on and meet the Knights and a few of them,
and then I'll tell you about that girl."

He allowed himself to be led on meekly,
and I smiled to myself. Of all eligible

women on earth Catherine Coster was the
most ineligible and impossible and un-
thinkable for George Seabury. Radical?
Catherine was so extreme that she made
all our craziest fanatics seem like members
of the National Republican Central Com-
mittee. To put it bluntly, she was a plain
nut, and nothing could come up that was
new that she didn't hurl herself into. She
would drive a sober, hard-headed, God-
fearing conservative like George to alcohol
and alimony in six weeks!
Two or three minutes later I heard him

ask Julia Knight about the tall girl.

"Which one?" Julia asked. "Oh, yes—
with the bronze hair and that unmention-
able smock? Catherine Coster."

"Is that—that what-do-you-call-it un-
mentionable?"
"At the very least."
"Oh," George said. "You know, it

looks rather becoming."
"That's Catherine. She'd be a raving

beauty in a Mother Hubbard and a skull

cap. She's clever too, but she's an awful

nut. Man, she even takes Chinese herbs!"
"Does she really?" George asked polite-

ly. But I knew he wasn't listening. For
the moment he wouldn't have listened if

Julia had been telling him that the Coster
girl poisoned people and sniffed cocaine.

social evenings, George," I said. "When
will you be back in town?"

"Never!" he shouted, and hung up on me.
I met Catherine going out for lunch a

day or two later, and I joined her. Even
I can afford to take Catherine to lunch,

heard of the

-no.

great Seaburj

Is it geographical pi

you ever
Squash?"
"The great-

astronomical?"
"It's a vegetable—a kind of ed

pumpkin. You know— 'When the fn
toorri-oodle, and

For a few minutes they said
nothing more. Then George
leaned toward her. holding
the table edges to help him
control himself

He was completely out of his mind.
Someone else finally introduced him to

Catherine, and I never knew how they got
along that night. But going home George
said suddenly:

"It's too damned bad!"
"Sure," I agreed. "What is?"

"That apparently grown men like you
and some of your gang there to-night
should drag a lot of ignorant, susceptible
girls, into your idiotic club and make them
think it smart to become blithering fools.

Why don't you go off and have your lunatic
notions in the mountains somewhere,
where they can't do any harm? It's rotten,

that's what it is!"

"You mean Catherine Coster, of course?"
"Well—yes."
I giggled.
"Catherine isn't ignorant; and she

hasn't been dragged, because she isn't the
kind that drags well; and if you think she's
susceptible, you try it, that's all."

"She's the most wonderful thing I ever
saw!" George Seabury exclaimed pas-
sionately, " and thanks to you addle-pated
revolutionists there to-night she's the
biggest fool!"

"Did she read you some of her poetry?"
I asked guilefully.

"Do you think I'm one of your kind of

bugs?" he snapped. "She did not! But
she tried to tell me about it. 'Harmonics
of the Soul' or something."

"' Soul Overtones.' Good stuff, too. She
has a publisher for them, at any rate."

"What does that prove? You could
write the ravings of John McCullough in

blank verse and get a publisher for them
nowadays! Poetry? Pusillanimous piffle!"

He was still muttering and using super-
latives the next morning when he called

me up to say good-by.
"I wanted you to go up to one of our

because she has money of her own

—

slathers! And she always insists on paying
her own way.
"What was that—er—dress thing you

wore at the club the other night?" I asked,
after we had put the waitress to work.
"That smock?" Catherine answered.

"Zuni! Pattern and color and weave and
style. I designed it. The Zunis had more
appreciation of the psychology of color

than any people except the Egyptians."
(I think she said Egyptians, but for all I

know it may have been the Chaldeans or

the Koreans.) "That shade of lavender is a
defiant color. Freud has worked out a
theory—"
"Oh, yes," I interrupted. "I'm familiar

with that theory. When does 'Soul Over-
tones' appear?"
"About the twentieth. I've had corking

letters from some of the pre-reviews, and an
offer to write an introduction for the
second edition from—well, I can't tell you,
but he's one of the really great moderns."

"That's splendid!" I said. "Will it run
into a second edition—so soon, I mean?"

Catherine shrugged.
"Quien sabe? But we're doing the binding

in rather a new way—old rose Levantine
with a limp suede interlining. I'd tell you
about it if I thought you would understand.
By the way, isn't that Mr. Seabury a friend

of yours?"
"I brought him to the club the other

night—yes."
"What does he do? He's an awful bear!"
"No, he isn't really. But he's conserva-

tive clear back as far as his collar bone.
He doesn't approve of—er

—

ms."

"He told me he didn't—first person
singular. He talked like a business man,
but he looks like an out-of-door fellow.

I couldn't make him out."

"Probably not," I agreed. "But have

rumpty's on
squash'? That
poem?"

"Squash, cer
But what has thai
do with Mr.
bury?"

"Everything,
bred, developed,
whatever it is,

famous Seab
squash! . . . Oh,
on and laugh if

must, but it's

most wonder;
squash known to
seed trade, and
makes George ab
a hundred tho
a year."

"He's the squi__

king—or the king of

the squashes! Is that
it?"

"Squash is only
thing," I retorted
dignity. "It is

speciality, but
raises hundreds
other vegetables."
"And then what?

Does he peddle?"
"Of course not!

He's not a vegetable
raiser, he's a vegetable
seed raiser. Ships
seeds all over
world. You've
those boxes in

stores— 'Do your
spring planting now!'
—with the picture of

a pretty girl bounded
by lettuce on the

north, beets on the

east, cantaloupes on
the south, and—

"

"Succotash on the

west?" Catherine in-

terrupted. "Oh, yea,

I've seen them. I

understand now. So
he—go on and tell

me about the squash."

I told her as much as I could remember.
I knew it took George about ten years to

bring that seed to perfection, and he

sacrificed and slaved and studied, and

lived on macaroni and cheap coffee all that

time, until he had finished his experiments.

I tried to tell it lightly, to suit Catherine's

mood, as though I were amused too, and I

ended with a feeble joke.

Catherine blazed out at me.
"I think it's stupid of you to make fun

of that sort of work!" she cried. "Stupid

and brutal! And it scarcely becomes either

you or me to poke fun at the earnest and

sincere labors of a producer!"
She would scarcely speak to me from

then on. But at the door she said suddenly:
" Do you suppose I could get a book at

the library about seeds?"'
4

"Sure," I said. "Plenty of them. But

you'd find them mighty dull."

She stuck up her nose at me.
"Dull? I read your last novel!"
She turned up Market Street, toward the

library.

It began to strike me that Catherine

Coster was a wonderful thing to look at, as

George Seabury had said. It had alw«y3

been a pleasure to have her around, and

she seemed rather to decorate a room when

she came into it; but I hadn't noticed her

much. Now, with the illumination thrown

on her by George Seabury's enthusiasm, I

began to think something about her beauty

myself.
Then George Seabury came back to the

city.

"How's the squash and all the little

squashes?" I asked him.
He smiled at me across my desk. I think

I've said that George is big and dark and

good-looking, and that his smile shows

itself and him off to distinct advantage.
" It's sweet peas [continued on page 35]



"A great patriot— a great
man— above all,

a great American!"
—Henry Cabot Lodge

HOW much do we really know of Theodore
Roosevelt?

Here in permanent form is a full and fitting record

of his wonderful life—that brave, brilliant, useful, strenu-

ous, patriotic hfe which thrilled us all with his courage,

his sincerity and his Americanism.

His was a many-side character which inevitably at-

tracted thousands of friends.

And that is how his story is told in this book—

Roosevelt's Life and Work
a s Intimate Friends Knew Him

The book is filled with little-known incidents, many of

them never seen in print before, and many related by friends

and associates who vouch for their accuracy.

Could anything be more interesting than these inti-

Roosevelt driving home a point in a speech

mate, personal sidelights of the college man, the sportsman-
naturalist, the writer, the ranchman, the fighter, the peace-
maker, the diplomat, the public servant? Here are a few
instances:

The ' fishing game" during a boyhood voyage in

1069.

The young naturalist's enthusiasm for strange bird

and animal life..

Learning declamation in preparatory school.

His attitude toward his studies—his purpose in

college

The amateur boxer and some of his bouts.

Experiences as a clubman in college.

Naval historian—before he was 24.

His original views on wealth and its advantages.

His scorn of the public foan who voted for private

advantage.
Early public statements on labor's place in the

world of industry.

Defining the "wealthy criminal class."

Search for robust health on a North Dakota ranch.

5BS3§y\

Incidents of the round-up.
The rough bookshelf of the ranch house.
As assistant secretary of the navy—preparing for

war in time of peace.
Recruiting and outfitting the Rough Riders.
Johnson's story of San Juan Hill.

Depew's tribute—nominated for Governor.
Views on taxing big corporations.
Accepting the vice-presidency against his will.

Taking the Presidential oath at Buffalo.
Protecting home industry in foreign treaties.

Pushing the Panama Canal Project.
Curbing "malefactors of great wealth."
Personal tributes uponxelection to the Presidency.
Visit to the St. Louis fair.

Making peace between Russia and Japan.
The truth behind the panic of 1907.

Awakening the public conscience.

Stamping out the theft of public lands.

Remitting the Boxer indemnity to China,
' Fighting Bob" Evans and his fleet sent 'round

the world.

The African adventure,.

The famous Sorbonne address in Paris.

Nobel Peace Prize address in Sweden.
Reviewing the Kaiser's Guards at Doeberitz.

Representing America at the obsequies of King
Edward.

The homecoming of the great American.
The v Bull Moose" movement.
Discovering South America's "River of Doubt."
Writings of last years.

Sons' distinguished service in Great War.
A world's tribute to one of her foremost citizens.

The Roosevelt Book and How to Get It

The book, "Theodore Roosevelt—His Life and Work," contains nearly
500 pages and upwards of 100 characteristic photographs. It is well

bound in durable buckram, the cover in red, white and blue. The very
book you want for yourself and your family—to read and to keep.

Simply send your own two-year subscription to Farm and Fireside,

with 50c—and 65c additional for the book ($1.15 in all). Your subscrip-

tion will be extended from its present date of expiration.
Or, send only six one-year subscriptions to Farm and Fireside at 25c each (your own in-

cluded as one of the six if you wish.)

The special edition is limited—so send the

coupon at once to make sure of your copy

Farm and Fireside

Springfield, Ohio

F. F. 173

Send me the Roosevelt book, postpaid. Also send me Farm and
Fireside for two years. I enclose $1.15. Or, send Farm and Fireside

for one year each to the six names on the attached list. I enclose $1.50.

Name

St. or R. D.

P.O.

Box No. State.
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Trim Ankles and
Real Foot Comfort in

FASHIONED HOSE
No seams, yet shaped permanent-
ly— they're knit to fit. Sensible

stockings that are worn for the

extra comforts and honest values.

OLD AT LEADING
STORES

Booklet sent upon request

BURSON
KNITTING CO.

95 Frey Street

Rockford, IU.

Only $102
and After Trial

Keep the New Edison Amberola—Edison's great phonograph
with the diamond stylus—and your choice of records, for only
SI. 00. Pay balance at rate of only a few cents a day. Free
trial in your own home before you decide. Nothing down.
Write Today for our New Edison Book and pictures, free.
F. K. BABSON, Edison Phonograph Oist., 4035 Edison Blk., Chicago

for

Cheese
and

Butter
Making
You can make it easy and simple work, just as they

do in the largest creameries. You can have better

cheese and butter—and always the same. Use

HANSEN'S
DAIRY PREPARATIONS

Prize winners and champions use 'em because they
are simple to use. pure, concentrated and always
dependable.

Hansen's Rennet Tablets for cheese making;
Cheese Color Tablets and Danish Butter Color
—pure vegetable colors used in finest creameries;

Junket Buttermilk Tablets for ripening milk or

cream in cheese or butter making in the small dairy as

well as for preparing delicious "buttermilk" at home.
Ask for Hansen's at all drug or grocery stores, or

write us direct.

Send for prices, and valuable free literature on
cheese makinz.

CHR. HANSEN'S LABORATORY
Milwaukee, Wis. Little Falls, N.Y. Phila.,Pa.

Housewives serve

MADE with MILK
the Food Dessert

' Made with milk and Hansen's Junket Tablets
Makes the Finest Ice Cream

Are You Worried About Your Baby?
By Helen L. Crawford

HAVE you a baby in your home, or
do you expect one soon? If so,

you want to know just what to do
to make him well and strong and bright
and happy, and keep him that way, don't
you? In fact, you want him to be a "bet-
ter baby."
You fathers and mothers want rollick-

ing, robust youngsters, of course, and it's

quite logical that the better start you give
them the stronger men and women they
are going to be. The better care the ex-

pectant mother takes of herself the sooner
will she feel well enough to be up and about,
the quicker will she regain her strength
after baby's arrival. So it's to the advan-
tage of the whole family that you know
what is best for you, isn't it?

I wonder—have you ever heard of the
Better Babies Bureau which is conducted
by the "Woman's Home Companion?"
It helps thousands of mothers-to-be each
year, through practical advice and help-
ful suggestions, to keep well and happy be-
fore Baby comes, and, after the little mite
puts in an appearance, to keep herself and
him in the best of health.

I was talking to Mrs. Benton, who has
charge of the Bureau, just the other day,
and as she spoke of her
work it gradually be-

gan to dawn on me
what a really great
thing this Bureau is.

And when I learned
how many thousands
of women were helped
by her letters, and when
I read some of these

letters and saw how
truly wonderful they
are, I decided at once
that it was our duty to

put this Bureau at the
service of Farm and
Fireside readers if such
a thing were at all pos-

sible.

I broached the sub-
ject, and Mrs. Benton
kindly consented, since

we are a member of the
Crowell family, to help
you in the same way
that she helps the read-

ers and friends of the
"Companion"—to send
you her letters.

Let me tell you a lit-

tle about this Better.

Babies Bureau. There
ments—the Expectant
and the Mothers' Club

am indeed very sorry to learn
that they are ended.
"I have followed,

as closely as possi-

ble, all your sug-
gestions, and
have not words
enough to thank
you. My baby
has never been
sick a day since her
birth. Her little

body, as well as her
disposition, is perfect
We are most appreciative and
deeply grateful for the valuable
help given us by the Better
Babies Bureau." Mrs. J. M. H., New York

bath-tub smile

First aid to walkers

are two depart-
Mothers' Circle

When you join

the Expectant Mothers' Circle a letter is

sent to you each month of the period of

waiting telling you what to do to keep
yourself in the pink of condition and to

assure you a healthy baby. Then, too,

you receive messages containing sugges-

tions of helpful books to read and of lovely

things to make. They tell you how to
make the period of waiting one of happy
expectancy.
The Mothers' Club is also a department

of personal correspondence—this time be-
tween the Better Babies Bureau and the
mothers-elect. The Mothers' Club sends
each mother who enrolls a letter each
month for a year, following the develop-
ment of her baby along, and telling her
what to do for him when all does not go
well. There are also

leaflets containing
suggestions for the
first short clothes

for Baby, for books
to read that will aid

in training him, sug-
gestions on how to
pass the weaning
and teething times
comfortably, and
how to keep Baby
clean and happy.
To show just what

the "Companion"
parents think of Mrs.
Benton's work I am
going to let you read
a very few of the in-

spiring letters she
has received from
them—and she re-

ceives hundreds each
month. Here they
are:

"I wish I were able to tell you how much
pleasure, as well as profit, I have derived
from your letters of the past year. I am
sure no girl ever felt more keenly the need
of some practical help and suggestions
than I, and as my mother is too far away
for me to depend on her for advice, your
letters were my greatest assistance. Please
accept my deepest thanks for the aid you
gave me in bringing into the world the

dearest little' better
,

baby that ever lived.

She is now more than
two weeks old and do-
ing beautifully.

"Enclosed you will

find stamps to cover
postage for the next
letters. It seems such
a small amount for such
great returns.

"I scarcely can wait
for the next letter."

Mrs. H. B. E.,

Oklahoma.

"I really cannot say
how glad I am that I

wrote you, or express
my thanks sufficiently

for your cheering let-

ter, the "Little Helps,"
and other circulars. I
have no parents, and
my husband's people
do not live here, so that
I have no one to whom
to turn.

"I used to wonder
how in the world I was
ever going to find out

wanted to know, about what I

and what to
all that I

should do, when, and how,
expect, also how to help myself to keep
healthy, and all the myriad questions that
come into one's mind at a time like this,

"Now, I feel as if I had had a new edu-
cation, and I guess I read your letters

over six or eight times a day. I surely
will think of the Circle as a help-one-another
club, and will be only too glad to pass
along any little thing that has helped or
cheered me." K. O., Michigan.

What the Fathers Think About It

"As a physician especially interested in
diseases of children and in child welfare, I

have felt a keen interest in the work of

your Bureau. There is a great need for

educational work of this kind among the
mothers and prospective mothers of our

"The last of your
letters came, and I

On this page are some of Mrs. Benton's "Better Babies." She loves each and every-
one of the youngsters she Las helped along. And most of them are just as fat and jolly-

looking as these. But nearly all of her babies are city-born, and now she wants some
from the country. We are betting that yours will be even huskier than these

land. Too often do we sc

the harmful effect of ij

norance, and h o

'

many little liv<

might be save
had the mother
been proper!

trained in th
care of the baby'

It gives me grea 1

pleasure to com
mend your service tc

prospective mothers, at

you take care of detaili

that the average physiciai

has neither the knowledge n«
the patience to cope with. It it

always a great help to the physician if Ik

can enroll these patients with you.
"My wife is an enthusiast over the Bet

ter Babies Bureau and has been helped

very materially in the care of our boy.

Even though his father is a physician, sh«

does not have to rely on him entirely for

advice on the little things that, after all,

are so important for the baby's comfort

and welfare." L. D. W., Ohio.

"1 envy you your work of relieving ex-

pectant motherhood of its blind dread.

My wife did not suffer from the periods oi

despondency I have often noticed in ex-

pectant mothers. She was in the best of

health from start to finish, and we attribute

much of the credit to the healthful, whole-

some point* of view which your letters lead

to." D. G. K., North Carolina.

"Son arrived the eighth of this month,

weighed ten pounds, and is as fine a speci-

men of American babyhood as you ever

saw—sound as a dollar.

"I want to express to you the apprecia^

tion of my wife and myself for the servici

your department has rendered us. Thi

work you are doing is an excellent one,

and if you could see the pleasure and bene

fit it is giving your correspondents, judginj

other cases by our own experience, it would

make your heart warm still more to yoru

work and make your daily routine a sourct

of great comfort and pleasure to you.

"Your articles and pamphlets helped

chase away all my wife's 'blue days,'

taught her short cuts in preparation for tn<

baby, and kept her cheered and inter

ested." C. H. M., Louisiana,

t

And here is the way the plan works out

Expectant Mothers' Circle—An]
woman eligible may become a member, re

ceiving each month a letter of advice «
the care of herself and the preparation hoi

her baby. No matter at what period ya

enter, everything from the first month wfl

be sent. No mention of the Better Babk
Bureau is made on the envelopes in whic

the material is mailed. Enclose a self

addressed envelope with fifty cents in stamp

—which scarcely covers the cost of postap

and printing—and state what month you ex

pect your baby. Address Better Babie

Bureau, Farm and Fireside, 381 Four*

Avenue, New York City.

Mothers' Club—Every mother ©

young children is eligible for membershii.

in the Mothers' Club. Pamphlets, togethe

with monthly letters of instruction on »<

care and feeding of babies under one year?,

age (covering such subjects as cone

constipation, weaning, teething, eta)

will be sent to

mother who send

fifty cents in stamp

and states the age <

her baby. There ar

also leaflets givin

diet lists, and otht

helps for babies fron

one year of age t

three years. This lit

erature is all includ

ed in the Mother!

Club's monthly sen

ice, but if the letter

are not desired th

additional literatur

will be sent for tej

cents. Astampedself
addressed envelop"

from any member o

the club will brin

a prompt reply t

every inquiry^ Ac

dress all inquiries t

Better Babies Bu
reau, Farm an
Fireside,381 Fourt

Avenue, New York
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"Soul Overtones" and Squash
[continued from page 32]

this fall," he answered carelessly. But I

knew the carelessness was a pose, because
never man took his work more seriously

than did George.
"Sweet peas? What's the big idea?"

I
" Why, I don't know that I mind telling

\ym. I've been thinking a lot lately about

,;
hospitals and convalescent stations. All over
;the world! Ever stop to consider the number
"hi men who are lying in hospital beds now,
jand will for some time to come? Hundreds
mi thousands. And anyone can raise sweet
ipeas, in almost any climate and in any
soil. Do you see?"

I thought a minute, and it made me
chokey to think. If you knew George Sea-
bury—conservative, matter-of-fact, prosaic
—you'd understand why I choked up when
I contemplated the idea of his thinking of

the need of flowers to brighten sick-rooms
and to bring beauty and light and color

and freshness into lives bruised by horror
and torn by suffering.

I "That's fine, George," I said. And then,
because I really thought it was, I tried to
disguise my feelings, as most men do when
they are afraid they are a little soft, and I

turned flippant. "There ought to be
money in it too."
"There might be," he said, abstractedly,

"only, I've offered the Government to
grow and donate a hundred tons of the
Iseeds, and more if they are needed."

| That staggered me. I tried to frame
some adequate expression of my admiration
for this big, splendid thought of his.

"You're proposing to do something," I

said, "that will be remembered long after

jSome of the battles have been forgotten.
You will make me feel like a nobody and
a—"
But George was miles away, staring at

'my wall. Presently he turned half around.
"Do you suppose she would mind?"

he asked.
I threw down my pen.
"George," I said, solemnly, "you're

getting feeble-minded! You ought to go to
-& specialists- '

"Oh, don't talk like a chucklehead!" he
exclaimed. "I asked if you thought there
would be any objection to my calling my
new, white-hearted, long-stemmed lavender
sweet pea the Catherine Coster?"

" I- misunderstood you," I said meekly.
What was the use in telling the poor
simpleton that he hadn't even broached
the subject, let alone asking me anything
about it?

"No, I don't think there would be, but I

speak without authority. Why don't you
go to headquarters?"
"You mean Miss Coster?"
"Probably."
"I believe I will," he said, as though it

was the first time he had thoughtT>f that.
" And you'll wait here to go to supper with
me at seven?"

1 WAITED for him until half-past eight,
and then went out and bolted a cold

"snack," which immediately started my
indigestion, as it always does. At ten,
when he telephoned in, I was not amiable.
"I'm sorry, Pinney," he said perfunc-

torily. "But I forgot all about you."
"Of course," I said. "Anything else?"
" How do you mean? . . . Now, don't be

a grouch! I'll come up to-morrow morning."
"If you don't forget," I snapped,

"running after Catherine Coster."
"I shan't run very far after her," he said,

gruffly. "I can't be bothered."
"What's wrong? Did she read 'Soul

Overtones' to you finally?"
'"Soul Overtones'! Say, haven't you

seen her in the last two or three days?"
;;n0."

"She's joined the faculty of a meta-
physical college at a place called the Key
of Life Mountain. She's taking advanced
Astral Research!"
"She—is?"
"She—is. The woman is a gift of God

to men, and her brain is as addled as an
egg^ It comes of your damned socialistic
soirees and too little exercise. I'm never
going to see her again."

"Is that so? How self-sacrificing of you!
And by the way!" It had just flashed into
my mind.

|'Well?"
"Did she—Miss Coster—happen to say

anything to you about—er—vegetables,
particularly—er—squash? '

'

George Seabury's voice changed.
"How did you guess?" he asked eagerly.

'Yes, she did. The woman is a witch!
She's better informed about selective
standardization and roguing for type than

anyone else in California except three or

four experts. She wouldn't tell me how
she came to know, but she knows!

"Oh, yes," I said viciously, prompted by
a twinge under my heart. "Yes, George,
Miss Coster keeps up with all the modern
scientific processes, like seed selection and
socialism. I suppose that's what addles
her brain!"
"Oh, go to the dev—

"

But I had hung up.
An editor, suddenly confronted with the

idea that his readers must know all about
the post-war merchant marine building
on the Pacific Coast, wired me about then
to gird my loins and get me forth to the end
that their thirst might be quenched.
Knowing nothing about ships and shipping
except that the former operate on the
water and the latter smells unaccountably
always of tar, I set out on this inquisition

for him, and, at the cost of some traveling
and many Tmestions, compiled sufficient

information to meet the need. It was six

weeks, therefore, before I returned again
to my desk. On it was a note from George
Seabury:

F. P.—Stopped en route, found you away,
borrowed all the stamps I could find, and took
your second-best suit case. Where have you
been with the good one?
Am on my way to Washington, by request,

and will tell you about it when I return. It's

sweet peas, I may add. G. S.

By the way, I find this time that C. C. has
taken up with the L W. W., and is going to tour
the State in some impossible campaign for
funds or a pardon for some of its murdered, or
something impossible. If the woman had a
brain that functioned even subnormally, or if

she could find some useful thing to do, I'd
marry her and save her from herself. But,
before Heaven, I can't forgive calculated in-

sanity!

I read that, chuckling, threw a pile of
bills into the waste-paper basket, and came
on a card from Julia Knight:

Drop in to tiffin Thursday evening. Catherine
Coster has amazed us all by turning sane at
last, and is going away on some reconstruction
work in France. Come and give her your bless-
ing and we'll unite in singing a Te Deum, or
whatever seems most appropriate. Hastily,

Julia.

THE day being Thursday, the hour being
four, my clothes being eight miles away,

and my curiosity being aroused, I went to
the Knights "as is," and, as soon as I
decently could, led Catherine Coster into
a dark back alley of a hall.

"Now, Catherine," I said, "tell me about
this."

"Can't."
"Can't? Nonsense! What's the use of

trying to envelop yourself in an air of im-
penetrable mystery with me?"
"Can't—that's all. I'd tell you if I

could, old Festus. You're as tanned as a
motion-picture sea captain. Did you have
a lovely time in Seattle?"

"Well, if you can't tell me about this
French mission"—I sniffed a little

—"you
can tell me about something else. What
on earth have you been doing to George
Seabury?"
She flushed instantly—even the dim

light revealed that much. But, womanlike,
or at least Catherine-like, she temporized.

"Seabury? You mean—"
"You know perfectly well, Catherine.

I mean George Seabury. He's head over
heels in love with you."
She gave me the most innocent and

guileless stare.

"Oh, is he?" she inquired, a shade too
lightly. "Has he been making you his
father confessor, or is this a John Alden?"

"Don't be silly, my dear! George Sea-
bury is quite capable of doing his own love-
making, and, anyway, I'm too old by far.

As for his telling me anything, George isn't

built that way. Just for example, he almost
didn't tell me why he's raising sweet peas
this year, instead of vegetable seeds.
Would you believe it

—

"

"He told me," she said simply. "It is

splendid, isn't it? But the trouble with
Mr. Seabury is that he wants to direct,

operate, and control the lives of other
people to an extent that is—that is simply
infuriating. He tried to tell me

—

me—
what I ought to be doing with myself!"
"But wasn't he-right? That is—don't be

cross with me, Catherine!—don't you think
that you might be—

"

"Yes," Catherine interrupted soberly,
"he was right. That's what makes me so
angry with him, I suppose. At any rate,
I'm going to do it."

"Do what?"
"What he suggested—ordered, I should

The taste is the test of
Coca-Cola quality. The
flavor is the quality itself.

Nobody has ever been able to

successfully imitate it, because
its quality is indelibly registered

in the taste of the American
public.

Demand the genuine by full name

—nicknames encourage substitution.

The Coca-Cola Co.
atlanta, ga.

Sold Everywhoro

Better Home Cooking JF.
k

Money From Canning Vil a
By Steam Under Pressure" \mj

Steam cooking is common, but ^ookeiv?
National cooking and canning by steam

,
"under pressure" is different and distinctly better.

National Cooker saves food, fuel and time in the
kitchen. Makes common cuts of meat delicious, the
whole meal better, the whole family healthier.

National Canner insures better cold
packed canned goods for home use than

,

you can buy; big profits on all the surplus
you can put up. So simple any one can
operate it. All sizes from $1B home out-
fit to $2000 community or factory size.

Write for full information and fine

recipe book.

STEEL
CANNER.

Northwestern Steel & Iron Works
810 Spring St.

Eau Claire, Wis.

Begin To Save Money
Now is the time to let Del Dane's plan M/"^H7
savemoneyforyouonKaiamazooRanges, JNIJWFurnaces, Gas

Ranges. Kitchen Kabinets, Phono-
graphs, Refrigerators,
Cream Separators,
Roofing, Paint and
otherhomenecessitiea.
New Book Will
Show You How—

Write for It
Sell direct
to users

—

cash or
easy pay-
ments—unconditional
guarantee.
Ask for Catalogiu- No. I S3

Kalamazoo Stove Co., lilt'rs.

Kalamazoo. Mich.

DEL DANE
"The Old

Stove Master"

msernmt

High CostofTiZvxxm
The"Wilson"Guar-
antee protects you
in every way. You
must be pleased or
your money is re-

funded. We have
no special "bargain
day" sales, but
wholesale prices—
real bargains the
year round. You
are even protected
against a rise or
decline of prices.

Reduce your grocery bills and at the same
time secure the best grade of grocery prod-
ucts the world provides. Do it by buy-
ing the "Wilson Way." We add only one
small wholesale profit to the actual cost
to us. You pay us wholesale
prices and we ship direct to you.
FREE CATALOG—Make our
catalog your wholesale grocery store.
Let it help you lower the high cost of
living. Mail a postal today for all

details of our Wholesale "Direct to
You" Grocery Proposition.
Write for FREE catalog which ex-
plains everything.

Wilson Grocery Co.
Dept. 55 Peoria, Ills.

tKoHDTJSE
Jbehzndthe
CATAL0
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W
1 puts over a turn
new to everyman fond

of a jimmy pipe smoke!
P. A. is such a revelation it

wins your friendship completely,

giving you a brand of satisfac-

tion and keen enjoyment that

never before has been yours.

Tell you the truth, Prince Albert

will make such a hit with your taste

and your tongue, you'll wish you had
been born twins so you could smoke
just about twice asmuch I And, all this

delight P. A. hands out can be credited to its quality.

And, right behind this quality flavor and quality fra-

grance is Prince Albert's freedom from bite and parch
which is cut out by -our exclusive patented process.

We tell you to smoke your fill at any clip without a
comeback but the biggest bunch of smoke joy that ever
was! Does that sound like the goods to you?

Buy Prince Albert everywhere tobacco it sold. Toppy red bags,
tidy red tins, handsome poundand half pound tin humidors—and—that clever, practical pound crystal glass humidor with sponge
moistener top that keeps the tobacco in such perfect condition.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. G

MARVEL
FREE
TRIM.

COMPLETE

HOT
WATER

No Sewer or Plumbing— Move Anywhere
The Thermotub, combined bathtub and water heater.
Gives all comforts of modern bathroom. Full length tub. Plenty
hot water quick. Write today. Aek also about our Odorless In-
door Closst and Wsshstand. Make any room compute bathroom.

Hom-fouiD NAT'L HOME EQUIPMENT CO.U" LU" r 2005 Nat'l Building, Detroit, Mich.

10 Cents a Day Pays
for This Symphonola

Plays all records, Victor, Columbia, Edison, Pathe, Little Wonder,
Emerson. Take a year to nay, after 30 days' trial. Compare its

tone for clearness, volume, with more costly instruments. Return
at our expense if it fails to make good. Ask today for the

Beautifully Illustrated Symphonola Book FREE
Shows this and other Symphonola styles, sold on easy payments.

Symphonola Records %£r^£%£%£Jg&
full toned disc records. Playable on any Phonograph.

l&rkm CO, Desk SFF-519 Buffalo, N. Y.

Delivered you FREE
Tour choice of 44 stylo*, colors
And sizes in the famous line of
"RANGER" bicycles, shown in
full color in the big new Free Cat*,

log. We pay all the freight charges
from Chicago to your town.

Days Free Trial
bicycle you select, actual riding teat
"n your own town for a full month.
Do not buy until you get our great
new trial offer and low Factory-
Direct-To-Rider terms and prices.
TIP CC LAMPS. HORNS, pedals,
iliiw single wheels and repair

parte for all makes of bicycles at
half usual prices. No one else can
offer such values and such terms.
SEND NO MONEY but write today
'it the big new Catalog. It'a free.
CA n CYCLE -COMPANYCM II Dept. A-83 Chicago

Rider
Agents
Wanted

Those Extra Hours—
Are You Using Them to

Best Advantage?

You have them—we all

have them. For some of

us it's perhaps only a
few hours a week—for

others, three or four
hours a day or more

—

hours that do not now
bring us any profitable

return. Time is Money
—Don't Waste It.

You Can Earn Up to $25.00 Weekly
Or more, in Your Spare Time—Those Extra
Hours—and And pleasure in doing it—on a liberal

plan we would like to present to you. Send a
postal card TO-DAY and make the start toward
increasing your income. Let us tell you our plan
without obligation to you.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Sales Dept. Springfield, Ohio

say. But as for his being in love with me,
much good it will do him. Am I the sort
of woman to be—bossed?"
"No," I said, "you are distinctly not.

Not bossed. But don'tyou think, Catherine,
that a little—er—moral suasion

—

"

"Oh, mind your business!" Catherine
flared, reddening again. "Come on and
have some tea—you're wandering in your
mind!"

All this occurred two months ago. This
afternoon George Seabury came in, looking
bigger and finer and handsomer and more
efficient and more hard-headed than I have
ever seen him look, and told me something.
And here is what he did not tell me:

HE HAD been in Washington for a
week or so, when hurrying from the

Department of Agriculture to the State
Department he saw swinging toward him
on the crowded sidewalk a bronze-haired
young woman whom he stopped with (al-

most) a shout.
"Miss Coster!" he cried. "I didn't

suppose that anyone on earth was as lucky
as this I Will you have dinner with me to-

night, anywhere you say? Because even a
Californian doesn't want to keep the State
Department waiting."
Catherine laughed, shaking hands with

the fine, cool, firm grip she has, and
standing toe to toe with him.
"Never look gift luck in the mouth!"

she said. "I'll be glad to dine with you
to-night. I'll be at the New Williard at
eight. No one keeps the State Department
waiting, especially a Californian! Adios!"
That was all for then. At eight-fifteen,

however, they were exclaiming in one
breath over the size and flavor of Atlantic
seaboard oysters, and at nine they were
leaning their elbows on the table—despite
what Catherine had learned at a finishing

school and what George had learned from
an old-maid aunt—and they were deep in

intimate, personable, companionable con-
versation that excluded everyone on earth
but their two selves.

"So I came on," George concluded, "and
now they want me to go to England and
France with the notion, and co-operate
with certain officials there who are con-
cerned with garden reclamation. That's
all. And, now, you promised to tell if I

would."
"But you haven't told me anything!

What is your notion? Where are you going?

I thought it was sweet peas?"
"It was. It still is, but it's bigger now.

Sweet peas and corn and potatoes and

—

squash."
They both laughed.
" Gardening for devastated areas, then?"

Catherine summarized.
"Yes. On a tremendous scale. It makes

me dizzy to think of it!"

"I can't imagine you with vertigo!"

"I control the symptoms and conceal

the effects. Your turn now."
Catherine Coster colored and marked

lines on the cloth with her coffee spoon.

"It's all your doing," she began lamely.

"Mine?"
"Yours. You made me so—so mad."
"My dear girl! How?"
"Saying that I was a fool and a faddist

and a slacker!"

"Oh, I didn't say that!"

"Not to me. But even if you hadn't

said it to others I would have known what
you thought, because you looked it so thor-

oughly!"
"Well," he said slowly, and a good deal

embarrassed, "you see, I couldn't under-

stand free verse and collecting pipes and
wearing sandals and fasting and theosophy
and—and—all those things

—

"

"And the Key of Life School and I. W.
W. and lavender smocks and smoking
cigarettes and experimenting with opium
to see just what De Quincy really meant—

"

"You didn't?"

"I did. And a lot of other things. You
couldn't understand those—indiscretions,

you were saying?"
"I could understand them for cranks

and silly girls, and poets who can't rhyme,

and painters who can't draw, and musicians

who can't play a scale, but I couldn't un-

derstand them for you."
Catherine nodded, her eyes down again.

"I know you couldn't. Lately I can't

either. But it was just misdirection and
misapplication. Are those good words?

But you see what I mean?"
"I'm glad," George Seabury said. "I'm

glad you feel this way. Go on and tell."

"Well, perhaps the latest notion will

seem equally—feeble to you. But after

you threw me into the dust and trampled

on me and—

"

»My—Miss Catherine Coster!"
" Figuratively." She gave him a dazzling

smile. "After that I went back to the Red
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Cross and asked them for a job. They
gave me bandages to wind. That hurt my
fingers and my pride. I saw that anyone
could wind bandages. So I applied at the
Red Cross Shop."
"What's that?"
"Sort of glorified second-hand store.

They collect used clothing and pictures and
books and toys and varnish them up—

"

"The clothing and books?"
"Don't be clever! They furbish them up

and sell them at bargain prices. Their
children's department stock was low, so I
designed and made some dresses and
smocks for them. I didn't believe in myself
one little bit up to that moment—the
moment when I stood there and watched
my things fairly snatched, and price no
object!"
"But I don't see—"
"You ought to. It wasn't the fact that

there was a demand for the things I created
and built; it was the fact that I could mal
them, and that they were useful. It w;
the greatest minute in my life! The
followed naturally."
"What rest?"
"The thing that brought me here. Did

you ever happen to notice pictures of the
dresses that the mites in France and Bet
gium are wearing now? Hideous enough to

make them remember the war all their

little shattered lives, instead of beautiful.
Monstrous, awful, criminal nightgowns!
For children whose souls have been almost
crushed out of them and who are simply
starved for real children's things!"

"I think I've seen the kind of—frock*
you mean."

"Well, it seemed to me that children
could be kept as warm in pretty, simple
little clothes as in flour sacks. So I de-

signed three dresses that could be made for

just the price of calico delirium tremens we
have been shipping before now. We made
a hundred and sent them on. They asked
us for a thousand, and as many more as wt
could make. Eventually Washington sent

for me—and here I am."
George Seabury sat back in his chair.

I suppose he felt about it something as I

felt when he told me of his idea for raising

sweet peas for the sick and wounded and
beauty-hungry of a war-sick world, longing

to forget. And Catherine had made hin
sense the sweet and sympathetic signifi-

cance of her new ambition.
" If anything I said made you think of t

thing as beautiful as that," he begai
slowly, "I'm prouder than I would be of t
cross of gold!"

Catherine, too, sat back. For a few

minutes they said nothing more. The»
George leaned toward her, holding the

table edges to help control himself.

"Catherine," he said, "when I first saw
you, back there on the coast in that mad-
house of fanatics, ! loved you. I wanted to

tell you so. But I couldn't love your—fads.

It broke my heart."
She smiled with tears blurring her vision.

She tried to answer him lightly.

"I hope that it is mended now—the

poor heart!"
"It is," he said. "Because your latest

fad I love almost as much as I love you.

Almost! Do you mind my telling you?"
"No," she said unsteadily, "I don't—

really mind. I think I—rather like it."

He touched her hand, then drew back

hastily, his fingers trembling. Quite

abruptly, waving an arm, he cried:

"I don't understand why the deuce

hotel people need to light their dining-

rooms like the front of a movie house!

But I know a parlor up-stairs"—he lowered

his voice
—"where almost nobody ever

goes."
"Do you?" Catherine inquired, gather-

ing up her gloves. "What floor?"

THAT is what George did not tell me

—

all that. But he did tell me one thing:

"We're to be married next week, just

before we leave for England. Will yo»

come and handle the ring for me, and

prompt me, and all those things?"

"Delighted!" I replied, grinning. "But

I'd like to ask you a question."

"Fire when ready."
"Is Catherine writing any free verse

now—'Soul Overtones', or anything like

that?"
He glared at me.
"Don't make fun of "Soul Overtones!

he cried. "There are some beautiful things

in that little collection, and it's selling

amazingly. But no, Catherine is too busy

for poetry just now." And he colored. I

"How do you mean," I demanded.

"Goon!" ,..
"She's translating at present—a booklet

I wrote on vegetable-seed selection. They

want it in French. One chapter is on

Squash!"

t
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Here's What You Would Do if

You Were a Chinese Farmer
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6]

around from 7 to 40 cents a day, and his

clothes cost him about $4 a year. His home
is a little dried mud hut thatched with
grass. Generally speaking, the farmhouses
are located in villages and the men go out

each morning to the fields. About ten
families constitute a village, and each fam-
ily farms in the neighborhood of 10 acres.

A young man starting out in life to

follow the work and wiles of agriculture

receives $12 a year, together with his

lodging, his straw shoes, and free shaving.

The latter, free shaving, is quite an in-

ducement, for the Chinese barbers remove
the wax from their victims ears, scrape

their eyelids, and, if so desired, shave off

their eyebrows. As the young man be-

comes more proficient in his work he is

gradually advanced to $15 or $20 a year,

and there he stays, living in luxury the
rest of his life. The yearly wages in the
various parts of China are about as

follows: Manchuria, $15 to $20; Chihli and
Shantung, $10 to $20; Kansuh, $19 to $25;
Chekiang, $40.

The Chinese farmer's wife is not a person
any of us would envy. She gets up at

dawn with her husband, and sometimes
helps him in the fields, and makes his

clothes, even his shoes and hats. His
clothes are made from homespun, and his

shoes and hats are woven of straw. In the
winter months, when he goes to the city

in search of work, for most of the poorer
farmers in China farm in the summer and
work in the cities in the winter, his wife

trudges along beside him and helps him
with his carrying pole or carries a huge
bundle of their worldly possessions herself.

She has few clothes, and what she does
have serves as working garments in the
daytime and bed clothes at night, and are

rarely removed from week end to week end.
Another of her duties is to prepare the

firewood. There is very little available

timber in China and the common fuel of

the farmers is grass. She cuts the grass, and
twists it into sticks about a foot long.

These sticks are called stove vegetables.

In front of each well-to-do farmhouse is a
haystack, and the animals feed off one side

while the farmer's wife works the hay into

sticks on the other. She makes the sticks

by means of a bow with a handle on one
end and a hook on the other. Usually she
has one of the oldest of her little girls turn
the bow while she fixes the grass on the
hook and feeds in the wisps. She twists the
grass first into a single long rope six feet in

length, and then this is doubled and
redoubled until the result is a hard-

wound bundle like a twisted newspaper.
Her household duties are few. Much of

her cooking is done in little baskets set

over a pot of steaming water, piled one on
top of the other to conserve fuel. She
hardly ever uses lard or butter, using in-

stead peanut oil or bean oil, which are
much cheaper. Her life is a hard life of

privation and work, like that of her hus-
band, and if you go to China you will

notice the sad, tired expression on her
face.

In comparing the Chinese farmer with
the American farmer, we have to take into

consideration the fact that in China there
is one farmer for every two acres. The
American farmer uses larger scale produc-
tion methods than the Chinese farmer,
who is really not a farmer at all, but a
market gardener. In this light we can ap-
preciate his efficiency, when we find by
comparing statistics that by his methods,
if they were practicable on a large scale,

which they are not, he could go a long way
toward feeding every man, woman, and
child in the whole United States on the
arable farm lands of the State of New
York alone.

His success in being able to make a
living off so little land lies in the fact that
he looks after the small ends, eliminates
waste, and gets his results by hard, back-
breaking toil. We would naturally expect
him to produce more per unit of labor than
the American farmer, but I doubt that he
does, for the American farmer, with the
aid of his modern machinery and scientific

knowledge, gets much better results for the
amount of energy expended. Yet, on the
other hand, the Chinese farmer will derive
a profit from lands which the American
farmer would not consider at all—such as
swamps and lands covered by water. This
is perhaps due to the fact that he is willing

to work day in and day out in the mud and
slush, plowing, planting and gathering
crops, under conditions which none but
an Oriental could stand.

In conclusion we may say in general this:

that the American farmer views his farm
more as a whole, a unit, while the Chinese
farmer raises his crops by individual rows
and individual plants. He can gain much
from our use of modern machinery and
scientific methods, and we, in turn, can
learn a great deal from a study of his

elimination of small wastes. We have been
farming for scarcely two hundred and fifty

years, while he has been at the game for

forty centuries. He farms with a short
perspective, and in his way he is efficient.

One Way of Making Good
By L. E. Armour

HERE is a case of two farmers who
have been under my observation
for a few years. Their experiences

prove that a farmer's success or failure de-
pends about as much on his management
as upon the crops he produces. Both came
from the same distant State about six

years ago, and bought land near us.
The one bought an improved farm of 60

acres for $800, paying two-thirds cash and
agreeing to pay the balance in two annual
payments. He brought improved imple-
ments with him, and was able to cultivate
more acres than a poorly equipped farmer.
He planted largely of feed crops, corn, peas,
peanuts, and potatoes, and produced
much more than he could gather or house
properly. Other farmers produced the
same crops, so only a dull market existed
for them, and no profitable shipping facili-

ties were convenient. Besides his two
horses he kept no live stock, not even a
pig, and the money which he spent for
milk and butter would have paid for a cow.
He made no improvements, not even the
planting of a fruit tree; spent the winters
in idleness, and got deeply in debt. He
sold his farm after four years, and of course
blamed the soil for his failure. He
has gone to find a better place. He has a
small family, and with a sufficient number
of pigs or calves to consume even the
waste he could have lived independent of
the credit merchant. Whatever place
he may select as his home he will be a
failure without a change of management.
The other had only $150 in cash after

paying his and his family's transportation.
He invested this as one-half payment on
a 40-acre farm with a two-room dwelling,
a pretense of a barn, and a weak rail fence
as its store of improvements. He brought
his meat and lard for the first year. With
these exceptions he had everything to
buy on credit, even a horse. He soon saw
the need of a cow, so bought one on the
installment plan. When he had paid all but
$5 the cow died. He sold the calf to com-
plete the payment, and bought another
cow on the same plan as the first one.
He has sold butter enough to go a long

way toward buying needed supplies and
cattle to the amount of $80. Three years
ago he borrowed money and bought a
pair of pure-bred hogs. Besides producing
his own meat and lard he has sold some
hogs at fancy prices for breeders. His first

horse, a plug, died just when he was
needed the most, but he bought a good
mare on credit to replace him. He has
built up-to-date fences, a poultry house,
and barns, and added another room to his

dwelling. He has a family of small chil-

dren, has had much sickness and one
death, all causing him heavy expense.
He has planted fruit trees every year
excepting one, and has already begun to
realize a profit from his orchard. He has
paid for his farm, owes no man anything,
and does not believe a better place exists

for a poor man. He plans ahead and al-

ways has a desired end in view.
Which of the two men makes the bet-

ter citizen?

Our Stockholders
There are over 135,000

stockholders who own the

American Telephone and
Telegraph Company. This

great body of people, larger

than the entire population of

such cities as Albany, Dayton

or Tacoma, share the earn-

ings produced by the Bell

System.

More than 45,000 of these

partners are workers in the

telephone organization. They
are linemen, switch board

operators, clerks, mechanics,

electricians.

The vast property of the

Bell System represents the

savings of these thousands of

people, in many cases all

their savings.

In the truest sense of the

word this big public service

corporation belongs to the

people. The people own it

and the people receive the

profits. More than 93% of its

stock is owned by persons

holding, each, less than one-

ninth of one per cent.

The Bell System is a real

industrial democracy. On its

economic operation depends

the future independence of

many citizens of small means,

as well as the profitable em-'

ployment of thousands of

other men and women.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies
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BECOME A
raduate Practical Nurse
Yon can earn $18 to $28 a week as a
graduate practical nurse. Our simple,
ome-study, short coarse fits you for

the most noble of professions. Send
today for oar freo trial lesson. Convince
yourself that you are fitted to become a
graduate practical nurse. Easy pay-
ments. Diploma granted.
WALTER SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSIN6

1569 North Halsled Street, Chicago

Don't Lay It on Your Stomach
Don't blame your stomach, if you are suffering
from dyspepsia, biliousness, constipation or any
other chrome digestive disturbance—the odds are

a hundred to one that YOU are the
one to blame. YOU CAN GET
RID OF YOUR AILMENTS and
make yourself well and strong, as
fit and fine as a fighting man, with-
in a few short weeks, if you go
about it the right way.

Patent medicine dope won't do it

;

pills, powders and potions never
made a MAN of anyone. But
Nature will ; Nature is every day
restoring to health, strength, vi-
tality and vigor, thousands of for-

merly ailing, unhappy, miserable
men, by beginning at the beginning
and building up their vital organs
so they will function properly.

BUILD YOURSELF UP
Strongfortism will show you. how;
Strongfortism is aimply Nature's way,
straightforward, simple, sensible, with-
out any bottled quackery about it; Just
living lite as "nature meant it to be
lived; strengthening the heart, lungs

STRONGFORT and other vital organs, developing the
The Perfect Man muscles, clearing the brain, until your

ailments disappear of their own accord
and you are chock full of LIFE again. Send three 2c
stamps to cover mailing expenses for my FREE BOOK
"Promotion and Conservation off Health, Strength and
Mental Energy," it will show YOU how you can do for
yourself what my pupils all over the world are doing for
themselves today..

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

042 Strongfort Institute NEWARK, N. J.

POWER WASHER
Swinging Wringer. Washes dirtiest
clothes nice and clean by Engine or
Motor. Can be used by hand. & styles.
Absolute satisfaction Guaranteed.

<9fi fiC SOLD DIRECT AT
$£0.03 FACTORY PRICES
Sent on 30 days Free trial.
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Cor Free Catalog today.

INTERLOCKING FENCE CO.

Bex 309 Morton, Illinois.

Send NO Money!
There is so much Style, Comfort and
Quality in these NATIONAL DRESS SHOES J
thatwe are willing to send you a
pair, your size, No Money in Ad-
vance—all charges prepaid.
These are so wonderfully good
that we invite you to try them
at our risk. Smart and stylish.
Genuine oak leather soles.
Broad low heels. Extra
quality uppers. An hon-
est shoe all through. Built
for five toes and com-
fort. You must see them
to appreciate their Style,
Quality and Work-
manship. They must
convince you or you
willnotbeout
onecent.Send i

for a pair on
approval. Fay'
only .53.85 on
arrival and I

examine them
|

at your pleas-
ure. Compare them with the best $7 shoe 3

. ,suw. Remember, we guarantee to return every l

wonderful shoes do not please you.»« Mail Coupon Today « « «

BOSTON MAIL ORDER HOUSE. Dept. AS
Essex P. O. Building, Boston, Mass.

Sendmy pair postpaid. I will payonlyS3.85on arrival.
Since I am buying these on approval, my money back
double quick if I want it. / rist nothing.

Name Size.
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4 monthsTiee driving!

FOUR whole months of driving at no expense to you
for repairs or tires. Four whole months in which
there will be no depreciation in your car. This is ex-

actly what will happen when you equip your Ford Car or
Ford One Ton Truck with Hassler Shock Absorbers. They
mean a saving of at least 30%—in all of these costs—the
equivalent of four months of driving. Hasslers accom-
plish these things so easily because they protect the vital

parts of the machine from road shocks and vibrations. It

doesn't seem like the same car—and you'll say that Hassler
Shock Absorbers far more than pay for themselves in im-
proving the riding qualities. They will convert your Ford into an easy-
riding, comfortable car for any purpose—more satisfactory—more eco-
nomical—a machine that will fast two or three years longer. You
can satisfy yourself regarding the value of Hasslers without risking

a penny.

For
Foid
OneTbn
Trucksjoo!

TRADE MAJJK R EC 1ST?RED

Shock Absorber
PATENTED

The Hassler Guarantee:
"Absolute satisfaction or your money back"

10-DAY TRIAL OFFER
Don't ride without Hasslers because someone tries

to discourage you. They are a quality product

—

worth their price. The Hassler dealer in your vicin-

ity will put them on for 10-days' trial. Your money
refunded if you say so. Write for name of dealer

and Trial Blank.

ROBERT H. HASSLER, Inc.
1351 Naomi St. Indianapolis, Inch

Canadian Factory, Hamilton, Ontario

BANK f%

ACCOUNT

•

Are you laying away a little money for a rainy day ?

Or, are you just drifting along, keeping even with
the tide. Don't drift! We'll help you get 6tarted.
Salaries of S35.00 to S50.00 weekly. Write.

Farm and Fireside, Agents' Dept., Springfield, Ohio

It's a Good Plan to Play Safe

IN
YOUR own home town, where you

know everyone, and everyone knows
you, there is small chance of anyone's

stealing your car. But if you are like other
folks, you like to get away once in a while,
and your trip usually takes you to some
large town or city, and here your machine
is not so safe. The auto thief is no respecter
of persons or cars. It is a case of your wits
against his, and I assure you his are quite
sharp.

Thief-proofing the car can be done in a
variety of ways, according to a writer in
the New York "Evening Post." He says
the ideal way to protect your car is to
lock it, and in addition make use of one
of the following hints:

If, when you leave the car. you can do
some simple thing to it to render its

operation difficult or impossible, the chance
of a thief's taking the trouble, assuming
that he has the ability, to make away with
the car is about as small as if it were
securely locked.
Whatever is done to put the car out of

commission temporarily should be some
thing hard for the thief to discover but
easy for the owner to do.
Many of the devices employed affect

the ignition, and one of the cleverest of
these consists of the use of a two-candle-
power electric bulb set in a lamp socket in
the instrument board and connected to
the primary ignition circuit in such a way
that when the bulb is removed the current
is shut off. When the owner leaves the
car he drops the bulb into his pocket,

of locks which it seems right to include
here. If the crank handle is carried locked
in the tool box, then a fairly safe method of
protecting the car is to padlock the starter
pedal 3o that it cannot be depressed. The
thief i£ thus without the ordinary means
for starting the car, and cannot crank it

unJess it is on a hill or unless he can tow ;

it away.
A padlocked damper on the intake or":

exhaust pipe can be used effectively. The
,

best place for it is on the intake pipe, but
a more unexpected place is on the exhaust
pipe. The disadvantage with the use of

such a damper is that if the device i»>

home-made the hood must be raised.
After you have provided your car with

one or more safety devices, don't forget
to use them. Every person's intentions
are good, but many losses are the result of

forgetfulness, and could be avoided.

Save Your Waste Oil
By H. H. Haynes

LIKE all good motorists, you probably
drain your crank case occasionally,

;

and then wonder what you can~do witk
all that dirty oil. Your conscience rebels!
at what seems to you to be a waste. Anjl
it is a waste, for the greater part of thalS
oil can be saved and used again, perhapw
not in the motor, but for other lubricating
purposes about the farm.
To utilize this oil it must be strained or?

The motorcycle gives rapid transportation at low cost, and saves the horses long
trips on the road

secure in- the feeling that no thief will

ever solve the secret.

This idea has a variety of modifications.
A fuse might be used instead of a lamp
bulb, or a hidden switch may be employed.
The latter may be located under the front
seat cushion, under the cowl, or on the
back of the instrument board.
As the ignition current is usually shut

off by grounding the primary circuit, an
effective method is to ground the primary
wire at some unexpected point, easy to
reach but hard to see.

Removing some vital part of the igni-

tion apparatus is excellent, but it involves
the trouble of raising the hood. On all

battery ignition systems and some magne-
tos the distributor brush may be lifted

out without the slightest difficulty, and
in about as short a time as it would take
to lock the car. Short-circuiting the safety-

spark gap is very effective, provided the
gap is not in plain sight. A small ball of

fine wire or tinfoil can be used to good
advantage between the points of the gap.

Cables of the same length leading to the
spark plugs can be exchanged on each pair

of the plugs so that no spark occurs at the
right time.

If the carburetor has a spring-controlled
air valve it is possible to drill a tiny hole
through the valve guide and the valve
stem, so that when an inconspicuous pin
is placed through it the valve is held open
or closed, as desired, so that the engine
does not receive a proper mixture.
A three-way valve in the gasoline line,

operated preferably by an inconspicuous
rod which extends out to the side of the
car, will fool most thieves. With it the
gasoline line can be shut off and the car-

buretor drained in one operation.
There are two or three interesting uses

filtered, to remove the dirt and sediment
This dirt, which may be particles of car-
bon, burnt oil, and perhaps powdered biW
of steel, is all that makes it unfit for use.

Remove it and you have practically what
you started with, only a smaller amount^
with perhaps a little of its "life" taken out*
Most manufacturers are inclined te

advise one not to use this oil in the cylin-

ders again, and to be on the safe side it is

well to follow their judgment. However,
there is no harm in mixing it with a very
heavy oil or a light grease, and using it as

a transmission or rear axle oil.

If you don't care to use it in your car,

it makes excellent machine oil. The
strained and filtered oil from two cars has

furnished all the machine oil we needed
the year round.
There is nothing you can do with the old,

thick grease removed from the trans-

mission. It is too heavy and thick to filter,

and its life is usually gone. The best

place to put it is in the furnace. It will at

least make good fuel.

Safety First

AHANDY method of disposal for the

gasoline tank on the farm is to place

the tank under proper shelter underground,
with facilities for filling the tank from the

surface and a pump with which to force

the gasoline from the tank to the auto-

mobile gas reservoir. Such a system places

the gasoline out of danger from a stray

match, and puts it in a place where chil-

dren cannot tamper with it. A force pump
which will be very convenient in transfer-

ring the gas from the supply tank to the

motor or other receptacle may be pur-

chased at a slight expense.
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Tire Economy
By Russell Adams

THERE are five ways in which you can
save on tire bills: First, by buying

good tires; second, by keeping tires well

inflated; third, by using your brakes with

caution; fourth, by not overloading your

car; fifth, before shedding your car at the

end of a run examine your tires and remove
tacks, pieces of wire, glass, etc., that have
lodged in the rubber tread, for to-morrow
they may work their way through to the

inner tube and cause an annoying puncture.

I have found it a very unprofitable

practice to buy anything but the best

tires. There seems to be a misleading idea

to the effect that serviceable tires can be
bought for much less than the price asked

for standard brands. I have tried a few
so-called "bargain tires at greatly reduced
prices," but if there is any bargain to them
it can only be classed as a bad bargain—for

the buyer. This class of tires simply will

not stand up and give satisfactory service.

Tire upkeep is the most expensive part

of car maintenance, and for this reason
it pays the driver to give his tires the best
attention at all times.

The rear tires of any car support more
weight than the front, besides having to

bear the strain of pushing the car forward,
and for this reason they are subject to more
wear than the front ones. I have found it

profitable to keep my best tires on the back
wheels.

Oil and grease are solvents of rubber, and
will quickly ruin the best tire manufactured
if allowed to remain on its surface for any
length of time.

Besides putting a terrific strain on gear
and axles, there is nothing that will wear a
tire faster than the sudden locking of the
wheels, for that reason a good driver should
use his brake with judgment. It is a sure
sign of the amateur to see a driver lock his

drive wheels when coming to a stop, unless it

happens to be a case of absolute necessity.

I once ruined a couple of tires by using my
service brake, but stopped within six

inches of a bewildered little girl who
seemed paralyzed with fear.

It is a comforting thing to have an
extra tire clamped on the back of your car.

I like to have an extra tube along too, for

it sometimes come in handy. Extra
tires should be protected from light, heat,
and dampness by a heavy tire cover. A
tire cover does not cost much, and soon
pays for itself in tire-saving.

A tire-repair man once told me that
almost 90 per cent of all tire trouble is due
to under-inflation—that is, by running the
car on tires that are too soft. A soft tire,

by having its side walls bent at a sharp
angle, -will soon have its fabric loosened
from the rubber, with consequent liability

of an early rupture from stone bruises, etc.

I carry a small vulcanizer, which uses a
combined heat unit and patch, in my tool
box, and it gives perfect satisfaction on
tiny punctures, but I have a small steam
vulcanizer at home with which I make
most of my repairs. It does a first-class job
on patches up to 2^ x 3 inches on inner
tubes, and is useful in vulcanizing small
cuts in casings.

Many miles can be added to the life of
an old casing if an inner liner is used; but
be sure and do a good job when you put in
that liner, for if you leave wrinkles and
ridges in the surface you can expect to ruin
an inner tube in a very short time. I have
little faith in blow-out patches—after a
tire has blown out its days of usefulness
are numbered.

Do Your Chains Fit?

THIS business of putting on your tire

t
chains is more important than you

might think. Care used in fitting them will
be rewarded by longer life to tires. In
spite of opinions to the contrary, it is poor
practice to fit chains in any manner so
tightly that they cannot slip a trifle.

After a chain has been used for a time,
the gradual wear between the side links
will tend to make it looser, and in that
case it is well to remove one or two of the
links, depending on the amount of play.
Only remove as many links as will allow
you to bring the connections together
without the exertion of more force than
can be applied with the hands. This ten-
sion is usually sufficient to prevent any
part of the chain from hitting the fender.

It is the looseness of the chain that
prevents wear on the tire. It is not meant
that your chains should be so slack as to
run the chance of losing them, but leave
enough play so that the cross chains will
not hit in the same place on the tire every
time the wheel turns.

For Three Years Hudson
Super-Sixes Have Led

Super-Six leadership Was first established on the speed-

way. There it showed such performance and endurance

as immediately placed it in the front as the greatest stock

car that had ever attemptedsuch feats.

But present Hudson leadership does not rest upon what it

has done in establishing the best time for one hour, or for

one hundred miles, or for its twenty-four hour performance,

or for having made the best time in the greatest hill climb

that was ever held, when it climbed to the top ofPike's Peak.

The Super-Six is not distinguished because ofany one notable

performance, although it holds more such records than any

other car.

The greatest proof of Hudson leadership is shown by the

way in which 60,000 Super-Six owners are satisfied with

their cars.

Acknowledged by all Rivals

Hudson body designs too are the standard of motordom.

Everyone in touch with motor car development knows

how the Sedan, the Touring Limousine, the Speedster, the

Cabriolet, the Limousine and the Town Car, models that first

appeared on the Super-Six chassis, have served as patterns for

other cars. Hudson owners always get the advance models.

In almost every locality the Hudson Super-Six is not only

the largest in number among fine cars, it is regarded as the

fine car. In many sections it is the only fine car to be found.

The scarcity of Hudsons promises to be greaterthis year

than ever.

Hudson Motor Car Company
Detroit, Michigan

(1060)

A Bee Liner*
to Profit «|gj
Bee keeping makes you money quickly and

surely, with little risk or labor. Just put them
in a hive. They'll find their own food. The
honey you don't use we will buy at market prices.

There is more money in bee keeping than in poultry.
Bigger profits per dollar invested and space occupied.
Less work. Bee keeping is a business that is practically '

all profit if you adopt .

THE ROOT WAY
The use of Root supplies removes the danger of'stings

and increases your profits. We carry a complete line for
beginners and professionals—standard hives, comb
frames, smokers, honey extractors, gloves, veils, etc.

Everything made by experts who have made bee sup-
plies for years. We start you right in bee keeping and Ay
give you free advice at all times. Our so years' experi- T
ence in successful bee keeping at your disposal, to ^
help you make a success. ^

SEND FOR FREE BOOK •

Our book "Bees for Pleasure and Profit" is packed
full of interesting information. A copy is yours for 9
the asking. Write for it today. •

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
161 Main St. Medina, Ohio

Branch offices, warehouses and deal-
ers in many important cities from the

Atlantic to the Pacific.

St:mm Are You Getting Anywhere?
Or are you just struggling along in the same old rut? If you want to make

more money—If you want an extraordinary opportunity—Write

Sales Manager Farm and Fireside Springfield, Ohio

OneManLogSaw
Strong, Simple, Dependable. A Fuel maker and
work saver. Cuts any size logs into any lengths.
Easy to move from log to log and from cut to cut.

OTTAWA,^ayAw»»«»MlMp|llllllllllllllM |ll ||Mi

ENGINE LOGSAW
Does the work of ten men. Makes wood sawing
easy and profitable. When not sawing wood use
as portable engine lor pumping water and on

£S"ewerlS OTTAWA MFG. CO.
for our low price. ,. «^^^_ 079 Wood Street,

fully srs&MSB^^
GUAR- *l
ANTEED

honor-But
HAY UNLOADING -Ti

Save cost of many men at
harvest time. Save hay and
grain, too, and soon pay for

themselves with this saving.
Sturdy construction and pat-
ented Myers features make hay,
grain and fodder unloading eas-
ier and more profitable. Acknowledged
for thirty years as the best and most
practical. Every Hay Unloader, Fork or
Accessory protected with the same name
of quality which marks the great Myers
line of Pumps and Door Hangers. Dealers

everywhere. Be Sure It's
A Myers. See your dealer

j

or write us.

F.E. MYERS &BRO.
1 303 Fourth St.. AtMand, Ohm

1
(4)
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Wk Plugs

Rigid Inspection Insures Dependability

Long trained experts go over the plugs to

make sure that every detail is right, and that

there are no imperfections.

This care and thoroughness, coupled with our
famous No. 3450 Champion Insulator and our
patented asbestos gasket construction, are re-

sponsible for the better performance of Champion
spark plugs as compared to other plugs, and their

greater resisting power to temperature changes
and to shock and vibration.

There is a Champion Spark Plug for every type of
motor car, motor truck, tractor, motorcycle and
stationary engine.

Champion Spark Plug Company, Toledo, Ohio
Champion Spark Plug Company, of Canada, Ltd., Windsor, Ontario

Champion
For Ford Cars
A19, Price 90c

• JReo" Cluster Metal Shingles. V-Cnmp, Corru
gated. Standing Seam, Painted or Galvanized Roof-

ings Sidings, Wallboard, Paints, etc., direct to yoa
at Rock-Bottom Factory Prices. Positively greatest

offer ever made. We Pay the Freight.

Edwards "Reo" Metal Shingles
cost less; outlast three ordinary roofs. No painting

or repairs. Guaranteed rot, fire, rust, lightning proof.

Free Roofing Book
Get our wonderfully
low prices and free

samples. We sell direct
to you and save you all

in-between dealer's
profits. Ask for Book
No. 558.

IW PRICED GARAGES
Lowest prices on Ready-Made
Fire-Proof Steel Garages. Set
op any place. Send postal for
Garage Book, showing styles.

THE EDWARDS MFG. CO.
50B-558 Pie SL, Cincinnati. 0.

FREE
j

Samples & !

1 1

Roofing Book i

THE SELF-OILING WINDMILL
has become so popular in its first four years that
thousands have been called for to replace, on their

old towers, other makes of mills, and to replace, at
small cost, the searing of the earlier

Aermotors, making them self-oil.

ing. Its enclosed motor
keeps in the oil and
keeps out dust and
rain. The Splash Oil.
ing System constantly
floods everybearingwith oil, pre-
venting wear and enabling th<

mill to pump in the lightest breeze.

The oil supply is renewed once a year.

Double Gears are used, each carrying half the load.
We make Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Tanks,

Water Supply Good* and Steel Frame Saws.

Write AERMOTOR CO., 2500 Twelfth St, Chicago

oJ charge to repaint house will be furnished if alter
applied according to direction you are dissatisfied.
This Our Guarantee! Buy direct from factory.

VERY BEST MIXED PAINTS
House Paint §2.55 per gallon. Red or Brown Roof or
Barn Paint SI.50 per gallon. Color card on request.
The Black Diamond Paint Co., Cincinnati, Ohio

Pay Nothing
.•-m Until 60 Days
easily \HH^ Send no money—just mail coupon—and we will send

BV Hand F°° tn *9 strong, durable Majestic Hand Feed Grinder
for Table Meal and Poultry Feed, for 30 days' free

t
use. If yoa decide to keep it, make first small pay-
ment in 60 days and take a fall year to pay. If not

-.=.v _=t satisfactory, return it in 30 days at oar expense and
^^RraSHsiSSR^r n •^V^HA we &ay transportation both ways."™r 1tni»»«Grinder

k Per Hr. Ill For Table Meal (All Grains) and Poultry Feed
,_' Has special universal grinding plates which are

vmmm NMfliVSffiBHli aw CI,:,, wl /BWaW quickly and easily adjusted for nne or coarse grind-

FRFF nBHBHIl Ml ^' W /If ing. Burrs made of _ —
VibIbV^SEN #/ DinU II Smm special white metal /_.._ ...__...«,, „n

Book of FarmW iipweight I Mii»s^^/ THE HARTMAN CO.

!ul barelins in fllF HH\ 40 LbS.MrVfBW^ corn.wheat.rye or / Send Feed Grinder No. 453*M«69.

crea^w-nJTill IIBW JS? ;iU/ any other grain; / If satisfactory, I will pay S2.00 in

tor«»M»rS.inr2" ffll WEB^̂ *m-~SimlmMW Bam e grains coarse / 60 days, balance in payments ol

rtrlll , pirn iv?' M HHlIlBlHDHHKl^ and also dry bone. / S2.00 each every 60 days until price

?oA/a»fr^ WKm I WlPigP^ shells, etc., for / ofS6.70 is paid in full. If not sat-

r?r7u1Sr ^« 'iBrll
-^a^-

ponItry- see con- / Isfactory. will return in 30 days and

oik" BMkl r»n for price and ' you will pay transportation both ways,

ere.paint!.,^®'*}/ JiHknm our liberal year-to-pay terms. /

rooiinK. ^(a* M^M 1 •

^•cZ^^^I^^ SCnlU^ /^ame
only coupon—no money—we will #

ship the grinder on the 30 days' free trial—with nearly a yaar / *

to pay if you keep it. No fairer offer ever made. Send now. ' Address
II you don't order grinder send post card for big Free Catalog. /

Thp HsrTmOn Pfl 4039 LaSalle St. /
lib HCll llllall UU.j Dept. 1595, Chicago / Nearest shipping point -

A Farm Machinery Syndicate
By J. T. Bartlett

1 PRESUME there are farming localities

where a general co-operative effortmight
have little prospect of success, because

individualistic spirit is so general, but it is

hard to believe that anywhere co-operation
in the syndicate form is impractical. Four
or five, or seven or eight, or a dozen, or

even more, farmers combine loosely for

some special purpose. It may be the sell-

ing of a single crop, the shipping of which
in car lots they can only accomplish by
getting together. It may be the purchase
of wholesale quantities of concentrates,
fertilizers, sacks, boxes, flour, apples, coal,

twine, or something else of many things.

It may be the joint ownership of special

pieces of farm machinery, which owned
individually would be excessively expen-
sive, owing to limited annual use. The
syndicate, being small in numbers, can
generally be formed among several friends.

It is in such a subordinate affair, utterly
out of proportion to the economies effect-

ed, that each member still retains complete
business independence.

Sometimes, where economy is an insuf-
ficient inducement, convenience may lead
several farmers to form a syndicate, and in
other cases there may be twin motives.
Here are the special details of a seven-

year-old syndicate which has attained no
better than average success. The first

purchase was a corn binder, six farmers
participating. The strain on each mem-

number of days each member uses the
equipment.
Rapid recent developments in the farm-

machinery field should encourage formation
of machinery syndicates. Co-operative
ownership of tractors around a member
especially capable in tractor care would
make far greater efficiency in the use of
this piece of power equipment. The farm
motor truck developed on a neighborhood
basis can hardly fail to be profitable, cir-

cumstances being at all favorable. In
threshing outfits developments of recent
months indicate rapid adoption of small
outfits, displacing the "big show" which
has so exclusively held the field for years.

Your Iron Chore Boy
By B. E. Wihe

THE modern gas engine is a highly effi-

cient and never-tiring helper, capable
of adapting itself to almost every known
need for power on the farm.
As the first and foremost consideration,

of gas engines is the means of employing.-
their power, the first thing a farmer ok
other user needs to know is not only how,
to make them run, but also to understand]
the various ways—the best ways—to put
them to work. We have seen some gaso-
line engines standing out in the open,

Tired of waiting their turn, ten Vermilion County, Illinois, farmers organized a
threshing ring which has proved very successful

ber's resources was insignificant, yet the

benefits were substantial. Later all mem-
bers built silos. At first, custom silo-filling

outfits were depended on, but their service

was not entirely satisfactory. Two more
farmers went in with the six, and they
bought a blower, one of the largest sizes

manufactured. They continued for some
time, depending on hired power, until the

charge struck them as too great. Last

fall they bought an engine and a threshing

machine for something more than $1,500.

"We have purchased this equipment for

our own convenience," stated one member.
"We thresh when we want to, and we fill

our silos when we want to. It is one of the

rules adopted by the syndicate that the

equipment will never be used outside of

our own members. The only possible ex-

ception would be one of charity."

The present regulations of this syndicate

have value as showing the adapting to

local circumstances of the special equip-

ment owned. With the corn binder and
blower each member contributed an equal

share of the cost, and annual expenses

were equally divided. When the engine

and thresher were purchased it was appar-

ent the same arrangement would be un-

fair, as some of the members would use the

outfit twice as much as others. It hap-

pened that the seller of the outfit did not

require cash, so that it became practical

to adopt a very convenient method of pay-

ment, simultaneously recognizing the jus-

tice of a pro-rated cost. It was decided

that each member should pay $20 a day
for the use of the outfit. This will go into

a general fund out of which payments and
six per cent interest charges will be met
until the equipment is owned outright.

Expenses for repairs, etc., are allotted at

the end of the season, pro-rated on the

where the owner leaves them through
summer and winter, covering them up
with some frail covering like a blanket or

an old box that leaks. An' engine in such
a situation is certainly subject to all the
direct influences of the weather, and should
not be expected to do good work. It shoulf
be housed at all times.

A special engine house, with the variou
adaptations of shafts, pulleys, belts, etc

where the engine can rest bolted down to l

solid bed, is the best arrangement of alL

Such a house can be built at a place con-
venient to all power work it is needed for.

It is no trouble at all to have the cream
separator in a house adjoining the engine-

room and then provide a shafting to run
this separator. An engine of sufficient

power to do several things at once is

the most profitable plan, and then so

arrange the work that it can operate more
than one thing at a time.
There is even a way of having several

beds made for one particular type of en»

gine. In this case the engine is wheeled
about on its truck to the required place,

where a firm bed is ready, bolted down,
and then put to work.

In putting up shafting and pulleys, yon
should know about what speed the pulley

is required to run to perform the chosen

work satisfactorily. The wood saw will

necessarily have to run very swiftly. The
fanning mill takes a certain speed, the

cream separator another, and the pump
still another. It would never do to have

them all the same. You can get the re-

quired information on all these things from
the maker of your engine. They know
best what their engines can do. They will

be able to suggest valuable economies in

other ways of operation, as well as various

uses, which you never dreamed of.
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CAN'T PUNCTURE
NOR BLOW OUT

DAYTON AIRLESS TIRES in
the past 6 years have been

used by thousands of owners of
- light passenger

and delivery cars
in all parts of the
civilized world,
and have conclu-
sive 1 y demon-
strated:

1st—They can't

puncture nor
blowout.

2nd— They ride

as smoothly as
pneumatics.

3rd— They give
much longer
wear than the
average pneu-
matic.

4th—They abso-
lutely will not
injure the car.

They have been
endorsedby 50,000
or more satisfied

users including
the late George
Westinghouse and

Edward Grey, formerly Chief Engineer of
the Ford Motor Company.

Piers of live, elastic rubber built about
one inch apart inside the casing and vul-
canized or welded to it take the place of an
inner tube.
Nothing can happen but wear.
We have standardized on 30 x 3 and

30 x 3% and the price is right.
We sell direct where we have no dealer.
We want an exclusive dealer in every

county—tire experience not necessary. Ex-
cellent chance to build up in a protected
territory a very profitable business either by
itself or as a side line.

THE DAVTON RUBBER MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO

.•MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY .

The Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co.
Dept. F. F., Dayton, Ohio

Please send without obligation booklet and
information on Dayton Airless Tires as checked
below

:

_ For Ford pleasure cars.

For light delivery cars.

Proposition to dealers.

Name

Address

County State -

FORD RADIATORS
of Highest
Efficiency

*28SL?
LF.

O. B. Detroit
Finished in either
nickel or black
enamel and packed
in strong cartons-

Weight com plet e only 35 pounds.

Rational^«t^m;,Radiator
The new Ford National ZIG ZAG Radiator
is equal in material, workmanship and finish
to those installed upon the world's most ex-
pensive cars. One on your sturdy Ford will
add greatly to its appearance and efficiency.
It will prevent overheating under the hardest driving
conditions. Flexibility, allowing unusual expansion
and contraction, eliminates ordinary radiator freezing
troubles. A national ZIG ZAG Radiator ensures great-
er driving comfort and economical motor efficiency,

Aek Your Dealer or Write Vt Direet

NATIONAL CAN COMPANY
Radiator Division Detroit, Mich.

INSYDE TYRES Inner Armor
for Auto Tires. Double mileage, prevent blow-
outs and punctures. Easily applied in any tire.
Thousands sold. Details free. Agents wanted.
Amer. Accessories Co., Dept. 1 16, Cincinnati

After ten years test by thou-
sands of car users, Briotson
PneumaticTireahavesolved
pneuinatio tire problem.
Easy riding, absolutelyproof
against punctures, blow-
outs, ruta, rim cut, skidding,
oil, gasoline. In snort trouble
proof. Written lO.OQOmile guar-
antee. Some go 16 to 20,003.

TRY 'EM AT OUR EXPENSE
Make us prove It. Don't pay If 1

aot satisfied. Write to-day for 1

details of most liberal, convincing I

"Free Trial" plan ever offered.
|

Seotwith illustrated, descriptive book I

The Brictson Mfg. Co., Dept. 85-59 I

V. O. W. Bldg., Omaha, Nebr.
]

Making Work Count for

the Most
By H. H. Haynes

SOME farmers own a farm and work on
it. Others own a farm and manage it.

The latter works just as much as the for-

mer, but in a different way. He works his

head along with his hands. He doesn't get

up at four o'clock in the morning just be-

cause that is the time all farmers are sup-
posed to crawl out. He gets up because he
knows that to keep things running smooth-
ly he must be on the job. To get the most
efficient labor from the men he employs he
must not only direct them, telling them
what to do and how to do it, but he also

finds it necessary to work with them and
take the lead in doing the work. This
might not be feasible on large ranches or

plantations where the help runs into the

hundreds, but on farms like you and I

know about it is a mighty good plan.

Plan your work ahead and then keep
ahead of the work. If you can plan your
farm work and direct your labor so as to

get more done than the average, then you
are the man who can afford to pay more
than the average wages to your help.

Good farm labor, or any kind, for that
matter, is hard to get; but if you can pay a
little more than the other fellow, you get

the best help.

Try and make everything handy about
the farm so as to make it easier to do the
work. A broken or hard-operating gate
that is much used will waste a lot of time
in the course of a day. An empty water
tank when the teams come in at night, hot
and tired, means that one or more of the
men must spend considerable time on the
pump handle, and all because someone for-

got to put the windmill in gear. It's not the
big things that are forgotten, but the little

ones that help the big ones along.
Always have in mind some "rainy-day"

jobs. If you can't remember them, put
them down in a book. An hour spent in
tightening up or repairing a machine may
save a ten-hour day if it breaks down in the
field. An inside job of grinding or shelling
corn on a rainy day, even though the feeder
isn't quite empty, might be the means of
keeping everything going full blast in the
field when the sun is shining. Making hay
when the sun shines is only possible by
seeing that odd jobs are done when it

rains.

As far as possible, the man power you
employ should be cut down by machinery.
A gang plow and six horses and one driver
will do just as much in a day as two sulkies
with three horses and a driver each. You
could just as well save the cost of that one
man. Two two-row cultivators will effi-

ciently cover as much ground as four one-
row machines, and by using them you have
saved two men and two horses. Your
overhead is reduced in proportion to the
size of machine one man can handle.
Many farmers saved labor last fall by

harvesting corn and soy beans with hogs.
In this way they needed no help to pick the
corn, nor to cut and thresh the beans. And
the method isn't wasteful, either. I have
tried it, and I defy anyone to find an ear of
corn left in the field after hogging down.
Headwork is just as necessary to the

man who operates a farm as it is to the
man who sits at a desk and runs a railroad.
You must map out your line of work, and
then gather about you -help that will
efficiently carry out your plans.

Maybe You Waste Time
By Earl Rogers (Ohio)

IT LOOKS to me sometimes as if a farm
efficiency expert could be about as useful

a man as ever was. We have such men in

our county agents, but they have too
much territory to cover. We all do our
work with too many steps. I know I do.
I think about what I am doing, yet at
times I find myself going at chores or
other work in a way that takes many more
steps than it should.
Many times a few nails, a gate repaired,

or a door put on its track would save time
and labor, but we can't take the time to

do it.

Some time ago I watched a farmer feed

16 head of horses. At the end of the barn
there was a vacant stall where the oats was
kept. He made a trip to the end of the
barn every time he fed a horse. I didn't

ask him why he didn't take a bushel of oats

along with him and feed the 16 horses with
two or three trips, or why he didn't use a
wheelbarrow to take the oats along with
him. I wonder if he ever thought of that?
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Stewart Speedometer $25.00
Special for Fords $11.75

Stewart Vacuum System
$12.50

Do You Want

A Complete Car?
Wherever motor cars travel, in crowded city or

peaceful countryside, accessories "custombilt" by
STEWART are in greatest demand.

No car is complete without a Stewart Speed-

ometer. It tells you with absolute accuracy how
far you go and how fast you go. Only speed-

ometer built on the magnetic principle, universally

recognized as the most reliable. Used, as standard

equipment by 95% of all cars. A Stewart Speedom-
eter will greatly increase your motoring satisfaction.

Banish all our gasoline feed troubles by in-

stalling a Stewart Vacuum System, the scientific

system that feeds gas to the carburetor automati-

cally and evenly under any and all motoring con-

ditions. It will give your car the constancy of

power of a Niagara.

For safety's sake, you need a Stewart Warning
Signal. The most reliable, effective, durable sig-

nal ever constructed. Make night driving safe,

by installing a Stewart V-Ray Searchlight, that

keeps you out of ditches, points out all danger

spots far ahead, and makes the passing of cars an

easy matter even on darkest nights. A Stewart

Autoguard that protects your headlights, fenders,

radiator and motor, costs less than the damage of

one collision.

In fact, you need the entire Stewart Big Ten.

Inspect them at any accessory dealer's store.

Stewart-Warner Speedometer Cor'n

CHICAGO, u. s. A.

1

Miss Stewart Custombilt Says:

"All our products are strictly

•custombilt' as only Stewart knows

how, offering you better values."

Stewart
Autoguard
$12.00

Ford and
Chevrolet Sizes

$10.00

Stewart
V-Ray

Searchlight $6.00

zurmi
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Soon Drain
the Radiator!

THE easiest and quickest way to repair leaks in radi-

ators, pumps, water jackets, motor head gaskets,

hose connections, etc., is with Johnson's Radiator
Cement. It will stop leaks immediately without laying up
the car—no mechanical experience required—all you have
to do is remove the cap and pour the Radiator Cement
in the radiator. No tool kit complete without a can of Johnson's
Radiator Cement. It overcomes the inconvenience of laying up ones
car—will ordinarily seal a leak in from two to ten minutes.

IAT0RBSBB BS Da Vr B0 «

Johnson's Radiator Cement contains nothing which
can clog or coat the cooling system and is abso-
lutely harmless in every respect. It blends per-
fectly with the water until it reaches the leaks.
Just as soon as it comes in contact with the air
it forms a hard, tough, pressure-resisting sub-
stance which is insoluble in water and consequent-
ly makes a permanent seal.

A half-pint of Johnson's Radiator Cement is or-
dinarily sufficient for a Ford or other small ra-
diator—for medium- size cooling systems use a
pint and for large cooling systems, a quart.
For sale by Hardware, Accessory dealers and
Garages. Write for our booklet on Keeping Cars
Young—it's free.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Dept. F. F., Racine, Wis.
- Established 1882

JOHNSON'S

RADIATOR

CEMENT
- tendsLeaKy
Radiators

iem All

ROUGH
Rats

You don't experiment when you use "Rough>*
, On Rats" to clear the pests from yourpremisej.*

,

* Every one goes. "Rough On Rats" is not only a
> the most effective rat and mouse exterminator

"

[ but also the most economical. At drug and
~

aj — ~— — . — ..— ....—.. . — —
: , ai

• general stores.Write for "Ending Rats and Mice".%

I • '»™ !»ulSent FREE—wAel *.

-ft
S. WELLS.%^
Chemist CJTt

lersey City. N.J.

Before Spring Work
Best time to clip is in the spring, when coat is heavy
and animal is soft. Short hair means healthier pores
and prevents sickness. A horse kept in good condition
in the spring stands better chance of remaining healthy
all year. The best way to clip is with a Stewart No. 1

Ball Bearing Machine, $9.75. Send $2.00, pay balance
on arrival, or write for catalog.

CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT COMPANY
Dept. A 140, f Zth Street and Central Avenue, Chicago, III.

BUY FOR LESS
Save '15
to '200
NOW

Casta or
EasyTerms

Viite for Reduced
Prices on WITTE Engines

—all sizes—2 to 30 H-P.—Kero-
seDe— Gasoline— Stationary—

Portable—Saw-Rig. If you need
POWER to pump, saw, grind, fill silo,

or do other hard work, be sure to getmy money saving offer. 1 make better
engines— guarantee longer— sell for less

—

Valua ble Book FREE.—Ed. H. Witte. Pres.

WITTE ENGINE WORKS
i 2067 Oakland Ave. Kansas Cltv, Mo.
2067 Empire Bldg. Pittsburgh, Pa.

s
rolf

Save money on roofing—send now
for special sheet of bargains—start-
ing with 89c a roll. Every roll backed
by our $10,000 guarantee of money-
back-if-not-satisfied. Many thousands
of rolls of our roofing are giving satis-
faction all over the country. Write now
for special bulletin of quality bargains.

Manufacturers Outlet Dept.
BUFFALO HOUSEWRECKING i. SALVAGE CO.
503 Walden Avenue Buffalo, N. Y.

AmericanFence
Full gauge wires; full weight; full length
rolls. Superior quality galvanizing.proof
against hardest weather conditions.
Special Book Sent Free. Dealers Everywhere,

AMERICAN STEEL AND WIRE CO.
CHICAGO NEW YORK

TheCheapestWai/To^

I Pull Stumps

Tm
Send No Money"
Try Kirstin 30

1

daysFREEonyourl
own stumps—6 months*
to pay. If not convinced!

it. Money refunded. J
Ifctin One-Mu, |" att" c

'--r Poller |
. _ Greater power, speed 1

and strength. Lasts longer. A few pounds pull

on handle exerts tons on stump. Froo Booh I
Ieives full details. Shows One-Man and Horse
Power models. A. J. KIRSTIN COMPANY I

I lud Street, ESCANABA, MICH. I

What About Farm Labor?
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5]

families and more and better machinery
took charge of the case. The labor that
was free to be hired was to be found only
here and there. And that labor, for the
most part, was made up of * 'left-overs," or
the "back wash," as the British farmers
used to class this sort of help. Rather
than bother with it the farmers went on
with their own—and arrived.
Nor did the farmers get excited over all

that war-born sacrilege that there was suf-

ficient surplus labor in the cities to make
good the deficiencies on the land. Many
of our pseudo-economists and quack prac-
titioners on economic, maladies would have
had us believe that so long as a man had a
sound body he could do farm work. But
the farmer never believed it. He had tried
this class of labor before, and paid it off

before the end of the week. It lost time,
wasted money and material, WTecked ma-
chinery and ran up production costs to the
fatal-fever mark. The farmer was dis-

gusted with this propaganda—is now.
Nobody need try to "discover" this un-
tapped source of farm labor for a solution
of the present problem.
Many have advanced the theory that

one sure way to clear up the mists veiling
the farm-labor outlook is to have the War
Department recall from active military
duty all men who have been taken from the
farms. This sounds resonable, but it isn't

practical. Let the War Department tell

Dick Jones with the American Army of

Occupation in Germany that he is coming
back to America because he's needed on a
farm, and immediately Harry Smith, his

bunkie, will wonder why the Sam Hill he
isn't allowed to go back to his old job in

the shoe factory. Such a program would
demoralize our forces, and it would take
the General Staff of the Allies to make
peace in the ranks.

Just Any Farmhand Won't Do

Now, the farmers do want their sons and
cousins and brothers back on the farms

—

I've talked with a lot of them lately—and
they're hoping they won't have to wait
much longer. But here's an interesting
thing, and an encouraging thing as well:

Much of the apparent labor dearth on
farms can't be filled by any good farmhand,
simply because the men in charge of those
farms are holding those vacancies open for

the men who will come back to them with
stripes on their sleeves. The men who
gave up these jobs to go to the war are go-
ing to have the same jobs back, and no-
body else need apply.
You can take all the statistics you want,

but they'll never reveal this factor. This
farm-labor problem is going to be solved
just as much by the personal equation as

by mathematical units. And on these per-
sonal-equation lines the labor problems of

the future will be solved. If our Govern-
ment had been up and doing instead of

molding in theory for a good many years,

these critical moments in the agriculture

of America would not arise to find us so
utterly unprepared to meet them.

Let me get at this a bit slowly by saying
now that one of the chief activities of the
Federal Office of Farm Management,
which has charge of the Department of

Agriculture's farm-labor activities at this

moment, is the education of laborers and
consumers alike in what it means to produce
food.
This may sound offhand like a far-away

cry from the solution of the present labor
problems, but it's at the bottom of the
only one.
The Office of Farm Management has

what is known as a state labor specialist in

nearly every State in the Union. He
works through state extension depart-
ments and other agencies. His chief work
right now is to give farmers the results of

the best investigational work of the Office

along the line of efficiency and economical
crop production.

This, of course, is the best data on the
use of machinery, horses, and man power;
the most efficient systems of crop rotation,

and the like. It's showing how to do the
most with the means at hand.
He also is investigating and spreading

facts about the relationship between prices
of farm crops and farm wages. How many
men know when wheat is a dollar ten what
a farmer can afford to pay for the labor to
grow it? How many men know how much
he can afford to raise the farm wage when
wheat is standing at two-twenty?
Nobody knows unless he knows what it

costs to raise a bushel of wheat in his par-
ticular section, with its own special physi-
cal and economic conditions.
How many laborers know that it often

is better to work on a farm for $3 a day
than to work in the city for a good deal
more? The only ones who know this are
those who know what the farm furnishes
free—a house, food, fuel, and the like. And
few know what it costs the farmer to fur-

nish these, and that he can furnish them
cheaper than any other employer.
The Federal Office of Farm Management

knows these things, because it has had a
corps of experts at work in the fields for

years gathering the figures. And we'll come
back later in this story to the significance

of these in relation to the labor problem.
Another factor: What is going to be

done about the uneconomic distribution of

farm labor throughout the twelve months
in the year? On some farms in Maryland,
say, growing nothing but tobacco, there is

absolutely nothing for the labor, so badly
needed in summer, to do in winter. This
labor drifts about from farm to farm or

back to the cities, upsetting the balance
there. What's to be done with the labor

drifting willy-nilly after the great Western
wheat harvests?

Stabilize labor by giving it steady em-
ployment. The farmers know that is the

answer. They're sick and tired of the

"drifter" hand. The drifter is sick and
tired of drifting. He upsets labor-supply
balances in the citites in winter, often he

leaves the farm in the fall to join the city

bread line. He's an unplaced, disturbing

factor. But it is not his fault.

Now, in Maryland, for example, again,

the representative of the Federal Office of

Farm Management has just about convinced
one of the big tobacco manufacturing com-
panies that it would pay them to establish

certain branches of their manufacturing ac-

tivities in the tobacco-growing sections of

the State. When the labor left the fields after

growing the crop, they would find immediate
employment at shed work of this company;
then the farmers would know they could

count on it next season.
In Maine the labor that finds steady em-

ployment on the farms in summer takes to

the woods in winter, and works at logging,

to return to the farms in spring.
This work is going on, and is the only

work which is destined to work out the ul-

timate solution of the farm-labor problem.
Along with it there is the tremendous fac-

tor of educating the public in the matter
of crop-production costs. If we under-

stood these, half our labor troubles would
cease.

The consumer watches the price of shoes

rise 100 per cent, smiles and pays the bill.

If milk advances a cent a quart, there is a

nation-wide bellow that the farmers are

robbing the public, which will go to utmost
excesses in paying for luxuries and go into

fits because the prices of foods take a legit-

imate climb.
When the public itself beats down prices

that are legitimate and based on produc-

tion costs, it automatically causes the farm'

er to retrench. He can't pay labor as

much if he isn't going to get a just price for

labor product. And so farm wages drop,

labor gets dissatisfied and leaves, and—
bingo!—we're in a mess again.

Do We Know Production Costs?

A farmer drove up to a little country

store last Christmas in South Carolina and

exhibited a load of turkeys he had raised.

He didn't know just what it had cost him

to raise them, but he had an instinctive

feeling that if he sold them for less than 30

cents a pound he would lose money. So

he set 30 cents as the price.

There was a little band of lower-the-

cost-of-living zealots in that community
who were looking for something to scalp-

They discovered this man with the tur-

keys and immediately surrounded him.

They informed him that they would not

pay 30 cents, that he was a highbinder—
what did it cost him to raise that meat,

anyway?
He couldn't answer because he didn t

know. In disgust he" drove off with the

lot. When he got back home he reflected

that there was no use raising any more

turkeys—people wouldn't pay a fair pnee

for them. Ignorance of production costs on

the part of both consumers and the producer

made hard feeling, and to the extent of that

man's operation curtailed production.
j

As a matter of fact; that man more likely
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than not raised those turkeys at a cost of

30 cents a pound.
Isn't it perfectly plain that before farm

labor can be paid wages competing with

industrial wages in normal times, and thus

secure for our farms an adequate supply of

labor, we must know what it costs to pro-

duce farm crops? Isn't it plain that the

quickest, surest way to make peace be-

tween consumers and producers of farm

crops is to let consumers realize what it

means in labor, investment, and operating

costs to grow a bushel of wheat or a pound
of beef?

Publicity of milk-production costs has

done more to put our dairy industry right

with the public than any panacea yet ex-

perimented with. Nearly everbody knows
now that dairymen haven't been profiteer-

ing, and that the recent rises in prices of

dairy products were justifiable.

When the packers' "trust" is attacked

by Congress, what does it do? It tells you
and me just what it costs them to put a

pound of sirloin in a refrigerator car, and
what its profits on that pound amount to.

But the farmer's products—well, nobody
knows what it costs to produce them. We
have a gigantic national Department of

Agriculture with an annual appropriation

of $30,000,000 a year. It ought to know
about these things. Does it?

Yes and no. The Office of Farm Man-
agement is the machinery which collects

these vital figures. It has collected a great

many. It could have collectedmany more
but for opposition within the Department
itself. i

Farmers might as well know the truth

about this. In its attack on the labor

problem the Office of Farm Management
views the problem in no small-caliber fash-

ion. It is working on the premise that big,

rital facts and broadcast education of con-

sumers, laborers, and farmers themselves
are necessary before we can attempt to sta-

bilize this too unsteady factor in our na-
tional economic life.

We Must Have the Figures

Very well, these farm-crop production-
tost figures are what we need and what the
Office of Farm Management has been try-

ing to get. But the Secretary of Agricul-

ture's Office, according to a former chief

of the Office of Farm Management, has
handicapped this office time and again
under the administration of the present
Secretary. Without going into details—
which, incidentally, would make interest-

ing reading—it seems to have been the
overpowering ambition of certain influences

high in official circles of the Department to

"get" the Office of Farm Management.
When last August the Chief of the Office

of Farm Management was asked to appear
before the Senate Committee on Agricul-
lure to give information in the cost of pro-
ducing wheat and beef, the country—such
part as took notice of the affair—witnessed
the spectacle of the Secretary's Office pub-
licly announcing that the cost figures ac-
cumulated by the Office of Farm Manage-
ment were untrustworthy, that the meth-
ods of arriving at them were faulty, to say
the least.

This would have been a commendable
move on the part of the Secretary's Office
if it were a move based on fact and not
on theory. Certainly, had these charges
been true the whole works in the offending
office should have been fired the next day.
But nobody was fired. Instead, the

Secretary's Office informed Congress that
it would get to work and design an alto-
gether new machine and method for col-

lecting these figures—one on which the
country could depend.
To make a long story short, it did so,

and, to make a complete job of it, sub-
mitted this plan to the American Farm
Management Association, the final court
of appeals on such a question. The Asso-
ciation in official session examined the plan
and shot it so full of holes that the least we
can say is that it was humiliating.
In the face of these unmistakable ex-

pressions of public opinion, it is hard to
see why now the Department of Agricul.
ture can dare to block and heckle and
discourage one of its most efficient and
nationally valuable arms of service. It's
gone far enough as it is. A little more
truth and light spread by printer's ink will
check any renewal of this game in the De-
partment.
In the meantime the Office of Farm

Management is working on this farm-labor
problem in a clear-headed, far-sighted way.
ft would have made greater progress had
it not been blocked so often by the very
Department which claims to champion it.

Let us bear these facts in mind and
watch what happens.
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The
Motor

Advance
HE farm world is rapidly be-

coming powerized. Each
year for four years the num-
ber of tractors sold has ac-

tually doubled. And 1919 will see another

quarter million on the farms. The tide of

motor power—tractor, truck, and engine—has

swept across the land with great speed and no
man can stand entirely clear of the energy

that carries it on.

Whether, you are ready now, or not, for

motor power, you will be wise to heed this

point: Be sure the new machines you buy are

built with the power trend in mind.

The Harvester Company has since the begin-

ning built successful tractors, and all its lines

of machines have been made to keep pace.

When you buy International machines to work

with your horses, you are also buying machines
that will need no changes to be ready for the

kerosene power you may decide to buy on any
day in the future.

Consider again the serious matter of trac-

tor hitches which has perplexed so many
farmers. It need never be a snag for you
to stumble on—if your new machines are

International-made. Much careful study and
designing has solved the many hitch prob-

lems and made these machines horse-and-

tractor-interchangeable.

Many American farmers at the front have
seen and grown familiar with the advance in

motor hauling and motor fighting. Returning

—

they face a future, and most of them a pres-

ent, of motor farming. Below are Harvester

machines for the farmer of today:

Practically every farm machine in the list below
needs power for its operation. Whether needed at

drawbar or belt, that power can be furnished at low-

est cost by an International, Mogul orTitan Kerosene
Tractor, or an International Kerosene Engine. Your
dealer can show you why this is true. See him, or

write us for full information.

The Full Line of International Harvester Quality Machines

Grain Harvesting Machines
Binders Push Binders
Headers Rice Binders

Harvester-Th reshers
Reapers Shockers

Threshers

Tillage Implements
Disk Harrows Cultivators

Tractor Harrows
Spring-Tooth Harrows
Peg-Tooth Harrows
Orchard Harrows

Planting&Seeding Machines
Corn Planters Corn Drills

Grain Drills

Broadcast Seeders
Alfalfa & Grass Seed Drills

Fertilizer & Lime Sowers

Haying Machines
Mowers Tedders

Side Delivery Rakes
Loaders (All Types)

Rakes
Combination Side Rakes

and Tedders
Sweep Rakes Stackers
Combination Sweep Rakes and

Stackers
Baling Presses

Bunchers

Belt Machines
Ensilage Cutters

Huskers and Shredders
Corn Shellers Threshers

Hay Presses
Stone Burr Mills

Belt Machines—Cont.

Cream Separators
Feed Grinders

Power Machines
Kerosene Engines

-gasoline Engines
KeYosene Tractors

Motor Trucks
Motor Cultivators

Corn Machines
Planters Drills

Cultivators
• Motor Cultivators

Binders Pickers
Ensilage Cutters

Shellers

Huskers and Shredders

Dairy Equipment
Cream Separators

(Hand)
Cream Separators

(Belted)
Kerosene Engines

Gasoline Engines
Motor Trucks

Other Farm Equipment
Manure Spreaders

Straw Spreading Attach.
Farm Wagons
Farm Trucks

Stalk Cutters
Knife Grinders

Tractor Hitches
Binder Twine

International Harvester Company
OF AMERICA, Inc.

CHICAGO USA

An Outdoor Man
and an Indoor Job!

THEY don't mingle happily—
and you've got to be happy

in your work to succeed.

Do you feel the outdoor urge? Do
you want to be your own boss

—

to be able to start early and quit
late, because you want to—not be-
cause you have to?

It will cost ybu a postcard to find
out about a job that offers these
things and a weekly salary of $35
to $50. Write

Country Sales Manager

FARM AND FIRESIDE Springfield, Ohio

Expert
Auto and Tractor Mechanic
Earn $100 to $400 a Month
Don't be a misfit and continue
small pay in work you don't
like. If you want to be happy
and contented get into
work that ia pleasurable
and profitable. Get into -v
the Auto and Tractor Game.

It.

Come to the Sweeney
Cphnnl The wonderfulomuui Sweeney System of

,

Practical Training will prepare
you to earn bis money as an auto
and tractor expert in a 'few weeks. *
No books used and no previous experience Ij

necessary. You learn by doing- actual work. '

If you are ambitious opportunity is calling
you. The Sweeney School will show you the road to Success.

Write for My Big Free Catalogue KW^he
whole story of the Million Dollar Sweeney School. Write
for it today-NOW The Sweeney School News will also be
sent you free. E. J. SWEENEY, President
THE SWEENEY SCHOOL, Auto, Tractor, Aviation

The Million Dollar Trade School
Dept 112, Sweeney Bldg.. Union Station Plaza. KANSAS CITY. M0.
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TOE OLD OAKEN BUCKET
HAS BEEN REPLACED

Today the modern pump
brings water to anyplace

where it is needed on the

farm or in the house.

Equally economical of time,

labor and health have been the

many improvements on the

farm effected by the use of

Lehigh Cement. Today pro-

gress in farming parallels the

extent to which concrete is used

by the farmer.

LEHIGH PORTLAND
CEMENT COMPANY
ALLENTOWN PA. CHICAGO ILL. SPOKANEWN

Qke SSfational Gzment

LEHIGH
->l CEMENT f

fyourdealercan supplyyouwithJikigh
TQep qjewsacks on handjor thatoddjob

LEHIGH

We guarantee that every subscriber will receive fair treatment
from advertisers. It therefore pays you to mention Farm and
Fireside in answering advertisements.

at the
|Money I Saved*
1 These Men on

*9r WtSL Fence & Ready Roofing™f Cbas. Rowe, Stella, Mo., saved
$56 on one order.- J. Simpson,
of Custer, 111., saved *63 on his
order. N. Leggett, Boulder, Col.,
saved 960 on one order.

Every mail brings me letters like these
from satisfied customers telling of the
money I saved them. Over €00.000 farmers
have found that buying

BROWN FENCE &
READY ROOFING
on my Direot-fcom-Factory-Freight-Paid Plan
eaves (hem big money. Not only are my prices
lower, but the high quality of Brown Fence—
which is made of genuine Basic Open Hearth
wire, heavily galvanized—and Ready Roofing,
made from best quality wool felt and asphalt-
insure longer life and less repair cost. If you
need Fencing or Ready Roofing, don't fail to

Send for Free Catalog
You will be agreeably surprised

JIM
BROWN
SELLS
DIRECT
FROM

FACTORY
TO YOU

at the big saving you can make
by buying direct from my fac-
tory. Write today and get my
catalog of rock-bottom prices—,
see the money I can save

The Brown Fence^ Mfm\
& Wire Co,
Dopt. N,

Cleveland
Ohio

I n

I v finishing
II Ik 5 «RVIC?

SPECIAL OFFER
We finish 6 exposure roll (one
only) and furnish 6 select prints
for 25c with order. Try us.

Money back if dissatisfied.

662 Nicollet Are., Minneapolis, Minn.

WRITEGAIMAY
Save $25 to$250
t Compare Galloway's prices on
Gasoline Engines, Cream Separ-

ators, Manure Spreaders, and other
plements. See how much Galloway saves yon.

Buy Implements DIRECT I

That"« the way the close baying business
farmer today buys Implements. He has

Cralloway'a Catalog on his desk and
eaves money, by boylna
direct from Gal- gploway at fac- Hi W
tory prices. Tfi 1

1

BUY NOW-Pay
Hpyf Fall <*et thelm1CAI Tail element yo_ _

need for work now
and pay after Har
- St. Yo. _our choice of
five easy baying plans
with long terms. Over
300,000 satisfied customers—many youT
next door neighbor— prove the merit of
Galloway Direct-to-you method.

BIG BOOK SENT FREE
Write at once for
latest 1919 edition

of Gallo-
way's
Divide-
the-
melon'

money-
BBvfn „,
Implement

/ Book and mi
tion Implement
interested In.

Close by sbippingpoints save you on freight.

WM. GALLOWAY CO.
397 Waterloo Station, Waterloo, Iowa

Harvey Kaley m

"Footwork! |—that's the Secret |
of my success" J

HARVEY KALEY, one of our most J
successful salesmen, has no illusions

about success—we pay him a big salary,

weekly, and he says he earns it by "Foot-

work.'' By that he means earnest, con- |
scientious effort—gettingover the ground. ^
We have several openings in our sales organiza- S
tion for other men of Mr. Kaley's type. If you S
are willing to exchange "Footwork" for a salary

gj
of from $35 to $50 weekly, clip the coupon be- jg
low and mail it to-day.

Sales Manager
FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio m

Sales Manager
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio |j
Please tell me how I can turn "Footwork" into

n inry . n
Name g
Post Office B
State . B

IIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIB

FARM AND FIRESIDE

Guarding the Rain Water
By B. H. Wike

THERE is perhaps no greater blessing
known to households than having good

water. There are various methods of water
supply, but one of the most common and
convenient ways is to have it in a cistern.
As a reservoir the cistern is subject to con-
tamination in several ways, and in ways
that are often overlooked by the owner.
We take it that all cisterns have their

supply of water regulated by a cut-off in
the spout above the curb, which is in turn
operated by the owner. The roofs of
houses gather more filth than we realize.
Some of this filth may be classified as bird
droppings, insects, either alive or dead,
molding leaves, dust, etc. Once in a while
you will find a mouse going its way i

the cistern.

It would be a good thing for all i„

spouts to pass their waters through a fil™
before entering. A filter could easily be
constructed, and would call for a chamber
either of galvanized material or proofed
wood filled with sand and charcoal ar-

ranged in alternate layers, with strainen
to assist or to hold the ingredients from
running away with the water. In conjunc-
tion with the filter a careful and reasonable
use of the cut-off should keep the water
free of anything coming from the roof or

the eaves.
Some other conditions that assist in

making a cistern secure against contami-
nation are proper ventilation of the water
reservoir and protection against the en-

trance of anything like dirt, insects, or

small animals, such as mice or rats. There
should be a strong screen between the

platform and the curb to allow air to pi

as well as screen-protected tubes on op
site sides of the curb high enough to ktcy
the water from flowing out but allowing
air to come through. This should supply
plenty of ventilation. Moreover, the walls

and bottom of the cistern should all be

well plastered, and be investigated when-
ever the cistern is drained for cleaning.

A small amount of slaked lime can be

dropped in at times to disinfect the water.

The lime may cause the water to be rather

"hard" for a few days, but this condition
soon passes.

Locations so often regulate the con-

struction of platforms that it is next to

impossible to name any one particular

material for their construction, but for an

all-purpose platform we believe there is

nothing that can beat concrete. A con-

crete platform, unlike wood, will not allow

dirt to drop into the cistern. The opening
at the top should be large enough to admit
an ordinary-sized man when the cistern is

to be cleaned.
The edge of the opening should be pro-

vided with a sort of elevation over which

the upper curb may sit to prevent the

flowing of any surface water into the cis-

tern from the platform. All these things

can. be regulated if the owner is serious

enough to look into the matter and really

wants to keep his cistern water at its best

Handy Hints for Building

By E. V. Laughlin (Iowa)

EACH hundred square feet of roof will

require approximately four bundles of

shingles.

Each yard of gravel to make a 5 to 1

mixture of concrete will require four sacks

of cement.
To figure the number of loads of gravel

(each load assumed to be a cubic yard)

necessary to put in a foundation, multiply

the entire distance around the wall, plus

the length of the cross walls— if there

happen to be cross walls—in feet, by the

height in feet, by the thickness of the wall

in feet, and divide by 27. To the result

is always advisable to add about 10

cent for waste and good measure.
One full bundle of lath will cover al

three square yards of wall or ceiling.

In figuring the number of brick required

for veneering a building, multiply the ex-

terior surface of the building in square feet

by 7. My own practice is to subtract from

the exterior surface of the building the

area of the windows and doors, because

veneering does not waste bricks.

To determine the number of feet of

flooring required for a room multiply its

length by its breadth and add one-fourth

of this area to itself. The sum will be

very nearly the number of feet required.

One barrel of lime will make mortar for

1,000 bricks. Practically a load of sand

will be needed for the same.
Old barbed wire makes splendid rein-

forcing for concrete.
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How I Save on Roofing
By F. T, MacFeely (Indiana)

NEARLY every year I used to have an

old shed or outbuilding that needed

repairing," says A. C. Huffman of Indiana.

"This was especially true of the roofs,

which I noticed were the first thing to go.

It seemed to me that I had more leaky

roofs than any other man in the country,

and I always had some extra expense in the

way of roofing. But I have now found a

way to overcome this trouble and get my
leaky roofs repaired at a much lower cost.

"If the building happens to be an old

one I never go to the expense of putting

on shingles or galvanized iron roofing,

because they are too costly. The plain

sheet-iron roofings that are not galvanized

are not satisfactory in the way of service.

After several years of experience with

various roofings, I have discovered that the

prepared roofings are the most serviceable

of any, besides being much cheaper.

"When I apply this prepared roofing I

never take the trouble to tear off the old

roof first, because I have found it to be

much easier and much more desirable to

lay the new roofing right over the old one.

I cut the roofing into strips so they are

convenient to handle, and I allow enough
in the length so they can be turned down
at the ends. I then cement them at the

laps with roofing cement, and also nail

wooden strips, called battens, over these

laps, making them more solid.
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An Iceless Refrigerator
By E. M. Mudge

FOR the benefit of those who live where
ice is not available a description of our

iceless refrigerator might be helpful.

It is constructed in the floor of the
cellar, and is 30 inches below the brick
surface, and about 20 inches square.

First a wooden box is sunk to the re-

quired depth below the cellar floor, and a
line tank made,to fit rather loosely in this

box, coming up even with the top. As you

will notice from the illustration, the trays
are fastened to corner rods, which extend
up through the top or cover of the tank. A
rope, pulley, and weight of proper size
complete the outfit.

I The corner rods holding the trays should
be a trifle shorter than the tank is deep, so
that when the trays are let down the cover
w ill rest on top of the wooden box, which
is allowed to project four or five inches
above the brick floor, allowing the flange
of the cover to come down around it.

A back shed off from the kitchen would
be a much better place in which to make
an arrangement of this kind. Simply cut
a hole through the floor, dig at least six
eet below the -surface, and make the
balance of the refrigerator the same as
above, allowing the cover to rest just even
with the floor in the shed. Attach a rope
and pulley to ceiling and you will not have
to go down cellar at all.

On May 1, 1917, the temperature im-
mediately on top of the cellar floor and at
the bottom of the pit was just equal—46
degrees. Toward the close of July, after
a long hot spell, the temperature near the
bottom of pit rose to nearly 60 degrees, and
then slowly began to grow cooler.

Why Is a Cow Like

a Gallon of Paint?

A $200 cow will eat no more than

a $100 cow, but will give more
pounds of milk.

Though paint made of Dutch Boy
White-Lead and linseed oil may cost

a little more per gallon, it will cover

more surface, protect it better, last

longer, and require no more labor to

spread than will an inferior paint.

Good paint is true economy just

as surely as a good cow. Dutch Boy
White-Lead lowers the cost of keep-

ing properly painted.

Dutch Boy White-Lead can be

tinted any color.

Write our nearest office for

"Handy Book on Painting."

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
New York, Chicago, Boston, Buffalo, Cincinnati,

Cleveland, St.Louis, San Francisco

JOHN T. LEWIS & BROS. CO., Philadelphia

NATIONAL LEAD & OIL CO., Pittsburgh

Shear With Machine
Old ways of shearing leave too much wool on the
sheep. Wool is scarce and commands high prices.

Buy that sheep shearing machine NOW—they're
going to be scarce this season Get a Stewart No.
9 Ball Bearing Machine with 4 sets of knives.
Price only $14. If your dealer can't supply you,
send us his name. Write for 1919 catalog.

CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT COMPANY
Dept. B 140, 12th St. and Central Ave. Chicago, III.

^Direct to FarmerV^
at Wire Mill Prices

CATALOG FREE
KITSELMAN BROS. dept. 271 MUNCIE, INDIANA

ORNAMENTAL FENCE

6 Cents per Foot and up. Costs less than wood. 40
designs. All steel. For Lawns, Churches and Ceme-
teries. Write for free Catalog and Special Prices.

Kokomo Fence Machine Co. 427 North St. Kokomo, Ind.

saOTTAWA
KEROSENE
ENGINES

Staff Easy in any weather. .— r ———Carry big overload.
and styles. 1% H-P. to 22 H-P.

Pull steady.
id. All sizes

90 Days' Trial.
Prompt shipment.Money Back Guarantee.

Low Prices Write for present money saying
'

• prices and Free Book, telling
all you want to know about engines. Write today.

OTTAWA MFG. CO. ijflSiS? ViS&

It is to your interest to mention
Farm and Fireside in answering
advertisements.

ON
Upward TRIAL

FULLY
GUARANTEED

CREAM
SEPARATOR
A Solid Proposition to send new, well
made, easy running, perfect skimming
separator for S19.95. Skims warm or
cold milk; heavy or light cream. Dif-
ferent from picture, which shows larg-
er capacity machines. See our plan of

MONTHLY PAYMENTS
Bowl a sanitary marvel easily cleaned.
Whether dairy is large or small, write
for free catalog and monthly payment-
plan. Western orders filled from western
•points.

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO.
Box 4058 Balnbrldge, N. Y.
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Why does Swift & Company
sell poultry, eggs, and butter?

For the same reason, Mr. Farmer,
that your R. F. D. postman now
brings your packages as well as
your letters.

He used to bring only letters; but
since he makes his rounds every
day and has the necessary rig or
"flivver," Uncle Sam decided to use
more fully his time and equipment
by handling parcels.

Years ago Swift & Company built

up a nation-wide distributing or-

ganization, including thousands of

refrigerator cars and hundreds of

branch houses with refrigerator

equipment, for the marketing of

meats. And none of this equip-

ment was being used to maximum
capacity.

What more natural than that

Swift & Company should take on
other perishable products, such as

poultry, butter, and eggs?

Also— those products are sold by
the same salesmen that sell our
meats; they are hauled in the same
delivery wagons; the same clerks

make out the bills; and they go to

the same class of retail dealers.

Also—these retailers are equipped

to handle perishable products and
want to be able to buy poultry,

butter, and eggs, of us. And con-

sumers like to buy them from the

same retailer that sells meat.

As a result, our vast organization

is more economically utilized—and
at the same time we render a val-

uable service to you, Mr. Farmer.

We make the cash market for

your poultry, butter, and eggs
more steady.

We broaden the outlet for your
goods, because our organization

reaches every important consum-
ing center in the country.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.
Established 1868

A nation-wide organization owned by more than 25,000 stockholders

Boysf
We Will Trade This Watch

• for a Little of Your Time
This is just the kind of a watch you have always wanted. Nickel-plated

—

stem-wind and set—Guaranteed satisfactory by Farm and Fireside. You can

have it—if you are willing to work instead of wish for it.

The Watch Club, F.F.4-19

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio

Please tell me how I can earn a watch.

Name

P. O _ _

St State

Begin Right NOW
Get eight friends to order Farm and Fireside, one
year each. Collect 25c for each subscription. Send
us the money, and the names and addresses—and
your watch comes by prepaid post. Show your copy
of Farm and Fireside. This makes it easy to get sub-
scriptions. Send the coupon if you want additional
information. Address:

The Watch Club
Farm and Fireside Springfield, Ohio

FARM AND FIRESIDE

Why I Pay the Honest
Grower More

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11]

the fruit business, the retailer is the in-
fantryman.

Only one word will be said for the whole-
sale dealer in the bijfmarket centers. When
you are dealing with one who has treated
you fairly in a series of transactions, be
not easily persuaded to leave him for the
untried merchant who offers fancy prom-
ises. 'Generally, it is the part of wisdom
to stick to the old friend.

I hope none of my friends will
offense when I say that fruit growers of
East and Middle West, especially,
profitably adapt to their own requirements
the method of some of the largest and most
successful growers of oranges both in Ci
fornia and Florida. They have overcoi
handicaps the like of which the Easi
fruit grower never has encountered,
they have approached what seems like

narrow line this side of perfection. Th
ar,e trade-mark oranges, for example,
have become well known not only in the

fruit trade but also in the householdi
throughout the country. This fruit is se-

lected and packed with the highest degree
of intelligence, skill, and care. The packers
observe scrupulously the little details of

nicety. The sorting for size and quality
could not more nearly approach perfection,

and the same standard is in force day after

day.
The possioilities for the development of

the fruit-growing business in the East and
Middle West are unlimited for men who
know the rudiments of the game, who are

willing to learn more, who can command
the capital, and who have the courage.

In the annual report of Charles S. Wil-
son, commissioner of agriculture of Nct
York State, just issued, the rather sur-

prising statement is made that New York
produced practically as many apples in

1918 as were produced in all the States

west of the Mississippi River. It is well

known that it was a big apple year, not

only in New York, but also in the States

adjacent to it. Bear in mind that this fruit

is right in the dooryard of the big Eastern
markets, much of it within trucking dis-

tance of New York. Remember, also,

that apples are among the very best prod-

ucts provided by nature for man.
There are details in the fruit and vege-

table business which will readily suggest

themselves. Growers will do well, of

course, to study these details. But in ttu

study of details it is my conviction that it

would be the extreme of folly to overlook
the big factor I have tried to emphasize.

Observe the customary business routine.

Send invoices. File letters. Keep book
accounts fully and accurately. Preserve

bills of lading and forward the duplicates.

Use printed stationery. Answer letters

promptly. Have a telephone. Use the

telegraph when necessary. Be alert to see

that shipments go forward without delay.

Keep your temper. Make friends.

And, after all, that gets us back to the

place of beginning, the one big factor in the

whole proposition—co-operation.

A Father Who Gave His

Boys a Chance
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10]

De Kol Lyons, of their own raising. The

bull's seven nearest dams averaged 29

pounds of butter in seven days.
The boys have developed into astute

business men. For evidence witness what

they said when I asked them why they

selected Holsteins!

"We looked over all of the dairy breeds

before buying an animal. Finally we con-

cluded to buy Holsteins because they held

all the world's records in milk and butter

production, and their milk is always

valuable. The size and thriftiness of the

breed, too, helped convince us, for this

country is adapted only to rugged stock.

Besides, we don't grow much grain, and

we couldn't afford to buy much. There-

fore, the stock we would buy must be able

to consume lots of rough feeds, and produce

a maximum of milk with a minimum oil

grain.

"Our income from the farm last yearl

was $5,200. This was made up from tnel

sale of potatoes, cream, hogs, and calves^

Our milk checks from November of this

year until next June will amount to $250 ta

$300 a month. We generally get abouti

95 cents a hundred for skim milk by feeding

it to our hogs. We market about 50 hogs a)
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year, raising them in the fall and winter,

when our cows are fresh.

"Records are one of our aims. In the

first place they tell what the cow is doing,

and if she has a very good record it makes
her calves all the more valuable. It is a

business proposition with us all the way
through.

"We generally feed one pound of grain

to five pounds of milk. We give them
all of the clover and silage they will eat,

with a ration of bran, oats, oil meal, and
cottonseed meal.

" Our methods differ from those of other

farmers and breeders, but we have made
money. What we did was to pick out from
other men's methods the things we thought
best. We combined them all, and then

changed them to meet our ideas. The
results you see in the field.

"Weight generally is considered a
secondary consideration in dairy cattle.

However, we like to have our cows big and
stretchy, carrying plenty of weight. To our

way of thinking this means bigger calves,

and the cows produce a maximum of milk,

but not at the expense of their bodily health

and flesh.

"We generally try to put 100 pounds
a month on our calves, especially the bulls.

Keep the calves growing and they will

mature early. Perhaps this is responsible

for the early freshening of our heifers.

Generally they freshen at two years of

age."

Whenever students of the county high
school have work in dairying they visit

the Hillside Stock Farm. The Augustines
help students as much as possible, and
bring in all of their stock for judging. At
farmers' institutes, and the like, a few of

the Augustine cows are always used in the
exhibits and demonstrations, and the boys
take great pride in showing their cattle

at the annual picnic of the county.
There is a lesson in the experience . of

these boys. Farmers with sons may do
well to think it over. Perhaps their sons
can be equally as successful if given the
chance. Youth is a wonderful thing, and
one cannot tell what the boy has in mind.

Foals from Work Mares
By A. M. Paterson

MOST farmers would say offhand that
a foal grows a little faster if the mare

and the foal run in the pasture all summer.
In practice, however, it is found that the
loals of work mares often outgrow those
of the idle mares. The work mare's foal
is given better care, and that is probably
the secret, as the foal that runs out all

the time is apt to be neglected. It usually
gets no grain until about weaning time or
afterward, and it is exposed to the daily
torment of blood-sucking flies.

On the other hand, the work mare's foal
is generally shut up in a partially darkened
box stall by day, so as to be handy for
suckling the mare at noon, and for the
further reason of keeping it from trying to
break through barbed-wire fences in trying
to reach the mare.
The dark stall keeps the flies away. At

night the mare and foal are turned to-
gether in the pasture, where the youngster
runs and plays, and thus gets the necessary
exercise. The work mare's foal is also
bandy at the barn three times a day when
the other horses are fed, and it naturally
comes in for its share of oats.

Doubtless the idle mare supplies her
foal with the greater flow of milk, but the
practical outcome is that her foal fre-
quently does not grow so fast as the
theoretically less favored work mare's foal.
Let us work the mares and feed the

foals. It is not nature's way, but we are
not doing things according to the undis-
turbed natural procedure when we farm
high-priced land to the limit of production.
We keep horses for the work they do. We
know the horses that do the farm work can
also reproduce, and thus replace them-
selves and supply a surplus of horse-power
for sale. If one farmer manages it success-
fully, so can another.
We will eventually weed out the mares

and the families of mares that prove to be
shy breeders when subjected to the con-
stant and strenuous exercise which farm
work imposes. We will discard one by one
the mares which habitually lose their foals
because of hard work during pregnancy.
farmers will gradually learn of the

limitations of safety in working in-foal
mares. But the absolute economy in
working brood mares, and the profit from
Jading work mares, will certainly bring
the horse-breeding business in America to
tms practical and satisfactory basis, and
selection will eliminate the mares that do
not fit the system.

Million Dollar Ei*

'
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^ IFTEEN million dollars worth of "Z" Engines are

on over 200,000 farms—proving a remarkable engine

service. Tke new \}A H. P. "Z"—just perfected—

Glsovunson

Distillate

eoalQil
c
Jbpsor
Gasoline

completes a line of [KEROSENE |
engines—1^ H. P.

to 15 H. P.— all of wnich merit the keenest interest of

every farmer. The rare combination of scientific design

—fool-J>roof construction—efficient operation—lowest

possible fuel cost—certainly establishes the supremacy

of the *'Z". Go to your dealer—see the *'Z —then

you'll quickly learn why progressive dealers feature

the "Z" line after comparing it with all others.

Throttling Governor—'Built-in Oscillating Magneto

Prices, Wi H. P. $61.00—3 H. P. $100.00

6 H. P. $179.00

F. O. B. Factory
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Before me, a notary public in and for the State and county aforesaid,
personally appeared Walter H. Brown, who, having been duly sworn
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of The Crowell Publishing Company and that the following
is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the
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of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above caption,
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Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form, to
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Horn of Pleirtif

OffersYouHeatth»TOaH

27*
Western Canada for

years has helped to feed
the world— the same responsi-

bility of production still rests upon her.
While high prices for Grain, Cattle and Sheep

are sure to remain, price of land is much below its value.

Land capable of yielding 20 to 45 bush-
els of wheat to the acre can be had on
easy terms at from $15 to $30 per
acre—good grazing land at much less.

Many farms'paid for from a single year's crop. Raising cattle, sheep
and hogs brings equal success. The Government encourages farming
and stock raising. Railway and Land Co.'s offer unusual Inducements
to Home Seekers. Farms may be stocked by loans at moderate interest
Western Canada offers low taxation, good markets and shipping: free
schools, churches and healthful climate.
For particulars as to reduced railway rates, location of land, illus-
trated literature, etc., apply to Supt, of Immig., Ottawa, Can., or

5'<A'i
,VJ"f°", 200 N. Second St., Harrisburg, Pa. O. G. RUTLEDGE,

S . E.V*
enê ee s

fc» Syracuse, N. Y. W. S. NETHERV, Interurban Bide.!Columbus, o. c. J. BROUGHTON. 112 W. Adams St., Chicago, ifl!GEORGE A. HALL, 123 Second St., (Milwaukee. Wis!
R. A. GARRETT, 311 Jackson St., St. Paul, Minn.

Canadian Gov't Agents
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ThreshYour Own Grain
AND YOUR NEIGHBORS,

IF YOU WISH

THE Huber Junior Thresher
and a 12-25 tractor equip
you to thresh your own grain with your own

men whenever it is most convenient. Your crop is

always safe from sprouting if the season is wet, or
from shelling out if the season is dry. You can thresh
when you should thresh.

JUNIOR THRESHER
is just as efficient as the large Huber Thresher, a
machine whose many good qualities are known to
experienced threshermen everywhere. It threshes
cleanly and "saves the grain". It differs only in size
from the best standard threshing machines.

Any 12-25 tractor runs the HuberJuniorThresher.
Huber Light Four Tractors are espe-
cially adapted to running it economically
and efficiently.

Write for the "Farmer's Insurance Policy" which de-

scribes the Huber Junior Thresher in detail.

The Huber Manufacturing Company
819 Center St. MARION, OHIO

Manufacturers of the Huber Light Four Tractor
Canadian Branch: Brandon, Man.

Oh, John, Get Me the Screw Driver

—I Want to Put Up a Curtain Rod
Most housewives pride themselves on

their ability to "fix" things about the house.

Are YOU dependent on someone else to
get for you the necessary tools when you need
them? Or do you have to hunt for a file to smooth
down a rough edge or a pocket knife to sharpen a
pencil? This "So Handy" Tool Kit will save you
a lot of needless bother. You can have a tool kit

of your own, to use just when you need it. The
uses to which the "So Handy" Kit can be put are
almost unlimited, but below are the 10 most com-
mon purposes it serves:

•II
1. Pocket Knife
2. Screw Driver
3. Nail Puller
4. 3-in. Rule
5. Bottle Opener

6. File

7. Auger
8. Chisel
9. Awl

10. Punch

The "So Handy" Tool Kit consists of a strong,
durable knife handle which contains a knife blade at
one end and an ingenious arrangement at the other for
holding securely the 6 extra blades comprising the
tools listed above. Some blades, which are of heavy,
tempered steel, are designed to serve two purposes
each. The Kit comes in a neat leather case, 3 by 4
inches, and can be conveniently carried in the pocket. Premium No. 1020

This "So Handy" Pocket Knife Tool Kit GIVEN
in exchange for a few minutes' time in introducing Farm axd Fireside among
your friends and neighbors. Get ten of them to pay you 25 cents each for a
one-year subscription, send us their names and addresses with the money
collected, and the Tool Kit will be sent you postpaid. We have only a limited
number of sets left, so don't put it off. Address

FARM AND
Club-Raiser Dept.

FIRESIDE
Springfield, Ohio

Things You Can Do to

Keep Your Horses Fit

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13]

in the proper way. It is also a good plan
to go out just before you go to bed and
give him another feed of hay.
The hay ration at the noon feeding

should be rather light. It only tends to
fill the animal up, and will make him
sluggish and logy for a good part of the
afternoon. You know yourself how hard
it is to work on a full stomach, and the
horse feels the same way about it.

I have said very little about the amounts
or kinds of grain to feed. You know, I

think, that the size of the rations depends
on the size of the horse and the amount of

work he is doing. You also know, although
sometimes I think some farmers forget,
that you should reduce the ration at the
same time the work is reduced. Neglect
of this point may cost you a horse at a
time when you can least spare him.
Bran fed from time to time is a wonderful

conditioner, and will do more to keep an
animal fit than all the so-called "condition
powders" you can buy.

There is an old saying, peculiar to medi-
cal men, that to me contains the very
esence of the profession. I have used and
applied it time after time in my many
years of practice, and it seldom fails if

followed out. Here it is:

"Medicine is a science; its application
is an art."

These nine words will stand lots of
thinking over. Medicine itself does not
concern you. Where or how it is made, or
what goes into it, is not essential from your
viewpoint. Neither does it make any
difference to you to know if it is the right
thing to use. You pay your veterinary to
know that, and I trust you always em-
ploy a competent one and one who knows
his business. There are quite a few who
don't.

When it comes to applying the medicine
your doctor has given you, right then the
case oftentimes passes out of his hands
into yours entirely. A veterinary is placed
in a peculiar position. He is seldom called

until the case has become more or less ad-
vanced, and the animal, by the time he
reaches the farm, is very often in a really

serious condition. He diagnoses the case,

administers whatever remedies he con-
siders necessary at the time, gives you
some medicine and salve along with very
explicit directions as to their use, and
leaves. The chances are that he may never
see the animal again. Because it is im-
possible for him to run out ten or twelve
miles into the country two or three timess
a day, whatever the case may be, he
is compelled to leave the application and
administering of that medicine entirely in

your hands. When he prescribed that
particular medicine, it was, to the best of

his knowledge and belief, the best remedy
for the case.

Do as the Doctor Says

Well, in the course of two or three days,
we'll say, the animal dies. What is your
first inclination? To put the blame on the
doctor, of course. You rush to the tele-

phone, and the conversation runs some-
thing like this:

"Hello! Doc So-and-so?"
"Yes."
"This is Jim Jackson, up on the old

Reynolds farm. You know that gray mare
you came out here to see the other day?
Well, she died."
"You don't say? Why, I thought when

I left your place she had a good chance
to pull through. Did you give her that
medicine I left for her?"
"Yea—that is, I did for about a day,

and she didn't seem to be getting any
better, so I just stopped giving it to her.

She had a couple of good doses, though.
Seems like if the medicine had been any
good it would have showed some effects."

I doubt if the doctor is able to hear your
last few words. The chances are that, he
has dropped the receiver and fainted dead
away. His directions called for a dose of that
medicine to be given once every three hours
until the animal showed some improve-
ment. You gave a couple of doses, saw no
improvement, and let it go at that, so the
animal died. How true is the saying that
the application of medicine is an art!

We have only been supposing the above
case, but it has happened to me many
times. Here is a specific case, however: I

was called upon at one time to attend a
horse which had a severe attack of navicu-
lar disease. The treatment in a case like

this is an application of a mixture of

New Pointers
on Breeding
Live-Stock

Many valuable pointers, most
of them entirely new to live-

stock breeders, are contained
in an important booklet, "How to Breed
Live-Stock," now being distributed free
by the National School of Animal Breed-
ing. Among other valuable chapters in the
book are five of special value headed:
Why So Many Animals Fail to Breed,
The First Requisite of Scientific Breeding,
Why So Many New Born Animals Die,
How to Develop Greater Herds and
Individuals, How to Prevent Abortion. The
book also contains pictures of the breed-
ing organs of both male and female
animals. No breeder of live-stock should
miss this free book— the coupon below
will bring it to you.

Bringing the School
to the Breeder

The National School of Animal Breeding,
through its famous home-study course, has
already shown hundreds of breeders how to
raise more and better live-stock and how to
get bigger profits. Breeders all over the
country have been thoroughly taught how
to breed successfully by capsule, how to
judge instantly fertility, vigor, longevity,
good mothers and pleasant dispositions: how
to prevent and cure diseases which weaken
and kill their cattle; how to tell the real

reasons why their mares, cows, sows and
ewes sometimes fail to breed; and they have
received practical help and guidance in all

their other live-stock problems.
The home-study course is written in every-

day language, easy to understand and the
direct result of many years of experience.
No guess work, no wild ideas, no theory, no
"high-brow" stuff—just real plans, methods,
and pointers, that will help you increase the
value and number of your animals and
show you how to take more profits out of
your live-stock than you ever did before.
The free booklet, "How to Breed Live-
stock," also contains full information about
this course.

Mail Coupon
Mail the coupon below now for this free

book. It is chock-full of facts and pointers of

direct money value to you. You incur no
obligation whatever in reading this book and
it is well worth a good- portion of any man's
time. Mail the coupon now.

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF ANIMAL BREEDING
Dept. 695 Pleasant Hill, Ohio

National School of Animal Breeding
Dept. 695, Pleasant Hill, Ohio

Please send me, without obligation, your
free booklet. "How to Breed Live-Stock."

Address

MADE FOR YOUR HORSE-
to hold his shoes fast. Remember the nail "Capewell."

Not the cheapest nail regardless of quality but the

best in the world at a fair price.

Neither restless stamping, so com-
mon in fly time, nor excessive
strains of hard work are too much fCHECKED
for Capewell endurance.

It pays the horse owner to insist
upon getting The Capewell nail used.

America's

Pioneer

Dog Medicines

BOOK ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed

Mailed free to any address by

the Author

H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,

118 West 31st Street, New Ysrk

You are sure of a square deal if

you mention Farm and Fireside

in answering advertisements.

Get Low Prices
on Berry Boxes

and
Baskets
Write for our

Free Catalog! Shows you how you
can save money by buying direct
from the largest Berry Box and
Basket Factory in the Country.

New Albany Boi & Basket Co., Box 110, New Albany, ln«.

EarTags
BSSTOCKr
[Tag your stock—best and cheapest means

identification for Hogs, Sheep and Cattle.

Name, address and number stamped on tags.

Catalog mailed free on request

F.S.Burch&Co.l33W.HuronSt.i

of

:.Chicagpn

GET YOUR CHURN FREE

Churnin3Minutest
Get more pro6t from your eowi with » N 'JjlSSu

- Five year old child can operate it. 7,000 TytnWMMj

Yoq pay erpreaa. B« fir»t tojtBtiwgeninecCT^
Ids trial orders OD our oew

NOVELTY MFG. CO Box 7 17 ABINGDON. IU
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The Man Who Buys a

Taking No Chances

MOST any kind of cream sepa-

rator will do fairly good work
the first few months, when it is new.

But if it is a cheaply made or
• inferior machine, after the first few
months your trouble will begin.

And the worst of your experience
with such a machine will not be the
fact that it wears out quickly or
that it runs hard, or that you are

piling up repair expense, but that
5'ou are losing a lot of butter-fat

that is worth 50 to 60 cents a pound.

And that is what you really buy a
separator for—to save this valuable
butter-fat.

Any time you buy a cream sepa-
rator—no matter who makes it or
what claims are made for it—that
has not behind it a long record of
satisfactory service, a record known
to all, a record that is in itself a
guarantee of satisfactory service,

you are taking a gamble with all

the odds against you.

Why take chances at all when
you come to select a machine that
may mean so much in increasing

the profit from your cows?

There is one cream separator that
has been the acknowledged world's
standard for over 40 years. It's

the one cream separator that is

used by the creamerymen almost
exclusively. Dairy farmers the
country over know the De Laval
and its sterling quality. Experience
has shown them that

It is the best cream sepa-
rator that money can buy
Order your De Laval now and let it be-
gin saving cream right away. See the
local De Laval agent, or, if you don't

know him, write to nearest office.

The De Laval Separator Co.
KS Broadway
NEW YORK

29 E. Madison Street

CHICAGO

ABSORBINE*^ TRADE MARK REG U S PAT OFF

a*2

Reduces Strained, Puffy Ankles,
Lymphangitis, Poll Evil, Fistula,
Boils, Swellings; Stops Lameness
and allays pain. Heals Sores, Cuts,
Bruises, Boot Chafes. It is a

SAFE ANTISEPTIC ANO GERMICIDE

Does not blister or remove the hair and
lorse can be worked. Pleasant to use. 22.50 a
lottle, delivered. Describe your case for special

iistructions and Book 5 R free.

V. F. YOUNG, Inc., 23 Temple St., Springfield, Mass.

JO O Buy. the New Butterfly Jr. No. 2J4
«JO Light running, easy cleaning,

close skimming, durable.

fi- NEW BUTTERFLY
Separators are guaranteed m life-time _
•saiaflt. defects m material and workman?
W"P- Made aiao in four larger eizee all sold 0030 Days' FREE TRIAL
•na oq a plan whereby they earn their
ewn coat and more by what they save. Postal
Brings Free Catalog Folder. Buy from the
naoufactorer and eave money. [9J

•ttaugh-DoKerCo. 2139 KUrahallBI. Chicago

several ingredients put up in salve form,
and rubbed into the skin at some spot on
the horse's body at which it will be easily

absorbed, preferably the hollow part of the
horse's heel, where the skin is thin and
tender.

I gave the owner enough of this oint-

ment to last him five days, and told him to

rub it well into the skin once a day on a
spot not larger than the diameter of a
silver dollar, and at the end of that time to

call me up and I would come out and see

the animal again. He did as I instructed,

and when I called the horse was well on the
road to recovery.
Not long after a case of similar nature

occurred* and I recommended the same
treatment, and gave exactly the same in-

structions. The owner called me at the end
of the third day, asking me to vome out,

and telling me that he didn't think the
treatment was having the right effect.

When I got there I found he had made the
required number of applications all right,

but instead of a small spot he had covered
the horse's entire ankle, and it was highly
inflamed and swollen. By dint of careful

manipulation we managed to save the
horse, but it goes to show what carelessness

will do.
When questioned about it, he said that

I had told him something about a spot
the size of a dollar, and supposed if he
made the spot larger the cure would be
effected just that much quicker.

You can draw your own conclusions

from this incident, but it shows that the
process of following implicitly the directions

your veterinary gives you is just as impor-
tant, if not in. some cases more so, as the
medicine itself.

Farmers, from long association and care

of horses, become more or less experienced
in regard to remedies and treatments for

their different ailments. But it is not a
good plan to rely too much on your own
judgment. When in doubt, call a doctor;
and call him even if you are not in doubt,
as many a valuable animal's life has been
saved by observing this rule. After he
comes and tells you what to do, do that
thing to the best of your ability. A dead
horse never does any work.

To Keep the Eggs Coming
By J. T. Collins (Colorado)

1WANT to make Farm and Fireside
poultrymen acquainted with a plan

worked out and in use by one New England
egg producer by which he secured a nice in-

crease in egg yield during the warmest
portion of the year. He is sure that his

secret of success is in keeping the appetite
of his flock keen and constant throughout
the summer season. By this plan his hens
are kept consuming a full ration, and
productive laying is kept up long after

they would otherwise have ceased to pro-
duce.

"Variety of feed" is his watchword. In
spring and early summer his hens have
free range, with constant access to a well-

balanced dry mash. Then as production
begins to slacken they are confined for a
month or two, and furnished a stimulating
moist mash in the morning and one at
night in addition to the dry mash and
scratch grain, also a variety of greens.
During the spring no moist mash is sup-
plied, and after being confined the hens are
greedy for it. About August his hens are
again given range and a moist mash, wet
with sour milk. He then gets another late
speeding-up of egg production, and by this

plan secures two or three dozen more eggs
per hen.

This same poultryman, in order to cut
the cost of animal food for layers and
growing chicks, now buys soup bones.
These bones are stewed for the family
table, and after serving this purpose, to-

gether with the inferior meat, gristle, etc.,

they are given a second long-continued
boiling, which extracts most of the food
elements except the mineral portions, and
also softens the bones.
Not less important, when his layers are

confined, is an abundant daily supply
of tender green succulent feed, such as
lawn clippings, and kale and rape grown
especially for the purpose. Dried-up wire-
like grass and weeds do not fill the bill.

His mash mixture is two parts each, by
weight, of bran, middlings, ground oats,

cornmeal; one part each of gluten, alfalfa

meal, and fish scrap; three-fourths part
beef scrap; one-half part each of oil meal
and pulverized charcoal; and one pound
of salt to every hundred pounds of mash.
When fed moist, the hens are given only
what they will clean up in about twenty
minutes.

THE John Deere is binder economy. It has the kind of construction that results

in continuous good service over a greater term of years. And because of its

better construction throughout, the cost for repairs is exceedingly low. Its ability

to get the right kind of results in heavy, tangled grain and in short, irregular grain,
or when weather and field conditions are bad, makes the John Deere a most profit-

able binder investment.

In this better binder you get a bigger, stronger drive wheel, with wide tire and
heavy lugs—it gives plenty of traction; a rigid hot-riveted main frame that stands
up under severe strains; a stronger binder platform—the knife and canvas always
run freely without binding; three packers instead of two—better-shaped and
easier-handled bundles are made; quick turn tongue truck that overcomes side
draft and makes square turning possible; an improved bundle carrier that does
not scatter the bundles and is easy to operate.

Only in part does this cover the points about this binder that make it a depend-
able, economical binder to operate. See it at your John Deere dealer's and write
today for catalog.

JOHN^DEERE
GRAIN BINDER

WRITE FOR THIS BIG BIND-
ER BOOK—FREE. We have a

big binder booklet printed in four

colors which fully illustrates, and
describes the John Deere Binder
in every detail. This will be sent to

you free—simply state the imple-

ments in which you are interested

and ASK FOR PACKAGE G-411.

John Deere, Moline, III.

GET QUALITY
AND SERVICE

JOHN DEERE
DEALERS GIVE BOTH

For Sick Chickens
Preventative and Curative of colds, roup, canker,

swelled head, sore head, chicken pox, limber neck,
sour crop, cholera, bowel trouble, etc. Mrs. T. A. Mor-
ley, of Galien, Mich., says: "Have used Germozone
17 years for chickens' and could not get along
without it." Geo. F. Vickerman, Rockdale, N. Y.,
says: "Have used Germozone 12 years; the best for
bowel troubles I ever found." Frank Sluka, Chicago,
111., writes: "I have lost but one pigeon and no
chickens in the 3 years I have been using Germozone."
C. O. Petrain, Moliire, 111. : "I never had a sick chick
all last season." Bernard Horning, Kirksville, Mo.,
says: "Cured my puniest chicks this spring." Ralph
Wurst, Erie, Pa., says: "Not a case of white diarrhea
in 3 years. I raise over a thousand a year." Good
also for rabbits, birds, pet stock.

Germozone is sold generally at drug and seed
stores. Don't risk a substitute. We mail from
Omaha, postpaid, in new 25c, 75c and $1.50 sizes.

GEO. H. LEE CO., Dept. 450, Omaha, Neb.

POULTRY AND PIGEONS FOR PROFIT
~jf\ Foy's big book tells all about It. Contains
eafiasaaamany colored plates—an encyclopedia of poul-

try information, poultry houses, feeding for
eggs, etc. Written by a man who knows.
Sent for S cents. Low prices, fowls and eggs.

FRANK F0Y, Box 4, CLINTON, IOWA

Rahw ^kiAL-e 10,000 each week after MarchDoDy vlIICKS 15th. 20 varieties, utility and
exhibition stock. S14.00 per 100 up. Circular and price list
free. Stamps appreciated. Spencer Hatchery, Spencer, O.

FlflP RrPPfflc Poultry, Turkeys, Geese, Ducks, Guineas;
IIJG US CGUO Bantams, Hares, Pigeons, Dogs, Stock,

Hatching Eggs specialty, reasonable. Pioneer Farm, Telford, Pa.

GreatShoeOffer
MEN! We ship you these shoes before you pay a
single penny, because we feel so confident that the
high quality standard will amaze you. Sent on ap-
proval. We are in the Shoe Center of the World; that
is why the price is only S3. 85.

HUB "SEAMLESS TOE" WORK SHOE
Munaon Last; the style our soldiers
wore on long, distant, tiresome
marches. Designed, especially, to meet
the requirements of farmers who do
all kinds of outdoor work and want
a serviceable and very comfortable
shoe. Have strong, heavy "Royal
Oak" soles. The soft selected "Kan-
garoo" uppers resist dampness and do
not harden after wetting. Bellows
tongue that is acid, dirt and manure
proof. The seamless toe prevents
corns, bunions, etc., and does not
wear and tear your socks. Try
them on and fee! how comfort-
able they are, then decide
whether you want them. If

they are not the most won-
derful value you ever saw,
send them back and we will

refund your money. SEND
NO MONEY; don't pay un-

til shoes arrive. Just send your order and these solid comfort
work shoes will come to your door postpaid. Order them- at
our risk and your convenience. Write and get your pair while
this special offer holds good. WE PAY POSTAGE.

HUB MAIL ORDER HOUSE, Boston, Mass.
Address Dept. 110

Prevent Dead Chicks
in the Shell

You can prevent it. Right methods as
outlined in a new 16-page bulletin, issued
by Professor T. E. Quisenberry, Box 2610,
Leavenworth, Kansas, tells you how to
avoid this great loss. Also how to suc-
cessfully raise baby chicks and what to
feed them. This bulletin will be sent to
our readers who ask for it. Suggest you
write today before supply of bulletins
are all gone.—Adv.

Chicks

25 Leading Varieties—Safe delivery guar-
anteed. Postpaid. One of the largest and best
equipped hatcheries in U. S. Catalog FREE.
Miller Poultry Farm. Box 555, Lancaster, Mo.

,

DAY OLD. Standard breeds, free range. Order
now. Prepaid P. Post. Free book and prices.

PRIZE BABY CHICK CO., Springfield, Ohio

Sizes
6-12

Arnerickri
:GALVANIZKD V

Steel
FENCE
POSTS

HERE is the improved
Steel Fence Post you

have been waiting for.

Bigger, better, stronger.

Thicker material. Drives
easily in any soil. Anchors sol-

idly. A labor saver. Heavily
galvanized inside and out after

forming. A post that will set-

tle your fence-post problem for
good. See it at your dealer's
and you will be enthusiastic.

Send for special book. Dealers
everywhere.

American Steel & Wire
.Chicago Company
New York

33% Heavier-100% Stronger
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By a woman
for women

WHEN Mrs. Jones, next door, writes to the

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, she is

helping edit it.

Her letter is only one of many thousands—but it

is just as important to the Editor as any of them.

They talk in these letters about clothes, and
babies, and cooking—and such things as only

women talk about to each other

—

And the Editor, being a woman, understands as

only a woman can understand

—

And that is why the COMPANION is just what
these women want it to be.

Everything in the COMPANION, every story,

every picture, every article and department, every

suggestion about clothes, or cooking, or children,

every idea for parties, club work, household econ-

omy—all is inspired by the wants and needs, spoken
and unspoken, of the million women who depend
upon the COMPANION.

. It is edited for them and by them. Their inter-

preter is a woman like themselves. She under-

stands. She has the feminine intuition. She has
the woman's point of view.

In the June Number

—

Do you ever write

to movie stars?

A fascinating

spendthrift

A woman who
married a failure

Especially for

June brides

The grouch at

tea parties

You will be surprised when Rob
Wagner, secretary to one of the big-

gest ones, tells you how many letters

these stars get—and what's in them.

Gay, lighthearted Kitty Davenant
is the interesting heroine of " Cake on
the Waters, " an engaging new two-
part novel by Zoe Akins.

looks back over her married life and
tells her own true story freely, inti-

mately and interestingly.

the new American March by Reginald
DeKoven—"The Wedding Dress," a
lovely picture in full color—wedding
fashions—wedding menus and deco-
rations—and details of " a house that
runs itself."

may have most of her frowns pain-
lessly removed by reading Grace
Margaret Gould's monthly talk on
"Good Looks."

There's a wealth of stories, pictures, special articles and
useful information in the June

Woman's Home
Companion

Published by The Crowell Publishing Company, also pub-

lishers of The American Magazine and Farm and Fireside

From Traveling Salesman to

Market Gardener
By E. L. Kirkpatrick

THAT first-class garden products can
be grown on ordinary soil, and that a
standingmarket for these products can

be created where it has not existed for-

merly, has been proved by C. W. Schwartz,
owner and manager of the Springvale Gar-
dens at Ottumwa, Iowa. He is also demon-
strating that good net profits may be made
in the gardening industry.

Mr. Schwartz was a traveling salesman
before going into the gardening business in

1908. Crippled in a railroad wreck, he
began to look about for some profitable
occupation which required no traveling.

From this standpoint, as well as from that
of being out of doors, market gardening
appealed to him. He secured ten acres of

land, near Ottumwa, fairly well adapted
to garden crops and favorably located
with regard to marketing.

Mr. Schwartz says that four things are
necessary to success in gardening: Irriga-

tion, fertilization, quality of product, and
printer's ink. Early in the game he
learned that good, crisp vegetables could
not be produced without sufficient rainfall

during the growing season. Irrigation
was resorted to, and the gardener, after

searching for available water, found to his

surprise an unlimited supply 30 feet below

are available also at the particular tim
needed by the crop. Further expert
mental work with the 7-17-10 fertilize]

showed it to be equally as well adapted fct

the growth of other vegetable crops.

Various tests showed, also, that onioi

cauliflower, and tomatoes use 1,000 poi

per acre of the mixture profitably,
application is supplemented every
year with enough well-rotted mam
maintain humus in the soil.

Shortage of potash is causing
Schwartz no worry this coming season,
he intends to make use of tobacco si

refuse from the cigar factories. The si

are ground to a fine powder before
mixed in the fertilizer.

Through irrigation and special atten
to the plant-food requirements of the

various crops, Mr. Schwartz has secured

the products which go to make up the

"Springvale honest pack." Extreme can
in the harvesting, washing, grading, and
packing the produce gives it that splendid

appearance needed to attract the custom-

er's attention. Since the Springvale

tag insures quality, a customer once gained

is seldom lost. Crops marketed are head

lettuce, cauliflower, celery, Spanish onions,

tomatoes, blackberries, potatoes, and fal

From a 30-foot well this irrigating outfit supplies water sufficient to cover 10 acres of

garden truck. Mr. Schwartz s ledger indicates that the venture has been profitable

the surface at the central part of his gar-
dens. A four-horsepower gas engine, con-
nected by means of a double-bar pumping
jack with five heavily sand-screened pipes,

furnishes a means of lifting the water and
forcing it through a four-inch galvanized
pipe to various parts of the garden.
Branch pipes connect the main with dis-

tributing pipes, 1 14 inches in diameter and
spaced parallel, 25 feet from each other.

Risers connected with the distributing

pipes, each fitted with a revolving nozzle
at the top, spray the water evenly over the
surface. All nozzles and pipes are re-

moved and stored each fall in order that
the gardens may be conveniently tilled the
following spring.

Although the irrigation system worked
successfully from the start, it did not
overcome all the obstacles. Mr. Schwartz
soon learned that water alone would not
produce high-quality crops. Large Span-
ish onions, produced at the rate 900-1,000
bushels per acre, would not keep until they
were disposed of on the market. "My
large onions sold to the middleman usually
spoiled for him or for his customers," said
this gardener. "Other crops, though crisp

and tender, were full of water and failed

to stand the test of marketing."
Working on the idea that crops should

maintain their quality until they reached
the ultimate consumer, Mr. Schwartz be-
gan a thorough study of their fertilizer

requirements. Through several years of
experimental work on onions he learned
that the mixture best adapted for pro-
ducing a large-to-medium, smooth, firm,
mild-flavored bulb to be a 7-17-10. The
7 per cent nitrogen secured from tankage
and meat scrap is held in the soil for use of

the crop throughout the growing season.
The 17 per cent of phosphorus, from raw
rock phosphate, and the 10 per cent potash

radishes. Owing to excellent quality of

the products offered for sale, prices re

ceived range from one-third to one-hal

higher than those of the average Otturnwj

gardener.
Springvale Gardens advertise to read

the ultimate consumer. "The consume
is the one who must know of my goods;

states Mr. Schwartz. "It's an easy mattei

for the retail man to sell produce, providec

the public wants it." For the benefit a

the public printer's ink is used unsparingly

Through the local daily papers, in Mr

Schwartz's own concrete poetical or fanri-

ful turn, the consumer is reminded of thf

various crops in season, as well as th<

name of the grocer where these crops ii

the "Springvale honest pack" may be se

cured. The needs of the market are kep

constantly in mind, and nothing whic

might aid in producing better vegetable

for the consumer passes by Mr. Schwart

unnoticed or untried.

How to Make Two
Rosebushes from One

FROM a rosebush take a stalk, four tt

six inches long, with several joints tha

include both new and old wood. Cut thi

slip with a knife and make a clean, slantinj

cut across the stalk. Nippers of any Wdc

should not be used, as they will bruise th

stalk too much. Immediately after th

stalk is cut off, stick it gently into a box t

moist sand, so that one or two joints wi

be covered. Keep the sand moist, and plac

the box in a situation that has sun an
shade in equal portions. When the sh

shows a number of new leaves in a flourish

ing condition it has enough root to warran

its removal to permanent soil
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Handsome roofs at low cost
A handsome house and thrifty looking out-buildings are

as much an asset to the farmer as a good suit of clothes is

to the business man.

Barrett Everlastic Roofings enable you to have, at low

cost, handsome and serviceable roofs on all the steep-roofed

buildings around the farm—the house, garage, stables,

sheds, pens, silos, etc.

Everlastic Roofings are made in shingle form (both sep-

arate and in strips of four) and in rolls. They are made
of high-grade materials and backed by the great Barrett

Company with 60 years' experience in the roofing business.

Except the popular "Rubber" roofing, they are all faced

with a coating of crushed slate in natural color, red or green,

making them not only serviceable

and fire-resisting, but artistic

enough for the finest home.

The Everlastic line includes

—

Everlastic "Rubber" Roofing

A recognized standard among "rubber" roofings. Famous
for its durability. Made of the best water-proofing materials, it

insures dry, comfortable buildings under all weather conditions.

Nails and cement with each roll.

Everlastic Slate-Surfaced Roofing

A high-grade roll roofing, surfaced with genuine crushed slate in

red or green. Never needs painting. Colors are permanent.
Handsome enough for a home, economical enough for a barn or

garage. Combines real protection against fire with beauty.
Nails and cement with each roll.

Everlastic Multi-Shingles—(4 Shingles in One)

Made of high-grade felt thoroughly water-proofed and surfaced

with crushed slate in natural colors, either red or green. Laid in

strips oifour shingles in one at far less cost in labor and time than
for wooden shingles. Gives you a roof of artistic beauty worthy
of the finest buildings, and one that resists fire and weather.

Everlastic Tylike Shingles

Made of the same durable slate-surfaced (red or green) material

as Everlastic Multi-Shingles but cut into individual shingles, 8

x 12^4 inches. Laid like wooden shingles but cost less per year
of service.
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Ill ike the teeth of a tm# sa
YOU'VE stood in awe before a buzz saw

and watched it literally tear its way
through a piece of material. Being

driven at such a terrific speed, it produces re-

sults that are almost startling. But if you
were to run the buzz saw at a much slower

speed, and take some of the keenness off of the

teeth, then you would have an action very

similar to that of road bumps, ruts and rough

places as they rack, strain and wear out your
Ford Car or Ford One Ton Truck.

The thousands of sudden, heavy impacts,

while not sufficient to cause instant breakage,

yet cause great and unnecessary wear on all

parts, particularly the power unit and the

tires.

It has been proved by nearly a million Ford
owners that by properly cushioning their

machines against road shocks and vibrations

with Hassler Shock Absorbers, that you save

at least 30% of the ordinary tire and repair

expense, and that your Ford's depreciation is

decreased a like amount. You also obtain

^considerable increase in gasoline mileage, due

to the smoother running. Hasslers prevent

squeaks, rattles and deterioration, for the

spiral, conical springs of chrome-vanadium

steel compress on either upward or downward
movements.

In addition to all of these savings you have

such greatly increased comfort that your Ford

Car or Truck rides and drives as well as the

highest priced heavy models. It steers easily,

holds the road, travels safely at high speed,

and the general and good satisfaction you de-

rive from its use is increased astonishingly by
Hassler Shock Absorbers.

Hassler Shock Absorbers can be put on in

a very few minutes, either by you or your

garageman. There are two types, one for all

Ford Passenger Cars, the other "Double or

Twins" for the rear of the FordOneTon Truck.

10-DAY TRIAL OFFER
Don't ride without Hasslers because some one tries to discourage you. They

are a quality product—worth their price. The Hassler dealer in your vicinity

will put them on for 10 days' trial. Your money refunded if you say so.

Write for name of dealer and Trial Blank.

ROBERT H. HASSLER, Inc. 1353 Naomi St, Indianapolis, Indiana

Canadian Factory, Hamilton, Ontario

The Hauler Guarantee: "Absolute satisfaction or your money back"

sssn
TRADE MARK REGISTER

hock Abso
PATENTED

HASSLERS
for all

Ford Passenger Cars

1 The conical springs set at the angle shown prevent sidesway and allow for

the most resilient downward action. The springs compress on either up-

I ward or downward movements—do not stretch out of shape—do not allow

up-throw. Hasslers last as long as the Ford and make it last.

HASSLERS
'DOUBLE or TWINS'

forihe Ford One TonTruck



STORAGE
BATTERY

Willard Threaded Rubber Insulation
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Satisfaction
The boss often says to me, "You can't control the way

a man feels when he drives into this place—he may be paying

a friendly call to get information, he may be towed in because

of battery trouble, he may be happy, or angry, or half-way

between.

"But one thing you can always do, send him away satisfied."

And that's my job. When the job's done it will be done

right. If you want advice, if you want service, if you want
repairs, if you need a new battery, come to battery serv-

ice headquarters.

No one can have your interest more at heart than the

company who first organized trained battery service, whose

batteries are installed by the great majority of American

car builders, and who developed the Bone Dry Willard with

Threaded Rubber Insulation.

Willard Service
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What You and I Can Do Now to Put

Farming on a Better Basis
By MacHenry Johnson

NOTE : Latest available official fig-

ures show that the average farm
income is only about V/i per cent on
the investment. On this basis the

average farmer could sell his farm,

invest his proceeds in Liberty bonds,

and, without doing a lick of work,
make more money than he is averag-

ing at present. But you don't want
to do that. What you and I want to

do is to put farming on a business

basis that will make it pay us a living

and a rate of interest on our invest-

ment equal to that in other successful

businesses. This article gives us some
valuable hints as to how we can go
about doing that. The Editor.

1 \

of touch and sympathy with country life

than ever before, and this at a time most
critical for consumer and producer alike.

TJ'he city man doesn't know what you and I

are up against on the farm. This lack of

understanding between country and city

leads to unnecessary discord over the
matter of price of farm produce. Yet each
side wants only justice and fair dealing.

article you produce drifting too low, you
stop raising it and go to doing something
else. If the drift is brought about gradu-
ally, allowing time for gradual change to

other types of farming, no great harm is

done you. Under the normal slow change
you can feel your way along in making
these changes, without any help from cost

studies. In fact, the most successful

"OU and I both know that on the
farm a generation ago the matter
of what it cost us to produce
food was not a question of very
much interest to us or to anyone

else. Even five years ago it was not re-

ceiving much of our attention. But to-day
the cost of production on your farm and
on every other farm is a matter of vital

interest to both farmer and consumer.
The reason is that farming is becoming

a highly organized and particular business.

On the crops you grow, on the way you
market them, on the way they are handled
between the time they leave you and the
time they reach the consumer, depends
the vital question of feeding the world
with food on which you have made a
reasonable profit and on which the con-
sumer doesn't have to spend more money
than he can afford.

This efficient organization of agriculture

along business lines is coming just as surely
as^the sun rises and sets„ and it is up to
you and me to prepare for it, beginning
now. Production, marketing, manufactur-
ing, and distributing the things you and I

produce are all questions of vital interest

to us, and the immediate personal thing
you can do to bring about a thorough
understanding and a logical working out of

these problems is to align yourself with the
best and most forward-looking agricultural

organization in your township, county, and
State. Get together with your fellow

farmers and work out your local problems,
and you will thus hasten the day when the
local problems you have solved can be
co-ordinated by our national farm organi-
zations into a true solution of our national
farm problems. And unquestionably that
will mean more money in your pocket and
success and dignity for farming throughout
the nation.
Now you ask what has brought about

this change of attitude and put farming
in the way of getting on its feet. Let us
go back a little.

One factor has been the settling up of
the new lands of the West. When there
were no more rich homesteads to be taken
up, and the increase in crop area was not
keeping pace with the increase in popu-
lation, prices on the farm of necessity began
to rise. It also became harder for the young
men to get farms of their own and, with
the development of manufacturing in
their cities, easier for them to get positions
in town. Population therefore shifted
toward the cities at a more rapid rate than
ever before.

.

From this state of affairs new social

conditions have arisen. The new order of

congested city life is more completely out

Why Hit-or-Miss Farming is Dead
and Gone Forever

FARMING is the greatest manufacturing industry in the world.

Up to within the last few years" it has been a disorganized, loose-

knit, hit-or-miss proposition. Its day as such is gone, never to

come again.

The time when a farmer could do a grilling day's work in the field

and manage his farm properly in spare moments is also gone. He now
faces a choice of two things : either he must continue to be a day la-

borer on his farm, at day-laborer's wages or less, or he must cut down
his own physical labor appreciably and devote more of his time to

thinking, planning, and directing.

Maybe you laugh at this idea, and brand us an impractical dreamer,
sitting comfortably far away from the farm. It is not so. The hand-
writing is on the wall for all to see, and we are merely copying it.

And pray, do not think we are urging you to become a " gentleman
farmer." Far from it. The only thought we are trying to get across is

that the successful American farmer of the future must think more
deeply, plan more carefully, watch his costs and markets and general

conditions more closely, and take a more active interest in the broad,
practical, co-operative agricultural movement that is going to put
American farming on its feet, and which is even now beginning to

show its head in the form of the federated county and state Farm
Bureaus. The Editor.

"Full and comprehensive data on cost of

producing on farms is the one thing most
needed by both sides.

When the law of supply and demand is

allowed to operate unobstructed, prices

naturally adjust themselves according to

your production costs; or say that your
production adjusts itself according to the"

price you can get for your product. In
other words, if you find the price of an

farmers are those who most quickly sense
this price drift as related to possible
profits in other lines of farming, and con-
sequently shift their business at the proper
moment.
Under war conditions, however, price-

fixing was resorted to by the Government.
When the price was fixed on one article

everything else was thrown out of kilter,

for normal supply and demand stopped

operating all up and down the line. Every-
thing you produced had new or changed
cost factors entering into it. The old
order of things was swept away. It was
no longer possible to feel one's way along,
with every cost factor upset.
You to-day want analytical data on cost

of production. You want it to help you
produce efficiently. You want it to help
you decide what enterprises to enlarge
and what to curtail. Probably radically
changed methods are desirable under the
new order of things. There is the problem
of labor-saving equipment to the fore

again. Maybe hand labor was cheaper
than the milking machine under the old
order of things. How about it now? Have
power plows advanced in price more than
cost of keeping horses? Can the old
fertilizer application be continued, or

should it be increased?
The side of cost studies having to do

with the solution of these and hundreds of

other kindred problems of efficiency of

your farm organization is a little different

from the side having to do with fair price.

In considering fair price we want to know
the total cost, and are not so much con-
cerned about anything else. In considering
economy of production, a study of the
factors making up the total is the thing
most valuable. The complete cost study
kills the two birds with one stone.

What Is a Fair Price?

It is to the interest of both producer
and consumer that food products bring a
fair price. Fair price is cost of production
plus a reasonable profit. If the consumer is

so organized for the time being as to be
able to get a commodity you've raised for

less than it costs you to raise it, then it is

just a question of time until, losing money,
your production will so decrease that it

will bring much more from the consumer
than it costs you to raise it. On €he other
hand, it is well known that when you get
an exorbitant price one year the thing is

usually overdone the next year, resulting in

a Joss to you. The history of the potato
crop is a notable example of this.

The proper way to determine what a fair

price is is to get the figures on production
cost. It is the only basis upon which the
matter may be settled without disastrous

ups and downs for both producer and
consumer. >,

The best illustration I have seen of the
value of cost to date is a controversy
between consumer and producer—through
the organized middleman of course—as

in the history of the recent milk strike in

New York City. When the price of feed
got so high that the feed bills were bigger
than the milk check the farmers struck
and asked for an increase. The dealers re-

fused it at first, but finally, for the time be-
ing, granted their demands. Later they
again reduced the price, and again the farm-
ers struck. About that time Professor
Warren of Cornell published his formula
for cost of producing milk. It was the first

time the farmers had ever had tangible
data to back up demands. Warren's for-

mula showed that they were justified in

what they asked, and they won the
case. The Warren formula may be sound
or unsound. I understand it has been
abandoned for a better basis which will

bring milk down four cents a quart to
the consumer and still give the dairyman
a fair profit. But it was a start in the
right direction, as subsequent events have
proved.

City people are lamentably ignorant
about country [continued on page 27]&
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FARM AND FIRESIDE

How the Trees on Your Farm Help
You Grow Better Crops

By Albert Sidney Gregg

JOHN DAVEY is a most interesting

character. Elbert Hubbard some
years ago wrote a little sketch of

Davey in which Hubbard dubbed
Davey the "big brother to the

trees." The title is very fitting, for Davey
is an enthusiast about tree life, and the
relation of trees to human welfare and
happiness.
When Davey landed in America from

England, where he had been educated in

all the lore of horticulture and related

"arts," he was obliged to take the first

job. he could get—that of helping to lay
out new streets in Warren, Ohio. With the
aid of friends he eventually got a position

in his line. Then he studied mathematics,
English, Greek, Latin, and astronomy. At
length he started a greenhouse. While
waiting for his "crop" he worked in the
ice field, developed a felon on each thumb,
overslept while trying to catch up with his

sleep in daytime, and let the fire go out
and cause the death of his beloved plants.

A farmer helped him to get started again,

and this time a hailstorm destroyed his

greenhouses.
. Next he got a job as landscape gar-

dener—in a cemetery, at Kent, Ohio.
While working in Kent he wrote a book
about trees and their care. No publisher
would take the risk of bringing out his

book, and so Davey published it himself.

His sons and others sold the book, and
then came the big idea.

Men with large estates and others asked
Davey if he could do for trees what he had
been telling others to do in his book, and
he replied that he could. He was. forthwith
engaged to "doctor" trees in many parts

of the country. Then he began to teach
others how to do the doctoring. Thus
began a system of "tree doctoring" which
has spread all over the nation and put
Davey on Easy Street.

Davey has trained thousands of tree

experts. He lives quietly at Birdmont,
his home in Kent, where, surrounded by
his birds and his gardens, he carries on
his experiments. He is widely known as

"Father John," and is justly proud of the

fact that several hundred of his boys
helped to whip the Kaiser, and that his

son Martin was elected to Congress last

November.
While Davey was operating a small,

force" of men in Cleveland he became
acquainted with Adam Smith, a business

man of limited means who wanted to buy
a small farm. Smith was tired of city life

and wanted to "get back to the soil."

He delegated Davey to be on the watch
for a suitable piece of land, and then sat

back to await results.

Two months afterward Davey came
across a piece of 27 acres near the city, and
took Smith out to look it over. There was
just one tree on the land—a beautiful

maple, with a perfect tent-like spread of

branches 96 feet across. This tree took the

eye of the city man, and he resolved to

purchase the place, provided the owner
did not want too much for it. He author-

ized Davey to buy the place, fixing $15,000
as the price limit. A month later Davey
set out to call on the owner, a young
married man, whose father had worn out
the soil, and who had died a short time
before. As soon as Davey got in sight of

the farm he was shocked to discover that
the beautiful maple had been cut down.
When he asked about the tree, the young
farmer replied:

"You see, here is how it was: A fellow

can't make a living here, and so I decided
to sell out. I could winter here if I had
firewood, but Dad had sold off all the
small wood, and all I had left was the
big maple. There was enough wood in it

to last till spring, so I cut it down and
worked it up into stove wood. Also, the
room it took up will give me a few more
rods of oats next spring, if I can't sell."

"What do you ask?" inquired Davey
without comment.

"Five thousand," replied the farmer
after a few moments' reflection. "But if

you keep quiet about it I'll go fifty-fifty

with you on all you can get over forty-
five hundred."
Davey thanked him and went on his

way. He did not have the heart to tell

the young farmer that he had lost $10,500
by cutting down that big maple. Smith
was ready to pay that for the little farm
because of the tree, but with the tree gone
he did not want it at any price.

"This may be an extreme instance, but
it shows how many farmers utterly fail to

sense the cash
value of trees,"

exclaimed Davey
in commenting on
this story. "Too
many of them think
of trees merely as

firewood, fence
rails, or fence posts.

In this instance the
value was largely

sentimental, but
Smith was ready
to pay good hard
cash for his senti-

ment. Like most
city dwellers, he
was very fond of

trees, and that was
one reason why he
wanted to get out
into the country."
On another oc-

casion, while Davey
was lecturing in

Charlotte, North
Carolina, he was
interrupted by a
man in the audi-
ence who asked:
"How do you de-

termine the value
of a tree?"
"What will you

take for the five

mammoth oaks in

front of the Greater
Charlotte Club-
house?" queried
Davey in reply.

"Would you take

due to moisture in the ground. Davey
tells of a striking instance of destruction
wrought by the cutting of trees in Penn-
sylvania.
Between Tyrone and Philipsburg he

traveled over a road that led through a
desolate region of thousands of acres,

populated only by
deserted villages

and houses that
were t u m b 1 i ng
down. When he
asked the conduc-
tor for information
that official replied

:

"Twenty - five

years ago these
hills were covered
with glorious white
pines. This road
was built to get
these giants to
market. The soil is

thin and, as you
see, the sides of

the mountains are
steep. As the trees

were killed off the
land died. It is now
about as produc-
tive as a desert."

In contrast with
this story is an-
other one told by
Davey. One of his

neighbors had a
farm of 150 acres
out of which he
preserved 20 acres
for woodland, for
the future needs of

the place. This
man was not will-

ing to sell his tim-
ber birthright for

a mess of pottage,
in the form of sales

that would im-ohn Davey

Trees Are Great Teachers—if We'll

Just Go to School to Them
WHEN we see a man who has run his nerves ragged scheming

and planning to get rich quick, or worrying because he doesn't

get results in his work faster, we are reminded of the patience with
which a tree goes about its business in life. It starts in a very small
way, struggles up through the darkness of the soil that is both a help

and a hindrance to its growth, and begins life as a tiny twig. It calmly
and slowly adds a little to itself here and a little there, growing a
little all the time. It never gets nervous or excited. It doesn't fret

because it sees other trees ahead of it. If it is an oak it doesn't try to

be a poplar. It just minds its own business and works hard, and in

the end it stands forth, a success in life, equipped and ready to serve

any end that man may have in view for it. Its mission in the world
is Growth and Service. So should be a man's. And he should never
forget that things worth while don't happen quickly. The Editor.

ten thousand, fifteen thousand, twenty
thousand dollars for them?"

"No," retorted several voices in the
audience.

"There is your answer," said Davey.
The next day Davey met a man on the

street who extended his hand as he ex-
claimed:
"Mr. Davey, I was present at your

lecture last night, and heard the question
about the value of a tree. I will add that if

you would offer $40,000 for those beautiful

oaks we would not allow you to remove
them."
The foregoing incidents merely illustrate

the sentimental -value of trees. It is quite a
different matter to estimate the cash value
of ordinary forest timber. They have one
value for firewood, railway ties, and lum-
ber, and quite another value as factors of

nature in preserving moisture and humus
in the soil. Cut the trees off the hills and
the streams in the valley will dry up and
the bottom lands lose their productiveness,

poverish his soil. Davey advised this

farmer to plant an apple orchard. He did
so, and trained it as directed. After this

man's death the farm was sold to a city

merchant for $800 an acre, because the
trees and the orchard were just what this

buyer wanted.
This man did not turn his trees into

money for himself, but his heirs got the
benefit of his wise foresight. Likewise,
those of succeeding generations suffer if

one is shortsighted and destroys valuable
trees for firewood or for some other pur-
pose.

Davey's remedy for tree destruction is a
systematic education of children in the
value of trees, and to create laws putting
trees under government control. Thus a
man with an ax could not go out and
engage in wanton timber destruction.

One of the chief foes of tree life is the
tenant farmer, who often "robs" the land
in all directions if he is not watched by the
owner. Often he is a bird of passage, and

wants to "cash in" as he goes along,
other foe to a proper regard for trees is tifl

farm that is mortgaged. The man who
owns the place subject to the mortgage
not in a rush to plant trees that may
enjoyed by another.
Davey insists that only properly mat'

trees should be "harvested," and that tl

harvesting should be regulated by govei
ment agents just as is now done on
government reservation. Growing tn
should be protected in every possible wa;

Destruction of trees in wholesale quani
ties all over the United States has set
sort of vicious circle in operation. With t!

cutting of trees and accompanying undei
growth the native birds have no place to
stay, and they perish. This gives thf
insects destructive of tree life an oppor-
tunity to operate unhindered. Birds are
guardians, for they eat the insects that
destroy trees and crops. Every possib%
encouragement should be given to in-

creasing the number of birds and in giving
them all possible protection—all excenj
English sparrows. These abominations
not eat insects, but steal the food that
often thrown out for native birds.
Every precaution should be taken

protect growing trees from being cut
bruised, for a break in the bark is a wouni
and opens the way for agents of destructii
that cause the wounded trees to decay,
Davey is authority for the statement

that it is possible to remove over half of a
tree without injury to the part that re-

mains, if the wound is watched and kept
painted. Coal tar or any thick paint will

serve the purpose. This preparation is to

exclude the moisture and preserve the
wound until it is covered by a new growth.
The big point is to keep destruct«

agencies from getting a start, and that can
be done by a prompt application of tH
paint or coal tar.

Here is a little hint on setting out an
apple tree: Choose a tree with a straight
trunk, and slip over it ajour-inch socket
tile. Stuff in some old rags so the tree will

not become chafed by rubbing. This
arrangement protects the young tree from
rabbits and prevents it from being bruised.
By the time the tree has grown big enough
to fill the hole the tile can be broken with a
hammer and the tree turned loose.
The man with the ax is not the only

i

enemy of the trees. Boys with cat rifles or
sling shots who go about killing birds are
killing the natural protectors of the trees.

Webworms kill trees, and the birds
the webworms when they get a chanc
And this suggests an enlargement of tl

vicious circle mentioned previously. H
may be expressed in the form of a nursem
jingle:

This is the boy that killed the bird thS
was about to kill the worm that killed tfl
tree. Therefore the boy who killed tflj
bird was the boy who killed the tree.

Davey tells about seeing a nest of these
worms on a tree. A year later he passcfl
that way again and saw that the tree was,
defoliated, and later discovered that tha
trees in the entire neighborhood waj
leafless. These worms are now all ovej

:

that region, causing destruction among the i

trees. When Davey first saw that nest he
had an impulse to get out of his buggy
and set fire to it, but he neglected his dutyj
with the results set forth. If you have any
similar nests, go and destroy them at oncfl
or they may rob you by killing timber OS
orchard trees on your farm.
Every village, town, and city, as well as

farmers, should give attention to setting
out trees. For shade trees along streets

Davey recommends the Norway maple,
which must not be confused with til
Sycamore maple. Then comes the AmeB 1

can elm, the maple, the sycamore, the
white oak, and the horse chestnut. Lis
dens, soft maples, and lime trees are not
fit for street purposes, although they are

just the thing for a lawn or park. Street
trees should not be planted closer than 25
feet—30 to 60 is better. These intervals

give the proper spacing for the full-gro^n
tree, and where the street is wide and the
soil is good greatly add to attractiveness of

the place.

Davey gives interesting directions for

the moving of a [continued on page 391
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Why I Think We Are Going to Have
Better Fertilizers Now

By F. F. Rockwell (New York)

I
AM a farmer myself, and I know that
there are a lot of moss-whiskered
superstitions that have crawled down
to farmers from the generations of

the past. At any fair or an Institute
meeting you and I can still find those

who believe that planting should be done
only in the dark of the moon; that cucum-
bers and melons will "mix" if they are
planted in the same field; and that the
bull and the boar must be allowed to run
free with the herd if the cows are to throw
strong calves or the sows give big litters.

But one of the most remarkable in-

stances of a deep and abiding faith, with
no foundation in fact, has been the belief

many planters have had in the superior
merit of some particular brand of ferti-

lizer over all others. The old-line farmer
who believed that life would not be worth
living through the summer unless he took
a couple of bottles of Doctor Dosem's
Patent Indian Vegetable Tonic about the
time the frogs began to peep in the spring
would as soon have thought of giving up
his favorite remedy for pure cold water as
of changing to any other brand of fertilizer,

regardless of what the analysis printed on
the bags might show or his experiment
station report.
These facts explain why we can't al-

together blame the manufacturers of

I commercial fertilizer for not being quicker
to take the step they give evidence of

now taking. Very recently there has been,
I find, a change in the whole fertilizer

industry—a change so great that it is one
of the most revolutionary moves ever
taken at one jump in any industry. The
hundreds of grades which have been so
carefully built up by the various concerns,
and the results of all the hundreds of

thousands of dollars spent in buying
publicity and good-will for them, are to be
thrown together on the dump heap of

outworn things. And in their _place the
fertilizer manufacturers of America an-
nounce that they are coming out into the
open, with their sleeves rolled up to the
elbows, so that nothing can be concealed,
and telling us farmers the plain truth
that it is not the name on the sack, nor
what the agent claims for it, but the
number of pounds of actual plant food

—

nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash

—

contained therein which really determines
just what you and I get for our money.

IThey seem, in fact, as I shall explain, to
have gone considerably farther than this.

More important still, back of this big
change in methods there has been a big
change in ideas. The old idea was that of

selling the public what it demanded,
whether that was the best that could be
rendered for the money or not; the old
idea was that business must be competed
for on a price basis, and that to get his

share of it the maker had to make his

goods so that he could go his competitor
one better on the matter of price. The
new idea is that the more he can give you
and me for our money the better business
it is; and that if we happen to be mistaken
in our conception of what we want to buy
it is poor business to cater to our lack of
knowledge, and the duty of the seller is

to show us how we can do better.
I remember my first experience with

fertilizer agents. It so happened that the
running of the home farm fell upon my
shoulders before I was through high school.
Of course, in strict accordance with the old
idea of education, I had had a smattering
of Latin, French, and German, a look at
Greek and a large undigested bite of
trigonometry and astronomy; but in
common with all the rest of my school-
mates, nineteen out of twenty of whom
would have to make their living from the
soil, I had as much information on plant
nutrition, plant foods, and practical soil

chemistry as a yellow-spotted fresh-water
mud turtle has on the theory of the cycloi-
dal curve.
The first agent who found me at home

of a Saturday morning early in spring
happened to have on hand a' ton of So-and-
so's Market Garden Special, which had
been shipped to a man who was sick and
could not take it. He offered it to me at
$40, which was two dollars off the "list"
price, on six months' time, and I was

satisfied that I had made a good buy. I

was satisfied—for a week. The next
Saturday another agent, one of those
chaps with a tongue hung in the middle on
roller bearings, with a self-starter and a
splash oiling system, hunted me up. I

told him that I had already bought, and
he was just about to slip his order blanks
back into his bag and pass on, when, dis-

covering that I was anxious to learn some-
thing about fertilizers in general, he realized

manufacturers had been formed, was to

give every user of any quantity of fer-

tilizer a so-called "agency." In taking
your best girl out for a Sunday afternoon
buggy ride you would find a fertilizer

agency sign on every third barn. And the
general agent, the fellow who sold to (and
appointed) all the little local agents, was
hired not because of what he knew about
soils, £rops, and fertilizers, but because of

his ability to "shoot hot air" about the

This is F. F. Rockwell at work. Mr. Rockwell is an Eastern farmer who knows his
business from the ground up. He has spent most of his life on the soil, has made
a study of the conditions he talks about here, and is at present manager of
several big farms in the East. His home originally was in New England.

The World Does Progress, Even ip the

Matter of Fertilizer

IT'S a mighty balky mule that won't move when you build a fire under
him. And it's a mighty indifferent business that won't try to get on

safer ground when it feels the wrath of public opinion burning it.

The better element of the fertilizer industry realized that the short-
comings of its weaker brethren were putting the entire business under a
cloud of suspicion, and this better element has been exerting strenuous
efforts to put the whole industry on a sound basis.

The most progressive step to be taken by the entire industry is the
adoption of a standard classification for fertilizers, effective with fall

shipments of fertilizers.

Before you order your next lot of fertilizer write your state agricul-

tural experiment station for its report of fertilizer analysis, and from
this you will be able to judge which manufacturers uphold their
guarantees. The Editor.

that he had an easy thing, and started in
after it. As the result of an hour's con-
versation, down-grade on high gear, he
persuaded me that the other man had taken
criminal advantage of my ignorance by
selling me a "market garden" fertilizer

when I was going to grow potatoes and
corn! And he finally succeeded, after
making me a flattering offer of the "agency"
in that territory for his particular brand, in
getting my name down on the dotted line

for a ton and a half each of his Wonder
Potato Grower and Corn King Special
at $32 and $28 per ton each, respectively.

It was not until some years afterward
that I discovered that both lots of fer-

tilizer had been made in the same factory,
and shipped out under different brand
names, and realized that the $40 fertilizer

had contained almost exactly twice as
much actual plant food, from higher grade
materials, than the $32 brand, and more
than twice as much as the $28 brand.
That little experience of mine was no

exception to the general rule. One of the
objects in maintaining the great multi-
plicity of brands which existed in those
days, and kept up even after an association
including a great many of the largest

superlative merits of the brands he handled—and he could talk just as enthusiastically
to Farmer Brown about one brand as he
had just talked to Farmer Jones, three
farms down the road, about another.

It was not altogether the fault of the
fertilizer companies, however, that there
existed such a multiplicity of formulas
under the various brand names. No
standards had been set. If, for instance, a
farmer getting educated beyond the
"patent medicine" conception of fertilizer

sought information by writing to the
editor of his favorite farm paper, his state
experiment station, and to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture at Washington, ask-
ing what to use for any particular crop,
and then looked up some authority on
that particular crop, he would get four
very different answers. And where doctors
disagreed, what was the farmer to do?
If he tried one formula, which happened
to have 2% per cent of nitrogen, 5 per
cent of phosphoric acid, and 7 per cent of

potash, and "succeeded in raising a good
crop, he was persuaded that that exact
formula was required, and would insist

upon getting it. No one could persuade
him to use, for instance, a fertilizer

containing 3 per cent of nitrogen, 6 per
cent phosphoric acid, and 8 per cent
potash. If he was a large user, some agent,
to get his order, would offer to have that
special formula mixed up for him at the
factory. His neighbors would learn about
it, insist upon having the same thing

—

and another special formula would be
added to the already overburdened list.

Ten or fifteen years ago there were a
great many people who thought they knew
more about fertilizer than the best authori-
ties make 'any pretense of knowing nowa-
days. The idea that, the exact scientific

formula required for any special crop
could be determined by making a chemical
analysis of the crop, thus aiming to

"replace in the soil exactly the chemical
elements which the crop had removed
from it," was quite prevalent. This, of

course, was the foundation for another
set of formulas.
The fertilizer men, being manufacturers,

and not being able individually to carry on
extensive research work, took these for-

mulas from what they judged to be the
best sources, and made their goods up
accordingly. But there was no agreement
among authorities as to just what was best
for any particular crop, to say nothing of

the further complications caused by vary-
ing soils. One of the country's greatest
authorities in the Department 'of Agri-
culture went so far as to claim that any
soil contained sufficient of the chemical
elements to produce, if properly cultivated,
a normal crop without the use of any
fertilizer! Millions of practical farmers
who had grown crops with and without
fertilizer did not have to be persuaded
that, whatever merits this theory may
have had scientifically, in actual com-
mercial practice fertilizing pays.

But, the more extensively practical
experiments were carried on, the more
convincing became the evidence that it is

impossible to determine to the fraction
of a per cent how much nitrogen or phos-
phoric acid or potash it will pay to put
on any crop. And in the meantime the
leading fertilizer manufacturers of the
country had established under the name
of the Soil Improvement Committee their
own investigating bureau, composed of

some of the best authorities on practical
fertilizer problems who could be found.
It was the purpose of this organization to
help the farmer with his fertilizer problems,
and especially to help him get back some-
thing better than $1.06 for every dollar he
invested in fertilizer. This broad-gauge pol-

icy on the part of the manufacturers was
one of the results of that big change in

the whole idea back of conducting the
fertilizer industry which I have already
mentioned. The realization that, in addi-
tion to "goods," the man who sells must
deliver real service along with his com-
modity.
The more extensively the Soil Improve-

ment Committee investigated fertilizer

problems everywhere, and checked up the
results of both scientific experiments and
actual farm practice, the moRe it became
convinced that the great multiplicity of

brands which had come into existence was
not only a big expense to the manufacturers,
thus adding directly to the cost to the
ultimate consumer, but that it was with-
out any practical merit whatsoever. The
Soil Improvement Committee finally rec-

ommended, and got the manufacturers,
including practically all the fertilizer

companies of the North, to adopt unani-
mously on January 24th of this year, the
following resolution:

"Moved: That the subscribers of the
Soil Improvement Committee stand behind
the recommendations made, and use every
means in their power to push the sale of

those analyses recommended by the Soil

Improvement Committee, and discourage
the sale of any analyses containing less

than 14 per cent of available plant food."
Compared to conditions which have

existed up until this time, I'll say that is

going some!
But not until you get a squint at the

standard analyses which have been rec-
ommended will you realize just how much
of a jump has been made. I have looked
into it carefully [continued on page 20J
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Maybe Your Boys Could Do This Too
If They Had the Chance

By Thomas J. Delohery

Dk
ON'T try to tell me this hog is

better than the one in the
corner. If you do, you don't
know anything about hogs,"
said the smaller of two farm

boys as they gazed at a pen of Hampshire
hogs at the International Live Stock
Exposition.
"Aw, you're crazy," retorted the bigger

boy.
"Crazy, nothing! You are talking

through your hat, and if you ask anyone
they'll tell you the same!"
"Don't get tough with me, you runt,"

said the big boy, "or I'll poke you one!"
"Try it once," replied the small boy,

"and if you move I'll swat you one in the
eye, and then tell Dad you hit me!"

Seeing a fight impending, which would,
as I afterward learned, cause an in-

fraction of an armistice which had been
declared between the two boys for the
week of the International, I stepped in,

and acted as peacemaker.
"Aw, well it's his fault," said the smaller

boy. "I'll leave it to you if I ain't right
about the hogs."
"You ain't, neither!" shot back the

bigger belligerent.

I settled the argument by asking them
their names. The big boy said nothing,
but handed me a card. On it was a pic-
ture of Hampshire hogs and:

Turney Brothers, Iowa
Breeders of

Pure-bred Hampshire Hogs
All Stock Registered

Write or Wire Us Your Wants; We
Can Fill them.

"Is your father a member of this firm?"
I asked.
"No," was the reply. "It's me and

Willie," waving his hand to indicate the
smaller boy.

Willie by this time had forgotten the
fight, and was all smiles. His little chest,

too, was a few notches larger; but no
buttons from his coat parted from the
cloth.

I learned they were at the International,
and had won five or six first prizes on their

hogs; and some of their calves had won in

the boys' and girls' contests. All told they
took home about fifteen ribbons, there
£eing more firsts than anything else, de-
spite the fact that their hogs were pitted
against the cream of the Hampshire hogs
in the country.

Shortly after leaving the boys I met
Rex Beresford of Ames, Iowa, who has
charge of the boys' and girls' club work in

the Hawkeye State. I asked him about the
Turney boys, and he immediately told

me how good they were; and how they
started four years ago with one sow each,

and now have 500 pure-bred pigs and hogs,
and are recognized as among the leaders
in the Hampshire breed. Moreover, he
said that they had branched into the sheep
business, and were dabbling in pure-bred
cattle.

"And don't forget to have them tell you
how they cleaned up at the Iowa and
Nebraska state fairs, and at the National
Swine Show," he added as we parted.
The next day I met John Turney, the

father of the boys. The youngsters were
with him at the time, and I had a hard time
to believe he was their parent. He acted
more like a pal to them—in fact, I found
the three of them playing tag.

In our talk I gathered that he let the
boys run the business. They showed
everything in the ring, bought and sold

their own stock, answered their own
correspondence, and raised their own feed.

Moreover, in addition to this, both of

them are going to school at the present
time. He helps them only when requested;
and before the boys do anything they
always seek the opinion of their parents,
despite the fact it is their own business.
Johnny Turney, the oldest of the two

boys, is sixteen years of age, and in the
third year of high school, while Willie, who
is thirteen, is in the eighth grade. Both
boys are very good students, but John is

looked upon as being the best scholar,
because he is a better penman than Willie.

However, considering their ages and grades,

they are about equal. Willie is an awful
scribbler, but he is some salesman; and
the ability of both boys has won them
recognition among swine breeders. Every-
one knows them.

Willie is the better judge, and even beats
his father. He sticks tenaciously to his

selections, and Mr. Turney tells me it is

often necessary for him to come in from
the field to settle an argument between the
two boys when they get to looking over
their hogs.

Mr. Turney tells a good one on Willie.

the boys bought a boar of their own. The
pigs were good rustlers, and the boys
became intensely interested. This started
them in business. They sold some of the
pigs the next year, and bought a few more
sows of better breeding, having learned
the best families of the Hampshire
breed.

"For four years they have been breed-
ing and selling. They know the business,
and I don't interfere. It is their business,
and they want to learn, so why should I

interfere? However, if they are going to

The Turneys—Father, Johnny, and Willie

It Doesn't Pay to Do Too Much
for Your Children

NOT long ago we watched two robins teach their brood to fly. The
youngsters teetered dizzily on a limb. Father looked serenely on

from his perch. Mother hopped around nervously. Presently she

skimmed over to the children and set them an example, fluttering from
their perch to a lower limb. Father followed suit. Then one of the

little fellows tried it. Very wobbly. He tried again. So did the others.

By evening they could all fly.

Those youngsters made mistakes. Of course they did. All young-
sters do. But the parents corrected them, and they went on trying

until they succeeded on their own. Your youngsters will make mistakes.

But just show them how and let them try it. They'll have to live their

own lives sooner or later, and you might as well help them to learn how
instead of trying to do everything for them. Turney tried it with his

boys, and it worked. Personal responsibility is a great teacher. We
ought to send our youngsters to school to it more. The Editor.

It always gets a laugh from Johnny, and
everyone else. Willie made his father buy
an 80-acre plot across the road from their

farm, telling him he would pay for it. The
dad did, and it looks like it will be paid
for in a year or two.

Four years ago their father offered each
boy $25 in money or a bicycle. Johnny
accepted the money right off, but Willie
wanted a few days to think it over. He
talked with some of his chums at school,

members of the calf club, and finally took
the money.
"With this money and $10 he had saved,"

said the father, "Johnny bought a pure-
bred Hampshire sow. Willie looked around
and found one which was worth $40, so I

lent him the additional $15. Johnny's
sow gave him a litter of six pigs in the
spring, but Willie's was 'a non-breeder.
The, man took her back, and gave him
another. The fall farrow was only four
pigs, while Johnny's got six more.
"The spring litter was fairly good, and

do anything they ask both mine and their

mother's advice.
"Now the boys have from 500 to 600

spring pigs and breeding stock, and I

expect they will have sold all of them by
next spring. Around the show circuit

this year they sold more than $5,000
worth of hogs, and before the end of the
year I expect the total sales will be $7,000
or more.
"We have won a number of prizes at the

Iowa and Nebraska state fairs, the
National Swine Show, and at the Inter-

national. This helps out business, and
you would be surprised how breeders
make friends with the boys. They are

known everywhere, and the Angus breeders
want us to join their association. The
boys have shown a few Angus calves in

the calf clubs, and have won many
prizes.

"We had two Angus bulls, which were
sold to the boys to be cut as steers. Willie

said both of them would be better breeders,

and we sold one at the International fan
$600.

"Last summer I took my truck and tw
two boys, and we traveled over 22 countiS
of the State, looking for better breeding
stock. We were out four nights and frv^
days, and had a dandy time. It was war
and we slept in the car.

"The boys liked the trip very much, fo

whenever we'd get hungry, and it v
between meal time, we would load up
cake and ice cream. We visited the statj

college at Ames, and bought a bunch
pure-bred Southdown sheep, too.
"At Independence, Iowa, we 'stole'

boar—that is, everyone tells us we stoll

it, when we tell the price. We all blame*
it on Willie, for he saw the animal, and
insisted that we buy it, even though
Johnny and I were not favorably im»
pressed. I paid $150 for the animal, and
I thought it was a poor buy, for the animal
was dirty and unkempt and looked anX
thing but a champion, which he proved to
be. We put him in the car, took him home?
washed him, and put him at the head^^
the herd. He's worth' $2,000 now, an*
is some herd leader. You ought to see
that fellow's pigs.

"We showed this boar at the Iowa
State Fair, and in a class of sixteen,
representing the best in the country, he
finished fifth. At the Nebraska fair we met
the champion from Des Moines, and beat
him, landing on top of the heap. There
were twenty-six in the class this time. In
the spring boar class at Des Moines our
spring boars took first and second in*
class of sixty-six animals.
"At the National Swine Show the old

boar made fourth position, and we won the
blue ribbon in the spring boar class. Pretty
good old sire, which we would never have
had if Willie were not the judge he is.

"For business partners I never saw such
a pair of scrappers. They argue every day
over the different points in pigs. Each one
picks out three or four, and of course th#'
are the best. Sometimes I have to come
in from the field and threaten the wood-
shed in order to settle the row. I never
would whip them for anything like this.

Instead, I would encourage it, only it

might result in real mutiny. They are
learning all the time.
"The boys can pick out defects too.

They argue about bone, quality, hams*
fines, and things which judges take into
consideration when placing blue ribbons.
Willie is the better judge of the two, and
the better salesman. A man who wantsk
buy Hampshires and gets away with any
money is lucky.

"It was Willie who prevented us froj
castrating the bull calves. One broug"
$600, and the other will bring a nice pr
too. Johnny handles all corresponder
we get. He has a regular desk, a
writer, and a filing cabinet for his lett

and pedigrees. Willie doesn't bother wit!

this stuff, because he isn't the herdsman.
"We have no one to care for the pigs.

I look after them while the boys are at
school, but they feed them when they are
at home. They are real interested, and J
don't have to tell them to do the work.
They are real anxious to be with the pigs.

Willie gets up early every morning and
goes to town for skim milk for the pigs,

while Johnny feeds the grain. When this

is done they go to school

.

"My little girl, Jennie, has also a few
pigs; but I don't think she will have them
very long. In the last week or two I hav
had to get ear tags for them, so that
will know what belongs to her. Befo
this the two boys would get schemin
and the first thing I knew Jennie would I

shouting, 'Stop thief!' The boys wouK
split up the best of her pigs, each claiming
ownership of a part of them. I have to

give them back to her.

"Ma and me think the world of the

kids, and are real proud of their ability.

We never worry about their not staying
on the farm. They like their hogs, cattle

and sheep too much to move."
While talking with the boys I noticed

Johnny had a fine gold watch and chain.

I asked him where he got it. His reply

was that it was the first premium in their

calf club. I turned [continued ON page 3T
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Why I Don't Have to Work So Hard
on My Farm Any More

By Charles Foss
(In an interview)

weigh the milk from the individual cow
every day, and to take a sample of each
cow's milk night and morning. This I did,

and sent the samples to the college, where
they were tested for butterfat. Since
that time I have.been using a scale and the

breeding; and I expect next year will show
a big increase, as I am about ready to
breed the heifers sired by a pure-bred Hol-
stein bull, Mini Bona Homestead, which
I bought from the University of Illinois

two years ago, when he was two years old.

Babcock test myself
Immediately I be-

gan to find out my
cows, and I weeded
out the poorest pro-
ducers and kept
the best. The poor-
est went to the
butcher—I never
sell an unprofit-
able animal to a
farmer. By weeding
out and breeding
up I have improved
my herd very ma-
terially. All but a
few animals are pure-
bred. I bought my first

pure-bred cow ten years
ago, and all of the blooded
stock I have are decendants
from this animal.
Through Mr. Glover I got

in touch with the university
dairy officials, and have been
connected iwith them ever
since. I have found this

connection considerably desirable, as I
explain later on.

In 1903, the first year of testing,

Charley Foss himself

Above, his own patent

spring house

will

the

This bull's first ten
sisters, as two-year-
old heifers, made
production records
of more than 14,-

000 pounds of milk
and 600 pounds of

fat, and one of his

sisters holds the
production record
for the State of

Illinois.

When I learned
the value of a good
sire from the uni-

versity men, I im-
mediately began to

improve the produc-
tion capacity of my herd.

I could afford to |buy a
bull, but I could not afford

to throw out all of my low-
producing cows, and replace

them with better stock. The
following figures show what
is possible through the use of

a good sire on grade cows.

But first let me say that under the old

system of dairying the herd always suffered

a heavy reduction in milk as a result of

This is the Day of the Man Who
Uses His Noodle

DIG down into the causes of any man's success and you will find

that it is based more on work he did with his head than on any-
thing he ever did with his hands. Good, hard physical labor is fine,

if you don't carry it to extremes, but the human being progresses by
brain, not brawn.

Yet, probably you would say we Y/ere a swivel-chair fool if we told
you you didn't need to work from dawn until dark on your farm.
Nevertheless, we do tell you just that. There is a way you could
systematize your work so it wouldn't grind you down physically. Foss
used his head, and found the way he could get off easier and still make
more money. You can find yours if you'll set your mind to it.

The Editor.

CHARLEY FOSS is one of the few
men in northern Illinois who is

'making money with cows. He is a

member of the Farmers' Institute

and of the board of advisers to the

dairy department of the college.

I He figures his farm nets him about
10 per cent and a living. He was

I born fifty years ago at Buena Vista,

Illinois, a short distance from where
he now lives. He has two girls and
one boy. One of his girls is married,

and he gave her husband a start in

farming. The other has just finished

high school, and the boy is in college.

In Freeport, Illinois, his reputa-
tion, were it rated in a book, would
be Al. He is a great reader, and
books concerning dairying are his

long suit. He never quits looking up
ways to better his farm and to make
work easier. The Editor.

DID you ever flounder around,
k know you were not doing right,

I but have no evidence to dis-

' prove your method or hunch?,
I did that for four years, and

all the time I thought I was "milking the
cow on the left side." This was during the
first four years of my experience as a dairy
farmer. Since then I have changed to the
right side of the animal, and incidentally

to the right side of the ledger.

Fourteen years of dairying have been
profitable to me because I made this

change. Last year, from 96 acres and 16
cows, my books showed a net profit of

$3,000, and the total income to be a little

better than $5,000. This may sound a
little strange in view of the fact that dairy-
men complain they are losing money on
milk at present prices, but those are my
income-tax figures.

For four years I was a failure as a dairy
farmer; for fourteen years a success.

During the fourteen years I have been able
to improve my original investment, and
now my 96-acre farm and equipment,
with the live stock, is worth $30,000; but
I don't want to sell.

I quit teaching school to take up dairying
in 1900, when thirty-two years of age.

I bought a bunch of Shorthorn cows, and
after milking them a while knew they were
not making me any money. I didn't have
ianything to go by, but this was my belief.

I didn't know anything about feeding

—

all I knew was how to take the milk from
the cow, pocket the milk check, and won-
der why I wasn't getting rich. I read a lot

of books on dairying, but somehow or other
nothing came up to disprove my methods,
and to show me how I could make money. I

sold some of my cows—the ones I thought
weren't making a profit. The only way I
had of telling was the appearance of the
animal. Truthfully speaking, I didn't
know whether I was right or wrong, but
I did it anyhow.

In the last fourteen years I have learned
aa different method of determining the
^profitable and unprofitable cows in my
herd. It is scales, records, and rations.
The turning point in my business was in

! 1903. At the time I attended a lecture on
i

dairying at a local Farmers' Institute. Mr.
A. J. Glover, then with the University of
Illinois, told me how he weighed milk and
tested for butterfat as a means of discerning
the unprofitable cows. At the conclusion
of his lecture he declared he was glad to
visit any farmer, and to help him if possi-

! ble.

As soon as the meeting was over I called
on him, and stated my case. He said he
would be out to my place in a few weeks;
that his work was so pressing he couldn't
visit me before then. I thought this was a
diplomatic way of putting me off, but to
my surprise he showed up one bright day,
and I turned from the path of failure to the
road of success.

He advised me to get a pair of scales and

average production per cow was 3,560
pounds of milk and 135 pounds of butter-
fat. Now it averages about 9,000 pounds
of milk and about 315 pounds of butter-
fat.

This increase came through selection and

droughts or short pasture in July and Au-
gust, but with soiling crops, early corn and
clover, this does not bother me any more.
I also have a silo which I can fill twice a
year—or more, if I have the corn—and this

silage can be used when the grass is short.

It is the studying out of points like these
that make for production like this:

Milk, lbs. Fat, lbs.

Cow No. 24 11,199 397
8,199 264

3,000 133

Cow No. 36 10,000 419
6,141 335

3,859 84

Cow No. 38 9,289 328
8,811 319

478 9

Cow No. 21 11,289 380
7,614 246

3,675 134

Cow No. 32 9,603 335
. 7,614 246

1,989 89

Cow No. 17 8,912 361
-. 5,970 270

2,942 91

And, as a check on these results, I bred
Cow No. 6, which produced so well, to
a grade bull. The calf is known as Cow No.
10 in the herd. Her record is 8,199 pounds
of milk and 264 pounds of butterfat. This
record showed a decrease of 122 pounds of
fat when compared to her dam. The same
cow, No. 6, when bred to a pure-bred sire,

calved cow No. 24, and her record, com-
pared with that of her dam, shows an in-
crease of 3,000 pounds of milk and 132
pounds of fat.

When I first started into the dairy busi-
ness, corn and hay were the only feeds I

knew. Balancing rations were Greek to
me; I didn't even know there was such a
practice, I just piled the feed in the racks,
and let it go at that. My only concern was
that the cows had enough to eat. I didn't
know that feed made any difference in pro-
duction; but when the university officials

pointed out that corn and hay were not
the only feeds, and that a balanced ration
was highly essential to profitable produc-
tion, I started off on a new tack.
The experience I have had in breeding up

my cows for production shows any dairy-
man what can be done with grade cows.
Milk and fat production are the only in-
dications of a good cow, and the first lesson
I got in weighing milk and testing it for
fat was with Cows Nos. 6 and 7. It was
necessary that I number the cows for the
records. These cows—6 and 7—stood side
by side in the barn, and received the same
feed and care. No. 7 was a Shorthorn, of
the dual-purpose type, while No. 6 was a
well-bred Holstein cow. Outwardly, one
was as good as the other.
My scales, however; told me a different

story. At freshening time they showed
that the Shorthorn was giving as much as
the Holstein; but before the test was over
there was a different tale to tell. The
Holstein cow had produced during that
period 9,802 pounds of milk, testing out
386 pounds of fat; while the Shorthorn cow
gave only 4,701 pounds of milk, containing
167 pounds of fat. I could readily see which
cow I should keep. No. 7 was sold right off.

Cow No. 6 was of dairy breeding, and
she was in my herd for years—in fact, until
she was seventeen years of age. At the age
of thirteen she freshened and milked
twenty months and twenty-one days,
giving a total of 17,000 pounds of milk and
more than 700 pounds of fat. Two years
later she practically repeated this perform-
ance.
The end of the first year showed me sur-

prising difference in my cows, which I had
been testing. It showed me I had good and
poor producers, and accordingly I set about
to build up my herd by both buying and
breeding. The second year showed more
reasons why I should use scales, and the
third year of testing—my seventh in the
business—clinched the argument.

During this time" I had to learn to
balance rations, and to know what feed
meant in production of milk and fat. I had
to study the [continued on page 38]
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Where You and I Have Got the

City Fellows Licked
By Bruce Barton

IT
IS snowing outside as I write this,

and the wind is snarling savagely.
Yet sitting here beside the open fire

I laugh at its snarls, for I know that
they are merely the bitter confession

of defeat. Winter is on the run; she has
been handed the armistice terms, and,
whether she likes them or not, she will be
forced to accept. On April 15th, or there-
abouts, she will be compelled to throw up
her hands and acknowledge surrender

—

and I, who have suffered her outrages for

several months uncomplainingly like a
brave Belgian, will celebrate my victory
over her by an annual triumphal march to
Foxboro, Massachusetts, the land of the
free and the home of all the old clothes
that I have accumulated in five years of

careful hoarding.
There is another reason for the special

cheer with which I listen to winter's fury
on the outside. Beside me lies the book
which next to the Bible has afforded me
more real pleasure and instruction than
any other book I ever owned. It is a
great book, filled with pictures various and
alluring. Glancing over its pages one
finds his acquisitive instincts thrilled as
by no other volume anywhere. Everything
that a man could desire, from a teething
ring to false teeth, from a safety pin to a
gold-headed cane, from a rattle to a wheel
chair, is here. So often I had thumbed its

pages that I thought I knew every one of

its mysteries by heart. Yet only just now
I have discovered another one pictured
and described in words full of promise:

Ajax ram-pump $7.50

Underneath me, in the cellar of this

suburban house where I am compelled to
spend a portion of my life—compelled by
the stiff-necked refusal of magazine editors

to move their offices and their magazines
to Foxboro, Massachusetts—underneath
me I hear the demoniac clicking of my
city water meter. And again I smile. For
that single line of bold-faced type marks
another step in my triumph over fortune
and circumstance. I have a brook on my
farm at Foxboro—a swift-flowing, rippling

brook with a good stiff fall. And some-
where in the bottom of that brook next
summer I shall conceal an Ajax ram-pump
$7.50. I can get the $7.50 somehow; more
than once I have gotten together that
amount before, and I know I can do it

again. And then on the porch of my
ancestral home at Foxboro, with my pipe
of many seasons clasped firmly in my lips,

I shall sit and take my ease, while before
me water bubbles in an ever-flowing foun-
tain, and away in the brook I shall hear
the soft music of the Ajax ram-pump
$7.50, whose clicking and murmuring costs

me not a cent.

And I shall smile; yes, I shall exult, as
one who has added a cubit to his stature
in the struggle to raise his head above
dependence. For I shall have conquered
another great element and made it obedi-
ent to my will. I shall have free water
hereafter four months in the year. Fresh,
sparkling water; water that pays no toll,

and bears no contamination of the income,
excess profits, or corporation tax. All the
powers of Wall Street may thunder
against me; Congress may grow black

-

in the face with fury that something should
have escaped its levying power—their
fury will not budge me an inch. Secure on
the porch of my castle, I can laugh them to
scorn—and away in the bed of the brook
the Ajax ram-pump $7.50 will hear me,
and by its clicking echo my mirth.

Let me go back a little to the beginning
of this business. Let me start with the
frank confession which is, according to
high authority, so beneficial to the soul.
I am, then, a man by nature indolent, by
taste a farmer, by force of circumstances a
writer of pieces for the magazines. The
combination is one not without difficulties

and dangers. In a very old and very
interesting volume, which is unfortunately
not read as often as it deserves to be, in
"The Letters of an American Farmer,"
the author tells of the consternation pro-
duced in his household by his announce-
ment that he felt called upon to do a little

writing on the side.

"If thee persistest in being such a fool-

hardy man," said my wife, "for God's
sake, let it be kept a profound secret

among us; if it were once known abroad
that thee writest to a great and rich man
over in London, there would be no end of

talk of the people: some would vow that
thee are going to turn an author, others

"who must have married rich, as he never
seems to work.1 ' And in New York no one
can understand why I will, at the slightest

opportunity, leave the lighted streets and
partly lighted street cars for "some God-
forsaken spot up in Massachusetts." Such
false friends are urging me constantly to
leave the farm; even—as I see by the

No, Happiness is Not a Question

of Geography

PERHAPS you have
read the story or

seen the play called

"The Bluebird." In
it the wood chopper's

little boy and girl,

Mytyl and Tytyl,

travel all over the

worldwith the Fairy
Godmother, seeking

the Bluebird of hap-
piness. And at last,

not having found it,

they return to the

have searched every-

where, only to find that
happiness conies only
from within them-
selves, from making
the most of what
they have where
they are, and that
they may seek it

outside themselves
the world over for

years without end,

and never find it.

Bruce Barton merely
humble cottage in the r> tT'~: l- u saYs the same thing,
„ . 1,1 • i i JtJruce JtJarton, himself i i

iorest; and there, right m other words, here.

in their own home, they find the He has found it true in his life.

Bluebird waiting for them. They And it is true. The Editor.

would pretend to see some great alterations

in the welfare of thy family; some would
say this, some would say that. Who would
wish to become the subject of public talk?

. . . Some would imagine that thee wantest
to become either an assemblyman or a
magistrate, which God forbid. . . . There-
fore, as I have said before, let it be a great
secret as if it was some heinous crime; the
minister, I am sure, will not divulge it; as'

for my part, though I am a woman, I know
what it is to be a wife. I would not have

papers—other farm boys are being con-
stantly lured away. But in my case there
is no danger. Sociologists need hold no
conventions to discuss the drift from the
farm, so far as I am concerned. I will not
drift. In New York I make my living, but
in Foxboro, Massachusetts, I live.

We have owned our farm in Foxboro for

only the five years of our married life;

but my own connection with it goes back
far beyond that—back to the day when
my father, then a clergyman in Boston,

This is "Mike" and "Betsy," "soaking health into their systems m
"the sunken garden"

thee, James, pass for what the world
calleth a writer; no, not for a peck of gold,

as the saying is."

The American farmer had his own
troubles in the attempt to combine an
honest occupation with writing; and I, too,

have mine. In Foxboro there are men who
look at me a bit askance, wondering how
it is that one who does seemingly no work
can afford to support a farm. "A kind of

crazy fellow from .New York," they say,

started out with my mother to find a place
where one might turn five children out to

pasture in the summer without inter-

ference from the police. They came at

length to Foxboro, and stopped at the
little run-down cottage at which the real-

estater who conducted them snorted
audibly. It was his idea of no place at all

—

too far from town, and too much given
over to ruin and decay. But my father's

larger vision saw it as it might some day

be—the house patched up and covered with
the all-kindly white paint; the rude grounds
transformed into a lawn, sloping down to;
the lake at the rear. So they stayed, and
purchased, and for all the years of my
boyhood our summers were spent bare-
footed on these premises.
To this spot my wife and I came for our

,

honeymoon, and, yielding to that sense of
infinite prosperity and glorious promise
that comes to a man only on his honey-
moon, we said, "We will have a summer ;

home." Think of it, a summer home, when
there was rent to pay in New York and
no special assurance of its payment. A
summer home—only youth could commit
so splendid an extravagance. We found
the home, directly across the street from
my father's; and shortly after it was ours.

It consisted of a little white cottage and''
about a quarter of an acre of land, and a %

lake which—like all lakes, thank Heaven!—belongs to us and whoever is wise enough I

to appropriate it as his own. Gradually,
during the five years, we have added to
our territory. Asa Young, with whom I
played cribbage on many an oil-lit evening,
and in whose company I have caught

I

pickerel, wading in the "Bogs" up to my
waist—Asa grew mellow, as fruit ripening
on the trees, and at length painlessly and I

quietly dropped off. Asa's sons had moved
away, and the estate was to be closed up;
so for a sum I bought and added to my'
little piece another great empire of per-
haps half an acre, an empire contemptu- -

ously referred to in the neighborhood as
"the swamp."
Swamp, indeed! Only men of no vision

could have so regarded it. Viewed through
the practical eyes of Faith it revealed;
itself, not as a swamp, but as a sunken,
garden of splendid spread and possibilities.

A little clearing with the ax, a little judi-
cious distribution of drain tile, and, behold, I

what was once a sunken waste becomes a
gracious rolling area, watered through the.'

center—and drained—by a flowing brook!
And looking upon it one has for just an
instant an echo of the feeling of the Creator
on that day when He spoke, and behold
the dry land was separated from the waters.
Another year a certain good man named

Angell, who held the land on the other
side of me, and much other land besides,
passed also to his reward; and again another
empire was added to my holdings. Meas-
ured vulgarly, it comprises not more than
two or three acres, perhaps; but actually/
it contains all the most important elements'
in the world. Cleared land it has, fit fori
gardening, and so much woods that every 4

winter more trees and branches die than I

can burn in my fireplace all spring and-
fall; and it stretches itself along the shores?
of a lake where a man may cast in his line'

at any time and find fish, or, casting in?

himself, come out quickened and refreshed..
So my ancestral home stands now at the

bottom of a little valley, and my broad
acres stretch away almost to the top of the
hill on either side. Standing at a certain
point in my estate I can at will summon
that fine, expensive feeling which comes
to one who is "monarch of all he surveys."
For from that certain point I can look in all

directions and see no man's territory but
mine own.
On various occasions in my life I have

dined in the home of rich men, where a
valet slipped into my room and laid my
mended pajamas superciliously on the bed,
when I was not looking, and a butler
watched me eat, hurrying away into the
kitchen now and then to report to the cook
that I had used the wrong fork. I have
sat thus in the seats of the mighty, I say;
and on such occasions I have looked at
my host with a certain pity. How pathetic

a thing it is, I have said to myself, that a

man should have so much more money
than I, and be able to buy nothing with it

that I do not already own!
For, after all, what can he buy? A roof

over his head. I, too, have a roof; not so

wide,, but just exactly as water-tight. He
cannot bribe the stars to shine any more
brightly over his acres than they shine

over mine in Foxboro; nor will any lake

afford him a more invigorating bath.

More clothes he can own than I, but they
will not drape [continued on page 42]
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If "You're Not Making Enough Money
Maybe This Tells Why

By Alvin Johnson

MR. JOHNSON is first of all a

man of the soil. He under-

stands and appreciates the problems

that confront the American farmer,

because he himself has stacked up
against them and battled with them
as a farmer. He lived many years

in the Middle West, and at present is

devoting his time to farm economics

and pro-farm propaganda. He is an

associate editor of "The New Re-
public." We hope to print more arti-

cles from his pen from time to time.

The Editor.

EXCEPT the farmer, every kind
of intelligent laborer is trying to

establish standards of wages and
I effort for his trade. What he
I demands is a decent living in

return for the amount of work an average

man can do, year in, year out, and not

feel the worse for it.

There are plenty of men in every trade

who would be able, individually, to get on
very well without such standards. Every-
body knows young men of nickel-steel

constitutions who could put in twelve

hours' work a day at bricklaying, black-

smithing, or any other kind of hard work
and not wear out, so far as can be seen.

Everybody knows men who can live on
next to nothing. But the work of the

world is too vast to be carried on by the

few who can stand everything, long hours,

low wages, hardship, and deprivation.

It has to enlist the average man, whose
health has to be safeguarded, whose
happiness requires wages sufficient to

support a family decently.

It is a fair rule that no class of working
man ought to be content with conditions

for themselves that they woujd hate to

see applied to their sons. If your trade is

not good enough for your son it is not good
enough for you, and it is your moral
obligation to strive to improve it. That
is what the railway workers, the carpen-

ters and bricklayers, the miners and quarry-

men, the iron and the clothing workers,

are doing. It means a long fight and a

hard one, but they expect to succeed, and
ought to succeed.
Now, what are you, as a farmer, doing to

establish living standards for your occupa-

tion, call it trade or profession or business,

as you please?
One hardly dares even to put the

question—so many persons, city men, and
farmers too, will assert that it reveals I

have never seen a farm. How can there be
standards for an occupation in which
some men are always industrious, always
alive to the demands of the market, to

improvements in stock and seed and
fertilizers, while other men are hopelessly

lazy and unprogressive?
What kind of equal standards can be

established for men with large farms, rich

land, good equipment, and men with tiny

farms, stony soil, and scarcely any machin-
ery? Well, those difficulties have analogies

in the other trades. There are carpenters

who always hit the nail on the head, and
other carpenters who divert themselves
pounding their thumbs. The poor ones
get fair pay when they work; but they are

out of a job most of the time, and poor as a
loafing farmer. There are carpenters who
have a share in the business and get profits

besides their wages. It is undesirable, and,
moreover, impossible to standardize the
whole of a man's income. It is not im-
possible to standardize that part of * a
man's income that comes from labor.

If you have land and buildings and stock
worth $10,000, you have a right to interest

on $10,000, and fair pay for your labor
besides. But how can we say what you get
for your labor? Subtract from the value
of what you sell off the farm the value of

what you buy to be used up on the farm

—

feed, fertilizers, and the like, but not living

expenses—subtract from the remainder
an amount covering wear and tear of

machinery, depreciation of horses and
milch cows through advancing age; sub-
tract also wages paid for hired labor, and

fair interest, say six per cent, on the value
of your farm and stock. What you have
left is the pay you receive for your labor
of body and mind.
That is where standardization ought to

come in. If you are a man of average
strength, industry, and intelligence your
labor income taken by itself ought to be
sufficient for the decent support of a
family according to good American
standards. What would that be?
A man who is industrious and intelligent

enough to make a living by farming would
in our Northern States earn between
$900 and $1,200 a year if he had gone into
a manual trade. Living on the farm is

cheaper, and it may be fair to knock off

$200 or $300 on that account.
If then you are a good average farmer,

and find that you are not getting a labor
income of between $600 and $900, there is

something wrong, either with your personal
circumstances or with your occupation.

If it is your personal circumstances that
are at fault, you owe it to yourself to try

to correct them. If the fault is with the
occupation in general, you owe it; to your
sons, if you have any, to try to raise its

standards. You don't want to bring up
your sons in an occupation where they
will not have a square deal. Or if, in spite

of everything, you want to keep them near
you, believing that even hard work and
low pay in the country is better than high

pay with cramped living quarters and
uncertain employment in the cities, you
will find that if you have good, average
sons they will have something to say about
it-

Look at the hosts of young men leaving

the farms. In every trade and profession

and business you find the farmer's sons.

They are making good, and of a thousand
you talk with not fifty want to go back.

That is proof enough that standards of

labor income are needed on the farm.

Costs—the Greatest Joke on the Farmer
By James H. Collins

ACITY business man bought a farm and turned agriculturist in his spare
hours. He had read a good deal about successful, scientific farming, and

„ the money made by handling everything in a big, modern way—crops,
rotations, cultivation, fertility, fine breeds, good machinery and buildings. His
reading dealt chiefly with thousands of dollars. So he spent money freely for

machinery, labor, seed, fertilizer.

Being a business man, he kept accurate cost records of everything. When
the time came to sell his products these records showed heavy losses everywhere.
But they also taught him that you have to watch all the little items on a farm.
Profits from an acre of land are secured, not in thousands of dollars, but often in

a $5 or $10 bill. Money spent in good methods will show profit, but farm opera-
tions do not offer the same field for heavy expenditure as does industrial produc-
tion.

The farm next to this city man's place was run by a real farmer. The city

man went over to get some advice. His neighbor seemed to be making money—
the- farm and family were prosperous. When they compared notes the agri-

culturist found that the farmer had few cost figures'. Yes, he paid the hired man
so much a month and his board, but did not know what it cost him in wages to
plow and seed 20 acres of wheat. He got so much for his apple crop last fall, but
did not know what it cos't him to raise and pick the fruit. He remembered when
he bought his harvester, and how much he paid for it, but knew nothing about
the machinery per acre cost of raising grain.
When the city man went back home he knew how he lost money and how his

neighbor made it. For every item of wages, machinery, interest, and expense
generally had been faithfully charged against the agriculturist's crops, while the
farmer had charged only incidental items actually paid out of pocket.
"What did it cost me to pick my apples?" he said in surprise. "Why, prac-

practically nothing—we all turned out and did the job ourselves!"
Which was the same as saying that the family picked apples without pay.
And that is the greatest business joke on many a farmer—that the work of

himself and his family is thrown into farm production gratis, and that if accurate
cost records were kept, and reasonable wages given Mother and the girls, and
the boys paid like the hired man, many products would show a loss, and in the
light of cost figures the farm would be turned to raising other things that pay.
One day a machinery salesman came along and tried to sell a gasoline engine

and pumping rig to a farmer. The latter hesitated to pay $50 for the outfit.

They had always pumped water by hand, and figured that it cost nothing. But
by a few cost figures the salesman demonstrated that this family had been pump-
ing water for about five cents an hour, for many years, because a gasoline
engine would pump for that amount.
"Are you willing to work for five cents an hour?" he asked.
"I should say not!" replied the farmer. "I want that engine and pump rig."

Cost figures are like magic spectacles when used to view business operations,
farming no less than factory or store. They show country people working at
wages which no European peasant would tolerate, and often working for nothing.
They show where crops and animals are being sold for less than it cost to raise

them. They show where capital can be invested in machinery, buildings, and
comforts to enable the family to produce more salable stuff with fewer hours'
work, and easier work.
Every business house must have an accounting department. Every farm should

have one. The business accountant is given an office, a desk, and suitable working
tools. The farm accountant should begin with these same essentials. There
should be a little office in the house or barn, with a desk, account books, and
writing materials—perhaps a typewriter for farm correspondence. Very often
separate places for entering records around the farm are a convenience—one in

the milking shed, another at the grain bins or scales, so that figures can be jotted
down on the spot and later taken to the office.

Then a cost-accounting system is needed. Such systems usually look com-
plicated when one examines the various forms for keeping figures and the different

books that must be posted and balanced. That is too bad, and part of the joke
on the farmer who assumes that bookkeeping is superfluous drudgery. For the
systems are really simple as soon as one begins to do the work, and call for not
more than five or fifteen minutes' writing and figuring daily. Uncle Sam will send
anybody a complete system on application to the Department of Agirculture,
Washington, D. C. It is contained in Farm Bulletin No. 572, and is called "A
System of Farm Cost Accounting." Only three books are kept under this scheme:
l. _A record of all work done by men and horses. 2. A record of all money re-

ceived and spent. 3. An inventory of machinery, animals, crops on hand, and
like items at the beginning and end of each year.

It is all very well to talk, but what is to
be done about it? The great majority
of farms in this country won't pay labor
incomes of $600 to $900, besides interest on
the value of farm and equipment. They
won't, no matter how well they are farmed,
unless the prices of agricultural products
are kept somewhere near war-time levels.

And that is something we can't count on.
We are still an exporting nation, and

will have to sell wheat and meat in com-
petition with Argentina and Russia and
Rumania, where sooner or later production
will be immense and at low prices.

We have to face the prospect of prices
not much higher than they were before
the war. Perhaps we can work out a plan
for cutting the cost of distribution, so that
the farmer may get a larger share of what
the consumer is able to pay. The Danish
farmer has managed that through co-oper-
ation. Even the Siberian farmer was
learning how to keep the middleman's
profits for himself, before the war. Are we
to acknowledge inferiority to Danes and
Siberians in business sense and capacity
for organization? But that is another
phase of the question. We shall need to do
everything we can to assure the highest
practicable level of prices to the farmer
through improved and cheapened trans-
portation, through more systematic dis-

tribution and marketing.
But there is something else that comes

first. That is the determination of the
conditions of efficiency under which a
living income may fairly be demanded.
The first thing that has to be done be-

fore any occupation can be standardized
is to standardize equipment. An artisan
can't make wages unless he-has the proper
tools or machinery to work with. A grocer
or butcher will starve unless he has a good
shop stocked up to a fair average. It is

just the same with a farmer. If he does
not have a farm of the right size, with the
proper kind and amount of stock and
machinery, all the energy and intelligence
he possesses won't save him from a medi-
ocre financial showing.
To be sure, you do sometimes find a man

who succeeds in making a fair labor in-

come out of a 20 or 30 acre farm, not by
market-gardening or pheasant-raising, but
by general farming. The man is a genius,
and he is probably putting in more hard
thinking, more toil and anxiety than
Mr. Hines is applying to the running of all

the railways of America. This is the rule
the world over.
The little farms of Belgium, France, and

Italy look very sweet and smiling to the
tourist. Not a foot of ground is wasted,
not a weed is allowed to grow. The still

smaller farms of China look even better
to the tourist. There each wheat or rice

stalk comes in for the farmer's personal
attention. But the small farmers them-
selves, in Europe and the Orient, are a
starved and overworked lot. We in
America would like to see our farms well
cultivated and each acre made highly
productive. But we are a democracy, and
our farmers are of a thousand times greater
importance to us than our fields. Better
reduce the proportion of our population
engaged in farming, if that is necessary,
and have the farmers we do have healthy
and prosperous and contented. And if

they are to be such, we must exert our-
selves, individually and as a State, to
provide the farmer with the equipment
necessary for efficiency.

Just what should this standard equip-
ment be? It will vary, of course, for differ-

ent parts of the country and for different

types of farming. It will vary also accord-
ing to the level of prices. When wheat
sells at $1 a bushel the farmer has to have
a large acreage if he is to make a good
living. He cannot afford to devote much
time to making the most possible out of
every acre. When wheat rises to $2, a
smaller acreage better farmed pays better.

Before the war the farm that was most
likely to pay interest on itself, and a living
wage to the farmer besides, was one with
150 to 200 acres, mostly capable of culti-

vation, well provided with buildings,
stock, and machinery. Such a farm was
big enough to use the labor of two men,
and to take [continued on page 19]
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A Farmer's Thoughts on Jury Service
Being- to the effect that entirely too much time and money are wasted

by the courts, and suggesting some remedies

HAVE just returned from four
weeks' jury service at the
county seat. As a result I have
some very decided opinions. I

know it will relieve me to
express them. It may be of interest to
other farmers to read them-
To begin with, I was too old to fight; at

least, the Government thought so. My
oldest boy was too young. When the
carrier brought me a notice from the
sheriff ordering me to report for jury
service at the county seat, on- such and
such a date, I said to myself, "Here is a
chance to serve my country, it is a man's
duty to serve on the jury, just as much as
it is his duty to serve in the army, if he is

called." Well, I am not so sure about it

now. Respect for our courts is the very
foundation of our governmental structure.
But, man alive, how the courts do waste
time and money! Let's go into particulars
a little:

Fortunately, I was called for the Janu-
ary term of court. Farm work was rather
slack. Of course, there was the regulation
number of winter chores—stock to feed,
milking, and so on—but with two boys
(one past twelve, the other ten) and an
efficient wife, it was possible for the family
to get along without me for a time. Had
the summons been for some summer term
I don't see how I could have served. I did
not ask to be excused. I am proud to say
that not a single farmer out of the eighty-
four men summoned (and there were about
twenty-five or thirty farmers altogether on
the panel) asked to be let off. Not so the
city men, however. I never heard of such
an assorted lot of flimsy excuses, and most
of them went with the court, too. It was
necessary to call a second list of jurors
within a few days, so many town men
developed deafness, important business, or
chronic maladies within a few minutes
after receiving the jury summons.
The farmers stuck, however, although

service was every bit as much of a hard-
ship on them as on anyone else—more,
because almost all had to find boarding
houses and stay in town overnight, while
the town men had their homes to stay at
as usual.

I served four full weeks. What did I
accomplish? Three things only. I turned
a man loose on a flimsy, trumped-up
criminal charge brought by his wife in an
attempt to compel
him to pay her ali-

mony. I convicted a
poor barber of boot-
legging, and had the
"satisfaction" of see-

ing his nine-year-old
boy break down in
court and cry as
though his heart was
broken when his father
was led back to jail. I

brought in a verdict
for $5,000 against a
bankrupt man, who is

absolutely judgment-
proof, the verdict not
being worth the paper
it was written on.

That was everything I

did. I was paid $3 a day
and served twenty-
four days, a total

of $72. There were
twelve men on every
jury; practically none
of the panel did more
than I did. So it cost

the state just $900, for

jury services alone, to
accomplish these three
unimportant things, to

say nothing of law-
yers' fees, judges' and
bailiffs' expenses, and all the other outlay.

I frequently wonder, since I got back
home, if it was worth the price?

Why must twelve "good men and true"
—it's a legal phrase I learned in court

—

be dragged from their work to dispose of

matters which the judge alone could dis-

pose of every bit as well, nine times out of

ten? The county seat where I served is a
city of 100,000 population. It has four law
courts and one equity court. In an equity
court the judge hears and decides the
matters himself; in a law court juries of

twelve men decide the facts, under legal

instructions from the judge. I noticed
that the really big and important cases

were all in the equity court, where one man
rules; the minor ones were in the law courts,

where thirteen men decide—jurors and
judge. Why is this the case?

I can't, for the life of me, figure out why
twelve men are needed for a jury.

The grand jury, which returns the
indictments in criminal courts, con-

sists of only seven men. The juries in

the courts of the justice of the peace
consist of only six men. They decide

cases fully as important as any I

heard, where twelve men were used.

Why twelve men, instead of six or

seven or any other number? I asked

number to six and cut this expense right
in two?

Neither can I, for the life of me, see why
a verdict should have to be the unanimous
decision of all twelve men, except, perhaps,

J

You swear to tell "the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the
truth; ' and then some smart lawyer on the other side does his

best to prevent you from doing it

If This be Contempt of Court, Send Me the Bill

I WAS recently called as a special juror on a case

here in New York. About seventy-five men
were called on the case. Out of the seventy-five,

twelve were to be selected. That is all right and
necessary. But when we seventy-five men
gathered—coming distances ranging from a block

to ten or fifteen miles in the midst of a busy
Monday morning—it was discovered that the
attorney for the defense wras not in court. He was
sent for, and when he appeared it developed that

he had not been notified that the case was to be
called. He and the judge and the district attorney

agreed to an adjournment for a fewr days—and
back we all went to our offices, having wasted
from two to three hours apiece. Remember this,

however : Each of us will get two dollars for that

day's jury duty—although we did nothing. That
makes one hundred and fifty dollars, to say
nothing of the time of the court and the officers.

A few days later we gathered again—seventy-

five men from all over New York City. Another
adjournment. More time wasted. One hundred
and fifty dollars more to be given us—for no
service—to say nothing of the money value of the

time wasted by all concerned.
There was another beautiful little irritation:

The clerk who called the roll sat at a desk fully

thirty feet from the first row of jurors. He growled
•because he could not hear us answer our names.
Did it occur to him that he might move forward

to a position where he could hear better? Of course

not. He has the habit of doing things thus and
so, and probably nothing could induce him to

change. He prefers to sit where he is, shout his

own lungs out, and strain his ears.

The whole performance was so silly that it was
mildly enjoyable. I think every man in the room
was guilty of inward contempt of court.

Taken from "Sid Says"—"The American
Magazine."

one man, and he said he guessed it was
because Christ had twelve disciples.

Another man said it had been twelve ever
since William the Conqueror subdued
England, although I don't know yet just
what that had to do with it. But if seven
men can return an indictment and six can
try a case in many courts, why must
twelve "good men and true" be insisted

upon to dispose of such minor cases as it

was my lot to hear and decide? Jurors
where I live are paid $3 a day. There is no
court on Saturday, but they are paid for

the day just the same, so they really

receive $18 a week, or $3.60 a day for

each day served. Why not cut down the

where a human life is at stake. Every man
who ever walked out of a court-room in

charge of a bailiff, and entered a jury-room,
there to be locked in until a verdict had
been reached, knows full well that two or

three men decide most cases, anyway. I

never sat in a jury-room in my life but the
procedure as the bailiff locked the door
was something like this: Somebody cracked
a joke as the others hung up their hats or

wraps. The fresh-air fiend threw open all

the windows, no matter how cold it was.
All twelve men tried to crowd into six

chairs at the foot of the table. The fore-

man was no sooner elected than he an-
nounced that "we must go about this in a

businesslike manner," and, accordingly, he
would hear opinions, in turn, as the men
sat about the table. The first four, or
perhaps six, expressed their opinions, while
the others listened. Then everybody
started talking at once. The men who
talked the loudest soon impressed their
views on the others, and a half-dozen men
at the foot of the table never did get any-
body to listen to their views, except, per-
haps, the men who thought exactly as
they did, so that the argument was
absolutely fruitless so far as molding or
changing' any opponent's views was con-
cerned.

I respect the courts, I will serve on the i

jury again as a matter of duty. I am a
j

law-abiding taxpayer rearing a family. I
But I do think there is a lot of buncombe j
about a trial by a jury of "twelve good |
men and true."
Now, for instance, a witness takes a

stand, having been solemnly sworn to I
"tell the truth, the whole truth, and noth- 1

ing but the truth." And then somej
smart lawyer, on one side or the other, i
puts in all his time preventing the witness
from telling "the whole truth." He
objects because it is "immaterial, incompe-
tent, and irrelevant;" he objects because it |
is not "cross-examination," or "gone into

|
thoroughly once before;" he objects be-a
cause "it is argumentative," or "calling for

the opinion and conclusion of the witness,"!
or "leading," or "hearsay," or anything else

5

he can think of. And the judge looks wise I

and stops the witness from telling tb.ej

whole truth, which he just took a solemn
oath to tell. Why should not everything *

bearing directly upon the subject at issue j

be told, no matter which side it might

.

injure? How can a jury determine the~
exact truth when one of the lawyers is so

much better or luckier at "objecting"?
than the other? I'm only a farmer, not a
lawyer, but I'd like to have somebody-
explain these things to me.

Again, why should not twelve men,
just as they come, "mill run," be chosen
to sit upon a case, provided only that none I

are related to any of the parties, have no
prejudice, and know nothing about the

merits of the controversy in advance?
They don't seem to do it that way just now.
For instance, I sat on a case where some-

thing like $25 was at issue. A man had

'

hired a transfer company to move his

household goods.
They had not defi-

nitely decided on the
price in advance.
When everything had
been unloaded, except
the piano, the movers
demanded their mon-
ey: $15. The cus-
tomer said that was
too much; he offered

$10. They argued un-
til finally the moving
man drove away, with
out any money, taking
the piano with him.
The customer repeat-
edly offered $10, the'
transfer company re-

peatedly refused it.

Meantime the piano
was in storage at the
transfer company's
warehouse, at $2.50 a
month, for almost a
year. The customer
brought suit to re-

cover the piano.
Here was the wayi

that case was tried:

The law in the State
where I live says that
sixteen men shall be
called into the jur

box (twelve in the regular box and four i

chairs placed alongside) and examined b't

the lawyers on both sides. This case carro

up Monday morning, when there were no'

juries working and all the courts were idlet
waiting until juries could be called. Six-

teen men were called, while sixty-eightf

others sat in the court-room waiting. It

took the lawyer for the plaintiff over an
hour to examine the sixteen, asking every-
thing he could think of. Then the lawyer
for the defendant went through the same
performance, asking all the same questions

and a few he had thought of while sitting

around. The law permits six more men
to be called, to [continued on page 23]
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Things You Should Know Before You
Try Poultry

13

Statesville Road, Charlotte, N. C.

DEAR SIR: Noting your invita-

. tion for letters, in the last num-
ber of Farm and Fireside, I

am herewith offering a few
suggestions (?).

The wisdom (?) of the average managing
editor of a farm paper is "past finding out."

I am reminded of my friend, an editor, who
invited me to tell him what I had done
with an egg farm, which article he edited

and passed to the managing editor^ who put
me down from another State, and where
I wrote thousands he wrote hundreds,
making what I said an awful mess.
The last number of Farm and Fireside

is very interesting from a literary stand-
point, and farmers have to read so much
literature that is impracticable, because
it is selected and written for literature

alone, for the reason that the writers

cannot sell it unless it has literary value.

If I know any one job better than
another it is horny-handed poultry work,
and the last number of Farm and Fire-
side makes a special effort at poultry,

studiously avoiding everything that tells

"the other side" of practical work with
hens. "The other side" is the larger side.

There are so many people tired of city

high prices, longing for easy (?) life on
farms, that such as appears from month to

month makes them think they can go out
and get fat with a few hens. They can't

do it; and you do harm in holding out any
such hope, and thereby become the failure

you name in the invitation I am coming
in on.
The Rogers hen story is the same old

story of generalities, taking special pains

not to tell what he is making.
I repeat, you cannot sell a story to your

class of magazine unless it tells fairy tales.

Facts, all, as they are, are not wanted.
That powerful Wolff story from Wash-

ington, beautifully written, apparently

based on facts; but when you allow a
space writer, which he is, to say, "In
Poland you can't find a child under seven

years alive to-day," you discredit all he
says. Common sense tells you starvation

does not draw a line at seven years. God
knows, the truth is bad enough.
More than once in the past I have

"called" the editor of Farm and Fire-
side on his one-sided articles, and offered

him the other side, but—none of it for

the former editor. Not only that, but I

have offered him an account of failure by
one of the agricultural experiment stations

in test work, and he refused that till he
had written all the failure out of it.

With such facts before me, I would,
like to think you mean well, but I am
forced to conclude that "the boss" re-

quires literature rather than facts, else

you don't know. If this is something you
were not looking for, blame it to the

broadside invitation. I can make all the

riches out of eggs look like "thirty cents,"

and tell the truth all the way through.

With due respects, I am
Very truly yours, C. W. Hunt.

Dear Mr. Hunt: I wish you would
sit down and write me your view of

"the other side" of the poultry business.

Nothing is further from our desire than
to lure anyone into any branch of farming
with false ideas. What we want to do is

to make Farm and Fireside a national

publication for the individual farmer.

We want him to get something of practical

value out of every article in the book.
We do not knowingly print anything
because of its literary value, except pure
fiction, whi^h we label.

If all the statements you make about
the contents of Farm and Fireside for

February are true, then we are certainly

most grievously at fault. But don't
forget that we are just folks up here,

human beings just like you are, and that
in getting a magazine together errors

occasionally are bound to slip through
in spite of all we can do to prevent it. If

our articles are fundamentally wrong,
that certainly is something to kick about.
And if our friends, such as yourself, can
help us to avoid that we will be duly
thankful.

If you are serious in saying that you
can't sell a story to Farm and Fireside
'unless it tells fairy tales, I must differ

from/iyou, ^because that itself is a fairy

tale. What your experience has been with
Farm and Fireside I do not know, be-

cause I have never had anything to do
with it until a couple of months ago. I

think you will find, as you go. along, that
Farm and Fireside will be practical and
helpful and truthful, in so far as it is in

our power to make it so.

With regard to Mr. Wolff's article, let

records in the case, particularly in this

case, you would find that you had exploded
a little prematurely.
The truth of the matter is that the'

Germans were directly responsible for the
killing off of these children. They knew
that in order to get Poland and other
northern territory under their thumb, for

the future, it was up to them to kill off the

We Wish Others Would Take the

Bait Like Hunt Did

NOTHING pleases us more than to have a man of experience write

in and tell us we don't know what we are talking about. Especial-

ly if he will then sit down and tell us what he knows, from his own prac-

tical experience.

That's the kind of magazine Farm and Fireside is—a magazine
first, last, and all the time for all farmers. And, so far as we can pre-

vail on them to take time from their busy lives to give the rest of us the

benefit of their experience, Farm and Fireside is not only written for

farmers, but also by farmers.

So if you have some valuable information up your sleeve, any knowl-
edge you have dug out of your farm experience that would help some
other fellow if you passed it along, for goodness' sake write it to us. It

won't do you any good to hoard it, and it will help farming generally

to reach the true dignity and splendor and prosperity that rightly be-

longs to it, if you pass it along. We do like to get letters about what
you are doing. So don't forget the address: 381 Fourth Avenue, New
York City. The Editor.

me say that your implication that he is

a space writer, urgently soliciting com-
missions from magazines for beautifully

written material, is quite a distance from
the truth. I went to Wolff myself, and
asked him to write this article. And he did
it for a good deal less than half what he
usually gets for a magazine article, because
he believed the information in his posses-

growing crop of citizens. This they
systematically did. You also know, from
your experience with young stock and
young plants, that in the earlier period of

their lives they are less robust and able
to withstand privations than at any other
time. That is the reason in the case of
the Polish children that they died off

more completely and rapidly than the

pal

Magistrate—But what were you doing to allow a man of the prisoner's physique
to give you a black eye?

Constable— On the morning of Toosday, the first of April, your worship, I was
on dooty outside the "Dook of Wellington" public 'ouse, when, at the instigation of

the prisoner, my attention was drawn to somethin' that wasn't there. 'E then 'it

me. From Punch.

sion ought to be gotten to American
farmers. I think he did a remarkably
good job, and yours is the first letter

characterizing it as anything else.

With regard to your rather bald state-

ment that he told what wasn't true to
sell his story when he said that "in Poland
you cannot find a child under seven years
alive to-day," I feel that you did both
Wolff and ourselves an entirely unnecessary
injustice. The statement about the
children was not Mr. Wolff's statement,
nor was it my statement. It was the
statement originally of government author-
ities who had investigated personally the
situation in Poland. There is every reason
to believe that they spoke the truth.
And if you would take the trouble, before
calling a man a liar, to look up the official

older residents. When you couple with
that the fact that the Germans very
rigidly rationed the people of Poland and
imposed severe punishments, sometimes
not short of death, for the hoarding of
foods above the ration authorized by the
German invaders, you may get some
additional light on the situation. The
fact of the matter is that the German
invaders were appealed to by the people
of Poland in the towns and cities to let

them sepd their children to farmers in the
country because the children could not
get the right food to keep them alive in the
cities. The Germans said that was all

right, and they appealed to the farmers
to take these children and keep them on
the farms. Many, many thousands of
them were taken by farmers. And when

the children were fed on the farms the
farmers were penalized and not infre-

quently shot, because the Germans said
that the fact that they had enough food
to feed these children from the cities

proved that they were violating the ration-
ing regulations and hoarding food that
the Germans should have. I sincerely
trust that this will lay the ghost of Mr.
Wolff's being a liar.

I am glad you would like to think that
we mean well. We do mean well. And
we wish you well. And we wish you would
let us hear from you further.

Very truly yours, George Martin.

Dear Sir: Herewith I am transmitting
the story you asked for, and I have had to
cut it in half in order to get it in a size
suitable for those who will not read long
and tiresome articles. I have attempted
to touch every phase of the work, and to
make it human. I have an idea that you
will hear from others, saying, "Me too."
As said in my former letter, I wrote you

as I did because you asked for criticism,
and I meant nothing personal. I have
read and admired Farm and Fireside for
more than twenty years, especially when
under

,
the care of Herbert Quick, now a

director of the Federal Farm Loan Board,
a man whose work I admired, and who
kept "mighty close to the ground."

I also regret I put you to the trouble of
writing so much in defense of Mr. Wolff.
I said his was a fine story but for the
quotation I made, and if he had put the
word "few" in the sentence no one would
have had aught to say. A friend of mine
tells me he felt as I did about that state-
ment, and called his wife's attention to it.

Thirty years ago I was editing a live
country weekly in this State, and have
done much current writing in the years
since giving up that line, and my observa-
tion is that not one man in a hundred will

take the trouble to disagree with you,
hence editors and writers are often in the
dark as to what people think of them.
Thanking you for confidence, and with

best wishes, I am
Fraternally yours, C. W. Hunt.

BEGINNING on a city garden lot,

50x50 feet, with a wooden shed for a
' hatchery, in the spring of 1910, I

had by the fall of 1912—three seasons

—

reared 100 mature Leghorn hens and 200
pullets, and had $250 in chicken money,
in spite of the plague of white diarrhoea,
which in the second year took a toll of
more than a thousand chicks for self and
others I had a contract to raise them for.

Even while I had lost such a quantity,
and knew it was a hard fight, I was de-
termined to make it go, and in the fall of
the third season bought a country place,
built laying houses 10x50 feet, incubator
cellar, garage and dwelling, bought more
modern hatching material, launching
straight into egg-farming and selling
Leghorn baby chicks to the trade, figuring
that in the open country, with a good
cellar, a new place, and plenty of room,
the chicks would not die and the hens lay
well into late summer and fall.

The early spring of 1913 found things
going at a lively gait; but out of the 2,500
baby chicks put into hovers (standard
make) I came to September with barely
500 pullets, many worthless.white diarrhoea
having hit me worse than when in town;
for I buried them as high as fifty a day.

,

But, not being a quitter, I stuck to the
job, selling as high as 2,000 baby chicks a
season, and a standing order for most of
my eggs at 30 cents a dozen the year
round, while paying around $2 per 100
for feed, using standard brands of scratch.

)

I found all my surplus eggs had to be sold
\

at market, in competition with eggs of all

sorts, which still holds good with all egg
farmers.
By 1915 I had reared 750 hens, most of

them pullets, in which year I gathered in
round numbers 54,000 eggs, 35,000 of
which were laid by June. This was my
largest year, and was the deciding season
as to the future. The best day was 375
eggs, and the worst was 12 eggs, out of
750 hens, well fed, well cared for. The
accompanying table is easily understood
and will give any would-be egg farmer an
idea of what to [continued on page 43]
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EYEN the winds disturb not, as they go,

The boughs of those long larches, bending low
Where the marsh-water lies,

In which Its vacant eyes

Gaze at themselves unceasing, stubbornly,

—

Only sometimes, as on their way they move,
The noiseless shadows of the clouds above,

Or some great bird's hovering flight on high.

Emele Verhderen.
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What I Have Learned from Six Years

Sagebrush Settler

By William David Ball

HE CAME to my house one eve-
ning, this _frien.d of mine, and
showed me the prospectus of

an irrigation project in south-
ern Idaho. The land-drawing

was to take place at Twin Falls, Idaho, in

about a week. Eighty thousand acres of

virgin soil were to be thrown open under
the Carey Act—divided among the lucky
payers of first installments.
The prospectus was illus-

trated in glowing colors, but
it had nothing on the word-
painting of my friend. This
new country, he said, was the
promised land of the chosen
people; it was the ideal spot
on God's green earth. (My
friend was a preacher.). The
climate had been imported
straight from the Garden of

Eden; the soil was fertile as

that of the far-famed field of

Hebron; and the water welled
forth with the same gorgeous
abundance that marked the
gushing of waters in the desert
of Zin when Moses smote the
rock with his rod.

He conjured up to my ex-
cited fancy misty seas of

golden-headed grain; rolling

meadow lands dotted with
sleek, contented cattle, and
harvest fields thickly lined

with row on row of bulging
sacks—bulging with potatoes,

eight pounds for twenty-five
cents. It got me.
My friend intended to file

on a 160-acre farm for him-
self at the drawing. I com-
missioned him—for $50—to

pick out a 40-acre farm for

me. He promised to use the
same care in selecting my for-

ty that he used in selecting

his own hundred and sixty.

Nine months later I landed
in the country of sagebrush
and lava with $210 cash, a
heterogeneous collection of

farm implements, and two
horses that I called a team.
I hired two men for a day to

help me move my carload of

goods.
The Twin Falls tract, a

flourishing project eight years
old, extended four miles south
of the city of Twin Falls to

the high-line canal. I stood
on the bridge over this canal
and looked southward over the
much-advertised new Salmon
tract. Somewhere, hidden in

. this trackless waste, lay the

40 acres filed on for me by
my friend. We plunged in-

to the brush. Along toward
evening, with the help of several maps
and the section posts, we finally located

my farm.
It didn't look much like a farm to me.

For miles, on every side, sagebrush cov-
ered the ground like a miniature forest.

Two miles to the south rose the first foot-

hills—also covered with sagebrush. Around
me the plains stretched, long, rolling swells

of gray-green tinged with purple. We
cleared a space with a grubbing hoe, and
camped.
The horses were thirsty. I had brought

two whisky barrels with me, and before
supper I drove to Cottonwood Creek and
filled the barrels. I should have to do this

once a day, it seemed, until I built a cis-

tern. But before I built the cistern I

should have to go to Hollister for a head-
gate, install the headgate, and build to my
place a long, dry mile of ditch. These
were things the man who wrote the pros-
pectus had forgotten to mention.
The first pressing business was to trans-

fer five tons of hay I bought from a farmer
near the high-line canal. Finished with
the hay, I hauled lumber for a house and
barn.

I was sitting on one of the rafters of my
"shack" one morning, vainly trying to re-

call some rule in calculus that applied to

the cutting of 2x4's. On the hill, up hear
our canal, I could see the black glint of tar

paper on the new house that had gone up
the month before; and to the east, a quar-
ter of a mile away, my nearest neighbor
was just measuring the foundation for his

house.
Down my new trail came a stoop-shoul-

dered, wizened figure of a man. His wide-

"Paying basis—huh! Trips East!" he
cackled, and turned on his heel.

Very plainly I heard him mutter to him-
self as he slouched away: "They com-
monly last a year. I give this one six

months."
Crusty old beggar, I thought, with not

any too much brain. But as the morning
wore on his words began to trouble me.

Samples of the three best crops we raised in the sagebrush country

You Can't Pour Cream Out of an Empty Pitcher

THERE is no denying that you and I

and every other man get out of life

just what we put into it—and no more.

That is the law of compensation. It never
fails. If you don't put knowledge and
experience into your head, you can't get

knowledge and experience out of it. A
cream pitcher is a cream pitcher, but if you
don't put cream into it you can't pour
cream out of it. A man's brain is a man's
brain, but if he doesn't put anything into

it he won't get anything out of it.

You can't get something out of anything
that you don't first put something into.

This is true of your farm, too, just as it was
of Ball's farm, and of every other farm.
You get out of it what you put into it. If

you put hopelessness and carelessness and
shiftlessness into it, you'll reap failure and
a ramshackle and run-down farm. If you
put work and hope and care and thought in-

to your farm, you'll reap success, just as

Ball did. If human experience proves any-
thing, it proves that. The Editor.

brimmed, ragged hat flopped comically
about his face as he slouched along; in the
crook of his arm he carried a long-barreled
shotgun, and at his heels trotted a mongrel
dog.

I suspected he was an old settler, Otto
Travers by name, of whom I had heard.
He had lived on the banks of McCullom
Creek for the past twenty years. I could,

doubtless, get much valuable information
from him.
He stopped and squinted up at me curi-

ously. His eyes were pale blue in color,

and his stare was singularly direct and
searching.

"You're one of them new settlers, huh?"
he questioned. "Come from the city, too?

"

"Yes, I've been here about two weeks,"
I replied.

"How long do you s'pose you can stick

it out?"
I was startled. I had regarded my new

undertaking very seriously, and here was
this little old man looking at me with his

cocksure eyes and taking it for granted I

was going to fail.

"Why," I finally managed to answer,
"I intend to make my home here for good.
Of course, after a year or so, after I get my
farm on a paying basis, I'll probably take
trips East during the winter."

Others, it seemed, had failed. Even in the
few days I had been on my farm I could
see that my dreams were somewhat rosy
and my plans rather vague. If I did not
wish to be like these others I should have
to state my aims clearly, make some defi-

nite schedule, and then strictly adhere to it.

This is the schedule I drew up, sitting

on a boulder in that rank sagebrush waste:
At the end of the first year I would have

my place cleared of brush, and the rocks
half off. At the end of the second year I

would have my place fenced, twenty acres
in alfalfa, and all the rocks cleared. The
first two years I would spend every cent I

made on improvements, but at the end of
the third year my profits would pay up the
water contract on the land—some $1,500
with interest. The fourth year would be
easy money.

I began on the first year.
I had always regarded farming as hard

work. I was right. But I had also looked
upon it as an occupation that anyone with
ordinary intelligence, whether he knew
anything about it or not, could take up suc-
cessfully. I don't think I have yet quite
realized how wrong I was.

I grubbed an acre of brush from the forty
by hand. It was back-breaking work. I
did want to hire a steel grubber to clear the

place. I even brought a contractor to look
over the job.
• "Too many rocks!" he stated.

I protested: "Those rocks aren't bad."
"Try them!" he grunted.
I had noticed, in the East, substantial

and rather picturesque walls and fences

made of rocks. That was all I knew of

rocks on a farm. By the time I had that
first acre ready to plant I

knew more.
I first used a pick and crow-

bar on the boulders sticking

out of the ground. I hauled
the smaller ones off in the
wagon, the larger ones on a
sled or stone boat. The field

looked rather presentable

—

before I plowed it. It took
me four days to plow that
acre. Then I gathered rocks
again. After the harrow I

gathered more rocks. Each
piece of machinery I put on
the ground brought up other
rocks—at least I think they
were not the same ones. The
place, in fact, was simply an
everlasting rock quarry, and
the vein extended pretty well

throughout the forty.

I had occasion one day to

walk across country to a
neighbor's. On my way I

crossed the 160 acres belong-
ing to my friend the preacher.

The land, which he was hold-

ing for speculation, was still

in brush. I was interested in

the fact that I saw no rocks
on his land. I recrossed the
hundred and sixty. I went
over it thoroughly. Not a
rock could I find. I had some-
thing to think about on the
way home.
The next day the company

watermaster rode up to my
place, and, during his stay,

commented on my growing
rock pile.

"I paid a man to file on a
forty for me," I complained,
"and this is what I got."

"Too bad," he replied with
a shrug. "But you're not the
only one. About a third of

the settlers on this tract are

farmers; the other two thirds

are dentists, teachers, clerks,

and laborers. Most of 'em
paid someone to file for them,
and not six are satisfied with
what they got. Picking your
farm is an important part of

the business of farming, and
to let someone else do it for

you is a mighty poor begin-
ning, young man."
I agreed with him. Yes, I

agreed heartily.

When I finished leveling my acre of

ground it was too late in the season to plant
anything but potatoes; so potatoes went
in. The run of irrigation water that first

summer was a pitiful thing. It consisted

of one run of three weeks, and the amount
of water was enough to irrigate about four
acres in every forty. Potatoes, I found,
were usually irrigated three times. Mine
had one good wetting.

I worked with a threshing crew that fall,

and earned $75, nearly all of which went
for hay. It was astonishing how much
those horses of mine ate. I resolved to

put in a good-sized patch of alfalfa the
next spring. Everyone had been planting
alfalfa around Twin Falls for the past eight

years. It seemed to be a fashion.

My potato crop was twenty sacks

—

pretty small potatoes. But I ought not
say anything against those potatoes. They
fed me through the winter—potatoes, jack
rabbits, and a little flour and bacon. My
plans for the year had fallen short. I had
ten acres of brush burned instead of the
whole forty; I had two acres of rock cleared

instead of twenty. That was bad—very
bad. Next year must be better.

As spring drew near I was appalled to

find my money [continued on page 40]

_
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An Appreciation of Joe Wing, Whose Last Unpublished

Manuscripts Are to Appear in Farm and Fireside

Beginning with the July Issue

DEAR READER: When Joseph E. Wing died in 1915 he

i left in my care a number of unpublished manuscripts which
I he believed to contain some of the most inspiring things

he had written. Those who knew Joe Wing personally, or

knew him through his writings or lectures, need not be told what
that means. The Crowell Publishing Company has obtained permis-

sion from the Wing estate to publish these manuscripts in Farm and
Fireside before they are printed in book form. The first article

will appear in the July issue.

I do not desire to recount here the interesting record of his accom-

plishments. It is as thrilling as any romance to

read of his hardships and difficulties encountered
in establishing alfalfa on his home farm in Ohio, and
of his final success; of the nickname "Alfalfa Joe,"

born of scorn, which in later years became one of

endearment. I could not, if I tried, put an estimate

on the value of his work for better live stock, better

crops and soils, better living conditions on the farm,

and better education for farm boys and girls. More
able pens than mine have done that since he died,

and will do it again and again in the years to come.
But I do want to tell what Joe Wing meant as a

friend and a neighbor. I was born and raised in

Joe Wing's community in Central Ohio, and among
my earliest memories is one of the first time I walked
over to Woodland Farm. It was a June day that

I, a tow-haired, barefoot lad of five or six, slipped

away from home, trudged down the dusty road,

limped painstakingly across the alfalfa stubble, and
came at last to what then seemed the outer bound-
aries of the world. I peeked through a lattice

work of twigs in the osage-hedge fence. In the en-

closure was a well-kept lawn dotted here and there

with massive oak trees, and at one side a cottage

partly covered with vines. Under one of the trees

two little chaps were trying to put on the obstinate

wheel of a red express wagon. How long I watched
them, almost breathlessly, I do not know, for my attention was sud-
denly arrested by a huge hand being placed on my shoulder. My first

instinct was to flee from the tall, ungainly figure at my side, but as I

gazed hesitantly into his face the smile that quirked the corners of his

mouth and the kindly light in his gray eyes told me that here was a
man that any child could trust.

"Andy and David need some help on that wagon, don't they?" he
asked, stooping down beside me.

I nodded.
"All right," he added, "let's go over and see what we can do."
Hand in hand we walked through the gateway, and as we turned

up the path he said

:

"Why, you haven't told me your name. What is it?"

"It's Trell," I answered gravely.

"Oh, so it is; so it is!" he chuckled. "And do you know mine?"
I shook my head.
"Well, I'm just old Joe Wing, and that alfalfa field I watched you

crossing is mine, and those two boys over there are mine, and that
little house is mine, and that sweet-faced lady standing in the doorway
is my wife."

. Thus did I first meet Joe Wing. As I grew older my trips to Wood-
land Farm became more frequent, and our friendship ripened into

comradeship. Mr. Wing was always very busy, but he was never so
engrossed that he couldn't give some of his time to the boys. Many
times he helped us build mill wheels for the dam across the little creek
that flowed through the woodland pasture; again he would take us
in the boat to gather lilies from the pond ; on other occasions we took
walks about the farm or across country. These walks were very
interesting, for always he related charming stories about plant and
animal life; and, as he later told me, he always placed obstacles in our
path—obstacles that we were required to go over or through but
never around!
Well do I remember the skating parties on Wing's pond, for there

was always a treat in store for us' when we went up to the house to
get warm. Invariably we were served apples and popcorn as we sat
around the crackling fire, and as the wood burned to embers we always
prevailed upon Mr. Wing to tell stories. And what stories they were!
Sometimes they were of his earlier life on a ranch in the West; again,

maybe of the sea or of rural England and France; and sometimes of the
people in our own neighborhood. But, whatever the subject, they
were live, virile stories about real people and things.

Joe Wing had the good of his home community at heart. The
talks he gave at the high school, at the little church, and in the town

Alfalfa Joe

hall were always helpful because they were critical and human. 1

And that seed which he sowed is now bearing fruit, for plans are being
made for a fine community house with an auditorium, gymnasium,
shower baths, rest-rooms, and meeting places for the various farmer
organizations. Moreover, his own township and county have been
organized by the farmers, and they are members of the State Farm
Bureau, and are working toward a national organization. Mr. Wing
left able lieutenants to work out and develop the plans, but Joe Wing
sowed the seed!
That "a prophet is not without honor, save in his own country,"

<

did not apply to Joe Wing. On the day of his
funeral, when noted men from all parts of the coun-
try came to pay tribute at his bier, those who knew
him best closed their places of business, while all of
the school children from town and country lined
the streets through which the cortege passed.
When in college, I received much helpful advice

from Joe Wing, and it was through him that I was
influenced to devote my life_to farming and farm
writing and editing. In one of the valued letters I

have from him he said

:

"In this round, wiggling old world of ours we
must find some way to help the boys, mustn't we? "

Joe Wing's life was truly devoted to the service

of others.

The last time I saw Mr. Wing was about three
weeks before his death. He was seated in a re-

clining chair on his porch at Woodland Farm, and
as I turned up the path he arose to greet me. It

went to my heart to see the frail body, the white
hands, and the drawn features of his face. But in

his eye was the fire of old. For some time we
chatted over old times, and presently he suggested
that we walk through the woodland co the alfalfa

field. We made slow progress, for he was forced
to rest several times, and when at last we came to

the large field that lay green in the August drought
we both sat down. There he falteringly retold the story of his strug-

gle to establish alfalfa on Woodland Farm. With a wave of his hand,

he concluded: "Those broad acres, my friend, are the realization of

that dream." He was silent a moment and then added: "Never,
never forget that dreams are the souls of concrete things."

For some time we sat in silence, watching the heat waves dancing
over the field, and then turning to me he said:

"You know, Trell, it seems almost unfair that I should have to give

up my work now. Why, boy, I'm just at the time of life that my
experience should be of some value to this old world."

"But you're not going to die!" I cried.

He smiled at me in a way that a father would smile at a rash state-

ment of his little son, but he did not say any more.

We walked slowly back to the house, and before I departed he
placed in my hands for safekeeping his unpublished manuscripts.

As I arose to go he took both of my hands in his, and, looking deep in-

to my eyes, he said, very slowly: "I shall see you again, boy, some day!"
A few weeks later a slip of paper was placed on my desk which

contained the words, "Joe Wing is dead." No longer did I hear the

clicking of typewriters nor the murmur of voices; no longer did the

roar of traffic from a busy city's street reach my ears. I was at Wood-
land Farm—and my neighbor, teacher and friend was no more. I

bowed my head on my desk and wept like a little boy. That night I

went to the country, and under the stars I struggled with the grief

that tugged at my' heartstrings. The injustice of it all seemed to

overwhelm me, but later came calmer moments, and I returned home
reconciled, as I knew Joe Wing would want me to be. When I reached

home I read from one of his unpublished manuscripts this paragraph:

"Only on the little foothills have I trod, and always afar off, more
than half-hidden by the clouds, has been the summit. But now and
then, lifting above them, I have seen glimpses of a shining peak,

glorious in the light, beckoning to me as though to say, Tress on, if

you have courage ! Some day, if you are strong and faint not, you may
stand upon the utmost height, and all the glory of God shall be
revealed to you.'"
And then I knew that the utmost height had been reached, and that

the glory of God had been revealed to Joe Wing.
He was an inspiration to me. He was an inspiration to the thou-

sands who read what he wrote as correspondent of "The Breeders'

Gazette." He was an inspiration to everyone with whom he came in

contact, and I know that the wonderful articles of his which it is to be
our privilege to publish in Farm and Fireside will be an inspiration

and a help to you, and to all who read them. Trell W. Yocum.
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Gaining 6,300 Miles
By Proper Inflation

T OiVG before they had delivered the
I J mileages every one expects from
Goodyears, two tires on a heavy eight-

cylinder car blew out. The car-owner,
Mr. Ralph Booth, took them to a Good-
year Service Station near his office, on
West 27th Street, New York. The
Service Station Dealer examined them,
asked Mr. Booth to what pressures they
had been inflated, and then proved that
according to the inflation charts the
tires should have carried at least fifteen

pounds more air. Mr. Booth wasn't
quite convinced, but he put on two new
Goodyears and kept them properly in-

flated. These tires have already given
6,300 MORE miles than the under-
inflated ones and look good for as
many more. Ask your Goodyear Serv-

ice Station, or write to Akron, for

Lesson 3 of the Goodyear Conserva.
tion Course —telling how to gain mile-
age by proper inflation.

UNDERINFLATION shortens

by thousands of miles the life of

the best of tires.

Without proper air support the tire

walls have to bend and flex sharply

and constantly.

The extreme bending and flexing of

side-walls without sufficient air-sup-

port generates excessive heat at the

flexing points.

This heat acts on the rubber in and
between the plies, making it lifeless

and brittle.

The plies separate on the shoulder of

the tire, and from chafing against

each other soon lose their strength.

Then the inner plies, which are most
quickly affected, are fractured—the

tube is pinched between the rough

edges of the break, and a blow-out
follows.

0 0 0

IN certain cases, however, where
the damage is not too great and the

weakened fabric carcass has not ac-

tually broken, Goodyear Service Sta-

tion Dealers find that by applying a
Goodyear Reliner the tire can be made
to deliver a thousand and more ad-

ditional miles.

But consistent attention to proper in-

flation would save many thousands
—at no expense whatever.

Find out just what pressures your
tires should carry by asking your
Goodyear Service Station — or by
sending to Akron—for Lesson 3 of

the Goodyear Conservation Course.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

A Tire With Fabric
Fractures, Due to
Under-Inflation.

Askyour Goodyear Service Station, or us,

for Lesson 3 ofthe Goodyear Conservation
Course— dealing with tire inflation.

Goodyear Reliner and Goodyear
Patching Cement for RestorlngTires
Weakened by Being Under-Inflated.
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It Certainly Paid Him to Stop and Think
By H. E. C. Bryant (District of Columbia)

BOB MILLER BRYANT of Rocky
Point, Pender County, North
Carolina, has a drove of beautiful

| red hogs. He also has four pretty

little red-haired girls, and his own
hair is almost crimson.
"The red hog has proved a blessing to

me and my family," said Mr. Bryant to

the representative of Farm and Fireside.
"Once when it seemed that all other
friends had deserted me a lone sow and
some hard thinking led me out of a wilder-

ness of debt and brought me success.

"Twelve years ago, when I began life

in earnest, I bought a small farm in Meck-
lenburg County, where cotton was king.

Everybody about me grew cotton, almost
to the exclusion of everything else. Some
of my neighbors bought corn and meat and
flour to feed their stock and workmen.
It was easy to follow the same rut. I

soon found myself doing what others of

that neighborhood had been doing for

decades. It was an up-hill road. Having
purchased my land and horses on credit,

I was bound tight by mortgages and other
obligations.

"The first year and the second passed
without any dent in the debt. I took stock,
and discovered that I was poorer than
when I started. My creditors began to
close in on me, and it looked as if all were
lost. At one time I thought of running
away, going West, far from where I was
known, to make a new start. But one day
a calculating, businesslike friend went over
my affairs with me.
" 'Is there one bright spot in your farm-

ing experience? Have you made a profit off

anything?' he asked.
"Those questions

caused me to stop and
think. My cotton had
cost me more than I

could sell it for. My
corn was produced at
too great an expense.
Finally, after going
over the results, I said:

'I have one old sow
that made me $200.
That is the one saving
result.'

"'Well,' said my
friend seriously, 'it

looks to me as if you
needed more sows.'

"From that day on
I have been beating
my debtors and gain-
ing ground. My drove of hogs increased
from one profitable sow to many. Not
long ago I sold Lady Gray, a fine hog of

the best blood, for $1,000. I have sold

others for $650 a piece, and still others for

less.

"After that amiable friend of mine said

that I needed more sows I played up the
hog and played down cotton. I pulled my
coat off, rolled up my sleeves, and went to

hard work. Day and night I was with
my hogs. I specialized on one breed, and
have won a reputation for producing good
stock.

"I have found from experience that it is

better—more profitable—to have one
brood sow that is actually worth $1,000
than to have many that are worth only

Bob Bryant

$50 apiece. Lady Gray
has been worth more
in dollars and cents
than any ten sows we
have had. We have
five of her pigs that
are worth $2,000, and
we do not want to sell

them. She will soon
be nine years old, and
farrowed 16 pigs the
last time. She has
never produced a com-
mon pig.

"The last four or
five years have taught
me that it pays to
have the very best
blood if you are going
to get good results.

Hard work, applica-
tion to the main task, and a desire for the
next thing to perfection has helped me
keep ahead of the game."

Mr. Bryant lifted mortgages with his
faithful sow. He is educating his daughters
with money from hogs. From a poverty-
stricken, debt-ridden, ordinary toiler he has
become a thrifty, progressive farmer, with
original ideas and bright prospects. He
talks well, writes well on hog-growing, and
is a favorite at hog shows. He attributes
his success to that dear old hog that kept
him from being a bankrupt.

Mr. Bryant has done more for his
neighbors than for himself. He stocked
Mecklenburg County, North Carolina, with
fine hogs. He encouraged hog-farming.
Last year he handled more than 1,000 hogs.

All of which merely goes to show that
there is usually a way out of the rut for
every man who will work hard enough to
find it.

Practical Co-operation

WE WERE five neighboring farmers
who, despairing and under the burden

of the ever-increasing cost of living, decided
that by securing our food supplies in quanti-
ties, paying cash, getting a discount, taking
our own turns at hauling from town and
distributing them, we would at least not
have to live "from hand to mouth," but
possibly might also save some money.
We averaged about $25 a month in

staple foods, and as a try-out each of us
contributed that amount to invest in flour,

coffee, cereals, sugar, canned goods, etc.

We made out our list. To get the best
prices we must buy unbroken packages

—

flour by the barrel, soap by the box, canned
goods, crackers, etc., by the case.

Wholesalers will not sell consumers
direct, hence we named our combination
"Economy Grocery Company."
We watched advertisements in farming

papers and dailies, and sent for catalogues.

Sometimes in our home town wc found we
could get good quotations on supplies for

our company at a discount for cash. We
have saved at |least 30 per cent on gro-

ceries and other supplies.

Each of us also has preserved three

cases of eggs (90 dozen) in water glass, and
now when they are scarce and prices high
we have plenty of eggs. L. B. Kilmer.

Money Isn't Everything to Him
By Charles Alma Byers

Over Sixty—But She Made a Fortune

By Bertha H. Smith

HE, THIS "bird-house man," is,

first of all, a philosopher.
"It isn't so much what you do," he

says, "but how you do it, that counts.
Do something well and you'll be successful,
and choose a work you like and you'll be
happy too. If you can't make a sort of
hobby of your work you'd better find
your hobby and
make it your work."
And Gus A.

Baumann, philoso-
pher and "bird-house
man," practices his

own philosophy.
Some years ago he
was a half-owning
partner in a firm in

Chicago. The house
made money, but
Mr. Baumann had a
hobby "on the side."
To-day, to appease
his love for that
hobby, for he long
ago gave up his for-

mer business, he
maintains an hum-
ble little workshop,
with which is also

combined his home,
on a much traveled
motorists' thorough-
fare in an outlying
portion of Los Ange-
les, California.
Nearly sixty-five, he
is strong, healthy, and happy, and would
rarely have his age guessed at more than
fifty. "I know I am still young," is the
-way he puts it, "because I feel young, and
I feel young because I find contentment
in my work." That, you see, is his philos-
ophy—at least, a part of it.

Mr. Baumann is well called the "bird-
house man." He builds and sells bird
houses of all sizes and styles, and for use
either on the farmer's unpainted barn or
in the imposing garden of some wealthy
man's city or suburban estate. Some of
the houses are small, single-nest affairs,

which require only an hour or two to build,
and which he sells for a few cents each;
others are large and of complicated con-
struction, requiring days of labor, and
selling at very fancy prices. He always
has a large stock and assortment on hand
for the prospective patron to choose from,
but if something special is desired he works
out a rough sketch of it, according to the

The ''bird-house" man

patron's suggestions, and builds it "to
order"—probably to conform to some
certain architectural scheme.

It is perhaps but natural that a bird-

house man should also make bird cages.

Mr. Baumann does, and his cages are like-

wise of nearly every conceivable size, style,

and kind—plain and ornate parlor cages,

ingeniously designed
breeding cages, large

out-door aviaries,
and so forth. In
fact, he is prepared
to meet every need
of this kind, and in

all his work, as an
architect for birds,

he puts something of

the artist, and fre-

quently something
of the inventor as
well. He loves birds,

and he likes to know
that those used to
captivity are well

cared for. Hence,
aside from providing
his cages with every
bird convenience, he
designs them so that
they may be kept
clean with the least

work possible.

Mr. Baumann is

also a bird authority,
particularly on the
subject of their dis-

eases. He is a member of the Canary
Breeders' Association, and is always glad to
give information on all matters pertaining
to bird breeding and bird care. In con-
nection with his bird-house and bird-cage
business he breeds a few canaries for the
market, but he makes no pretense of run-
ning a bird store. He is a bird-house builder
by trade, or profession, and it is therein
that his chief interest centers. It was once
his hobby, but it is now his business.
And he is making money—not a fortune,

but a comfortable living. At least, he
has made his work a success, and, above
all, a pleasure.
"You can do big things in a little field,"

he philosophically declares, "or little

things in a big field.
. Some people do less

than either. The important thing is:

Make a success of what you undertake,
and first choose a work out of which you
can get enjoyment and contentment as
you go along."

FREDA EHMANN was on the last
lap of the three score and ten when
her son came in one day and threw

some ripe olives into her lap and asked her
why she didn't try to pickle them. They
were from a grove this son had deeded to
her in return for some money she had given
him when he was caught in the squeeze of
the panic of 1893.
His lawyers had ad-
vised him to go into
bankruptcy, but his

mother told him that
was not her idea of

honor, and gave him
all the money she
had, taking in re-

turn a deed to a 20-

acre olive orchard
not yet in bearing.
The olives thrown in

her lap were from
the first crop.

"Pickle ripe ol-

ives? How can I?

These are the first

I've ever seen," was
Mrs. Ehmann's an-
swer to her son.

And after a sleep-

less night' she went
to Professor Hilgard
of the Agricultural
College of the Uni-
versity of California,

got a recipe for ripe

olives,hadsome casks
put on the back porch of her daughter's

home, and from five in the morning till late

at night, and at intervals through the night,

she hovered over those casks as if they were
cradles full of sick babies, until she had
some pickled olives. And they looked so

ugly and mottled that she was ashamed to

show them to Professor Hilgard, and made
her daughter do it. He pronounced them
the best he had ever seen, and so did the

leading grocer of Oakland, who ordered all

that were in the casks and paid enough for

them to pay freight on the entire crop from
the ranch to Oakland. This crop, though
small, kept Mrs. Ehmann at those pickling

casks for many weeks.
With samples of the winter's work Mrs.

Ehmann set out to New York, where every
dealer held his nose at the mention of ripe

olives, remembering the barrels of them
that had been hauled down back alleys at
dead of night and dumped in East River,

for the pickling of ripe olives had not been

reduced to a science in the middle' nineties.

But in Philadelphia and elsewhere she got

orders for about 15,000 gallons, and went
back to California wondering where the

olives were coming from. She leased

another orchard with a pickling plant and
twenty-seven Chinamen, and before the
next season was over she was threatened

with lawsuitsbecause
she could not fill re-

orders.

This candidate for

the chimney corner
established a market
for one of Califor-

nia's exclusive prod-
ucts, for other deal-

ers immediately got
a chance at the or-

ders she could not
fill. By the second
year the business
was too big for one
head and one pair
of hands, so Mrs.
Ehmann's son and
son-in-law joined
her in the business,
which developed in-

to oil-making as well
as pickling. Lean-
tos and additions
were built from year
to year as the busi-

ness grew.until about
sevenyears ago,when
a clean sweep was

made of the old plant and an entire new
plant was built at Oroville, on the ground
first leased and later bought by Mrs. Eh-
mann. The company was capitalized at

$100,000, with Mrs. Ehmann as president.
It now owns orchards conservatively esti-

mated at $500,000.
Though nearing eighty, Mrs. Ehmann

spends every day from November to May
at the plant, and only a few years ago
yielded to her son's persuasion and started

the day at seven instead of six o'clock. She
takes no time off for Thanksgiving or

Christmas, except possibly a Christmas
dinner if the family gets together at Oro-
ville; but at the close of the pickling season
in May she goes to her daughter's in Oak-
land and has time for other things.

During the pickling season she goes all

day from vat to vat in the great pickling-

room, cold and dark and damp, splashing

about in overshoes on a wet floor in a tem-
perature that makes visitors wonder.

e ripe-olive queen
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If You're Not Making

Enough Money
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11]

advantage of the best types of machinery.

On the smaller farms, either the machin-

ery and stock were inadequate, or the

interest and wear and tear ate up most of

the profit from them.
Possibly the farm of, say, 100 acres,

can be made to pay at the prices we
expect after the war, especially if we can

get enough of the spirit of co-operation to

work together in the purchase of the most
expensive machinery and good breeding

stock. Co-operation would help to meet
the problem of hired labor, too. We can

never expect to have farmhands enough to

go around, one to each farm, and yet

every farmer sometimes needs help badly.

We may have to go over to the plan of

planting the farmhands on little farms of

their own, with a certain amount of day's

labor assured by the farmers around.

That plan works well in some Australian

communities.
But with all due allowance for the

possibility of co-operation and of a higher

price level, the fact remains that the farm
which is to pay must represent a con-

siderable acreage and capital. Between
$10,000 and $15,000 invested in land, im-
provements, stock, and machinery appears
to be requisite to the kind of success an
intelligent farmer deserves, according to

the careful calculations given by Pro-
fessor Warren in his excellent book on
Farm Management.
Most men in farming have had to do

with less, but here is a point which indi-

cates that their situation is unsatisfactory:

The sons of farmers with that minimum or

more remain at home to work on the place,

or set about getting farms of their own.
The sons of farmers who have to worry
along with few acres and small capital

leave home, and a very large proportion
abandon farming altogether. If a man's
condition doesn't appeal to his sons, there
is something radically wrong with it. And
that is the case with our smaller farms.
What can be done about it if a great

proportion of our farms are below the
standard, and incapable of yielding a
standard living? The first thing to do is to

face the facts. Not every farmer can
increase his acreage by leasing or buying
adjacent land, but many could and would
if they kept accounts and came to realize

how essential adequate acreage is to any-
thing like decent financial success.

Young men who are thinking of buying
farms ought to consider seriously whether
they are sinking their fortunes in an equip-
ment out of which they can never hope to
make a satisfactory living. Better lease

a farm of proper size than own one too
small for success. The money that would
be sunk in such a small farm is more
productive when put out at interest.

One of the principal reasons why men
put up with the small farm, or the farm
inadequately improved, is that they have
only a small amount of money of their own
and cannot borrow or dare not borrow the
additional sums necessary to command a
good farm. The old system of farm loans
in America was a terrible handicap. The
interest rate was high, especially if bonuses
are taken into account, and the term of
repayment short, with a chance of fore-
closure at the end.

In European countries farmers have
been able to get loans at low rates of
interest, repayable at any time in thirty,
forty, or fifty years. We have the begin-
ning of such a system in our federal farm
loan banks. But it remains for the farmers
to make up their minds to dominate it,

and use it to bring about the establishment
of standard farms, where industrious men
can build up their prosperity without
handicaps. How? Don't let the farm loan
system be used to supply loans for big
landed estates or for the little farms where
a man can't make a living, but for farms
which, in the best opinion of the agricul-
tural community, offer a chance of success.

It is of primary concern to the farmers
that the condition of their occupation
should be good enough to hold a fair
proportion of their sons in the country.
But it is of still more vital concern to the
nation. So long as the farmers of a country
are prosperous and contented, it is safe
to forecast an orderly social and political
development. When the farmers find
conditions intolerable, nothing in the
State is secure. Look at Russia, Austria-
Hungary, Rumania. They are living in
anarchy now, and a chief reason for it is

the fact that their agricultural population
has remained impoverished and enslaved.

A New Tractor Service Plan
5000 Dealers Go to School to

Make Your Investment Good

If you were going to buy a tractor today and had your
choice of a dozen or more tractors of equal mechanical
quality, which would you buy? The one on which you
could get the best service, of course. That's common sense.

Where today can you get good tractor service—the kind
that gives you any needed information or help promptly
and surely? From the International Harvester organization.

Have you heard what we did last winter to assure full and
complete service to all International tractor owners?

Last winter five thousand of our dealers went to school and
equipped themselves to give you the kind of tractor service

you want and have a right to get. They took a complete
practical course. They can teach you to avoid the rough
spots in your tractor progress. They are ready to carry

you safely over any difficulties you may meet. You can

buy an International Mogul or Titan Tractor with a

feeling of perfect safety and security in your ability to handle

it successfully right from the start.

We sell good tractors—none better.

We maintain complete repair stocks at

eighty-nine branch houses.

We have a completely equipped, well-

trained dealer service organization reach-

ing every farm in the United States where
a tractor can be used.

That is International Tractor Service
—Unrivaled in the Whole Tractor Field

This service costs you nothing. In fact, it will save you considerable

money in the avoidance of mistakes, steadier running of your tractor,

and the reduction you will be able to make in the cost of upkeep
and repairs.

Tractor service organizations do notgrow over-
night. Here is one almost fall grown. Take
advantage of it

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY
Chicago

OF AMERICA^- USA

(

World's Best
Roofing

Freight
Paid

Reo" Cluster Metal Shingles, V-Crimp, Corru-
gated, Standing Seam, Painted or Galvanized Roof-
ings, Sidings, Wallboard, Paints, etc., direct to you
at Rock-Bottom Factory Prices. Positively greatest
offer ever made. We Pay the Freight.

Edwards "Reo" Metal Shingles
cost less; outlast three ordinary roofs. No painting
or repairs. Guaranteed rot, fire, rust, lightningproof

.

Free Roofing Book
Get our wonderfully
low prices and free

samples. We sell direct
to you and save you all

in-between dealer 't

profits. Ask for Book
No. 658.

LOW PRICED GARAGES
Lowest prices on Ready-Made
Fire-Proof Steel Garages. Set
up any place. Send postal for
Garage Book, showing styles.
THE EDWARDS MFG. CO.

608-658 Pike SI.. Cincinnati, 0.

FREE
Samples &
Roofing Book

Pay Nothing Until 60 Days
Not a cent to pay now. Just tell us to Bend this Majestic Garden Plow*

id Cultivator. Use it 30 days and then if not satisfied, return it andf
Majestic

Garden

Plow and Cultivator
Wheel 24 in. x IX in. rim.

Mold board. Reversible shovel.
Weeder and cultivating tool
and wrench.Oak handles can be
raised or lowered. Slotted foot
changes draft to suit different
soils. Wearing parts are carbon
plow steel. Will last for years-
See for yourself on the 30 days
free trial. Shipped from factory
in Northern Ohio. Shipping
weight about 24 lbs. Just Bend
the coupon—no money.

^we pay freight both ways.
days after arrival—bal

Absolutely reliable but very simple and easy to operate.
Great for farmer's wives and the boys and girls asjRJ

" as grown ups. For hilling and weeding peas,
s,tomatoes,cabbage.com or other crops planted

^

rows. Strong, but li)?ht. t
Well finished. {See wty

If you keep it, send first payment 60
balance in five equal^ 60 day payments.

;terdescription of parts at left of cut.) No better
garden plow ever made. And

only the coupon brines k. <

Order No.453AMA106. MX. .

Price S4.90. Pay &
-i.oo €Bf-gg
Balance^"^ 5^ s,

.OOovcry JrJ** to >,vi *
60 days. -53# all?.
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MOM THE FARMWAGON
TO THE MOTORTRUCK

ALLENTOWN, PA.

CHICAGO, ILL.

SPOKANE, WN.
New York, N. Y.

Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Kansas City, Mo.

Minneapolis, Minn.

New Castle, Pa.

Omaha, Neb.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mason City, Iowa.

Richmond, Va.

The farm wagon, creaking slowly over

rutted roads, is a far cry from the motor

truck which spins over concrete roads, a

rival of the steam train.

Lehigh Cement, through its national development

of concrete roads and of the farm, has made the

farm of today a new thing.

Farm profits depend on farm deliveries. Prompt

deliveries by motor truck bring the farmer profits

formerly impossible. Lehigh Cement gives the same

short cut to farm construction and adds fire protec-

tion and permanence.

LEHIGH PORTLAND
CEMENT COMPANY

9he ^National Gzment

LEHIGH
9/our dealercan supply you with Jj>high

Keep ajew sacks on handjor thatoddjob

For nearly a quarter

of a century

we have paid 6% on Time
Certificates, issued for $100
or more, and have never
been a day late in mailing
checks for semi-annual in-
terest or withdrawals.

For 16 years we have paid 5% on Certificates
issued for $25 or more and payable on demand.

Our Certificates are amply protected by first

mortgage on improved real estate in which
all our investments are made.
Booklet gives fall information—write for it.

The Calvert Mortgage Company
873 Calvert Building Baltimore, Md.

We guarantee that every subscriber will receive fair treatment
from advertisers. It therefore pays you to mention Farm and
Fireside in answering advertisements.

F.

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
There's one for every
home or farm need

Myers Self-Oiling Electric;

House Pump shown here,
and other MyersHand and Power
Pumps for home water systems,
give running water in kitchen,
bath room, laundry, and in barn
or troughs. Myers dealers are
everywhere.They handle Myers r

Hay Tools, Door Hangers and
Hand and Power Spray Outfits
too. Ask yours today or write
for catalog, it's FREE.

E. MYERS & BRO.
303 Fourth St Aihland, <V

Fix It Yourself!
EVERY day in every home there

is something to "fix" some-
thing needing repair. With the
necessary tools, any handy boy or

girl, man or woman can make re-

pairs in a few minutes that will

save dollars in inconvenience.

Here's an outfit of just the tools you
need, strong, and always handy. The
outfit consists of

1. Pocket Knife 6. File

2. Screw Driver 7. Auger
3. Nail Puller 8. Chisel

4. 3-in. Rule 9. Awl
5. Bottle Opener 10. Punch

You Can Have This Outfit
For a club of 10 one-year subscriptions to Farm

and Fireside at 25c each. Send names, addresses

and money collected. Tool kit will come by mail

postpaid.

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Clubraiser Dep't, Springfield, Ohio

Gift No. 1020

FARM AND FIRESIDE

Why I Think We Are
Going to Have Better

Fertilizers Now
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7]

The new standard analyses consist of four
groups, as follows:
Group I

—

Staple and Fodder Crops:
Fall-sown wheat and rye, oats, barley,
millet, corn for grain, corn for silage, grass
for seeding, clover for seeding, and buck-
wheat. The analysis recommended for all

of these is the same. In addition to these
there are top-dressings for wheat and rye,
timothy or meadows, clover and alfalfa,

and permanent pastures.
Group II

—

Vegetables: This contains one
formula for cabbage, brussel sprouts,
turnips, and rutabagas; one for cannery
tomatoes; one for sweet corn, beets, sugar
beets, mangels, carrots, parsnips, and late
potatoes; one for cucumbers, melons,
squash, and other vine crops: different

formulas- for field onions, spinach and
asparagus, lettuce, celery, truck crop onions
and truck crop tomatoes; one for market
garden peas and beans; and one for field

beans, field peas, and extra early truck
crops.
Group III

—

Fruits: Strawberries, apples,
peaches, currants, gooseberries, black-
berries, and raspberries are provided for

in seven different analyses.
Group IV

—

Special Analyses: This
covers certain local requirements where a
standard practice in fertilizing special

crops has come to exist, such as for early

potatoes on the Eastern shore, sweet
potatoes, tobacco in Maryland and Vir-
ginia, tobacco in the Connecticut Valley,
field onions in the Western States, etc.

Variations for Different Soils

In addition to these analyses, making a
total of only about twenty-five in number,
some further variations are made for

sandy soil, loam soil, and clay soil, and for

the East and West. But with every possible
combination this makes a maximum total

of less than one hundred and fifty analyses,
to cover all kinds of crops over the entire

country! But as the Soil Improvement
Committee says: "It is probable that in

no one State will it be necessary for one
manufacturer to list all of the analyses
recommended. ... It is hoped that from
the general list presented state lists may
be developed, with the co-operation of the
fertility workers of the various state
experiment stations."

I, as a farmer, believe that is moving in

the right direction. To realize how fast

it is moving it is only necessary for you to
turn to any State Experiment Station
report on fertilizers and compare the
meaningless muddle of brands listed

therein with the comprehensive but simple
standards recommended by the Soil

Improvement Committee.
In the reports of one Eastern State,

recently, over six hundred distinct brands
of mixed goods were registered for sale!

In another, over four hundred! And this

whole outfit did not cover the field as
thoroughly as the twenty-five straight,

clean-cut analyses which the manu-
facturers have now pledged themselves
to turn out in place of the camouflaged
jumble which has been in existence, hereto-
fore. In the little State of Connecticut
last year there were twenty-two different

and distinct brands having a like com-
position in each of which "3.29 per cent of

nitrogen and 10 per cent of 'available'

phosphoric acid are guaranteed." But
instead of being put out as the same thing
they were sold through local agents under
such euphonious cognomens as Bailey's
Patent Superphosphate, Pocahontas Cli-

max Mixture, Smith & Jones' Special

Prolific Crop Producer, Great East Indian
Complete Special Phosphate, and the like.

But this muddle of brands has by no
means been the only bad thing in the
fertilizer omelet. One awfully strong egg
has been the "low-grade" goods—the stuff

made to sell to the farmer who has not
been educated on fertilizers, at a low price

per ton. To make as plain as possible the
folly of buying fertilizer on the price-per-

ton basis, let me take the simplest case

that can be found—that of 14 per cent
acid phosphate compared to 16 per cent
acid phosphate. In Connecticut last year
the average price for the 14 per cent grade
on the samples which the experiment
station obtained was $26.33, and the
average price on the 16 per cent grade was
$27, a very slight difference, and yet it is

remarkable, almost unbelievable, that

there are farmers among us who would
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figure that they were saving money on
buying the lower grade. As a matter of

fact, in this particular instance the avail-

able phosphoric acid—which was the

thing they were really paying out their

money for—cost in the 14 per cent grade

9.4 cents per pound, and in the 16 per cent

grade only 7.9 cents.

Now, if there are any men who will buy
14 per cent acid phosphate in the face of

these simple facts, it is no wonder that

they can be taken in on the purchase of

low-grade complete or mixed fertilizers.

In regard to this the bulletin above men-
tioned has the following to say:

"The buyer would save money by paying
$50.85 for a brand containing 3.29 per

cent of nitrogen instead of paying $35.85 a

ton for a brand containing .82 per cent of

nitrogen. It was better buying to pay
$64 a ton for a 5-7-1 analysis than to pay
$47 for a 2.5-10-1 analysis."

The reason is simple: It cost just as

much labor and material to mix, bag, ship

advertise, and sell a low-grade fertilizer as

for high-grade goods. These expenses are

practically alike on every ton, low-grade
or high-grade. Therefore it should be
very evident that the cost of actual plant

food is higher in those grades in which the
amount of plant food is least. When will

we get away from the idea that we have
got to put on so many pounds or bags of

fertilizer per acre, and realize that what
really counts is the number of pounds of

plant food the fertilizer contains?
Well, if the fertilizer manufacturers

carry out the recommendations of the Soil

Improvement Committee, the low-grade
goods should be eliminated in a com-
paratively short time. They say that they
are going to unite in an effort to "kill" as

quickly as possible the demand for low-
grade goods.

It would be a pleasure to be able to

leave this comment on the splendid step

which the fertilizer manufacturers have
taken as it stands, but there is another bad
egg in the omelet—a condition which seems
to have been left without comment in the
present move. I refer to the very con-
siderable percentage of the number of

brands which run below the analyses
guaranteed by the manufacturer.

Of course, anybody at all familiar with
the practical problems in manufacturing
realizes that it is next to impossible to

turn out an absolutely uniform product.
But when, as was the case in the official

analyses made by the Massachusetts
Agricultural Experiment Station, reported
in October, 1918, 4.3.5 per cent of the total

number of complete fertilizers fell below
the minimum guarantee in one or more
elements—that is, nitrogen, phosphoric
acid or potash—then something is wrong
in Denmark.

In many of these, of course, a shortage
in one kind of plant food was wholly
or partly made up by an "overrun" in one
of the other elements. But even after

making full allowance in this direction,

19.4 per cent of all the brands analyzed
showed a shortage in money value of from
$1 to $6 per ton.

It is very likely that the standard
analyses proposed will make it possible

for the manufacturer to come nearer to
supplying just what he guarantees, especi-

ally as all fractional percentages have been
done away with. But certainly the
association should take some step to
check up those manufacturers who are
careless in this respect, and in any case
where the practice is persisted in take
some practical means to correct it:

Buying Will Be Simplified

The very important change which has
been undertaken by the fertilizer manu-
facturers can hardly fail to benefit greatly
you and me and every user of fertilizers

if they put it through, and praticularly the
small buyer and the man who has not had
the time or the training to study out the
complicated problem of how to buy to
best advantage under the old system.

Certainly, with the warning which the
Soil Improvement Committee has given,
and the frank stand the manufacturers
have taken, the farmer who still insists

on buying low-grade goods, and paying
more for the plant food he gets than he
needs to pay, will have no one but himself
to blame.

NOTE: If you want a copy of the new
analyses classification that has been made
by the fertilizer men, write to the Soils
Editor of Farm and Firesike, 381 Fourth
Avenue, New York City, enclosing a three-
cent stamp for reply.- Be sure to mention
your State, so we can get you the state
classification as well as the general classi-

fication. THE EDITOR.
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MolineSystem of Powfr l%minq

UNIVERSAL TRACTOR
By using the Moline-Universal Tractor and Moline Tractor implements,

you can farm more land, better, easier and at less expense than you ever did

before. Farmers in all parts of the country are now making more money
through the use of the Moline-Universal Tractor and Moline Tractor Imple-

ments. Unsolicited testimony from owners is the best proof of satisfactory

performance. Read the following expressions from Moline owners:

"The Moline-Universal haa done for me what two men and
twelve horses would have done at less expense than one man and
six horses." Jesse L. Bonsall, Scotia, Nebr.

"It saved me the price of seven horses. It has created a greater

desire for farming." Arthur Weis, Reddick, 111.

"I have 'been able to dispense with two
men and some hired help in the house be-
cause of the Moline-Universal Tractor."
Wm. P. Johnson, Lovington, III.

"It has saved me hiring one man and
keeping five extra horses." Henry Hilbert,

Charlotte. Ia.

"Earned me $ 1 ,700 in 60 days and estab-

lished me ina good paying business." C. J.

Hawley, Seargent Bluff, la.

. accomplished about three times as
much as I would had I not had the Moline-
Universal. For me to go back to horse
power would be the same as doing without
my automobile." F.N.Miller.Marysville.Mo.

"It has spoiled me because 1 do not caie
about driving horses any more." S. R.
Moben, Westphalia, Kans.

"A big time saver and makes hard work
a pleasure." Millard Belt, Rockville. Md.

"It has accomplished just 100 per cent
more than I expected it. As a hill climber
there is no equal." O. H. Barkledge.Wash-
ington, Mo.

"1 can't work horses any more as I do my
work so much easier with the Moline-Uni-
versal." Henry Shatz, Sheridan, Ore.

"During my ownership of the Moline-
Universal Tractor my farm work has been
made more pleasant and profitable." S. M.
Pinckney, College Farm, Orangeburg, S. C.

"My wife and 1 have farmed this year bjj

ourselves—somethingwe never did before.

H. E. Hartzell. New Weston. Ohio.

"It has saved me $600 in labor this sea-
son." Ira Brinkman, Shades, Ind.

If space would permit we could fill up this entire paper with

letters from satisfied owners of Moline-Universal Tractors. Write

for full information and large list of farmers who are making
more money with less hard work by farming the Moline way.

Moline Plow Co., Moline, 111.

"Moline Service Satisfies"

THRESHING P

Before You Buy .grr
<s> see for yourself the money& .

I save you on any fencing you need. WRITE
today for my big new FREE Bargain Fence Book.
Shows ISO styles. Low Factory Pricei—Freight Prepaid.
Also Gates, Lawn Fence, Barb Wire at bargain
prices. Sample to test and book free, postpaid.
THE BROWN FENCE & WIRE CO., Dept.32 1 Cleveland, Ohio

#2DOWN
ONE YEAR f-r&
to pm

SOD Buys the New Butterfly Jr. No
OO Light running, easy cleaning.

close skimming, durable.

NEW BUTTERFLY
Separators are guaranteed a life-time _
against defects in material and workman
abip. Made also in four larger sizes all sold oo
30 Days' FREE TRIAL

and on a plan whereby they earn their
own coat and more by what they save. Postal
brings Free Catalog Folder. Buy from the
manufacturer and eave money. [9J

Albaugh-Dover CO. 2139 Marshall Bl. Chicago

ORNAMENTAL /X jfr^ [, FENCE

6 Cants per Fool and up. Costs less than wood. 40
designs. All steel. For Lawns, Churches and Ceme-
teries, Write for free Catalog and Special Prices.

Kokomo Fence Machine Co. 427 North St. Kokomo, Ind.

Aitieri<b«^
Full gauge wires; full weight; full length
rolls. Superior qualitygalvanizing,proof
against hardest weather conditions.
Special Book Sent Free. Dealers Everywhere.

AMERICAN STEEL AND WIRE CO.
CHICAGO NEW YORK

ALLW0RK KEROSENE FARM TRACTOR
Light and Powerful
Strong and Durable

Five Years' Successful Service

for Satisfied Owners

Our FREE CATALOG and Suggestions for

Tractor Users will interest you whether you
buy an ALLWORK or not. Write for them

ELECTRIC WHEEL COMPANY
Box 13A, QUINCY, ILLINOIS
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Own a"SELECTED" Farm

In Western Canada
—Make Bigger Profits!

The most wonderful opportunity in the world for Busi-
ness Farmers is in the "SELECTED" Farms, which can
he bought for $15 to S40 an acre along the lines of the
Canadian National Railways in Western Canada.

"SELECTED" Farms
These "SELECTED" Farms are carefully chosen from

the cream of the richest wheat and cattle country in

America, to meet your special needs, by experts repre-
senting 14,000 miles of railway, whose advice, while free

to settlers, is of great practical value.

A Cordial Welcome
Western Canada extends a helpful hand to home seefeers.

Friendly neighbors—splendid schools, churches and social

He—every benefit that you formerly enjoyed—await you
in this wonderfully prosperous "LAST WEST."

Big Profits in Wheat, Beef
and Dairy Cattle

"SELECTED" Farms average more than 20 bushels of
vfreat per acre. Under specially favorable conditions a
jield of 50 to 60 bushels per acre is not uncommon.
Beef and dairy cattle yield great profits. Stock thrive

•b the prairie grasses, which in many sections cure stand-
ing and make fine hay. Cattle and horses require only
natural shelter most of the winter and bring high prices
without grain feeding.

Low Taxes—Easy Terms
There is a small tax on the land, but buildings, improve-

ments, animals, machinery and personal property are all

tax exempt. Terms on "SELECTED" Farms: About 10
per cent cash down, balance in equal payments over a
term of years; interest usually 6 per cent.

Special Rates to Home Seekers
Special railway rates will be made for homeseekers

and their effects to encourage personal Inspection of the
"SELECTED" Farms along the lines of the Canadian
National Railways. Full information will be sent free on
request. WRITE OR MAIL COUPON TODAY 1

r
il

DEWITT FOSTER, Superintendent Resources

Canadian National Railways
Dept. 302A, Marquette Bldg., Chicago

Please send me, free and without obligation to
me, complete information on the items concerning
Western Canada checked below.

[ ] Opportunities for big profits in wheat
[ ] Big money-making from stock raising
[ j Special Railway Rates for Home Seekers
[ ] Business and Industrial Opportunities

Name
Address R. F. D.

Town State

Don't Cut Out
A SHOE BOIL, CAPPED
HOCK OR BURSITIS

FOR

A BSORBINE
;f\?7 TRADE WAR* S'fG.U'S. PAT OFF

will reduce them and leave no bl<

ness promptly. Does not blistt

and horse can be worked. 32.50;

Book 6 R f
|

W. F. YOUNG, Inc., 23 Temple

dishes. Stops lame-

or remove the hair,

bottle delivered.

mm
Special sale,
15,000— 750 lb." Size

SEPARATORS
This special factory-run, low-
price is the same for one or if

you bought the whole 15,000
The low price is based on a
15,000 run. The 750 lb
size is the best all around
size—our biggest seller.

Has all our latest 1919 im-
provements. Skims close
Easy to run and clean. Every
drop ol milk gets full skimming
force of the bowl. Sold on 180
milking tests too.

Write

PRE

Book and
Special
pAMriv Find out the
I UIUCI special big-

quantity, factory-run
low-price on the one
" size Separator.
Over 300.000 sat-
isfied Galloway
cuatomera .Near-
to-yoa fhippini
points save you
reight.

Wni.

Galloway Co
Box 393

WATERLOO, IOWA

To Cut Your Milk-Production Costs

THIS business of farming doesn't al-

ways narrow itself down to buying or

investing in the thing that will make
you the most money in actual dollars and
cents. A convenience that will save you a
great deal of work and let you break even
is not to be ignored, but when that conveni-
ence, besides saving you work and break-
ing even, makes you money, more money
than you could realize without it, then you
are losing money if you don't invest.

Every farmer with a herd of a dozen
cows, whether in the dairy business or not,

should be equipped with some practical

milking machine. Let us see if the invest-

ment will pay? The average cost of in-

stallation, taking into consideration the
five most popular machines on the market,
would be about $500 for an outfit to milk
four cows at once. Such an outfit would be
large enough for a 25- or 35-cow herd.

For a 20-cow herd a three-cow outfit would
be sufficient, while for a 12- to 15-cow herd
the two-cow machine is proper. Each
reduction of one unit in the installation

makes a reduction of about $100 in the
cost price. This brings the average cost

to $16.60 a cow for the large herd, $20 for

the medium-sized herd, and $25 a cow for

the small herd. This in turn goes to show
that, while the cheapest installation for

work done is with the large herd, never-
theless the first cost is not excessive in the
case of the small herd.
The annual cost of operation for a 25- to

35-cow outfit, including repairs, power,
labor in caring for engine and washing
machines, interest on investment, and 10
per, cent depreciation on machine, would
amount to about $225. This is about one
third of what the average farmer is paying
his hired man, where board is not taken
into consideration. Divided between 30
cows, it brings the running expenses to
two cents per cow per day.
But the average hired man will not milk

more than seven cows an hour, which, at
25 cents an hour, costs 7.2 cents per cow
per day for hand milking. One man with
a milking machine can easily milk 20 to 25
cows an hour, which brings the total cost of

machine milking, including the mentioned
daily running expenses, to 4.5 cents per
cow per day. This is a saving of consider-

ably over one third, and in a large herd would
enable the farmer to dispense with at least

By Earle W. Gage

one man, or it would liberate these men
for other important lines of increased pro-
duction. It certainly enables one man to
handle more stock mechanically than he
could by hand.
Not alone does a milking machine de-

crease the cost, but it also gives uniformity
in milking. All cows are milked in the
same manner every day. Every good
farmer knows this is vital, and that it is

difficult to obtain where hand milking is

depended upon.
Think of the satisfaction the farmer en-

joys with a milker on a Sunday evening in
August, with the glass at 99 degrees in the
stable, a herd of 25 cows to milk, and the
hired man away. The farmer does not need
to ask his wife to come out and do part of

his work, but may use his milker. Without
the milker it would mean one hour's work
for husband and wife, with perspiration
streaming down their faces and a cow's
tail around their neck half the time. But
with the milker, the gasoline engine or
electric motor is started, the milkers ad-
justed, the cows fed, and the wife comes
out and stands in the stable door, waiting
.to assist in carrying the milk to the coolers,

and does not need to change her clothes—
simply slip on a work apron. The 25 cows
are milked as fast as the three best hand
milkers of the neighborhood could do the
work in the same amount of time. The
family are ready to get into the car and go
to church or visiting, instead of staying at
home and milking.
"But the milking machine gets out of

order!" some reader will say. But so does
your mower, binder, potato digger, and
planter if you neglect them, but this is no
reason why you should keep on cutting hay
with a scythe, your grain with a cradle,

and digging your potatoes with a fork.

Are you against a gasoline engine because
it does not work like a human being? No,
you are willing to be patient, for you
realize that in the whole year it does you
real service, and that you can afford to
take care of it and pet it once in a while.

This may be said of the milking machine.
And there is as added feature to the milker,

for if with the four-unit machine one unit
gets out of orderyou still have threeworking,
or two with the three-unit outfit. You
cannot say this of your other machines.
In operating a milker there is more man

or management failures than real machine
failures. The Pennsylvania Railroad found
that 70 per cent of their troubles with their
locomotives was not due to the fault of the
machinery, but to the failure of the opera-
tors to take care of them.
The milker must be properly adjusted

to draw the milk in even "pulls." There
are directions with every machine, and the
man who sets up the outfit is a mechanic
able to demonstrate how this may be ac-
complished. Right here is where profit or
loss may be determined. I saw a farmer
the other day who tried milking a herd of

35 cows with a machine. He found that
because of the poor adjustment of the pull

he was losing more than 500 pounds of

milk, or about $18 a day, which would
mean an enormous annual loss. With
slight adjustment this trouble was removed
and the machine now gives perfect satis-

faction.

As milkers differ in their mechanical con-
struction, there is not space to advise the
various mechanical management necessary.
But the farmer can secure this information
from the representatives who install the
the machines, who are ready to stay with
the farmer until he knows how to operate
it. It must be remembered that the parts
are practically all made of such substances
as to last a generation with good care, and
this care must be given from the start.

The cow is the one to answer the question
of whether she likes to be machine or hand
milked. It is best, usually, to start when
she freshens and stay with her. It is possi-
ble to start the machine on the cows at'any
time of the season, but the yield may be
reduced for a time until the cow becomes
accustomed to the new draw on her bag.
Once she becomes accustomed to it, in the
majority of instances she will give down
freely. Most cows take to this draw, and
will give more milk when machine milked.
Compare the milking machine with the

other machines on your farm. Take your
reaper and binder, bought at pre-war prices

($125), which you use, say thirty hours a
year, and for which you annually pay about
$4.16 an hour for field use. The milker,
on the other hand, would be used about
730 hours a year, and cost you about 70
cents an hour for service.\ Comparison
with any farm machine wilKgive a like

amount of service at far less cos\ per hour

Loughrey, the Man Who Knew How"
By Grace M. Smith (District of Columbia)

PARTLY because he had once been a
gardener, and partly to see how much
the folks who were managing things

did not know, J. N. Loughrey, retired, of

Howells, Nebraska, went to one of the

garden meetings last spring.

He found that the people who were in

dead earnest about growing things to eat,

the people who needed that garden to help
cut the high cost of living, did not know
the few simple garden facts that were as

A B C to him.
And in answer to a question which went

begging Loughrey volunteered some simple
information about how deep to plant, how
to transplant, and the necessity of keeping
a dust mulch on the ground. All simple
points, but all vital to the success of the

garden.
Done, they meant vegetables to eat in

summer and some left over to put away for

the winter; neglected, there would be few
vegetables for summer, and not only would
there be none for winter, but there would
be heart-breaking disappointment, loss of

confidence, injury to faith and public

spirit. Somebody must tell them how and
when to do things. But telling alone

wouldn't do it; someone must show them
how and when to care for those gardens;

someone must inspire them to keep at

work when drought and hot weather, in-

sects and blight, and summer vacations

invited to backsliding. It wasn't much to

do, anyone could do it; and it meant pre-

serving food and faith in one's self.

Anyone could do it. A-n-y-o-n-e.

Then, like a flash, a light leaped into

Loughrey's eyes, sixty-four years young,
and he stood up: "Mr. Chairman, you
know I've gardened all my life. If folks

want me, I'll be glad to help."

Did they want him? Does a hungry boy
want dinner? Does a tired girl want a lift?

A meeting was arranged for the next day.
Not at the courthouse, but out on a vacant
lot where some of the gardens were to be
located. The boys and girls who wanted
to garden were there, and Loughrey was

Mr. Loughrey didn't stand around with
his hands in his pockets. He did some

real work

there. Loughrey demonstrated the proper
preparation of the ground and suggested
what to plant. He told them about the

bulletins they could get from the state

agricultural college, and they appointed a

secretary to get the bulletins and carry on
other correspondence.
They agreed among themselves that if

J. N. Loughrey would help them they'd
have regular meetings and keep regular re-

ports of the work. Mr. Loughrey agreed
to meet with them.

So all summer he met with groups and
individuals, gave demonstrations on how

to weed, how to cultivate, how to save
moisture, when to thin, when to prune,
how to transplant, and all the innumerable
small but vital questions that mean a
vigorous garden or a weed patch.

Fifteen boys and thirty-three girls en-
rolled as members of the Boys' and Girls'

4-H Garden Club, and when winter car

the crops were harvested, and bins a
shelves were full of the food grown in th
gardens and canned and stored for win'
J. N. Loughrey, retired and past sixty-:"

years of age, had made 1,870 visits to

garden plots. Every boy and girl who en-
rolled had stayed on the job all summer,
everyone had completed the project, har-
vested the produce, and turned in a report
on the forms provided for that purpose by
the state agricultural college. J. N. Lough-
rey, retired, had become J. N. Loughrey,
returned. Volunteer Club Leader, and the
community had discovered that boys an

T

girls like to work; that it isn't work th
object to—it's drudgery, work withou
thought and without direction. Boys an
girls want to be a_part of the citizenship of

the country; they're proud to be given a
share in the production program.
You may know some boys and girls who

are not doing anything of real consequence;
you may wonder what they lack to set

them on the right road. And the answer is,

a leader, who will give them the help they
need—the information and inspiration

which sends them whistling and singing and
working in dead earnest to do their part.

Also, incidentally, it's worth remarking
that Loughrey's experience merely proves
again that the man who does things in this

world is the man who knows how. If you

want to do something and you don't

know how, learn how. You can do it.
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A Farmer's Thoughts on
Jury Service

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12]

make up for three peremptory challenges

by each party. In addition, jurors may be
excused by the court if a lawyer challenges

j
them in open court on the ground that they
'are prejudiced or have a preconceived
opinion or something like that. Three

: jurors were thus publicly challenged in this

manner in this case. At the last, four

names are stricken off to reduce the num-
ber to twelve. Twenty-two were called

and "passed for cause." Altogether,

twenty-five jurors were examined, while

the remainder of the panel—eighty-four

men altogether—waited. It took until

noon to get that jury; three other courts
waited.
About three o'clock—after an hour of

hearing testimony—the court came to the
conclusion that there wasn't anything to
the case after all; the plaintiff had omitted
(mainly because he had a poor lawyer)
to make a formal offer in his petition of the

$10 he was willing to pay, and the court
took the case away from the jury before
the defendant had introduced any testi-

mony whatever, deciding for the defense.

It was then too late to do anything else

that day, and the jury was dismissed.
Result: A half-day wasted by eighty-four
men, a whole day wasted by twelve men;
jury fees $36 for the twelve, other court
expenses around $50, and all for a $15
claim. When I telephoned out to the farm
that night, my wife said one of the boys
had been real sick all day. Had anything
happened to him while I was frittering

my time away on that case I would have
turned anarchist for sure.

I was called on four cases—aside from
the three decided in the jury-room

—

which the judge took away from the jury
after one or two days of hearing testimony.
We simply wasted our time, for we ren-

dered no verdict whatever, aside from the
one which the court reporter wrote out, on
orders from the court, and handed to one
of our number to sign as "a directed ver-

dict." Almost a whole day was consumed
in getting a jury, one or two days in hear-
ing evidence, then the court decided a
jury was not needed and decided the case

himself. Why cannot there be certain days,
once or twice a week, or month, or when-
ever needed, when legal points in cases

assigned for trial can be argued and the
judge find out whether a jury is needed or

not? If I farmed like the courts are run I

would plant corn a few days, then decide
that wheat was a better crop, and plow the
whole thing under again. I'd be a rattling

good farmer—wouldn't I?—for about as

long as they'd let me stay out of the insane
asylum!

I couldn't figure out why I was always
excused from service on what are known as
"personal injury" cases for some time.

Finally a lawyer explained it to me. He
was trying a case where a woman had
tripped over a box of oranges in a grocery
store and sued the proprietor for $5,000
because she sprained her ankle. They
examined twenty-six men before they got
a jury. I had never heard of the case,

never read a word about it, didn't know
any of the litigants, didn't know anything
of the lawyers, was absolutely fair-minded
and unbiased. But they excused me,
with nine others. The case dragged
along for two or three days, when the jury
brought in a verdict for the woman of $500.
I took the lawyer aside and told him I was
going to be excused from further service

that day, and asked him why it was I was
always excused from these personal injury
cases. He laughed and told me the reason.

According to him, the lawyer for the
plaintiff in such a case was always eager
to secure a jury consisting of old men and
farmers, if possible. They are more
sympathetic. Put a woman on the witness
stand, with tears in her eyes, and let her
tell a story of an injury received on the
premises of a corporation—twelve farmers
can hardly wait until they reach the jury-
room to give her a verdict. At least, that's
the way it was explained to me. I recall

now that every personal injury ease was
tried before a jury of the oldest men in the
panel, that the business men from town
were always challenged and excused, and
that most any elderly farmer was taken.
That's a fair way to try a case on its merits,
I must say! I'm around forty, sort of
hard-faced and outwardly unsympathetic,
although I am a farmer. No wonder the
plaintiff's attorney didn't want me. I
guess there are tricks in all trades—in
trying cases fairly, according to "the whole
truth," and all that sort of thing, as much

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 39]

The cream of cream separator

prosperity goes to De Laval users
There was never greater need than right now for the best
separator, skimming cleanest, having greatest capacity,
turning easiest, requiring least care, and producing the
most perfect product. In all these respects the De Laval
has no equal. Take nothing for granted, simply let it

be demonstrated to you. See the local De Laval agent
or address the nearest general office.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR COMPANY
165 Broadway 29 East Madison Street 61 Beale Street

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

America's

Pioneer

Dog Medicines

BOOK ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed

Mailed free to any address by
the Author

H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,

118 West 31st Street, New York

Free Catalog {? colors explains
i

° how youcan save
money on Farm Truck or Road
Wagons, also steel or wood wheels to fit

any running
gear. Send for
it today.

Electric Wheel Co."
5

13 Elm St., Qnlnoy, 111.

THE SELF-OILING WINDMILL
has become so popular in its first four years that
thousands have been called for to replace, on their
old towers, other makes of mills, and to replace, at
small cost, the gearing of the earlier
Aermotors, making them self-oil-
ing. Its enclosed motor
keeps in the oil and
keeps out dust and
rain. The Splash Oil- ,

ing System constantly '

floods every bearing with oil,pre-
venting wear and enabling the

1

mill to pump in the lightest breeze.
The oil supply is renewed once a year.
Double Gears are used, each carrying half the load.
We make Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Tanks,

Water Supply Goods and Steel Frame Saws.
Write AERM0T0R CO., 2500 Twelfth St, Chicago

the FRONT TmatGAVE
%?

EGRIFFIN SILO FAME

PRE.
CATALOG

An unobstructed Continuous open-
ing. Doors absolutely tight but will
not swell. Permanent steel Ladder
attached to Front. Everything first

class and prices right. Prices on
application.

GRIFFIN LUMBER CO.
Box 17. Hudson Falls, N. ~Y.

It Pays Farmers and Others
who have horses shod to insist that the black-
smith use Capewell nails. Longer wear, firmer
grip, better hoof protection
when shoes are put on with
Capewell nails. The world's
best nail at a fair price—not
the cheapest regardless of quality.

It will pay you to have the best.

BETTER CHEESE am/ BUTTER
made with

HANSEN'S Preparations
Take the guess work out of cheese and butter making on the

farm. Simplify the work and make it easy.

Big creameries where champion prize cheese and butter makers
work use Hansen's Dairy Preparations because they are pure,

conccnlraled, simplest to use, and always dependable.

Hansen's Rennet Tablets for cheese making; Cheese Color Tablets

and Danish Butter Color—pure vegetable colors used in finest

dairy products; Junket Buttermilk Tablets for ripening the milk
or cream in cheese or butter making in the small dairy or for

preparing delicious buttermilk in the home.

Ask for Hansen's. At drug or grocery stores or direct.

Send for prices and valuable free literature on Cheese and Butter Making.

Chr. Hansen's Laboratory, Little Falls, N. Y.

7——:—

^

Housewives

MADE *.irh MILK

the Food Dessert

Made with milk and

Junket Tablets

into a variety of

dainty, delicious des-

serts—also the finest

ice cream.
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Men Who

rrWELVE years ago Parsons Motanic was a red devil for fair. He loved

1 firewater." When stewed just right there was nothing he wouldn t start

or couldn't finish. He rented Ms rich wheat land and devoted his t me
g

Sincere drinking. One dav he went to church by mistake. Now he 13

president ottheVajitse. Vniatillas, and Walla Walla Indians Temperance

Society, farms his land himself, and rides in a six-cylinder car with a

tonueauf.il of happy little Motanics.

ED SPENCER lost a good job catching for

the Boston Americans because he couldn t

make ins thirst behave. From 1010-14 he was

thrown out of all the best saloons, while the

village constables gave him eight minutes to

get into the next State. But he hasn t touched

Honor in three years, and now he s back with

the majors. And this happened long before

there was any likelihood that, he would have to

practice up for national prohibition, too.

THIS handsome Russian nobleman had sense enough to know
1 you've cot to understand and love the common folks of the world if

you're going to do anything worth while He left usury and lived with

the Russian peasants. He came back with a collection of folk songs that

have made him famous,
grandmother of the hf

by Louis XIV. Hisna

And he plavs them on the "royal tympanon.'

nchord and'the spinet, which was once owned
is Sacha Votitchenko.

Back
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WALTER BOWEN squandered a fortune
on booze. On his last jamboree his

companions robbed a man and accused Bowen
of the crime. The judge, a shrewd man, saw
that Bowen was the "goat." So he convicted
the others and sent Bowen to the country to

chop wood. For nearly a year Bowen worked
hard, never touched a drop, never even went
to towji. To-day he is manager of the judge's

ranch./ -He comes to town once a year, just to

see how much he dislikes it.

THE next time you are two hours late to wherever you are going, think

of Buffalo Horn. It took him seventy-four years to come back to his

tribe- Because he couldn't marry the chief's fair daughter, for nearly three

quarters of a century he wandered in voluntary exile until he learned he was

the oldest living Wyandotte. Then, at the tender age of 104. he returned

to be head medicine man and keeper of the sacred wampum. He may bo a

Wyandotte, say we, but he's no chicken.

- E THACKERY—the ful one
J

"his patent cement glue TbenJ

his uninsured factory. All he had Jdi

hurrying to an important m«J|
Thackery, passing with

ndssing the meeting. "fiMwrfJ8

factories and a prosperous buuMfc

AT TFROY fell under a Lm. aM

legs and a hand And ta«™H
Pretty tough Ves, but l*rajc

^
And he didn't,.* on

,

the y
worthless lead po^ *^^
side down >n ront of lum »

With the aid of this „

Oldfield gave him, he tour- ^
national salesman for a m
(ompany.

...v.
—-was prospering with

-J fever, and fire wiped out
|be of the cement. A broker

3le loose on the curbiug.

.e broker, tickled at not
-day Thackery has two

THE Hon. Fred M. Brecn likes to hear both sides of every
case. When he was ten the probate court of Wexford County,

Michigan, sent him to the reform school. That was one side. Now,
at twenty-five, he presides over the same court. That's the

other side. But before he could do this he worked days and
studied nights, taught himself law, and ate two meals a day

bwhile he ran the campaign that made him the youngest pro-

bate judge in the United States. His recipe for success is

simple: Mind your own business; let people talk; hear when
you listen; see when you look

said the warden. And locked lnm up.

"TineK x.bMrSrltB^^-
times in and around l^titc decline. To the

His declining years, however, doolmMJ grandchildren,

great delight of his sis c e
, great-great;

fwentv-seven grcat-en.ndch h lren, ™Q
dy, birthday anm-

|mndcHldren, he celebra ed In. he nda ,

vcrsary in January last > J"^ t

g
up011 a tour of western

old church. After whl°h he we« £ QUo_

Pennsylvania and took a litue tuu
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Youth Writes a Letter to Love
By Evelyn Gill Klahr

ILLUSTRATIONS BY HERMAN PFEIFER

IF
YOU'VE had any one in France, you
know about Mary Hopkins; for even
the men she has never nursed talk
about her. They say there has never
been anyone like her for just keeping

you up. For, when woman's tenderness
would have broken you down so that you
couldn't have gone on enduring, it was the
cool, firm grip of her hand that brought you
through the pain-stricken night.
Mary Hopkins—as homely and common-

place as the rubbers you wear on a stormy
day! Even as a girl she was like that:
square shouldered, square-chinned, with
heavy eyebrows and heavy straight hair.
She led her high-school class in mathe-
matics, and had fewer partners at the class

dance than any other girl. It was then that
she made up her mind that she wasn't ever
likely to have an especially good time in
life, and she might as well devote herself
to a noble career. She chose nursing.
And it's a curious fact that the first kiss

she ever had—excepting, of course, those
from relatives and others that don't count—was the one young Godfrey Hammond
gave her the spring she was
nursing his little brother
and sister through bron-
chitis; the spring that she
almost gave up nursing to
take a rooming house with
her sister Bessie.

The way he happened to
kiss her was this: he stole

a custard from the tray she
was carrying up-stairs to
the little invalids, stole it

like a bad child, and then
kissed her like an imperti-
nent one. It did queer
things to her. It made her
hands tremble over the
dishes so that they clat-

tered and spilled their con-
tents. Then she told her-

self sternly that she wasn't
getting out of doors enough
nowadays, which was bad
for her nerves, quite as if she
had not just been kissed

on the stairs.

And this was the way,
too, that she dealt with
herself during the subse-
quent days when she and
Godfrey were of necessity

thrown much together.

They almost always had
breakfast and lunches alone together, since

Mr. Hammond was home only for week-
ends, and Mrs. Hammond had breakfast
in bed and usually had her lunches at the
country club.

Even with two sick children in the house,

Mrs. Hammond treated her maternity as

if it were merely one of life's ornaments.
She usually stopped in passing the sick-

room, it is true, for kisses and to say pretty
things to the children. But the night the
little girl grew worse, there were only God-
frey and frightened servants to help the

nurse. That is the night he said to her,

"Muggins" (which was the children's

name for her), "Muggins, you are a dar-

ling."

That was the first night, too, she dreamed
of him—a dream of strange tenderness.

* "Potato salad," she said to herself next
morning; "that potato salad at supper. I

ought to have had more sense."

She found it necessary, too, to keep re-

minding herself that, even if he was twenty-
one and only two years younger than her-

self, he was merely one of the Hammond
youngsters, two of whom she was nursing
through bronchitis.

But he was lonelier than the other chil-

dren. He had a way of wandering restlessly

about the veranda in the evenings when
his father and mother were not there, and
then starting out alone in his little car.

She often thought of him driving, driving

alone through the summer evenings, and
said to herself, "Poor kid!"

It was queer how everything brought
their lives together those days. It was
really she who gave him his excuse for go-

ing into the stationery shop that day. They
were at the luncheon table, Mrs. Ham-
mond, Godfrey, and herself—who was a
marvelously efficient person in the sick-

room, but here at the silver-lavished table

of the Hammonds a little awkward and out

of place. The very ease and charm of the
Hammonds, mother and son, seemed to
accentuate her awkwardness, making her
appear by comparison someone who dis-

tinctly belonged among turpentine stoups
and salt rubs and thermometers and
poultices.

That day at luncheon she had spoken of

a magazine article on infantile paralysis
that she wanted to read, and Godfrey had
risen to very unusual gallantry. "I'll get
the magazine for you, Muggins, this after-

noon," he told her.

"I can get it myself," she told him
brusquely.

"Muggins," protested Godfrey, "I'll

bet a cooky you have a turnip where you
ought to have a heart."
Then interposed Mrs. Hammond, pat-

ronizing as always.
" Do let him get the magazine if he wants

to be useful, Muggins. It may never
happen again."

So it was really Muggins, unconsciously
aided and abetted by Godfrey's mother,
who was responsible for his errand to the

with their pretty girl covers. "Well?" she
inquired again, the hardness in her voice
becoming almost metallic.

"Who was that?" he asked in a voice he
tried to keep casual in spite of dry lips and
dry throat.

"That," condescended Miss Mary
O'Connell, "was Mr. Isador Joseph. What
of it?"

"You never told me about him before,"
he accused her.

"I'll tell you now," she told him sharply.
"He's the gentleman I'm going to marry.
Anything more?"
Then the youth's spirit came back to him.

Across the counter he seized her hands,
and held them so hard that the rings cut
into the white flesh. He talked vehemently
and brokenly of the sin of selling one's seif

for a fat man's money, of love being the
only thing that mattered, of his intention
to seize her and take her away with him.
He called her endearing names, uttered
broken words of protestation, of avowal.

"Quit!" she whispered angrily. "Let
go!"

e had said. "Dear!" And she was saying it

to that revolting beast of a fat man!

stationery shop that afternoon. He would
have gone, it is true, anyhow; but in case
other customers might be there he was
glad of the excuse of the magazine.
And so, almost suffocating with joy of

expectancy, he went into the little shop
where the shopkeeper's slim, blond daugh-
ter Mary sometimes waited on customers.
He was right in thinking he would find

her there, for this was the time of day
when she usually deigned to exchange
magazines and newspapers for small coins
across her father's counter, crooking the
little finger of her over-white, over-ringed,
over-manicured hand as she did it.

She was chatting, as Godfrey entered,
with a stout, middle-aged man wearing a
very bad necktie pierced through by a
horseshoe scarfpin. She did not look at
Godfrey as he entered, but he knew in-

stinctively that she was aware of his pres-

ence, and one ringed hand went up to give
a satisfied pat to the blond hair in a flat

scallop against her cheek.
There was an ingratiating sound in the

fat man's voice that Godfrey did not like.

He wanted to kick him out; he longed for

the day when he would have the right to

say that his Mary should never again
stand behind her father's counter.
Then he heard something that para-

lyzed him.
"All right, dear," the hard, little voice

of the girl was saying. "I'll wait for you
this evening."

"Dear," she had said. "Dear!" And she
was saying it to that revolting beast of a fat

man! A certain sickening numbness came
over him. Even when the customer had
gone he could do nothing but stand there
and gaze at her.

"Well?" she inquired coldly, never so
much as looking at him, but, head to one
side, delicately and fastidiously rearranging
on the counter the display of periodicals

He released her hand just as a customer
entered to buy, with painstaking selection,

a box of correspondence cards.

Weak and trembling, Godfrey waited,
leaning against another counter. It was
hard to whip himself up again, after the
customer had gone, into the first-time

passion; and in the meantime the girl had
acquired a gorgeous hauteur.
"Mr. Hammond,"—with a proud lift

of her little blond head,
—"Mr. Hammond,

I must tell you that everything is over be-
tween us, for I am marrying a gentleman
whom I honor and respect. And you have
got no right to reproach me, for I have
never did anything to you."

So in the end there was nothing but to

leave her and go stumbling home, a
wounded man. As he went along the street,

too dazed to think, it was his senses rather
than his mind that kept clinging to certain
sweet fragments of memory: her fragrant
presence beside him in those swift, secret

rides through the starlight in his little car;

the feel of her breath against his cheek
when she whispered to him; the feel of her
little shoulder in the hollow of his hand
when his arm was about her; the covert ex-

change of intimate glances between them
when there were other customers in the
shop, while he to all appearances stood
perusing with undivided interest the head-
lines of an evening paper.

All this that was so precious could not be
gone forever! He would write to her

—

write something that would make her see.

He got home somehow, and entered by
a side door to avoid the callers who might
be there with his mother on the front
terrace. He could not bear facing anyone
just now.

But, going up the back stairs, he did
come face to face with Muggins, white-
capped and white-uniformed, carrying
down the children's supper tray. She stood

aside on the landing, so he could pass. I

For Godfrey to meet anyone just now I

was the agony of exposing wounds. He
plunged into speech.

"Kiddies finished their supper?" he in-
quired, looking over the tray with its half-
eaten bread crusts, empty egg shells, and
gay little egg cups painted with yellow
chicks (he wondered dully how anyone
ever happened to paint chicks on egg cups,
as if it were worth the trouble).

"There's nothing left for you, if that
is what you mean," said the cruel Mug-
gins. "And if you are hungry you had
better go down to the kitchen and have
Maggie spread you a piece of bread and
butter."

It was as if she took pleasure in keeping
up a feud between herself and the young
man of the house.
He forced a little laugh and went on his

way.
"Thanks," Muggins called after him,

"for getting my magazine."
He stopped in sudden penitent remem-

bering. He couldn't go back after it!

"Oh, Muggins," he apol-
ogized, "I am beastly
sorry."

"Thank you just the
same," she repeated in ex-
aggerated sarcasm.
He forced himself to

answer her in kind.
j

"Oh, tender heart, for-;
giving soul!" he called I

down to her.

Muggins made a con-
temptuous sound that was
half a laugh and half a
sniff, and went on her way.

In the kitchen she ab-
sent-mindedly dismantled
the children's tray, putting
the egg shells into the dish
pan before she realized
what she was doing. The
hoy worried her: he looked
ill and feverish.

Forcibly she took her
mind from him, and di-

rected it instead on the
letter she must write to her-
sister Bessie in this nexl
rest hour while the chil

dren's governess was stay^.

ing with them. Bessie
wanted her to give up>

nursing and go into th
rooming-house business, and she wouL
have to decide what to do.

Perhaps she'd better write to Bessie tha
she would do it.

But she had scarcely taken her littl*

'

portfolio, with its equipment of papers anc
envelopes and its unanswered letters, out*
to the arbor in the back yard, when Dr.'
Biggins, the children's physician, coming'
to make his afternoon call, saw her ther/
and joined her.

|

"Don't get up," he told her, as s'
(

made an effort to rise without dropping ht
writing materials. "I want to talk
minute before we go up to the kiddies. D I

you think I had better tell Mrs. Hammon
that my hospital unit may receive order,

any time now, so I don't know when
will be leaving? It doesn't seem fair not t

tell her; and yet, I hate to worry her befor
the children are entirely well."
"So you are going?" inquired Mugging
"Yes. Aren't you?"
"No, I am not going," she told him.
He stared at her thoughtfully.
"Well, there have got to be some lef

here," he replied, as if to excuse her.

"I may quit nursing altogether," sh
told him flatly. "My sister wants me tl

take a rooming house in Pittsburg."
He opened his eyes wide in amazement^
"Rooming house in Pittsburg! Gooaj

Lord!" he ejaculated.
'

' Well''—she faltered ; and then ,

'

'There's
good money in it," she defended herself

4

'

How could she make him understand^
when she herself only half understood?

"It's deadly," he insisted. "Clean-
towels, and worrying about the roomers;
striking matches on the best furniture and
smoking cigarettes in bed."

She put all she could of indifference into ^
her reply.

"Cigarettes and matches, or gallstones<

and adenoids," [continued on page 46"
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1 vVhat You and I Can Do Now
<^ [CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5]

iirs. They fail to understand the farmer's
folems. They are inclined to regard the
ler as a profiteer of the rankest sort.

:se non-agricultural folks are willing to
•id all sorts of money on the luxuries, but
tin to growl when one of the necessities

lie goes up in price. Yet the New York
rymen tell me that even with the present
ce of milk they can only afford to pay

\
"> per month for a trained dairyman.
When conditions like these exist it is

pessary that the non-agricultural folks

taught something about the funda-
:ntal conditions the farmer has to meet,
needs to be a slow and regular process of

ducation. The outstanding subject for
-iidy in this course should be that of cost
roduction on farms.
The farmer is now pretty well worn out
ith advice. It is about time that ex-
msion work be carried back to the city

: order to give the non-farming population
•me conception of real conditions on the
i-ms. This comes right down to the
onomics of farming—the cost and profit

ctors. Unfortunately the city people
e but little of the agricultural press, and
lfortunately again the city press has but
tie material available by which to
pict clearly the status of the economic
oblems on the farm. Yet to all thinking
ople the economic questions clearly
derlie the sociological, in which our city
ends often manifest a keen if not under-
mding interest.

HAVE attempted so far to show the
great three-angled need for cost of pro-
;tion figures—the need by the farmer
>self for the efficient -businesslike con-
'<', of his business; the need for tangible
/.res to use in presenting his case to get
Mr price for his product; and last, but
; least, the need for such data for the
-pose of educating our non-farming
julation as to some of the bedrock
ts about farming.
The carrying out of such studies in
ion-wide scope naturally falls to the lot

the Department of Agriculture. If

re was ever a time when that Depart-
nt could render one outstanding service
;he farmer it was the time we have just
n passing through, and the present
e. It was the duty of the Department
Agriculture to set the nation straight
what it cost the farmer to produce under
new scale of values.
.icretary Houston has held his present
yon for a little over six years. . He has
}g this time had full authority to
*ct any evils in his organization, in-
;.ng weeding out incompetent officials

x him. That is patent to all. Yet
!i called on by the Senate Commission

I,

culture for information concerning
cost of producing wheat and other
products, he refused to comply, for

alleged reason that the information
ined in these reports is not dependable,
ling to fear that this commission would

[ ath to believe his plea of incompetency
ie part of the Office of Farm Manage-
, which office conducted the studies
lestion, the Secretary of Agriculture

| in a committee from the different
'».s to pass on the manuscripts in

;
ion. The report, however, which they
t touches only on the matter of cost of

".cing wheat, and only on one part of

Material on this subject. The criticism,

iticism it can be called, which this
aittee makes, is not as to the accuracy
h conclusions reached so much as to
!
v
\ct that the material is not entirely
;ical in nature. Not only have the
isions reached in the wheat report

I been questioned, but they have been
Antiated by other investigations by
I
of the members of this very com-

)e.

jp
other reports—twenty some old

—

.oientioned by this committee, and
fngly not reviewed by the body at all,

r entirely by statistical methods, and
ng with important farm crops and
[lets, are seemingly lost sight of by the
Ic as well as by Secretary Houston.
«is system of condemnation is some-
t odd, to say the least. It might be
ed to submitting to the judges one
3 out of a box, rather than the whole
yet assuming to condemn the whole
f a speck is found in the one apple.
ie Office of Farm Management has
been recognized as sharing the

rship with two or three of the state
res of agriculture in all matters of
economics. The methods of study

#f by these leading institutions have

>re'«

sell

arid!

J!

in the main been the same, and have been
in large degree co-operatively developed.
The Secretary of Agriculture next sought

the advice of a committee of the leading
agricultural economists in the country,
along agricultural lines, as to revising and
improving cost-study methods in the
Office of Farm Management. This com-
mittee made no criticism of the Office in

its report, and so far as the cost work was
concerned suggested no change of impor-
tance in methods of work. In other words,
there has not yet come to light any reason
which would seem to justify Secretary
Houston's attitude in holding back this

data. His charge of incompetence has not
been borne out by the facts developed to
date. Still the people are without the
figures on cost of production. There are
plans for future development, but nothing
for the public so far from these reports
made under war conditions.

It is a matter of common knowledge
that cost-study work in the Office of Farm
Management was held up for several
months during the winter of 1917-18.
It is a matter of veracity between Secre-
tary Houston and Prof. W. J. Spillman, the
former chief of the Office of Farm Manage-
ment, as to whether Secretary Houston said

:

"The only use ever made of such studies
is for such fellows as this man Baer of

North Dakota to go out and stir up farm-
ers with."
The Office of Farm Management has

to date published over forty reports deal-
ing with cost studies. The greater number
of these reports have been put out with
Secretary Houston's knowledge—that is,

since his incumbency—as well as with his

approval. These studies are worked up
by the same methods used in handling the
studies made under war conditions. The
Secretary was advised by the Committee
of Agricultural Economists, who review
the work of the Office of Farm Manage-
ment, to continue these methods in all

essential features in the future work of the
Office. The Secretary has not given a
satisfactory reason for holding back this

information. His attitude is not consistent.

There are two angles to the labor
problem, and both of them tie up closely
with the matter of a fair price based on
cost of production of farm produce. One
angle has to do with labor on the farm,
and the other with labor in town. It is

a teeter-board affair, and the heaviest end
goes down. If food is cheap in town, big
business has less trouble with labor, and
can squeeze down just that much closer on
wages without danger of troublesome
reaction. Big business is therefore always
interested in a bounteous harvest and low
cost of food. Under such conditions the
farm-labor problem becomes critical. It is

impossible for the farmer to keep his plant
going without paying more for his help
than his business justifies. He will keep it

going, however, until it begins to run at
an absolute loss, for there is nothing else

for him to do. Wages for his own labor,
and half interest, or even no interest, on
investment is better than nothing at all.

UNDER the reorganization conditions
which are now upon us the American

farmer has many difficult problems to face
in keeping his business on an even keel.

All the help he needs in solving these
problems is fair play. That is all he asks.
He has a right to that much. It is nothing
more than fair play to expect that his own
department of the Government sees that
his case is properly put before the court of

public opinion.
There is no question as to what the

Department of Labor represents. It

represents labor. A good many people not
only feel, but say right out in meeting,
that the Department of Agriculture rep-
resents anything but agriculture.

Secretary Houston is now making great
protestation that he is interested in getting
cost of production figures for you and me
and our fellow farmers. If he is, that's

fine. But whether he is or not, we are
going to have them. They go to the very
root and foundation of the knotty problems
that are keeping American farming from
nation-wide development to a successful
business basis along sensible business lines.

And, regardless of the Secretary of Agri-
culture, it is up to you and to me and to
every one of our fellow farmers to play
close and hard with our township, county,
and state agricultural organizations to
hasten the day of our deliverance in what-
soever manner it shall appear necessary
that we employ.

Favorites

everywhere

Everybody seems to be wearing

Keds this summer. It's because

these canvas rubber-soled shoes

are so wonderfully comfortable in

hot weather.

They're light and easy on the

feet. They're good-looking. You

can wear them on any and every

occasion.

Indoors and outdoors, in town

and country, Keds are the real

thing. Wear them for work in

the fields, for the trip to town or

on the home porch. You'll find

them a big help.

You can get Keds specially

suited to your needs. Any good

shoe-store should be able to supply

you. There are styles for all

the family. In buying, look for

the name "Keds" stamped on

the sole.

United States Rubber Company



28 FARM AND FIRESIDE

Can the Women of Other Countries Teach

Us Anything About Cooking?
By Ruth Eleanor Jones

THE folks of foreign lands have
many ways of cooking food that
we American housewives don't
have. And perhaps, because they
are compelled to live more fru-

gally than we are, they may have learned
some economical tricks about making food
go as far as possible in which we might find

some worth-while hints for our own use.

With this thought in mind I have been
making the rounds of the embassies and
legations here in Washington, where
ambassadors and ministers and their

clerks and assistants come from all over the
world, bringing their old-world customs
and habits and dishes with them. And I

believe I have found some mighty interest-

ing things for you all.

Probably there is no place in this country
where the customs of foreign countries can
be so conveniently studied as in Washing-
ton. In the home life of Lord Reading, the
formerj British ambassador, and Lady
Reading, for instance, Washington had an
example of the art of living as England
knows it at its best. On the other hand,
there are numerous minor secretaries on
the embassy staff, and men and women
attached to the various British missions in

a clerical capacity, who manage to live a
gracious and well-ordered life on slender
salaries and at a time when living expenses
are amazingly inflated. From them much
can be learned.

Lord and Lady Reading are proverbially
a devoted couple, and their place at Read-
ing is a real home, as well as one of the
show places of England. Moreover, they
soon managed to make a home out of even
such unpromising material as the British

embassy at Washington, a building of mid-
Victorian date and hideousness. The ball-

room, which during the early days of the
war was turned over to stenographers and
clerks and resounded to the click of the
typewriter rather than to the rhythm of

dancing feet, was soon turned into a great
living-room, made homelike with easy
chairs, an open fire, and quantities of

growing plants. There Lady Reading had
her tea every afternoon when she was in

town, and there her husband, despite his

manifold duties, always found time to join

her at the tea hour.
Lady Reading loves flowers. Her gar-

dens at Reading are famous all over Eng-
land. And they are her gardens in a dis-

tinctly personal sense, cultivated under her
very watchful eye. At Washington her
drawing-rooms are always filled with
flowers. She takes great pleasure in ar-

ranging them herself, and regards them as

part of the necessary furnishings of the
room. To many, perhaps most, American
women, however, flowers are a decoration,

something to be had in for a dinner party
or similar occasion, and to be carried out,

perhaps scarcely wilted, when the enter-

tainment is over.

Something of economy, of the elimina-
tion of waste, American women have
learned during the war; and probably the
full garbage pail has been put to rout for

good and ail. To the foreigner, however, it

seemed passing strange that the doctrine

of the clean plate should have to be
preached as a war measure and hammered
into the American consciousness. For every
English child, every French child, every
European child, one might say, is taught
as a matter of course to eat what he takes
on his plate. To leave food, which needs
must be thrown away, is considered not
only sinful but also bad form.
And this is typical of the wide difference

between the attitude of the average
American toward economy and the atti-

tude of the foreigner of the same class.

Lady Willert, wife of Sir Arthur Willert,

who has been for many years the Washing-
ton representative of the London "Times"
(the "Thunderer"), commented recently on
the fact that among the children with
whom her small boy was associated she
never saw a youngster wearing darned
stockings or mended clothes. In England,
she went on, children in similar circum-
stances are expected to wear their clothes
until they are worn out, and neatly darned
barn-door tears are a correct part of every
small boy's equipment.
Here is possibly the real crux of the

matter, the fact that it is the true spirit of

thrift which must be cultivated. To live

with any sort of comfort and dignity in

these days of high prices and food short-

ages, the American housewife must learn

that there is no shame, but rather modest
glory, in getting her money's worth for

every penny she expends, in making every
purchase go as far as possible, in utilizing

everything that has
food value, and in ab-
solutely eliminating
waste.

It is the French
housewife's magic gift

for utilizing the food
which others waste
which has placed her
in the front ranks of

the world's housekeep-
ers. Moreover, she
is not niggardly. She
is able to provide ap-
petizing and nourish-
ing food at small cost

because she has made
a study of the subject
of housekeeping and
home-making, and be-
cause she conserves
every ounce of her re-

sources throughout
her entire domestic
regime. Not a cent
is wasted; and yet a
certain fine form and
dignity prevails in

even the middle class

and peasant homes.
Every foreigner and

particularly every
Frenchman, is ap-
palled at the amount
of waste in American
homes. For instance,

Mme. Lacombe, wife
of Captain Lacombe
of the French High
Commission, once told

the writer that it gave
her an ague to see the
heads and feet of

countless c h-i c k e n s

thrown away. In
France the head, neck,
and lower legs of every
fowl, and some of the
inner organs, go into

the soup pot. Even
cock's combs are used,
and are to be purchased separately. These
make a splendid, nourishing broth. Milk
may be added, or rice, or both for the sake
of variety and further nourishment; and
the carcass and bones of the chicken, after

the meat has been eaten, make the soup
even richer and better. The lower legs and
feet of a fowl are rich in gelatin, and, if

boiled down enough, the broth makes a
delicious vol-au-vent.

The Frenchwoman also stews the head,
fins, and bones of every fish she uses, add-
ing a little onion and chopped pepper, and
at the last rubbing in a little rice flour to
make a smooth paste. When strained this

gives a fine flavor to soups, or it may be
eaten by itself, and is nourishing because of

the isinglass it contains.

Peas go twice as far in a French house-
hold as they do in this country, for the pods
are stripped of all tough and stringy matter
and boiled to form a dish which some pre-

fer to the peas themselves. Or they may be
mashed through a colander, combined with
milk, and thickened slightly to make a
delicious pea soup.
The French, by the way, do not approve

of our way of cooking vegetables. They
contend that when vegetables are boiled in

water all the flavor escapes with the steam.
Therefore they prefer to place their vege-
tables in a covered casserole, with just

enough water to prevent burning, and to
allow them to simmer on the back of the
stove, creating their own moisture.

Certain dishes which the average Ameri-
can regards with disfavor, such as rabbits,

tripe, pigs' feet, calves' feet, and the like,

gain distinction when they are cooked as

the French cook them. It.is both cheap and
easy to keep a hutch of rabbits in the back
yard, and rabbit stew with onions—only

HAVING some distance to

go to feed his pigs, the
man in the picture, Mr. Rus-
sell of Maine, made the yoke
which he hollowed out of a
spruce log, dried carefully, and
fitted to his shoulders.

This device reduces to a
minimum the work of carrying
water, garbage, picking apples
or vegetables from the garden,
and many other like duties

about the small farm.

American housewives are afraid of onions

—

is a delectable dish. Here's the recipe, after

a French woman's method: One rabbit,

salt, pepper, butter, parsley, two table-
spoonfuls vinegar, one-fourth pound bacon,
twelve small onions or three large ones.

Put the bacon, cut in cubes, the butter and
the onions in a stewpan. When the butter
and the lard are warm add the rabbit meat,

which has been cut
into medium-sized
pieces. Turn the meat
over on all sides, also

the onions until they
are a nice golden-
brown. This takes
about three quarters
of an hour. Then
sprinkle with flour,

add salt, pepper, vine-
gar, and a little boiling

water. Let this sim-
mer over a slow fire for

at least an hour, being
careful not to let the
gravy dry out. The
sauce should be of a
creamy consistency.
When the rabbit is

done, pour into a serv-

ing dish and garnish
with chopped parsley.

Tripe in Corsiean
style is another dish
to tempt the jaded
palate. Cut the tripe

in pieces, wash them.
Brown some small
pieces of lean bacon
or ham in pork fat or
butter. Add the tripe,

and let cook until the
water is evaporated.
Then add a clove of

garlic, parsley, onions,

all finely chopped; a
bay leaf, two whole
cloves, a pinch of

rosemary, a little to-

mato, fresh or con-
served, and salt and
pepper to taste. Cover
with water, and let

cook over a slow fire

about two hours per
pound. A half-hour
before serving add
some potato cut in

cubes. Serve with
grated cheese.

The Frenchwoman uses chestnuts in
cooking, often in place of mashed potato.
They are delicious creamed, and make ex-
cellent stuffing for turkey or chicken. No
Frenchwoman wastes a bit of bread. She
dries it in the oven, rolls it, and puts it

away in glass jars to be used for breading
chops or escalloped dishes. Sometimes she
even grinds her bread crusts in the coffee

grinder and serves them for breakfast food.
To the Frenchwoman and to the Belgian

housewife, who perhaps knows as much
about the art of living as anybody in

Europe, the soup pot is an institution. The
basis of the stock is a soup bone, bought
especially for the purpose, but everything
palatable goes into the pot. The water in

which peas, beans, lentils, or asparagus is

cooked may be combined with the meat
stock to make a flavorful and delicious

soup, and rice and butter added make it

especially delicious. The yolk of an egg
beaten into the tureen before it goes to the
table improves the nourishing properties.

Greens are used for soups, and cream of

lettuce is especially well liked. The outer
stalks of celery are used for soup, or, if

creamed, they make an appetizing vege-
table. Indeed, anything which comes out
of the garden may with propriety go into
the soup pot, and if the customary bouquet
of herbs is added the flavor is greatly im-
proved.
The only woman connected with the

Belgian legation in Washington is Mme.
Phillippe Barbier, whose husband, at
present one of the attaches of the legation,

lost a leg in the defense of Belgium. She
has known Belgium in the hands of the in-

vader, when a hunk of black bread and a
bit of soup were counted a full meal; and
she can tell also of the good days before the

war, when life in even humble Belgiai
homes was comfortable and dignified. Itj
of this time that she likes to speak. She
suggests that American housewives migb
profit by a wider use of the pot-au-feit

which is so popular in France and Belgiu:
'

This is made from a carefully selected bij

of soup meat, with vegetables—tomatoe!
potatoes, carrots, etc., with any tasty green
vegetables which may be available—and a
bouquet of herbs consisting of a bit of
parsley, a bay leaf or two, marjoram, and
thyme. Frequently the soup is served;
first; and the meat and vegetables, which

(

have been carefully removed from the!

liquid, placed on " platter and garnished!
daintily with parsley, are served as the
second course and main dish of the meal?i
In France or Belgium a glass of wine isj

usually taken with the meal, and lastly a
bit of cheese, the nourishing properties om
which are much better understood in
Europe than they are here, and a cup of

black coffee. It is a simple meal, but rather
J

more nourishing and more daintily served^
than one is likely to find in the home of the
average American working man.

Frequently the meal is simplified sti

further by serving the whole poiage at once,'

with possibly a salad for the second cours
"

American families in moderate eircu:

stances are frequently dominated by sod
conventions about food, and put on a fow
or five course meal simply because it is tS
custom among people of larger means.S
custom developed because overfed peopla
must have their jaded appetites stimulate*!
by great variety of food.
By substituting instead the Continental

custom of serving a few dishes, deliriously*

cooked, and presented in an appetizina
fashion, the housewife will find that hei
family is being better nourished and at lesl
expense. Moreover, the fact that there w
be fewer dishes to wash is well worth taki
into consideration in this day when d
mestic service is scarce and highly pa:

On the other hand, there should be
lowering of home standards, no sacrifice

daintiness. This one seldom finds in
French or Belgian home. Dinner is usu
served in the kitchen among peasants -i

in many of the other families, but it iA
spotless kitchen, and gay with row;^ If
shining copper cooking utensils. Thel*A
probably an oilcloth on the table, but kfc*

snowy in its whiteness, and usually thei e is

a bright-colored posy in the center of, the

table.

Something which the city house vife,

who complains so bitterly about high

prices, may well copy from the European
housewife is her habit of going to market
with her basket on her arm. When lttle

Mme. Barbier shook her head at our ity

sister's custom of marketing by telepl 'ne,

she was expressing the sentiments of fr ery

trained housekeeper and home ma'er in

England, France, Belgium, Italy, a.d all

the civilized countries of Europe. The
great houses, of course, have paid rmse-
keepers to take the burden of runninr the

household from Madame's shoulders- but

either Madame or her deputy goesvach
morning to market and brings hom* her

purchases in a basket carried on her a m or

on the arm of a servant.
Unhappily, with us the market bisket

has become a figure of speech lik the

"dinner pail." Our meats, fruits and vege-

tables, milk and bread, ordered by pione,

are delivered, perhaps, in four difhrent

motors.
The evil of this is twofold. No trade man

can be expected to pick out the ai idea

ordered quite so carefully as the houf -wife

would herself, and the cost of manif

o

:
' de-

liveries adds from 20 to 30 cents expnse
to every dollar spent for foodstuffs It

can't be thrown in for nothing. P.per,

string, gasoline, and man power art too

high. And the woman who buys wi:riy,

pays cash, and carries home her own pur-

chases must help to pay for the lackaai-

sical ways of her neighbor, who buys 1/e

and often, exacts delivery for the pricejof

her purchase, and phones the corner gr<

three or four times a day to "please send
a pound of butter, or a pint of milk, o

loaf of bread, right away."
The remedy for this condition is an jr

ganized stand [continued on page
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A Smile and a Frown

Better Babies Do Both

i)

! S!

0111

ami
i

JUST a few more letters to show you
what the mothers who know think

about the Better Babies Bureau:

"I received one of your always welcome
letters to-day and I immediately decided

I must write and tell you how much I

appreciated them. They have been

of invaluable service to me, and
I cannot recommend them
too highly to expectant
mothers and young
mothers. I have not
only used them my-
self but have also

passed them on to

two other young
mothers who have
been helped as much
as I have, I'm sure.

I lost my first

baby all through lack

of knowledge in ear-
ning for myself, and I

ow that every year
1 too many lives are

sacrificed which might be
saved if women only availed
[themselves of the opportunity to
secure information such as your bureau

Ijoffers.
* "This time I obtained all the books I

icould from the library on the subject, and
U'fead them through; but when I had
^jBnished I had to admit that your monthly
letters contained all the important in-

formation contained in them.
"The most advantageous features of

your bureau are that one obtains just the
information one wants when one needs to
know it, and that it is in such condensed
form that even the busiest woman could

St£ find time to read it carefully.

"My baby himself is a most convincing

,J
proof of the thoroughness of your work.

[J: He has a sound, healthy body, a sunny
pj* disposition, and in every way seems to

kt

dat

lere

le perfectly normal.

I
"Again thanking you for your past

ii
letters, I will be eagerly looking forward
to those still coming."
Mrs. F. G. S., Michigan.

"Enclosed please find

fifty cents in stamps to
cover postage on letters

regarding the care of

our better baby who ar-

rived on December 18th.

I feel that I shall need
your advice in raising

her just as much as I

needed your advice be-
fore she came.

"I really do not know
how I am ever going to
thank you for all the
help, suggestions, and
comfort those expect-
ant mother letters gave
me, for during the en-
tire nine months before
baby came I wasn't
sick an hour in all. By
being active and normal
and following your sug-
gestions I have a

healthy, happy, good baby, and had such
an easy confinement. Although this is my
first baby, everything went so beautifully,

and I felt so well immediately afterward
and since that it really doesn't seem pos-

sible that it's all over. It is such a com-
fort to have such confidence that

worries are impossible, so please

hurry along my letter, for

our little girl must be
raised according to your
instruction.

"I thank you for all

your help and kind-
ness, and anticipate
great pleasure in

the letters to come."
Mrs. A. A. A.,

New Jersey.

"I wish to thank you
for your most cor-

dial welcome of myself
into your Expectant

Mothers' Circle and for

your wonderful letters. I

am indeed happy to receive

these letters, and am looking for-

ward eagerly to the arrival of the next one.

"They are a help for which I am truly

grateful. I am trying to follow them out

to the letter, and already I am seeing

results. They are also an inspiration in

that they have inspired me to wish to be

just the right kind of mother every dear

little baby should have. It is with a

feeling of happiness, contentment and, I

might add, humbleness that I am pre-

paring for the wonderful event, and I feel

that it is due to your most friendly letters

that I am realizing more and more the

beautiful significance of becoming a
mother.

"Again I assure you of my appreciation,

and trust that ours will indeed be a better

baby." Mrs. E. M., New Jersey.

"It is now nearly two months since I

received the last letter from the Better
Babies Bureau, and how
I do miss those monthly
letters! I wish they
would keep right on
coming, for they have
explained to me so
simply about the prob-
lems that have arisen.

I feel especially grate-

ful to you for your great
help in caring for our
baby, as I have had no
other assistance. He is

now over thirteen
months old and is as

healthy and sturdy as

can be.
Thanking you most

heartily for your kind
assistance both before
and after sonny's ar-

rival, and wishing that
every mother could
know of your splendid
work, I am,
Mrs. P. W. F.,

Massachusetts.

What the Better Babies Bureau Is

And how to secure its help

The Expectant Motheks' Circle: Any woman eligible may become a member,
receiving each month a letter of advice on the care of herself and the preparation for her
baby. Several practical little pamphlet circulars showing designs for maternity dresses

and a common-sense layette are some of the helps sent with the letters. No matter at

what period you enter, everything from the first month will be sent. No mention of the
Better Babies Bureau is made on the envelopes in which the material is mailed. En-
close a self-addressed envelope with Fifty Cents in stamps, for postage, and state what
month you expect your baby.

The Mothers' Club : Every mother of young children is eligible. Pamphlets, together
with monthly letters of instruction on the care and feeding of babies under one year of
age (covering such subjects as colic, constipation, weaning, teething, etc.), will be sent
to any mother who sends Fifty Cents in stamps and states the age of her baby. There
are also leaflets giving diet lists, and other helps for babies from one year of age to three
years. This literature is all included in the Mothers' Club's monthly service, but if the
letters are not desired the additional literature will be sent for Ten Cents. A self-ad-
dressed stamped envelope will bring a prompt reply to every inquiry. Address all

inquiries to BETTER BABIES BUREAU
Farm "and Fireside 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

Sure

The
Same
Thing!"
The service ren-

dered our fight-

ing men by alu-

minum utensils

under the rigor-

ous conditions

of war on land

and sea has
strikinglyshown

that "Wear-Ever" aluminum utensils will withstand

the severest kind of usage.

It emphasizes what so many thousands of women
know—that, although perhaps higher in first cost,

"Wear-Ever"
Aluminum Cooking Utensils

are far cheaper in the end, be-
cause their enduring service
makes unnecessary the constant
buying of new utensils.

"Wear -Ever" utensils are made
in one piece—without joint or

seams—from thick, hard sheet

aluminum. They have no coating
to chip or peel ; no place for food
to lodge—cannot rust—are pure
and safe.

"Wear-Ever" utensils are clean,
bright and silver-like in their
shining beauty.

H Replace utensils that wear out -
-

H with utensils that "Wear-Ever" ||

( The Aluminum Cooking Utensil Co., Dept. 57, New Kensington, Pa. 1

only
30c

The Aluminum Cooking Utensil Co.
Dept. 57, New Kensington, Pa. (or if you live in Canada
—Northern Aluminum Co., Limited, Toronto, Ont.)

Send prepaid a 1 qt. "Wear-Ever** stew pan. En-
closed is 30c in stamps—to be refunded if not satisfied.

Offer good until July 20th, 1919, only.

Name _

Address

Can for Rrofit
Cook for Health

ling ^Jk
/™ With a National

Steam Pres9ure Cannerany^
body can make money canning

for others besides insuring better

canned goods for the family at

lower cost. An $18 National

has 400 cans a day capacity.

Others, up to $2000 for big
business.

A National Aluminum
,
Cooker makes tough meat or
an old rooster tender as the
most expensive, in 20 minutes,

thereby saving fuel, time and
money.
Make money, save on tood,

live better. Write for Booklet

"A" giving full particulars.

Northwestern Steel & Iron Works
810 Spring St.

Eau Claire, Wisconsin

Government Positions are Desirable pare
for Railway Mall, Post Office, Rural Carrier, Customs-In-
ternal Revenue, Departmental, Immigration and other
branchesthrough our expert, former Government Examiner.
Write for free booklet giving full information about these
positions and our Money-Back Guarantee Contract.

PATTERSON CIVIL SERVICE SCHOOL
Box 4022 ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Not one cent down. This brings you a $100
Oliver Typewriter, now $57. So you save $43
and pay at the rate of but 10c per day. This
is the identical $100 Oliver, brand new, latest
model, shipped direct from the factory to
you. The same as used by many of the
biggest concerns; over 700,000 Olivers sold.

Write today for our new
book, "The Typewriter
on the Farm." Then you
may order an Oliver for
Free Trial. Easy to learn.
Write today.

The Oliver Typewriter Co.
3136 Oliver Typewriter Bldg.

Chicago, III. [12.07]

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
A toilet preparation of merit,
Helps to eradicate dandruff.
For Restoring Color and

Beauty to Gray and Faded Hair.
5QC. and $l.oo at druggists. >

Send NO Money
Ladies! the
Quality and

Comfort,
Style of

these Nurses' Comfort
Shoes make them the
greatest house-shoe value
ever offered. That is why
we send chem on approval.
No money In advance.
The shoes must and will con-
vince you, otherwise you will
not be out a penny. Rubler BceU

We Invite you to try them at our
risk. Soft, black glove-fitting kid
leather. Easy as velvet on tender feet. Rubber
heels. Cushion soles that make walking a pleasure,
bupanor workmanship. Comfort, perfect fit and lone
wear combined with style. Send no money. Just fill outand mail coupon. Your pair will come immediately, pre-
paid. Don t pay a cent until they arrive. Try them on
in your own home. Enjoy their blessed comfort—then
decide whether you want to keep them. Ifyou are not de-
lighted with their wonderful fit, quality and style, they will not
coat you s penny.

MAIL THIS COUPON ONLY-
Your choice of low or high shoes on approval

|

r.-.i
c =
a a
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Are you getting
your money's
worth?
^V/^OU may be earning more than you ever earned

before

—

But if you are worrying because both ends refuse

to meet, or because your income tax was larger

than you expected

—

You are getting no more fun out of life than you
did when you had less money to spend.

The July COMPANION gives you "a way out"

—a brand-new, thoroughly workable plan for the

division of the family's income

—

Not some imaginary, theoretical family's income,

but your income.

This is the first of a series of important articles

dealing with this subject of dividing and spending

and saving the family's income—wisely and satis-

factorily. Instead of making an abstract state-

ment that you should do something or other, the

COMPANION finds out what you want to know
how to do—and tells you how to do it—usually

how someone else in circumstances similar to yours

did it.

Also in July—
'Men Make the

Best Audiences"
—says Gay Zenola Maclaren, a Chau-
tauqua entertainer known from coast
to coast. A man will sit with his

mouth wide open or burst forth with
an extra ha! ha! after the laughter
subsides.

And a dangerous little siren besides.

With matrimony her only escape, her
conscience plays a minor role in her
efforts to capture her cousin's fiancee.

Read Sophie Kerr's fascinating story.

—complains the girl of her soldier-

lover, and Laura Spencer Portor sets

the stage of her dramatic problem in

answer. Shall she change her ideals

to meet her lover's ? Read the answer.

—is a rare creature in life as well as

fiction, but little 10-year-old Filo-

mena Gillies caught a dangerous spy
and hid under the back porch to es-

cape applause. "The Most Exciting-

Thing" is a delightful story by Mary
Stewart Cutting.

Woman's Home
Companion

Published by The Crowell Publishing Company
Publishers of The American Magazine and Farm and Fireside

Oh, but she

was " The Dear
Romantic
Child!"

'He is So
Changed"

An Unwilling
Heroine

"My Secret"
By Readers of Farm and Fireside

First Prize

FIFTEEN years ago, just after my
high-school graduation, my mother
went away on a visit. I started to

clean the attic as a surprise for her return,
when I found a package of papers which
stunned me. I read and reread them before
comprehending their full meaning—that
I was not the daughter of my parents, but
a child of unfortunate birth.

I wept and stormed in that sweltering
attic for an hour—the awfullest in my life.

Why ^ad I never been told? My first

impulse was to take the "adoption papers"
to my father's office and demand an
explanation. Some old letters in the
package made me change my mind. There
was one from Aunt B— , which showed me
that my parents had sworn my relatives
to secrecy that never should I know I was
not their own. "Even so," she wrote,
"the child will be taunted by other children
about being adopted." Incidents that had
never meant anything now stood out
clearly. For instance, when I was four
my father sold out his prosperous business
and moved to a distant State. Was it to
protect me?

I put the package back in the chest
just as I found it, and made my decision.
Father and Mother had done everything
for me, and were even now sacrificing to
send me to the state university next fall

—

my greatest ambition. If it would hurt
them to know that I had found out their

secret, why, I would make it my secret too.

For five years I longed to confide in

someone, but kept the secret hidden in

my heart. Then came the time when I

felt that the man I was to marry ought to
know my origin, so I summoned up great
courage and told him all I knew. We two
had always had great discussions in our
college days as to the stronger influence of

environment or heredity, and I knew
his views well. To my great surprise he
quietly told me that he already knew.
It seems that when he went to Father and
Mother in the good old-fashioned way to

tell them of his "intentions" they decided
that he ought to know the truth about me,
but put him on his honor never to tell me.

If we had not been happily blessed with
three children of our own, we too should
have adopted a homeless waif or two. I

would not criticize the method of my
parents, but I think it would be wiser for

foster-parents to tell the truth. Children
are bound to find out, and it could be
done in a kinder way, with less of a shock
than I experienced. My dear parents are

gone now. They never suspected that I

knew I was not their own, and I am glad
they did not, since they wished it so. But
to know the truth has meant a great deal

to me. I love them none the less, and ap-
preciate more fully what they did for me.

Charles Kingsley says, "The mother
who loves her own child may be a very
ordinary mother, but she who takes
someone else's and loves it as her own,
she is one of God's mothers." R. H. F.

Second Prize

IN ONE of the numerous half-grown
towns of the Middle West there once

lived a young girl of unusual vivacity and
charm. Suddenly, for no apparent reason,

she grew taciturn and sad. After weeks
of this unprecedented behavior she further
shocked her friends by going far away to a
Catholic convent, with the expressed
intention of becoming a nun of the religion

which she had often ridiculed. In time she
was received into the church, becoming an
earnest and devoted worker.
Years later she confided her secret to an

old friend. This friend, my aunt, has
told me the tale since the heroine's recent
death. This is the secret which has come
into my possession:
One day this girl went rowing on the

river near her home. She was an indifferent

rower, but exceedingly self-confident, so
thought nothing of going alone. All went
well for a time, but suddenly one paddle
slipped from " her hand. Hurriedly she
reached for it and, unfortunately, fell into
the river, in the spot where it ran swiftest

and deepest. Like most girls of that time,
she could not swim. With terror incon-
ceivable to anyone who has not had the
same experience, she felt herself going

down. She gave one half-strangled screarA
and then, when hope was gone, she felt \firm grasp, and she was pulled upwarak
again. Her rescuer towed her to an over-'
hanging tree branch, which she gripped
hopefully and pulled herself up.

She looked back to the treacherous river
and discovered her rescuer struggling
with cramps. He was a stranger to her,
uncouth and ragged. He reached a hand
to her in an effort to save himself, and she
drew back. The limb which held her was
frail, another burden might break it and
throw her into the water below. She v
young, all life before her; the tramp ha<
seen his best days, he was of little use to
the world. These thoughts flashed throug
her mind as she drew back from tha
pleading hand. The man gave her on
last piteous look—and disappeared.

Tremblingly the girl hurried home am
made light of her accident, telling no on
the true story. Days later, when the
found his body, she still kept silent, an
nobody suspected any connection betwee
this unknown tramp and the girl wh
had become so sad.
But her conscience troubled her; s

saw the man's pleading eyes and ou.
stretched hand in her dreams. Finally
she saw the only way to redeem herself—
that was to give to the Christ the life which
had been saved at the expense of another.
She lived many years, serving the Savi-

our well. Let us hope she won redemption
in her final rest. b. H.K

Third Prize

I AM but twenty-eight years old, yet my
hair is white as snow, and I look twice

my age. It had always been my ambition
to become a nurse, so at twenty-two I
received my diploma as first-class trained
nurse, winning commendation for faith-

fulness to my duty.
In December, 1912, after an unusually

hard week and loss of sleep, I was called

on a maternity case at the home of a
young couple named McD—. It was their

first child, and they only needed it to

complete their happiness. Mrs. McD—
being a frail, delicate little woman, the

attending physician urged me to be more
than cautious in the coming ordeal. By
eleven that evening Mr. McD— was
presented with a baby boy, but the little

mother was in a bad way, the doctor
saying her condition was serious. Upon
leaving he placed four powders on a table

near the bed—two white and two blue.

The white ones were a deadly drug, if not
given carefully and diluted. The two blue
ones were merely a sleeping compound, to

be used if needed.
My patient being quiet, I seated myself

in front of the fireplace to watch, but
Mother Nature asked a toll in the shape of

sleep. I dozed for a moment, then, hearing
Mrs. McD— moaning, I moved drowsily
to the bed and gave her the two powders.
She lay quiet then, and I went back to the

fireplace and again fell asleep. I don't
know how long I slept, but I awoke to hear

a gasp and a low gurgling noise. I hurried
to the bedside; but the woman was dead,
for—oh, let me tell it, if only once!—

I

had given her the two deadly powders in-

stead of the two harmless ones in the blue

papers. These were the accusing papers;
I could not deny it even to myself. By my
own neglect I had snatched her slim hold
on life away, and left her babe motherless.

Well, they never suspected me of being
responsible, as she had such a small chance;
but, oh, the pitiful cry of that tiny baby
and the bowed head of the husband!
That is why my hair is gray and I am

old before my time. That is why I cry

out in my sleep for mercy, for forgiveness
for a wrong I did not intentionally do.

I can only wait to die with this hideous
thing still shadowing me, until it drives

me mad. B. H.fl

Fourth Prize

DURING my second year in college I was
responsible for the death of a fellow

student. I really had a warm friendship

for the young man; but his room-mate and
I were enemies from the moment of our first

meeting, one of those unaccountable enmi-
ties springing up between us for no apparent
reason save natural [CONTINUED ON PAGE 37]
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Tips from an Expert That Will

You with Your Drying

3i

ALL the fruits and vegetables you
can possibly save by canning or

/ % drying should be saved. It not
/ % only adds to the nation's volume

•A* of food supply by many millions

of bushels, but, what is of more immediate
concern to you, it also helps cut down your
family's cost of living. It does this whether
you store the things on your own place for

home consumption or sell them and get the

cash to buy other things.

Drying ought to be extensively done by
all housekeepers, for thus they can keep
for their own families the best products of

their farms in such a way that they can be
served up in winter in almost as palatable

condition as if fresh from the garden.
Dried products require no outlay for

expensive containers, and can be stored

almost indefinitely under proper conditions,

in relatively small spaces. Fresh green
vegetables to the weight of a hundred
pounds will average about ten pounds of

dried product. Dried fruits and vegetables,

if the work is properly done, will preserve
their natural flavor and food value almost
intact
You can do your drying in an oven, in

trays over a kitchen stove, or in some
specially constructed but simple, cheap,
home-made apparatus. There are small

stove driers, made of galvanized sheet

iron or wood and galvanized iron, so con-
structed that they can be used on a wood,
coal, or oil stove. Within the drier is a
series of trays on which the products,

after being prepared, are placed for drying.

Portable out-of-door evaporators are very
convenient when it is desired to dry many
bushels of fruits or vegetables in a day.
In some sections home-made dry kilns are

constructed of brick and stone for drying
large quantities for an entire community.

If your drying is done in a cook stove
oven, the door should be left partly opened
so that the moist air can escape. For use
in ovens, trays can be made of conveniently
sized galvanized-iron wire screen by bend-
ing up the edges one or two inches.

Vegetables and fruits can be nicely
dried by placing a pan containing the
products over another pan of boiling water
—this will prevent the metal bottom from
getting hot enough to burn the contents.
The lower pan is best if almost as wide
and long as the upper pan containing the
fruits, as in this case the heat is more
rapidly and evenly distributed.

Driers can be easily made by almost
anyone. Some fashion them of lemon
boxes. The trays can be of galvanized
wire screening and the interior so con-
structed as to allow the trays to be run
in and out.1 The drier shown in the picture
is one easily made of a simple frame
containing about seven trays, the whole
being covered with unbleached muslin to
keep out dust and insects and to prevent
the heat from escaping. There should be
an opening in the top of the cover to let

the moisture-laden air escape. It can be
placed on the top of the stove, if the
latter is not too warm. Any framework
which can hold wire trays will readily
fulfill the purpose. But care should be
always taken to protect the products from
flies and dust.

Fruits and vegetables for drying should
be fresh, young, tender, and perfectly
clean. Wash and clean well.

Vegetables should be put through a
process known as blanching before being
dried. They should never be dried with-
out this being done first. The blanching
consists in subjecting the vegetables to a
short cooking in live steam or boiling
water, and is done after the vegetables
have been thoroughly cleaned and pre-
pared. This blanching softens the fiber,
cleans more thoroughly, helps to hold the
natural flavor, and prevents the action
of many bacteria. In fact, after fresh,
young vegetables have been well cleaned
and prepared, it is absolutely necessary
that they should be put through the blanch-
ing process if the product is to prove
satisfactory._If it is wished to retain the

By Frants Lund
Specialist in Canning and Drying, U. S. Department of Agriculture

(In an Interview with Stuart Mosby-Coleman)

Drying vegetables by placing a pan containing the product over an-

other pan of boiling water

green color of any vegetables, such as
spinach, beans, etc., it is well to blanch in

boiling water to which a level teaspoonful
of bicarbonate of soda (baking soda) and a
level teaspoonful and a fourth of salt have
been added—that being the amount re-

quired for each gallon of water. If the
green vegetables are dipped into the
boiling water which contains the salt and
soda, they must be quickly dipped for a
moment only into cold water, and the
surface moisture removed by patting
lightly between two towels. Place at once
in the drying frame. When finished in this
way the green veg-
etables will remain
green and crisp and
not turn brown
like hay.

Spread the veg-
etables in thin lay-

ers on the trays.

Subject to a very
moderate heat and
watch carefully. If

perfectly dry, they
should be brittle.

I1ris well to allow
them to stand an
hour or two after

removing them
from the heat be-
fore putting into

bags. If not put
into bags then, but
kept open several
days, they should
be well heated to
at least 165° F. be-
fore bagging.

Moisture - proof
containers are es-

sential ior storing
dried products.
These can be tin boxes, boxes lined with
parchment paper, or even paper bags. A
small amount, just enough for one meal,
should be placed in each bag, so as to
prevent the opening of products which will
not be used at once. Bags which have been
coated with wax, thus protecting the con-
tents from moisture, should be used in
damp climates. Dried products can also
be placed in glass jars and the paper
bottles and jars now made, and covered
with a thin coating of paraffin. There are

A cheap, simple home-ma

now on the market many dust, insect, and
moisture proof containers which are made
of paper and whose cost is very small.

Of course, when using any container it is

important to see that it is closed perfectly

air-tight.

Some of the most common vegetables
grown on our farms are given in the list

below for methods of drying:
Cauliflower. Clean, divide into small

bundles,^ and blanch in steam four to six

minutes or in boiling water three to six

minutes. Cauliflower may also be blanched
in half milk and half water to which salt

and soda have been
added. In that
case dip in cold

water, drain ' well,

and dry at from
110° to 140° F. It

turns rather dark
in drying, but will

regain part of color

in soaking and
cooking. It is suffi-

ciently dried when
no moisture can be
crushed out of the
pieces with the fin-

gers. When soak-
ing, pour boiling

water over cauli-

flower and soak in

that. Dried cauli-

flower is especially

good in soups and
omelets.
Cabbage. Wash

and trim off all

dead, diseased, or
discolored leaves.

Shred or cut into
strips a few inches
long. The core and

coarse ribs should be removed, as they dry
slower than the thinner parts of the leaves
and may be dried separately. Blanch in
steam for six to twelve minutes or in
boiling water five to ten minutes. Add
salt and soda to blanching water and
plunge into cold water if cabbage is green
and it is desired to keep the green color.
Dry at from 110° to 140° F.
Brussels Sprouts. The small firm

heads are dried whole. Remove any
spoiled outer leaves. Wash and blanch

ide dr

from three to five minutes in boiling water
with salt and soda added. Dip quickly
in cold water. Drain, remove surface
moisture, and spread on drying frames.
Start at 120° F. and increase slowly to 135°
or 140° F.
Green String Beans. All varieties of

string beans can be dried. Wash and
string the beans carefully. The very
young and tender string beans can be
dried whole. Those that are full-grown
should be cut in one-fourth to one inch
lengths with a vegetable slicer or a sharp
knife. It is better to cut beans than to
snap them, as pieces then are of uniform
size and can be dried more evenly. Put
in a bag of cheesecloth or in a wire basket,
and blanch in steam or boiling water for
three to ten minutes, depending on the
maturity of the beans. If desired to keep
the green color, blanch in boiling water
with salt [and soda added (one and one-
half teaspoonful of salt and one teaspoon-
ful of baking soda for each gallon of water).
Then dip quickly in cold water. Drain, re-
move surface moisture according to direc-
tions given above, spread in thin layers
on trays of drier, and dry until brittle.
Start drying at 110° F. and raise tempera-
ture gradually to 145° F.
Lima Beans are shelled and dried. If

gathered before maturity, when young and
tender, wash, shell, and blanch from five
to ten minutes, length of time depending
on maturity of the beans. Remove sur-
face moisture, and dry at the same tem-
perature as for string beans.
Asparagus. Young, tender asparagus

tips should be washed, blanched for three
minutes in water with salt and soda added
(one and one-half teaspoonfuls salt and one
teaspoonful soda to one gallon water)
and dipped quickly in cold water. Dry
off surface moisture, and spread in thin
layers on drying frames. Dry at 120° to
140° F. The asparagus will to some extent
darken, but will partly recover color when
soaked for use.

Sweet Corn. Select very young and
tender corn in the milk stage. Prepare
at once after gathering by removing husk
and silk. Sort ears so those of same matur-
ity are blanched together. Trim off any
worm-eaten parts. Blanch on the cob in
steam or boiling water from five to ten
minutes, or until milk is set. A teaspoon-
ful of salt per gallon of water may be
added to the blanching water. Younger
corn will require a longer period of cooking
than the more mature ears. Drain well,
and cut from cob with a very sharp knife.
Cut first tip of grain, then slice grains
about halfway down to the cob and scrape
out the remainder of the grain with back
of knife. In that way the chaff is left on
the cob. Spread the kernels upon trays to
a depth of one inch and dry at from 120°
to 140° F.

Peas. When drying the very young and
so-called English sugar peas the pods may
also be used. Wash and cut in one-fourth-
inch pieces, and blanch three to four
minutes in boiling water with salt and
soda added. Dip in cold water, drain, and
dry at an initial temperature of 110° F.,
increasing it to 140° F. toward the com-
pletion of the drying.
Tomatoes for drying must be ripe but

not soft. Wash, blanch one to two min-
utes, dip in cold water, and remove skin
and core. With a sharp knife cut in one-
fourth to one-half inch slices. Cover trays
with cheesecloth to prevent the acid in the
tomatoes from attacking the metal trays.
Put tomato slices in single layers, and dry
at 110° to 140° F.

Small tomatoes like the yellow fig to-
matoes may be dried whole.
Tomatoes may also be boiled, passed

through a sieve, and the mass cooked
down until it forms a paste. Then spread
thinly on drying frames covered with
cheesecloth, and dry at the same tempera-
ture as for sliced tomatoes. The paste may
also be spread on tin plates and dried.
(For making tomato paste see Farmers'
Bulletin No. 853.) It is better to make
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and Strains, Weak Ankles and Knees.

Wear Bailey's Elastic Hose
Made to Your Order insures Fresh, Chan, Comfort-

able stockings. Manufactured in the finest cotton
or linen, stout or fine silk.

Measuring Easy
Give the exact size of the limb ; we allow
for pressure. Measure around the limb
accurately with a tape measure, at the
points corresponding with the dotted
lines on cut, and place the number of
inches around opposite the dotted lines. Be
sure to give exact length. In hose to go
above the knee, give length from bot-
tom of foot to number 5 and from num-
ber 5 to as high as it is wanted to go.

Stout or Cotton
SENT POSTPAID Fhie Silk or Linen

Thigh Hose from 0 to 8 - $10.50 $8.00

Half Thigh Hose from 0 to 7 9.50 7.00

Knee Hose from 0 to 6 - 8.00 6.00

Garter Hose from 0 to 4 • 4.50 3.25

_ Leggins from 2 to 4 - - 350 2.50

Established Knee Caps from 4 to 6 • * 3.25 2.50

18S8 Anklets from 0 to 2 - - S2S 2.50

Fill in measurement as directed, then cut out this

advertisement and mail with correct amount to

C. J. Bailey Co., Dept. Y, 22 Boylston St., Boston, Mass

Enclosed find S for.._ _

Your address: Mr
Street

City and State

Everything in Rubber Goods. Illustrated Catalogue FREE.

tomato paste and dry it than to dry toma-
atoes.

Garden Peas are shelled, sorted ac-

cording to size, and blanched in steam or

boiling water from one to six minutes.
Salt and soda may be added to blanching
water, but are not necessary, as peas
generally keep color quite well. Remove
surface moisture, and dry small peas at
110° F. initial temperature, increasing it

to 135° F. Larger peas are dried at 110° to
140° or 145° F. It is very important to
dry peas so slowly that they, when finished,

are dry all the way through, else they may
easily mildew and spoil.

Shelled peas may also be stirred for a
moment over the fire in a kettle or pan
with one teaspoonful of salt and a table-

spoonful of sugar for each quart of shelled

peas. Stir until the peas are bright and
have a clear green color. Place at once on
drying frames, and dry at the temperature
given above.
The fresh pods of the peas, when washed,

may also be dried, and used in boiling

stock for vegetable soup. They may also,

while fresh, be boiled, passed through a
sieve, and the resulting mush be stewed as
spinach and served with finely diced
carrots.

Dried Fruits

Dried fruits are generally much sweeter
than the fresh, as the volatile acids evapo-
rate and the heat, changes some of the
starch where present in the fruit into a
sugar. Dried fruit meat is generally much
darker than the fresh, but this does not
affect its food value or flavor. In dry
climates fruits can be cured easily in the
sun.
The ability to judge accurately as to

when the product has reached a properly
dried condition is obtained by experience,

but when sufficiently dry the fruit is

tested by cutting into the meat. The
grain of the fruit should not show, it

should be leathery, pliable, and impossible
to squeeze from it any moisture.
No blanching of fruits is needed. When

dry they can be put up in containers
similar to those used for vegetables. After
drying let the fruit cool quickly, as by
cooling slowly it shrivels and has an
unattractive appearance.

Berries. Select berries, fully ripe, for

drying. Wash (the softer varieties by
placing them in a colander and pouring
water over them), free from stems and
leaves, and remove surface water. Handle

carefully and do not bruise. It will be
advisable to let dry in air for a day or so
until the berries commence to look wilted
and slightly wrinkled, then finish in drier.

If started at first in drier commence at
110° F. Raise temperature slowly in the
course of one or two hours to a bout 130° F.
When a considerable portion of moisture
has evaporated, the temperature can be
increased.

Currants, black and red, can be dried
at a uniform heat of from 155° to 165° F.
after the preliminary drying in the air or

in the evaporator. When dry rub off the
stems, and 'leave in loose piles in an airy

place for a day before storing.

Blueberries, Huckleberries, Elder-
berries, Strawberries (solid meated
varieties only) Red and Black Rasp-
berries, Dewberries, Blackberries.
Dry in air until wilted, or start at 110° F.,

increasing slowly to 125° to 130° F. When
commencing to wrinkle increase to 140° F.,

and finish at that temperature.
Gooseberries must be fully ripe. They

will be rather sour, and they are difficult

to sweeten properly in preparing them for

the table. Wash and stem. Start drying at
110° to 120° F., and increase slowly to 135°

F. When half dry remove from drier, let

stand until next day, then finish at from
135° to 165° F.
Apricots should not be so ripe that the

juice will flow when breaking them apart.
Wash, split with a nickel-plated knife, and
remove pit. Dry very slowly at 120° F.,

gradually increasing temperature to 145° F.
After about three to four hours' drying
remove from drier, and let cool for one
to two hours. Replace in drier, and finish

at from 145° to 165° F.
Cherries should be perfectly dry.

Wash and stem, and place on trays with
stem end up. Give preliminary drying in

sun for one or two days, or start at 110° F.,

increasing slowly to 135° to 140° F., in

order that the skin shall not burst and the
juice be lost. As drying proceeds, the heat
may be increased to 165° F. Cherries may
be stoned before drying, but there will be
some loss of juice.

Plums. The small, thin-fleshed varieties

are not suitable for drying. For European
and Japanese varieties wash and stem.
Place in trays with stem end up. They
may be dried in hot sun for one or two
days before placing in drier at 140° F.
If started in drier, commence drying at
110° to 120° F., increasing slowly to 145° F.,

until most of the moisture is evaporated.
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Then increase heat gradually to 165°
170° F., and finish at that temperature.
For American varieties of plums, wfci

medium ripe, place in crocks, cover wi
boiling water, cover, and let stand {

twenty minutes. Drain, remove surfa
moisture, and dry, gradually increasn
temperature from 110° to 150° F.

Peaches. Peaches are usually dri<

unpeeled. They may be peeled if desire

Wash, cut in halves, pit, place in traj

with pit side up, and start drying at U(
to 120° F., increasing slowly to 140'

150° F., and finish at this temperatuii
For thick-fleshed varieties heat may i
increased to 165° F. Peaches may bl

boiled in a thin syrup a few minutes beforj

drying.
Apples. Firm, slightly acid fallH

winter apples are best for drying,
summer fruit is not as good. Wash,
core, and cut in slices one-eighth to
fourth inch in thickness. Drop at
into cold salt water to prevent discoli

(Use one-half teaspoonful of salt

quart of water if fruit is to be left in

for some time—dropped in as prepsO
A stronger solution—one ounce of salt ti

one gallon of water—is used if fruit is onl

dipped for one or two minutes.) Dai
well, spread on drying trays in siafl

layers, edges slightly overlapping. Begi

drying at 110° to 120° F., incre

gradually up to 175° to 180° F. Dry
no juice can be pressed out of cut si

when rubbed between fingers. The
should not be dried hard, but be sponj
when broken.

Parings and cores of the apples are

in pieces and dried at a higher tempen
ture, if desired for apple tea. Start

about 250° F. and reduce to 185° F. Tk
parings and cores of apples may also h

utilized for making jellies or fruit past*

(see Farmers' Bulletin No. 853) or for vim
gar-making.
Pears. Varieties that become spong

and tough in boiling are not good f(

drying. Small, tender, and juicy
can be dried without blanching or bo]

Wash, pare, slice, dip in cold salt water
for apples, and dry at same temperatui
as given for apples. Other varieties

pears can be pared, sliced, and droppe
in cold water and vinegar (one table!

spoonful of vinegar to one quart of water!
Drain, and dry at temperature given

Where pears are rather solid-meated it

'

often advisable to steam until IB

done before drying.

y unti
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Can Women of Other Countries Teach Us
Anything About Cooking?

on the part of careful housewives for good
markets, paid-for deliveries, and separating
the cost of food and service. In Paris, in

Brussels,—in fact, in most Continental
towns,—it is possible to buy a penny's
worth of milk or cream or a few cents'

worth of groceries.

The French housekeeper generally buys
in small quantities, except where a few
staples are concerned, and this transfers the
waste from her own shoulders to the trades-

man's. Most of the poor people buy from
meal to meal—and the typical French-
woman will tell you that it is the most
economical way—but they do not expect
the shopkeeper to deliver for each meal.
They buy nothing but the best, and waste
nothing. And it is said that the French-
woman's cookbook has few recipes for

"made dishes," because there is seldom
anything left to warm over.

Green peppers are much liked on the
Continent. When stuffed with a little

chopped meat or with rice, mixed with the
finely chopped inside of the peppers, and
cooked in a casserole, they are delicious.

Served with tomato sauce they are quite
suitable for the chief dish at either luncheon
or dinner. Meat loaf, with jelly formed of

chicken or beef stock as a foundation, is

another dish of which the French are fond,

and which is both nutritious, toothsome,
and reasonable in price. This is something
which appears frequently on Mme. La-
combe's table, . either served plain as an
entree or with a little lettuce and mayon-
naise as a salad.

Scrapple made of pork, beef, or chicken
may also be used as a means of cutting
down the meat bill, since it has the virtue of

making a small amount of meat go a long
way. Moreover, scrapple can be prepared
cheaply and easily in the city. Pork scrap-

[CONTINUED PROM PAGE 28]

pie is usually made from the head of the
hog, but the heart and shank, which is rich

in gelatin, may also be used.
Like the head, the shank should always

be skinned before it is used. If the head is

selected, eyes, ears, snout, and brains
should be discarded, but the tongue should
be retained. This should be scalded with a
strong solution of baking soda and then
skinned. The head should be cut in pieces,

soaked overnight in strong salt and water,
skinned, and cleaned thoroughly. The
pieces should then be put on the stove in

cold water, and boiled until the meat is

tender and the bones will slip out easily.

Then remove the pieces from the broth, and
when they are cool take out the bones and
run the meat through a chopper. Cool the
broth and skim off the fat. To every quart
of chopped meat allow one and one-half
quarts of liquid, adding water to the broth
if necessary. Bring the broth to a boil, and
stir in cornmeal as if for ordinary mush,
about a cupful of meal to a quart of broth.

Let the mixture cook for half an hour, then
add the chopped meat, seasoned with salt

and pepper, and with sage if you wish, and
let it simmer until it is well blended. As
soon as it is done turn the mixture into
shallow pans to harden.
When ready to use the scrapple, cut it

into half-inch slices, dip it in flour, and fry
it crisp and brown, using a little dripping
and a very hot skillet. Beef or chicken can
be treated in the same way.

This is a dish which has been tested and
not found wanting by the English house-
wives and by their sisters on the Conti-
nent.

Omelet is a dish which French cooks
make particularly deliciously, and which is

frequently served in lieu of meat. And sal-

ad figures almost daily on the Frenchwom-

an's menu. Water cress, dandelion green;

nasturtium leaves, endive, romaine, and, <

course, lettuce, are used as the basis o

crisp and delicious salads, which take th

curse off many a meal which would other

wise be stodgy and uninteresting.

The women of the Scandinavian coun

tries also have a store of household loi

which the American housewife might pro:

itably tap. For instance, in Norway ani

Sweden one comes up against a variety

cheeses which might be imported to o

benefit. The manner in which cheese

used as a staple instead of a delicacy is

worthy of note. Also, the Scandinavia:

women can teach us unusual and appetizin

ways of cooking fish.

Here, for instance, is a fish soup whic

Mme. Bryn, wife^of the minister of Norwa;
frequently serves on her own table: Put tl

head, skin, and bones of a large fish, such ;

cod or rock, in cold water, with salt. Be
to pieces and strain. Melt one and one-ha

ounces of butter, into which rub one an
one-half ounces of flour. Add two quart

of fish bouillon, let it boil well before addin

one-half pint cream. A little cream and on

egg yolk, well beaten, may be used insteac

The flesh of the fish from which the bone

were taken may be creamed, or cooked i

any desired fashion, and served at anothe

meal.
Norwegian rice, also sponsored by Mme

Bryn, is another delicious dish, and on

quite suited to be served for luncheoi

with bread and butter and perhaps a ligl

salad or a dessert to complete the mea

To one cupful of rice, thoroughly cooke

add one cupful of well seasoned chick"

broth, sprinkle with chopped chicken livi

two hard-boiled eggs, chopped fine, a

one-half cupful of grated cheese; serve

once.
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A Dreamland Carnival
By Emily Rose Burt

DODGERS flung in the doorways
piqued everybody's curiosity in one
small town. The posters announced

that a certain girls' club invited the public

"to the land of their dreams." Just be-
low appeared a well-known bar of music
from that popular song "The Long, Long

'Trail." No admission was charged, but
mysterious "pay" attractions were adver-
tised.

A big sign over the door of the hall

chosen by the girls for the affair proclaimed
in large letters, "The Land of Dreams."
Within, the atmosphere was altogether
dreamlandish with many soft swinging
lights, bowers of evergreens, ferns and
flowers, and fragrant whiffs of incense.

. Mystery filled the place, for there were
seven curtained-off booths or corners,

each with a bold,
black - lettered sign
marked by a gray-
colored lanternabove
the entrance.
The first lair was

labeled The Inter-
preter of Dreams,

»and a weird blue
light (an electric
bulb covered with a
blue paper shade)
glimmered an invi-

tation. In the depths
of the booth a tall,

^blue-robed figure
posed as soothsayer,
and for a paltry bit

of silver offered to
unfold the meaning

m of past dreams or to
prophesyfuture ones.
Next door, a green

light illuminated the
word Nightmares.
Whoever was brave
enough to enter there
found himself sur-
rounded by a col-

lection of objects in

Good Luck Pillow
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FOR complete directions for this at-

tractive washable pillow cover send
four cents in stamps to the Fancy-Work
Editor, Farm and Fireside, Springfield,

Ohio. Order No. FC-116.

Tableaux entitled "Famous Dreamers"
were shown one at a time in a frame
against a dark background. They in-

cluded Joseph, from the Bible, Rip Van
Winkle, Joan of Arc, Alice in Wonderland,
and Saint Anthony. A chance was offered

the audience to guess the character repre-
sented before the name was announced.

Joseph was a tall, dark boy and of course
wore a coat of many colors. An illustrated

Bible or children's Sunday-school picture
cards or lessons studied will furnish ideas
of early Hebrew costumes to serve as a
guide. The coat is really a kind of loose

robe, and should be accompanied by
leather sandals worn on bare feet.

Rip Van Winkle, bowed over a gnarled
cane, had a sweeping gray beard and was
dressed in old Dutch fashion, loose jacket

and trousers and
wooden shoes. There
are many illustra-

tions of the story to

follow in making him
up.
Joan of Arc, a

striking, golden-
haired girl, appeared
in her well-known
suit of armor. For
this occasion it was
made of silver scales

of paper fastened to

a cloth tunic. Cap,
and leggings, and the
sword of tin com-
pleted the costume.

Alice in Wonder-
land was a quaint
little miss in familiar
frock and pinafore,
white stockings, and
slippers with straps
Her hair was brushed
straight back off her
forehead and banded
with a harrow blue
fillet in the accepted
Alice style. A copy

H
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extraordinarily bad 'taste. Among other of Alice in Wonderland with the original
things were a grotesquely trimmed hat of illustrations will help in costuming
atrocious shape and shade, a stuffed owl, a
gilded egg-beater tied with a pink ribbon, a
purple crocheted tidy, a hideous sofa
pillow, and a portrait of William Hohen-
zolleriu These were all rounded up from
folks' garrets—any group of girls will see
unlimited possibilities in such an exhibit.

Near-by, wrapped in the warm yellow
shine of candles, was The Sandman's
House, which fascinated the children.

Inside masqueraded the sandman himself
in traditional tasseled night cap and baggy
slumber garments. Over his shoulder he
carried a big bag full of sawdust, and
every plunge taken by a little hand into
the "sand" was rewarded by a toy. Ten
cents a dream seemed fair to the sandman.
Very popular indeed, behind its orange

lantern, was the stall ticketed Cheese
Dreams. In it were served those delect-

able concoctions of toast and cheese,

brought piping hot from the kitchen
through a rear entrance.
Sweet Dreams, surrounded and fla-

vored by a pink radiance, indicated the
candy and popcorn ball booth.
Perfect Dreams proved a mystifying

title which lured many unwary customers
into the lingerie and fancy-work corner,

where everything fulfilled the extravagant
language in which it was described. A
rosy glow of light seemed appropriate there.

A transparent crescent of paper, il-

luminated from behind and hung over
the next doorway, was identified as a
honeymoon, and shed silvery rays over the
words Dream Your Fate. This legend
also provoked puzzlement. Everyone who
entered received a magical little tissue-

wrapped parcel which turned out to be a
piece of wedding cake, guaranteed, if

placed under one's pillow three nights
successively, to bring revealing dreams of

a future life partner.
After everybody had had plenty of

time to enjoy the attractions, a short
program was presented.

First a pretty girl and a returned soldier
boy sang as a duet the song of the evening,
"A Long, Long Trail." Then came Eugene
Field's "Wynken Blynker and Nod," by a
good reader. That was followed by a
Goodnight Drill given by small tots in
nighties with lighted candles. (This
feature may be omitted if the entertain-
ment comes too late in the evening for the
little folks' health.)

Saint Anthony wore medieval monk's
garb. A brown bathrobe with hood and
girdle can be adapted to the purpose. A
wig is necessary unless a bald man takes the
part.

The final number on the program was a
dreamy waltz,

. and was the signal for
dancing among those so inclined.

NOTE: Directions for the Good Night
Drill will be sent on receipt of a self-

addressed stamped envelope. Send to
Entertainment Editor, Farm and Fireside,
381 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

Canning in Hot Weather
By B. S. Johnson

THE lack of a gas stove often makes
canning in summertime exceedingly

hot work, as the ordinary range heats the
kitchen to an almost unbearable degree.
In our home canning factory we have
devised a method which has proved very
efficient, especially if only one cooker is

operated.
First I pulled out from the old iron

heap the standard of a discarded separator.
The cooker, placed on this, is just the
convenient height for - working over it

comfortably. The small iron cream basin
shelf affords a convenient place for
utensils, etc. Under the cooker we use a
gasoline fire pot such as plumbers use in
their work. It requires a little less than
one quart of gasoline an hour to operate
the fire pot.

Incidentally, the fire pot is one of the
most useful equipments we have on the
farm. I use it frequently for soldering irons,
heating nuts or couplings that refuse to
move, and many other similar purposes
where a quick and intense heat is required.
Last winter we took it into the woods with
us and made hot coffee for dinner quicker
than could have been done at home on the
kitchen stove.

A Valuable Assistant—The most
valuable assistant I have in my kitchen
is a small box of charcoal. When vege-
tables, meat, or fruits are scorched, I

instantly drop in a small piece of charcoal
and the scorched taste entirely disappears.
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The Victrola makes the opera and the

concert more than a fleeting pleasure. It

brings them right into your own home,

there to be enjoyed as your permanent,

priceless possession.

You can have encores without number.
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the opera or concert—for the world's great-

est artists make records for the Victrola.
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The Gunner's Mate Spins a Yarn

Yc'0U see," said the Gunner's
Mate to me, "all these stunts
soldiers and sailors pulls off in

time of war, and gets crosses
and medals for, don't amount

to a row of beans. It's just a part of their

regular job. A soldier ain't afraid of get-

tin' shot. It's all in the day's work, and
he's some surprised every time it don't
happen to him. No sailor man cares shucks
about gettin' drowned. It's the naturalist
way to die, for a sea sucker like him. Them
Germans who thought they could scare
the U. S. N. with their little old U-boats
had another think comin'.
"But every man is afraid of something,

away down in his heart. When he goes out
and faces that thing, cool and quiet, I calls

that brave. I did a middlin' brave act
myself one time.
"Mate, there's one thing I'm afraid of

—

sickness. Death I can put up with, but
sickness—the very thought of it gives me
the jimjams. I was always that-a-way.
And of all sorts of sickness the one that
always scared me the worst was the small-
pox. The name of it seemed kind of awful
to me, long as I can recollect.

"Some six months ago I was docked
down to the Charleston Navy Yard, my
ship bein' up for repairs. As I hadn't had
a day off for a long time, there was a nice
little furlough comin' to me. And, havin'
no way to spend money where I'd been, I

had a pretty good roll of the long green
saved up. So far I was in luck.

"Me and my friends used to go a whole
lot round the clothing factory at the yard,
tryin' to make up to the good-lookin' Janes
that worked there. And from such foolin'

I got mine, good and hard. Fell for the
prettiest, nicest, smartest kid I ever see.

Name of Daisy. Blue eyes. Light hair that
curled without bein' jacked up on marlin-
spikes. Neat, trim figger.

"She looked at me kind of special, and
I just hauled down my colors I did, you
know. I told her to call me Jack, for I was
ashamed to let her know the dirt my folks

done by callin' me Elijah. Didn't name
marryin' in so many words, but you may
bet your boots she knew how the land lay.

"She was an unpertected orphan. I

liked that, for I never cared much about
in-laws, and I was competent for the
pertectin' myself. So I counted up my
long green, got my furlough, and calculated

to spend both on Daisy.
"Next day, when I dropped into the

factory, I seen another girl at my girl's

machine. A wall-eyed female, painful to
look at.

"
' How's this? ' says I. * Where's Daisy?

'

'"You Daisy's beau?' she asks.

'"That's as it may be,' says I, non-
committal.

"
' I knew it,' says the female. ' Oh, you

poor, poor young man!'
"'Explain yourself—do!' says I.

"'You'll never see Daisy no more,' says
she hysterical. 'Daisy is took.'

'"Took where? To jail?'

"'Worse—whole lot worse! Took to the
pesthouse. She's got the smallpox, and
they took her this morning. She'll die-
nobody ever come out of that pesthouse
any way but feet

foremost.'
"Out of that place

I flashed like a streak

of lightning. Knew I

had to act, and act

quick. I had heard
things about that pest-

house. Maybe they
wasn't all true. Half
of 'em was enough,
with Daisy there, and
scared to death, as I

knew she must be.
" I foundmy bunkie,

a smart lad named
Harrison. We trailed

out and spotted that
place where my girl

was. Then we nosed
around the country
thereabouts till we
found a little negro
cabin on the edge of a

lonesome wood. We
could tell no one had
lived in it for a coon's
age, by the way the
vines was tied and

By N. W. Jenkins

ILLUSTRATION BY HENRY A. BOTKIN

knotted together across the door. I took
possession of that shack in the name of the
United States Navy, and then I hiked back
to town and bought me a lot of stuff—

a

canvas cot, and pillow and blankets and

" I set there that night till it seemed likely

the majority of honest folks was in bed and
asleep. Then I built up the fire roarin', and
I lit out for the pesthouse.

"It was the lonesomest sight I ever see

—

Something About Bob Seeds

You Know Bob

!

SOMETIMES when the foot of adversity kicks us and we pick

ourselves up we find we have landed up-stairs."

Robert S. Seeds of Birmingham, Pennsylvania, is popularly known
as "Bob" Seeds, and sometimes called "Farmer Bob." Adversity's

largest foot, the foot of ill health, kicked Seeds out of business.

He picked himself up and moved out to an old abandoned pile

of rocks, which for want of a better name was called farm.

Neighbors laughed, friends sighed and whispered that poor Bob
had "gone daft," and Mrs. Seeds, having failed with arguments, sat on
the steps of the old abandoned farmhouse and cried.

Bob began scratching around the rocks looking for health.

Soon he became so interested in making the rocky land grow some-
thing besides weeds that he forgot all about the search for health.

Interest led to study and work.
In a few years the old abandoned farm changed to a spot so fertile

that all Pennsylvania heard about it and asked, "How did you do it?"

Seeds told them, and farmers living in other States wanted to know.
So Bob sought to get out of telling the story by asking a fee.

The wTong way to kill a good thing is to put a price on it. The
demand doubled, and then Seeds doubled the fee. Life is full of

strange paradoxes, isn't it? Bob worked to be a farmer only to dis-

cover that he was a lecturer as well. For several years he told the

story about the farm and what he did for it and it for him. Seeds found
himself growing fame as well as crops.

Bob Seeds landed, not only up-stairs, but way up—up among the

top floors. His success with those abandoned acres is one of the best

examples of what thought and work will do.

The man who first had the farm probably worked hard enough,
but he did not think hard enough. Bob Seeds says, "Thinking is not
a pastime, but a business." M. E. Mount.

NOTE : Bob Seeds has promised to tell Farm and Fireside readers

the story of his success, in an early issue. The Editor.

comfortables and sheets, an ax, a broom, a
kettle, a pot, a water bucket, matches, tea,

sugar, crackers, canned milk and soup, and
a lot of eggs, which fell by the wayside and
got smashed. But the rest of the dunnage
my bunkie and I managed to smuggle out
of town and into the deserted shack.

"It was just like settin' up housekeepin'
or goin' out West in the old days, only it

wasn't no fun—things looked too darn
serious. Harrison, who was awful handy
with himself, opened up the house, swept
and aired it, made up the bed, and cut a
stack of firewood and brush. When he was
gone back to the yard, he not bein' on fur-

lough, I set with my head in my hands by
the big fire he left for me, and my thoughts
was terrible. He shook hands with me
when he went, and I think he figgered on
comin' back to get the remains.

that big, ugly frame house a-settin' up
by itself on long legs in the middle of an old
field, with a cold full moon lookin' down on
it from the sky. No other house of no
kind was in sight. Not a glim was showin'
—unless you counted the lights in the

"Then I set

fire to the old shack,

and we watched it burn down

navy yard, and they were three miles away.
|

"I brought along a club, two lengths of
rope, and a blanket. The blanket was for
Daisy, and the ropes and club for the
watchman. But I didn't have to club the
old guy, as it turned out—he bein' asleep.

|

I tied him up good, and it didn't take me !

long to locate Daisy, who was sobbin' i

softly to herself in her cot. Her hand was
like a little live coal for fever. I said to her
quick, before she could be scared of me:

" 'It's me, Daisy, come to take you away.
It's your Jackie—your own boy.'
"Maybe she didn't know I was her own

before that, but she knew it then. What
small show of fight the night nurse put up
didn't count. I wrapped my girl up in*the
blanket I had brought, and carried her off

like a hawk carries a chicken.
"When I had tucked her up in the nice

bed I had already for her, I gave her a
steamin' cup' of tea. Maybe she was goin'
to die anyhow, but she had a chance now to §

die like a lady, and not like a rat in a trap.
"I hadn't forgot to buy a doctor's book,

and when my darlin' fell asleep I studied!
that good and hard where it told what was
good for smallpox.
"Every day my bunkie came to an old

blazed tree, and I stood off and shouted to
him how things were and what I wanted
him to bring from town for me. Next day
he would bring it.

"Once in a while I took the patient's
temprychoor. Don't know what good it

done, but the book said to do it. I kept a
rubber hot-water bag to her feet when they
was cold, and I gave her all it said she ought
to have. I talked to her like a Dutch uncle,
and she done everything I tell her like she
was my baby, which she was."
"Did she get well?" I asked.
"Sure she got well! And I never took the

smallpox."
"Some luck!"
"Greenhorn's luck. I never was no

doctor before or since. That one time I
was a swell doctor. The day she was all

safe according to the book, I made my
bunkie put some clean clothes for me under
the blazed tree. I put 'em on after I'd gone
swimmin' and cut my hair. Then I went
to town and bought riggin' for Daisy. I
knew how to pick out some nice shoes and
silk stockin's, and I got a blue flannel skirt

and a middy suitable for a sailor's sweet-
heart, also a big black tie. I told the young
lady I bought them from:
"'You put in the right kind of under-

pinning to go with these accordin' to
specifications.'

"And she understood and put in every-
thing needful. So I

got a lot for Daisy, and
I went to the shack
and put on a b'iler of

water, and made my-
self scarce till she
bathed and dressed;
and, gee, didn't she
look sweet!
"Then I set fire to

the old shack, and we
watched it burn down.
Afterwards I hunted
up the owner and lied

and said I had set

fire to it by accident
while I was huntin',
and offered to pay the
price. He said I was
too honest for those
parts, and wouldn't
take no money.
"The very day m;

furlough was up,
went to the chapl'in

" 'Reverend,' says I,;

'you got to splice us.

I couldn't trust it done
out of ;the service—

a

lifetime job like this!'

"So he spliced us."
"And you think you

were pretty brave,
eh?"
"Nary yellow streak

in me that time."
"Deserve a medal or

a cross, eh?"
"No—I can't say

that."
"Why not?"
" 'Cause I done bet-

ter—I got a Daisy."
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How My Chore Wagon Helps Me
As told to Russell Adams (Oklahoma)

IAST Sunday my wife and I decided to

spend the day with our friends, the
-J Chatmans, over on Deep Fork.
After an excellent dinner Joe and I

strolled out to the barn for a heart to

heart talk. You know what I mean—the
kind of a talk we all enjoy, where we get
right down to facts and frankly tell each
other what we really believe, and in the
course of our conversation I asked:

"Joe, what is the handiest thing on your
farm?"
"Why, that's easy to answer. Come,

and I'll show you," he answered as we
started for the machine shed.
"Here it is," said Joe, as he pushed back

the roller door, and I saw his handy wagon
rebuilt from a light touring car of popular
price.

"That old boat—she's a 1914 model-
is the biggest time saver on the farm.
She fills the need which exists between a
touring car and a truck. Last spring she
looked shabby, the body was a wreck, so
I decided to buy a new car, and tried to
trade this one in at $200 on the deal; but
the agent couldn't see it that way, and now
I am mighty glad.

"I kept the old car and used it in bad
weather, when I didn't want to put the
•new car on the road. One day Frank
Simmons came along and offered me $200
for it, but as he already owned a car and a

ones equipped with rims suitable for

3J^-inch tires, the same size as used on
rear wheels. By doing this, one spare tire

fits all wheels.
"After overhauling the chassis, I had

this light express body built to order.

It is made of good poplar; light, strong,

well built, and will stand lots of service.

The driver's cab, with roll side curtains, is

comfortable in all kinds of weather.
"After the wagon was completed I tried

it out on errands to town. You know I

sell considerable seed corn by mail, and
this wagon proved ideal for delivering a
few bushels to the express office for hurry-
up shipments.

"In selling by mail, success comes to the

man who gets his orders filled promptly.
When a person sends an order he expects
results at once, and is in no humor to

wait until I get orders enough to justify

using a two-ton truck for delivery to the
express office; and as the operating expense
of this utility wagon is merely a fraction of

what it costs to run my two-ton truck, I

find itrvery profitable for light jobs.

"Harvest came on with a rush last

season, and, as you know, we were short
on help. Well, to make a long story short,

Elsie—she's only fifteen, you know—ac-
complished more with this handy wagon
than four men could have done without it.

"While I was busy with the wheat, she

The convertible bed multiplies the uses of a truck on the farm

truck, I was curious as to what he intended
to do with her, and asked him.

"I learned that Frank intended to con-
vert her into a 'chore wagon,' as he termed
it, and that set me thinking. If Frank
Simmons could use a handy wagon, why
couldn't I?

"I dismounted the old touring body

—

selling it afterward for $15—and over-
hauled the running gear and engine. As
the engine compression was poor, I had
oversize pistons fitted. I discarded the
front wheels and replaced them with new

rushed the cream to market—we sell

sweet cream to the ice-cream factory above
what is paid for sour cream—brought
back needed supplies, making the round
trip in about a third of the time necessary
for a truck. She delivered oil and twine
to the binders, and supplied the hands
with fresh cool water from the well.

"Nope, this wagon's not for sale. Its

actual worth is about $300, but I wouldn't
take twice that amount and try to do
without it, for it certainly fills a need not
supplied by touring car nor truck."

Keep Your Eye on the

Garage Man
By Earl Rogers

GETTING good work done on your car

is a problem. I have been up against

it at times when I have been too busy to do
anything on the machine myself, and I

know what it is. When it comes to finding

ordinary trouble I believe I am as good as

the average. But when it comes to some
part of the car which I have no tools to fit

and cannot afford to get them for what
little work I have to do, I am ready to take
the job to a garage man who is properly
equipped.

I have found ways to get around high-
priced and unreliable garage workers.
There are a good many efficient men who
fix automobiles, and there are a lot more
who work on your car to put in time and
charge you for it.

A small garage started up in our town
about ten years ago which does no adver-
tising, and no one would know it was there
except by hearsay. I found out about it,

and had some work done and liked it. I
have sent others there. I am going there
within a few days for some valve-grinding.
This man says he gets enough to do without
advertising. I once had a ear run tight in
the transmission. He worked nearly a day
on it. After two days it tightened up
worse than ever. I got it back in his shop.
He fixed it again, and found the real
trouble. I asked him what I was to be
charged. He said it was his fault, and no
charge, of course.

There are probably such men in your
town. They usually own their own
buildings, and do not bother with gasoline
sales. That takes time from a regular
garage man, and does not pay very well.

Besides this there is another opportunity
to get first-class work done by a good man
for less money—the private chauffeur.
He often has time on his hands, and is an
expert in most cases. Perhaps he has room
for another car, and usually the owners do
not object to his making a little on the
side so long as it does not interfere with
their own driving and care of cars.

How About Your Boy?
HERE is a poultry keeper who has the

right idea about boys. When his two
sons grew big enough to help him in feed-
ing, he gave each a. pen of 30 hens. He
bought their egg production at current
market prices, subtracting at settlement
time pay for all feed used. One boy in the
months of December, January, and Feb-
ruary cleared $42.30.
"Of course," said the father, with a

twinkle in his eye, "I selected the hens for

the boys, and saw to it they got fairly

good ones."
This man had made good with hens, and

he knew how to make good with boys. In
contrast with his action was that of the
farmer, too often duplicated, who gave his

boy a pig, yet pocketed the money it

brought when sold at maturity. The best
is none too good for the farm boy, Dad's
cheerful helper in chore work. Let him
have it!

j . Sold EvQrywhyro

Caldwell Sash Balances
If you are going to

BUILD or REMODEL
those old windows

DO IT NOW
Caldwell Sash Balances

counterbalance sashes at any
given point. They outwear or-

dinary weights and cords.

Cheapest method for mod-
ernizing old windows, as
alterations in sashes and
frames are not necessary.
For sale by all Hardware

Dealers, or

CALDWELL MFG. CO., F6 Jones St., Rochester, N. Y.

Pat. Pend

AGENTS: $50 A WEEK
A Good Door Check

For screen doors, storm doors, office doors. Can be used
on any door. Closes door tight. Works easy. No noise.
No chance for flies to get in house. Stops the bang and saves
the door. Sells in every home, grocery, bakery, etc.

BIG SELLER—100% PROFIT
Enormous demand, low priced. Can be put up in less
than 3 minutes. Gore sold 123 in one week. Dozen can
be carried. Write lor agency and demonstrating sample.

Thomas Mfg. Co., 3746 Gay St., Dayton, Ohio

M EN P ETS — Wonder Money Makers
[

«=»' mend leaks instantly in all utenBiIs, hot
water bags, etc. Insert and tighten. 10c and
25c a package, postpaid. Agents' Wanted.

C*9Coilette Mfg. Co., Box704. Amsterdam,N.Y.I © @ ©

Victory Home Food Drier

For vegeta-
bles, fruit and
seed corn. It
saves time,
labor and
money. Foods
preserved in
The Victory
Drier "taste
just like fresh
picked." The
process is sim-
ple, easy and

sure and the foods thus ' preserved are delicious and
wholesome. This Is the best and the only dehydrator
of the type In the world. Scientific, proved. Run by a
Kerosene fan. Ask for catalogue D 2.

The Lake Breeze Motor, 572-A w. Monroe St., Chicago

WE WANT A

HIGH CALIBRE MAN

THERE is an opening in our

sales organization for a man
of good presence who has

had selling experience and can

organize and supervise other

salesmen. Liberal salary and
expense allowance to right party.

Give full details in first letter.

Farm and Fireside
Mgr. Salesmen SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

and After Trial
Keep the New Ediaon Araberola—Edison's great phonograph
with the diamond stylus—and your choice of records, for only
$1.00. Pay balance at rate of only a few cents a day. Free
trial In your own home before you decide. Nothing down.
Write today, for our New Edison Book and pictures, free.

F. K. BABS0N, Edison Phonograph Disl., A403 Edison Blk.. Chicago
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"Sales Resistance
99

is an ele-

ment rarely encountered by
Hardman dealers

SALES TALK" is seldom employed by
those responsible for the distribution of

Hardman tires. It is refreshing, no doubt, to

feel that one can approach the purchase of an
automobile tire with the knowledge that he may
buy in security upon the mere word of any
Hardman dealer—just as confidently as if it

were upon the signed and sealed bond of the
manufacturer.

This assurance of intelligent service, freedom from
meaningless claims and contested adjustments also im-
plies fair dealing on the part of the manufacturer in the

matter of quality and price.

Hardman

Hardman Fabric

There is a principle in this

Hardman policy. Not based
upon an ironclad contract

with Hardman dealers, but
rather upon a slow and care-

ful process of selecting deal-

ers who do not require

"ironclad" contracting.

Users of Hardman tires

know that this confidence in

our dealer organization is

merited by the high purpose

of its personnel.

The Hardman Dealership

is the coat armor of worth.

Hardman tires are made
under the single cure proc-

ess. It is the only way to

Hardman Red Seal Cord

make tires uniformly good.
Pure, para cushion; pliable

tread; standard, Sea Island
fabric—or whipcord; thick
gauge, all-para friction;

wrapped tread, both cord
and fabric, hand-made.

Since we made the first

tire no formula has been
advanced which will take
the place of good materials.

Only by omitting some-
thing that is vital to its life

can a tire be made cheaper
than the Hardman. On the
other hand, the best tires

in any market can be made
only in this way.

1

HARDMAN RUBBER CORPORATION
New Brunswick New Jersey

0 A R M A M T E R. IS 0
Only

$10
Down-Year to Pay
Get your Kirstin ONE-MAN Stamp
Fuller NOW—on Special Sum
terras and prices. Try It 30 <_

FREE I Prove that ONE MAN
with a Ktrstin can pall biggest,
toughest 8tumps— quick, easy

,

cheap! If satisfied, keep pull- j

er and take one year to pay. If not /

A.J.KirstinCo
2109 Lud Street

pleased, return at our expense
Money back. Yoa run no risk!

E! Write today!

GET YOUR CHURN FREE
Churnin3 Minutes JL&Sl!

Get more profit from yoar cows with e Noyelty Chora,
Fire year old child can operate it. 7,000 Teartmonlalg.

1 SendNoMomey—

S

hippedon30day triad
|—IQ in. ts.goi—|Etii.*s.sir

ilQ 6,l-*, M
I JChoroBl 1-2] JlChnrne SI || Chums 4

I I IV Gallons I l*» Gallons I I** Gallons

Si pay express. Be firat to Ret roar churn freeby tak-
trial orders oo oar oew plan. Order now.

NOVELTY MFG. CO. Bos 717 ABINGDON, ILL.

Whenever you wish to purchase tools and cutlery with
the positive assurance that you are buying years of

satisfactory service — look for the KEEN KUTTER
trade-mark. It will always guide you right.

SIMMONS HARDWARE COMPANY

"The recollection of QUALITY remains long after the PRICE is forgotten."
Trade Mark Reinsured. —E. C. SIMMONS.

Housing Farm Machinery
By E. J. G. Phillips

THE thrift, business ability, and suc-
cess of a farmer may be fairly esti-

mated by the care he takes of his
farm tools and implements. These aids to
economic agriculture in the United States
were valued at one and a quarter billions of
dollars in census of 1910, and the thought-
ful person must acknowledge the immense
losses in the aggregate which would result
from the general failure properly to house
and care for this class of machinery. An in-
vestment of such proportions in articles
which are used for only a comparatively
short time during each year must impress
one with the importance of providing suit-
able housing for the relatively long periods
when the implements are not in use.

It is unnecessary to provide an elaborate
or expensive building for this purpose, be-
cause its principal use is to protect the
machinery from the weather. The imple-
ment house is unlike the barn, which,
especially in cold climates, must be built
to protect stock from the cold, or the gran-
ary, which must be capable of holding a
great weight of grain. All that is necessary
is a building of simple construction, strong
enough to support its own roof, together
with the possible snow loads, and rigid
enough to resist wind pressure.

Perhaps the cheapest, most available
and commonly used material is wood,
which, if kept carefully painted, is reason-
ably durable. Galvanized corrugated sheet
metal is also used to some extent, either for

tice to use two doors to each opening
These may be operated independently or
may be flexibly connected together by two
strips of steel or wood, one near the top of
the door and the other near the bottom.
This permits the movement of the two sec-
tions as one, but overcomes to a large
extent the tendency of large doors to warp.

It is frequently desirable to partition off
one end of the implement house to be used
as a garage. In that case an 8-foot opening
into the garage may be provided. The
garage should have a concrete floor, and
windows enough to give good light. A
small work-bench and a cupboard for stor-
ing supplies, etc., will be found conven-
ient. In fact, if the garage is made a trifle

large and a door opening is provided into
the main part of the implement house, it'

will be very convenient to use in making
light machinery repairs.

Do You Believe This?
By P. C. Grose (Ohio)

IN OUR section of northwestern Ohio,
land is selling from $150 to $200 an acre,

and many farms still have a small area of
woodland. In most cases these are being
preserved—that is, they are not cut off

entirely, but the decayed and fallen trees
are used up each year, with possibly an
occasional green stick for wood or lumber.

The openings in an implement shed must be large enough to accommodate the
widest farm machinery

covering the entire building or only for the
roof. Concrete is best for the foundation
walls and piers. If built in a well-drained
location, floors are unnecessary. Floors of
concrete are, however, sometimes used to
good advantage.
Open implement sheds—that is, struc-

tures having a roof and with one or more
sides open—are sometimes built to shelter
farm tools, but, generally speaking, a
building which can be closed all around and
yet built with doors in such a way that an
opening is available at any point on one
side is the most satisfactory and service-
able. If farm tools are to be housed at all,

the slight additional expenditure necessary
to close entirely the building will assure
them being well housed.
The implement house shown in the illus-

tration is about 28x64 ft. in size. The roof
is covered with corrugated galvanized
sheet metal. A concrete floor in one end
provides a place for buggies with rubber
tires or other vehicles which should not
stand on a dirt floor. This building has
two 16-foot doorways on the side illus-

trated, and one 16-foot doorway on the
opposite side, giving easy access to any
part of the building. One continuous door
hanger track extends along the entire side
on which the two doors are located.

The openings in an implement house
must be of large size, about 16 feet wide to
accommodate the widest farm machines,
and sliding doors are the only practical
kind. Swing doors of large size are sure to
warp and sag, especially when made of

stock lumber. They are also subject to
being blown about by the wind, damaging
either the door or the hinge fastenings.
Although the doors of this building are

made in one section, it is much better prac-

Your Field Acreage
By E. V. Laughlin

IT IS comparatively easy to figure the

acreages of rectangular fields when
the same have produced corn; provided,

of course, that the rows are the standard
distance of 3 feet 6 inches apart. Count
the hills each way and multiply these

results together. Next divide by 3,556,

the approximate number of the square

areas enclosed between four adjacent

hills of corn. The quotient will be the

area of the field in acres.

In the last year, however, a number of
progressive and close-figuring farmers cut
off their wooded areas entirely, selling the
timber and working the tops into fuel wood.
At first the effect upon our minds was stag-
gering. Our attitude was severely critical.

We are not so sure, however, but that
figures lend generous approval to their
methods. So far we have been preserving
our woodland, about twelve acres, using
little save the decayed and fallen pieces.

Our figures arrayed themselves in some-
what this fashion: 12 acres at $175 an acre
amounts to $2,100. This sum at six per
cent interest equals $126 per annum. Thus
we were brought to consider the simple
proposition that the woodland, unless it

wasAincreasing at the rate of at least $126
a year, had better be cut off, the timber
sold and worked into fuel wood, and the
land put to crops.

NOTE: Not all of our readers will agree with
Mr. Grose on this question. If you disagree
with him, write us and tell why. We will pay
for all replies which we accept. The Editor.
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"My Secret"

[CONTINUED PROM PAGE 30]

antipathy. This enmity led to a fist fight be-

tween us in which I got decidedly the better

of the encounter. After that our fellow

student "cut me dead," until one afternoon

we met in the hallway of our rooming house,

when he deliberately got in my way and
tried to shove me to one side. He was at

least thirty pounds lighter than I, but
prided himself on his wrestling abilities.

I saw he was aiming to get into a bout
with me, defeat me in the contest, and thus

revenge his room-mate.

!j[ . "Come on, you big bully!" he cried, and
immediately we were clinched, and sparring

for advantage. He was wiry and quick as a

Bat; but I was his superior in muscular
strength. I did not become angry until

he called me a "big bully." That riled me,
and getting him across my left hip I gave
him a fling with my whole body, which
sent him head-first into the hallway. His

head struck a door jamb, and he lay

motionless, blood running from his nose

and mouth.
Sure I had killed him instantly, I stood

staring at him in horror, until presently

he moved slightly and moaned a little. I

looked about for possible witnesses to the

affray, and, seeing no one, I carried the
young man into my room, which was
close by, placed him on the bed and shut
and locked the door. After I had bathed
his face, neck and wrists in cold water, he
was able to sit up.

"It was all my fault, old man," he said.

"I had no business to tackle you; but I

was so sore at you for beating up my chum
that I decided to pick a scrap with you,

|get the better of you, and tell all the boys
iabout it. But," he went on quickly, "please

don't say anything about it. I don't want
my chum to know."
He was ill, off and on, during the rest

of the term, and died at his home a month
later. His physician diagnosed his case

as a small fracture at the base of the brain,

which the patient claimed he had sustained
in a fall down a stairway. I let the matter
rest at that, feeling sorry for my part in

the accident, but that it would do no one
any good to reveal, publicly, "my secret."

H. v. s.

Maybe Your Boys Could

Do This Too
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8]

to Willie, but he had none, for he finished

second. His penmanship and lack of busi-
ness ability lost for him. Johnny's calf

didn't do as good as Willie's, but his report
was better written.

Both boys are well known by the most
prominent live-stock men in the county.
John Clay, a doughty Scotchman who is

known internationally in the live-stock
world, is a great friend of the boys; and
when they are in Chicago he takes them
all around.
The calves they had this year were sold

them at a nominal price by L. B. Cannum,
an Angus breeder of Aledo, Illinois. He
became attached to the boys three years
ago, when he saw them win in a calf-

club contest, and offered them the best of
his herd the next year.
The bull which sold for $600 was sold

at auction at Chicago, in connection with
the International. The bidding on stock
up to that time was slow, but when the
kids entered the ring with their yearling
the contest became hotter than any time
during the afternoon. After the sale the

|

breeders immediately wanted the boys
^o join the association, and they did.

"The hardest job we have is when we
get mail orders," said the father, "and
quite a business is done in this manner.
Johnny takes care of the letters, and Willie
picks out the hogs. The reason I say it is

hard is because I don't know if Willie's
selection will suit the buyer; but we have
never had any kicks, so I guess the little

rascal knows the business.
"The bulk of our hogs have gone to

Kentucky, Maine, Missouri, Pennsyl-
vania, Illinois, and Iowa. There are other
States, of course, but the biggest business
is in these."

I think this story contains a big idea for
fathers. This man let his sons show the
stuff that is in them, and he is not worried
about the future of the boys. Moreover,
the boys are not discontented with farm
life. They are in business; the only danger
is that they will have made too much of a
success and will have retired before they
have served their usefulness.

How They Praise
They Compare the New Light Weight Car
to High Powered, High Priced Automobiles

Essex Performance

Essex performance is now talked of so gener-

ally among motorists that you should know
what they are saying.

Hundreds of thousands have seen the Essex.

They have admired its costly car appearance.

They speak of its completeness in appointment

and how it differs from other light weight,

moderate priced cars.

But they grow enthusiastic over Essex

performance. A car at its price and of its

weight was never expected to possess such hill

climbing and acceleration capacity. The stand-

ard it sets has been known only in the large

high priced field.

And in speed and easy riding qualities it also

matches the cars which sell at two or three

times its price.

You hear on every side how steadily it

holds the road at speeds difficult to maintain

even with some larger cars. And as for ease

of riding there seems no standard known
to motor cars that the Essex does not

surpass.

Remember these are not our claims. They
are the frank and voluntary praise of tens of

thousands. You can find Essex friends wher-

ever you go.

We advertise merely to induce you to ask

about Essex and to arrange to take an early

ride in it. You will surely become one of its

friends. Perhaps you will want to own an

Essex, and if that is so the sooner you learn to

know it the better.

Sales already are far in excess of production.

If you delay you might have to wait a long

time to get your car.

The price is 31395 for a five passenger model
at Detroit.

Learn Auto
^Tractor Business
Immense growth of the industry, fol-
lowing the war, has made greater de-
mand than ever for garages and motor

I mechanics. Learn In 6 to 8 weeks.
I Same practical method, same enormous
equipment we used during war to train

thousands of soldier-mechanics for U. S. Army in
60 day courses. Free Book explains all. Write today.

RAKE AUTO & TRACTOR SCHOOL, k^sasc^'; mo.

10,000Miles
guaranteed and

\ No Punctures
After ten years test by thou-
sands of car users, Briotson
PneumaticTireshavesolved
pneumatio tire problem.
Easy riding,absolutelyproof
against punctures, blow-
outs,ruts,rim cut,skidding,
oil, gMollne. In abort trouble
proof. Written 10,000 mite guar -

ontee. Some go 15 to 20.000.

TRY "EM AT OUR EXPENSE
Hake as prove It. Don't pay if

not satisfied. Write to-day for
details of most liberal, convincing
"Free Trial" plan ever offered.

Sent with illustrated,descriptive book

The Brictson Mfg. Co., Dept. 85-

619 W. O. W. Blder.; Omaha, Nebr.

FORD RADIATORS
of Highest
Efficiency

F. O. B. Detroit
Finished in either
nickel or black
enamel and packed

T, T . , „ — . in strong cartons-
Weight complete only 35 pounds.

National^gj^lc l̂
'ADIATOR

The new Ford National ZIG ZAG Radiator
is equal in material, workmanship and finish
to those installed upon the world's most ex-
pensive cars. One on your sturdy Ford will
add greatly to its appearance and efficiency.
It wm prevent overheating under the hardest driving
conditions. Flexibility, allowing unusual expansion
and contraction, eliminates ordinary radiator freezing
troubles. A national ZIGZAG Radiator ensures great-
er driving comfort and economical motor efficiency.

A$k Your Dealer or Write Ve Direet

NATIONAL CAN COMPANY
Radiator Division Detroit, Mich.

REEMAM
: "afGARDEN TRACTOR* ^
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Dependable

Spark Plugs

Dynamometer Test
Guarantees Dependability

IN the Dynamometer De-
partment of our labora-

tories, daily tests duplicate

the varied work sparkplugs
must perform.

These tests show the
greater resisting power of

our famous No. 3450 In-

sulator together with our
patented abestos gasket
construction.

Champion Spark Plug
Champion Spark Plug Company,

Extreme care in manu-
facture, close inspection and
rigid production tests are

added factors which enable
Champion Spark Plugs to

stand up and keep going
better and longer.

There is a Champion Spark

Plug for every type of motor car,

motor truck, tractor, motorcycle,

and stationary engine.

Company, Toledo, Ohio
of Canada, Ltd., Windsor, Ontario

Champion %-18
A 44, Price $1.00

^Titers Indigo Qwm
@1/ Standard, for over 75 years ^

Look for the
boot trade-mark

on the back of the
doth. Inside the

before you buy.

Men's Overalls, Jumpers, Uniforms
Miss Stifel Indigo Cloth— for women's overalls and work clothes.

The strongest, fast color, work-garment cloth made.

Garments made at
Stifel Indigo sold by
dealers everywhere

J. L. STIFEL & SONS w««
. Mahwfift 1 1rfff of
Wheeling, W.Va. 100 Church St., N. Y. the doth o.iy

INSYDE TYRES Inner Armor
for Auto Tires. Doable mileage, prevent blow-
outs and punctures. Easily applied in any tire.

Thousands sold. Details free. Agents wanted.
Amer. Accessories Co., Dept. 116, Cincinnati

CAyr When Buying
OHV L Antn Supplies

<aThis

FREE
100 Page

Book
Will Show
You How

Bargain Prices |— Over 2,000,000 motorists will see this book. We
ZZ want you to eee it, too. Our low prices on well~ known auto supplies have opened the eyes of
S autoists all over the U. S. They buy from us be-™ cause they save money—that is the only reason™ we can expect your order. Over 2,000 selections2 to choose from— tireB, spark plugs, batteries,
« bumpers.wrenches, spotlights—in fact, practical-
— ly everything you will need. Compare ourprices.

EE Reduced Prices on Riverside
= 5,000 Mile Auto Tires
2 Riverside Tires are now priced the lowest they— have been in months. This new FREE book tells— all about them—the prices prove Riverside Tires— give you "Mostfor the Money." Write now for— your FREE copy of this book. Address the
r: house nearest you.

= Dept.

= C-99

« Chicago Kanwti City Fort Worth Portland, Ore.

siiiiii liiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii urn iiiiiiiiiif?

A1RLES<

Can't Puncture
Can't Blow Out

Piers of live, elastic rubber
built about one inch apart inside

the casing and vulcanized or welded
to it take the place of an inner tube.
Nothing can happen but wear. 30 x 3 and

30 x 3J4 sizes only—Ford Sizes. More than 50,000
cars equipped with them in 6 years.

R 1 C lN^Otl^V 'n becoming our exclusiveUlg IVlUIlCy dealer in your county. Tire
experience unnecessary. Write today for terms.

Dept. F.F.Jhe Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co., Dayton, 0.

BE
AN Expert
Auto and Tractor Mechanic
Earn $100 to $400 a Month
Don't be a misfit and continue at
email pay in work you don't
like. If yon want to be happy
and contented set into
work that is pleasurable
and profitable. Get Into
the Auto and Tractor Game. '

Come to the Sweeney
Cnhnnl The wonderfulOUIUUI Sweeney System of

,

Practical Training will prepare
yon to earn big money aa an auto
and tractor expert in a few weeks.
No books used and no previous experience
necessary. You learn Dy doing: actual work,

"

If you are ambitious opportunity is calling;
you. The Sweeney School will show you the road to Success.

Write for My Big Free Catalogue S£U"ffiM
whole story of the Million Dollar Sweeney School. Write
for it today—NOW. The Sweeney School News will alao be
Bent you free. E. J. SWEENEY, President
THE SWEENEY SCHOOL, Auto, Tractor, Aviation

The Million Dollar Trade School
Dept. 112, Sweeney BhJg.. Union Station Plaza, KaNStS CITT. M0.

FARM AND FIRESIDE

Why I Don't Have to Work So
Hard on My Farm Any More

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9]

individual cow, but production paid for

this trouble. A ration with lots of car-

bohydrates will make one cow fat, and
another will get thin on the same ration.

This must be changed so as to meet the
individual animals in order to get the best
results.

Now I feed the cows about one pound of

grain for every three and one-half pounds
of milk produced. The more the animal
produces the greater is the grain allowance.
However, I give the cows all of the clover
or alfalfa hay they will clean up, and from
30 to 35 pounds of

silage per head daily.

The grain ration is

composed of corn,

oats, gluten feed,

and oil meal. The
hay and silage, in

liberal amounts,
serve as bulk to the
grain ration, and at
the same time
cheapen the cost of

production.
I have a son, Roy,

who is a junior at
the University of Illi-

nois. During the va-
cation months he
helps out on the
farm, and this gives
him a splendid
chance to put into operation some of the
theoretical stuff he gets at college during
the year. This is also profitable to me, for

I watch him closely, and learn many things
about scientific agriculture which are help-
ful, and which I would never get if left to
myself.
He is back at school now, having re-

cently been discharged from the officers'

training camp in Texas. He enlisted in the
army, but his good work got him the chance
to become an officer. He is only twenty
years of age, and is specializing in dairying
and farm management.
When I took over my farm I used to

make butter and sell it to the people in

what is possible through the use of the!
most modern methods. I keep daily rec-

1

ords of my business. I can tell what is I

what in a minute, and at the end of the I

year I can tell how much I have made. I

This helps me in many ways, and figuring I

my income tax is only a minute's work. The I

figures are taken from my books, which arel
also used by the college men in their rec- I

ords.

When I have a cow which is producing I

below my standard of 8,000 pounds of
J

milk, and I can replace her with a higher
producing cow, I sell

Foss and one of his prize producers

her. The really un
profitable animals go
to the butcher, but
the others I sell to
farmers. My word is

my bond, and before
I sell a cow to a
farmer I tell the matt
what she has done
for me, what I am
feeding her, and how rc

much. Of course, fc.

some complain they; h
can't get the same
results, but this J_
due to their failure I

to handle the animal l&

as I have done. L
Each cow ist

chargedwith all of them
;

labor it takes to care for, feed, and milk her; I

S

she pays for her feed, interest on the in- Is
vestment, rent of the barn, depreciation, lit

and all costs which pertain to her. Her
credits are milk, increase in value, manure,
and calves. The cows are charged $3 a ton
for straw as bedding, and only get a credit
of $1.50 a ton for manure.

I have figures on the individual cow, and
thus keep a check on each animal. The
herd, as a whole, is producing more than
300 pounds, and I hope for 400 pounds.

Aside from improvement of dairying, I

have learned things about soil manage-
ment and what fertility means to produc-
tion. Like feeding cows, the soil must have

Prize Contest Announcement

How I Make My Work Easier on the Farm

FARM AND FIRESIDE will pay, respectively, $15, $10, and $5
for the best three letters from.farmers telling, in 500 words or so,

the systems they have worked out with their own heads to increase

their farm income and at the same time do less hard work. If you
have done this you owe it to your fellow farmers to pass the good news
along. We will pay for all letters we use in addition to the three prize

letters. Address Contest Editor, Farm and Fireside, 381 Fourth
Avenue, New York City, and get your letter in by June 25th.

The Editor.

Freeport, a town nine miles from my farm;

but when the condenseries began to get

common I decided I couldn't compete
with them, and also found I could get more
for my milk by selling it to them.
There are 96 acres in my farm, and al-

most all of it is under cultivation, for I aim
to grow practically all of my feed. Of
course, I have to buy some mill feeds and
oil meal; but all of the corn, oats, silage,

and hay are produced on my farm. In
doing this I don't sell any of my fertility.

I can go into any field and dig up manure
which has not rotted. We clean the barn
every day, and spread the manure as soon

as the wagon is loaded. This saves a big

job at one time, and by use of a carrier I

can easily clean the barn and load the

spreader.
In 1908 I bought a pure-bred Holstein

cow, and bred it to a registered sire which
the University of Illinois loaned me. For
fourteen years I have been working in con-

junction with the college, and it has been
to my benefit. The results, however, are

mutual, for my experience with their

methods is used as a leverage on other

farms.
Somehow or other some men claim there is

too much theory about colleges. I haven't
found this to be true; and in order to con-

vince other farmers of the value of breed-
ing, balancing rations, milk-testing, and
the like, my experiences are used to show

fertilizer to maintain and increase yields,

and through a medium of manure, lime-

stone, and legumes I increased my crops
greatly during the last eighteen years.

My corn crop now runs around 60 bushels
an acre, compared with 30 bushels which I

got the first year. I am for permanent farm-
ing, and for this reason I am always looking
to the future. I must have feed for my
cows, and the cheapest way to get it is to

produce it myself. Practically the only
plant food that gets away from the farm is

in the milk and hogs, and the manure, leg-

umes, and the manure of the oil meal and
gluten replace this.

I often have been asked why I keep a
man on such a small place, and why I

didn't put in a milking machine as a labor

saver. I only milk 14 cows, and two of us

do this as quickly as a machine. Besides,

when I want to get away a day or two I

can because I have a man. I am not a

slave to work. This idea of sun-up to sun-

down, every day in the year and every year
of my life, does not appeal to me.

In the busy season one of us can be in

the barn and the other in the field. We
don't have to kill ourselves in this way, for

we know what is to be done, and do it.

Hired help is hard to get, and I believe

in human treatment of my man. If I

work him too hard I soon get a«reputa-

tion, and a good hand around a dairy farm
is not the easiest person to find.
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How the Trees on Your Farm
Help You Grow Better Crops

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6]

well -grown tree.
The point is to
avoid cutting off

the small roots and
tendrils by which
the tree obtains
nourishment from
the ground. If a
tree has a top 15
feet across.the roots
will spread out
under the ground .

for about the same
distance. The only
safe way is to tie a
string to the trunk,
measure off eight

feet, and then draw
a circle 16 feet in

diameter about the
tree.Then dig down
all around this cir-

cle, carefully work-
ing underneath the
roots. A hole 16
feet in diameter
should be made
ready to receive

the tree as soon as

it has been taken
up. Pour in plenty
of water when you
fill in the earth after the tree has been set

in place.

Many farmers depend on the trees on
their land for their summer firewood.

This wood usually consists of scrub wil-

lows or elm, windfalls, and the trimmings
from larger ornamental trees about the

farm.
Small wooded tracts are quite common

»n many Middle Western farms. They
may be of some benefit to the farmer
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through the harbor-
ing of birds that kill

crop-destroying
insects, but that
factor is too small
to be considered in

comparison to the
value of the land
for cropping pur-
poses. These tracts

are not large
enough to draw a
great deal of mois-
ture, and are usu-
ally along creeks or

lowlands where
there is enough
moisture anyway.
Paying taxes on
such land is a los-

ing proposition,and
you can't blame a
farmer for clearing

it as quickly as
possible, and turn-
ing it into cash.
A tree or trees in

the middle of a
field may look nice
from an artistic

standpoint, but
the farmer is no

artist. The shade from one such tree
may cost the farmer from $10 to $50 every
year. Can you blame him for cutting it

down?
I think every farmer is anxious to have

as many trees around his buildings as
possible. They improve the appearance of
his home and increase its value. But it is

different with cultivated land. Here shade
is something to be avoided, from an
economic standpoint.

A Farmer's Thoughts on Jury Service
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23]

as in anything else. I know this much:
if I'm ever arrested for any crime I'm
going to be asked to be tried by the judge
alone if I'm innocent, and by the jury if

I'm guilty. I'm willing to let the judge
mete out justice if I didn't do any wrong;
if I did any wrong, I'll take my chances on
being able, with the help of a good lawyer,

to hoodwink the jury and make my
getaway.
Anybody can scold, I realize that. My

Services on the jury and my scolding are of

no value if I can't suggest any remedies.
Well, let's see: I'm not egotistical enough
to believe that anything an individual

farmer has to say will result in amending
the federal or the state constitutions and
changing the course of jurisprudence.

But I said in the beginning I had some
very positive convictions, and I'm going
to express them, whether they do anybody
else any good or not. If I had the power I

would change our present jury system in

the following manner:
First: I would cut down the size of the

jury from twelve to six or seven, thus
reducing the expense one-half and making
necessary only one half as many men,
leaving the others to their more or less

useful and honorable occupation.
Second: I would make the jury service

compulsory on all men, just as military
service was made compulsory under the
draft law during the war. Why should one
man be obliged to leave his business and
serve for five or six weeks, or even longer,
while thousands never serve at all? I
would compel every voter, with certain
restrictions perhaps, to serve whenever
called, for one week or ten days or two
weeks, and then be exempted for a year or
two or five, as the situation demands,
according to population of county, and
so on.

Third: I would make a verdict possible
on the agreement of two thirds or three
fourths of the number on the jury, instead
of unanimous, except in cases where human
life was at stake. I have seen too many
cases come to nothing and eventually be
dismissed because one man out of twelve
held out and refused to abide by the
decision of the majority. My suggestion
is the practice in some States; I would
make it general.

Fourth: I would change the laws so as

to minimize the number of actions to be
tried before a jury, and increase the number
to be tried before the court alone.

Fifth: I would work out some scheme
whereby the judge would have the main
legal questions argued to him in advance
of a jury's being selected, in order to
avoid the practice of taking cases away
from the jury after much time had been
consumed.

Sixth: I would limit the number of
jurors to be examined in -any one case to a
much smaller number than now, making
both sides agree to take a jury of whatever
size, no one of whom was found, on brief

examination, to have any interest or
prejudice in the case. It might, perhaps,
be advisable to have the judge examine the
jury, to save time and repetition of ques-
tions.

Seventh: I would prevent jurors being
disbarred from a case simply because they
had intelligence enough to read about a
case, provided they had not formed any
preconvinced opinion as a result of what
they read.

Eighth: I would allow a witness to
"tell the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth," after taking an
oath to do so, and would no more permit a
lawyer to prevent a witness' doing this

than I would allow him to tamper with a
witness outside of court.

I guess that's enough, to begin with.
When these things have been accomplished,
I think I know of two or three dozen
farmers in my neighborhood who will be
much more willing to sit as jurors than
they are just at present.

I'm back on the farm, after a month in

town. I had to live at a boarding house
and eat "store food" for a month, and I'm
heartily tired of it all. The farm never did
look so good as when the afternoon "local"
dropped me off at the town where we do
our trading and my wife and oldest boy
met me with the car. I know this much:
it will take a murder or some principle to
which I am willing to give almost my life

before I will bring any action in any court.
I'll do most anything to settle any and all

disputes out of court, rather than to go
before any jury of "twelve good men and
true" and abide by the verdict they may
bring in on the evidence the court may or
may not allow to come before them!

Before
A typical view of West
Michigan Pike,

,
Van

Buren County, Mich.,
before Tarvia was used.

Preserves Roads
Prevents Dust-

A view of the same sec-
tion of the some road
after Tarvia was used.
Note smooth, dustless,
easy-traction surface.

THE "Before" photograph
above shows a section of

West Michigan Pike, Van Bu-
ren County, Michigan, as it

looked in the summer of 1916.

But the taxpayers of Van
Buren County realized that

such roads as this not only

hampered the development of

the county and made travel

difficult, but that in the long

run they cost the community
more than good easy-traction

roads.

The "After" picture shows
the same road, photographed
at exactly the same spot, after

macadamizing and treating

with "Tarvia-B."

West Michigan Pike is now
a firm, mudless, dustless road,

water-proof and automobile
proof, over which full loads

can be hauled to market with
speed and economy.

And wisely, the taxpayers of

Van Buren County propose to

keep this road new. Last year

they gave it a second treat-

ment with "Tarvia-B." Thus
at very small expense they
protected their original in-

vestment and now have a fine

piece of highway that brings

their markets at South Haven
and Watervliet miles nearer

to each other.

The satisfaction felt over
the vast improvement effected

by the use of Tarvia is offi-

cially expressed inthefollowing

letter from the engineer of

the Van Buren County Road
Commissioners, Paw Paw,
Michigan:

"The Van Buren County Road
Commission has been using
'Tarvia-B' for some years to main-
tain about 20 miles of macadam road
and it has given the greatest satis-

faction. We have entirely got rid

of dust and ravelling and it is the
opinion of many observers that the
roads get better instead of worse.

"This year we had about two
miles of macadam which was so bad
that the State Highway Depart-
ment advised covering it with gravel

but instead we patched the holes

with 'Tarvia-KP' (which by the way
is something that is indispensable

in our business) and treated the
surface with 'Tarvia-B' and stone
chips and today the road is in better

shape than when new.

"We also have been trying out
'Tarvia-B' on a trunk line gravel

road, the gravel testing about 75%
stone. The results have been very
good in spite of the heavy traffic. It

produces a smooth, durable surface

which will be better the second and
third year than the first. We are

now building a 30,000 gallon storage

tank so that we can always have a

supply on hand when we want it.

"Aside from treating the roads
with 'Tarvia-B' there is no main-
tenance cost but a little attention

to holes and drainage.

"Tarvia has solved our macadam
road troubles for us.

"Dana P. Smith,
"County Road Engineer."

The use of Tarvia will give

any community or state all-

the-year-round roads that are

dustless in summer, mudless
in spring and fall, frost-proof

in winter, and that are easy
to maintain at a low cost.

Illustrated booklet describing the various Tarvia treatments free on request.
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'

^eijre'More'Dian Accessories"

Stewart-Equip Your Ford for Greater
Convenience, Safety and Economy
Do you know how far you go and how fast you go? You should,

not only because of the increased motoring satisfaction it gives

you, but also from an economy standpoint. You can then check

your motoring costs, know how much mileage you are getting

from gasoline, oil and tires and prevent costly fines from speeding.

A Stewart Speedometer provides the ONLY ACCURATE means of obtaining

this most essential information. Automotive engineers have decided this point. That's

why 95% of all cars use the Stewart as standard equipment. Why
"

sshould you experiment? Install a Stewart Speedometer and our Special

Stewart Instrument Board and know you have
the best.

Stewart Custombilt Necessities are the

highest grade, most popular Ford Accessories.

Any good dealer will be glad to show them
to you.

Stewart

Autoguard

for Fords—$10.00

Stewart

YRjj

/%An&l if i DU CQ TC D One man, one horse, one row.
I"HUM f" 1 L " Self Gathering. Equal to a Corn
I* II fin Binder. Sold direct to Farmers for 22 yeare. Only $25

with fodder binder. Free Catalog showing pictures
of Harvester. PROCESS CORN HARVESTER CO., Salina, Kans.

10 cut
IN ENGINE PRICES*
KEROSENE - GASOLINE

2 to 30 H-P.
Immediate Shipment
Stationary, Portable or j

Saw-Rig—all at greatly
j

reduced prices. Best*
Engine— longest rec-
ord— strongest guarantee. Choose your own
terms. No cot in quality, but a big cut in price
for quick action. Write for new cut-prie* cata-
log—FREE, po*tp«ld--ED. H. WITTE, Pres.

W1TTE ENGINE WORKS
2064 Oakland Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
2064 Empire Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Clear Out Rats in 3 Nights
"Rough on Rata" rids your premises of all

rats and mice in 3 nights. Change the bait
you mix with "Rough on Rats"—that's the
secret. Rats won't eat the same food that
they know killed others. Varying the bait
fools them. Druggists and general stores sell

"Rough on Rats"—the most economical, surest
exterminator. Write for "Ending Rats and
Mice." Mailed free to you.

E. S.WELLS |

Chemist
DIE IM THI | Jersey Chy

,

N. 1.

Money-MskifiQ Fsrnts sLckVSoii'croDs^fX^S-
cluded to settle quickly. Write for big illustrated catalogue.
E. A. Strout Farm Agency 2026 0. P. SunSldg. New York

ft
This Dollar

Magazine Sent

FREE in Return for

Name of your Dealer

THE EXPERIMENT .

STATION REVIEW

TELL US the kind of
stock DIP or liquid

LICE PAINT you use and **

the name of dealer where
you buy it. In return we will mail you The T
Experiment Station Review—a splendid poul- \

try and livestock magazine. Contains review of

all livestock and poultry bulletins from 50 state

experiment stations. Also photographs of 32
Champions at last International Livestock Ex-
position. Write today.

THE RE1LLY COMPANY, Dept. 131, Indianapolis, tub*.J

PAINT
Prices down aeain. Send
for sheet of paint bar-
gains—starring at $1.75
per gallon in barrel lots.
Every gallon backed by
our $10,000 guarantee
of money -back -if -not-
satisfied. Farmers, every-
where, have found our
paint stands up for years.
Write for Bulletin of Bar-
gains.

Manufacturers Outlet
Department

BUFFALO HOUSEWRECKING
503 Walden Avenue

What I Have Learned from Six Years
as a Sagebrush Settler

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15]

running short. Although my credit was
good at the grocery and hardware stores,
I couldn't plant groceries or hardware. I
needed 75 pounds of alfalfa seed, which
would cost $15; to secure the seed I had to
make a payment down of at least $5. Five
dollars! The amount was so small it was
irritating.

My tools I could not sell; they were es-
sential. I had borrowed money from my
friends back East until they no longer
wrote to me. I should have hired out to
work, but my neighbors had no more mon-
ey to pay wages than I had. And without
that alfalfa seed I was gone.

Just as things were looking blackest,
Chub, one of my two horses, took sick with
impaction. I had had no grain to feed him
that first winter—nothing but straight al-
falfa hay, not of the best quality. I can't
write of those three days he was sick, or of
the utter hopelessness that seized upon me.
What was I to do? How was I to farm
with 40 cents in the bank and only one

you'd 'a* got a crop of grain from the land."
"But," I objected, "the government bul-

letin says alfalfa does better without a
nurse crop."

Otto spat contemptuously.
"I saw you reading your bulletin. Where

was that bulletin made?—on the Salmon
tract? Not much! It was made up at
Moscow, where the soil and the climate
are plumb different. Hard-headed farmer*
have proved that alfalfa does need a nurse
crop when it's planted in the Twin Falls
district. Use your brains, son, when yoiJ
read government bulletins."
My other nine acres, which I had cleared!

during the winter, I put in oats that second}
summer. I threshed 450 bushels in the fall.

It brought me $335. I was safe, on slii

going, for another year. But how far b
hind my schedule!

During the summer I also dug a cisteni
and cleared thirteen more acres of brusl^
and rock. Again I went out with the
thresher, and earned enough to pay m;

Me and two of my best pals

< SALVA6E CO.

Buffalo, N. Y.

horse? Big, clumsy, gentle-eyed Chub!
The morning after Chub died I did a

thing I would give much to forget. I
skinned Chub, and sold the hide for $6.
My alfalfa seed was safe.

For my plowing I borrowed a horse from
one of the neighbors who had more stock
than he needed.

I hitched up to the buckboard one morn-
ing to drive to Hagerman Valley. Otto
Travers came along as I was getting in, and
I invited him to ride. Travers and I had
revised our estimates of each other and had
become good friends.

We stopped for an hour near the Oregon
Short Line, to watch two trains being load-
ed with sheep.
The loading of the sheep was tame. The

animals followed the leader with the great-

est willingness and apparent satisfaction.

"Them's sheep," said my companion.
"Of course they're sheep," I laughed.
"Don't you see what they're like?"
"No, nothing in particular."

"Well," drawled Otto, "you will in time.

You'll see it sudden-like."
When I came to sow my alfalfa I was ad-

vised by my neighbors to sow wheat or
oats with it, for a nurse crop. But my
government bulletin on alfalfa stated ex-

plicitly that the chances for a stand of grass

were better without a nurse crop. Now,
in my eyes, government bulletins were in-

fallible. I sowed my alfalfa alone. The
plants came up splendidly; it was what the
neighbors called a "perfect stand."

In two weeks or so, about the time the

hot weather began, I noticed the stalks of

the plants turning yellow. I found, too,

that, while
-

the soil underneath was moist,

a crust had formed on the surface. A few
days more and the plants began to whiten
and curl up. I went to Otto Travers for

advice.
"The crust," explained Otto, "is smoth-

ering the baby plants. The air and sun-
light can't get into the soil."

"What can I do for it?"

"You can't do nothing. You'll have to
wait till next year, and plant it over again.

If you'd planted a nurse crop of grain with
it, it would've shaded the ground and kept
the sun from baking the crust. Besides,

note at the bank and to buy a three-year-
old colt. Next year—next year I must
catch up!
During the following winter something

happened. Potatoes went to $1.50 a hun-
dred, a price that meant an average gross
return to the farmer of $300 an acre. Al-
falfa, meanwhile, became a drug on the
market, selling for $4 a ton in the stack.
This coincidence was overwhelming. The
third spring much alfalfa land was plowed
up throughout the Twin Falls district, and
replaced by a great acreage of potatoes.

All my neighbors were doing it, and they
were doing it whole-heartedly. I fell in

line.

I put in 15 acres of potatoes, mortgaging
my team to buy the seed. I also replanted
my seven acres of alfalfa—with a nurse
crop. The alfalfa made a fine stand, but,
of course, would produce no hay until the
following year. The potatoes were fine,

large, and plentiful; the price was not. The
price was 25 cents a hundred!

I sat down and began to figure what it

would cost me to put my crop of potatoes
on board the cars at Twin Falls. I should
have to rent a digger and a sorter and three
extra horses. I should have to hire five

men and board them. To three of the men
I must pay $2.75 a day; to the other two,
five cents a sack for picking the potatoes
from the ground after they were dug. I

must pay 10 cents apiece for the sacks and
10 cents a hundred to have the potatoes
hauled to town. I stopped figuring. The
market price of 25 cents was not enough
to go round.

I was not the only one that was caught.
Hundreds of acres of potatoes over the
tract were left to freeze and rot in the

ground because it did not pay to dig them.
The big money that year was made by a
small minority of the farmers in clover

seed. Clover seed made from $50 to $100
an acre—sure money.

I decided to put in clover the next spring.

But I did dig my potatoes. I dug them—1,500 sacks of them—and put them into

big pits in the field. And as I covered them
with dirt to a depth of eighteen inches it

seemed as if I buried with them something
of my youth. Daily I went out into the
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field and stared at the result of my year's

work, three mounds of dirt—1,500 sacks

of potatoes that were not wanted.
Then, one crisp October morning, I had

an idea. I sold the oats—the nurse crop

from the seven-acre alfalfa field—and
bought 40 shotes at four cents a pound.
On the strength of this purchase I had my
note at the bank extended. The banker
was a kindly old soul, very reasonable and
very sympathetic. There was no great

hurry, he said, so long as I paid my 12 per
cent interest. I could comprehend that.

I made a cooker from a discarded tank I

found in the city dump, and began to boil

potatoes for my pigs. And the rabbits

were fat that fall! Each evening I opened
a corner in my west fence, and during the
night the rabbits would troop in to feed on
young alfalfa. Sefore daylight I would
sneak out and close the opening, then turn
my two dogs loose. They killed from 10
to 25 big jacks every morning. Boiled
rabbits and the boiled potatoes, with a
dash of grain, put weight on those 40
shotes with remarkable rapidity. You
could see them grow. At the holidays they
weighed around 280 pounds each.
And then, for some reason I could never

quite fathom, unless it were that the pack-
ers' consciences were troubling them, the
price of hogs jumped from 4 cents to 8^
cents a pound. I sold my herd for $958.

I had done pretty well, I told myself, at
the end of that third season. After paying
the most pressing of my debts, I had $50
in cash. Twenty-five acres were cleared of

rock and brush, and I had three sides of my
place fenced. That was pretty fair, pretty
fair, but—I couldn't forget my schedule.
If I was not mistaken, that schedule called

for the paying off of the water contract this

year—$1,500 and interest. Anyhow, next
year

—

next year I would make a killing!

In the spring, naturally, thousands of

acres of clover were planted. I put in sev-
en acres of it myself, on a piece of ground
that was too rocky to plow. I compro-
mised by hauling off the rocks that were
on top, going over the ground with a disk
harrow, and sowing the seed broadcast. I

believe I was the only farmer on the Sal-

mon tract to get a stand of clover that
year. I should like to lay credit to my
superior intelligence, but there are too
many that know the facts.

The Twin Falls tract, to the north of us,

iiad plenty of water, but our Salmon tract

was short. The water company delivered
through our headgates barely eight inches
of water in place of the thirty inches we
were paying for. Now, the rest of the
farmers had put in grain with their clover,

and the grain took all the moisture. But
in my clover patch, which had been too
rocky to plow for grain, weeds came up

—

sturdy, vigorous plants, mostly wild mus-
tard. That mustard grew to maturity in

tearly summer, using the spring moisture
istored in the ground. After that the stalks

remained standing, to shade the young
clover like the finest nurse crop in the
World; what is more, they took no more
moisture from the ground. I saved my
irrigation water until after the weeds had
ripened; the clover got all the benefit.

He Learns What Sheep Are

Eight tons of hay I cut from my seven
acres of alfala—almost enough to do me
through the winter After four years of

buying and hauling—heavens, but I was
proud of that first load of hay!
And now I came to figure up at the end

of my fourth year. I had not paid a cent
pn my contract to the water company, and
the interest was piling up at an alarming
rate. I was $300 in debt. I was more
determined than ever to find out whether
the trouble was with me or with this business
of farming.
I Alfalfa had been getting steadily higher.

'Tt went to $12 a ton the following winter.
I was surprised to find, when plowing time
came, that the farmers were again plowing
up their hayfields. A sugar factory; had
been built in Twin Falls during the winter,
and everybody was going to put in beets.
But to plow up more alfalfa! I could not
understand it. Dwelling, one afternoon,
on this puzzling fact, my mind went back
to that incident of the sheep-loading and
to Otto: "You'll see it sudden like."

I happened to meet Otto the next day.
"Otto," I said impressively, "I want to

ask you something. When a farmer hap-
pens to hit the market with a certain crop,
why do all the farmers plant that particu-
lar crop the next year?"

Otto screwed up his pale blue eyes and
chuckled: "Oh, you got it, did you?"

"No, but I haven't got it. I can't make
it out at all. Now, why do we farmers do
that?"
"Them's sheep," said Otto.

Otto had it right. There were farmers,
of course, who were exceptions. Invaria-
bly these exceptions were men who thought
beyond the limits of their farm and neigh-
borhood. They were men who discovered
new crops adapted to this new land; men
who watched the world markets of supply
and demand. Luck, we called it, when they
made big money on some one crop.

I sowed 10 acres more of alfalfa, with
oats, the fifth spring. The price of hay
was, to a large extent, fixed locally; and the
way alfalfa fields were being plowed up,
there was no earthly reason why the price

should not be high for three years to come.
This was the first time in four years I had
used my reasoning powers to connect the
present with the future.

Then He Bought More Land

I mowed the weeds on my clover patch
and tended the field carefully. Clover
seed had been a great success the previous
year, and the farmers with new stands of

clover began figuring what their profits

were going to be. I figured mine too.

Five hundred dollars was the least I would
take for my crop.
The seed formed full and plump; its de-

velopment was not affected by the aphis.

But at hulling time there was much swear-
ing. The honeydew, thick and viscous,

gummed up the machine, collected in mats
on the screens, and came out with the seed
in big balls. The average yield of seed was
one bushel to the acre, when it should have
been five to seven bushels.

I did a little better than the average; my
seven acres made 10 bushels. This 10
bushels, with my oats and a few tons of

hay I did not need myself, brought me
$600 for my fifth year's work.
From my $600 I paid some of my bills.

There was $30 left. I had made very few
improvements on the place the last two
years, and I had not paid a cent on the
water contract. Truly, I had done well to
discard my schedule!
The spring of my sixth year I was not

rushed with work, as most of my farming
land was in grass. I had plenty of time
to think. I was farming 28 acres of my
forty, the other twelve being too rocky to
touch. I could make a living on this 28
acres and, by planting the right crops, I

might perhaps make a little more than a
living. But handling 28 acres of field

crops is hardly considered a man's job. I

had taken a mighty unpromising piece of
ground and converted it into something
like a home. So far I had made good.
But if I really wanted to farm I must get
a larger place.

I decided to buy an 80-acre farm on the
Twin Falls tract—provided I had a good
hay crop this year, and the price fulfilled

my expectations.
Otto Travers came to work for me during

haying time. We were stacking hay one
day, and I was complaining of the heat, and
the hard work, and various other things.
"You oughtn't to be out in the brush this

way, Bill," said Otto. "You wasn't meant
to live so near the edges. You ought to be
down on the other tract where there's more
people. Get you a nice place down there,
and then you can rent this place to me next
year."
The idea of renting the place to him ap-

pealed to me. We sat down on the shady
side of the stack, talked over the terms of
the rental, and shook hands on the bargain.

"You'd better let me come along-with
you," he said, as he climbed back on the
stack, "when you go prospecting for your
new place. I'll help you pick out a good
place."

"Nothing doing, Otto," I replied. "I
want to keep you for a friend."
The hay turned out well. After the

third cutting I had 120 tons in the stack.
The price went to $20 a ton. I sold mine
for $17—how was I to know it would go to
twenty? But even at $17 a ton I consid-
ered my judgment vindicated.

I found 80 acres on the Twin Falls tract
that suited me, and from my alfalfa money
paid $1,200 down on it. I intend to keep
20 acres of the eighty in alfalfa, and to
practice diversified farming. My farm
has a gilt-edged water right; it is in a thick-
ly settled district; there are no rabbits near.
Incidentally, there are no rocks.

I have gone back to reading the govern-
ment bulletins; but, while I read, I try to
follow Otto's advice—to use my brains.
The nature of the crops I plant will depend
only partly on the fads and fashions of my
neighbors. I shall try to look beyond my
own eighty, beyond my own neighborhood,
and beyond my own State. I shall keep
on learning, I hope, new things about this
interesting business of farming, sometimes
by seeing others slip and stumble, but more
often by getting a good hard fall myself.

'fouCanTake Hills onHigh
WithoutAEnock

If you will keep your niotor free from carbon. That
knocking in your engine—the difficulty you have climbing
hills—poor pick-up—lack of power—noisy motor—pre-ig-

nition—in fact 80% of your engine trouble is caused by
carbon. Clean it out with

and your engine will run like it did the first 500 miles

—

quietly and full of "pep". And your gasoline consump-
tion will drop 12% to 25%.

You Can Do It Yourself
For 65c—five minutes' time—no labor—and without lay-

ing up the car, you, yourself, can remove all carbon de-
posits. No mechanical experience required.

If you will use Johnson's Carbon Remover every 500 miles,
giving carbon no chance to accumulate, you will automatically eli-

minate most valve trouble and your engine will always be clean and
sweet.

For Tractors—Gas Engines
Johnson's Carbon Remover will also remove carbon from
the motor of your tractor, giving it greater power and enabling it to
work more satisfactorily and economically. It will make your
tractor 100% efficient.

toseJOHNSON'S

{on high!

Johnson's Carbon Remover is recommended by
many car manufacturers including the Packard
and Studebaker Companies. Handled by all
representative dealers and jobbers. Insist upon
yours supplying you. For further information
write

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Dept. FF, Racine, Wis.
i-

.
-^M

Mad<? and Guaranteed by
SCJOHNSON ISON
Racine.'WiSconSiu , U-Sft

afOTTAWA
KEROSENE
ENGINES

Start: fasV m any weather. Pull steady.—TT7 ~~rrr%.9?Try b'8 overload. All sizesand styles. Wi H-P. to 22 H-P. 90 Days' TrialMoney Back Guarantee. Prompt shipment.
Low Prices Write for presentmoney saving

i, ^ ^ ,

prices and Free Book, telling
all you want to know about engines. Write today

OTTAWA MFG. CO. OTt»

prDMn7nMtrcuRES SICK chickens

UL II IIIULU IILKEEPS CHICKENSWELL
Preventive and curative of colds, roup, canker, swelled
head, sore head, chicken pox, limber neck, sour crop,
cholera, bowel trouble, etc. "The only remedy that did
my little chicks any good in case of bowel trouble," says
Mrs. Cora Wells, Abilene, Kan. "Our chickens were dying
badly with cholera. Germozone entirely stopped it,"
writes F. W. Sornberger, Geddes, So. Dak. "Have used
Germozone for the past 8 years and think there is nothing
to compare with it." says Mrs. M. F. Kelly, Salem, Neb.
"Germozone does all you say and more," says W. A. Sim-
mons, 1615 Sixteenth Ave., N. 'Birmingham, Ala. Good
also for rabbits, birds and pet stock.

GERMOZONE is sold generally at drug and seed stores.
Don't risk a substitute. We mail from Omaha postpaid
in new 25c, 75c and SI.50 sizes. Poultry books free.

Geo. H. Lee Co., Dept. 450, Omaha, Neb.

ai$uujii\

Western Canada
isas profitable as Grain Growinq

In Western Canada Grain Growing is a profit maker. Raising Cattle,

Sheep and Hogs brings certain success. It's easy to prosper where you
can raise20 to 45 bu. of wheat to the acre and buy on easy terms,

Land at $15 to $30 Per Acre
—Good Grazing Land at Much Less.
Railway and Land Co's. are offering unusual inducements to home-

seekers to settle in Western Canada and enjoy her prosperity. Loans made
for the purchase of stock or other fanning requirements can be had at low interest.

The Governments of the Dominion and Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatche-
wan and Alberta extend every encouragement to the farmer and ranchman.

You can obtain excellent land at low prices on easy terms, and get high prices
for your grain, cattle, sheep and hogs—low taxes (none on
improvements), good markets and shipping facilities, free
schools, churches, splendid climate and sure crops.

For illustrated literature, maps, description of lands for sale in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta, reduced railroad rates, etc., apply to Superintendent
of Immigration, Ottawa. Canada, or

F. A. HARRISON, 200 N. Second St., Harrisburg, Pa. O. G. RUTLEDGE, 301 E.
Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y. W. S. NETHERY, intern. ban Bldg., Columbus, O.
C. J. BROUGHTON, 112 W. Adams St., Chicago. III. GEORGE A. HALL. 123 Second
St., Milwaukee, Wis. R. A. GARRETT, 311 Jackson St., St. Paul, Minn.

Canadian Government Agents
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"The Vesuvius is my answer to the exactions of the modern motorfor
the development of a superior type of spark plug." —A. R. MoSLER.

In the cross-section illustration, note the double steps of the Vitite
insulator. It double-seats in the gaskets— top and bottom—dis-

tributing the pressure over its whole body, instead of a mere )4 inch
of shoulder—preventing breakage.

The completed core is assembled under patent No. 1,218,298 granted
A. R. Mosler—on a gas-tight center core assembly.

With shell of highest quality steel—electrode of nickel manganese
wire, that will not pit or corrode—hand-assembling and adjustment of
all its parts—and careful testing at every step of manufacture, this is

a Plug that insures perfect service under any and all conditions.

Sold at the standard price—$1.00. (In Canada $1.50.)

Vesuvius Tractor Plug—with Unbreakable Mica Insulation

—

the plug
for Tractor, Truck, and high-powered Car—$2.00 each— all dealers.

"Mosler on Spark Plugs" written by A. R. Mosler—authority on igni-
tion problems—sent free. Tells the right plug for all motors. Address

A. R. MOSLER & Co., New York, N. Y.
Also Manufacturers of Spitfire (platinum point) Plug $2.50, and Superior (Ford) Plug 75c

Export Representative—Automobile Sundries Co., 18 Broadway, New York City.

We Have Positions for Three Men
Who Own Automobiles

WE want men of good personal appearance, three of them,
for our Country Sales Department. We must have live

wires who own their own cars and can give their entire time to our
business. Selling experience is not as essential as good everyday
horse-sense and the quality of sticking to the job under trying

conditions. Middle West men with aknowledge of farming preferred.

Straight Salary and Expenses

We will pay the right men on a straight weekly salary and ex-

pense basis. Salary will be in accord with ability displayed.

This is a real opportunity to connect with a good paying, perma-
nent position. Cut out the coupon and send it in to-day. With it

send a letter telling just why you think you are qualified for this

work.

SEND THIS COUPON WITH YOUR REPLY

C. M. Mitchell

Country Sales Department
The Crowell Publishing Company, Springfield, Ohio

Gentlemen: I wish to make application for position in your Country Sales Department. I
enclose herewith full information as to past experience, etc.

I own a automobile which I can use in connection

with this proposition.

Box No Name

R.D. No Address.

Where You and I Have Got the

City Fellows Licked
[continued from page 10]

themselves about him as comfortably as
the coats of many discolorings that are
mine in Foxboro; nor can he, by any in-

genuity, contrive to wear more than one
suit at once. Poor little rich man, I say to
myself; poor hard-working little man, slav-

ing away for these masters of yours—your
valet and your butler and your gardener

—

would that I might take you away for a
week-end and teach you the ways of wis-
dom!

For you and I would sleep in a hard
bed, in Foxboro, that would be soft as the
petals of roses, because we had worked
and sweated all day, and are honestly
tired out. And in the morning we would
be summoned by the most magnificent
valet in the world, whose name is Apollo,
god of light; rising at his call, we would
clothe ourselves in bathing suits of the
vintage of 1897, or thereabouts, and,
issuing forth from our front door, while all

the birds joined in a triumphal chorus in

our honor, we would plunge into the

thought for the things of itself. Sufficient
unto the day is the evil thereof."

I say that very often, and as I have looked
at the worried, haggard faces of rich men,
I have wished that I might take every
millionaire—one at a time—for a few dayj
of hard work and quiet in Foxboro. The
world would be a better world if all the
so-called owners of it could learn the
lessons that our lake and garden and our
flowers have to teach.

Ours are not the most fertile acres in the
world. Someone has made the slanderoue
assertion that the Pilgrim Fathers neve?
would have landed in. New England if

they had not been seasick; and, while
every loyal New Englander denies that
foul aspersion, we will admit that certaii
other sections of the country yield a little

larger average crop to the acre. Never-
theless, we do raise at Foxboro some cropi
of infinite worth.
And first of all among these crops I

should list a certain glorious sense of inde-

Here is "Mike" Barton in front of "the ancestral home" at Foxboro

waters of our own little lake, and emerge
with such a sense of physical well-being
as no wealth can ever buy.
And after breakfast we would sally

forth across our domain. Perhaps it would
be our day for gardening; and, if so, we
would seize our tools and, while the sun
beat down upon our necks, pouring the
health-giving forces of the universe into us,

we would spade, and hoe, and think great
thoughts, and hold high converse together.
"The love of dirt," says Charles Dudley

Warner, "is among the earliest of passions
as it is the latest. Mud pies gratify one of

our first and best instincts. So long as we
are dirty we are pure. Fondness for the
ground comes back to a man after he has
run the round of pleasures, eaten dirt, and
sowed wild oats, drifted around the world,
and taken the wind of all its moods.
"The man who has planted a garden

feels that he has done something for the
good of the world. It is not simply beets
and potatoes and string beans that one
raises in a well-kept garden. There is life

in the ground. It goes into the seeds; and
it also, when stirred up, goes into the man
who stirs it."

Perhaps it would be our day for fishing,

and while we sat on the borders of the
lake we would listen to the lessons that the
Creator of the universe reserves exclusively
for the quiet and solitary places, and will

not under any circumstances impart amid
the whirl and distractions of a city. Or
maybe it is merely a day for moving about
among the flowers and hearkening to their

message. One hears it best by lying flat

upon his back; for the voices of flowers are

soft and low, and he must humble himself
who would catch their accents. To one in

such a position the blossoms bend their

heads and whisper:
"Consider the lilies of the field, how they

grow: they toil not, neither do they spin.

And yet I say unto you, That even Solomon
in all his glory was not arrayed like one of

these. Wherefore, if God so clothe the
grass of the field, which to-day is, and
to-morrow is cast into the oven, shall he
not much^more clothe you, O ye of little

faith? . . . Take therefore no thought for

the morrow; for the morrow shall take

pendence. It is a crop whose blessing!

extend clear through the years. Often in

winter when I am hurrying home through
the lighted streets I look at the crowds of

my fellow commuters with a certain high
superiority. Poor folk, I say to myself;
poor dependent folk, dealing in nothing
but figures, in balances and profit and loss

statements—what would happen to you if,

for a single season, all of us farmers were to

quit work and move to town? You are

hurrying home to dinners that your handi
have not wrought, while I—I know thai

we are to have beans that last summer I

raised with mine own toil and perspiration,

and helped my wife to can in the kitchen of

our little white cottage.

Not for any wealth or office would I

surrender that proud feeling. It is a
shock absorber that carries me gayly over

all sorts of bumps. What can fate or cir-

cumstance do to me? Take away my job!

I have another job in Foxboro. Rob me of

my savings? I have a bank that needs
only a little work in the sunshine to yield

me everything necessary for maintaining
life. I have conquered the world; I have
banished fear from its face forever; for,

if need be, I know that I can delve in the

earth and find there support for myself
and my children.

That is the first great fruit of Foxboro;
and the second is children. All around me
in New York I see children growing up
whose parents confess bitterly that they
are "such a problem." Our children are

no problem. For four months of the year

we turn them out, barefooted, to soak
health into their systems through the

pores of their feet, and to learn the price-

less gift of finding pleasure in simple

things. Even New York cannot break
down in eight months what Foxboro
builds up in four. We have almost no

sickness at our house. Nor any of that

sickness of the soul that comes from envy-

ing the more material possessions of other

folks. A water wheel, fashioned by Daddy
from an old grocery box, and set up
triumphantly in the brook, is a thing more
to be desired than a new limousine, and an

old fishing pole than soft raiment or

precious jewels.
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It is not by chance, I think, that so many
of our great men and women have come

j from the farms. There, as children, they

share the companionship of their parents

1 instead of the companionship of hired

servants; they build into their frames the

I sturdy health which is the foundation of

j almost every big success; and, walking

f much alone in the fields, they learn a

I sturdy self-reliance, and a humble faith

j in the All-seeing One who creates man in

I His own image, and so powerfully pro-

| tects those who put their lives into unison
I with His will.

Qur third great crop is a corrected

|
perspective on this tumultuous and dazzling

I world. It is so easy to become distracted

| in the midst of a great city—so almost

| inevitable that the petty concerns of

[j
every day should assume a false impor-

| tance. There are times when the little

I cares of my office seem monumental;
when I actually forget that- it really makes
no difference whether my income is a few
dollars more or less this month than it

happened to be last. At such times Fox-
boro is a cure beyond all price. Leaving
New York, and arriving there in the
evening, I walk out under the stars that
have looked down upon the little worries

of so many million men untroubled, and
will look down upon so many millions

more when I am gone; I lift my eyes to

the hills, silent, reposeful, eternal—and at

once all the trivial concerns of New York
vanish like dew before the sunrise. I say
to myself: "Thou fool, what a wicked
waste of precious hours to spend any of

them in worry! Nothing in New York
really matters. Only health, and the love

of a wife and children, and the capacity
for doing as well as you can the thing you
have to do—only these really matter."
Which brings me to the mention of my

fourth crop—the fine sense that only us
farmers enjoy, of being fellow workers
with God in the business of creating in the
world

.

"I have traveled very widely," said

Thoreau, "in Concord." I, too, have
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traveled very widely—in Foxboro. It

may be that Europe has something to offer

in the way of wonders that we do not have
in Foxboro, but the longer I live the more
I am inclined to doubt it. They have
many old churches, in a bad state of repair;

we too have churches, none too well kept up.

They have larger parks than we, but we
have our common. They have men famed
for wisdom, but at our paper store, at

night, one may wait for the Boston papers

and converse with men in whom is all the

philosophy of the ages. Perhaps I shall go

to Europe some day, but I rather dread
the ordeal, knowing how much I must be
disappointed. For it cannot, after all, be
very different from Foxboro—and I am
at home in Foxboro.

I have spoken of my cottage as my
"ancestral home," and so it is. "Since we
did not have any ancestors with wisdom
enough to live five or six generations in a

spot like this," I say to my wife, "then,

perforce, we will be ancestors. This is our
ancestral home; by the time our grand-
children begin to come up here for their

summer vacations it will have been in our
family for a great many years."
And, indeed, America needs nothing so

much as more ancestral homes, more
riveting of families to a common spot.

We shall have a better country, a finer

patriotism, and a larger, more exalted

sense of responsibility, as we form the
habit in America of clinging through many
generations to the same spot of land.

The city may be well enough as a place
to be young in, but it is nothing for the
years of wisdom that come with the
mellowing of age. Old age is less fearsome
in the country; death is easier and more
natural—even as the blossom ripens jnto
the fruit, and the fruit softens and drops
quietly into the warm, outstretched arms
of Nature that gave it birth. And Enoch,
I believe, must have been a farmer; for we
have no record that he ever died, in the
sense in which we know the term. Of him
it is written instead that "he walked with
God, and he was not, for God took him."

Things You Should Know
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13]

expect. And, as a further substantiation of

what I am saying, I have from one of the
largest egg farmers in the Middle West,
over his own signature, figures to show that
he got even less percentages than I,

though he had them in units of 1,000.

I broke even, year after year, approxi-

mately, for six consecutive seasons, after

giving my entire time to it, doing all the
work myself. When I had decided to quit

I had paid out about $400 on permanent
investment, and owed $300 at the bank,
borrowed to tide over the fall months
when no eggs were coming. I sold the hens
Und equipment down to farm flock size

for both, put money in horses and tools,

and began to follow the plow.
All these years I had a living from in-

come outside of hens, though of course we
bought no eggs or chickens in that time,

and the farm was bought with money
made before this work began. Under
conditions as I found them I feel justified

in concluding that every man who has a
hankering after egg-farming (I am writing

of that side of the work only) ought to

know and study what follows:

I 1. That, since the "memory of man
runneth not to the contrary," men have
been retiring in late life to suburbs to

jnake an easy living with poultry, only to

find themselves back on the farm as soon
as "they found out."

|
2. If I take a bunch of hens on a new

place, say January 1st, give them good
care, get a good yield, and rush to the
papers to tell what I have done up to

September 1st, I tell only part of a truth;

for at that time the best has been done,
according to all proof, and if I had waited
kintil the year was out the papers would
never have heard the tale. It was truth,

but misleading. Hens by hundreds will

not do as well as a few.

I 3. Percentages of laying run most
everywhere, in commercial poultry, as

per the table herewith. .Fifty to sixty

per cent being the best, and as low as

ten per cent.

: 4. Hens lay fine from December or
[January to June, then go back at a faster

ratio than they went up. Upward three
months, down six months, "dry" three
months. AJien cannot grow a new coating
of feathers and lay, feed her ever so well.

If you hatch Leghorns in February and
March to lay while old hens molt, they

will lay irregularly for a while, then they
go into molt.

5. Hatching incubator chicks is a
fascinating toil, and has to be a large part
of the work on all egg farms, for it is

absolutely necessary to have pullets to
get eggs.

, 6. One Dr. Pride wrote a bulletin on
white diarrhcea which I wish every man
with "poultry fever" could read (I have
lost mine), for if that had fallen into my
hands before I was inoculated I tell you
now I never would have begun. Pride is

the only man I know who told the truth.
Read it if you can. He said the plague is

incurable. The government bulletins tell

you there is no cure.

7. Loss' by death from the time the
pullets (with me) were two pounds weight
till the end of the first laying year ran
from seven to ten per cent. Many died
from want of stamina, roup killed some,
some bled to death from cut combs, some
died of appolexy on the laying nest.

8. Working an egg farm is a 365-day
job, if you do your duty as I did. Running
incubators.tending brooders, feeding chicks,

feeding hens, watering, cleaning roosts,

hauling feed, working garden, doing the
chores, you will be so dirty your wife, if as

clean as mine, will object to your getting
in her clean bed—take my word for it.

It accidentally fell into my hands about
the time I was closing out that, on a
circular inquiry, 326 poultrymen answered
the question, "What are the two main
drawbacks to egg farming?" the same way,
namely: "The rearing of enough pullets

to take the place of old hens, and getting
the hens to lay in the fall." I found it the
same way, though I was not asked the
question. All of the 326 ought to have also

said that the common barnyard fowl lays
the egg that sets the price over all eggs.

Jan 2,098
Feb 6,026
Mar 9,694
Apr 11,188
May 9,330
June 5.141

July 5,060
Aug 2,971
Sept 1,409
Oct 616
Nov 626
Dec 734

Table showing high and low egg yield of

750 hens and pullets in units of 150 to 200
in open-front houses 10x50 feet on a North
Carolina egg farm

Westclox
IT'S the way you start your day that

counts. A leisurely, untroubled get-away
in the morning usually means a day of many
things well done.

That's what a good alarm clock does for

you • Millions of men thank their Westclox
alarms for smoother-running, more resultful

days. They get off to business feeling right.

That's because each Westclox does its job
right. It's built so it will. All Westclox have
the same construction that won Big Ben's
success.

Wheels turn on needle-fine pivots of polished

steel. Friction is lessened. The clock runs
easier; lasts longer. Westclox, on the dial and
tag, means that kind of a clock.

Western Clock Co. -makers of Westclox
La Salle & Peru; Illinois, U. S. A,

CrtfitCll FlSh other fur-be^ring
r
an1mal3* in large numbers, with the

New, Folding Galvanized Steel Wire Trap. It
catches them like afly-trap catches flies. Made in
all sizes. Write for descriptive price list, and ourtree booklet on best bait known for attracting fish.
J. F. Gregory, 3343 Oregon Ave., St.Lonis.Mo

mmmim I 81111 - |
Walter Kaley |

"Just Plain \

Everyday Plugging"
|

That's what Walter Kaley, one of Farm |
and Fireside's most successful subserip- §
tion salesmen, came back at us with, when \

we asked him the secret of his success. |

You can help yourself to a position pay- f
ing you $50 a week salary by following 1

Mr. Kaley's "success recipe"— -a post card |
will bring you particulars. Address §

Subscription Sales Department j
FARM AND FIRESIDE Springfield, Ohio 1

SHOEMAKER'S
BOOK on . POULTRY

and Almanac for 1919 has many colored
plates of fowls true to life. It tells all about
chickens, their prices, their care, diseases
and remedies. All about Incubators, their
prices and their operation. All about poultry
houses and bow to build them. It's an encyclo-
pedia of chickendom. You need it. Only 16c.
0. 0. SHOEMAKER Boi 962 Freeport. III.

25 Leading Varieties— Sate delivery guar-
anteed. Postpaid. One ol the largest and best
equipped hatcheries in U. S. Catalog FREE.
Miller Poultry Farm, Box 555, Lancaster. Mo.

Pine Rrpoife Poultry, Turkeys, Geese, Ducks. Guineae;
rillC Dl CCUa Bantams, Hares. Pigeons, Dogs. Stock.
Hatching Eggs specialtyr reasonable. Pioneer Farm, Telford, Pi.

D U... I-* ; I*— 10,000 each week after MarchDoDj VrlHCKS 15th. 20 varieties, utility and
exhibition stock. S14.00 per 100 up. Circular and price list
free. Stamps appreciated. Spencer Hatchery. Spencer, O.

POULTRY AND PIGEONS FOR PROFIT
SN Foy's big book tells all about It. Contains
SllggSg5g|many colored plates—an encyclopedia of poul-

try information, poultry houses, feeding for
eggs, etc. Written by a man who knows.
Sent for 5 cents. Low prices, fowls and eggs.

FRANK FOY, Box 4, CLINTON, IOWA

ELECTRIFY YOUR FARM

TRADE MARK
LIGHT AND POWER PLANT

1 AUTOMATi/-. (Specified standard
f
AUTOMATIC- by tne u. s _ Govt>) Fu||

Automatic — the only
plant that starts and
stops itself. Built with
General Electric gener-
ator, Schebler carbure-
tor, Stewart Vacuum
Gasoline System and
W i 1 1 a r d Batteries—
Built in eight sizes—
from 15 lights to 1OO0
lights. Write for illus-

trated catalogue.
Consolidated Utilities Corpora-
tion, 730 Michigan Ave. Chica-

go, III., Factory Distributors
Reputable Dealers Wanted
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Cream Quality

in Paint

AQUART of milk and a quart of

cream look much alike in the pail.

But milk is milk, and cream is cream,

and they don't sell for the same price.

A gallon of paint made of Dutch

Boy White-Lead and linseed oil may
look very much like some other

gallon of paint that you can buy for

less money. But Dutch Boy is cream-

quality paint. It contains the added

value you pay for.

Some of the important advantages

of using Dutch Boy White-Lead are

found in the ease with which it

spreads, saving labor-, its superior cov-

ering power, complete protection and

long wear.

Write our nearest branch for free

"Handy Book on Painting."

New York Chicago

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
Boston Buffalo Cincinnati Cleveland St. Louis San Francisco

JOHN T. LEWIS & BROS. CO., Philadelphia

NATIONAL LEAD & OIL CO., Pittsburgh

Dutch Boy Products
**

I,
--.^—

—
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1
Boys! Here's a Dandy Watch!

|

I If YOU Want One—Join Our Watch Club To-day |

EVERY live fellow

ought to have a

watch. Not one of

the tin kind with

painted hands, but a

real, honest -to -John

watch, that ticks and

runs and keeps a fel-

low from being late

at school and all that

sort of thing. That's

just the kind of a

watch we offer.

We bought a lot of

these watches from a

concern that was

overstocked. We paid

less than the market

price, and now we
have organized this

Watch Club for Farm
and Fireside boys and

will give one to each

fellow who will do a

little hustling for him-

self and Farm and

Fireside.
Gift No. 762

It's a Regular Stem Wind and Stem Setter

Has a white enameled dial, polished nickel case and, besides being a

dandy gocd-looker, keeps fine time. And you can get it just as easy

—

Here's How!
Get eight friends to order Farm and Fire-

side, one year each. Collect 25c for each

subscription. Send us the money, and
the names and addresses—and your watch
comes by prepaid post. Show your copy

of Farm and Fireside. This makes it easy

to get subscriptions. Send the coupon if

you want additional information. Address:

}The Watch Club
Farm and Fireside Springfield, Ohio

The Watch Club F.F. 6-19 1
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio

Please tell me how I can earn a watch.

Name

j
P. 0.

FARM AND FIRESIDE

Hendricks Hobbies
By W. L. Nelson

J.
P. HENDRICKS is a corn-belt

farmer who was once looked upon as a
crank by some of his skeptical neigh-

bors who "just didn't see any sense" in

plowing corn after every rain. But all the
time, despite some derision and many
good-natured banterings, Hendricks kept
on, even going so far as to cultivate corn
with a sulky hay rake—and he is still

putting this Maud Muller machine to the
same good use.

When we visited the Hendricks farm of

240 acres, the sulky rake was standing at
the side of a 40-acre field of almost knee-
high corn. In two days one man had gone
over the field with this rake, the teeth of

which were fastened down so as better to
break' up the crust left by a hard shower,
and had left as fine a dust mulch as anyone
could wish for. "Yes," said Mr. Hendricks,
"that old rake has saved me thousands of

barrels of water and hundreds of bushels
of corn."
Now, let nobody imagine that it would

pay to put a hay rake to such use in every
field. In fields where the sweet-potato-row
method, instead of level cultivation, is

followed, or where the soil has been al-

lowed to become "hard as a road," such
attempted use would be folly. On the
Hendricks farm, though, it works fine.

Same Method for Twenty Years

This leads us up to the Hendricks
method of corn cultivation. In brief, it

is level plowing, but deep enough to pro-
vide the finest and mellowest dust mulch
we have ever seen in a field, and all the
fields—there were 87 acres in corn—were
similar in soil condition. This was true
regardless of whether the corn followed
corn, rye, or cowpeas. Incidentally, let it

be said just here that Mr. Hendricks has
been following his present method of corn
cultivation for more than 20 years, and
that he has found it adapted alike to
bottom and prairie land. With him it is

no passing fad.

At the time we visited the farm, Mr.
Hendricks was using a two-row riding
surface cultivator which has been in use
for nine years. This plow is provided with
no shovels, but instead there are eight

knives, each about two feet long and four
inches wide; that is, they were four inches
wide when new, but much use has narrowed
them, especially toward the ends that are
set to run deepest. Following these knives,

which may easily be regulated by means of

levers, are steel drags provided with teeth
about the size'of forty-penny nails.

With this outfit Mr. Hendricks culti-

vates an average of 16 acres a day, and
does as good a job as we have ever seen
in any field. It is literally true that one
almost mires down in the mellow earth,

which is deepest near the center of the rows.

In order that all weeds may be removed,
for the best of plows will miss a few, Mr.
Hendricks carries in one hand a small,

short-handled hoe. With this he chops out
any scattering weeds which may have been
missed. While 16 acres is counted an
average day's plowing, a record of 25 acres

was once made with this plow.
In the field with Mr. Hendricks at the

time we visited his place was a fifteen-

year-old boy who was using a single-row

St... . State
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riding cultivator of the surface pattern.
He, too, was cutting out all the weeds,
leaving only the corn and cowpeas which
were growing in the rows. This man and
boy not only cultivate all the corn on the
farm, but look after other work, including
a large garden and truck patch.

In addition to a big Irish potato acre-
age, there are 1,000 sweet potato plants
and 1,000 tomato plants. Yet work on
this farm does not seem to be specially
rushing. There is system and time-saving.
For instance, the sweet-potato plants, in-

stead of being planted in short rows, are
in two long rows extending almost across
the field. This method makes possible much
cultivation by means of a plow instead of

hoe.
Tomato plants are set by means of a

"jabber," or spear. This is really a heavy
iron rod, pointed, and four feet long. At
the upper end is a hand hold, while about
18 inches from the pointed end is an ex-

tension for the foot. This arrangement en-

ables the user to stick the iron into the
ground the desired depth without any
trouble. One or two rapid turns and the

hole is made, with a good mulch founda-
tion ready prepared.

Into this the tomato plants go without
water. In filling the hole the spear is

stuck into the ground at an angle of about
40 degrees and the loose dirt turned over
toward the plant. With this method one
man has set 1,000 tomato plants between
supper-time and dark.
Much of the breaking of ground on the

Hendricks farm is done with a gang hav-
ing two 12-inch disks. With this imple-
ment, drawn by five horses abreast, Mr.
Hendricks has plowed 40 acres in 6 days,
breaking the ground to an average depth
of 10 inches. With the- addition of one
mule pulling a small drag, hitched to the

off mule of the team, all the plowed ground
is double dragged at the same time. Surely
this is a man-saving and time-saving
method.

Let no one imagine that because of the

economy of time and man power the work
on this farm is carelessly done. Instead,

we have never seen straighter corn rows
or work done with more evident care.

It is largely a matter of "taking time by
the forelock," of pushing the work instead

of letting the work push you. Two or

three days before the corn comes up it is

run over with a pulverizer at the rate of

20 to 25 acres a day.
Even in the simplest operations of the

farm short-cuts are taken. In felling

trees, for instance, the chopper girdles

the entire tree, leaving the stump almost
as level as if a saw had been used. "I

adopted this method," said Mr. Hen- t

dricks, "by observing the work of a saw.

We saw directly through a tree, this being

the shortest possible distance. Cutting a

tree by the old method means going the

longest way round."
In these reconstruction days, when labor

is scarce and time is such a large factor, it

would seem that those of us who are unable

to buy tractors or other large unit machinery
might well pattern after the Hendricks
method. To save time is wise economy.
To conserve moisture is to take out the

best of crop-insurance policies. These are

the things that make farming profitable.

Steel drags, provided with long sharp teeth, follow the knives of the plow
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Parcel-Post Marketing
By Chas. E. Richardson

I
HAVE two businesslike, persevering

friends who have made a success of par-

cel-post marketing. One of them keeps

a herd of pure-bred cattle in a- district far

from cities. Creamery prices did not satisfy

him, and he had no way of selling his

whole milk. So he conceived the idea of a

farm mail business in certified butter. He
learned how to make certified butter of a

high quality. From numerous manufae-

..turers of paper and wooden shipping boxes

I he obtained samples and quotations, finally

choosing a light wooden box of two-pounds
capacity, manufactured in his vicinity.

One dollar for two pounds appeared to him

a not unreasonable charge, and that was
the price he mentioned in his advertise-

ments.
These advertisements he placed on the

I classified ad pages of high-class newspapers.

'They were short, six-line notices, but they

iwere businesslike and to the point. When
the advertisements had been running a

month and a half, my friend wrote:

"'Results thus far are only partially satis-

factory, but I believe a successful business

ipan be developed if I give sufficient time

Und business effort to it. I mean to stick

foit."
; He made nothing on his parcel-post

business in butter during the first six

months, but all the time he was making
headway. At the end of that time he had
several permanent customers. Their num-
ber steadily increased. He took pains to

gell extra-good butter.

}, Week after week it was of uniform

quality. Eventually he discontinued ad-

vertising altogether, because he was get-

:ting more orders than-he could .fill. He
is a successful parcel-post farmer to-day,

and he would not think of marketing in

»ny other way.
The other man, city-born, as a young

bors, he sold for $1.75 a gallon delivered;

for sugar in 10-pound pails he got $2. To
local stores at this time other farmers
were selling their syrup for $1 to $1.25 a

gallon. Within the first two zones this

mail-order farmer shipped by parcel post,

in other zones by express. His syrup sales

last year exceeded 200 gallons-.

—

Yesterday I had a letter from him.
"The parcel post can be made to do great
wonders," he wrote. "Can be made!"
He hit the nail on the head with those
words. "As soon as the buying people
realize they are sure of getting their goods,

and getting good goods, their orders come
thick and fast." This man knows much
more about marketing than the average
farmer, and he considers the parcel post
indispensable.

There is no object in trying to build

up a parcel-post business unless you have
good stuff to sell. Without first-class goods
you will not get repeat orders, and without
repeat orders you cannot sell goods by
mail at a profit.

Quality is one essential. Another is

perseverance. The early days of a parcel-

. post business are the discouraging days.
Remember you are building up a business

for a lifetime, and it will pay. to build well.

For the farmer who looks for quick
results, the Thanksgiving and Christmas
holidays furnish an opportunity. The
right sort of an advertisement easily sells

turkeys, chickens, -and ducks at this time.
Don't try to fill your advertisement with
too many fancy words. In the early days
of mail-marketing city people liked the
sound of such words as "sweet," "ex-
quisite," "delicious." Like sugar, such
words are all right in small quantity, but
city people are sick of them now; they
have had too many.

So, in your advertisement say less about
man managed butter and egg store*:—the flavor of your goods and more about

' Consequently, he knows a good deal about
i retail market conditions and prices. On
jthe farm he produces butter, eggs, and

}
dressed poultry for parcel-post selling.

A spring specialty which he makes much
of is maple sugar and syrup.

The syrup from the home orchard this

spring, besides much he" bought of neigh-

the price and your business methods. By
parcel post you can sell a given grade
profitably far below the retail price, or at
the retail price you can sell superlative
goods. Make the consumer understand
these things. You will sell goods by mail
if you make your appeal not only to his
palate but to his pocketbook.

Plowing for Profit

A_.„.f\ withstand the heavy stresses and
JTm. strains consequent upon field work
can do a good job of plowing by hitching it

to several ordinary horse gangs. These,
however, do not give as good satisfaction

as the special tractor plow, since they are

not so compact in construction, are not so
easily handled, and are not so completely
under the control of the operator.

Personally, I have in time past used two
types of tractors. One of these is 45 horse-
power, the other 30 horsepower. I have
used the latter size the past two seasons.

This engine is designed for general field

I
work on small or large farms. I have been
in the habit of pulling from three to six

14-inch plows. The tractor handles these
very successfully to a depth of eight inches
in all kinds of soil. I find from experience
hat this engine will use from two to two
.nd one-half gallons of fuel to the acre,
airing the cost of operation quite low.
I find that one man with this tractor and

the regular tractor plow is able to average
from 10 to 15 acres a day. Two men will
average from 15 to 20 acres a day. In one
instance two men plowed 23 acres in 10
hours. I have found that this engine is

able to plow when the ground is in fit

condition to be worked at all.

There are many advantages gained by
using such an outfit. The operator is able
to turn off several times the work he could
with a team, and does his plowing in a
short time when the ground is in the best
condition. This one thing alone should add
materially to the productiveness of the
field. I also find it quite

-
practical to

attach a harrow behind the plow so that
the ground is harrowed when still moist,
putting it in ideal condition to conserve
the moisture.

fe» These same general facts hold true when
one is using an engine for disking, harrow-

By R. B. Rushing

ing, or harvesting. I do all these things
with the tractor.

Last spring, after the rush of plowing
was over, a man living some ten miles
away sent word that he had 65 acres of sod
which he would like to have me plow so he
could plant corn. He offered me $1.50 an
acre and furnished the fuel and a man to
help.

Before this job was done a neighbor of
his said he had 20 acres of stubble land
that had been so wet he could not get it

plowed. It was reasonably dry now, and,
as his men were all busy, he would like to
have me plow it. The day we were plowing,
the work looked so well to him that he
decided to have a 30-acre field of sod
plowed for the same purpose.
The result was that from these jobs I

netted enough to go a good way toward
paying the season's wages of the engine
man. Since then the road boss has asked
-me to grade much of the road, and others
have spoken for considerable plowing.

-

A Labor Card-Index
By L. H. Lane

IN ADDITION to the usual accounts and
records of farm operations, I keep a card

record regarding ranch help which shows
when each man was hired, his nationality
and age, his previous employer, his wages,
the general class of work he performed, any
increase in wages, his competence and dis-
position, when and why he left.

Any important facts that come to my
certain knowledge are added—for instance,
the fact that a man has a family—though
I never question the men nor accept mere
gossip.

This record has been useful in many
cases.

Toppy red bags, tidy
red tins; handsome
poundand half-pound
tin humidors—and—
that classy, practical
pound crystal glass
humidor with sponge
moist'ener top that
keeps the tobacco in
such perfect condi-
tion.

PLAY the smokegame
with Prince Albert if

you're hunting for tobacco that will

cheer your smoke-appetite 1 For, with
Prince Albert, you've got a new idea

on the pipe question that freesyou from
stung tongue and dry throat worries I

Made by our exclusive patented proc-
ess, Prince Albert is free from bite and
parch and hands you about the biggest

lot of smokefun that ever was

!

Prince Albert is a pippin of a pipe

tobacco; it certainly does beat the

band 1 And, what you're going to find

out pretty quick thousands of men dis-

covered as long as ten years ago when
P. A. started a smoke revolution 1

Get the idea that P. A. is simply
everything that any man ever longed
for in tobacco 1 You never will be will-

ing to figure up the pleasure you've
missed once you get that Prince Albert
quality flavor and quality satisfaction 1

You'll talk kind words every time you
fire up!

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

"DON'T SHOUT"
"I hear you. I can hear now
aa well as anybody. 'How?'

, With theMORLEY
IPHONE. I've a
pair In my ears now, but
they are invisible. I would
not know I had them In,

myself, only that I hear all

right.

"The Morley Phone lor
the DEAF

is to the ears what
glasses are to the
eyes. Invisible, com-
fortable, weightless

and harmless. Anyone can adjust it." Over one hun-
dred thousand sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.
THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 776, Perry Bldg.,Phila.

Now is the Time
to Buy a Farm
in Good Old U.S. J.
Although the war is over, the demand for food

continues. The business of producing things to
eat, therefore, gives promise of paying satis-
factory dividends.
The TJ. S. RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION

offers the co-operation of its HOMESEEKERS
BUREAU to those who wish to engage in farm-
ing, stockraising, dairying, poultry raising, fruit
growing, and kindred pursuits. Free information
will be furnished about farm opportunities in
any State on request.

Write today. Give me the name of the State
you want information about; say what line of
farm activity you wish to follow, and the number
of acres you will need, and let me know what
kind of terms you desire. The more particulars
you can send regarding your requirements, the
better I can serve you. /

"

Nothing to Sell,
Only Information to Give.

J. L. EDWARDS, Manager,
Agricultural Section, U. S. Railroad Administra-

tion, Room 283, Washington, D. C.

1

CHEAPEST WAY TO GO
is on a bicycle — a dozen miles for
a cent. That's why in Europe one in
every six persons rides a bicycle. All
armies use them by thousands. It is the
workman's street car, with thecost
of the rides saved. A complete oat-
door gymnasium that keeps you
fit in mind and muscle.

Mead's Factory to Rider
Sales Plan Saves you $10 to $20 on all
latest war approved Ranger models.

30 Days Free Trial and Free Delivery.

TlO Part8'RePalrs at half usual prices.
lllltWDon't buy until you get our Big

Free Catalog describing all the wonderful new
offers, liberal terms and low prices. Write a postal now.

MEAD CYCLE COMPANY
Department B-S3 CHICAGO

7&PPERFECT
CORN HARVESTER
SoldDirect $20^ JS^y

Works in any kind of
soil. Cuts stalks, does
notpuiiukeothercutters Absolutely no danger.

Cuts Four to Seven Acres a Day
with 1 man and 1 horse. Here is whatonefarmer says:

Gentlemen:—Have found the harvester to be a
labor and a money saver. Filled an 85-ton silo
with the help of a 10-year old boy. The corn was
on a side hill and the piece was stony but the
"Perfect" cut all the corn. Yours respectfully,

H. S. ATWOOD, Watertown. Conn.

SOLD DIRECT TO THE FARMER
Send for bookletandcircularstelungallabouHhislabor-
eavingmachine; also testimonials ofmany users

.

.LOVE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. 23 Lincoln, 111.
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Youth Writes a Letter to Love
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26]

she told him, "it's all the same. They use
you as long as they want you and give you
what they must, and that's the end of it;

so, I say, get as much as you can out of

them, and don't work any harder than you
have to."

"How old are you?" he asked sharply.

"Twenty-four," she replied promptly,
though puzzled.
He drew in a whistling breath.
"Gee!" he ejaculated. "As young as

that! Then it's one of three things: your
shoes are too tight, or you have indigestion,

or you have had a scrap with your beau."
"It's not any of them," she defended

herself.

She could not, if she would, have told

him the truth. Muggins was no seminar
psychology student. She was only vaguely
aware that she was sick of the business of

nursing other women's babies for them,
restoring other women's husbands to
health, working always for other women's
happiness and getting nothing out of it

herself but her thirty a week.
"Why did you go into nursing?" he

demanded.
The psychology student which Muggins

was not would have said that what she
wanted, what her hungry heart craved, was
to be in things, to find the emotional life

that she needed; and that, after all, what
she had found was only a place on the out-
skirts of other folks' emotional life. Mug-
gins, being what she was, blurted out some-
thing comprehensible and not true.

"It looked like good money," she said.

"But I guess the rooming house is better."

He contemplated her thoughtfully.
"It will'get you yet," he mused.
"What?"
"The war."
She shook her head skeptically.

Then they went together to the sick-

room, forgetting completely that he had
asked a question that had not been
answered.
Nor did they remember it when Dr.

Biggins returned a second time that day.
The cause of his visit was Godfrey. Mrs.
Hammond had felt uneasy about him all

evening. He looked feverish and really ill,

although he kept assuring her that he was
quite all right. There was nothing, of

course, that he could tell her about the
cause of his misery. She did not even know
that a certain stationer in the town had a
lovely daughter Mary who sometimes
deigned to exchange magazines for small
coins when her father was out or busy; nor
would she have understood had she known.
What she thought of was bronchitis, and
when she finally called the nurse to take
the boy's temperature the little thermom-
eter gave so alarming a report that the
doctor was summoned at once. He talked
vaguely of acute gastritis or a little cold,

and finally admitted that he couldn't be
sure until morning.
But outside of the sick-room he won-

dered to Mrs. Hammond whether he might
have had some sort of an upset.

"Upset stomach?" inquired Mrs. Ham-
mond. "Something he's eaten?"

"Well, that, of course," said Dr. Biggins;

"but I was wondering if he might have had
—might have had—some sort of emotional
shock."

Mrs. Hammond stopped being worried
long enough to laugh.

"Well, his college report gave his father

and me an emotional shock! But it didn't

give him one! And his tire bill too. Indeed,

I wish that had upset him a little."

So he gave his orders to the nurse, and
the convalescent little Hammonds were
left that night to the care of nursemaid and
governess, while Muggins was officially in-

stalled in Godfrey's room, to which a cot
had been brought for her use.

But she sat up a while to keep an eye on
him, for he was tossing feverishly upon his

bed. Shading the drop light so that it

would not disturb the patient, she took up
her leather writing pad and the letter she
had started that afternoon to her sister.

She looked up from her paper at the end of

each line or so, to make sure that the
patient did not need her.

The letter progressed rapidly, for she
found herself able to think more clearly, in
this immense midnight stillness of the
house, than she had done yesterday with
all the afternoon's distractions about her.

"I cannot see," she wrote, "that there
is more money in it than in nursing."

She paused and stared dreamily into
space. After all, what was there to gain by
the change? Then she went on:

"That is, after j^ou have paid the help
and the coal and the electricity and the
rent and the upkeep generally; that is, not
unless you called it a sanatorium or a rest

house and charged fancy prices. But I will

come out and look it over, because if it pays
better I want to go into it. I think it would
be easier, on the whole."
Then she asked about the children, and

told about some twelve and a half cent
initial handkerchiefs she had bought at a
sale, and signed herself,"Your affectionate
sister."

And then, because her patient seemed
quiet, she turned out the light and lay
down on her cot. Lying there, she thought
about her shoes that needed half-soling;

and she wondered whether when she was
fifty she'd still be nursing or still be keeping
a rooming house; and then she reminded
herself that she'd better not order any new
uniforms until she decided— "Mary:"
cried the voice from the bed.
For a moment she was too startled even

to rise. After all her experience as a nurse
she would have thought that nothing could
startle her; and yet
that simple name
called to her across
the room almost
paralyzed her.

How did he know
that her name was
Mary? Aside from
the teachers in
school, no one had
•ever called her that.

To her family she
was Mame; to the
Hammond family
she was Muggins;
to the rest of the
world Miss Hop-
kins.

"Mary!" called

the voice again

—

this time with a
strangely beseech-
ing note in it.

Hastily she rose

and crossed the
darkened room to
his bed.

She brought him
a glass of water,

and after he had
taken it his hand
reached out and
clung convulsively
to hers. So she
seated herself on
the chair beside the
bed. The boy was
quiet now, except
that his hand kept
its feverish grasp
on her own, giving

it a queer sensation,

mpre accustomed
as it was to mus-
tard plasters and
thermometers and
hot-water bottles

than the strong,

slim hand of a boy.
"Mary."
In the darkness

she bent toward
him a little.

"Yes?" she ques-
tioned soothingly.
"You say 'Yes', just like that," he re-

proached her bitterly. "'Yes'—that's all

you say."
"What did you want me to say?" she

asked him in her conciliatory voice.

"You might at least say, 'Yes, dear.'"
For Muggins it was like a sudden plunge

into ice-cold water, making her gasp.
He flung her hand from him.
"You don't care," he admonished her

bitterly.

A sudden glory of tenderness filled her
heart. She bent over him.

"I do care," she declared truthfully.

He sought her hand again, and clung to

it satisfied.

Finally one of Muggins' strong hands
released the fingers that so convulsively
imprisoned her other hand; and then, just

as she had her two hands safely again in

her lap, she heard a soft step reach the
door, heard the sound of a turned knob,
and the click of the electric light button,
which flooded the room with a blinding

brilliance.

Mrs. Hammond, very gorgeous in her
blue-and-silver negligee, stood at the foot

of the bed, looking at her son.

On the way to her ro

pass Godfrey's door,

and say good-by?" she

"I thought I heard his voice," she ex-
plained. "Isn'.t he any better?"

"He's very restless," Muggins told her,

"and the fever hasn't subsided much."
At the sound of her voice the boy turned

heavily over on his side.

"Mary!" he called again, fretfuily.

Muggins' hand went to the table beside
her to steady herself.

Mrs. Hammond looked at her curiously.
"Does he mean you?" she inquired.

"He's been calling me that this evening,"
Muggins temporized..

"Is Mary your name?"
She nodded.
Mrs. Hammond looked thoughtful.
"I didn't know it was," she said. "They

always just call you Muggins."
Then again came the voice of the fevered

sick boy, this time startling them into
silence.

For—"My dearest," the boy said in his

broken delirious voice. "Oh, Mary dearest."
Mary Hopkins' mind went searching

frantically for something to say. "I don't
think

—
" she started to say, but didn't

finish it, for she
did think that he
meant it. It wasn't
until later that she
began to doubt;
later, when Mrs.

s Hammond had
gone with her icy

Ipr ^ disapproval, leav-

ing them alone
again, with the
darkness of the
room settled down
upon them— the
darkness out of

which had come
that one strange
flash of romance.
He was sleep-

ing now over there.

Muggins didn't
sleep. How could
she have slept? It's

something you
don't do when sud-
denly romance has
flashed into a life

of gray routine.
Only, had it

flashed? That was
the doubt that
grew and grew. At
first it was only a
shadow of a doubt,
for was not the
sound of his "Mary
dearest" still ring-

ing in her ears, and
the feel of his

sinewy young hand
still upon her own?
But how could she
know for sure? It

was all so new, and
she felt herself as

ignorant about this

sort of thing as the
greenest little pro-
bationer in the hos-
pital could be about
anesthetics and
hypodermics.
With dawn doubt

had waxed into a
great grim thing.

How could it be true? They always said

queer things with a temperature. And,
anyhow, who could feel that way about
her? Certainly no one like him.

Only, dear God! she wanted it to be
true. Let just that one little thing be true,

and she would give her whole life to nursing
other people's loved ones.

When he should awake she would know
for sure. But she was almost afraid to have
him wake.
He was still sleeping when the maid

came to summon Muggins to her breakfast.

Mrs. Hammond had always been pa-
tronizing and superior, but now there was
a new and special chill about her manner.
Muggins was well aware of it, and knew
why it was there. But she went plodding
somehow through grapefruit • and soft-

boiled eggs and toast, and managed to

reply, "I think so," and "Yes, indeed," to
Mrs. Hammond's conversation
But when it was all over, even to finger

bowls and folded napkins, Mrs. Hammond
raised her eyebrows at her plate and said:

"Miss Hopkins" (Muggins felt a shiver

run down her spine), "Miss Hopkins, a
former nurse of ours, Miss Edmunds, will

>m she had to

"Shall I go in

asked herself

say

be able to come to us this morning. Any
time you can find it convenient to get your
things ready, I can have James take you
in the limousine wherever you want to go."

"I can be ready, Mrs. Hammond, in
exactly twenty-five minutes," and, to
herself, "There," she said. "There! I
hope that's soon enough to suit her."
On the way to her room she had to pass

Godfrey's door.
"Shall I go in now to say good-by?"

she asked herself. And then it came to her
that when she did that she would know
for certain.

"I'll wait until I've packed," she
thought, "and stop in as I am leaving."

She went on to her room and with those
swift, capable hands of hers gathered to-

gether and packed her things in twenty
minutes.

"Five minutes," she thought, "to
good-by and get down-stairs."

So she dropped her suitcase outside
Godfrey's door, but when her hand was on
the knob she hesitated.

"Shall I or shan't I?" she demanded of

herself. "Quick—shall I or shan't I?"
And while she was hesitating there came

the sound of Mrs. Hammond's voice in the
hall below.

So her hand slipped away from the door
knob. She picked up her suitcase and went
silently down the stairs.

It was through Dr. Biggins that she kept
track of Godfrey's convalescence, of his

first day down-stairs, of his first ride in his

car. And then, before you can believe it

possible, came the news that he had
enlisted.

And then he was gone without a good-
by, without Muggins having a glimpse of

him, without even a chance to know. Only,
of course, she did know. Delirium, nothing
but delirium. People say anything then.

The days went on, and she kept at her
nursing, and kept putting off Bessie, and
kept waiting, though she told herself

flatly enough that she wasn't waiting.
Meanwhile, in Godfrey's home, his

mother kept cherishing a resentment to-

ward Muggins. Even when Godfrey, so

innocently unaware of what upsetting
words he had spoken in his delirium, had
enlisted and gone to France, even then his

mother's resentment persisted.
"They are all designing," she told her

husband. "That's what they go into

nursing for; and when a man is sick and
weak and helpless, what can you expect?"

It is queer that even the last terrible

news did not obliterate the mother's re-

sentment. Following the news, there came
in time the pitiful little bundle of Godfrey's
possessions, including an old wallet which
had belonged to Godfrey's grandfather and h
which the boy always carried with him.

In the wallet was a picture of Godfrey's
mother, taken when she was a child of ten;

there were photographs, too, of his father

and of his little brother and sister. In it

they also found a letter, hastily written and
a bit crumpled.

Mr. Hammond read the little letter

—

read it over twice, thoughtfully and grave-

ly, before he handed it to his wife.

It took her no more than a moment, and
then she dropped it into her lap, still keep-

ing a tight hold upon it.

"She shan't have it," she declared with

bitter heat. "Designing—she hasn't any
right—"

Replied the boy's father:

"He wanted her to have it, and it is our

last chance to do for him something he

wanted done."
That was how Mary Hopkins happened

to get the letter that was never intended

for her. It came when she was on a case,

and three hours passed before she found an

opportunity to read it behind the closed

door of her room, sobbing over it, though

there was as much tenderness and adora-

tion as grief in her tears, and a great joy in

her breaking heart.

After a single reading she knew it by
heart, and so could keep on reading it

when her eyes were too tear-dimmed to see:

Mary Dear: I don't think I'll ever see you

again, but Love doesn't get shot down in the

trenches. I want you to remember that always

and always. Your Godfrey

And so, you see, it was the love of God-

frey Hammond for the stationer's un-

worthy Mary that gave all that courage

and inspiration to Mary Hopkins the nurse

making her all that she has been in France

Youth wrote a letter to Love, and w
letter Youth wrote was delivered.


